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Learning multiclass rules with class-selective
rejection and performance constraints

Nisrine Jrad, Pierre Beauseroy and Edith Grall-Maës
Université de Technologie de Troyes ICD (FRE CNRS 2848), LM2S

France

1. Introduction

The task of classification occurs in a wide range of human activity. The problem concerns
learning a decision rule that allows to assign a pattern to a decision option on the basis of
observed attributes or features. Contexts in which a classification task is fundamental include,
sorting letters on the basis of machine-read postcodes, the preliminary diagnosis of a patient’s
disease or the fraud currency and documents detection. In the classical framework, decision
options are given by the pre-defined classes and a decision rule is designed by optimizing a
given loss function, for instance the misclassification rate.
In some cases, the loss function should be more general.
First, for some applications, like face identification or cancer diagnosis, one may favor with-
holding decision instead of taking a wrong decision. In such cases, the introduction of rejec-
tion options should be considered in order to ensure a higher reliability Ha (1997); Horiuchi
(1998); Jrad, Grall-Maës & Beauseroy (2008); Jrad et al. (2009d). Basic rejection consists of as-
signing a pattern to all classes which means that no decision is taken. More advanced rejection
methods enable to assign a pattern ambiguously to a subset of classes. In this class-selective
rejection scheme, decision options are given by the pre-defined classes as well as by defined
subsets of different combinations among these classes. In order to define a decision rule, a
general loss function can be defined by costs that penalize differently the wrong decisions
and the ambiguous ones.
Some applications may require to control the performance of the decision rule or more specif-
ically, the performance measured by indicators related to the decision rule. These latter could
be formulated as the performance constraints. Hence, the decision problem should also take
into account these constraints. A general formulation of this problem was proposed in Grall-
Maës & Beauseroy (2009). The decision problem is formulated as an optimization problem
with constraints. It was shown that the optimal rule can be obtained by optimizing its La-
grangian dual function which consists of finding the saddle point of this Lagrangian function.
This optimal theoretical rule is applicable when the probability distributions are known. How-
ever, in many applications, only amounts of training set is available. Therefore, one should
infer a classifier from a more or less limited set of training examples. In the classical decision
framework, referred as the classical framework, many historical strands of research can be
identified: statistical, Support Vector Machines, Neural Network Bishop (2006); Guobin & Lu
(2007); Hao & Lin (2007); Husband & Lin (2002); Vapnik (1998); Yang et al. (2007)... In the
class-selective rejection scheme, fewer works have been done Ha (1997); Horiuchi (1998).
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One approach based on ν-1-SVM was proposed in Jrad, Grall-Maës & Beauseroy (2008) and
tested on five cancer genes datasets in Jrad et al. (2009d). A cascade of classifiers with class-
selective rejection learned on different feature sets was used as a good way to provide im-
proved supervised diagnosis. In this chapter, multiclass problem is studied in the general
framework of class-selective rejection subject to constraints. Two approaches are presented
and discussed; a class-modeling approach and a boundary based approach.
The class-modeling approach is defined within the statistical community. It exploits flexible
classes of models to provide an estimate of the joint distribution within each class, which in
turn provides a classification rule. Estimators may be either parametric or not. In the paramet-
ric case, an additional hypothesis about the underlying probability density function should be
made. To illustrate that approach, a parametric estimator, Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)
Titterington et al. (1985), and a non-parametric estimator, Parzen Windows estimator (PW)
Emanuel (1962), are explored. The proposed approach Jrad et al. (2009c) consists of optimiz-
ing the class-conditional density estimates on the basis of a goodness of fit criterion. The
GMM and PW densities are plugged into the hypothesis tests framework to get the decision
rule associated to the estimates. The decision rule is selected by optimizing the Lagrangian
function.
The boundary based approach is defined in the SVM community. It avoids the estimation
of the complete density functions which is unnecessary since only densities in the neighbor-
hood of borders need to be precisely known. A multiclass support vector machine algorithm
(MSVM), based on ν-1-SVM, is used. The proposed method divides the multiple class problem
into several unary classification problems and train one ν-1-SVM for each class Scholkopf et al.
(2001); Scholkopf & Smola (2001); Tax (2001) coupled with its regularization path Hastie et al.
(2004); Rakotomamonjy & Davy (2007). The winning class or subset of classes is determined
using a prediction function that takes into consideration the different costs. The parameters of
all the ν-1-SVMs are optimized jointly in order to minimize the Lagrangian function. Taking
advantage of the regularization path method, the entire parameters searching space is con-
sidered. Compared to similar approaches Bottou et al. (1994); Hao & Lin (2007); Yang et al.
(2007), since the searching space is widely extended, the selected decision rule is more likely
to be the optimal one. Note that standard multiclass learning strategy is a particular case of
the proposed approaches where the different decision options are given by the pre-defined
classes, the loss function is given by the error rate and no constraint is considered. We will
refer to this case as the classical framework.
The class-conditional approach and the boundary based approach were applied to several
artificial datasets or toy problems. The datasets were constructed such that they differ in
modal complexity and sample size. By using toy problems, the characteristics of the datasets
can be exactly set and the performances of the supervised rule can be deduced by a simple
comparison to the theoretical ones. General comments about the behavior of the different ap-
proaches can be made by analyzing these results. As a final example, the boundary approach
is tested on five well-known cancer genes data sets, LEUKEMIA72 Golub et al. (1999), OVAR-
IAN Welsh et al. (2001), NCI Ross et al. (2000); Scherf et al. (2000), LUNG CANCER Garber
et al. (2001) and LYMPHOMA Alizadeh et al. (2000) in order to study the performance of this
approach on real world datasets.
This chapter is outlined as follows. Paragraph 2 introduces the general framework of mul-
ticlass problems with class-selective rejection and performance constraints. It presents the
optimal solution in the statistical theory framework. After describing the problem, we turn
to an exploration of a supervised solution in the class-modeling framework by exploiting the

non-parametric Parzen Windows estimator and the parametric Gaussian Mixture Models in
paragraph 3. The boundary strategy based on ν-1-SVM is presented in paragraph 4. The ef-
ficiency of the latter approach is illustrated through a supervised cancer diagnosis. Results
on the five genes datasets are reported in paragraph 5. The last paragraph discusses and
compares the class-conditional and boundary based approaches.

2. Classification with class selective rejection and performance constraints

This section addresses the problem of multiclass decision with class-selective rejection and
performance constraints. It gives a general framework for specifying such a problem. The
optimal solution is presented in the statistical hypothesis testing framework.

2.1 Multiclass problem
Let us consider a multiclass decision problem with N classes. A given pattern x ∈ �d belongs
to the class j noted wj, for j = 1, . . . , N, with the class-conditional probability density function
P(x/wj). Each class is characterized by its a priori probability Pj = P(wj). The uncondi-
tional probability function (mixture density) P(x) and the posterior probabilities P(wj/x) are
provided through the total probability theorem and Bayes’ formula.
The proposed general framework, introduced in Grall-Maës et al. (2006a) and developed in
Grall-Maës & Beauseroy (2009), allows to define a multiclass decision problem subject to per-
formance constraints using three kinds of criteria:

• the decision options: they correspond to the assignment subsets of classes that are
deemed as admissible for the problem. In the class-selective rejection scheme, there are
2N − 1 assignment subsets of classes. They correspond to the possible subsets in a set of
N elements excluding the empty set. They can be referred to ψi with i = 1, . . . , 2N − 1.
For example, assigning a pattern to ψi = {1; 3} means that it is assigned to both classes
w1 and w3 with ambiguity.
Thus, the decision options are defined by the set Ψ composed of only the admissible
subsets of classes ψi:

Ψ = {ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψI},

where I ≤ 2N − 1 is the number of decision options. Any decision rule Z : �d →
[1, 2, . . . , I] is defined such that Z(x) = i when x is assigned to the set ψi.
The probability of deciding that an element of the class j belongs to the set ψi is
P(Di/wj):

P(Di/wj) =
∫

{x|Z(x)=i}
P(x/wj)dx.

• the performance constraints to be satisfied. They are defined by inequalities, each of
them defining a threshold on a linear combination of class conditional decision proba-

bilities. Any performance constraint C(k) where k is a integer between 1 and the number

of constraints K is defined by its expression e(k)(Z) and its threshold γ(k):

C(k) : e(k)(Z) =
I

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

α
(k)
i,j PjP(Di/wj) ≤ γ(k) (1)

with e(k)(Z) a linear combination of class conditional decision probabilities, αi,j(k), for
i = 1, . . . , I and j = 1, . . . , N, is the cost of deciding that an element x belongs to the set
ψi when it is assigned to the class j, in the expression of the kth constraint.
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sidered. Compared to similar approaches Bottou et al. (1994); Hao & Lin (2007); Yang et al.
(2007), since the searching space is widely extended, the selected decision rule is more likely
to be the optimal one. Note that standard multiclass learning strategy is a particular case of
the proposed approaches where the different decision options are given by the pre-defined
classes, the loss function is given by the error rate and no constraint is considered. We will
refer to this case as the classical framework.
The class-conditional approach and the boundary based approach were applied to several
artificial datasets or toy problems. The datasets were constructed such that they differ in
modal complexity and sample size. By using toy problems, the characteristics of the datasets
can be exactly set and the performances of the supervised rule can be deduced by a simple
comparison to the theoretical ones. General comments about the behavior of the different ap-
proaches can be made by analyzing these results. As a final example, the boundary approach
is tested on five well-known cancer genes data sets, LEUKEMIA72 Golub et al. (1999), OVAR-
IAN Welsh et al. (2001), NCI Ross et al. (2000); Scherf et al. (2000), LUNG CANCER Garber
et al. (2001) and LYMPHOMA Alizadeh et al. (2000) in order to study the performance of this
approach on real world datasets.
This chapter is outlined as follows. Paragraph 2 introduces the general framework of mul-
ticlass problems with class-selective rejection and performance constraints. It presents the
optimal solution in the statistical theory framework. After describing the problem, we turn
to an exploration of a supervised solution in the class-modeling framework by exploiting the

non-parametric Parzen Windows estimator and the parametric Gaussian Mixture Models in
paragraph 3. The boundary strategy based on ν-1-SVM is presented in paragraph 4. The ef-
ficiency of the latter approach is illustrated through a supervised cancer diagnosis. Results
on the five genes datasets are reported in paragraph 5. The last paragraph discusses and
compares the class-conditional and boundary based approaches.

2. Classification with class selective rejection and performance constraints

This section addresses the problem of multiclass decision with class-selective rejection and
performance constraints. It gives a general framework for specifying such a problem. The
optimal solution is presented in the statistical hypothesis testing framework.

2.1 Multiclass problem
Let us consider a multiclass decision problem with N classes. A given pattern x ∈ �d belongs
to the class j noted wj, for j = 1, . . . , N, with the class-conditional probability density function
P(x/wj). Each class is characterized by its a priori probability Pj = P(wj). The uncondi-
tional probability function (mixture density) P(x) and the posterior probabilities P(wj/x) are
provided through the total probability theorem and Bayes’ formula.
The proposed general framework, introduced in Grall-Maës et al. (2006a) and developed in
Grall-Maës & Beauseroy (2009), allows to define a multiclass decision problem subject to per-
formance constraints using three kinds of criteria:

• the decision options: they correspond to the assignment subsets of classes that are
deemed as admissible for the problem. In the class-selective rejection scheme, there are
2N − 1 assignment subsets of classes. They correspond to the possible subsets in a set of
N elements excluding the empty set. They can be referred to ψi with i = 1, . . . , 2N − 1.
For example, assigning a pattern to ψi = {1; 3} means that it is assigned to both classes
w1 and w3 with ambiguity.
Thus, the decision options are defined by the set Ψ composed of only the admissible
subsets of classes ψi:

Ψ = {ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψI},

where I ≤ 2N − 1 is the number of decision options. Any decision rule Z : �d →
[1, 2, . . . , I] is defined such that Z(x) = i when x is assigned to the set ψi.
The probability of deciding that an element of the class j belongs to the set ψi is
P(Di/wj):

P(Di/wj) =
∫

{x|Z(x)=i}
P(x/wj)dx.

• the performance constraints to be satisfied. They are defined by inequalities, each of
them defining a threshold on a linear combination of class conditional decision proba-

bilities. Any performance constraint C(k) where k is a integer between 1 and the number

of constraints K is defined by its expression e(k)(Z) and its threshold γ(k):

C(k) : e(k)(Z) =
I

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

α
(k)
i,j PjP(Di/wj) ≤ γ(k) (1)

with e(k)(Z) a linear combination of class conditional decision probabilities, αi,j(k), for
i = 1, . . . , I and j = 1, . . . , N, is the cost of deciding that an element x belongs to the set
ψi when it is assigned to the class j, in the expression of the kth constraint.
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ric case, an additional hypothesis about the underlying probability density function should be
made. To illustrate that approach, a parametric estimator, Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)
Titterington et al. (1985), and a non-parametric estimator, Parzen Windows estimator (PW)
Emanuel (1962), are explored. The proposed approach Jrad et al. (2009c) consists of optimiz-
ing the class-conditional density estimates on the basis of a goodness of fit criterion. The
GMM and PW densities are plugged into the hypothesis tests framework to get the decision
rule associated to the estimates. The decision rule is selected by optimizing the Lagrangian
function.
The boundary based approach is defined in the SVM community. It avoids the estimation
of the complete density functions which is unnecessary since only densities in the neighbor-
hood of borders need to be precisely known. A multiclass support vector machine algorithm
(MSVM), based on ν-1-SVM, is used. The proposed method divides the multiple class problem
into several unary classification problems and train one ν-1-SVM for each class Scholkopf et al.
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the proposed approaches where the different decision options are given by the pre-defined
classes, the loss function is given by the error rate and no constraint is considered. We will
refer to this case as the classical framework.
The class-conditional approach and the boundary based approach were applied to several
artificial datasets or toy problems. The datasets were constructed such that they differ in
modal complexity and sample size. By using toy problems, the characteristics of the datasets
can be exactly set and the performances of the supervised rule can be deduced by a simple
comparison to the theoretical ones. General comments about the behavior of the different ap-
proaches can be made by analyzing these results. As a final example, the boundary approach
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et al. (2001) and LYMPHOMA Alizadeh et al. (2000) in order to study the performance of this
approach on real world datasets.
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optimal solution in the statistical theory framework. After describing the problem, we turn
to an exploration of a supervised solution in the class-modeling framework by exploiting the
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provided through the total probability theorem and Bayes’ formula.
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Grall-Maës & Beauseroy (2009), allows to define a multiclass decision problem subject to per-
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deemed as admissible for the problem. In the class-selective rejection scheme, there are
2N − 1 assignment subsets of classes. They correspond to the possible subsets in a set of
N elements excluding the empty set. They can be referred to ψi with i = 1, . . . , 2N − 1.
For example, assigning a pattern to ψi = {1; 3} means that it is assigned to both classes
w1 and w3 with ambiguity.
Thus, the decision options are defined by the set Ψ composed of only the admissible
subsets of classes ψi:

Ψ = {ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψI},

where I ≤ 2N − 1 is the number of decision options. Any decision rule Z : �d →
[1, 2, . . . , I] is defined such that Z(x) = i when x is assigned to the set ψi.
The probability of deciding that an element of the class j belongs to the set ψi is
P(Di/wj):

P(Di/wj) =
∫

{x|Z(x)=i}
P(x/wj)dx.

• the performance constraints to be satisfied. They are defined by inequalities, each of
them defining a threshold on a linear combination of class conditional decision proba-

bilities. Any performance constraint C(k) where k is a integer between 1 and the number

of constraints K is defined by its expression e(k)(Z) and its threshold γ(k):
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I

∑
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i,j PjP(Di/wj) ≤ γ(k) (1)

with e(k)(Z) a linear combination of class conditional decision probabilities, αi,j(k), for
i = 1, . . . , I and j = 1, . . . , N, is the cost of deciding that an element x belongs to the set
ψi when it is assigned to the class j, in the expression of the kth constraint.
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This section addresses the problem of multiclass decision with class-selective rejection and
performance constraints. It gives a general framework for specifying such a problem. The
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Let us consider a multiclass decision problem with N classes. A given pattern x ∈ �d belongs
to the class j noted wj, for j = 1, . . . , N, with the class-conditional probability density function
P(x/wj). Each class is characterized by its a priori probability Pj = P(wj). The uncondi-
tional probability function (mixture density) P(x) and the posterior probabilities P(wj/x) are
provided through the total probability theorem and Bayes’ formula.
The proposed general framework, introduced in Grall-Maës et al. (2006a) and developed in
Grall-Maës & Beauseroy (2009), allows to define a multiclass decision problem subject to per-
formance constraints using three kinds of criteria:

• the decision options: they correspond to the assignment subsets of classes that are
deemed as admissible for the problem. In the class-selective rejection scheme, there are
2N − 1 assignment subsets of classes. They correspond to the possible subsets in a set of
N elements excluding the empty set. They can be referred to ψi with i = 1, . . . , 2N − 1.
For example, assigning a pattern to ψi = {1; 3} means that it is assigned to both classes
w1 and w3 with ambiguity.
Thus, the decision options are defined by the set Ψ composed of only the admissible
subsets of classes ψi:

Ψ = {ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψI},

where I ≤ 2N − 1 is the number of decision options. Any decision rule Z : �d →
[1, 2, . . . , I] is defined such that Z(x) = i when x is assigned to the set ψi.
The probability of deciding that an element of the class j belongs to the set ψi is
P(Di/wj):

P(Di/wj) =
∫

{x|Z(x)=i}
P(x/wj)dx.

• the performance constraints to be satisfied. They are defined by inequalities, each of
them defining a threshold on a linear combination of class conditional decision proba-

bilities. Any performance constraint C(k) where k is a integer between 1 and the number

of constraints K is defined by its expression e(k)(Z) and its threshold γ(k):
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(k)
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i = 1, . . . , I and j = 1, . . . , N, is the cost of deciding that an element x belongs to the set
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• the average expected loss: it corresponds to the cost function to be minimized. It is also
expressed as a linear combination of class-conditional decision probabilities:

c(Z) =
I

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

ci,jPjP(Di/wj), (2)

where ci,j, for i = 1, . . . , I and j = 1, . . . , N, is the cost of deciding to assign an element x
to the set ψi when it belongs to the class j. The values of ci,j are relative since the aim is
to minimize c(Z), thus, without loss of generality, the values are defined in the interval
[0; 1].

In this framework, finding the optimal decision rule consists in determining the decision rule
Z∗ so that the cost c is minimum and the constraints given by equation (1) are satisfied. The
decision problem to be solved is expressed by the following optimization problem:

min
Z

c(Z)

s.t. e(k)(Z) ≤ γ(k) ∀k = 1, . . . , K.

Given this primal problem, the Lagrangian dual problem is defined by:

max
µ∈�K+

{min
Z

{L(Z,µ)}} (3)

in which µ = [µ1, µ2, . . . , µK]
T is the vector of Lagrangian multipliers associated with the

constraints and γ = [γ(1), γ(2), . . . , γ(K)]T is the vector of the constraint thresholds and

L(Z,µ) =c(Z) +
K

∑
k=1

µk(e
(k)(Z)− γ(k))

=
I

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

(
ci,j +

K

∑
k=1

µkα
(k)
i,j

)
PjP(Di/wj)−

K

∑
k=1

µkγ(k)

(4)

2.2 Theoretical optimal decision rule
According to Grall-Maës & Beauseroy (2009) the optimal objective values of the primal and
dual problems are equal. Thus, solving the dual problem provides the optimal decision rule.
The Lagrangian L(Z,µ) can be rewritten as:

L(Z,µ) =
I

∑
i=1

∫

{x|Z(x)=i}
λi(x,µ)dx −µTγ (5)

where λi(x,µ) is given by:

λi(x,µ) =
N

∑
j=1

PjP(x/wj)
(

ci,j +µTαi,j

)

with αi,j = [α
(1)
i,j , α

(2)
i,j , . . . , α

(K)
i,j ]T. For a given µ the minimum value of L(Z,µ) is obtained

when the integrated expression is minimum, that is by choosing the decision rule Z̃µ so that:

Z̃µ(x) = i if λi(x,µ) < λl(x,µ), ∀i = 1, . . . , I, l = 1, . . . , I, l �= i. (6)

The solution of the dual problem (3), which defines the optimal decision rule Z∗ is obtained

with µ∗ that maximizes L(Z̃µ,µ) as follows:

Z∗ = Z̃µ∗ with µ∗ given by µ∗ = arg max
µ∈�K+

L(Z̃µ,µ)

Note that the same decision rule could be obtained by minimizing a modified loss function:

cmodi f (Z) = c(Z) +
K

∑
k=1

µ∗
k (e

(k)(Z)− γ(k)) = L(Z,µ∗) (7)

If µ∗ is known, the optimal rule Z∗ is obtained by minimizing c(Z) + ∑
K
k=1 µ∗

k e(k)(Z).
A particular case of the stated rule can be given by the non constrained rule for which decision
options are given by the admissible classes and the loss function is defined by the probability
of error. We will refer to this case as the classical case.
In the supervised learning framework, Pj and P(Di/wj) are unknown, the process is described
by a training sample set. To tackle the decision problem in that case, two approaches are
developed and tested in the following: one is based on density estimation and the other based
on boundary methods. For each of the two approaches, different models can be designed. In
the following, we will present and discuss some of these methods and their characteristics.

3. Class-modeling approach

The most straightforward method to obtain a multiclass rule is to estimate the density of the
training data and exploit them within the decision theory framework to provide a classifica-
tion rule. We will refer to this approach as class-modeling approach. It exploits flexible classes
of models which attempt to provide an estimate of the joint distribution of the features within
each class. The decision rule is determined by plugging these estimations in the statistical
hypothesis framework and solving the latter optimization problem (3). Many estimators may
be used Bishop (2006).
In this section we consider that the data is described by a set of observations {x1, . . . , xn}
drawn from a given class w. Two estimators, the non-parametric Parzen Windows estimator
PW Emanuel (1962) and the parametric Gaussian Mixture Models GMM Titterington et al.
(1985) are investigated. Simulations on artificial datasets were carried out to study the effi-
ciency of the proposed method and discuss its sensibility to estimator choice. In the com-
ing subsections PW and GMM estimators will be presented, followed by the description of
the supervised learning method. Then two different data sets are introduced. They show
very specific features in order to illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed
methods.

3.1 Parzen Windows estimator
Let us suppose that n observations are being drawn from some unknown probability den-
sity P(x) in some d-dimensional space, which we shall take to be Euclidean, and we wish to
estimate the value of P(x). Suppose that, for some particular applications, no specific hypoth-
esis about the probability law can be made. In this case, a non-parametric density estimator
should be used. Kernels or Parzen Windows estimator (PW) Emanuel (1962) is exploited in
this study. It contains parameters that control the model complexity rather than the form of
the distribution. Thus the density model is obtained by placing kernels over each data point
and adding up the contributions over the whole dataset. Most often, Gaussian kernels are
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sity P(x) in some d-dimensional space, which we shall take to be Euclidean, and we wish to
estimate the value of P(x). Suppose that, for some particular applications, no specific hypoth-
esis about the probability law can be made. In this case, a non-parametric density estimator
should be used. Kernels or Parzen Windows estimator (PW) Emanuel (1962) is exploited in
this study. It contains parameters that control the model complexity rather than the form of
the distribution. Thus the density model is obtained by placing kernels over each data point
and adding up the contributions over the whole dataset. Most often, Gaussian kernels are
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• the average expected loss: it corresponds to the cost function to be minimized. It is also
expressed as a linear combination of class-conditional decision probabilities:

c(Z) =
I

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

ci,jPjP(Di/wj), (2)

where ci,j, for i = 1, . . . , I and j = 1, . . . , N, is the cost of deciding to assign an element x
to the set ψi when it belongs to the class j. The values of ci,j are relative since the aim is
to minimize c(Z), thus, without loss of generality, the values are defined in the interval
[0; 1].

In this framework, finding the optimal decision rule consists in determining the decision rule
Z∗ so that the cost c is minimum and the constraints given by equation (1) are satisfied. The
decision problem to be solved is expressed by the following optimization problem:

min
Z

c(Z)

s.t. e(k)(Z) ≤ γ(k) ∀k = 1, . . . , K.

Given this primal problem, the Lagrangian dual problem is defined by:

max
µ∈�K+

{min
Z

{L(Z,µ)}} (3)

in which µ = [µ1, µ2, . . . , µK]
T is the vector of Lagrangian multipliers associated with the

constraints and γ = [γ(1), γ(2), . . . , γ(K)]T is the vector of the constraint thresholds and

L(Z,µ) =c(Z) +
K

∑
k=1

µk(e
(k)(Z)− γ(k))

=
I

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

(
ci,j +

K

∑
k=1

µkα
(k)
i,j

)
PjP(Di/wj)−

K

∑
k=1

µkγ(k)

(4)

2.2 Theoretical optimal decision rule
According to Grall-Maës & Beauseroy (2009) the optimal objective values of the primal and
dual problems are equal. Thus, solving the dual problem provides the optimal decision rule.
The Lagrangian L(Z,µ) can be rewritten as:

L(Z,µ) =
I

∑
i=1

∫

{x|Z(x)=i}
λi(x,µ)dx −µTγ (5)

where λi(x,µ) is given by:

λi(x,µ) =
N

∑
j=1

PjP(x/wj)
(

ci,j +µTαi,j

)

with αi,j = [α
(1)
i,j , α

(2)
i,j , . . . , α

(K)
i,j ]T. For a given µ the minimum value of L(Z,µ) is obtained

when the integrated expression is minimum, that is by choosing the decision rule Z̃µ so that:

Z̃µ(x) = i if λi(x,µ) < λl(x,µ), ∀i = 1, . . . , I, l = 1, . . . , I, l �= i. (6)

The solution of the dual problem (3), which defines the optimal decision rule Z∗ is obtained

with µ∗ that maximizes L(Z̃µ,µ) as follows:

Z∗ = Z̃µ∗ with µ∗ given by µ∗ = arg max
µ∈�K+

L(Z̃µ,µ)

Note that the same decision rule could be obtained by minimizing a modified loss function:

cmodi f (Z) = c(Z) +
K

∑
k=1

µ∗
k (e

(k)(Z)− γ(k)) = L(Z,µ∗) (7)

If µ∗ is known, the optimal rule Z∗ is obtained by minimizing c(Z) + ∑
K
k=1 µ∗

k e(k)(Z).
A particular case of the stated rule can be given by the non constrained rule for which decision
options are given by the admissible classes and the loss function is defined by the probability
of error. We will refer to this case as the classical case.
In the supervised learning framework, Pj and P(Di/wj) are unknown, the process is described
by a training sample set. To tackle the decision problem in that case, two approaches are
developed and tested in the following: one is based on density estimation and the other based
on boundary methods. For each of the two approaches, different models can be designed. In
the following, we will present and discuss some of these methods and their characteristics.

3. Class-modeling approach

The most straightforward method to obtain a multiclass rule is to estimate the density of the
training data and exploit them within the decision theory framework to provide a classifica-
tion rule. We will refer to this approach as class-modeling approach. It exploits flexible classes
of models which attempt to provide an estimate of the joint distribution of the features within
each class. The decision rule is determined by plugging these estimations in the statistical
hypothesis framework and solving the latter optimization problem (3). Many estimators may
be used Bishop (2006).
In this section we consider that the data is described by a set of observations {x1, . . . , xn}
drawn from a given class w. Two estimators, the non-parametric Parzen Windows estimator
PW Emanuel (1962) and the parametric Gaussian Mixture Models GMM Titterington et al.
(1985) are investigated. Simulations on artificial datasets were carried out to study the effi-
ciency of the proposed method and discuss its sensibility to estimator choice. In the com-
ing subsections PW and GMM estimators will be presented, followed by the description of
the supervised learning method. Then two different data sets are introduced. They show
very specific features in order to illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed
methods.

3.1 Parzen Windows estimator
Let us suppose that n observations are being drawn from some unknown probability den-
sity P(x) in some d-dimensional space, which we shall take to be Euclidean, and we wish to
estimate the value of P(x). Suppose that, for some particular applications, no specific hypoth-
esis about the probability law can be made. In this case, a non-parametric density estimator
should be used. Kernels or Parzen Windows estimator (PW) Emanuel (1962) is exploited in
this study. It contains parameters that control the model complexity rather than the form of
the distribution. Thus the density model is obtained by placing kernels over each data point
and adding up the contributions over the whole dataset. Most often, Gaussian kernels are
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• the average expected loss: it corresponds to the cost function to be minimized. It is also
expressed as a linear combination of class-conditional decision probabilities:
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I
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∑
j=1

ci,jPjP(Di/wj), (2)

where ci,j, for i = 1, . . . , I and j = 1, . . . , N, is the cost of deciding to assign an element x
to the set ψi when it belongs to the class j. The values of ci,j are relative since the aim is
to minimize c(Z), thus, without loss of generality, the values are defined in the interval
[0; 1].

In this framework, finding the optimal decision rule consists in determining the decision rule
Z∗ so that the cost c is minimum and the constraints given by equation (1) are satisfied. The
decision problem to be solved is expressed by the following optimization problem:

min
Z

c(Z)

s.t. e(k)(Z) ≤ γ(k) ∀k = 1, . . . , K.

Given this primal problem, the Lagrangian dual problem is defined by:

max
µ∈�K+

{min
Z

{L(Z,µ)}} (3)

in which µ = [µ1, µ2, . . . , µK]
T is the vector of Lagrangian multipliers associated with the

constraints and γ = [γ(1), γ(2), . . . , γ(K)]T is the vector of the constraint thresholds and
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∑
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(4)

2.2 Theoretical optimal decision rule
According to Grall-Maës & Beauseroy (2009) the optimal objective values of the primal and
dual problems are equal. Thus, solving the dual problem provides the optimal decision rule.
The Lagrangian L(Z,µ) can be rewritten as:

L(Z,µ) =
I

∑
i=1

∫

{x|Z(x)=i}
λi(x,µ)dx −µTγ (5)

where λi(x,µ) is given by:

λi(x,µ) =
N

∑
j=1

PjP(x/wj)
(

ci,j +µTαi,j

)

with αi,j = [α
(1)
i,j , α

(2)
i,j , . . . , α

(K)
i,j ]T. For a given µ the minimum value of L(Z,µ) is obtained

when the integrated expression is minimum, that is by choosing the decision rule Z̃µ so that:

Z̃µ(x) = i if λi(x,µ) < λl(x,µ), ∀i = 1, . . . , I, l = 1, . . . , I, l �= i. (6)

The solution of the dual problem (3), which defines the optimal decision rule Z∗ is obtained

with µ∗ that maximizes L(Z̃µ,µ) as follows:

Z∗ = Z̃µ∗ with µ∗ given by µ∗ = arg max
µ∈�K+

L(Z̃µ,µ)

Note that the same decision rule could be obtained by minimizing a modified loss function:

cmodi f (Z) = c(Z) +
K

∑
k=1

µ∗
k (e

(k)(Z)− γ(k)) = L(Z,µ∗) (7)

If µ∗ is known, the optimal rule Z∗ is obtained by minimizing c(Z) + ∑
K
k=1 µ∗

k e(k)(Z).
A particular case of the stated rule can be given by the non constrained rule for which decision
options are given by the admissible classes and the loss function is defined by the probability
of error. We will refer to this case as the classical case.
In the supervised learning framework, Pj and P(Di/wj) are unknown, the process is described
by a training sample set. To tackle the decision problem in that case, two approaches are
developed and tested in the following: one is based on density estimation and the other based
on boundary methods. For each of the two approaches, different models can be designed. In
the following, we will present and discuss some of these methods and their characteristics.

3. Class-modeling approach

The most straightforward method to obtain a multiclass rule is to estimate the density of the
training data and exploit them within the decision theory framework to provide a classifica-
tion rule. We will refer to this approach as class-modeling approach. It exploits flexible classes
of models which attempt to provide an estimate of the joint distribution of the features within
each class. The decision rule is determined by plugging these estimations in the statistical
hypothesis framework and solving the latter optimization problem (3). Many estimators may
be used Bishop (2006).
In this section we consider that the data is described by a set of observations {x1, . . . , xn}
drawn from a given class w. Two estimators, the non-parametric Parzen Windows estimator
PW Emanuel (1962) and the parametric Gaussian Mixture Models GMM Titterington et al.
(1985) are investigated. Simulations on artificial datasets were carried out to study the effi-
ciency of the proposed method and discuss its sensibility to estimator choice. In the com-
ing subsections PW and GMM estimators will be presented, followed by the description of
the supervised learning method. Then two different data sets are introduced. They show
very specific features in order to illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed
methods.

3.1 Parzen Windows estimator
Let us suppose that n observations are being drawn from some unknown probability den-
sity P(x) in some d-dimensional space, which we shall take to be Euclidean, and we wish to
estimate the value of P(x). Suppose that, for some particular applications, no specific hypoth-
esis about the probability law can be made. In this case, a non-parametric density estimator
should be used. Kernels or Parzen Windows estimator (PW) Emanuel (1962) is exploited in
this study. It contains parameters that control the model complexity rather than the form of
the distribution. Thus the density model is obtained by placing kernels over each data point
and adding up the contributions over the whole dataset. Most often, Gaussian kernels are
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chosen with a mean m centered on the individual training objects (m = xp) and diagonal co-
variance matrices S = hI, where h is the smoothness parameter of the windows width. This
choice gives rise to the following density model:

P̂(x; h) =
1

n

n

∑
p=1

G(x; xp, hI) (8)

where G is a gaussian component given by:

G(x; m, S) =
1

(2π)
d
2 | S |

1
2

exp[−0.5(x − m)TS−1(x − m)] (9)

in which x is a given pattern, m is the mean and S is the covariance matrix of the kernel.
When the covariance matrix S is set equal to hI, the Parzen density estimator assumes equally
weighted features. The estimation of the density only depends on one parameter h and on the
sample set. Thus, training a Parzen density consists of the determination of a single parameter.
The smoothness parameter gives a trade-off between sensitivity to noise at small h and over-
smoothing at large h. The optimal width of the kernel h can be obtained by maximizing the
likelihood function. Because only one parameter is estimated the data model is easy to learn.

3.2 Gaussian Mixture Models estimator
A mixture of Gaussians is a linear combination of normal distributions Titterington et al.
(1985). The GMM are given by:

P̂T(x; θT) =
T

∑
t=1

πtG(x; mt, St) (10)

where θT = {m1, . . . , mT, S1, . . . , St, π1, . . . , πT} is the vector parameter of the Gaussian com-
ponents of a given class, T is the number of components per class, G(x; mt, St) is the d-
dimensional gaussian density given by equation (9) and πt is the mixing weight of the t-th
component satisfying:

T

∑
t=1

πt = 1 and πt ≥ 0.

When the number of Gaussians T is defined beforehand by the user, the means mt and covari-
ances St of the individual Gaussian components can efficiently be estimated by an Expectation
Maximization routine Dempster et al. (1977). The total number of free parameters in the mix-

ture of Gaussians is T(d +
d(d+1)

2 + 1).
When T is not defined a priori, the task is to estimate the parameters πt, mt, St and the number
T of components that maximize the log-likelihood:

LT(x1, . . . , xn; θT) =
n

∑
p=1

log P̂T(xp; θT).

The log-likelihood maximization can be carried out by the greedy EM algorithm based on the
theoretical results of Li & Barron (1999). In this latter, Li and Barron show that the difference
in Kullback-Leibler divergence achievable by T-component mixtures and the Kullback-Leibler
distance achievable by any (possibly non-finite) mixture from the same family of components

tends to zero with the rate c/T with c a constant dependant from the component family. Fur-
thermore, this bound is reachable by employing the greedy procedure. Therefore, the max-
imum likelihood of the mixture can be determined by adding iteratively a new component
to the mixture. In this chapter, the greedy EM Verbeek et al. (2003); Vlassis & Likas (2002)
algorithm for learning GMM is used since it is able to find the global likelihood maxima and
to estimate the unknown number of the mixture components. This algorithm can be summa-
rized as follows.

• Starting from a 1-component mixture (T = 1), the optimal parameters are
obtained by an EM procedure until convergence(| Literation(x1, . . . , xn; θT) −
Literation−1(x1, . . . , xn; θT) |≤ ε). Then, a search for a new component G(x; m∗

T+1, S∗
T+1)

location and a corresponding weight π∗
T+1 is performed in order to maximize the new

log-likelihood:

LT+1(x1, . . . , xn ; θT+1) =
n

∑
p=1

log P̂T+1(xp; θT+1)

=
n

∑
p=1

log[(1 − π∗
T+1)P̂T(xp; θT) + π∗

T+1G(xp; m∗
T+1, S∗

T+1)]

(11)

with P̂T(x; θT) remaining unchanged. It is obvious that the crucial step of this algorithm
is the search of a new component location. It can be shown that LT+1(x1, . . . , xn; θT+1)
is concave as function of πT+1 but can have multiple maxima as function of m∗

T+1 and
S∗

T+1. Hence, a global search is required.
One way pointed in Vlassis & Likas (2002) proposes to use all the points as initial can-
didates of the sought component. Every point is the mean of a corresponding candi-
date (mT+1 = xp) with the same covariance matrix σ2 I, where σ is set according to
Weston & Watkins (1999). For each candidate component, πT+1 is set to the mixing
weight maximizing the second order Taylor approximation of LT+1(x1, . . . , xn; θT+1)
around πT+1 = 0.5. The candidate yielding to the highest log-likelihood when added

to P̂T(x; θT) in (11) is selected and updated using EM until convergence. The new com-

ponent is added to P̂T(x; θT) and the research is repeated until reaching the maximum
likelihood on a validation set.

• An improved version of this global search Verbeek et al. (2003) is used in this work. For
each insertion problem, the proposed method constructs a fixed number of candidates
per existing mixture component. Based on the posterior distributions, we partition the
data set in T disjoint subsets At. For each set, C candidate components are constructed
(for the following experiences C = 10 candidates). To generate new candidates from
At, we pick uniformly random two data points xl and xr in At. Then, we partition At

into two disjoint subsets Atl and Atr. For elements of Atl the point xl is closer than xr

and vice versa for Atr. The mean and covariance of the sets Atl and Atr are used as
parameters for two candidate components. The initial mixing weights for candidates
generated from At are set to πt/2. To obtain the next two candidates we draw new xl

and xr , until the desired number of candidates is reached. After computing the log-
likelihood of each of the CT candidates, we set the new component as the candidate

that maximizes the log-likelihood P̂T+1(x; θT+1) when added to the existing mixture
with its corresponding mixing weight.
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chosen with a mean m centered on the individual training objects (m = xp) and diagonal co-
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When the covariance matrix S is set equal to hI, the Parzen density estimator assumes equally
weighted features. The estimation of the density only depends on one parameter h and on the
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The log-likelihood maximization can be carried out by the greedy EM algorithm based on the
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in Kullback-Leibler divergence achievable by T-component mixtures and the Kullback-Leibler
distance achievable by any (possibly non-finite) mixture from the same family of components

tends to zero with the rate c/T with c a constant dependant from the component family. Fur-
thermore, this bound is reachable by employing the greedy procedure. Therefore, the max-
imum likelihood of the mixture can be determined by adding iteratively a new component
to the mixture. In this chapter, the greedy EM Verbeek et al. (2003); Vlassis & Likas (2002)
algorithm for learning GMM is used since it is able to find the global likelihood maxima and
to estimate the unknown number of the mixture components. This algorithm can be summa-
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is concave as function of πT+1 but can have multiple maxima as function of m∗
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One way pointed in Vlassis & Likas (2002) proposes to use all the points as initial can-
didates of the sought component. Every point is the mean of a corresponding candi-
date (mT+1 = xp) with the same covariance matrix σ2 I, where σ is set according to
Weston & Watkins (1999). For each candidate component, πT+1 is set to the mixing
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ponent is added to P̂T(x; θT) and the research is repeated until reaching the maximum
likelihood on a validation set.

• An improved version of this global search Verbeek et al. (2003) is used in this work. For
each insertion problem, the proposed method constructs a fixed number of candidates
per existing mixture component. Based on the posterior distributions, we partition the
data set in T disjoint subsets At. For each set, C candidate components are constructed
(for the following experiences C = 10 candidates). To generate new candidates from
At, we pick uniformly random two data points xl and xr in At. Then, we partition At

into two disjoint subsets Atl and Atr. For elements of Atl the point xl is closer than xr

and vice versa for Atr. The mean and covariance of the sets Atl and Atr are used as
parameters for two candidate components. The initial mixing weights for candidates
generated from At are set to πt/2. To obtain the next two candidates we draw new xl

and xr , until the desired number of candidates is reached. After computing the log-
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in which x is a given pattern, m is the mean and S is the covariance matrix of the kernel.
When the covariance matrix S is set equal to hI, the Parzen density estimator assumes equally
weighted features. The estimation of the density only depends on one parameter h and on the
sample set. Thus, training a Parzen density consists of the determination of a single parameter.
The smoothness parameter gives a trade-off between sensitivity to noise at small h and over-
smoothing at large h. The optimal width of the kernel h can be obtained by maximizing the
likelihood function. Because only one parameter is estimated the data model is easy to learn.

3.2 Gaussian Mixture Models estimator
A mixture of Gaussians is a linear combination of normal distributions Titterington et al.
(1985). The GMM are given by:
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dimensional gaussian density given by equation (9) and πt is the mixing weight of the t-th
component satisfying:
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ances St of the individual Gaussian components can efficiently be estimated by an Expectation
Maximization routine Dempster et al. (1977). The total number of free parameters in the mix-

ture of Gaussians is T(d +
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2 + 1).
When T is not defined a priori, the task is to estimate the parameters πt, mt, St and the number
T of components that maximize the log-likelihood:

LT(x1, . . . , xn; θT) =
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∑
p=1

log P̂T(xp; θT).

The log-likelihood maximization can be carried out by the greedy EM algorithm based on the
theoretical results of Li & Barron (1999). In this latter, Li and Barron show that the difference
in Kullback-Leibler divergence achievable by T-component mixtures and the Kullback-Leibler
distance achievable by any (possibly non-finite) mixture from the same family of components

tends to zero with the rate c/T with c a constant dependant from the component family. Fur-
thermore, this bound is reachable by employing the greedy procedure. Therefore, the max-
imum likelihood of the mixture can be determined by adding iteratively a new component
to the mixture. In this chapter, the greedy EM Verbeek et al. (2003); Vlassis & Likas (2002)
algorithm for learning GMM is used since it is able to find the global likelihood maxima and
to estimate the unknown number of the mixture components. This algorithm can be summa-
rized as follows.

• Starting from a 1-component mixture (T = 1), the optimal parameters are
obtained by an EM procedure until convergence(| Literation(x1, . . . , xn; θT) −
Literation−1(x1, . . . , xn; θT) |≤ ε). Then, a search for a new component G(x; m∗
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location and a corresponding weight π∗
T+1 is performed in order to maximize the new

log-likelihood:

LT+1(x1, . . . , xn ; θT+1) =
n

∑
p=1

log P̂T+1(xp; θT+1)

=
n

∑
p=1

log[(1 − π∗
T+1)P̂T(xp; θT) + π∗

T+1G(xp; m∗
T+1, S∗

T+1)]

(11)

with P̂T(x; θT) remaining unchanged. It is obvious that the crucial step of this algorithm
is the search of a new component location. It can be shown that LT+1(x1, . . . , xn; θT+1)
is concave as function of πT+1 but can have multiple maxima as function of m∗

T+1 and
S∗

T+1. Hence, a global search is required.
One way pointed in Vlassis & Likas (2002) proposes to use all the points as initial can-
didates of the sought component. Every point is the mean of a corresponding candi-
date (mT+1 = xp) with the same covariance matrix σ2 I, where σ is set according to
Weston & Watkins (1999). For each candidate component, πT+1 is set to the mixing
weight maximizing the second order Taylor approximation of LT+1(x1, . . . , xn; θT+1)
around πT+1 = 0.5. The candidate yielding to the highest log-likelihood when added

to P̂T(x; θT) in (11) is selected and updated using EM until convergence. The new com-

ponent is added to P̂T(x; θT) and the research is repeated until reaching the maximum
likelihood on a validation set.

• An improved version of this global search Verbeek et al. (2003) is used in this work. For
each insertion problem, the proposed method constructs a fixed number of candidates
per existing mixture component. Based on the posterior distributions, we partition the
data set in T disjoint subsets At. For each set, C candidate components are constructed
(for the following experiences C = 10 candidates). To generate new candidates from
At, we pick uniformly random two data points xl and xr in At. Then, we partition At

into two disjoint subsets Atl and Atr. For elements of Atl the point xl is closer than xr

and vice versa for Atr. The mean and covariance of the sets Atl and Atr are used as
parameters for two candidate components. The initial mixing weights for candidates
generated from At are set to πt/2. To obtain the next two candidates we draw new xl

and xr , until the desired number of candidates is reached. After computing the log-
likelihood of each of the CT candidates, we set the new component as the candidate

that maximizes the log-likelihood P̂T+1(x; θT+1) when added to the existing mixture
with its corresponding mixing weight.
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chosen with a mean m centered on the individual training objects (m = xp) and diagonal co-
variance matrices S = hI, where h is the smoothness parameter of the windows width. This
choice gives rise to the following density model:

P̂(x; h) =
1

n

n

∑
p=1

G(x; xp, hI) (8)

where G is a gaussian component given by:

G(x; m, S) =
1

(2π)
d
2 | S |

1
2

exp[−0.5(x − m)TS−1(x − m)] (9)

in which x is a given pattern, m is the mean and S is the covariance matrix of the kernel.
When the covariance matrix S is set equal to hI, the Parzen density estimator assumes equally
weighted features. The estimation of the density only depends on one parameter h and on the
sample set. Thus, training a Parzen density consists of the determination of a single parameter.
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∑
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T

∑
t=1

πt = 1 and πt ≥ 0.
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ture of Gaussians is T(d +
d(d+1)

2 + 1).
When T is not defined a priori, the task is to estimate the parameters πt, mt, St and the number
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LT(x1, . . . , xn; θT) =
n

∑
p=1

log P̂T(xp; θT).

The log-likelihood maximization can be carried out by the greedy EM algorithm based on the
theoretical results of Li & Barron (1999). In this latter, Li and Barron show that the difference
in Kullback-Leibler divergence achievable by T-component mixtures and the Kullback-Leibler
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tends to zero with the rate c/T with c a constant dependant from the component family. Fur-
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to the mixture. In this chapter, the greedy EM Verbeek et al. (2003); Vlassis & Likas (2002)
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to estimate the unknown number of the mixture components. This algorithm can be summa-
rized as follows.

• Starting from a 1-component mixture (T = 1), the optimal parameters are
obtained by an EM procedure until convergence(| Literation(x1, . . . , xn; θT) −
Literation−1(x1, . . . , xn; θT) |≤ ε). Then, a search for a new component G(x; m∗

T+1, S∗
T+1)

location and a corresponding weight π∗
T+1 is performed in order to maximize the new

log-likelihood:

LT+1(x1, . . . , xn ; θT+1) =
n

∑
p=1

log P̂T+1(xp; θT+1)

=
n

∑
p=1

log[(1 − π∗
T+1)P̂T(xp; θT) + π∗

T+1G(xp; m∗
T+1, S∗

T+1)]

(11)

with P̂T(x; θT) remaining unchanged. It is obvious that the crucial step of this algorithm
is the search of a new component location. It can be shown that LT+1(x1, . . . , xn; θT+1)
is concave as function of πT+1 but can have multiple maxima as function of m∗

T+1 and
S∗

T+1. Hence, a global search is required.
One way pointed in Vlassis & Likas (2002) proposes to use all the points as initial can-
didates of the sought component. Every point is the mean of a corresponding candi-
date (mT+1 = xp) with the same covariance matrix σ2 I, where σ is set according to
Weston & Watkins (1999). For each candidate component, πT+1 is set to the mixing
weight maximizing the second order Taylor approximation of LT+1(x1, . . . , xn; θT+1)
around πT+1 = 0.5. The candidate yielding to the highest log-likelihood when added

to P̂T(x; θT) in (11) is selected and updated using EM until convergence. The new com-

ponent is added to P̂T(x; θT) and the research is repeated until reaching the maximum
likelihood on a validation set.

• An improved version of this global search Verbeek et al. (2003) is used in this work. For
each insertion problem, the proposed method constructs a fixed number of candidates
per existing mixture component. Based on the posterior distributions, we partition the
data set in T disjoint subsets At. For each set, C candidate components are constructed
(for the following experiences C = 10 candidates). To generate new candidates from
At, we pick uniformly random two data points xl and xr in At. Then, we partition At

into two disjoint subsets Atl and Atr. For elements of Atl the point xl is closer than xr

and vice versa for Atr. The mean and covariance of the sets Atl and Atr are used as
parameters for two candidate components. The initial mixing weights for candidates
generated from At are set to πt/2. To obtain the next two candidates we draw new xl

and xr , until the desired number of candidates is reached. After computing the log-
likelihood of each of the CT candidates, we set the new component as the candidate

that maximizes the log-likelihood P̂T+1(x; θT+1) when added to the existing mixture
with its corresponding mixing weight.
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3.3 Supervised decision rule
In the statistical decision theory framework, the determination of a multiclass rule that sat-
isfies performance constraints consists in finding the optimal Z∗ and the optimal Lagrange
multipliers µ∗ by solving the optimization problem defined in (3). However, in the super-
vised learning framework, Pj and P(Di/wj) are unknown. One strategy to learn a supervised
classifier is to estimate these probabilities and determine the corresponding optimal super-

vised rule Ẑ∗ and Lagrange multipliers µ̂∗. In these experiments, we study the repercussion
due to the estimation of P(x/wj) and we consider that Pj is known. The two estimators intro-
duced above are used. The probability estimates depend on the labeled set and on the density
estimators parameters, h of Parzen and T, (mt, St, πt), t = 1, . . . , T of the GMM. These pa-
rameters are determined by maximizing the log-likelihood of a validation set using 10-Cross
Validation.
Each estimator produces its own optimal solution Ẑ∗ and µ̂∗ which minimizes the correspond-

ing loss function L̂(Ẑ∗, µ̂∗) = ĉ(Ẑ∗) + ∑
K
k=1 µ̂∗

k

(
ê(k)(Ẑ∗)− γ(k)

)
. To assess the quality of

the supervised rules a criterion, proposed in Grall-Maës et al. (2006b) is used. It is given by

L(Ẑ∗,µ∗) = c(Ẑ∗) + ∑
K
k=1 µ∗

k

(
e(k)(Ẑ∗)− γ(k)

)
. It has to be estimated on the true optimal

lagrange multipliers µ∗ and an infinite test set (theoretical densities) in order to get the the-
oretical performance of the rule. The learning-testing procedures of the GMM and Parzen
Windows estimator algorithm are as follow:

1. For each class wj, estimating the GMM or the Parzen Windows distributions P̂(x/wj)
using a training set and a validation set.

2. Learning the decision rule by solving the optimization problem (3) with the estimated

P̂(x/wj), namely, finding the optimal supervised rule Ẑ∗ and the optimal µ̂∗.

3. Assessing the quality of the rule by computing the Lagrangian L̂(Ẑ∗,µ)∗ of the super-

vised rule Ẑ∗ on an infinite test set using theoretical µ∗.

In a supervised framework, µ∗ and the infinite test set are unknown. A supervised procedure
to compute this criterion was proposed in Jrad, Grall & Beauseroy (2008) and tested experi-
mentally to show the validity and the relevance of this criterion.
To sum up, we frame the problem of classification with rejection option subject to constraints
as a Bayesian inference problem. We formulate a model of how patterns are generated and
then derive an algorithm for making optimal inferences under this model.

3.4 Toy problem
To evaluate the performances of the proposed supervised learning approaches, two 2-D prob-
lems with three equiprobable classes and performance constraints were considered. For both
problems, GMM and PW estimators were used and compared. Synthetic data were con-
structed and used to investigate different characteristics of the methods. By using artificial
data instead of real world data, we avoid focusing on unknown and unsuspected distribu-
tions. It gives the opportunity to just focus on some important aspects of data distributions.
Experimental results are presented and discussed below.
The first problem is defined by three classes, each one is a 3-gaussian component distribution
with unbalanced weights, leading to a trimodal distribution. The aim of this experiment is
to study the case where the distributions correspond to the hypothesis of GMM. The second
problem is given by three bivariate gamma distributions in order to study the case where
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Fig. 1. 3-gaussian component problem: density probabilities and the corresponding partition.
From left to right: Theoretical case (left) and an example of estimators in the case of Parzen
(middle) and GMM (right)
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Fig. 2. Bivariate gamma problem: density probabilities and the corresponding partition. From
left to right: Theoretical case (left) and an example of estimators in the case of Parzen (middle)
and GMM (right)

the hypothesis of GMM is not fulfilled by data distributions. The corresponding theoretical
densities are represented using isodensity curves in figures 1 (left) and 2 (left).
For both problems, the decision options are given by: ψ1 = {1}, ψ2 = {2}, ψ3 = {3}, ψ4 =
{1, 2}, ψ5 = {1; 3}, ψ6 = {2; 3} and ψ7 = {1; 2; 3}. The constraints are defined by PE ≤ 0.05
and PI ≤ 0.1 for the first problem and PE ≤ 0.1 and PI ≤ 0.15 for the second one. PE is the
probability of error and PI is the probability of indistinctness, namely, the probability to assign
a pattern x of wj to a subset of classes ψi that contains more than one class of which one is wj.
The average loss is defined by c(Z) = PE + 0.5PI + P(D7) where P(D7) corresponds to no
decision. Theoretical decision rules are given by the partitions reported in figures 1 (left) and
2 (left).
For both experiments, the influence of the sample size is investigated by proceeding the
learning-testing algorithm described above for three sets with different sizes (50, 100 and 200
observations per class). These sets were randomly drawn from the theoretical distributions.
Experiments were repeated 40 times for the first set, 20 times for the second and 10 times for
the third in order to study the bias and the variance of the results.

3.5 Experimental results and discussions
For both problems, PE, PI , c(Z∗) and L(Z∗,µ∗) were computed for the optimal rule. Besides,

their estimated values P̂E, P̂I , ĉ(Ẑ∗) and L̂(Ẑ∗,µ∗) were computed on supervised partitions
using an infinite test set and the theoretical µ∗ as mentioned previously. Their mean and
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3.3 Supervised decision rule
In the statistical decision theory framework, the determination of a multiclass rule that sat-
isfies performance constraints consists in finding the optimal Z∗ and the optimal Lagrange
multipliers µ∗ by solving the optimization problem defined in (3). However, in the super-
vised learning framework, Pj and P(Di/wj) are unknown. One strategy to learn a supervised
classifier is to estimate these probabilities and determine the corresponding optimal super-

vised rule Ẑ∗ and Lagrange multipliers µ̂∗. In these experiments, we study the repercussion
due to the estimation of P(x/wj) and we consider that Pj is known. The two estimators intro-
duced above are used. The probability estimates depend on the labeled set and on the density
estimators parameters, h of Parzen and T, (mt, St, πt), t = 1, . . . , T of the GMM. These pa-
rameters are determined by maximizing the log-likelihood of a validation set using 10-Cross
Validation.
Each estimator produces its own optimal solution Ẑ∗ and µ̂∗ which minimizes the correspond-

ing loss function L̂(Ẑ∗, µ̂∗) = ĉ(Ẑ∗) + ∑
K
k=1 µ̂∗

k

(
ê(k)(Ẑ∗)− γ(k)

)
. To assess the quality of

the supervised rules a criterion, proposed in Grall-Maës et al. (2006b) is used. It is given by

L(Ẑ∗,µ∗) = c(Ẑ∗) + ∑
K
k=1 µ∗

k

(
e(k)(Ẑ∗)− γ(k)

)
. It has to be estimated on the true optimal

lagrange multipliers µ∗ and an infinite test set (theoretical densities) in order to get the the-
oretical performance of the rule. The learning-testing procedures of the GMM and Parzen
Windows estimator algorithm are as follow:

1. For each class wj, estimating the GMM or the Parzen Windows distributions P̂(x/wj)
using a training set and a validation set.

2. Learning the decision rule by solving the optimization problem (3) with the estimated

P̂(x/wj), namely, finding the optimal supervised rule Ẑ∗ and the optimal µ̂∗.

3. Assessing the quality of the rule by computing the Lagrangian L̂(Ẑ∗,µ)∗ of the super-

vised rule Ẑ∗ on an infinite test set using theoretical µ∗.

In a supervised framework, µ∗ and the infinite test set are unknown. A supervised procedure
to compute this criterion was proposed in Jrad, Grall & Beauseroy (2008) and tested experi-
mentally to show the validity and the relevance of this criterion.
To sum up, we frame the problem of classification with rejection option subject to constraints
as a Bayesian inference problem. We formulate a model of how patterns are generated and
then derive an algorithm for making optimal inferences under this model.

3.4 Toy problem
To evaluate the performances of the proposed supervised learning approaches, two 2-D prob-
lems with three equiprobable classes and performance constraints were considered. For both
problems, GMM and PW estimators were used and compared. Synthetic data were con-
structed and used to investigate different characteristics of the methods. By using artificial
data instead of real world data, we avoid focusing on unknown and unsuspected distribu-
tions. It gives the opportunity to just focus on some important aspects of data distributions.
Experimental results are presented and discussed below.
The first problem is defined by three classes, each one is a 3-gaussian component distribution
with unbalanced weights, leading to a trimodal distribution. The aim of this experiment is
to study the case where the distributions correspond to the hypothesis of GMM. The second
problem is given by three bivariate gamma distributions in order to study the case where
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Fig. 1. 3-gaussian component problem: density probabilities and the corresponding partition.
From left to right: Theoretical case (left) and an example of estimators in the case of Parzen
(middle) and GMM (right)
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Fig. 2. Bivariate gamma problem: density probabilities and the corresponding partition. From
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the hypothesis of GMM is not fulfilled by data distributions. The corresponding theoretical
densities are represented using isodensity curves in figures 1 (left) and 2 (left).
For both problems, the decision options are given by: ψ1 = {1}, ψ2 = {2}, ψ3 = {3}, ψ4 =
{1, 2}, ψ5 = {1; 3}, ψ6 = {2; 3} and ψ7 = {1; 2; 3}. The constraints are defined by PE ≤ 0.05
and PI ≤ 0.1 for the first problem and PE ≤ 0.1 and PI ≤ 0.15 for the second one. PE is the
probability of error and PI is the probability of indistinctness, namely, the probability to assign
a pattern x of wj to a subset of classes ψi that contains more than one class of which one is wj.
The average loss is defined by c(Z) = PE + 0.5PI + P(D7) where P(D7) corresponds to no
decision. Theoretical decision rules are given by the partitions reported in figures 1 (left) and
2 (left).
For both experiments, the influence of the sample size is investigated by proceeding the
learning-testing algorithm described above for three sets with different sizes (50, 100 and 200
observations per class). These sets were randomly drawn from the theoretical distributions.
Experiments were repeated 40 times for the first set, 20 times for the second and 10 times for
the third in order to study the bias and the variance of the results.

3.5 Experimental results and discussions
For both problems, PE, PI , c(Z∗) and L(Z∗,µ∗) were computed for the optimal rule. Besides,

their estimated values P̂E, P̂I , ĉ(Ẑ∗) and L̂(Ẑ∗,µ∗) were computed on supervised partitions
using an infinite test set and the theoretical µ∗ as mentioned previously. Their mean and
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3.3 Supervised decision rule
In the statistical decision theory framework, the determination of a multiclass rule that sat-
isfies performance constraints consists in finding the optimal Z∗ and the optimal Lagrange
multipliers µ∗ by solving the optimization problem defined in (3). However, in the super-
vised learning framework, Pj and P(Di/wj) are unknown. One strategy to learn a supervised
classifier is to estimate these probabilities and determine the corresponding optimal super-

vised rule Ẑ∗ and Lagrange multipliers µ̂∗. In these experiments, we study the repercussion
due to the estimation of P(x/wj) and we consider that Pj is known. The two estimators intro-
duced above are used. The probability estimates depend on the labeled set and on the density
estimators parameters, h of Parzen and T, (mt, St, πt), t = 1, . . . , T of the GMM. These pa-
rameters are determined by maximizing the log-likelihood of a validation set using 10-Cross
Validation.
Each estimator produces its own optimal solution Ẑ∗ and µ̂∗ which minimizes the correspond-

ing loss function L̂(Ẑ∗, µ̂∗) = ĉ(Ẑ∗) + ∑
K
k=1 µ̂∗

k

(
ê(k)(Ẑ∗)− γ(k)

)
. To assess the quality of

the supervised rules a criterion, proposed in Grall-Maës et al. (2006b) is used. It is given by

L(Ẑ∗,µ∗) = c(Ẑ∗) + ∑
K
k=1 µ∗

k

(
e(k)(Ẑ∗)− γ(k)

)
. It has to be estimated on the true optimal

lagrange multipliers µ∗ and an infinite test set (theoretical densities) in order to get the the-
oretical performance of the rule. The learning-testing procedures of the GMM and Parzen
Windows estimator algorithm are as follow:

1. For each class wj, estimating the GMM or the Parzen Windows distributions P̂(x/wj)
using a training set and a validation set.

2. Learning the decision rule by solving the optimization problem (3) with the estimated

P̂(x/wj), namely, finding the optimal supervised rule Ẑ∗ and the optimal µ̂∗.

3. Assessing the quality of the rule by computing the Lagrangian L̂(Ẑ∗,µ)∗ of the super-

vised rule Ẑ∗ on an infinite test set using theoretical µ∗.

In a supervised framework, µ∗ and the infinite test set are unknown. A supervised procedure
to compute this criterion was proposed in Jrad, Grall & Beauseroy (2008) and tested experi-
mentally to show the validity and the relevance of this criterion.
To sum up, we frame the problem of classification with rejection option subject to constraints
as a Bayesian inference problem. We formulate a model of how patterns are generated and
then derive an algorithm for making optimal inferences under this model.

3.4 Toy problem
To evaluate the performances of the proposed supervised learning approaches, two 2-D prob-
lems with three equiprobable classes and performance constraints were considered. For both
problems, GMM and PW estimators were used and compared. Synthetic data were con-
structed and used to investigate different characteristics of the methods. By using artificial
data instead of real world data, we avoid focusing on unknown and unsuspected distribu-
tions. It gives the opportunity to just focus on some important aspects of data distributions.
Experimental results are presented and discussed below.
The first problem is defined by three classes, each one is a 3-gaussian component distribution
with unbalanced weights, leading to a trimodal distribution. The aim of this experiment is
to study the case where the distributions correspond to the hypothesis of GMM. The second
problem is given by three bivariate gamma distributions in order to study the case where
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Fig. 1. 3-gaussian component problem: density probabilities and the corresponding partition.
From left to right: Theoretical case (left) and an example of estimators in the case of Parzen
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Fig. 2. Bivariate gamma problem: density probabilities and the corresponding partition. From
left to right: Theoretical case (left) and an example of estimators in the case of Parzen (middle)
and GMM (right)

the hypothesis of GMM is not fulfilled by data distributions. The corresponding theoretical
densities are represented using isodensity curves in figures 1 (left) and 2 (left).
For both problems, the decision options are given by: ψ1 = {1}, ψ2 = {2}, ψ3 = {3}, ψ4 =
{1, 2}, ψ5 = {1; 3}, ψ6 = {2; 3} and ψ7 = {1; 2; 3}. The constraints are defined by PE ≤ 0.05
and PI ≤ 0.1 for the first problem and PE ≤ 0.1 and PI ≤ 0.15 for the second one. PE is the
probability of error and PI is the probability of indistinctness, namely, the probability to assign
a pattern x of wj to a subset of classes ψi that contains more than one class of which one is wj.
The average loss is defined by c(Z) = PE + 0.5PI + P(D7) where P(D7) corresponds to no
decision. Theoretical decision rules are given by the partitions reported in figures 1 (left) and
2 (left).
For both experiments, the influence of the sample size is investigated by proceeding the
learning-testing algorithm described above for three sets with different sizes (50, 100 and 200
observations per class). These sets were randomly drawn from the theoretical distributions.
Experiments were repeated 40 times for the first set, 20 times for the second and 10 times for
the third in order to study the bias and the variance of the results.

3.5 Experimental results and discussions
For both problems, PE, PI , c(Z∗) and L(Z∗,µ∗) were computed for the optimal rule. Besides,

their estimated values P̂E, P̂I , ĉ(Ẑ∗) and L̂(Ẑ∗,µ∗) were computed on supervised partitions
using an infinite test set and the theoretical µ∗ as mentioned previously. Their mean and
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3.3 Supervised decision rule
In the statistical decision theory framework, the determination of a multiclass rule that sat-
isfies performance constraints consists in finding the optimal Z∗ and the optimal Lagrange
multipliers µ∗ by solving the optimization problem defined in (3). However, in the super-
vised learning framework, Pj and P(Di/wj) are unknown. One strategy to learn a supervised
classifier is to estimate these probabilities and determine the corresponding optimal super-

vised rule Ẑ∗ and Lagrange multipliers µ̂∗. In these experiments, we study the repercussion
due to the estimation of P(x/wj) and we consider that Pj is known. The two estimators intro-
duced above are used. The probability estimates depend on the labeled set and on the density
estimators parameters, h of Parzen and T, (mt, St, πt), t = 1, . . . , T of the GMM. These pa-
rameters are determined by maximizing the log-likelihood of a validation set using 10-Cross
Validation.
Each estimator produces its own optimal solution Ẑ∗ and µ̂∗ which minimizes the correspond-

ing loss function L̂(Ẑ∗, µ̂∗) = ĉ(Ẑ∗) + ∑
K
k=1 µ̂∗

k

(
ê(k)(Ẑ∗)− γ(k)

)
. To assess the quality of

the supervised rules a criterion, proposed in Grall-Maës et al. (2006b) is used. It is given by

L(Ẑ∗,µ∗) = c(Ẑ∗) + ∑
K
k=1 µ∗

k

(
e(k)(Ẑ∗)− γ(k)

)
. It has to be estimated on the true optimal

lagrange multipliers µ∗ and an infinite test set (theoretical densities) in order to get the the-
oretical performance of the rule. The learning-testing procedures of the GMM and Parzen
Windows estimator algorithm are as follow:

1. For each class wj, estimating the GMM or the Parzen Windows distributions P̂(x/wj)
using a training set and a validation set.

2. Learning the decision rule by solving the optimization problem (3) with the estimated

P̂(x/wj), namely, finding the optimal supervised rule Ẑ∗ and the optimal µ̂∗.

3. Assessing the quality of the rule by computing the Lagrangian L̂(Ẑ∗,µ)∗ of the super-

vised rule Ẑ∗ on an infinite test set using theoretical µ∗.

In a supervised framework, µ∗ and the infinite test set are unknown. A supervised procedure
to compute this criterion was proposed in Jrad, Grall & Beauseroy (2008) and tested experi-
mentally to show the validity and the relevance of this criterion.
To sum up, we frame the problem of classification with rejection option subject to constraints
as a Bayesian inference problem. We formulate a model of how patterns are generated and
then derive an algorithm for making optimal inferences under this model.

3.4 Toy problem
To evaluate the performances of the proposed supervised learning approaches, two 2-D prob-
lems with three equiprobable classes and performance constraints were considered. For both
problems, GMM and PW estimators were used and compared. Synthetic data were con-
structed and used to investigate different characteristics of the methods. By using artificial
data instead of real world data, we avoid focusing on unknown and unsuspected distribu-
tions. It gives the opportunity to just focus on some important aspects of data distributions.
Experimental results are presented and discussed below.
The first problem is defined by three classes, each one is a 3-gaussian component distribution
with unbalanced weights, leading to a trimodal distribution. The aim of this experiment is
to study the case where the distributions correspond to the hypothesis of GMM. The second
problem is given by three bivariate gamma distributions in order to study the case where
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the hypothesis of GMM is not fulfilled by data distributions. The corresponding theoretical
densities are represented using isodensity curves in figures 1 (left) and 2 (left).
For both problems, the decision options are given by: ψ1 = {1}, ψ2 = {2}, ψ3 = {3}, ψ4 =
{1, 2}, ψ5 = {1; 3}, ψ6 = {2; 3} and ψ7 = {1; 2; 3}. The constraints are defined by PE ≤ 0.05
and PI ≤ 0.1 for the first problem and PE ≤ 0.1 and PI ≤ 0.15 for the second one. PE is the
probability of error and PI is the probability of indistinctness, namely, the probability to assign
a pattern x of wj to a subset of classes ψi that contains more than one class of which one is wj.
The average loss is defined by c(Z) = PE + 0.5PI + P(D7) where P(D7) corresponds to no
decision. Theoretical decision rules are given by the partitions reported in figures 1 (left) and
2 (left).
For both experiments, the influence of the sample size is investigated by proceeding the
learning-testing algorithm described above for three sets with different sizes (50, 100 and 200
observations per class). These sets were randomly drawn from the theoretical distributions.
Experiments were repeated 40 times for the first set, 20 times for the second and 10 times for
the third in order to study the bias and the variance of the results.

3.5 Experimental results and discussions
For both problems, PE, PI , c(Z∗) and L(Z∗,µ∗) were computed for the optimal rule. Besides,

their estimated values P̂E, P̂I , ĉ(Ẑ∗) and L̂(Ẑ∗,µ∗) were computed on supervised partitions
using an infinite test set and the theoretical µ∗ as mentioned previously. Their mean and
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GMM Parzen Theo.

50 obs 100 obs 200 obs 50 obs 100 obs 200 obs

P̂E 0.084±0.023 0.060±0.011 0.053±0.006 0.033±0.015 0.034±0.010 0.030±0.008 0.050

P̂I 0.082±0.027 0.094±0.016 0.098±0.006 0.090±0.011 0.087±0.008 0.085±0.006 0.100

ĉ 0.161±0.040 0.133±0.017 0.136±0.018 0.248±0.039 0.212±0.028 0.207±0.029 0.131

L̂ 0.205±0.033 0.147±0.012 0.140±0.011 0.224±0.024 0.189±0.015 0.177±0.017 0.132

Table 1. Values of the theoretical and estimated P̂E, P̂I , ĉ(Ẑ∗) and L̂(Ẑ∗,µ∗) using GMM and
Parzen estimators for the 3-gaussian component problem

GMM Parzen Theo.

50 obs 100 obs 200 obs 50 obs 100 obs 200 obs

P̂E 0.114±0.021 0.110±0.010 0.109±0.008 0.083±0.028 0.079±0.018 0.086±0.010 0.100

P̂I 0.143±0.023 0.143±0.011 0.143±0.012 0.147±0.019 0.148±0.012 0.147±0.010 0.150

ĉ 0.235±0.022 0.239±0.012 0.234±0.009 0.304±0.044 0.290±0.030 0.268±0.016 0.229

L̂ 0.251±0.021 0.249±0.008 0.247±0.006 0.280±0.025 0.260±0.010 0.248±0.003 0.229

Table 2. Values of the theoretical and estimated P̂E, P̂I , ĉ(Ẑ∗) and L̂(Ẑ∗,µ∗) using GMM and
Parzen estimators for the gamma distributions problem

their standard deviations are reported in tables 1 and 2. An example of optimal rules built
with GMM and Parzen densities using 200 observations per class set are shown in figures 1
(middle) and 1 (right) (for the 3-gaussian component distributions problem) and 2 (middle)
and 2 (right) (for the gamma distributions problem).
Results show that decision rules built with GMM and Parzen estimates are relevant. Their
accuracy increases as long as the learning set size increases. Furthermore, GMM can be con-
sidered as a good family of non-symmetrical density estimators. They achieve results superior
to Parzen estimators in term of losses, especially when the learning set size decreases. These
results can be explained by several reasons:

i Parzen estimators converge asymptotically to the real densities.

ii Parzen density estimates have not a compact form; they are sums of as many local
windows as the size of learning set, while the GMM estimates are compact functions
parameterized according to a global search over all the learning set. Thus, the local
nature of the Parzen estimator can lead to overfitting.

Moreover, for the first problem, the errors, as the function of the number of observations, of
the GMM decrease faster than those of Parzen. It is an expected result since the distributions
corresponds to the GMM hypothesis and GMM are more accurate fitting a multimodal distri-
bution. Thus the choice of the estimator is a crucial point for class-modeling approaches. The
estimator must fit the data pretty well to get good results. The performances of the classifica-
tion rule are strictly related to those of the density estimator.
To sum up, we can note that when the sample size is sufficiently large and a flexible den-
sity model is used, this approach should work very well if the probability density estimator
in use is convergent. Unfortunately, as the dimension of the representation space increases,
it requires an exponentially increasing number of training samples to overcome the curse of
dimensionality Duda & Hart (1973). Finding the right estimator to describe the dataset distri-
bution and the given sample size is a typical incarnation of the bias-variance dilemma.

When a good probability model is assumed (one for which the bias is small) and the sam-
ple size is sufficient, this approach has some advantages. Since probability estimates of the
patterns are computed explicitly, integration with other potential classes or constraints, not
necessarily considered at design time, is facilitated. Besides, progress towards more compli-
cated applications like solving classification problems with time-evolutionary constraints Jrad
et al. (2009a) can be also facilitated.

4. Boundary approach

Vapnik argued in Vapnik (1998) that when just a limited amount of data is available, one
should avoid solving a more general problem as an intermediate step to solve the original
problem. To solve this more general problem more data might be required than for the orig-
inal problem. In a bayesian framework minimizing the error rate loss, estimating a complete
data density for each of the N classes might be too demanding when only the data bound-
ary is required. Therefore, only a boundary between or around the dataset is determined. In
the general framework of classe-selective rejection with constraints, a complete data density
estimation is also not required. However, one should take into consideration the conditional
probabilities estimation in order to evaluate the performance.
In this work, ν-1-SVM will be used. The proposed method is based on the "decomposition-
reconstruction" approach. It decomposes the initial problem into N problems and trains one
ν-1-SVM Scholkopf et al. (2001); Scholkopf & Smola (2001); Tax (2001) coupled with the regu-
larization path of each class Hastie et al. (2004); Rakotomamonjy & Davy (2007). A reconstruc-
tion step is required to decide the winning decision and consequently to derive a decision rule
that satisfy the constraints. It uses weighted distance measure between objects and classes.
In the coming subsections we will present the ν-1-SVM concept and explains briefly the
derivation of the entire regularization path which enables to get rapidly all ν-1-SVM mod-
els for a wide range of values of ν. The proposed method is described and validated on two
artificial datasets.

4.1 ν-1-SVM
Considering a set of n vectors X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} drawn from an input space X , ν-1-SVM
computes a function f λ

X(.) and a real number bλ in order to determine the region Rλ in X
such that: {

f λ
X(x)− bλ ≥ 0 if x ∈ Rλ

f λ
X(x)− bλ

< 0 otherwise

The function f λ
X(.) is designed by minimizing the volume of Rλ under the constraint that all

the vectors of X, except a portion λ, must lie in Rλ. This portion corresponds to the outliers

and parameterizes the function f λ
X(.). An alternative parameter can be refereed to ν = λ

n . It
corresponds to the fraction of outliers with 0 ≤ ν ≤ 1.
In order to determine Rλ, the space of possible functions f λ

X(.) is reduced to a Reproducing
Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) with kernel function K(., .). Let φ : X → H be the mapping
defined over the input space X . Let < ., . >H be a dot product defined in H. The kernel K(., .)
over X ×X is defined by:

∀(xp , xq) ∈ X ×X K(xp, xq) =< φ(xp), φ(xq) >H

Without loss of generality, K(., .) is supposed normalized such that for any x ∈ X , K(x, x) = 1.
Thus, all the mapped vectors φ(xp), p = 1, . . . , n are in a subset of a hypersphere with radius
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50 obs 100 obs 200 obs 50 obs 100 obs 200 obs

P̂E 0.084±0.023 0.060±0.011 0.053±0.006 0.033±0.015 0.034±0.010 0.030±0.008 0.050

P̂I 0.082±0.027 0.094±0.016 0.098±0.006 0.090±0.011 0.087±0.008 0.085±0.006 0.100
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Table 1. Values of the theoretical and estimated P̂E, P̂I , ĉ(Ẑ∗) and L̂(Ẑ∗,µ∗) using GMM and
Parzen estimators for the 3-gaussian component problem
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Table 2. Values of the theoretical and estimated P̂E, P̂I , ĉ(Ẑ∗) and L̂(Ẑ∗,µ∗) using GMM and
Parzen estimators for the gamma distributions problem

their standard deviations are reported in tables 1 and 2. An example of optimal rules built
with GMM and Parzen densities using 200 observations per class set are shown in figures 1
(middle) and 1 (right) (for the 3-gaussian component distributions problem) and 2 (middle)
and 2 (right) (for the gamma distributions problem).
Results show that decision rules built with GMM and Parzen estimates are relevant. Their
accuracy increases as long as the learning set size increases. Furthermore, GMM can be con-
sidered as a good family of non-symmetrical density estimators. They achieve results superior
to Parzen estimators in term of losses, especially when the learning set size decreases. These
results can be explained by several reasons:

i Parzen estimators converge asymptotically to the real densities.

ii Parzen density estimates have not a compact form; they are sums of as many local
windows as the size of learning set, while the GMM estimates are compact functions
parameterized according to a global search over all the learning set. Thus, the local
nature of the Parzen estimator can lead to overfitting.

Moreover, for the first problem, the errors, as the function of the number of observations, of
the GMM decrease faster than those of Parzen. It is an expected result since the distributions
corresponds to the GMM hypothesis and GMM are more accurate fitting a multimodal distri-
bution. Thus the choice of the estimator is a crucial point for class-modeling approaches. The
estimator must fit the data pretty well to get good results. The performances of the classifica-
tion rule are strictly related to those of the density estimator.
To sum up, we can note that when the sample size is sufficiently large and a flexible den-
sity model is used, this approach should work very well if the probability density estimator
in use is convergent. Unfortunately, as the dimension of the representation space increases,
it requires an exponentially increasing number of training samples to overcome the curse of
dimensionality Duda & Hart (1973). Finding the right estimator to describe the dataset distri-
bution and the given sample size is a typical incarnation of the bias-variance dilemma.

When a good probability model is assumed (one for which the bias is small) and the sam-
ple size is sufficient, this approach has some advantages. Since probability estimates of the
patterns are computed explicitly, integration with other potential classes or constraints, not
necessarily considered at design time, is facilitated. Besides, progress towards more compli-
cated applications like solving classification problems with time-evolutionary constraints Jrad
et al. (2009a) can be also facilitated.

4. Boundary approach

Vapnik argued in Vapnik (1998) that when just a limited amount of data is available, one
should avoid solving a more general problem as an intermediate step to solve the original
problem. To solve this more general problem more data might be required than for the orig-
inal problem. In a bayesian framework minimizing the error rate loss, estimating a complete
data density for each of the N classes might be too demanding when only the data bound-
ary is required. Therefore, only a boundary between or around the dataset is determined. In
the general framework of classe-selective rejection with constraints, a complete data density
estimation is also not required. However, one should take into consideration the conditional
probabilities estimation in order to evaluate the performance.
In this work, ν-1-SVM will be used. The proposed method is based on the "decomposition-
reconstruction" approach. It decomposes the initial problem into N problems and trains one
ν-1-SVM Scholkopf et al. (2001); Scholkopf & Smola (2001); Tax (2001) coupled with the regu-
larization path of each class Hastie et al. (2004); Rakotomamonjy & Davy (2007). A reconstruc-
tion step is required to decide the winning decision and consequently to derive a decision rule
that satisfy the constraints. It uses weighted distance measure between objects and classes.
In the coming subsections we will present the ν-1-SVM concept and explains briefly the
derivation of the entire regularization path which enables to get rapidly all ν-1-SVM mod-
els for a wide range of values of ν. The proposed method is described and validated on two
artificial datasets.

4.1 ν-1-SVM
Considering a set of n vectors X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} drawn from an input space X , ν-1-SVM
computes a function f λ

X(.) and a real number bλ in order to determine the region Rλ in X
such that: {

f λ
X(x)− bλ ≥ 0 if x ∈ Rλ

f λ
X(x)− bλ

< 0 otherwise

The function f λ
X(.) is designed by minimizing the volume of Rλ under the constraint that all

the vectors of X, except a portion λ, must lie in Rλ. This portion corresponds to the outliers

and parameterizes the function f λ
X(.). An alternative parameter can be refereed to ν = λ

n . It
corresponds to the fraction of outliers with 0 ≤ ν ≤ 1.
In order to determine Rλ, the space of possible functions f λ

X(.) is reduced to a Reproducing
Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) with kernel function K(., .). Let φ : X → H be the mapping
defined over the input space X . Let < ., . >H be a dot product defined in H. The kernel K(., .)
over X ×X is defined by:

∀(xp , xq) ∈ X ×X K(xp, xq) =< φ(xp), φ(xq) >H

Without loss of generality, K(., .) is supposed normalized such that for any x ∈ X , K(x, x) = 1.
Thus, all the mapped vectors φ(xp), p = 1, . . . , n are in a subset of a hypersphere with radius
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their standard deviations are reported in tables 1 and 2. An example of optimal rules built
with GMM and Parzen densities using 200 observations per class set are shown in figures 1
(middle) and 1 (right) (for the 3-gaussian component distributions problem) and 2 (middle)
and 2 (right) (for the gamma distributions problem).
Results show that decision rules built with GMM and Parzen estimates are relevant. Their
accuracy increases as long as the learning set size increases. Furthermore, GMM can be con-
sidered as a good family of non-symmetrical density estimators. They achieve results superior
to Parzen estimators in term of losses, especially when the learning set size decreases. These
results can be explained by several reasons:

i Parzen estimators converge asymptotically to the real densities.

ii Parzen density estimates have not a compact form; they are sums of as many local
windows as the size of learning set, while the GMM estimates are compact functions
parameterized according to a global search over all the learning set. Thus, the local
nature of the Parzen estimator can lead to overfitting.

Moreover, for the first problem, the errors, as the function of the number of observations, of
the GMM decrease faster than those of Parzen. It is an expected result since the distributions
corresponds to the GMM hypothesis and GMM are more accurate fitting a multimodal distri-
bution. Thus the choice of the estimator is a crucial point for class-modeling approaches. The
estimator must fit the data pretty well to get good results. The performances of the classifica-
tion rule are strictly related to those of the density estimator.
To sum up, we can note that when the sample size is sufficiently large and a flexible den-
sity model is used, this approach should work very well if the probability density estimator
in use is convergent. Unfortunately, as the dimension of the representation space increases,
it requires an exponentially increasing number of training samples to overcome the curse of
dimensionality Duda & Hart (1973). Finding the right estimator to describe the dataset distri-
bution and the given sample size is a typical incarnation of the bias-variance dilemma.

When a good probability model is assumed (one for which the bias is small) and the sam-
ple size is sufficient, this approach has some advantages. Since probability estimates of the
patterns are computed explicitly, integration with other potential classes or constraints, not
necessarily considered at design time, is facilitated. Besides, progress towards more compli-
cated applications like solving classification problems with time-evolutionary constraints Jrad
et al. (2009a) can be also facilitated.

4. Boundary approach

Vapnik argued in Vapnik (1998) that when just a limited amount of data is available, one
should avoid solving a more general problem as an intermediate step to solve the original
problem. To solve this more general problem more data might be required than for the orig-
inal problem. In a bayesian framework minimizing the error rate loss, estimating a complete
data density for each of the N classes might be too demanding when only the data bound-
ary is required. Therefore, only a boundary between or around the dataset is determined. In
the general framework of classe-selective rejection with constraints, a complete data density
estimation is also not required. However, one should take into consideration the conditional
probabilities estimation in order to evaluate the performance.
In this work, ν-1-SVM will be used. The proposed method is based on the "decomposition-
reconstruction" approach. It decomposes the initial problem into N problems and trains one
ν-1-SVM Scholkopf et al. (2001); Scholkopf & Smola (2001); Tax (2001) coupled with the regu-
larization path of each class Hastie et al. (2004); Rakotomamonjy & Davy (2007). A reconstruc-
tion step is required to decide the winning decision and consequently to derive a decision rule
that satisfy the constraints. It uses weighted distance measure between objects and classes.
In the coming subsections we will present the ν-1-SVM concept and explains briefly the
derivation of the entire regularization path which enables to get rapidly all ν-1-SVM mod-
els for a wide range of values of ν. The proposed method is described and validated on two
artificial datasets.

4.1 ν-1-SVM
Considering a set of n vectors X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} drawn from an input space X , ν-1-SVM
computes a function f λ

X(.) and a real number bλ in order to determine the region Rλ in X
such that: {

f λ
X(x)− bλ ≥ 0 if x ∈ Rλ

f λ
X(x)− bλ

< 0 otherwise

The function f λ
X(.) is designed by minimizing the volume of Rλ under the constraint that all

the vectors of X, except a portion λ, must lie in Rλ. This portion corresponds to the outliers

and parameterizes the function f λ
X(.). An alternative parameter can be refereed to ν = λ

n . It
corresponds to the fraction of outliers with 0 ≤ ν ≤ 1.
In order to determine Rλ, the space of possible functions f λ

X(.) is reduced to a Reproducing
Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) with kernel function K(., .). Let φ : X → H be the mapping
defined over the input space X . Let < ., . >H be a dot product defined in H. The kernel K(., .)
over X ×X is defined by:

∀(xp , xq) ∈ X ×X K(xp, xq) =< φ(xp), φ(xq) >H

Without loss of generality, K(., .) is supposed normalized such that for any x ∈ X , K(x, x) = 1.
Thus, all the mapped vectors φ(xp), p = 1, . . . , n are in a subset of a hypersphere with radius
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GMM Parzen Theo.

50 obs 100 obs 200 obs 50 obs 100 obs 200 obs

P̂E 0.084±0.023 0.060±0.011 0.053±0.006 0.033±0.015 0.034±0.010 0.030±0.008 0.050

P̂I 0.082±0.027 0.094±0.016 0.098±0.006 0.090±0.011 0.087±0.008 0.085±0.006 0.100

ĉ 0.161±0.040 0.133±0.017 0.136±0.018 0.248±0.039 0.212±0.028 0.207±0.029 0.131

L̂ 0.205±0.033 0.147±0.012 0.140±0.011 0.224±0.024 0.189±0.015 0.177±0.017 0.132

Table 1. Values of the theoretical and estimated P̂E, P̂I , ĉ(Ẑ∗) and L̂(Ẑ∗,µ∗) using GMM and
Parzen estimators for the 3-gaussian component problem

GMM Parzen Theo.

50 obs 100 obs 200 obs 50 obs 100 obs 200 obs

P̂E 0.114±0.021 0.110±0.010 0.109±0.008 0.083±0.028 0.079±0.018 0.086±0.010 0.100

P̂I 0.143±0.023 0.143±0.011 0.143±0.012 0.147±0.019 0.148±0.012 0.147±0.010 0.150

ĉ 0.235±0.022 0.239±0.012 0.234±0.009 0.304±0.044 0.290±0.030 0.268±0.016 0.229

L̂ 0.251±0.021 0.249±0.008 0.247±0.006 0.280±0.025 0.260±0.010 0.248±0.003 0.229

Table 2. Values of the theoretical and estimated P̂E, P̂I , ĉ(Ẑ∗) and L̂(Ẑ∗,µ∗) using GMM and
Parzen estimators for the gamma distributions problem

their standard deviations are reported in tables 1 and 2. An example of optimal rules built
with GMM and Parzen densities using 200 observations per class set are shown in figures 1
(middle) and 1 (right) (for the 3-gaussian component distributions problem) and 2 (middle)
and 2 (right) (for the gamma distributions problem).
Results show that decision rules built with GMM and Parzen estimates are relevant. Their
accuracy increases as long as the learning set size increases. Furthermore, GMM can be con-
sidered as a good family of non-symmetrical density estimators. They achieve results superior
to Parzen estimators in term of losses, especially when the learning set size decreases. These
results can be explained by several reasons:

i Parzen estimators converge asymptotically to the real densities.

ii Parzen density estimates have not a compact form; they are sums of as many local
windows as the size of learning set, while the GMM estimates are compact functions
parameterized according to a global search over all the learning set. Thus, the local
nature of the Parzen estimator can lead to overfitting.

Moreover, for the first problem, the errors, as the function of the number of observations, of
the GMM decrease faster than those of Parzen. It is an expected result since the distributions
corresponds to the GMM hypothesis and GMM are more accurate fitting a multimodal distri-
bution. Thus the choice of the estimator is a crucial point for class-modeling approaches. The
estimator must fit the data pretty well to get good results. The performances of the classifica-
tion rule are strictly related to those of the density estimator.
To sum up, we can note that when the sample size is sufficiently large and a flexible den-
sity model is used, this approach should work very well if the probability density estimator
in use is convergent. Unfortunately, as the dimension of the representation space increases,
it requires an exponentially increasing number of training samples to overcome the curse of
dimensionality Duda & Hart (1973). Finding the right estimator to describe the dataset distri-
bution and the given sample size is a typical incarnation of the bias-variance dilemma.

When a good probability model is assumed (one for which the bias is small) and the sam-
ple size is sufficient, this approach has some advantages. Since probability estimates of the
patterns are computed explicitly, integration with other potential classes or constraints, not
necessarily considered at design time, is facilitated. Besides, progress towards more compli-
cated applications like solving classification problems with time-evolutionary constraints Jrad
et al. (2009a) can be also facilitated.

4. Boundary approach

Vapnik argued in Vapnik (1998) that when just a limited amount of data is available, one
should avoid solving a more general problem as an intermediate step to solve the original
problem. To solve this more general problem more data might be required than for the orig-
inal problem. In a bayesian framework minimizing the error rate loss, estimating a complete
data density for each of the N classes might be too demanding when only the data bound-
ary is required. Therefore, only a boundary between or around the dataset is determined. In
the general framework of classe-selective rejection with constraints, a complete data density
estimation is also not required. However, one should take into consideration the conditional
probabilities estimation in order to evaluate the performance.
In this work, ν-1-SVM will be used. The proposed method is based on the "decomposition-
reconstruction" approach. It decomposes the initial problem into N problems and trains one
ν-1-SVM Scholkopf et al. (2001); Scholkopf & Smola (2001); Tax (2001) coupled with the regu-
larization path of each class Hastie et al. (2004); Rakotomamonjy & Davy (2007). A reconstruc-
tion step is required to decide the winning decision and consequently to derive a decision rule
that satisfy the constraints. It uses weighted distance measure between objects and classes.
In the coming subsections we will present the ν-1-SVM concept and explains briefly the
derivation of the entire regularization path which enables to get rapidly all ν-1-SVM mod-
els for a wide range of values of ν. The proposed method is described and validated on two
artificial datasets.

4.1 ν-1-SVM
Considering a set of n vectors X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} drawn from an input space X , ν-1-SVM
computes a function f λ

X(.) and a real number bλ in order to determine the region Rλ in X
such that: {

f λ
X(x)− bλ ≥ 0 if x ∈ Rλ

f λ
X(x)− bλ

< 0 otherwise

The function f λ
X(.) is designed by minimizing the volume of Rλ under the constraint that all

the vectors of X, except a portion λ, must lie in Rλ. This portion corresponds to the outliers

and parameterizes the function f λ
X(.). An alternative parameter can be refereed to ν = λ

n . It
corresponds to the fraction of outliers with 0 ≤ ν ≤ 1.
In order to determine Rλ, the space of possible functions f λ

X(.) is reduced to a Reproducing
Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) with kernel function K(., .). Let φ : X → H be the mapping
defined over the input space X . Let < ., . >H be a dot product defined in H. The kernel K(., .)
over X ×X is defined by:

∀(xp , xq) ∈ X ×X K(xp, xq) =< φ(xp), φ(xq) >H

Without loss of generality, K(., .) is supposed normalized such that for any x ∈ X , K(x, x) = 1.
Thus, all the mapped vectors φ(xp), p = 1, . . . , n are in a subset of a hypersphere with radius
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Fig. 3. Training data mapped into the feature space on a portion Sλ of a hypersphere.

one and center O. Provided K(., .) is always positive, φ(X) is a subset of the positive orthant
of the hypersphere. A common choice of K(., .) is the Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF)
kernel K(xp, xq) = exp[ −1

2σ2 ‖ xp − xq ‖2
X ] with σ the parameter of the Gaussian RBF kernel.

ν-1-SVM consists of separating the training vectors in H from the center O with a hyperplane

Wλ while maximizing the margin bλ

‖wλ‖H
with wλ the normal vector of Wλ. The solution will

be given by the function f λ
X(.) such that f λ

X(x)− bλ =< wλ, φ(x) >H −bλ ≥ 0 for the (1− ν)n
mapped training vectors.
This yields f λ

X(.) as the solution of the following convex quadratic optimization problem:

min
wλ ,bλ,ξp

n

∑
p=1

ξp − λbλ +
λ

2
‖ wλ ‖2

H

subject to < wλ, φ(xp) >H≥ bλ − ξp

and ξp ≥ 0 ∀p = 1, . . . , n (12)

where ξp are the slack variables. This optimization problem is solved by introducing Lagrange

multipliers αp . As a consequence to Kuhn-Tucker conditions, wλ is given by:

wλ =
1

λ

n

∑
p=1

αpφ(xp)

which results in:

f λ
X(.)− bλ =

1

λ

n

∑
p=1

αpK(xp, .)− bλ.

The dual formulation of (12) is obtained by introducing Lagrange multipliers as:

min
α1,...,αn

1

2λ

n

∑
p=1

n

∑
q=1

αλ
p αλ

q K(xp, xq) (13)

with
n

∑
p=1

αλ
p = λ and 0 ≤ αλ

p ≤ 1 ∀p = 1, . . . , n

A geometrical interpretation of the solution in the RKHS is given by figure 3. The function
f λ
X(.) and the number bλ define a hyperplane Wλ orthogonal to wλ. The hyperplane Wλ

separates the φ(xp)s from the sphere center, while having bλ

‖wλ‖H
maximum which is equiv-

alent to minimize the portion Sλ of the hypersphere bounded by Wλ that contains the set
{φ(x) s.t. x ∈ Rλ}.

4.2 Regularization Path
Regularization path was first introduced by Hastie et al. (2004) for a binary SVM. Later, Rako-
tomamonjy & Davy (2007) developed the entire regularization path for a ν-1-SVM. The ba-
sic idea of the ν-1-SVM regularization path is that the Lagrange multipliers of a ν-1-SVM
is a piecewise linear function of λ. Thus the principle of the method is to start with large
λ (ie. λ = n − ε) and decrease it towards zero, keeping track of breaks that occur as λ
varies.
As λ decreases ‖ wλ ‖H increases and hence the distance between the sphere center and Wλ

decreases. Points move from being outside (Non-Margin SVs with αλ
p = 1 in figure 3) to inside

the portion Sλ (Non-SVs with αλ
p = 0). By continuity, points must linger on the hyperplane

Wλ (Margin SVs with 0 < αλ
p < 1) while their αλ

ps decrease from 1 to 0. Break points occur

when a point moves from a position to another one. Since αλ
p is piecewise-linear in λ, f λ(.) and

bλ are also piecewise-linear in λ. Thus, after initializing the regularization path (computing αλ
p

by solving (13) for λ = n − ε), almost all the αλ
ps are computed by solving linear systems. Only

for some few integer values of λ smaller than n, αλ
ps are computed by solving (13) according

to Rakotomamonjy & Davy (2007).
Using simple linear interpolation, this algorithm enables to determine very rapidly the ν-1-
SVM corresponding to any value of λ.

4.3 Supervised decision rule
Given N classes and N trained ν-1-SVMs, one should design a supervised decision rule Z that
minimizes the loss function (2) and satisfies the constraints (1). The reconstruction step con-
sists of moving from unary to multiclass classifier by assigning samples to a decision option.
The assignment condition (6) can not be used since the distributions P(x/wj) are unknown.
The reconstruction step relies on a distance of an unlabelled pattern x to each of the training
class set wj (j = 1, . . . , N), using the ν-1-SVM parameterized by λj, is defined as follows:

dλj (x) =
cos( ̂wλj , φ(x))

cos(θλj )
=

‖ wλj ‖H
bλj

cos( ̂wλj , φ(x)) (14)

where θλj is the angle delimited by wλj and the support vector as shown in figure 3, cos(θλj )
is a normalizing factor which is used to normalize all the dλ

j (x).

Using ‖ φ(x) ‖= 1 in (14) leads to the following:

dλj (x) =
< wλj , φ(x) >H

bλj
=

1
λj

∑
nj

p=1 α
λj
p K(xp, x)

bλj
(15)

Since the lagrange multipliers α
λj
p are obtained by the regularization path for any value of λj,

computing dλj is considered as an easy-fast task. The distance measure dλj (x) is inspired from

Davy et al. (2006). When data are distributed in a unimodal form, the dλj (x) is a decreasing
function with respect to the distance between a sample x and the data mean. The probability
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one and center O. Provided K(., .) is always positive, φ(X) is a subset of the positive orthant
of the hypersphere. A common choice of K(., .) is the Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF)
kernel K(xp, xq) = exp[ −1

2σ2 ‖ xp − xq ‖2
X ] with σ the parameter of the Gaussian RBF kernel.

ν-1-SVM consists of separating the training vectors in H from the center O with a hyperplane

Wλ while maximizing the margin bλ

‖wλ‖H
with wλ the normal vector of Wλ. The solution will

be given by the function f λ
X(.) such that f λ

X(x)− bλ =< wλ, φ(x) >H −bλ ≥ 0 for the (1− ν)n
mapped training vectors.
This yields f λ

X(.) as the solution of the following convex quadratic optimization problem:

min
wλ ,bλ,ξp

n

∑
p=1

ξp − λbλ +
λ

2
‖ wλ ‖2

H

subject to < wλ, φ(xp) >H≥ bλ − ξp

and ξp ≥ 0 ∀p = 1, . . . , n (12)

where ξp are the slack variables. This optimization problem is solved by introducing Lagrange

multipliers αp . As a consequence to Kuhn-Tucker conditions, wλ is given by:

wλ =
1

λ

n

∑
p=1

αpφ(xp)

which results in:

f λ
X(.)− bλ =

1

λ

n

∑
p=1

αpK(xp, .)− bλ.

The dual formulation of (12) is obtained by introducing Lagrange multipliers as:

min
α1,...,αn

1

2λ

n

∑
p=1

n

∑
q=1

αλ
p αλ

q K(xp, xq) (13)

with
n

∑
p=1

αλ
p = λ and 0 ≤ αλ

p ≤ 1 ∀p = 1, . . . , n

A geometrical interpretation of the solution in the RKHS is given by figure 3. The function
f λ
X(.) and the number bλ define a hyperplane Wλ orthogonal to wλ. The hyperplane Wλ

separates the φ(xp)s from the sphere center, while having bλ

‖wλ‖H
maximum which is equiv-

alent to minimize the portion Sλ of the hypersphere bounded by Wλ that contains the set
{φ(x) s.t. x ∈ Rλ}.

4.2 Regularization Path
Regularization path was first introduced by Hastie et al. (2004) for a binary SVM. Later, Rako-
tomamonjy & Davy (2007) developed the entire regularization path for a ν-1-SVM. The ba-
sic idea of the ν-1-SVM regularization path is that the Lagrange multipliers of a ν-1-SVM
is a piecewise linear function of λ. Thus the principle of the method is to start with large
λ (ie. λ = n − ε) and decrease it towards zero, keeping track of breaks that occur as λ
varies.
As λ decreases ‖ wλ ‖H increases and hence the distance between the sphere center and Wλ

decreases. Points move from being outside (Non-Margin SVs with αλ
p = 1 in figure 3) to inside

the portion Sλ (Non-SVs with αλ
p = 0). By continuity, points must linger on the hyperplane

Wλ (Margin SVs with 0 < αλ
p < 1) while their αλ

ps decrease from 1 to 0. Break points occur

when a point moves from a position to another one. Since αλ
p is piecewise-linear in λ, f λ(.) and

bλ are also piecewise-linear in λ. Thus, after initializing the regularization path (computing αλ
p

by solving (13) for λ = n − ε), almost all the αλ
ps are computed by solving linear systems. Only

for some few integer values of λ smaller than n, αλ
ps are computed by solving (13) according

to Rakotomamonjy & Davy (2007).
Using simple linear interpolation, this algorithm enables to determine very rapidly the ν-1-
SVM corresponding to any value of λ.

4.3 Supervised decision rule
Given N classes and N trained ν-1-SVMs, one should design a supervised decision rule Z that
minimizes the loss function (2) and satisfies the constraints (1). The reconstruction step con-
sists of moving from unary to multiclass classifier by assigning samples to a decision option.
The assignment condition (6) can not be used since the distributions P(x/wj) are unknown.
The reconstruction step relies on a distance of an unlabelled pattern x to each of the training
class set wj (j = 1, . . . , N), using the ν-1-SVM parameterized by λj, is defined as follows:

dλj (x) =
cos( ̂wλj , φ(x))

cos(θλj )
=

‖ wλj ‖H
bλj

cos( ̂wλj , φ(x)) (14)

where θλj is the angle delimited by wλj and the support vector as shown in figure 3, cos(θλj )
is a normalizing factor which is used to normalize all the dλ

j (x).

Using ‖ φ(x) ‖= 1 in (14) leads to the following:

dλj (x) =
< wλj , φ(x) >H

bλj
=

1
λj

∑
nj

p=1 α
λj
p K(xp, x)

bλj
(15)

Since the lagrange multipliers α
λj
p are obtained by the regularization path for any value of λj,

computing dλj is considered as an easy-fast task. The distance measure dλj (x) is inspired from

Davy et al. (2006). When data are distributed in a unimodal form, the dλj (x) is a decreasing
function with respect to the distance between a sample x and the data mean. The probability
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one and center O. Provided K(., .) is always positive, φ(X) is a subset of the positive orthant
of the hypersphere. A common choice of K(., .) is the Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF)
kernel K(xp, xq) = exp[ −1

2σ2 ‖ xp − xq ‖2
X ] with σ the parameter of the Gaussian RBF kernel.

ν-1-SVM consists of separating the training vectors in H from the center O with a hyperplane

Wλ while maximizing the margin bλ

‖wλ‖H
with wλ the normal vector of Wλ. The solution will

be given by the function f λ
X(.) such that f λ

X(x)− bλ =< wλ, φ(x) >H −bλ ≥ 0 for the (1− ν)n
mapped training vectors.
This yields f λ

X(.) as the solution of the following convex quadratic optimization problem:

min
wλ ,bλ,ξp

n

∑
p=1

ξp − λbλ +
λ

2
‖ wλ ‖2

H

subject to < wλ, φ(xp) >H≥ bλ − ξp

and ξp ≥ 0 ∀p = 1, . . . , n (12)

where ξp are the slack variables. This optimization problem is solved by introducing Lagrange

multipliers αp . As a consequence to Kuhn-Tucker conditions, wλ is given by:

wλ =
1

λ

n

∑
p=1

αpφ(xp)

which results in:

f λ
X(.)− bλ =

1

λ

n

∑
p=1

αpK(xp, .)− bλ.

The dual formulation of (12) is obtained by introducing Lagrange multipliers as:

min
α1,...,αn

1

2λ
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∑
p=1
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∑
q=1

αλ
p αλ

q K(xp, xq) (13)

with
n

∑
p=1

αλ
p = λ and 0 ≤ αλ

p ≤ 1 ∀p = 1, . . . , n

A geometrical interpretation of the solution in the RKHS is given by figure 3. The function
f λ
X(.) and the number bλ define a hyperplane Wλ orthogonal to wλ. The hyperplane Wλ

separates the φ(xp)s from the sphere center, while having bλ

‖wλ‖H
maximum which is equiv-

alent to minimize the portion Sλ of the hypersphere bounded by Wλ that contains the set
{φ(x) s.t. x ∈ Rλ}.

4.2 Regularization Path
Regularization path was first introduced by Hastie et al. (2004) for a binary SVM. Later, Rako-
tomamonjy & Davy (2007) developed the entire regularization path for a ν-1-SVM. The ba-
sic idea of the ν-1-SVM regularization path is that the Lagrange multipliers of a ν-1-SVM
is a piecewise linear function of λ. Thus the principle of the method is to start with large
λ (ie. λ = n − ε) and decrease it towards zero, keeping track of breaks that occur as λ
varies.
As λ decreases ‖ wλ ‖H increases and hence the distance between the sphere center and Wλ

decreases. Points move from being outside (Non-Margin SVs with αλ
p = 1 in figure 3) to inside

the portion Sλ (Non-SVs with αλ
p = 0). By continuity, points must linger on the hyperplane

Wλ (Margin SVs with 0 < αλ
p < 1) while their αλ

ps decrease from 1 to 0. Break points occur

when a point moves from a position to another one. Since αλ
p is piecewise-linear in λ, f λ(.) and

bλ are also piecewise-linear in λ. Thus, after initializing the regularization path (computing αλ
p

by solving (13) for λ = n − ε), almost all the αλ
ps are computed by solving linear systems. Only

for some few integer values of λ smaller than n, αλ
ps are computed by solving (13) according

to Rakotomamonjy & Davy (2007).
Using simple linear interpolation, this algorithm enables to determine very rapidly the ν-1-
SVM corresponding to any value of λ.

4.3 Supervised decision rule
Given N classes and N trained ν-1-SVMs, one should design a supervised decision rule Z that
minimizes the loss function (2) and satisfies the constraints (1). The reconstruction step con-
sists of moving from unary to multiclass classifier by assigning samples to a decision option.
The assignment condition (6) can not be used since the distributions P(x/wj) are unknown.
The reconstruction step relies on a distance of an unlabelled pattern x to each of the training
class set wj (j = 1, . . . , N), using the ν-1-SVM parameterized by λj, is defined as follows:

dλj (x) =
cos( ̂wλj , φ(x))

cos(θλj )
=

‖ wλj ‖H
bλj

cos( ̂wλj , φ(x)) (14)

where θλj is the angle delimited by wλj and the support vector as shown in figure 3, cos(θλj )
is a normalizing factor which is used to normalize all the dλ

j (x).

Using ‖ φ(x) ‖= 1 in (14) leads to the following:

dλj (x) =
< wλj , φ(x) >H

bλj
=

1
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∑
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p=1 α
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Since the lagrange multipliers α
λj
p are obtained by the regularization path for any value of λj,

computing dλj is considered as an easy-fast task. The distance measure dλj (x) is inspired from

Davy et al. (2006). When data are distributed in a unimodal form, the dλj (x) is a decreasing
function with respect to the distance between a sample x and the data mean. The probability
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function with respect to the distance between a sample x and the data mean. The probability
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density function is also a decreasing function with respect to the distance from the mean.

Thus, dλj (x) preserves distribution order relations. In such case, and under optimality of the

ν-1-SVM classifier, the use of dλj (x) should reach the same performances as the one obtained
using the distribution.
In the simplest case of multiclass problems where the loss function is defined as the error

probability, a sample x is assigned to the class maximizing dλj (x) as follows:

x ∈ arg max
j=1...N

dλj (x).

To extend the multiclass prediction process to the class-selective scheme, a weighted form of

the distance measure is proposed. A weight βj is associated to the distance dλj to pull the
location of a pattern toward the class for which a wrong decision costs the most. Thus, in-
troducing weights performs a distance adjustment and helps solving problems with different
costs cij on the classification decisions. The decision rule is defined as:

Ẑ(x) = i if
N

∑
j=1

cij P̂jβjd
λj (x) ≤

N

∑
j=1

cljP̂jβjd
λj (x), ∀i, l = 1, . . . , I, l �= i.

where P̂j is the empirical estimators of Pj.
The decision rule depends on the RBF vector parameter σ, λ and β vectors of σj, λj and βj

for j = 1, . . . , N. Tuning λj is the most time expensive task since changing λj leads to solve
the optimization problem formulated in (13). Moreover, tuning λj is a crucial point, it enables
to control the boundary around data. In fact, it was shown in Scholkopf et al. (2001) that this
regularization parameter is an upper bound on the fraction of outliers and a lower bound on
the fraction of the SVs. In Husband & Lin (2002); Yang et al. (2007) a smooth grid search was
supplied in order to choose the optimal values of λ. The N values λjs were chosen equal
to reduce the computational costs. However, this assumption reduces the search space of
parameters too. To avoid this restriction, the proposed approach optimizes all the λj with
j = 1, . . . , N corresponding to the N ν-1-SVMs using regularization path and consequently
explores the entire parameters space. Thus the tuned λj are most likely to be the optimal ones.
The parameter σ are set equals σ1 = σ2 = . . . = σN .
In the general framework of class-selective rejection subject to constraints, the decision rule
for a given µ is given by:

̂̃Zµ(x) = i if (16)

N

∑
j=1

(
ci,j +

K

∑
k=1

µkα
(k)
i,j

)
P̂jβjd

λj (x) ≤
N

∑
j=1

(
cl,j +

K

∑
k=1

µkα
(k)
l,j

)
P̂jβjd

λj (x), ∀i, l = 1, . . . , I, l �= i.

Since the problem is described by a sample set, an estimate L̂(Ẑ, µ̂) of L(Z,µ) given by (1) is
used:

L̂(Ẑ, µ̂) =
I

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

(
ci,j +

K

∑
k=1

µ̂kα
(k)
i,j

)
P̂jP̂(Di/wj)− µ̂Tγ (17)

where P̂(Di/wj) is the empirical estimators of P(Di/wj).

The parameters λj, βj, σj and µk are optimized so that the estimated Lagrange function L̂(Ẑ, µ̂)
is optimum on a validation set. This is accomplished by employing an iterative search over
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Fig. 4. 3-gaussian component (left) and Bivariate gamma (right) problems: supervised parti-
tions and theoretical density probabilities.

3-gaussian Gamma

50 obs 100 obs 200 obs 50 obs 100 obs 200 obs

P̂E 0.076±0.013 0.061±0.008 0.050±0.005 0.101±0.012 0.094±0.014 0.088±0.005

P̂I 0.138±0.005 0.121±0.002 0.107±0.001 0.176±0.027 0.179±0.033 0.173±0.013

ĉ 0.163±0.017 0.153±0.008 0.149±0.004 0.267±0.020 0.262±0.018 0.258±0.011

L̂ 0.206±0.028 0.165±0.010 0.151±0.006 0.275±0.015 0.271±0.032 0.247±0.006

Table 3. Values of the estimated P̂E, P̂I , ĉ(Ẑ∗) and L̂(Ẑ∗,µ∗) using the boundary method for
the 3-gaussian component and the gamma distributions problems

the kernel parameter and a global search over the other ones. More explicitly, the kernel
parameters are chosen from a previously defined set of real numbers [σ0, . . . , σs] with s ∈ ℵ.
For each given value of σj, a decision rule is sought by solving an alternate optimization
problem over λj, βj and µk. The optimal rule is given by the set of parameters minimizing
the Lagrange estimate on a validation set.

4.4 Toy problem
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed boundary approach and compare it with the class-
modeling one, the same bidimensional toy problems considered in section 3 were studied
under the same constraints. The same synthetic data with the same number of repetitions
were considered. Thus theoretical densities and theoretical decision rules are those illustrated
in figures 1 (left) and 2 (left). The theoretical performances are those reported on tables 1 and
2.
Supervised decision rule is optimized according to the supervised learning algorithm defined

in the boundary scheme. The estimated values P̂E, P̂I , ĉ(Ẑ∗) and L̂(Ẑ∗,µ∗) were computed on
supervised partitions using an infinite test set and the theoretical µ∗ as mentioned previously.
Their mean and their standard deviations are reported in tables 3. An example of optimal
rules learned with 200 observations per class set are shown in figures 4 (left) for the 3-gaussian
distribution problem and 4 (right) for the gamma distribution problem.
Experimental results show that the proposed boundary method or MSVM is relevant. It
achieves good results on some complex distributions like multimodal and non-symmetrical
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using the distribution.
In the simplest case of multiclass problems where the loss function is defined as the error

probability, a sample x is assigned to the class maximizing dλj (x) as follows:

x ∈ arg max
j=1...N
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To extend the multiclass prediction process to the class-selective scheme, a weighted form of

the distance measure is proposed. A weight βj is associated to the distance dλj to pull the
location of a pattern toward the class for which a wrong decision costs the most. Thus, in-
troducing weights performs a distance adjustment and helps solving problems with different
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where P̂j is the empirical estimators of Pj.
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to control the boundary around data. In fact, it was shown in Scholkopf et al. (2001) that this
regularization parameter is an upper bound on the fraction of outliers and a lower bound on
the fraction of the SVs. In Husband & Lin (2002); Yang et al. (2007) a smooth grid search was
supplied in order to choose the optimal values of λ. The N values λjs were chosen equal
to reduce the computational costs. However, this assumption reduces the search space of
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j = 1, . . . , N corresponding to the N ν-1-SVMs using regularization path and consequently
explores the entire parameters space. Thus the tuned λj are most likely to be the optimal ones.
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for a given µ is given by:
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where P̂(Di/wj) is the empirical estimators of P(Di/wj).

The parameters λj, βj, σj and µk are optimized so that the estimated Lagrange function L̂(Ẑ, µ̂)
is optimum on a validation set. This is accomplished by employing an iterative search over
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the 3-gaussian component and the gamma distributions problems

the kernel parameter and a global search over the other ones. More explicitly, the kernel
parameters are chosen from a previously defined set of real numbers [σ0, . . . , σs] with s ∈ ℵ.
For each given value of σj, a decision rule is sought by solving an alternate optimization
problem over λj, βj and µk. The optimal rule is given by the set of parameters minimizing
the Lagrange estimate on a validation set.

4.4 Toy problem
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed boundary approach and compare it with the class-
modeling one, the same bidimensional toy problems considered in section 3 were studied
under the same constraints. The same synthetic data with the same number of repetitions
were considered. Thus theoretical densities and theoretical decision rules are those illustrated
in figures 1 (left) and 2 (left). The theoretical performances are those reported on tables 1 and
2.
Supervised decision rule is optimized according to the supervised learning algorithm defined

in the boundary scheme. The estimated values P̂E, P̂I , ĉ(Ẑ∗) and L̂(Ẑ∗,µ∗) were computed on
supervised partitions using an infinite test set and the theoretical µ∗ as mentioned previously.
Their mean and their standard deviations are reported in tables 3. An example of optimal
rules learned with 200 observations per class set are shown in figures 4 (left) for the 3-gaussian
distribution problem and 4 (right) for the gamma distribution problem.
Experimental results show that the proposed boundary method or MSVM is relevant. It
achieves good results on some complex distributions like multimodal and non-symmetrical
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density function is also a decreasing function with respect to the distance from the mean.

Thus, dλj (x) preserves distribution order relations. In such case, and under optimality of the

ν-1-SVM classifier, the use of dλj (x) should reach the same performances as the one obtained
using the distribution.
In the simplest case of multiclass problems where the loss function is defined as the error

probability, a sample x is assigned to the class maximizing dλj (x) as follows:

x ∈ arg max
j=1...N

dλj (x).

To extend the multiclass prediction process to the class-selective scheme, a weighted form of

the distance measure is proposed. A weight βj is associated to the distance dλj to pull the
location of a pattern toward the class for which a wrong decision costs the most. Thus, in-
troducing weights performs a distance adjustment and helps solving problems with different
costs cij on the classification decisions. The decision rule is defined as:

Ẑ(x) = i if
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cij P̂jβjd
λj (x) ≤

N
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cljP̂jβjd
λj (x), ∀i, l = 1, . . . , I, l �= i.

where P̂j is the empirical estimators of Pj.
The decision rule depends on the RBF vector parameter σ, λ and β vectors of σj, λj and βj

for j = 1, . . . , N. Tuning λj is the most time expensive task since changing λj leads to solve
the optimization problem formulated in (13). Moreover, tuning λj is a crucial point, it enables
to control the boundary around data. In fact, it was shown in Scholkopf et al. (2001) that this
regularization parameter is an upper bound on the fraction of outliers and a lower bound on
the fraction of the SVs. In Husband & Lin (2002); Yang et al. (2007) a smooth grid search was
supplied in order to choose the optimal values of λ. The N values λjs were chosen equal
to reduce the computational costs. However, this assumption reduces the search space of
parameters too. To avoid this restriction, the proposed approach optimizes all the λj with
j = 1, . . . , N corresponding to the N ν-1-SVMs using regularization path and consequently
explores the entire parameters space. Thus the tuned λj are most likely to be the optimal ones.
The parameter σ are set equals σ1 = σ2 = . . . = σN .
In the general framework of class-selective rejection subject to constraints, the decision rule
for a given µ is given by:
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where P̂(Di/wj) is the empirical estimators of P(Di/wj).

The parameters λj, βj, σj and µk are optimized so that the estimated Lagrange function L̂(Ẑ, µ̂)
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the kernel parameter and a global search over the other ones. More explicitly, the kernel
parameters are chosen from a previously defined set of real numbers [σ0, . . . , σs] with s ∈ ℵ.
For each given value of σj, a decision rule is sought by solving an alternate optimization
problem over λj, βj and µk. The optimal rule is given by the set of parameters minimizing
the Lagrange estimate on a validation set.

4.4 Toy problem
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed boundary approach and compare it with the class-
modeling one, the same bidimensional toy problems considered in section 3 were studied
under the same constraints. The same synthetic data with the same number of repetitions
were considered. Thus theoretical densities and theoretical decision rules are those illustrated
in figures 1 (left) and 2 (left). The theoretical performances are those reported on tables 1 and
2.
Supervised decision rule is optimized according to the supervised learning algorithm defined

in the boundary scheme. The estimated values P̂E, P̂I , ĉ(Ẑ∗) and L̂(Ẑ∗,µ∗) were computed on
supervised partitions using an infinite test set and the theoretical µ∗ as mentioned previously.
Their mean and their standard deviations are reported in tables 3. An example of optimal
rules learned with 200 observations per class set are shown in figures 4 (left) for the 3-gaussian
distribution problem and 4 (right) for the gamma distribution problem.
Experimental results show that the proposed boundary method or MSVM is relevant. It
achieves good results on some complex distributions like multimodal and non-symmetrical
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probability, a sample x is assigned to the class maximizing dλj (x) as follows:

x ∈ arg max
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To extend the multiclass prediction process to the class-selective scheme, a weighted form of

the distance measure is proposed. A weight βj is associated to the distance dλj to pull the
location of a pattern toward the class for which a wrong decision costs the most. Thus, in-
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where P̂j is the empirical estimators of Pj.
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for j = 1, . . . , N. Tuning λj is the most time expensive task since changing λj leads to solve
the optimization problem formulated in (13). Moreover, tuning λj is a crucial point, it enables
to control the boundary around data. In fact, it was shown in Scholkopf et al. (2001) that this
regularization parameter is an upper bound on the fraction of outliers and a lower bound on
the fraction of the SVs. In Husband & Lin (2002); Yang et al. (2007) a smooth grid search was
supplied in order to choose the optimal values of λ. The N values λjs were chosen equal
to reduce the computational costs. However, this assumption reduces the search space of
parameters too. To avoid this restriction, the proposed approach optimizes all the λj with
j = 1, . . . , N corresponding to the N ν-1-SVMs using regularization path and consequently
explores the entire parameters space. Thus the tuned λj are most likely to be the optimal ones.
The parameter σ are set equals σ1 = σ2 = . . . = σN .
In the general framework of class-selective rejection subject to constraints, the decision rule
for a given µ is given by:

̂̃Zµ(x) = i if (16)
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)
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λj (x), ∀i, l = 1, . . . , I, l �= i.

Since the problem is described by a sample set, an estimate L̂(Ẑ, µ̂) of L(Z,µ) given by (1) is
used:

L̂(Ẑ, µ̂) =
I

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

(
ci,j +

K

∑
k=1

µ̂kα
(k)
i,j

)
P̂jP̂(Di/wj)− µ̂Tγ (17)

where P̂(Di/wj) is the empirical estimators of P(Di/wj).

The parameters λj, βj, σj and µk are optimized so that the estimated Lagrange function L̂(Ẑ, µ̂)
is optimum on a validation set. This is accomplished by employing an iterative search over
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Fig. 4. 3-gaussian component (left) and Bivariate gamma (right) problems: supervised parti-
tions and theoretical density probabilities.

3-gaussian Gamma

50 obs 100 obs 200 obs 50 obs 100 obs 200 obs

P̂E 0.076±0.013 0.061±0.008 0.050±0.005 0.101±0.012 0.094±0.014 0.088±0.005

P̂I 0.138±0.005 0.121±0.002 0.107±0.001 0.176±0.027 0.179±0.033 0.173±0.013

ĉ 0.163±0.017 0.153±0.008 0.149±0.004 0.267±0.020 0.262±0.018 0.258±0.011

L̂ 0.206±0.028 0.165±0.010 0.151±0.006 0.275±0.015 0.271±0.032 0.247±0.006

Table 3. Values of the estimated P̂E, P̂I , ĉ(Ẑ∗) and L̂(Ẑ∗,µ∗) using the boundary method for
the 3-gaussian component and the gamma distributions problems

the kernel parameter and a global search over the other ones. More explicitly, the kernel
parameters are chosen from a previously defined set of real numbers [σ0, . . . , σs] with s ∈ ℵ.
For each given value of σj, a decision rule is sought by solving an alternate optimization
problem over λj, βj and µk. The optimal rule is given by the set of parameters minimizing
the Lagrange estimate on a validation set.

4.4 Toy problem
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed boundary approach and compare it with the class-
modeling one, the same bidimensional toy problems considered in section 3 were studied
under the same constraints. The same synthetic data with the same number of repetitions
were considered. Thus theoretical densities and theoretical decision rules are those illustrated
in figures 1 (left) and 2 (left). The theoretical performances are those reported on tables 1 and
2.
Supervised decision rule is optimized according to the supervised learning algorithm defined

in the boundary scheme. The estimated values P̂E, P̂I , ĉ(Ẑ∗) and L̂(Ẑ∗,µ∗) were computed on
supervised partitions using an infinite test set and the theoretical µ∗ as mentioned previously.
Their mean and their standard deviations are reported in tables 3. An example of optimal
rules learned with 200 observations per class set are shown in figures 4 (left) for the 3-gaussian
distribution problem and 4 (right) for the gamma distribution problem.
Experimental results show that the proposed boundary method or MSVM is relevant. It
achieves good results on some complex distributions like multimodal and non-symmetrical
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Dataset LEUKEMIA72 OVARIAN NCI LUNG CANCER LYMPHOMA

# Gene 6817 7129 9703 918 4026

# Sample 72 39 60 73 96

# Class 3 3 9 7 9

Table 4. Multiclass gene expression datasets

distributions. For both problems under study, standard deviations are relatively small. The
boundary approach is less sensitive to the variation of the dataset representativity. For the 3-
gaussian component problem, MSVM performs as good as the GMM based method and better
than PW based method. For the gamma distribution problem, MSVM, PW and GMM based
methods show similar accuracy for sufficiency large data sets, while GMM based method out-
performs PW and MSVM in term of losses for moderated or small amount of data.

5. Cancer diagnosis

To illustrate the proposed approach a biomedical application dealing with cancer tumors is
presented using the boundary method. Recently, cancer diagnosis based on gene profiles has
received more attention. Since cancer diagnosis problems are usually described by a small
set of samples with a large number of genes, feature or gene selection was considered as an
important issue in analyzing multiclass microarray data.
In this section, five well-known gene expression datasets are considered. Two experiments
based on the boundary approach are presented. The first considers the five cancer diagno-
sis problems in the classical framework to make results comparable with those of Chen et al.
(2005). The second experiment considers the LUNG CANCER problem in the general frame-
work of class-selective rejection and performance constraints.

5.1 Problem description
In this chapter, five multiclass gene expression datasets are studied: LEUKEMIA72 Golub
et al. (1999), OVARIAN Welsh et al. (2001), NCI Ross et al. (2000); Scherf et al. (2000), LUNG
CANCER Garber et al. (2001) and LYMPHOMA Alizadeh et al. (2000). Table 4 describes the
five genes datasets.
Given these microarray datas with N tumor classes, a small amount n of tumor samples and a
large number g of genes per sample, one should identify a small subset of d informative genes
that contribute most to the prediction task before solving this task. Various feature selection
methods exist in literature. One way pointed in Chen et al. (2005) is to use test statistics.
For each dataset, six test statistics are evoked as a first process in a gene-based cancer diagno-
sis: ANOVA F or F Kutner et al. (2005), Brown-Forsythe test or B Brown & Forsythe (1974),
Welch test WELCH (1951) or W, Adjusted Welch test or W∗ Hartung & Makambi (2002),
Cochran test Cochran (1937) or C and Kruskal-Wallis test or H Daniel (1999). For each test
statistics, 50 and 100 informative genes were selected.
The second step is a classification step which is performed, in the classical framework, accord-
ing to the proposed boundary approach and five existing ones: Naive Bayes, Nearest Neigh-
bor, Linear Perceptron, Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network. The classification step is also
studied in the general framework of class-selective rejection and performance constraints ac-
cording to the proposed boundary approach.

F B W W* C H

Proposed Algorithm 4 3 5 5 3 2

LEUKEMIA Mean 3.4 2.4 2.8 2.8 3.2 3.0

Median 3 2 3 3 3 3

Proposed Algorithm 0 0 0 0 0 0

OVARIAN Mean 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Median 0 0 0 0 0 0

Proposed Algorithm 31 26 27 27 27 33

NCI Mean 36.0 32.0 27.4 26.0 27.0 35.4

Median 35 29 27 27 27 35

Proposed Algorithm 14 16 16 16 16 15

LUNG CANCER Mean 17.6 17.0 17.6 17.6 18.0 18.0

Median 17 17 18 18 18 18

Proposed Algorithm 18 16 9 10 9 15

LYMPHOMA Mean 23.8 19.8 14.0 14.0 12.8 22.0

Median 23 19 12 12 13 20

Table 5. Prediction errors of the proposed classifier, mean and median values of the 5 classifiers
prediction errors according to Chen et al. (2005) with 50 informative selected genes

5.2 Experimental settings
The cancer diagnosis is accomplished using the classification algorithm introduced in section
4 in both classical and class-selective rejection subject to constraints frameworks. Results are
reported in the following sections as a prediction error. Mean and median values of the pre-
diction errors of the five classifiers mentioned above are also reported from Chen et al. (2005).
The generalization accuracy of all the classifiers was computed using Leave One Out (LOO)
resampling method. LOO divides a gene dataset of n patients into two sets, a set of n − 1
patients and a test set of 1 blinded patient. This method involves n separate runs. For each
run, the first set of n − 1 are used to learn the rule and the test set of 1 blinded sample is used
to assess the performance of the rule. The overall prediction error is the sum of the patients
misclassified on all n runs. In the following, results are explored and discussed.

5.2.1 Classical framework
First, the cancer diagnosis problem is considered in the traditional Bayesian framework with
no constraints. The decisions are given by the possible set of tumor classes and the loss func-
tion is defined as the probability of error to make results comparable with those of Chen et al.
(2005). In this case, the costs of misclassification ci,j are known, equal and there is no penalty
for a correct classification. The decision rule becomes the solution of a minimization problem
without constraints (Lagrange multipliers are null). The performance of the proposed method
was measured by evaluating its accuracy rate and it was compared to results obtained by the
five predictors evoked in Chen et al. (2005): Naive Bayes, Nearest Neighbor, Linear Percep-
tron, Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network with five nodes in the middle layer, and Support
Vector Machines with second order polynomial kernel.
The learning step of the proposed approach consists of finding the minimal value of the loss
function estimate. The n − 1 samples are divided, using 5-Cross Validation (5-CV), into a
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distributions. For both problems under study, standard deviations are relatively small. The
boundary approach is less sensitive to the variation of the dataset representativity. For the 3-
gaussian component problem, MSVM performs as good as the GMM based method and better
than PW based method. For the gamma distribution problem, MSVM, PW and GMM based
methods show similar accuracy for sufficiency large data sets, while GMM based method out-
performs PW and MSVM in term of losses for moderated or small amount of data.

5. Cancer diagnosis

To illustrate the proposed approach a biomedical application dealing with cancer tumors is
presented using the boundary method. Recently, cancer diagnosis based on gene profiles has
received more attention. Since cancer diagnosis problems are usually described by a small
set of samples with a large number of genes, feature or gene selection was considered as an
important issue in analyzing multiclass microarray data.
In this section, five well-known gene expression datasets are considered. Two experiments
based on the boundary approach are presented. The first considers the five cancer diagno-
sis problems in the classical framework to make results comparable with those of Chen et al.
(2005). The second experiment considers the LUNG CANCER problem in the general frame-
work of class-selective rejection and performance constraints.

5.1 Problem description
In this chapter, five multiclass gene expression datasets are studied: LEUKEMIA72 Golub
et al. (1999), OVARIAN Welsh et al. (2001), NCI Ross et al. (2000); Scherf et al. (2000), LUNG
CANCER Garber et al. (2001) and LYMPHOMA Alizadeh et al. (2000). Table 4 describes the
five genes datasets.
Given these microarray datas with N tumor classes, a small amount n of tumor samples and a
large number g of genes per sample, one should identify a small subset of d informative genes
that contribute most to the prediction task before solving this task. Various feature selection
methods exist in literature. One way pointed in Chen et al. (2005) is to use test statistics.
For each dataset, six test statistics are evoked as a first process in a gene-based cancer diagno-
sis: ANOVA F or F Kutner et al. (2005), Brown-Forsythe test or B Brown & Forsythe (1974),
Welch test WELCH (1951) or W, Adjusted Welch test or W∗ Hartung & Makambi (2002),
Cochran test Cochran (1937) or C and Kruskal-Wallis test or H Daniel (1999). For each test
statistics, 50 and 100 informative genes were selected.
The second step is a classification step which is performed, in the classical framework, accord-
ing to the proposed boundary approach and five existing ones: Naive Bayes, Nearest Neigh-
bor, Linear Perceptron, Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network. The classification step is also
studied in the general framework of class-selective rejection and performance constraints ac-
cording to the proposed boundary approach.

F B W W* C H

Proposed Algorithm 4 3 5 5 3 2

LEUKEMIA Mean 3.4 2.4 2.8 2.8 3.2 3.0

Median 3 2 3 3 3 3

Proposed Algorithm 0 0 0 0 0 0

OVARIAN Mean 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Median 0 0 0 0 0 0

Proposed Algorithm 31 26 27 27 27 33

NCI Mean 36.0 32.0 27.4 26.0 27.0 35.4

Median 35 29 27 27 27 35

Proposed Algorithm 14 16 16 16 16 15

LUNG CANCER Mean 17.6 17.0 17.6 17.6 18.0 18.0

Median 17 17 18 18 18 18

Proposed Algorithm 18 16 9 10 9 15

LYMPHOMA Mean 23.8 19.8 14.0 14.0 12.8 22.0

Median 23 19 12 12 13 20

Table 5. Prediction errors of the proposed classifier, mean and median values of the 5 classifiers
prediction errors according to Chen et al. (2005) with 50 informative selected genes

5.2 Experimental settings
The cancer diagnosis is accomplished using the classification algorithm introduced in section
4 in both classical and class-selective rejection subject to constraints frameworks. Results are
reported in the following sections as a prediction error. Mean and median values of the pre-
diction errors of the five classifiers mentioned above are also reported from Chen et al. (2005).
The generalization accuracy of all the classifiers was computed using Leave One Out (LOO)
resampling method. LOO divides a gene dataset of n patients into two sets, a set of n − 1
patients and a test set of 1 blinded patient. This method involves n separate runs. For each
run, the first set of n − 1 are used to learn the rule and the test set of 1 blinded sample is used
to assess the performance of the rule. The overall prediction error is the sum of the patients
misclassified on all n runs. In the following, results are explored and discussed.

5.2.1 Classical framework
First, the cancer diagnosis problem is considered in the traditional Bayesian framework with
no constraints. The decisions are given by the possible set of tumor classes and the loss func-
tion is defined as the probability of error to make results comparable with those of Chen et al.
(2005). In this case, the costs of misclassification ci,j are known, equal and there is no penalty
for a correct classification. The decision rule becomes the solution of a minimization problem
without constraints (Lagrange multipliers are null). The performance of the proposed method
was measured by evaluating its accuracy rate and it was compared to results obtained by the
five predictors evoked in Chen et al. (2005): Naive Bayes, Nearest Neighbor, Linear Percep-
tron, Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network with five nodes in the middle layer, and Support
Vector Machines with second order polynomial kernel.
The learning step of the proposed approach consists of finding the minimal value of the loss
function estimate. The n − 1 samples are divided, using 5-Cross Validation (5-CV), into a
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# Sample 72 39 60 73 96
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distributions. For both problems under study, standard deviations are relatively small. The
boundary approach is less sensitive to the variation of the dataset representativity. For the 3-
gaussian component problem, MSVM performs as good as the GMM based method and better
than PW based method. For the gamma distribution problem, MSVM, PW and GMM based
methods show similar accuracy for sufficiency large data sets, while GMM based method out-
performs PW and MSVM in term of losses for moderated or small amount of data.

5. Cancer diagnosis

To illustrate the proposed approach a biomedical application dealing with cancer tumors is
presented using the boundary method. Recently, cancer diagnosis based on gene profiles has
received more attention. Since cancer diagnosis problems are usually described by a small
set of samples with a large number of genes, feature or gene selection was considered as an
important issue in analyzing multiclass microarray data.
In this section, five well-known gene expression datasets are considered. Two experiments
based on the boundary approach are presented. The first considers the five cancer diagno-
sis problems in the classical framework to make results comparable with those of Chen et al.
(2005). The second experiment considers the LUNG CANCER problem in the general frame-
work of class-selective rejection and performance constraints.

5.1 Problem description
In this chapter, five multiclass gene expression datasets are studied: LEUKEMIA72 Golub
et al. (1999), OVARIAN Welsh et al. (2001), NCI Ross et al. (2000); Scherf et al. (2000), LUNG
CANCER Garber et al. (2001) and LYMPHOMA Alizadeh et al. (2000). Table 4 describes the
five genes datasets.
Given these microarray datas with N tumor classes, a small amount n of tumor samples and a
large number g of genes per sample, one should identify a small subset of d informative genes
that contribute most to the prediction task before solving this task. Various feature selection
methods exist in literature. One way pointed in Chen et al. (2005) is to use test statistics.
For each dataset, six test statistics are evoked as a first process in a gene-based cancer diagno-
sis: ANOVA F or F Kutner et al. (2005), Brown-Forsythe test or B Brown & Forsythe (1974),
Welch test WELCH (1951) or W, Adjusted Welch test or W∗ Hartung & Makambi (2002),
Cochran test Cochran (1937) or C and Kruskal-Wallis test or H Daniel (1999). For each test
statistics, 50 and 100 informative genes were selected.
The second step is a classification step which is performed, in the classical framework, accord-
ing to the proposed boundary approach and five existing ones: Naive Bayes, Nearest Neigh-
bor, Linear Perceptron, Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network. The classification step is also
studied in the general framework of class-selective rejection and performance constraints ac-
cording to the proposed boundary approach.

F B W W* C H

Proposed Algorithm 4 3 5 5 3 2

LEUKEMIA Mean 3.4 2.4 2.8 2.8 3.2 3.0

Median 3 2 3 3 3 3

Proposed Algorithm 0 0 0 0 0 0

OVARIAN Mean 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Median 0 0 0 0 0 0

Proposed Algorithm 31 26 27 27 27 33

NCI Mean 36.0 32.0 27.4 26.0 27.0 35.4

Median 35 29 27 27 27 35

Proposed Algorithm 14 16 16 16 16 15

LUNG CANCER Mean 17.6 17.0 17.6 17.6 18.0 18.0

Median 17 17 18 18 18 18

Proposed Algorithm 18 16 9 10 9 15

LYMPHOMA Mean 23.8 19.8 14.0 14.0 12.8 22.0

Median 23 19 12 12 13 20

Table 5. Prediction errors of the proposed classifier, mean and median values of the 5 classifiers
prediction errors according to Chen et al. (2005) with 50 informative selected genes

5.2 Experimental settings
The cancer diagnosis is accomplished using the classification algorithm introduced in section
4 in both classical and class-selective rejection subject to constraints frameworks. Results are
reported in the following sections as a prediction error. Mean and median values of the pre-
diction errors of the five classifiers mentioned above are also reported from Chen et al. (2005).
The generalization accuracy of all the classifiers was computed using Leave One Out (LOO)
resampling method. LOO divides a gene dataset of n patients into two sets, a set of n − 1
patients and a test set of 1 blinded patient. This method involves n separate runs. For each
run, the first set of n − 1 are used to learn the rule and the test set of 1 blinded sample is used
to assess the performance of the rule. The overall prediction error is the sum of the patients
misclassified on all n runs. In the following, results are explored and discussed.

5.2.1 Classical framework
First, the cancer diagnosis problem is considered in the traditional Bayesian framework with
no constraints. The decisions are given by the possible set of tumor classes and the loss func-
tion is defined as the probability of error to make results comparable with those of Chen et al.
(2005). In this case, the costs of misclassification ci,j are known, equal and there is no penalty
for a correct classification. The decision rule becomes the solution of a minimization problem
without constraints (Lagrange multipliers are null). The performance of the proposed method
was measured by evaluating its accuracy rate and it was compared to results obtained by the
five predictors evoked in Chen et al. (2005): Naive Bayes, Nearest Neighbor, Linear Percep-
tron, Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network with five nodes in the middle layer, and Support
Vector Machines with second order polynomial kernel.
The learning step of the proposed approach consists of finding the minimal value of the loss
function estimate. The n − 1 samples are divided, using 5-Cross Validation (5-CV), into a
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distributions. For both problems under study, standard deviations are relatively small. The
boundary approach is less sensitive to the variation of the dataset representativity. For the 3-
gaussian component problem, MSVM performs as good as the GMM based method and better
than PW based method. For the gamma distribution problem, MSVM, PW and GMM based
methods show similar accuracy for sufficiency large data sets, while GMM based method out-
performs PW and MSVM in term of losses for moderated or small amount of data.

5. Cancer diagnosis

To illustrate the proposed approach a biomedical application dealing with cancer tumors is
presented using the boundary method. Recently, cancer diagnosis based on gene profiles has
received more attention. Since cancer diagnosis problems are usually described by a small
set of samples with a large number of genes, feature or gene selection was considered as an
important issue in analyzing multiclass microarray data.
In this section, five well-known gene expression datasets are considered. Two experiments
based on the boundary approach are presented. The first considers the five cancer diagno-
sis problems in the classical framework to make results comparable with those of Chen et al.
(2005). The second experiment considers the LUNG CANCER problem in the general frame-
work of class-selective rejection and performance constraints.

5.1 Problem description
In this chapter, five multiclass gene expression datasets are studied: LEUKEMIA72 Golub
et al. (1999), OVARIAN Welsh et al. (2001), NCI Ross et al. (2000); Scherf et al. (2000), LUNG
CANCER Garber et al. (2001) and LYMPHOMA Alizadeh et al. (2000). Table 4 describes the
five genes datasets.
Given these microarray datas with N tumor classes, a small amount n of tumor samples and a
large number g of genes per sample, one should identify a small subset of d informative genes
that contribute most to the prediction task before solving this task. Various feature selection
methods exist in literature. One way pointed in Chen et al. (2005) is to use test statistics.
For each dataset, six test statistics are evoked as a first process in a gene-based cancer diagno-
sis: ANOVA F or F Kutner et al. (2005), Brown-Forsythe test or B Brown & Forsythe (1974),
Welch test WELCH (1951) or W, Adjusted Welch test or W∗ Hartung & Makambi (2002),
Cochran test Cochran (1937) or C and Kruskal-Wallis test or H Daniel (1999). For each test
statistics, 50 and 100 informative genes were selected.
The second step is a classification step which is performed, in the classical framework, accord-
ing to the proposed boundary approach and five existing ones: Naive Bayes, Nearest Neigh-
bor, Linear Perceptron, Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network. The classification step is also
studied in the general framework of class-selective rejection and performance constraints ac-
cording to the proposed boundary approach.

F B W W* C H

Proposed Algorithm 4 3 5 5 3 2

LEUKEMIA Mean 3.4 2.4 2.8 2.8 3.2 3.0

Median 3 2 3 3 3 3

Proposed Algorithm 0 0 0 0 0 0

OVARIAN Mean 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Median 0 0 0 0 0 0

Proposed Algorithm 31 26 27 27 27 33

NCI Mean 36.0 32.0 27.4 26.0 27.0 35.4

Median 35 29 27 27 27 35

Proposed Algorithm 14 16 16 16 16 15

LUNG CANCER Mean 17.6 17.0 17.6 17.6 18.0 18.0

Median 17 17 18 18 18 18

Proposed Algorithm 18 16 9 10 9 15

LYMPHOMA Mean 23.8 19.8 14.0 14.0 12.8 22.0

Median 23 19 12 12 13 20

Table 5. Prediction errors of the proposed classifier, mean and median values of the 5 classifiers
prediction errors according to Chen et al. (2005) with 50 informative selected genes

5.2 Experimental settings
The cancer diagnosis is accomplished using the classification algorithm introduced in section
4 in both classical and class-selective rejection subject to constraints frameworks. Results are
reported in the following sections as a prediction error. Mean and median values of the pre-
diction errors of the five classifiers mentioned above are also reported from Chen et al. (2005).
The generalization accuracy of all the classifiers was computed using Leave One Out (LOO)
resampling method. LOO divides a gene dataset of n patients into two sets, a set of n − 1
patients and a test set of 1 blinded patient. This method involves n separate runs. For each
run, the first set of n − 1 are used to learn the rule and the test set of 1 blinded sample is used
to assess the performance of the rule. The overall prediction error is the sum of the patients
misclassified on all n runs. In the following, results are explored and discussed.

5.2.1 Classical framework
First, the cancer diagnosis problem is considered in the traditional Bayesian framework with
no constraints. The decisions are given by the possible set of tumor classes and the loss func-
tion is defined as the probability of error to make results comparable with those of Chen et al.
(2005). In this case, the costs of misclassification ci,j are known, equal and there is no penalty
for a correct classification. The decision rule becomes the solution of a minimization problem
without constraints (Lagrange multipliers are null). The performance of the proposed method
was measured by evaluating its accuracy rate and it was compared to results obtained by the
five predictors evoked in Chen et al. (2005): Naive Bayes, Nearest Neighbor, Linear Percep-
tron, Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network with five nodes in the middle layer, and Support
Vector Machines with second order polynomial kernel.
The learning step of the proposed approach consists of finding the minimal value of the loss
function estimate. The n − 1 samples are divided, using 5-Cross Validation (5-CV), into a
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F B W W* C H

Proposed Algorithm 5 2 3 3 4 6

LEUKEMIA Mean 3.4 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.2 3.0

Median 3 3 4 3 3 3

Proposed Algorithm 0 0 0 0 0 0

OVARIAN Mean 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Median 0 0 0 0 0 0

Proposed Algorithm 33 21 26 25 26 36

NCI Mean 33.0 22.6 23.8 25.2 25.2 31.6

Median 33 22 25 26 26 31

Proposed Algorithm 11 10 11 11 11 13

LUNG CANCER Mean 12.2 12.2 11.4 12.2 12.2 15.8

Median 12 12 11 11 11 14

Proposed Algorithm 16 16 11 10 11 17

LYMPHOMA Mean 21.8 19.2 13.0 13.8 14.4 18.2

Median 17 16 12 12 12 18

Table 6. Prediction errors of the proposed classifier, mean and median values of the 5 classifiers
prediction errors according to Chen et al. (2005) with 100 informative selected genes

training set and a validation set. N ν-1-SVMs are trained using the training set for all values
of νj . The decision is obtained by tuning the parameters βj and λj for j = 1, . . . , N for a given

kernel parameter σ and by testing different values of σ in the set [2−3, 2−2, 2−1, 20, 21, 22].
Finally, the decision rule which minimizes the loss function estimate is selected and used to
classify the blinded patient.
Table 5 reports the errors of the proposed algorithm, the average value and the median value
of the 5 classifiers prediction errors reported in Chen et al. (2005) when 50 informative genes
are used. Table 6 reports values when 100 informative genes are used. F, B, W, W∗, C and H
represent the six test statistics.
Experimental results show that, for OVARIAN, NCI, LUNG CANCER and LYMPHOMA mul-
ticlass genes problems, the prediction error is data dependent. The proposed boundary ap-
proach achieves competitive performances compared to the 5 classifiers reported in Chen et al.
(2005). For these datasets, prediction errors of the proposed approach are less than the mean
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9 classes). Thus, it is expected that the gene selection task is difficult and consequently the
prediction accuracy is not high.
Moreover, it is worthy to note that these data are more or less imbalanced which makes the
discrimination step harder. For example, the ratio of the large to the small classes reaches 23
for the LYMPHOMA problem. For this problem, the proposed boundary method results are
considerably more accurate than the 5 existing ones. Thus, this approach can be considered
as an adapted method solution to solve imbalanced problems: because both minority and
majority classes are learned separately, descriptions are not dominated by the majority classes.
Finally, we can note that focusing on the test statistics comparison, experimental results con-
firm those of Chen et al. (2005). B, W and W∗ can be the most performing tests under variances
heterogeneity assumptions. For the LUNG CANCER dataset where the gene-patient ratio is
the smallest, the prediction accuracy is almost the same for all the test statistics.

5.2.2 Class-selective rejection framework
In order to illustrate the interest of considering the multiclass cancer diagnosis in class-
selective rejection scheme subject to constraints, one gene dataset is considered and studied.
In the following, we present the study of LUNG CANCER problem in the class selective-
rejection scheme subject to two constraints. Let’s start by defining the decision options. In fact,
LUNG CANCER diagnosis problem is determined by the gene expression profiles of 67 lung
tumors and 6 normal lung specimens from patients whose clinical course was followed for up
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kernel parameter σ and by testing different values of σ in the set [2−3, 2−2, 2−1, 20, 21, 22].
Finally, the decision rule which minimizes the loss function estimate is selected and used to
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though data are all described by a large number of genes and small number of samples they
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9 classes). Thus, it is expected that the gene selection task is difficult and consequently the
prediction accuracy is not high.
Moreover, it is worthy to note that these data are more or less imbalanced which makes the
discrimination step harder. For example, the ratio of the large to the small classes reaches 23
for the LYMPHOMA problem. For this problem, the proposed boundary method results are
considerably more accurate than the 5 existing ones. Thus, this approach can be considered
as an adapted method solution to solve imbalanced problems: because both minority and
majority classes are learned separately, descriptions are not dominated by the majority classes.
Finally, we can note that focusing on the test statistics comparison, experimental results con-
firm those of Chen et al. (2005). B, W and W∗ can be the most performing tests under variances
heterogeneity assumptions. For the LUNG CANCER dataset where the gene-patient ratio is
the smallest, the prediction accuracy is almost the same for all the test statistics.
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In order to illustrate the interest of considering the multiclass cancer diagnosis in class-
selective rejection scheme subject to constraints, one gene dataset is considered and studied.
In the following, we present the study of LUNG CANCER problem in the class selective-
rejection scheme subject to two constraints. Let’s start by defining the decision options. In fact,
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9 classes). Thus, it is expected that the gene selection task is difficult and consequently the
prediction accuracy is not high.
Moreover, it is worthy to note that these data are more or less imbalanced which makes the
discrimination step harder. For example, the ratio of the large to the small classes reaches 23
for the LYMPHOMA problem. For this problem, the proposed boundary method results are
considerably more accurate than the 5 existing ones. Thus, this approach can be considered
as an adapted method solution to solve imbalanced problems: because both minority and
majority classes are learned separately, descriptions are not dominated by the majority classes.
Finally, we can note that focusing on the test statistics comparison, experimental results con-
firm those of Chen et al. (2005). B, W and W∗ can be the most performing tests under variances
heterogeneity assumptions. For the LUNG CANCER dataset where the gene-patient ratio is
the smallest, the prediction accuracy is almost the same for all the test statistics.

5.2.2 Class-selective rejection framework
In order to illustrate the interest of considering the multiclass cancer diagnosis in class-
selective rejection scheme subject to constraints, one gene dataset is considered and studied.
In the following, we present the study of LUNG CANCER problem in the class selective-
rejection scheme subject to two constraints. Let’s start by defining the decision options. In fact,
LUNG CANCER diagnosis problem is determined by the gene expression profiles of 67 lung
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9 classes). Thus, it is expected that the gene selection task is difficult and consequently the
prediction accuracy is not high.
Moreover, it is worthy to note that these data are more or less imbalanced which makes the
discrimination step harder. For example, the ratio of the large to the small classes reaches 23
for the LYMPHOMA problem. For this problem, the proposed boundary method results are
considerably more accurate than the 5 existing ones. Thus, this approach can be considered
as an adapted method solution to solve imbalanced problems: because both minority and
majority classes are learned separately, descriptions are not dominated by the majority classes.
Finally, we can note that focusing on the test statistics comparison, experimental results con-
firm those of Chen et al. (2005). B, W and W∗ can be the most performing tests under variances
heterogeneity assumptions. For the LUNG CANCER dataset where the gene-patient ratio is
the smallest, the prediction accuracy is almost the same for all the test statistics.

5.2.2 Class-selective rejection framework
In order to illustrate the interest of considering the multiclass cancer diagnosis in class-
selective rejection scheme subject to constraints, one gene dataset is considered and studied.
In the following, we present the study of LUNG CANCER problem in the class selective-
rejection scheme subject to two constraints. Let’s start by defining the decision options. In fact,
LUNG CANCER diagnosis problem is determined by the gene expression profiles of 67 lung
tumors and 6 normal lung specimens from patients whose clinical course was followed for up
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Table 9. Confusion matrix of the 50W∗ LUNG CANCER problem with class selective rejection.
Total of misclassified is equal to 10, total of partially and totally rejected samples is equal to 8.

to 5 years. The tumors comprised 41 Adenocarcinomas (ACs), 16 squamous cell carcinomas
(SCCs); 5 cell lung cancers (LCLCs) and 5 small cell lung cancers (SCLCs). ACs are subdivided
into three subgroups 21 AC of group 1 tumors, 7 AC of group 2 tumors and 13 AC of group 3
tumors. Thus, the multiclass diagnosis cancer consists of 7 classes.
Authors in Garber et al. (2001) observed that AC of group 3 tumors shared strong expression
of genes with LCLC and SCC tumors. Thus, poorly differentiated AC is difficult to distinguish
from LCLC or SCC. Confusion matrices (tables 7 and 8) computed in the classical framework,
with 50W∗ and 50H prove well these claims. It can be noticed that 8 of the 16 misclassified
50W∗ patients and 8 of the 15 misclassified 50H patients correspond to confusion between
these three subcategories. Therefore, one may define a new decision option as a subset of
these three classes to group these errors and set up an additional test to differentiate them.
Moreover, researches affirm that distinction between patients with nonsmall cell lung tumors
(SCC, AC and LCLC) and those with small cell tumors or SCLC is extremely important, since
they are treated very differently. Thus, a confusion or wrong decision among patients of non-
small cell lung tumors should cost less than a confusion within nonsmall cells tumors classes
or within small cells tumors classes. Besides, one may provide an extra decision option that
includes all the subcategories of tumors to avoid this kind of confusion. Finally, another nat-
ural decision option can be the set of all classes, which means that the classifier has totally
withhold taking a decision.
Given all these information, the classification problem can be defined as follows:

• Ten decision options can be defined. The possible decision options
are given by: {Normal}, {SCLC}, {LCLC}, {SCC}, {AC2}, {AC3},
{AC1}, {LCLC, SCC, AC3}, {SCLC, LCLC, SCC, AC2, AC3, AC1} and
{Normal, SCLC, LCLC, SCC, AC2, AC3, AC1}.

• The chosen comprimised is given by PE ≤ 0.15 and PI ≤ 0.1 where PE is the probability
of error and PI is the probability of indistinctness.

• The loss function defined by (2) with the costs ci,j given by:

ci,j =





1, wj /∈ ψi;

|ψi|−1
N−1 , wj ∈ ψi et |ψi| > 1;

0, ψi = {wj}.

Solving this problem with 50W∗ LUNG CANCER problem leads to the confusion matrix pre-
sented in table 9. As a comparison with table 7, one may mainly note that the number of
misclassified patients decreases from 16 to 10 and 8 withhold decisions or rejected patients.
The probability of error has decreased from 0.219 to 0.136 with a probability of ambiguity
equal to 0.109. This partial rejection contributes to avoid confusion between nonsmall and
small lung cells tumors and reduces errors due to indistinctness among LCLC, SCC and AC3.
Besides, according to the example under study, no patient is totally rejected. It is an expected
result since initially (table 7) there exists no confusion between normal and tumor samples.
To take a decision concerning the rejected patients, we may refer to clinical analysis. It is worth
to note that for partially rejected patients, clinical analysis is less expensive in terms of time
and money than those on completely blinded patients. Moreover, a supervised solution can
be also proposed. It aims to use genes selected from another test statistic in order to assign
rejected patients to one of the possible classes Jrad et al. (2009b;d). Many factors play an
important role in the cascade classifiers system such as the choice of test statistics, the number
of classifiers in a cascade system,... Such concerns are under study.

6. Discussions and conclusion

This chapter presents the multiclass decision problem in a new framework where the per-
formances of the decision rule must satisfy some constraints. A general formulation of the
problem with class-selective rejection subject to performance constraints was expounded. The
definition of the problem takes into account three kinds of criteria: the label sets, the perfor-
mance constraints, and the average expected loss. The solution of the stated problem was
given within the statistical decision theory framework. Some supervised learning strategies
were presented. Two approaches are proposed; a class-modeling approach and a boundary
based approach. The first named class-modeling approach is defined within the statistical
community. Class-modeling approaches are generally characterized by having an explicit un-
derlying probability model, which provides a probability of being in each class rather than
simply a classification. The second is defined in the Support Vector Machines community. It
focuses on the boundary of the data. It avoids the estimation of the complete density of the
data, which might be difficult using small sample sizes.
Experimental results on artificial datasets show that, on the first hand, class-modeling ap-
proaches require big amounts of data because it is based on a complete density estimate.
Furthermore, the performances of the classifier is conditioned by the choice of a good con-
vergent estimator. As a comparison between GMM and PW algorithms, it is worthy to note
that even though PW is widely used, for some complex distributions like multimodal distribu-
tions, GMM fitting can be a better model yielding to an accurate decision rule. GMM produce
not only memory and computational advantages, but also superior results in terms of solving
the under vs. overfitting compromise. When a large sample of typical data is available, the
density method is expected to work well.
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derlying probability model, which provides a probability of being in each class rather than
simply a classification. The second is defined in the Support Vector Machines community. It
focuses on the boundary of the data. It avoids the estimation of the complete density of the
data, which might be difficult using small sample sizes.
Experimental results on artificial datasets show that, on the first hand, class-modeling ap-
proaches require big amounts of data because it is based on a complete density estimate.
Furthermore, the performances of the classifier is conditioned by the choice of a good con-
vergent estimator. As a comparison between GMM and PW algorithms, it is worthy to note
that even though PW is widely used, for some complex distributions like multimodal distribu-
tions, GMM fitting can be a better model yielding to an accurate decision rule. GMM produce
not only memory and computational advantages, but also superior results in terms of solving
the under vs. overfitting compromise. When a large sample of typical data is available, the
density method is expected to work well.
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Patient class
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Normal 6 0 0 0 0 0 0

SCLC 0 3 0 0 0 0 0

LCLC 0 0 3 0 0 4 0

SCC 0 0 0 16 0 2 0

AC2 0 0 0 0 4 0 0

AC3 0 0 0 0 1 3 0

AC1 0 0 1 0 1 1 20

{LCLC, SCC, AC3} 0 0 1 0 0 2 0

All tumors 0 2 0 0 1 1 1

All classes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 9. Confusion matrix of the 50W∗ LUNG CANCER problem with class selective rejection.
Total of misclassified is equal to 10, total of partially and totally rejected samples is equal to 8.

to 5 years. The tumors comprised 41 Adenocarcinomas (ACs), 16 squamous cell carcinomas
(SCCs); 5 cell lung cancers (LCLCs) and 5 small cell lung cancers (SCLCs). ACs are subdivided
into three subgroups 21 AC of group 1 tumors, 7 AC of group 2 tumors and 13 AC of group 3
tumors. Thus, the multiclass diagnosis cancer consists of 7 classes.
Authors in Garber et al. (2001) observed that AC of group 3 tumors shared strong expression
of genes with LCLC and SCC tumors. Thus, poorly differentiated AC is difficult to distinguish
from LCLC or SCC. Confusion matrices (tables 7 and 8) computed in the classical framework,
with 50W∗ and 50H prove well these claims. It can be noticed that 8 of the 16 misclassified
50W∗ patients and 8 of the 15 misclassified 50H patients correspond to confusion between
these three subcategories. Therefore, one may define a new decision option as a subset of
these three classes to group these errors and set up an additional test to differentiate them.
Moreover, researches affirm that distinction between patients with nonsmall cell lung tumors
(SCC, AC and LCLC) and those with small cell tumors or SCLC is extremely important, since
they are treated very differently. Thus, a confusion or wrong decision among patients of non-
small cell lung tumors should cost less than a confusion within nonsmall cells tumors classes
or within small cells tumors classes. Besides, one may provide an extra decision option that
includes all the subcategories of tumors to avoid this kind of confusion. Finally, another nat-
ural decision option can be the set of all classes, which means that the classifier has totally
withhold taking a decision.
Given all these information, the classification problem can be defined as follows:

• Ten decision options can be defined. The possible decision options
are given by: {Normal}, {SCLC}, {LCLC}, {SCC}, {AC2}, {AC3},
{AC1}, {LCLC, SCC, AC3}, {SCLC, LCLC, SCC, AC2, AC3, AC1} and
{Normal, SCLC, LCLC, SCC, AC2, AC3, AC1}.

• The chosen comprimised is given by PE ≤ 0.15 and PI ≤ 0.1 where PE is the probability
of error and PI is the probability of indistinctness.

• The loss function defined by (2) with the costs ci,j given by:

ci,j =





1, wj /∈ ψi;

|ψi|−1
N−1 , wj ∈ ψi et |ψi| > 1;

0, ψi = {wj}.

Solving this problem with 50W∗ LUNG CANCER problem leads to the confusion matrix pre-
sented in table 9. As a comparison with table 7, one may mainly note that the number of
misclassified patients decreases from 16 to 10 and 8 withhold decisions or rejected patients.
The probability of error has decreased from 0.219 to 0.136 with a probability of ambiguity
equal to 0.109. This partial rejection contributes to avoid confusion between nonsmall and
small lung cells tumors and reduces errors due to indistinctness among LCLC, SCC and AC3.
Besides, according to the example under study, no patient is totally rejected. It is an expected
result since initially (table 7) there exists no confusion between normal and tumor samples.
To take a decision concerning the rejected patients, we may refer to clinical analysis. It is worth
to note that for partially rejected patients, clinical analysis is less expensive in terms of time
and money than those on completely blinded patients. Moreover, a supervised solution can
be also proposed. It aims to use genes selected from another test statistic in order to assign
rejected patients to one of the possible classes Jrad et al. (2009b;d). Many factors play an
important role in the cascade classifiers system such as the choice of test statistics, the number
of classifiers in a cascade system,... Such concerns are under study.

6. Discussions and conclusion

This chapter presents the multiclass decision problem in a new framework where the per-
formances of the decision rule must satisfy some constraints. A general formulation of the
problem with class-selective rejection subject to performance constraints was expounded. The
definition of the problem takes into account three kinds of criteria: the label sets, the perfor-
mance constraints, and the average expected loss. The solution of the stated problem was
given within the statistical decision theory framework. Some supervised learning strategies
were presented. Two approaches are proposed; a class-modeling approach and a boundary
based approach. The first named class-modeling approach is defined within the statistical
community. Class-modeling approaches are generally characterized by having an explicit un-
derlying probability model, which provides a probability of being in each class rather than
simply a classification. The second is defined in the Support Vector Machines community. It
focuses on the boundary of the data. It avoids the estimation of the complete density of the
data, which might be difficult using small sample sizes.
Experimental results on artificial datasets show that, on the first hand, class-modeling ap-
proaches require big amounts of data because it is based on a complete density estimate.
Furthermore, the performances of the classifier is conditioned by the choice of a good con-
vergent estimator. As a comparison between GMM and PW algorithms, it is worthy to note
that even though PW is widely used, for some complex distributions like multimodal distribu-
tions, GMM fitting can be a better model yielding to an accurate decision rule. GMM produce
not only memory and computational advantages, but also superior results in terms of solving
the under vs. overfitting compromise. When a large sample of typical data is available, the
density method is expected to work well.
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Table 9. Confusion matrix of the 50W∗ LUNG CANCER problem with class selective rejection.
Total of misclassified is equal to 10, total of partially and totally rejected samples is equal to 8.

to 5 years. The tumors comprised 41 Adenocarcinomas (ACs), 16 squamous cell carcinomas
(SCCs); 5 cell lung cancers (LCLCs) and 5 small cell lung cancers (SCLCs). ACs are subdivided
into three subgroups 21 AC of group 1 tumors, 7 AC of group 2 tumors and 13 AC of group 3
tumors. Thus, the multiclass diagnosis cancer consists of 7 classes.
Authors in Garber et al. (2001) observed that AC of group 3 tumors shared strong expression
of genes with LCLC and SCC tumors. Thus, poorly differentiated AC is difficult to distinguish
from LCLC or SCC. Confusion matrices (tables 7 and 8) computed in the classical framework,
with 50W∗ and 50H prove well these claims. It can be noticed that 8 of the 16 misclassified
50W∗ patients and 8 of the 15 misclassified 50H patients correspond to confusion between
these three subcategories. Therefore, one may define a new decision option as a subset of
these three classes to group these errors and set up an additional test to differentiate them.
Moreover, researches affirm that distinction between patients with nonsmall cell lung tumors
(SCC, AC and LCLC) and those with small cell tumors or SCLC is extremely important, since
they are treated very differently. Thus, a confusion or wrong decision among patients of non-
small cell lung tumors should cost less than a confusion within nonsmall cells tumors classes
or within small cells tumors classes. Besides, one may provide an extra decision option that
includes all the subcategories of tumors to avoid this kind of confusion. Finally, another nat-
ural decision option can be the set of all classes, which means that the classifier has totally
withhold taking a decision.
Given all these information, the classification problem can be defined as follows:

• Ten decision options can be defined. The possible decision options
are given by: {Normal}, {SCLC}, {LCLC}, {SCC}, {AC2}, {AC3},
{AC1}, {LCLC, SCC, AC3}, {SCLC, LCLC, SCC, AC2, AC3, AC1} and
{Normal, SCLC, LCLC, SCC, AC2, AC3, AC1}.

• The chosen comprimised is given by PE ≤ 0.15 and PI ≤ 0.1 where PE is the probability
of error and PI is the probability of indistinctness.

• The loss function defined by (2) with the costs ci,j given by:

ci,j =





1, wj /∈ ψi;

|ψi|−1
N−1 , wj ∈ ψi et |ψi| > 1;

0, ψi = {wj}.

Solving this problem with 50W∗ LUNG CANCER problem leads to the confusion matrix pre-
sented in table 9. As a comparison with table 7, one may mainly note that the number of
misclassified patients decreases from 16 to 10 and 8 withhold decisions or rejected patients.
The probability of error has decreased from 0.219 to 0.136 with a probability of ambiguity
equal to 0.109. This partial rejection contributes to avoid confusion between nonsmall and
small lung cells tumors and reduces errors due to indistinctness among LCLC, SCC and AC3.
Besides, according to the example under study, no patient is totally rejected. It is an expected
result since initially (table 7) there exists no confusion between normal and tumor samples.
To take a decision concerning the rejected patients, we may refer to clinical analysis. It is worth
to note that for partially rejected patients, clinical analysis is less expensive in terms of time
and money than those on completely blinded patients. Moreover, a supervised solution can
be also proposed. It aims to use genes selected from another test statistic in order to assign
rejected patients to one of the possible classes Jrad et al. (2009b;d). Many factors play an
important role in the cascade classifiers system such as the choice of test statistics, the number
of classifiers in a cascade system,... Such concerns are under study.

6. Discussions and conclusion

This chapter presents the multiclass decision problem in a new framework where the per-
formances of the decision rule must satisfy some constraints. A general formulation of the
problem with class-selective rejection subject to performance constraints was expounded. The
definition of the problem takes into account three kinds of criteria: the label sets, the perfor-
mance constraints, and the average expected loss. The solution of the stated problem was
given within the statistical decision theory framework. Some supervised learning strategies
were presented. Two approaches are proposed; a class-modeling approach and a boundary
based approach. The first named class-modeling approach is defined within the statistical
community. Class-modeling approaches are generally characterized by having an explicit un-
derlying probability model, which provides a probability of being in each class rather than
simply a classification. The second is defined in the Support Vector Machines community. It
focuses on the boundary of the data. It avoids the estimation of the complete density of the
data, which might be difficult using small sample sizes.
Experimental results on artificial datasets show that, on the first hand, class-modeling ap-
proaches require big amounts of data because it is based on a complete density estimate.
Furthermore, the performances of the classifier is conditioned by the choice of a good con-
vergent estimator. As a comparison between GMM and PW algorithms, it is worthy to note
that even though PW is widely used, for some complex distributions like multimodal distribu-
tions, GMM fitting can be a better model yielding to an accurate decision rule. GMM produce
not only memory and computational advantages, but also superior results in terms of solving
the under vs. overfitting compromise. When a large sample of typical data is available, the
density method is expected to work well.
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On the second hand, MSVM methods based on ν-1-SVM methods is a relatively new approach
that avoids the estimation of the complete probability density. This not only gives an advan-
tage when just a limited sample is available, it is even possible to learn from data when the
density distribution is difficult to estimate (representation space of high dimension).
Experimental results on real datasets show that, in the particular case where decisions are
given by the possible classes and the loss function is set equal to the error rate, the proposed
boundary approach, compared with the state of art multiclass algorithms, can be considered
as a competitive one. Moreover, this method seems to be an interesting solution to solve
imbalanced problems. Because both minority and majority classes are learned separately,
descriptions are not dominated by the majority classes. Consequently, the performance of the
learning procedure is supposed to outperform multiclass rules learned from imbalanced data
sets. In the class-selective rejection scheme with constraints, the proposed classifier ensures
higher reliability and reduces time and expense costs by introducing partial and total rejection
and restricting the misclassified the ambiguously classified samples.
Finally, we can say that the expounded approaches are a new way to learn accurate multiclass
decision rules satisfying users requirements on the global performances of the classification
system. To avoid too demanding constrains like PE < ε and PI < ε′ which lead most of the
time to very large total rejection (total rejection should not be subject to constraint otherwise
the problem may have no solution), we advocate to choose reasonable constraints as an initial
target and then to tune the value of the obtained Lagrange multipliers to select a satisfactory
compromise. The main interest of the proposed method is to provide a nice initial starting
point for the decision rule design and also to avoid costs adjustments which may be difficult
to achieve when the number of decision options and consequently the number of costs is
large. In the proposed approach only Lagrangian multipliers need final adjustments. Since
the number of the Lagrangian multipliers is equal to the number of monitored performance
constraints which is generally limited, the choice of a good trade-off among the performances
constraints is not too difficult to achieve.
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On the second hand, MSVM methods based on ν-1-SVM methods is a relatively new approach
that avoids the estimation of the complete probability density. This not only gives an advan-
tage when just a limited sample is available, it is even possible to learn from data when the
density distribution is difficult to estimate (representation space of high dimension).
Experimental results on real datasets show that, in the particular case where decisions are
given by the possible classes and the loss function is set equal to the error rate, the proposed
boundary approach, compared with the state of art multiclass algorithms, can be considered
as a competitive one. Moreover, this method seems to be an interesting solution to solve
imbalanced problems. Because both minority and majority classes are learned separately,
descriptions are not dominated by the majority classes. Consequently, the performance of the
learning procedure is supposed to outperform multiclass rules learned from imbalanced data
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system. To avoid too demanding constrains like PE < ε and PI < ε′ which lead most of the
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On the second hand, MSVM methods based on ν-1-SVM methods is a relatively new approach
that avoids the estimation of the complete probability density. This not only gives an advan-
tage when just a limited sample is available, it is even possible to learn from data when the
density distribution is difficult to estimate (representation space of high dimension).
Experimental results on real datasets show that, in the particular case where decisions are
given by the possible classes and the loss function is set equal to the error rate, the proposed
boundary approach, compared with the state of art multiclass algorithms, can be considered
as a competitive one. Moreover, this method seems to be an interesting solution to solve
imbalanced problems. Because both minority and majority classes are learned separately,
descriptions are not dominated by the majority classes. Consequently, the performance of the
learning procedure is supposed to outperform multiclass rules learned from imbalanced data
sets. In the class-selective rejection scheme with constraints, the proposed classifier ensures
higher reliability and reduces time and expense costs by introducing partial and total rejection
and restricting the misclassified the ambiguously classified samples.
Finally, we can say that the expounded approaches are a new way to learn accurate multiclass
decision rules satisfying users requirements on the global performances of the classification
system. To avoid too demanding constrains like PE < ε and PI < ε′ which lead most of the
time to very large total rejection (total rejection should not be subject to constraint otherwise
the problem may have no solution), we advocate to choose reasonable constraints as an initial
target and then to tune the value of the obtained Lagrange multipliers to select a satisfactory
compromise. The main interest of the proposed method is to provide a nice initial starting
point for the decision rule design and also to avoid costs adjustments which may be difficult
to achieve when the number of decision options and consequently the number of costs is
large. In the proposed approach only Lagrangian multipliers need final adjustments. Since
the number of the Lagrangian multipliers is equal to the number of monitored performance
constraints which is generally limited, the choice of a good trade-off among the performances
constraints is not too difficult to achieve.
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1. Introduction

Let Ω = {ω1, · · · , ωc} be a set of c classes and let x be a pattern described by p features,
namely a vector x = t(x1 · · · xp) in a p-dimensional real space Rp. Classifier design aims at
defining rules that allow to associate an incoming pattern x with one class of Ω. Let Lhc be
the set of c-dimensional binary vectors whose components sum up to one. Then, such a rule,
defined as a mapping D: Rp → Lhc, x �→ h(x), is called a crisp classifier. In most theoretical
approaches to pattern classification, it is convenient to define a classifier as a couple (L, H)
where:

- L is a labeling function: Rp → L•c, x �→ u(x), L•c depending on the mathematical
framework the classifier relies on, Lpc = [0, 1]c for degrees of typicality or L f c ={

u(x) ∈ Lpc|∑
c
i=1 ui(x) = 1

}
for posterior probabilities and fuzzy membership degrees

or even Lhc;

- H is a hardening function: L•c → Lhc, u(x) �→ h(x), which often reduces to the class of
maximum label selection, Lhc = {h(x) ∈ L f c|hi(x) ∈ {0, 1}}.

Thus, the crisp classifier D is a special case of the classifier (L, H). Whenever L•c �= Lhc,
label vectors u(x) are said to be soft and the resulting classifier is called a soft classifier. Special
cases can be emphasized because of the L-function: the possibilistic classifier when L•c =
Lpc, the fuzzy and the probabilistic classifiers when L•c = L f c. In the probabilistic case, ui(x)
are posterior probabilities P(ωi|x) that can be obtained either from (known) class-conditional
densities whose parameters are estimated using a learning set X of patterns, i.e. patterns
for which the class-assignment is known, or from class-density estimates using the classes of
their neighbors in X . Throughout this chapter we shall use these definitions because most
statistical pattern classifiers share either the L-function or the H-function, see examples in
(Frélicot, 1998). Furthermore, the chapter addresses the problem of aggregating the soft labels
issued from the L-function by the design of special H-functions, whatever they have been
obtained. However, note that some authors consider the mapping D: Rp → Lhc, L f c or
Lpc\01 to define a crisp, a fuzzy or a possibilistic classifier respectively (Bezdek et al., 1999).
Since the L-part is out of the scope of this chapter and there are many ways to compute labels,

1 0 = t(0 · · · 0) is the p-dimensional null vector
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Let Ω = {ω1, · · · , ωc} be a set of c classes and let x be a pattern described by p features,
namely a vector x = t(x1 · · · xp) in a p-dimensional real space Rp. Classifier design aims at
defining rules that allow to associate an incoming pattern x with one class of Ω. Let Lhc be
the set of c-dimensional binary vectors whose components sum up to one. Then, such a rule,
defined as a mapping D: Rp → Lhc, x �→ h(x), is called a crisp classifier. In most theoretical
approaches to pattern classification, it is convenient to define a classifier as a couple (L, H)
where:

- L is a labeling function: Rp → L•c, x �→ u(x), L•c depending on the mathematical
framework the classifier relies on, Lpc = [0, 1]c for degrees of typicality or L f c ={

u(x) ∈ Lpc|∑
c
i=1 ui(x) = 1

}
for posterior probabilities and fuzzy membership degrees

or even Lhc;

- H is a hardening function: L•c → Lhc, u(x) �→ h(x), which often reduces to the class of
maximum label selection, Lhc = {h(x) ∈ L f c|hi(x) ∈ {0, 1}}.

Thus, the crisp classifier D is a special case of the classifier (L, H). Whenever L•c �= Lhc,
label vectors u(x) are said to be soft and the resulting classifier is called a soft classifier. Special
cases can be emphasized because of the L-function: the possibilistic classifier when L•c =
Lpc, the fuzzy and the probabilistic classifiers when L•c = L f c. In the probabilistic case, ui(x)
are posterior probabilities P(ωi|x) that can be obtained either from (known) class-conditional
densities whose parameters are estimated using a learning set X of patterns, i.e. patterns
for which the class-assignment is known, or from class-density estimates using the classes of
their neighbors in X . Throughout this chapter we shall use these definitions because most
statistical pattern classifiers share either the L-function or the H-function, see examples in
(Frélicot, 1998). Furthermore, the chapter addresses the problem of aggregating the soft labels
issued from the L-function by the design of special H-functions, whatever they have been
obtained. However, note that some authors consider the mapping D: Rp → Lhc, L f c or
Lpc\01 to define a crisp, a fuzzy or a possibilistic classifier respectively (Bezdek et al., 1999).
Since the L-part is out of the scope of this chapter and there are many ways to compute labels,
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we shall use the degree of typicality defined by:

ui(x) =
αi

αi + d2(x, vi)
(1)

where αi is a user-defined parameter, d is a distance in Rp, and vi is a prototype
of the class ωi. Among the possible distances, one finds the Mahalanobis distance
d2(x, vi) = (x − vi)

tΣ−1
i (x − vi) where vi and Σi are the mean vector and covariance

matrix of ωi estimated from a learning set X . It has been shown through empirical studies
(Zimmermann & Zysno, 1985) that (1) is a good model for membership functions that model
vague concepts or classes. Parameters αi will always all be set to 1 except if mentioned
otherwise.

As defined, any H-function results in an exclusive classification rule which is not efficient in
practice because it supposes that Ω is exhaustively defined (closed-world assumption) and that
classes do not ovelap (separability assumption). In many real applications, both assumptions
are not true and such a classifier can lead to very undesired decisions. It is often more con-
venient to withhold making a decision and direct the pattern to an exceptional handling than
making a wrong assignment, e.g. in medical diagnosis where a false negative outcome can
be much more costly than a false positive. Reject options have been proposed to overcome
these difficulties and to reduce the misclassification risk. The first one, called distance rejection
(Dubuisson & Masson, 1993) is dedicated to outlying patterns. If x is far from all the class pro-
totypes, this option allows to assign it to no class. The second one, called ambiguity rejection,
allows to assign inlying patterns to several or all classes (Chow, 1970), (Ha, 1997). If x is close
to two or more class prototypes, it is associated with the corresponding classes. Including
reject options leads to partition the feature space into as many regions as subsets of classes,
i.e. at most 2c ones, to which a pattern can be assigned. Formally, it consists in modifying the
H-function definition such that h(x) can take values in the set of vertices Lc

hc = {0, 1}c of the
unit hypercube instead of the exclusive subset Lhc ⊂ Lc

hc. Different strategies can be adopted
to handle these options at hand, but they all lead to a three types decision system:

- distance rejection when h(x) is 0,

- classification when h(x) is in Lhc,

- ambiguity rejection when h(x) is in Lc
hc\{Lhc ∪ 0}.

The resulting classification rule is then a matter of selecting, by H, the appropriate number
of classes varying from zero (distance rejection) to c (total ambiguity rejection) and which
class/es is/are involved, provided its soft label vector u is available from L. This can be
obtained by aggregating the components of u in a suitable way.

2. Aggregation Operators for Class-Selection

In this section, we first briefly review basic aggregation operators (Calvo et al., 2002), in par-
ticular the ones issued from the fuzzy sets theory which have received more attention in the
last few decades because of their ability to manage imprecise and/or incomplete data. Then
we present some combinations of them that can be used to select the number of classes to
which an incoming pattern x has to be assigned because they allow to define some ambiguity
measures.

2.1 Preliminary Definitions
Let us recall basic definitions of aggregation functions or operators that will be used to com-
bine the values of interest, i.e. the soft labels of a pattern to be classified. In a broader sense,
aggregation functions aim at associating a typical value to a number of several numerical val-
ues which are generally defined on a finite real interval on an ordinal scale. They are used in
many fields, e.g. decision-making and pattern recognition (Grabisch, 1992). Since soft labels
ui(x) are in [0,1], we restrict to functions that aggregate values from the unit interval and we
define an aggregation operator as a mapping A: [0, 1]c → [0, 1], a = {a1, · · · , ac} �→ A(a),
satisfying the following conditions:

(A1) A(0, · · · , 0) = 0 and A(1, · · · , 1) = 1 (boundaries),

(A2) ∀c ∈ N, a1 ≤ b1, · · · , ac ≤ bc ⇒ A(a1, · · · , ac) ≤ A(b1, · · · , bc) (monotonicity).

Adding properties like idempotency, continuity, associativity lead to others definitions but
this one is strong enough for our discourse. In the literature, one finds many families of aggre-
gation operators, e.g.: triangular norms (Menger, 1942), OWA (Ordered Weighted Averaging)
operators (Yager, 1988), γ-operators (Zimmerman & Zysno, 1980), or fuzzy integrals (Sugeno,
1974). They are classified either by some mathematical properties they share or by the way
the values are aggregated. An aggregation operator A is said to be:

(A3) conjunctive if A(a) ≤ min{a1, a2, . . . , ac},

(A3’) disjunctive if A(a) ≥ max{a1, a2, . . . , ac},

(A3”) compensatory if min{a1, a2, . . . , ac} ≤ A(a) ≤ max{a1, a2, . . . , ac},

refer to (Calvo et al., 2002; Grabisch et al., 2009) for a large survey on aggregation operators.

2.2 Basic Aggregation Operators
Beyond these operators, we choose to use the triangular norms and co-norms because of their
ability to generalize the logical AND and OR crisp operators to fuzzy sets, see (Klement &
Mesiar, 2005) for a survey. A fuzzy negation (or complement) is defined as a continuous, non
increasing function N: [0, 1] → [0, 1] satisfying:

(N1) N(0) = 1 and N(1) = 0 (boundaries),

(N2) N(N(a)) = a (involution).

A triangular norm (or t-norm) is a binary operator �: [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] satisfying the following
four axioms: ∀a, b, c ∈ [0, 1]

(T1) a�b = b�a (symmetry),

(T2) if b ≤ c ⇒ a�b ≤ a�c (monotonicity),

(T3) a�(b�c) = (a�b)�c (associativity),

(T4) a�1 = a (neutral element).

It is easy to see that these axioms make � satisfy (A1) and (A2), so any t-norm is an
aggregation operator.

Given a fuzzy negation N, e.g. the strict negation N(a) = 1 − a, a triangular conorm (or
t-conorm) is the dual operation ⊥, [0, 1]2 → [0, 1], defined as:

a⊥b = N(N(a)�N(a)) (2)
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we shall use the degree of typicality defined by:

ui(x) =
αi

αi + d2(x, vi)
(1)

where αi is a user-defined parameter, d is a distance in Rp, and vi is a prototype
of the class ωi. Among the possible distances, one finds the Mahalanobis distance
d2(x, vi) = (x − vi)

tΣ−1
i (x − vi) where vi and Σi are the mean vector and covariance

matrix of ωi estimated from a learning set X . It has been shown through empirical studies
(Zimmermann & Zysno, 1985) that (1) is a good model for membership functions that model
vague concepts or classes. Parameters αi will always all be set to 1 except if mentioned
otherwise.

As defined, any H-function results in an exclusive classification rule which is not efficient in
practice because it supposes that Ω is exhaustively defined (closed-world assumption) and that
classes do not ovelap (separability assumption). In many real applications, both assumptions
are not true and such a classifier can lead to very undesired decisions. It is often more con-
venient to withhold making a decision and direct the pattern to an exceptional handling than
making a wrong assignment, e.g. in medical diagnosis where a false negative outcome can
be much more costly than a false positive. Reject options have been proposed to overcome
these difficulties and to reduce the misclassification risk. The first one, called distance rejection
(Dubuisson & Masson, 1993) is dedicated to outlying patterns. If x is far from all the class pro-
totypes, this option allows to assign it to no class. The second one, called ambiguity rejection,
allows to assign inlying patterns to several or all classes (Chow, 1970), (Ha, 1997). If x is close
to two or more class prototypes, it is associated with the corresponding classes. Including
reject options leads to partition the feature space into as many regions as subsets of classes,
i.e. at most 2c ones, to which a pattern can be assigned. Formally, it consists in modifying the
H-function definition such that h(x) can take values in the set of vertices Lc

hc = {0, 1}c of the
unit hypercube instead of the exclusive subset Lhc ⊂ Lc

hc. Different strategies can be adopted
to handle these options at hand, but they all lead to a three types decision system:

- distance rejection when h(x) is 0,

- classification when h(x) is in Lhc,

- ambiguity rejection when h(x) is in Lc
hc\{Lhc ∪ 0}.

The resulting classification rule is then a matter of selecting, by H, the appropriate number
of classes varying from zero (distance rejection) to c (total ambiguity rejection) and which
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last few decades because of their ability to manage imprecise and/or incomplete data. Then
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which an incoming pattern x has to be assigned because they allow to define some ambiguity
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(A2) ∀c ∈ N, a1 ≤ b1, · · · , ac ≤ bc ⇒ A(a1, · · · , ac) ≤ A(b1, · · · , bc) (monotonicity).

Adding properties like idempotency, continuity, associativity lead to others definitions but
this one is strong enough for our discourse. In the literature, one finds many families of aggre-
gation operators, e.g.: triangular norms (Menger, 1942), OWA (Ordered Weighted Averaging)
operators (Yager, 1988), γ-operators (Zimmerman & Zysno, 1980), or fuzzy integrals (Sugeno,
1974). They are classified either by some mathematical properties they share or by the way
the values are aggregated. An aggregation operator A is said to be:
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(A3’) disjunctive if A(a) ≥ max{a1, a2, . . . , ac},

(A3”) compensatory if min{a1, a2, . . . , ac} ≤ A(a) ≤ max{a1, a2, . . . , ac},

refer to (Calvo et al., 2002; Grabisch et al., 2009) for a large survey on aggregation operators.

2.2 Basic Aggregation Operators
Beyond these operators, we choose to use the triangular norms and co-norms because of their
ability to generalize the logical AND and OR crisp operators to fuzzy sets, see (Klement &
Mesiar, 2005) for a survey. A fuzzy negation (or complement) is defined as a continuous, non
increasing function N: [0, 1] → [0, 1] satisfying:

(N1) N(0) = 1 and N(1) = 0 (boundaries),

(N2) N(N(a)) = a (involution).

A triangular norm (or t-norm) is a binary operator �: [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] satisfying the following
four axioms: ∀a, b, c ∈ [0, 1]

(T1) a�b = b�a (symmetry),

(T2) if b ≤ c ⇒ a�b ≤ a�c (monotonicity),

(T3) a�(b�c) = (a�b)�c (associativity),

(T4) a�1 = a (neutral element).

It is easy to see that these axioms make � satisfy (A1) and (A2), so any t-norm is an
aggregation operator.

Given a fuzzy negation N, e.g. the strict negation N(a) = 1 − a, a triangular conorm (or
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we shall use the degree of typicality defined by:
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(1)

where αi is a user-defined parameter, d is a distance in Rp, and vi is a prototype
of the class ωi. Among the possible distances, one finds the Mahalanobis distance
d2(x, vi) = (x − vi)

tΣ−1
i (x − vi) where vi and Σi are the mean vector and covariance

matrix of ωi estimated from a learning set X . It has been shown through empirical studies
(Zimmermann & Zysno, 1985) that (1) is a good model for membership functions that model
vague concepts or classes. Parameters αi will always all be set to 1 except if mentioned
otherwise.

As defined, any H-function results in an exclusive classification rule which is not efficient in
practice because it supposes that Ω is exhaustively defined (closed-world assumption) and that
classes do not ovelap (separability assumption). In many real applications, both assumptions
are not true and such a classifier can lead to very undesired decisions. It is often more con-
venient to withhold making a decision and direct the pattern to an exceptional handling than
making a wrong assignment, e.g. in medical diagnosis where a false negative outcome can
be much more costly than a false positive. Reject options have been proposed to overcome
these difficulties and to reduce the misclassification risk. The first one, called distance rejection
(Dubuisson & Masson, 1993) is dedicated to outlying patterns. If x is far from all the class pro-
totypes, this option allows to assign it to no class. The second one, called ambiguity rejection,
allows to assign inlying patterns to several or all classes (Chow, 1970), (Ha, 1997). If x is close
to two or more class prototypes, it is associated with the corresponding classes. Including
reject options leads to partition the feature space into as many regions as subsets of classes,
i.e. at most 2c ones, to which a pattern can be assigned. Formally, it consists in modifying the
H-function definition such that h(x) can take values in the set of vertices Lc

hc = {0, 1}c of the
unit hypercube instead of the exclusive subset Lhc ⊂ Lc

hc. Different strategies can be adopted
to handle these options at hand, but they all lead to a three types decision system:

- distance rejection when h(x) is 0,

- classification when h(x) is in Lhc,

- ambiguity rejection when h(x) is in Lc
hc\{Lhc ∪ 0}.

The resulting classification rule is then a matter of selecting, by H, the appropriate number
of classes varying from zero (distance rejection) to c (total ambiguity rejection) and which
class/es is/are involved, provided its soft label vector u is available from L. This can be
obtained by aggregating the components of u in a suitable way.

2. Aggregation Operators for Class-Selection

In this section, we first briefly review basic aggregation operators (Calvo et al., 2002), in par-
ticular the ones issued from the fuzzy sets theory which have received more attention in the
last few decades because of their ability to manage imprecise and/or incomplete data. Then
we present some combinations of them that can be used to select the number of classes to
which an incoming pattern x has to be assigned because they allow to define some ambiguity
measures.

2.1 Preliminary Definitions
Let us recall basic definitions of aggregation functions or operators that will be used to com-
bine the values of interest, i.e. the soft labels of a pattern to be classified. In a broader sense,
aggregation functions aim at associating a typical value to a number of several numerical val-
ues which are generally defined on a finite real interval on an ordinal scale. They are used in
many fields, e.g. decision-making and pattern recognition (Grabisch, 1992). Since soft labels
ui(x) are in [0,1], we restrict to functions that aggregate values from the unit interval and we
define an aggregation operator as a mapping A: [0, 1]c → [0, 1], a = {a1, · · · , ac} �→ A(a),
satisfying the following conditions:

(A1) A(0, · · · , 0) = 0 and A(1, · · · , 1) = 1 (boundaries),

(A2) ∀c ∈ N, a1 ≤ b1, · · · , ac ≤ bc ⇒ A(a1, · · · , ac) ≤ A(b1, · · · , bc) (monotonicity).

Adding properties like idempotency, continuity, associativity lead to others definitions but
this one is strong enough for our discourse. In the literature, one finds many families of aggre-
gation operators, e.g.: triangular norms (Menger, 1942), OWA (Ordered Weighted Averaging)
operators (Yager, 1988), γ-operators (Zimmerman & Zysno, 1980), or fuzzy integrals (Sugeno,
1974). They are classified either by some mathematical properties they share or by the way
the values are aggregated. An aggregation operator A is said to be:

(A3) conjunctive if A(a) ≤ min{a1, a2, . . . , ac},

(A3’) disjunctive if A(a) ≥ max{a1, a2, . . . , ac},

(A3”) compensatory if min{a1, a2, . . . , ac} ≤ A(a) ≤ max{a1, a2, . . . , ac},

refer to (Calvo et al., 2002; Grabisch et al., 2009) for a large survey on aggregation operators.

2.2 Basic Aggregation Operators
Beyond these operators, we choose to use the triangular norms and co-norms because of their
ability to generalize the logical AND and OR crisp operators to fuzzy sets, see (Klement &
Mesiar, 2005) for a survey. A fuzzy negation (or complement) is defined as a continuous, non
increasing function N: [0, 1] → [0, 1] satisfying:

(N1) N(0) = 1 and N(1) = 0 (boundaries),

(N2) N(N(a)) = a (involution).

A triangular norm (or t-norm) is a binary operator �: [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] satisfying the following
four axioms: ∀a, b, c ∈ [0, 1]

(T1) a�b = b�a (symmetry),

(T2) if b ≤ c ⇒ a�b ≤ a�c (monotonicity),

(T3) a�(b�c) = (a�b)�c (associativity),

(T4) a�1 = a (neutral element).

It is easy to see that these axioms make � satisfy (A1) and (A2), so any t-norm is an
aggregation operator.

Given a fuzzy negation N, e.g. the strict negation N(a) = 1 − a, a triangular conorm (or
t-conorm) is the dual operation ⊥, [0, 1]2 → [0, 1], defined as:

a⊥b = N(N(a)�N(a)) (2)
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of the class ωi. Among the possible distances, one finds the Mahalanobis distance
d2(x, vi) = (x − vi)
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otherwise.
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to handle these options at hand, but they all lead to a three types decision system:
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- classification when h(x) is in Lhc,

- ambiguity rejection when h(x) is in Lc
hc\{Lhc ∪ 0}.
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of classes varying from zero (distance rejection) to c (total ambiguity rejection) and which
class/es is/are involved, provided its soft label vector u is available from L. This can be
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aggregation functions aim at associating a typical value to a number of several numerical val-
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satisfying the following conditions:

(A1) A(0, · · · , 0) = 0 and A(1, · · · , 1) = 1 (boundaries),

(A2) ∀c ∈ N, a1 ≤ b1, · · · , ac ≤ bc ⇒ A(a1, · · · , ac) ≤ A(b1, · · · , bc) (monotonicity).

Adding properties like idempotency, continuity, associativity lead to others definitions but
this one is strong enough for our discourse. In the literature, one finds many families of aggre-
gation operators, e.g.: triangular norms (Menger, 1942), OWA (Ordered Weighted Averaging)
operators (Yager, 1988), γ-operators (Zimmerman & Zysno, 1980), or fuzzy integrals (Sugeno,
1974). They are classified either by some mathematical properties they share or by the way
the values are aggregated. An aggregation operator A is said to be:

(A3) conjunctive if A(a) ≤ min{a1, a2, . . . , ac},

(A3’) disjunctive if A(a) ≥ max{a1, a2, . . . , ac},

(A3”) compensatory if min{a1, a2, . . . , ac} ≤ A(a) ≤ max{a1, a2, . . . , ac},

refer to (Calvo et al., 2002; Grabisch et al., 2009) for a large survey on aggregation operators.

2.2 Basic Aggregation Operators
Beyond these operators, we choose to use the triangular norms and co-norms because of their
ability to generalize the logical AND and OR crisp operators to fuzzy sets, see (Klement &
Mesiar, 2005) for a survey. A fuzzy negation (or complement) is defined as a continuous, non
increasing function N: [0, 1] → [0, 1] satisfying:

(N1) N(0) = 1 and N(1) = 0 (boundaries),

(N2) N(N(a)) = a (involution).

A triangular norm (or t-norm) is a binary operator �: [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] satisfying the following
four axioms: ∀a, b, c ∈ [0, 1]

(T1) a�b = b�a (symmetry),

(T2) if b ≤ c ⇒ a�b ≤ a�c (monotonicity),

(T3) a�(b�c) = (a�b)�c (associativity),

(T4) a�1 = a (neutral element).

It is easy to see that these axioms make � satisfy (A1) and (A2), so any t-norm is an
aggregation operator.

Given a fuzzy negation N, e.g. the strict negation N(a) = 1 − a, a triangular conorm (or
t-conorm) is the dual operation ⊥, [0, 1]2 → [0, 1], defined as:

a⊥b = N(N(a)�N(a)) (2)
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Therefore, a t-conorm satisfies axioms (T1), (T2), (T3), so any t-conorm is an aggregation op-
erator in the sense of (A1) and (A2), and satisfies:

(S4) a⊥0 = 0 (neutral element).

Axioms (T2), (T4) and (S4) imply additional axioms: ∀a, b ∈ [0, 1]

(T5) a�b ≤ a,

(S5) a ≤ a⊥b,

and it ensues:

(T6) a�0 = 0 (absorbing element for any t-norm),

(T7) a�b ≤ min(a, b) (min is the largest t-norm),

(S6) a⊥1 = 1 (absorbing element for any t-conorm),

(S7) max(a, b) ≤ a⊥b (max is the smallest t-conorm).

Typical examples of dual couples (�,⊥)2 that will be used in the sequel are given in Table 1,
including two parametric ones which generalize other t-norms and t-conorms depending of
the parameter value, e.g.:

- (�H1 ,⊥H1 ) = (�A,⊥A), the product and probabilistic sum

- (�D1 ,⊥D1 ) = (�H0 ,⊥H0 ), the Hamacher’s product and sum,

- (�D+∞
,⊥D+∞

) = (�S,⊥S), the min and max operators.

Standard a�Sy = min(a, b)
a⊥Sb = max(a, b)

Algebraic a�Ab = a b
a⊥Ab = a + b − a b

Łukasiewicz a�Lb = max(a + b − 1, 0)
a⊥Lb = min(a + b, 1)

Hamacher (γ ∈ [0,+∞[) a�Hγ
b = a b

γ+(1−γ) (a+b−a b)

a⊥Hγ
b = a+b+(γ−2) a b

1+(γ−1) a b

Dombi (γ ∈]0,+∞[) a�Dγ
b =

(
1 +

((
1−a

a

)γ
+

(
1−b

b

)γ)1/γ
)−1

a⊥Dγ
b = 1 −

(
1 +

((
a

1−a

)γ
+

(
b

1−b

)γ)1/γ
)−1

Table 1. Some triangular norm dual couples.

2 ones also refers to triples (�, N,⊥)

2.3 Ambiguity Measures based on Combination of Basic Operators
An ambiguity measure is any aggregation function Φ: L•c → [0, 1], u(x) �→ Φ(u) that can
reveal if an incoming pattern x could be associated with several classes, hence that can be
used to define the H-function of a class-selective rejection classifier. We present hereafter
some combinations of basic aggregation operators and the derived ambiguity measures.

Let P be the powerset of C = {1, 2, · · · , c} and Pl = {A ∈ P : card(A) = l}. The fuzzy
l-order OR operator (fOR-l for short) is an aggregation function, as defined in subsection 2.1:

[0, 1]c → [0, 1], u �→
l
⊥(u), where

l
⊥ (u) =

l

⊥
i=1,··· ,c

ui = �
A∈Pl−1

(
⊥

j∈C\A
uj

)
(3)

Some properties of fOR-l result from those of � and ⊥, others have been proved in (Mascarilla
et. al, 2008). Among these properties, let us recall those that are useful for the context we are
interested in:

(L1)
l
⊥(0) = 0 and

l
⊥(1) = 13 (boundaries)

(L2) for u and v such as ui ≤ vi, ∀i ∈ C,
l
⊥(u) ≤

l
⊥(v) (monotonicity)

(L3) for any permutation σ of C,
l

⊥
i=1,··· ,c

uσ(i) =

l

⊥
i=1,··· ,c

ui (symmetry)

(L4)
1
⊥(u) = ⊥(u) and

c
⊥(u) = �(u), whatever c and (�,⊥),

(L5) if the standard norms are taken, then
l
⊥S(u) = u(l), the l-th highest value4 in u;

for instance, let us take C = {1, 2, 3} and l = 2, then Pl−1 = {{1}, {2}, {3}} and we
have
2
⊥S(u) = min(max(u2, u3), max(u1, u3), max(u1, u2)), so that if u2 < u1 < u3, then
2
⊥S(u) = u1.

Properties (L1) and (L2) make fOR-l be a family (parametrized by (�,⊥)) of aggregation func-
tions in the sense of (A1) and (A2). Axiom (T7) and property (L5) allow us to claim that the
fOR-l operator measures to what extent the (generalization of the, given by the dual couple) l
highest values of u are all high. So, if u is the soft label vector of a pattern x to be classified, it
can be used as a family of ambiguity measures to reject it between the l corresponding classes
as follows: given a dual couple (�,⊥), ∀2 ≤ l ≤ c

Φl,�(u) =
l
⊥(u) (4)

Let us illustrate this ability on a simple c = 3 classes problem. In this so-called real line example
(x ∈ R), the soft labels degrees ui(x) are modelized by overlapping triangular functions in

3 1 = t(1 · · · 1) is the p-dimensional one vector
4 usually u(l) denotes the l-th value in ascending order but reverse order is more convenient in the context
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Therefore, a t-conorm satisfies axioms (T1), (T2), (T3), so any t-conorm is an aggregation op-
erator in the sense of (A1) and (A2), and satisfies:

(S4) a⊥0 = 0 (neutral element).

Axioms (T2), (T4) and (S4) imply additional axioms: ∀a, b ∈ [0, 1]

(T5) a�b ≤ a,

(S5) a ≤ a⊥b,

and it ensues:

(T6) a�0 = 0 (absorbing element for any t-norm),

(T7) a�b ≤ min(a, b) (min is the largest t-norm),

(S6) a⊥1 = 1 (absorbing element for any t-conorm),

(S7) max(a, b) ≤ a⊥b (max is the smallest t-conorm).

Typical examples of dual couples (�,⊥)2 that will be used in the sequel are given in Table 1,
including two parametric ones which generalize other t-norms and t-conorms depending of
the parameter value, e.g.:

- (�H1 ,⊥H1 ) = (�A,⊥A), the product and probabilistic sum

- (�D1 ,⊥D1 ) = (�H0 ,⊥H0 ), the Hamacher’s product and sum,

- (�D+∞
,⊥D+∞

) = (�S,⊥S), the min and max operators.

Standard a�Sy = min(a, b)
a⊥Sb = max(a, b)

Algebraic a�Ab = a b
a⊥Ab = a + b − a b

Łukasiewicz a�Lb = max(a + b − 1, 0)
a⊥Lb = min(a + b, 1)

Hamacher (γ ∈ [0,+∞[) a�Hγ
b = a b
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+
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Table 1. Some triangular norm dual couples.

2 ones also refers to triples (�, N,⊥)

2.3 Ambiguity Measures based on Combination of Basic Operators
An ambiguity measure is any aggregation function Φ: L•c → [0, 1], u(x) �→ Φ(u) that can
reveal if an incoming pattern x could be associated with several classes, hence that can be
used to define the H-function of a class-selective rejection classifier. We present hereafter
some combinations of basic aggregation operators and the derived ambiguity measures.

Let P be the powerset of C = {1, 2, · · · , c} and Pl = {A ∈ P : card(A) = l}. The fuzzy
l-order OR operator (fOR-l for short) is an aggregation function, as defined in subsection 2.1:
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Some properties of fOR-l result from those of � and ⊥, others have been proved in (Mascarilla
et. al, 2008). Among these properties, let us recall those that are useful for the context we are
interested in:

(L1)
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⊥(0) = 0 and

l
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⊥(u) = �(u), whatever c and (�,⊥),

(L5) if the standard norms are taken, then
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⊥S(u) = u(l), the l-th highest value4 in u;

for instance, let us take C = {1, 2, 3} and l = 2, then Pl−1 = {{1}, {2}, {3}} and we
have
2
⊥S(u) = min(max(u2, u3), max(u1, u3), max(u1, u2)), so that if u2 < u1 < u3, then
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⊥S(u) = u1.

Properties (L1) and (L2) make fOR-l be a family (parametrized by (�,⊥)) of aggregation func-
tions in the sense of (A1) and (A2). Axiom (T7) and property (L5) allow us to claim that the
fOR-l operator measures to what extent the (generalization of the, given by the dual couple) l
highest values of u are all high. So, if u is the soft label vector of a pattern x to be classified, it
can be used as a family of ambiguity measures to reject it between the l corresponding classes
as follows: given a dual couple (�,⊥), ∀2 ≤ l ≤ c

Φl,�(u) =
l
⊥(u) (4)

Let us illustrate this ability on a simple c = 3 classes problem. In this so-called real line example
(x ∈ R), the soft labels degrees ui(x) are modelized by overlapping triangular functions in

3 1 = t(1 · · · 1) is the p-dimensional one vector
4 usually u(l) denotes the l-th value in ascending order but reverse order is more convenient in the context
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Therefore, a t-conorm satisfies axioms (T1), (T2), (T3), so any t-conorm is an aggregation op-
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(T6) a�0 = 0 (absorbing element for any t-norm),

(T7) a�b ≤ min(a, b) (min is the largest t-norm),

(S6) a⊥1 = 1 (absorbing element for any t-conorm),

(S7) max(a, b) ≤ a⊥b (max is the smallest t-conorm).

Typical examples of dual couples (�,⊥)2 that will be used in the sequel are given in Table 1,
including two parametric ones which generalize other t-norms and t-conorms depending of
the parameter value, e.g.:

- (�H1 ,⊥H1 ) = (�A,⊥A), the product and probabilistic sum
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2.3 Ambiguity Measures based on Combination of Basic Operators
An ambiguity measure is any aggregation function Φ: L•c → [0, 1], u(x) �→ Φ(u) that can
reveal if an incoming pattern x could be associated with several classes, hence that can be
used to define the H-function of a class-selective rejection classifier. We present hereafter
some combinations of basic aggregation operators and the derived ambiguity measures.

Let P be the powerset of C = {1, 2, · · · , c} and Pl = {A ∈ P : card(A) = l}. The fuzzy
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Some properties of fOR-l result from those of � and ⊥, others have been proved in (Mascarilla
et. al, 2008). Among these properties, let us recall those that are useful for the context we are
interested in:
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⊥(0) = 0 and
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⊥(u) = �(u), whatever c and (�,⊥),

(L5) if the standard norms are taken, then
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⊥S(u) = u(l), the l-th highest value4 in u;

for instance, let us take C = {1, 2, 3} and l = 2, then Pl−1 = {{1}, {2}, {3}} and we
have
2
⊥S(u) = min(max(u2, u3), max(u1, u3), max(u1, u2)), so that if u2 < u1 < u3, then
2
⊥S(u) = u1.

Properties (L1) and (L2) make fOR-l be a family (parametrized by (�,⊥)) of aggregation func-
tions in the sense of (A1) and (A2). Axiom (T7) and property (L5) allow us to claim that the
fOR-l operator measures to what extent the (generalization of the, given by the dual couple) l
highest values of u are all high. So, if u is the soft label vector of a pattern x to be classified, it
can be used as a family of ambiguity measures to reject it between the l corresponding classes
as follows: given a dual couple (�,⊥), ∀2 ≤ l ≤ c

Φl,�(u) =
l
⊥(u) (4)

Let us illustrate this ability on a simple c = 3 classes problem. In this so-called real line example
(x ∈ R), the soft labels degrees ui(x) are modelized by overlapping triangular functions in

3 1 = t(1 · · · 1) is the p-dimensional one vector
4 usually u(l) denotes the l-th value in ascending order but reverse order is more convenient in the context
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Axioms (T2), (T4) and (S4) imply additional axioms: ∀a, b ∈ [0, 1]

(T5) a�b ≤ a,

(S5) a ≤ a⊥b,

and it ensues:

(T6) a�0 = 0 (absorbing element for any t-norm),
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2.3 Ambiguity Measures based on Combination of Basic Operators
An ambiguity measure is any aggregation function Φ: L•c → [0, 1], u(x) �→ Φ(u) that can
reveal if an incoming pattern x could be associated with several classes, hence that can be
used to define the H-function of a class-selective rejection classifier. We present hereafter
some combinations of basic aggregation operators and the derived ambiguity measures.

Let P be the powerset of C = {1, 2, · · · , c} and Pl = {A ∈ P : card(A) = l}. The fuzzy
l-order OR operator (fOR-l for short) is an aggregation function, as defined in subsection 2.1:
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Some properties of fOR-l result from those of � and ⊥, others have been proved in (Mascarilla
et. al, 2008). Among these properties, let us recall those that are useful for the context we are
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(L5) if the standard norms are taken, then
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⊥S(u) = u(l), the l-th highest value4 in u;

for instance, let us take C = {1, 2, 3} and l = 2, then Pl−1 = {{1}, {2}, {3}} and we
have
2
⊥S(u) = min(max(u2, u3), max(u1, u3), max(u1, u2)), so that if u2 < u1 < u3, then
2
⊥S(u) = u1.

Properties (L1) and (L2) make fOR-l be a family (parametrized by (�,⊥)) of aggregation func-
tions in the sense of (A1) and (A2). Axiom (T7) and property (L5) allow us to claim that the
fOR-l operator measures to what extent the (generalization of the, given by the dual couple) l
highest values of u are all high. So, if u is the soft label vector of a pattern x to be classified, it
can be used as a family of ambiguity measures to reject it between the l corresponding classes
as follows: given a dual couple (�,⊥), ∀2 ≤ l ≤ c

Φl,�(u) =
l
⊥(u) (4)

Let us illustrate this ability on a simple c = 3 classes problem. In this so-called real line example
(x ∈ R), the soft labels degrees ui(x) are modelized by overlapping triangular functions in

3 1 = t(1 · · · 1) is the p-dimensional one vector
4 usually u(l) denotes the l-th value in ascending order but reverse order is more convenient in the context
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order to emphasize them when plotting but similar results would have been obtained using a
distance model, e.g. by (1). Figures 1 and 2 show these degrees and the values of the ambiguity
measure Φl,�(u), with l = 2 and l = 3 respectively, for the different norm couples of Table
1. Of course, the ambiguity measure values depend on the couple but not in such a way
that makes the remarks below not valid. However, it is obvious that some ordering appears
because of the basic couples’ ordering and/or the asymptotic values of the parametric ones,
e.g. Φl,�Dγ

(u) tends to Φl,�S (u) as γ increases. One can see in both Figures that Φl,�(u) = 0
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Fig. 1. Soft label degrees ui=1,2,3(x), ∀x ∈ R, and ambiguity measures Φl=2,�(u) for different
norm couples.

where strictly less than l degrees overlap on the real line, whatever the norm couple (�,⊥).
One can reasonably expect that any pattern x lying outside these areas should be ambiguity
rejected. For instance, if Φl,�(u) ≥ 0.5 in Figure 1 (respectively 0 in Figure 2), then all x ∈
[300, 500] could be associated with two (respectively three) classes, whatever (�,⊥). However,
a question remains: which order (l = 2 or 3) induces more than the other one this ambiguity?
This is a matter of selecting the appropriate number of classes which can be processed by the
class-selective rule through the H−function definition. We address this problem in section 3.

The restriction to l ≥ 2 in the definition (4) of the family of ambiguity measures Φl,�(u)
is motivated by an operational reason. It has been established that class-selective rejection
rules that take into account the relationships between the degrees to be aggregated, e.g. the
historical ones presented in section 3.1, perform better. As the fOR-1 operator reduces to
⊥ by (L4), there are dual couples for which Φ1,�(u) does not depend on such relationships
between the ui values, whenever the soft label vector u is in Lpc, in particular the standard one
(⊥ = max). Of course, whenever u is in L f c, i.e. when it is a collection of posterior probabilities
or membership degrees of a pattern x to be classified, such a relationship holds5 and Φ1,�(u)
becomes useful. An alternative in the more general case consists in taking a fuzzy complement
of the fOR-1 operator, e.g. the strict negation, to define a family of ambiguity measures which
has never been proposed: given a t-conorm ⊥

Φ1,�(u) = 1 −
1
⊥(u) = 1 −⊥(u) (5)

By definition, Φ1,�(u) measures to what extent the (generalization of the, given by fOR-1)
highest value in u is not (by complement) high. Therefore, this family of ambiguity measures
is suitable to define a rejection rule through a particular H−function, but not a class-selective
rejection rule in a direct way because it does not enable to select the number of classes a pattern
has to be associated with, contrarily to the previous family. We will show in the next section
that this major difference holds for historical rules that use a single underlying ambiguity
measure, so they only allow to reject patterns between at least two classes. This characteristic
is well illustrated in Figure 3 where the values of the ambiguity measure Φ1,�(u) on the real
line example for the different t-conorms of Table 1 are plotted.

Whatever �, the values of Φ1,�(u) can not be used to decide whether two or three classes
originate the ambiguity. Note that, once again, the ordering of the different curves is in
accordance with that of the basic t-conorms and the parameter values, see for instance that
Φ1,�Dγ

(u) tends to Φ1,�S
(u) as γ increases. Other remarks can be made. First of all, the

highest values are obviously obtained with �S because of property (S7). Second, even if one
can find a threshold on Φ1,�(u) which allows to reject patterns x lying in areas where two
degrees ui(x) overlap, the threshold would be so small (e.g. 0.1 for most of t-conorms) that
some patterns lying outside these areas would not reasonably rejected between at least two
classes as well. Look for instance all x ∈ [250, 350] ∪ [450, 550] for which either u1(x) or u2(x)
is greater than 0.9. Such a drawback could be somewhat avoided by normalizing the degrees.
Third, we also have a high value of Φ1,�(u) for all x ∈]− ∞, 200] ∪ [600,+∞[ while one can
reasonably expect that most of them (the farthest ones) should be distance rejected. This

5 if u ∈ L f c, then ∑
c
i=1 ui = 1
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where strictly less than l degrees overlap on the real line, whatever the norm couple (�,⊥).
One can reasonably expect that any pattern x lying outside these areas should be ambiguity
rejected. For instance, if Φl,�(u) ≥ 0.5 in Figure 1 (respectively 0 in Figure 2), then all x ∈
[300, 500] could be associated with two (respectively three) classes, whatever (�,⊥). However,
a question remains: which order (l = 2 or 3) induces more than the other one this ambiguity?
This is a matter of selecting the appropriate number of classes which can be processed by the
class-selective rule through the H−function definition. We address this problem in section 3.

The restriction to l ≥ 2 in the definition (4) of the family of ambiguity measures Φl,�(u)
is motivated by an operational reason. It has been established that class-selective rejection
rules that take into account the relationships between the degrees to be aggregated, e.g. the
historical ones presented in section 3.1, perform better. As the fOR-1 operator reduces to
⊥ by (L4), there are dual couples for which Φ1,�(u) does not depend on such relationships
between the ui values, whenever the soft label vector u is in Lpc, in particular the standard one
(⊥ = max). Of course, whenever u is in L f c, i.e. when it is a collection of posterior probabilities
or membership degrees of a pattern x to be classified, such a relationship holds5 and Φ1,�(u)
becomes useful. An alternative in the more general case consists in taking a fuzzy complement
of the fOR-1 operator, e.g. the strict negation, to define a family of ambiguity measures which
has never been proposed: given a t-conorm ⊥

Φ1,�(u) = 1 −
1
⊥(u) = 1 −⊥(u) (5)

By definition, Φ1,�(u) measures to what extent the (generalization of the, given by fOR-1)
highest value in u is not (by complement) high. Therefore, this family of ambiguity measures
is suitable to define a rejection rule through a particular H−function, but not a class-selective
rejection rule in a direct way because it does not enable to select the number of classes a pattern
has to be associated with, contrarily to the previous family. We will show in the next section
that this major difference holds for historical rules that use a single underlying ambiguity
measure, so they only allow to reject patterns between at least two classes. This characteristic
is well illustrated in Figure 3 where the values of the ambiguity measure Φ1,�(u) on the real
line example for the different t-conorms of Table 1 are plotted.

Whatever �, the values of Φ1,�(u) can not be used to decide whether two or three classes
originate the ambiguity. Note that, once again, the ordering of the different curves is in
accordance with that of the basic t-conorms and the parameter values, see for instance that
Φ1,�Dγ
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highest values are obviously obtained with �S because of property (S7). Second, even if one
can find a threshold on Φ1,�(u) which allows to reject patterns x lying in areas where two
degrees ui(x) overlap, the threshold would be so small (e.g. 0.1 for most of t-conorms) that
some patterns lying outside these areas would not reasonably rejected between at least two
classes as well. Look for instance all x ∈ [250, 350] ∪ [450, 550] for which either u1(x) or u2(x)
is greater than 0.9. Such a drawback could be somewhat avoided by normalizing the degrees.
Third, we also have a high value of Φ1,�(u) for all x ∈]− ∞, 200] ∪ [600,+∞[ while one can
reasonably expect that most of them (the farthest ones) should be distance rejected. This

5 if u ∈ L f c, then ∑
c
i=1 ui = 1
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order to emphasize them when plotting but similar results would have been obtained using a
distance model, e.g. by (1). Figures 1 and 2 show these degrees and the values of the ambiguity
measure Φl,�(u), with l = 2 and l = 3 respectively, for the different norm couples of Table
1. Of course, the ambiguity measure values depend on the couple but not in such a way
that makes the remarks below not valid. However, it is obvious that some ordering appears
because of the basic couples’ ordering and/or the asymptotic values of the parametric ones,
e.g. Φl,�Dγ

(u) tends to Φl,�S (u) as γ increases. One can see in both Figures that Φl,�(u) = 0
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Fig. 1. Soft label degrees ui=1,2,3(x), ∀x ∈ R, and ambiguity measures Φl=2,�(u) for different
norm couples.

where strictly less than l degrees overlap on the real line, whatever the norm couple (�,⊥).
One can reasonably expect that any pattern x lying outside these areas should be ambiguity
rejected. For instance, if Φl,�(u) ≥ 0.5 in Figure 1 (respectively 0 in Figure 2), then all x ∈
[300, 500] could be associated with two (respectively three) classes, whatever (�,⊥). However,
a question remains: which order (l = 2 or 3) induces more than the other one this ambiguity?
This is a matter of selecting the appropriate number of classes which can be processed by the
class-selective rule through the H−function definition. We address this problem in section 3.

The restriction to l ≥ 2 in the definition (4) of the family of ambiguity measures Φl,�(u)
is motivated by an operational reason. It has been established that class-selective rejection
rules that take into account the relationships between the degrees to be aggregated, e.g. the
historical ones presented in section 3.1, perform better. As the fOR-1 operator reduces to
⊥ by (L4), there are dual couples for which Φ1,�(u) does not depend on such relationships
between the ui values, whenever the soft label vector u is in Lpc, in particular the standard one
(⊥ = max). Of course, whenever u is in L f c, i.e. when it is a collection of posterior probabilities
or membership degrees of a pattern x to be classified, such a relationship holds5 and Φ1,�(u)
becomes useful. An alternative in the more general case consists in taking a fuzzy complement
of the fOR-1 operator, e.g. the strict negation, to define a family of ambiguity measures which
has never been proposed: given a t-conorm ⊥

Φ1,�(u) = 1 −
1
⊥(u) = 1 −⊥(u) (5)

By definition, Φ1,�(u) measures to what extent the (generalization of the, given by fOR-1)
highest value in u is not (by complement) high. Therefore, this family of ambiguity measures
is suitable to define a rejection rule through a particular H−function, but not a class-selective
rejection rule in a direct way because it does not enable to select the number of classes a pattern
has to be associated with, contrarily to the previous family. We will show in the next section
that this major difference holds for historical rules that use a single underlying ambiguity
measure, so they only allow to reject patterns between at least two classes. This characteristic
is well illustrated in Figure 3 where the values of the ambiguity measure Φ1,�(u) on the real
line example for the different t-conorms of Table 1 are plotted.

Whatever �, the values of Φ1,�(u) can not be used to decide whether two or three classes
originate the ambiguity. Note that, once again, the ordering of the different curves is in
accordance with that of the basic t-conorms and the parameter values, see for instance that
Φ1,�Dγ

(u) tends to Φ1,�S
(u) as γ increases. Other remarks can be made. First of all, the

highest values are obviously obtained with �S because of property (S7). Second, even if one
can find a threshold on Φ1,�(u) which allows to reject patterns x lying in areas where two
degrees ui(x) overlap, the threshold would be so small (e.g. 0.1 for most of t-conorms) that
some patterns lying outside these areas would not reasonably rejected between at least two
classes as well. Look for instance all x ∈ [250, 350] ∪ [450, 550] for which either u1(x) or u2(x)
is greater than 0.9. Such a drawback could be somewhat avoided by normalizing the degrees.
Third, we also have a high value of Φ1,�(u) for all x ∈]− ∞, 200] ∪ [600,+∞[ while one can
reasonably expect that most of them (the farthest ones) should be distance rejected. This

5 if u ∈ L f c, then ∑
c
i=1 ui = 1
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order to emphasize them when plotting but similar results would have been obtained using a
distance model, e.g. by (1). Figures 1 and 2 show these degrees and the values of the ambiguity
measure Φl,�(u), with l = 2 and l = 3 respectively, for the different norm couples of Table
1. Of course, the ambiguity measure values depend on the couple but not in such a way
that makes the remarks below not valid. However, it is obvious that some ordering appears
because of the basic couples’ ordering and/or the asymptotic values of the parametric ones,
e.g. Φl,�Dγ
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where strictly less than l degrees overlap on the real line, whatever the norm couple (�,⊥).
One can reasonably expect that any pattern x lying outside these areas should be ambiguity
rejected. For instance, if Φl,�(u) ≥ 0.5 in Figure 1 (respectively 0 in Figure 2), then all x ∈
[300, 500] could be associated with two (respectively three) classes, whatever (�,⊥). However,
a question remains: which order (l = 2 or 3) induces more than the other one this ambiguity?
This is a matter of selecting the appropriate number of classes which can be processed by the
class-selective rule through the H−function definition. We address this problem in section 3.

The restriction to l ≥ 2 in the definition (4) of the family of ambiguity measures Φl,�(u)
is motivated by an operational reason. It has been established that class-selective rejection
rules that take into account the relationships between the degrees to be aggregated, e.g. the
historical ones presented in section 3.1, perform better. As the fOR-1 operator reduces to
⊥ by (L4), there are dual couples for which Φ1,�(u) does not depend on such relationships
between the ui values, whenever the soft label vector u is in Lpc, in particular the standard one
(⊥ = max). Of course, whenever u is in L f c, i.e. when it is a collection of posterior probabilities
or membership degrees of a pattern x to be classified, such a relationship holds5 and Φ1,�(u)
becomes useful. An alternative in the more general case consists in taking a fuzzy complement
of the fOR-1 operator, e.g. the strict negation, to define a family of ambiguity measures which
has never been proposed: given a t-conorm ⊥

Φ1,�(u) = 1 −
1
⊥(u) = 1 −⊥(u) (5)

By definition, Φ1,�(u) measures to what extent the (generalization of the, given by fOR-1)
highest value in u is not (by complement) high. Therefore, this family of ambiguity measures
is suitable to define a rejection rule through a particular H−function, but not a class-selective
rejection rule in a direct way because it does not enable to select the number of classes a pattern
has to be associated with, contrarily to the previous family. We will show in the next section
that this major difference holds for historical rules that use a single underlying ambiguity
measure, so they only allow to reject patterns between at least two classes. This characteristic
is well illustrated in Figure 3 where the values of the ambiguity measure Φ1,�(u) on the real
line example for the different t-conorms of Table 1 are plotted.

Whatever �, the values of Φ1,�(u) can not be used to decide whether two or three classes
originate the ambiguity. Note that, once again, the ordering of the different curves is in
accordance with that of the basic t-conorms and the parameter values, see for instance that
Φ1,�Dγ

(u) tends to Φ1,�S
(u) as γ increases. Other remarks can be made. First of all, the

highest values are obviously obtained with �S because of property (S7). Second, even if one
can find a threshold on Φ1,�(u) which allows to reject patterns x lying in areas where two
degrees ui(x) overlap, the threshold would be so small (e.g. 0.1 for most of t-conorms) that
some patterns lying outside these areas would not reasonably rejected between at least two
classes as well. Look for instance all x ∈ [250, 350] ∪ [450, 550] for which either u1(x) or u2(x)
is greater than 0.9. Such a drawback could be somewhat avoided by normalizing the degrees.
Third, we also have a high value of Φ1,�(u) for all x ∈]− ∞, 200] ∪ [600,+∞[ while one can
reasonably expect that most of them (the farthest ones) should be distance rejected. This

5 if u ∈ L f c, then ∑
c
i=1 ui = 1
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Fig. 2. Soft label degrees ui=1,2,3(x), ∀x ∈ R, and ambiguity measures Φl=3,�(u) for different
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unability to distinguish between both kinds of rejection (distance or ambiguity) is typical of
such rejection rules, even if the degrees are normalized.
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Fig. 3. Soft label degrees ui=1,2,3(x), ∀x ∈ R, and ambiguity measures Φ1,�(u) for different
norm couples.

Given a fuzzy complement function N, the fuzzy exclusive OR operator (fXOR for short) is an
aggregation function: [0, 1]c → [0, 1], u �→ ⊥(u), where (Mascarilla & Frélicot, 2001):

⊥(u) = ⊥
i=1,··· ,c

ui =
1
⊥(u)�N

( 2
⊥ (u)

/ 1
⊥ (u)

)
(6)
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such rejection rules, even if the degrees are normalized.
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Given a fuzzy complement function N, the fuzzy exclusive OR operator (fXOR for short) is an
aggregation function: [0, 1]c → [0, 1], u �→ ⊥(u), where (Mascarilla & Frélicot, 2001):
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Fig. 4. Soft label degrees ui=1,2,3(x), ∀x ∈ R, and ambiguity measures Φ1,�(u) for different
norm couples.

The term on the right-hand side of � penalizes the one on the left-hand side, except if
2
⊥(u) is

significantly lower than
1
⊥(u) so that the negation of the ratio becomes high and ⊥(u) tends

to
1
⊥(u) = ⊥(u). We can say that the value of ⊥(u) is high if the (generalization of the, given

by fOR-1) highest value is large enough compared to the (generalization of, given by fOR-2)
second highest one and therefore to the others. Therefore, fXOR can be used to define another
family of ambiguity measures between at least two classes: given a dual triple (�, N,⊥),

Φ1,�(u) = 1 −⊥(u) (7)

By property (T5) and definition (4), we have: ⊥(u) ≤ ⊥(u) whatever (�, N,⊥). As ⊥(u) =
1
⊥(u) by property (L4), the following property holds:

Φ1,�(u) ≥ Φ1,�(u). (8)

Therefore, Φ1,�(u) is expected to be less sensitive to the choice of the threshold than Φ1,�(u)
in order to avoid unexpected rejection, as pointed out on the real line example. Figure 4 shows
the values of the ambiguity measure Φ1,�(u) on the real line example for the different norm
couples of Table 1. Once again, even if the norm triple (�, N,⊥) influences the ambiguity
measure values, it does not significantly affect the results and the ordering of the different
curves is in accordance with that of the basic operators and their parameter values. One can
see that this family shares the same major drawbacks with the previous one. In particular, if
used in a direct way, it is suitable to define a rejection rule but not a class-selective rule because
this measure can not suggest that the number of classes a pattern has to be associated with is
in C but in {1, c}. See, for instance, that we have Φ1,�(u) ≥ 0.5 whatever the triple (�, N,⊥)
for all x ∈ [300, 500], so this measure can be used to ambiguity reject such patterns as expected
but without knowing which classes generate this ambiguity. However, contrarily to Φ1,�(u),
the threshold to be find is not too small so all x ∈ [250, 350] ∪ [450, 550] for which either u1(x)
or u2(x) is greater than 0.9 will be not rejected, as one could expect.

3. Rejection Rules and Class-Selective Rejection Rules based on Soft Labels Ag-
gregation

This section is dedicated to the use of ambiguity measures to define the H−function of either
a rejection classifier or a class-selective rejection classifier. Historical rejection rules and the
ones resulting from the ambiguity measures presented above are unified. This result in a
single algorithm aiming at selecting, for an incoming pattern x to be classified, the appropriate
number of classes n�(x), given its soft label vector. By convention, we will define mappings

H: L•c → Lc
hc, u(x) �→ h(x) such as u(i)(x) �→ hi(x), ∀i ∈ C.

3.1 Historical Rules and Underlying Ambiguity Measures
The first rejection rule (Chow, 1957) is a probabilistic one which is based on the Bayes decision
rule defined by

HB: L f c → Lhc ⊂ Lc
hc, u(x) �→ h(x) = t(1, 0, · · · , 0).

As ui(x) are posterior probabilities, this rule assigns the incoming pattern x to the most prob-
able class and it is known to be optimal with respect to the error probability, i.e. no other
probabilistic classifier can yeld a lower error probability. Figure 5 - (left) illustrates the parti-
tion of the feature space into three regions, resulting from HB, each region corresponding to
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The term on the right-hand side of � penalizes the one on the left-hand side, except if
2
⊥(u) is

significantly lower than
1
⊥(u) so that the negation of the ratio becomes high and ⊥(u) tends

to
1
⊥(u) = ⊥(u). We can say that the value of ⊥(u) is high if the (generalization of the, given

by fOR-1) highest value is large enough compared to the (generalization of, given by fOR-2)
second highest one and therefore to the others. Therefore, fXOR can be used to define another
family of ambiguity measures between at least two classes: given a dual triple (�, N,⊥),

Φ1,�(u) = 1 −⊥(u) (7)

By property (T5) and definition (4), we have: ⊥(u) ≤ ⊥(u) whatever (�, N,⊥). As ⊥(u) =
1
⊥(u) by property (L4), the following property holds:

Φ1,�(u) ≥ Φ1,�(u). (8)

Therefore, Φ1,�(u) is expected to be less sensitive to the choice of the threshold than Φ1,�(u)
in order to avoid unexpected rejection, as pointed out on the real line example. Figure 4 shows
the values of the ambiguity measure Φ1,�(u) on the real line example for the different norm
couples of Table 1. Once again, even if the norm triple (�, N,⊥) influences the ambiguity
measure values, it does not significantly affect the results and the ordering of the different
curves is in accordance with that of the basic operators and their parameter values. One can
see that this family shares the same major drawbacks with the previous one. In particular, if
used in a direct way, it is suitable to define a rejection rule but not a class-selective rule because
this measure can not suggest that the number of classes a pattern has to be associated with is
in C but in {1, c}. See, for instance, that we have Φ1,�(u) ≥ 0.5 whatever the triple (�, N,⊥)
for all x ∈ [300, 500], so this measure can be used to ambiguity reject such patterns as expected
but without knowing which classes generate this ambiguity. However, contrarily to Φ1,�(u),
the threshold to be find is not too small so all x ∈ [250, 350] ∪ [450, 550] for which either u1(x)
or u2(x) is greater than 0.9 will be not rejected, as one could expect.

3. Rejection Rules and Class-Selective Rejection Rules based on Soft Labels Ag-
gregation

This section is dedicated to the use of ambiguity measures to define the H−function of either
a rejection classifier or a class-selective rejection classifier. Historical rejection rules and the
ones resulting from the ambiguity measures presented above are unified. This result in a
single algorithm aiming at selecting, for an incoming pattern x to be classified, the appropriate
number of classes n�(x), given its soft label vector. By convention, we will define mappings

H: L•c → Lc
hc, u(x) �→ h(x) such as u(i)(x) �→ hi(x), ∀i ∈ C.

3.1 Historical Rules and Underlying Ambiguity Measures
The first rejection rule (Chow, 1957) is a probabilistic one which is based on the Bayes decision
rule defined by

HB: L f c → Lhc ⊂ Lc
hc, u(x) �→ h(x) = t(1, 0, · · · , 0).

As ui(x) are posterior probabilities, this rule assigns the incoming pattern x to the most prob-
able class and it is known to be optimal with respect to the error probability, i.e. no other
probabilistic classifier can yeld a lower error probability. Figure 5 - (left) illustrates the parti-
tion of the feature space into three regions, resulting from HB, each region corresponding to
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The first rejection rule (Chow, 1957) is a probabilistic one which is based on the Bayes decision
rule defined by
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hc, u(x) �→ h(x) = t(1, 0, · · · , 0).
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probabilistic classifier can yeld a lower error probability. Figure 5 - (left) illustrates the parti-
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a single class. The rejection rule introduced by Chow minimizes the error probability for a
given reject probability which is specified by a threshold t ∈ [0, c−1

c ], or vice-versa. Thus, this
rule yields the optimum error-reject tradeoff (Chow, 1970) and it is defined by

HCh: L f c → {Lhc, 1}, u(x) �→ h(x) =
{ t(1, 0, · · · , 0) if u(1)(x) > (1 − t)

1 otherwise

It means that x is either exclusively classified or ambiguity rejected between all the classes
(total ambiguity rejection) if its highest posterior probability u(1)(x) is lower than some given
threshold. Therefore, HCh is not a class-selective rejection rule but a simple rejection rule because
h(x) can not take any value in Lc

hc but only the ones in {Lhc, 1}. Both concepts are illustrated
in Figure 5 - (right) and - (center) respectively. However, Chow’s rule uses the complement of
the maximum value of the posterior probabilities as an ambiguity measure:

ΦCh(u) = 1 − u(1)(x) (9)

and the number of classes n(x, t) to be selected is in {1, c}. Since u(x) ∈ L f c, it is easy to show
that HCh is identical to HB whenever t > c−1

c , i.e. x can not be rejected. Note that, as defined,
ΦCh(u) is a special case of Φ1,�(u) by definition (5) and property (L4):

ΦCh(u) = Φ1,�S
(u) (10)

Since the work by Chow, most of rejection rules that have been proposed attempt to avoid total
ambiguity rejection whenever at least two classes have to be selected. Such a class-selective
procedure can be defined, in its general form, as the seek for the optimal number of classes
according to:

n�(x, t) = min
k∈C

{k : Φ(u(x)) ≤ t} (11)

where Φ is an ambiguity measure on the pattern soft labels, i.e. a vector of posterior probabil-
ities or membership degrees in L f c or even typicality degrees in Lpc, n�(x, t) is the number of
selected classes for the pattern x to be classified, and t is a user-defined threshold which can be
class-order dependent (t(k)). This threshold can be set conditionally to cost functions relative
to error, reject and correct classification rates instead of error, reject and correct classification
probabilities if needed.

Propositions from the literature mainly consist in defining new ambiguity measures Φ suitable
for class-selective rejection instead of total ambiguity rejection:

- Ha ranks the posterior probabilities and test their values up to the (k + 1)-th to decide
if k classes are selected (Ha, 1997):

ΦHa(u) = u(k+1)(x) (12)

The corresponding rule HHa minimizes the error probability for a given average num-
ber of classes (Ha, 1996) and the domain of t is [0, 1

2 ]. Whenever t > 1
2 , n�(x, t) = 1

Fig. 5. Feature space partitioning for a three classes problem and reject options – no rejection
by HB (left), rejection rules Hrej (center) and class-selective rejection rules Hsel (right).

(HHa reduces to HB) and can increase up to c as t decreases down to zero. Note that, as
defined, ΦHa(u) is a special case of Φl,�(u) by definition (4) and property (L4):

ΦHa(u) = Φk+1,�S (u). (13)

- Since this rule is leading to unnatural decisions because of the normalization of u(x),
Horiuchi proposes a new measure defined by the difference of the posterior probabili-
ties (Horiuchi, 1998). This difference is actually a disambiguity measure, so we comple-
ment it to derive an ambiguity one:

ΦHo(u) = 1 − (u(k)(x)− u(k+1)(x)) (14)

Horuichi’s rule HHo minimizes the maximum distance between selected classes for a
given average number of classes which is specified by t ∈ [0, 1]. It is identical to HB, so
n�(x, t) = 1 if t = 0 and increases up to c as t increases up to 1.

- Before these two works, Frélicot & Dubuisson proposed to use the ratio of typicality
degrees (Frélicot & Dubuisson, 1992) in order to relax the summation constraint on
u(x):

ΦFD(u) = u(k+1)(x)/u(k)(x) (15)

The induced rule HFD allows to select n�(x, t) classes in C, given t ∈ [0, 1].

As usual, we use the convention that if Φ(u(x)) > t for all k ∈ C, then we set n�(x, t) = c
which will correspond to total ambiguity rejection.

Even if Chow’s, Ha’s and Horuichi’s rules have been defined within the probabilistic frame-
work (u(x) ∈ L f c), one can intend to use the corresponding ambiguity measures for typicality
degrees in Lpc. The values of the historical ambiguity measures ΦCh, ΦHa, ΦHo and ΦFD on
the real line example are shown in Figures 6 and 7 for orders k + 1 = 2 and k + 1 = 3 respec-
tively. Keeping in mind that ΦCh will induce a rejection rule and not a class-selective rule, its
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ties (Horiuchi, 1998). This difference is actually a disambiguity measure, so we comple-
ment it to derive an ambiguity one:

ΦHo(u) = 1 − (u(k)(x)− u(k+1)(x)) (14)

Horuichi’s rule HHo minimizes the maximum distance between selected classes for a
given average number of classes which is specified by t ∈ [0, 1]. It is identical to HB, so
n�(x, t) = 1 if t = 0 and increases up to c as t increases up to 1.

- Before these two works, Frélicot & Dubuisson proposed to use the ratio of typicality
degrees (Frélicot & Dubuisson, 1992) in order to relax the summation constraint on
u(x):

ΦFD(u) = u(k+1)(x)/u(k)(x) (15)

The induced rule HFD allows to select n�(x, t) classes in C, given t ∈ [0, 1].

As usual, we use the convention that if Φ(u(x)) > t for all k ∈ C, then we set n�(x, t) = c
which will correspond to total ambiguity rejection.

Even if Chow’s, Ha’s and Horuichi’s rules have been defined within the probabilistic frame-
work (u(x) ∈ L f c), one can intend to use the corresponding ambiguity measures for typicality
degrees in Lpc. The values of the historical ambiguity measures ΦCh, ΦHa, ΦHo and ΦFD on
the real line example are shown in Figures 6 and 7 for orders k + 1 = 2 and k + 1 = 3 respec-
tively. Keeping in mind that ΦCh will induce a rejection rule and not a class-selective rule, its
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values are not shown for k + 1 = 3, and one can see that ΦCh has a similar behaviour than
Φ1,�(u) and Φ1,�(u), the other families of measures which do not take care of the ambiguity
order. A similar discussion to the one we had for Φl=k+1,�(u) in section 2.3 can be done for
the other measures. Whatever the ambiguity measure, its lowest values correspond to pat-
terns x lying in intervals of the real line for which one can reasonably expect that they should
not be ambiguity rejected. At the opposite, the higher values correspond to intervals that con-
tain x for which one can reasonably expect that they should be ambiguity rejected between
two (Figure 6) or three classes (Figure 7). The selection of the most appropriate order is still
a question of selecting the appropriate number of classes by (11) through the definition of the
H−function.
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Fig. 6. Ambiguity measures ΦCh(u), and for k + 1 = 2, ΦFD(u), ΦHo(u) and ΦHa(u) on the
real line example.

Class-selective rule Ambiguity Measure Φ

(Ha, 1997) ΦHa(u) = u(k+1)(x) (12)
= Φk+1,�S (u)

(Horiuchi, 1998) ΦHo(u) = 1 − (u(k)(x)− u(k+1)(x)) (14)
(Frélicot & Dubuisson, 1992) ΦFD(u) = u(k+1)(x)/u(k)(x) (15)

(Mascarilla et. al, 2008) Φk,�(u) =
k
⊥(u) (4)

Table 2. Class-selective rejection rules and corresponding ambiguity measures.
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Fig. 7. Ambiguity measures ΦFD(u), ΦHo(u) and ΦHa(u) on the real line example for k + 1 = 3.

3.2 Unification of Class-selective Rejection Rules based on Ambiguity Measures
In order to derive H−functions that are able to deal with distance rejection using the ambigu-
ity measures that allow it, namely ΦHa, ΦHo, ΦFD and Φk,�(u), we only need to replace (11)
by:

n�(x, t) = min
k∈[0,c]

{k : Φ(u(x)) ≤ t} (16)

with default values u0(x) = 1 and uc+1(x) = 0. Therefore, the unified Hsel−function of a
class-selective rejestion rule based on any of the ambiguitity measures of Table 2 is given by:

Hsel : L•c → Lc
hc, u(x) �→ h(x) such as hi(x) = 1 for all i ∈ {0, n�(x, t)}.

and its implementation is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Class-selective rejection rule (H−function implementation).

Data: a vector of soft class-labels u(x) ∈ Lpc and a reject threshold t
Result: a vector of class-selective assignments h(x) ∈ Lc

hc
begin

set h(x) to 0
given any ambiguity measure Φ(u) of Table 2, find n�(x, t) according to (16)
foreach j = 1 : n�(x, t) do

set hj(x) = 1 in decreasing order of u(j)(x)
′s

end
end
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values are not shown for k + 1 = 3, and one can see that ΦCh has a similar behaviour than
Φ1,�(u) and Φ1,�(u), the other families of measures which do not take care of the ambiguity
order. A similar discussion to the one we had for Φl=k+1,�(u) in section 2.3 can be done for
the other measures. Whatever the ambiguity measure, its lowest values correspond to pat-
terns x lying in intervals of the real line for which one can reasonably expect that they should
not be ambiguity rejected. At the opposite, the higher values correspond to intervals that con-
tain x for which one can reasonably expect that they should be ambiguity rejected between
two (Figure 6) or three classes (Figure 7). The selection of the most appropriate order is still
a question of selecting the appropriate number of classes by (11) through the definition of the
H−function.
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Fig. 6. Ambiguity measures ΦCh(u), and for k + 1 = 2, ΦFD(u), ΦHo(u) and ΦHa(u) on the
real line example.
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(Ha, 1997) ΦHa(u) = u(k+1)(x) (12)
= Φk+1,�S (u)

(Horiuchi, 1998) ΦHo(u) = 1 − (u(k)(x)− u(k+1)(x)) (14)
(Frélicot & Dubuisson, 1992) ΦFD(u) = u(k+1)(x)/u(k)(x) (15)

(Mascarilla et. al, 2008) Φk,�(u) =
k
⊥(u) (4)

Table 2. Class-selective rejection rules and corresponding ambiguity measures.
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Fig. 7. Ambiguity measures ΦFD(u), ΦHo(u) and ΦHa(u) on the real line example for k + 1 = 3.

3.2 Unification of Class-selective Rejection Rules based on Ambiguity Measures
In order to derive H−functions that are able to deal with distance rejection using the ambigu-
ity measures that allow it, namely ΦHa, ΦHo, ΦFD and Φk,�(u), we only need to replace (11)
by:

n�(x, t) = min
k∈[0,c]

{k : Φ(u(x)) ≤ t} (16)

with default values u0(x) = 1 and uc+1(x) = 0. Therefore, the unified Hsel−function of a
class-selective rejestion rule based on any of the ambiguitity measures of Table 2 is given by:

Hsel : L•c → Lc
hc, u(x) �→ h(x) such as hi(x) = 1 for all i ∈ {0, n�(x, t)}.

and its implementation is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Class-selective rejection rule (H−function implementation).

Data: a vector of soft class-labels u(x) ∈ Lpc and a reject threshold t
Result: a vector of class-selective assignments h(x) ∈ Lc

hc
begin

set h(x) to 0
given any ambiguity measure Φ(u) of Table 2, find n�(x, t) according to (16)
foreach j = 1 : n�(x, t) do

set hj(x) = 1 in decreasing order of u(j)(x)
′s

end
end
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values are not shown for k + 1 = 3, and one can see that ΦCh has a similar behaviour than
Φ1,�(u) and Φ1,�(u), the other families of measures which do not take care of the ambiguity
order. A similar discussion to the one we had for Φl=k+1,�(u) in section 2.3 can be done for
the other measures. Whatever the ambiguity measure, its lowest values correspond to pat-
terns x lying in intervals of the real line for which one can reasonably expect that they should
not be ambiguity rejected. At the opposite, the higher values correspond to intervals that con-
tain x for which one can reasonably expect that they should be ambiguity rejected between
two (Figure 6) or three classes (Figure 7). The selection of the most appropriate order is still
a question of selecting the appropriate number of classes by (11) through the definition of the
H−function.
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Fig. 6. Ambiguity measures ΦCh(u), and for k + 1 = 2, ΦFD(u), ΦHo(u) and ΦHa(u) on the
real line example.

Class-selective rule Ambiguity Measure Φ

(Ha, 1997) ΦHa(u) = u(k+1)(x) (12)
= Φk+1,�S (u)

(Horiuchi, 1998) ΦHo(u) = 1 − (u(k)(x)− u(k+1)(x)) (14)
(Frélicot & Dubuisson, 1992) ΦFD(u) = u(k+1)(x)/u(k)(x) (15)

(Mascarilla et. al, 2008) Φk,�(u) =
k
⊥(u) (4)

Table 2. Class-selective rejection rules and corresponding ambiguity measures.
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Fig. 7. Ambiguity measures ΦFD(u), ΦHo(u) and ΦHa(u) on the real line example for k + 1 = 3.

3.2 Unification of Class-selective Rejection Rules based on Ambiguity Measures
In order to derive H−functions that are able to deal with distance rejection using the ambigu-
ity measures that allow it, namely ΦHa, ΦHo, ΦFD and Φk,�(u), we only need to replace (11)
by:

n�(x, t) = min
k∈[0,c]

{k : Φ(u(x)) ≤ t} (16)

with default values u0(x) = 1 and uc+1(x) = 0. Therefore, the unified Hsel−function of a
class-selective rejestion rule based on any of the ambiguitity measures of Table 2 is given by:

Hsel : L•c → Lc
hc, u(x) �→ h(x) such as hi(x) = 1 for all i ∈ {0, n�(x, t)}.

and its implementation is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Class-selective rejection rule (H−function implementation).

Data: a vector of soft class-labels u(x) ∈ Lpc and a reject threshold t
Result: a vector of class-selective assignments h(x) ∈ Lc

hc
begin

set h(x) to 0
given any ambiguity measure Φ(u) of Table 2, find n�(x, t) according to (16)
foreach j = 1 : n�(x, t) do

set hj(x) = 1 in decreasing order of u(j)(x)
′s

end
end
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values are not shown for k + 1 = 3, and one can see that ΦCh has a similar behaviour than
Φ1,�(u) and Φ1,�(u), the other families of measures which do not take care of the ambiguity
order. A similar discussion to the one we had for Φl=k+1,�(u) in section 2.3 can be done for
the other measures. Whatever the ambiguity measure, its lowest values correspond to pat-
terns x lying in intervals of the real line for which one can reasonably expect that they should
not be ambiguity rejected. At the opposite, the higher values correspond to intervals that con-
tain x for which one can reasonably expect that they should be ambiguity rejected between
two (Figure 6) or three classes (Figure 7). The selection of the most appropriate order is still
a question of selecting the appropriate number of classes by (11) through the definition of the
H−function.
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Fig. 6. Ambiguity measures ΦCh(u), and for k + 1 = 2, ΦFD(u), ΦHo(u) and ΦHa(u) on the
real line example.

Class-selective rule Ambiguity Measure Φ

(Ha, 1997) ΦHa(u) = u(k+1)(x) (12)
= Φk+1,�S (u)

(Horiuchi, 1998) ΦHo(u) = 1 − (u(k)(x)− u(k+1)(x)) (14)
(Frélicot & Dubuisson, 1992) ΦFD(u) = u(k+1)(x)/u(k)(x) (15)

(Mascarilla et. al, 2008) Φk,�(u) =
k
⊥(u) (4)

Table 2. Class-selective rejection rules and corresponding ambiguity measures.
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Fig. 7. Ambiguity measures ΦFD(u), ΦHo(u) and ΦHa(u) on the real line example for k + 1 = 3.

3.2 Unification of Class-selective Rejection Rules based on Ambiguity Measures
In order to derive H−functions that are able to deal with distance rejection using the ambigu-
ity measures that allow it, namely ΦHa, ΦHo, ΦFD and Φk,�(u), we only need to replace (11)
by:

n�(x, t) = min
k∈[0,c]

{k : Φ(u(x)) ≤ t} (16)

with default values u0(x) = 1 and uc+1(x) = 0. Therefore, the unified Hsel−function of a
class-selective rejestion rule based on any of the ambiguitity measures of Table 2 is given by:

Hsel : L•c → Lc
hc, u(x) �→ h(x) such as hi(x) = 1 for all i ∈ {0, n�(x, t)}.

and its implementation is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Class-selective rejection rule (H−function implementation).

Data: a vector of soft class-labels u(x) ∈ Lpc and a reject threshold t
Result: a vector of class-selective assignments h(x) ∈ Lc

hc
begin

set h(x) to 0
given any ambiguity measure Φ(u) of Table 2, find n�(x, t) according to (16)
foreach j = 1 : n�(x, t) do

set hj(x) = 1 in decreasing order of u(j)(x)
′s

end
end
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Let us see the classification results obtained applying this common implementation of Hsel to
some typical soft label vectors u ∈ Lpc, assumed to correspond to patterns x, where c = 4:

- u = t(0.70 0.10 0.85 0.80), so x is expected to be ambiguity rejected between three
classes {ω1, ω3, ω4},

- u = t(0.20 0.10 0.85 0.80), so x is expected to be ambiguity rejected between two
classes {ω3, ω4},

- u = t(0.20 0.10 0.85 0.15), so x is expected to be exclusively classified in one class
{ω3}, and

- u = t(0.20 0.10 0.05 0.15), so x is expected to be distance rejected.

The values of Φ(u(x)) for all the values k ∈ [0, c] are given in Table 3 as well as the interval
of the threshold t leading to the (expected) correct classification above. One can see that all
rules succeed by setting t to 0.5, except the ones based on Φk,�H (u) for which a smaller value
is needed.

To end this presentation, we also can give the unified Hrej−function of a rejection rule based
on any of the ambiguity measures summarized in Table 4:

Hrej: L•c → {Lhc, 1}, u(x) �→ h(x) =
{ t(1, 0, · · · , 0) if Φ(u) ≤ t

1 otherwise

As already mentioned, such rules only allow to either exclusively classify an incoming pattern
x or to reject it between all the c classes at hand, and do not allow to select a subset of several
classes the patterns have to be associated with or even none (distance rejection), see Figure 5
(center). Table 5 reports the classification results obtained applying Hrej to the typical soft label
vectors u ∈ Lpc for which the (unfortunately?) expected results are:

- rejection of the patterns for which u = t(0.70 0.10 0.85 0.80), u = t(0.20 0.10 0.85 0.80)
and u = t(0.20 0.10 0.05 0.15),

- exclusive classification of x in {ω3} when u = t(0.20 0.10 0.85 0.15).

One can see that the rules based on the Φ1,�(u) family succeed in recovering the expected
results, whatever the triple (�, N,⊥), for any t > 0.5. Not surprisingly, the rules based on the
Φ1,�(u) family fail most of time. The reasons have been discussed in the previous section, e.g
the normalization problem. For instance, if you take u

∑
c
i=1 ui(x)

instead of u, Φ1,�S
(u) = ΦCh(u)

values are respectively: 0.65, 0.56, 0.34 and 0.60, so the expected results are obtained using the
corresponding rule with t > 0.34.

4. Experimental Results

In this section, we report experiments carried out on both artificial and real benchmark data
sets for which it is beneficial to use class-selective rejection rules or rejection rules because the
classes overlap in the feature space. The different rules presented in section 3 are compared
one to each other.

4.1 Data Sets and Protocol
Table 6 reports the characteristics (number n of patterns, number p of features, number c of
classes, degree of overlap) of artificial and real data sets:

• synthetic datasets:

– D contains 2000 points drawn from a mixture of c = 2 normal 7-dimensional
distributions of 1000 points each with means v1 = t(1 0 · · · 0) and v2 =
t(−1 0 · · · 0), and equal covariance matrices Σ1 = Σ2 = I,

– DH consists of two overlapping gaussian classes with different covariance matri-
ces according to the Highleyman distribution, each composed of 800 observations
in R2 (Highleyman, 1962), see Figure 8.

• real datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Blake & Merz, 1998).

The classification performance of the different rules are obtained by a 10-fold crossvalidation
procedure on the different datasets. Each set of samples is divided at random into 10 ap-
proximately equal size and roughly balanced parts, ensuring that the classes are distributed
proportionally among each of the 10 parts. The class-parameters are estimated on 90% of the
samples (learning set χ) so that the degrees of typicality (1) of the remaining 10% test samples
are computed and then their hard label vectors h(x) are predicted by each rule. This procedure
is repeated 10 times, with each part playing the role of the test samples and the errors on all
10 parts added together to compute the overall error and therefore the performance.
In all cases, the threshold t is set to reject 10% of the data, so that 90% is the best achievable
correct classification rate and then the error rate is (90 − correct)%. Note that there are no
points in the datasets which are identified as outliers even if they lie far from the classes they
are assumed to come from, so that some of them can be uncorrectly distance rejected.

4.2 Comparative Performance
Tables 7 and 8 show the classification performance obtained using the presented class-
selective rejection rules Hsel and rejection rules Hrej based on ambiguity measures that ag-
gregate pattern soft labels, namely the Φ1,� and Φ1,� families on one hand, and ΦHo, ΦFD
and the Φk,� family on the other hand. For both types, the best score is indicated in bold
and the second best score is italicized. One can immediately see that ΦFD is the overall best
measure, for all the considered datasets, so it seems more interesting to analyze the results by
setting apart it.

Globally, class-selective rules perform better than rejection rules, so the Φk,� family gives bet-
ter results than the two other families. Also the Φ1,� family slightly outperforms the Φ1,�
one. However, the Φk,� family appears to be more sensitive to (�,⊥) than the two others, so
its performance variation is higher, especially for some datasets having a number of classes
greater than two (e.g. Thyroid and Glass). A positive consequence is its potential good perfor-
mance compared to other families and the Horiuchi’s rule, probably because more than two
classes are overlapping so that the interaction between membership degrees is more impor-
tant. A negative one is the need for the practitioner to carefully choose (�,⊥). About this
choice, the particularly good results obtained using the Dombi norms with γ = 2 must be
emphasized for the Φk,� family compared to Horiuchi’s rule and Ha’s rule for some datasets
(e.g. D, DH and Thyroid), as well as compared to the other norms within the Φ1,� and Φ1,�
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Let us see the classification results obtained applying this common implementation of Hsel to
some typical soft label vectors u ∈ Lpc, assumed to correspond to patterns x, where c = 4:

- u = t(0.70 0.10 0.85 0.80), so x is expected to be ambiguity rejected between three
classes {ω1, ω3, ω4},

- u = t(0.20 0.10 0.85 0.80), so x is expected to be ambiguity rejected between two
classes {ω3, ω4},

- u = t(0.20 0.10 0.85 0.15), so x is expected to be exclusively classified in one class
{ω3}, and

- u = t(0.20 0.10 0.05 0.15), so x is expected to be distance rejected.

The values of Φ(u(x)) for all the values k ∈ [0, c] are given in Table 3 as well as the interval
of the threshold t leading to the (expected) correct classification above. One can see that all
rules succeed by setting t to 0.5, except the ones based on Φk,�H (u) for which a smaller value
is needed.

To end this presentation, we also can give the unified Hrej−function of a rejection rule based
on any of the ambiguity measures summarized in Table 4:

Hrej: L•c → {Lhc, 1}, u(x) �→ h(x) =
{ t(1, 0, · · · , 0) if Φ(u) ≤ t

1 otherwise

As already mentioned, such rules only allow to either exclusively classify an incoming pattern
x or to reject it between all the c classes at hand, and do not allow to select a subset of several
classes the patterns have to be associated with or even none (distance rejection), see Figure 5
(center). Table 5 reports the classification results obtained applying Hrej to the typical soft label
vectors u ∈ Lpc for which the (unfortunately?) expected results are:

- rejection of the patterns for which u = t(0.70 0.10 0.85 0.80), u = t(0.20 0.10 0.85 0.80)
and u = t(0.20 0.10 0.05 0.15),

- exclusive classification of x in {ω3} when u = t(0.20 0.10 0.85 0.15).

One can see that the rules based on the Φ1,�(u) family succeed in recovering the expected
results, whatever the triple (�, N,⊥), for any t > 0.5. Not surprisingly, the rules based on the
Φ1,�(u) family fail most of time. The reasons have been discussed in the previous section, e.g
the normalization problem. For instance, if you take u

∑
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instead of u, Φ1,�S
(u) = ΦCh(u)

values are respectively: 0.65, 0.56, 0.34 and 0.60, so the expected results are obtained using the
corresponding rule with t > 0.34.

4. Experimental Results

In this section, we report experiments carried out on both artificial and real benchmark data
sets for which it is beneficial to use class-selective rejection rules or rejection rules because the
classes overlap in the feature space. The different rules presented in section 3 are compared
one to each other.

4.1 Data Sets and Protocol
Table 6 reports the characteristics (number n of patterns, number p of features, number c of
classes, degree of overlap) of artificial and real data sets:

• synthetic datasets:

– D contains 2000 points drawn from a mixture of c = 2 normal 7-dimensional
distributions of 1000 points each with means v1 = t(1 0 · · · 0) and v2 =
t(−1 0 · · · 0), and equal covariance matrices Σ1 = Σ2 = I,

– DH consists of two overlapping gaussian classes with different covariance matri-
ces according to the Highleyman distribution, each composed of 800 observations
in R2 (Highleyman, 1962), see Figure 8.

• real datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Blake & Merz, 1998).

The classification performance of the different rules are obtained by a 10-fold crossvalidation
procedure on the different datasets. Each set of samples is divided at random into 10 ap-
proximately equal size and roughly balanced parts, ensuring that the classes are distributed
proportionally among each of the 10 parts. The class-parameters are estimated on 90% of the
samples (learning set χ) so that the degrees of typicality (1) of the remaining 10% test samples
are computed and then their hard label vectors h(x) are predicted by each rule. This procedure
is repeated 10 times, with each part playing the role of the test samples and the errors on all
10 parts added together to compute the overall error and therefore the performance.
In all cases, the threshold t is set to reject 10% of the data, so that 90% is the best achievable
correct classification rate and then the error rate is (90 − correct)%. Note that there are no
points in the datasets which are identified as outliers even if they lie far from the classes they
are assumed to come from, so that some of them can be uncorrectly distance rejected.

4.2 Comparative Performance
Tables 7 and 8 show the classification performance obtained using the presented class-
selective rejection rules Hsel and rejection rules Hrej based on ambiguity measures that ag-
gregate pattern soft labels, namely the Φ1,� and Φ1,� families on one hand, and ΦHo, ΦFD
and the Φk,� family on the other hand. For both types, the best score is indicated in bold
and the second best score is italicized. One can immediately see that ΦFD is the overall best
measure, for all the considered datasets, so it seems more interesting to analyze the results by
setting apart it.

Globally, class-selective rules perform better than rejection rules, so the Φk,� family gives bet-
ter results than the two other families. Also the Φ1,� family slightly outperforms the Φ1,�
one. However, the Φk,� family appears to be more sensitive to (�,⊥) than the two others, so
its performance variation is higher, especially for some datasets having a number of classes
greater than two (e.g. Thyroid and Glass). A positive consequence is its potential good perfor-
mance compared to other families and the Horiuchi’s rule, probably because more than two
classes are overlapping so that the interaction between membership degrees is more impor-
tant. A negative one is the need for the practitioner to carefully choose (�,⊥). About this
choice, the particularly good results obtained using the Dombi norms with γ = 2 must be
emphasized for the Φk,� family compared to Horiuchi’s rule and Ha’s rule for some datasets
(e.g. D, DH and Thyroid), as well as compared to the other norms within the Φ1,� and Φ1,�
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Let us see the classification results obtained applying this common implementation of Hsel to
some typical soft label vectors u ∈ Lpc, assumed to correspond to patterns x, where c = 4:

- u = t(0.70 0.10 0.85 0.80), so x is expected to be ambiguity rejected between three
classes {ω1, ω3, ω4},

- u = t(0.20 0.10 0.85 0.80), so x is expected to be ambiguity rejected between two
classes {ω3, ω4},

- u = t(0.20 0.10 0.85 0.15), so x is expected to be exclusively classified in one class
{ω3}, and

- u = t(0.20 0.10 0.05 0.15), so x is expected to be distance rejected.

The values of Φ(u(x)) for all the values k ∈ [0, c] are given in Table 3 as well as the interval
of the threshold t leading to the (expected) correct classification above. One can see that all
rules succeed by setting t to 0.5, except the ones based on Φk,�H (u) for which a smaller value
is needed.

To end this presentation, we also can give the unified Hrej−function of a rejection rule based
on any of the ambiguity measures summarized in Table 4:

Hrej: L•c → {Lhc, 1}, u(x) �→ h(x) =
{ t(1, 0, · · · , 0) if Φ(u) ≤ t

1 otherwise

As already mentioned, such rules only allow to either exclusively classify an incoming pattern
x or to reject it between all the c classes at hand, and do not allow to select a subset of several
classes the patterns have to be associated with or even none (distance rejection), see Figure 5
(center). Table 5 reports the classification results obtained applying Hrej to the typical soft label
vectors u ∈ Lpc for which the (unfortunately?) expected results are:

- rejection of the patterns for which u = t(0.70 0.10 0.85 0.80), u = t(0.20 0.10 0.85 0.80)
and u = t(0.20 0.10 0.05 0.15),

- exclusive classification of x in {ω3} when u = t(0.20 0.10 0.85 0.15).

One can see that the rules based on the Φ1,�(u) family succeed in recovering the expected
results, whatever the triple (�, N,⊥), for any t > 0.5. Not surprisingly, the rules based on the
Φ1,�(u) family fail most of time. The reasons have been discussed in the previous section, e.g
the normalization problem. For instance, if you take u

∑
c
i=1 ui(x)

instead of u, Φ1,�S
(u) = ΦCh(u)

values are respectively: 0.65, 0.56, 0.34 and 0.60, so the expected results are obtained using the
corresponding rule with t > 0.34.

4. Experimental Results

In this section, we report experiments carried out on both artificial and real benchmark data
sets for which it is beneficial to use class-selective rejection rules or rejection rules because the
classes overlap in the feature space. The different rules presented in section 3 are compared
one to each other.

4.1 Data Sets and Protocol
Table 6 reports the characteristics (number n of patterns, number p of features, number c of
classes, degree of overlap) of artificial and real data sets:

• synthetic datasets:

– D contains 2000 points drawn from a mixture of c = 2 normal 7-dimensional
distributions of 1000 points each with means v1 = t(1 0 · · · 0) and v2 =
t(−1 0 · · · 0), and equal covariance matrices Σ1 = Σ2 = I,

– DH consists of two overlapping gaussian classes with different covariance matri-
ces according to the Highleyman distribution, each composed of 800 observations
in R2 (Highleyman, 1962), see Figure 8.

• real datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Blake & Merz, 1998).

The classification performance of the different rules are obtained by a 10-fold crossvalidation
procedure on the different datasets. Each set of samples is divided at random into 10 ap-
proximately equal size and roughly balanced parts, ensuring that the classes are distributed
proportionally among each of the 10 parts. The class-parameters are estimated on 90% of the
samples (learning set χ) so that the degrees of typicality (1) of the remaining 10% test samples
are computed and then their hard label vectors h(x) are predicted by each rule. This procedure
is repeated 10 times, with each part playing the role of the test samples and the errors on all
10 parts added together to compute the overall error and therefore the performance.
In all cases, the threshold t is set to reject 10% of the data, so that 90% is the best achievable
correct classification rate and then the error rate is (90 − correct)%. Note that there are no
points in the datasets which are identified as outliers even if they lie far from the classes they
are assumed to come from, so that some of them can be uncorrectly distance rejected.

4.2 Comparative Performance
Tables 7 and 8 show the classification performance obtained using the presented class-
selective rejection rules Hsel and rejection rules Hrej based on ambiguity measures that ag-
gregate pattern soft labels, namely the Φ1,� and Φ1,� families on one hand, and ΦHo, ΦFD
and the Φk,� family on the other hand. For both types, the best score is indicated in bold
and the second best score is italicized. One can immediately see that ΦFD is the overall best
measure, for all the considered datasets, so it seems more interesting to analyze the results by
setting apart it.

Globally, class-selective rules perform better than rejection rules, so the Φk,� family gives bet-
ter results than the two other families. Also the Φ1,� family slightly outperforms the Φ1,�
one. However, the Φk,� family appears to be more sensitive to (�,⊥) than the two others, so
its performance variation is higher, especially for some datasets having a number of classes
greater than two (e.g. Thyroid and Glass). A positive consequence is its potential good perfor-
mance compared to other families and the Horiuchi’s rule, probably because more than two
classes are overlapping so that the interaction between membership degrees is more impor-
tant. A negative one is the need for the practitioner to carefully choose (�,⊥). About this
choice, the particularly good results obtained using the Dombi norms with γ = 2 must be
emphasized for the Φk,� family compared to Horiuchi’s rule and Ha’s rule for some datasets
(e.g. D, DH and Thyroid), as well as compared to the other norms within the Φ1,� and Φ1,�
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Let us see the classification results obtained applying this common implementation of Hsel to
some typical soft label vectors u ∈ Lpc, assumed to correspond to patterns x, where c = 4:

- u = t(0.70 0.10 0.85 0.80), so x is expected to be ambiguity rejected between three
classes {ω1, ω3, ω4},

- u = t(0.20 0.10 0.85 0.80), so x is expected to be ambiguity rejected between two
classes {ω3, ω4},

- u = t(0.20 0.10 0.85 0.15), so x is expected to be exclusively classified in one class
{ω3}, and

- u = t(0.20 0.10 0.05 0.15), so x is expected to be distance rejected.

The values of Φ(u(x)) for all the values k ∈ [0, c] are given in Table 3 as well as the interval
of the threshold t leading to the (expected) correct classification above. One can see that all
rules succeed by setting t to 0.5, except the ones based on Φk,�H (u) for which a smaller value
is needed.

To end this presentation, we also can give the unified Hrej−function of a rejection rule based
on any of the ambiguity measures summarized in Table 4:

Hrej: L•c → {Lhc, 1}, u(x) �→ h(x) =
{ t(1, 0, · · · , 0) if Φ(u) ≤ t

1 otherwise

As already mentioned, such rules only allow to either exclusively classify an incoming pattern
x or to reject it between all the c classes at hand, and do not allow to select a subset of several
classes the patterns have to be associated with or even none (distance rejection), see Figure 5
(center). Table 5 reports the classification results obtained applying Hrej to the typical soft label
vectors u ∈ Lpc for which the (unfortunately?) expected results are:

- rejection of the patterns for which u = t(0.70 0.10 0.85 0.80), u = t(0.20 0.10 0.85 0.80)
and u = t(0.20 0.10 0.05 0.15),

- exclusive classification of x in {ω3} when u = t(0.20 0.10 0.85 0.15).

One can see that the rules based on the Φ1,�(u) family succeed in recovering the expected
results, whatever the triple (�, N,⊥), for any t > 0.5. Not surprisingly, the rules based on the
Φ1,�(u) family fail most of time. The reasons have been discussed in the previous section, e.g
the normalization problem. For instance, if you take u

∑
c
i=1 ui(x)

instead of u, Φ1,�S
(u) = ΦCh(u)

values are respectively: 0.65, 0.56, 0.34 and 0.60, so the expected results are obtained using the
corresponding rule with t > 0.34.

4. Experimental Results

In this section, we report experiments carried out on both artificial and real benchmark data
sets for which it is beneficial to use class-selective rejection rules or rejection rules because the
classes overlap in the feature space. The different rules presented in section 3 are compared
one to each other.

4.1 Data Sets and Protocol
Table 6 reports the characteristics (number n of patterns, number p of features, number c of
classes, degree of overlap) of artificial and real data sets:

• synthetic datasets:

– D contains 2000 points drawn from a mixture of c = 2 normal 7-dimensional
distributions of 1000 points each with means v1 = t(1 0 · · · 0) and v2 =
t(−1 0 · · · 0), and equal covariance matrices Σ1 = Σ2 = I,

– DH consists of two overlapping gaussian classes with different covariance matri-
ces according to the Highleyman distribution, each composed of 800 observations
in R2 (Highleyman, 1962), see Figure 8.

• real datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Blake & Merz, 1998).

The classification performance of the different rules are obtained by a 10-fold crossvalidation
procedure on the different datasets. Each set of samples is divided at random into 10 ap-
proximately equal size and roughly balanced parts, ensuring that the classes are distributed
proportionally among each of the 10 parts. The class-parameters are estimated on 90% of the
samples (learning set χ) so that the degrees of typicality (1) of the remaining 10% test samples
are computed and then their hard label vectors h(x) are predicted by each rule. This procedure
is repeated 10 times, with each part playing the role of the test samples and the errors on all
10 parts added together to compute the overall error and therefore the performance.
In all cases, the threshold t is set to reject 10% of the data, so that 90% is the best achievable
correct classification rate and then the error rate is (90 − correct)%. Note that there are no
points in the datasets which are identified as outliers even if they lie far from the classes they
are assumed to come from, so that some of them can be uncorrectly distance rejected.

4.2 Comparative Performance
Tables 7 and 8 show the classification performance obtained using the presented class-
selective rejection rules Hsel and rejection rules Hrej based on ambiguity measures that ag-
gregate pattern soft labels, namely the Φ1,� and Φ1,� families on one hand, and ΦHo, ΦFD
and the Φk,� family on the other hand. For both types, the best score is indicated in bold
and the second best score is italicized. One can immediately see that ΦFD is the overall best
measure, for all the considered datasets, so it seems more interesting to analyze the results by
setting apart it.

Globally, class-selective rules perform better than rejection rules, so the Φk,� family gives bet-
ter results than the two other families. Also the Φ1,� family slightly outperforms the Φ1,�
one. However, the Φk,� family appears to be more sensitive to (�,⊥) than the two others, so
its performance variation is higher, especially for some datasets having a number of classes
greater than two (e.g. Thyroid and Glass). A positive consequence is its potential good perfor-
mance compared to other families and the Horiuchi’s rule, probably because more than two
classes are overlapping so that the interaction between membership degrees is more impor-
tant. A negative one is the need for the practitioner to carefully choose (�,⊥). About this
choice, the particularly good results obtained using the Dombi norms with γ = 2 must be
emphasized for the Φk,� family compared to Horiuchi’s rule and Ha’s rule for some datasets
(e.g. D, DH and Thyroid), as well as compared to the other norms within the Φ1,� and Φ1,�
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families. Note finally that, keeping in mind that these two families are less sensitive to (�,⊥)
and the already mentioned asymptotic behaviour of Dombi norms, the Standard norms (so
Chow’s rule for Φ1,�) gives also quite good results for most of the datasets.

5. Conclusion

The problem of aggregating collections of numerical data to obtain a typical value is present
in many decision systems. Aggregation operators are used to obtain an overall value for
each alternative, which is exploited to establish a final decision. In the context of supervised
pattern classification, such a decision consists in assigning objects (or patterns) to one class
based on the aggregation of soft labels related to the given classes (posterior probabilities,
fuzzy membership degrees, typicality degrees). It is well known that overlapping classes and
outliers can significantly decrease a classifier performance and it has been proved that the
misclassification risk can significantly be reduced by allowing a classifier to reject extraneous
and/or ambiguous patterns (Dubuisson & Masson, 1993), (Tax & Duin, 2008). This results
in designing classification rules that allow to assign a pattern to zero (distance rejection), one
(exclusive classification) or several (ambiguity rejection) classes, in other words to select a
number of classes.
This chapter addressed the problem of designing such rules that use ambiguity measures to
aggregate pattern soft labels. The contribution is two-fold. An unified view of the resulting
classifiers which can be either class-selective rules or simply rejection rules, depending on the
ambiguity measure. Three families of ambiguity measures, based on combination of basic
triangular norms and conorms as well as parametric ones, are presented. They allow to de-
rive as many rules as many triangular norms (an infinite number!) and it is shown that they

generalize some historical rules, namely Chow’s rejection rule (Chow, 1957 & 1970) and Ha’s
class-selective rule (Ha, 1996 & 1997). An analysis of all ambiguity measures is provided and
the classification performance of all the rules on synthetic and real data sets from the pub-
lic domain of various characteristics (dimensionality, number of classes, degree of overlap) is
given.
From the pratitioner’s point of view, the choice of a particular triangular couple and/or its pa-
rameter value needs further investigation because it influences the behaviour of the ambiguity
measure, hence the classification performance. For instance, the threshold on the ambiguity
measure is easier to tune using a cautious couple (e.g. Standard or Dombi family) than a quite
drastic one (e.g. Lukaziewicz). A future work will consist in studying more extensively how
the mathematical properties of the basic norms affect the behaviour of the families of ambi-
guity measures and therefore the classification performances, in order to provide guidelines
to choose them according to specific operational situations. Another perspective concerns the
definition of a family of ambiguity measures based on an new aggregation operator which al-
lows to measure to what extent an exact number of soft labels, but not necessarily the highest
ones, are similar . A first proposition can be found in (Le Capitaine & Frélicot, 2008).
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families. Note finally that, keeping in mind that these two families are less sensitive to (�,⊥)
and the already mentioned asymptotic behaviour of Dombi norms, the Standard norms (so
Chow’s rule for Φ1,�) gives also quite good results for most of the datasets.

5. Conclusion

The problem of aggregating collections of numerical data to obtain a typical value is present
in many decision systems. Aggregation operators are used to obtain an overall value for
each alternative, which is exploited to establish a final decision. In the context of supervised
pattern classification, such a decision consists in assigning objects (or patterns) to one class
based on the aggregation of soft labels related to the given classes (posterior probabilities,
fuzzy membership degrees, typicality degrees). It is well known that overlapping classes and
outliers can significantly decrease a classifier performance and it has been proved that the
misclassification risk can significantly be reduced by allowing a classifier to reject extraneous
and/or ambiguous patterns (Dubuisson & Masson, 1993), (Tax & Duin, 2008). This results
in designing classification rules that allow to assign a pattern to zero (distance rejection), one
(exclusive classification) or several (ambiguity rejection) classes, in other words to select a
number of classes.
This chapter addressed the problem of designing such rules that use ambiguity measures to
aggregate pattern soft labels. The contribution is two-fold. An unified view of the resulting
classifiers which can be either class-selective rules or simply rejection rules, depending on the
ambiguity measure. Three families of ambiguity measures, based on combination of basic
triangular norms and conorms as well as parametric ones, are presented. They allow to de-
rive as many rules as many triangular norms (an infinite number!) and it is shown that they

generalize some historical rules, namely Chow’s rejection rule (Chow, 1957 & 1970) and Ha’s
class-selective rule (Ha, 1996 & 1997). An analysis of all ambiguity measures is provided and
the classification performance of all the rules on synthetic and real data sets from the pub-
lic domain of various characteristics (dimensionality, number of classes, degree of overlap) is
given.
From the pratitioner’s point of view, the choice of a particular triangular couple and/or its pa-
rameter value needs further investigation because it influences the behaviour of the ambiguity
measure, hence the classification performance. For instance, the threshold on the ambiguity
measure is easier to tune using a cautious couple (e.g. Standard or Dombi family) than a quite
drastic one (e.g. Lukaziewicz). A future work will consist in studying more extensively how
the mathematical properties of the basic norms affect the behaviour of the families of ambi-
guity measures and therefore the classification performances, in order to provide guidelines
to choose them according to specific operational situations. Another perspective concerns the
definition of a family of ambiguity measures based on an new aggregation operator which al-
lows to measure to what extent an exact number of soft labels, but not necessarily the highest
ones, are similar . A first proposition can be found in (Le Capitaine & Frélicot, 2008).
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families. Note finally that, keeping in mind that these two families are less sensitive to (�,⊥)
and the already mentioned asymptotic behaviour of Dombi norms, the Standard norms (so
Chow’s rule for Φ1,�) gives also quite good results for most of the datasets.

5. Conclusion

The problem of aggregating collections of numerical data to obtain a typical value is present
in many decision systems. Aggregation operators are used to obtain an overall value for
each alternative, which is exploited to establish a final decision. In the context of supervised
pattern classification, such a decision consists in assigning objects (or patterns) to one class
based on the aggregation of soft labels related to the given classes (posterior probabilities,
fuzzy membership degrees, typicality degrees). It is well known that overlapping classes and
outliers can significantly decrease a classifier performance and it has been proved that the
misclassification risk can significantly be reduced by allowing a classifier to reject extraneous
and/or ambiguous patterns (Dubuisson & Masson, 1993), (Tax & Duin, 2008). This results
in designing classification rules that allow to assign a pattern to zero (distance rejection), one
(exclusive classification) or several (ambiguity rejection) classes, in other words to select a
number of classes.
This chapter addressed the problem of designing such rules that use ambiguity measures to
aggregate pattern soft labels. The contribution is two-fold. An unified view of the resulting
classifiers which can be either class-selective rules or simply rejection rules, depending on the
ambiguity measure. Three families of ambiguity measures, based on combination of basic
triangular norms and conorms as well as parametric ones, are presented. They allow to de-
rive as many rules as many triangular norms (an infinite number!) and it is shown that they

generalize some historical rules, namely Chow’s rejection rule (Chow, 1957 & 1970) and Ha’s
class-selective rule (Ha, 1996 & 1997). An analysis of all ambiguity measures is provided and
the classification performance of all the rules on synthetic and real data sets from the pub-
lic domain of various characteristics (dimensionality, number of classes, degree of overlap) is
given.
From the pratitioner’s point of view, the choice of a particular triangular couple and/or its pa-
rameter value needs further investigation because it influences the behaviour of the ambiguity
measure, hence the classification performance. For instance, the threshold on the ambiguity
measure is easier to tune using a cautious couple (e.g. Standard or Dombi family) than a quite
drastic one (e.g. Lukaziewicz). A future work will consist in studying more extensively how
the mathematical properties of the basic norms affect the behaviour of the families of ambi-
guity measures and therefore the classification performances, in order to provide guidelines
to choose them according to specific operational situations. Another perspective concerns the
definition of a family of ambiguity measures based on an new aggregation operator which al-
lows to measure to what extent an exact number of soft labels, but not necessarily the highest
ones, are similar . A first proposition can be found in (Le Capitaine & Frélicot, 2008).
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families. Note finally that, keeping in mind that these two families are less sensitive to (�,⊥)
and the already mentioned asymptotic behaviour of Dombi norms, the Standard norms (so
Chow’s rule for Φ1,�) gives also quite good results for most of the datasets.

5. Conclusion

The problem of aggregating collections of numerical data to obtain a typical value is present
in many decision systems. Aggregation operators are used to obtain an overall value for
each alternative, which is exploited to establish a final decision. In the context of supervised
pattern classification, such a decision consists in assigning objects (or patterns) to one class
based on the aggregation of soft labels related to the given classes (posterior probabilities,
fuzzy membership degrees, typicality degrees). It is well known that overlapping classes and
outliers can significantly decrease a classifier performance and it has been proved that the
misclassification risk can significantly be reduced by allowing a classifier to reject extraneous
and/or ambiguous patterns (Dubuisson & Masson, 1993), (Tax & Duin, 2008). This results
in designing classification rules that allow to assign a pattern to zero (distance rejection), one
(exclusive classification) or several (ambiguity rejection) classes, in other words to select a
number of classes.
This chapter addressed the problem of designing such rules that use ambiguity measures to
aggregate pattern soft labels. The contribution is two-fold. An unified view of the resulting
classifiers which can be either class-selective rules or simply rejection rules, depending on the
ambiguity measure. Three families of ambiguity measures, based on combination of basic
triangular norms and conorms as well as parametric ones, are presented. They allow to de-
rive as many rules as many triangular norms (an infinite number!) and it is shown that they

generalize some historical rules, namely Chow’s rejection rule (Chow, 1957 & 1970) and Ha’s
class-selective rule (Ha, 1996 & 1997). An analysis of all ambiguity measures is provided and
the classification performance of all the rules on synthetic and real data sets from the pub-
lic domain of various characteristics (dimensionality, number of classes, degree of overlap) is
given.
From the pratitioner’s point of view, the choice of a particular triangular couple and/or its pa-
rameter value needs further investigation because it influences the behaviour of the ambiguity
measure, hence the classification performance. For instance, the threshold on the ambiguity
measure is easier to tune using a cautious couple (e.g. Standard or Dombi family) than a quite
drastic one (e.g. Lukaziewicz). A future work will consist in studying more extensively how
the mathematical properties of the basic norms affect the behaviour of the families of ambi-
guity measures and therefore the classification performances, in order to provide guidelines
to choose them according to specific operational situations. Another perspective concerns the
definition of a family of ambiguity measures based on an new aggregation operator which al-
lows to measure to what extent an exact number of soft labels, but not necessarily the highest
ones, are similar . A first proposition can be found in (Le Capitaine & Frélicot, 2008).
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u = t(0.70 0.10 0.85 0.80) k = 0 1 2 3 4 ∀t ∈
ΦHo(u) 0.85 0.95 0.90 0.40 0.90 [0.40, 0.90[
ΦFD(u) 0.85 0.94 0.87 0.14 0 [0.14, 0.87[

Φk,�(u)

�S ⇒ ΦHa(u) 0.85 0.80 0.70 0.10 0 [0.10, 0.70[
�A 0.99 0.86 0.39 0.02 0 [0.02, 0.39[
�L 1 1 0.65 0 0 [0, 0.65[
�H0 0.92 0.64 0.37 0.08 0 [0.08, 0.37[
�H2 0.99 0.92 0.39 0.00 0 [0, 0.39[
�D1.5 0.89 0.70 0.51 0.09 0 [0.09, 0.51[
�D2 0.87 0.73 0.58 0.09 0 [0.09, 0.58[

u = t(0.20 0.10 0.85 0.80) k = 0 1 2 3 4 ∀t ∈
ΦHo(u) 0.85 0.95 0.40 0.90 0.90 [0.40, 0.85[
ΦFD(u) 0.85 0.94 0.25 0.50 0 [0.25, 0.85[

Φk,�(u)

�S ⇒ ΦHa(u) 0.85 0.80 0.20 0.10 0 [0.20, 0.80[
�A 0.97 0.70 0.10 0.00 0 [0.10, 0.70[
�L 1 1 0.15 0 0 [0.15, 1[
�H0 0.90 0.58 0.18 0.05 0 [0.18, 0.58[
�H2 0.99 0.76 0.07 0.00 0 [0.07, 0.76[
�D1.5 0.88 0.67 0.21 0.07 0 [0.21, 0.67[
�D2 0.87 0.71 0.21 0.08 0 [0.21, 0.71[

u = t(0.20 0.10 0.85 0.15) k = 0 1 2 3 4 ∀t ∈
ΦHo(u) 0.85 0.35 0.95 0.95 0.90 [0.35, 0.85[
ΦFD(u) 0.85 0.23 0.75 0.67 0 [0.23, 0.85[

Φk,�(u)

�S ⇒ ΦHa(u) 0.85 0.20 0.15 0.10 0 [0.20, 0.85[
�A 0.90 0.24 0.00 0.00 0 [0.24, 0.90[
�L 1 0.45 0 0 0 [0.45, 1[
�H0 0.86 0.28 0.08 0.03 0 [0.28, 0.86[
�H2 0.93 0.25 0.00 0.00 0 [0.25, 0.93[
�D1.5 0.85 0.26 0.10 0.05 0 [0.26, 0.85[
�D2 0.85 0.24 0.11 0.07 0 [0.24, 0.85[

u = t(0.20 0.10 0.05 0.15) k = 0 1 2 3 4 ∀t ∈
ΦHo(u) 0.20 0.95 0.95 0.95 0 [0.20, 1[
ΦFD(u) 0.20 0.75 0.67 0.5 0 [0.20, 1[

Φk,�(u)

�S ⇒ ΦHa(u) 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.05 0 [0.20, 1[
�A 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 [0.41, 1[
�L 0.50 0 0 0 0 [0.50, 1[
�H0 0.37 0.08 0.03 0.01 0 [0.37, 1[
�H2 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 [0.46, 1[
�D1.5 0.28 0.10 0.05 0.02 0 [0.28, 1[
�D2 0.24 0.11 0.06 0.03 0 [0.24, 1[

Table 3. Ambiguity measures derived from class-selective rules for different u for which
n�(x, t) = 3, 2, 1, 0 respectively (from top to bottom), ∀t in the specified interval.

Rejection rule Ambiguity Measure Φ

(Chow, 1970) ΦCh(u) = 1 − u(1)(x) (9)
= Φ1,�S

(u)
(Mascarilla & Frélicot, 2001) Φ1,�(u) = 1 −⊥(u) (7)
(Frélicot & Le Capitaine, 2009, this
book)

Φ1,�(u) = 1 −⊥(u) (5)

Table 4. Rejection rules and corresponding ambiguity measures.

u = t(0.70 0.10 0.85 0.80)

Φ1,�(u)

�S ⇒ ΦCh(u) 0.15
�A 0.00
�L 0
�H0 0.07
�H2 0.00
�D1.5 0.10
�D2 0.12

Φ1,�(u)

�S 0.94
�A 0.89
�L 1
�H0 0.75
�H2 0.94
�D1.5 0.81
�D2 0.86

u = t(0.20 0.10 0.85 0.80)

Φ1,�(u)

�S ⇒ ΦCh(u) 0.15
�A 0.02
�L 0
�H0 0.09
�H2 0.01
�D1.5 0.11
�D2 0.13

Φ1,�(u)

�S 0.94
�A 0.75
�L 1
�H0 0.70
�H2 0.79
�D1.5 0.78
�D2 0.84

u = t(0.20 0.10 0.85 0.15)

Φ1,�(u)

�S ⇒ ΦCh(u) 0.15
�A 0.09
�L 0
�H0 0.13
�H2 0.06
�D1.5 0.15
�D2 0.15

Φ1,�(u)
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Data set n p c overlap

D 2000 7 2 slight
DH 1600 2 2 very slight

Digits 10992 16 10 very slight
Thyroid 215 5 3 very slight

Pima 768 9 2 strong
Statlog 6435 36 6 slight
Glass 214 9 6 moderate

Table 6. Datasets and their characteristics.

(%) D DH Digits Thyroid Pima Statlog Glass
ΦHo(u) 77.95 83.88 88.76 86.98 62.89 77.68 68.22
ΦFD(u) 79.05 86.75 89.13 87.91 63.28 77.48 71.03

Φk,�(u)

�S ⇒ ΦHa(u) 78.15 86.63 87.38 86.98 60.55 75.56 69.63
�A 77.55 86.19 86.21 84.19 60.16 75.23 67.76
�L 77.55 86.50 86.60 84.38 60.16 75.29 67.76
�H0 77.75 86.50 86.60 86.98 60.68 75.29 68.22
�H2 77.55 86.06 86.21 84.19 60.16 75.23 67.76
�D1.5 78.10 86.56 86.82 86.98 60.55 75.23 68.69
�D2 78.20 86.63 86.96 87.44 60.55 75.15 68.69

Table 7. Classification performance of class-selective rejection rules on datasets.

(%) D DH Digits Thyroid Pima Statlog Glass

Φ1,�(u)

�S ⇒ ΦCh(u) 75.15 83.75 88.03 84.19 59.51 75.66 66.82
�A 75.55 83.13 87.55 85.12 60.81 74.73 65.89
�L 75.55 83.13 87.55 85.12 60.81 74.73 65.89
�H0 75.55 83.13 87.55 85.12 60.81 74.73 65.89
�H2 75.55 83.13 87.55 85.12 60.81 74.73 65.89
�D1.5 75.65 83.13 87.76 85.12 61.07 74.97 66.36
�D2 75.75 83.19 87.84 85.12 61.33 75.12 65.82

Φ1,�(u)

�S 75.90 83.44 88.04 85.12 61.59 75.66 66.82
�A 77.55 83.13 87.55 85.12 60.81 74.73 65.89
�L 77.55 83.13 87.55 85.12 60.81 74.73 65.89
�H0 77.55 83.13 87.55 85.12 60.81 74.73 65.89
�H2 77.55 83.13 87.55 85.12 60.81 74.73 65.89
�D1.5 77.65 83.13 87.76 85.12 60.55 74.97 66.36
�D2 77.75 83.19 87.84 85.12 61.33 75.12 66.82

Table 8. Classification performance of rejection rules on datasets.
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For a long time, the main concern of the pattern recognition research community has been to 
achieve high accuracy. For example, in the area of Multi-Classifier Systems (MCS), 
researchers have developed very powerful techniques that combine large number of 
classifiers through complex combination schemes to achieve satisfactory accuracies. 
However, this was at the expense of complexity. Even powerful single classifiers (e.g. SVM) 
have very high complexity. This might give the impression that high accuracies could not be 
achieved without sacrificing recognition time. 
Classification cascades are relatively neglected because speed is usually considered a 
secondary issue by researchers in pattern recognition field. This fact is going to change in 
the near future because as the world relies more and more on the Internet, web applications 
are going to include very complex pattern recognition and data mining tasks that are 
required to be done online.  
Classification cascades are usually created manually using domain knowledge and are 
composed in most cases of two or three stages. In this chapter, a model-based algorithm of 
automatic generation of optimum classification cascades is devised. Given a large pool of 
classifiers (of size N), it builds a cascade that achieves the lowest possible recognition time 
while preserving the accuracy of the most powerful classifier in the pool. The proposed 
algorithm has a low complexity of O(N2) where N is the number of classifiers in the pool. 
This gives us the freedom of using a large pool of classifiers which leads to more efficient 
cascades. Other cascade design techniques devised in the literature have very high 
complexity which hinders using large pool of classifiers.  
In this chapter we also analyze the performance of the devised algorithm showing its 
powerfulness and limitations. Also we present an algorithm for building a classification 
cascade of a given fixed length. This helps building cascades with space complexity 
constraints and helps in analyzing the performance of the devised algorithm for building 
optimum classification cascades. 

 
1. Introduction 
 

Suppose we have a classification task on which we have already found a complex 
classification technique that achieves a satisfactory accuracy. Suppose also while such 
classification technique is very powerful, its time complexity is unacceptably high. This 
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scenario happens frequently in real life as many powerful but very time-consuming 
techniques have been devised in recent years (e.g. SVM and multi-classifier systems). Our 
goal would be to build a system that preserves the accuracy of that complex classifier while 
having much better timing performance. 
The high complexity of powerful classifiers might give the impression that high accuracies 
could not be achieved without sacrificing recognition time. In fact, this is not true. The high 
recognition time of a classifier in many cases is due to improper resource allocation. To 
achieve a high recognition rate, the classifier is built to recognize the hardest of patterns; 
though most of the patterns are ‘regular’ patterns and could be classified using a simple 
classification technique. This observation led to the development of cascade systems which 
is the main concern of this paper. In such a system, all the patterns to be classified first go 
through a first stage; those patterns that are classified with confidence score higher than a 
certain threshold leave the system with the labels given to them by the first stage. The 
patterns that are classified with confidence scores lower than the threshold are rejected to 
the second stage. In the same manner, the patterns pass through different stages until they 
reach the powerful last stage that does not reject any patterns.  Figure 1 illustrates this idea. 
The idea of classification cascades has been well-known for long time but has not attracted 
much attention in spite of its practical importance [Kuncheva 2004]. Recently, and since the 
prominent work of Viola and Jones [VIOLA & JONES 2001], the idea of cascade has been 
attracting considerable attention in the context of object detection which is a rare-event 
classification problem [VIOLA & JONES 2001, LUO 2005, CHEN, X. & YUILLE 2005, 
YUANN ET AL. 2005, Brubaker et al. 2006, SUN ET AL. 2004, WU ET AL. 2008]. 
To avoid any confusion, we will call the cascades used in the context of object detection 
"detection cascades" while we will call the cascades used in regular classification problems  
"classification cascades" in which we are interested in this chapter. 

 
Fig 1 Typical classification cascade system. 
 
The remaining of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an algorithm for 
automatically generating optimum classification cascades. In section 3, we present an 
algorithm for generating optimum classification cascades of specific number of stages. 
Section 4 presents an experimental validation of our proposed algorithms. In section 5 we 
review previous works on classification cascades and in section 6 we conclude. 

 
2. Model-Based Algorithm for Automatically Generating Optimum 
Classification Cascades 
 

In this section a novel algorithm for automatically generating optimum classification 
cascades is proposed that achieves as high accuracy as we can get with the lowest 
complexity possible. The proposed algorithm is built according to a model of how 
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classification cascade works; thus we named it ‘model-based’ approach. Assume that we 
have a pool of N classifiers: S1, S2, …, SN, and a powerful classifier SF that achieves an 
accuracy higher than any classifier in the pool. However, SF has a very high complexity. The 
proposed algorithm automatically builds a cascade that achieves accuracy not less than that 
of SF with the lowest complexity possible. Classifiers of the pool are assumed to be trained 
independently before applying the proposed algorithm, and no further training is done for 
any of them after applying the algorithm. 

 
2.1 Problem statement 
We first present our notation. We denote an unordered set by boldface character 
surrounded by curly braces, and its elements by the same character but in italics and 
subscripted by numbers (e.g. }{,...,, 321 AAAA ). Note that the subscripts of the 
unordered set are arbitrary and hold no ordering significance. An ordered set (or an array) 
is denoted by just a boldface character and its elements by the same character but in italics 
and subscripted by numbers according to their order in the array (e.g. A,...,, 321 AAA , 

where A1 is the first element in A, and A2 is the second element, etc.). AB   means that 
all the elements of the ordered set B exists in the ordered set A with the same order. 

}{AB  means that all the elements of the ordered set B exist in the unordered set {A}. 

}{AB   means that the elements of B are the same as that of A but with order, i.e. B is an 
ordered version of A. We enumerate the elements of an unordered set {A} as follows 

,...},{}{ 21 AAA and the elements of an ordered set A as follows ...]  [ 21 AAA . 
C=[A B] means that the ordered set C is a concatenation of the two ordered sets A and B. In 
this chapter we will represent a cascade by an ordered set whose elements are the 
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scenario happens frequently in real life as many powerful but very time-consuming 
techniques have been devised in recent years (e.g. SVM and multi-classifier systems). Our 
goal would be to build a system that preserves the accuracy of that complex classifier while 
having much better timing performance. 
The high complexity of powerful classifiers might give the impression that high accuracies 
could not be achieved without sacrificing recognition time. In fact, this is not true. The high 
recognition time of a classifier in many cases is due to improper resource allocation. To 
achieve a high recognition rate, the classifier is built to recognize the hardest of patterns; 
though most of the patterns are ‘regular’ patterns and could be classified using a simple 
classification technique. This observation led to the development of cascade systems which 
is the main concern of this paper. In such a system, all the patterns to be classified first go 
through a first stage; those patterns that are classified with confidence score higher than a 
certain threshold leave the system with the labels given to them by the first stage. The 
patterns that are classified with confidence scores lower than the threshold are rejected to 
the second stage. In the same manner, the patterns pass through different stages until they 
reach the powerful last stage that does not reject any patterns.  Figure 1 illustrates this idea. 
The idea of classification cascades has been well-known for long time but has not attracted 
much attention in spite of its practical importance [Kuncheva 2004]. Recently, and since the 
prominent work of Viola and Jones [VIOLA & JONES 2001], the idea of cascade has been 
attracting considerable attention in the context of object detection which is a rare-event 
classification problem [VIOLA & JONES 2001, LUO 2005, CHEN, X. & YUILLE 2005, 
YUANN ET AL. 2005, Brubaker et al. 2006, SUN ET AL. 2004, WU ET AL. 2008]. 
To avoid any confusion, we will call the cascades used in the context of object detection 
"detection cascades" while we will call the cascades used in regular classification problems  
"classification cascades" in which we are interested in this chapter. 
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ii. Sort the set {S} to form }{SS ord  such that ordopt SS  . With the same 
ordering pattern of Sord, sort {T} to form Tord.  

iii. From Sord, select ordopt SS  t and the corresponding ordopt TT  . 
 
These three steps is illustrated in Figure 2 and described in the following subsections. But 
we want here to give a note about how {S} and SF were generated. The dataset available for 
training and testing the system was first partitioned into 3 parts: training set, validation set, 
and test set. Then, many classifiers were generated with different accuracies and 
complexities and were trained using the training set. The most powerful of these classifiers 
was found and denoted by SF , and the rest were grouped in the set {S}. The validation set is 
used to find the best cascade. The test set is used for testing the overall system. The 
algorithm proposed in this chapter for generating classification cascade trains the classifiers 
only once and uses different performance measurements (specifically, their rejection rates 
and complexities, as will be discussed soon) of these classifiers using the validation set to 
build the cascade. No retraining of classifiers is held. 
 

 
Fig. 2. An example to show how the proposed algorithm works. 

 
2.2.1 Step1: Find {T} for {S} 
Our procedure for finding {T} of {S} will be as follows. Using every classifier }{SiS , 
classify the patterns of the validations set and order them according to the confidence scores 
they are given by Si. Traverse these ordered patterns from the one that has been classified by 
the highest confidence score to the lowest. While traversing the patterns, monitor whether 
the patterns are correctly or falsely classified. Once you hit a pattern that is falsely classified, 
check whether this same pattern is falsely classified by SF or not. If yes, then this pattern 
would not contribute to the errors of the overall cascade and can be safely ignored, and we 
continue traversing the patterns. We stop when we hit a pattern that is falsely classified by 
the classifier under consideration Si but correctly classified by SF. Then we set the threshold 
Ti of the classifier Si to be the confidence score of the pattern we stopped at. We do the same 
for all the classifiers in the set {S} to form the corresponding set of thresholds {T}. This 
procedure is illustrated in Figure 3. 
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2.2.2 Step 2: Sort {S} to form }{SS ord  
The criterion by which we sort {S} is based on the following assumption: 
 
Assumption 1 Using sufficiently tough thresholds iT  and jT  for the two classifiers iS  and 

jS , respectively, if the classifier jS  has a lower rejection rate than iS , then it is said that 

jS  is more powerful than iS ; and iS  would reject all the patterns that jS would reject. 

 
The "rejection rate" of a certain classifier iS  using threshold iT  is the number of rejected 

patterns divided by the number of validation set patterns if the threshold iT  is applied on 
its output. 
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Fig. 3. A hypothetical example illustrating threshold selection process for some 
classifier Si belongs to the pool {S}. Each row represents a different pattern of the 
validation set classified by Si. The right entry of each record is labeled '1' if a 
classification error is committed by Si while the pattern is correctly classified by the 
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score of the corresponding pattern given to it by Si. The patterns are ordered 
according to the decision score. This process is done for every classifier in {S} to get 
the corresponding set of thresholds {T}.  
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We note here that Equation (1) validity is dependent on a hypothetical model of how the 
classification cascades works which is represented by Figure 4. This model in its turn is 
dependent on the validity Assumption 1. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Two examples to illustrate how Sopt is selected from Sord 
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Fig. 4. A cascade represented by accepted and rejected patterns. The 
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Equation (1) suggests a very simple algorithm to find ordopt SS  .  The algorithm is going 

to be described through an example. Assume that Sord is composed of four stages: ordS1 , 
ordS2 , ordS3 , ordS4 , and the last stage FS . We can represent such scheme by successive 

nodes in a digraph as shown in Figure 5. For convenience, we added a dummy node 
ordS0 before ordS1 . Node ordS0 is the source of all the patterns to be classified and has zero 

complexity and a rejection rate of 1 (i.e. 1 and ,0 00  ordord RC ).  The problem now is to 

get the path from ordS0  to SF that leads to the least complex cascade.  Now, define the 
distance from node Siord to node Sjord for j>i to be equal to RiordCjord. Hence, each cascade can 
be represented by some path in Sord. For example, the path indicated in Figure 3(i) has a 

distance of F
ordordordordordord CRCRCRC 442211  which is equal to the cascade 

complexity. Another possible path of complexity F
ordordordord CRCRC 3322   is shown in 

Figure 3(ii). The problem of finding the least complex cascade can be seen then as finding 
the shortest path in a directed acyclic graph (DAG) which is a well-known problem. 
However, for completeness, we will present its solution in the context of our problem. 
 
Assume that each node tries to find the shortest path from itself to SF as well as the distance 
of this path. All the nodes can easily collect this information if we started by last stage and 

proceeded backwardly to the first. For example, in Figure 5 we start by ordS4 . The shortest 

path from ordS4 to SF is obviously [ ordS4 SF] as this is the only possible path. The distance of 

this path is F
ordCR4 . For node ordS3 , we have two possible paths: [ ordS3  ordS4  SF] and 

[ ordS3 SF]. Hence, we compare the two paths distances: F
ordordord CRCR 443   and F

ordCR3 , 

respectively. The shortest path as well as its distance are found and saved at node ordS3 . 

Then, we proceed to ordS2 . Node ordS2  has just 3 options: to jump to ordS3 , to jump to 
ordS4 , or to jump to SF. If we jumped form ordS2  to ordS3 , and if we are interested in just 

shortest paths, the path from ordS3  to SF would be previously decided by ordS3  and need 

not to be recalculated; and the complexity of the path in this case is ordordCR 32  + the 

distance of shortest path from ordS3  to SF. The remaining two options for ordS2  (to jump to 
ordS4  and to jump to SF.) are also examined and the option of the least distance is saved at 

node ordS2 . The same procedure is done for ordS1 and ordS0 . Finally, the shortest path from 
ordS0  to SF is the cascade of least complexity. 
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classification cascades works which is represented by Figure 4. This model in its turn is 
dependent on the validity Assumption 1. 
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To present the algorithm more formally, it would be of much help to introduce some simple 

definitions. Define ‘single-hop distance’ ),( ord
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Define also the shortest distance ),( ord
j

ord
i SSD  between stages 

ord
iS  and 
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jS , ij  as the minimum distance between stages 

ord
iS  and 

ord
jS . Note that as in 

the case of single-hop distance, for i=j, the distance will be 0 and undefined for i>j. Clearly 
the shortest path is a succession of single hops, whose distances are calculated as given in 
Equation (2). 
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Algorithm 1 shows the three steps of the proposed algorithm for automatic generation of 
optimum classification cascades. Step 3 uses the definitions given above to show how to 

Select ordopt SS  . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Algorithm 1 The three steps of the proposed algorithm to find optimum classification 
cascade 

 
 
3. An Algorithm for Generating the Optimum Classification Cascade of a 
Given Length 
 

In the previous section, we introduced an algorithm that finds the least complex cascade 
that achieves an accuracy not less than that of SF. The found cascade in this case would be of 
any length ≤ N (for convenience, the cascade length would be used to mean the number of 
stages of the cascade excluding SF). In some cases, due to memory limitation, we would like 

 
Step 1. Use the validation set to get a set of thresholds 
{T} for {S} that ensures that none of the classifiers in 
{S} commits any error that is not committed by FS . 
 
Step 2. Sort {S} in a descending order of rejection rates 
to form ordS . 
 
Step 3. Select ordopt SS   as follows, 
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to use a cascade of smaller length. In this section, an algorithm will be introduced that 
builds the best cascade of any preferred length. This will also help in studying the effect of 
increasing the number of stages in a cascade on its performance (refer to section 4.3). 
 
To introduce the algorithm, we will first add two more definitions. Define the shortest path 

of length n, ),( ord
j

ord
in SSP , between stages 

ord
iS  and 

ord
jS as the shortest path of n hops 

between nodes  
ord
iS  and 

ord
jS . Define also shortest distance of length n, 

),( ord
j

ord
in SSD , between nodes  

ord
iS  and 

ord
jS as the distance (complexity) of 

),( ord
j

ord
in SSP . 

 
The algorithm for finding the best cascades of different lengths is presented in Algorithm 2. 
Step 1 and 2 of the algorithm is the same as that of Algorithm 1. Step 3 is a modified version 
of Step 3 of Algorithm 1. Instead of saving only the information of best path, each node 
saves the best path of every possible length. 

 
4. Experiments and Discussion 
 
In this section we present some experiments that validate the proposed approach and shed 
light on its strengths and limitations. 

 
4.1 Model-Based Approach versus DFS 
The problem of finding optimal classification cascades has other possible solutions than that 
proposed (e.g. using stochastic search techniques [Chellapilla et al. 2006a]). But we will 
compare the proposed technique with the most elegant solution, that is the one using depth-
first search (DFS) devised by Chellapella et al. [Chellapilla et al. 2006b] (refer to section 5.6 
for more details on this technique). Given a set of N ordered classifiers, the DFS algorithm 
searches systematically all possible cascade structures with Q permissible threshold values 
to find the optimum cascade. Using some heuristics, all the search space need not be visited 
and extensive pruning of search space is possible. The goal of the DFS algorithm is more 
general than ours. Given a certain permissible margin of error, it finds the least complex 
cascade. The proposed model-based system design procedure on the other hand finds least 
complex cascade that commits no more error than the last stage in the cascade. Actually, The 
DFS algorithm could be used to solve the problem if we adjusted the margin of error to be 
that of the final stage. 
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to use a cascade of smaller length. In this section, an algorithm will be introduced that 
builds the best cascade of any preferred length. This will also help in studying the effect of 
increasing the number of stages in a cascade on its performance (refer to section 4.3). 
 
To introduce the algorithm, we will first add two more definitions. Define the shortest path 
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The algorithm for finding the best cascades of different lengths is presented in Algorithm 2. 
Step 1 and 2 of the algorithm is the same as that of Algorithm 1. Step 3 is a modified version 
of Step 3 of Algorithm 1. Instead of saving only the information of best path, each node 
saves the best path of every possible length. 

 
4. Experiments and Discussion 
 
In this section we present some experiments that validate the proposed approach and shed 
light on its strengths and limitations. 

 
4.1 Model-Based Approach versus DFS 
The problem of finding optimal classification cascades has other possible solutions than that 
proposed (e.g. using stochastic search techniques [Chellapilla et al. 2006a]). But we will 
compare the proposed technique with the most elegant solution, that is the one using depth-
first search (DFS) devised by Chellapella et al. [Chellapilla et al. 2006b] (refer to section 5.6 
for more details on this technique). Given a set of N ordered classifiers, the DFS algorithm 
searches systematically all possible cascade structures with Q permissible threshold values 
to find the optimum cascade. Using some heuristics, all the search space need not be visited 
and extensive pruning of search space is possible. The goal of the DFS algorithm is more 
general than ours. Given a certain permissible margin of error, it finds the least complex 
cascade. The proposed model-based system design procedure on the other hand finds least 
complex cascade that commits no more error than the last stage in the cascade. Actually, The 
DFS algorithm could be used to solve the problem if we adjusted the margin of error to be 
that of the final stage. 
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to use a cascade of smaller length. In this section, an algorithm will be introduced that 
builds the best cascade of any preferred length. This will also help in studying the effect of 
increasing the number of stages in a cascade on its performance (refer to section 4.3). 
 
To introduce the algorithm, we will first add two more definitions. Define the shortest path 
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The algorithm for finding the best cascades of different lengths is presented in Algorithm 2. 
Step 1 and 2 of the algorithm is the same as that of Algorithm 1. Step 3 is a modified version 
of Step 3 of Algorithm 1. Instead of saving only the information of best path, each node 
saves the best path of every possible length. 

 
4. Experiments and Discussion 
 
In this section we present some experiments that validate the proposed approach and shed 
light on its strengths and limitations. 

 
4.1 Model-Based Approach versus DFS 
The problem of finding optimal classification cascades has other possible solutions than that 
proposed (e.g. using stochastic search techniques [Chellapilla et al. 2006a]). But we will 
compare the proposed technique with the most elegant solution, that is the one using depth-
first search (DFS) devised by Chellapella et al. [Chellapilla et al. 2006b] (refer to section 5.6 
for more details on this technique). Given a set of N ordered classifiers, the DFS algorithm 
searches systematically all possible cascade structures with Q permissible threshold values 
to find the optimum cascade. Using some heuristics, all the search space need not be visited 
and extensive pruning of search space is possible. The goal of the DFS algorithm is more 
general than ours. Given a certain permissible margin of error, it finds the least complex 
cascade. The proposed model-based system design procedure on the other hand finds least 
complex cascade that commits no more error than the last stage in the cascade. Actually, The 
DFS algorithm could be used to solve the problem if we adjusted the margin of error to be 
that of the final stage. 
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to use a cascade of smaller length. In this section, an algorithm will be introduced that 
builds the best cascade of any preferred length. This will also help in studying the effect of 
increasing the number of stages in a cascade on its performance (refer to section 4.3). 
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The algorithm for finding the best cascades of different lengths is presented in Algorithm 2. 
Step 1 and 2 of the algorithm is the same as that of Algorithm 1. Step 3 is a modified version 
of Step 3 of Algorithm 1. Instead of saving only the information of best path, each node 
saves the best path of every possible length. 

 
4. Experiments and Discussion 
 
In this section we present some experiments that validate the proposed approach and shed 
light on its strengths and limitations. 

 
4.1 Model-Based Approach versus DFS 
The problem of finding optimal classification cascades has other possible solutions than that 
proposed (e.g. using stochastic search techniques [Chellapilla et al. 2006a]). But we will 
compare the proposed technique with the most elegant solution, that is the one using depth-
first search (DFS) devised by Chellapella et al. [Chellapilla et al. 2006b] (refer to section 5.6 
for more details on this technique). Given a set of N ordered classifiers, the DFS algorithm 
searches systematically all possible cascade structures with Q permissible threshold values 
to find the optimum cascade. Using some heuristics, all the search space need not be visited 
and extensive pruning of search space is possible. The goal of the DFS algorithm is more 
general than ours. Given a certain permissible margin of error, it finds the least complex 
cascade. The proposed model-based system design procedure on the other hand finds least 
complex cascade that commits no more error than the last stage in the cascade. Actually, The 
DFS algorithm could be used to solve the problem if we adjusted the margin of error to be 
that of the final stage. 
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The proposed algorithm has a number of advantages over the DFS algorithm:  
 

i. DFS algorithm has a training complexity of )( NQO , where Q is the number 
of thresholds quantization levels which equals 32 as suggested by [Chellapilla 
et al. 2006b]. While extensive pruning of search space is possible, the algorithm 
takes very long training times especially for large N. On the other hand, the 

proposed algorithm is of only a complexity of )( 2NO . This means that the 
proposed procedure is faster in training.  

 
ii. Besides being faster, the proposed algorithm is scalable to large numbers of N. 

While the actual number of stages selected for the optimum cascade is only 
around 6 or 7 stages, making a large number of classifiers N available for the 
algorithm gives it more flexibility to select the most suitable stages for the 
cascade. In case of DFS, and to make the algorithm terminates with reasonable 
time, we should select by hand around 8 stages for the algorithm as done by 
[Chellapilla et al. 2006b]. This makes the proposed algorithm a means for 
system design and for classifier selection at the same time. This means also 
that the proposed system is more automatic than DFS. 

 
In this section, we will compare the performance of the proposed system design procedure 
with the DFS algorithm on the digit recognition problem. The dataset used in the 
experiments is the MNIST [LECUN ET AL. 1998]. The MNIST has a total of 70,000 digits 
which partitioned into 3 parts: i) a training set, which includes 50,000 digits and used for 
training the classifiers, ii) a validation set, which contains 10,000 digits used for optimizing 
the cascade system, and iii) a test set, which is used for final testing of the cascade. Each 
digit image of all sets was transformed into 200-element feature vector using the gradient 
feature extraction technique [LIU ET AL. 2003]. 
 
Forty-eight different classifiers were trained with different complexities and accuracies on 
the training set. Three different types of classifiers are used: one-layer neural network (1-NN 
or linear classifier), two-layer neural network (2-NN), and RBF SVM [WEBB 2002]. For 
each classifier type, a number of classifiers of different structures were generated. First all 
200 gradient feature elements were ranked according to their importance using ReliefF 
feature ranking technique [KONONENKO 1994]. Then, for 1-NN, a classifier was generated 
that has as the most important 25 feature elements as input, and then another one with the 
most important 50 feature elements, then 75, and so on, till finally a classifier with all the 200 
feature elements was generated. Hence, we have 8 different 1-NN classifiers. The same was 
done for SVM; hence, we have additional 8 different classifiers. This also was done for 2-
NN, but for each number of inputs, a classifier was generated with different number of 
hidden units: 50, 100 150, and 200 (i.e. 2-layer neural network of structures: 25-50-10, 25-100-
10, …, 25-200-10, 50-50-10, 50-100-10, ……, 200-200-10). Hence, we have 8 1-NN classifiers, 8 
SVMs, and 8×4 2-NN classifier; hence we have a total of 48 classifiers of different structure 
and accuracies. Table 1 shows the performance of the most powerful classifier (that is, the 
SVM classifier with 200 feature elements): its number of errors and its complexity on the test 
set. The complexity of a certain classifier is measured as the number of floating point 
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number of flops the least complex classifier generated (that is, the 1-NN with 25 inputs) 
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Now, all the generated 48 classifiers can be handed to the proposed algorithm to generate 
the best cascade out of them. However, this would not be possible for the DFS algorithm 
due to its large complexity. In order to compare the proposed algorithm with DFS, the most 
powerful classifier (that is, the SVM with 200 features) was used as the last stage and then 
randomly selected 5 classifiers from the remaining 47 classifiers. The same was done 15 
times; each time with different randomly selected 5 classifiers. For each of these selections, 
both model-based algorithm and DFS was used to select the optimum cascade. The averages 
of the 15 trials of both cases are calculated and summarized in Table 2. The average cascade 
length (number of stages excluding SF) is also indicated for both cases. Table 2 shows that 
DFS got slightly better results. 
 
However, the main advantage of the proposed approach is that we can use classifiers pools 
of large sizes N which is impossible for DFS. The entire set of 48 classifiers was given to the 
proposed algorithm to build the optimum cascade out of them. The results are shown in 
Table 3. We see that the cascade built when the proposed algorithm is given all the 48 has a 
complexity of 187.8 which is lower than that of both model-approach and DFS when applied 
to 5 randomly selected stages. This clarifies the importance of using large number of 
classifiers N, and hence, the importance of the low complexity of our proposed algorithm. 
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4.2 The Validity of Assumption 1 
The optimality of Algorithm 1 is guaranteed if Equation (1) is valid. Equation (1) on its turn 
is based on the validity of Assumption 1. In this section we are going to explore the 
condition under which Assumption 1 is valid. 
 
Assumption 1 states that the weaker classifier rejects all the patterns that the stronger 
classifier rejects. In fact, this is true only when the stronger classifier is much stronger than 
the weaker. Classifiers of near degree of strength reject overlapping sets of patterns; but 
never totally conform to Assumption 1; this phenomenon is called ‘diversity’ and is 
exploited in building classifiers ensembles [Kuncheva 2000]. Figure 6 is a scatter plot 
showing the dependency of the invalidity of Assumption 1 for different classifier pairs 
(taken from the pool of 48 classifiers mentioned above) on the difference in strength 
between them. The invalidity of Assumption 1 is measured by the number of cases that 
violated it and put on the vertical axis. The difference in strength between two classifiers is 
represented by the difference in rejection rates between them. As clear from Figure 6, the 
more the difference in rejection rates between two classifiers is, the less the number of 
violations of Assumption 1 is found. 

 
Fig. 6. A scatter plot that showing the dependency of the validity of Assumption 1 on the 
difference in strength between the two classifiers. 
 
But how could the inaccuracy of Assumption 1 affect the structure of cascades built by the 
model-based approach? In fact, Assumption 1 leads us to believe that putting two classifiers 
of near degree of strength one after the other is of no use. This is because the second 
classifiers will not confidently recognize much of the patterns rejected from the first 
classifier, and hence would not do but just increasing the complexity of the cascade. This 
leads the model-based approach selects classifiers of very distant rejection rates from each 
other to build the cascade. Because the rejection rate domain is finite (from 0 to 1), this 
makes the model-based approach tends to build cascades of small lengths. This is clear if we 

refer to Table 2 and compared the average cascades lengths built by model-based approach 
and DFS. 
 
Now, would this lead us to miss an opportunity for building less complex cascades? The 
answer is yes. Putting a classifier of near strength to some classifiers increases its complexity 
indeed but might result in a drop in rejection rate. Consider the following hypothetical 
example. Suppose that there are two classifiers; both have rejection rate of 0.5. According to 
Assumption 1, there is no point of putting one after the other in a cascade as this will lead to 
more complex system of the same rejection rate of 0.5. But according to the concept of 
diversity, there is. To take the extreme case of Assumption 1 violation, assume that the sets 
of patterns rejected from the two classifiers are exclusive. This will make the overall 
rejection rate of both classifiers when put one after the other in a cascade drop to 0. Of 
course, this extreme case does not occur in reality, but this shows how two classifiers of near 
strength could lead to rejection rates enhancements, and hence to more efficient 
classification cascades. This is clear from Table 2, as the DFS (which is an exhaustive 
procedure) finds cascades of better performance than model-based approach. However, DFS 
is of very high complexity and does not scale to large pool sizes and this leads us to select 
classifiers for it by hand which leads to inferior results to model-based approach as clear 
from Table 3. 

 
4.3 The Effect of Number of Stages on the Cascade Performance 
In section 3 we presented an algorithm that builds the best cascade of specific length. 
Besides being useful for memory-limited applications, it is very helpful in studying the 
effect of increasing the number of cascade stages on its performance. Figure 7 shows the 
complexities of best cascades with i stages, where i = 2, 3, 4, …, 48. It is clear from the figure 
that the complexity decreases as we add more stages until certain limit, after which the 
complexity starts to increase. Note that the complexities are calculated using the test set. 
 
It would be interesting if we compared the theoretical cascade complexities anticipated by 
Equation (1) with the actual cascade complexities. Because the theoretical complexities were 
calculated using the validation set while building the cascade; hence, we will compare them 
to the actual complexities calculated using the validation set, not the test set. This is to 
clarify the difference between the theoretical and actual complexity setting aside the 
differences between the validation and test sets. Figure 8 compares the theoretical and actual 
complexities of best cascades with i stages, where i = 2, 3, 4, …, 48. From Figure 8, we note 
that the theoretical complexity decreases with adding more stages until we reach the 
cascade with 5 stages, then the complexity starts to increase again. On the other hand, the 
actual complexities continue to decrease with adding more stages till reaching the cascade 
with 22 stages. The actual complexity difference between best 5 stages and best 22 stages 
cascade is not substantial; however, it sheds the light on the concept of diversity discussed 
in section 4.2. In the point of view of Assumption 1, adding more stages after 5 stages limit 
does nothing but increasing the complexity; however, in reality, the diversity continues to 
enhance the performance and the cascade complexity continues to drop. We also note that 
with adding more and more stages, the difference between the theoretical and actual 
complexities increases since the effect of diversity increases between more classifiers. 
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makes the model-based approach tends to build cascades of small lengths. This is clear if we 

refer to Table 2 and compared the average cascades lengths built by model-based approach 
and DFS. 
 
Now, would this lead us to miss an opportunity for building less complex cascades? The 
answer is yes. Putting a classifier of near strength to some classifiers increases its complexity 
indeed but might result in a drop in rejection rate. Consider the following hypothetical 
example. Suppose that there are two classifiers; both have rejection rate of 0.5. According to 
Assumption 1, there is no point of putting one after the other in a cascade as this will lead to 
more complex system of the same rejection rate of 0.5. But according to the concept of 
diversity, there is. To take the extreme case of Assumption 1 violation, assume that the sets 
of patterns rejected from the two classifiers are exclusive. This will make the overall 
rejection rate of both classifiers when put one after the other in a cascade drop to 0. Of 
course, this extreme case does not occur in reality, but this shows how two classifiers of near 
strength could lead to rejection rates enhancements, and hence to more efficient 
classification cascades. This is clear from Table 2, as the DFS (which is an exhaustive 
procedure) finds cascades of better performance than model-based approach. However, DFS 
is of very high complexity and does not scale to large pool sizes and this leads us to select 
classifiers for it by hand which leads to inferior results to model-based approach as clear 
from Table 3. 

 
4.3 The Effect of Number of Stages on the Cascade Performance 
In section 3 we presented an algorithm that builds the best cascade of specific length. 
Besides being useful for memory-limited applications, it is very helpful in studying the 
effect of increasing the number of cascade stages on its performance. Figure 7 shows the 
complexities of best cascades with i stages, where i = 2, 3, 4, …, 48. It is clear from the figure 
that the complexity decreases as we add more stages until certain limit, after which the 
complexity starts to increase. Note that the complexities are calculated using the test set. 
 
It would be interesting if we compared the theoretical cascade complexities anticipated by 
Equation (1) with the actual cascade complexities. Because the theoretical complexities were 
calculated using the validation set while building the cascade; hence, we will compare them 
to the actual complexities calculated using the validation set, not the test set. This is to 
clarify the difference between the theoretical and actual complexity setting aside the 
differences between the validation and test sets. Figure 8 compares the theoretical and actual 
complexities of best cascades with i stages, where i = 2, 3, 4, …, 48. From Figure 8, we note 
that the theoretical complexity decreases with adding more stages until we reach the 
cascade with 5 stages, then the complexity starts to increase again. On the other hand, the 
actual complexities continue to decrease with adding more stages till reaching the cascade 
with 22 stages. The actual complexity difference between best 5 stages and best 22 stages 
cascade is not substantial; however, it sheds the light on the concept of diversity discussed 
in section 4.2. In the point of view of Assumption 1, adding more stages after 5 stages limit 
does nothing but increasing the complexity; however, in reality, the diversity continues to 
enhance the performance and the cascade complexity continues to drop. We also note that 
with adding more and more stages, the difference between the theoretical and actual 
complexities increases since the effect of diversity increases between more classifiers. 
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4.2 The Validity of Assumption 1 
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more the difference in rejection rates between two classifiers is, the less the number of 
violations of Assumption 1 is found. 
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Fig. 7. The cascade actual complexity as the number of stages increases (calculated using the 
test set) 
 

 
Fig. 8. The cascade actual as well as theoretical complexities as the number of stages 
increases (calculated using the validation set) 
 

5. Related Works 
 

In this section, we first present a taxonomy for the classification cascade research and then 
review some related works. 
 
Classification cascades could be categorized according to four different aspects: 

1- Accuracy versus speed oriented cascades. 
One could build a cascade to increase the accuracy [RAHMAN & FAIRHURST 1999], or 
to increase the speed of the classification system [KAYNAK & ALPAYDIN 1997, PUDIL 
et al. 1992, GIUSTI ET AL. 2002, GORGEVIK & CAKMAKOV 2004, ,FERRI et al. 2004, 
Chellapilla et al. 2006a, Chellapilla et al. 2006b]. 
 
2- Reevaluation-based versus information-passing cascades. 
In reevaluation-based cascades, the pattern to be classified is presented to the first 
classifier to give a decision with a confidence score. If the confidence score is higher 
than some threshold, the classification process terminates and the decision taken by the 
first classifier is declared to be the final decision. If the confidence score is lower than 
the threshold, the pattern is passed to the next classifier to re-classify it, and the process 
continues in the same manner. There is no information passed from one stage to the 
next. Each stage, if evoked, starts the classification process from scratch. In information 
passing cascades, each stage passes some information to the next stage. The most 
important of this category is the class reduction cascade, in which each stage passes a 
list of the most probable classes the pattern could belong to. Each stage focuses only on 
this list neglecting other classes [TSAY ET AL. 2004]. 
 
3- Dependent versus independent training of classifiers. 
Each stage in the cascade could be trained independently using all the training set 
patterns [Chellapilla et al. 2006a, Chellapilla et al. 2006b This is called ‘independent 
training of stages’. On the other hand, each stage could be trained using only the 
patterns rejected from the previous stage [FERRI ET AL. 2004]. This is called ‘dependent 
training of stages’. 
 
 
4- Manual versus automatic building of cascades. 
A cascade could be manually built [GORGEVIK & CAKMAKOV 2004, ], or 
automatically built [Chellapilla et al. 2006a, Chellapilla et al. 2006b]. The degree of 
cascade building automation differs. For example, in some cascade design technique, 
the structure of the cascade is automated but some other parameters (e.g. thresholds) 
are not. 

 
According to this categorization scheme, the proposed model-based approach for building 
classification cascades is: speed-oriented, re-evaluation based, with independent training of 
classifiers, and entirely automatic. 
 
There are many cascade design techniques in the literature. However, they have common 
themes. In the following some works on classification cascades will be presented, each 
representing some theme, mentioning similar works.  
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5.1 Risk analysis of multistage pattern recognition with reject option by Pudil et al. 
One way to build a multistage system is to generate different systems with different 
structures and then to asses each of them using some criterion. Then the best cascade in 
terms of this criterion is selected. One problem with this method is that there are two 
conflicting requirements of a cascade system: high accuracy and low complexity. Any 
reasonable criterion should consider both requirements. Pudil et al. [PUDIL ET AL. 1992] 
suggested a criterion to assess the performance of multistage systems using a modified 
version of average risk analysis [DUDA et al. 2000].  
 
Pudil’s et al. technique is then considered according to the proposed categorization of 
cascades: speed-oriented, reevaluation-based, independent learning of stages, and automatic 
if we are ready to generate very large set of cascades and select the best; and partly-manual 
if we used our experience of the problem to select some reasonable set of cascades. 

 
5.2 Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade 
Kanyak and Alpaydin [KAYNAK & ALPAYDIN 1997] suggested a technique for building 
classification cascades that achieves high accuracy with low complexity. In this technique, a 
sequence of learners jS ’s is used, where 1jS  learner is more complex than jS . 

Associated with each learner is a confidence score jconf  such that we say jS  is confident 

of its output and can be used if jj tconf   where 10 1  jj tt  is the confidence 

threshold. Learner jS  is used if all the preceding learners are not confident. Starting with 

1j , given a training set, jS  is trained. All the patterns on which jS ’s performance is 

not acceptable are found and used to train 1jS . This means that Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade 

falls in the category of dependent-training cascades. 
 
This technique is to some degree similar to AdaBoost learning [DUDA et al. 2000, CHEVA 
(2004) ]. Both techniques build a sequence of classifiers, each specializes in recognizing the 
pattern not recognized (or not confidently recognized) by the previous stage. However, 
there are some important differences between the two techniques. In AdaBoost 
classification, all the stages should be evoked in order to get the final classification decision. 
In Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade, the decision could be made at any stage according to the 
decision confidence of that stage. This property is behind the low complexity of the cascade 
classifier. AdaBoost uses weak learners of the same type. Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade uses 
different learner of increasing powerfulness and complexity.  
 
Experiments show good performance of Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade. However, Kaynak-
Alpaydin technique is not fully automatic, and relies of the users’ experience to select the 
classifiers constituting the cascade as well as their rejection thresholds by hand. 
 
Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade is considered according to the proposed categorization of 
classification cascades: speed-oriented, reevaluation-based, dependent training of stages, 
and manual. 

5.3 Delegating classifier 
Delegating classifier is another name coined by Ferri et al. [FERRI ET AL. 2004] for cascade 
classifier. Ferri et al. first suggest a two-stage system in which the first stage has a threshold 
at its output to reject the uncertain classifications to the second stage. This threshold is 
found such that the first stage would reject a certain percentage of the examples to the 
second stage. Here the first stage is trained using all the available examples and the second 
stage is trained using only the samples rejected by the first stage. This idea is also 
generalized to the case of more than two stages.  
 
Ferri et al. suggest an interesting modification to the two-stage system. They put another 
threshold on the second stage output of the two-stage system. If the confidence score of the 
second stage falls below this threshold, the decision of the second stage is ignored and the 
final decision would be of the first stage. This approach is verified by the fact that the second 
stage inclines to overfit as it is trained using the noisy patterns rejected by the first stage. 
This technique was called ‘Round Rebound’ and was shown to slightly improve the results 
of the two-stage system. 
 
Delegating classifier is considered according to the proposed categorization of classification 
cascades: speed-oriented, reevaluation-based, dependent training of stages. Ferri et al. 
suggested an automatic way of building cascade, though it is not theoretically verified and 
needs some manual calibration. 

 
5.4 Two-stage system of Giusti et al. 
Kaynak et al. [KAYNAK & ALPAYDIN 1997] studied one implementation of Kaynak-
Alpaydin Cascade in which there is only two stages: the first stage is a global classifier like 
ANN, and the second stage is a local classifier like KNN. Giusti et al. [GIUSTI ET AL. 2002] 
studied a similar system theoretically with the addition to one time-saving technique. That 
is, if the first stage rejects some patterns, it indicates the h top most probable classes that the 
pattern belongs to. The KNN does not need then to search in its whole database, only within 
patterns belonging to the h top classes. 
 
Giusti’s two-stage system is considered according to the proposed categorization of 
classification cascades: speed-oriented, information-passing-based, dependent training of 
stages, and manual. Similar works to Giusti’s system are [TSAY ET AL. 2004, GORGEVIK & 
CAKMAKOV 2004, ]. 

 
5.5 Sequential combination of classifiers by Rahman and Fairhurst 
 ‘Sequential classifier’ is another name for cascade classifier. Rahman and Fairhurst 
[RAHMAN & FAIRHURST 1999] presented two versions of the cascade classifiers: one is 
reevaluation-based and the other is information-passing-based. The information-passing-
version passes a subset of most probable classes from one stage to the next narrowing down 
the scope of classes we search in. The first version resembles Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade but 
the stages are trained independently. The second version resembles the work of Giusti et al. 
but the role of successive stages is only to narrow down the list of possible classes more and 
more; an intermediate stage cannot classify a pattern; just the last stage can.  
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Alpaydin Cascade in which there is only two stages: the first stage is a global classifier like 
ANN, and the second stage is a local classifier like KNN. Giusti et al. [GIUSTI ET AL. 2002] 
studied a similar system theoretically with the addition to one time-saving technique. That 
is, if the first stage rejects some patterns, it indicates the h top most probable classes that the 
pattern belongs to. The KNN does not need then to search in its whole database, only within 
patterns belonging to the h top classes. 
 
Giusti’s two-stage system is considered according to the proposed categorization of 
classification cascades: speed-oriented, information-passing-based, dependent training of 
stages, and manual. Similar works to Giusti’s system are [TSAY ET AL. 2004, GORGEVIK & 
CAKMAKOV 2004, ]. 

 
5.5 Sequential combination of classifiers by Rahman and Fairhurst 
 ‘Sequential classifier’ is another name for cascade classifier. Rahman and Fairhurst 
[RAHMAN & FAIRHURST 1999] presented two versions of the cascade classifiers: one is 
reevaluation-based and the other is information-passing-based. The information-passing-
version passes a subset of most probable classes from one stage to the next narrowing down 
the scope of classes we search in. The first version resembles Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade but 
the stages are trained independently. The second version resembles the work of Giusti et al. 
but the role of successive stages is only to narrow down the list of possible classes more and 
more; an intermediate stage cannot classify a pattern; just the last stage can.  
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5.1 Risk analysis of multistage pattern recognition with reject option by Pudil et al. 
One way to build a multistage system is to generate different systems with different 
structures and then to asses each of them using some criterion. Then the best cascade in 
terms of this criterion is selected. One problem with this method is that there are two 
conflicting requirements of a cascade system: high accuracy and low complexity. Any 
reasonable criterion should consider both requirements. Pudil et al. [PUDIL ET AL. 1992] 
suggested a criterion to assess the performance of multistage systems using a modified 
version of average risk analysis [DUDA et al. 2000].  
 
Pudil’s et al. technique is then considered according to the proposed categorization of 
cascades: speed-oriented, reevaluation-based, independent learning of stages, and automatic 
if we are ready to generate very large set of cascades and select the best; and partly-manual 
if we used our experience of the problem to select some reasonable set of cascades. 

 
5.2 Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade 
Kanyak and Alpaydin [KAYNAK & ALPAYDIN 1997] suggested a technique for building 
classification cascades that achieves high accuracy with low complexity. In this technique, a 
sequence of learners jS ’s is used, where 1jS  learner is more complex than jS . 

Associated with each learner is a confidence score jconf  such that we say jS  is confident 

of its output and can be used if jj tconf   where 10 1  jj tt  is the confidence 

threshold. Learner jS  is used if all the preceding learners are not confident. Starting with 

1j , given a training set, jS  is trained. All the patterns on which jS ’s performance is 

not acceptable are found and used to train 1jS . This means that Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade 

falls in the category of dependent-training cascades. 
 
This technique is to some degree similar to AdaBoost learning [DUDA et al. 2000, CHEVA 
(2004) ]. Both techniques build a sequence of classifiers, each specializes in recognizing the 
pattern not recognized (or not confidently recognized) by the previous stage. However, 
there are some important differences between the two techniques. In AdaBoost 
classification, all the stages should be evoked in order to get the final classification decision. 
In Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade, the decision could be made at any stage according to the 
decision confidence of that stage. This property is behind the low complexity of the cascade 
classifier. AdaBoost uses weak learners of the same type. Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade uses 
different learner of increasing powerfulness and complexity.  
 
Experiments show good performance of Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade. However, Kaynak-
Alpaydin technique is not fully automatic, and relies of the users’ experience to select the 
classifiers constituting the cascade as well as their rejection thresholds by hand. 
 
Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade is considered according to the proposed categorization of 
classification cascades: speed-oriented, reevaluation-based, dependent training of stages, 
and manual. 

5.3 Delegating classifier 
Delegating classifier is another name coined by Ferri et al. [FERRI ET AL. 2004] for cascade 
classifier. Ferri et al. first suggest a two-stage system in which the first stage has a threshold 
at its output to reject the uncertain classifications to the second stage. This threshold is 
found such that the first stage would reject a certain percentage of the examples to the 
second stage. Here the first stage is trained using all the available examples and the second 
stage is trained using only the samples rejected by the first stage. This idea is also 
generalized to the case of more than two stages.  
 
Ferri et al. suggest an interesting modification to the two-stage system. They put another 
threshold on the second stage output of the two-stage system. If the confidence score of the 
second stage falls below this threshold, the decision of the second stage is ignored and the 
final decision would be of the first stage. This approach is verified by the fact that the second 
stage inclines to overfit as it is trained using the noisy patterns rejected by the first stage. 
This technique was called ‘Round Rebound’ and was shown to slightly improve the results 
of the two-stage system. 
 
Delegating classifier is considered according to the proposed categorization of classification 
cascades: speed-oriented, reevaluation-based, dependent training of stages. Ferri et al. 
suggested an automatic way of building cascade, though it is not theoretically verified and 
needs some manual calibration. 

 
5.4 Two-stage system of Giusti et al. 
Kaynak et al. [KAYNAK & ALPAYDIN 1997] studied one implementation of Kaynak-
Alpaydin Cascade in which there is only two stages: the first stage is a global classifier like 
ANN, and the second stage is a local classifier like KNN. Giusti et al. [GIUSTI ET AL. 2002] 
studied a similar system theoretically with the addition to one time-saving technique. That 
is, if the first stage rejects some patterns, it indicates the h top most probable classes that the 
pattern belongs to. The KNN does not need then to search in its whole database, only within 
patterns belonging to the h top classes. 
 
Giusti’s two-stage system is considered according to the proposed categorization of 
classification cascades: speed-oriented, information-passing-based, dependent training of 
stages, and manual. Similar works to Giusti’s system are [TSAY ET AL. 2004, GORGEVIK & 
CAKMAKOV 2004, ]. 

 
5.5 Sequential combination of classifiers by Rahman and Fairhurst 
 ‘Sequential classifier’ is another name for cascade classifier. Rahman and Fairhurst 
[RAHMAN & FAIRHURST 1999] presented two versions of the cascade classifiers: one is 
reevaluation-based and the other is information-passing-based. The information-passing-
version passes a subset of most probable classes from one stage to the next narrowing down 
the scope of classes we search in. The first version resembles Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade but 
the stages are trained independently. The second version resembles the work of Giusti et al. 
but the role of successive stages is only to narrow down the list of possible classes more and 
more; an intermediate stage cannot classify a pattern; just the last stage can.  
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5.1 Risk analysis of multistage pattern recognition with reject option by Pudil et al. 
One way to build a multistage system is to generate different systems with different 
structures and then to asses each of them using some criterion. Then the best cascade in 
terms of this criterion is selected. One problem with this method is that there are two 
conflicting requirements of a cascade system: high accuracy and low complexity. Any 
reasonable criterion should consider both requirements. Pudil et al. [PUDIL ET AL. 1992] 
suggested a criterion to assess the performance of multistage systems using a modified 
version of average risk analysis [DUDA et al. 2000].  
 
Pudil’s et al. technique is then considered according to the proposed categorization of 
cascades: speed-oriented, reevaluation-based, independent learning of stages, and automatic 
if we are ready to generate very large set of cascades and select the best; and partly-manual 
if we used our experience of the problem to select some reasonable set of cascades. 

 
5.2 Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade 
Kanyak and Alpaydin [KAYNAK & ALPAYDIN 1997] suggested a technique for building 
classification cascades that achieves high accuracy with low complexity. In this technique, a 
sequence of learners jS ’s is used, where 1jS  learner is more complex than jS . 

Associated with each learner is a confidence score jconf  such that we say jS  is confident 

of its output and can be used if jj tconf   where 10 1  jj tt  is the confidence 

threshold. Learner jS  is used if all the preceding learners are not confident. Starting with 

1j , given a training set, jS  is trained. All the patterns on which jS ’s performance is 

not acceptable are found and used to train 1jS . This means that Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade 

falls in the category of dependent-training cascades. 
 
This technique is to some degree similar to AdaBoost learning [DUDA et al. 2000, CHEVA 
(2004) ]. Both techniques build a sequence of classifiers, each specializes in recognizing the 
pattern not recognized (or not confidently recognized) by the previous stage. However, 
there are some important differences between the two techniques. In AdaBoost 
classification, all the stages should be evoked in order to get the final classification decision. 
In Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade, the decision could be made at any stage according to the 
decision confidence of that stage. This property is behind the low complexity of the cascade 
classifier. AdaBoost uses weak learners of the same type. Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade uses 
different learner of increasing powerfulness and complexity.  
 
Experiments show good performance of Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade. However, Kaynak-
Alpaydin technique is not fully automatic, and relies of the users’ experience to select the 
classifiers constituting the cascade as well as their rejection thresholds by hand. 
 
Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade is considered according to the proposed categorization of 
classification cascades: speed-oriented, reevaluation-based, dependent training of stages, 
and manual. 

5.3 Delegating classifier 
Delegating classifier is another name coined by Ferri et al. [FERRI ET AL. 2004] for cascade 
classifier. Ferri et al. first suggest a two-stage system in which the first stage has a threshold 
at its output to reject the uncertain classifications to the second stage. This threshold is 
found such that the first stage would reject a certain percentage of the examples to the 
second stage. Here the first stage is trained using all the available examples and the second 
stage is trained using only the samples rejected by the first stage. This idea is also 
generalized to the case of more than two stages.  
 
Ferri et al. suggest an interesting modification to the two-stage system. They put another 
threshold on the second stage output of the two-stage system. If the confidence score of the 
second stage falls below this threshold, the decision of the second stage is ignored and the 
final decision would be of the first stage. This approach is verified by the fact that the second 
stage inclines to overfit as it is trained using the noisy patterns rejected by the first stage. 
This technique was called ‘Round Rebound’ and was shown to slightly improve the results 
of the two-stage system. 
 
Delegating classifier is considered according to the proposed categorization of classification 
cascades: speed-oriented, reevaluation-based, dependent training of stages. Ferri et al. 
suggested an automatic way of building cascade, though it is not theoretically verified and 
needs some manual calibration. 

 
5.4 Two-stage system of Giusti et al. 
Kaynak et al. [KAYNAK & ALPAYDIN 1997] studied one implementation of Kaynak-
Alpaydin Cascade in which there is only two stages: the first stage is a global classifier like 
ANN, and the second stage is a local classifier like KNN. Giusti et al. [GIUSTI ET AL. 2002] 
studied a similar system theoretically with the addition to one time-saving technique. That 
is, if the first stage rejects some patterns, it indicates the h top most probable classes that the 
pattern belongs to. The KNN does not need then to search in its whole database, only within 
patterns belonging to the h top classes. 
 
Giusti’s two-stage system is considered according to the proposed categorization of 
classification cascades: speed-oriented, information-passing-based, dependent training of 
stages, and manual. Similar works to Giusti’s system are [TSAY ET AL. 2004, GORGEVIK & 
CAKMAKOV 2004, ]. 

 
5.5 Sequential combination of classifiers by Rahman and Fairhurst 
 ‘Sequential classifier’ is another name for cascade classifier. Rahman and Fairhurst 
[RAHMAN & FAIRHURST 1999] presented two versions of the cascade classifiers: one is 
reevaluation-based and the other is information-passing-based. The information-passing-
version passes a subset of most probable classes from one stage to the next narrowing down 
the scope of classes we search in. The first version resembles Kaynak-Alpaydin cascade but 
the stages are trained independently. The second version resembles the work of Giusti et al. 
but the role of successive stages is only to narrow down the list of possible classes more and 
more; an intermediate stage cannot classify a pattern; just the last stage can.  
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The major difference between Rahman and Fairhurst’s cascade and other cascades is that it 
is accuracy-oriented. However, it is remarked that it has much less complexity than other 
accuracy-oriented classifiers combination scheme. Also, while they optimized the cascade 
accuracy, they could optimize its speed as well or they could optimize a cost function that 
considers both accuracy and speed. 
 
It is understood how could a cascade enhance the speed; but how could it enhance the 
accuracy? The answer is different for each of the two versions of Rahman and Fairhurst’s 
cascade. For the reevaluation version, the cause is as follows. If all stage before the last 
rejects or misclassify the patterns of the last stage, there will be no gain in accuracy. But 
actually what happens is that some stages correctly and confidently classify some patterns 
that are not correctly classified by the last stage (the concept of diversity discussed earlier). 
This is why the accuracy increases. For the information-passing version of the cascade, the 
cause behind the increase in accuracy is as follows. It happens that the last stage confuses 
between the true class of some pattern and other class. If this other class has been omitted 
from the list of considered classes passed through the cascade, this will lead the last stage 
make the correct classification as the rival class is omitted beforehand. This could increase 
the overall accuracy of the system. 
 
Rahman and Fairhurst’s cascade is considered according to the proposed categorization of 
classification cascades: accuracy-oriented but can easily modified to speed-oriented, 
reevaluation-based for the first version and information-passing-based for the second 
version, independent training of stages, and manual. 

 
5.6 Searching in the space of thresholds by Chellapilla et al. 
The most elegant work on classification cascade design is that of Chellapilla et al. 
[Chellapilla et al. 2006a, Chellapilla et al. 2006b]. They first presented a framework for the 
cascade design problem as an optimization problem that can be solved using any 
combinatorial optimization technique. Their cascade is speed-oriented, reevaluation-based, 
with independent training of stages, and is automatic to a large extent. 
 
They start with a cascade of N classifier S1, S2, . . ., SN; each has a complexity Ci and a 
threshold ti, i=1, 2, . . ., N. The stages are ordered in the cascade in an ascending order of 
complexities (i.e. C1<C2< . . . <CN). The pattern to be classified goes initially through the first 
stage. If it is classified with confidence score higher than t1, then it is absorbed (i.e. the 
classification process terminates taking the decision of S1 to be the final decision). If the 
confidence score is below t1, the pattern is rejected to the next stage S2, and the process 
continues. The last stage has a threshold tN=0 (i.e. it absorbs all the patterns it receives and 
rejects nothing). 
 
The problem of cascade design now reduces to the setting of the set of N thresholds t1, t2, . . , 
tN. Note that a stage could be excluded from the cascade by setting its threshold to 1 (i.e. it 
rejects everything). The problem is then formulated into an optimization problem. There are 
actually two optimization problems reflecting the goal from building the cascade. The first 
goal is to minimize the overall system complexity given some error constraint. The second 
goal is to minimize the error given some complexity constraint. The search space of 

solutions is then V={t1}×{t2}× . . . ×{tN}, where {ti} is the set of all thresholds of stage i. The 

goal is then to find the optimal threshold vector ],...,,[ **
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*
NtttT   that solves one of the 

following two optimization problems, 
 
i) minimizing the complexity, 

})(,|)(min{arg max
* eTeVTTCT   (3) 

or ii) minimizing the error, 

})( ,|)(min{arg max
* CTCVTTeT   (4) 

where C(T) is the complexity of the cascade with threshold vector T=[t1, t2,..., tN], e(T) is the 
error rate of the cascade with threshold vector T, emax is the error constraint, and Cmax is the 
complexity constraint. 
 
Left is the procedure by which the set of possible threshold {ti} for the stage Si for each i, i=1, 
2, …, N is prepared. First, each stage Si is used to classify all the examples of a validation set. 
The examples are then sorted in a descending order according to the confidence scores they 
are given by Si. The examples are partitioned into Q-2 subset. The thresholds {ti} are then the 
confidence score of the first example of each subset, plus the two thresholds: 0 (means Si 
absorbs all the examples) and 1 (means Si rejects all the examples). Here then we have Q 
thresholds in the set {ti}. This is equivalent to quantizing ti to Q quantization levels. Then the 
size of the space of thresholds V is QN. The optimization problem is then to search through 
the space V of threshold to satisfy either Equation (3) or Equation (4). 
 
This problem can be solved using any combinatorial optimization technique. Cellapilla et al. 
tried solving the problem using steepest descent, dynamic programming, simulated 
annealing, depth first search (DFS). All these algorithms are suboptimal except DFS. The 
DFS [Chellapilla et al. 2006b] is a simple search algorithm that searches through the space of 
solution intelligently. It prunes large sections of the search space that are guaranteed not to 
give the best solution. 
 
This framework is elegant and fully automatic except that the procedure of ordering the 
stages by increasing complexity is not verified theoretically. The DFS solution is elegant and 
optimal but it has an exponential complexity in N (that is, O(QN)) which means that using 
large value number of stages is computationally prohibitive. This made Chellapilla et al. do 
manual selection of the N classifiers to be used with algorithm. Hence, though DFS could be 
fully automatic, its high computational complexity hinders it to be. 

 
6. Conclusion 
 

In this chapter, we presented a model-based approach for automatically building 
classification cascades. The experiments showed that the algorithm is efficient and scalable. 
The algorithm was also analyzed and its strengths and limitations were clarified. In 
addition, we presented an algorithm that builds cascades with given lengths which is useful 
in memory-limited systems helped in studying the effect of increasing the number of stages 
in a cascade on its performance.  
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The major difference between Rahman and Fairhurst’s cascade and other cascades is that it 
is accuracy-oriented. However, it is remarked that it has much less complexity than other 
accuracy-oriented classifiers combination scheme. Also, while they optimized the cascade 
accuracy, they could optimize its speed as well or they could optimize a cost function that 
considers both accuracy and speed. 
 
It is understood how could a cascade enhance the speed; but how could it enhance the 
accuracy? The answer is different for each of the two versions of Rahman and Fairhurst’s 
cascade. For the reevaluation version, the cause is as follows. If all stage before the last 
rejects or misclassify the patterns of the last stage, there will be no gain in accuracy. But 
actually what happens is that some stages correctly and confidently classify some patterns 
that are not correctly classified by the last stage (the concept of diversity discussed earlier). 
This is why the accuracy increases. For the information-passing version of the cascade, the 
cause behind the increase in accuracy is as follows. It happens that the last stage confuses 
between the true class of some pattern and other class. If this other class has been omitted 
from the list of considered classes passed through the cascade, this will lead the last stage 
make the correct classification as the rival class is omitted beforehand. This could increase 
the overall accuracy of the system. 
 
Rahman and Fairhurst’s cascade is considered according to the proposed categorization of 
classification cascades: accuracy-oriented but can easily modified to speed-oriented, 
reevaluation-based for the first version and information-passing-based for the second 
version, independent training of stages, and manual. 

 
5.6 Searching in the space of thresholds by Chellapilla et al. 
The most elegant work on classification cascade design is that of Chellapilla et al. 
[Chellapilla et al. 2006a, Chellapilla et al. 2006b]. They first presented a framework for the 
cascade design problem as an optimization problem that can be solved using any 
combinatorial optimization technique. Their cascade is speed-oriented, reevaluation-based, 
with independent training of stages, and is automatic to a large extent. 
 
They start with a cascade of N classifier S1, S2, . . ., SN; each has a complexity Ci and a 
threshold ti, i=1, 2, . . ., N. The stages are ordered in the cascade in an ascending order of 
complexities (i.e. C1<C2< . . . <CN). The pattern to be classified goes initially through the first 
stage. If it is classified with confidence score higher than t1, then it is absorbed (i.e. the 
classification process terminates taking the decision of S1 to be the final decision). If the 
confidence score is below t1, the pattern is rejected to the next stage S2, and the process 
continues. The last stage has a threshold tN=0 (i.e. it absorbs all the patterns it receives and 
rejects nothing). 
 
The problem of cascade design now reduces to the setting of the set of N thresholds t1, t2, . . , 
tN. Note that a stage could be excluded from the cascade by setting its threshold to 1 (i.e. it 
rejects everything). The problem is then formulated into an optimization problem. There are 
actually two optimization problems reflecting the goal from building the cascade. The first 
goal is to minimize the overall system complexity given some error constraint. The second 
goal is to minimize the error given some complexity constraint. The search space of 

solutions is then V={t1}×{t2}× . . . ×{tN}, where {ti} is the set of all thresholds of stage i. The 

goal is then to find the optimal threshold vector ],...,,[ **
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following two optimization problems, 
 
i) minimizing the complexity, 
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or ii) minimizing the error, 
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where C(T) is the complexity of the cascade with threshold vector T=[t1, t2,..., tN], e(T) is the 
error rate of the cascade with threshold vector T, emax is the error constraint, and Cmax is the 
complexity constraint. 
 
Left is the procedure by which the set of possible threshold {ti} for the stage Si for each i, i=1, 
2, …, N is prepared. First, each stage Si is used to classify all the examples of a validation set. 
The examples are then sorted in a descending order according to the confidence scores they 
are given by Si. The examples are partitioned into Q-2 subset. The thresholds {ti} are then the 
confidence score of the first example of each subset, plus the two thresholds: 0 (means Si 
absorbs all the examples) and 1 (means Si rejects all the examples). Here then we have Q 
thresholds in the set {ti}. This is equivalent to quantizing ti to Q quantization levels. Then the 
size of the space of thresholds V is QN. The optimization problem is then to search through 
the space V of threshold to satisfy either Equation (3) or Equation (4). 
 
This problem can be solved using any combinatorial optimization technique. Cellapilla et al. 
tried solving the problem using steepest descent, dynamic programming, simulated 
annealing, depth first search (DFS). All these algorithms are suboptimal except DFS. The 
DFS [Chellapilla et al. 2006b] is a simple search algorithm that searches through the space of 
solution intelligently. It prunes large sections of the search space that are guaranteed not to 
give the best solution. 
 
This framework is elegant and fully automatic except that the procedure of ordering the 
stages by increasing complexity is not verified theoretically. The DFS solution is elegant and 
optimal but it has an exponential complexity in N (that is, O(QN)) which means that using 
large value number of stages is computationally prohibitive. This made Chellapilla et al. do 
manual selection of the N classifiers to be used with algorithm. Hence, though DFS could be 
fully automatic, its high computational complexity hinders it to be. 

 
6. Conclusion 
 

In this chapter, we presented a model-based approach for automatically building 
classification cascades. The experiments showed that the algorithm is efficient and scalable. 
The algorithm was also analyzed and its strengths and limitations were clarified. In 
addition, we presented an algorithm that builds cascades with given lengths which is useful 
in memory-limited systems helped in studying the effect of increasing the number of stages 
in a cascade on its performance.  
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The major difference between Rahman and Fairhurst’s cascade and other cascades is that it 
is accuracy-oriented. However, it is remarked that it has much less complexity than other 
accuracy-oriented classifiers combination scheme. Also, while they optimized the cascade 
accuracy, they could optimize its speed as well or they could optimize a cost function that 
considers both accuracy and speed. 
 
It is understood how could a cascade enhance the speed; but how could it enhance the 
accuracy? The answer is different for each of the two versions of Rahman and Fairhurst’s 
cascade. For the reevaluation version, the cause is as follows. If all stage before the last 
rejects or misclassify the patterns of the last stage, there will be no gain in accuracy. But 
actually what happens is that some stages correctly and confidently classify some patterns 
that are not correctly classified by the last stage (the concept of diversity discussed earlier). 
This is why the accuracy increases. For the information-passing version of the cascade, the 
cause behind the increase in accuracy is as follows. It happens that the last stage confuses 
between the true class of some pattern and other class. If this other class has been omitted 
from the list of considered classes passed through the cascade, this will lead the last stage 
make the correct classification as the rival class is omitted beforehand. This could increase 
the overall accuracy of the system. 
 
Rahman and Fairhurst’s cascade is considered according to the proposed categorization of 
classification cascades: accuracy-oriented but can easily modified to speed-oriented, 
reevaluation-based for the first version and information-passing-based for the second 
version, independent training of stages, and manual. 

 
5.6 Searching in the space of thresholds by Chellapilla et al. 
The most elegant work on classification cascade design is that of Chellapilla et al. 
[Chellapilla et al. 2006a, Chellapilla et al. 2006b]. They first presented a framework for the 
cascade design problem as an optimization problem that can be solved using any 
combinatorial optimization technique. Their cascade is speed-oriented, reevaluation-based, 
with independent training of stages, and is automatic to a large extent. 
 
They start with a cascade of N classifier S1, S2, . . ., SN; each has a complexity Ci and a 
threshold ti, i=1, 2, . . ., N. The stages are ordered in the cascade in an ascending order of 
complexities (i.e. C1<C2< . . . <CN). The pattern to be classified goes initially through the first 
stage. If it is classified with confidence score higher than t1, then it is absorbed (i.e. the 
classification process terminates taking the decision of S1 to be the final decision). If the 
confidence score is below t1, the pattern is rejected to the next stage S2, and the process 
continues. The last stage has a threshold tN=0 (i.e. it absorbs all the patterns it receives and 
rejects nothing). 
 
The problem of cascade design now reduces to the setting of the set of N thresholds t1, t2, . . , 
tN. Note that a stage could be excluded from the cascade by setting its threshold to 1 (i.e. it 
rejects everything). The problem is then formulated into an optimization problem. There are 
actually two optimization problems reflecting the goal from building the cascade. The first 
goal is to minimize the overall system complexity given some error constraint. The second 
goal is to minimize the error given some complexity constraint. The search space of 

solutions is then V={t1}×{t2}× . . . ×{tN}, where {ti} is the set of all thresholds of stage i. The 
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where C(T) is the complexity of the cascade with threshold vector T=[t1, t2,..., tN], e(T) is the 
error rate of the cascade with threshold vector T, emax is the error constraint, and Cmax is the 
complexity constraint. 
 
Left is the procedure by which the set of possible threshold {ti} for the stage Si for each i, i=1, 
2, …, N is prepared. First, each stage Si is used to classify all the examples of a validation set. 
The examples are then sorted in a descending order according to the confidence scores they 
are given by Si. The examples are partitioned into Q-2 subset. The thresholds {ti} are then the 
confidence score of the first example of each subset, plus the two thresholds: 0 (means Si 
absorbs all the examples) and 1 (means Si rejects all the examples). Here then we have Q 
thresholds in the set {ti}. This is equivalent to quantizing ti to Q quantization levels. Then the 
size of the space of thresholds V is QN. The optimization problem is then to search through 
the space V of threshold to satisfy either Equation (3) or Equation (4). 
 
This problem can be solved using any combinatorial optimization technique. Cellapilla et al. 
tried solving the problem using steepest descent, dynamic programming, simulated 
annealing, depth first search (DFS). All these algorithms are suboptimal except DFS. The 
DFS [Chellapilla et al. 2006b] is a simple search algorithm that searches through the space of 
solution intelligently. It prunes large sections of the search space that are guaranteed not to 
give the best solution. 
 
This framework is elegant and fully automatic except that the procedure of ordering the 
stages by increasing complexity is not verified theoretically. The DFS solution is elegant and 
optimal but it has an exponential complexity in N (that is, O(QN)) which means that using 
large value number of stages is computationally prohibitive. This made Chellapilla et al. do 
manual selection of the N classifiers to be used with algorithm. Hence, though DFS could be 
fully automatic, its high computational complexity hinders it to be. 
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1. Introduction

A broad class of decision-making problems can be solved by learning approach. This can be
a feasible alternative when neither an analytical solution exists nor the mathematical model
can be constructed. In these cases the required knowledge can be gained from the past data
which form the so-called learning or training set. Then the formal apparatus of statistical
pattern recognition can be used to learn the decision-making. The first and essential step of
statistical pattern recognition is to solve the problem of feature selection (FS) or more generally
dimensionality reduction (DR).
The problem of feature selection in statistical pattern recognition will be of primary focus in
this chapter. The problem fits in the wider context of dimensionality reduction (Section 2)
which can be accomplished either by a linear or nonlinear mapping from the measurement
space to a lower dimensional feature space, or by measurement subset selection. This chapter
will focus on the latter (Section 3). The main aspects of the problem as well as the choice of the
right feature selection tools will be discussed (Sections 3.1 to 3.3). Several optimization tech-
niques will be reviewed, with emphasis put to the framework of sequential selection methods
(Section 4). Related topics of recent interest will be also addressed, including the problem of
subset size determination (Section 4.7), search acceleration through hybrid algorithms (Sec-
tion 5), and the problem of feature selection stability and feature over-selection (Section 6).

2. Dimensionality Reduction

The following elementary notation will be followed throughout the chapter. We shall use the
term “pattern” to denote the D-dimensional data vector x ∈ X ⊆ RD, the components of
which are the measurements of the features characterizing an object. We also refer to x as the
feature vector. Let Y = { f1, · · · , f|Y|} be the set of D = |Y| features, where | · | denotes the size
(cardinality). The features are the variables specified by the investigator. Following the statis-
tical approach to pattern recognition, we assume that a pattern x is to be classified into one of
a finite set Ω of C different classes. A pattern x belonging to class ω ∈ Ω is viewed as an ob-
servation of a random vector drawn randomly according to the class-conditional probability
density function and the respective a priori probability of class ω.
One of the fundamental problems in pattern recognition is representing patterns in the re-
duced number of dimensions. In most of practical cases the pattern descriptor space dimen-
sionality is rather high. It follows from the fact that in the design phase it is too difficult or

4
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feature vector. Let Y = { f1, · · · , f|Y|} be the set of D = |Y| features, where | · | denotes the size
(cardinality). The features are the variables specified by the investigator. Following the statis-
tical approach to pattern recognition, we assume that a pattern x is to be classified into one of
a finite set Ω of C different classes. A pattern x belonging to class ω ∈ Ω is viewed as an ob-
servation of a random vector drawn randomly according to the class-conditional probability
density function and the respective a priori probability of class ω.
One of the fundamental problems in pattern recognition is representing patterns in the re-
duced number of dimensions. In most of practical cases the pattern descriptor space dimen-
sionality is rather high. It follows from the fact that in the design phase it is too difficult or
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impossible to evaluate directly the “usefulness” of particular input. Thus it is important to
initially include all the “reasonable” descriptors the designer can think of and to reduce the
set later on. Obviously, information missing in the original measurement set cannot be later
substituted. Dimensionality reduction refers to the task of finding low dimensional repre-
sentations for high-dimensional data. Dimensionality reduction is an important step in data
preprocessing in pattern recognition and machine learning applications. It is sometimes the
case that such tasks as classification or approximation of the data represented by so called
feature vectors, can be carried out in the reduced space more accurately than in the original
space.

2.1 DR Categorization According to Nature of the Resulting Features
There are two main distinct ways of viewing DR according to the nature of the resulting
features:

• DR by feature selection (FS)
• DR by feature extraction (FE).

The FS approach does not attempt to generate new features, but to select the "best" ones from
the original set of features. (Note: In some research fields, e.g., in image analysis, the term fea-
ture selection may be interpreted as feature extraction. It will not be the case in this chapter.)
Depending on the outcome of a FS procedure, the result can be either a set of weighting-
scoring, a ranking or a subset of features. The FE approach defines a new feature vector space
in which each new feature is obtained by combinations or transformations of the original fea-
tures. FS leads to savings in measurements cost since some of the features are discarded and
the selected features retain their original physical interpretation. In addition, the retained fea-
tures may be important for understanding the physical process that generates the feature vec-
tors. On the other hand, transformed features generated by feature extraction may provide a
better discriminative ability than the best subset of given features, but these new features may
not have a clear physical meaning.

2.2 DR Categorization According to the Aim
DR can be alternatively divided according to the aim of the reduction:

• DR for optimal data representation
• DR for classification.

The first aims to preserve the topological structure of data in a lower-dimensional space as
much as possible, the second one aims to enhance the subset discriminatory power. Although
the same tools may be often used for both purposes, caution is needed. An example is PCA,
one of the primary tools for representing data in lower-dimensional space, which may easily
discard important information if used for DR for classification. In the sequel we shall concen-
trate on the feature subset selection problem only, with classification being the primary aim.
For a broader overview of the subject see, e.g., Duda et al. (2000), McLachlan (2004), Ripley
(2005), Theodoridis et al. (2006), Webb (2002).

3. Feature Subset Selection

Given a set Y of |Y| features, let us denote Xd the set of all possible subsets of size d, where
d represents the desired number of features. Let J(X) be a criterion function that evaluates
feature subset X ∈ Xd. Without any loss of generality, let us consider a higher value of J

to indicate a better feature subset. Then the feature selection problem can be formulated as
follows: Find the subset X̃d for which

J(X̃d) = max
X∈Xd

J(X). (1)

Assuming that a suitable criterion function has been chosen to evaluate the effectiveness of
feature subsets, feature selection is reduced to a search problem that detects an optimal feature
subset based on the selected measure. Note that the choice of d may be a complex issue
depending on problem characteristics, unless the d value can be optimized as part of the search
process.
One particular property of feature selection criterion, the monotonicity property, is required
specifically in certain optimal FS methods. Assuming we have two subsets S1 and S2 of feature
set Y and a criterion J that evaluates each subset Si. The monotonicity condition requires the
following:

S1 ⊂ S2 ⇒ J(S1) ≤ J(S2). (2)

That is, evaluating the feature selection criterion on a subset of features of a given set yields a
smaller value of the feature selection criterion.

3.1 FS Categorization With Respect to Optimality
Feature subset selection methods can be split into basic families:

• Optimal methods: These include, e.g., exhaustive search methods which are feasible for
only small size problems and accelerated methods, mostly built upon the Branch &
Bound principle (Somol et al. (2004)). All optimal methods can be expected consider-
ably slow for problems of high dimensionality.

• Sub-optimal methods: They essentially trade the optimality of the selected subset for com-
putational efficiency. They include, e.g., Best Individual Features, Random (Las Vegas)
methods, Sequential Forward and Backward Selection, Plus-l-Take Away-r, their gener-
alized versions, genetic algorithms, and particularly the Floating and Oscillating algo-
rithms (Devijver et al. (1982), Pudil et al. (1994), Somol et al. (2000), Somol et al. (2008b)).

Although the exhaustive search guarantees the optimality of a solution, in many realistic prob-
lems it is computationally prohibitive. The well known Branch and Bound (B&B) algorithm
guarantees to select an optimal feature subset of size d without involving explicit evaluation
of all the possible combinations of d measurements. However, the algorithm is applicable only
under the assumption that the feature selection criterion used satisfies the monotonicity condi-
tion (2). This assumption precludes the use of classifier error rate as the criterion (cf. wrappers,
Kohavi et al. (1997b)). This is an important drawback as the error rate can be considered su-
perior to other criteria, Siedlecki et al. (1993), Kohavi et al. (1997b), Tsamardinos et al. (2003).
Moreover, all optimal algorithms become computationally prohibitive for problems of high
dimensionality. In practice, therefore, one has to rely on computationally feasible procedures
which perform the search quickly but may yield sub-optimal results. A comprehensive list of
sub-optimal procedures can be found, e.g., in books Devijver et al. (1982), Fukunaga (1990),
Webb (2002), Theodoridis et al. (2006). A comparative taxonomy can be found, e.g., in Blum
et al. (1997), Ferri et al. (1994), Guyon et al. (2003), Jain et al. (1997), Jain et al. (2000), Yusta
(2009), Kudo et al. (2000), Liu et al. (2005), Salappa et al. (2007), Vafaie et al. (1994) or Yang
et al. (1998). Our own research and experience with FS has led us to the conclusion that there
exists no unique generally applicable approach to the problem. Some approaches are more suitable
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impossible to evaluate directly the “usefulness” of particular input. Thus it is important to
initially include all the “reasonable” descriptors the designer can think of and to reduce the
set later on. Obviously, information missing in the original measurement set cannot be later
substituted. Dimensionality reduction refers to the task of finding low dimensional repre-
sentations for high-dimensional data. Dimensionality reduction is an important step in data
preprocessing in pattern recognition and machine learning applications. It is sometimes the
case that such tasks as classification or approximation of the data represented by so called
feature vectors, can be carried out in the reduced space more accurately than in the original
space.

2.1 DR Categorization According to Nature of the Resulting Features
There are two main distinct ways of viewing DR according to the nature of the resulting
features:

• DR by feature selection (FS)
• DR by feature extraction (FE).

The FS approach does not attempt to generate new features, but to select the "best" ones from
the original set of features. (Note: In some research fields, e.g., in image analysis, the term fea-
ture selection may be interpreted as feature extraction. It will not be the case in this chapter.)
Depending on the outcome of a FS procedure, the result can be either a set of weighting-
scoring, a ranking or a subset of features. The FE approach defines a new feature vector space
in which each new feature is obtained by combinations or transformations of the original fea-
tures. FS leads to savings in measurements cost since some of the features are discarded and
the selected features retain their original physical interpretation. In addition, the retained fea-
tures may be important for understanding the physical process that generates the feature vec-
tors. On the other hand, transformed features generated by feature extraction may provide a
better discriminative ability than the best subset of given features, but these new features may
not have a clear physical meaning.

2.2 DR Categorization According to the Aim
DR can be alternatively divided according to the aim of the reduction:

• DR for optimal data representation
• DR for classification.

The first aims to preserve the topological structure of data in a lower-dimensional space as
much as possible, the second one aims to enhance the subset discriminatory power. Although
the same tools may be often used for both purposes, caution is needed. An example is PCA,
one of the primary tools for representing data in lower-dimensional space, which may easily
discard important information if used for DR for classification. In the sequel we shall concen-
trate on the feature subset selection problem only, with classification being the primary aim.
For a broader overview of the subject see, e.g., Duda et al. (2000), McLachlan (2004), Ripley
(2005), Theodoridis et al. (2006), Webb (2002).

3. Feature Subset Selection

Given a set Y of |Y| features, let us denote Xd the set of all possible subsets of size d, where
d represents the desired number of features. Let J(X) be a criterion function that evaluates
feature subset X ∈ Xd. Without any loss of generality, let us consider a higher value of J

to indicate a better feature subset. Then the feature selection problem can be formulated as
follows: Find the subset X̃d for which

J(X̃d) = max
X∈Xd

J(X). (1)

Assuming that a suitable criterion function has been chosen to evaluate the effectiveness of
feature subsets, feature selection is reduced to a search problem that detects an optimal feature
subset based on the selected measure. Note that the choice of d may be a complex issue
depending on problem characteristics, unless the d value can be optimized as part of the search
process.
One particular property of feature selection criterion, the monotonicity property, is required
specifically in certain optimal FS methods. Assuming we have two subsets S1 and S2 of feature
set Y and a criterion J that evaluates each subset Si. The monotonicity condition requires the
following:

S1 ⊂ S2 ⇒ J(S1) ≤ J(S2). (2)

That is, evaluating the feature selection criterion on a subset of features of a given set yields a
smaller value of the feature selection criterion.

3.1 FS Categorization With Respect to Optimality
Feature subset selection methods can be split into basic families:

• Optimal methods: These include, e.g., exhaustive search methods which are feasible for
only small size problems and accelerated methods, mostly built upon the Branch &
Bound principle (Somol et al. (2004)). All optimal methods can be expected consider-
ably slow for problems of high dimensionality.

• Sub-optimal methods: They essentially trade the optimality of the selected subset for com-
putational efficiency. They include, e.g., Best Individual Features, Random (Las Vegas)
methods, Sequential Forward and Backward Selection, Plus-l-Take Away-r, their gener-
alized versions, genetic algorithms, and particularly the Floating and Oscillating algo-
rithms (Devijver et al. (1982), Pudil et al. (1994), Somol et al. (2000), Somol et al. (2008b)).

Although the exhaustive search guarantees the optimality of a solution, in many realistic prob-
lems it is computationally prohibitive. The well known Branch and Bound (B&B) algorithm
guarantees to select an optimal feature subset of size d without involving explicit evaluation
of all the possible combinations of d measurements. However, the algorithm is applicable only
under the assumption that the feature selection criterion used satisfies the monotonicity condi-
tion (2). This assumption precludes the use of classifier error rate as the criterion (cf. wrappers,
Kohavi et al. (1997b)). This is an important drawback as the error rate can be considered su-
perior to other criteria, Siedlecki et al. (1993), Kohavi et al. (1997b), Tsamardinos et al. (2003).
Moreover, all optimal algorithms become computationally prohibitive for problems of high
dimensionality. In practice, therefore, one has to rely on computationally feasible procedures
which perform the search quickly but may yield sub-optimal results. A comprehensive list of
sub-optimal procedures can be found, e.g., in books Devijver et al. (1982), Fukunaga (1990),
Webb (2002), Theodoridis et al. (2006). A comparative taxonomy can be found, e.g., in Blum
et al. (1997), Ferri et al. (1994), Guyon et al. (2003), Jain et al. (1997), Jain et al. (2000), Yusta
(2009), Kudo et al. (2000), Liu et al. (2005), Salappa et al. (2007), Vafaie et al. (1994) or Yang
et al. (1998). Our own research and experience with FS has led us to the conclusion that there
exists no unique generally applicable approach to the problem. Some approaches are more suitable
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impossible to evaluate directly the “usefulness” of particular input. Thus it is important to
initially include all the “reasonable” descriptors the designer can think of and to reduce the
set later on. Obviously, information missing in the original measurement set cannot be later
substituted. Dimensionality reduction refers to the task of finding low dimensional repre-
sentations for high-dimensional data. Dimensionality reduction is an important step in data
preprocessing in pattern recognition and machine learning applications. It is sometimes the
case that such tasks as classification or approximation of the data represented by so called
feature vectors, can be carried out in the reduced space more accurately than in the original
space.

2.1 DR Categorization According to Nature of the Resulting Features
There are two main distinct ways of viewing DR according to the nature of the resulting
features:

• DR by feature selection (FS)
• DR by feature extraction (FE).

The FS approach does not attempt to generate new features, but to select the "best" ones from
the original set of features. (Note: In some research fields, e.g., in image analysis, the term fea-
ture selection may be interpreted as feature extraction. It will not be the case in this chapter.)
Depending on the outcome of a FS procedure, the result can be either a set of weighting-
scoring, a ranking or a subset of features. The FE approach defines a new feature vector space
in which each new feature is obtained by combinations or transformations of the original fea-
tures. FS leads to savings in measurements cost since some of the features are discarded and
the selected features retain their original physical interpretation. In addition, the retained fea-
tures may be important for understanding the physical process that generates the feature vec-
tors. On the other hand, transformed features generated by feature extraction may provide a
better discriminative ability than the best subset of given features, but these new features may
not have a clear physical meaning.

2.2 DR Categorization According to the Aim
DR can be alternatively divided according to the aim of the reduction:

• DR for optimal data representation
• DR for classification.

The first aims to preserve the topological structure of data in a lower-dimensional space as
much as possible, the second one aims to enhance the subset discriminatory power. Although
the same tools may be often used for both purposes, caution is needed. An example is PCA,
one of the primary tools for representing data in lower-dimensional space, which may easily
discard important information if used for DR for classification. In the sequel we shall concen-
trate on the feature subset selection problem only, with classification being the primary aim.
For a broader overview of the subject see, e.g., Duda et al. (2000), McLachlan (2004), Ripley
(2005), Theodoridis et al. (2006), Webb (2002).

3. Feature Subset Selection

Given a set Y of |Y| features, let us denote Xd the set of all possible subsets of size d, where
d represents the desired number of features. Let J(X) be a criterion function that evaluates
feature subset X ∈ Xd. Without any loss of generality, let us consider a higher value of J

to indicate a better feature subset. Then the feature selection problem can be formulated as
follows: Find the subset X̃d for which

J(X̃d) = max
X∈Xd

J(X). (1)

Assuming that a suitable criterion function has been chosen to evaluate the effectiveness of
feature subsets, feature selection is reduced to a search problem that detects an optimal feature
subset based on the selected measure. Note that the choice of d may be a complex issue
depending on problem characteristics, unless the d value can be optimized as part of the search
process.
One particular property of feature selection criterion, the monotonicity property, is required
specifically in certain optimal FS methods. Assuming we have two subsets S1 and S2 of feature
set Y and a criterion J that evaluates each subset Si. The monotonicity condition requires the
following:

S1 ⊂ S2 ⇒ J(S1) ≤ J(S2). (2)

That is, evaluating the feature selection criterion on a subset of features of a given set yields a
smaller value of the feature selection criterion.

3.1 FS Categorization With Respect to Optimality
Feature subset selection methods can be split into basic families:

• Optimal methods: These include, e.g., exhaustive search methods which are feasible for
only small size problems and accelerated methods, mostly built upon the Branch &
Bound principle (Somol et al. (2004)). All optimal methods can be expected consider-
ably slow for problems of high dimensionality.

• Sub-optimal methods: They essentially trade the optimality of the selected subset for com-
putational efficiency. They include, e.g., Best Individual Features, Random (Las Vegas)
methods, Sequential Forward and Backward Selection, Plus-l-Take Away-r, their gener-
alized versions, genetic algorithms, and particularly the Floating and Oscillating algo-
rithms (Devijver et al. (1982), Pudil et al. (1994), Somol et al. (2000), Somol et al. (2008b)).

Although the exhaustive search guarantees the optimality of a solution, in many realistic prob-
lems it is computationally prohibitive. The well known Branch and Bound (B&B) algorithm
guarantees to select an optimal feature subset of size d without involving explicit evaluation
of all the possible combinations of d measurements. However, the algorithm is applicable only
under the assumption that the feature selection criterion used satisfies the monotonicity condi-
tion (2). This assumption precludes the use of classifier error rate as the criterion (cf. wrappers,
Kohavi et al. (1997b)). This is an important drawback as the error rate can be considered su-
perior to other criteria, Siedlecki et al. (1993), Kohavi et al. (1997b), Tsamardinos et al. (2003).
Moreover, all optimal algorithms become computationally prohibitive for problems of high
dimensionality. In practice, therefore, one has to rely on computationally feasible procedures
which perform the search quickly but may yield sub-optimal results. A comprehensive list of
sub-optimal procedures can be found, e.g., in books Devijver et al. (1982), Fukunaga (1990),
Webb (2002), Theodoridis et al. (2006). A comparative taxonomy can be found, e.g., in Blum
et al. (1997), Ferri et al. (1994), Guyon et al. (2003), Jain et al. (1997), Jain et al. (2000), Yusta
(2009), Kudo et al. (2000), Liu et al. (2005), Salappa et al. (2007), Vafaie et al. (1994) or Yang
et al. (1998). Our own research and experience with FS has led us to the conclusion that there
exists no unique generally applicable approach to the problem. Some approaches are more suitable
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impossible to evaluate directly the “usefulness” of particular input. Thus it is important to
initially include all the “reasonable” descriptors the designer can think of and to reduce the
set later on. Obviously, information missing in the original measurement set cannot be later
substituted. Dimensionality reduction refers to the task of finding low dimensional repre-
sentations for high-dimensional data. Dimensionality reduction is an important step in data
preprocessing in pattern recognition and machine learning applications. It is sometimes the
case that such tasks as classification or approximation of the data represented by so called
feature vectors, can be carried out in the reduced space more accurately than in the original
space.

2.1 DR Categorization According to Nature of the Resulting Features
There are two main distinct ways of viewing DR according to the nature of the resulting
features:

• DR by feature selection (FS)
• DR by feature extraction (FE).

The FS approach does not attempt to generate new features, but to select the "best" ones from
the original set of features. (Note: In some research fields, e.g., in image analysis, the term fea-
ture selection may be interpreted as feature extraction. It will not be the case in this chapter.)
Depending on the outcome of a FS procedure, the result can be either a set of weighting-
scoring, a ranking or a subset of features. The FE approach defines a new feature vector space
in which each new feature is obtained by combinations or transformations of the original fea-
tures. FS leads to savings in measurements cost since some of the features are discarded and
the selected features retain their original physical interpretation. In addition, the retained fea-
tures may be important for understanding the physical process that generates the feature vec-
tors. On the other hand, transformed features generated by feature extraction may provide a
better discriminative ability than the best subset of given features, but these new features may
not have a clear physical meaning.

2.2 DR Categorization According to the Aim
DR can be alternatively divided according to the aim of the reduction:

• DR for optimal data representation
• DR for classification.

The first aims to preserve the topological structure of data in a lower-dimensional space as
much as possible, the second one aims to enhance the subset discriminatory power. Although
the same tools may be often used for both purposes, caution is needed. An example is PCA,
one of the primary tools for representing data in lower-dimensional space, which may easily
discard important information if used for DR for classification. In the sequel we shall concen-
trate on the feature subset selection problem only, with classification being the primary aim.
For a broader overview of the subject see, e.g., Duda et al. (2000), McLachlan (2004), Ripley
(2005), Theodoridis et al. (2006), Webb (2002).

3. Feature Subset Selection

Given a set Y of |Y| features, let us denote Xd the set of all possible subsets of size d, where
d represents the desired number of features. Let J(X) be a criterion function that evaluates
feature subset X ∈ Xd. Without any loss of generality, let us consider a higher value of J

to indicate a better feature subset. Then the feature selection problem can be formulated as
follows: Find the subset X̃d for which

J(X̃d) = max
X∈Xd

J(X). (1)

Assuming that a suitable criterion function has been chosen to evaluate the effectiveness of
feature subsets, feature selection is reduced to a search problem that detects an optimal feature
subset based on the selected measure. Note that the choice of d may be a complex issue
depending on problem characteristics, unless the d value can be optimized as part of the search
process.
One particular property of feature selection criterion, the monotonicity property, is required
specifically in certain optimal FS methods. Assuming we have two subsets S1 and S2 of feature
set Y and a criterion J that evaluates each subset Si. The monotonicity condition requires the
following:

S1 ⊂ S2 ⇒ J(S1) ≤ J(S2). (2)

That is, evaluating the feature selection criterion on a subset of features of a given set yields a
smaller value of the feature selection criterion.

3.1 FS Categorization With Respect to Optimality
Feature subset selection methods can be split into basic families:

• Optimal methods: These include, e.g., exhaustive search methods which are feasible for
only small size problems and accelerated methods, mostly built upon the Branch &
Bound principle (Somol et al. (2004)). All optimal methods can be expected consider-
ably slow for problems of high dimensionality.

• Sub-optimal methods: They essentially trade the optimality of the selected subset for com-
putational efficiency. They include, e.g., Best Individual Features, Random (Las Vegas)
methods, Sequential Forward and Backward Selection, Plus-l-Take Away-r, their gener-
alized versions, genetic algorithms, and particularly the Floating and Oscillating algo-
rithms (Devijver et al. (1982), Pudil et al. (1994), Somol et al. (2000), Somol et al. (2008b)).

Although the exhaustive search guarantees the optimality of a solution, in many realistic prob-
lems it is computationally prohibitive. The well known Branch and Bound (B&B) algorithm
guarantees to select an optimal feature subset of size d without involving explicit evaluation
of all the possible combinations of d measurements. However, the algorithm is applicable only
under the assumption that the feature selection criterion used satisfies the monotonicity condi-
tion (2). This assumption precludes the use of classifier error rate as the criterion (cf. wrappers,
Kohavi et al. (1997b)). This is an important drawback as the error rate can be considered su-
perior to other criteria, Siedlecki et al. (1993), Kohavi et al. (1997b), Tsamardinos et al. (2003).
Moreover, all optimal algorithms become computationally prohibitive for problems of high
dimensionality. In practice, therefore, one has to rely on computationally feasible procedures
which perform the search quickly but may yield sub-optimal results. A comprehensive list of
sub-optimal procedures can be found, e.g., in books Devijver et al. (1982), Fukunaga (1990),
Webb (2002), Theodoridis et al. (2006). A comparative taxonomy can be found, e.g., in Blum
et al. (1997), Ferri et al. (1994), Guyon et al. (2003), Jain et al. (1997), Jain et al. (2000), Yusta
(2009), Kudo et al. (2000), Liu et al. (2005), Salappa et al. (2007), Vafaie et al. (1994) or Yang
et al. (1998). Our own research and experience with FS has led us to the conclusion that there
exists no unique generally applicable approach to the problem. Some approaches are more suitable
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under certain conditions, others are more appropriate under other conditions, depending on
our knowledge of the problem. Hence continuing effort is invested in developing new methods
to cover the majority of situations which can be encountered in practice.

3.2 FS Categorization With Respect to Selection Criteria
Based on the selection criterion choice, feature selection methods may roughly be divided into:

• Filter methods (Yu et al. (2003), Dash et al. (2002)) are based on performance evalua-
tion functions calculated directly from the training data such as distance, information,
dependency, and consistency, and select feature subsets without involving any learning
algorithm.

• Wrapper methods (Kohavi et al. (1997a)) require one predetermined learning algorithm
and use its estimated performance as the evaluation criterion. They attempt to find fea-
tures better suited to the learning algorithm aiming to improve performance. Generally,
the wrapper method achieves better performance than the filter method, but tends to
be more computationally expensive than the filter approach. Also, the wrappers yield
feature subsets optimized for the given learning algorithm only - the same subset may
thus be bad in another context.

• Embedded methods (Guyon et al. (2003), but also Kononenko (1994) or Pudil et al. (1995),
Novovičová et al. (1996)) integrate the feature selection process into the model estima-
tion process. Devising model and selecting features is thus one inseparable learning
process, that may be looked upon as a special form of wrappers. Embedded meth-
ods thus offer performance competitive to wrappers, enable faster learning process, but
produce results tightly coupled with particular model.

• Hybrid approach (Das (2001), Sebban et al. (2002), Somol et al. (2006)) combines the ad-
vantages of more than one of the listed approaches. Hybrid algorithms have recently
been proposed to deal with high dimensional data. These algorithms mainly focus on
combining filter and wrapper algorithms to achieve best possible performance with a
particular learning algorithm with the time complexity comparable to that of the filter
algorithms.

3.3 FS Categorization With Respect to Problem Knowledge
From another point of view there are perhaps two basic classes of situations with respect to a
priori knowledge of the underlying probability structures:

• Some a priori knowledge is available: It is at least known that probability density func-
tions are unimodal. In these cases, one of probabilistic distance measures (Mahalanobis,
Bhattacharyya, etc., see Devijver et al. (1982)) may be appropriate as the evaluation cri-
terion. For this type of situations we recommend either the recent prediction-based
B&B algorithms for optimal search Somol et al. (2004), or sub-optimal search methods
in appropriate filter or wrapper setting (Sect. 4).

• No a priori knowledge is available: We cannot even assume that probability density func-
tions are unimodal. For these situations either a wrapper-based solution using sub-
optimal search methods (Sect. 4) can be found suitable, or, provided the size of training
data is sufficient, it is possible to apply one of the embedded mixture-based methods
that are based on approximating unknown class-conditional probability density func-
tions by finite mixtures of a special type (Pudil et al. (1995), Novovičová et al. (1996)).

4. Sub-optimal Search Methods

Provided a suitable FS criterion function (cf. Devijver et al. (1982)) is available, the only tool
needed is the search algorithm that generates a sequence of subsets to be tested. Despite the
advances in optimal search (Somol et al. (2004), Nakariyakul et al. (2007)), for larger than
moderate-sized problems we have to resort to sub-optimal methods. Very large number of
various methods exists. The FS framework includes approaches that take use of evolutionary
(genetic) algorithms (Hussein et al. (2001)), tabu search (Zhang et al. (2002)), or ant colony
(Jensen (2006)). In the following we present a basic overview over several tools that are useful
for problems of varying complexity, based mostly on the idea of sequential search (Section 4.2).
An integral part of any FS process is the decision about the number of features to be selected.
Determining the correct subspace dimensionality is a difficult problem beyond the scope of
this chapter. Nevertheless, in the following we will distinguish two types of FS methods:
d-parametrized and d-optimizing. Most of the available methods are d-parametrized, i.e.,
they require the user to decide what cardinality should the resulting feature subset have. In
Section 4.7 a d-optimizing procedure will be described, that optimizes both the feature subset
size and its contents at once.

4.1 Best Individual Features
The Best Individual Features (BIF) approach is the simplest approach to FS. Each feature is
first evaluated individually using the chosen criterion. Subsets are then selected simply by
choosing the best individual features. This approach is the fastest but weakest option. It
is often the only applicable approach to FS in problems of very high dimensionality. BIF is
standard in text categorization (Yang et al. (1997), Sebastiani (2002)), genetics (Xing (2003),
Saeys et al. (2007)), etc. BIF may be preferable in other types of problems to overcome FS
stability problems (see Sect. 6.1). However, more advanced methods that take into account
relations among features are likely to produce better results. Several of such methods are
discussed in the following.

4.2 Sequential Search Framework
To simplify further discussion let us focus only on the family of sequential search methods.
Most of the known sequential FS algorithms share the same “core mechanism” of adding and
removing features to/from a current subset. The respective algorithm steps can be described
as follows (for the sake of simplicity we consider only non-generalized algorithms that process
one feature at a time only):

Definition 1. For a given current feature set Xd, let f+ be the feature such that

f+ = arg max
f∈Y\Xd

J+(Xd, f ) , (3)

where J+(Xd, f ) denotes the criterion function used to evaluate the subset obtained by adding f ( f ∈
Y \ Xd) to Xd. Then we shall say that ADD(Xd) is an operation of adding feature f+ to the current
set Xd to obtain set Xd+1 if

ADD(Xd) ≡ Xd ∪ { f+} = Xd+1, Xd, Xd+1 ⊂ Y. (4)

Definition 2. For a given current feature set Xd, let f− be the feature such that

f− = arg max
f∈Xd

J−(Xd, f ) , (5)
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under certain conditions, others are more appropriate under other conditions, depending on
our knowledge of the problem. Hence continuing effort is invested in developing new methods
to cover the majority of situations which can be encountered in practice.

3.2 FS Categorization With Respect to Selection Criteria
Based on the selection criterion choice, feature selection methods may roughly be divided into:

• Filter methods (Yu et al. (2003), Dash et al. (2002)) are based on performance evalua-
tion functions calculated directly from the training data such as distance, information,
dependency, and consistency, and select feature subsets without involving any learning
algorithm.

• Wrapper methods (Kohavi et al. (1997a)) require one predetermined learning algorithm
and use its estimated performance as the evaluation criterion. They attempt to find fea-
tures better suited to the learning algorithm aiming to improve performance. Generally,
the wrapper method achieves better performance than the filter method, but tends to
be more computationally expensive than the filter approach. Also, the wrappers yield
feature subsets optimized for the given learning algorithm only - the same subset may
thus be bad in another context.

• Embedded methods (Guyon et al. (2003), but also Kononenko (1994) or Pudil et al. (1995),
Novovičová et al. (1996)) integrate the feature selection process into the model estima-
tion process. Devising model and selecting features is thus one inseparable learning
process, that may be looked upon as a special form of wrappers. Embedded meth-
ods thus offer performance competitive to wrappers, enable faster learning process, but
produce results tightly coupled with particular model.

• Hybrid approach (Das (2001), Sebban et al. (2002), Somol et al. (2006)) combines the ad-
vantages of more than one of the listed approaches. Hybrid algorithms have recently
been proposed to deal with high dimensional data. These algorithms mainly focus on
combining filter and wrapper algorithms to achieve best possible performance with a
particular learning algorithm with the time complexity comparable to that of the filter
algorithms.

3.3 FS Categorization With Respect to Problem Knowledge
From another point of view there are perhaps two basic classes of situations with respect to a
priori knowledge of the underlying probability structures:

• Some a priori knowledge is available: It is at least known that probability density func-
tions are unimodal. In these cases, one of probabilistic distance measures (Mahalanobis,
Bhattacharyya, etc., see Devijver et al. (1982)) may be appropriate as the evaluation cri-
terion. For this type of situations we recommend either the recent prediction-based
B&B algorithms for optimal search Somol et al. (2004), or sub-optimal search methods
in appropriate filter or wrapper setting (Sect. 4).

• No a priori knowledge is available: We cannot even assume that probability density func-
tions are unimodal. For these situations either a wrapper-based solution using sub-
optimal search methods (Sect. 4) can be found suitable, or, provided the size of training
data is sufficient, it is possible to apply one of the embedded mixture-based methods
that are based on approximating unknown class-conditional probability density func-
tions by finite mixtures of a special type (Pudil et al. (1995), Novovičová et al. (1996)).

4. Sub-optimal Search Methods

Provided a suitable FS criterion function (cf. Devijver et al. (1982)) is available, the only tool
needed is the search algorithm that generates a sequence of subsets to be tested. Despite the
advances in optimal search (Somol et al. (2004), Nakariyakul et al. (2007)), for larger than
moderate-sized problems we have to resort to sub-optimal methods. Very large number of
various methods exists. The FS framework includes approaches that take use of evolutionary
(genetic) algorithms (Hussein et al. (2001)), tabu search (Zhang et al. (2002)), or ant colony
(Jensen (2006)). In the following we present a basic overview over several tools that are useful
for problems of varying complexity, based mostly on the idea of sequential search (Section 4.2).
An integral part of any FS process is the decision about the number of features to be selected.
Determining the correct subspace dimensionality is a difficult problem beyond the scope of
this chapter. Nevertheless, in the following we will distinguish two types of FS methods:
d-parametrized and d-optimizing. Most of the available methods are d-parametrized, i.e.,
they require the user to decide what cardinality should the resulting feature subset have. In
Section 4.7 a d-optimizing procedure will be described, that optimizes both the feature subset
size and its contents at once.

4.1 Best Individual Features
The Best Individual Features (BIF) approach is the simplest approach to FS. Each feature is
first evaluated individually using the chosen criterion. Subsets are then selected simply by
choosing the best individual features. This approach is the fastest but weakest option. It
is often the only applicable approach to FS in problems of very high dimensionality. BIF is
standard in text categorization (Yang et al. (1997), Sebastiani (2002)), genetics (Xing (2003),
Saeys et al. (2007)), etc. BIF may be preferable in other types of problems to overcome FS
stability problems (see Sect. 6.1). However, more advanced methods that take into account
relations among features are likely to produce better results. Several of such methods are
discussed in the following.

4.2 Sequential Search Framework
To simplify further discussion let us focus only on the family of sequential search methods.
Most of the known sequential FS algorithms share the same “core mechanism” of adding and
removing features to/from a current subset. The respective algorithm steps can be described
as follows (for the sake of simplicity we consider only non-generalized algorithms that process
one feature at a time only):

Definition 1. For a given current feature set Xd, let f+ be the feature such that

f+ = arg max
f∈Y\Xd

J+(Xd, f ) , (3)

where J+(Xd, f ) denotes the criterion function used to evaluate the subset obtained by adding f ( f ∈
Y \ Xd) to Xd. Then we shall say that ADD(Xd) is an operation of adding feature f+ to the current
set Xd to obtain set Xd+1 if

ADD(Xd) ≡ Xd ∪ { f+} = Xd+1, Xd, Xd+1 ⊂ Y. (4)

Definition 2. For a given current feature set Xd, let f− be the feature such that

f− = arg max
f∈Xd

J−(Xd, f ) , (5)
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under certain conditions, others are more appropriate under other conditions, depending on
our knowledge of the problem. Hence continuing effort is invested in developing new methods
to cover the majority of situations which can be encountered in practice.

3.2 FS Categorization With Respect to Selection Criteria
Based on the selection criterion choice, feature selection methods may roughly be divided into:

• Filter methods (Yu et al. (2003), Dash et al. (2002)) are based on performance evalua-
tion functions calculated directly from the training data such as distance, information,
dependency, and consistency, and select feature subsets without involving any learning
algorithm.

• Wrapper methods (Kohavi et al. (1997a)) require one predetermined learning algorithm
and use its estimated performance as the evaluation criterion. They attempt to find fea-
tures better suited to the learning algorithm aiming to improve performance. Generally,
the wrapper method achieves better performance than the filter method, but tends to
be more computationally expensive than the filter approach. Also, the wrappers yield
feature subsets optimized for the given learning algorithm only - the same subset may
thus be bad in another context.

• Embedded methods (Guyon et al. (2003), but also Kononenko (1994) or Pudil et al. (1995),
Novovičová et al. (1996)) integrate the feature selection process into the model estima-
tion process. Devising model and selecting features is thus one inseparable learning
process, that may be looked upon as a special form of wrappers. Embedded meth-
ods thus offer performance competitive to wrappers, enable faster learning process, but
produce results tightly coupled with particular model.

• Hybrid approach (Das (2001), Sebban et al. (2002), Somol et al. (2006)) combines the ad-
vantages of more than one of the listed approaches. Hybrid algorithms have recently
been proposed to deal with high dimensional data. These algorithms mainly focus on
combining filter and wrapper algorithms to achieve best possible performance with a
particular learning algorithm with the time complexity comparable to that of the filter
algorithms.

3.3 FS Categorization With Respect to Problem Knowledge
From another point of view there are perhaps two basic classes of situations with respect to a
priori knowledge of the underlying probability structures:

• Some a priori knowledge is available: It is at least known that probability density func-
tions are unimodal. In these cases, one of probabilistic distance measures (Mahalanobis,
Bhattacharyya, etc., see Devijver et al. (1982)) may be appropriate as the evaluation cri-
terion. For this type of situations we recommend either the recent prediction-based
B&B algorithms for optimal search Somol et al. (2004), or sub-optimal search methods
in appropriate filter or wrapper setting (Sect. 4).

• No a priori knowledge is available: We cannot even assume that probability density func-
tions are unimodal. For these situations either a wrapper-based solution using sub-
optimal search methods (Sect. 4) can be found suitable, or, provided the size of training
data is sufficient, it is possible to apply one of the embedded mixture-based methods
that are based on approximating unknown class-conditional probability density func-
tions by finite mixtures of a special type (Pudil et al. (1995), Novovičová et al. (1996)).

4. Sub-optimal Search Methods

Provided a suitable FS criterion function (cf. Devijver et al. (1982)) is available, the only tool
needed is the search algorithm that generates a sequence of subsets to be tested. Despite the
advances in optimal search (Somol et al. (2004), Nakariyakul et al. (2007)), for larger than
moderate-sized problems we have to resort to sub-optimal methods. Very large number of
various methods exists. The FS framework includes approaches that take use of evolutionary
(genetic) algorithms (Hussein et al. (2001)), tabu search (Zhang et al. (2002)), or ant colony
(Jensen (2006)). In the following we present a basic overview over several tools that are useful
for problems of varying complexity, based mostly on the idea of sequential search (Section 4.2).
An integral part of any FS process is the decision about the number of features to be selected.
Determining the correct subspace dimensionality is a difficult problem beyond the scope of
this chapter. Nevertheless, in the following we will distinguish two types of FS methods:
d-parametrized and d-optimizing. Most of the available methods are d-parametrized, i.e.,
they require the user to decide what cardinality should the resulting feature subset have. In
Section 4.7 a d-optimizing procedure will be described, that optimizes both the feature subset
size and its contents at once.

4.1 Best Individual Features
The Best Individual Features (BIF) approach is the simplest approach to FS. Each feature is
first evaluated individually using the chosen criterion. Subsets are then selected simply by
choosing the best individual features. This approach is the fastest but weakest option. It
is often the only applicable approach to FS in problems of very high dimensionality. BIF is
standard in text categorization (Yang et al. (1997), Sebastiani (2002)), genetics (Xing (2003),
Saeys et al. (2007)), etc. BIF may be preferable in other types of problems to overcome FS
stability problems (see Sect. 6.1). However, more advanced methods that take into account
relations among features are likely to produce better results. Several of such methods are
discussed in the following.

4.2 Sequential Search Framework
To simplify further discussion let us focus only on the family of sequential search methods.
Most of the known sequential FS algorithms share the same “core mechanism” of adding and
removing features to/from a current subset. The respective algorithm steps can be described
as follows (for the sake of simplicity we consider only non-generalized algorithms that process
one feature at a time only):

Definition 1. For a given current feature set Xd, let f+ be the feature such that

f+ = arg max
f∈Y\Xd

J+(Xd, f ) , (3)

where J+(Xd, f ) denotes the criterion function used to evaluate the subset obtained by adding f ( f ∈
Y \ Xd) to Xd. Then we shall say that ADD(Xd) is an operation of adding feature f+ to the current
set Xd to obtain set Xd+1 if

ADD(Xd) ≡ Xd ∪ { f+} = Xd+1, Xd, Xd+1 ⊂ Y. (4)

Definition 2. For a given current feature set Xd, let f− be the feature such that

f− = arg max
f∈Xd

J−(Xd, f ) , (5)
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under certain conditions, others are more appropriate under other conditions, depending on
our knowledge of the problem. Hence continuing effort is invested in developing new methods
to cover the majority of situations which can be encountered in practice.

3.2 FS Categorization With Respect to Selection Criteria
Based on the selection criterion choice, feature selection methods may roughly be divided into:

• Filter methods (Yu et al. (2003), Dash et al. (2002)) are based on performance evalua-
tion functions calculated directly from the training data such as distance, information,
dependency, and consistency, and select feature subsets without involving any learning
algorithm.

• Wrapper methods (Kohavi et al. (1997a)) require one predetermined learning algorithm
and use its estimated performance as the evaluation criterion. They attempt to find fea-
tures better suited to the learning algorithm aiming to improve performance. Generally,
the wrapper method achieves better performance than the filter method, but tends to
be more computationally expensive than the filter approach. Also, the wrappers yield
feature subsets optimized for the given learning algorithm only - the same subset may
thus be bad in another context.

• Embedded methods (Guyon et al. (2003), but also Kononenko (1994) or Pudil et al. (1995),
Novovičová et al. (1996)) integrate the feature selection process into the model estima-
tion process. Devising model and selecting features is thus one inseparable learning
process, that may be looked upon as a special form of wrappers. Embedded meth-
ods thus offer performance competitive to wrappers, enable faster learning process, but
produce results tightly coupled with particular model.

• Hybrid approach (Das (2001), Sebban et al. (2002), Somol et al. (2006)) combines the ad-
vantages of more than one of the listed approaches. Hybrid algorithms have recently
been proposed to deal with high dimensional data. These algorithms mainly focus on
combining filter and wrapper algorithms to achieve best possible performance with a
particular learning algorithm with the time complexity comparable to that of the filter
algorithms.

3.3 FS Categorization With Respect to Problem Knowledge
From another point of view there are perhaps two basic classes of situations with respect to a
priori knowledge of the underlying probability structures:

• Some a priori knowledge is available: It is at least known that probability density func-
tions are unimodal. In these cases, one of probabilistic distance measures (Mahalanobis,
Bhattacharyya, etc., see Devijver et al. (1982)) may be appropriate as the evaluation cri-
terion. For this type of situations we recommend either the recent prediction-based
B&B algorithms for optimal search Somol et al. (2004), or sub-optimal search methods
in appropriate filter or wrapper setting (Sect. 4).

• No a priori knowledge is available: We cannot even assume that probability density func-
tions are unimodal. For these situations either a wrapper-based solution using sub-
optimal search methods (Sect. 4) can be found suitable, or, provided the size of training
data is sufficient, it is possible to apply one of the embedded mixture-based methods
that are based on approximating unknown class-conditional probability density func-
tions by finite mixtures of a special type (Pudil et al. (1995), Novovičová et al. (1996)).

4. Sub-optimal Search Methods

Provided a suitable FS criterion function (cf. Devijver et al. (1982)) is available, the only tool
needed is the search algorithm that generates a sequence of subsets to be tested. Despite the
advances in optimal search (Somol et al. (2004), Nakariyakul et al. (2007)), for larger than
moderate-sized problems we have to resort to sub-optimal methods. Very large number of
various methods exists. The FS framework includes approaches that take use of evolutionary
(genetic) algorithms (Hussein et al. (2001)), tabu search (Zhang et al. (2002)), or ant colony
(Jensen (2006)). In the following we present a basic overview over several tools that are useful
for problems of varying complexity, based mostly on the idea of sequential search (Section 4.2).
An integral part of any FS process is the decision about the number of features to be selected.
Determining the correct subspace dimensionality is a difficult problem beyond the scope of
this chapter. Nevertheless, in the following we will distinguish two types of FS methods:
d-parametrized and d-optimizing. Most of the available methods are d-parametrized, i.e.,
they require the user to decide what cardinality should the resulting feature subset have. In
Section 4.7 a d-optimizing procedure will be described, that optimizes both the feature subset
size and its contents at once.

4.1 Best Individual Features
The Best Individual Features (BIF) approach is the simplest approach to FS. Each feature is
first evaluated individually using the chosen criterion. Subsets are then selected simply by
choosing the best individual features. This approach is the fastest but weakest option. It
is often the only applicable approach to FS in problems of very high dimensionality. BIF is
standard in text categorization (Yang et al. (1997), Sebastiani (2002)), genetics (Xing (2003),
Saeys et al. (2007)), etc. BIF may be preferable in other types of problems to overcome FS
stability problems (see Sect. 6.1). However, more advanced methods that take into account
relations among features are likely to produce better results. Several of such methods are
discussed in the following.

4.2 Sequential Search Framework
To simplify further discussion let us focus only on the family of sequential search methods.
Most of the known sequential FS algorithms share the same “core mechanism” of adding and
removing features to/from a current subset. The respective algorithm steps can be described
as follows (for the sake of simplicity we consider only non-generalized algorithms that process
one feature at a time only):

Definition 1. For a given current feature set Xd, let f+ be the feature such that

f+ = arg max
f∈Y\Xd

J+(Xd, f ) , (3)

where J+(Xd, f ) denotes the criterion function used to evaluate the subset obtained by adding f ( f ∈
Y \ Xd) to Xd. Then we shall say that ADD(Xd) is an operation of adding feature f+ to the current
set Xd to obtain set Xd+1 if

ADD(Xd) ≡ Xd ∪ { f+} = Xd+1, Xd, Xd+1 ⊂ Y. (4)

Definition 2. For a given current feature set Xd, let f− be the feature such that

f− = arg max
f∈Xd

J−(Xd, f ) , (5)
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where J−(Xd, f ) denotes the criterion function used to evaluate the subset obtained by removing f
( f ∈ Xd) from Xd. Then we shall say that REMOVE(Xd) is an operation of removing feature f− from
the current set Xd to obtain set Xd−1 if

REMOVE(Xd) ≡ Xd \ { f−} = Xd−1, Xd, Xd−1 ⊂ Y. (6)

In order to simplify the notation for a repeated application of FS operations we introduce the
following useful notation

Xd+2 = ADD(Xd+1) = ADD(ADD(Xd)) = ADD2(Xd) , (7)

Xd−2 = REMOVE(REMOVE(Xd)) = REMOVE2(Xd) ,

and more generally

Xd+δ = ADDδ(Xd), Xd−δ = REMOVEδ(Xd) . (8)

Note that in standard sequential FS methods J+(·) and J−(·) stand for

J+(Xd, f ) = J(Xd ∪ { f }), J−(Xd, f ) = J(Xd \ { f }) , (9)

where J(·) is either a filter- or wrapper-based criterion function (Kohavi et al. (1997b)) to be
evaluated on the subspace defined by the tested feature subset.

4.3 Simplest Sequential Selection
The basic feature selection approach is to build up a subset of required number of fea-
tures incrementally starting with the empty set (bottom-up approach) or to start with
the complete set of features and remove redundant features until d features remain
(top-down approach). The simplest (among recommendable choices) yet widely used
sequential forward (or backward) selection methods, SFS and SBS (Whitney (1971), De-
vijver et al. (1982)), iteratively add (remove) one feature at a time so as to max-
imize the intermediate criterion value until the required dimensionality is achieved.

SFS (Sequential Forward Selection) yielding a subset of d features:

1. Xd = ADDd(∅).

SBS (Sequential Backward Selection) yielding a subset of d features:

1. Xd = REMOVE|Y|−d(Y).

As many other of the earlier sequential methods both SFS and SBS suffer from the so-called
nesting of feature subsets which significantly deteriorates optimization ability. The first at-
tempt to overcome this problem was to employ either the Plus-l-Take away-r (also known as
(l, r)) or generalized (l, r) algorithms (Devijver et al. (1982)) which involve successive aug-
mentation and depletion process. The same idea in a principally extended and refined form
constitutes the basis of Floating Search.

4.4 Sequential Floating Search
The Sequential Forward Floating Selection (SFFS) (Pudil et al. (1994)) procedure consists of
applying after each forward step a number of backward steps as long as the resulting subsets
are better than previously evaluated ones at that level. Consequently, there are no backward
steps at all if intermediate result at actual level (of corresponding dimensionality) cannot be
improved. The same applies for the backward version of the procedure. Both algorithms allow
a ’self-controlled backtracking’ so they can eventually find good solutions by adjusting the
trade-off between forward and backward steps dynamically. In a certain way, they compute
only what they need without any parameter setting.

Fig. 1. Sequential Forward Floating Selection Algorithm

SFFS (Sequential Forward Floating Selection) yielding a subset of d features, with optional
search-restricting parameter ∆ ∈ [0, D − d]:

1. Start with X0 = ∅, k = 0.

2. Xk+1 = ADD(Xk), k = k + 1.

3. Repeat Xk−1 = REMOVE(Xk), k = k − 1 as long as it improves solutions already known
for the lower k.

4. If k < d + ∆ go to 2.

A detailed formal description of this now classical procedure can be found in Pudil et al.
(1994). Nevertheless, the idea behind it is simple enough and can be illustrated sufficiently in
Fig. 1. (Condition k = d + ∆ terminates the algorithm after the target subset of d features has
been found and possibly refined by means of backtracking from dimensionalities greater than
d.) The backward counterpart to SFFS is the Sequential Backward Floating Selection (SBFS).
Its principle is analogous.
Floating search algorithms can be considered universal tools not only outperforming all pre-
decessors, but also keeping advantages not met by more sophisticated algorithms. They find
good solutions in all problem dimensions in one run. The overall search speed is high enough
for most of practical problems.

SBFS (Sequential Backward Floating Selection) yielding a subset of d features, with optional
search-restricting parameter ∆ ∈ [0, d]:

1. Start with X0 = Y, k = |Y|.
2. Xk−1 = REMOVE(Xk), k = k − 1.
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where J−(Xd, f ) denotes the criterion function used to evaluate the subset obtained by removing f
( f ∈ Xd) from Xd. Then we shall say that REMOVE(Xd) is an operation of removing feature f− from
the current set Xd to obtain set Xd−1 if

REMOVE(Xd) ≡ Xd \ { f−} = Xd−1, Xd, Xd−1 ⊂ Y. (6)

In order to simplify the notation for a repeated application of FS operations we introduce the
following useful notation

Xd+2 = ADD(Xd+1) = ADD(ADD(Xd)) = ADD2(Xd) , (7)

Xd−2 = REMOVE(REMOVE(Xd)) = REMOVE2(Xd) ,

and more generally

Xd+δ = ADDδ(Xd), Xd−δ = REMOVEδ(Xd) . (8)

Note that in standard sequential FS methods J+(·) and J−(·) stand for

J+(Xd, f ) = J(Xd ∪ { f }), J−(Xd, f ) = J(Xd \ { f }) , (9)

where J(·) is either a filter- or wrapper-based criterion function (Kohavi et al. (1997b)) to be
evaluated on the subspace defined by the tested feature subset.

4.3 Simplest Sequential Selection
The basic feature selection approach is to build up a subset of required number of fea-
tures incrementally starting with the empty set (bottom-up approach) or to start with
the complete set of features and remove redundant features until d features remain
(top-down approach). The simplest (among recommendable choices) yet widely used
sequential forward (or backward) selection methods, SFS and SBS (Whitney (1971), De-
vijver et al. (1982)), iteratively add (remove) one feature at a time so as to max-
imize the intermediate criterion value until the required dimensionality is achieved.

SFS (Sequential Forward Selection) yielding a subset of d features:

1. Xd = ADDd(∅).

SBS (Sequential Backward Selection) yielding a subset of d features:

1. Xd = REMOVE|Y|−d(Y).

As many other of the earlier sequential methods both SFS and SBS suffer from the so-called
nesting of feature subsets which significantly deteriorates optimization ability. The first at-
tempt to overcome this problem was to employ either the Plus-l-Take away-r (also known as
(l, r)) or generalized (l, r) algorithms (Devijver et al. (1982)) which involve successive aug-
mentation and depletion process. The same idea in a principally extended and refined form
constitutes the basis of Floating Search.

4.4 Sequential Floating Search
The Sequential Forward Floating Selection (SFFS) (Pudil et al. (1994)) procedure consists of
applying after each forward step a number of backward steps as long as the resulting subsets
are better than previously evaluated ones at that level. Consequently, there are no backward
steps at all if intermediate result at actual level (of corresponding dimensionality) cannot be
improved. The same applies for the backward version of the procedure. Both algorithms allow
a ’self-controlled backtracking’ so they can eventually find good solutions by adjusting the
trade-off between forward and backward steps dynamically. In a certain way, they compute
only what they need without any parameter setting.

Fig. 1. Sequential Forward Floating Selection Algorithm

SFFS (Sequential Forward Floating Selection) yielding a subset of d features, with optional
search-restricting parameter ∆ ∈ [0, D − d]:

1. Start with X0 = ∅, k = 0.

2. Xk+1 = ADD(Xk), k = k + 1.

3. Repeat Xk−1 = REMOVE(Xk), k = k − 1 as long as it improves solutions already known
for the lower k.

4. If k < d + ∆ go to 2.

A detailed formal description of this now classical procedure can be found in Pudil et al.
(1994). Nevertheless, the idea behind it is simple enough and can be illustrated sufficiently in
Fig. 1. (Condition k = d + ∆ terminates the algorithm after the target subset of d features has
been found and possibly refined by means of backtracking from dimensionalities greater than
d.) The backward counterpart to SFFS is the Sequential Backward Floating Selection (SBFS).
Its principle is analogous.
Floating search algorithms can be considered universal tools not only outperforming all pre-
decessors, but also keeping advantages not met by more sophisticated algorithms. They find
good solutions in all problem dimensions in one run. The overall search speed is high enough
for most of practical problems.

SBFS (Sequential Backward Floating Selection) yielding a subset of d features, with optional
search-restricting parameter ∆ ∈ [0, d]:

1. Start with X0 = Y, k = |Y|.
2. Xk−1 = REMOVE(Xk), k = k − 1.
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where J−(Xd, f ) denotes the criterion function used to evaluate the subset obtained by removing f
( f ∈ Xd) from Xd. Then we shall say that REMOVE(Xd) is an operation of removing feature f− from
the current set Xd to obtain set Xd−1 if

REMOVE(Xd) ≡ Xd \ { f−} = Xd−1, Xd, Xd−1 ⊂ Y. (6)

In order to simplify the notation for a repeated application of FS operations we introduce the
following useful notation

Xd+2 = ADD(Xd+1) = ADD(ADD(Xd)) = ADD2(Xd) , (7)

Xd−2 = REMOVE(REMOVE(Xd)) = REMOVE2(Xd) ,

and more generally

Xd+δ = ADDδ(Xd), Xd−δ = REMOVEδ(Xd) . (8)

Note that in standard sequential FS methods J+(·) and J−(·) stand for

J+(Xd, f ) = J(Xd ∪ { f }), J−(Xd, f ) = J(Xd \ { f }) , (9)

where J(·) is either a filter- or wrapper-based criterion function (Kohavi et al. (1997b)) to be
evaluated on the subspace defined by the tested feature subset.

4.3 Simplest Sequential Selection
The basic feature selection approach is to build up a subset of required number of fea-
tures incrementally starting with the empty set (bottom-up approach) or to start with
the complete set of features and remove redundant features until d features remain
(top-down approach). The simplest (among recommendable choices) yet widely used
sequential forward (or backward) selection methods, SFS and SBS (Whitney (1971), De-
vijver et al. (1982)), iteratively add (remove) one feature at a time so as to max-
imize the intermediate criterion value until the required dimensionality is achieved.

SFS (Sequential Forward Selection) yielding a subset of d features:

1. Xd = ADDd(∅).

SBS (Sequential Backward Selection) yielding a subset of d features:

1. Xd = REMOVE|Y|−d(Y).

As many other of the earlier sequential methods both SFS and SBS suffer from the so-called
nesting of feature subsets which significantly deteriorates optimization ability. The first at-
tempt to overcome this problem was to employ either the Plus-l-Take away-r (also known as
(l, r)) or generalized (l, r) algorithms (Devijver et al. (1982)) which involve successive aug-
mentation and depletion process. The same idea in a principally extended and refined form
constitutes the basis of Floating Search.

4.4 Sequential Floating Search
The Sequential Forward Floating Selection (SFFS) (Pudil et al. (1994)) procedure consists of
applying after each forward step a number of backward steps as long as the resulting subsets
are better than previously evaluated ones at that level. Consequently, there are no backward
steps at all if intermediate result at actual level (of corresponding dimensionality) cannot be
improved. The same applies for the backward version of the procedure. Both algorithms allow
a ’self-controlled backtracking’ so they can eventually find good solutions by adjusting the
trade-off between forward and backward steps dynamically. In a certain way, they compute
only what they need without any parameter setting.

Fig. 1. Sequential Forward Floating Selection Algorithm

SFFS (Sequential Forward Floating Selection) yielding a subset of d features, with optional
search-restricting parameter ∆ ∈ [0, D − d]:

1. Start with X0 = ∅, k = 0.

2. Xk+1 = ADD(Xk), k = k + 1.

3. Repeat Xk−1 = REMOVE(Xk), k = k − 1 as long as it improves solutions already known
for the lower k.

4. If k < d + ∆ go to 2.

A detailed formal description of this now classical procedure can be found in Pudil et al.
(1994). Nevertheless, the idea behind it is simple enough and can be illustrated sufficiently in
Fig. 1. (Condition k = d + ∆ terminates the algorithm after the target subset of d features has
been found and possibly refined by means of backtracking from dimensionalities greater than
d.) The backward counterpart to SFFS is the Sequential Backward Floating Selection (SBFS).
Its principle is analogous.
Floating search algorithms can be considered universal tools not only outperforming all pre-
decessors, but also keeping advantages not met by more sophisticated algorithms. They find
good solutions in all problem dimensions in one run. The overall search speed is high enough
for most of practical problems.

SBFS (Sequential Backward Floating Selection) yielding a subset of d features, with optional
search-restricting parameter ∆ ∈ [0, d]:

1. Start with X0 = Y, k = |Y|.
2. Xk−1 = REMOVE(Xk), k = k − 1.
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3. Repeat Xk+1 = ADD(Xk), k = k + 1 as long as it improves solutions already known for the
higher k.

4. If k > d − ∆ go to 2.

4.4.1 Further Developments of the Floating Search Idea
As the Floating Search algorithms have been found successful and generally accepted to be
an efficient universal tool, their idea was further investigated. The so-called Adaptive Float-
ing Search has been proposed in Somol et al. (1999). The ASFFS and ASBFS algorithms are
able to outperform the classical SFFS and SBFS algorithms in certain cases, but at a cost of
considerable increase of search time and the necessity to deal with unclear parameters. Our
experience shows that ASFFS/ASBFS is usually inferior to newer algorithms, which we focus
on in the following. An improved version of Floating Search has been published recently in
Nakariyakul et al. (2009).

4.5 Oscillating Search
The more recent Oscillating Search (OS) (Somol et al. (2000)) can be considered a “meta” pro-
cedure, that takes use of other feature selection methods as sub-procedures in its own search.
The concept is highly flexible and enables modifications for different purposes. It has shown to
be very powerful and capable of over-performing standard sequential procedures, including
Floating Search algorithms. Unlike other methods, the OS is based on repeated modification
of the current subset Xd of d features. In this sense the OS is independent of the predominant
search direction. This is achieved by alternating so-called down- and up-swings. Both swings
attempt to improve the current set Xd by replacing some of the features by better ones. The
down-swing first removes, then adds back, while the up-swing first adds, then removes. Two
successive opposite swings form an oscillation cycle. The OS can thus be looked upon as a con-
trolled sequence of oscillation cycles. The value of o denoted oscillation cycle depth determines
the number of features to be replaced in one swing. o is increased after unsuccessful oscillation
cycles and reset to 1 after each Xd improvement. The algorithm terminates when o exceeds
a user-specified limit ∆. The course of Oscillating Search is illustrated in comparison to SFS
and SFFS in Fig. 2. Every OS algorithm requires some initial set of d features. The initial set
may be obtained randomly or in any other way, e.g., using some of the traditional sequential
selection procedures. Furthermore, almost any feature selection procedure can be used in up-
and down-swings to accomplish the replacements of feature o-tuples. For OS flow-chart see
Fig. 3.

OS (Oscillating Search) yielding a subset of d features, with optional search-restricting param-
eter ∆ ≥ 1):

1. Start with initial set Xd of d features. Set cycle depth to o = 1.

2. Let X↓
d = ADDo(REMOVEo(Xd)).

3. If X↓
d better than Xd, let Xd = X↓

d , let o = 1 and go to 2.

4. Let X↑
d = REMOVEo(ADDo(Xd)).

5. If X↑
d better than Xd, let Xd = X↑

d , let o = 1 and go to 2.

6. If o < ∆ let o = o + 1 and go to 2.

Fig. 2. Graphs demonstrate the course of d-parametrized search algorithms: a) Sequential
Forward Selection, b) Sequential Forward Floating Selection, c) Oscillating Search.

The generality of OS search concept allows to adjust the search for better speed or better accu-
racy (by adjusting ∆, redefining the initialization procedure or redefining ADD / REMOVE).
As opposed to all sequential search procedures, OS does not waste time evaluating subsets
of cardinalities too different from the target one. This "focus" improves the OS ability to find
good solutions for subsets of given cardinality. The fastest improvement of the target sub-
set may be expected in initial phases of the algorithm, because of the low initial cycle depth.
Later, when the current feature subset evolves closer to optimum, low-depth cycles fail to im-
prove and therefore the algorithm broadens the search (o = o + 1). Though this improves
the chance to get closer to the optimum, the trade-off between finding a better solution and
computational time becomes more apparent. Consequently, OS tends to improve the solution
most considerably during the fastest initial search stages. This behavior is advantageous, be-
cause it gives the option of stopping the search after a while without serious result-degrading
consequences. Let us summarize the key OS advantages:

• It may be looked upon as a universal tuning mechanism, being able to improve solu-
tions obtained in other way.

• The randomly initialized OS is very fast, in case of very high-dimensional problems
may become the only applicable alternative to BIF. For example, in document analysis
(Novovičová et al. (2006)) for search of the best 1000 words out of a vocabulary of 10000
all other sequential methods prove to be too slow.

• Because the OS processes subsets of target cardinality from the very beginning, it may
find solutions even in cases, where the sequential procedures fail due to numerical prob-
lems.
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Fig. 3. Simplified Oscillating Search algorithm flowchart.

• Because the solution improves gradually after each oscillation cycle, with the most no-
table improvements at the beginning, it is possible to terminate the algorithm prema-
turely after a specified amount of time to obtain a usable solution. The OS is thus suit-
able for use in real-time systems.

• In some cases the sequential search methods tend to uniformly get caught in certain
local extremes. Running the OS from several different random initial points gives better
chances to avoid that local extreme.

4.6 Experimental Comparison of d-Parametrized Methods
The d-parametrized sub-optimal FS methods as discussed in preceding sections 4.1 to 4.5 have
been listed in the order of their speed-vs-performance characteristics. The BIF is the fastest but
worst performing method, OS offers the strongest optimization ability at the cost of slowest
computation (although it can be adjusted differently). To illustrate this behavior we compare
the output of BIF, SFS, SFFS and OS on a FS task in wrapper (Kohavi et al. (1997a)) setting.

The methods have been used to find best feature subsets for each subset size d = 1, . . . , 34
on the ionosphere data (34 dim., 2 classes: 225 and 126 samples) from the UCI Repository
(Asuncion et al. (2007)). The dataset had been split to 80% train and 20% test part. FS has been
performed on the training part using 10-fold cross-validation, in which 3-Nearest Neighbor
classifier was used as FS criterion. BIF, SFS and SFFS require no parameters, OS had been set
to repeat each search 15× from different random initial subsets of given size, with ∆ = 15.
This set-up is highly time consuming but enables to avoid many local extremes that would
not be avoided by other algorithms.
Figure 4 shows the maximal criterion value obtained by each method for each subset size. It
can be seen that the strongest optimizer in most of cases is OS, although SFFS falls behind just
negligibly. SFS optimization ability is shown to be markedly lower, but still higher than that
of BIF.

Fig. 4. Sub-optimal FS methods’ optimization performance on 3-NN wrapper

Figure 5 shows how the optimized feature subsets perform on independent test data. From
this perspective the differences between methods largely diminish. The effects of feature over-
selection (over-fitting) affect the strongest optimizer – OS – the most. SFFS seems to be the
most reliable method in this respect. SFS yields the best independent performance in this
example. Note that although the highest optimized criterion values have been achieved for
subsets of roughly 6 features, the best independent performance can be observed for subsets
of roughly 7 to 13 features. The example thus illustrates well one of the key problems in FS
– the difficulty to find subsets that generalize well, related to the problem of feature over-
selection (Raudys (2006)).
The speed of each tested method decreases with its complexity. BIF runs in linear time. Other
methods run in polynomial time. SFFS runs roughly 10× slower than SFS. OS in the slow test
setting runs roughly 10 to 100× slower than SFFS.

4.7 Dynamic Oscillating Search – Optimizing Subset Size
The idea of Oscillating Search (Sect. 4.5) has been further extended in form of the Dynamic
Oscillating Search (DOS) (Somol et al. (2008b)). The DOS algorithm can start from any initial
subset of features (including empty set). Similarly to OS it repeatedly attempts to improve
the current set by means of repeating oscillation cycles. However, the current subset size is
allowed to change, whenever a new globally best solution is found at any stage of the oscil-
lation cycle. Unlike other methods discussed in this chapter the DOS is thus a d-optimizing
procedure.
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Fig. 3. Simplified Oscillating Search algorithm flowchart.
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The methods have been used to find best feature subsets for each subset size d = 1, . . . , 34
on the ionosphere data (34 dim., 2 classes: 225 and 126 samples) from the UCI Repository
(Asuncion et al. (2007)). The dataset had been split to 80% train and 20% test part. FS has been
performed on the training part using 10-fold cross-validation, in which 3-Nearest Neighbor
classifier was used as FS criterion. BIF, SFS and SFFS require no parameters, OS had been set
to repeat each search 15× from different random initial subsets of given size, with ∆ = 15.
This set-up is highly time consuming but enables to avoid many local extremes that would
not be avoided by other algorithms.
Figure 4 shows the maximal criterion value obtained by each method for each subset size. It
can be seen that the strongest optimizer in most of cases is OS, although SFFS falls behind just
negligibly. SFS optimization ability is shown to be markedly lower, but still higher than that
of BIF.

Fig. 4. Sub-optimal FS methods’ optimization performance on 3-NN wrapper

Figure 5 shows how the optimized feature subsets perform on independent test data. From
this perspective the differences between methods largely diminish. The effects of feature over-
selection (over-fitting) affect the strongest optimizer – OS – the most. SFFS seems to be the
most reliable method in this respect. SFS yields the best independent performance in this
example. Note that although the highest optimized criterion values have been achieved for
subsets of roughly 6 features, the best independent performance can be observed for subsets
of roughly 7 to 13 features. The example thus illustrates well one of the key problems in FS
– the difficulty to find subsets that generalize well, related to the problem of feature over-
selection (Raudys (2006)).
The speed of each tested method decreases with its complexity. BIF runs in linear time. Other
methods run in polynomial time. SFFS runs roughly 10× slower than SFS. OS in the slow test
setting runs roughly 10 to 100× slower than SFFS.

4.7 Dynamic Oscillating Search – Optimizing Subset Size
The idea of Oscillating Search (Sect. 4.5) has been further extended in form of the Dynamic
Oscillating Search (DOS) (Somol et al. (2008b)). The DOS algorithm can start from any initial
subset of features (including empty set). Similarly to OS it repeatedly attempts to improve
the current set by means of repeating oscillation cycles. However, the current subset size is
allowed to change, whenever a new globally best solution is found at any stage of the oscil-
lation cycle. Unlike other methods discussed in this chapter the DOS is thus a d-optimizing
procedure.
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Fig. 3. Simplified Oscillating Search algorithm flowchart.
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Fig. 5. Sub-optimal FS methods’ performance verified using 3-NN on independent data
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The course of Dynamic Oscillating Search is illustrated in Fig. 6. See Fig. 2 for comparison
with OS, SFFS and SFS. Similarly to OS the DOS terminates when the current cycle depth
exceeds a user-specified limit ∆. The DOS also shares with OS the same advantages as listed
in Sect. 4.5: the ability to tune results obtained in a different way, gradual result improvement,
fastest improvement in initial search stages, etc.

DOS (Dynamic Oscillating Search) yielding a subset of optimized size k, with optional search-
restricting parameter ∆ ≥ 1):

1. Start with Xk = ADD(ADD(∅)), k=2. Set cycle depth to δ = 1.

2. Compute ADDδ(REMOVEδ(Xk)); if any intermediate subset Xi, i ∈ [k − δ, k] is found
better than Xk, let it become the new Xk with k = i, let δ = 1 and restart step 2.

3. Compute REMOVEδ(ADDδ(Xk)); if any intermediate subset Xj, j ∈ [k, k + δ] is found
better than Xk, let it become the new Xk with k = j, let δ = 1 and go to 2.

4. If δ < ∆ let δ = δ + 1 and go to 2.

A simplified DOS flowchart is given in Fig. 7. In the course of search the DOS generates a se-
quence of solutions with ascending criterion values and, provided the criterion value does not
change, decreasing subset size. The search time vs. closeness-to-optimum trade-off can thus
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Fig. 7. Simplified diagram of the DOS algorithm.

be handled by means of pre-mature search interruption. The number of criterion evaluations
is in the O(n3) order of magnitude. Nevertheless, the total search time depends heavily on the
chosen ∆ value, on particular data and criterion settings, and on the unpredictable number of
oscillation cycle restarts that take place after each solution improvement.

4.7.1 DOS Experiments
We compare the DOS algorithm with the previously discussed methods SFS, SFFS and OS,
here used in d-optimizing manner: each method is run for each possible subset size to eventu-
ally select the subset size that yields the highest criterion value. To mark the difference from
standard d-parametrized course of search we denote these methods SFS�, SFFS�and OS�.
We used the accuracy of various classifiers as FS criterion function: Bayesian classifier assum-
ing Gauss distribution, 3-Nearest Neighbor and SVM with RBF kernel (Chang et al. (2001)).
We tested the methods on wdbc data (30 dim., 2 classes: 357 benign and 212 malignant sam-
ples) from UCI Repository (Asuncion et al. (2007)). The experiments have been accomplished
using 2-tier cross-validation. The outer 10-fold cross-validation loop serves to produce differ-
ent test-train data splits, the inner 10-fold cross-validation loop further splits the train data
part for classifier training and validation as part of the FS process. The results of our experi-
ments are collected in Table 1. (Further set of related experiments can be found in Table 3.)
Each table contains three sections gathering results for one type of classifier (criterion func-
tion). The main information of interest is in the column I-CV, showing the maximum criterion
value (classification accuracy) yielded by each FS method in the inner cross-validation loop,
and O-CV, showing the averaged respective classification accuracy on independent test data.
The following properties of the Dynamic Oscillating Search can be observed: (i) it is able
to outperform other tested methods in the sense of criterion maximization ability (I-CV), (ii)
it tends to produce the smallest feature subsets, (iii) its impact on classifier performance on
unknown data varies depending on data and classifier used – in some cases it yields the best
results, however this behavior is inconsistent.
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with OS, SFFS and SFS. Similarly to OS the DOS terminates when the current cycle depth
exceeds a user-specified limit ∆. The DOS also shares with OS the same advantages as listed
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DOS (Dynamic Oscillating Search) yielding a subset of optimized size k, with optional search-
restricting parameter ∆ ≥ 1):

1. Start with Xk = ADD(ADD(∅)), k=2. Set cycle depth to δ = 1.

2. Compute ADDδ(REMOVEδ(Xk)); if any intermediate subset Xi, i ∈ [k − δ, k] is found
better than Xk, let it become the new Xk with k = i, let δ = 1 and restart step 2.
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better than Xk, let it become the new Xk with k = j, let δ = 1 and go to 2.
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be handled by means of pre-mature search interruption. The number of criterion evaluations
is in the O(n3) order of magnitude. Nevertheless, the total search time depends heavily on the
chosen ∆ value, on particular data and criterion settings, and on the unpredictable number of
oscillation cycle restarts that take place after each solution improvement.

4.7.1 DOS Experiments
We compare the DOS algorithm with the previously discussed methods SFS, SFFS and OS,
here used in d-optimizing manner: each method is run for each possible subset size to eventu-
ally select the subset size that yields the highest criterion value. To mark the difference from
standard d-parametrized course of search we denote these methods SFS�, SFFS�and OS�.
We used the accuracy of various classifiers as FS criterion function: Bayesian classifier assum-
ing Gauss distribution, 3-Nearest Neighbor and SVM with RBF kernel (Chang et al. (2001)).
We tested the methods on wdbc data (30 dim., 2 classes: 357 benign and 212 malignant sam-
ples) from UCI Repository (Asuncion et al. (2007)). The experiments have been accomplished
using 2-tier cross-validation. The outer 10-fold cross-validation loop serves to produce differ-
ent test-train data splits, the inner 10-fold cross-validation loop further splits the train data
part for classifier training and validation as part of the FS process. The results of our experi-
ments are collected in Table 1. (Further set of related experiments can be found in Table 3.)
Each table contains three sections gathering results for one type of classifier (criterion func-
tion). The main information of interest is in the column I-CV, showing the maximum criterion
value (classification accuracy) yielded by each FS method in the inner cross-validation loop,
and O-CV, showing the averaged respective classification accuracy on independent test data.
The following properties of the Dynamic Oscillating Search can be observed: (i) it is able
to outperform other tested methods in the sense of criterion maximization ability (I-CV), (ii)
it tends to produce the smallest feature subsets, (iii) its impact on classifier performance on
unknown data varies depending on data and classifier used – in some cases it yields the best
results, however this behavior is inconsistent.
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The course of Dynamic Oscillating Search is illustrated in Fig. 6. See Fig. 2 for comparison
with OS, SFFS and SFS. Similarly to OS the DOS terminates when the current cycle depth
exceeds a user-specified limit ∆. The DOS also shares with OS the same advantages as listed
in Sect. 4.5: the ability to tune results obtained in a different way, gradual result improvement,
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DOS (Dynamic Oscillating Search) yielding a subset of optimized size k, with optional search-
restricting parameter ∆ ≥ 1):

1. Start with Xk = ADD(ADD(∅)), k=2. Set cycle depth to δ = 1.

2. Compute ADDδ(REMOVEδ(Xk)); if any intermediate subset Xi, i ∈ [k − δ, k] is found
better than Xk, let it become the new Xk with k = i, let δ = 1 and restart step 2.
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better than Xk, let it become the new Xk with k = j, let δ = 1 and go to 2.

4. If δ < ∆ let δ = δ + 1 and go to 2.

A simplified DOS flowchart is given in Fig. 7. In the course of search the DOS generates a se-
quence of solutions with ascending criterion values and, provided the criterion value does not
change, decreasing subset size. The search time vs. closeness-to-optimum trade-off can thus
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be handled by means of pre-mature search interruption. The number of criterion evaluations
is in the O(n3) order of magnitude. Nevertheless, the total search time depends heavily on the
chosen ∆ value, on particular data and criterion settings, and on the unpredictable number of
oscillation cycle restarts that take place after each solution improvement.

4.7.1 DOS Experiments
We compare the DOS algorithm with the previously discussed methods SFS, SFFS and OS,
here used in d-optimizing manner: each method is run for each possible subset size to eventu-
ally select the subset size that yields the highest criterion value. To mark the difference from
standard d-parametrized course of search we denote these methods SFS�, SFFS�and OS�.
We used the accuracy of various classifiers as FS criterion function: Bayesian classifier assum-
ing Gauss distribution, 3-Nearest Neighbor and SVM with RBF kernel (Chang et al. (2001)).
We tested the methods on wdbc data (30 dim., 2 classes: 357 benign and 212 malignant sam-
ples) from UCI Repository (Asuncion et al. (2007)). The experiments have been accomplished
using 2-tier cross-validation. The outer 10-fold cross-validation loop serves to produce differ-
ent test-train data splits, the inner 10-fold cross-validation loop further splits the train data
part for classifier training and validation as part of the FS process. The results of our experi-
ments are collected in Table 1. (Further set of related experiments can be found in Table 3.)
Each table contains three sections gathering results for one type of classifier (criterion func-
tion). The main information of interest is in the column I-CV, showing the maximum criterion
value (classification accuracy) yielded by each FS method in the inner cross-validation loop,
and O-CV, showing the averaged respective classification accuracy on independent test data.
The following properties of the Dynamic Oscillating Search can be observed: (i) it is able
to outperform other tested methods in the sense of criterion maximization ability (I-CV), (ii)
it tends to produce the smallest feature subsets, (iii) its impact on classifier performance on
unknown data varies depending on data and classifier used – in some cases it yields the best
results, however this behavior is inconsistent.
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The course of Dynamic Oscillating Search is illustrated in Fig. 6. See Fig. 2 for comparison
with OS, SFFS and SFS. Similarly to OS the DOS terminates when the current cycle depth
exceeds a user-specified limit ∆. The DOS also shares with OS the same advantages as listed
in Sect. 4.5: the ability to tune results obtained in a different way, gradual result improvement,
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restricting parameter ∆ ≥ 1):
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be handled by means of pre-mature search interruption. The number of criterion evaluations
is in the O(n3) order of magnitude. Nevertheless, the total search time depends heavily on the
chosen ∆ value, on particular data and criterion settings, and on the unpredictable number of
oscillation cycle restarts that take place after each solution improvement.

4.7.1 DOS Experiments
We compare the DOS algorithm with the previously discussed methods SFS, SFFS and OS,
here used in d-optimizing manner: each method is run for each possible subset size to eventu-
ally select the subset size that yields the highest criterion value. To mark the difference from
standard d-parametrized course of search we denote these methods SFS�, SFFS�and OS�.
We used the accuracy of various classifiers as FS criterion function: Bayesian classifier assum-
ing Gauss distribution, 3-Nearest Neighbor and SVM with RBF kernel (Chang et al. (2001)).
We tested the methods on wdbc data (30 dim., 2 classes: 357 benign and 212 malignant sam-
ples) from UCI Repository (Asuncion et al. (2007)). The experiments have been accomplished
using 2-tier cross-validation. The outer 10-fold cross-validation loop serves to produce differ-
ent test-train data splits, the inner 10-fold cross-validation loop further splits the train data
part for classifier training and validation as part of the FS process. The results of our experi-
ments are collected in Table 1. (Further set of related experiments can be found in Table 3.)
Each table contains three sections gathering results for one type of classifier (criterion func-
tion). The main information of interest is in the column I-CV, showing the maximum criterion
value (classification accuracy) yielded by each FS method in the inner cross-validation loop,
and O-CV, showing the averaged respective classification accuracy on independent test data.
The following properties of the Dynamic Oscillating Search can be observed: (i) it is able
to outperform other tested methods in the sense of criterion maximization ability (I-CV), (ii)
it tends to produce the smallest feature subsets, (iii) its impact on classifier performance on
unknown data varies depending on data and classifier used – in some cases it yields the best
results, however this behavior is inconsistent.
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Crit. Meth. I-CV O-CV Size Time(h)

Gauss SFS� 0.962 0.933 10.8 00:00
SFFS� 0.972 0.942 10.6 00:03
OS� 0.970 0.940 9.9 00:06
DOS 0.973 0.951 10.7 00:06
full set 0.945 30

3-NN SFS� 0.981 0.967 15.3 00:01
scaled SFFS� 0.983 0.970 13.7 00:09

OS� 0.982 0.965 14.2 00:22
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Table 1. Performance of FS wrapper methods evaluated on wdbc data, 30-dim., 2-class.

5. Hybrid Algorithms – Accelerating the Search

Filter methods for feature selection are general preprocessing algorithms that do not rely on
any knowledge of the learning algorithm to be used. They are distinguished by specific eval-
uation criteria including distance, information, dependency. Since the filter methods apply
independent evaluation criteria without involving any learning algorithm they are computa-
tionally efficient. Wrapper methods require a predetermined learning algorithm instead of an
independent criterion for subset evaluation. They search through the space of feature subsets
using a learning algorithm, calculate the estimated accuracy of the learning algorithm for each
feature before it can be added to or removed from the feature subset. It means, that learning
algorithms are used to control the selection of feature subsets which are consequently better
suited to the predetermined learning algorithm. Due to the necessity to train and evaluate
the learning algorithm within the feature selection process, the wrapper methods are more
computationally expensive than the filter methods.
The main advantage of filter methods is their speed and ability to scale to large data sets.
A good argument for wrapper methods is that they tend to give superior performance. Their
time complexity, however, may become prohibitive if problem dimensionality exceeds several
dozen features.
Hybrid FS algorithms can be defined easily to utilize the advantages of both filters and wrap-
pers (Somol et al. (2006)). In the course of search, in each algorithm step filter is used to reduce
the number of candidates to be evaluated in wrapper. The scheme can be applied in any se-
quential FS algorithms by replacing Definitions 1 and 2 by Definitions 3 and 4 as follows. For
sake of simplicity let JF(.) denote the faster but for the given problem possibly less appropriate
filter criterion, JW(.) denote the slower but more appropriate wrapper criterion. The hybridiza-
tion coefficient, defining the proportion of feature subset evaluations to be accomplished by
wrapper means, is denoted by λ ∈ [0, 1]. In the following �·� denotes value rounding.

Definition 3. For a given current feature set Xd and given λ ∈ [0, 1], let Z+ be the set of candidate
features

Z+ = { fi : fi ∈ Y \ Xd; i = 1, . . . , max{1, �λ · |Y \ Xd|�}} (10)

such that
∀ f , g ∈ Y \ Xd, f ∈ Z+, g /∈ Z+ J+F (Xd, f ) ≥ J+F (Xd, g) , (11)

where J+F (Xd, f ) denotes the pre-filtering criterion function used to evaluate the subset obtained by
adding f ( f ∈ Y \ Xd) to Xd. Let f+ be the feature such that

f+ = arg max
f∈Z+

J+W(Xd, f ) , (12)

where J+W(Xd, f ) denotes the main criterion function used to evaluate the subset obtained by adding
f ( f ∈ Z+) to Xd. Then we shall say that ADDH(Xd) is an operation of adding feature f+ to the
current set Xd to obtain set Xd+1 if

ADDH(Xd) ≡ Xd ∪ { f+} = Xd+1, Xd, Xd+1 ⊂ Y. (13)

Definition 4. For a given current feature set Xd and given λ ∈ [0, 1], let Z− be the set of candidate
features

Z− = { fi : fi ∈ Xd; i = 1, . . . , max{1, �λ · |Xd|�}} (14)

such that
∀ f , g ∈ Xd, f ∈ Z−, g /∈ Z− J−F (Xd, f ) ≥ J−F (Xd, g) , (15)

where J−F (Xd, f ) denotes the pre-filtering criterion function used to evaluate the subset obtained by
removing f ( f ∈ Xd) from Xd. Let f− be the feature such that

f− = arg max
f∈Z−

J−W(Xd, f ), (16)

where J−W(Xd, f ) denotes the main criterion function used to evaluate the subset obtained by removing
f ( f ∈ Z−) from Xd. Then we shall say that REMOVEH(Xd) is an operation of removing feature f−

from the current set Xd to obtain set Xd−1 if

REMOVEH(Xd) ≡ Xd \ { f−} = Xd−1, Xd, Xd−1 ⊂ Y. (17)

The effect of hybridization is illustrated on the example in Table 2. We tested the hybridized
DOS method on waveform data (40 dim., 2 classes: 1692 and 1653 samples) from UCI Reposi-
tory (Asuncion et al. (2007)). In the hybrid setting we used Bhattacharyya distance (Devijver
et al. (1982)) as the fast filter criterion and 3-Nearest Neighbor as the slow wrapper criterion.
The reported wrapper accuracy represents the maximum criterion value found for the se-
lected feature subset. The reported independent accuracy has been obtained on independent
test data using 3-NN. Note that despite considerable reduction of search time for lower λ the
obtained feature subset yields comparable accuracy of the wrapper classifier.
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independent criterion for subset evaluation. They search through the space of feature subsets
using a learning algorithm, calculate the estimated accuracy of the learning algorithm for each
feature before it can be added to or removed from the feature subset. It means, that learning
algorithms are used to control the selection of feature subsets which are consequently better
suited to the predetermined learning algorithm. Due to the necessity to train and evaluate
the learning algorithm within the feature selection process, the wrapper methods are more
computationally expensive than the filter methods.
The main advantage of filter methods is their speed and ability to scale to large data sets.
A good argument for wrapper methods is that they tend to give superior performance. Their
time complexity, however, may become prohibitive if problem dimensionality exceeds several
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Hybrid FS algorithms can be defined easily to utilize the advantages of both filters and wrap-
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the number of candidates to be evaluated in wrapper. The scheme can be applied in any se-
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The effect of hybridization is illustrated on the example in Table 2. We tested the hybridized
DOS method on waveform data (40 dim., 2 classes: 1692 and 1653 samples) from UCI Reposi-
tory (Asuncion et al. (2007)). In the hybrid setting we used Bhattacharyya distance (Devijver
et al. (1982)) as the fast filter criterion and 3-Nearest Neighbor as the slow wrapper criterion.
The reported wrapper accuracy represents the maximum criterion value found for the se-
lected feature subset. The reported independent accuracy has been obtained on independent
test data using 3-NN. Note that despite considerable reduction of search time for lower λ the
obtained feature subset yields comparable accuracy of the wrapper classifier.
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f ( f ∈ Z+) to Xd. Then we shall say that ADDH(Xd) is an operation of adding feature f+ to the
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where J−W(Xd, f ) denotes the main criterion function used to evaluate the subset obtained by removing
f ( f ∈ Z−) from Xd. Then we shall say that REMOVEH(Xd) is an operation of removing feature f−
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The effect of hybridization is illustrated on the example in Table 2. We tested the hybridized
DOS method on waveform data (40 dim., 2 classes: 1692 and 1653 samples) from UCI Reposi-
tory (Asuncion et al. (2007)). In the hybrid setting we used Bhattacharyya distance (Devijver
et al. (1982)) as the fast filter criterion and 3-Nearest Neighbor as the slow wrapper criterion.
The reported wrapper accuracy represents the maximum criterion value found for the se-
lected feature subset. The reported independent accuracy has been obtained on independent
test data using 3-NN. Note that despite considerable reduction of search time for lower λ the
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A good argument for wrapper methods is that they tend to give superior performance. Their
time complexity, however, may become prohibitive if problem dimensionality exceeds several
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the number of candidates to be evaluated in wrapper. The scheme can be applied in any se-
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where J+F (Xd, f ) denotes the pre-filtering criterion function used to evaluate the subset obtained by
adding f ( f ∈ Y \ Xd) to Xd. Let f+ be the feature such that

f+ = arg max
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where J+W(Xd, f ) denotes the main criterion function used to evaluate the subset obtained by adding
f ( f ∈ Z+) to Xd. Then we shall say that ADDH(Xd) is an operation of adding feature f+ to the
current set Xd to obtain set Xd+1 if
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such that
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removing f ( f ∈ Xd) from Xd. Let f− be the feature such that
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where J−W(Xd, f ) denotes the main criterion function used to evaluate the subset obtained by removing
f ( f ∈ Z−) from Xd. Then we shall say that REMOVEH(Xd) is an operation of removing feature f−

from the current set Xd to obtain set Xd−1 if
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The effect of hybridization is illustrated on the example in Table 2. We tested the hybridized
DOS method on waveform data (40 dim., 2 classes: 1692 and 1653 samples) from UCI Reposi-
tory (Asuncion et al. (2007)). In the hybrid setting we used Bhattacharyya distance (Devijver
et al. (1982)) as the fast filter criterion and 3-Nearest Neighbor as the slow wrapper criterion.
The reported wrapper accuracy represents the maximum criterion value found for the se-
lected feature subset. The reported independent accuracy has been obtained on independent
test data using 3-NN. Note that despite considerable reduction of search time for lower λ the
obtained feature subset yields comparable accuracy of the wrapper classifier.
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Hybridization coeff. λ 0.01 0.25 0.5 0.75 1

Wrapper accuracy 0.907136 0.913116 0.921089 0.921485 0.921485
Independent accuracy 0.916268 0.911483 0.911483 0.910287 0.910287
Determined subset size 11 10 15 17 17
Time 1:12 8:06 20:42 35:21 48:24

Table 2. Performance of the hybridized Dynamic Oscillating Search wrapper FS method eval-
uated on waveform data, 40-dim., 2-class.

6. The Problem of Feature Selection Overfitting and Stability

In older literature the prevailing approach to FS method performance assessment was to eval-
uate the ability to find the optimum, or to get as close to it as possible, with respect to some
criterion function defined to distinguish classes in classification tasks or to fit data in approx-
imation tasks. Recently, emphasis is put on assessing the impact of FS on generalization per-
formance, i.e., the ability of the devised decision rule to perform well on independent data.
It has been shown that similarly to classifier over-training the effect of feature over-selection
can hinder the performance of pattern recognition system (Raudys (2006), Raudys (2006)); es-
pecially with small-sample or high-dimensional problems. Compare Figures 4 and 5 to see an
example of the effect.
It has been also pointed out that independent test data performance should not be neglected
when comparing FS methods (Reunanen (2003)). The task of FS methods’ comparison seems
to be understood ambiguously as well. It is very different whether we compare concrete
method properties or the final classifier performance determined by use of particular meth-
ods under particular settings. Certainly, final classifier performance is the ultimate quality
measure. However, misleading conclusions about FS may be easily drawn when evaluating
nothing else, as classifier performance depends on many more different aspects then just the
actual FS method used.
There seems to be a general agreement in literature that wrapper-based FS enables creation
of more accurate classifiers than filter-based FS. This claim is nevertheless to be taken with
caution, while using actual classifier accuracy as FS criterion in wrapper-based FS may lead
to the very negative effects mentioned above (overtraining). At the same time the weaker
relation of filter-based FS criterion functions to particular classifier accuracy may help better
generalization. But these effects can be hardly judged before the building of classification sys-
tem has actually been accomplished. The problem of classifier performance estimation is by
no means simple. Many estimation strategies are available, suitability of which is problem
dependent (re-substitution, data split, hold-out, cross-validation, leave-one-out, etc.). For a
detailed study on classifier training related problems and work-around methods, e.g., stabi-
lizing weak classifiers, see Skurichina (2001).

6.1 The Problem of Feature Selection Stability
It is common that classifier performance is considered the ultimate quality measure, even
when assessing the FS process. However, misleading conclusions may be easily drawn when
ignoring stability issues. Unstable FS performance may seriously deteriorate the properties of
the final classifier by selecting the wrong features. Following Kalousis et al. (2007) we define
the stability of the FS algorithm as the robustness of the feature preferences it produces to dif-
ferences in training sets drawn from the same generating distribution. FS algorithms express
the feature preferences in the form of a selected feature subset S ⊆ Y. Stability quantifies how

different training sets drawn from the same generating distribution affect the feature pref-
erences. Recent works in the area of FS methods’ stability mainly focus on various stability
indices, introducing measures based on Hamming distance, Dunne et al. (2002), correlation
coefficients and Tanimoto distance, Kalousis et al. (2007), consistency index, Kuncheva (2007)
and Shannon entropy, Křížek et al. (2007). Stability of FS procedures depends on the sample
size, the criteria utilized to perform FS, and the complexity of FS procedure, Raudys (2006).
In the following we focus on several new measures allowing to assess the FS stability of both
the d-parametrized and d-optimizing FS methods (Somol et al. (2008a)).

6.1.1 Considered Measures of Feature Selection Stability
Let S = {S1, . . . , Sn} be a system of n feature subsets Sj =

{
fki
| i = 1, . . . , dj, fki

∈ Y, dj ∈
{1, . . . , |Y|}

}
, j = 1, . . . , n, n > 1, n ∈ N, obtained from n runs of the evaluated FS algorithm

on different samplings of a given data set. Let X be the subset of Y representing all features
that appear anywhere in S :

X = { f | f ∈ Y, Ff > 0} =
n⋃

i=1
Si, X �= ∅, (18)

where Ff is the number of occurrences (frequency) of feature f ∈ Y in system S . Let N denote
the total number of occurrences of any feature in system S , i.e.,

N = ∑
g∈X

Fg =
n

∑
i=1

|Si|, N ∈ N, N ≥ n . (19)

Definition 5. The weighted consistency CW(S) of the system S is defined as

CW(S) = ∑
f∈X

w f
Ff − Fmin

Fmax − Fmin
, (20)

where w f =
Ff
N , 0 < w f ≤ 1, ∑ f∈X w f = 1.

Because Ff = 0 for all f ∈ Y \ X, the weighted consistency CW(S) can be equally expressed
using notation (19):

CW(S) = ∑
f∈X

Ff

N
·

Ff − Fmin

Fmax − Fmin
= ∑

f∈Y

Ff

N
·

Ff − 1
n − 1

. (21)

It is obvious that CW(S) = 0 if and only if (iff) N = |X|, i.e., iff Ff = 1 for all f ∈ X. This is
unrealistic in most of real cases. Whenever n > |X|, some feature must appear in more than
one subset and consequently CW(S) > 0. Similarly, CW(S) = 1 iff N = n|X|, otherwise all
subsets can not be identical.
Clearly, for any N, n representing some system of subsets S and for given Y there exists a
system Smin with such configuration of features in its subsets that yields the minimal possible
CW(·) value, to be denoted CWmin(N, n, Y), being possibly greater than 0. Similarly, a system
Smax exists that yields the maximal possible CW(·) value, to be denoted CWmax(N, n), being
possibly lower than 1.
It can be easily seen that CWmin(·) gets high when the sizes of feature subsets in system ap-
proach the total number of features |Y|, because in such system the subsets get necessarily
more similar to each other. Consequently, using measure (20) for comparison of the stability
of various FS methods may lead to misleading results if the methods tend to yield systems
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can hinder the performance of pattern recognition system (Raudys (2006), Raudys (2006)); es-
pecially with small-sample or high-dimensional problems. Compare Figures 4 and 5 to see an
example of the effect.
It has been also pointed out that independent test data performance should not be neglected
when comparing FS methods (Reunanen (2003)). The task of FS methods’ comparison seems
to be understood ambiguously as well. It is very different whether we compare concrete
method properties or the final classifier performance determined by use of particular meth-
ods under particular settings. Certainly, final classifier performance is the ultimate quality
measure. However, misleading conclusions about FS may be easily drawn when evaluating
nothing else, as classifier performance depends on many more different aspects then just the
actual FS method used.
There seems to be a general agreement in literature that wrapper-based FS enables creation
of more accurate classifiers than filter-based FS. This claim is nevertheless to be taken with
caution, while using actual classifier accuracy as FS criterion in wrapper-based FS may lead
to the very negative effects mentioned above (overtraining). At the same time the weaker
relation of filter-based FS criterion functions to particular classifier accuracy may help better
generalization. But these effects can be hardly judged before the building of classification sys-
tem has actually been accomplished. The problem of classifier performance estimation is by
no means simple. Many estimation strategies are available, suitability of which is problem
dependent (re-substitution, data split, hold-out, cross-validation, leave-one-out, etc.). For a
detailed study on classifier training related problems and work-around methods, e.g., stabi-
lizing weak classifiers, see Skurichina (2001).

6.1 The Problem of Feature Selection Stability
It is common that classifier performance is considered the ultimate quality measure, even
when assessing the FS process. However, misleading conclusions may be easily drawn when
ignoring stability issues. Unstable FS performance may seriously deteriorate the properties of
the final classifier by selecting the wrong features. Following Kalousis et al. (2007) we define
the stability of the FS algorithm as the robustness of the feature preferences it produces to dif-
ferences in training sets drawn from the same generating distribution. FS algorithms express
the feature preferences in the form of a selected feature subset S ⊆ Y. Stability quantifies how

different training sets drawn from the same generating distribution affect the feature pref-
erences. Recent works in the area of FS methods’ stability mainly focus on various stability
indices, introducing measures based on Hamming distance, Dunne et al. (2002), correlation
coefficients and Tanimoto distance, Kalousis et al. (2007), consistency index, Kuncheva (2007)
and Shannon entropy, Křížek et al. (2007). Stability of FS procedures depends on the sample
size, the criteria utilized to perform FS, and the complexity of FS procedure, Raudys (2006).
In the following we focus on several new measures allowing to assess the FS stability of both
the d-parametrized and d-optimizing FS methods (Somol et al. (2008a)).

6.1.1 Considered Measures of Feature Selection Stability
Let S = {S1, . . . , Sn} be a system of n feature subsets Sj =

{
fki
| i = 1, . . . , dj, fki

∈ Y, dj ∈
{1, . . . , |Y|}

}
, j = 1, . . . , n, n > 1, n ∈ N, obtained from n runs of the evaluated FS algorithm

on different samplings of a given data set. Let X be the subset of Y representing all features
that appear anywhere in S :

X = { f | f ∈ Y, Ff > 0} =
n⋃

i=1
Si, X �= ∅, (18)

where Ff is the number of occurrences (frequency) of feature f ∈ Y in system S . Let N denote
the total number of occurrences of any feature in system S , i.e.,

N = ∑
g∈X

Fg =
n

∑
i=1

|Si|, N ∈ N, N ≥ n . (19)

Definition 5. The weighted consistency CW(S) of the system S is defined as

CW(S) = ∑
f∈X

w f
Ff − Fmin

Fmax − Fmin
, (20)

where w f =
Ff
N , 0 < w f ≤ 1, ∑ f∈X w f = 1.

Because Ff = 0 for all f ∈ Y \ X, the weighted consistency CW(S) can be equally expressed
using notation (19):

CW(S) = ∑
f∈X

Ff

N
·

Ff − Fmin

Fmax − Fmin
= ∑

f∈Y

Ff

N
·

Ff − 1
n − 1

. (21)

It is obvious that CW(S) = 0 if and only if (iff) N = |X|, i.e., iff Ff = 1 for all f ∈ X. This is
unrealistic in most of real cases. Whenever n > |X|, some feature must appear in more than
one subset and consequently CW(S) > 0. Similarly, CW(S) = 1 iff N = n|X|, otherwise all
subsets can not be identical.
Clearly, for any N, n representing some system of subsets S and for given Y there exists a
system Smin with such configuration of features in its subsets that yields the minimal possible
CW(·) value, to be denoted CWmin(N, n, Y), being possibly greater than 0. Similarly, a system
Smax exists that yields the maximal possible CW(·) value, to be denoted CWmax(N, n), being
possibly lower than 1.
It can be easily seen that CWmin(·) gets high when the sizes of feature subsets in system ap-
proach the total number of features |Y|, because in such system the subsets get necessarily
more similar to each other. Consequently, using measure (20) for comparison of the stability
of various FS methods may lead to misleading results if the methods tend to yield systems
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Hybridization coeff. λ 0.01 0.25 0.5 0.75 1

Wrapper accuracy 0.907136 0.913116 0.921089 0.921485 0.921485
Independent accuracy 0.916268 0.911483 0.911483 0.910287 0.910287
Determined subset size 11 10 15 17 17
Time 1:12 8:06 20:42 35:21 48:24

Table 2. Performance of the hybridized Dynamic Oscillating Search wrapper FS method eval-
uated on waveform data, 40-dim., 2-class.
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criterion function defined to distinguish classes in classification tasks or to fit data in approx-
imation tasks. Recently, emphasis is put on assessing the impact of FS on generalization per-
formance, i.e., the ability of the devised decision rule to perform well on independent data.
It has been shown that similarly to classifier over-training the effect of feature over-selection
can hinder the performance of pattern recognition system (Raudys (2006), Raudys (2006)); es-
pecially with small-sample or high-dimensional problems. Compare Figures 4 and 5 to see an
example of the effect.
It has been also pointed out that independent test data performance should not be neglected
when comparing FS methods (Reunanen (2003)). The task of FS methods’ comparison seems
to be understood ambiguously as well. It is very different whether we compare concrete
method properties or the final classifier performance determined by use of particular meth-
ods under particular settings. Certainly, final classifier performance is the ultimate quality
measure. However, misleading conclusions about FS may be easily drawn when evaluating
nothing else, as classifier performance depends on many more different aspects then just the
actual FS method used.
There seems to be a general agreement in literature that wrapper-based FS enables creation
of more accurate classifiers than filter-based FS. This claim is nevertheless to be taken with
caution, while using actual classifier accuracy as FS criterion in wrapper-based FS may lead
to the very negative effects mentioned above (overtraining). At the same time the weaker
relation of filter-based FS criterion functions to particular classifier accuracy may help better
generalization. But these effects can be hardly judged before the building of classification sys-
tem has actually been accomplished. The problem of classifier performance estimation is by
no means simple. Many estimation strategies are available, suitability of which is problem
dependent (re-substitution, data split, hold-out, cross-validation, leave-one-out, etc.). For a
detailed study on classifier training related problems and work-around methods, e.g., stabi-
lizing weak classifiers, see Skurichina (2001).

6.1 The Problem of Feature Selection Stability
It is common that classifier performance is considered the ultimate quality measure, even
when assessing the FS process. However, misleading conclusions may be easily drawn when
ignoring stability issues. Unstable FS performance may seriously deteriorate the properties of
the final classifier by selecting the wrong features. Following Kalousis et al. (2007) we define
the stability of the FS algorithm as the robustness of the feature preferences it produces to dif-
ferences in training sets drawn from the same generating distribution. FS algorithms express
the feature preferences in the form of a selected feature subset S ⊆ Y. Stability quantifies how

different training sets drawn from the same generating distribution affect the feature pref-
erences. Recent works in the area of FS methods’ stability mainly focus on various stability
indices, introducing measures based on Hamming distance, Dunne et al. (2002), correlation
coefficients and Tanimoto distance, Kalousis et al. (2007), consistency index, Kuncheva (2007)
and Shannon entropy, Křížek et al. (2007). Stability of FS procedures depends on the sample
size, the criteria utilized to perform FS, and the complexity of FS procedure, Raudys (2006).
In the following we focus on several new measures allowing to assess the FS stability of both
the d-parametrized and d-optimizing FS methods (Somol et al. (2008a)).

6.1.1 Considered Measures of Feature Selection Stability
Let S = {S1, . . . , Sn} be a system of n feature subsets Sj =
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, j = 1, . . . , n, n > 1, n ∈ N, obtained from n runs of the evaluated FS algorithm

on different samplings of a given data set. Let X be the subset of Y representing all features
that appear anywhere in S :

X = { f | f ∈ Y, Ff > 0} =
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i=1
Si, X �= ∅, (18)

where Ff is the number of occurrences (frequency) of feature f ∈ Y in system S . Let N denote
the total number of occurrences of any feature in system S , i.e.,

N = ∑
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Definition 5. The weighted consistency CW(S) of the system S is defined as
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where w f =
Ff
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Because Ff = 0 for all f ∈ Y \ X, the weighted consistency CW(S) can be equally expressed
using notation (19):
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It is obvious that CW(S) = 0 if and only if (iff) N = |X|, i.e., iff Ff = 1 for all f ∈ X. This is
unrealistic in most of real cases. Whenever n > |X|, some feature must appear in more than
one subset and consequently CW(S) > 0. Similarly, CW(S) = 1 iff N = n|X|, otherwise all
subsets can not be identical.
Clearly, for any N, n representing some system of subsets S and for given Y there exists a
system Smin with such configuration of features in its subsets that yields the minimal possible
CW(·) value, to be denoted CWmin(N, n, Y), being possibly greater than 0. Similarly, a system
Smax exists that yields the maximal possible CW(·) value, to be denoted CWmax(N, n), being
possibly lower than 1.
It can be easily seen that CWmin(·) gets high when the sizes of feature subsets in system ap-
proach the total number of features |Y|, because in such system the subsets get necessarily
more similar to each other. Consequently, using measure (20) for comparison of the stability
of various FS methods may lead to misleading results if the methods tend to yield systems
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In older literature the prevailing approach to FS method performance assessment was to eval-
uate the ability to find the optimum, or to get as close to it as possible, with respect to some
criterion function defined to distinguish classes in classification tasks or to fit data in approx-
imation tasks. Recently, emphasis is put on assessing the impact of FS on generalization per-
formance, i.e., the ability of the devised decision rule to perform well on independent data.
It has been shown that similarly to classifier over-training the effect of feature over-selection
can hinder the performance of pattern recognition system (Raudys (2006), Raudys (2006)); es-
pecially with small-sample or high-dimensional problems. Compare Figures 4 and 5 to see an
example of the effect.
It has been also pointed out that independent test data performance should not be neglected
when comparing FS methods (Reunanen (2003)). The task of FS methods’ comparison seems
to be understood ambiguously as well. It is very different whether we compare concrete
method properties or the final classifier performance determined by use of particular meth-
ods under particular settings. Certainly, final classifier performance is the ultimate quality
measure. However, misleading conclusions about FS may be easily drawn when evaluating
nothing else, as classifier performance depends on many more different aspects then just the
actual FS method used.
There seems to be a general agreement in literature that wrapper-based FS enables creation
of more accurate classifiers than filter-based FS. This claim is nevertheless to be taken with
caution, while using actual classifier accuracy as FS criterion in wrapper-based FS may lead
to the very negative effects mentioned above (overtraining). At the same time the weaker
relation of filter-based FS criterion functions to particular classifier accuracy may help better
generalization. But these effects can be hardly judged before the building of classification sys-
tem has actually been accomplished. The problem of classifier performance estimation is by
no means simple. Many estimation strategies are available, suitability of which is problem
dependent (re-substitution, data split, hold-out, cross-validation, leave-one-out, etc.). For a
detailed study on classifier training related problems and work-around methods, e.g., stabi-
lizing weak classifiers, see Skurichina (2001).

6.1 The Problem of Feature Selection Stability
It is common that classifier performance is considered the ultimate quality measure, even
when assessing the FS process. However, misleading conclusions may be easily drawn when
ignoring stability issues. Unstable FS performance may seriously deteriorate the properties of
the final classifier by selecting the wrong features. Following Kalousis et al. (2007) we define
the stability of the FS algorithm as the robustness of the feature preferences it produces to dif-
ferences in training sets drawn from the same generating distribution. FS algorithms express
the feature preferences in the form of a selected feature subset S ⊆ Y. Stability quantifies how

different training sets drawn from the same generating distribution affect the feature pref-
erences. Recent works in the area of FS methods’ stability mainly focus on various stability
indices, introducing measures based on Hamming distance, Dunne et al. (2002), correlation
coefficients and Tanimoto distance, Kalousis et al. (2007), consistency index, Kuncheva (2007)
and Shannon entropy, Křížek et al. (2007). Stability of FS procedures depends on the sample
size, the criteria utilized to perform FS, and the complexity of FS procedure, Raudys (2006).
In the following we focus on several new measures allowing to assess the FS stability of both
the d-parametrized and d-optimizing FS methods (Somol et al. (2008a)).

6.1.1 Considered Measures of Feature Selection Stability
Let S = {S1, . . . , Sn} be a system of n feature subsets Sj =

{
fki
| i = 1, . . . , dj, fki

∈ Y, dj ∈
{1, . . . , |Y|}

}
, j = 1, . . . , n, n > 1, n ∈ N, obtained from n runs of the evaluated FS algorithm

on different samplings of a given data set. Let X be the subset of Y representing all features
that appear anywhere in S :

X = { f | f ∈ Y, Ff > 0} =
n⋃

i=1
Si, X �= ∅, (18)

where Ff is the number of occurrences (frequency) of feature f ∈ Y in system S . Let N denote
the total number of occurrences of any feature in system S , i.e.,

N = ∑
g∈X

Fg =
n

∑
i=1

|Si|, N ∈ N, N ≥ n . (19)

Definition 5. The weighted consistency CW(S) of the system S is defined as

CW(S) = ∑
f∈X

w f
Ff − Fmin

Fmax − Fmin
, (20)

where w f =
Ff
N , 0 < w f ≤ 1, ∑ f∈X w f = 1.

Because Ff = 0 for all f ∈ Y \ X, the weighted consistency CW(S) can be equally expressed
using notation (19):

CW(S) = ∑
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·

Ff − Fmin
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·
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It is obvious that CW(S) = 0 if and only if (iff) N = |X|, i.e., iff Ff = 1 for all f ∈ X. This is
unrealistic in most of real cases. Whenever n > |X|, some feature must appear in more than
one subset and consequently CW(S) > 0. Similarly, CW(S) = 1 iff N = n|X|, otherwise all
subsets can not be identical.
Clearly, for any N, n representing some system of subsets S and for given Y there exists a
system Smin with such configuration of features in its subsets that yields the minimal possible
CW(·) value, to be denoted CWmin(N, n, Y), being possibly greater than 0. Similarly, a system
Smax exists that yields the maximal possible CW(·) value, to be denoted CWmax(N, n), being
possibly lower than 1.
It can be easily seen that CWmin(·) gets high when the sizes of feature subsets in system ap-
proach the total number of features |Y|, because in such system the subsets get necessarily
more similar to each other. Consequently, using measure (20) for comparison of the stability
of various FS methods may lead to misleading results if the methods tend to yield systems
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of differently sized subsets. We will refer to this problem as to "the problem of subset-size
bias". Note that most of available stability measures are affected by the same problem. For
this reason we introduce another measure, to be called the relative weighted consistency, which
suppresses the influence of the sizes of subsets in system on the final value.

Definition 6. The relative weighted consistency CWrel(S , Y) of system S characterized by N, n
and for given Y is defined as

CWrel(S , Y) =
CW(S)− CWmin(N, n, Y)

CWmax(N, n)− CWmin(N, n, Y)
, (22)

where CWrel(S , Y) = CW(S) for CWmax(N, n) = CWmin(N, n, Y).
Denoting D = N mod |Y| and H = N mod n for simplicity, it has been shown in Somol et al.
(2008a) that

CWmin(N, n, Y) =
N2 − |Y|(N − D)− D2

|Y|N(n − 1)
(23)

and

CWmax(N, n) =
H2 + N(n − 1)− Hn

N(n − 1)
. (24)

The relative weighted consistency then becomes:

CWrel(S , Y) =
|Y|

(
N − D + ∑ f∈Y Ff (Ff − 1)

)
− N2 + D2

|Y| (H2 + n(N − H)− D)− N2 + D2 . (25)

The weighted consistency bounds CWmax(N, n) and CWmin(N, n, Y) are illustrated in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Illustration of CW measure bounds

Note that CWrel may be sensitive to small system changes if N approaches maximum (for
given |Y| and n).
It can be seen that for any N, n representing some system of subsets S and for given Y it is
true that 0 ≤ CWrel(S , Y) ≤ 1 and for the corresponding systems Smin and Smax it is true that
CWrel(Smin) = 0 and CWrel(Smax) = 1.
The measure (22) does not exhibit the unwanted behavior of yielding higher values for sys-
tems with subset sizes closer to |Y|, i.e., is independent of the size of feature subsets selected
by the examined FS methods under fixed Y. We can say that this measure characterizes for
given S , Y the relative degree of randomness of the system of feature subsets on the scale
between the maximum and minimum values of the weighted consistency (20).

Next, following the idea of Kalousis et al. (2007) we define a conceptually different measure.
It is derived from the Tanimoto index (coefficient) defined as the size of the intersection divided
by the size of union of the subsets Si and Sj, Duda et al. (2000):

SK(Si, Sj) =
|Si ∩ Sj|
|Si ∪ Sj|

. (26)

Definition 7. The Average Tanimoto Index of system S is defined as follows:

ATI(S) = 2
n(n − 1)

n−1

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=i+1

SK(Si, Sj) . (27)

ATI(S) is the average similarity measure over all pairs of feature subsets in S . It takes val-
ues from [0, 1] with 0 indicating empty intersection between all pairs of subsets Si, Sj and 1
indicating that all subsets of the system S are identical.

FS Classif. rate Subset size CW CW ATI FS time
Wrap. Meth. Mean S.Dv. Mean S.Dv. rel h:m:s

Gauss. rand .908 .059 14.90 8.39 .500 .008 .296 00:00:14
BIF� .948 .004 27.15 4.09 .927 .244 .862 00:04:57
SFS� .963 .003 11.95 5.30 .506 .181 .332 01:02:04
SFFS� .969 .003 12.17 4.66 .556 .259 .387 09:13:03
DOS .973 .002 8.85 2.36 .584 .419 .429 12:49:59

3NN rand .935 .061 14.9 8.30 .501 .009 .297 00:00:45
BIF� .970 .002 24.78 3.70 .912 .513 .840 00:38:39
SFS� .976 .002 15.45 5.74 .584 .148 .401 07:27:39
SFFS� .979 .002 17.96 5.67 .658 .149 .481 33:53:55
DOS .980 .001 13.27 4.25 .565 .227 .393 116:47:

SVM rand .942 .059 14.94 8.58 .502 .008 .295 00:00:50
BIF� .974 .003 21.67 2.71 .929 .774 .875 01:01:48
SFS� .982 .002 9.32 4.12 .433 .185 .283 07:13:02
SFFS� .983 .002 10.82 4.58 .472 .179 .310 30:28:02
DOS .985 .001 8.70 3.42 .442 .222 .295 74:28:51

Table 3. Stability of wrapper FS methods evaluated on wdbc data, 30-dim., 2-class.

6.1.2 Experiments With Stability Measures
To illustrate the discussed stability measures we have conducted several experiments on wdbc
data (30 dim., 2 classes: 357 benign and 212 malignant samples) from UCI Repository (Asun-
cion et al. (2007)). The results are collected in Table 3. We focused on comparing the stability
of principally different FS methods discussed in this chapter: BIF, SFS and SFFS and DOS in
d-optimizing setting; d-parametrized methods are run for each possible subset size to eventu-
ally select the subset size that yields the highest criterion value. To mark the difference from
standard d-parametrized course of search we denote these methods BIF�, SFS�and SFFS�. We
used the classification accuracy of three conceptually different classifiers as FS criteria: Gaus-
sian classifier, 3-Nearest Neighbor (majority voting) and SVM with RBF kernel (Chang et al.
(2001)). In each setup FS was repeated 1000× on randomly sampled 80% of the data (class size
ratios preserved). In each FS run the criterion was evaluated using 10-fold cross-validation,
with 2/3 of available data randomly sampled for training and the remaining 1/3 used for
testing.
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suppresses the influence of the sizes of subsets in system on the final value.

Definition 6. The relative weighted consistency CWrel(S , Y) of system S characterized by N, n
and for given Y is defined as
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CW(S)− CWmin(N, n, Y)

CWmax(N, n)− CWmin(N, n, Y)
, (22)

where CWrel(S , Y) = CW(S) for CWmax(N, n) = CWmin(N, n, Y).
Denoting D = N mod |Y| and H = N mod n for simplicity, it has been shown in Somol et al.
(2008a) that

CWmin(N, n, Y) =
N2 − |Y|(N − D)− D2
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and
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The relative weighted consistency then becomes:
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)
− N2 + D2
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The weighted consistency bounds CWmax(N, n) and CWmin(N, n, Y) are illustrated in Fig. 8.
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Note that CWrel may be sensitive to small system changes if N approaches maximum (for
given |Y| and n).
It can be seen that for any N, n representing some system of subsets S and for given Y it is
true that 0 ≤ CWrel(S , Y) ≤ 1 and for the corresponding systems Smin and Smax it is true that
CWrel(Smin) = 0 and CWrel(Smax) = 1.
The measure (22) does not exhibit the unwanted behavior of yielding higher values for sys-
tems with subset sizes closer to |Y|, i.e., is independent of the size of feature subsets selected
by the examined FS methods under fixed Y. We can say that this measure characterizes for
given S , Y the relative degree of randomness of the system of feature subsets on the scale
between the maximum and minimum values of the weighted consistency (20).

Next, following the idea of Kalousis et al. (2007) we define a conceptually different measure.
It is derived from the Tanimoto index (coefficient) defined as the size of the intersection divided
by the size of union of the subsets Si and Sj, Duda et al. (2000):

SK(Si, Sj) =
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Definition 7. The Average Tanimoto Index of system S is defined as follows:
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ATI(S) is the average similarity measure over all pairs of feature subsets in S . It takes val-
ues from [0, 1] with 0 indicating empty intersection between all pairs of subsets Si, Sj and 1
indicating that all subsets of the system S are identical.
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Wrap. Meth. Mean S.Dv. Mean S.Dv. rel h:m:s
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BIF� .948 .004 27.15 4.09 .927 .244 .862 00:04:57
SFS� .963 .003 11.95 5.30 .506 .181 .332 01:02:04
SFFS� .969 .003 12.17 4.66 .556 .259 .387 09:13:03
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Table 3. Stability of wrapper FS methods evaluated on wdbc data, 30-dim., 2-class.

6.1.2 Experiments With Stability Measures
To illustrate the discussed stability measures we have conducted several experiments on wdbc
data (30 dim., 2 classes: 357 benign and 212 malignant samples) from UCI Repository (Asun-
cion et al. (2007)). The results are collected in Table 3. We focused on comparing the stability
of principally different FS methods discussed in this chapter: BIF, SFS and SFFS and DOS in
d-optimizing setting; d-parametrized methods are run for each possible subset size to eventu-
ally select the subset size that yields the highest criterion value. To mark the difference from
standard d-parametrized course of search we denote these methods BIF�, SFS�and SFFS�. We
used the classification accuracy of three conceptually different classifiers as FS criteria: Gaus-
sian classifier, 3-Nearest Neighbor (majority voting) and SVM with RBF kernel (Chang et al.
(2001)). In each setup FS was repeated 1000× on randomly sampled 80% of the data (class size
ratios preserved). In each FS run the criterion was evaluated using 10-fold cross-validation,
with 2/3 of available data randomly sampled for training and the remaining 1/3 used for
testing.
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of differently sized subsets. We will refer to this problem as to "the problem of subset-size
bias". Note that most of available stability measures are affected by the same problem. For
this reason we introduce another measure, to be called the relative weighted consistency, which
suppresses the influence of the sizes of subsets in system on the final value.

Definition 6. The relative weighted consistency CWrel(S , Y) of system S characterized by N, n
and for given Y is defined as

CWrel(S , Y) =
CW(S)− CWmin(N, n, Y)

CWmax(N, n)− CWmin(N, n, Y)
, (22)

where CWrel(S , Y) = CW(S) for CWmax(N, n) = CWmin(N, n, Y).
Denoting D = N mod |Y| and H = N mod n for simplicity, it has been shown in Somol et al.
(2008a) that

CWmin(N, n, Y) =
N2 − |Y|(N − D)− D2

|Y|N(n − 1)
(23)

and

CWmax(N, n) =
H2 + N(n − 1)− Hn

N(n − 1)
. (24)

The relative weighted consistency then becomes:

CWrel(S , Y) =
|Y|

(
N − D + ∑ f∈Y Ff (Ff − 1)

)
− N2 + D2

|Y| (H2 + n(N − H)− D)− N2 + D2 . (25)

The weighted consistency bounds CWmax(N, n) and CWmin(N, n, Y) are illustrated in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Illustration of CW measure bounds

Note that CWrel may be sensitive to small system changes if N approaches maximum (for
given |Y| and n).
It can be seen that for any N, n representing some system of subsets S and for given Y it is
true that 0 ≤ CWrel(S , Y) ≤ 1 and for the corresponding systems Smin and Smax it is true that
CWrel(Smin) = 0 and CWrel(Smax) = 1.
The measure (22) does not exhibit the unwanted behavior of yielding higher values for sys-
tems with subset sizes closer to |Y|, i.e., is independent of the size of feature subsets selected
by the examined FS methods under fixed Y. We can say that this measure characterizes for
given S , Y the relative degree of randomness of the system of feature subsets on the scale
between the maximum and minimum values of the weighted consistency (20).

Next, following the idea of Kalousis et al. (2007) we define a conceptually different measure.
It is derived from the Tanimoto index (coefficient) defined as the size of the intersection divided
by the size of union of the subsets Si and Sj, Duda et al. (2000):

SK(Si, Sj) =
|Si ∩ Sj|
|Si ∪ Sj|

. (26)

Definition 7. The Average Tanimoto Index of system S is defined as follows:

ATI(S) = 2
n(n − 1)

n−1

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=i+1

SK(Si, Sj) . (27)

ATI(S) is the average similarity measure over all pairs of feature subsets in S . It takes val-
ues from [0, 1] with 0 indicating empty intersection between all pairs of subsets Si, Sj and 1
indicating that all subsets of the system S are identical.

FS Classif. rate Subset size CW CW ATI FS time
Wrap. Meth. Mean S.Dv. Mean S.Dv. rel h:m:s

Gauss. rand .908 .059 14.90 8.39 .500 .008 .296 00:00:14
BIF� .948 .004 27.15 4.09 .927 .244 .862 00:04:57
SFS� .963 .003 11.95 5.30 .506 .181 .332 01:02:04
SFFS� .969 .003 12.17 4.66 .556 .259 .387 09:13:03
DOS .973 .002 8.85 2.36 .584 .419 .429 12:49:59

3NN rand .935 .061 14.9 8.30 .501 .009 .297 00:00:45
BIF� .970 .002 24.78 3.70 .912 .513 .840 00:38:39
SFS� .976 .002 15.45 5.74 .584 .148 .401 07:27:39
SFFS� .979 .002 17.96 5.67 .658 .149 .481 33:53:55
DOS .980 .001 13.27 4.25 .565 .227 .393 116:47:

SVM rand .942 .059 14.94 8.58 .502 .008 .295 00:00:50
BIF� .974 .003 21.67 2.71 .929 .774 .875 01:01:48
SFS� .982 .002 9.32 4.12 .433 .185 .283 07:13:02
SFFS� .983 .002 10.82 4.58 .472 .179 .310 30:28:02
DOS .985 .001 8.70 3.42 .442 .222 .295 74:28:51

Table 3. Stability of wrapper FS methods evaluated on wdbc data, 30-dim., 2-class.

6.1.2 Experiments With Stability Measures
To illustrate the discussed stability measures we have conducted several experiments on wdbc
data (30 dim., 2 classes: 357 benign and 212 malignant samples) from UCI Repository (Asun-
cion et al. (2007)). The results are collected in Table 3. We focused on comparing the stability
of principally different FS methods discussed in this chapter: BIF, SFS and SFFS and DOS in
d-optimizing setting; d-parametrized methods are run for each possible subset size to eventu-
ally select the subset size that yields the highest criterion value. To mark the difference from
standard d-parametrized course of search we denote these methods BIF�, SFS�and SFFS�. We
used the classification accuracy of three conceptually different classifiers as FS criteria: Gaus-
sian classifier, 3-Nearest Neighbor (majority voting) and SVM with RBF kernel (Chang et al.
(2001)). In each setup FS was repeated 1000× on randomly sampled 80% of the data (class size
ratios preserved). In each FS run the criterion was evaluated using 10-fold cross-validation,
with 2/3 of available data randomly sampled for training and the remaining 1/3 used for
testing.
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Table 3. Stability of wrapper FS methods evaluated on wdbc data, 30-dim., 2-class.

6.1.2 Experiments With Stability Measures
To illustrate the discussed stability measures we have conducted several experiments on wdbc
data (30 dim., 2 classes: 357 benign and 212 malignant samples) from UCI Repository (Asun-
cion et al. (2007)). The results are collected in Table 3. We focused on comparing the stability
of principally different FS methods discussed in this chapter: BIF, SFS and SFFS and DOS in
d-optimizing setting; d-parametrized methods are run for each possible subset size to eventu-
ally select the subset size that yields the highest criterion value. To mark the difference from
standard d-parametrized course of search we denote these methods BIF�, SFS�and SFFS�. We
used the classification accuracy of three conceptually different classifiers as FS criteria: Gaus-
sian classifier, 3-Nearest Neighbor (majority voting) and SVM with RBF kernel (Chang et al.
(2001)). In each setup FS was repeated 1000× on randomly sampled 80% of the data (class size
ratios preserved). In each FS run the criterion was evaluated using 10-fold cross-validation,
with 2/3 of available data randomly sampled for training and the remaining 1/3 used for
testing.
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The results are collected in Table 3. All measures, CW, CWrel and ATI indicate BIF�as the most
stable FS method, what confirms the conclusions in Kuncheva (2007). Note that CWrel is the
only measure to correctly detect random feature selection (values close to 0). Note that apart
from BIF�, with 3-NN and SVM the most stable FS method appears to be SFFS�, with Gaussian
classifier it is DOS. Very low CWrel values may indicate some pitfall in the FS process - either
there are no clearly preferable features in the set, or the methods overfit, etc. Note that low
stability measure values are often accompanied by higher deviations in subset size.

7. Summary

The current state of art in feature selection based dimensionality reduction for decision prob-
lems of classification type has been overviewed. A number of recent feature subset search
strategies have been reviewed and compared. Following the analysis of their respective ad-
vantages and shortcomings, the conditions under which certain strategies are more pertinent
than others have been suggested.
Concerning our current experience, we can give the following recommendations. Floating
Search can be considered the first tool to try for many FS tasks. It is reasonably fast and yields
generally very good results in all dimensions at once, often succeeding in finding the global
optimum. The Oscillating Search becomes better choice whenever: 1) the highest quality of
solution must be achieved but optimal methods are not applicable, or 2) a reasonable solution
is to be found as quickly as possible, or 3) numerical problems hinder the use of sequential
methods, or 4) extreme problem dimensionality prevents any use of sequential methods, or
5) the search is to be performed in real-time systems. Especially when repeated with different
random initial sets the Oscillating Search shows outstanding potential to overcome local ex-
tremes in favor of global optimum. Dynamic Oscillating Search adds to Oscillating Search the
ability to optimize both the subset size and subset contents at once.
No FS method, however, can be claimed the best for all problems. Moreover, any FS method
should be applied cautiously to prevent the negative effects of feature over-selection (over-
training) and to prevent stability issues.
Remark: Source codes can be partly found at http://ro.utia.cas.cz/dem.html.

7.1 Does It Make Sense to Develop New FS Methods?
Our answer is undoubtedly yes. Our current experience shows that no clear and unambigu-
ous qualitative hierarchy can be established within the existing framework of methods, i.e.,
although some methods perform better then others more often, this is not the case always and
any method can show to be the best tool for some particular problem. Adding to this pool of
methods may thus bring improvement, although it is more and more difficult to come up with
new ideas that have not been utilized before. Regarding the performance of search algorithms
as such, developing methods that yield results closer to optimum with respect to any given
criterion may bring considerably more advantage in future, when better criteria may have
been found to better express the relation between feature subsets and classifier generalization
ability.
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ous qualitative hierarchy can be established within the existing framework of methods, i.e.,
although some methods perform better then others more often, this is not the case always and
any method can show to be the best tool for some particular problem. Adding to this pool of
methods may thus bring improvement, although it is more and more difficult to come up with
new ideas that have not been utilized before. Regarding the performance of search algorithms
as such, developing methods that yield results closer to optimum with respect to any given
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The results are collected in Table 3. All measures, CW, CWrel and ATI indicate BIF�as the most
stable FS method, what confirms the conclusions in Kuncheva (2007). Note that CWrel is the
only measure to correctly detect random feature selection (values close to 0). Note that apart
from BIF�, with 3-NN and SVM the most stable FS method appears to be SFFS�, with Gaussian
classifier it is DOS. Very low CWrel values may indicate some pitfall in the FS process - either
there are no clearly preferable features in the set, or the methods overfit, etc. Note that low
stability measure values are often accompanied by higher deviations in subset size.

7. Summary

The current state of art in feature selection based dimensionality reduction for decision prob-
lems of classification type has been overviewed. A number of recent feature subset search
strategies have been reviewed and compared. Following the analysis of their respective ad-
vantages and shortcomings, the conditions under which certain strategies are more pertinent
than others have been suggested.
Concerning our current experience, we can give the following recommendations. Floating
Search can be considered the first tool to try for many FS tasks. It is reasonably fast and yields
generally very good results in all dimensions at once, often succeeding in finding the global
optimum. The Oscillating Search becomes better choice whenever: 1) the highest quality of
solution must be achieved but optimal methods are not applicable, or 2) a reasonable solution
is to be found as quickly as possible, or 3) numerical problems hinder the use of sequential
methods, or 4) extreme problem dimensionality prevents any use of sequential methods, or
5) the search is to be performed in real-time systems. Especially when repeated with different
random initial sets the Oscillating Search shows outstanding potential to overcome local ex-
tremes in favor of global optimum. Dynamic Oscillating Search adds to Oscillating Search the
ability to optimize both the subset size and subset contents at once.
No FS method, however, can be claimed the best for all problems. Moreover, any FS method
should be applied cautiously to prevent the negative effects of feature over-selection (over-
training) and to prevent stability issues.
Remark: Source codes can be partly found at http://ro.utia.cas.cz/dem.html.

7.1 Does It Make Sense to Develop New FS Methods?
Our answer is undoubtedly yes. Our current experience shows that no clear and unambigu-
ous qualitative hierarchy can be established within the existing framework of methods, i.e.,
although some methods perform better then others more often, this is not the case always and
any method can show to be the best tool for some particular problem. Adding to this pool of
methods may thus bring improvement, although it is more and more difficult to come up with
new ideas that have not been utilized before. Regarding the performance of search algorithms
as such, developing methods that yield results closer to optimum with respect to any given
criterion may bring considerably more advantage in future, when better criteria may have
been found to better express the relation between feature subsets and classifier generalization
ability.
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1. Introduction

In the last decade, the effectiveness of kernel-based methods for object detection and recog-
nition have been reported Fukui et al. (2006); Hotta (2008c); Kim et al. (2002); Pontil & Verri
(1998); Shawe-Taylor & Cristianini (2004); Yang (2002). In particular, Kernel Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (KPCA) took the place of traditional linear PCA as the first feature extraction
step in various researches and applications. KPCA can cope with non-linear variations well.
However, KPCA must solve the eigen value problem with the number of samples × the num-
ber of samples. In addition, the computation of kernel functions with all training samples are
required to map a test sample to the subspace obtained by KPCA. Therefore, the computa-
tional cost is the main drawback. To reduce the computational cost of KPCA, sparse KPCA
Tipping (2001) and the use of clustering Ichino et al. (2007 (in Japanese) were proposed. Ichino
et al. Ichino et al. (2007 (in Japanese) reported that KPCA of cluster centers is more effective
than sparse KPCA. However, the computational cost becomes a big problem again when the
number of classes is large and each class has one subspace. For example, KPCA of visual
words (cluster centers of local features) Hotta (2008b) was effective for object categorization
but the computational cost is high. In this method, each category of 101 categories has one
subspace constructed by 400 visual words. Namely, 40, 400 (= 101 categorizes × 400 visual
words) kernel computations are required to map a local feature to all subspaces.
On the other hand, traditional linear PCA is independent of the number of samples when the
dimension of a feature is smaller than the number of samples. This is because the size of eigen
value problem depends on the minimum number of the feature dimension and the number
of samples. To map a test sample to a subspace, only inner products between basis vectors
and the test sample are required. Therefore, in general, the computational cost of linear PCA
is much lower than KPCA. In this paper, we propose how to use non-linearity of KPCA and
computational cost of linear PCA simultaneously Hotta (2008a).
Kernel-based methods map training samples to high dimensional space as x → φ(x). Non-
linearity is realized by linear method in high dimensional space. The dimension of mapped
feature space of the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel becomes infinity, and we can not de-
scribe the mapped feature explicitly. However, the mapped feature φ(x) of the polynomial
kernel can be described explicitly. This means that KPCA with the polynomial kernel can be
solved directly by linear PCA of mapped features. Unfortunately, in general, the dimension
of mapped features is too high to solve by linear PCA even if the polynomial kernel with 2nd
degrees K(x, y) = (1 + xTy)2 is used. The dimension of mapped features of the polynomial
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kernel with 2nd degrees becomes nd+2C2 = (nd + 2)!/(nd! 2!) where nd is the number of
dimension of input features. For example, the dimension of mapped feature becomes 20, 301
even when the dimension of an input feature is 200. However, if the polynomial kernel with
2nd degrees is applied to local features not a whole feature, the dimension of mapped fea-
tures is not so high. For example, when the polynomial kernel with 2nd degrees is applied to
each local 10 dimensional feature of 200 dimensional input feature without overlap, each local
feature xli is mapped to 66 dimensional feature φ(xli) independently. Namely, the 200 dimen-
sional input feature is mapped to 1, 320 (= 66 dimensions × 20 local features) dimensional
feature as

(
φ(xl1)

T , . . . , φ(xl20)
T)T . In fact, this corresponds to the local summation kernel

(the summation of local kernels) Hotta (2008c) because the inner product between 1, 320 di-
mensional features is the summation of the outputs of inner product between 66 dimensional

features as
20
∑
i

φ(xli)
Tφ(yli) =

20
∑
i

K(xli, yli). This shows that KPCA with the local summation

kernel can be solved by linear PCA. This approach is independent of the number of training
samples. Subspace is obtained by solving the eigen value problem of mapped features (e.g.
1, 320 dimensions). To map a test sample to a subspace, only the inner products with basis
vectors with 1, 320 dimensions are required. In addition, it can represent non-linear distribu-
tion while the computational cost is low. Furthermore, it is reported that the local summation
kernel outperforms standard RBF kernel and polynomial kernel under partial occlusion Hotta
(2008c).
We evaluate the proposed approach in object categorization problem which has many cate-
gories and requires much computational cost. We demonstrate that the proposed approach
gives much higher recognition rate than linear PCA. The computational cost is lower than
KPCA while the accuracy is slightly worse than KPCA. We also demonstrate that the pro-
posed method can be used for large number of training samples to which KPCA can not be
applied. Although our method uses only linear PCA and Support Vector Machine (SVM) with
linear kernel, the accuracy is comparable with conventional object categorization methods Fei-
Fei et al. (2006); Grauman & Darrell (2005); Holub et al. (2005); Mutch & Lowe (2006); Serre
et al. (2005); Wang et al. (2006).
In section 2, KPCA and its drawback are described. Section 3 explains the details of the pro-
posed method. Object categorization method using the proposed approach is explained in
section 4. Experimental results using the Caltech 101 database are shown in section 5. Finally,
conclusion and future works are described in section 6.

2. KPCA and its drawback

This section explains KPCA Müller et al. (2001); Schölkopf et al. (1998) and its drawback
briefly. When data {x1 . . . , xL} is given, x is mapped into high dimensional space by non-
linear mapping φ(x). By applying linear PCA in high dimensional space, non-linear principal
components are obtained. Covariance matrix in high dimensional space is computed by

C =
1
l

L

∑
i=1

φ(xi)φ(xi)
T . (1)

Eigen value problem for KPCA is defined by λV = CV where λ is eigen value and V are
eigenvectors. Eigenvectors lie in the span of φ(x1), . . . , φ(xL). Therefore, eigenvectors are

represented by

V =
L

∑
i=1

αiφ(xi), (2)

where αi is the coefficient.
The equation does not change when φ(xk) is multiplied to both sides. Then the eigen value
problem is changed as

λφ(xk)
TV = φ(xk)

TCV for all k = 1, . . . , L. (3)

By substituting eigenvectors shown in equation (2) into equation (3) and using the kernel
matrix K where Kij = φ(xi)

Tφ(xj), we obtain the following eigen value problem

Lλα = Kα. (4)

The size of matrix K depends on the number of training samples. Namely, the computational
cost also depends on the number of samples. Thus, the computational cost becomes high
when the number of samples is large. There is the case that we can not use KPCA due to
the size of eigen value problem. This is the drawback of KPCA. By solving the eigen value
problem, α is obtained. We have to normalize the obtained αp for satisfying (Vp)TVp = 1 for
all p = 1, . . . , L.
An input sample x is mapped into p-th principal component axis by

(Vp)Tφ(x) =
L

∑
i=1

α
p
i K(xi, x). (5)

This equation means that the computation of kernel functions with all training samples is re-
quired to map the input to the subspace. Thus, in the test phase not only the training phase
of KPCA, the computational cost becomes a big problem. Due to this problem, KPCA is not
appropriate for on-line processing. Since non-linearity of KPCA is effective for various ap-
plications, we must overcome this drawback. In next section, we show a solution using local
kernel.

3. KPCA with local summation kernel by linear PCA

This section explains how to solve KPCA with the local summation kernel by linear PCA.
At first, an input feature is divided into N local features as x =

(
xT

l1, xT
l2, . . . , xT

lN
)T . In the

following experiments, the division is carried out without overlap1. Each local feature xli is
mapped to high dimensional space as φ(xli). All mapped local features φ(xl1), . . . , φ(xlN) are
connected and used as a new feature vector x′ = (φ(xl1)

T , . . . , φ(xlN)T)T . The inner product
of new feature vectors corresponds to the summation of local kernels.

x′Ty′ = (φ(xl1)
T , . . . , φ(xlN)T)(φ(yl1)

T , . . . , φ(ylN)T)T ,

=
N

∑
i

φ(xli)
Tφ(yli),

=
N

∑
i

K(xli, yli) (6)

1 We consider that local features with structure (e.g. local region of an image) are more effective than
meaningless local features selected randomly
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kernel with 2nd degrees becomes nd+2C2 = (nd + 2)!/(nd! 2!) where nd is the number of
dimension of input features. For example, the dimension of mapped feature becomes 20, 301
even when the dimension of an input feature is 200. However, if the polynomial kernel with
2nd degrees is applied to local features not a whole feature, the dimension of mapped fea-
tures is not so high. For example, when the polynomial kernel with 2nd degrees is applied to
each local 10 dimensional feature of 200 dimensional input feature without overlap, each local
feature xli is mapped to 66 dimensional feature φ(xli) independently. Namely, the 200 dimen-
sional input feature is mapped to 1, 320 (= 66 dimensions × 20 local features) dimensional
feature as

(
φ(xl1)

T , . . . , φ(xl20)
T)T . In fact, this corresponds to the local summation kernel

(the summation of local kernels) Hotta (2008c) because the inner product between 1, 320 di-
mensional features is the summation of the outputs of inner product between 66 dimensional

features as
20
∑
i

φ(xli)
Tφ(yli) =

20
∑
i

K(xli, yli). This shows that KPCA with the local summation

kernel can be solved by linear PCA. This approach is independent of the number of training
samples. Subspace is obtained by solving the eigen value problem of mapped features (e.g.
1, 320 dimensions). To map a test sample to a subspace, only the inner products with basis
vectors with 1, 320 dimensions are required. In addition, it can represent non-linear distribu-
tion while the computational cost is low. Furthermore, it is reported that the local summation
kernel outperforms standard RBF kernel and polynomial kernel under partial occlusion Hotta
(2008c).
We evaluate the proposed approach in object categorization problem which has many cate-
gories and requires much computational cost. We demonstrate that the proposed approach
gives much higher recognition rate than linear PCA. The computational cost is lower than
KPCA while the accuracy is slightly worse than KPCA. We also demonstrate that the pro-
posed method can be used for large number of training samples to which KPCA can not be
applied. Although our method uses only linear PCA and Support Vector Machine (SVM) with
linear kernel, the accuracy is comparable with conventional object categorization methods Fei-
Fei et al. (2006); Grauman & Darrell (2005); Holub et al. (2005); Mutch & Lowe (2006); Serre
et al. (2005); Wang et al. (2006).
In section 2, KPCA and its drawback are described. Section 3 explains the details of the pro-
posed method. Object categorization method using the proposed approach is explained in
section 4. Experimental results using the Caltech 101 database are shown in section 5. Finally,
conclusion and future works are described in section 6.

2. KPCA and its drawback

This section explains KPCA Müller et al. (2001); Schölkopf et al. (1998) and its drawback
briefly. When data {x1 . . . , xL} is given, x is mapped into high dimensional space by non-
linear mapping φ(x). By applying linear PCA in high dimensional space, non-linear principal
components are obtained. Covariance matrix in high dimensional space is computed by

C =
1
l

L

∑
i=1

φ(xi)φ(xi)
T . (1)

Eigen value problem for KPCA is defined by λV = CV where λ is eigen value and V are
eigenvectors. Eigenvectors lie in the span of φ(x1), . . . , φ(xL). Therefore, eigenvectors are

represented by

V =
L

∑
i=1

αiφ(xi), (2)

where αi is the coefficient.
The equation does not change when φ(xk) is multiplied to both sides. Then the eigen value
problem is changed as

λφ(xk)
TV = φ(xk)

TCV for all k = 1, . . . , L. (3)

By substituting eigenvectors shown in equation (2) into equation (3) and using the kernel
matrix K where Kij = φ(xi)

Tφ(xj), we obtain the following eigen value problem

Lλα = Kα. (4)

The size of matrix K depends on the number of training samples. Namely, the computational
cost also depends on the number of samples. Thus, the computational cost becomes high
when the number of samples is large. There is the case that we can not use KPCA due to
the size of eigen value problem. This is the drawback of KPCA. By solving the eigen value
problem, α is obtained. We have to normalize the obtained αp for satisfying (Vp)TVp = 1 for
all p = 1, . . . , L.
An input sample x is mapped into p-th principal component axis by

(Vp)Tφ(x) =
L

∑
i=1

α
p
i K(xi, x). (5)

This equation means that the computation of kernel functions with all training samples is re-
quired to map the input to the subspace. Thus, in the test phase not only the training phase
of KPCA, the computational cost becomes a big problem. Due to this problem, KPCA is not
appropriate for on-line processing. Since non-linearity of KPCA is effective for various ap-
plications, we must overcome this drawback. In next section, we show a solution using local
kernel.

3. KPCA with local summation kernel by linear PCA

This section explains how to solve KPCA with the local summation kernel by linear PCA.
At first, an input feature is divided into N local features as x =

(
xT

l1, xT
l2, . . . , xT

lN
)T . In the

following experiments, the division is carried out without overlap1. Each local feature xli is
mapped to high dimensional space as φ(xli). All mapped local features φ(xl1), . . . , φ(xlN) are
connected and used as a new feature vector x′ = (φ(xl1)

T , . . . , φ(xlN)T)T . The inner product
of new feature vectors corresponds to the summation of local kernels.

x′Ty′ = (φ(xl1)
T , . . . , φ(xlN)T)(φ(yl1)

T , . . . , φ(ylN)T)T ,

=
N

∑
i

φ(xli)
Tφ(yli),

=
N

∑
i

K(xli, yli) (6)

1 We consider that local features with structure (e.g. local region of an image) are more effective than
meaningless local features selected randomly
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This means that KPCA with the local summation kernel can be solved by linear PCA of
new features x′ if local mapped features φ(xli) can be described explicitly. Basis vectors
are obtained by solving the eigen value problem of the covariance matrix C = XXT where
X = (x′1, . . . , x′L). The dimension of basis vectors is the same as x′.
Note that mapped features of the polynomial kernel can be described explicitly. In the case
of the polynomial kernel with 2nd degrees, the dimension of a mapped feature φ(x) be-
comes nd+2C2 where nd is the number of dimension of an input feature x. For example,
an input feature with 2 dimensions x = (x1, x2)

T is mapped to 6 dimensional feature as
φ(x) = (x2

1, x2
2,
√

2x1x2,
√

2x1,
√

2x2, 1)T . Thus, when the dimension of local feature (xli) is not
large, KPCA with the local summation kernel can be solved by linear PCA. Of course, if the di-
mension of local features is large, the dimension of mapped features becomes large. However,
the size of covariance matrix in linear PCA depends on the minimum value of the dimension
of features and the number of samples. When the number of samples is smaller than the di-
mension of features, we solve the eigen value problem of D = XT X where X = (x′1, . . . , x′L).
Then the eigen vectors A that we want to obtain can be computed from the eigen vectors B of
D as A = XBΛ−1/2 where diagonal elements of Λ is the eigen values.
In recent years, it is reported that the normalized polynomial kernel outperforms standard
polynomial kernel and the RBF kernel after setting optimal parameters Debnath & Takahashi
(2004). Therefore, in the following experiments, we use the normalized polynomial kernel
with 2nd degrees as local kernel function. The dimension of mapped feature φ(x) is the same
as the standard polynomial kernel. The difference is the norm of mapped feature. In the
standard polynomial kernel, the norm of mapped feature ||φ(x)|| is not normalized. However,
the normalized polynomial kernel normalizes the norm of a mapped feature is normalized as
φ(x)/||φ(x)||. By the norm normalization, the maximum value of the kernel is bounded to 1.
In this paper, KPCA with the summation kernel of local normalized polynomial kernels is
solved by linear PCA of new feature (φ(xl1)

T/||φ(xl1)||, . . . , φ(xlN)T/||φ(xlN))T . This ap-
proach can treat many samples easily in which KPCA can not treat by the computational cost
and memory required. In addition, it can represent non-linear distribution while linear PCA
can not. Furthermore, the computational cost for mapping a test sample to a subspace is much
lower than KPCA because kernel computations with all training samples are not required in
the proposed approach. The test sample is mapped to a subspace by inner products with
basis vectors whose dimension is the same as the new feature. Therefore, it is effective for
multi-class classification problem such as object categorization. In this paper, the proposed
approach is evaluated in object categorization problem using the Caltech 101 database. We
compare it with KPCA and linear PCA of visual words Hotta (2008b).

4. Object categorization method

In object categorization problem, we can not know the position of objects in advance. There-
fore, characteristic local features (regions) are selected automatically from training images of
each category. In Hotta (2008b), visual words of each category are made by applying cluster-
ing to the ensemble of local features of each category, and KPCA with the normalized poly-
nomial kernel with 5 degrees is used to represent the category specific visual words. After
extracting features specialized for each category, SVM with linear kernel is used. In this pa-
per, KPCA with the local summation kernel which is solved by linear PCA is used, and we
evaluate whether our approach can represent non-linear variations with low computational
cost.

For fair comparison with conventional KPCA of visual words Hotta (2008b), the same descrip-
tor and experimental settings are used. We explain the descriptor briefly2. First, the charac-
teristic local regions are selected automatically by using Harris operator Harris & Stephens
(1998). The orientation histogram of multi-resolution Gabor features is used to describe each
local region. Figure 1 shows how to make the orientation histogram. Concretely, Gabor filters
of 8 different orientations with 3 scales are used. Gabor features of 9 (height) × 9 (width) × 3
(scales) × 8 (orientations) dimensions are extracted from a local region. Orientation histogram
is computed in a non-overlap region of 3 × 3 pixels of each scale independently. As a result,
we obtain 216 (= 3 (height) × 3 (width) × 3 (scales) × 8 (orientations)) dimensional features.
These are used as the descriptor of a local region.
In the proposed approach, local kernel is applied to each 8 dimensional orientation histogram.
Since the normalized polynomial kernel with 2nd degrees is used, each 8 dimensional orienta-
tion histogram xli is mapped to 45 dimensional feature φ(xli)/||φ(xli)||. Thus, the dimension
of new features x′ becomes 1, 215 dimensions (= 3 (height) × 3 (width) × 3 (scales) × 45 di-
mensions).
After describing the local regions, k-means is adopted to obtain visual words of each category.
Since the visual words include various kinds of local regions, the distribution becomes non-
linear. To represent the ensemble of visual words of each category well, non-linearity of KPCA
is required. Therefore, linear PCA can not represent the distribution, and the accuracy of the
proposed method shows whether our method represents the non-linear distribution well or
not. In the proposed approach, non-linearity is realized by local summation kernel.
In our object categorization method, each category has one subspace. In standard KPCA, ker-
nel computations with all visual words in certain category is required to compute the covari-
ance matrix. On the other hand, the proposed approach can compute the covariance matrix by
the inner product of 1, 215 dimensional visual words. The maximum benefit of our approach
is obtained in mapping a test sample to subspaces. In standard KPCA, when the number of
visual words is 400, 40, 400 (= 101 categorizes × 400 visual words) kernel computations is
required to map a local region to all subspaces. However, our approach does not need to com-
pute 40, 400 kernel computations. Only inner products with basis vectors of 1, 215 dimensions
are required to map a local region to all subspaces. Therefore, the computational cost is much
lower than KPCA of visual words. This is the merit of our approach.
After mapping local regions into the subspaces specialized for each category, SVM with linear
kernel is used to classify object categories. Since non-linear feature is extracted by KPCA, SVM
with linear kernel is sufficient. In this paper, the projection length to the subspace is used as
the features for SVM. However, the projection values to the principal component axes with
lower rank become small. To compensate it, the projection value to each axis is normalized by
standard deviation of training samples at the axis. The normalized projection length of q-th
local region to the p-th axis of the subspace of category k is defined as

z′ pkq =
(

AT
kpx′q/

√
σ2

kp

)2

where σ2
kp is the variance of p-th principal component axis of category k. Since M local regions

are obtained from a test image, we must integrate M projection length to be robust to the shift,
the order, and the number of local regions. We use the mean projection length to integrate all

2 Please refer to Hotta (2008b) for details
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This means that KPCA with the local summation kernel can be solved by linear PCA of
new features x′ if local mapped features φ(xli) can be described explicitly. Basis vectors
are obtained by solving the eigen value problem of the covariance matrix C = XXT where
X = (x′1, . . . , x′L). The dimension of basis vectors is the same as x′.
Note that mapped features of the polynomial kernel can be described explicitly. In the case
of the polynomial kernel with 2nd degrees, the dimension of a mapped feature φ(x) be-
comes nd+2C2 where nd is the number of dimension of an input feature x. For example,
an input feature with 2 dimensions x = (x1, x2)

T is mapped to 6 dimensional feature as
φ(x) = (x2

1, x2
2,
√

2x1x2,
√

2x1,
√

2x2, 1)T . Thus, when the dimension of local feature (xli) is not
large, KPCA with the local summation kernel can be solved by linear PCA. Of course, if the di-
mension of local features is large, the dimension of mapped features becomes large. However,
the size of covariance matrix in linear PCA depends on the minimum value of the dimension
of features and the number of samples. When the number of samples is smaller than the di-
mension of features, we solve the eigen value problem of D = XT X where X = (x′1, . . . , x′L).
Then the eigen vectors A that we want to obtain can be computed from the eigen vectors B of
D as A = XBΛ−1/2 where diagonal elements of Λ is the eigen values.
In recent years, it is reported that the normalized polynomial kernel outperforms standard
polynomial kernel and the RBF kernel after setting optimal parameters Debnath & Takahashi
(2004). Therefore, in the following experiments, we use the normalized polynomial kernel
with 2nd degrees as local kernel function. The dimension of mapped feature φ(x) is the same
as the standard polynomial kernel. The difference is the norm of mapped feature. In the
standard polynomial kernel, the norm of mapped feature ||φ(x)|| is not normalized. However,
the normalized polynomial kernel normalizes the norm of a mapped feature is normalized as
φ(x)/||φ(x)||. By the norm normalization, the maximum value of the kernel is bounded to 1.
In this paper, KPCA with the summation kernel of local normalized polynomial kernels is
solved by linear PCA of new feature (φ(xl1)

T/||φ(xl1)||, . . . , φ(xlN)T/||φ(xlN))T . This ap-
proach can treat many samples easily in which KPCA can not treat by the computational cost
and memory required. In addition, it can represent non-linear distribution while linear PCA
can not. Furthermore, the computational cost for mapping a test sample to a subspace is much
lower than KPCA because kernel computations with all training samples are not required in
the proposed approach. The test sample is mapped to a subspace by inner products with
basis vectors whose dimension is the same as the new feature. Therefore, it is effective for
multi-class classification problem such as object categorization. In this paper, the proposed
approach is evaluated in object categorization problem using the Caltech 101 database. We
compare it with KPCA and linear PCA of visual words Hotta (2008b).

4. Object categorization method

In object categorization problem, we can not know the position of objects in advance. There-
fore, characteristic local features (regions) are selected automatically from training images of
each category. In Hotta (2008b), visual words of each category are made by applying cluster-
ing to the ensemble of local features of each category, and KPCA with the normalized poly-
nomial kernel with 5 degrees is used to represent the category specific visual words. After
extracting features specialized for each category, SVM with linear kernel is used. In this pa-
per, KPCA with the local summation kernel which is solved by linear PCA is used, and we
evaluate whether our approach can represent non-linear variations with low computational
cost.

For fair comparison with conventional KPCA of visual words Hotta (2008b), the same descrip-
tor and experimental settings are used. We explain the descriptor briefly2. First, the charac-
teristic local regions are selected automatically by using Harris operator Harris & Stephens
(1998). The orientation histogram of multi-resolution Gabor features is used to describe each
local region. Figure 1 shows how to make the orientation histogram. Concretely, Gabor filters
of 8 different orientations with 3 scales are used. Gabor features of 9 (height) × 9 (width) × 3
(scales) × 8 (orientations) dimensions are extracted from a local region. Orientation histogram
is computed in a non-overlap region of 3 × 3 pixels of each scale independently. As a result,
we obtain 216 (= 3 (height) × 3 (width) × 3 (scales) × 8 (orientations)) dimensional features.
These are used as the descriptor of a local region.
In the proposed approach, local kernel is applied to each 8 dimensional orientation histogram.
Since the normalized polynomial kernel with 2nd degrees is used, each 8 dimensional orienta-
tion histogram xli is mapped to 45 dimensional feature φ(xli)/||φ(xli)||. Thus, the dimension
of new features x′ becomes 1, 215 dimensions (= 3 (height) × 3 (width) × 3 (scales) × 45 di-
mensions).
After describing the local regions, k-means is adopted to obtain visual words of each category.
Since the visual words include various kinds of local regions, the distribution becomes non-
linear. To represent the ensemble of visual words of each category well, non-linearity of KPCA
is required. Therefore, linear PCA can not represent the distribution, and the accuracy of the
proposed method shows whether our method represents the non-linear distribution well or
not. In the proposed approach, non-linearity is realized by local summation kernel.
In our object categorization method, each category has one subspace. In standard KPCA, ker-
nel computations with all visual words in certain category is required to compute the covari-
ance matrix. On the other hand, the proposed approach can compute the covariance matrix by
the inner product of 1, 215 dimensional visual words. The maximum benefit of our approach
is obtained in mapping a test sample to subspaces. In standard KPCA, when the number of
visual words is 400, 40, 400 (= 101 categorizes × 400 visual words) kernel computations is
required to map a local region to all subspaces. However, our approach does not need to com-
pute 40, 400 kernel computations. Only inner products with basis vectors of 1, 215 dimensions
are required to map a local region to all subspaces. Therefore, the computational cost is much
lower than KPCA of visual words. This is the merit of our approach.
After mapping local regions into the subspaces specialized for each category, SVM with linear
kernel is used to classify object categories. Since non-linear feature is extracted by KPCA, SVM
with linear kernel is sufficient. In this paper, the projection length to the subspace is used as
the features for SVM. However, the projection values to the principal component axes with
lower rank become small. To compensate it, the projection value to each axis is normalized by
standard deviation of training samples at the axis. The normalized projection length of q-th
local region to the p-th axis of the subspace of category k is defined as

z′ pkq =
(
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σ2

kp

)2

where σ2
kp is the variance of p-th principal component axis of category k. Since M local regions

are obtained from a test image, we must integrate M projection length to be robust to the shift,
the order, and the number of local regions. We use the mean projection length to integrate all

2 Please refer to Hotta (2008b) for details
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This means that KPCA with the local summation kernel can be solved by linear PCA of
new features x′ if local mapped features φ(xli) can be described explicitly. Basis vectors
are obtained by solving the eigen value problem of the covariance matrix C = XXT where
X = (x′1, . . . , x′L). The dimension of basis vectors is the same as x′.
Note that mapped features of the polynomial kernel can be described explicitly. In the case
of the polynomial kernel with 2nd degrees, the dimension of a mapped feature φ(x) be-
comes nd+2C2 where nd is the number of dimension of an input feature x. For example,
an input feature with 2 dimensions x = (x1, x2)

T is mapped to 6 dimensional feature as
φ(x) = (x2

1, x2
2,
√

2x1x2,
√

2x1,
√

2x2, 1)T . Thus, when the dimension of local feature (xli) is not
large, KPCA with the local summation kernel can be solved by linear PCA. Of course, if the di-
mension of local features is large, the dimension of mapped features becomes large. However,
the size of covariance matrix in linear PCA depends on the minimum value of the dimension
of features and the number of samples. When the number of samples is smaller than the di-
mension of features, we solve the eigen value problem of D = XT X where X = (x′1, . . . , x′L).
Then the eigen vectors A that we want to obtain can be computed from the eigen vectors B of
D as A = XBΛ−1/2 where diagonal elements of Λ is the eigen values.
In recent years, it is reported that the normalized polynomial kernel outperforms standard
polynomial kernel and the RBF kernel after setting optimal parameters Debnath & Takahashi
(2004). Therefore, in the following experiments, we use the normalized polynomial kernel
with 2nd degrees as local kernel function. The dimension of mapped feature φ(x) is the same
as the standard polynomial kernel. The difference is the norm of mapped feature. In the
standard polynomial kernel, the norm of mapped feature ||φ(x)|| is not normalized. However,
the normalized polynomial kernel normalizes the norm of a mapped feature is normalized as
φ(x)/||φ(x)||. By the norm normalization, the maximum value of the kernel is bounded to 1.
In this paper, KPCA with the summation kernel of local normalized polynomial kernels is
solved by linear PCA of new feature (φ(xl1)

T/||φ(xl1)||, . . . , φ(xlN)T/||φ(xlN))T . This ap-
proach can treat many samples easily in which KPCA can not treat by the computational cost
and memory required. In addition, it can represent non-linear distribution while linear PCA
can not. Furthermore, the computational cost for mapping a test sample to a subspace is much
lower than KPCA because kernel computations with all training samples are not required in
the proposed approach. The test sample is mapped to a subspace by inner products with
basis vectors whose dimension is the same as the new feature. Therefore, it is effective for
multi-class classification problem such as object categorization. In this paper, the proposed
approach is evaluated in object categorization problem using the Caltech 101 database. We
compare it with KPCA and linear PCA of visual words Hotta (2008b).

4. Object categorization method

In object categorization problem, we can not know the position of objects in advance. There-
fore, characteristic local features (regions) are selected automatically from training images of
each category. In Hotta (2008b), visual words of each category are made by applying cluster-
ing to the ensemble of local features of each category, and KPCA with the normalized poly-
nomial kernel with 5 degrees is used to represent the category specific visual words. After
extracting features specialized for each category, SVM with linear kernel is used. In this pa-
per, KPCA with the local summation kernel which is solved by linear PCA is used, and we
evaluate whether our approach can represent non-linear variations with low computational
cost.

For fair comparison with conventional KPCA of visual words Hotta (2008b), the same descrip-
tor and experimental settings are used. We explain the descriptor briefly2. First, the charac-
teristic local regions are selected automatically by using Harris operator Harris & Stephens
(1998). The orientation histogram of multi-resolution Gabor features is used to describe each
local region. Figure 1 shows how to make the orientation histogram. Concretely, Gabor filters
of 8 different orientations with 3 scales are used. Gabor features of 9 (height) × 9 (width) × 3
(scales) × 8 (orientations) dimensions are extracted from a local region. Orientation histogram
is computed in a non-overlap region of 3 × 3 pixels of each scale independently. As a result,
we obtain 216 (= 3 (height) × 3 (width) × 3 (scales) × 8 (orientations)) dimensional features.
These are used as the descriptor of a local region.
In the proposed approach, local kernel is applied to each 8 dimensional orientation histogram.
Since the normalized polynomial kernel with 2nd degrees is used, each 8 dimensional orienta-
tion histogram xli is mapped to 45 dimensional feature φ(xli)/||φ(xli)||. Thus, the dimension
of new features x′ becomes 1, 215 dimensions (= 3 (height) × 3 (width) × 3 (scales) × 45 di-
mensions).
After describing the local regions, k-means is adopted to obtain visual words of each category.
Since the visual words include various kinds of local regions, the distribution becomes non-
linear. To represent the ensemble of visual words of each category well, non-linearity of KPCA
is required. Therefore, linear PCA can not represent the distribution, and the accuracy of the
proposed method shows whether our method represents the non-linear distribution well or
not. In the proposed approach, non-linearity is realized by local summation kernel.
In our object categorization method, each category has one subspace. In standard KPCA, ker-
nel computations with all visual words in certain category is required to compute the covari-
ance matrix. On the other hand, the proposed approach can compute the covariance matrix by
the inner product of 1, 215 dimensional visual words. The maximum benefit of our approach
is obtained in mapping a test sample to subspaces. In standard KPCA, when the number of
visual words is 400, 40, 400 (= 101 categorizes × 400 visual words) kernel computations is
required to map a local region to all subspaces. However, our approach does not need to com-
pute 40, 400 kernel computations. Only inner products with basis vectors of 1, 215 dimensions
are required to map a local region to all subspaces. Therefore, the computational cost is much
lower than KPCA of visual words. This is the merit of our approach.
After mapping local regions into the subspaces specialized for each category, SVM with linear
kernel is used to classify object categories. Since non-linear feature is extracted by KPCA, SVM
with linear kernel is sufficient. In this paper, the projection length to the subspace is used as
the features for SVM. However, the projection values to the principal component axes with
lower rank become small. To compensate it, the projection value to each axis is normalized by
standard deviation of training samples at the axis. The normalized projection length of q-th
local region to the p-th axis of the subspace of category k is defined as
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where σ2
kp is the variance of p-th principal component axis of category k. Since M local regions

are obtained from a test image, we must integrate M projection length to be robust to the shift,
the order, and the number of local regions. We use the mean projection length to integrate all
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This means that KPCA with the local summation kernel can be solved by linear PCA of
new features x′ if local mapped features φ(xli) can be described explicitly. Basis vectors
are obtained by solving the eigen value problem of the covariance matrix C = XXT where
X = (x′1, . . . , x′L). The dimension of basis vectors is the same as x′.
Note that mapped features of the polynomial kernel can be described explicitly. In the case
of the polynomial kernel with 2nd degrees, the dimension of a mapped feature φ(x) be-
comes nd+2C2 where nd is the number of dimension of an input feature x. For example,
an input feature with 2 dimensions x = (x1, x2)

T is mapped to 6 dimensional feature as
φ(x) = (x2
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2x2, 1)T . Thus, when the dimension of local feature (xli) is not
large, KPCA with the local summation kernel can be solved by linear PCA. Of course, if the di-
mension of local features is large, the dimension of mapped features becomes large. However,
the size of covariance matrix in linear PCA depends on the minimum value of the dimension
of features and the number of samples. When the number of samples is smaller than the di-
mension of features, we solve the eigen value problem of D = XT X where X = (x′1, . . . , x′L).
Then the eigen vectors A that we want to obtain can be computed from the eigen vectors B of
D as A = XBΛ−1/2 where diagonal elements of Λ is the eigen values.
In recent years, it is reported that the normalized polynomial kernel outperforms standard
polynomial kernel and the RBF kernel after setting optimal parameters Debnath & Takahashi
(2004). Therefore, in the following experiments, we use the normalized polynomial kernel
with 2nd degrees as local kernel function. The dimension of mapped feature φ(x) is the same
as the standard polynomial kernel. The difference is the norm of mapped feature. In the
standard polynomial kernel, the norm of mapped feature ||φ(x)|| is not normalized. However,
the normalized polynomial kernel normalizes the norm of a mapped feature is normalized as
φ(x)/||φ(x)||. By the norm normalization, the maximum value of the kernel is bounded to 1.
In this paper, KPCA with the summation kernel of local normalized polynomial kernels is
solved by linear PCA of new feature (φ(xl1)

T/||φ(xl1)||, . . . , φ(xlN)T/||φ(xlN))T . This ap-
proach can treat many samples easily in which KPCA can not treat by the computational cost
and memory required. In addition, it can represent non-linear distribution while linear PCA
can not. Furthermore, the computational cost for mapping a test sample to a subspace is much
lower than KPCA because kernel computations with all training samples are not required in
the proposed approach. The test sample is mapped to a subspace by inner products with
basis vectors whose dimension is the same as the new feature. Therefore, it is effective for
multi-class classification problem such as object categorization. In this paper, the proposed
approach is evaluated in object categorization problem using the Caltech 101 database. We
compare it with KPCA and linear PCA of visual words Hotta (2008b).

4. Object categorization method

In object categorization problem, we can not know the position of objects in advance. There-
fore, characteristic local features (regions) are selected automatically from training images of
each category. In Hotta (2008b), visual words of each category are made by applying cluster-
ing to the ensemble of local features of each category, and KPCA with the normalized poly-
nomial kernel with 5 degrees is used to represent the category specific visual words. After
extracting features specialized for each category, SVM with linear kernel is used. In this pa-
per, KPCA with the local summation kernel which is solved by linear PCA is used, and we
evaluate whether our approach can represent non-linear variations with low computational
cost.

For fair comparison with conventional KPCA of visual words Hotta (2008b), the same descrip-
tor and experimental settings are used. We explain the descriptor briefly2. First, the charac-
teristic local regions are selected automatically by using Harris operator Harris & Stephens
(1998). The orientation histogram of multi-resolution Gabor features is used to describe each
local region. Figure 1 shows how to make the orientation histogram. Concretely, Gabor filters
of 8 different orientations with 3 scales are used. Gabor features of 9 (height) × 9 (width) × 3
(scales) × 8 (orientations) dimensions are extracted from a local region. Orientation histogram
is computed in a non-overlap region of 3 × 3 pixels of each scale independently. As a result,
we obtain 216 (= 3 (height) × 3 (width) × 3 (scales) × 8 (orientations)) dimensional features.
These are used as the descriptor of a local region.
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linear. To represent the ensemble of visual words of each category well, non-linearity of KPCA
is required. Therefore, linear PCA can not represent the distribution, and the accuracy of the
proposed method shows whether our method represents the non-linear distribution well or
not. In the proposed approach, non-linearity is realized by local summation kernel.
In our object categorization method, each category has one subspace. In standard KPCA, ker-
nel computations with all visual words in certain category is required to compute the covari-
ance matrix. On the other hand, the proposed approach can compute the covariance matrix by
the inner product of 1, 215 dimensional visual words. The maximum benefit of our approach
is obtained in mapping a test sample to subspaces. In standard KPCA, when the number of
visual words is 400, 40, 400 (= 101 categorizes × 400 visual words) kernel computations is
required to map a local region to all subspaces. However, our approach does not need to com-
pute 40, 400 kernel computations. Only inner products with basis vectors of 1, 215 dimensions
are required to map a local region to all subspaces. Therefore, the computational cost is much
lower than KPCA of visual words. This is the merit of our approach.
After mapping local regions into the subspaces specialized for each category, SVM with linear
kernel is used to classify object categories. Since non-linear feature is extracted by KPCA, SVM
with linear kernel is sufficient. In this paper, the projection length to the subspace is used as
the features for SVM. However, the projection values to the principal component axes with
lower rank become small. To compensate it, the projection value to each axis is normalized by
standard deviation of training samples at the axis. The normalized projection length of q-th
local region to the p-th axis of the subspace of category k is defined as

z′ pkq =
(

AT
kpx′q/

√
σ2

kp

)2

where σ2
kp is the variance of p-th principal component axis of category k. Since M local regions

are obtained from a test image, we must integrate M projection length to be robust to the shift,
the order, and the number of local regions. We use the mean projection length to integrate all

2 Please refer to Hotta (2008b) for details
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local regions. Namely, the p-th feature in the subspace of category k is computed as
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This is the same as the case in which the similarities of M local regions are combined by
summation when the similarity between each axis of the subspace and a local region is defined
as projection length. Of course, the mean projection length is invariant to the shift, the number,
and the order of local regions. These features are used in SVM. We use one-against-all SVM
Heisele et al. (2003); Schölkopf et al. (1995) to treat multi-categories. A feature vector of a test
image is fed into all NC SVMs, and it is classified to the category given maximum output.

5. Evaluation using the Caltech 101 database

The proposed approach is evaluated using the Caltech 101 database Fei-Fei et al. (2004) which
is used in recent papers Fei-Fei et al. (2006); Grauman & Darrell (2005); Holub et al. (2005);
Lazebnik et al. (2006); Mutch & Lowe (2006); Serre et al. (2005); Wang et al. (2006); Zhang

et al. (2006). The number of images in each category is different. The minimum is 31 and the
maximum is 800. Many conventional methods evaluate the accuracy when 15 and 30 images
are used in training. Thus, we also use 15 and 30 images selected randomly in training. All
remaining images of all categories are used for evaluation. To reduce the bias of the different
number of test images in each category, the mean of the classification rate of each category
is used. This evaluation is repeated 3 times with different initial seeds of a random function,
and the mean classification rate of 3 runs is used as a final result.
In this paper, all images are transformed to gray-level images. The image size is normalized
so that all images have nearly same area. Serre et al. Serre et al. (2005) and Mutch et al.
Mutch & Lowe (2006) also normalize the image size because the parameters of Gabor filters are
fixed. The number of local regions M cropped from an image is set to 500 empirically. When
the number of visual words becomes large, the computational cost and memory required by
standard KPCA is very large. Therefore, at first, the number of visual words is set to 400 which
was used in Hotta (2008b). Although the proposed approach is independent of the number of
visual words, the same number of visual words is used for fair comparison.
The results of KPCA (the normalized polynomial kernel with 5 degrees of input features x
in Hotta (2008b)) of visual words, linear PCA of visual words, and the proposed method
are shown in Table 1. The second column of the table shows the mean classification rates
of 3 runs when 15 images per category are used in training. The third column shows the
classification rates with 30 training images. The accuracy of linear PCA of visual words is
very low. This means that non-linearity of visual words of each category is high, and linear
PCA can not represent it well. The proposed method gives much higher accuracy than linear
PCA. This shows that the proposed method can represent non-linear distribution though each
subspace is constructed by linear PCA. However, the accuracy is worse than that of KPCA of
visual words while the computational cost is lower than KPCA3. The one reason is that KPCA
of visual words Hotta (2008b) uses the normalized polynomial kernel with 5 degrees. The
non-linearity of the proposed method based on the normalized polynomial kernel with 2nd
degrees may not be slightly enough.
In the upper experiment, the number of visual words is set to 400 because of the computa-
tional cost and memory required by KPCA of visual words. However, the proposed method
is independent of the number of visual words. When the number of samples per category is
30, the number of local parts in a category is 15, 000 (= 500 local parts per image × 30 images
per category). Here, we set the number of visual words to 1, 500 which is the 10% of the num-
ber of local parts. In the case of KPCA with 1, 500 visual words, 151, 500 kernel computations
(101 categories × 1, 500 visual words) are required to map a local part to all subspaces. This is
too much computational cost to do. However, the proposed method can construct subspaces
by solving the eigen value problem with 1, 215 × 1, 215 dimensions. In addition, only inner
products with basis vectors are required to map local parts to subspaces. In our approach, the
difference between 1, 500 and 400 visual words is only the dimension of subspaces. This is
also the advantage of our approach. Of course, the subspace can be constructed by all local
parts of each category. In this case, only inner products with basis vectors are also required to
map local parts to subspaces.
Table 2 shows the results with 1, 500 visual words and all local parts. Note that KPCA of local
parts can not evaluate because of the computational cost. By using the 1, 500 visual words,
the accuracy of the proposed method and linear PCA is improved slightly. The accuracy is

3 The computational time of Hotta (2008b) and the proposed method for classifying one test image is 80
and 20 seconds respectively on a standard PC with Xeon 2.0 GHz CPU.
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Mutch & Lowe (2006) also normalize the image size because the parameters of Gabor filters are
fixed. The number of local regions M cropped from an image is set to 500 empirically. When
the number of visual words becomes large, the computational cost and memory required by
standard KPCA is very large. Therefore, at first, the number of visual words is set to 400 which
was used in Hotta (2008b). Although the proposed approach is independent of the number of
visual words, the same number of visual words is used for fair comparison.
The results of KPCA (the normalized polynomial kernel with 5 degrees of input features x
in Hotta (2008b)) of visual words, linear PCA of visual words, and the proposed method
are shown in Table 1. The second column of the table shows the mean classification rates
of 3 runs when 15 images per category are used in training. The third column shows the
classification rates with 30 training images. The accuracy of linear PCA of visual words is
very low. This means that non-linearity of visual words of each category is high, and linear
PCA can not represent it well. The proposed method gives much higher accuracy than linear
PCA. This shows that the proposed method can represent non-linear distribution though each
subspace is constructed by linear PCA. However, the accuracy is worse than that of KPCA of
visual words while the computational cost is lower than KPCA3. The one reason is that KPCA
of visual words Hotta (2008b) uses the normalized polynomial kernel with 5 degrees. The
non-linearity of the proposed method based on the normalized polynomial kernel with 2nd
degrees may not be slightly enough.
In the upper experiment, the number of visual words is set to 400 because of the computa-
tional cost and memory required by KPCA of visual words. However, the proposed method
is independent of the number of visual words. When the number of samples per category is
30, the number of local parts in a category is 15, 000 (= 500 local parts per image × 30 images
per category). Here, we set the number of visual words to 1, 500 which is the 10% of the num-
ber of local parts. In the case of KPCA with 1, 500 visual words, 151, 500 kernel computations
(101 categories × 1, 500 visual words) are required to map a local part to all subspaces. This is
too much computational cost to do. However, the proposed method can construct subspaces
by solving the eigen value problem with 1, 215 × 1, 215 dimensions. In addition, only inner
products with basis vectors are required to map local parts to subspaces. In our approach, the
difference between 1, 500 and 400 visual words is only the dimension of subspaces. This is
also the advantage of our approach. Of course, the subspace can be constructed by all local
parts of each category. In this case, only inner products with basis vectors are also required to
map local parts to subspaces.
Table 2 shows the results with 1, 500 visual words and all local parts. Note that KPCA of local
parts can not evaluate because of the computational cost. By using the 1, 500 visual words,
the accuracy of the proposed method and linear PCA is improved slightly. The accuracy is

3 The computational time of Hotta (2008b) and the proposed method for classifying one test image is 80
and 20 seconds respectively on a standard PC with Xeon 2.0 GHz CPU.
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standard KPCA is very large. Therefore, at first, the number of visual words is set to 400 which
was used in Hotta (2008b). Although the proposed approach is independent of the number of
visual words, the same number of visual words is used for fair comparison.
The results of KPCA (the normalized polynomial kernel with 5 degrees of input features x
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are shown in Table 1. The second column of the table shows the mean classification rates
of 3 runs when 15 images per category are used in training. The third column shows the
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very low. This means that non-linearity of visual words of each category is high, and linear
PCA can not represent it well. The proposed method gives much higher accuracy than linear
PCA. This shows that the proposed method can represent non-linear distribution though each
subspace is constructed by linear PCA. However, the accuracy is worse than that of KPCA of
visual words while the computational cost is lower than KPCA3. The one reason is that KPCA
of visual words Hotta (2008b) uses the normalized polynomial kernel with 5 degrees. The
non-linearity of the proposed method based on the normalized polynomial kernel with 2nd
degrees may not be slightly enough.
In the upper experiment, the number of visual words is set to 400 because of the computa-
tional cost and memory required by KPCA of visual words. However, the proposed method
is independent of the number of visual words. When the number of samples per category is
30, the number of local parts in a category is 15, 000 (= 500 local parts per image × 30 images
per category). Here, we set the number of visual words to 1, 500 which is the 10% of the num-
ber of local parts. In the case of KPCA with 1, 500 visual words, 151, 500 kernel computations
(101 categories × 1, 500 visual words) are required to map a local part to all subspaces. This is
too much computational cost to do. However, the proposed method can construct subspaces
by solving the eigen value problem with 1, 215 × 1, 215 dimensions. In addition, only inner
products with basis vectors are required to map local parts to subspaces. In our approach, the
difference between 1, 500 and 400 visual words is only the dimension of subspaces. This is
also the advantage of our approach. Of course, the subspace can be constructed by all local
parts of each category. In this case, only inner products with basis vectors are also required to
map local parts to subspaces.
Table 2 shows the results with 1, 500 visual words and all local parts. Note that KPCA of local
parts can not evaluate because of the computational cost. By using the 1, 500 visual words,
the accuracy of the proposed method and linear PCA is improved slightly. The accuracy is
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is used. This evaluation is repeated 3 times with different initial seeds of a random function,
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so that all images have nearly same area. Serre et al. Serre et al. (2005) and Mutch et al.
Mutch & Lowe (2006) also normalize the image size because the parameters of Gabor filters are
fixed. The number of local regions M cropped from an image is set to 500 empirically. When
the number of visual words becomes large, the computational cost and memory required by
standard KPCA is very large. Therefore, at first, the number of visual words is set to 400 which
was used in Hotta (2008b). Although the proposed approach is independent of the number of
visual words, the same number of visual words is used for fair comparison.
The results of KPCA (the normalized polynomial kernel with 5 degrees of input features x
in Hotta (2008b)) of visual words, linear PCA of visual words, and the proposed method
are shown in Table 1. The second column of the table shows the mean classification rates
of 3 runs when 15 images per category are used in training. The third column shows the
classification rates with 30 training images. The accuracy of linear PCA of visual words is
very low. This means that non-linearity of visual words of each category is high, and linear
PCA can not represent it well. The proposed method gives much higher accuracy than linear
PCA. This shows that the proposed method can represent non-linear distribution though each
subspace is constructed by linear PCA. However, the accuracy is worse than that of KPCA of
visual words while the computational cost is lower than KPCA3. The one reason is that KPCA
of visual words Hotta (2008b) uses the normalized polynomial kernel with 5 degrees. The
non-linearity of the proposed method based on the normalized polynomial kernel with 2nd
degrees may not be slightly enough.
In the upper experiment, the number of visual words is set to 400 because of the computa-
tional cost and memory required by KPCA of visual words. However, the proposed method
is independent of the number of visual words. When the number of samples per category is
30, the number of local parts in a category is 15, 000 (= 500 local parts per image × 30 images
per category). Here, we set the number of visual words to 1, 500 which is the 10% of the num-
ber of local parts. In the case of KPCA with 1, 500 visual words, 151, 500 kernel computations
(101 categories × 1, 500 visual words) are required to map a local part to all subspaces. This is
too much computational cost to do. However, the proposed method can construct subspaces
by solving the eigen value problem with 1, 215 × 1, 215 dimensions. In addition, only inner
products with basis vectors are required to map local parts to subspaces. In our approach, the
difference between 1, 500 and 400 visual words is only the dimension of subspaces. This is
also the advantage of our approach. Of course, the subspace can be constructed by all local
parts of each category. In this case, only inner products with basis vectors are also required to
map local parts to subspaces.
Table 2 shows the results with 1, 500 visual words and all local parts. Note that KPCA of local
parts can not evaluate because of the computational cost. By using the 1, 500 visual words,
the accuracy of the proposed method and linear PCA is improved slightly. The accuracy is
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Method 15 30
Proposed method (K=400) 48.7% 54.8%
Linear PCA of visual words (K=400) 30.5% 36.2%
KPCA of visual words (K=400) Hotta (2008b) 51.8% 60.0%

Table 1. Performance with 400 visual words

Method 15 30
Proposed method (K=400) 48.7% 54.8%
Proposed method (K=1500) 49.5% 56.8%
Proposed method (K=All) 49.3% 56.7%
Linear PCA of visual words (K=400) 30.5% 36.2%
Linear PCA of visual words (K=1500) 32.1% 38.0%
Linear PCA of visual words (K=All) 31.7% 37.6%
KPCA of visual words (K=400) Hotta (2008b) 51.8% 60.0%

Table 2. Performance with different number of visual words

not changed even when all local parts are used to construct subspace. This means that about
10% visual words of all local parts are sufficient to represent all local parts. The accuracy of
the proposed method is worse slightly than the KPCA of visual words. However, it is not
so important because the purpose of this paper is not to improve the accuracy. The purpose
is to show that our method can represent non-linear distribution by linear PCA with low
computational cost. Another purpose is to demonstrate that the proposed approach can be
used for the large number of samples to which KPCA can not be applied. These are the
contributions of this paper. Our approach will contribute to many applications which requires
non-linearity and large number of samples.
Finally, the accuracy of our method is compared with conventional methods. However, the
direct comparison can not be done though the features, classifiers, and experimental settings
are different. This comparison is just one measure. Table 3 shows the comparison result when
the number of training images is 15 and 30. The proposed method is superior to SVM with
linear kernel of biological inspired features Serre et al. (2005) and SVM with Fisher kernel
Holub et al. (2005). It is comparable with Grauman & Darrell (2005); Mutch & Lowe (2006)
though it is worse than Wang’s approach Wang et al. (2006). It is surprised that our method
uses only linear PCA and SVM with linear kernel. These results demonstrate the possibility
of our approach.

6. Conclusions and future works

We propose how to solve KPCA with the local summation kernel by linear PCA. In the
classification process, KPCA must compute kernel functions with all training samples, and
the computational cost and memory required are high. This is the drawback. In this pa-
per, an input feature is divided into some local features, and local feature xli is mapped to
high dimensional space by φ(xli). In this formulation, the dimension of new feature vector(
φ(xl1)

T , . . . , φ(xlN)T)T is not so high. Thus, we can use linear PCA of new features directly.

Method 15 30
Proposed method (K=1500) 49.5% 56.8%
Linear PCA of visual words (K=1500) 32.1% 38.0%
KPCA of visual words (K=400) Hotta (2008b) 51.8% 60.0%
Wang et al. (CVPR06) Wang et al. (2006) 49% 63%
Grauman et al. (ICCV05) Grauman & Darrell (2005) 49.5% 58.23%
Mutch et al. (CVPR06) Mutch & Lowe (2006) 51% 56%
Serre et al. (CVPR05) Serre et al. (2005) 35% 42%
Holub et al. (ICCV05) Holub et al. (2005) 37% not evaluate
Fei-Fei et al. (PAMI06) Fei-Fei et al. (2006) 17.7% not evaluate

Table 3. Comparison result

We show that linear PCA of new features corresponds to the KPCA with the local summation
kernel.
Effectiveness of the proposed method is shown in object categorization problem. In the first
experiment, the number of visual words is set to 400 for fair comparison with KPCA of visual
words. The proposed method is much better than linear PCA of visual words though both
methods use linear PCA. The computational time of our method is 1/4 of KPCA of visual
words while its performance is worse slightly than KPCA. The computational cost and mem-
ory required are the advantages of our approach. Since the proposed method is independent
of the number of visual words, it can be used for the large number of samples to which KPCA
can not be applied. The experiments demonstrate that the proposed method is effective for
the large number of training samples. Only inner products with basis vectors of 1, 215 dimen-
sions is required to map a local part to subspaces even when all parts per category is used in
training. The applicability to large number of samples is also the advantage.
Of course, the proposed method is not universal. It does not work for the case in which linear
PCA does not work. Concretely, when dimension of input feature and the number of samples
is high, the size of eigen value problem of linear PCA becomes high, and our method does
not work well. However, the proposed method works well when the feature dimension is
small and the number of samples is large. In general, many training samples are required
to achieve high generalization ability. Thus, the proposed approach will be useful in various
applications.
The proposed method is a general framework which is independent of recognition tasks. It
can be applied to other recognition problem. In addition, the proposed idea is also applica-
ble to SVM and Kernel Fisher Discriminant Analysis Mika et al. (1999) without any changes.
This means that kernel-based methods with local summation kernel can be solved by linear
method. Our approach will contribute to many applications which have problems about non-
linearity, computational cost and large number of samples.
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the number of training images is 15 and 30. The proposed method is superior to SVM with
linear kernel of biological inspired features Serre et al. (2005) and SVM with Fisher kernel
Holub et al. (2005). It is comparable with Grauman & Darrell (2005); Mutch & Lowe (2006)
though it is worse than Wang’s approach Wang et al. (2006). It is surprised that our method
uses only linear PCA and SVM with linear kernel. These results demonstrate the possibility
of our approach.

6. Conclusions and future works

We propose how to solve KPCA with the local summation kernel by linear PCA. In the
classification process, KPCA must compute kernel functions with all training samples, and
the computational cost and memory required are high. This is the drawback. In this pa-
per, an input feature is divided into some local features, and local feature xli is mapped to
high dimensional space by φ(xli). In this formulation, the dimension of new feature vector(
φ(xl1)

T , . . . , φ(xlN)T)T is not so high. Thus, we can use linear PCA of new features directly.

Method 15 30
Proposed method (K=1500) 49.5% 56.8%
Linear PCA of visual words (K=1500) 32.1% 38.0%
KPCA of visual words (K=400) Hotta (2008b) 51.8% 60.0%
Wang et al. (CVPR06) Wang et al. (2006) 49% 63%
Grauman et al. (ICCV05) Grauman & Darrell (2005) 49.5% 58.23%
Mutch et al. (CVPR06) Mutch & Lowe (2006) 51% 56%
Serre et al. (CVPR05) Serre et al. (2005) 35% 42%
Holub et al. (ICCV05) Holub et al. (2005) 37% not evaluate
Fei-Fei et al. (PAMI06) Fei-Fei et al. (2006) 17.7% not evaluate

Table 3. Comparison result

We show that linear PCA of new features corresponds to the KPCA with the local summation
kernel.
Effectiveness of the proposed method is shown in object categorization problem. In the first
experiment, the number of visual words is set to 400 for fair comparison with KPCA of visual
words. The proposed method is much better than linear PCA of visual words though both
methods use linear PCA. The computational time of our method is 1/4 of KPCA of visual
words while its performance is worse slightly than KPCA. The computational cost and mem-
ory required are the advantages of our approach. Since the proposed method is independent
of the number of visual words, it can be used for the large number of samples to which KPCA
can not be applied. The experiments demonstrate that the proposed method is effective for
the large number of training samples. Only inner products with basis vectors of 1, 215 dimen-
sions is required to map a local part to subspaces even when all parts per category is used in
training. The applicability to large number of samples is also the advantage.
Of course, the proposed method is not universal. It does not work for the case in which linear
PCA does not work. Concretely, when dimension of input feature and the number of samples
is high, the size of eigen value problem of linear PCA becomes high, and our method does
not work well. However, the proposed method works well when the feature dimension is
small and the number of samples is large. In general, many training samples are required
to achieve high generalization ability. Thus, the proposed approach will be useful in various
applications.
The proposed method is a general framework which is independent of recognition tasks. It
can be applied to other recognition problem. In addition, the proposed idea is also applica-
ble to SVM and Kernel Fisher Discriminant Analysis Mika et al. (1999) without any changes.
This means that kernel-based methods with local summation kernel can be solved by linear
method. Our approach will contribute to many applications which have problems about non-
linearity, computational cost and large number of samples.
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not changed even when all local parts are used to construct subspace. This means that about
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is to show that our method can represent non-linear distribution by linear PCA with low
computational cost. Another purpose is to demonstrate that the proposed approach can be
used for the large number of samples to which KPCA can not be applied. These are the
contributions of this paper. Our approach will contribute to many applications which requires
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words. The proposed method is much better than linear PCA of visual words though both
methods use linear PCA. The computational time of our method is 1/4 of KPCA of visual
words while its performance is worse slightly than KPCA. The computational cost and mem-
ory required are the advantages of our approach. Since the proposed method is independent
of the number of visual words, it can be used for the large number of samples to which KPCA
can not be applied. The experiments demonstrate that the proposed method is effective for
the large number of training samples. Only inner products with basis vectors of 1, 215 dimen-
sions is required to map a local part to subspaces even when all parts per category is used in
training. The applicability to large number of samples is also the advantage.
Of course, the proposed method is not universal. It does not work for the case in which linear
PCA does not work. Concretely, when dimension of input feature and the number of samples
is high, the size of eigen value problem of linear PCA becomes high, and our method does
not work well. However, the proposed method works well when the feature dimension is
small and the number of samples is large. In general, many training samples are required
to achieve high generalization ability. Thus, the proposed approach will be useful in various
applications.
The proposed method is a general framework which is independent of recognition tasks. It
can be applied to other recognition problem. In addition, the proposed idea is also applica-
ble to SVM and Kernel Fisher Discriminant Analysis Mika et al. (1999) without any changes.
This means that kernel-based methods with local summation kernel can be solved by linear
method. Our approach will contribute to many applications which have problems about non-
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so important because the purpose of this paper is not to improve the accuracy. The purpose
is to show that our method can represent non-linear distribution by linear PCA with low
computational cost. Another purpose is to demonstrate that the proposed approach can be
used for the large number of samples to which KPCA can not be applied. These are the
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Finally, the accuracy of our method is compared with conventional methods. However, the
direct comparison can not be done though the features, classifiers, and experimental settings
are different. This comparison is just one measure. Table 3 shows the comparison result when
the number of training images is 15 and 30. The proposed method is superior to SVM with
linear kernel of biological inspired features Serre et al. (2005) and SVM with Fisher kernel
Holub et al. (2005). It is comparable with Grauman & Darrell (2005); Mutch & Lowe (2006)
though it is worse than Wang’s approach Wang et al. (2006). It is surprised that our method
uses only linear PCA and SVM with linear kernel. These results demonstrate the possibility
of our approach.

6. Conclusions and future works

We propose how to solve KPCA with the local summation kernel by linear PCA. In the
classification process, KPCA must compute kernel functions with all training samples, and
the computational cost and memory required are high. This is the drawback. In this pa-
per, an input feature is divided into some local features, and local feature xli is mapped to
high dimensional space by φ(xli). In this formulation, the dimension of new feature vector(
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T , . . . , φ(xlN)T)T is not so high. Thus, we can use linear PCA of new features directly.
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Table 3. Comparison result

We show that linear PCA of new features corresponds to the KPCA with the local summation
kernel.
Effectiveness of the proposed method is shown in object categorization problem. In the first
experiment, the number of visual words is set to 400 for fair comparison with KPCA of visual
words. The proposed method is much better than linear PCA of visual words though both
methods use linear PCA. The computational time of our method is 1/4 of KPCA of visual
words while its performance is worse slightly than KPCA. The computational cost and mem-
ory required are the advantages of our approach. Since the proposed method is independent
of the number of visual words, it can be used for the large number of samples to which KPCA
can not be applied. The experiments demonstrate that the proposed method is effective for
the large number of training samples. Only inner products with basis vectors of 1, 215 dimen-
sions is required to map a local part to subspaces even when all parts per category is used in
training. The applicability to large number of samples is also the advantage.
Of course, the proposed method is not universal. It does not work for the case in which linear
PCA does not work. Concretely, when dimension of input feature and the number of samples
is high, the size of eigen value problem of linear PCA becomes high, and our method does
not work well. However, the proposed method works well when the feature dimension is
small and the number of samples is large. In general, many training samples are required
to achieve high generalization ability. Thus, the proposed approach will be useful in various
applications.
The proposed method is a general framework which is independent of recognition tasks. It
can be applied to other recognition problem. In addition, the proposed idea is also applica-
ble to SVM and Kernel Fisher Discriminant Analysis Mika et al. (1999) without any changes.
This means that kernel-based methods with local summation kernel can be solved by linear
method. Our approach will contribute to many applications which have problems about non-
linearity, computational cost and large number of samples.
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1.	Introduction 
 

Object detection in still images and in video sequences has a wide range of applications and 
while it is a very costly task from the computational resources point of view, very high 
demand exists for efficient object detection methods and implementations. One of the 
frequently used techniques of fast object detection is usage of classifiers to scan the image 
and attempt classification of every potential object position or even every potential position 
in the image being searched. The classifiers can be implemented as statistical classifiers 
based on supervised machine learning and can take as their input low-level features 
(sometimes called weak classifiers) extracted from the window being classified. In principle, 
such features can be immediately the image pixels, but by using more complex feature 
extractors, the classifiers can achieve better performance – both in the detection rate and in 
the speed. 
This chapter describes several image feature extractors used in real-time object detection 
and in detail discusses the novel features based on local ranks. The features have been 
designed so that they have equal descriptive and generalization power as their state-of-the-
art alternatives, but at the same time to be efficiently implementable in hardware. These 
features prove to be efficient, not only in the hardware implementations (tested in FPGA 
chips), but also when implemented using the SSE instruction set of the contemporary CPU’s 
and implemented in the graphics processors (GPU’s). 
The classification background and specification of requirements on the low-level image 
feature extractors is given in section 2. Formal definition of the features based on local ranks 
is given in section 3. The performance of the LRP image feature extractors was evaluated 
from the point of view of the classifier construction and the results are also given in section 
3. Section 4 describes efficient implementations of the feature extractor on different 
hardware platforms, namely the SSE instruction set; FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate 
Arrays) defined in the hardware definition language VHDL; and GPU implementations, 
using both the shading language GLSL and the CUDA programming environment. Section 4 
also contains performance evaluation of the different implementations of the low-level 
feature extractors. 
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2. Background 
 

Object detection presented in this chapter is based on supervised machine learning, namely 
statistical classifiers. The basic idea used in this approach is usage of several classifiers 
combined in such way that the output of their combination, which can also be seen as 
classifier, has better results than each of the input classifiers (Windridge & Kittler, 2003). 
Initially, the approach of combining the classifiers was exploited with ad-hoc selection of 
relatively well working classifiers, but later on it was found that the relatively small set of 
well working input classifiers can be replaced with a large set of very simple image features. 
If such a large set of simple image features is well combined (the supervised learning 
process well performed), the resulting classifier, often called a strong classifier, can be even 
better than with the previously known approach with, in fact, less effort as the simple image 
features do not require, from the design point of view, as much effort as the relatively well 
working weak classifiers. 

 
2.1 Object Detection by Boosting 
In 2001 Viola and Jones presented the first real-time frontal face detector which provided a 
precision of detection high enough for practical applications. This performance was 
achieved by combining ideas which together very well minimize the average computation 
time. The individual parts are the Haar-like features used to efficiently extract 
discriminative information from images; the AdaBoost learner which combines simple 
hypotheses into a powerful decision rule; and the attention-cascade structure of the detector 
which greatly reduces the average decision time.  Additionally, bootstrapping was used 
when training the detector to achieve very low false positive rates needed when detecting 
objects in images. The significant success of the Viola and Jones face detector consequently 
encouraged further research in similar approaches and resulted in a great number of 
modifications to this original detector. 
The performance of the detection classifiers largely depends on the type of features they use. 
The ideal features should be computationally inexpensive, and to some degree, invariant to 
geometry and illumination changes, and should provide high discriminative power – all at 
the same time. High discriminative power is needed to achieve high precision of detection 
and it also implies more compact and faster classifiers as lower number of features is needed 
to be computed for the classifier to make a decision. In general, the ideal type of features can 
differ for different types of objects (Šochman & Matas 2007). However, simple image filters 
have been proven to generalize well across various types of objects (Schneiderman, 2004). 
These filters decorelate the neighboring pixel values; utilize knowledge about frequency 
properties of images; and they also provide low tolerance to geometric transformations. 
Most of the filters which are used for object detection do not respond to the zero-frequency 
component, and they can be also normalized to compensate lighting changes. 
W hen using simple filters, it is possible to transform the data in such a way that all the 
information in the original data is represented with the same number of coefficients 
(wavelet transformation). However, it is more efficient to consider all the possible filters and 
choose only the most discriminative for the classifier. This way, the most relevant 
information is extracted in the least amount of time and the classifier can be simpler. For 
example, Viola Jones (2001) used a highly over-complete set of Haar-like features totaling 
180,000 for samples 24×24. 

 

Viola and Jones (Viola & Jones, 2001) used AdaBoost (Freund & Schapire, 1995) algorithm to 
both select informative features and create the classifier. AdaBoost (shown in Fig. 1) is one 
of the boosting algorithms. It combines simple (weak) classifiers into a very accurate 
prediction rule (strong  classifier). If each of the weak classifiers is based on only a single 
feature, the boosting algorithm then effectively performs feature selection. The weak 
classifiers are selected in a greedy fashion and combined to minimize an exponential loss 
function. AdaBoost creates large-margin classifiers in the weak classifier space.  
The AdaBoost algorithm has certain properties which makes it especially useful for real-
time detection. The strong classifier is a linear combination of the weak classifiers which 
makes it very efficient to compute. Also, the algorithm rapidly converges to a good solution 
on training data which minimizes the size of the strong classifier. Finally, the AdaBoost 
algorithm has been proven to reach an arbitrarily low classification error rate on the training 
data as long as the weak classifiers provide at least some useful information. This can be 
generalized in that the AdaBoost algorithm is guaranteed to reach a specific error at any 
operating point. In the Viola & Jones detector, this fact is exploited when creating classifiers 
for the cascade stages, where the reaching of a specified error at a specific operating point is 
used as the stopping criterion. This way, the complexity of the classifier is kept low while 
maintaining the required error rate. 
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Fig. 1. The original version of AdaBoost (Freund & Schapire 1995) with notation modified 
according to (Freund & Schapire 1999). 

 

The ensemble classifier created by AdaBoost can be itself a powerful and efficient classifier 
capable of detecting objects in images. However, such a classifier would have to still be 
composed of hundreds of weak hypotheses. Such a large classifier would certainly not 
provide real-time performance in most of the desired scenarios. To reduce the 
computational complexity of the detector, Viola and Jones exploited the fact that the vast 
majority of samples classified when scanning images for desired objects belong to 
background.  
They created an object-specific focus-of-attention mechanism which they called cascade and 
which is essentially a degenerated decision tree (see Fig. 2), where each of the nodes is a 
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classifiers are selected in a greedy fashion and combined to minimize an exponential loss 
function. AdaBoost creates large-margin classifiers in the weak classifier space.  
The AdaBoost algorithm has certain properties which makes it especially useful for real-
time detection. The strong classifier is a linear combination of the weak classifiers which 
makes it very efficient to compute. Also, the algorithm rapidly converges to a good solution 
on training data which minimizes the size of the strong classifier. Finally, the AdaBoost 
algorithm has been proven to reach an arbitrarily low classification error rate on the training 
data as long as the weak classifiers provide at least some useful information. This can be 
generalized in that the AdaBoost algorithm is guaranteed to reach a specific error at any 
operating point. In the Viola & Jones detector, this fact is exploited when creating classifiers 
for the cascade stages, where the reaching of a specified error at a specific operating point is 
used as the stopping criterion. This way, the complexity of the classifier is kept low while 
maintaining the required error rate. 
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Fig. 1. The original version of AdaBoost (Freund & Schapire 1995) with notation modified 
according to (Freund & Schapire 1999). 

 

The ensemble classifier created by AdaBoost can be itself a powerful and efficient classifier 
capable of detecting objects in images. However, such a classifier would have to still be 
composed of hundreds of weak hypotheses. Such a large classifier would certainly not 
provide real-time performance in most of the desired scenarios. To reduce the 
computational complexity of the detector, Viola and Jones exploited the fact that the vast 
majority of samples classified when scanning images for desired objects belong to 
background.  
They created an object-specific focus-of-attention mechanism which they called cascade and 
which is essentially a degenerated decision tree (see Fig. 2), where each of the nodes is a 
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strong classifiers created by AdaBoost. The individual stages of the cascade either reject the 
processed sample as background or they send the sample to the next classifier.  
As the decision task becomes harder for the later stages, the classifiers become longer. The 
cascade is the first mechanism which allows creation of such focus-of-attention mechanisms 
at least partially automatically. 

 
Fig. 2. The detection cascade. The cascade is composed of a series of increasingly more 

complex classifiers which either reject the classified sub-window as background or 
pass it to the subsequent stage. The object is detected only if the corresponding sub-
window successfully passes through all of the stages. (Viola & Jones, 2001) 

 

The detection cascade can be created according to the desired false positive rate and false 
negative rate of each stage. In such a case, AdaBoost increases the size of the strong classifier 
until the required rates are reached. However, in (Viola & Jones, 2001b), the authors set the 
lengths of the individual stages manually. Moreover, the cascade is in many aspects sub-
optimal. First, all information between the consecutive stages is lost, even though the 
previous stage already provides a very good solution to the problem of the next stage. 
Second, the operating points of the classifiers and their lengths are set ad-hoc and not 
optimally. These two problems were addressed many times (Brubaker et al., 2006; Šochman 
& Matas, 2004; Xiao et al., 2003), most notably, Šochman and Matas (2005) presented 
WaldBoost algorithm which solves these two problems in a natural way. 
The WaldBoost algorithm is a combination of real AdaBoost (Schapire & Singer, 1999) and 
Wald’s (1945) sequential probability ratio test. In WaldBoost, rejection thresholds are set after 
each iteration of the AdaBoost algorithm. The thresholds are set as Wald proposes in the 
sequential probability ratio test, which he proves is the fastest possible classification strategy 
for a given target error rate. Also, as the resulting classifier is monolithic, no information is 
lost. 

 
2.2 Image Features Based on Haar Wavelets 
The Haar features were introduced by Papageorgiou et al. (1998), who used them as an 
input for support vector machine to create a very accurate classifier. Viola and Jones (2001) 
used the Haar features for rapid object detection in a framework with an AdaBoost classifier 
and thresholding weak hypotheses. The features, in their basic form, are based on the 
difference of adjacent rectangular regions of the input image. They respond strongly on 
edges and line segments of the image. 
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Fig. 3. Shapes of Haar features. Standard shapes on top and extended set on the bottom 
 
The shapes of the wavelets typically used in pattern recognition are displayed in Fig. 3. The 
Haar features are very popular for their extremely low computational cost when evaluated 
on integral image and for providing good amount of information at the same time. The 
extended Haar feature set was introduced by Lienhart and Maydt (2002). The difference 
from the commonly used features is that new features are rotated by 45 degrees.  

 

 
 

 
Fig. 4. Integral images. Standard integral image (top) and integral image required to 

evaluate 45 degree rotated Haar features (bottom). 
 

Efficient evaluation of Haar features is achieved by using integral image (Fig. 4, top). The 
integral image stores in each pixel the sum of all pixels above and to the left of it. As a 
consequence, the sum of pixels of an arbitrary axis-aligned rectangular region in the image 
can be obtained by referencing only the corner pixels. For the extended set, a different type 
of integral image is required (Fig. 4, bottom). 
An important advantage of the features is that the response can be obtained in constant time 
regardless of the size of the feature in the image. A preprocessing stage is required to create 
the integral images, though. Similar to other convolution-based features, the Haar features 
need to be normalized to achieve (at least partial) invariance to lighting conditions, which 
can significantly increase computational demands. The typical choice of the normalization 
value is the standard deviation of local intensity for which another integral image is 
required. 

 
2.3 Local Binary Patterns 
The Local Binary Patterns (LBP) are widely used in texture processing. They were 
introduced by Ojala et al. (2000) and some improvements have been proposed since then. 
LBPs in their basic form capture information about local textural structures by thresholding 
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strong classifiers created by AdaBoost. The individual stages of the cascade either reject the 
processed sample as background or they send the sample to the next classifier.  
As the decision task becomes harder for the later stages, the classifiers become longer. The 
cascade is the first mechanism which allows creation of such focus-of-attention mechanisms 
at least partially automatically. 
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pass it to the subsequent stage. The object is detected only if the corresponding sub-
window successfully passes through all of the stages. (Viola & Jones, 2001) 

 

The detection cascade can be created according to the desired false positive rate and false 
negative rate of each stage. In such a case, AdaBoost increases the size of the strong classifier 
until the required rates are reached. However, in (Viola & Jones, 2001b), the authors set the 
lengths of the individual stages manually. Moreover, the cascade is in many aspects sub-
optimal. First, all information between the consecutive stages is lost, even though the 
previous stage already provides a very good solution to the problem of the next stage. 
Second, the operating points of the classifiers and their lengths are set ad-hoc and not 
optimally. These two problems were addressed many times (Brubaker et al., 2006; Šochman 
& Matas, 2004; Xiao et al., 2003), most notably, Šochman and Matas (2005) presented 
WaldBoost algorithm which solves these two problems in a natural way. 
The WaldBoost algorithm is a combination of real AdaBoost (Schapire & Singer, 1999) and 
Wald’s (1945) sequential probability ratio test. In WaldBoost, rejection thresholds are set after 
each iteration of the AdaBoost algorithm. The thresholds are set as Wald proposes in the 
sequential probability ratio test, which he proves is the fastest possible classification strategy 
for a given target error rate. Also, as the resulting classifier is monolithic, no information is 
lost. 

 
2.2 Image Features Based on Haar Wavelets 
The Haar features were introduced by Papageorgiou et al. (1998), who used them as an 
input for support vector machine to create a very accurate classifier. Viola and Jones (2001) 
used the Haar features for rapid object detection in a framework with an AdaBoost classifier 
and thresholding weak hypotheses. The features, in their basic form, are based on the 
difference of adjacent rectangular regions of the input image. They respond strongly on 
edges and line segments of the image. 
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The shapes of the wavelets typically used in pattern recognition are displayed in Fig. 3. The 
Haar features are very popular for their extremely low computational cost when evaluated 
on integral image and for providing good amount of information at the same time. The 
extended Haar feature set was introduced by Lienhart and Maydt (2002). The difference 
from the commonly used features is that new features are rotated by 45 degrees.  
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Efficient evaluation of Haar features is achieved by using integral image (Fig. 4, top). The 
integral image stores in each pixel the sum of all pixels above and to the left of it. As a 
consequence, the sum of pixels of an arbitrary axis-aligned rectangular region in the image 
can be obtained by referencing only the corner pixels. For the extended set, a different type 
of integral image is required (Fig. 4, bottom). 
An important advantage of the features is that the response can be obtained in constant time 
regardless of the size of the feature in the image. A preprocessing stage is required to create 
the integral images, though. Similar to other convolution-based features, the Haar features 
need to be normalized to achieve (at least partial) invariance to lighting conditions, which 
can significantly increase computational demands. The typical choice of the normalization 
value is the standard deviation of local intensity for which another integral image is 
required. 

 
2.3 Local Binary Patterns 
The Local Binary Patterns (LBP) are widely used in texture processing. They were 
introduced by Ojala et al. (2000) and some improvements have been proposed since then. 
LBPs in their basic form capture information about local textural structures by thresholding 
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strong classifiers created by AdaBoost. The individual stages of the cascade either reject the 
processed sample as background or they send the sample to the next classifier.  
As the decision task becomes harder for the later stages, the classifiers become longer. The 
cascade is the first mechanism which allows creation of such focus-of-attention mechanisms 
at least partially automatically. 

 
Fig. 2. The detection cascade. The cascade is composed of a series of increasingly more 

complex classifiers which either reject the classified sub-window as background or 
pass it to the subsequent stage. The object is detected only if the corresponding sub-
window successfully passes through all of the stages. (Viola & Jones, 2001) 

 

The detection cascade can be created according to the desired false positive rate and false 
negative rate of each stage. In such a case, AdaBoost increases the size of the strong classifier 
until the required rates are reached. However, in (Viola & Jones, 2001b), the authors set the 
lengths of the individual stages manually. Moreover, the cascade is in many aspects sub-
optimal. First, all information between the consecutive stages is lost, even though the 
previous stage already provides a very good solution to the problem of the next stage. 
Second, the operating points of the classifiers and their lengths are set ad-hoc and not 
optimally. These two problems were addressed many times (Brubaker et al., 2006; Šochman 
& Matas, 2004; Xiao et al., 2003), most notably, Šochman and Matas (2005) presented 
WaldBoost algorithm which solves these two problems in a natural way. 
The WaldBoost algorithm is a combination of real AdaBoost (Schapire & Singer, 1999) and 
Wald’s (1945) sequential probability ratio test. In WaldBoost, rejection thresholds are set after 
each iteration of the AdaBoost algorithm. The thresholds are set as Wald proposes in the 
sequential probability ratio test, which he proves is the fastest possible classification strategy 
for a given target error rate. Also, as the resulting classifier is monolithic, no information is 
lost. 

 
2.2 Image Features Based on Haar Wavelets 
The Haar features were introduced by Papageorgiou et al. (1998), who used them as an 
input for support vector machine to create a very accurate classifier. Viola and Jones (2001) 
used the Haar features for rapid object detection in a framework with an AdaBoost classifier 
and thresholding weak hypotheses. The features, in their basic form, are based on the 
difference of adjacent rectangular regions of the input image. They respond strongly on 
edges and line segments of the image. 
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Fig. 3. Shapes of Haar features. Standard shapes on top and extended set on the bottom 
 
The shapes of the wavelets typically used in pattern recognition are displayed in Fig. 3. The 
Haar features are very popular for their extremely low computational cost when evaluated 
on integral image and for providing good amount of information at the same time. The 
extended Haar feature set was introduced by Lienhart and Maydt (2002). The difference 
from the commonly used features is that new features are rotated by 45 degrees.  

 

 
 

 
Fig. 4. Integral images. Standard integral image (top) and integral image required to 

evaluate 45 degree rotated Haar features (bottom). 
 

Efficient evaluation of Haar features is achieved by using integral image (Fig. 4, top). The 
integral image stores in each pixel the sum of all pixels above and to the left of it. As a 
consequence, the sum of pixels of an arbitrary axis-aligned rectangular region in the image 
can be obtained by referencing only the corner pixels. For the extended set, a different type 
of integral image is required (Fig. 4, bottom). 
An important advantage of the features is that the response can be obtained in constant time 
regardless of the size of the feature in the image. A preprocessing stage is required to create 
the integral images, though. Similar to other convolution-based features, the Haar features 
need to be normalized to achieve (at least partial) invariance to lighting conditions, which 
can significantly increase computational demands. The typical choice of the normalization 
value is the standard deviation of local intensity for which another integral image is 
required. 

 
2.3 Local Binary Patterns 
The Local Binary Patterns (LBP) are widely used in texture processing. They were 
introduced by Ojala et al. (2000) and some improvements have been proposed since then. 
LBPs in their basic form capture information about local textural structures by thresholding 
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strong classifiers created by AdaBoost. The individual stages of the cascade either reject the 
processed sample as background or they send the sample to the next classifier.  
As the decision task becomes harder for the later stages, the classifiers become longer. The 
cascade is the first mechanism which allows creation of such focus-of-attention mechanisms 
at least partially automatically. 
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complex classifiers which either reject the classified sub-window as background or 
pass it to the subsequent stage. The object is detected only if the corresponding sub-
window successfully passes through all of the stages. (Viola & Jones, 2001) 

 

The detection cascade can be created according to the desired false positive rate and false 
negative rate of each stage. In such a case, AdaBoost increases the size of the strong classifier 
until the required rates are reached. However, in (Viola & Jones, 2001b), the authors set the 
lengths of the individual stages manually. Moreover, the cascade is in many aspects sub-
optimal. First, all information between the consecutive stages is lost, even though the 
previous stage already provides a very good solution to the problem of the next stage. 
Second, the operating points of the classifiers and their lengths are set ad-hoc and not 
optimally. These two problems were addressed many times (Brubaker et al., 2006; Šochman 
& Matas, 2004; Xiao et al., 2003), most notably, Šochman and Matas (2005) presented 
WaldBoost algorithm which solves these two problems in a natural way. 
The WaldBoost algorithm is a combination of real AdaBoost (Schapire & Singer, 1999) and 
Wald’s (1945) sequential probability ratio test. In WaldBoost, rejection thresholds are set after 
each iteration of the AdaBoost algorithm. The thresholds are set as Wald proposes in the 
sequential probability ratio test, which he proves is the fastest possible classification strategy 
for a given target error rate. Also, as the resulting classifier is monolithic, no information is 
lost. 

 
2.2 Image Features Based on Haar Wavelets 
The Haar features were introduced by Papageorgiou et al. (1998), who used them as an 
input for support vector machine to create a very accurate classifier. Viola and Jones (2001) 
used the Haar features for rapid object detection in a framework with an AdaBoost classifier 
and thresholding weak hypotheses. The features, in their basic form, are based on the 
difference of adjacent rectangular regions of the input image. They respond strongly on 
edges and line segments of the image. 
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Fig. 3. Shapes of Haar features. Standard shapes on top and extended set on the bottom 
 
The shapes of the wavelets typically used in pattern recognition are displayed in Fig. 3. The 
Haar features are very popular for their extremely low computational cost when evaluated 
on integral image and for providing good amount of information at the same time. The 
extended Haar feature set was introduced by Lienhart and Maydt (2002). The difference 
from the commonly used features is that new features are rotated by 45 degrees.  

 

 
 

 
Fig. 4. Integral images. Standard integral image (top) and integral image required to 

evaluate 45 degree rotated Haar features (bottom). 
 

Efficient evaluation of Haar features is achieved by using integral image (Fig. 4, top). The 
integral image stores in each pixel the sum of all pixels above and to the left of it. As a 
consequence, the sum of pixels of an arbitrary axis-aligned rectangular region in the image 
can be obtained by referencing only the corner pixels. For the extended set, a different type 
of integral image is required (Fig. 4, bottom). 
An important advantage of the features is that the response can be obtained in constant time 
regardless of the size of the feature in the image. A preprocessing stage is required to create 
the integral images, though. Similar to other convolution-based features, the Haar features 
need to be normalized to achieve (at least partial) invariance to lighting conditions, which 
can significantly increase computational demands. The typical choice of the normalization 
value is the standard deviation of local intensity for which another integral image is 
required. 

 
2.3 Local Binary Patterns 
The Local Binary Patterns (LBP) are widely used in texture processing. They were 
introduced by Ojala et al. (2000) and some improvements have been proposed since then. 
LBPs in their basic form capture information about local textural structures by thresholding 
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samples from a local neighborhood by its central value and forming the pattern code (Fig. 
5). The code is calculated as a weighted sum of the thresholded samples. The weights 
correspond to powers of 2, so each sample sets a single bit in the pattern value. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Example of LBP evaluation: sampling of the neighborhood (left), thresholding 

sampled values by the central value (middle) and forming of the LBP code (right). 
 

Typically, the circular neighborhood with 8 samples is used (8 bit pattern), but other 
variants are also possible. LBP are most frequently used in combination with local 
histograms to describe a local image area and segment the image. 
 

   
Fig. 6. Different sizes of Local Binary Patterns. 
 

The LBP is not rotationally invariant, it is dependent on which sample is considered first 
when forming the code. Rotational invariance can be achieved by normalization of the 
pattern by shifting the bits – the lowest value is selected as the LBP result. The LBPs exhibit 
very good performance when used as features in object detection (Zhang et al., 2007). 

 
3. Local Rank Functions 
 

The experience with known features, such as Haar features and Local Binary Patterns, 
suggests that in many cases the classification benefits from the intensity information. On the 
other hand, the intensity information is subject to changes due to brightness and contrast 
adjustments of the images while invariance to these changes is very often wanted. This fact 
causes the applications using features directly based on intensity, such as Haar features, to 
normalize the image window being classified (e.g. through equalization of its histogram to 
have a constant energy and zero mean value or through other comparable techniques). 
However, regardless of the normalization method, the normalization can be very costly 
from the computational point of view especially comparing it to the cost of, for example, the 
computation of Haar features evaluation itself. 
The novel Local Rank Functions (LRF) are based on the idea that the intensity information in 
the image can be well represented by the order of the values (intensities) of the pixels or 
small pixel regions (e.g. summed 2×2 pixel rectangular areas). This idea is backed by the fact 
that calculation of the values of features based on the order of pixels is equivalent to (or 
based on the exact evaluation method at least very close to) normalizing the image through 
histogram equalization (Acharya & Ray, 2005) and then evaluation of the feature value 
based on the pixel or small regions intensities. 

 

The Local Rank Functions – functions based on the order of pixel values rather than the 
values of pixels themselves – have several principal advantages over the functions based on 
the values themselves: 
• Invariance to illumination changes – the Local Rank Functions are invariant to most of 

the functions used to brightness and contrast adjustments/normalization in the 
images. More specifically, Local Rank Functions are invariant to nearly all monotonic 
gray-scale transformations. 

• Strict locality – Local Rank Functions of objects (parts of objects) do not change locally 
when the object’s image is being captured under changing conditions (similar to for 
example SIFT) 

• Reasonable computational complexity – computation and memory accesses can be 
optimized thanks to regular geometric structure.   No explicit normalization is needed, 
which is specifically important in some classification schemes, such as WaldBoost 
(Šochman & Matas, 2005). 

 
3.1 Local Rank Functions’ Formal Definition 
Let us consider a scalar image RZf →2: . On such an image, a sampling function can be 

defined ):,,( 22 RZgZ →∈ux  

( ) ( )( )uxux +∗= gfS g  (1)  

This sampling function is parameterized by the convolution kernel g , which is applied 
before the actual sampling, and by the vector x  which is the origin of the sampling. Next, 
let us introduce a vector of relative coordinates ( Nn∈ ) 

[ ] 2
21 , Zin ∈= uuuuU   (2)  

This vector of two-dimensional coordinates can define an arbitrarily shaped neighborhood 
and it will be used together with the sampling function to obtain a vector of values 
describing the neighborhood of this shape on position x in the image 

( ) ( ) ( )1 2
g g g

nM S S S =  x x xu u u . (3)  

This n-tuple of values will be referred to as the mask in the following text. The term mask is 
reasonable as the vector was created by "masking" global information from the image and 
leaving only specific local information. Note that in general, the sampling function does not 
have to be uniform over the mask  
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but the implementations described in this text all use the uniform sampling function.  
For each element k in the mask, its rank can be defined as 
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i.e., the rank is the order of the given member of the mask in the sorted progression of all the 
mask members. This way an n-tuple of ranks R is obtained. Note that the ranks are 
independent on the local energy in the image. 
On the n-tuple of ranks R, a variety of functions which extract discriminative information 
can be defined. These Local Rank Functions (LRF), as we call them, have the form 
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samples from a local neighborhood by its central value and forming the pattern code (Fig. 
5). The code is calculated as a weighted sum of the thresholded samples. The weights 
correspond to powers of 2, so each sample sets a single bit in the pattern value. 
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sampled values by the central value (middle) and forming of the LBP code (right). 
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images. More specifically, Local Rank Functions are invariant to nearly all monotonic 
gray-scale transformations. 
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independent on the local energy in the image. 
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samples from a local neighborhood by its central value and forming the pattern code (Fig. 
5). The code is calculated as a weighted sum of the thresholded samples. The weights 
correspond to powers of 2, so each sample sets a single bit in the pattern value. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Example of LBP evaluation: sampling of the neighborhood (left), thresholding 

sampled values by the central value (middle) and forming of the LBP code (right). 
 

Typically, the circular neighborhood with 8 samples is used (8 bit pattern), but other 
variants are also possible. LBP are most frequently used in combination with local 
histograms to describe a local image area and segment the image. 
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when forming the code. Rotational invariance can be achieved by normalization of the 
pattern by shifting the bits – the lowest value is selected as the LBP result. The LBPs exhibit 
very good performance when used as features in object detection (Zhang et al., 2007). 

 
3. Local Rank Functions 
 

The experience with known features, such as Haar features and Local Binary Patterns, 
suggests that in many cases the classification benefits from the intensity information. On the 
other hand, the intensity information is subject to changes due to brightness and contrast 
adjustments of the images while invariance to these changes is very often wanted. This fact 
causes the applications using features directly based on intensity, such as Haar features, to 
normalize the image window being classified (e.g. through equalization of its histogram to 
have a constant energy and zero mean value or through other comparable techniques). 
However, regardless of the normalization method, the normalization can be very costly 
from the computational point of view especially comparing it to the cost of, for example, the 
computation of Haar features evaluation itself. 
The novel Local Rank Functions (LRF) are based on the idea that the intensity information in 
the image can be well represented by the order of the values (intensities) of the pixels or 
small pixel regions (e.g. summed 2×2 pixel rectangular areas). This idea is backed by the fact 
that calculation of the values of features based on the order of pixels is equivalent to (or 
based on the exact evaluation method at least very close to) normalizing the image through 
histogram equalization (Acharya & Ray, 2005) and then evaluation of the feature value 
based on the pixel or small regions intensities. 

 

The Local Rank Functions – functions based on the order of pixel values rather than the 
values of pixels themselves – have several principal advantages over the functions based on 
the values themselves: 
• Invariance to illumination changes – the Local Rank Functions are invariant to most of 

the functions used to brightness and contrast adjustments/normalization in the 
images. More specifically, Local Rank Functions are invariant to nearly all monotonic 
gray-scale transformations. 

• Strict locality – Local Rank Functions of objects (parts of objects) do not change locally 
when the object’s image is being captured under changing conditions (similar to for 
example SIFT) 

• Reasonable computational complexity – computation and memory accesses can be 
optimized thanks to regular geometric structure.   No explicit normalization is needed, 
which is specifically important in some classification schemes, such as WaldBoost 
(Šochman & Matas, 2005). 

 
3.1 Local Rank Functions’ Formal Definition 
Let us consider a scalar image RZf →2: . On such an image, a sampling function can be 

defined ):,,( 22 RZgZ →∈ux  

( ) ( )( )uxux +∗= gfS g  (1)  

This sampling function is parameterized by the convolution kernel g , which is applied 
before the actual sampling, and by the vector x  which is the origin of the sampling. Next, 
let us introduce a vector of relative coordinates ( Nn∈ ) 

[ ] 2
21 , Zin ∈= uuuuU   (2)  

This vector of two-dimensional coordinates can define an arbitrarily shaped neighborhood 
and it will be used together with the sampling function to obtain a vector of values 
describing the neighborhood of this shape on position x in the image 

( ) ( ) ( )1 2
g g g

nM S S S =  x x xu u u . (3)  

This n-tuple of values will be referred to as the mask in the following text. The term mask is 
reasonable as the vector was created by "masking" global information from the image and 
leaving only specific local information. Note that in general, the sampling function does not 
have to be uniform over the mask  

( ) ( ) ( )1 2
1 2

ng g g
nM S S S =  x x xu u u , (4)  

but the implementations described in this text all use the uniform sampling function.  
For each element k in the mask, its rank can be defined as 
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i.e., the rank is the order of the given member of the mask in the sorted progression of all the 
mask members. This way an n-tuple of ranks R is obtained. Note that the ranks are 
independent on the local energy in the image. 
On the n-tuple of ranks R, a variety of functions which extract discriminative information 
can be defined. These Local Rank Functions (LRF), as we call them, have the form 
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when the object’s image is being captured under changing conditions (similar to for 
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optimized thanks to regular geometric structure.   No explicit normalization is needed, 
which is specifically important in some classification schemes, such as WaldBoost 
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Let us consider a scalar image RZf →2: . On such an image, a sampling function can be 
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This sampling function is parameterized by the convolution kernel g , which is applied 
before the actual sampling, and by the vector x  which is the origin of the sampling. Next, 
let us introduce a vector of relative coordinates ( Nn∈ ) 
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This vector of two-dimensional coordinates can define an arbitrarily shaped neighborhood 
and it will be used together with the sampling function to obtain a vector of values 
describing the neighborhood of this shape on position x in the image 
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This n-tuple of values will be referred to as the mask in the following text. The term mask is 
reasonable as the vector was created by "masking" global information from the image and 
leaving only specific local information. Note that in general, the sampling function does not 
have to be uniform over the mask  
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i.e., the rank is the order of the given member of the mask in the sorted progression of all the 
mask members. This way an n-tuple of ranks R is obtained. Note that the ranks are 
independent on the local energy in the image. 
On the n-tuple of ranks R, a variety of functions which extract discriminative information 
can be defined. These Local Rank Functions (LRF), as we call them, have the form 
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ZZLRF n →: . (6)  
One of the possible variants of LRF is the Local Rank Pattern image feature (LRP) (Hradiš et 
al., 2008), which selects two specific ranks and encodes their values. The LRP is defined as 

( ) ba RnRbaLRP +⋅=, , { }nba ,,1, ∈ . (7)  
Note that n is the number of samples taken in the neighborhood and therefore the result of 
LRP is unique for each combination of values of the two ranks aR  and bR . This fact 
suggests an alternative definition of the LRP when we allow the results of LRP to be pairs of 
values instead of a single value 

( ) [ ]ba RRbaLRP =, . (8)  
The LRP have some interesting properties which make them promising for image pattern 
recognition. Mainly, LRP are invariant to monotonous gray-scale changes such as changes of 
illumination intensity. This invariance results from using ranks instead of absolute values to 
compute the value of the feature. In fact, using the ranks has the same effect as locally 
equalizing the histogram of the convolved image gf ∗ . 
Further, LRP are strictly local – their results are not influenced by image values outside the 
neighborhood defined by U. This is a clear advantage over wavelet features (e.g. Haar-like 
features) which, in the way they are commonly used, need global information to normalize 
their results. This locality makes the LRP highly independent, for example, on changes of 
background and on changes of intensity of directional light. 
The meaning of the values produced by the LRP can be understood in two ways. First and 
most naturally, the results give information about the image at the locations of the two ranks 

aux +  and bux +  and information about their mutual relation. On the other hand, the 
results also carry information about the rest of the neighborhood, especially if the 
neighborhood is small. In such cases the results of LRP carry good information about the 
local pattern in the image. 
In the previous text, the LRP have been defined for two-dimensional images. However, the 
notation allows very a simple generalization for higher-dimensional images by changing the 
dimensionality of x, u  and of the relative coordinates in U to 3Z  for 3D or kZ  for general 
dimensionality. Furthermore, it is possible to use more than two ranks to compute the 
results of the LRP. For example: 

( ) cba RnRnRcbaLRP +⋅+⋅= 2,,  (9)  

The LRP from their nature produce a large set of possible results, which can in the context of 
recognition/detection cause problems when only small training datasets are available and 
when the memory available on the target computational platform is limited. One way to 
deal with this issue – and to shrink the output set of the image features – are the Local Rank 
Differences (Polok et al., 2008), which can be defined as 

( ) ba RRbaLRD −=, . (10)  
The LRD computes the difference of two ranks which is very similar to the Haar-like 
features (Fig. 3) with added local image contrast normalization. 
The definition of the LRP (and LRD) which was given in the previous text is very general. It 
allows arbitrary sizes and shapes of the neighborhoods and arbitrary convolution kernels. 
However, we can define a set of LRP which is suitable for creating classifiers for detecting 
objects in images – which is both informative and efficient to compute. This particular 
version is used in the reported experiments. 

 

First, let us define a suitable set of neighborhoods. The number of samples taken in the 
neighborhood should be high enough for the features to have good discriminative power. 
However, the number of samples must not be unreasonably high because the computational 
complexity of the LRP grows linearly with the number of samples. A good first choice is 
local rectangular sub-sampling which takes nine samples arranged in a regular 33×  grid. 
Such neighborhoods can be defined by a base neighborhood baseU  which is then scaled to 
generate all the required sizes, e.g.  for  3×3, [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ][ ]222120121110020100=baseU . 

In the further text, )(mnU  will refer to a neighborhood which is created from baseU by 
scaling the x-coordinates by m and scaling the y-coordinates by n. 
The type and purpose of the convolution kernel g in the LRP can differ. It could be a 
derivation filter or a wavelet, but the most basic purpose of g is to avoid aliasing when 
scaling the neighborhood. Aliasing could be avoided by using any low-pass filter such as 
the Gaussian filter. For efficiency reasons, we use rectangular averaging convolution 
kernels. In the following text, )(klg  will stand for a rectangular averaging filter of 
dimensions k by l: 

( )


 <≤<≤
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otherwise ,0
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g kl xx

x . 
(11)  

When scaling the neighborhood, it is reasonable to keep the size of the averaging filter the 
same as the distance between the samples. In such a case, m in )(mnU is equal to k in 

)(klg and n is equal to l. In (Polok et al., 2008), a set of LRD with only four neighborhoods 
)11(U , )21(U , )12(U  and )22(U  for samples of dimension 2424×  pixels is used with 

success. 

 
3.3 Detection Performance  
In the context of real-time object detection, the main measurable criterion which should be 
used to compare individual types of features is how much useful information they can 
extract in a certain amount of time. The second criterion is how much are they invariant to 
irrelevant information. Both of these criteria have to be evaluated with respect to a certain 
learning algorithm. The first criterion can be directly evaluated on a training set and the 
second corresponds to generalization on a test set. When using some focus-of-attention 
mechanism, the amount of extracted useful information determines the speed of the 
classifier which can be then related to the precision of detection on a testing set. 
We have used WaldBoost (Šochman & Matas 2005) as the learning algorithm and tested the 
features on two detection tasks – face detection and eye detection. We have compared the 
Haar-like features, LBP, LRD and LRP (all neighborhoods )(mnU which completely fit into 
the samples are used). For each type of the features, classifiers for five different target error 
rates (1%, 2%, 5%, 10% and 20%) were created. The five target error rates resulted in five 
gradually faster classifiers which allowed us to explore the speed/precision tradeoff 
provided by the features on the particular detection task. Ideally, the speed of the classifiers 
should be measured using some efficient implementation of the features. However, such an 
approach distorts the results with a different level of optimality of the individual feature 
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ZZLRF n →: . (6)  
One of the possible variants of LRF is the Local Rank Pattern image feature (LRP) (Hradiš et 
al., 2008), which selects two specific ranks and encodes their values. The LRP is defined as 

( ) ba RnRbaLRP +⋅=, , { }nba ,,1, ∈ . (7)  
Note that n is the number of samples taken in the neighborhood and therefore the result of 
LRP is unique for each combination of values of the two ranks aR  and bR . This fact 
suggests an alternative definition of the LRP when we allow the results of LRP to be pairs of 
values instead of a single value 

( ) [ ]ba RRbaLRP =, . (8)  
The LRP have some interesting properties which make them promising for image pattern 
recognition. Mainly, LRP are invariant to monotonous gray-scale changes such as changes of 
illumination intensity. This invariance results from using ranks instead of absolute values to 
compute the value of the feature. In fact, using the ranks has the same effect as locally 
equalizing the histogram of the convolved image gf ∗ . 
Further, LRP are strictly local – their results are not influenced by image values outside the 
neighborhood defined by U. This is a clear advantage over wavelet features (e.g. Haar-like 
features) which, in the way they are commonly used, need global information to normalize 
their results. This locality makes the LRP highly independent, for example, on changes of 
background and on changes of intensity of directional light. 
The meaning of the values produced by the LRP can be understood in two ways. First and 
most naturally, the results give information about the image at the locations of the two ranks 

aux +  and bux +  and information about their mutual relation. On the other hand, the 
results also carry information about the rest of the neighborhood, especially if the 
neighborhood is small. In such cases the results of LRP carry good information about the 
local pattern in the image. 
In the previous text, the LRP have been defined for two-dimensional images. However, the 
notation allows very a simple generalization for higher-dimensional images by changing the 
dimensionality of x, u  and of the relative coordinates in U to 3Z  for 3D or kZ  for general 
dimensionality. Furthermore, it is possible to use more than two ranks to compute the 
results of the LRP. For example: 

( ) cba RnRnRcbaLRP +⋅+⋅= 2,,  (9)  

The LRP from their nature produce a large set of possible results, which can in the context of 
recognition/detection cause problems when only small training datasets are available and 
when the memory available on the target computational platform is limited. One way to 
deal with this issue – and to shrink the output set of the image features – are the Local Rank 
Differences (Polok et al., 2008), which can be defined as 

( ) ba RRbaLRD −=, . (10)  
The LRD computes the difference of two ranks which is very similar to the Haar-like 
features (Fig. 3) with added local image contrast normalization. 
The definition of the LRP (and LRD) which was given in the previous text is very general. It 
allows arbitrary sizes and shapes of the neighborhoods and arbitrary convolution kernels. 
However, we can define a set of LRP which is suitable for creating classifiers for detecting 
objects in images – which is both informative and efficient to compute. This particular 
version is used in the reported experiments. 

 

First, let us define a suitable set of neighborhoods. The number of samples taken in the 
neighborhood should be high enough for the features to have good discriminative power. 
However, the number of samples must not be unreasonably high because the computational 
complexity of the LRP grows linearly with the number of samples. A good first choice is 
local rectangular sub-sampling which takes nine samples arranged in a regular 33×  grid. 
Such neighborhoods can be defined by a base neighborhood baseU  which is then scaled to 
generate all the required sizes, e.g.  for  3×3, [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ][ ]222120121110020100=baseU . 

In the further text, )(mnU  will refer to a neighborhood which is created from baseU by 
scaling the x-coordinates by m and scaling the y-coordinates by n. 
The type and purpose of the convolution kernel g in the LRP can differ. It could be a 
derivation filter or a wavelet, but the most basic purpose of g is to avoid aliasing when 
scaling the neighborhood. Aliasing could be avoided by using any low-pass filter such as 
the Gaussian filter. For efficiency reasons, we use rectangular averaging convolution 
kernels. In the following text, )(klg  will stand for a rectangular averaging filter of 
dimensions k by l: 
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When scaling the neighborhood, it is reasonable to keep the size of the averaging filter the 
same as the distance between the samples. In such a case, m in )(mnU is equal to k in 

)(klg and n is equal to l. In (Polok et al., 2008), a set of LRD with only four neighborhoods 
)11(U , )21(U , )12(U  and )22(U  for samples of dimension 2424×  pixels is used with 

success. 

 
3.3 Detection Performance  
In the context of real-time object detection, the main measurable criterion which should be 
used to compare individual types of features is how much useful information they can 
extract in a certain amount of time. The second criterion is how much are they invariant to 
irrelevant information. Both of these criteria have to be evaluated with respect to a certain 
learning algorithm. The first criterion can be directly evaluated on a training set and the 
second corresponds to generalization on a test set. When using some focus-of-attention 
mechanism, the amount of extracted useful information determines the speed of the 
classifier which can be then related to the precision of detection on a testing set. 
We have used WaldBoost (Šochman & Matas 2005) as the learning algorithm and tested the 
features on two detection tasks – face detection and eye detection. We have compared the 
Haar-like features, LBP, LRD and LRP (all neighborhoods )(mnU which completely fit into 
the samples are used). For each type of the features, classifiers for five different target error 
rates (1%, 2%, 5%, 10% and 20%) were created. The five target error rates resulted in five 
gradually faster classifiers which allowed us to explore the speed/precision tradeoff 
provided by the features on the particular detection task. Ideally, the speed of the classifiers 
should be measured using some efficient implementation of the features. However, such an 
approach distorts the results with a different level of optimality of the individual feature 
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ZZLRF n →: . (6)  
One of the possible variants of LRF is the Local Rank Pattern image feature (LRP) (Hradiš et 
al., 2008), which selects two specific ranks and encodes their values. The LRP is defined as 

( ) ba RnRbaLRP +⋅=, , { }nba ,,1, ∈ . (7)  
Note that n is the number of samples taken in the neighborhood and therefore the result of 
LRP is unique for each combination of values of the two ranks aR  and bR . This fact 
suggests an alternative definition of the LRP when we allow the results of LRP to be pairs of 
values instead of a single value 

( ) [ ]ba RRbaLRP =, . (8)  
The LRP have some interesting properties which make them promising for image pattern 
recognition. Mainly, LRP are invariant to monotonous gray-scale changes such as changes of 
illumination intensity. This invariance results from using ranks instead of absolute values to 
compute the value of the feature. In fact, using the ranks has the same effect as locally 
equalizing the histogram of the convolved image gf ∗ . 
Further, LRP are strictly local – their results are not influenced by image values outside the 
neighborhood defined by U. This is a clear advantage over wavelet features (e.g. Haar-like 
features) which, in the way they are commonly used, need global information to normalize 
their results. This locality makes the LRP highly independent, for example, on changes of 
background and on changes of intensity of directional light. 
The meaning of the values produced by the LRP can be understood in two ways. First and 
most naturally, the results give information about the image at the locations of the two ranks 

aux +  and bux +  and information about their mutual relation. On the other hand, the 
results also carry information about the rest of the neighborhood, especially if the 
neighborhood is small. In such cases the results of LRP carry good information about the 
local pattern in the image. 
In the previous text, the LRP have been defined for two-dimensional images. However, the 
notation allows very a simple generalization for higher-dimensional images by changing the 
dimensionality of x, u  and of the relative coordinates in U to 3Z  for 3D or kZ  for general 
dimensionality. Furthermore, it is possible to use more than two ranks to compute the 
results of the LRP. For example: 

( ) cba RnRnRcbaLRP +⋅+⋅= 2,,  (9)  

The LRP from their nature produce a large set of possible results, which can in the context of 
recognition/detection cause problems when only small training datasets are available and 
when the memory available on the target computational platform is limited. One way to 
deal with this issue – and to shrink the output set of the image features – are the Local Rank 
Differences (Polok et al., 2008), which can be defined as 

( ) ba RRbaLRD −=, . (10)  
The LRD computes the difference of two ranks which is very similar to the Haar-like 
features (Fig. 3) with added local image contrast normalization. 
The definition of the LRP (and LRD) which was given in the previous text is very general. It 
allows arbitrary sizes and shapes of the neighborhoods and arbitrary convolution kernels. 
However, we can define a set of LRP which is suitable for creating classifiers for detecting 
objects in images – which is both informative and efficient to compute. This particular 
version is used in the reported experiments. 

 

First, let us define a suitable set of neighborhoods. The number of samples taken in the 
neighborhood should be high enough for the features to have good discriminative power. 
However, the number of samples must not be unreasonably high because the computational 
complexity of the LRP grows linearly with the number of samples. A good first choice is 
local rectangular sub-sampling which takes nine samples arranged in a regular 33×  grid. 
Such neighborhoods can be defined by a base neighborhood baseU  which is then scaled to 
generate all the required sizes, e.g.  for  3×3, [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ][ ]222120121110020100=baseU . 

In the further text, )(mnU  will refer to a neighborhood which is created from baseU by 
scaling the x-coordinates by m and scaling the y-coordinates by n. 
The type and purpose of the convolution kernel g in the LRP can differ. It could be a 
derivation filter or a wavelet, but the most basic purpose of g is to avoid aliasing when 
scaling the neighborhood. Aliasing could be avoided by using any low-pass filter such as 
the Gaussian filter. For efficiency reasons, we use rectangular averaging convolution 
kernels. In the following text, )(klg  will stand for a rectangular averaging filter of 
dimensions k by l: 
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When scaling the neighborhood, it is reasonable to keep the size of the averaging filter the 
same as the distance between the samples. In such a case, m in )(mnU is equal to k in 

)(klg and n is equal to l. In (Polok et al., 2008), a set of LRD with only four neighborhoods 
)11(U , )21(U , )12(U  and )22(U  for samples of dimension 2424×  pixels is used with 

success. 

 
3.3 Detection Performance  
In the context of real-time object detection, the main measurable criterion which should be 
used to compare individual types of features is how much useful information they can 
extract in a certain amount of time. The second criterion is how much are they invariant to 
irrelevant information. Both of these criteria have to be evaluated with respect to a certain 
learning algorithm. The first criterion can be directly evaluated on a training set and the 
second corresponds to generalization on a test set. When using some focus-of-attention 
mechanism, the amount of extracted useful information determines the speed of the 
classifier which can be then related to the precision of detection on a testing set. 
We have used WaldBoost (Šochman & Matas 2005) as the learning algorithm and tested the 
features on two detection tasks – face detection and eye detection. We have compared the 
Haar-like features, LBP, LRD and LRP (all neighborhoods )(mnU which completely fit into 
the samples are used). For each type of the features, classifiers for five different target error 
rates (1%, 2%, 5%, 10% and 20%) were created. The five target error rates resulted in five 
gradually faster classifiers which allowed us to explore the speed/precision tradeoff 
provided by the features on the particular detection task. Ideally, the speed of the classifiers 
should be measured using some efficient implementation of the features. However, such an 
approach distorts the results with a different level of optimality of the individual feature 
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One of the possible variants of LRF is the Local Rank Pattern image feature (LRP) (Hradiš et 
al., 2008), which selects two specific ranks and encodes their values. The LRP is defined as 
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Note that n is the number of samples taken in the neighborhood and therefore the result of 
LRP is unique for each combination of values of the two ranks aR  and bR . This fact 
suggests an alternative definition of the LRP when we allow the results of LRP to be pairs of 
values instead of a single value 
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The LRP have some interesting properties which make them promising for image pattern 
recognition. Mainly, LRP are invariant to monotonous gray-scale changes such as changes of 
illumination intensity. This invariance results from using ranks instead of absolute values to 
compute the value of the feature. In fact, using the ranks has the same effect as locally 
equalizing the histogram of the convolved image gf ∗ . 
Further, LRP are strictly local – their results are not influenced by image values outside the 
neighborhood defined by U. This is a clear advantage over wavelet features (e.g. Haar-like 
features) which, in the way they are commonly used, need global information to normalize 
their results. This locality makes the LRP highly independent, for example, on changes of 
background and on changes of intensity of directional light. 
The meaning of the values produced by the LRP can be understood in two ways. First and 
most naturally, the results give information about the image at the locations of the two ranks 

aux +  and bux +  and information about their mutual relation. On the other hand, the 
results also carry information about the rest of the neighborhood, especially if the 
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implementations. To remove these, we report here the speed in average number of 
evaluated features per classified position. 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison of performance of image features on face detection (top) and eye 

detection (bottom) tasks. The graphs show the area above ROC (integrating miss-rate 
over false positives) as a function of average classifier speed (lower is more precise 
and to the left is faster). The classifiers were created by the WaldBoost algorithm for 
five different target error rates (1%, 2%, 5%, 10% and 20%) for each type of feature-
set. The five target error rates resulted in five gradually faster classifiers – shown as a 
single line. The graphs can be also used to evaluate the precision/speed tradeoff for 
each type of feature-set for the particular task. 

 

 

As can be seen in Fig. 7, Haar-like features, LBP and LRP all perform very similarly on the 
face detection task followed by the LRD. On the other hand, clear differences can be seen on 
the eye detection task where LBP are the best, second are the LRP which are followed by the 
LRD, while the Haar-like features are the worst. These results show that it is not possible to 
select a single best feature set for a variety of detection tasks. The performance of the 
features can be influenced by the number of the training samples, the type of distinguishing 
information and by the amount of intra-class variance. However, the experiments show that 
LRP and LRD provide in general similar detection performance as Haar-like features and 
LBP. Also, LRP should perform better than LRD on most tasks. 

 
4. Fast Implementations of Selected Feature Sets 
 

The image classification and detection tasks, as discussed in section 2, can be used as a base 
for various image processing and computer vision applications. Inevitably, this fact causes a 
situation (and it happens in many applications), where the classification and detection tasks 
become time critical and possibly their performance also becomes an enabling factor of 
various applications. Therefore, fast implementation of the classifiers is very important. 
Obviously, computation of the image features is the most time-consuming part of the 
detectors derived from the Viola & Jones (2001) face detector. While its complexity varies 
with the type of the features, it is at least an order of a magnitude more demanding than the 
actual classifier itself (consisting of merely the sum of the feature responses). Therefore, the 
extraction of features seems to be the most critical part of the detection applications.  

 
4.1 Object Detection Using the SSE Instruction Set 
This section presents a high performance implementation of the LRP feature extraction on 
today’s standard CPU’s. The implementation uses pre-convolved images to obtain values of 
the sampling function and SIMD instruction set (of Intel CPU and compatible) for actual 
response computation.  
The implementation must address two crucial issues: memory accesses performed by the 
algorithm (minimizing the number of memory accesses and ensuring their speed by 
aligning the operands) and the actual computation of the local ranks. Current CPUs provide 
SIMD capabilities that are interesting for efficient LRP evaluation. The SSE instruction set 
(and SSE2 in particular) has extensive support of instructions working with sixteen 8bit 
values in a single 128bit register. 
Compared to naive LRP implementation the described implementation benefits from 
parallel processing when calculating the ranks. Its disadvantage is the limited number of 
convolution kernels )(klg  and neighborhoods )(mnU  (see section 3.1), because for each grid 
size a separate pre-calculated image is required. Minimizing the number of these images 
thus reduces computational cost of the preprocessing stage. In this work we use four sizes – 

)11(U , )21(U , )12(U  and )22(U , so four convolution images need to be calculated during the 
preprocessing stage.  
 
Storing of the Image Convolutions 
To simplify the feature evaluation as much as possible the convolution of the input image 
with a rectangular kernel (corresponding to feature block shape) is pre-computed and 
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stored in the memory so that all the results of the LRP grid can be fetched into CPU registers 
by two 64-bit loads. 
The convolved image is divided into separate blocks which correspond to different modulo 
shifts of the convolution kernel in the image – e.g. for 4×2px convolution kernel eight 
possible shifts exist: 0,0; 0,1; … 0,3; 1,0; … 1,3. This structure of the image is important for 
loading adjacent convolution values with the same modulo shift of the kernel. Fig. 8 shows 
the situation where the 2×2px kernel is used and four blocks are formed in the convolved 
image. 

 
Fig. 8. Example of storage of 2×2px convolution of 8×8px image in the memory. 
 

The convolution image ),( lkI  represents pre-calculated sampling function )(gS  with ),( lkg . 
I is divided into a set of blocks B, where each block corresponds to an image convolved with 
a differently shifted convolution kernel. 
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Each block is divided into stripes P representing two rows of pixels and each stripe is 
further divided into 32-bit words corresponding to four adjacent results of the sampling 
function. vuP ,  refers to the v-th word of the u-th stripe (Fig. 9). 

 

 
Fig. 9. Stripes in a convolution image in block ∆B . 
 

The LRP feature is always located in two consecutive stripes and in two consecutive words 
in each of them which allows them to be read by a small number of read operations. 
 
LRP Evaluation 
For evaluation of feature hwyxF ,,,  with position ),( yx  and size of sampling function ),( hw , 

we use convolved image ),( hwI . The feature is then located in block ∆B  corresponding to 
the shift of the feature sampling function in the image: 

)mod,mod( hywx=∆ . (13)  
The first word in which the feature’s values are placed in the block is vuP , . 
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By loading words vuP , , 1, +vuP , vuP ,1+  and 1,1 ++ vuP  we obtain 16 responses of the sampling 
function in a 4×4 grid.  The sub-grid of 3×3 values aligned to M∆  corresponds to the actual 
feature data.  
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Fig. 10. Four masks used for a 4×4 grid. 
 

Note that the previous equations stand only when the width and height of the sampling 
function are powers of 2. In that case, the computations are reduced to simple bit 
manipulations which can be very efficiently optimized. The block and mask indexing can be 
pre-calculated in look-up tables to further reduce the computations in the run-time to simple 
table indexing. 
The code of the evaluation using SIMD instructions (by using Intel’s intrinsic functions in C 
language) is shown in Fig. 11 and the block diagram of the evaluation is in Fig. 12. The LRP 
are parameterized by the feature’s position within the classified image fx,fy, the block size 
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By loading words vuP , , 1, +vuP , vuP ,1+  and 1,1 ++ vuP  we obtain 16 responses of the sampling 
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Fig. 10. Four masks used for a 4×4 grid. 
 

Note that the previous equations stand only when the width and height of the sampling 
function are powers of 2. In that case, the computations are reduced to simple bit 
manipulations which can be very efficiently optimized. The block and mask indexing can be 
pre-calculated in look-up tables to further reduce the computations in the run-time to simple 
table indexing. 
The code of the evaluation using SIMD instructions (by using Intel’s intrinsic functions in C 
language) is shown in Fig. 11 and the block diagram of the evaluation is in Fig. 12. The LRP 
are parameterized by the feature’s position within the classified image fx,fy, the block size 
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fw,fh which determines the convolution image to use, and indexes of the rank pixels idxA 
and idxB.  
 

                   
Fig. 11. LRP feature evaluation code 
 

The basic step of the evaluation is to compare all data to the values in the rank positions. 
The comparison of two registers results in -1 (0xFF) when the condition is satisfied. The 
masking discards values that are not in the feature mask and also converts 0xFF values to 
0x01 so the sum of all items of the register corresponds to the number of positive 
comparisons. The results are summed together by an instruction which calculates the sum of 
absolute differences (SAD) of two registers. The instruction operates over the higher and 
lower 64 bits separately, so the results need to be summed together to obtain the actual sum. 

// Inputs: 
//   fx,fy,fw,fh,idxA,idxB – feature parameters 
//   conv – two dimensional array of four convolution images 
//   mask – array with masks stored linearly 
//////////// PREPARATORY PHASE //////////////// 
// Pointers to image convolved with kernel corresponding to the size of 
feature blocks 
Convolution & c = conv[fx][fy]; 
signed char * base = c.block[fx % fw][fy % fh]; // Ptr to block data 
// get ptr to proper stripe and word in it 
signed char * data0 = base + c.row_step * (fy / (2 * fh)) + 4 * (fx / (2 * 
fw)); 
signed char * data1 = data0 + c.row_step; 
// Position dependent mask 
int mask_shift_x = (fx / fw) % 2; 
int mask_shift_y = (fy / fh) % 2; 
// Get values of rank pixels 
char valA = (idxA < 8) ? data0[idxA] : data1[idxA-8]; 
char valB = (idxB < 8) ? data0[idxB] : data1[idxB-8]; 
//////////// LRP EVALUATION ///////////////// 
// Load the LRP grid to register 
__m128i data = _mm_set_epi64(*(__m64*)(data0), *(__m64*)(data1)); 
// Zero register 
__m128i zero = _mm_setzero_si128(); 
// Expansion of values of rank pixels 
__m128i A = _mm_set1_epi8(valA); 
__m128i B = _mm_set1_epi8(valB); 
// Count values greater or equal to A 
union { 
  __m128i q; 
  signed short ss[8]; 
} P1 = { _mm_sad_epu8( // Sum the results 
           _mm_and_si128( // Mask the comparison result 
             _mm_cmpgt_epi8(A, data), // compare the data to value A 
             masks[mask_shift_x][mask_shift_y]), 
           zero) 
}; 
// Count values greater or equal to B 
union { 
  __m128i q; 
  signed short ss[8]; 
} P2 = { _mm_sad_epu8( // Sum the results 
           _mm_and_si128( // Mask the comparison result 
             _mm_cmpgt_epi8(B, data), // compare the data to value B 
             masks[mask_shift_x][mask_shift_y]), 
           zero) 
}; 
// calc the LRP results as sum of top and bottom part of SAD result. 
int pattern1 = P1.ss[0] + P1.ss[4]; 
int pattern2 = P2.ss[0] + P2.ss[4]; 
// LRD is then pattern1 – pattern2 

 

The sums for A and B rank values are then subtracted to obtain the LRD response or used as 
a 2D vector – LRP. 
 

 
Fig. 12. Block scheme of the code from the previous figure (evaluation part only). 
 

The LRD evaluation is described in Fig. 12. First, the data are compared to A and B vectors 
and masked (temporary results cmpA, cmpB). The sums of absolute differences of cmpA and 
cmpB are subtracted and the results for high and low parts are summed together producing 
the LRD value. 
The evaluation is much more efficient compared to CPU code without SSE since all the 
values are processed in parallel. The slowest step of the evaluation is the expansion of an 8-
bit value to a full 128-bit SSE register. Since the instruction set lacks a single instruction to do 
this, the expansion must be done by a sequence of shift-left and or instructions. 

 
4.2 Object Detection Using GP-GPU (CUDA) 
Today’s GPUs provide a large amount of brute-force computational power and can be used 
for General Purpose usage of GPU (GP-GPU), among others for image processing and 
pattern recognition. CUDA is an architecture which allows one to easily use the GPU for 
GP-GPU algorithms with high parallelization capabilities. The programming is done in a 
language that strongly resembles the C language and is therefore easily understandable. The 
CUDA code is closely coupled with the host computer C/C++ code and their mutual 
communication is straightforward. 
Various image-processing tasks execute large numbers of identical operations on different 
pieces of data that makes the highly parallel CUDA suitable for them. In the context of 
object detection by statistical classifiers, different positions of the sliding window are the 
mutually parallel tasks which perform an identical operation: the statistical classifier. In 
cases of the classification cascade or WaldBoost (mentioned above), the evaluation of the 
classifier at various locations is identical, but can be interrupted by the focus-of-attention 
mechanism used.  
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cmpB are subtracted and the results for high and low parts are summed together producing 
the LRD value. 
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bit value to a full 128-bit SSE register. Since the instruction set lacks a single instruction to do 
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The CUDA implementation is structured to several separate operational blocks: 
• First, the constant data is prepared which is mainly the data of the classifiers for object 

detection. Two possibilities exist for their location: the texture memory or the constant 
memory. The texture memory is very fast, but as a resource is shared with other parts 
of the algorithm, so the constant memory (cached in CUDA) was finally preferred.  

• To detect in multiple scales, an image pyramid is constructed from the input image 
(see Fig. 13). The pyramid is constructed using OpenGL and uses the hardware-
accelerated texturing available in today’s graphics hardware. Thus constructed 
OpenGL frame-buffer is converted into a CUDA texture. 

• The CUDA part of the program is executed in kernels, which are divided into blocks and 
further into threads, which are organized into warps. To use the execution environment 
most efficiently, the implementation is structured to totally use the shared memory 
(memory shared among threads within a block) and hardware registers. Each scanning 
window position is evaluated independently of the others; the positions, therefore, can 
be evaluated in different threads. To use the resources efficiently, at least 128 threads 
should be used. Our solution executes one thread for one scan-line within a 
rectangular part of the input image; the length of the scan-line is limited by the size of 
the shared memory. This arrangement is the result of a set of experiments – it 
organizes the threads into a sufficient number of blocks (to use all multiprocessors on 
contemporary GPU’s), the number of threads is suitable, the shared memory is 
maximally used. See Fig. 13 for illustrations of arrangement into blocks and threads. 
Because of the nature of the WaldBoost evaluation which terminates the evaluation of 
weak classifiers at different stages of the classifier, a significant fraction of threads 
(grouped into warps in CUDA platform) can be idle at various times of the execution. 
The tasks assigned to the threads are rearranged repeatedly – the strategy of 
rearrangement of threads exceeds the scope of this text. 

 

     
 a b c d 
Fig. 13. Image pyramid (b); assignment to blocks (c) and threads (d) for an input image (a) 
 

• The output data is stored in the global memory and is retrieved by device-to-host 
memory copying. Memory mapped pointers could be used instead which would 
provide the advantages of automatic asynchronous copy between the device and the 
host memory, thread/stream synchronize would have to be performed in that case. 

 

 
Fig. 14. Overall CUDA implementation structure 

 
4.3 Object Detection Using GPU (GLSL) 
This section presents our experiments with an OpenGL implementation of the LRD detector, 
consisting of the convolution precalc module and a feature extractor. It can work on most of 
today's common GPU's which support OpenGL 2.0. To achieve better compatibility and 
portability, our implementation prefers the frame-buffer objects (FBO) above platform-
dependent P-buffers and GLSL shading language above the Cg language. 
The implementation takes a raster image in the system memory as input, then it needs to 
upload it to an OpenGL texture in the GPU memory, feature evaluation shaders get 
executed and a raster with detector responses is downloaded back to the system memory. 
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Because of the nature of the WaldBoost evaluation which terminates the evaluation of 
weak classifiers at different stages of the classifier, a significant fraction of threads 
(grouped into warps in CUDA platform) can be idle at various times of the execution. 
The tasks assigned to the threads are rearranged repeatedly – the strategy of 
rearrangement of threads exceeds the scope of this text. 
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Fig. 13. Image pyramid (b); assignment to blocks (c) and threads (d) for an input image (a) 
 

• The output data is stored in the global memory and is retrieved by device-to-host 
memory copying. Memory mapped pointers could be used instead which would 
provide the advantages of automatic asynchronous copy between the device and the 
host memory, thread/stream synchronize would have to be performed in that case. 
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4.3 Object Detection Using GPU (GLSL) 
This section presents our experiments with an OpenGL implementation of the LRD detector, 
consisting of the convolution precalc module and a feature extractor. It can work on most of 
today's common GPU's which support OpenGL 2.0. To achieve better compatibility and 
portability, our implementation prefers the frame-buffer objects (FBO) above platform-
dependent P-buffers and GLSL shading language above the Cg language. 
The implementation takes a raster image in the system memory as input, then it needs to 
upload it to an OpenGL texture in the GPU memory, feature evaluation shaders get 
executed and a raster with detector responses is downloaded back to the system memory. 
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There was no attempt for asynchronous data transfers to hide transport delay, but earlier 
work proved that such transfers are possible on GPU. 
One implementation is already described in (Polok et al. 2008) which relies on complex, 
optimized image data storage. The implementation measured here is more straightforward 
because it is limited to sampling function dimensions 1x1, 1x2, 2x1 and 2x2. Such a 
limitation does not notably harm the information content extracted by the features, but 
significantly improves the performance. The bilinear filter (implemented in the texturing 
hardware of GPU) samples four pixels and assigns them weights, based on fractional texture 
coordinates. It is possible to simulate 1x1, 1x2, 2x1 and 2x2 pixel sums just by a texture 
coordinate offset: 
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where s, t are texture coordinates (in pixel scale, not OpenGL normalized coordinates), sf 
and tf are fractional texture coordinates and finally wi,j is the weight for texel with offset (i, j). 
It is now possible to illustrate the creation of some simple convolution kernels. In case that 
the texture coordinates are integers, fractional coordinates are zero and all weights are zero, 
except w0,0 which is one, a 1x1 kernel is created. Adding offset ½ to s yields sf = ½ and 
therefore w0,0 and w1,0 are ½ while w0,1 and w1,1 remain zero, acting as a 1×2 convolution 
kernel. Other kernels can be achieved analogously, as illustrated in Fig. 15. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 15. Simple equal-weights convolution kernels using bilinear filtering 
 

This introduces some interesting consequences. There is no need for a pre-calculation phase; 
also, we just need a single texture to evaluate all weak classifiers in the WaldBoost classifier, 
which is important for two reasons: 
First – there is no need for branching in the classifier to select the proper convolution texture 
for a particular weak classifier and, therefore, there is no need to split the classifier 
evaluation into multiple rendering passes as in (Polok et al. 2008). 
And second – all textures required to evaluate the WaldBoost classifier can be bound 
simultaneously to available texturing units. This issue could be actually solved using 3D 
textures to contain more convolution images, which can be indexed by a texture coordinate; 
that however severely limits the maximal image resolution (to 512×512 on nVidia cards). 
Another similar approach could be using custom-generated mipmap levels, where the third 
texture coordinate would be the texture LOD bias, which somewhat decreases the precision 
but could be used in practical implementations. Finally, the proper solution is using a 
texture array object, which contains multiple convolution images, occupies a single 
texturing unit and can be indexed from within the shader; but this increases the hardware 
requirements as this extension is not implemented in all common graphic cards today.  

(sf, tf) = (0, 0) (sf, tf) = (½, 0) (sf, tf) = (0, ½) (sf, tf) = (½,½) 

 

As we can now evaluate all the weak classifiers in a loop in a single pass, we need a way to 
store the classifier properties. These are the sampling function parameters – the origin of the 
sampling x and convolution kernel g (represented by fractional texture coordinate offset - 
which is added to x and stored with it, and the kernel dimensions). Next, there are positions 
of blocks a and b, and finally, WaldBoost thresholds (negative and positive). These values 
can be fit into two RGBA pixels in a floating-point texture, as illustrated in Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 16. Weak classifier properties, stored in two pixels of a RGBA texture 
 

We chose to store the classifier alphas in one texture and the rest of the classifier properties 
in another. This separation of otherwise related data is justified by their different formats 
and different access patterns into these textures. While the alpha texture needs a single 
channel (LUMINANCE) and is sampled rather randomly, the classifier properties need four 
channels (RGBA) and they all are read in a sequential manner.  
Once the textures described above are generated, it is possible to evaluate the features in the 
fragment shader. The shader requires the data textures and the image texture as its input. 
For each weak classifier, the properties texture is read first so the mask can be read from the 
source image texture. Then it is necessary to get values of blocks a and b from the mask. In 
the fragment shader it is not possible to use an array referencing operator to select values 
from the matrix, so these need to be masked-out using dot products. Once the values of 
blocks a and b are known it is straightforward to evaluate their ranks Ra and Rb. All that 
remains is to read the alpha texture, accumulate the classifier response and compare it with 
the WaldBoost thresholds. The complete shader code is in Fig. 17. 
 
#extension ARB_texture_rectangle : enable 
 
uniform sampler2DRect n_alphas, n_cl_data, n_src_image; 
// texture samplers: alphas, classifier properties and source image 
 
uniform float f_final_thresh; 
// final threshold 
 
void main() 
{ 
    float f_accum = 0.0; 
    // classifier response accumulator 
 
    for(int i = 0; i < classifier_count; ++ i) { 
        vec4 v_data_a = texture2DRect(n_cl_data, vec2(i, 0.0)); // off.x, off.y, step.x, step.y 
        vec3 v_data_b = texture2DRect(n_cl_data, vec2(i, 1.0)).xyz; // a, b, negThreshold 
        // get classifier properties (as described in Fig. 16, positive threshold not implemented) 
 
        vec3 lrd0, lrd1, lrd2; 
        { 
            vec4 v_tc01 = gl_TexCoord[0].xyxy + v_data_a.xyxy; 
            v_tc01.z += v_data_a.z; 
            vec2 v_tc2 = v_tc01.zw; 
            v_tc2.x += v_data_a.z; 
            // get texcoords for first three pixels of LRD grid 
 
            lrd0.x = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.xy).x; 
            lrd1.x = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.zw).x; 
            lrd2.x = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc2).x; 
 
            v_tc01.yw += v_data_a.ww; 
            v_tc2.y += v_data_a.w; 
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There was no attempt for asynchronous data transfers to hide transport delay, but earlier 
work proved that such transfers are possible on GPU. 
One implementation is already described in (Polok et al. 2008) which relies on complex, 
optimized image data storage. The implementation measured here is more straightforward 
because it is limited to sampling function dimensions 1x1, 1x2, 2x1 and 2x2. Such a 
limitation does not notably harm the information content extracted by the features, but 
significantly improves the performance. The bilinear filter (implemented in the texturing 
hardware of GPU) samples four pixels and assigns them weights, based on fractional texture 
coordinates. It is possible to simulate 1x1, 1x2, 2x1 and 2x2 pixel sums just by a texture 
coordinate offset: 
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where s, t are texture coordinates (in pixel scale, not OpenGL normalized coordinates), sf 
and tf are fractional texture coordinates and finally wi,j is the weight for texel with offset (i, j). 
It is now possible to illustrate the creation of some simple convolution kernels. In case that 
the texture coordinates are integers, fractional coordinates are zero and all weights are zero, 
except w0,0 which is one, a 1x1 kernel is created. Adding offset ½ to s yields sf = ½ and 
therefore w0,0 and w1,0 are ½ while w0,1 and w1,1 remain zero, acting as a 1×2 convolution 
kernel. Other kernels can be achieved analogously, as illustrated in Fig. 15. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 15. Simple equal-weights convolution kernels using bilinear filtering 
 

This introduces some interesting consequences. There is no need for a pre-calculation phase; 
also, we just need a single texture to evaluate all weak classifiers in the WaldBoost classifier, 
which is important for two reasons: 
First – there is no need for branching in the classifier to select the proper convolution texture 
for a particular weak classifier and, therefore, there is no need to split the classifier 
evaluation into multiple rendering passes as in (Polok et al. 2008). 
And second – all textures required to evaluate the WaldBoost classifier can be bound 
simultaneously to available texturing units. This issue could be actually solved using 3D 
textures to contain more convolution images, which can be indexed by a texture coordinate; 
that however severely limits the maximal image resolution (to 512×512 on nVidia cards). 
Another similar approach could be using custom-generated mipmap levels, where the third 
texture coordinate would be the texture LOD bias, which somewhat decreases the precision 
but could be used in practical implementations. Finally, the proper solution is using a 
texture array object, which contains multiple convolution images, occupies a single 
texturing unit and can be indexed from within the shader; but this increases the hardware 
requirements as this extension is not implemented in all common graphic cards today.  
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As we can now evaluate all the weak classifiers in a loop in a single pass, we need a way to 
store the classifier properties. These are the sampling function parameters – the origin of the 
sampling x and convolution kernel g (represented by fractional texture coordinate offset - 
which is added to x and stored with it, and the kernel dimensions). Next, there are positions 
of blocks a and b, and finally, WaldBoost thresholds (negative and positive). These values 
can be fit into two RGBA pixels in a floating-point texture, as illustrated in Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 16. Weak classifier properties, stored in two pixels of a RGBA texture 
 

We chose to store the classifier alphas in one texture and the rest of the classifier properties 
in another. This separation of otherwise related data is justified by their different formats 
and different access patterns into these textures. While the alpha texture needs a single 
channel (LUMINANCE) and is sampled rather randomly, the classifier properties need four 
channels (RGBA) and they all are read in a sequential manner.  
Once the textures described above are generated, it is possible to evaluate the features in the 
fragment shader. The shader requires the data textures and the image texture as its input. 
For each weak classifier, the properties texture is read first so the mask can be read from the 
source image texture. Then it is necessary to get values of blocks a and b from the mask. In 
the fragment shader it is not possible to use an array referencing operator to select values 
from the matrix, so these need to be masked-out using dot products. Once the values of 
blocks a and b are known it is straightforward to evaluate their ranks Ra and Rb. All that 
remains is to read the alpha texture, accumulate the classifier response and compare it with 
the WaldBoost thresholds. The complete shader code is in Fig. 17. 
 
#extension ARB_texture_rectangle : enable 
 
uniform sampler2DRect n_alphas, n_cl_data, n_src_image; 
// texture samplers: alphas, classifier properties and source image 
 
uniform float f_final_thresh; 
// final threshold 
 
void main() 
{ 
    float f_accum = 0.0; 
    // classifier response accumulator 
 
    for(int i = 0; i < classifier_count; ++ i) { 
        vec4 v_data_a = texture2DRect(n_cl_data, vec2(i, 0.0)); // off.x, off.y, step.x, step.y 
        vec3 v_data_b = texture2DRect(n_cl_data, vec2(i, 1.0)).xyz; // a, b, negThreshold 
        // get classifier properties (as described in Fig. 16, positive threshold not implemented) 
 
        vec3 lrd0, lrd1, lrd2; 
        { 
            vec4 v_tc01 = gl_TexCoord[0].xyxy + v_data_a.xyxy; 
            v_tc01.z += v_data_a.z; 
            vec2 v_tc2 = v_tc01.zw; 
            v_tc2.x += v_data_a.z; 
            // get texcoords for first three pixels of LRD grid 
 
            lrd0.x = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.xy).x; 
            lrd1.x = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.zw).x; 
            lrd2.x = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc2).x; 
 
            v_tc01.yw += v_data_a.ww; 
            v_tc2.y += v_data_a.w; 
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There was no attempt for asynchronous data transfers to hide transport delay, but earlier 
work proved that such transfers are possible on GPU. 
One implementation is already described in (Polok et al. 2008) which relies on complex, 
optimized image data storage. The implementation measured here is more straightforward 
because it is limited to sampling function dimensions 1x1, 1x2, 2x1 and 2x2. Such a 
limitation does not notably harm the information content extracted by the features, but 
significantly improves the performance. The bilinear filter (implemented in the texturing 
hardware of GPU) samples four pixels and assigns them weights, based on fractional texture 
coordinates. It is possible to simulate 1x1, 1x2, 2x1 and 2x2 pixel sums just by a texture 
coordinate offset: 
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where s, t are texture coordinates (in pixel scale, not OpenGL normalized coordinates), sf 
and tf are fractional texture coordinates and finally wi,j is the weight for texel with offset (i, j). 
It is now possible to illustrate the creation of some simple convolution kernels. In case that 
the texture coordinates are integers, fractional coordinates are zero and all weights are zero, 
except w0,0 which is one, a 1x1 kernel is created. Adding offset ½ to s yields sf = ½ and 
therefore w0,0 and w1,0 are ½ while w0,1 and w1,1 remain zero, acting as a 1×2 convolution 
kernel. Other kernels can be achieved analogously, as illustrated in Fig. 15. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 15. Simple equal-weights convolution kernels using bilinear filtering 
 

This introduces some interesting consequences. There is no need for a pre-calculation phase; 
also, we just need a single texture to evaluate all weak classifiers in the WaldBoost classifier, 
which is important for two reasons: 
First – there is no need for branching in the classifier to select the proper convolution texture 
for a particular weak classifier and, therefore, there is no need to split the classifier 
evaluation into multiple rendering passes as in (Polok et al. 2008). 
And second – all textures required to evaluate the WaldBoost classifier can be bound 
simultaneously to available texturing units. This issue could be actually solved using 3D 
textures to contain more convolution images, which can be indexed by a texture coordinate; 
that however severely limits the maximal image resolution (to 512×512 on nVidia cards). 
Another similar approach could be using custom-generated mipmap levels, where the third 
texture coordinate would be the texture LOD bias, which somewhat decreases the precision 
but could be used in practical implementations. Finally, the proper solution is using a 
texture array object, which contains multiple convolution images, occupies a single 
texturing unit and can be indexed from within the shader; but this increases the hardware 
requirements as this extension is not implemented in all common graphic cards today.  

(sf, tf) = (0, 0) (sf, tf) = (½, 0) (sf, tf) = (0, ½) (sf, tf) = (½,½) 

 

As we can now evaluate all the weak classifiers in a loop in a single pass, we need a way to 
store the classifier properties. These are the sampling function parameters – the origin of the 
sampling x and convolution kernel g (represented by fractional texture coordinate offset - 
which is added to x and stored with it, and the kernel dimensions). Next, there are positions 
of blocks a and b, and finally, WaldBoost thresholds (negative and positive). These values 
can be fit into two RGBA pixels in a floating-point texture, as illustrated in Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 16. Weak classifier properties, stored in two pixels of a RGBA texture 
 

We chose to store the classifier alphas in one texture and the rest of the classifier properties 
in another. This separation of otherwise related data is justified by their different formats 
and different access patterns into these textures. While the alpha texture needs a single 
channel (LUMINANCE) and is sampled rather randomly, the classifier properties need four 
channels (RGBA) and they all are read in a sequential manner.  
Once the textures described above are generated, it is possible to evaluate the features in the 
fragment shader. The shader requires the data textures and the image texture as its input. 
For each weak classifier, the properties texture is read first so the mask can be read from the 
source image texture. Then it is necessary to get values of blocks a and b from the mask. In 
the fragment shader it is not possible to use an array referencing operator to select values 
from the matrix, so these need to be masked-out using dot products. Once the values of 
blocks a and b are known it is straightforward to evaluate their ranks Ra and Rb. All that 
remains is to read the alpha texture, accumulate the classifier response and compare it with 
the WaldBoost thresholds. The complete shader code is in Fig. 17. 
 
#extension ARB_texture_rectangle : enable 
 
uniform sampler2DRect n_alphas, n_cl_data, n_src_image; 
// texture samplers: alphas, classifier properties and source image 
 
uniform float f_final_thresh; 
// final threshold 
 
void main() 
{ 
    float f_accum = 0.0; 
    // classifier response accumulator 
 
    for(int i = 0; i < classifier_count; ++ i) { 
        vec4 v_data_a = texture2DRect(n_cl_data, vec2(i, 0.0)); // off.x, off.y, step.x, step.y 
        vec3 v_data_b = texture2DRect(n_cl_data, vec2(i, 1.0)).xyz; // a, b, negThreshold 
        // get classifier properties (as described in Fig. 16, positive threshold not implemented) 
 
        vec3 lrd0, lrd1, lrd2; 
        { 
            vec4 v_tc01 = gl_TexCoord[0].xyxy + v_data_a.xyxy; 
            v_tc01.z += v_data_a.z; 
            vec2 v_tc2 = v_tc01.zw; 
            v_tc2.x += v_data_a.z; 
            // get texcoords for first three pixels of LRD grid 
 
            lrd0.x = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.xy).x; 
            lrd1.x = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.zw).x; 
            lrd2.x = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc2).x; 
 
            v_tc01.yw += v_data_a.ww; 
            v_tc2.y += v_data_a.w; 
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There was no attempt for asynchronous data transfers to hide transport delay, but earlier 
work proved that such transfers are possible on GPU. 
One implementation is already described in (Polok et al. 2008) which relies on complex, 
optimized image data storage. The implementation measured here is more straightforward 
because it is limited to sampling function dimensions 1x1, 1x2, 2x1 and 2x2. Such a 
limitation does not notably harm the information content extracted by the features, but 
significantly improves the performance. The bilinear filter (implemented in the texturing 
hardware of GPU) samples four pixels and assigns them weights, based on fractional texture 
coordinates. It is possible to simulate 1x1, 1x2, 2x1 and 2x2 pixel sums just by a texture 
coordinate offset: 
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where s, t are texture coordinates (in pixel scale, not OpenGL normalized coordinates), sf 
and tf are fractional texture coordinates and finally wi,j is the weight for texel with offset (i, j). 
It is now possible to illustrate the creation of some simple convolution kernels. In case that 
the texture coordinates are integers, fractional coordinates are zero and all weights are zero, 
except w0,0 which is one, a 1x1 kernel is created. Adding offset ½ to s yields sf = ½ and 
therefore w0,0 and w1,0 are ½ while w0,1 and w1,1 remain zero, acting as a 1×2 convolution 
kernel. Other kernels can be achieved analogously, as illustrated in Fig. 15. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 15. Simple equal-weights convolution kernels using bilinear filtering 
 

This introduces some interesting consequences. There is no need for a pre-calculation phase; 
also, we just need a single texture to evaluate all weak classifiers in the WaldBoost classifier, 
which is important for two reasons: 
First – there is no need for branching in the classifier to select the proper convolution texture 
for a particular weak classifier and, therefore, there is no need to split the classifier 
evaluation into multiple rendering passes as in (Polok et al. 2008). 
And second – all textures required to evaluate the WaldBoost classifier can be bound 
simultaneously to available texturing units. This issue could be actually solved using 3D 
textures to contain more convolution images, which can be indexed by a texture coordinate; 
that however severely limits the maximal image resolution (to 512×512 on nVidia cards). 
Another similar approach could be using custom-generated mipmap levels, where the third 
texture coordinate would be the texture LOD bias, which somewhat decreases the precision 
but could be used in practical implementations. Finally, the proper solution is using a 
texture array object, which contains multiple convolution images, occupies a single 
texturing unit and can be indexed from within the shader; but this increases the hardware 
requirements as this extension is not implemented in all common graphic cards today.  
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Fig. 16. Weak classifier properties, stored in two pixels of a RGBA texture 
 

We chose to store the classifier alphas in one texture and the rest of the classifier properties 
in another. This separation of otherwise related data is justified by their different formats 
and different access patterns into these textures. While the alpha texture needs a single 
channel (LUMINANCE) and is sampled rather randomly, the classifier properties need four 
channels (RGBA) and they all are read in a sequential manner.  
Once the textures described above are generated, it is possible to evaluate the features in the 
fragment shader. The shader requires the data textures and the image texture as its input. 
For each weak classifier, the properties texture is read first so the mask can be read from the 
source image texture. Then it is necessary to get values of blocks a and b from the mask. In 
the fragment shader it is not possible to use an array referencing operator to select values 
from the matrix, so these need to be masked-out using dot products. Once the values of 
blocks a and b are known it is straightforward to evaluate their ranks Ra and Rb. All that 
remains is to read the alpha texture, accumulate the classifier response and compare it with 
the WaldBoost thresholds. The complete shader code is in Fig. 17. 
 
#extension ARB_texture_rectangle : enable 
 
uniform sampler2DRect n_alphas, n_cl_data, n_src_image; 
// texture samplers: alphas, classifier properties and source image 
 
uniform float f_final_thresh; 
// final threshold 
 
void main() 
{ 
    float f_accum = 0.0; 
    // classifier response accumulator 
 
    for(int i = 0; i < classifier_count; ++ i) { 
        vec4 v_data_a = texture2DRect(n_cl_data, vec2(i, 0.0)); // off.x, off.y, step.x, step.y 
        vec3 v_data_b = texture2DRect(n_cl_data, vec2(i, 1.0)).xyz; // a, b, negThreshold 
        // get classifier properties (as described in Fig. 16, positive threshold not implemented) 
 
        vec3 lrd0, lrd1, lrd2; 
        { 
            vec4 v_tc01 = gl_TexCoord[0].xyxy + v_data_a.xyxy; 
            v_tc01.z += v_data_a.z; 
            vec2 v_tc2 = v_tc01.zw; 
            v_tc2.x += v_data_a.z; 
            // get texcoords for first three pixels of LRD grid 
 
            lrd0.x = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.xy).x; 
            lrd1.x = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.zw).x; 
            lrd2.x = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc2).x; 
 
            v_tc01.yw += v_data_a.ww; 
            v_tc2.y += v_data_a.w; 
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            // shift texcoords to the next pixels of LRD grid 
 
            lrd0.y = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.xy).x; 
            lrd1.y = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.zw).x; 
            lrd2.y = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc2).x; 
 
            v_tc01.yw += v_data_a.ww; 
            v_tc2.y += v_data_a.w; 
            // shift texcoords to the next pixels of LRD grid 
 
            lrd0.z = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.xy).x; 
            lrd1.z = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.zw).x; 
            lrd2.z = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc2).x; 
        } 
        // read LRD grid 3x3 pixels (convolutions hidden inside texture sampling units) 
 
        float a, b; 
        { 
            vec4 ax_ay_bx_by; 
            ax_ay_bx_by.xz = mod(v_data_b.xy, 3.0); // get x-coords of a, b 
            ax_ay_bx_by.yw = v_data_b.xy / 3.0; // get y-coords of a, b 
 
            vec4 v_first_col = vec4(lessThan(ax_ay_bx_by, vec4(1.0))); 
            vec4 v_third_col = vec4(greaterThanEqual(ax_ay_bx_by, vec4(2.0))); 
            vec4 v_second_col = vec4(1.0) - v_first_col - v_third_col; 
            // compare coords to < 1, >= 1 && < 2, >= 2 
            // (index to x-y conversion and multiplexing, using fp arithmetic) 
 
            vec3 v_a_row = vec3(v_first_col.y, v_second_col.y, v_third_col.y); 
            vec3 v_b_row = vec3(v_first_col.w, v_second_col.w, v_third_col.w); 
            a = dot(lrd0 * v_first_col.x + lrd1 * v_second_col.x + lrd2 * v_third_col.x, v_a_row); 
            b = dot(lrd0 * v_first_col.z + lrd1 * v_second_col.z + lrd2 * v_third_col.z, v_b_row); 
            // mask-out values of blocks a and b 
        } 
        // demultiplex values of a and b blocks 
 
        vec3 lrd_vec = vec3(greaterThan(vec3(a), lrd0)); 
        lrd_vec += vec3(greaterThan(vec3(a), lrd1)); 
        lrd_vec += vec3(greaterThan(vec3(a), lrd2)); 
        lrd_vec -= vec3(greaterThan(vec3(b), lrd0)); 
        lrd_vec -= vec3(greaterThan(vec3(b), lrd1)); 
        lrd_vec -= vec3(greaterThan(vec3(b), lrd2)); // three comparisons in parallel 
        float lrd = dot(vec3(1.0), lrd_vec); // sum-up lrd vector components 
        // calculate rank difference 
 
        f_accum += texture2DRect(n_alphas, vec2(8.0 + lrd, i)).x; 
        // fetch response from alpha texture, accumulate 
 
        if(f_accum < v_data_b.z) // compare with WaldBoost negative threshold 
            discard; // framebuffer is pre-filled with zeros (using glClear()) 
        // early cutoff, as simple as that 
    } 
    // loop trough all classifiers 
 
    gl_FragColor.xyz = vec3(f_accum > f_final_thresh); 
    // perform threshold here, write result 
} 

Fig. 17. LRD detector shader in GLSL 
 

Note that the shader actually evaluates the LRD. An axtension to LRP is rather simple, rank 
differences for a and b are calculated separately and are then combined to be used as an 
index to the alphas texture. The other approach could be using a 3D texture for alphas and 
using both rank differences as texture coordinates, the third coordinate being the classifier 
index. 
There is one more issue to mention: loops in the fragment shaders are limited to 255 
iterations (at least in nVidia implementations), after that they are interrupted (as if a break 
instruction was called). WaldBoost classifiers used in the performance evaluation were 
about 1,000 weak classifiers long, so the shader needs to contain four identical loops of 250 

 

iterations each. The only modification then is using the classifier index instead of the loop 
counter to address the classifier properties texture and the alphas texture. 
Even though branching on GPU is not very efficient because the program-flow control is 
shared between multiple processor cores, this implementation is faster than the previous 
attempts to control the shader execution using occlusion queries and tile-based rendering. 
The implementation is now, thanks to bilinear filter convolutions, very simple and can be 
executed without modifications on as old hardware as GeForce 6600. 

 
4.4 Object Detection Using FPGA 
The primary criteria of the FPGA design considered were high speed and using also a small 
consumption of resources. An additional design criterion was an adaptability to various 
modifications of the detectors based on AdaBoost. As a result, the proposed architecture is 
similar to a specialized processor. The program of the processor is composed of a feature 
description calculation field and a feature result processing field to enable implementation 
of the feature evaluation and feature result processing part of the AdaBoost classifier. Note 
that the number of the evaluated weak classifiers is especially in the case of early 
termination modifications of AdaBoost (e.g. WaldBoost in Šochman, Matas, 2005), very 
small (typically below 20) and variable as the early termination is based on the intermediate 
result of the first weak classifiers. 
The maximum classification window size of 31×31 pixels was chosen while the size of the 
scanned image is not explicitly limited. The actual processing is performed in 128×31 image 
stripes that should be selected from the image of interest. 

 
Fig. 18. The overall structure of the FPGA classifier 
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            // shift texcoords to the next pixels of LRD grid 
 
            lrd0.y = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.xy).x; 
            lrd1.y = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.zw).x; 
            lrd2.y = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc2).x; 
 
            v_tc01.yw += v_data_a.ww; 
            v_tc2.y += v_data_a.w; 
            // shift texcoords to the next pixels of LRD grid 
 
            lrd0.z = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.xy).x; 
            lrd1.z = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.zw).x; 
            lrd2.z = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc2).x; 
        } 
        // read LRD grid 3x3 pixels (convolutions hidden inside texture sampling units) 
 
        float a, b; 
        { 
            vec4 ax_ay_bx_by; 
            ax_ay_bx_by.xz = mod(v_data_b.xy, 3.0); // get x-coords of a, b 
            ax_ay_bx_by.yw = v_data_b.xy / 3.0; // get y-coords of a, b 
 
            vec4 v_first_col = vec4(lessThan(ax_ay_bx_by, vec4(1.0))); 
            vec4 v_third_col = vec4(greaterThanEqual(ax_ay_bx_by, vec4(2.0))); 
            vec4 v_second_col = vec4(1.0) - v_first_col - v_third_col; 
            // compare coords to < 1, >= 1 && < 2, >= 2 
            // (index to x-y conversion and multiplexing, using fp arithmetic) 
 
            vec3 v_a_row = vec3(v_first_col.y, v_second_col.y, v_third_col.y); 
            vec3 v_b_row = vec3(v_first_col.w, v_second_col.w, v_third_col.w); 
            a = dot(lrd0 * v_first_col.x + lrd1 * v_second_col.x + lrd2 * v_third_col.x, v_a_row); 
            b = dot(lrd0 * v_first_col.z + lrd1 * v_second_col.z + lrd2 * v_third_col.z, v_b_row); 
            // mask-out values of blocks a and b 
        } 
        // demultiplex values of a and b blocks 
 
        vec3 lrd_vec = vec3(greaterThan(vec3(a), lrd0)); 
        lrd_vec += vec3(greaterThan(vec3(a), lrd1)); 
        lrd_vec += vec3(greaterThan(vec3(a), lrd2)); 
        lrd_vec -= vec3(greaterThan(vec3(b), lrd0)); 
        lrd_vec -= vec3(greaterThan(vec3(b), lrd1)); 
        lrd_vec -= vec3(greaterThan(vec3(b), lrd2)); // three comparisons in parallel 
        float lrd = dot(vec3(1.0), lrd_vec); // sum-up lrd vector components 
        // calculate rank difference 
 
        f_accum += texture2DRect(n_alphas, vec2(8.0 + lrd, i)).x; 
        // fetch response from alpha texture, accumulate 
 
        if(f_accum < v_data_b.z) // compare with WaldBoost negative threshold 
            discard; // framebuffer is pre-filled with zeros (using glClear()) 
        // early cutoff, as simple as that 
    } 
    // loop trough all classifiers 
 
    gl_FragColor.xyz = vec3(f_accum > f_final_thresh); 
    // perform threshold here, write result 
} 

Fig. 17. LRD detector shader in GLSL 
 

Note that the shader actually evaluates the LRD. An axtension to LRP is rather simple, rank 
differences for a and b are calculated separately and are then combined to be used as an 
index to the alphas texture. The other approach could be using a 3D texture for alphas and 
using both rank differences as texture coordinates, the third coordinate being the classifier 
index. 
There is one more issue to mention: loops in the fragment shaders are limited to 255 
iterations (at least in nVidia implementations), after that they are interrupted (as if a break 
instruction was called). WaldBoost classifiers used in the performance evaluation were 
about 1,000 weak classifiers long, so the shader needs to contain four identical loops of 250 

 

iterations each. The only modification then is using the classifier index instead of the loop 
counter to address the classifier properties texture and the alphas texture. 
Even though branching on GPU is not very efficient because the program-flow control is 
shared between multiple processor cores, this implementation is faster than the previous 
attempts to control the shader execution using occlusion queries and tile-based rendering. 
The implementation is now, thanks to bilinear filter convolutions, very simple and can be 
executed without modifications on as old hardware as GeForce 6600. 

 
4.4 Object Detection Using FPGA 
The primary criteria of the FPGA design considered were high speed and using also a small 
consumption of resources. An additional design criterion was an adaptability to various 
modifications of the detectors based on AdaBoost. As a result, the proposed architecture is 
similar to a specialized processor. The program of the processor is composed of a feature 
description calculation field and a feature result processing field to enable implementation 
of the feature evaluation and feature result processing part of the AdaBoost classifier. Note 
that the number of the evaluated weak classifiers is especially in the case of early 
termination modifications of AdaBoost (e.g. WaldBoost in Šochman, Matas, 2005), very 
small (typically below 20) and variable as the early termination is based on the intermediate 
result of the first weak classifiers. 
The maximum classification window size of 31×31 pixels was chosen while the size of the 
scanned image is not explicitly limited. The actual processing is performed in 128×31 image 
stripes that should be selected from the image of interest. 

 
Fig. 18. The overall structure of the FPGA classifier 
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            // shift texcoords to the next pixels of LRD grid 
 
            lrd0.y = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.xy).x; 
            lrd1.y = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.zw).x; 
            lrd2.y = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc2).x; 
 
            v_tc01.yw += v_data_a.ww; 
            v_tc2.y += v_data_a.w; 
            // shift texcoords to the next pixels of LRD grid 
 
            lrd0.z = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.xy).x; 
            lrd1.z = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.zw).x; 
            lrd2.z = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc2).x; 
        } 
        // read LRD grid 3x3 pixels (convolutions hidden inside texture sampling units) 
 
        float a, b; 
        { 
            vec4 ax_ay_bx_by; 
            ax_ay_bx_by.xz = mod(v_data_b.xy, 3.0); // get x-coords of a, b 
            ax_ay_bx_by.yw = v_data_b.xy / 3.0; // get y-coords of a, b 
 
            vec4 v_first_col = vec4(lessThan(ax_ay_bx_by, vec4(1.0))); 
            vec4 v_third_col = vec4(greaterThanEqual(ax_ay_bx_by, vec4(2.0))); 
            vec4 v_second_col = vec4(1.0) - v_first_col - v_third_col; 
            // compare coords to < 1, >= 1 && < 2, >= 2 
            // (index to x-y conversion and multiplexing, using fp arithmetic) 
 
            vec3 v_a_row = vec3(v_first_col.y, v_second_col.y, v_third_col.y); 
            vec3 v_b_row = vec3(v_first_col.w, v_second_col.w, v_third_col.w); 
            a = dot(lrd0 * v_first_col.x + lrd1 * v_second_col.x + lrd2 * v_third_col.x, v_a_row); 
            b = dot(lrd0 * v_first_col.z + lrd1 * v_second_col.z + lrd2 * v_third_col.z, v_b_row); 
            // mask-out values of blocks a and b 
        } 
        // demultiplex values of a and b blocks 
 
        vec3 lrd_vec = vec3(greaterThan(vec3(a), lrd0)); 
        lrd_vec += vec3(greaterThan(vec3(a), lrd1)); 
        lrd_vec += vec3(greaterThan(vec3(a), lrd2)); 
        lrd_vec -= vec3(greaterThan(vec3(b), lrd0)); 
        lrd_vec -= vec3(greaterThan(vec3(b), lrd1)); 
        lrd_vec -= vec3(greaterThan(vec3(b), lrd2)); // three comparisons in parallel 
        float lrd = dot(vec3(1.0), lrd_vec); // sum-up lrd vector components 
        // calculate rank difference 
 
        f_accum += texture2DRect(n_alphas, vec2(8.0 + lrd, i)).x; 
        // fetch response from alpha texture, accumulate 
 
        if(f_accum < v_data_b.z) // compare with WaldBoost negative threshold 
            discard; // framebuffer is pre-filled with zeros (using glClear()) 
        // early cutoff, as simple as that 
    } 
    // loop trough all classifiers 
 
    gl_FragColor.xyz = vec3(f_accum > f_final_thresh); 
    // perform threshold here, write result 
} 

Fig. 17. LRD detector shader in GLSL 
 

Note that the shader actually evaluates the LRD. An axtension to LRP is rather simple, rank 
differences for a and b are calculated separately and are then combined to be used as an 
index to the alphas texture. The other approach could be using a 3D texture for alphas and 
using both rank differences as texture coordinates, the third coordinate being the classifier 
index. 
There is one more issue to mention: loops in the fragment shaders are limited to 255 
iterations (at least in nVidia implementations), after that they are interrupted (as if a break 
instruction was called). WaldBoost classifiers used in the performance evaluation were 
about 1,000 weak classifiers long, so the shader needs to contain four identical loops of 250 

 

iterations each. The only modification then is using the classifier index instead of the loop 
counter to address the classifier properties texture and the alphas texture. 
Even though branching on GPU is not very efficient because the program-flow control is 
shared between multiple processor cores, this implementation is faster than the previous 
attempts to control the shader execution using occlusion queries and tile-based rendering. 
The implementation is now, thanks to bilinear filter convolutions, very simple and can be 
executed without modifications on as old hardware as GeForce 6600. 

 
4.4 Object Detection Using FPGA 
The primary criteria of the FPGA design considered were high speed and using also a small 
consumption of resources. An additional design criterion was an adaptability to various 
modifications of the detectors based on AdaBoost. As a result, the proposed architecture is 
similar to a specialized processor. The program of the processor is composed of a feature 
description calculation field and a feature result processing field to enable implementation 
of the feature evaluation and feature result processing part of the AdaBoost classifier. Note 
that the number of the evaluated weak classifiers is especially in the case of early 
termination modifications of AdaBoost (e.g. WaldBoost in Šochman, Matas, 2005), very 
small (typically below 20) and variable as the early termination is based on the intermediate 
result of the first weak classifiers. 
The maximum classification window size of 31×31 pixels was chosen while the size of the 
scanned image is not explicitly limited. The actual processing is performed in 128×31 image 
stripes that should be selected from the image of interest. 

 
Fig. 18. The overall structure of the FPGA classifier 
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            // shift texcoords to the next pixels of LRD grid 
 
            lrd0.y = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.xy).x; 
            lrd1.y = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.zw).x; 
            lrd2.y = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc2).x; 
 
            v_tc01.yw += v_data_a.ww; 
            v_tc2.y += v_data_a.w; 
            // shift texcoords to the next pixels of LRD grid 
 
            lrd0.z = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.xy).x; 
            lrd1.z = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc01.zw).x; 
            lrd2.z = texture2DRect(n_src_image, v_tc2).x; 
        } 
        // read LRD grid 3x3 pixels (convolutions hidden inside texture sampling units) 
 
        float a, b; 
        { 
            vec4 ax_ay_bx_by; 
            ax_ay_bx_by.xz = mod(v_data_b.xy, 3.0); // get x-coords of a, b 
            ax_ay_bx_by.yw = v_data_b.xy / 3.0; // get y-coords of a, b 
 
            vec4 v_first_col = vec4(lessThan(ax_ay_bx_by, vec4(1.0))); 
            vec4 v_third_col = vec4(greaterThanEqual(ax_ay_bx_by, vec4(2.0))); 
            vec4 v_second_col = vec4(1.0) - v_first_col - v_third_col; 
            // compare coords to < 1, >= 1 && < 2, >= 2 
            // (index to x-y conversion and multiplexing, using fp arithmetic) 
 
            vec3 v_a_row = vec3(v_first_col.y, v_second_col.y, v_third_col.y); 
            vec3 v_b_row = vec3(v_first_col.w, v_second_col.w, v_third_col.w); 
            a = dot(lrd0 * v_first_col.x + lrd1 * v_second_col.x + lrd2 * v_third_col.x, v_a_row); 
            b = dot(lrd0 * v_first_col.z + lrd1 * v_second_col.z + lrd2 * v_third_col.z, v_b_row); 
            // mask-out values of blocks a and b 
        } 
        // demultiplex values of a and b blocks 
 
        vec3 lrd_vec = vec3(greaterThan(vec3(a), lrd0)); 
        lrd_vec += vec3(greaterThan(vec3(a), lrd1)); 
        lrd_vec += vec3(greaterThan(vec3(a), lrd2)); 
        lrd_vec -= vec3(greaterThan(vec3(b), lrd0)); 
        lrd_vec -= vec3(greaterThan(vec3(b), lrd1)); 
        lrd_vec -= vec3(greaterThan(vec3(b), lrd2)); // three comparisons in parallel 
        float lrd = dot(vec3(1.0), lrd_vec); // sum-up lrd vector components 
        // calculate rank difference 
 
        f_accum += texture2DRect(n_alphas, vec2(8.0 + lrd, i)).x; 
        // fetch response from alpha texture, accumulate 
 
        if(f_accum < v_data_b.z) // compare with WaldBoost negative threshold 
            discard; // framebuffer is pre-filled with zeros (using glClear()) 
        // early cutoff, as simple as that 
    } 
    // loop trough all classifiers 
 
    gl_FragColor.xyz = vec3(f_accum > f_final_thresh); 
    // perform threshold here, write result 
} 

Fig. 17. LRD detector shader in GLSL 
 

Note that the shader actually evaluates the LRD. An axtension to LRP is rather simple, rank 
differences for a and b are calculated separately and are then combined to be used as an 
index to the alphas texture. The other approach could be using a 3D texture for alphas and 
using both rank differences as texture coordinates, the third coordinate being the classifier 
index. 
There is one more issue to mention: loops in the fragment shaders are limited to 255 
iterations (at least in nVidia implementations), after that they are interrupted (as if a break 
instruction was called). WaldBoost classifiers used in the performance evaluation were 
about 1,000 weak classifiers long, so the shader needs to contain four identical loops of 250 

 

iterations each. The only modification then is using the classifier index instead of the loop 
counter to address the classifier properties texture and the alphas texture. 
Even though branching on GPU is not very efficient because the program-flow control is 
shared between multiple processor cores, this implementation is faster than the previous 
attempts to control the shader execution using occlusion queries and tile-based rendering. 
The implementation is now, thanks to bilinear filter convolutions, very simple and can be 
executed without modifications on as old hardware as GeForce 6600. 

 
4.4 Object Detection Using FPGA 
The primary criteria of the FPGA design considered were high speed and using also a small 
consumption of resources. An additional design criterion was an adaptability to various 
modifications of the detectors based on AdaBoost. As a result, the proposed architecture is 
similar to a specialized processor. The program of the processor is composed of a feature 
description calculation field and a feature result processing field to enable implementation 
of the feature evaluation and feature result processing part of the AdaBoost classifier. Note 
that the number of the evaluated weak classifiers is especially in the case of early 
termination modifications of AdaBoost (e.g. WaldBoost in Šochman, Matas, 2005), very 
small (typically below 20) and variable as the early termination is based on the intermediate 
result of the first weak classifiers. 
The maximum classification window size of 31×31 pixels was chosen while the size of the 
scanned image is not explicitly limited. The actual processing is performed in 128×31 image 
stripes that should be selected from the image of interest. 

 
Fig. 18. The overall structure of the FPGA classifier 
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Fig. 19. The block diagram of the implementation of the LRD/LRP features 

implementation. 

 
Fig. 20. Organization of the data in the BlockRAM. 
 

It is efficient to use the pipeline in such a manner that several virtual instances of the 
classifier (for several locations of the window within the image stripe) are allocated. An 
attempt to speculatively calculate future terms in the sum is much less efficient, because if 
early termination is performed in this case, all the pipeline content is rendered useless and 
must be flushed – having an adverse effect on performance. Efficiency of the 
implementation can also be improved by building more instances of the engine around the 
memory that stores the convolved picture elements while the memory can sufficiently 
supply more engines with data. This approach increases the efficiency of exploitation of the 
hardware resources (in the case of, for example, Xilinx Virtex FPGA series it is efficient to 
use two ports of the BlockRAMs to supply the two engines with data). 
The engine (see block structure in Fig. 18) is designed to process stream of incoming data 
using a FIFO-like interface. While the input part keeps filling the memory of Stripe Manager 
by the data, the processing part performs the classification using valid data in the Stripe 
Manager. If the classification is successful (the result is evaluated to 1 - current position 
contains the object of interest) then the position is returned as a result. If the evaluation is -1, 
no output is performed. Pixels of the original image are pre-processed by the convolution 

 

unit (Convolver). The concept of the processing pipeline is based on an efficient hardware 
resource utilization by several virtual instances of the AdaBoost classifier (time 
multithreading). The total number of virtual instances is equal to the number of stages in the 
processing pipeline. In our case, five virtual instances circulate through the pipeline to 
overlap the execution time of the features (i.e., there is always one virtual instance in every 
stage of the pipeline). The engine exploits the parallelism at the level of the sliding windows 
used for object detection; each instance corresponds to one position of the sliding window in 
the image stripe. It means that in the beginning the instance acquires its sliding window and 
then evaluates all the features till program termination. Finally, it again acquires a new 
sliding window position if available in the stripe. Additional parallelism is gained using a 
memory technology which allows connecting two independent processing pipelines to one 
dual-port memory. The pipeline starts in Program Manager which stores the program 
common to all virtual instances. The program consists of 64-bit instructions, each defining 
one weak classifier. The most important fields of the instruction are: convolution index, X 
and Y position of the 3x3 grid in the window, and threshold. The instruction is sent to the 
Stripe Manager, which stores the valid stripe of the image in four individually addressable 
banks/BlockRAMs. Each bank has two reading ports, each one allocated for one of the 
pipelines. 
The evaluator block shown in Fig. 19 is designed to compute the feature in a parallel 
manner. Note that the mask is applied on the results of the comparators using logic ANDs, 
thus invalid picture elements are not included in the ranking, although they are compared. 
The result of LRD is transformed with an arbitrary normalization function (based on LUT) 
into an index to the memory containing the desired coefficients based on machine learning. 
The Threshold module that calculates the sums of such coefficients holds a separate sum for 
each virtual instance, which is compared with a threshold (stored in the instruction). The 
result of the comparison determines how the evaluation of the classifier should continue. It 
can either continue with the next feature or end the evaluation of current position with a 
result (detected, not detected). The result is sent to the Program Manager and the pipeline is 
closed. 
The engine was synthesized in a small FPGA Virtex-II 250 which is placed on the PCI board 
together with a DSP. The DSP uses DMA transfers to move data in and out of FPGA using 
the EMIF. Face detection was chosen for performance evaluation as it is considered to be a 
hard and widely known detection problem in machine vision community. A dataset 
containing 5,396 faces and 70,820 non-faces with resolution of 26x26 pixels was used to train 
and evaluate the classifier. The engine is able to evaluate two classifiers in one clock cycle 
(10ns) due to two processing pipelines. The AdaBoost with twenty weak classifiers was 
chosen for its acceptable error rate and still low computational demands. The performance 
comparison is done using the number of evaluated windows per second or frames per 
second. In our case, eight million evaluated windows per second have been achieved. The 
design is written in VHDL and synthesized for Xilinx Virtex-II technology. It takes about 
1,490 Slices and 14 BlockRAMs. 

 
4.5 Performance evaluation 
Comparing the performance of these diverse implementations is not trivial. The most 
significant performance metric is probably the detector throughput in frames per second for 
a sufficiently long video. The processing time for one frame does not reflect the case where 
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Fig. 19. The block diagram of the implementation of the LRD/LRP features 

implementation. 

 
Fig. 20. Organization of the data in the BlockRAM. 
 

It is efficient to use the pipeline in such a manner that several virtual instances of the 
classifier (for several locations of the window within the image stripe) are allocated. An 
attempt to speculatively calculate future terms in the sum is much less efficient, because if 
early termination is performed in this case, all the pipeline content is rendered useless and 
must be flushed – having an adverse effect on performance. Efficiency of the 
implementation can also be improved by building more instances of the engine around the 
memory that stores the convolved picture elements while the memory can sufficiently 
supply more engines with data. This approach increases the efficiency of exploitation of the 
hardware resources (in the case of, for example, Xilinx Virtex FPGA series it is efficient to 
use two ports of the BlockRAMs to supply the two engines with data). 
The engine (see block structure in Fig. 18) is designed to process stream of incoming data 
using a FIFO-like interface. While the input part keeps filling the memory of Stripe Manager 
by the data, the processing part performs the classification using valid data in the Stripe 
Manager. If the classification is successful (the result is evaluated to 1 - current position 
contains the object of interest) then the position is returned as a result. If the evaluation is -1, 
no output is performed. Pixels of the original image are pre-processed by the convolution 

 

unit (Convolver). The concept of the processing pipeline is based on an efficient hardware 
resource utilization by several virtual instances of the AdaBoost classifier (time 
multithreading). The total number of virtual instances is equal to the number of stages in the 
processing pipeline. In our case, five virtual instances circulate through the pipeline to 
overlap the execution time of the features (i.e., there is always one virtual instance in every 
stage of the pipeline). The engine exploits the parallelism at the level of the sliding windows 
used for object detection; each instance corresponds to one position of the sliding window in 
the image stripe. It means that in the beginning the instance acquires its sliding window and 
then evaluates all the features till program termination. Finally, it again acquires a new 
sliding window position if available in the stripe. Additional parallelism is gained using a 
memory technology which allows connecting two independent processing pipelines to one 
dual-port memory. The pipeline starts in Program Manager which stores the program 
common to all virtual instances. The program consists of 64-bit instructions, each defining 
one weak classifier. The most important fields of the instruction are: convolution index, X 
and Y position of the 3x3 grid in the window, and threshold. The instruction is sent to the 
Stripe Manager, which stores the valid stripe of the image in four individually addressable 
banks/BlockRAMs. Each bank has two reading ports, each one allocated for one of the 
pipelines. 
The evaluator block shown in Fig. 19 is designed to compute the feature in a parallel 
manner. Note that the mask is applied on the results of the comparators using logic ANDs, 
thus invalid picture elements are not included in the ranking, although they are compared. 
The result of LRD is transformed with an arbitrary normalization function (based on LUT) 
into an index to the memory containing the desired coefficients based on machine learning. 
The Threshold module that calculates the sums of such coefficients holds a separate sum for 
each virtual instance, which is compared with a threshold (stored in the instruction). The 
result of the comparison determines how the evaluation of the classifier should continue. It 
can either continue with the next feature or end the evaluation of current position with a 
result (detected, not detected). The result is sent to the Program Manager and the pipeline is 
closed. 
The engine was synthesized in a small FPGA Virtex-II 250 which is placed on the PCI board 
together with a DSP. The DSP uses DMA transfers to move data in and out of FPGA using 
the EMIF. Face detection was chosen for performance evaluation as it is considered to be a 
hard and widely known detection problem in machine vision community. A dataset 
containing 5,396 faces and 70,820 non-faces with resolution of 26x26 pixels was used to train 
and evaluate the classifier. The engine is able to evaluate two classifiers in one clock cycle 
(10ns) due to two processing pipelines. The AdaBoost with twenty weak classifiers was 
chosen for its acceptable error rate and still low computational demands. The performance 
comparison is done using the number of evaluated windows per second or frames per 
second. In our case, eight million evaluated windows per second have been achieved. The 
design is written in VHDL and synthesized for Xilinx Virtex-II technology. It takes about 
1,490 Slices and 14 BlockRAMs. 

 
4.5 Performance evaluation 
Comparing the performance of these diverse implementations is not trivial. The most 
significant performance metric is probably the detector throughput in frames per second for 
a sufficiently long video. The processing time for one frame does not reflect the case where 
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more frames are processed in parallel or pipelined. This is the case of FPGA 
implementation, for example. There, processing is divided into two pipeline stages - transfer 
to/from the card and detection. Also with four detection engines on the Uni1p card, up to 
eight frames can be processed in one moment; this situation also occurs on the GPU 
implementation. On the other hand, the time for one frame is an important metric in 
situations where separate frames are processed. 
The processing time can be split into several phases. The crudest division is on 
preprocessing and scanning. The preprocessing can be further divided into contruction of 
the image pyramid and calculation of the convolutions. In some implementations, some of 
these phases do not exist at all or are interleaved. In that case, the time is measured for all 
interleaved phases together, since separate measurement would seriously affect the 
performance. 
The tests were performed on a computer with CPU Intel Core2 Duo E8200 at 2.66 GHz, 3 GB 
DDR3 RAM and ASUS NVidia ENGTX280/HTDP graphics card. The table shows all three 
partial times for one frame, together with the total frame processing time. These times are in 
milliseconds. The times for missing or interleaved phases are left blank, meaning the time is 
equal to zero. The last column shows the theoretical throughput in frames per second (only 
the detection phases were measured, no video reading/decoding, waiting for the camera or 
image displaying were counted in). 
A recording of television news was used as the test data. Three experiments with differently 
sized video were executed: low resolution video (640×350px, Table 1), broadcasting quality 
video (720×576px, Table 2) and high resolution HD video (1920×1080px, Table 3). Simple 
refers to straightforward implementation of LRD evaluation with no special optimizations, 
Haar is the same case as Simple but Haar-like features are used in the classifiers. The SSE, 
CUDA and GPU correspond to the implementations described in section 4. Note that the 
percentage of participation of the preprocessing and scanning phases do not have to sum up 
to 100 %; the rest small amount of time is overhead spent in the auxiliary parts of the 
program. 
 

 Preprocessing Scanning Total Throughput 
 [ms] % [ms] % [ms] [fps] 
Simple 3.2 1.6 191.2 98.0 195.0 5.2 
SSE 0.5 1.4 31.3 96.8 32.3 31.1 
CUDA 0.2 1.1 12.1 94.5 12.8 78.7 
GPU 0.1 1.0 10.0 87.3 11.5 86.9 
Haar 7.6 3.9 187.7 95.8 195.9 5.1 

Table 1. Results for low resolution video (640×350px) 
 

 Preprocessing Scanning Total Throughput 
 [ms] % [ms] % [ms] [fps] 
Simple 8.5 1.8 448.0 97.8 458.0 2.2 
SSE 1.4 1.7 78.4 96.5 81.2 12.3 
CUDA 0.5 2.8 17.2 89.7 19.2 52.1 
GPU 0.3 1.4 20.4 85.0 24.0 41.6 
Haar 20.4 3.5 551.8 96.2 573.8 1.7 

Table 2. Results for broadcasting quality video (720×576px) 
 

 

 Preprocessing Scanning Total Throughput 
 [ms] % [ms] % [ms] [fps] 
Simple 20.2 2.5 764.3 97.0 787.9 1.3 
SSE 3.2 2.0 153.1 96.0 159.6 6.3 
CUDA 1.1 3.4 28.2 86.2 32.7 30.6 
GPU 0.5 1.4 25.4 77.3 32.8 30.4 
Haar 48.2 4.3 1059.9 95.3 1111.4 0. 9 

Table 3. Results for full HD video (1920×1080px) 
 

The FPGA implementation was measured separately, because it significantly differs from 
the other implementations. Most importantly, it does not support classifiers longer than 256 
stages, because of limited on chip memory. Therefore, direct comparison would be 
misleading. 
Each of the four DX64 modules on the Uni1p board is able to process 21 frames 320×240 px 
or 6 frames 640×480 per second. In both cases, the image pyramid has 15 levels. Because of 
the FPGA size, only one evaluator and one convolving unit was employed and a part of the 
data-filling functionality is done by the DSP instead of the FPGA. 

 
5. Conclusions 
 

This contribution presents the Local Rank Differences/Patterns low-level image feature 
extractor and its efficient implementations on several hardware architectures. This image 
feature set was not only developed to provide equal classification performance as its state-
of-the-art alternatives, but to be executed much more efficiently in hardware 
implementations – either programmable hardware (FPGA) or custom specialized chips 
(ASIC). However, the feature set performs well also on more conventional platforms based 
on processors. 
The measurements given in section 4 show that the speed achieved by using Local Rank 
Functions – namely Local Rank Differences (the special case) – is interesting. The baseline 
implementation outperformed the state-of-the-art Haar wavelets (especially in case of 
higher resolutions), and the hardware-accelerated implementations speeded-up the baseline 
LRD implementations more than by order of magnitude. Measurements show that the 
performance on the GPU’s is equal for CUDA and GLSL programming. Considering that 
CUDA is much more intuitive and compatible to standard C language programming, the 
conclusion can be drawn that CUDA (or possibly OpenCL in near future) is a good selection 
for exploiting graphics hardware for non-rendering tasks, such as object detection. 
Future work should include exploiting more general Local Rank Functions and conducting 
further investigation of the combinations of the features with more traditional ones. 
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more frames are processed in parallel or pipelined. This is the case of FPGA 
implementation, for example. There, processing is divided into two pipeline stages - transfer 
to/from the card and detection. Also with four detection engines on the Uni1p card, up to 
eight frames can be processed in one moment; this situation also occurs on the GPU 
implementation. On the other hand, the time for one frame is an important metric in 
situations where separate frames are processed. 
The processing time can be split into several phases. The crudest division is on 
preprocessing and scanning. The preprocessing can be further divided into contruction of 
the image pyramid and calculation of the convolutions. In some implementations, some of 
these phases do not exist at all or are interleaved. In that case, the time is measured for all 
interleaved phases together, since separate measurement would seriously affect the 
performance. 
The tests were performed on a computer with CPU Intel Core2 Duo E8200 at 2.66 GHz, 3 GB 
DDR3 RAM and ASUS NVidia ENGTX280/HTDP graphics card. The table shows all three 
partial times for one frame, together with the total frame processing time. These times are in 
milliseconds. The times for missing or interleaved phases are left blank, meaning the time is 
equal to zero. The last column shows the theoretical throughput in frames per second (only 
the detection phases were measured, no video reading/decoding, waiting for the camera or 
image displaying were counted in). 
A recording of television news was used as the test data. Three experiments with differently 
sized video were executed: low resolution video (640×350px, Table 1), broadcasting quality 
video (720×576px, Table 2) and high resolution HD video (1920×1080px, Table 3). Simple 
refers to straightforward implementation of LRD evaluation with no special optimizations, 
Haar is the same case as Simple but Haar-like features are used in the classifiers. The SSE, 
CUDA and GPU correspond to the implementations described in section 4. Note that the 
percentage of participation of the preprocessing and scanning phases do not have to sum up 
to 100 %; the rest small amount of time is overhead spent in the auxiliary parts of the 
program. 
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The FPGA implementation was measured separately, because it significantly differs from 
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stages, because of limited on chip memory. Therefore, direct comparison would be 
misleading. 
Each of the four DX64 modules on the Uni1p board is able to process 21 frames 320×240 px 
or 6 frames 640×480 per second. In both cases, the image pyramid has 15 levels. Because of 
the FPGA size, only one evaluator and one convolving unit was employed and a part of the 
data-filling functionality is done by the DSP instead of the FPGA. 
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of-the-art alternatives, but to be executed much more efficiently in hardware 
implementations – either programmable hardware (FPGA) or custom specialized chips 
(ASIC). However, the feature set performs well also on more conventional platforms based 
on processors. 
The measurements given in section 4 show that the speed achieved by using Local Rank 
Functions – namely Local Rank Differences (the special case) – is interesting. The baseline 
implementation outperformed the state-of-the-art Haar wavelets (especially in case of 
higher resolutions), and the hardware-accelerated implementations speeded-up the baseline 
LRD implementations more than by order of magnitude. Measurements show that the 
performance on the GPU’s is equal for CUDA and GLSL programming. Considering that 
CUDA is much more intuitive and compatible to standard C language programming, the 
conclusion can be drawn that CUDA (or possibly OpenCL in near future) is a good selection 
for exploiting graphics hardware for non-rendering tasks, such as object detection. 
Future work should include exploiting more general Local Rank Functions and conducting 
further investigation of the combinations of the features with more traditional ones. 
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more frames are processed in parallel or pipelined. This is the case of FPGA 
implementation, for example. There, processing is divided into two pipeline stages - transfer 
to/from the card and detection. Also with four detection engines on the Uni1p card, up to 
eight frames can be processed in one moment; this situation also occurs on the GPU 
implementation. On the other hand, the time for one frame is an important metric in 
situations where separate frames are processed. 
The processing time can be split into several phases. The crudest division is on 
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these phases do not exist at all or are interleaved. In that case, the time is measured for all 
interleaved phases together, since separate measurement would seriously affect the 
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DDR3 RAM and ASUS NVidia ENGTX280/HTDP graphics card. The table shows all three 
partial times for one frame, together with the total frame processing time. These times are in 
milliseconds. The times for missing or interleaved phases are left blank, meaning the time is 
equal to zero. The last column shows the theoretical throughput in frames per second (only 
the detection phases were measured, no video reading/decoding, waiting for the camera or 
image displaying were counted in). 
A recording of television news was used as the test data. Three experiments with differently 
sized video were executed: low resolution video (640×350px, Table 1), broadcasting quality 
video (720×576px, Table 2) and high resolution HD video (1920×1080px, Table 3). Simple 
refers to straightforward implementation of LRD evaluation with no special optimizations, 
Haar is the same case as Simple but Haar-like features are used in the classifiers. The SSE, 
CUDA and GPU correspond to the implementations described in section 4. Note that the 
percentage of participation of the preprocessing and scanning phases do not have to sum up 
to 100 %; the rest small amount of time is overhead spent in the auxiliary parts of the 
program. 
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The FPGA implementation was measured separately, because it significantly differs from 
the other implementations. Most importantly, it does not support classifiers longer than 256 
stages, because of limited on chip memory. Therefore, direct comparison would be 
misleading. 
Each of the four DX64 modules on the Uni1p board is able to process 21 frames 320×240 px 
or 6 frames 640×480 per second. In both cases, the image pyramid has 15 levels. Because of 
the FPGA size, only one evaluator and one convolving unit was employed and a part of the 
data-filling functionality is done by the DSP instead of the FPGA. 

 
5. Conclusions 
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of-the-art alternatives, but to be executed much more efficiently in hardware 
implementations – either programmable hardware (FPGA) or custom specialized chips 
(ASIC). However, the feature set performs well also on more conventional platforms based 
on processors. 
The measurements given in section 4 show that the speed achieved by using Local Rank 
Functions – namely Local Rank Differences (the special case) – is interesting. The baseline 
implementation outperformed the state-of-the-art Haar wavelets (especially in case of 
higher resolutions), and the hardware-accelerated implementations speeded-up the baseline 
LRD implementations more than by order of magnitude. Measurements show that the 
performance on the GPU’s is equal for CUDA and GLSL programming. Considering that 
CUDA is much more intuitive and compatible to standard C language programming, the 
conclusion can be drawn that CUDA (or possibly OpenCL in near future) is a good selection 
for exploiting graphics hardware for non-rendering tasks, such as object detection. 
Future work should include exploiting more general Local Rank Functions and conducting 
further investigation of the combinations of the features with more traditional ones. 
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more frames are processed in parallel or pipelined. This is the case of FPGA 
implementation, for example. There, processing is divided into two pipeline stages - transfer 
to/from the card and detection. Also with four detection engines on the Uni1p card, up to 
eight frames can be processed in one moment; this situation also occurs on the GPU 
implementation. On the other hand, the time for one frame is an important metric in 
situations where separate frames are processed. 
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these phases do not exist at all or are interleaved. In that case, the time is measured for all 
interleaved phases together, since separate measurement would seriously affect the 
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DDR3 RAM and ASUS NVidia ENGTX280/HTDP graphics card. The table shows all three 
partial times for one frame, together with the total frame processing time. These times are in 
milliseconds. The times for missing or interleaved phases are left blank, meaning the time is 
equal to zero. The last column shows the theoretical throughput in frames per second (only 
the detection phases were measured, no video reading/decoding, waiting for the camera or 
image displaying were counted in). 
A recording of television news was used as the test data. Three experiments with differently 
sized video were executed: low resolution video (640×350px, Table 1), broadcasting quality 
video (720×576px, Table 2) and high resolution HD video (1920×1080px, Table 3). Simple 
refers to straightforward implementation of LRD evaluation with no special optimizations, 
Haar is the same case as Simple but Haar-like features are used in the classifiers. The SSE, 
CUDA and GPU correspond to the implementations described in section 4. Note that the 
percentage of participation of the preprocessing and scanning phases do not have to sum up 
to 100 %; the rest small amount of time is overhead spent in the auxiliary parts of the 
program. 
 

 Preprocessing Scanning Total Throughput 
 [ms] % [ms] % [ms] [fps] 
Simple 3.2 1.6 191.2 98.0 195.0 5.2 
SSE 0.5 1.4 31.3 96.8 32.3 31.1 
CUDA 0.2 1.1 12.1 94.5 12.8 78.7 
GPU 0.1 1.0 10.0 87.3 11.5 86.9 
Haar 7.6 3.9 187.7 95.8 195.9 5.1 

Table 1. Results for low resolution video (640×350px) 
 

 Preprocessing Scanning Total Throughput 
 [ms] % [ms] % [ms] [fps] 
Simple 8.5 1.8 448.0 97.8 458.0 2.2 
SSE 1.4 1.7 78.4 96.5 81.2 12.3 
CUDA 0.5 2.8 17.2 89.7 19.2 52.1 
GPU 0.3 1.4 20.4 85.0 24.0 41.6 
Haar 20.4 3.5 551.8 96.2 573.8 1.7 

Table 2. Results for broadcasting quality video (720×576px) 
 

 

 Preprocessing Scanning Total Throughput 
 [ms] % [ms] % [ms] [fps] 
Simple 20.2 2.5 764.3 97.0 787.9 1.3 
SSE 3.2 2.0 153.1 96.0 159.6 6.3 
CUDA 1.1 3.4 28.2 86.2 32.7 30.6 
GPU 0.5 1.4 25.4 77.3 32.8 30.4 
Haar 48.2 4.3 1059.9 95.3 1111.4 0. 9 

Table 3. Results for full HD video (1920×1080px) 
 

The FPGA implementation was measured separately, because it significantly differs from 
the other implementations. Most importantly, it does not support classifiers longer than 256 
stages, because of limited on chip memory. Therefore, direct comparison would be 
misleading. 
Each of the four DX64 modules on the Uni1p board is able to process 21 frames 320×240 px 
or 6 frames 640×480 per second. In both cases, the image pyramid has 15 levels. Because of 
the FPGA size, only one evaluator and one convolving unit was employed and a part of the 
data-filling functionality is done by the DSP instead of the FPGA. 

 
5. Conclusions 
 

This contribution presents the Local Rank Differences/Patterns low-level image feature 
extractor and its efficient implementations on several hardware architectures. This image 
feature set was not only developed to provide equal classification performance as its state-
of-the-art alternatives, but to be executed much more efficiently in hardware 
implementations – either programmable hardware (FPGA) or custom specialized chips 
(ASIC). However, the feature set performs well also on more conventional platforms based 
on processors. 
The measurements given in section 4 show that the speed achieved by using Local Rank 
Functions – namely Local Rank Differences (the special case) – is interesting. The baseline 
implementation outperformed the state-of-the-art Haar wavelets (especially in case of 
higher resolutions), and the hardware-accelerated implementations speeded-up the baseline 
LRD implementations more than by order of magnitude. Measurements show that the 
performance on the GPU’s is equal for CUDA and GLSL programming. Considering that 
CUDA is much more intuitive and compatible to standard C language programming, the 
conclusion can be drawn that CUDA (or possibly OpenCL in near future) is a good selection 
for exploiting graphics hardware for non-rendering tasks, such as object detection. 
Future work should include exploiting more general Local Rank Functions and conducting 
further investigation of the combinations of the features with more traditional ones. 
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1. Introduction 

For many years, various local descriptors that are insensitive to geometric changes such as 
viewpoint, rotation, and scale changes, have been attracting attention due to their promising 
performance. However, most existing local descriptors including the SIFT are based on 
luminance information rather than colour information thereby resulting in instability to 
photometric variations such as shadows, highlights, and illumination changes. In this paper, 
we propose a novel local descriptor, PI-SIFT, that are invariant to both geometric and 
photometric variations. In order to achieve photometric invariance, we adopt photometric  
quasi-invariant features based on the dichromatic reflection model and for geometric 
invariance, the Scale  Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is used. The performance of the 
proposed descriptor is evaluated with other local descriptors. Experimental results show 
that our descriptor gives similar performance or outperforms them with respect to imaging 
conditions including photometric and geometric variations. 
In computer vision, the need for a stable local descriptor that is robust to geometric 
variations such as viewpoint, scaling, and affine transformation has captured the attention 
of researchers for years. Intensive research efforts have resulted in many robust local 
descriptors that provide distinctiveness as well as robustness (D. G. Lowe, 2004; Y. Ke & R. 
Sukthankar, 2004; H. Bay et al., 2006; S. Lazebnik et al., 2003; C. Harris & M. Stephens, 1988). 
However, most of the existing local descriptors are based on gray-level images paying little 
attention to Colour information. 
Colour has been investigated for a long time because of its excellent discriminating 
capability compared to gray-level images and various Colour models have been introduced. 
For instance, opponent Colour space has the characteristic which is invariant to changes in 
illumination intensity and shadows in addition to isolates the brightness information from 
RGB Colour space. Besides, HSV Colour space is often employed to obtain photometric 
invariance since the hue is invariant under the orientation of the object with respect to the 
light source and viewing directions. In order to get more reliable features, a local descriptor 
needs to deal with the invariance with respect to imaging conditions including geometric 
and photometric variations. 
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1. Introduction 

For many years, various local descriptors that are insensitive to geometric changes such as 
viewpoint, rotation, and scale changes, have been attracting attention due to their promising 
performance. However, most existing local descriptors including the SIFT are based on 
luminance information rather than colour information thereby resulting in instability to 
photometric variations such as shadows, highlights, and illumination changes. In this paper, 
we propose a novel local descriptor, PI-SIFT, that are invariant to both geometric and 
photometric variations. In order to achieve photometric invariance, we adopt photometric  
quasi-invariant features based on the dichromatic reflection model and for geometric 
invariance, the Scale  Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is used. The performance of the 
proposed descriptor is evaluated with other local descriptors. Experimental results show 
that our descriptor gives similar performance or outperforms them with respect to imaging 
conditions including photometric and geometric variations. 
In computer vision, the need for a stable local descriptor that is robust to geometric 
variations such as viewpoint, scaling, and affine transformation has captured the attention 
of researchers for years. Intensive research efforts have resulted in many robust local 
descriptors that provide distinctiveness as well as robustness (D. G. Lowe, 2004; Y. Ke & R. 
Sukthankar, 2004; H. Bay et al., 2006; S. Lazebnik et al., 2003; C. Harris & M. Stephens, 1988). 
However, most of the existing local descriptors are based on gray-level images paying little 
attention to Colour information. 
Colour has been investigated for a long time because of its excellent discriminating 
capability compared to gray-level images and various Colour models have been introduced. 
For instance, opponent Colour space has the characteristic which is invariant to changes in 
illumination intensity and shadows in addition to isolates the brightness information from 
RGB Colour space. Besides, HSV Colour space is often employed to obtain photometric 
invariance since the hue is invariant under the orientation of the object with respect to the 
light source and viewing directions. In order to get more reliable features, a local descriptor 
needs to deal with the invariance with respect to imaging conditions including geometric 
and photometric variations. 
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In this paper, we propose a novel Photometric quasi-Invariant SIFT (PI-SIFT) describing 
features that are both invariant to geometric and photometric variations. In order to induce 
photometric quasi-invariant features, we first use the dichromatic reflection model (S. A. 
Shafer, 1985) which describes the light reflected at the material surface and the light 
reflected from the material body. The spatial derivative of this model, which gives the 
photometric derivative structure of the image, links differential-based features such as edge 
and corner to the theory of photometric invariance. Next, in order to obtain the features that 
are invariant to geometric variations such as translation, rotation, and scaling, we build 
scale-spaces based on the photometric quasi-invariant features. Finally, The same strategy of 
SIFT (D. G. Lowe, 2004) is used to build key-point descriptors. 

 
2. Related Work 

In recent years, some researchers have been attempted to combine geometric and 
photometric invariance. A. E. Abdel-Hakim & A. A. Farag proposed a novel method (called 
CSIFT) that aims at not only embedding the colour information in the descriptor, but also 
giving the robustness with respect to both photometric and geometrical changes. Especially, 
they used colour invariance approach, proposed by J. M. Geusebroek et al., to achieve 
photometric invariance. Even though colour invariance method provides a set of 
photometric invariant derivative filters, the nonlinear transformations for computing 
photometric invariants have several drawbacks such as instability and loss of discriminative 
power. J. van de Weijer & C. Schmid had been detected photometric invariant features using 
a strategy similar to our method. However, in their method, colour invariant features are 
independently formed regardless of what the SIFT generates and concatenated to the chosen 
descriptor only after the initial detection of key-points from gray-level images. Therefore, 
this method increases the dimension of the descriptor, and may cause ‘the curse of 
dimensionality’ problem. As a result, the quality of image matching will be degraded 
because the descriptor becomes sparse and distance measures become undesirable. 
Considering these issues, we focus on describing the robust features without additional 
dimensions as building scale-spaces using photometric quasi-invariant features. 

 
3. The Overview of SIFT 

In order to describe interest points which are invariant for image scaling, rotation, and 
illumination changes, the SIFT  is proposed by D. G. Lowe. Empirically, an extensive study 
by K. Mikolajczyk & C. Schmid has shown that the SIFT acquires superior performance 
compared to most local descriptors. In addition, since the SIFT detects interest points at 
different scales and resolutions, it generates a greater number of interest points compared to 
other point detectors. 
The SIFT mainly consists of four stages: In the first stage, potential interest points that are 
invariant to scale are identified through the convolution of the image with Gaussian filters 
at different scales and the generation of Difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) pyramid. In the 
second stage, candidate keypoints are localized by the Taylor expansion of the scale-space 
function. Besides, unstable keypoints are eliminated in this stage. In the third stage, one or 
more dominant orientations are identified for each keypoint based on its local image 
gradient directions. A local image descriptor for each keypoint is built based on a patch of 

 

pixels around it in the final stage. Eventually the created keypoint descriptor becomes 
distinctive and partially robust to changes in illumination and camera viewpoint. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 4, we introduce photometric quasi-
invariant features based on the dichromatic reflection model and the PI-SIFT descriptor 
robust to geometric and photometric variations. The performance of the PI-SIFT is evaluated 
and compared with other descriptors (i.e., the SIFT and the CSIFT) in Section 5. Finally, we 
conclude our work in Section 6. 

 
4. Photometric Quasi-Invariant Features 

We use photometric quasi-invariant features, which are proposed by Joost van de Weijer et 
al., to detect interest points that are invariant to photometric variations. 
In this section, we describe how to detect features robust to photometric and geometric 
variations by using photo-metric quasi-invariant features and the SIFT. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Undesirable local features caused by photometric variations. Above images can be 
obtained from image database collected by J. M. Geusebroek et al. 

 
4.1 Problem Statement 
In real-world applications, the existing local descriptors may suffer from undesirable 
interest points as they do not take account of colour information that is an important 
component for distinction between objects. 
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In this paper, we propose a novel Photometric quasi-Invariant SIFT (PI-SIFT) describing 
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Shafer, 1985) which describes the light reflected at the material surface and the light 
reflected from the material body. The spatial derivative of this model, which gives the 
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2. Related Work 

In recent years, some researchers have been attempted to combine geometric and 
photometric invariance. A. E. Abdel-Hakim & A. A. Farag proposed a novel method (called 
CSIFT) that aims at not only embedding the colour information in the descriptor, but also 
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photometric invariance. Even though colour invariance method provides a set of 
photometric invariant derivative filters, the nonlinear transformations for computing 
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a strategy similar to our method. However, in their method, colour invariant features are 
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this method increases the dimension of the descriptor, and may cause ‘the curse of 
dimensionality’ problem. As a result, the quality of image matching will be degraded 
because the descriptor becomes sparse and distance measures become undesirable. 
Considering these issues, we focus on describing the robust features without additional 
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3. The Overview of SIFT 

In order to describe interest points which are invariant for image scaling, rotation, and 
illumination changes, the SIFT  is proposed by D. G. Lowe. Empirically, an extensive study 
by K. Mikolajczyk & C. Schmid has shown that the SIFT acquires superior performance 
compared to most local descriptors. In addition, since the SIFT detects interest points at 
different scales and resolutions, it generates a greater number of interest points compared to 
other point detectors. 
The SIFT mainly consists of four stages: In the first stage, potential interest points that are 
invariant to scale are identified through the convolution of the image with Gaussian filters 
at different scales and the generation of Difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) pyramid. In the 
second stage, candidate keypoints are localized by the Taylor expansion of the scale-space 
function. Besides, unstable keypoints are eliminated in this stage. In the third stage, one or 
more dominant orientations are identified for each keypoint based on its local image 
gradient directions. A local image descriptor for each keypoint is built based on a patch of 

 

pixels around it in the final stage. Eventually the created keypoint descriptor becomes 
distinctive and partially robust to changes in illumination and camera viewpoint. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 4, we introduce photometric quasi-
invariant features based on the dichromatic reflection model and the PI-SIFT descriptor 
robust to geometric and photometric variations. The performance of the PI-SIFT is evaluated 
and compared with other descriptors (i.e., the SIFT and the CSIFT) in Section 5. Finally, we 
conclude our work in Section 6. 
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We use photometric quasi-invariant features, which are proposed by Joost van de Weijer et 
al., to detect interest points that are invariant to photometric variations. 
In this section, we describe how to detect features robust to photometric and geometric 
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Fig. 1. Undesirable local features caused by photometric variations. Above images can be 
obtained from image database collected by J. M. Geusebroek et al. 

 
4.1 Problem Statement 
In real-world applications, the existing local descriptors may suffer from undesirable 
interest points as they do not take account of colour information that is an important 
component for distinction between objects. 
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In this paper, we propose a novel Photometric quasi-Invariant SIFT (PI-SIFT) describing 
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Shafer, 1985) which describes the light reflected at the material surface and the light 
reflected from the material body. The spatial derivative of this model, which gives the 
photometric derivative structure of the image, links differential-based features such as edge 
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this method increases the dimension of the descriptor, and may cause ‘the curse of 
dimensionality’ problem. As a result, the quality of image matching will be degraded 
because the descriptor becomes sparse and distance measures become undesirable. 
Considering these issues, we focus on describing the robust features without additional 
dimensions as building scale-spaces using photometric quasi-invariant features. 
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In order to describe interest points which are invariant for image scaling, rotation, and 
illumination changes, the SIFT  is proposed by D. G. Lowe. Empirically, an extensive study 
by K. Mikolajczyk & C. Schmid has shown that the SIFT acquires superior performance 
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at different scales and the generation of Difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) pyramid. In the 
second stage, candidate keypoints are localized by the Taylor expansion of the scale-space 
function. Besides, unstable keypoints are eliminated in this stage. In the third stage, one or 
more dominant orientations are identified for each keypoint based on its local image 
gradient directions. A local image descriptor for each keypoint is built based on a patch of 

 

pixels around it in the final stage. Eventually the created keypoint descriptor becomes 
distinctive and partially robust to changes in illumination and camera viewpoint. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 4, we introduce photometric quasi-
invariant features based on the dichromatic reflection model and the PI-SIFT descriptor 
robust to geometric and photometric variations. The performance of the PI-SIFT is evaluated 
and compared with other descriptors (i.e., the SIFT and the CSIFT) in Section 5. Finally, we 
conclude our work in Section 6. 

 
4. Photometric Quasi-Invariant Features 

We use photometric quasi-invariant features, which are proposed by Joost van de Weijer et 
al., to detect interest points that are invariant to photometric variations. 
In this section, we describe how to detect features robust to photometric and geometric 
variations by using photo-metric quasi-invariant features and the SIFT. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Undesirable local features caused by photometric variations. Above images can be 
obtained from image database collected by J. M. Geusebroek et al. 

 
4.1 Problem Statement 
In real-world applications, the existing local descriptors may suffer from undesirable 
interest points as they do not take account of colour information that is an important 
component for distinction between objects. 
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Fig. 1 shows the effects of photometric variations on SIFT descriptor. In Figure 1(a), we can 
easily see that the number of SIFT features increase or decreases depending on different 
illumination directions. The blue rectangle areas in Figure 1(b) and 1(c) represent the interest 
points extracted by highlights (or specularities) and shadow/shading reflected from object’s 
surface. Particularly, since these effects may be continuously changed according to surface  
geometry variations such as the light source direction and viewing angle, the existing local 
descriptors may have the poor interest points for the stability and distinctiveness. Therefore, 
we need to employ colour information to describe the more reliable interest points under 
different imaging conditions. 
 

 

Fig. 2. The illustration of the light reflection of inhomogeneous materials. 

 
4.2 The Dichromatic Reflection Model 
Before we describe photometric quasi-invariant features, we give a brief description of 
Shafer’s dichromatic reflection model. 
The dichromatic reflection model decomposes the reflected spectrum from a point in 
viewing direction,  RE  , into two additive components (i.e., the light ( , , , )sL n s v     reflected 
at the material surface (so called surface reflection component) and the light ( , , , )bL n s v     
reflected from the material body (so called body reflection component) for inhomogeneous 
materials such as papers and plastics as follows: 
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Where the parameters , ,  and n s v    denote the surface patch normal, the direction of the 
illumination, and the viewing direction respectively;  is the wavelength. The surface 
reflection component has approximately the same spectral power distribution as the 
illumination and appears as highlights on object. On the other hand, the body reflection 

 

component provides the characteristic object colour and indicates the properties of object 
shading. 
Furthermore, the model separates the spectral reflection properties of and s bL L from their 
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and surface orientation ) on the body and surface reflectance, respectively. That is, the 
model mixes two distinct SPDs, each of which is scaled according to the geometric reflection 
properties of surface and body reflection, to describe the light that reflected from a surface 
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The infinite-dimensional vector space of spectral color distributions is reduced to a three-
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Consider the image of an infinitesimal surface patch. We assume that the scene consists of 
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multiple light sources, we assume that the combination can be approximated as a single 
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Fig. 1 shows the effects of photometric variations on SIFT descriptor. In Figure 1(a), we can 
easily see that the number of SIFT features increase or decreases depending on different 
illumination directions. The blue rectangle areas in Figure 1(b) and 1(c) represent the interest 
points extracted by highlights (or specularities) and shadow/shading reflected from object’s 
surface. Particularly, since these effects may be continuously changed according to surface  
geometry variations such as the light source direction and viewing angle, the existing local 
descriptors may have the poor interest points for the stability and distinctiveness. Therefore, 
we need to employ colour information to describe the more reliable interest points under 
different imaging conditions. 
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Here, the photometric derivative structure of the image can be computed by calculating the 
spatial derivative of Eq. (5): 
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where the subscript, x , indicates spatial differentiation and spatial differential quotients can 
be obtained by convolution ( )iE x  with n-order Gaussian derivative filters  2;nG x  at any 

scale .  Since we assume neutral interface reflection model, i
f  has a constant value and is 

independent of x . Note that the spatial derivative is composed of shading-shadow, body 
reflectance, and specular change. 
For a given image  ,f x y , its linear scale-space is a family of derived signals  2, ;L x y   as 

follows: 
 
      2 2, ; , ; ,L x y G x y f x y    (7) 

 
At any scale in scale-space, it is possible to apply local derivative operators to the scale-
space. That is, 
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Here, such scale-space derivatives can be computed by convolving  ,f x y  with Gaussian 
derivative operators due to the commutative property between the derivative operator and 
the Gaussian smoothing operator. Therefore, the photometric derivative structure ( )i

xE x , 
can be built in scale-space at any scale. And then, in order to accomplish photometric quasi-
invariance, the derivatives need to be transformed to the underlying colour space which is 
uncorrelated with respect to photometric variations. For this purpose, we use the opponent 
colour space and hue (for more details see the method proposed by J. van de Weijer et al.). 
In the case of a white illuminant (i.e., smooth spectrum of nearly equal energy at all 
wavelength), the opponent colour space, 1 2 3{ , , },OC O O O  is known as the orthonormal 
transformation invariant with respect to specularities, sm . The colour derivatives are 
rotated to the opponent colour space as follows: 
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(a) Shadow/shading 
 

 
(b) Highlights 

Fig. 3. First-order derivatives and photometric quasi-invariant features at scale s=1.2, 1.6, 
and 2.4 in order. 
 
Now the opponent colour space becomes invariant to sm . However, since these 
transformations are still variant to lighting geometry, bm  , these need to be transformed to 
hue for obtaining invariance to both the specularities and lighting geometry as follows: 
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Even though these photometric quasi-invariants do not inherit the instabilities of existing 
photometric invariants, they can only be applied to feature detection. However, since we 
focus on detecting the photometric quasi-invariant points, this problem is not considered. A 
more detailed description and discussion can be found in [13]. 

 
4.4 PI-SIFT Descriptor 
The local descriptors have to deal with significant geometric transformations as well as 
photometric variations. In order to detect the interest points that are robust to both changes, 
we substitute photometric quasi-invariant features into scale spaces. We thus can extract 
photometric quasi-invariant features at different scales by using Gaussian derivative with a 
scaling factor  , to build scale spaces. And then, we detect candidate points at the extrema 
of scale spaces. Finally, after eliminating unstable candidate points, the maximum 
geometrical stability of the stable candidate points is achieved by interpolation. 
In this paper, we follow the same strategy of the SIFT in building our PI-SIFT descriptor. 
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Now the opponent colour space becomes invariant to sm . However, since these 
transformations are still variant to lighting geometry, bm  , these need to be transformed to 
hue for obtaining invariance to both the specularities and lighting geometry as follows: 
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Even though these photometric quasi-invariants do not inherit the instabilities of existing 
photometric invariants, they can only be applied to feature detection. However, since we 
focus on detecting the photometric quasi-invariant points, this problem is not considered. A 
more detailed description and discussion can be found in [13]. 

 
4.4 PI-SIFT Descriptor 
The local descriptors have to deal with significant geometric transformations as well as 
photometric variations. In order to detect the interest points that are robust to both changes, 
we substitute photometric quasi-invariant features into scale spaces. We thus can extract 
photometric quasi-invariant features at different scales by using Gaussian derivative with a 
scaling factor  , to build scale spaces. And then, we detect candidate points at the extrema 
of scale spaces. Finally, after eliminating unstable candidate points, the maximum 
geometrical stability of the stable candidate points is achieved by interpolation. 
In this paper, we follow the same strategy of the SIFT in building our PI-SIFT descriptor. 
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Here, the photometric derivative structure of the image can be computed by calculating the 
spatial derivative of Eq. (5): 
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5. Experimental Results 

We evaluated the PI-SIFT descriptor with respect to various image deformations such as 
illumination direction, light source, viewpoint, scale, imaging blur, JPEG compression, and 
material surface changes along with the SIFT and the CSIFT for performance comparison. 

 
5.1 Experimental Setup 

Dataset Variation Image 
size 

Image 
No. Obj. Name Material Surface 

Properties 

ALOI 

Illumination 
direction 

384x288 

26 Optic 
lampbox Paper  

View point 36 Child cup Plastic  

Material 
surface 

92 Autan stick Plastic  

122 Silvo 
spicebox 

Plastic, 
paper Shiny 

124 Pyralvex 
Paper, 
metals, 
plastic 

Composite 

132 Yellow cat Wood Smooth 
209 Dog Glass Shiny 
264 Droste box Metal  

277 Selderie jar 
Glass, 
paper, 
metal 

Composite 

290 Lionking 
cup Pottery Shiny 

406 Snowman Candle Smooth 
SFU Light  Mondrian   

Leuven 

Zoom + 
rotation Boat    

Blur Trees    
JPEG 

compression Ubc    

Table 1. The image sets used for our experiments. 
 

To evaluate our PI-SIFT method, we used three image libraries: Amsterdam Library of 
Object Images (ALOI) [10] from the University of Amsterdam, a data set for color research 
from Simon Fraser University [11], and Katholieke Universiteit Leuven [15]. Due to the lack 
of space, instead of showing detail test images, we represent briefly the description of the 
test images in Table 1. 
We carried out experiments and evaluated our PI-SIFT descriptor based on the following 
criteria: (i) robustness to the direction of illumination; (ii) robustness to a change in the 
illumination; (iii) robustness to a change in viewpoint; (iv) robustness to changes in scale, 
image blur and JPEG compression; (v) robustness to a change in material surfaces. 
 

 

 
Fig. 4. (a) and (b) represent the results for varying illumination directions (i.e., form l1c3 to 
l8c3). Here, l8c3 is used as a reference image. (c) and (d) show the experimental results for 
each algorithm under different illuminant. The reference image is ph-ulm. (e) and (f) 
denotes the repeatability according to the viewpoint and scale changes respectively. (g) and 
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(h) indicate the results according to increasing amounts of image blur and JPEG 
compression respectively. (i) shows the repeatability for different materials with various 
surfaces under different illumination directions (i.e., l2c3 and l8c3). 
 
Evaluation criterion: The results are presented in terms of both repeatability as described in 
[14], and recall vs. 1-precision as described in [2]. The repeatability is computed as the 
number of points repeated between two images with respect to the lowest total number of 
detected points. Especially, the invariance of the detector under varying transformation is 
reflected in the slope of the curve, i.e., how much a given curve degrades with increasing 
transformations. Recall-precision is usually known to be effective for evaluating detectors so 
we adopt this as an evaluation criterion. Besides, since we want to know the number of false 
detections relative to the total number of detections, we use 1-precision rather than precision 
as shown in the literature. 
Matching strategy: We use the nearest neighbor-based ratio matching [12]. In this strategy, 
two regions are matched if the ||DP – DQ || / || DR – DQ || < t, where DP is the first 
nearest neighbor to DQ, DR the second nearest neighbor to DQ and t is a threshold. The 
recall-precision curves are formed as the value of t varies. 
When calculating repeatability, the threshold for matching is set to 0.4. For recall-precision, 
the thresholds for matching vary from 0.1 to 0.99 inclusively. We set   to 1.2 for the SIFT, 
the CSIFT and our PI-SIFT for the fair comparison. 

 
5.2 Discussion 
Figure 4 shows the results for the PI-SIFT with the image dataset. Performance is compared 
against the original SIFT and the CSIFT. 
In light of repeatability when the illuminant direction changes, the PI-SIFT shows relatively 
the best performance among variants of the SIFT as in Figure 4(a). The average repeatability 
for the SIFT, the CSIFT, and the PI-SIFT are 0.464, 0.450 and 0.547. Figure 4 shows the 
interest points detected by the PI-SIFT and the SIFT under different illumination directions 
respectively. 
In figure 4(b), PI-SIFT outperforms both the SIFT and the CSIFT. A good descriptor would 
give a recall close to 1 for any precision and the PI-SIFT shows the best performance among 
others. Figure 4(c) shows the average number of matched points and the number of 
consistent points under varying illumination directions. The average number of matched 
points for the SIFT, the CSIFT, and the PI-SIFT are 84, 221, and 343 respectively. The average 
number of constant matches under varying illuminant directions is 14, 31 and 71. Since the 
PI-SIFT gives the highest in both cases, it leads to the conclusion that the PI-SIFT is most 
robust under variations of illuminant directions. 
In Figure 4(d), all curves are nearly horizontal, showing good robustness to illumination 
changes, although the PI-SIFT shows the relatively good performance. The average 
repeatability values for the SIFT, the CSIFT, and the PI-SIFT are 0.695, 0.705, and 0.777 
respectively. Still, in terms of recall-precision, the PI-SIFT is better than the SIFT and the 
CSIFT. The average number of matched points for the SIFT, the CSIFT, and the PI-SIFT are 
177, 341, and 441. In addition, the average number of consistent points across illumination 
changes for the SIFT, the CSIFT, and the PI-SIFT are 38, 101, and 196. The PI-SIFT gives the 
biggest number of matched points and of the consistent points under variations on 
illumination directions. 

 

Figure 4(g) and (h) represent the results for the effects of viewpoint and scale changes. Here, 
although the best results are obtained with the SIFT, other descriptors shows the results 
similar to the SIFT as well. Besides, as shown in Figure 4(i) and (j), the SIFT well 
outperforms other descriptors for the transformation which is outside the range for which 
the descriptor is designed. 
Although we assumed that the material is inhomogeneous to induce photometric quasi-
invariant features using the dichromatic reflection model, the PHI-SIFT shows better 
performance for various materials than other descriptors, except for object number 92, 132, 
and 290 as shown in Figure 4(i). 

 
6. Conclusion 

In this chapter, we presented a novel photometric quasi-invariant SIFT descriptor, PHI-SIFT, 
which is insensitive to photometric variations in addition to geometric invariance. The 
dichromatic reflection model is used for extracting photometric quasi-invariant features and 
the similar approach to the SIFT is used for obtaining geometric invariance. For performance 
evaluation, we compared this descriptor with the SIFT and the CSIFT descriptors. 
Experiments show that our method gives similar performance or outperforms them with 
respect to stability and distinctiveness. This method may be applicable to image retrieval, 
object detection and recognition. 
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8. Appendix 

 
Fig. 5. SIFT vs. PI-SIFT on varying illumination direction. 

 

 
Fig. 6. SIFT vs. PI-SIFT on different light sources. 
 

 
Fig. 7. SIFT vs. PI-SIFT on varying zoom + rotation. 
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Fig. 8. SIFT vs. PI-SIFT on blurring. 
 

 
Fig. 9. SIFT vs. PI-SIFT according to the surface materials. 
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1. Introduction

In this chapter we explain wavelet based moving object detection and segmentation in video
frames. Starting from discrete wavelet transform (DWT), we show the recent developments
employing multi-wavelets (MW), and later on we switch to the use of dual-tree complex
wavelet transform (DT-CWT). Working on a video instead of an image requires more atten-
tion, and at the same time, proposes novel approaches such as the so-called non-separable
3D oriented dual-tree complex wavelet transform. A comprehensive comparison shows the
advantages and disadvantages of current wavelet based techniques used in image/video seg-
mentation.
The segmentation and tracking of moving objects in video are important tasks in many appli-
cations. These tasks make it possible for video coding standards such as MPEG4 Sikora (1997),
which provides content based functionalities through the concept of video object plane while
employing ideas like content based scalability, as well as separate and flexible reconstruction
and manipulation of contents Kim & Hwang (2002). The video surveillance systems designed
for security applications need to track and furthermore distinguish intruding objects. All these
applications require algorithms to detect, segment and track moving objects so that further
high level processing can be performed. The approaches for moving object segmentation can
be categorized into several groups. In fact, video segmentation algorithms can be categorized
into four general subgroups; segmentation based on motion information only, segmentation
based on motion and spatial information, segmentation based on change detection, and seg-
mentation based on edge detection Kim & Hwang (2002).
Due to the lack of spatial information motion segmentation techniques, which are closely
related to motion estimation, suffer from occlusion and aperture problem. This limits the
accuracy of the boundaries of segmented objects. The algorithms in the second group are sug-
gested to improve some of the weak points of the first group. Spatial information is blended
with motion information to make algorithms more stable in extraction of object boundaries.
However, these techniques are not suitable for content based applications as they are not nec-
essarily characterized by similar intensity, color, or motion. The algorithms in the third group
start with the gray value difference image between two consecutive frames, and then a deci-
sion rule is applied on the absolute difference in order to identify moving areas. If the moving
objects are not sufficiently textured, only the occlusion areas are marked as changed and in-
terior of the objects remain unchanged. Therefore, the objects that stop moving for a certain
period of time will be lost. The algorithms in the last category address video sequences as the
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sequence of edge maps rather than gray-level images. The method is less sensitive to illumi-
nation changes and since binary information is used fewer computations are required. Several
relevant references are given in Baradarani et al. (2006) for details.
Change detection for inter-frame differences is one of the most feasible solutions Kim &
Hwang (2002), since it enables automatic detection of new appearance. Huang and Hsieh
proposed a wavelet based technique for moving object detection Huang & Hsieh (2003). Us-
ing the single change detection (SCD) method in the wavelet domain they showed that their
method gives better results than Kim’s method Kim & Hwang (2002). SCD is typically based
on considering two consecutive frames in a video sequence. Huang and Hsieh refined their
method in a more recent paper Huang et al. (2004) by introducing a double change detec-
tion (DCD) approach which improves the number of detected edge points. Double change
detection overcomes the double edge problem inherent in change detection techniques. The
problem of moving object segmentation resembles that of a denoising problem where multi-
wavelets Strela et al. (1999) and DT-CWT Sendur & Selesnick (2002a), Sendur & Selesnick
(2002b), Baradarani & Yu (2007) have been shown to offer a good solution to the denoising
problems Strela et al. (1999). One can consider the moving part of a video frame as the desired
image and the background as noise (almost). Thus, denoising techniques can be employed to
aid the successful extraction of moving object edges from noisy backgrounds in video frames.
The work of Strela et al. (1999) has revealed that multi-wavelets, which introduce redundancy
through the repeated row pre-processing, offer a better solution to denoising problems when-
ever compared with the scalar wavelet transform. Sendur and Selesnick proposed a bivariate
shrinkage function and introduced an important denoising algorithm based on DT-CWT in
Sendur & Selesnick (2002a), Sendur & Selesnick (2002b).
Motivated by these facts, in Baradarani et al. (2006), we developed a multi-wavelet based
method for moving object detection and segmentation. It is well known that over sampled
representation is a useful tool for feature extraction Strela et al. (1999) where the repeated row
pre-processing technique in multi-wavelet transform is an over sampled data representation.
The method is based on determining the change detection mask in the multi-wavelet domain.
In view of the success of the mentioned techniques and the celebrated achievements of DT-
CWT in signal/image processing, we proposed a DT-CWT based method for moving object
detection and segmentation Baradarani & Wu (2008). The method is based on determining the
change detection mask in the complex wavelet domain. The approach is enriched by using
DCD and bivariate shrinkage denoising.

2. Preliminaries

2.1 Structure of a Two-channel Wavelet Filter Bank
A typical two-channel filter bank with the decomposition (analysis) and reconstruction (syn-
thesis) stages is shown in Fig. 1. Let H0(ω) = ∑n h0[n]e−jnω be the lowpass and H1(ω) =
∑n h1[n]e−jnω the highpass discrete-time filters in the analysis and synthesis side of the filter
bank, respectively. The scaling and wavelet functions associated with the analysis side of the
filter bank are defined by the two-scale iterative equations
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Fig. 1. Two-channel analysis/synthesis filter bank.

where n is an integer. The lowpass and highpass filters, F0(ω) and F1(ω), in the synthesis side
define the scaling and wavelet functions similarly in terms of the filter coefficients f0[n] and
f1[n], respectively. Recall that the scaling function φ f and wavelet function ψ f in the synthesis
side of the filter bank are similarly defined via f0, f1, φ f , and ψ f .
A ‘biorthogonal’ filter bank constitutes a perfect reconstruction filter bank if and only if its
filters satisfy the no-distortion condition

H0(z)F0(z) + H1(z)F1(z) = z−nd (3)

for some integer nd ≥ 0, and the no-aliasing condition

H0(−z)F0(z) + H1(−z)F1(z) = 0. (4)

The above no-aliasing condition is automatically satisfied if

H1(z) = F0(−z) and F1(z) = −H0(−z). (5)

Note that in an ‘orthogonal’ design, the conjugate quadrature filter, e.g., G(z), can be obtained
from the spectral factorization of a product filter P(z), where P(z) = G(z)G(z−1) and the
product filter satisfies the halfband condition P(z) + P(−z) = 1, and the nonnegativity of the
frequency response P(ejω) ≥ 0 for all ω ∈ R. Thus, H0(z) = G(z), H1(z) = z−1G(−z−1),
F0(z) = G(z−1), and F1(z) = zG(−z) and an orthogonal wavelet with the specified number
of vanishing moments can then be obtained from the CQF Daubechies (1992).

2.2 The 9/7-10/8 Dual-tree Complex Filter Bank
In this Section we introduce our recently designed dual-tree complex filter bank Yu &
Baradarani (2008). Consider the two-channel dual-tree complex implementation of the DT-
CWT. The primal filter bank B in each level defines the real part of the wavelet transform. The
dual filter bank B̃ defines the imaginary part. Recall that the scaling and wavelet functions
associated with the analysis side of B are defined by the two-scale equations as in (1) and (2),
respectively. The scaling function φ f and wavelet function ψ f in the synthesis side of B are
similarly defined via f0 and f1. The same is true for the scaling functions (φ̃h and φ̃ f ) and
wavelet functions (ψ̃h and ψ̃ f ) of the dual filter bank B̃.
The dual-tree filter bank defines analytic complex wavelets ψh + jψ̃h and ψ̃ f + jψ f , if the
wavelet functions of the two filter banks form Hilbert transform pairs. Specifically, the
analysis wavelet ψ̃h(t) of B̃ is the Hilbert transform of the analysis wavelet ψh(t) of B,
and the synthesis wavelet ψ f (t) of B is the Hilbert transform of ψ̃ f (t). That is, Ψ̃h(ω) =

−jsign(ω)Ψh(ω) and Ψ f (ω) = −jsign(ω)Ψ̃ f (ω), where Ψh(ω), Ψ f (ω), Ψ̃h(ω), and Ψ̃ f (ω)

are the Fourier transforms of wavelet functions ψh(t), ψ f (t), ψ̃h(t), and ψ̃ f (t) respectively, and
sign represents the signum function. This introduces limited redundancy and allows the
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sequence of edge maps rather than gray-level images. The method is less sensitive to illumi-
nation changes and since binary information is used fewer computations are required. Several
relevant references are given in Baradarani et al. (2006) for details.
Change detection for inter-frame differences is one of the most feasible solutions Kim &
Hwang (2002), since it enables automatic detection of new appearance. Huang and Hsieh
proposed a wavelet based technique for moving object detection Huang & Hsieh (2003). Us-
ing the single change detection (SCD) method in the wavelet domain they showed that their
method gives better results than Kim’s method Kim & Hwang (2002). SCD is typically based
on considering two consecutive frames in a video sequence. Huang and Hsieh refined their
method in a more recent paper Huang et al. (2004) by introducing a double change detec-
tion (DCD) approach which improves the number of detected edge points. Double change
detection overcomes the double edge problem inherent in change detection techniques. The
problem of moving object segmentation resembles that of a denoising problem where multi-
wavelets Strela et al. (1999) and DT-CWT Sendur & Selesnick (2002a), Sendur & Selesnick
(2002b), Baradarani & Yu (2007) have been shown to offer a good solution to the denoising
problems Strela et al. (1999). One can consider the moving part of a video frame as the desired
image and the background as noise (almost). Thus, denoising techniques can be employed to
aid the successful extraction of moving object edges from noisy backgrounds in video frames.
The work of Strela et al. (1999) has revealed that multi-wavelets, which introduce redundancy
through the repeated row pre-processing, offer a better solution to denoising problems when-
ever compared with the scalar wavelet transform. Sendur and Selesnick proposed a bivariate
shrinkage function and introduced an important denoising algorithm based on DT-CWT in
Sendur & Selesnick (2002a), Sendur & Selesnick (2002b).
Motivated by these facts, in Baradarani et al. (2006), we developed a multi-wavelet based
method for moving object detection and segmentation. It is well known that over sampled
representation is a useful tool for feature extraction Strela et al. (1999) where the repeated row
pre-processing technique in multi-wavelet transform is an over sampled data representation.
The method is based on determining the change detection mask in the multi-wavelet domain.
In view of the success of the mentioned techniques and the celebrated achievements of DT-
CWT in signal/image processing, we proposed a DT-CWT based method for moving object
detection and segmentation Baradarani & Wu (2008). The method is based on determining the
change detection mask in the complex wavelet domain. The approach is enriched by using
DCD and bivariate shrinkage denoising.

2. Preliminaries

2.1 Structure of a Two-channel Wavelet Filter Bank
A typical two-channel filter bank with the decomposition (analysis) and reconstruction (syn-
thesis) stages is shown in Fig. 1. Let H0(ω) = ∑n h0[n]e−jnω be the lowpass and H1(ω) =
∑n h1[n]e−jnω the highpass discrete-time filters in the analysis and synthesis side of the filter
bank, respectively. The scaling and wavelet functions associated with the analysis side of the
filter bank are defined by the two-scale iterative equations

φh(t) = 2 ∑
n

h0[n]φh(2t − n) (1)

ψh(t) = 2 ∑
n

h1[n]φh(2t − n) (2)
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Fig. 1. Two-channel analysis/synthesis filter bank.

where n is an integer. The lowpass and highpass filters, F0(ω) and F1(ω), in the synthesis side
define the scaling and wavelet functions similarly in terms of the filter coefficients f0[n] and
f1[n], respectively. Recall that the scaling function φ f and wavelet function ψ f in the synthesis
side of the filter bank are similarly defined via f0, f1, φ f , and ψ f .
A ‘biorthogonal’ filter bank constitutes a perfect reconstruction filter bank if and only if its
filters satisfy the no-distortion condition

H0(z)F0(z) + H1(z)F1(z) = z−nd (3)

for some integer nd ≥ 0, and the no-aliasing condition

H0(−z)F0(z) + H1(−z)F1(z) = 0. (4)

The above no-aliasing condition is automatically satisfied if

H1(z) = F0(−z) and F1(z) = −H0(−z). (5)

Note that in an ‘orthogonal’ design, the conjugate quadrature filter, e.g., G(z), can be obtained
from the spectral factorization of a product filter P(z), where P(z) = G(z)G(z−1) and the
product filter satisfies the halfband condition P(z) + P(−z) = 1, and the nonnegativity of the
frequency response P(ejω) ≥ 0 for all ω ∈ R. Thus, H0(z) = G(z), H1(z) = z−1G(−z−1),
F0(z) = G(z−1), and F1(z) = zG(−z) and an orthogonal wavelet with the specified number
of vanishing moments can then be obtained from the CQF Daubechies (1992).

2.2 The 9/7-10/8 Dual-tree Complex Filter Bank
In this Section we introduce our recently designed dual-tree complex filter bank Yu &
Baradarani (2008). Consider the two-channel dual-tree complex implementation of the DT-
CWT. The primal filter bank B in each level defines the real part of the wavelet transform. The
dual filter bank B̃ defines the imaginary part. Recall that the scaling and wavelet functions
associated with the analysis side of B are defined by the two-scale equations as in (1) and (2),
respectively. The scaling function φ f and wavelet function ψ f in the synthesis side of B are
similarly defined via f0 and f1. The same is true for the scaling functions (φ̃h and φ̃ f ) and
wavelet functions (ψ̃h and ψ̃ f ) of the dual filter bank B̃.
The dual-tree filter bank defines analytic complex wavelets ψh + jψ̃h and ψ̃ f + jψ f , if the
wavelet functions of the two filter banks form Hilbert transform pairs. Specifically, the
analysis wavelet ψ̃h(t) of B̃ is the Hilbert transform of the analysis wavelet ψh(t) of B,
and the synthesis wavelet ψ f (t) of B is the Hilbert transform of ψ̃ f (t). That is, Ψ̃h(ω) =

−jsign(ω)Ψh(ω) and Ψ f (ω) = −jsign(ω)Ψ̃ f (ω), where Ψh(ω), Ψ f (ω), Ψ̃h(ω), and Ψ̃ f (ω)

are the Fourier transforms of wavelet functions ψh(t), ψ f (t), ψ̃h(t), and ψ̃ f (t) respectively, and
sign represents the signum function. This introduces limited redundancy and allows the
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sequence of edge maps rather than gray-level images. The method is less sensitive to illumi-
nation changes and since binary information is used fewer computations are required. Several
relevant references are given in Baradarani et al. (2006) for details.
Change detection for inter-frame differences is one of the most feasible solutions Kim &
Hwang (2002), since it enables automatic detection of new appearance. Huang and Hsieh
proposed a wavelet based technique for moving object detection Huang & Hsieh (2003). Us-
ing the single change detection (SCD) method in the wavelet domain they showed that their
method gives better results than Kim’s method Kim & Hwang (2002). SCD is typically based
on considering two consecutive frames in a video sequence. Huang and Hsieh refined their
method in a more recent paper Huang et al. (2004) by introducing a double change detec-
tion (DCD) approach which improves the number of detected edge points. Double change
detection overcomes the double edge problem inherent in change detection techniques. The
problem of moving object segmentation resembles that of a denoising problem where multi-
wavelets Strela et al. (1999) and DT-CWT Sendur & Selesnick (2002a), Sendur & Selesnick
(2002b), Baradarani & Yu (2007) have been shown to offer a good solution to the denoising
problems Strela et al. (1999). One can consider the moving part of a video frame as the desired
image and the background as noise (almost). Thus, denoising techniques can be employed to
aid the successful extraction of moving object edges from noisy backgrounds in video frames.
The work of Strela et al. (1999) has revealed that multi-wavelets, which introduce redundancy
through the repeated row pre-processing, offer a better solution to denoising problems when-
ever compared with the scalar wavelet transform. Sendur and Selesnick proposed a bivariate
shrinkage function and introduced an important denoising algorithm based on DT-CWT in
Sendur & Selesnick (2002a), Sendur & Selesnick (2002b).
Motivated by these facts, in Baradarani et al. (2006), we developed a multi-wavelet based
method for moving object detection and segmentation. It is well known that over sampled
representation is a useful tool for feature extraction Strela et al. (1999) where the repeated row
pre-processing technique in multi-wavelet transform is an over sampled data representation.
The method is based on determining the change detection mask in the multi-wavelet domain.
In view of the success of the mentioned techniques and the celebrated achievements of DT-
CWT in signal/image processing, we proposed a DT-CWT based method for moving object
detection and segmentation Baradarani & Wu (2008). The method is based on determining the
change detection mask in the complex wavelet domain. The approach is enriched by using
DCD and bivariate shrinkage denoising.

2. Preliminaries

2.1 Structure of a Two-channel Wavelet Filter Bank
A typical two-channel filter bank with the decomposition (analysis) and reconstruction (syn-
thesis) stages is shown in Fig. 1. Let H0(ω) = ∑n h0[n]e−jnω be the lowpass and H1(ω) =
∑n h1[n]e−jnω the highpass discrete-time filters in the analysis and synthesis side of the filter
bank, respectively. The scaling and wavelet functions associated with the analysis side of the
filter bank are defined by the two-scale iterative equations

φh(t) = 2 ∑
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h0[n]φh(2t − n) (1)
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Fig. 1. Two-channel analysis/synthesis filter bank.

where n is an integer. The lowpass and highpass filters, F0(ω) and F1(ω), in the synthesis side
define the scaling and wavelet functions similarly in terms of the filter coefficients f0[n] and
f1[n], respectively. Recall that the scaling function φ f and wavelet function ψ f in the synthesis
side of the filter bank are similarly defined via f0, f1, φ f , and ψ f .
A ‘biorthogonal’ filter bank constitutes a perfect reconstruction filter bank if and only if its
filters satisfy the no-distortion condition

H0(z)F0(z) + H1(z)F1(z) = z−nd (3)

for some integer nd ≥ 0, and the no-aliasing condition

H0(−z)F0(z) + H1(−z)F1(z) = 0. (4)

The above no-aliasing condition is automatically satisfied if

H1(z) = F0(−z) and F1(z) = −H0(−z). (5)

Note that in an ‘orthogonal’ design, the conjugate quadrature filter, e.g., G(z), can be obtained
from the spectral factorization of a product filter P(z), where P(z) = G(z)G(z−1) and the
product filter satisfies the halfband condition P(z) + P(−z) = 1, and the nonnegativity of the
frequency response P(ejω) ≥ 0 for all ω ∈ R. Thus, H0(z) = G(z), H1(z) = z−1G(−z−1),
F0(z) = G(z−1), and F1(z) = zG(−z) and an orthogonal wavelet with the specified number
of vanishing moments can then be obtained from the CQF Daubechies (1992).

2.2 The 9/7-10/8 Dual-tree Complex Filter Bank
In this Section we introduce our recently designed dual-tree complex filter bank Yu &
Baradarani (2008). Consider the two-channel dual-tree complex implementation of the DT-
CWT. The primal filter bank B in each level defines the real part of the wavelet transform. The
dual filter bank B̃ defines the imaginary part. Recall that the scaling and wavelet functions
associated with the analysis side of B are defined by the two-scale equations as in (1) and (2),
respectively. The scaling function φ f and wavelet function ψ f in the synthesis side of B are
similarly defined via f0 and f1. The same is true for the scaling functions (φ̃h and φ̃ f ) and
wavelet functions (ψ̃h and ψ̃ f ) of the dual filter bank B̃.
The dual-tree filter bank defines analytic complex wavelets ψh + jψ̃h and ψ̃ f + jψ f , if the
wavelet functions of the two filter banks form Hilbert transform pairs. Specifically, the
analysis wavelet ψ̃h(t) of B̃ is the Hilbert transform of the analysis wavelet ψh(t) of B,
and the synthesis wavelet ψ f (t) of B is the Hilbert transform of ψ̃ f (t). That is, Ψ̃h(ω) =

−jsign(ω)Ψh(ω) and Ψ f (ω) = −jsign(ω)Ψ̃ f (ω), where Ψh(ω), Ψ f (ω), Ψ̃h(ω), and Ψ̃ f (ω)

are the Fourier transforms of wavelet functions ψh(t), ψ f (t), ψ̃h(t), and ψ̃ f (t) respectively, and
sign represents the signum function. This introduces limited redundancy and allows the
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sequence of edge maps rather than gray-level images. The method is less sensitive to illumi-
nation changes and since binary information is used fewer computations are required. Several
relevant references are given in Baradarani et al. (2006) for details.
Change detection for inter-frame differences is one of the most feasible solutions Kim &
Hwang (2002), since it enables automatic detection of new appearance. Huang and Hsieh
proposed a wavelet based technique for moving object detection Huang & Hsieh (2003). Us-
ing the single change detection (SCD) method in the wavelet domain they showed that their
method gives better results than Kim’s method Kim & Hwang (2002). SCD is typically based
on considering two consecutive frames in a video sequence. Huang and Hsieh refined their
method in a more recent paper Huang et al. (2004) by introducing a double change detec-
tion (DCD) approach which improves the number of detected edge points. Double change
detection overcomes the double edge problem inherent in change detection techniques. The
problem of moving object segmentation resembles that of a denoising problem where multi-
wavelets Strela et al. (1999) and DT-CWT Sendur & Selesnick (2002a), Sendur & Selesnick
(2002b), Baradarani & Yu (2007) have been shown to offer a good solution to the denoising
problems Strela et al. (1999). One can consider the moving part of a video frame as the desired
image and the background as noise (almost). Thus, denoising techniques can be employed to
aid the successful extraction of moving object edges from noisy backgrounds in video frames.
The work of Strela et al. (1999) has revealed that multi-wavelets, which introduce redundancy
through the repeated row pre-processing, offer a better solution to denoising problems when-
ever compared with the scalar wavelet transform. Sendur and Selesnick proposed a bivariate
shrinkage function and introduced an important denoising algorithm based on DT-CWT in
Sendur & Selesnick (2002a), Sendur & Selesnick (2002b).
Motivated by these facts, in Baradarani et al. (2006), we developed a multi-wavelet based
method for moving object detection and segmentation. It is well known that over sampled
representation is a useful tool for feature extraction Strela et al. (1999) where the repeated row
pre-processing technique in multi-wavelet transform is an over sampled data representation.
The method is based on determining the change detection mask in the multi-wavelet domain.
In view of the success of the mentioned techniques and the celebrated achievements of DT-
CWT in signal/image processing, we proposed a DT-CWT based method for moving object
detection and segmentation Baradarani & Wu (2008). The method is based on determining the
change detection mask in the complex wavelet domain. The approach is enriched by using
DCD and bivariate shrinkage denoising.

2. Preliminaries

2.1 Structure of a Two-channel Wavelet Filter Bank
A typical two-channel filter bank with the decomposition (analysis) and reconstruction (syn-
thesis) stages is shown in Fig. 1. Let H0(ω) = ∑n h0[n]e−jnω be the lowpass and H1(ω) =
∑n h1[n]e−jnω the highpass discrete-time filters in the analysis and synthesis side of the filter
bank, respectively. The scaling and wavelet functions associated with the analysis side of the
filter bank are defined by the two-scale iterative equations
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Fig. 1. Two-channel analysis/synthesis filter bank.

where n is an integer. The lowpass and highpass filters, F0(ω) and F1(ω), in the synthesis side
define the scaling and wavelet functions similarly in terms of the filter coefficients f0[n] and
f1[n], respectively. Recall that the scaling function φ f and wavelet function ψ f in the synthesis
side of the filter bank are similarly defined via f0, f1, φ f , and ψ f .
A ‘biorthogonal’ filter bank constitutes a perfect reconstruction filter bank if and only if its
filters satisfy the no-distortion condition

H0(z)F0(z) + H1(z)F1(z) = z−nd (3)

for some integer nd ≥ 0, and the no-aliasing condition

H0(−z)F0(z) + H1(−z)F1(z) = 0. (4)

The above no-aliasing condition is automatically satisfied if

H1(z) = F0(−z) and F1(z) = −H0(−z). (5)

Note that in an ‘orthogonal’ design, the conjugate quadrature filter, e.g., G(z), can be obtained
from the spectral factorization of a product filter P(z), where P(z) = G(z)G(z−1) and the
product filter satisfies the halfband condition P(z) + P(−z) = 1, and the nonnegativity of the
frequency response P(ejω) ≥ 0 for all ω ∈ R. Thus, H0(z) = G(z), H1(z) = z−1G(−z−1),
F0(z) = G(z−1), and F1(z) = zG(−z) and an orthogonal wavelet with the specified number
of vanishing moments can then be obtained from the CQF Daubechies (1992).

2.2 The 9/7-10/8 Dual-tree Complex Filter Bank
In this Section we introduce our recently designed dual-tree complex filter bank Yu &
Baradarani (2008). Consider the two-channel dual-tree complex implementation of the DT-
CWT. The primal filter bank B in each level defines the real part of the wavelet transform. The
dual filter bank B̃ defines the imaginary part. Recall that the scaling and wavelet functions
associated with the analysis side of B are defined by the two-scale equations as in (1) and (2),
respectively. The scaling function φ f and wavelet function ψ f in the synthesis side of B are
similarly defined via f0 and f1. The same is true for the scaling functions (φ̃h and φ̃ f ) and
wavelet functions (ψ̃h and ψ̃ f ) of the dual filter bank B̃.
The dual-tree filter bank defines analytic complex wavelets ψh + jψ̃h and ψ̃ f + jψ f , if the
wavelet functions of the two filter banks form Hilbert transform pairs. Specifically, the
analysis wavelet ψ̃h(t) of B̃ is the Hilbert transform of the analysis wavelet ψh(t) of B,
and the synthesis wavelet ψ f (t) of B is the Hilbert transform of ψ̃ f (t). That is, Ψ̃h(ω) =

−jsign(ω)Ψh(ω) and Ψ f (ω) = −jsign(ω)Ψ̃ f (ω), where Ψh(ω), Ψ f (ω), Ψ̃h(ω), and Ψ̃ f (ω)

are the Fourier transforms of wavelet functions ψh(t), ψ f (t), ψ̃h(t), and ψ̃ f (t) respectively, and
sign represents the signum function. This introduces limited redundancy and allows the
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n h0[n] f0[n] h̃0[n] f̃0[n]
0 -0.06453888262894 0.03782845550700 0.007907138780809 0.007907138780809
1 -0.04068941760956 -0.02384946501938 0.024551288858761 0.024551288858761
2 0.41809227322221 -0.11062440441842 -0.034625448075824 -0.034625448075824
3 0.78848561640566 0.37740285561265 0.034326519849208 0.034326519849208
4 0.41809227322221 0.85269867900940 0.426623278407580 0.426623278407580
5 -0.04068941760956 0.37740285561265 0.534215466311194 0.534215466311194
6 -0.06453888262894 -0.11062440441842 0.132844641161696 0.132844641161696
7 -0.02384946501938 -0.103642547077988 -0.103642547077988
8 0.03782845550700 -0.032744815205268
9 0.010539924856555

Table 1. The scaling filters of the primal and dual filter banks of 9/7–10/8

transform to provide approximate shift-invariance and more directionality of filters Kings-
bury (2006), Selesnick et al. (2005), preserving the usual properties of perfect reconstruction
and computational efficiency with good frequency responses. It should be noted that these
properties are missing in the discrete wavelet transform.

Theorem Yu & Ozkaramanli (2005): Consider filter banks B and B̃. Suppose their wavelet filters
are defined as above. Then, the dual-tree complex wavelets ψh + jψ̃h and ψ̃ f + jψ f are analytic, if and
only if the scaling filters are related as

H̃0(z) = z−
1
2 H0(z) and F̃0(z) = z

1
2 F0(z). (6)

The theorem states that in order to form the two Hilbert pairs, the scaling filters of the dual
filter bank B̃ must be a half-delayed or a half-advanced version of the corresponding scaling filter
of the primal filter bank B. For orthogonal filter banks, condition (6) becomes the well-known
half-sample delay requirement Selesnick (2001). It is pointed out that when the dual tree com-
plex wavelets are analytic, the two filter banks B and B̃ share common properties including
vanishing moments of the wavelet functions, symmetry, and orthogonality or biorthogonality.
In other words, properties of one filter bank can be inherited from the other via the Hilbert
transform pair requirement.
This suggests that we can design dual filter banks from a given primal filter bank. This is the
approach we used in Yu & Baradarani (2008) to design the 9/7-10/8 complex filter bank. In
this chapter, we have employed the modified version of our recently designed complex filter
banks in Yu & Baradarani (2008). The modification procedure is twofold. A recent and impor-
tant SDP based work of Dumitrescu Dumitrescu (2008) has improved the orthogonality error
of our dual-tree wavelet filters significantly. Following the procedure in Dumitrescu (2008) we
first obtain an enhanced version of our earlier filter bank. Then we align and tune the obtained
filters to be usable in a dual-tree structure with suitable time-shift to preserve orthogonality.
Table 1 shows the respective scaling filters in analysis side of the primal filter bank.
It should be noted that the magnitude spectra plot of the complex wavelets ψh(t) + jψ̃h(t) and
ψ f (t) + jψ̃ f (t) are essentially one-sided Selesnick et al. (2005). This implies that the wavelet
bases form (approximate) Hilbert transform pairs. This is shown in Fig. 2 both for the analysis
and synthesis sides of the modified 9/7-10/8.


        



















    








        

















    







           

Fig. 2. Magnitude spectra of the complex wavelets of the modified 9/7-10/8: (a) |Ψh(ω) +

jΨ̃h(ω)|; (b) |Ψ f (ω) + jΨ̃ f (ω)|. Insets show magnification of spectrum portions that need to
be suppressed.

3. Detection Algorithms

3.1 Scalar Wavelet-based Method
The application of wavelet transform in segmentation of moving objects in video frames is
motivated by the fact that background removal part of this problem can be cast as a denoising
problem. The background in video sequences is far from being constant. It is affected by
camera noise and non-uniform illumination. The difference frame in the wavelet domain is
comprised of the moving object edges and noise. The aim here is to detect as many moving
object edges as possible and at the same time suppress the noise. The block diagram of wavelet
based moving object detection using single change detection (SCD) approach, proposed by
Huang & Hsieh (2003), is shown in Fig. 3. This approach uses two consecutive frames, namely
fn−1 and fn. Fig. 4 presents the same technique but employing double change detection (DCD)
instead of SCD Huang et al. (2004). The concept of DCD is straightforward. To extract the
moving objects without the double edge problem, three successive frames, i.e., fn−1, fn and
fn+1 are used. Therefore, the moving objects in frame n can be obtained by detecting the
common regions of the difference frames between fn−1 and fn, and between fn and fn+1,
i.e., the moving object in frame n can be determined by the intersection of the two obtained
frame differences (see Fig. 4). We focus on DCD as it has been shown that DCD can simply
outperform the SCD based techniques Huang et al. (2004).
The three spatial domain frames are transformed into the wavelet domain resulting in three
images In−1, In and In+1 with respective subbands. The two frame differences in the wavelet
domain are obtained by

FDn = |In − In−1| (7)

FDn+1 = |In+1 − In|. (8)

The observed frame differences FDn and FDn+1 are corrupted by camera noise and non-
uniform illumination. This is expressed as

FDn = FD∗
n + η1 (9)

FDn+1 = FD∗
n+1 + η2 (10)
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8 0.03782845550700 -0.032744815205268
9 0.010539924856555

Table 1. The scaling filters of the primal and dual filter banks of 9/7–10/8

transform to provide approximate shift-invariance and more directionality of filters Kings-
bury (2006), Selesnick et al. (2005), preserving the usual properties of perfect reconstruction
and computational efficiency with good frequency responses. It should be noted that these
properties are missing in the discrete wavelet transform.

Theorem Yu & Ozkaramanli (2005): Consider filter banks B and B̃. Suppose their wavelet filters
are defined as above. Then, the dual-tree complex wavelets ψh + jψ̃h and ψ̃ f + jψ f are analytic, if and
only if the scaling filters are related as

H̃0(z) = z−
1
2 H0(z) and F̃0(z) = z

1
2 F0(z). (6)

The theorem states that in order to form the two Hilbert pairs, the scaling filters of the dual
filter bank B̃ must be a half-delayed or a half-advanced version of the corresponding scaling filter
of the primal filter bank B. For orthogonal filter banks, condition (6) becomes the well-known
half-sample delay requirement Selesnick (2001). It is pointed out that when the dual tree com-
plex wavelets are analytic, the two filter banks B and B̃ share common properties including
vanishing moments of the wavelet functions, symmetry, and orthogonality or biorthogonality.
In other words, properties of one filter bank can be inherited from the other via the Hilbert
transform pair requirement.
This suggests that we can design dual filter banks from a given primal filter bank. This is the
approach we used in Yu & Baradarani (2008) to design the 9/7-10/8 complex filter bank. In
this chapter, we have employed the modified version of our recently designed complex filter
banks in Yu & Baradarani (2008). The modification procedure is twofold. A recent and impor-
tant SDP based work of Dumitrescu Dumitrescu (2008) has improved the orthogonality error
of our dual-tree wavelet filters significantly. Following the procedure in Dumitrescu (2008) we
first obtain an enhanced version of our earlier filter bank. Then we align and tune the obtained
filters to be usable in a dual-tree structure with suitable time-shift to preserve orthogonality.
Table 1 shows the respective scaling filters in analysis side of the primal filter bank.
It should be noted that the magnitude spectra plot of the complex wavelets ψh(t) + jψ̃h(t) and
ψ f (t) + jψ̃ f (t) are essentially one-sided Selesnick et al. (2005). This implies that the wavelet
bases form (approximate) Hilbert transform pairs. This is shown in Fig. 2 both for the analysis
and synthesis sides of the modified 9/7-10/8.


        



















    








        

















    







           

Fig. 2. Magnitude spectra of the complex wavelets of the modified 9/7-10/8: (a) |Ψh(ω) +

jΨ̃h(ω)|; (b) |Ψ f (ω) + jΨ̃ f (ω)|. Insets show magnification of spectrum portions that need to
be suppressed.

3. Detection Algorithms

3.1 Scalar Wavelet-based Method
The application of wavelet transform in segmentation of moving objects in video frames is
motivated by the fact that background removal part of this problem can be cast as a denoising
problem. The background in video sequences is far from being constant. It is affected by
camera noise and non-uniform illumination. The difference frame in the wavelet domain is
comprised of the moving object edges and noise. The aim here is to detect as many moving
object edges as possible and at the same time suppress the noise. The block diagram of wavelet
based moving object detection using single change detection (SCD) approach, proposed by
Huang & Hsieh (2003), is shown in Fig. 3. This approach uses two consecutive frames, namely
fn−1 and fn. Fig. 4 presents the same technique but employing double change detection (DCD)
instead of SCD Huang et al. (2004). The concept of DCD is straightforward. To extract the
moving objects without the double edge problem, three successive frames, i.e., fn−1, fn and
fn+1 are used. Therefore, the moving objects in frame n can be obtained by detecting the
common regions of the difference frames between fn−1 and fn, and between fn and fn+1,
i.e., the moving object in frame n can be determined by the intersection of the two obtained
frame differences (see Fig. 4). We focus on DCD as it has been shown that DCD can simply
outperform the SCD based techniques Huang et al. (2004).
The three spatial domain frames are transformed into the wavelet domain resulting in three
images In−1, In and In+1 with respective subbands. The two frame differences in the wavelet
domain are obtained by

FDn = |In − In−1| (7)

FDn+1 = |In+1 − In|. (8)

The observed frame differences FDn and FDn+1 are corrupted by camera noise and non-
uniform illumination. This is expressed as

FDn = FD∗
n + η1 (9)

FDn+1 = FD∗
n+1 + η2 (10)
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transform to provide approximate shift-invariance and more directionality of filters Kings-
bury (2006), Selesnick et al. (2005), preserving the usual properties of perfect reconstruction
and computational efficiency with good frequency responses. It should be noted that these
properties are missing in the discrete wavelet transform.

Theorem Yu & Ozkaramanli (2005): Consider filter banks B and B̃. Suppose their wavelet filters
are defined as above. Then, the dual-tree complex wavelets ψh + jψ̃h and ψ̃ f + jψ f are analytic, if and
only if the scaling filters are related as

H̃0(z) = z−
1
2 H0(z) and F̃0(z) = z

1
2 F0(z). (6)

The theorem states that in order to form the two Hilbert pairs, the scaling filters of the dual
filter bank B̃ must be a half-delayed or a half-advanced version of the corresponding scaling filter
of the primal filter bank B. For orthogonal filter banks, condition (6) becomes the well-known
half-sample delay requirement Selesnick (2001). It is pointed out that when the dual tree com-
plex wavelets are analytic, the two filter banks B and B̃ share common properties including
vanishing moments of the wavelet functions, symmetry, and orthogonality or biorthogonality.
In other words, properties of one filter bank can be inherited from the other via the Hilbert
transform pair requirement.
This suggests that we can design dual filter banks from a given primal filter bank. This is the
approach we used in Yu & Baradarani (2008) to design the 9/7-10/8 complex filter bank. In
this chapter, we have employed the modified version of our recently designed complex filter
banks in Yu & Baradarani (2008). The modification procedure is twofold. A recent and impor-
tant SDP based work of Dumitrescu Dumitrescu (2008) has improved the orthogonality error
of our dual-tree wavelet filters significantly. Following the procedure in Dumitrescu (2008) we
first obtain an enhanced version of our earlier filter bank. Then we align and tune the obtained
filters to be usable in a dual-tree structure with suitable time-shift to preserve orthogonality.
Table 1 shows the respective scaling filters in analysis side of the primal filter bank.
It should be noted that the magnitude spectra plot of the complex wavelets ψh(t) + jψ̃h(t) and
ψ f (t) + jψ̃ f (t) are essentially one-sided Selesnick et al. (2005). This implies that the wavelet
bases form (approximate) Hilbert transform pairs. This is shown in Fig. 2 both for the analysis
and synthesis sides of the modified 9/7-10/8.


        



















    








        

















    







           

Fig. 2. Magnitude spectra of the complex wavelets of the modified 9/7-10/8: (a) |Ψh(ω) +

jΨ̃h(ω)|; (b) |Ψ f (ω) + jΨ̃ f (ω)|. Insets show magnification of spectrum portions that need to
be suppressed.

3. Detection Algorithms

3.1 Scalar Wavelet-based Method
The application of wavelet transform in segmentation of moving objects in video frames is
motivated by the fact that background removal part of this problem can be cast as a denoising
problem. The background in video sequences is far from being constant. It is affected by
camera noise and non-uniform illumination. The difference frame in the wavelet domain is
comprised of the moving object edges and noise. The aim here is to detect as many moving
object edges as possible and at the same time suppress the noise. The block diagram of wavelet
based moving object detection using single change detection (SCD) approach, proposed by
Huang & Hsieh (2003), is shown in Fig. 3. This approach uses two consecutive frames, namely
fn−1 and fn. Fig. 4 presents the same technique but employing double change detection (DCD)
instead of SCD Huang et al. (2004). The concept of DCD is straightforward. To extract the
moving objects without the double edge problem, three successive frames, i.e., fn−1, fn and
fn+1 are used. Therefore, the moving objects in frame n can be obtained by detecting the
common regions of the difference frames between fn−1 and fn, and between fn and fn+1,
i.e., the moving object in frame n can be determined by the intersection of the two obtained
frame differences (see Fig. 4). We focus on DCD as it has been shown that DCD can simply
outperform the SCD based techniques Huang et al. (2004).
The three spatial domain frames are transformed into the wavelet domain resulting in three
images In−1, In and In+1 with respective subbands. The two frame differences in the wavelet
domain are obtained by

FDn = |In − In−1| (7)

FDn+1 = |In+1 − In|. (8)

The observed frame differences FDn and FDn+1 are corrupted by camera noise and non-
uniform illumination. This is expressed as

FDn = FD∗
n + η1 (9)

FDn+1 = FD∗
n+1 + η2 (10)
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Table 1. The scaling filters of the primal and dual filter banks of 9/7–10/8

transform to provide approximate shift-invariance and more directionality of filters Kings-
bury (2006), Selesnick et al. (2005), preserving the usual properties of perfect reconstruction
and computational efficiency with good frequency responses. It should be noted that these
properties are missing in the discrete wavelet transform.

Theorem Yu & Ozkaramanli (2005): Consider filter banks B and B̃. Suppose their wavelet filters
are defined as above. Then, the dual-tree complex wavelets ψh + jψ̃h and ψ̃ f + jψ f are analytic, if and
only if the scaling filters are related as

H̃0(z) = z−
1
2 H0(z) and F̃0(z) = z

1
2 F0(z). (6)

The theorem states that in order to form the two Hilbert pairs, the scaling filters of the dual
filter bank B̃ must be a half-delayed or a half-advanced version of the corresponding scaling filter
of the primal filter bank B. For orthogonal filter banks, condition (6) becomes the well-known
half-sample delay requirement Selesnick (2001). It is pointed out that when the dual tree com-
plex wavelets are analytic, the two filter banks B and B̃ share common properties including
vanishing moments of the wavelet functions, symmetry, and orthogonality or biorthogonality.
In other words, properties of one filter bank can be inherited from the other via the Hilbert
transform pair requirement.
This suggests that we can design dual filter banks from a given primal filter bank. This is the
approach we used in Yu & Baradarani (2008) to design the 9/7-10/8 complex filter bank. In
this chapter, we have employed the modified version of our recently designed complex filter
banks in Yu & Baradarani (2008). The modification procedure is twofold. A recent and impor-
tant SDP based work of Dumitrescu Dumitrescu (2008) has improved the orthogonality error
of our dual-tree wavelet filters significantly. Following the procedure in Dumitrescu (2008) we
first obtain an enhanced version of our earlier filter bank. Then we align and tune the obtained
filters to be usable in a dual-tree structure with suitable time-shift to preserve orthogonality.
Table 1 shows the respective scaling filters in analysis side of the primal filter bank.
It should be noted that the magnitude spectra plot of the complex wavelets ψh(t) + jψ̃h(t) and
ψ f (t) + jψ̃ f (t) are essentially one-sided Selesnick et al. (2005). This implies that the wavelet
bases form (approximate) Hilbert transform pairs. This is shown in Fig. 2 both for the analysis
and synthesis sides of the modified 9/7-10/8.


        



















    








        

















    







           

Fig. 2. Magnitude spectra of the complex wavelets of the modified 9/7-10/8: (a) |Ψh(ω) +

jΨ̃h(ω)|; (b) |Ψ f (ω) + jΨ̃ f (ω)|. Insets show magnification of spectrum portions that need to
be suppressed.

3. Detection Algorithms

3.1 Scalar Wavelet-based Method
The application of wavelet transform in segmentation of moving objects in video frames is
motivated by the fact that background removal part of this problem can be cast as a denoising
problem. The background in video sequences is far from being constant. It is affected by
camera noise and non-uniform illumination. The difference frame in the wavelet domain is
comprised of the moving object edges and noise. The aim here is to detect as many moving
object edges as possible and at the same time suppress the noise. The block diagram of wavelet
based moving object detection using single change detection (SCD) approach, proposed by
Huang & Hsieh (2003), is shown in Fig. 3. This approach uses two consecutive frames, namely
fn−1 and fn. Fig. 4 presents the same technique but employing double change detection (DCD)
instead of SCD Huang et al. (2004). The concept of DCD is straightforward. To extract the
moving objects without the double edge problem, three successive frames, i.e., fn−1, fn and
fn+1 are used. Therefore, the moving objects in frame n can be obtained by detecting the
common regions of the difference frames between fn−1 and fn, and between fn and fn+1,
i.e., the moving object in frame n can be determined by the intersection of the two obtained
frame differences (see Fig. 4). We focus on DCD as it has been shown that DCD can simply
outperform the SCD based techniques Huang et al. (2004).
The three spatial domain frames are transformed into the wavelet domain resulting in three
images In−1, In and In+1 with respective subbands. The two frame differences in the wavelet
domain are obtained by

FDn = |In − In−1| (7)

FDn+1 = |In+1 − In|. (8)

The observed frame differences FDn and FDn+1 are corrupted by camera noise and non-
uniform illumination. This is expressed as

FDn = FD∗
n + η1 (9)

FDn+1 = FD∗
n+1 + η2 (10)
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where FD∗
n and FD∗

n+1 are the desired frame differences and η1 and η2 represent the noise. It
can be shown that the distribution of noise in the observed difference frames follows approx-
imately a Gaussian Donoho (1995). A univariate soft thresholding technique Donoho (1995),
Strela et al. (1999) is used to estimate the desired frame differences FD∗

n and FD∗
n+1. Finally,

Canny edge detector is applied on FD∗
n and FD∗

n+1 in order to extract DEn and DEn+1, and
the edge maps of the two difference frames are then obtained by

DEW
n = Φ(FD∗

n) (11)

DEW
n+1 = Φ(FD∗

n+1) (12)

where Φ denotes the Canny edge detector and the superscript W indicates that the edge maps
are in the wavelet domain. The union operation is applied to obtain the edge maps DEn and
DEn+1 of the significant difference pixels in the spatial domain. Finally the intersect operator
is used to obtain the moving object edge map (MEn) of frame n

MEn = DEn ∩ DEn+1. (13)

This is the main idea behind all the wavelet based moving object detection techniques. It should
be noted that the algorithms and results in Huang & Hsieh (2003) and Huang et al. (2004) do
not cover segmentation, and the given results are only detection and extraction of the moving
object edge maps.
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where FD∗
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n+1 are the desired frame differences and η1 and η2 represent the noise. It
can be shown that the distribution of noise in the observed difference frames follows approx-
imately a Gaussian Donoho (1995). A univariate soft thresholding technique Donoho (1995),
Strela et al. (1999) is used to estimate the desired frame differences FD∗
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where Φ denotes the Canny edge detector and the superscript W indicates that the edge maps
are in the wavelet domain. The union operation is applied to obtain the edge maps DEn and
DEn+1 of the significant difference pixels in the spatial domain. Finally the intersect operator
is used to obtain the moving object edge map (MEn) of frame n

MEn = DEn ∩ DEn+1. (13)

This is the main idea behind all the wavelet based moving object detection techniques. It should
be noted that the algorithms and results in Huang & Hsieh (2003) and Huang et al. (2004) do
not cover segmentation, and the given results are only detection and extraction of the moving
object edge maps.
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where FD∗
n and FD∗

n+1 are the desired frame differences and η1 and η2 represent the noise. It
can be shown that the distribution of noise in the observed difference frames follows approx-
imately a Gaussian Donoho (1995). A univariate soft thresholding technique Donoho (1995),
Strela et al. (1999) is used to estimate the desired frame differences FD∗
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the edge maps of the two difference frames are then obtained by

DEW
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n) (11)

DEW
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where Φ denotes the Canny edge detector and the superscript W indicates that the edge maps
are in the wavelet domain. The union operation is applied to obtain the edge maps DEn and
DEn+1 of the significant difference pixels in the spatial domain. Finally the intersect operator
is used to obtain the moving object edge map (MEn) of frame n

MEn = DEn ∩ DEn+1. (13)

This is the main idea behind all the wavelet based moving object detection techniques. It should
be noted that the algorithms and results in Huang & Hsieh (2003) and Huang et al. (2004) do
not cover segmentation, and the given results are only detection and extraction of the moving
object edge maps.
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where FD∗
n and FD∗

n+1 are the desired frame differences and η1 and η2 represent the noise. It
can be shown that the distribution of noise in the observed difference frames follows approx-
imately a Gaussian Donoho (1995). A univariate soft thresholding technique Donoho (1995),
Strela et al. (1999) is used to estimate the desired frame differences FD∗
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where Φ denotes the Canny edge detector and the superscript W indicates that the edge maps
are in the wavelet domain. The union operation is applied to obtain the edge maps DEn and
DEn+1 of the significant difference pixels in the spatial domain. Finally the intersect operator
is used to obtain the moving object edge map (MEn) of frame n

MEn = DEn ∩ DEn+1. (13)

This is the main idea behind all the wavelet based moving object detection techniques. It should
be noted that the algorithms and results in Huang & Hsieh (2003) and Huang et al. (2004) do
not cover segmentation, and the given results are only detection and extraction of the moving
object edge maps.
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Fig. 6. Decomposition of frame 26 of the Missa video using one-level GHM_p3_rr multi-
wavelets.

3.2 Multi-wavelets and Moving Object Detection
Although the structure of a multi-wavelet based method is almost the same as the above
mentioned scalar wavelet based algorithm, followings are the main differences:

1) Two pairs of scaling functions and wavelets are used in each level (stage) of the analysis and
synthesis sides of the filter bank. Recall that a single scaling function and wavelet is employed
in scalar wavelet based structure. That is, in fact, the definition of multi-wavelets (see Fig. 5
for L1L1, L1L2, H1L1, L1H2,. . . ).

2) Multi-wavelets have shown a high performance in denoising issues. We imposed a soft-
thresholding step in MW domain as is seen in Fig. 5 to improve the raw data of subbands
before reconstruction.

3) Even if a one-level multi-wavelet structure is selected, sixteen subbands are generated.
More frequency subbands with different directionality leads to more information in a raw
dataset.

4) Multi-wavelets are well known for their edge preserving property. The main performance
increment in multi-wavelet based approachs is due to this fundamental property.

The MW-based method, shown in Fig. 5, is applied to the Missa and Trevor sequences which
are typical 256×256 gray level videos. To have a better understanding about the steps and
observations, for instance, we have shown the decomposition of frame 33 of the Trevor video
in Fig. 6 using one-level GHM_p3_rr multi-wavelets. Fig. 7 shows further steps, moving ob-
ject edge map between frames 1, 2, and 3 of the Trevor video, for instance. Moving object
edge points of frame 331 are extracted using frames 32, 33, and 34. We use "GHM" Geronimo
et al. (1994), "GHM_p3" Ozkaramanli (2003) and "Alpert" Alpert (1993) multi-wavelets with
repeated row (MW_rr) and approximation order (MW_ap) pre-processing to obtain the edge
maps. The performance of these multi-wavelets employing the DCD technique is depicted in

1 Recall that we always need three consecutive frames due to the use of DCD.

Fig. 7. Moving object edge map for frame 26 is obtained using the frames 25, 26, and 27 of the
Missa video.

Fig. 11. Scalar wavelet base methods, presented in Huang et al. (2004) with SCD and DCD,
are also shown for reference. The proposed method in Huang et al. (2004) gives better perfor-
mance than previous studies in literature Kim & Hwang (2002), Huang & Hsieh (2003). The
presented MWrr method in Baradarani et al. (2006) provides better results when compared
with the scalar wavelets given in Huang & Hsieh (2003), Huang et al. (2004). Furthermore,
MWrr outperforms MWap approach approximately by 34 percent on the average. This con-
firms the usefulness of repeated row pre-processing in detecting moving object edges in Strela
et al. (1999) due to the similarity of this problem to that of denoising.
It is pointed out that in case of using multi-wavelets, two wavelets and two scaling functions
are used in the structure, i.e., there are 4, 16, 64,. . . subbands at the first, second,. . . stages in
the respective filter bank structure (see Fig. 5).

3.3 DT-CWT in Moving object Detection
Motivated by our MW-based approach, we are interested in investigating the application of
DT-CWT to segmentation of moving objects in video employing the modified 9/7-10/8 filter
bank. In the first application, we demonstrated the application of 9/7–10/8 in image denois-
ing. Our motivation here is twofold. Firstly, DT-CWT has been shown to be a useful tool
for image denoising. Sendur and Selesnick have shown that DT-CWT is more effective than
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DWT for denoising purposes Sendur & Selesnick (2002a). Secondly, we already showed that
the 9/7–10/8 filter bank has promising results in image denoising Baradarani & Yu (2007).
Thus, DT-CWT is expected to be a good candidate for moving object edge map detection al-
gorithms. The block diagram of the proposed technique is shown in Fig. 8. This approach,
which is based on DCD, uses three consecutive frames, namely fn−1, fn, and fn+1.
The method is applied to the Missa and Trevor sequences, which are typical gray level videos.
Figure 11 shows the performance of six MW-based implementations along with the results ob-
tained by modified 9/7-10/8 DT-CWT filter bank for Trevor video, all with DCD enrichment.
Scalar wavelet based methods, presented in Huang et al. (2004) with SCD and DCD, are also
shown for reference. As is shown in Figure 11, it stands somewhere in between the results
of MWrr and MWap. Although it is better than the 9/7-10/8, it cannot outperform MW_rr.
Our earlier experiments show that DT-CWT performs better for frame and single image seg-
mentation, and multi-wavelets are preferred for video and moving object segmentation. In
general, the performance of multi-wavelets with repeated row is better than multi-wavelets
with approximation order with pre-processing. The modified 9/7-10/8 is also competitive to
MWrr in the sense of the number of edges they extract. Not only the number of detected
edge points has been increased significantly when the modified 9/7–10/8 filter bank is used,
also the accuracy of the detected moving object edges is greatly improved. The term accuracy

here is reflected in the sharpness of fine features, e.g., mouth, nose, eyes, and eyeglasses. This
is attributed to the edge preserving property of MWrr and the good directionality and shift
invariance of the DT-CWT approach.

4. Moving Object Segmentation

After moving object edge extraction, the moving objects formed by the edges can be seg-
mented from the rest of the frame. Because of non-ideal segmentation of moving object edges,
there are some disconnected edges which make it impossible to extract the whole object.
Therefore, post-processing is applied using morphological operations in order to generate
connected edges representing a connected moving object. Morphological operations of bi-
nary closing Gonzales & Woods (2005) are used with the structuring element shown in Fig-
ure 8. The structuring element is a binary 5×5 matrix whose size can be changed with respect
to the frame size. The connected components with a pixel count less than κ (a threshold) are
assumed as noise. These components are not accepted as moving objects. The ones with a
pixel count greater than κ segmented as moving objects. The value of κ is determined with
respect to the image size. For example, it is not reasonable to choose a large value of threshold,
e.g., κ = 2000, as it looks like an object rather than noise in a 256×256 frame. Moving object
segmentation in Missa and Trevor videos, in 256×256 gray format, are shown in Figs. 9 and
10. In these figures, (a), (b), and (c) show the frames 25 (32), 26 (33), 27 (34), from left to right,
for the Missa (and for the Trevor with the frame numbers inside parenthesis) respectively. In
Fig. 9, (d), (h), and (l) represent MEn for frame 26; (e), (i), and (m) refer to MEn after bi-
nary closing; (f), (j), and (n) show connected components; (g), (k), and (o) present segmented
moving object. Also, in this figure, the second row corresponds to the use of GHM_p3_rr
multi-wavelets; the third row shows the results obtained by using 9/7–10/8 DT-CWT; and
the last row shows the results if DWT is employed. Figs. 10 (d), (e), and (f) illustrate the seg-
mented moving object in Trevor video for frame 33 using GHM_p3_rr multi-wavelets, modified
9/7–10/8 DT-CWT, and DWT with DCD (DWT_DCD) respectively.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this Chapter we briefly discussed the most famous current wavelet based moving object
detection and segmentation algorithms, and the main concepts behind them. By the term
wavelet here, we refer to DWT, multi-wavelets, and DT-CWT. DWT is very good for com-
pression, it has the perfect reconstruction property, and contains low computation. However,
DWT is a shift-dependent approach, poor in directional selectivity, and sensitive for edges.
Multi-wavelets are very good for denoising problems, preserve edges better, but computa-
tionally expensive. DT-CWT has the perfect reconstruction property, the transformation is
shift-invariance, it has good directionality, and preserves edges better. However, the method
is computationally expensive. The simulation results show that the performance improve-
ment of DT-CWT based technique is on the average over the scalar wavelets. Furthermore,
the results indicate that modified 9/7–10/8 DT-CWT outperforms multi-wavelets with approxi-
mation order pre-processing considerably and performs slightly less than multi-wavelets with
repeated row pre-processing. The former is probably due to the good directionality and shift-
invariance of DT-CWT, while the later is obtained because of the better edge preserving prop-
erty of multi-wavelets with repeated row pre-processing.
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the results indicate that modified 9/7–10/8 DT-CWT outperforms multi-wavelets with approxi-
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repeated row pre-processing. The former is probably due to the good directionality and shift-
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connected edges representing a connected moving object. Morphological operations of bi-
nary closing Gonzales & Woods (2005) are used with the structuring element shown in Fig-
ure 8. The structuring element is a binary 5×5 matrix whose size can be changed with respect
to the frame size. The connected components with a pixel count less than κ (a threshold) are
assumed as noise. These components are not accepted as moving objects. The ones with a
pixel count greater than κ segmented as moving objects. The value of κ is determined with
respect to the image size. For example, it is not reasonable to choose a large value of threshold,
e.g., κ = 2000, as it looks like an object rather than noise in a 256×256 frame. Moving object
segmentation in Missa and Trevor videos, in 256×256 gray format, are shown in Figs. 9 and
10. In these figures, (a), (b), and (c) show the frames 25 (32), 26 (33), 27 (34), from left to right,
for the Missa (and for the Trevor with the frame numbers inside parenthesis) respectively. In
Fig. 9, (d), (h), and (l) represent MEn for frame 26; (e), (i), and (m) refer to MEn after bi-
nary closing; (f), (j), and (n) show connected components; (g), (k), and (o) present segmented
moving object. Also, in this figure, the second row corresponds to the use of GHM_p3_rr
multi-wavelets; the third row shows the results obtained by using 9/7–10/8 DT-CWT; and
the last row shows the results if DWT is employed. Figs. 10 (d), (e), and (f) illustrate the seg-
mented moving object in Trevor video for frame 33 using GHM_p3_rr multi-wavelets, modified
9/7–10/8 DT-CWT, and DWT with DCD (DWT_DCD) respectively.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this Chapter we briefly discussed the most famous current wavelet based moving object
detection and segmentation algorithms, and the main concepts behind them. By the term
wavelet here, we refer to DWT, multi-wavelets, and DT-CWT. DWT is very good for com-
pression, it has the perfect reconstruction property, and contains low computation. However,
DWT is a shift-dependent approach, poor in directional selectivity, and sensitive for edges.
Multi-wavelets are very good for denoising problems, preserve edges better, but computa-
tionally expensive. DT-CWT has the perfect reconstruction property, the transformation is
shift-invariance, it has good directionality, and preserves edges better. However, the method
is computationally expensive. The simulation results show that the performance improve-
ment of DT-CWT based technique is on the average over the scalar wavelets. Furthermore,
the results indicate that modified 9/7–10/8 DT-CWT outperforms multi-wavelets with approxi-
mation order pre-processing considerably and performs slightly less than multi-wavelets with
repeated row pre-processing. The former is probably due to the good directionality and shift-
invariance of DT-CWT, while the later is obtained because of the better edge preserving prop-
erty of multi-wavelets with repeated row pre-processing.
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is attributed to the edge preserving property of MWrr and the good directionality and shift
invariance of the DT-CWT approach.
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pixel count greater than κ segmented as moving objects. The value of κ is determined with
respect to the image size. For example, it is not reasonable to choose a large value of threshold,
e.g., κ = 2000, as it looks like an object rather than noise in a 256×256 frame. Moving object
segmentation in Missa and Trevor videos, in 256×256 gray format, are shown in Figs. 9 and
10. In these figures, (a), (b), and (c) show the frames 25 (32), 26 (33), 27 (34), from left to right,
for the Missa (and for the Trevor with the frame numbers inside parenthesis) respectively. In
Fig. 9, (d), (h), and (l) represent MEn for frame 26; (e), (i), and (m) refer to MEn after bi-
nary closing; (f), (j), and (n) show connected components; (g), (k), and (o) present segmented
moving object. Also, in this figure, the second row corresponds to the use of GHM_p3_rr
multi-wavelets; the third row shows the results obtained by using 9/7–10/8 DT-CWT; and
the last row shows the results if DWT is employed. Figs. 10 (d), (e), and (f) illustrate the seg-
mented moving object in Trevor video for frame 33 using GHM_p3_rr multi-wavelets, modified
9/7–10/8 DT-CWT, and DWT with DCD (DWT_DCD) respectively.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this Chapter we briefly discussed the most famous current wavelet based moving object
detection and segmentation algorithms, and the main concepts behind them. By the term
wavelet here, we refer to DWT, multi-wavelets, and DT-CWT. DWT is very good for com-
pression, it has the perfect reconstruction property, and contains low computation. However,
DWT is a shift-dependent approach, poor in directional selectivity, and sensitive for edges.
Multi-wavelets are very good for denoising problems, preserve edges better, but computa-
tionally expensive. DT-CWT has the perfect reconstruction property, the transformation is
shift-invariance, it has good directionality, and preserves edges better. However, the method
is computationally expensive. The simulation results show that the performance improve-
ment of DT-CWT based technique is on the average over the scalar wavelets. Furthermore,
the results indicate that modified 9/7–10/8 DT-CWT outperforms multi-wavelets with approxi-
mation order pre-processing considerably and performs slightly less than multi-wavelets with
repeated row pre-processing. The former is probably due to the good directionality and shift-
invariance of DT-CWT, while the later is obtained because of the better edge preserving prop-
erty of multi-wavelets with repeated row pre-processing.
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Another open topic, which can reduce the computational complexities, is the use of concept of
new 3D transformations such as non-separable oriented 3D–DT-CWT which deals with whole
video as a single box of 3D data.
In view of the success of the 9/7 filter bank in JPEG2000 standard, as well as the improved
shift-invariance and better directionality of the dual-tree complex wavelet transform, it is
reasonable to hope that dual-tree complex filter banks may also give better results in image
(video) compression.
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Fig. 9. Moving object segmentation for frame 26 in Missa. (a), (b), and (c) Frames 25, 26,
and 27 respectively; (d), (h), (l) MEn for frame 26; (e), (i), (m) MEn after binary closing; (f),
(j), (n) Connected components; (g), (k), (o) Segmented moving object. Second row: using
GHM_p3_rr multi-wavelets; Third row: using the modified 9/7-10/8 DT-CWT; Last row: using
DWT_DCD.
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Fig. 10. Moving object segmentation for frame 33 in Trevor video. (a), (b), and (c) frames 32,
33, and 34, respectively; (d), (e), and (f) segmented moving object using GHM_p3_rr multi-
wavelets, modified 9/7-10/8 DT-CWT, and DWT_DCD respectively.



        























































Fig. 11. Number of edge points of MEn with different methods.
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Fig. 10. Moving object segmentation for frame 33 in Trevor video. (a), (b), and (c) frames 32,
33, and 34, respectively; (d), (e), and (f) segmented moving object using GHM_p3_rr multi-
wavelets, modified 9/7-10/8 DT-CWT, and DWT_DCD respectively.
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Fig. 10. Moving object segmentation for frame 33 in Trevor video. (a), (b), and (c) frames 32,
33, and 34, respectively; (d), (e), and (f) segmented moving object using GHM_p3_rr multi-
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1. Introduction

A very common way to represent objects in Pattern Recognition is to extract their features and
normalize them into vectors in the space Rd. With the objects being represented by points in
the space Rd, the distance among them is an intuitive way to compare their similarities and
differences and it is used in the most methods in Pattern Recognition. For instance, one of the
first and intuitive method in Pattern Recognition that uses this idea is the k-Nearest Neighbor
(k-NN). After that, many other methods have emerged using distances, such as Condensed
Nearest Neighbor (CNN) (Hart, 1968), Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) (Kohonen et al.,
1988), Nearest Feature Line (NFL) (Li & Lu, 1999), and a new method called Straight Line
Segments (SLS) which takes advantage of some good caracteriscs of LVQ and NFL with low
computational complexity (lower than Support Vector Machines) (Ribeiro & Hashimoto, 2006;
2008). This chapter gives a brief discussion about the mentioned methods and details about
the SLS method. The next section discusses about the k-NN, CNN, LVQ and NFL methods
which are related to the SLS method; Section 3 shows in details the SLS method; Section
4 presents the experimental results using the SLS method; and finally, Section 5 gives the
conclusions about the SLS method and presents some future perspectives.

2. Pattern Recognition Based on Distances

This chapter deals only with supervised Pattern Recognition, that is, given a set of labeled
objects whose labels were assigned by a tutor. It is desirable that a machine learns how to as-
sign labels to new objects as the tutor does. For simplicity, this work is concentrated on binary
classification meaning that there are just two possible values for the labels. For instance, in a
system that needs to recognize whether a tumor is malign or benign, a set of examples (that is,
a set of labeled objects) could be a set of tomographic images where a doctor has already as-
signed a label (malign or benign) to each one. The Pattern Recognition system needs to learn
how to recognize and classify whether a new input image corresponds to a malign or benign
cancer by observing the sample (that is, the set of examples) given by the doctor. To design
a system like this, the designer must choose what machine learning is needed to be used in
order to have a good classification performance for new objects. A set of machines learning
can be represented by a parameterized set of functions FΛ = { fα : Rd �→ {0, 1}, α ∈ Λ}.
Typically, a training algorithm will select the function (or equivalently, the parameter α ∈ Λ)
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which best classifies new objects (points x ∈ Rd) by observing the set of examples. Formally a
supervised Pattern Recogniton system can be defined in the following way (Vapnik, 1999):

1. let FΛ = { fα : Rd �→ {0, 1}, α ∈ Λ} be a set of parameterized functions, where Λ is a
set of parameter vectors;

2. let SN = {(xi, yi) ∈ Rd × {0, 1}, i = 1, 2, . . . , N} be a set of N examples (xi, yi), such
that each vector xi ∈ Rd is drawn independently from a fixed but unknown probability
distribution P(x); for each input vector xi, a supervisor returns an output value (label)
yi ∈ {0, 1} according to a conditional probability distribution P(y | x), also fixed but
unknown;

3. it is desired to find the parameter α∗ ∈ Λ such that the function fα∗ ∈ F minimizes a
certain error or risk function in order to classify (that is, to give labels y ∈ {0, 1} to) new
query points x ∈ Rd.

To evaluate any supervised Pattern Recognition system is necessary to define a loss function
lα : Rd × {0, 1} �→ R, which represents the penalty given to the machine learning (that is,
the function fα) in case of misclassifying the labeled point (x, y). The most used loss functions
are the absolute and square errors described respectively by Eqs. 1 and 2:

lα(x, y) = | fα(x)− y| , (1)

lα(x, y) = ( fα(x)− y)2. (2)

The loss function gives the penalty for just one misclassification. To obtain the overall behav-
ior of the machine learning it is necessary to compute the functional risk. In case of binary
classification the functional risk can be the probability of the machine learning making a mis-
classification. Eq. 3 describes the functional risk.

R(α) =
∫

lα(x, y) · dP(x, y) (3)

However, in most Pattern Recognition problems, the probability P(x, y) is usually unknown
and the functional risk is estimated by the empirical risk. Let SN = {(xi, yi) : xi ∈ Rd and yi ∈
{0, 1}, i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , N}} be a set of N examples, the empirical risk of the machine learning
with parameter α ∈ Λ with respect to SN is defined by:

RSN (α) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

lα(xi, yi). (4)

Since in this chapter we only deal with binary classification, the probability of correct classifi-
cation can be computed by 1 − R(α) and estimated by 1 − RSN (α). After these formal defini-
tions, we give a brief introduction of some supervised Pattern Recognition methods based on
distances (or metrics).

2.1 The k-Nearest Neighbor Method
The simplicity and intuitive interpretation are the main qualities of the k-Nearest Neighbor (k-
NN) method. According to Devroye et al. (1996), Fix and Hodges presented the k-NN for the
first time in 1951. As the name of the method suggests, the k-NN classifies a point x ∈ Rd with
the class of the majority among the k nearest examples. Usually, k is an odd number to avoid
ties in classification. Interesting fact is that Cover & Hart (1967) proved that the asymptotic
error rate of k-NN is not greater than twice the Bayes error.

For the most simple implementation of k-NN, the computational complexity is O(N) in both
memory use and execution time. Devroye et al. cited several works that reduce the computa-
tional time complexity, normally by preprocessing the set of examples (Devroye et al., 1996).
For instance, the method proposed in (Friedman et al., 1977) reduces the time complexity to
O(log(N)); in another work (Bandyopadhyay & Maulik, 2002) the sample is sorted according
to the distance with respect to some reference point. These methods reduces the time com-
plexity and maintain the same precision of the original k-NN, but they still maintain the same
memory complexity.
Although the biggest problem of k-NN is the overfitting (that is, the empirical risk can be
much lower than the functional risk), the k-NN method is very often used as a reference for
other methods, because it does not depend on a lot of parameters and, in many cases, does
not depend on the implementation (Jain et al., 2000).

2.2 The Condensed Nearest Neighbor Method
The Condensed Nearest Neighbor (CNN) method (Hart, 1968) aims at keeping in the sample just
the examples that are relevant for classification in order to achieve a reduction on the com-
putational complexity for both memory use and execution time. The training algorithm for
CNN consists in taking out the examples that are not relevant for the classification. Following
this idea, many other authors proposed similar methods to reduce the number of examples
without loss accuracy. Wilson & Martinez (2000) wrote a good review of these methods and
also proposed six more variants.
Although the CNN method tries to reduce the computational time when it is applied to the test
phase, as for k-NN, the overfitting issue is still the biggest problem for CNN and derivative
methods.

2.3 The Learning Vector Quantization Method
Kohonen et al. (1988) proposed a method based on 1-NN, called Learning Vector Quantization
(LVQ), in which (i) a predetermined number of processing units, where each processing unit is
a reference vector in Rd that is associated to one class; (ii) an input vector x is classified with
the nearest reference vector class. Differently from 1-NN, the reference vectors are not the
examples; they are determined by a training algorithm. There are many variants of LVQ, but
basically, their training algorithm consists of two main components: (i) a clustering algorithm
determines the initial position of the reference vectors, and (ii) an iterative algorithm tries to
find the best position for all reference vectors.
After Kohonen’s work, many other variations of LVQ have emerged. For instance, Geva &
Sitte (1991) proposed a new training algorithm for LVQ called Decision Surface Mapping; Ham-
mer & Villmann (2002) presented the Generalized Relevance Learning Vector Quantization method
which is a training and a feature selection algorithm at the same time. Hammer & Villmann
(2002) also compared LVQ to Support Vector Machines (SVM). They emphasize two advantages
of LVQ over SVM: (i) LVQ is more intuitive and easy to implement; and (ii) the computa-
tional complexity od LVQ (on test phase) does not increase with the number of examples as
occurs with SVM (Burges, 1998; Hammer et al., 2004).
The computational complexity of LVQ on test phase are directly proportional to the number
of reference vectors. Therefore, if Nv is the number of the reference vectors chosen by the user,
the computational complexity of LVQ is O(Nv).
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2.4 The Nearest Feature Line Method
Li & Lu (1999) presented a method for face recognition called Nearest Feature Line (NFL). the
main idea behind this method is to define a feature line for each pair of examples of the same
class. A new point x ∈ Rd is classified as the same class of the nearest feature line. This is
a way to virtually increase the information of the sample, interpolating and extrapolating it
from a pair of examples. Therefore, each class with NC examples has NC(NC − 1)/2 feature
lines. If (xi, yi) and (xj, yj) are two examples in the same class, then yi = yj. The feature line
defined by this pair of examples is denoted by ←→xixj. The distance from a point x to the feature
line ←→xixj is defined as (Li & Lu, 1999):

d(x,←→xixj) = ‖x − p‖ (5)

where

p = xi +

〈
(x − xi), (xj − xi)

〉

〈
(xj − xi), (xj − xi)

〉 (xj − xi). (6)

where ‖a‖ is the Euclidean norm of a ∈ Rd and 〈a, b〉 is the scalar product between a ∈ Rd

and b ∈ Rd.
It was shown that this method has a good classification performance when the number of ex-
amples is small and the feature space has a high dimension (Li & Lu, 1999). The disadvantage
of this method is its high computational complexity and, depending on the dataset, it could
make many misclassifications simply because it exaggerates on interpolation and extrapola-
tion.
Based on NFL, other methods have emerged, for instance, the Extended Nearest Feature Line
method (Zhou et al., 2004); Center-based Nearest Neighbor (Gao & Wang, 2007) and Rectified
Nearest Feature Line (Du & Chen, 2007). Those methods improved the idea behind the NFL,
however they still have a high computational complexity.

3. Pattern Recognition Method Based on Straight Line Segments

Although the Pattern Recognition method based on Straight Line Segments (SLS) presented in
this section was not designed based on any of the methods described in the previous sec-
tion, it uses similar ideas. For example, the SLS method uses straight line segments instead
of reference vectors of LVQ; and the extremities of the straight line segments do not need
to be examples like in NFL and derivatives. Thus, SLS obtains the low computational time
complexity of LVQ and uses the interpolation capacity of NFL. So, the SLS method could be
considered as an extension of LVQ with some ideas of NFL.
Let p, q ∈ Rd+1. The straight line segment with extremities at p and q, denoted pq, is the
closed segment of a line in Rd+1 with endpoints p and q. More formally,

pq = {x ∈ Rd+1 : x = p + λ · (q − p), 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1}. (7)

The set of all possible straight line segments is denoted by PQ = {pq : p, q ∈ Rd+1}.
Given a point x ∈ Rd, the extension of x to Rd+1, denoted by xe ∈ Rd+1, is the point xe = (x, 0),
that is, the point x is extended to Rd+1 by adding one more coordinate with zero value. Given
a point x ∈ Rd and a straight line segment pq, with p, q ∈ Rd+1, the pseudo-distance between
x and pq is the function pdist : Rd × PQ �→ R defined as:

pdist(x, pq) =
dist(xe, p) + dist(xe, q)− dist(p, q)

2
, (8)

where dist(a, b) denotes the Euclidean distance between points a ∈ Rd+1 and b ∈ Rd+1. Note
that pdist is not the Euclidean distance between a point x ∈ Rd and a straight line segment pq,
but it satisfies the following reasonable axioms:

1. If p = q, then pdist(x, pq) = dist(x, p).

2. If x ∈ pq, then pdist(x, pq) = 0.

3. If x /∈ pq, then pdist(x, pq) > 0.

Let L be the collection of all possible sets of straight line segments, that is, L = {L : L ⊆ PQ}.
Given two sets the straight line segments, L0 and L1, (that is, L0, L1 ∈ L), if L = (L0, L1) ∈ L2,
then we define the discriminant function T : Rd × L2 �→ R as

T(x,L) = lim
ε→0

(

∑
pq∈L1

1
pdist(x, pq) + ε

− ∑
pq∈L0

1
pdist(x, pq) + ε

)
. (9)

Finally, given a pair of sets of straight line segments L = (L0, L1) ∈ L2, we define the classifi-
cation function yL : Rd �→ [0, 1] as

yL(x) =
1

1 + e−g·T(x,L) , (10)

where g is a positive real constant. Note that, if ∃paqa ∈ L1 such that pdist(x, paqa) → 0
and pdist(x, pbqb) � 0 such that ∀pbqb ∈ L0, then the first term in Eq. 9 tends to +∞.
Consequently T(x,L) → +∞ and, therefore, yL(x) → 1. On the other hand, if ∃pbqb ∈
L0 such that pdist(x, pbqb) → 0 and pdist(x, paqa) � 0 such that ∀paqa ∈ L1, then the second
term in Eq. 9 tends to −∞. Consequently T(x,L) → −∞ and, therefore, yL(x) → 0. Further-
more, when both terms in Eq. 9 are equal, T(x,L) → 0 and yL(x) → 0.5. Thus, in the case of
binary classification, the class of a point x ∈ Rd can be obtained by thresholding the function
yL(x) at level 0.5 in the following way: the class of point x is 0 if and only if yL(x) ≤ 0.5.
Therefore, the decision boundary that separates classes 0 from 1 depends on the choice of pair
of sets of straight line segments L = (L0, L1) ∈ L2. Observe that the SLS method has a dif-
ference of all other methods mentioned in previous section: while points x ∈ Rd, the straight
line segments are in Rd+1. It gives more flexibility for the decision boundary.
Although this chapter does not deal with regression, in order to show how the classification
function yL(x) can be versatile, we illustrate that yL(x) can be used to approximate four dif-
ferent functions fi : [0, 1] �→ [0, 1], i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, with only a few straight line segments. The
four functions are the following:

f1(x) =
1
4
+

x
2

; 0 ≤ x ≤ 1; (11)

f2(x) =





1 0 ≤ x < 0.25
0 0.25 ≤ x < 0, 5
1 0.5 ≤ x < 0.75
0 0.75 ≤ x ≤ 1;

(12)

f3(x) = 0.5 + 0.4 sin(2 · π · x); 0 ≤ x ≤ 1; (13)
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f1(x) =
1
4
+

x
2

; 0 ≤ x ≤ 1; (11)

f2(x) =





1 0 ≤ x < 0.25
0 0.25 ≤ x < 0, 5
1 0.5 ≤ x < 0.75
0 0.75 ≤ x ≤ 1;

(12)

f3(x) = 0.5 + 0.4 sin(2 · π · x); 0 ≤ x ≤ 1; (13)
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0.5 + 1.8 x 0 ≤ x < 0.25
1.4 − 1.8 x 0.25 ≤ x < 0.75
−1.3 + 1.8 x 0.75 ≤ x ≤ 1;

(14)

In Figure 1, we show the plots of the approximation of fi using the function yi
L(x). The

functions fi(x), i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, are represented by red lines; while the corresponding approx-
imation functions yi

L(x) are represented by blue lines; the straight line segments in L0 are
represented with circles at the extremities, and the straight line segments in L1 with × at
the extremities. Note that the four functions are quite different and the approximations are
very good (in the domain [0, 1]). Observe that, for only function f4(x), it is necessary to use
two straight line segments for each class, where one of them is degenerated into a point; in
all other functions, just one straight line segment for each class is sufficient to make a good
approximation. In Table 1, we provide the obtained empirical risk of these approximations.

Function absolute error squared error
f1(x) 0.002011 0.000005
f2(x) 0.000367 0.000011
f3(x) 0.008240 0.000090
f4(x) 0.009094 0.000120

Table 1. Empirical risk of the approximations of the functions fi.

Fig. 1. Plots of the functions fi(x) and the corresponding approximations yi
L(x), i = 1, 2, 3, 4,

with the respectives straight line segments.

3.1 Training Algorithm
The objective of the training algorithm is to find two sets of straight line segments that mini-
mize the functional risk (Eq. 3). However, usually it is impossible to compute the functional
risk, since the probability distribution is unknown in many situations. Therefore, the func-
tional risk must be estimated by the empirical risk (Eq. 4). In this way, the training algorithm
is based on the empirical risk minimization principle (Vapnik, 1999). More formally, given a
sample SN , the training algorithm must find two sets of straight line segments, L0 and L1, that
minimize the empirical risk RSN (α), where the parameter vector α is defined by the positions
of the straight line segments in both L0 and L1. The training algorithm is divided into two
phases:

1. Placing Algorithm: In this phase, a heuristic pre-allocates (initializes) the straight line
segments.

2. Tuning Process: In this phase, the straight line segments are moved from the initial
position driven by an optimization algorithm thats tries to minimize the empirical risk.

3.2 Placing Algorithm
The first phase of the training algorithm consists of pre-allocating (that is, finding the initial
positions of) the straight line segments which will be tuned later. The Placing Algorithm (see
below) is based on the fact that the points in the region of the feature space that are near to
the straight line segments belonging to L0 (respectively, L1) make the function yL(x) tend to 0
(respectively, 1). Thus the first step of the Placing algorithm is to split the sample SN into two
groups of point sets X0 and X1 (see Lines 4 and 5 of the Placing algorithm). Group X0 ⊆ Rd

will initialize the straight line segments of L0; while group X1 ⊆ Rd will initialize the straight
line segments of L1. At Line 9, the k-means clustering algorithm(Duda et al., 2001; Jain et al.,
1999) is applied to each group Xj (j = 0, 1) in order to find k clusters C0, C1, . . . , Ck−1 ⊆ Xj,
with their corresponding centers c0, c1, . . . , ck−1 ∈ Rd. After that, the k-means clustering is
applied again to each cluster in Ci (i = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1) using k = 2 (Line 11 of the Placing
algorithm). The two centers d0 and d1 returned by 2-means determines the extremities of
a straight line segment for each cluster Ci. Since we have k clusters Ci for each class, we
have in total k straight line segments for each class. After that, each extremity of the straight
line segments is extended in one extra dimension and the value of the corresponding extra
coordinate is initially set to 1 for all extremities (see Lines 12 to 14). This value will be adjusted
in the tuning process. Although any other clustering algorithm could be used in the Placing
algorithm, the k-means was chosen as clustering algorithm because it is simple to implement
and has fast convergence (Duda et al., 2001; Jain et al., 1999).

1: PLACING(SN , nSLS)
2: Input: A sample SN = {(xi, yi) : xi ∈ Rd, yi ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, 2, . . . , N} and nSLS

(number of straight line segments for each set L0 and L1).
3: Output: Two sets of straight line segments L0 and L1 (with nSLS elements in each one).
4: X0 ← {xi ∈ Rd : (xi, yi) ∈ SN and yi = 0};
5: X1 ← {xi ∈ Rd : (xi, yi) ∈ S and yi = 1};
6: for j ← 0 to 1 do
7: Lj ← ∅;
8: k ← nSLS;
9: [(c0, C0), . . . , (ck−1, Ck−1)] ← k-means(Xj);

10: for i ← 0 to k − 1 do
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11: [(d0, D0), (d1, D1)] ← 2-means(Ci);
12: � ← 1;
13: p ← (d0, �);
14: q ← (d1, �);
15: Lj ← Lj ∪ pq;
16: end for
17: end for
18: return L0, L1;
The computational complexity of k-means is O(N · d · k · i), where i is the number of inter-
actions, typically less than N. As k-means is applied twice to the sample, the computational
complexity for placing is O(N · d · k · i). Considering i � N, with k = nSLS at Line 9 and k = 2
at Line 11, it is possible to conclude that the computational complexity of Placing Algorithm
is O(N · d · nSLS) (Lingras & Yao, 2002).

3.3 Tuning the Straight Line Segments
The natural way to find the positions of the straight line segments that minimize the empirical
risk (Eq. 4) is to find a point where its derivative is equal to zero. Since this calculation is not
analytically feasible, we opted to use the gradient descent method. Since the gradient descent
does not guarantee the global minimum, the final positions of the straight line segments will
depend on the their initial position computed previouly by the Placing algorithm. In this way,
the Placing algorithm is very important, because it can make the second part of the training
algorithm to converge to a “good” local solution.

3.4 Gradient Descent
The optimization gradient descent method consists of moving in small steps the parameters
(the vector α) in same direction of the gradient of the objective function in order to minimize
(or maximize) its value (Michie et al., 1973).
Each displacement of vector α is proportional to γ which is a real positive number. If γ is
too big, the displacement can be exaggerated and the empirical risk can increase instead of
decrease. On the order hand, if γ was too small, the minimization process of the empirical
risk can be too slow. It is possible to implement the gradient descent using a constant value
for γ, but in this case, it is necessary to chose small values for γ to avoid exaggerate moves.
Because of that, we use a dynamic γ. For each iteration, if the empirical risk decreases, γ
increases proportionally to 1 + γinc (Line 11 of the GradDesc algorithm). On the other hand,
if the iteration increases the empirical risk, the value of γ decreases proportionally to γdec
(Line 15 of the GradDesc algorithm). Although the value of γ is updated dynamically during
the training process, it must not be exaggerated in order to avoid the instability of the initial
steps of tuning process. Empirically, we observed that γ stabilizes around 0.1, so this value is
adopted for the initial γ. To compute the γ value dynamically it is interesting not to change
the value of γ too much when the empirical risk is decreasing, and it is also interesting to
decrease the value of γ quickly when the iteration increases the empirical risk. Therefore we
set γinc = 0.1 and γdec = 0.5.

1: GRADDESC (α, Imax, Imin, γini, γinc, γdec, Dispmin, Rmin);
2: Input: The vector α that must be optimized; the maximum number Imax of iterations; the

minimum number Imin of iterations; the initial value γini for γ; the increasing rate
γinc for γ; the decreasing rate γdec for γ; the minimum displacement Dispmin; and
finally the minimum empirical risk Rmin.

3: Output: the vector α with optimized values.
4: αbest ← α; γ ← γinit; R0 ← RSN (α); I ← 0;
5: repeat
6: dR ← �αRSN (α);
7: α ← α − γ · dR;
8: Disp ← |γ · dR|/

√
dim(α);

9: R1 ← RSN (α);
10: if R0 ≥ R1 then
11: γ ← γ · (1 + γinc) ;
12: αbest ← α;
13: R0 ← R1;
14: else
15: γ ← γ · γdec ;
16: α ← αbest;
17: end if
18: I ← I + 1;
19: until ((I > Imin) and ((I > Imax) or (Disp < Dispmin) or (R1 < Rmin)));
20: return αbest;
Four conditions are used to stop the gradient descent process. First, the condition I > Imin
guaranties a minimum number Imin of iterations. Secondly, the number of iterations can not
exceed Imax to guarantee that the algorithm will stop; thirdly, if the displacement of the pa-
rameters is smaller than Dispmin, it may mean that the parameter vector has achieved a local
minimum; and the fourth criterion is useful when it is known what is the minimal empirical
risk in order to avoid overfitting.
Note that the value of displacement Disp is computed using |γ · dR| and is divided by the
square root of the dimension of vector α (see Line 8). This division normalizes the displace-
ment with respect to the number of parameters. Thus, the value for Dispmin is normalized for
all optimization problem. Empirically we observed that with Dispmin = 0.001 the empirical
risk is stabilized.

3.5 The Proposed Training Algorithm
Before tuning of the extremities of the initial straight line segments (that is, adjusting their
positions), it is necessary to determine the best initial value � for the last coordinate of all
extremities of the straight line segments (the value of the variable � which was initialized with
1 in the Placing algorithm) and for the constant g (see Eq. 10).
In previous versions of the training algorithm, the initial value of � was determined by the
standard deviation of the examples in the sample (Ribeiro & Hashimoto, 2006; 2008). This
heuristic aims at making the initial displacement of the last coordinate proportional to the
examples dispersion. Also, in a previous version, the value of g was also chosen by a heuristic
that makes the values of yL(x) have a uniform distribution (Ribeiro & Hashimoto, 2008). This
way, low and high values of g is prevented, which make yL(x) tend to 0.5 and to 0 or 1,
respectively. Although those heuristics work well, they do not consider the empirical risk. So,
here, we have applied the gradient descent to find better values for both � and g.
In our case we desire to minimize the empirical risk. The training algorithm applies the gra-
dient descent twice: first to find the best values for � and g; and, secondly to find the best
position for all extremities of all straight line segments (of course, including all their last coor-
dinates).
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the training process, it must not be exaggerated in order to avoid the instability of the initial
steps of tuning process. Empirically, we observed that γ stabilizes around 0.1, so this value is
adopted for the initial γ. To compute the γ value dynamically it is interesting not to change
the value of γ too much when the empirical risk is decreasing, and it is also interesting to
decrease the value of γ quickly when the iteration increases the empirical risk. Therefore we
set γinc = 0.1 and γdec = 0.5.

1: GRADDESC (α, Imax, Imin, γini, γinc, γdec, Dispmin, Rmin);
2: Input: The vector α that must be optimized; the maximum number Imax of iterations; the

minimum number Imin of iterations; the initial value γini for γ; the increasing rate
γinc for γ; the decreasing rate γdec for γ; the minimum displacement Dispmin; and
finally the minimum empirical risk Rmin.

3: Output: the vector α with optimized values.
4: αbest ← α; γ ← γinit; R0 ← RSN (α); I ← 0;
5: repeat
6: dR ← �αRSN (α);
7: α ← α − γ · dR;
8: Disp ← |γ · dR|/

√
dim(α);

9: R1 ← RSN (α);
10: if R0 ≥ R1 then
11: γ ← γ · (1 + γinc) ;
12: αbest ← α;
13: R0 ← R1;
14: else
15: γ ← γ · γdec ;
16: α ← αbest;
17: end if
18: I ← I + 1;
19: until ((I > Imin) and ((I > Imax) or (Disp < Dispmin) or (R1 < Rmin)));
20: return αbest;
Four conditions are used to stop the gradient descent process. First, the condition I > Imin
guaranties a minimum number Imin of iterations. Secondly, the number of iterations can not
exceed Imax to guarantee that the algorithm will stop; thirdly, if the displacement of the pa-
rameters is smaller than Dispmin, it may mean that the parameter vector has achieved a local
minimum; and the fourth criterion is useful when it is known what is the minimal empirical
risk in order to avoid overfitting.
Note that the value of displacement Disp is computed using |γ · dR| and is divided by the
square root of the dimension of vector α (see Line 8). This division normalizes the displace-
ment with respect to the number of parameters. Thus, the value for Dispmin is normalized for
all optimization problem. Empirically we observed that with Dispmin = 0.001 the empirical
risk is stabilized.

3.5 The Proposed Training Algorithm
Before tuning of the extremities of the initial straight line segments (that is, adjusting their
positions), it is necessary to determine the best initial value � for the last coordinate of all
extremities of the straight line segments (the value of the variable � which was initialized with
1 in the Placing algorithm) and for the constant g (see Eq. 10).
In previous versions of the training algorithm, the initial value of � was determined by the
standard deviation of the examples in the sample (Ribeiro & Hashimoto, 2006; 2008). This
heuristic aims at making the initial displacement of the last coordinate proportional to the
examples dispersion. Also, in a previous version, the value of g was also chosen by a heuristic
that makes the values of yL(x) have a uniform distribution (Ribeiro & Hashimoto, 2008). This
way, low and high values of g is prevented, which make yL(x) tend to 0.5 and to 0 or 1,
respectively. Although those heuristics work well, they do not consider the empirical risk. So,
here, we have applied the gradient descent to find better values for both � and g.
In our case we desire to minimize the empirical risk. The training algorithm applies the gra-
dient descent twice: first to find the best values for � and g; and, secondly to find the best
position for all extremities of all straight line segments (of course, including all their last coor-
dinates).
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11: [(d0, D0), (d1, D1)] ← 2-means(Ci);
12: � ← 1;
13: p ← (d0, �);
14: q ← (d1, �);
15: Lj ← Lj ∪ pq;
16: end for
17: end for
18: return L0, L1;
The computational complexity of k-means is O(N · d · k · i), where i is the number of inter-
actions, typically less than N. As k-means is applied twice to the sample, the computational
complexity for placing is O(N · d · k · i). Considering i � N, with k = nSLS at Line 9 and k = 2
at Line 11, it is possible to conclude that the computational complexity of Placing Algorithm
is O(N · d · nSLS) (Lingras & Yao, 2002).

3.3 Tuning the Straight Line Segments
The natural way to find the positions of the straight line segments that minimize the empirical
risk (Eq. 4) is to find a point where its derivative is equal to zero. Since this calculation is not
analytically feasible, we opted to use the gradient descent method. Since the gradient descent
does not guarantee the global minimum, the final positions of the straight line segments will
depend on the their initial position computed previouly by the Placing algorithm. In this way,
the Placing algorithm is very important, because it can make the second part of the training
algorithm to converge to a “good” local solution.

3.4 Gradient Descent
The optimization gradient descent method consists of moving in small steps the parameters
(the vector α) in same direction of the gradient of the objective function in order to minimize
(or maximize) its value (Michie et al., 1973).
Each displacement of vector α is proportional to γ which is a real positive number. If γ is
too big, the displacement can be exaggerated and the empirical risk can increase instead of
decrease. On the order hand, if γ was too small, the minimization process of the empirical
risk can be too slow. It is possible to implement the gradient descent using a constant value
for γ, but in this case, it is necessary to chose small values for γ to avoid exaggerate moves.
Because of that, we use a dynamic γ. For each iteration, if the empirical risk decreases, γ
increases proportionally to 1 + γinc (Line 11 of the GradDesc algorithm). On the other hand,
if the iteration increases the empirical risk, the value of γ decreases proportionally to γdec
(Line 15 of the GradDesc algorithm). Although the value of γ is updated dynamically during
the training process, it must not be exaggerated in order to avoid the instability of the initial
steps of tuning process. Empirically, we observed that γ stabilizes around 0.1, so this value is
adopted for the initial γ. To compute the γ value dynamically it is interesting not to change
the value of γ too much when the empirical risk is decreasing, and it is also interesting to
decrease the value of γ quickly when the iteration increases the empirical risk. Therefore we
set γinc = 0.1 and γdec = 0.5.

1: GRADDESC (α, Imax, Imin, γini, γinc, γdec, Dispmin, Rmin);
2: Input: The vector α that must be optimized; the maximum number Imax of iterations; the

minimum number Imin of iterations; the initial value γini for γ; the increasing rate
γinc for γ; the decreasing rate γdec for γ; the minimum displacement Dispmin; and
finally the minimum empirical risk Rmin.

3: Output: the vector α with optimized values.
4: αbest ← α; γ ← γinit; R0 ← RSN (α); I ← 0;
5: repeat
6: dR ← �αRSN (α);
7: α ← α − γ · dR;
8: Disp ← |γ · dR|/

√
dim(α);

9: R1 ← RSN (α);
10: if R0 ≥ R1 then
11: γ ← γ · (1 + γinc) ;
12: αbest ← α;
13: R0 ← R1;
14: else
15: γ ← γ · γdec ;
16: α ← αbest;
17: end if
18: I ← I + 1;
19: until ((I > Imin) and ((I > Imax) or (Disp < Dispmin) or (R1 < Rmin)));
20: return αbest;
Four conditions are used to stop the gradient descent process. First, the condition I > Imin
guaranties a minimum number Imin of iterations. Secondly, the number of iterations can not
exceed Imax to guarantee that the algorithm will stop; thirdly, if the displacement of the pa-
rameters is smaller than Dispmin, it may mean that the parameter vector has achieved a local
minimum; and the fourth criterion is useful when it is known what is the minimal empirical
risk in order to avoid overfitting.
Note that the value of displacement Disp is computed using |γ · dR| and is divided by the
square root of the dimension of vector α (see Line 8). This division normalizes the displace-
ment with respect to the number of parameters. Thus, the value for Dispmin is normalized for
all optimization problem. Empirically we observed that with Dispmin = 0.001 the empirical
risk is stabilized.

3.5 The Proposed Training Algorithm
Before tuning of the extremities of the initial straight line segments (that is, adjusting their
positions), it is necessary to determine the best initial value � for the last coordinate of all
extremities of the straight line segments (the value of the variable � which was initialized with
1 in the Placing algorithm) and for the constant g (see Eq. 10).
In previous versions of the training algorithm, the initial value of � was determined by the
standard deviation of the examples in the sample (Ribeiro & Hashimoto, 2006; 2008). This
heuristic aims at making the initial displacement of the last coordinate proportional to the
examples dispersion. Also, in a previous version, the value of g was also chosen by a heuristic
that makes the values of yL(x) have a uniform distribution (Ribeiro & Hashimoto, 2008). This
way, low and high values of g is prevented, which make yL(x) tend to 0.5 and to 0 or 1,
respectively. Although those heuristics work well, they do not consider the empirical risk. So,
here, we have applied the gradient descent to find better values for both � and g.
In our case we desire to minimize the empirical risk. The training algorithm applies the gra-
dient descent twice: first to find the best values for � and g; and, secondly to find the best
position for all extremities of all straight line segments (of course, including all their last coor-
dinates).
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11: [(d0, D0), (d1, D1)] ← 2-means(Ci);
12: � ← 1;
13: p ← (d0, �);
14: q ← (d1, �);
15: Lj ← Lj ∪ pq;
16: end for
17: end for
18: return L0, L1;
The computational complexity of k-means is O(N · d · k · i), where i is the number of inter-
actions, typically less than N. As k-means is applied twice to the sample, the computational
complexity for placing is O(N · d · k · i). Considering i � N, with k = nSLS at Line 9 and k = 2
at Line 11, it is possible to conclude that the computational complexity of Placing Algorithm
is O(N · d · nSLS) (Lingras & Yao, 2002).

3.3 Tuning the Straight Line Segments
The natural way to find the positions of the straight line segments that minimize the empirical
risk (Eq. 4) is to find a point where its derivative is equal to zero. Since this calculation is not
analytically feasible, we opted to use the gradient descent method. Since the gradient descent
does not guarantee the global minimum, the final positions of the straight line segments will
depend on the their initial position computed previouly by the Placing algorithm. In this way,
the Placing algorithm is very important, because it can make the second part of the training
algorithm to converge to a “good” local solution.

3.4 Gradient Descent
The optimization gradient descent method consists of moving in small steps the parameters
(the vector α) in same direction of the gradient of the objective function in order to minimize
(or maximize) its value (Michie et al., 1973).
Each displacement of vector α is proportional to γ which is a real positive number. If γ is
too big, the displacement can be exaggerated and the empirical risk can increase instead of
decrease. On the order hand, if γ was too small, the minimization process of the empirical
risk can be too slow. It is possible to implement the gradient descent using a constant value
for γ, but in this case, it is necessary to chose small values for γ to avoid exaggerate moves.
Because of that, we use a dynamic γ. For each iteration, if the empirical risk decreases, γ
increases proportionally to 1 + γinc (Line 11 of the GradDesc algorithm). On the other hand,
if the iteration increases the empirical risk, the value of γ decreases proportionally to γdec
(Line 15 of the GradDesc algorithm). Although the value of γ is updated dynamically during
the training process, it must not be exaggerated in order to avoid the instability of the initial
steps of tuning process. Empirically, we observed that γ stabilizes around 0.1, so this value is
adopted for the initial γ. To compute the γ value dynamically it is interesting not to change
the value of γ too much when the empirical risk is decreasing, and it is also interesting to
decrease the value of γ quickly when the iteration increases the empirical risk. Therefore we
set γinc = 0.1 and γdec = 0.5.

1: GRADDESC (α, Imax, Imin, γini, γinc, γdec, Dispmin, Rmin);
2: Input: The vector α that must be optimized; the maximum number Imax of iterations; the

minimum number Imin of iterations; the initial value γini for γ; the increasing rate
γinc for γ; the decreasing rate γdec for γ; the minimum displacement Dispmin; and
finally the minimum empirical risk Rmin.

3: Output: the vector α with optimized values.
4: αbest ← α; γ ← γinit; R0 ← RSN (α); I ← 0;
5: repeat
6: dR ← �αRSN (α);
7: α ← α − γ · dR;
8: Disp ← |γ · dR|/

√
dim(α);

9: R1 ← RSN (α);
10: if R0 ≥ R1 then
11: γ ← γ · (1 + γinc) ;
12: αbest ← α;
13: R0 ← R1;
14: else
15: γ ← γ · γdec ;
16: α ← αbest;
17: end if
18: I ← I + 1;
19: until ((I > Imin) and ((I > Imax) or (Disp < Dispmin) or (R1 < Rmin)));
20: return αbest;
Four conditions are used to stop the gradient descent process. First, the condition I > Imin
guaranties a minimum number Imin of iterations. Secondly, the number of iterations can not
exceed Imax to guarantee that the algorithm will stop; thirdly, if the displacement of the pa-
rameters is smaller than Dispmin, it may mean that the parameter vector has achieved a local
minimum; and the fourth criterion is useful when it is known what is the minimal empirical
risk in order to avoid overfitting.
Note that the value of displacement Disp is computed using |γ · dR| and is divided by the
square root of the dimension of vector α (see Line 8). This division normalizes the displace-
ment with respect to the number of parameters. Thus, the value for Dispmin is normalized for
all optimization problem. Empirically we observed that with Dispmin = 0.001 the empirical
risk is stabilized.

3.5 The Proposed Training Algorithm
Before tuning of the extremities of the initial straight line segments (that is, adjusting their
positions), it is necessary to determine the best initial value � for the last coordinate of all
extremities of the straight line segments (the value of the variable � which was initialized with
1 in the Placing algorithm) and for the constant g (see Eq. 10).
In previous versions of the training algorithm, the initial value of � was determined by the
standard deviation of the examples in the sample (Ribeiro & Hashimoto, 2006; 2008). This
heuristic aims at making the initial displacement of the last coordinate proportional to the
examples dispersion. Also, in a previous version, the value of g was also chosen by a heuristic
that makes the values of yL(x) have a uniform distribution (Ribeiro & Hashimoto, 2008). This
way, low and high values of g is prevented, which make yL(x) tend to 0.5 and to 0 or 1,
respectively. Although those heuristics work well, they do not consider the empirical risk. So,
here, we have applied the gradient descent to find better values for both � and g.
In our case we desire to minimize the empirical risk. The training algorithm applies the gra-
dient descent twice: first to find the best values for � and g; and, secondly to find the best
position for all extremities of all straight line segments (of course, including all their last coor-
dinates).
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1: TRAINING (SN , nSLS, Imax, Imin, γini, γinc, γdec, Dispmin, Rmin );
2: Input: A sample SN = {(xi, yi) : xi ∈ Rd; yi ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, 2, . . . , N} and nSLS (number

of straight line segments for each set L0 and L1). The other inputs are: the maxi-
mum number Imax of iterations; the minimum number Imin of iterations; the initial
value γini for γ; the increasing rate γinc for γ; the decreasing rate γdec for γ; the
minimum displacement Dispmin; and finally the minimum empirical risk Rmin.

3: Output: two sets of straight line segments L0 and L1.
4: [L0, L1] ← Placing(SN , nSLS);
5: g ← 1;
6: α1 ← Vectorize(g, �);
7: (g, �) ← GradDesc (α1, Imax, Imin, γini, γinc, γdec, Dispmin, Rmin );
8: α2 ← Vectorize(L0, L1);
9: (L0, L1) ← GradDesc (α2, Imax, Imin, γini, γinc, γdec, Dispmin, Rmin );

10: return L0, L1 and g;
The parameters g and � define the vector α1, where g is a positive real number that defines
how “smooth” the sigmoid yL(x) will be with respect to T(x,L); and � is the value for the last
coordinate of all straight line segments that is initially equal to 1 for all segments.
The function Vectorize(g, �) returns the following parameter vector α1:

α1 =

[
g
�

]
. (15)

The function Vectorize(L0, L1) returns the parameter vector α2 for the second gradient descent
whose coordinates are the extremities of each straight line segment (including all their last
coordinates):

α2 =




pj,k
h
...

qj,k
h
...




, j ∈ {0, 1}, k ∈ {1, . . . , |L|}, h ∈ {1, . . . , d + 1}, (16)

where L = |L0| (assuming that |L0| = |L1|) and pj,k
h is the value of the h-th coordinate of the

extremity p of the k-th straight line segment pkqk of Lj. The other extremity q of pkqk ∈ Lj
is represented in analogous way. The function vectorize(L0, L1) returns the vector α2 as de-
scribed in Eq. 16. We should remark that after the application of the second gradient descent,
the last coordinates of all straight line segments are not equal anymore.
We use the square error (Eq. 2) as the loss function. Thus, the empirical risk is defined by
Eqs. 17 and 18. To simplify the notation, we will omit the parameters of some functions such
as: Ti = T(xi,L), yL = yL(xi) and pdistj

i,k = pdist(xi, Lj
k). In the following, we present the

calculations for the gradient of RSN (α), where α = α2, that is, �α2 RSN . Let

erri(yL) = yL(xi)− yi and (17)

RSN (α) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

[erri(yL)]2. (18)

The gradient �α2 RSN is defined for j = {0, 1}, k = {1, . . . , |L|} and h = {1, . . . , d + 1} as:

�α2 RSN (α2) =




∂RSN

∂pj,k
h
...

∂RSN

∂qj,k
h
...




, (19)

where

∂RSN

∂pj,k
h

=
1
N

n

∑
i=1

2 · erri
g

eg·Ti + e−g·Ti + 2
(−1)j

(pdistj
i,k + ε)2

· (20)

(
pj,k

h − xi,h

2 · dist(xi, pj,k)
−

pj,k
h − qj,k

h
2 · dist(pj,k, qj,k)

)
. (21)

The calculations of the parameters for the first gradient are g and �. The value for the last
coordinate of all straight line segments is set pj,k

d+1 = qj,k
d+1 = � (that is, pj,k

d+1 and qj,k
d+1 are

replaced with � in the empirical risk RSN making it as a function of g and �). Then, we have:

�α1 RSN (α1) =




∂RSN
∂g

∂RSN
∂�


 , (22)

∂RSN

∂g
=

N

∑
i=1

2 erri Ti eg Ti

e2 g Ti + 2 eg Ti + 1
and (23)

∂RSN

∂�
=

1

∑
j=0

|Lj |

∑
k=1


 ∂RSN

∂pj,k
d+1

+
∂RSN

∂qj,k
d+1


 . (24)

By the beginning of the first gradient, the last coordinates pj,k
d+1 = qj,k

d+1 = 1. Between the

first gradient and the beginning of the second gradient, the last coordinates pj,k
d+1 = qj,k

d+1 = �
for all straight line segments. Finally, after the second gradient each last coordinate can have
different values among them.
The time complexity for the Training algorithm is the sum of the complexity of Placing Algo-
rithm plus twice the complexity of GradDesc Algorithm, that is O(N · d · nSLS) + 2 O(N · d ·
nSLS · Imax), which is equal to O(N · d · nSLS · Imax).
To avoid overfitting and unnecessary increasing of computational time complexity, the best
choice is to use a minimum number of straight line segments (for each class) for which the
SLS method still has a good classification performance.

4. Experimental Results

In this section we describe the experiments we performed in order to evaluate the SLS method
and compare it with other methods. For that, the experiments were divided into two parts:
the first one uses artificial data to evaluate the behavior of the SLS method; while the second
one uses public datasets to analyse the SLS method with real applications and compare our
results with the results obtained by other methods.
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1: TRAINING (SN , nSLS, Imax, Imin, γini, γinc, γdec, Dispmin, Rmin );
2: Input: A sample SN = {(xi, yi) : xi ∈ Rd; yi ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, 2, . . . , N} and nSLS (number

of straight line segments for each set L0 and L1). The other inputs are: the maxi-
mum number Imax of iterations; the minimum number Imin of iterations; the initial
value γini for γ; the increasing rate γinc for γ; the decreasing rate γdec for γ; the
minimum displacement Dispmin; and finally the minimum empirical risk Rmin.

3: Output: two sets of straight line segments L0 and L1.
4: [L0, L1] ← Placing(SN , nSLS);
5: g ← 1;
6: α1 ← Vectorize(g, �);
7: (g, �) ← GradDesc (α1, Imax, Imin, γini, γinc, γdec, Dispmin, Rmin );
8: α2 ← Vectorize(L0, L1);
9: (L0, L1) ← GradDesc (α2, Imax, Imin, γini, γinc, γdec, Dispmin, Rmin );

10: return L0, L1 and g;
The parameters g and � define the vector α1, where g is a positive real number that defines
how “smooth” the sigmoid yL(x) will be with respect to T(x,L); and � is the value for the last
coordinate of all straight line segments that is initially equal to 1 for all segments.
The function Vectorize(g, �) returns the following parameter vector α1:

α1 =

[
g
�

]
. (15)

The function Vectorize(L0, L1) returns the parameter vector α2 for the second gradient descent
whose coordinates are the extremities of each straight line segment (including all their last
coordinates):

α2 =




pj,k
h
...

qj,k
h
...




, j ∈ {0, 1}, k ∈ {1, . . . , |L|}, h ∈ {1, . . . , d + 1}, (16)

where L = |L0| (assuming that |L0| = |L1|) and pj,k
h is the value of the h-th coordinate of the

extremity p of the k-th straight line segment pkqk of Lj. The other extremity q of pkqk ∈ Lj
is represented in analogous way. The function vectorize(L0, L1) returns the vector α2 as de-
scribed in Eq. 16. We should remark that after the application of the second gradient descent,
the last coordinates of all straight line segments are not equal anymore.
We use the square error (Eq. 2) as the loss function. Thus, the empirical risk is defined by
Eqs. 17 and 18. To simplify the notation, we will omit the parameters of some functions such
as: Ti = T(xi,L), yL = yL(xi) and pdistj

i,k = pdist(xi, Lj
k). In the following, we present the

calculations for the gradient of RSN (α), where α = α2, that is, �α2 RSN . Let

erri(yL) = yL(xi)− yi and (17)

RSN (α) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

[erri(yL)]2. (18)

The gradient �α2 RSN is defined for j = {0, 1}, k = {1, . . . , |L|} and h = {1, . . . , d + 1} as:

�α2 RSN (α2) =




∂RSN

∂pj,k
h
...

∂RSN

∂qj,k
h
...




, (19)

where

∂RSN

∂pj,k
h

=
1
N

n

∑
i=1

2 · erri
g

eg·Ti + e−g·Ti + 2
(−1)j

(pdistj
i,k + ε)2

· (20)

(
pj,k

h − xi,h

2 · dist(xi, pj,k)
−

pj,k
h − qj,k

h
2 · dist(pj,k, qj,k)

)
. (21)

The calculations of the parameters for the first gradient are g and �. The value for the last
coordinate of all straight line segments is set pj,k

d+1 = qj,k
d+1 = � (that is, pj,k

d+1 and qj,k
d+1 are

replaced with � in the empirical risk RSN making it as a function of g and �). Then, we have:

�α1 RSN (α1) =




∂RSN
∂g

∂RSN
∂�


 , (22)

∂RSN

∂g
=

N

∑
i=1

2 erri Ti eg Ti

e2 g Ti + 2 eg Ti + 1
and (23)

∂RSN

∂�
=

1

∑
j=0

|Lj |

∑
k=1


 ∂RSN

∂pj,k
d+1

+
∂RSN

∂qj,k
d+1


 . (24)

By the beginning of the first gradient, the last coordinates pj,k
d+1 = qj,k

d+1 = 1. Between the

first gradient and the beginning of the second gradient, the last coordinates pj,k
d+1 = qj,k

d+1 = �
for all straight line segments. Finally, after the second gradient each last coordinate can have
different values among them.
The time complexity for the Training algorithm is the sum of the complexity of Placing Algo-
rithm plus twice the complexity of GradDesc Algorithm, that is O(N · d · nSLS) + 2 O(N · d ·
nSLS · Imax), which is equal to O(N · d · nSLS · Imax).
To avoid overfitting and unnecessary increasing of computational time complexity, the best
choice is to use a minimum number of straight line segments (for each class) for which the
SLS method still has a good classification performance.

4. Experimental Results

In this section we describe the experiments we performed in order to evaluate the SLS method
and compare it with other methods. For that, the experiments were divided into two parts:
the first one uses artificial data to evaluate the behavior of the SLS method; while the second
one uses public datasets to analyse the SLS method with real applications and compare our
results with the results obtained by other methods.
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1: TRAINING (SN , nSLS, Imax, Imin, γini, γinc, γdec, Dispmin, Rmin );
2: Input: A sample SN = {(xi, yi) : xi ∈ Rd; yi ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, 2, . . . , N} and nSLS (number

of straight line segments for each set L0 and L1). The other inputs are: the maxi-
mum number Imax of iterations; the minimum number Imin of iterations; the initial
value γini for γ; the increasing rate γinc for γ; the decreasing rate γdec for γ; the
minimum displacement Dispmin; and finally the minimum empirical risk Rmin.

3: Output: two sets of straight line segments L0 and L1.
4: [L0, L1] ← Placing(SN , nSLS);
5: g ← 1;
6: α1 ← Vectorize(g, �);
7: (g, �) ← GradDesc (α1, Imax, Imin, γini, γinc, γdec, Dispmin, Rmin );
8: α2 ← Vectorize(L0, L1);
9: (L0, L1) ← GradDesc (α2, Imax, Imin, γini, γinc, γdec, Dispmin, Rmin );

10: return L0, L1 and g;
The parameters g and � define the vector α1, where g is a positive real number that defines
how “smooth” the sigmoid yL(x) will be with respect to T(x,L); and � is the value for the last
coordinate of all straight line segments that is initially equal to 1 for all segments.
The function Vectorize(g, �) returns the following parameter vector α1:

α1 =

[
g
�

]
. (15)

The function Vectorize(L0, L1) returns the parameter vector α2 for the second gradient descent
whose coordinates are the extremities of each straight line segment (including all their last
coordinates):

α2 =




pj,k
h
...

qj,k
h
...




, j ∈ {0, 1}, k ∈ {1, . . . , |L|}, h ∈ {1, . . . , d + 1}, (16)

where L = |L0| (assuming that |L0| = |L1|) and pj,k
h is the value of the h-th coordinate of the

extremity p of the k-th straight line segment pkqk of Lj. The other extremity q of pkqk ∈ Lj
is represented in analogous way. The function vectorize(L0, L1) returns the vector α2 as de-
scribed in Eq. 16. We should remark that after the application of the second gradient descent,
the last coordinates of all straight line segments are not equal anymore.
We use the square error (Eq. 2) as the loss function. Thus, the empirical risk is defined by
Eqs. 17 and 18. To simplify the notation, we will omit the parameters of some functions such
as: Ti = T(xi,L), yL = yL(xi) and pdistj

i,k = pdist(xi, Lj
k). In the following, we present the

calculations for the gradient of RSN (α), where α = α2, that is, �α2 RSN . Let

erri(yL) = yL(xi)− yi and (17)

RSN (α) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

[erri(yL)]2. (18)

The gradient �α2 RSN is defined for j = {0, 1}, k = {1, . . . , |L|} and h = {1, . . . , d + 1} as:

�α2 RSN (α2) =
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h
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∂RSN

∂qj,k
h
...




, (19)

where

∂RSN

∂pj,k
h

=
1
N

n

∑
i=1

2 · erri
g

eg·Ti + e−g·Ti + 2
(−1)j

(pdistj
i,k + ε)2

· (20)

(
pj,k

h − xi,h

2 · dist(xi, pj,k)
−

pj,k
h − qj,k

h
2 · dist(pj,k, qj,k)

)
. (21)

The calculations of the parameters for the first gradient are g and �. The value for the last
coordinate of all straight line segments is set pj,k

d+1 = qj,k
d+1 = � (that is, pj,k

d+1 and qj,k
d+1 are

replaced with � in the empirical risk RSN making it as a function of g and �). Then, we have:

�α1 RSN (α1) =




∂RSN
∂g

∂RSN
∂�


 , (22)

∂RSN

∂g
=

N

∑
i=1

2 erri Ti eg Ti

e2 g Ti + 2 eg Ti + 1
and (23)

∂RSN

∂�
=

1

∑
j=0

|Lj |

∑
k=1


 ∂RSN

∂pj,k
d+1

+
∂RSN

∂qj,k
d+1


 . (24)

By the beginning of the first gradient, the last coordinates pj,k
d+1 = qj,k

d+1 = 1. Between the

first gradient and the beginning of the second gradient, the last coordinates pj,k
d+1 = qj,k

d+1 = �
for all straight line segments. Finally, after the second gradient each last coordinate can have
different values among them.
The time complexity for the Training algorithm is the sum of the complexity of Placing Algo-
rithm plus twice the complexity of GradDesc Algorithm, that is O(N · d · nSLS) + 2 O(N · d ·
nSLS · Imax), which is equal to O(N · d · nSLS · Imax).
To avoid overfitting and unnecessary increasing of computational time complexity, the best
choice is to use a minimum number of straight line segments (for each class) for which the
SLS method still has a good classification performance.

4. Experimental Results

In this section we describe the experiments we performed in order to evaluate the SLS method
and compare it with other methods. For that, the experiments were divided into two parts:
the first one uses artificial data to evaluate the behavior of the SLS method; while the second
one uses public datasets to analyse the SLS method with real applications and compare our
results with the results obtained by other methods.
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By the beginning of the first gradient, the last coordinates pj,k
d+1 = qj,k

d+1 = 1. Between the

first gradient and the beginning of the second gradient, the last coordinates pj,k
d+1 = qj,k

d+1 = �
for all straight line segments. Finally, after the second gradient each last coordinate can have
different values among them.
The time complexity for the Training algorithm is the sum of the complexity of Placing Algo-
rithm plus twice the complexity of GradDesc Algorithm, that is O(N · d · nSLS) + 2 O(N · d ·
nSLS · Imax), which is equal to O(N · d · nSLS · Imax).
To avoid overfitting and unnecessary increasing of computational time complexity, the best
choice is to use a minimum number of straight line segments (for each class) for which the
SLS method still has a good classification performance.

4. Experimental Results

In this section we describe the experiments we performed in order to evaluate the SLS method
and compare it with other methods. For that, the experiments were divided into two parts:
the first one uses artificial data to evaluate the behavior of the SLS method; while the second
one uses public datasets to analyse the SLS method with real applications and compare our
results with the results obtained by other methods.
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4.1 Artificial Data
The artificial data for each class C ∈ {0, 1} were generated using probability distributions
associated to the density function defined by the sum of M two dimensional normal density
functions as shown in Eq. 25:

p(x, y = C) =
M

∑
i=1

PC
i · Normal(x, µC

i , ΣC
i ), (25)

where µC
i ∈ R2 is the center of the normal density function, ΣC

i is the 2 × 2 covariance matrix
and PC

i is a real number such that ∑
M
i=1 PC

i = 1. In general, each covariance matrix ΣC is
positive semidefinite matrix and has the following form:

(
(σ1)

2 ρσ1σ2
ρσ1σ2 (σ2)

2

)
, (26)

where ρ is the correlation between the two random variables x1 and x2, and σj, for j = 1, 2,
is the standard deviation of xj. We designed four probability density functions called Simple,
distX, distS and DistF. Each probability density function (pdf) is defined as follows:

Simple pdf:

P0
1 = 1.0 P1

1 = 1.0

µ0
1 = (0.6, 0.6) µ1

1 = (0.4, 0.4)

Σ0
1 =

(
0.010 −0.009

−0.009 0.010

)
Σ1

1 =

(
0.010 0.009
0.009 0.010

) (27)

DistX pdf:

P0
1 = P0

2 = 0.5 P1
1 = P1

2 = 0.5

µ0
1 = (0.25, 0.25) µ1

1 = (0.25, 0.75)

µ0
2 = (0.75, 0.75) µ1

2 = (0.75, 0.25)

ΣC
i =

(
0.04 0.00
0.00 0.04

)
, C ∈ {0, 1} and i ∈ {1, 2}

(28)

DistS pdf:

P0
1 = P0

2 = 0.5 P1
1 = P1

2 = 0.5

µ0
1 = (0.4, 0.4) µ1

1 = (0.6, 0.2)

µ0
2 = (0.4, 0.8) µ1

2 = (0.6, 0.6)

ΣC
i =

(
0.02 0.00
0.00 0.01

)
, C ∈ {0, 1} and i ∈ {1, 2}

(29)

DistF pdf:

P0
1 = 0.574 P1

1 = 0.574

P0
2 = P0

3 = 0.213 P1
2 = P1

3 = 0.213

µ0
1 = (0.125, 0.5) µ1

1 = (0.875, 0.5)

µ0
2 = (0.5, 0.375) µ1

2 = (0.5, 0.125)

µ0
3 = (0.5, 0.875) µ1

3 = (0.5, 0.625)

ΣC
1 =

(
0.010 0.000
0.000 0.040

)
ΣC

2 =

(
0.012 0.000
0.000 0.010

)

ΣC
3 =

(
0.012 0.000
0.000 0.010

)
, C ∈ {0, 1}.

(30)

Figure 2 shows four graphics, each one representing one of the probability density functions.
In Figure 3, there are four samples with 800 examples, each one drawn from one of the prob-
ability distributions associated with the 4 probability density functions.

Fig. 2. Representation of the probability density functions: a) Simple, b) DistX, c) DistS and d)
DistF.
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Figure 2 shows four graphics, each one representing one of the probability density functions.
In Figure 3, there are four samples with 800 examples, each one drawn from one of the prob-
ability distributions associated with the 4 probability density functions.

Fig. 2. Representation of the probability density functions: a) Simple, b) DistX, c) DistS and d)
DistF.
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Figure 2 shows four graphics, each one representing one of the probability density functions.
In Figure 3, there are four samples with 800 examples, each one drawn from one of the prob-
ability distributions associated with the 4 probability density functions.

Fig. 2. Representation of the probability density functions: a) Simple, b) DistX, c) DistS and d)
DistF.
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Figure 2 shows four graphics, each one representing one of the probability density functions.
In Figure 3, there are four samples with 800 examples, each one drawn from one of the prob-
ability distributions associated with the 4 probability density functions.

Fig. 2. Representation of the probability density functions: a) Simple, b) DistX, c) DistS and d)
DistF.
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Fig. 3. Samples drawn from the probability distributions with 800 examples: a) Simple, b)
DistX, c) DistS and d) DistF.

Since the probability density function is known, it is possible to compute the functional risk
R(α) (see Eq. 3) of the SLS and Bayes classifiers (Duda et al., 2001). Consequently, it is possible
to compute the actual probability of correct classification, that is 1 − R(α), for both classifiers.
For that, we used the numerical integration considering the values for x ∈ R2 inside the
rectangle defined by the corners (−0.5, −0.5) and (1.5, 1.5). Inside this rectangle, there are
more than 99% of examples for all probability density functions. The numerical integration
was done using 160 000 points. The probability of correct classification for Bayes classifier for
each probability density function is shown in Table 2.

Probability Density Function Bayes (%)
Simple 96.95

DistX 81.11
DistS 84.39
DistF 91.43

Table 2. Probability of Correct Classification using Bayes Classifier.

For each probability density function (Simple, DistX, DistS and DistF), 4 × 3 = 12 samples (3
for each quantity of examples) with 100, 200, 400 and 800 examples were generated. The SLS
training algorithm using 1, 2, 3, and 4 straight line segments for each class was applied to each
sample, totalling 192 applications of the training algorithm. The parameters used for training
algorithm are shown in Table 3.

Parameter Value
Imax 10 000

min 20
γinit 0.1
γinc 0.1
γdec 0.5

Deslmin 0.001
Rmin 0.0001

Table 3. Training parameters for the SLS Training Algorithm.

The obtained results for the probability density functions Simple, DistX, DistS and DistF are
respectively shown in Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7. The rows of these tables present the results using
the same number of examples; while the columns show the results with the same number of
straight line segments for each class. On left part of each column, it is presented the best result
among the three performed tests with the same number of examples and de same number of
straight line segments for each class. On right part of each column, it is shown the average
of probability of correct classification for the three tests. The results shown in bold have the
difference from the respective Bayes correct classification less than 1%.
In Figure 4, there are four response maps, one for each probability density function. In these
maps, the gray scale is proportional to yL(x) ∈ [0, 1] value, where black represents 0 and white
represents 1. In these maps, the straight line segments are projected to a bidimensional plane.
For these projections of the straight line segments, white represents class 0 and black class 1.
Since the probability density functions are known, we can compute and compare the prob-
ability of correct classification of SLS and Bayes classifiers. The results show that the SLS
method achieved good performace. For all cases, we obtained a difference that is less than 1%
comparing to Bayes classifier.
For distributions DistS and DistF (that have a more complex decision boundary), it was nec-
essary to add more straight line segments for each class to obtain a good performace. For
distributions Simple and DistX, just one straight line segment for each class was enough for
a good performace. As expected, the more training examples, the better performace of the
classifier.

4.2 Experiments with Public Datasets
To compare the performance of SLS with other methods, we did experiments using 8 public
datasets. These datasets were chosen from (Van Gestel et al., 2004) in which a benchmark-
ing for SVM and other methods can be found. In this way, it is possible to compare our
results with theirs (Van Gestel et al., 2004). The datasets taken from (Van Gestel et al., 2004)
correspond only to binary classification. All datasets are available in UCI Machine Learning
Repository (Asuncion & Newman, 2007) and they are Australian Credit Approval (australian),
Breast Cancer Wisconsin (breast-cancer), Pima Indians Diabetes (diabetes), German Credit Data
(german), Heart (heart), Ionosphere (ionosphere), Liver Disorders (liver-disorders) and Sonar,
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Fig. 3. Samples drawn from the probability distributions with 800 examples: a) Simple, b)
DistX, c) DistS and d) DistF.

Since the probability density function is known, it is possible to compute the functional risk
R(α) (see Eq. 3) of the SLS and Bayes classifiers (Duda et al., 2001). Consequently, it is possible
to compute the actual probability of correct classification, that is 1 − R(α), for both classifiers.
For that, we used the numerical integration considering the values for x ∈ R2 inside the
rectangle defined by the corners (−0.5, −0.5) and (1.5, 1.5). Inside this rectangle, there are
more than 99% of examples for all probability density functions. The numerical integration
was done using 160 000 points. The probability of correct classification for Bayes classifier for
each probability density function is shown in Table 2.

Probability Density Function Bayes (%)
Simple 96.95

DistX 81.11
DistS 84.39
DistF 91.43

Table 2. Probability of Correct Classification using Bayes Classifier.

For each probability density function (Simple, DistX, DistS and DistF), 4 × 3 = 12 samples (3
for each quantity of examples) with 100, 200, 400 and 800 examples were generated. The SLS
training algorithm using 1, 2, 3, and 4 straight line segments for each class was applied to each
sample, totalling 192 applications of the training algorithm. The parameters used for training
algorithm are shown in Table 3.

Parameter Value
Imax 10 000

min 20
γinit 0.1
γinc 0.1
γdec 0.5

Deslmin 0.001
Rmin 0.0001

Table 3. Training parameters for the SLS Training Algorithm.

The obtained results for the probability density functions Simple, DistX, DistS and DistF are
respectively shown in Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7. The rows of these tables present the results using
the same number of examples; while the columns show the results with the same number of
straight line segments for each class. On left part of each column, it is presented the best result
among the three performed tests with the same number of examples and de same number of
straight line segments for each class. On right part of each column, it is shown the average
of probability of correct classification for the three tests. The results shown in bold have the
difference from the respective Bayes correct classification less than 1%.
In Figure 4, there are four response maps, one for each probability density function. In these
maps, the gray scale is proportional to yL(x) ∈ [0, 1] value, where black represents 0 and white
represents 1. In these maps, the straight line segments are projected to a bidimensional plane.
For these projections of the straight line segments, white represents class 0 and black class 1.
Since the probability density functions are known, we can compute and compare the prob-
ability of correct classification of SLS and Bayes classifiers. The results show that the SLS
method achieved good performace. For all cases, we obtained a difference that is less than 1%
comparing to Bayes classifier.
For distributions DistS and DistF (that have a more complex decision boundary), it was nec-
essary to add more straight line segments for each class to obtain a good performace. For
distributions Simple and DistX, just one straight line segment for each class was enough for
a good performace. As expected, the more training examples, the better performace of the
classifier.

4.2 Experiments with Public Datasets
To compare the performance of SLS with other methods, we did experiments using 8 public
datasets. These datasets were chosen from (Van Gestel et al., 2004) in which a benchmark-
ing for SVM and other methods can be found. In this way, it is possible to compare our
results with theirs (Van Gestel et al., 2004). The datasets taken from (Van Gestel et al., 2004)
correspond only to binary classification. All datasets are available in UCI Machine Learning
Repository (Asuncion & Newman, 2007) and they are Australian Credit Approval (australian),
Breast Cancer Wisconsin (breast-cancer), Pima Indians Diabetes (diabetes), German Credit Data
(german), Heart (heart), Ionosphere (ionosphere), Liver Disorders (liver-disorders) and Sonar,
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Fig. 3. Samples drawn from the probability distributions with 800 examples: a) Simple, b)
DistX, c) DistS and d) DistF.

Since the probability density function is known, it is possible to compute the functional risk
R(α) (see Eq. 3) of the SLS and Bayes classifiers (Duda et al., 2001). Consequently, it is possible
to compute the actual probability of correct classification, that is 1 − R(α), for both classifiers.
For that, we used the numerical integration considering the values for x ∈ R2 inside the
rectangle defined by the corners (−0.5, −0.5) and (1.5, 1.5). Inside this rectangle, there are
more than 99% of examples for all probability density functions. The numerical integration
was done using 160 000 points. The probability of correct classification for Bayes classifier for
each probability density function is shown in Table 2.

Probability Density Function Bayes (%)
Simple 96.95

DistX 81.11
DistS 84.39
DistF 91.43

Table 2. Probability of Correct Classification using Bayes Classifier.

For each probability density function (Simple, DistX, DistS and DistF), 4 × 3 = 12 samples (3
for each quantity of examples) with 100, 200, 400 and 800 examples were generated. The SLS
training algorithm using 1, 2, 3, and 4 straight line segments for each class was applied to each
sample, totalling 192 applications of the training algorithm. The parameters used for training
algorithm are shown in Table 3.

Parameter Value
Imax 10 000

min 20
γinit 0.1
γinc 0.1
γdec 0.5

Deslmin 0.001
Rmin 0.0001

Table 3. Training parameters for the SLS Training Algorithm.

The obtained results for the probability density functions Simple, DistX, DistS and DistF are
respectively shown in Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7. The rows of these tables present the results using
the same number of examples; while the columns show the results with the same number of
straight line segments for each class. On left part of each column, it is presented the best result
among the three performed tests with the same number of examples and de same number of
straight line segments for each class. On right part of each column, it is shown the average
of probability of correct classification for the three tests. The results shown in bold have the
difference from the respective Bayes correct classification less than 1%.
In Figure 4, there are four response maps, one for each probability density function. In these
maps, the gray scale is proportional to yL(x) ∈ [0, 1] value, where black represents 0 and white
represents 1. In these maps, the straight line segments are projected to a bidimensional plane.
For these projections of the straight line segments, white represents class 0 and black class 1.
Since the probability density functions are known, we can compute and compare the prob-
ability of correct classification of SLS and Bayes classifiers. The results show that the SLS
method achieved good performace. For all cases, we obtained a difference that is less than 1%
comparing to Bayes classifier.
For distributions DistS and DistF (that have a more complex decision boundary), it was nec-
essary to add more straight line segments for each class to obtain a good performace. For
distributions Simple and DistX, just one straight line segment for each class was enough for
a good performace. As expected, the more training examples, the better performace of the
classifier.

4.2 Experiments with Public Datasets
To compare the performance of SLS with other methods, we did experiments using 8 public
datasets. These datasets were chosen from (Van Gestel et al., 2004) in which a benchmark-
ing for SVM and other methods can be found. In this way, it is possible to compare our
results with theirs (Van Gestel et al., 2004). The datasets taken from (Van Gestel et al., 2004)
correspond only to binary classification. All datasets are available in UCI Machine Learning
Repository (Asuncion & Newman, 2007) and they are Australian Credit Approval (australian),
Breast Cancer Wisconsin (breast-cancer), Pima Indians Diabetes (diabetes), German Credit Data
(german), Heart (heart), Ionosphere (ionosphere), Liver Disorders (liver-disorders) and Sonar,
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Fig. 3. Samples drawn from the probability distributions with 800 examples: a) Simple, b)
DistX, c) DistS and d) DistF.

Since the probability density function is known, it is possible to compute the functional risk
R(α) (see Eq. 3) of the SLS and Bayes classifiers (Duda et al., 2001). Consequently, it is possible
to compute the actual probability of correct classification, that is 1 − R(α), for both classifiers.
For that, we used the numerical integration considering the values for x ∈ R2 inside the
rectangle defined by the corners (−0.5, −0.5) and (1.5, 1.5). Inside this rectangle, there are
more than 99% of examples for all probability density functions. The numerical integration
was done using 160 000 points. The probability of correct classification for Bayes classifier for
each probability density function is shown in Table 2.

Probability Density Function Bayes (%)
Simple 96.95

DistX 81.11
DistS 84.39
DistF 91.43

Table 2. Probability of Correct Classification using Bayes Classifier.

For each probability density function (Simple, DistX, DistS and DistF), 4 × 3 = 12 samples (3
for each quantity of examples) with 100, 200, 400 and 800 examples were generated. The SLS
training algorithm using 1, 2, 3, and 4 straight line segments for each class was applied to each
sample, totalling 192 applications of the training algorithm. The parameters used for training
algorithm are shown in Table 3.

Parameter Value
Imax 10 000

min 20
γinit 0.1
γinc 0.1
γdec 0.5

Deslmin 0.001
Rmin 0.0001

Table 3. Training parameters for the SLS Training Algorithm.

The obtained results for the probability density functions Simple, DistX, DistS and DistF are
respectively shown in Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7. The rows of these tables present the results using
the same number of examples; while the columns show the results with the same number of
straight line segments for each class. On left part of each column, it is presented the best result
among the three performed tests with the same number of examples and de same number of
straight line segments for each class. On right part of each column, it is shown the average
of probability of correct classification for the three tests. The results shown in bold have the
difference from the respective Bayes correct classification less than 1%.
In Figure 4, there are four response maps, one for each probability density function. In these
maps, the gray scale is proportional to yL(x) ∈ [0, 1] value, where black represents 0 and white
represents 1. In these maps, the straight line segments are projected to a bidimensional plane.
For these projections of the straight line segments, white represents class 0 and black class 1.
Since the probability density functions are known, we can compute and compare the prob-
ability of correct classification of SLS and Bayes classifiers. The results show that the SLS
method achieved good performace. For all cases, we obtained a difference that is less than 1%
comparing to Bayes classifier.
For distributions DistS and DistF (that have a more complex decision boundary), it was nec-
essary to add more straight line segments for each class to obtain a good performace. For
distributions Simple and DistX, just one straight line segment for each class was enough for
a good performace. As expected, the more training examples, the better performace of the
classifier.

4.2 Experiments with Public Datasets
To compare the performance of SLS with other methods, we did experiments using 8 public
datasets. These datasets were chosen from (Van Gestel et al., 2004) in which a benchmark-
ing for SVM and other methods can be found. In this way, it is possible to compare our
results with theirs (Van Gestel et al., 2004). The datasets taken from (Van Gestel et al., 2004)
correspond only to binary classification. All datasets are available in UCI Machine Learning
Repository (Asuncion & Newman, 2007) and they are Australian Credit Approval (australian),
Breast Cancer Wisconsin (breast-cancer), Pima Indians Diabetes (diabetes), German Credit Data
(german), Heart (heart), Ionosphere (ionosphere), Liver Disorders (liver-disorders) and Sonar,
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Simple (Bayes = 96.951 %)
# of SLS/class 1 2 3 4

Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg.
100 96.40 95.93 96.69 96.07 96.41 96.17 96.32 95.97
200 96.43 96.37 96.51 96.47 96.45 96.40 96.44 96.39
400 96.64 96.60 96.65 96.54 96.63 96.55 96.56 96.47
800 96.80 96.52 96.55 96.48 96.79 96.57 96.58 96.48

Table 4. Results for Simple pdf.

DistX (Bayes = 81.105 %)
# of SLS/class 1 2 3 4

Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg.
100 78.86 78.45 78.37 77.68 76.46 76.36 78.39 77.65
200 80.49 80.33 79.98 79.75 79.61 79.29 79.70 79.32
400 80.90 80.63 80.76 80.41 80.73 80.45 80.74 79.86
800 81.03 80.86 80.98 80.77 81.06 80.84 80.86 80.75

Table 5. Results for DistX pdf.

DistS ( Bayes = 84.386 %)
# of SLS/class 1 2 3 4

Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg.
100 82.85 80.67 82.94 81.12 83.76 82.23 83.58 82.21
200 81.88 80.80 83.54 82.92 83.77 83.11 83.66 81.94
400 81.17 80.29 83.94 83.64 84.03 83.78 83.99 81.50
800 80.83 80.61 83.90 83.78 83.98 83.80 83.98 83.88

Table 6. Results for DistS pdf.

DistF (Bayes = 91.435 %)
# of SLS/class 1 2 3 4

Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg.
100 85.25 84.72 89.12 88.94 90.46 88.68 89.84 87.91
200 83.56 83.46 90.27 89.64 89.79 89.72 89.86 89.57
400 85.60 84.61 90.47 90.25 90.45 90.22 90.84 90.63
800 83.61 83.53 90.12 89.80 90.53 90.05 90.68 90.41

Table 7. Results for DistF pdf.

Mines vs. Rocks (sonar). The number of attributes in each dataset is shown in Table 8. For more
detailed information, we recommend to visit the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Asuncion
& Newman, 2007).
We performed the experiment using the same methodology described in (Van Gestel et al.,
2004), that is, for each training, the sample is randomly split into two sets: one for training
containing 2/3 of examples; and other for the test phase with 1/3 of examples. This split-
ing process is repeated ten times for each dataset. Besides, the training parameters used for
training the SLS method were the same values used for artificial data (see Table 3).
Table 8 shows the average and the standard deviation (presented between parenthesis) of
correct classification. The results for the SLS method using 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 10 straight line
segments for each class, respectively, are shown at Rows from 1 to 7. The results obtained
by Van Gestel et al. (2004) using SVM and k-NN are presented at Rows from 8 to 17. Finally,

Fig. 4. Response maps for each probability density function:
a) Simple, sample with 800 examples and using 1 straight line segment for each class;
b) DistX, sample with 800 examples and using 1 straight line segment for each class;
c) DistS, sample with 800 examples and using 2 straight line segments for each class;
d) DistF, sample with 400 examples and using 3 straight line segments for each class.

the results using SVM with RBF and polynomial kernels (Eqs. 31 and 32 - in these equations,
δ and � are kernel parameters and C controls how the errors are penalized) are shown at
Rows 18 and 22. In particular, the last two results were obtained using the LibSVM software
developed by Chang & Lin (2001) with parameters δ, C and � (shown at Rows 20, 21, 24, 25
and 26) chosen by an exhaustive search for the best combination using the values presented
in Table 9.
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Simple (Bayes = 96.951 %)
# of SLS/class 1 2 3 4

Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg.
100 96.40 95.93 96.69 96.07 96.41 96.17 96.32 95.97
200 96.43 96.37 96.51 96.47 96.45 96.40 96.44 96.39
400 96.64 96.60 96.65 96.54 96.63 96.55 96.56 96.47
800 96.80 96.52 96.55 96.48 96.79 96.57 96.58 96.48

Table 4. Results for Simple pdf.

DistX (Bayes = 81.105 %)
# of SLS/class 1 2 3 4

Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg.
100 78.86 78.45 78.37 77.68 76.46 76.36 78.39 77.65
200 80.49 80.33 79.98 79.75 79.61 79.29 79.70 79.32
400 80.90 80.63 80.76 80.41 80.73 80.45 80.74 79.86
800 81.03 80.86 80.98 80.77 81.06 80.84 80.86 80.75

Table 5. Results for DistX pdf.

DistS ( Bayes = 84.386 %)
# of SLS/class 1 2 3 4

Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg.
100 82.85 80.67 82.94 81.12 83.76 82.23 83.58 82.21
200 81.88 80.80 83.54 82.92 83.77 83.11 83.66 81.94
400 81.17 80.29 83.94 83.64 84.03 83.78 83.99 81.50
800 80.83 80.61 83.90 83.78 83.98 83.80 83.98 83.88

Table 6. Results for DistS pdf.

DistF (Bayes = 91.435 %)
# of SLS/class 1 2 3 4

Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg.
100 85.25 84.72 89.12 88.94 90.46 88.68 89.84 87.91
200 83.56 83.46 90.27 89.64 89.79 89.72 89.86 89.57
400 85.60 84.61 90.47 90.25 90.45 90.22 90.84 90.63
800 83.61 83.53 90.12 89.80 90.53 90.05 90.68 90.41

Table 7. Results for DistF pdf.

Mines vs. Rocks (sonar). The number of attributes in each dataset is shown in Table 8. For more
detailed information, we recommend to visit the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Asuncion
& Newman, 2007).
We performed the experiment using the same methodology described in (Van Gestel et al.,
2004), that is, for each training, the sample is randomly split into two sets: one for training
containing 2/3 of examples; and other for the test phase with 1/3 of examples. This split-
ing process is repeated ten times for each dataset. Besides, the training parameters used for
training the SLS method were the same values used for artificial data (see Table 3).
Table 8 shows the average and the standard deviation (presented between parenthesis) of
correct classification. The results for the SLS method using 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 10 straight line
segments for each class, respectively, are shown at Rows from 1 to 7. The results obtained
by Van Gestel et al. (2004) using SVM and k-NN are presented at Rows from 8 to 17. Finally,

Fig. 4. Response maps for each probability density function:
a) Simple, sample with 800 examples and using 1 straight line segment for each class;
b) DistX, sample with 800 examples and using 1 straight line segment for each class;
c) DistS, sample with 800 examples and using 2 straight line segments for each class;
d) DistF, sample with 400 examples and using 3 straight line segments for each class.

the results using SVM with RBF and polynomial kernels (Eqs. 31 and 32 - in these equations,
δ and � are kernel parameters and C controls how the errors are penalized) are shown at
Rows 18 and 22. In particular, the last two results were obtained using the LibSVM software
developed by Chang & Lin (2001) with parameters δ, C and � (shown at Rows 20, 21, 24, 25
and 26) chosen by an exhaustive search for the best combination using the values presented
in Table 9.
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Simple (Bayes = 96.951 %)
# of SLS/class 1 2 3 4

Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg.
100 96.40 95.93 96.69 96.07 96.41 96.17 96.32 95.97
200 96.43 96.37 96.51 96.47 96.45 96.40 96.44 96.39
400 96.64 96.60 96.65 96.54 96.63 96.55 96.56 96.47
800 96.80 96.52 96.55 96.48 96.79 96.57 96.58 96.48

Table 4. Results for Simple pdf.

DistX (Bayes = 81.105 %)
# of SLS/class 1 2 3 4

Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg.
100 78.86 78.45 78.37 77.68 76.46 76.36 78.39 77.65
200 80.49 80.33 79.98 79.75 79.61 79.29 79.70 79.32
400 80.90 80.63 80.76 80.41 80.73 80.45 80.74 79.86
800 81.03 80.86 80.98 80.77 81.06 80.84 80.86 80.75

Table 5. Results for DistX pdf.

DistS ( Bayes = 84.386 %)
# of SLS/class 1 2 3 4

Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg.
100 82.85 80.67 82.94 81.12 83.76 82.23 83.58 82.21
200 81.88 80.80 83.54 82.92 83.77 83.11 83.66 81.94
400 81.17 80.29 83.94 83.64 84.03 83.78 83.99 81.50
800 80.83 80.61 83.90 83.78 83.98 83.80 83.98 83.88

Table 6. Results for DistS pdf.

DistF (Bayes = 91.435 %)
# of SLS/class 1 2 3 4

Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg.
100 85.25 84.72 89.12 88.94 90.46 88.68 89.84 87.91
200 83.56 83.46 90.27 89.64 89.79 89.72 89.86 89.57
400 85.60 84.61 90.47 90.25 90.45 90.22 90.84 90.63
800 83.61 83.53 90.12 89.80 90.53 90.05 90.68 90.41

Table 7. Results for DistF pdf.

Mines vs. Rocks (sonar). The number of attributes in each dataset is shown in Table 8. For more
detailed information, we recommend to visit the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Asuncion
& Newman, 2007).
We performed the experiment using the same methodology described in (Van Gestel et al.,
2004), that is, for each training, the sample is randomly split into two sets: one for training
containing 2/3 of examples; and other for the test phase with 1/3 of examples. This split-
ing process is repeated ten times for each dataset. Besides, the training parameters used for
training the SLS method were the same values used for artificial data (see Table 3).
Table 8 shows the average and the standard deviation (presented between parenthesis) of
correct classification. The results for the SLS method using 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 10 straight line
segments for each class, respectively, are shown at Rows from 1 to 7. The results obtained
by Van Gestel et al. (2004) using SVM and k-NN are presented at Rows from 8 to 17. Finally,

Fig. 4. Response maps for each probability density function:
a) Simple, sample with 800 examples and using 1 straight line segment for each class;
b) DistX, sample with 800 examples and using 1 straight line segment for each class;
c) DistS, sample with 800 examples and using 2 straight line segments for each class;
d) DistF, sample with 400 examples and using 3 straight line segments for each class.

the results using SVM with RBF and polynomial kernels (Eqs. 31 and 32 - in these equations,
δ and � are kernel parameters and C controls how the errors are penalized) are shown at
Rows 18 and 22. In particular, the last two results were obtained using the LibSVM software
developed by Chang & Lin (2001) with parameters δ, C and � (shown at Rows 20, 21, 24, 25
and 26) chosen by an exhaustive search for the best combination using the values presented
in Table 9.
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Simple (Bayes = 96.951 %)
# of SLS/class 1 2 3 4

Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg.
100 96.40 95.93 96.69 96.07 96.41 96.17 96.32 95.97
200 96.43 96.37 96.51 96.47 96.45 96.40 96.44 96.39
400 96.64 96.60 96.65 96.54 96.63 96.55 96.56 96.47
800 96.80 96.52 96.55 96.48 96.79 96.57 96.58 96.48

Table 4. Results for Simple pdf.

DistX (Bayes = 81.105 %)
# of SLS/class 1 2 3 4

Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg.
100 78.86 78.45 78.37 77.68 76.46 76.36 78.39 77.65
200 80.49 80.33 79.98 79.75 79.61 79.29 79.70 79.32
400 80.90 80.63 80.76 80.41 80.73 80.45 80.74 79.86
800 81.03 80.86 80.98 80.77 81.06 80.84 80.86 80.75

Table 5. Results for DistX pdf.

DistS ( Bayes = 84.386 %)
# of SLS/class 1 2 3 4

Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg.
100 82.85 80.67 82.94 81.12 83.76 82.23 83.58 82.21
200 81.88 80.80 83.54 82.92 83.77 83.11 83.66 81.94
400 81.17 80.29 83.94 83.64 84.03 83.78 83.99 81.50
800 80.83 80.61 83.90 83.78 83.98 83.80 83.98 83.88

Table 6. Results for DistS pdf.

DistF (Bayes = 91.435 %)
# of SLS/class 1 2 3 4

Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg.
100 85.25 84.72 89.12 88.94 90.46 88.68 89.84 87.91
200 83.56 83.46 90.27 89.64 89.79 89.72 89.86 89.57
400 85.60 84.61 90.47 90.25 90.45 90.22 90.84 90.63
800 83.61 83.53 90.12 89.80 90.53 90.05 90.68 90.41

Table 7. Results for DistF pdf.

Mines vs. Rocks (sonar). The number of attributes in each dataset is shown in Table 8. For more
detailed information, we recommend to visit the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Asuncion
& Newman, 2007).
We performed the experiment using the same methodology described in (Van Gestel et al.,
2004), that is, for each training, the sample is randomly split into two sets: one for training
containing 2/3 of examples; and other for the test phase with 1/3 of examples. This split-
ing process is repeated ten times for each dataset. Besides, the training parameters used for
training the SLS method were the same values used for artificial data (see Table 3).
Table 8 shows the average and the standard deviation (presented between parenthesis) of
correct classification. The results for the SLS method using 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 10 straight line
segments for each class, respectively, are shown at Rows from 1 to 7. The results obtained
by Van Gestel et al. (2004) using SVM and k-NN are presented at Rows from 8 to 17. Finally,

Fig. 4. Response maps for each probability density function:
a) Simple, sample with 800 examples and using 1 straight line segment for each class;
b) DistX, sample with 800 examples and using 1 straight line segment for each class;
c) DistS, sample with 800 examples and using 2 straight line segments for each class;
d) DistF, sample with 400 examples and using 3 straight line segments for each class.

the results using SVM with RBF and polynomial kernels (Eqs. 31 and 32 - in these equations,
δ and � are kernel parameters and C controls how the errors are penalized) are shown at
Rows 18 and 22. In particular, the last two results were obtained using the LibSVM software
developed by Chang & Lin (2001) with parameters δ, C and � (shown at Rows 20, 21, 24, 25
and 26) chosen by an exhaustive search for the best combination using the values presented
in Table 9.
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K(xi, xj) = e−δ‖xi − xj‖2
(31)

K(xi, xj) =
(

δ
〈

xi, xj

〉)�
. (32)

C 0.01, 0.1, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200
δ 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0
� 2, 4, 6, 8, 10

Table 9. Parameters for RFB and Polynomial Kernels (Eqs. 31 and 32).

In order to have a good view of the results, the average of correct classification for each dataset
can also be viewed in the plots presented in Figure 5.
By observing the plots in Figure 5, we can see that the good performance of SLS method with
respect to the others is well-posted on the graphic of the breast-cancer dataset. More details
about the results can be viewed on Table 8. In particular, this table is divided in two blocks:
the first one presents the results of the SLS method (Rows from 1 to 7); while the second one
shows the results using SVM and k-NN taken from(Van Gestel et al., 2004). The best results
in each block are in bold. We also applied the t-test with 95% of confidence (Dietterich, 1998)
to the results of the SLS method and the best result of SVM and k-NN. The underlined values
in the table indicate that the results obtained by SLS method are statistically equal to the best
result among the others. By observing Table 8, it is possible to notice that by t-test the SLS
method has always the performance significantly equal to the performance of SVM. In the
case of breast-cancer dataset, the performance of SLS method was better than SVM.
On one hand, the computational time complexity of SVM on test phase is Θ(NSV · K), where
NSV is the number of support vectors and K is the computational complexity for computing
the kernel (Burges, 1998). The time complexity for both polynomial and RBF kernel compu-
tations is proportional to distance computations. On the other hand, the computational time
complexity of the SLS method on test phase is Θ(|L0| + |L1|). Note that, for each straight
line segment, there are two distance computations. Then, with respect to the computational
complexity, one straight line segment in SLS is equivalent to two support vectors in SVM.
In the experiments presented in this chapter, for the SLS method, we used no more than 10
straight line segments for each class meaning the maximum of 20 straight line segments. This
is equivalent to 40 support vectors in SVM. Note that, at Rows 19 and 23 in Table 8, the lowest
average of support vectors is 46 in breast-cancer dataset with RBF kernel. However, in general,
the number of support vectors is commonly higher than it. Therefore, comparing the compu-
tational complexity of both methods, we can conclude that the SLS method is computationally
more efficient than SVM for similar classification performance.
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K(xi, xj) = e−δ‖xi − xj‖2
(31)

K(xi, xj) =
(

δ
〈

xi, xj

〉)�
. (32)

C 0.01, 0.1, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200
δ 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0
� 2, 4, 6, 8, 10

Table 9. Parameters for RFB and Polynomial Kernels (Eqs. 31 and 32).

In order to have a good view of the results, the average of correct classification for each dataset
can also be viewed in the plots presented in Figure 5.
By observing the plots in Figure 5, we can see that the good performance of SLS method with
respect to the others is well-posted on the graphic of the breast-cancer dataset. More details
about the results can be viewed on Table 8. In particular, this table is divided in two blocks:
the first one presents the results of the SLS method (Rows from 1 to 7); while the second one
shows the results using SVM and k-NN taken from(Van Gestel et al., 2004). The best results
in each block are in bold. We also applied the t-test with 95% of confidence (Dietterich, 1998)
to the results of the SLS method and the best result of SVM and k-NN. The underlined values
in the table indicate that the results obtained by SLS method are statistically equal to the best
result among the others. By observing Table 8, it is possible to notice that by t-test the SLS
method has always the performance significantly equal to the performance of SVM. In the
case of breast-cancer dataset, the performance of SLS method was better than SVM.
On one hand, the computational time complexity of SVM on test phase is Θ(NSV · K), where
NSV is the number of support vectors and K is the computational complexity for computing
the kernel (Burges, 1998). The time complexity for both polynomial and RBF kernel compu-
tations is proportional to distance computations. On the other hand, the computational time
complexity of the SLS method on test phase is Θ(|L0| + |L1|). Note that, for each straight
line segment, there are two distance computations. Then, with respect to the computational
complexity, one straight line segment in SLS is equivalent to two support vectors in SVM.
In the experiments presented in this chapter, for the SLS method, we used no more than 10
straight line segments for each class meaning the maximum of 20 straight line segments. This
is equivalent to 40 support vectors in SVM. Note that, at Rows 19 and 23 in Table 8, the lowest
average of support vectors is 46 in breast-cancer dataset with RBF kernel. However, in general,
the number of support vectors is commonly higher than it. Therefore, comparing the compu-
tational complexity of both methods, we can conclude that the SLS method is computationally
more efficient than SVM for similar classification performance.
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K(xi, xj) = e−δ‖xi − xj‖2
(31)

K(xi, xj) =
(

δ
〈

xi, xj

〉)�
. (32)

C 0.01, 0.1, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200
δ 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0
� 2, 4, 6, 8, 10

Table 9. Parameters for RFB and Polynomial Kernels (Eqs. 31 and 32).

In order to have a good view of the results, the average of correct classification for each dataset
can also be viewed in the plots presented in Figure 5.
By observing the plots in Figure 5, we can see that the good performance of SLS method with
respect to the others is well-posted on the graphic of the breast-cancer dataset. More details
about the results can be viewed on Table 8. In particular, this table is divided in two blocks:
the first one presents the results of the SLS method (Rows from 1 to 7); while the second one
shows the results using SVM and k-NN taken from(Van Gestel et al., 2004). The best results
in each block are in bold. We also applied the t-test with 95% of confidence (Dietterich, 1998)
to the results of the SLS method and the best result of SVM and k-NN. The underlined values
in the table indicate that the results obtained by SLS method are statistically equal to the best
result among the others. By observing Table 8, it is possible to notice that by t-test the SLS
method has always the performance significantly equal to the performance of SVM. In the
case of breast-cancer dataset, the performance of SLS method was better than SVM.
On one hand, the computational time complexity of SVM on test phase is Θ(NSV · K), where
NSV is the number of support vectors and K is the computational complexity for computing
the kernel (Burges, 1998). The time complexity for both polynomial and RBF kernel compu-
tations is proportional to distance computations. On the other hand, the computational time
complexity of the SLS method on test phase is Θ(|L0| + |L1|). Note that, for each straight
line segment, there are two distance computations. Then, with respect to the computational
complexity, one straight line segment in SLS is equivalent to two support vectors in SVM.
In the experiments presented in this chapter, for the SLS method, we used no more than 10
straight line segments for each class meaning the maximum of 20 straight line segments. This
is equivalent to 40 support vectors in SVM. Note that, at Rows 19 and 23 in Table 8, the lowest
average of support vectors is 46 in breast-cancer dataset with RBF kernel. However, in general,
the number of support vectors is commonly higher than it. Therefore, comparing the compu-
tational complexity of both methods, we can conclude that the SLS method is computationally
more efficient than SVM for similar classification performance.
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K(xi, xj) = e−δ‖xi − xj‖2
(31)

K(xi, xj) =
(

δ
〈

xi, xj

〉)�
. (32)

C 0.01, 0.1, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200
δ 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0
� 2, 4, 6, 8, 10

Table 9. Parameters for RFB and Polynomial Kernels (Eqs. 31 and 32).

In order to have a good view of the results, the average of correct classification for each dataset
can also be viewed in the plots presented in Figure 5.
By observing the plots in Figure 5, we can see that the good performance of SLS method with
respect to the others is well-posted on the graphic of the breast-cancer dataset. More details
about the results can be viewed on Table 8. In particular, this table is divided in two blocks:
the first one presents the results of the SLS method (Rows from 1 to 7); while the second one
shows the results using SVM and k-NN taken from(Van Gestel et al., 2004). The best results
in each block are in bold. We also applied the t-test with 95% of confidence (Dietterich, 1998)
to the results of the SLS method and the best result of SVM and k-NN. The underlined values
in the table indicate that the results obtained by SLS method are statistically equal to the best
result among the others. By observing Table 8, it is possible to notice that by t-test the SLS
method has always the performance significantly equal to the performance of SVM. In the
case of breast-cancer dataset, the performance of SLS method was better than SVM.
On one hand, the computational time complexity of SVM on test phase is Θ(NSV · K), where
NSV is the number of support vectors and K is the computational complexity for computing
the kernel (Burges, 1998). The time complexity for both polynomial and RBF kernel compu-
tations is proportional to distance computations. On the other hand, the computational time
complexity of the SLS method on test phase is Θ(|L0| + |L1|). Note that, for each straight
line segment, there are two distance computations. Then, with respect to the computational
complexity, one straight line segment in SLS is equivalent to two support vectors in SVM.
In the experiments presented in this chapter, for the SLS method, we used no more than 10
straight line segments for each class meaning the maximum of 20 straight line segments. This
is equivalent to 40 support vectors in SVM. Note that, at Rows 19 and 23 in Table 8, the lowest
average of support vectors is 46 in breast-cancer dataset with RBF kernel. However, in general,
the number of support vectors is commonly higher than it. Therefore, comparing the compu-
tational complexity of both methods, we can conclude that the SLS method is computationally
more efficient than SVM for similar classification performance.
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Fig. 5. Graphics showing the average of correct classification for public datasets.

5. Conclusion

In this chapter we presented a new method for Pattern Recognition based on distance be-
tween points and straight line segments called SLS method. Although the design of the SLS
method was not initially based on any other method, it has some similarities to the Learning
Vector Quantization (LVQ) and the Nearest Feature Line (NFL) methods so that SLS can take
the advantages of both methods. For instance, SLS has the low computational complexity of
LVQ and the interpolation capacity of straight lines of NFL. The experiments presented here
confirm these advantages showing that the SLS method has lower computational complexity
than SVM on the test phase with similar classification performance. By observing these re-
sults, we can conclude that the SLS method is a new and good option for supervised pattern
recognition systems.
The SLS method also opens new perspectives for future research on Pattern Recognition. One
of the main interest is to improve the training algorithm (which outputs a local optimal so-
lution) by solving the underlying nonlinear optimization problem using other methods than
gradient descent (for example, genetic algorithms). Other topics of interest are to extend the
method for multiclassification and regression problems.
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Fig. 5. Graphics showing the average of correct classification for public datasets.

5. Conclusion

In this chapter we presented a new method for Pattern Recognition based on distance be-
tween points and straight line segments called SLS method. Although the design of the SLS
method was not initially based on any other method, it has some similarities to the Learning
Vector Quantization (LVQ) and the Nearest Feature Line (NFL) methods so that SLS can take
the advantages of both methods. For instance, SLS has the low computational complexity of
LVQ and the interpolation capacity of straight lines of NFL. The experiments presented here
confirm these advantages showing that the SLS method has lower computational complexity
than SVM on the test phase with similar classification performance. By observing these re-
sults, we can conclude that the SLS method is a new and good option for supervised pattern
recognition systems.
The SLS method also opens new perspectives for future research on Pattern Recognition. One
of the main interest is to improve the training algorithm (which outputs a local optimal so-
lution) by solving the underlying nonlinear optimization problem using other methods than
gradient descent (for example, genetic algorithms). Other topics of interest are to extend the
method for multiclassification and regression problems.
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Fig. 5. Graphics showing the average of correct classification for public datasets.

5. Conclusion

In this chapter we presented a new method for Pattern Recognition based on distance be-
tween points and straight line segments called SLS method. Although the design of the SLS
method was not initially based on any other method, it has some similarities to the Learning
Vector Quantization (LVQ) and the Nearest Feature Line (NFL) methods so that SLS can take
the advantages of both methods. For instance, SLS has the low computational complexity of
LVQ and the interpolation capacity of straight lines of NFL. The experiments presented here
confirm these advantages showing that the SLS method has lower computational complexity
than SVM on the test phase with similar classification performance. By observing these re-
sults, we can conclude that the SLS method is a new and good option for supervised pattern
recognition systems.
The SLS method also opens new perspectives for future research on Pattern Recognition. One
of the main interest is to improve the training algorithm (which outputs a local optimal so-
lution) by solving the underlying nonlinear optimization problem using other methods than
gradient descent (for example, genetic algorithms). Other topics of interest are to extend the
method for multiclassification and regression problems.
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Fig. 5. Graphics showing the average of correct classification for public datasets.

5. Conclusion

In this chapter we presented a new method for Pattern Recognition based on distance be-
tween points and straight line segments called SLS method. Although the design of the SLS
method was not initially based on any other method, it has some similarities to the Learning
Vector Quantization (LVQ) and the Nearest Feature Line (NFL) methods so that SLS can take
the advantages of both methods. For instance, SLS has the low computational complexity of
LVQ and the interpolation capacity of straight lines of NFL. The experiments presented here
confirm these advantages showing that the SLS method has lower computational complexity
than SVM on the test phase with similar classification performance. By observing these re-
sults, we can conclude that the SLS method is a new and good option for supervised pattern
recognition systems.
The SLS method also opens new perspectives for future research on Pattern Recognition. One
of the main interest is to improve the training algorithm (which outputs a local optimal so-
lution) by solving the underlying nonlinear optimization problem using other methods than
gradient descent (for example, genetic algorithms). Other topics of interest are to extend the
method for multiclassification and regression problems.
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1. Introduction      

In this chapter we will apply the classic theory of Harmonic Analysis and the Conformal 
Geometric Algebra to evaluate the Radon transform on the unit sphere 2S  and on the 
rotation group  3SO  to recover the 3D camera rotation. Since the images taken by 
omnidirectional sensors can be mapped to the sphere, the problem of attitude estimation of 
a 3D camera rotation can be treated as a problem of estimating rotations between spherical 
images. 
 

 
Fig. 1. A 3D line L as a circle C in the image plane. 
 
 From [Geyer & Daniilidis, 2000], we know that the parabolic, hyperbolic and elliptic mirrors 
are equivalent to the equivalent sphere, that is, a 3D-point P is projected to the sphere in a 
point   which is the intersection of the sphere and the line from the origin to P. Then, if the 
mirror is parabolic,   is stereographically projected from the north pole to the image plane 

0z . See Figure 1. This is the reason to study harmonic analysis on 2S  and  3SO . In 
recent years harmonic analysis has been used in computer vision to obtain 3D rotations with 
the Radon and Hough transforms. In [Geyer et al., 2004] harmonic analysis is used to obtain 
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the essential matrix of two omnidirectional images. In [Makadia et al., 2005] and [Makadia & 
Daniilidis, 2003] the Euler angles are obtained with the Radon transform as a correlation of 
points on 2S  and  3SO . In [Falcon-Morales & Bayro-Corrochano, 2007] the Radon 
transform is defined as a correspondence of lines to obtain a 3D rotation. In reference to the 
notation and theory about spherical harmonics we are following [Arfken & Weber, 1966] 
and [Chirikjian & Kyatkin, 2001]. The objective is to combine the almost forgotten 
mathematical framework conformal geometric algebra with the classical analysis theory, to 
obtain a different approximation, focus on geometric entities, to a well know 
omnidirectional vision problem.  

 
2. Geometric Algebra 

The algebras of Clifford and Grassmann are well known to pure mathematicians, but since 
the beginning were abandoned by physicists in favor of the vector algebra of Gibbs, the 
commonly algebra used today in most areas of physics. The approach to Clifford algebra 
that  we adopt here has been developed since the 1960’s by David Hestenes. See [Hestenes & 
Sobczyk, 1984] and [Li et al., 2001]. 
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multiplication and sum in nG  are defined in the usual way of a vector space. The product or 
geometric product of elements of the basis of nG  will be simply denoted by juxtaposition. In 
this way, from any two basis vectors je  and ke , a new element of the algebra is obtained 

and denoted as jkkj eee  . The product of basis vectors is anticommutative, that is,  
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By definition, for a scalar   and a homogeneous multivector A , 0A  and AA   .   

The dual, *A , of the multivector A  is defined as 1 n
* AIA  where nn eI

12  is the unit 
pseudoscalar of nG .  And the inverse of a multivector A , if it exists, is defined by the 

equation 11  AA .  
We say that an homogeneous vector rA  is an r -blade or a blade of grade r  if 

rr aaaA  21 , for 1-vectors 1a , 2a ,…, ra  and 0rA . 
From (8) it can be said that the inner product sr BA   lowers the grade of rA  by s units when 

0 sr , and from equation (9) that the outer product sr BA   raises the grade of rA  by s 
units for every 0s,r . 
The manipulation of multivectors is easier with the use of the next recursively equality of 
two blades rr aaaA  21 , and ss bbbB  21 ,  
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2.2 Conformal Geometric Algebra 
The geometric algebra of a 3D Euclidean space 003 ,,G  has a point basis and the motor 

algebra 103 ,,G  a line basis. In the latter the lines expressed in terms  of Plücker coordinates 
can be used to represent points and planes as well, [Bayro-Corrochano et al., 2000]. In the 
conformal geometric algebra the unit element is the sphere, which will allow us to represent 
other entities. We begin giving an introduction in conformal geometric algebra following the 
same formulation presented in [Li et al., 2001] and [Bayro-Corrochano, 2001] and showing 
how the Euclidean vector space nR  is represented in 11,nR  . 
Let 11,nR   be the vector space with an orthonormal vector basis given by  ,e,e,e,,e n 1  
with the property (1) expressed as:  
 

12 ie , 12 e , 12 e ,  (13) 

0  eeeeee ii  (14) 
 

 

for n,,i 1 . Now, we define the null basis  e,e0  as 
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where from (4) and (5) we have the properties 
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A unit pseudoscalar 11,RE , representing the Minkowski plane, is defined by  
 

0eeE   , (18) 
 
and from (10), (11), (12), (17) and (18) we have that 
 

            0000000
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     101 000   eeeee , (20) 
 
that is , for the Minkowski plane E , 12 E .  
 

 
Fig. 2. The one dimensional null cone. 
 
One of the results of the non-Euclidean geometry demonstrated by Nikolai Lobachevsky in 
the XIX century is that in spaces with hyperbolic structure we can find subsets which are 
isomorphic to a Euclidean space. In order to do this, Lobachevsky introduced two 
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constraints to the now so-called conformal point 11,n
c Rx  . See Figure 2. The first constraint 

is the homogeneous representation of the conformal point cx , which is obtained by the 
normalization  
 

1 exc , (21) 
 
and the second constraint is to made the conformal point a null vector, that is, 
 

02 cx . (22) 

 
Thus, conformal points are required to lie in the intersection space, denoted n

eN , between 

the null cone 1nN  and the hyperplane  0e,eP  , that is 
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The constraints (21) and (22) define an isomorphic mapping between the Euclidean and the 
conformal space. Thus, for each conformal point 11,n

c Rx   there is a unique Euclidean 

point n
e Rx   and unique scalars  ,   such that the mapping 0eexxx ece     

is bijective. From (21) and (22) we can now obtain the values of the scalars, 2
2
1

ex  and 

1 . Then, the standard form of a conformal point cx  is 
 

0
2

2
1 eexxx eec   . 

(24) 

 
3. Orthogonal Expansion in Spherical Coordinates 

We use the spherical coordinates as a parameterization of 2S . Let   be the meridian angle 
measure from the north pole which is called colatitude or polar angle. Let   the angle 
measure on the equator in a counter-clockwise direction, and where 0  correspond to the 
x-axis.   is called azimuth or longitude. By definition   ,0  and    2,0 . See 

Figure 3. Thus, any point   2, Suu    has a unique representation on the unit sphere as 

  cos,sinsin,sincosu . The unit sphere in the Euclidean space 3R  is a two 

dimensional surface denoted as 2S  defined by the constraint 12
3

2
2

2
1  xxx . If f  is a real-

valued function on 2S , its integral is performed as    
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Since sine function is defined only for  , the volume element in (25) can be viewed as the 

product of the volume elements  ,0   and 2S , with the weighting factor  sin .  
 

 
Fig. 3. Parametrization of 2S  with band-limit bw .  
 
This allows us to use the Sturm-Liouville theory to generate orthogonal functions in these 
two domains separately. From classical theory an orthogonal basis for  12 SL  is the set 

  m
ime   where 1S  is the unit circle and 2L  the Hilbert space of square integrable 

functions. Likewise, an orthogonal basis for   dxL ,1,12   is given by the Legendre 
polynomials  xPl . Using the change of variable  cosx , the functions  
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are an orthogonal basis of the space      dL sin,,02 , and the set of functions 
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where ,2,1,0l , and m , form a complete orthonormal set of functions on the sphere 

2S . It is much more common to choose the associated Legendre functions   m
lP , where 

each integer m  satisfy lm  . Thus, the elements of the orthogonal basis that we need to 
expand functions on the sphere are of the form  
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and they are called spherical harmonics. Then, given any function  22 SLf  , its spherical 
Fourier series is given as 
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Each coefficient  mlf ,ˆ  will be called the spherical Fourier transform of   ,f , and the set 

  mlf ,ˆ  is called the spectrum on the sphere of   ,f . The spherical harmonics   ,m
lY   are 

the usual common functions used to expand functions on the sphere because they are 
eigenfunctions of the Laplacian operator. Indeed, for a constant radius r = 1 the Laplacian of 
a smooth function f  in spherical coordinates is given as 
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In analogy with the Sturm-Liouville theory, an eigenfunction of the Laplacian operator is 
defined as 
 

  ff 2  (32) 

 
for some eigenvalues  . Moreover, in spherical coordinates the boundary conditions are 
periodic in the variable  , that is,     ,2, ff  , and a solution set of eigenfunctions 
of the Laplacian (32) is the set of spherical harmonics (28) with eigenvalue  1 ll .  

 
4. Representation Theory on SO(3)  

From a classical result of linear algebra a matrix R  is a rotation matrix or a special orthogonal 
matrix if and only if IRRT  , where I  is the identity matrix, and the determinant satisfies 
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  )3(2 SOL  is a vector space with the usual addition and scalar multiplication, that is, 
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See [Chirikjian & Kyatkin, 2001]. On the contrary to the classical case, the convolution on 
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With the Euler parameterization ZYZ  now we can state one of the most important 
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This shift theorem is telling us that the effect caused by a rotation R  on a spherical function 
f , is equivalent in the Fourier space to the effect of the Fourier coefficients l

kf̂  by the 

unitary matrices l
mkU  of the irreducible representation of )3(SO . More explicitly, while the 

spherical functions are rotated by orthogonal matrices, the Fourier coefficients of longitude 
 12 l  are affected by the unitary matrices lU . 
 
As expected, this theory can be extended to the direct product group )3()3( SOSO   acting on 

the homogenous space 22 SS  . Thus, the expansion of functions on 22 SS   is given as 
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Also, a shift theorem exists for functions on 22 SS   given as 
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These expressions have been used in [Makadia et al., 2005] and [Makadia & Daniilidis, 2003] 
to obtain the Euler angles of a 3D rotation, using the point correlation of two given images 
without correspondences. 

 
5. Radon Transform with Lines  
 

In this section we will extend the way of obtain the Euler angles of a 3D rotation as 
presented in [Makadia et al., 2005]. As these authors used correlation between points of two 
images, we will use lines instead of points. Note that lines are less noise sensitive. From 
[Makadia et al., 2005] the Radon transform on points is defined as 
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where the similarity function g  is based on the SIFT points. See [Lowe, 2004] for details of 
the SIFT algorithm. For sake of simplicity from now on we will call sift points to the sift 
descriptors returned by the SIFT algorithm. The   function is the Kronecker delta function 
relating the points of two images with the epipolar constraint of a stereo camera system. 
Now, to extend the Radon transform to a correlation of lines to estimate pure rotations, we 

 

need to define analogue similarity and delta functions for lines, instead of points, as well as a 
constraint for lines instead of the epipolar constraint for points.  
Let )3(SOR  be a 3D rotation relating two 3D lines, l  and l   which were projected to two 

omnidirectional images Im1 and Im2. Then we can write lRl   or lRl T  . The three 

dimensional line l  is associated to a great circle C  on the sphere 2S . Let 2S  be an 

orthogonal vector to the plane containing the great circle C , then   and lRT   are 

orthogonal, that is, 0lRTT  . We will use this constraint as the delta function to define 
our desired integral, that is, as the constraint for lines. Thus, the integral of the Radon 
transform on lines would be  
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where g  is a similarity function between the lines of both images and   the delta Kronecker 
function over the constraint with lines. So, (44) can be used as a correlation function between 
g  and  , where g ,  1,0: 22  SS . 

Although we know how to calculate the analytical expressions of the continuous Fourier 
and Radon transforms in spherical coordinates, it is necessary a discretization process for 
their applications with real omnidirectional images. Thus, given a function on the space 

 22 SL  with band-limit bw , its spherical Fourier transform SFT can be obtained with the 

FFT algorithm of order     bwbwO 22 log  on 2S , see [Driscoll & Healy, 1994] for details. 

Similarly, we can use the FFT algorithm of order     bwbwO 23 log  in the case of the rotation 
space SO(3), see [Kostelec & Rockmore, 2003] for details. 
Then, applying the spherical Fourier expansion (40) to the similarity function g  of (44), we 
have that  
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where we used  21,g  instead of  lg ,  to simplify notation. Likewise, we get 

 21,  R , the expansion of the   function for each   22
21, SS    and  3SOR  as 
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spherical functions are rotated by orthogonal matrices, the Fourier coefficients of longitude 
 12 l  are affected by the unitary matrices lU . 
 
As expected, this theory can be extended to the direct product group )3()3( SOSO   acting on 

the homogenous space 22 SS  . Thus, the expansion of functions on 22 SS   is given as 
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These expressions have been used in [Makadia et al., 2005] and [Makadia & Daniilidis, 2003] 
to obtain the Euler angles of a 3D rotation, using the point correlation of two given images 
without correspondences. 

 
5. Radon Transform with Lines  
 

In this section we will extend the way of obtain the Euler angles of a 3D rotation as 
presented in [Makadia et al., 2005]. As these authors used correlation between points of two 
images, we will use lines instead of points. Note that lines are less noise sensitive. From 
[Makadia et al., 2005] the Radon transform on points is defined as 
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where the similarity function g  is based on the SIFT points. See [Lowe, 2004] for details of 
the SIFT algorithm. For sake of simplicity from now on we will call sift points to the sift 
descriptors returned by the SIFT algorithm. The   function is the Kronecker delta function 
relating the points of two images with the epipolar constraint of a stereo camera system. 
Now, to extend the Radon transform to a correlation of lines to estimate pure rotations, we 

 

need to define analogue similarity and delta functions for lines, instead of points, as well as a 
constraint for lines instead of the epipolar constraint for points.  
Let )3(SOR  be a 3D rotation relating two 3D lines, l  and l   which were projected to two 

omnidirectional images Im1 and Im2. Then we can write lRl   or lRl T  . The three 

dimensional line l  is associated to a great circle C  on the sphere 2S . Let 2S  be an 

orthogonal vector to the plane containing the great circle C , then   and lRT   are 

orthogonal, that is, 0lRTT  . We will use this constraint as the delta function to define 
our desired integral, that is, as the constraint for lines. Thus, the integral of the Radon 
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where g  is a similarity function between the lines of both images and   the delta Kronecker 
function over the constraint with lines. So, (44) can be used as a correlation function between 
g  and  , where g ,  1,0: 22  SS . 

Although we know how to calculate the analytical expressions of the continuous Fourier 
and Radon transforms in spherical coordinates, it is necessary a discretization process for 
their applications with real omnidirectional images. Thus, given a function on the space 
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FFT algorithm of order     bwbwO 22 log  on 2S , see [Driscoll & Healy, 1994] for details. 

Similarly, we can use the FFT algorithm of order     bwbwO 23 log  in the case of the rotation 
space SO(3), see [Kostelec & Rockmore, 2003] for details. 
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where we used  21,g  instead of  lg ,  to simplify notation. Likewise, we get 

 21,  R , the expansion of the   function for each   22
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Now, because   1221210  TTTTT RRR  , we can write  21,ˆ 21
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From (60) we can have now the 3D Fourier transform Ĝ  of G  on  3SO . Indeed, rewriting 
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The expressions (61) and (62) obtained for lines and a pure rotation is consistent with the 
formula for points obtained in [Makadia et al., 2005].  

 
6. Radon Transform with Lines using Conformal Geometric Algebra 

The conformal geometric algebra is a mathematical framework that helps to unify matrices, 
vectors, transformations, complex numbers in one unique theory using the geometric 
product, with its inner and wedge products, to generate the former mathematical concepts.  
Let  3SOR  be a rotation relating two 3D lines, 1L  and 2L , which were projected to two 
omnidirectional images Im1 and Im2 using the equivalent sphere as depicted in Figure 1 . In 

conformal geometric algebra the 3D rotation can be expressed as 
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1. Introduction  

Rapid expanding of the multimedia data collections volume brings forward the need for 
visual data efficient organization, storing and search methods. It stipulated diversity of 
investigations directed to creating efficient image retrieval methods satisfying performance 
speed and validity requirements. The indexing efficiency is generally evaluated by 
parameters of storage access number, computational expenses of the index structure search 
and number of operations for the distance computation between query representation and 
objects in the database. As image processing requires a lot of time and resources the most 
efficient practical way to reduce search time expenses is creation of indexing structure on 
the preliminary processing stage. Unfortunately, existing indexing methods are not 
applicable to a wide range of problem-oriented fields due to their operating time limitations 
and strong dependency on the traditional descriptors extracted from the image.   
One of the most promising perspective in multimedia data search, storing and interpretation 
is to represent images as segmentation results and define metrics for their comparison such 
as Minkowski-type metric (including Euclidean and Manhattan distances), Mahalanobis 
metric, EMD, histogram metric, metric for probability density functions, sets of entropy 
metrics, pseudo metrics for semantic image classification (Rubner et al., 2000; Cheng et al., 
2005; Wang et al., 2005). Yet, because of their limitations these metrics cannot give the 
desirable results, so a new metric was introduced and extended for considering the 
embedded partitions and it was effectively used for the content image retrieval (Kinoshenko 
et al., 2007). Due to the nested structure it becomes possible to perform the search with 
different level of refinement or roughening.  
Using the region based image retrieval methods allows to make a step towards overcoming 
the semantic gap between law-level image description and high level conception. But from 
the other hand it definitely leads to increase of the computation complexity of image 
processing and distance calculation operations methods. Thus when creating an efficient 
indexing structure for image database one should first consider the methods providing 
minimal number of matching operations.  
Many of multidimensional indexing methods used in the field of text retrieval were 
modified and improved in order to index high-dimensional image content descriptors. 
Among them X-trees, VA-file and I-Distance approaches are the most promising (Bohm et 
al., 2001). However, in case of comparing images as nested partitions there is no features to 
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describe complex objects and only information about distances between them is available, 
and so-called ‘distance-based’ indexing methods come to the aid (Chavez et al., 2001; 
Hjaltason, Samet, 2003). In this work existing ‘distance-based’ indexing methods are 
analyzed and improved and their possible application for the region-based image retrieval 
is considered. 
Often on the pre-processing analysis stage we have only information of the mutual distance 
between the database objects. In this case such indexing methods as X-trees, VA-file, i-
Distance, cannot be used as there is not enough information about objects coordinates. One 
of the possible solutions of this problem is to create an indexing structure based on the 
triangular inequality axiom. This principle lays in the base of metrical indexing methods. 
Here a distance matrix is formed and analysed for some selection of special objects subset 
(these objects are called pivots). Forming different data structures allows to eliminate from 
the consideration whole families of images situated far from the query at the search stage.  
Clustering methods are often used for the image database preliminary processing. Thus we 
consider a possible hierarchical mechanism of the query processing: one can seek suitable 
clusters in nested partitions with an arbitrary indexing scheme. This way the amount of 
matches can be greatly reduced, but traditional clustering methods do not guarantee the 
optimal result. 
Thus in order to optimize this Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) scheme it is necessary 
to minimize a total number of matches at the retrieval stage. We propose a new hierarchical 
clustering method which allows to construct images partitions into disjoint subsets so that 
firstly one can seek suitable class, then the most similar to the query subclass is chosen and 
so on. The exhaustive search is fulfilled only on the lowest level of hierarchy. 
In this chapter we shall consider theoretical premises and methods of database images 
metrical indexing and find the tools providing guaranteed number of matching operations 
between a query and database objects. 

 
2. Theoretical background for the CBIR distance matrix based indexing 

Let 1 2X { , , ..., }nx x x  be a set characterising images which constitute a database. Each 
element of this set can be:  

– image itself 2B( ), Dz z   , where D  is a sensor’s field of view, B( )z  is a brightness 
distribution function; 

– feature vector ( )k kp  ;  
– some  combination  of  the  image  processing  results  and  features,  for example 

segmentation results, contour preparations or regions shape features. 
Then we consider X U , where U  is some universum which corresponds to an object-
oriented field and provides introduction of the distance functional (metric in particular). 
Under such X  we shall understand a database. 
The task is to search the best suiting element (or elements) Xix  , under given query 

Uy , which is represented (or can be brought to) by one of the listed above types. When 
we say “best suiting” we mean the minimal distance ρ( , ), Uy x y .  
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Using a metric for similarity criteria firstly provides adequacy of the search result to the 
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into account the triangular inequality, what creates premises for elimination from the 
consideration whole image sets without calculating distances to them. We shall note that 
search with limited matches number can be performed in two ways: using preliminary 
clustering in image or feature spaces, or considering methods which analyse values of pre-
calculated distance matrix of all image collection elements. From the other hand all search 
algorithms can be divided into 3 groups:  

- search of k  most similar images ordered according to the similarity extent,  
- search of the images which differ from the query on not more than given threshold  ,  
- combination of these approaches. 

Definition 1. (δ)- search result for the query Uy  is any element (all elements) Xix   if 
ρ( , )iy x    for given 0  , which is called a search radius. 
It is obvious that choice of   threshold is a non trivial task. Moreover, choice of rational   
value essentially depends on configuration (mutual location in regard to the chosen metric) 
of the database objects. Still often the choice of this value is defined by the application, i.e. 
by the required similarity of the images. Note that under 0   we get a special case of 
searching the duplicates in the database. 
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There is an important special case of X, 1y k  . The exact match of the query should be 
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according to his finger prints. 
Definition 3. The result of ( , )-k search of query Uy  are elements of the set 
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describe complex objects and only information about distances between them is available, 
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triangular inequality axiom. This principle lays in the base of metrical indexing methods. 
Here a distance matrix is formed and analysed for some selection of special objects subset 
(these objects are called pivots). Forming different data structures allows to eliminate from 
the consideration whole families of images situated far from the query at the search stage.  
Clustering methods are often used for the image database preliminary processing. Thus we 
consider a possible hierarchical mechanism of the query processing: one can seek suitable 
clusters in nested partitions with an arbitrary indexing scheme. This way the amount of 
matches can be greatly reduced, but traditional clustering methods do not guarantee the 
optimal result. 
Thus in order to optimize this Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) scheme it is necessary 
to minimize a total number of matches at the retrieval stage. We propose a new hierarchical 
clustering method which allows to construct images partitions into disjoint subsets so that 
firstly one can seek suitable class, then the most similar to the query subclass is chosen and 
so on. The exhaustive search is fulfilled only on the lowest level of hierarchy. 
In this chapter we shall consider theoretical premises and methods of database images 
metrical indexing and find the tools providing guaranteed number of matching operations 
between a query and database objects. 

 
2. Theoretical background for the CBIR distance matrix based indexing 
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element of this set can be:  
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distribution function; 

– feature vector ( )k kp  ;  
– some  combination  of  the  image  processing  results  and  features,  for example 

segmentation results, contour preparations or regions shape features. 
Then we consider X U , where U  is some universum which corresponds to an object-
oriented field and provides introduction of the distance functional (metric in particular). 
Under such X  we shall understand a database. 
The task is to search the best suiting element (or elements) Xix  , under given query 

Uy , which is represented (or can be brought to) by one of the listed above types. When 
we say “best suiting” we mean the minimal distance ρ( , ), Uy x y .  
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by the required similarity of the images. Note that under 0   we get a special case of 
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according to his finger prints. 
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Using a metric for similarity criteria firstly provides adequacy of the search result to the 
query (if the choice of metric corresponding to the domain was correct), and secondly takes 
into account the triangular inequality, what creates premises for elimination from the 
consideration whole image sets without calculating distances to them. We shall note that 
search with limited matches number can be performed in two ways: using preliminary 
clustering in image or feature spaces, or considering methods which analyse values of pre-
calculated distance matrix of all image collection elements. From the other hand all search 
algorithms can be divided into 3 groups:  
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Definition 1. (δ)- search result for the query Uy  is any element (all elements) Xix   if 
ρ( , )iy x    for given 0  , which is called a search radius. 
It is obvious that choice of   threshold is a non trivial task. Moreover, choice of rational   
value essentially depends on configuration (mutual location in regard to the chosen metric) 
of the database objects. Still often the choice of this value is defined by the application, i.e. 
by the required similarity of the images. Note that under 0   we get a special case of 
searching the duplicates in the database. 
Definition 2. Result of ( )-k search for the query Uy  are elements of the set 
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according to his finger prints. 
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distribution function; 
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Under such X  we shall understand a database. 
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into account the triangular inequality, what creates premises for elimination from the 
consideration whole image sets without calculating distances to them. We shall note that 
search with limited matches number can be performed in two ways: using preliminary 
clustering in image or feature spaces, or considering methods which analyse values of pre-
calculated distance matrix of all image collection elements. From the other hand all search 
algorithms can be divided into 3 groups:  

- search of k  most similar images ordered according to the similarity extent,  
- search of the images which differ from the query on not more than given threshold  ,  
- combination of these approaches. 

Definition 1. (δ)- search result for the query Uy  is any element (all elements) Xix   if 
ρ( , )iy x    for given 0  , which is called a search radius. 
It is obvious that choice of   threshold is a non trivial task. Moreover, choice of rational   
value essentially depends on configuration (mutual location in regard to the chosen metric) 
of the database objects. Still often the choice of this value is defined by the application, i.e. 
by the required similarity of the images. Note that under 0   we get a special case of 
searching the duplicates in the database. 
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according to his finger prints. 
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X , X X , U ρ( , ) , 0j j
m mi ix x y y x         \ , 

1ρ( , ) ρ( , ), ρ( , ) ρ( , ), 1, 1j j ji i iy x y x y x y x j m    . 

The search is considered as successful one if there are elements satisfying definitions 1, 2 
and 3. In other case a feedback is required to refine the query object, search parameters (for 
example radius  ), which is closely connected to the problem of representing images as 
features description and matching. It should be emphasised that formally ( )-k search is 
always successful: decision as for query refining should be made on base of obtained 
distances analysis and the application requirements.  
Calculation of N  ρ( , )iy x  values can be rather expensive, especially in the image space. Let 
us analyse the ways to reduce the operations number. For that a symmetric pair-distances 
matrix of database elements can be pre-calculated  
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Let Uy  be a query image. We shall fix some image X*x  , called as a pivot object 
(point), and consider a triangular inequality picking out one more image 

X, {1, 2, ..., }ix i n   (the distance ρ( , )* ix x  is known) 
 

ρ( , ) ρ( , ) ρ( , )* *i iy x y x x x  ,                                             (2) 
ρ( , ) ρ( , ) ρ( , )* *i ix x y x y x  ,                                             (3) 
ρ( , ) ρ( , ) ρ( , )i i* *y x y x x x  .                                             (4) 

From equations (1) – (3) it follows that when knowing two distances, namely: ρ( , )*y x  and 
ρ( , )* ix x , it is not hard to obtain upper and lower distance bounds  
 

ρ( , ) ρ( , ) ρ( , ) ρ( , ) ρ( , )i i i* * * *x x y x y x y x x x    .                      (5) 

Thus the implication takes place 
 

U, , X : ρ( , ) 2ρ( , ) ρ( , ) ρ( , )* * * *i i iy x x x x y x y x y x       .          (6) 

Let us consider the case when exact value of distance ( )* ix ,x  is unknown but can be 
evaluated 
 

( )*min i maxx ,x     .                                               (7) 

Then for ix  the following evaluation of the upper and lower bound of distance to y  is 
obtained: 
 

 

{ρ( , )  ,  ρ( , ), 0} ρ( , ) ρ( , )* * *max min i maxmax y x y x y x y x        .            (8) 

Indeed, according to the triangular inequality and (7) we get 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )* *i i i maxy,x y,x x ,x y,x         , 
then 
 

( ) ( )* max iy,x y,x     .                                         (9) 

From the other hand for objects ix  and *x  it is true that 
 

( ) ( ) ( )* *min i ix ,x y,x y,x      , 
 
from where 
 

( ) ( )*min iy,x y,x    .                                         (10) 

Expressions (9) and (10) are the lower bounds of ( )ix,x , and to narrow the equation 
condition we chose the maximal value. Also both values can be negative simultaneously, 
what is shown in (8). Finally, evaluation of upper bound ( )*y,x  directly follows from the 
triangular inequality (2) and condition ( )* i maxx ,x   . 
It is easy to show that if the exact value *( y,x )  is unknown and within the limits 
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then the next evaluation of the lower and upper distance bound takes place: 
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From (8) and inequality  ( )  *min max maxy,x       , min max     ρ( , )*min y x    
the left part of (12) is obvious. The left part follows from ( )* max max maxy,x        and 
right part of inequality (8). 
Till now for evaluating ( )iy,x  the distance from the target object ix  to pivot point *x  and 
distance from *x  to the search object y  were considered. It is obvious that introducing to 

the analysis additional pivot point *jx  in some cases will allow to narrow the ranking 

interval ( )ix , y . 

Let the object ix  be situated «closer» to the pivot point 1
*x , than to 2

*x , i.е. 
 

)1 2( ) ( **i ix ,x x ,x   .                                                  (13) 
 
Then the equation takes place 
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example radius  ), which is closely connected to the problem of representing images as 
features description and matching. It should be emphasised that formally ( )-k search is 
always successful: decision as for query refining should be made on base of obtained 
distances analysis and the application requirements.  
Calculation of N  ρ( , )iy x  values can be rather expensive, especially in the image space. Let 
us analyse the ways to reduce the operations number. For that a symmetric pair-distances 
matrix of database elements can be pre-calculated  
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Let Uy  be a query image. We shall fix some image X*x  , called as a pivot object 
(point), and consider a triangular inequality picking out one more image 

X, {1, 2, ..., }ix i n   (the distance ρ( , )* ix x  is known) 
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Expressions (9) and (10) are the lower bounds of ( )ix,x , and to narrow the equation 
condition we chose the maximal value. Also both values can be negative simultaneously, 
what is shown in (8). Finally, evaluation of upper bound ( )*y,x  directly follows from the 
triangular inequality (2) and condition ( )* i maxx ,x   . 
It is easy to show that if the exact value *( y,x )  is unknown and within the limits 
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Till now for evaluating ( )iy,x  the distance from the target object ix  to pivot point *x  and 
distance from *x  to the search object y  were considered. It is obvious that introducing to 

the analysis additional pivot point *jx  in some cases will allow to narrow the ranking 
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Let the object ix  be situated «closer» to the pivot point 1
*x , than to 2
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Indeed according to the triangular inequality axiom we have  
 

1 1( ) ( ) ( )** i iy,x y,x x ,x     , 

then 
 

1 1( ) ( ) ( )* *i iy,x y,x x ,x    .                                            (15) 

Further the following takes place 
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Using  condition (13), from equations (15) and (16) we get 
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what under possible negativity of expression 1 2( ) ( )
2

**y,x y,x 
 gives evaluation (14). 

  
3. Metrical search models 

We shall consider some approaches to (δ)- search, which create the premises for creating an 
efficient indexing system to reduce a number of distance calculations on the search stage.  
We shall agree that distance matrix (X)d  is calculated in the result of preliminary 
processing. The most simple but at the same time often most practically effective (in terms of 
matching operations number) indexing method is based on the full distance matrix 
calculation. Let us briefly describe this method. Suppose on iteration i  there is a set of 

( 1)X Xi   objects for which decision is not made if they are inside the search radius or not. 

It should be pointed out that 0X X . Then some element ( 1) ( 1)Xi ix    is being chosen 

randomly or according to some criteria, ( 1)( )iy,x  is calculated and the next set is produced 
 

( 1) ( 1)( ) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1)X { X { } ( ) ( ) }i ii i i i i
j jx x :| x ,x y,x |         



.            (17) 

 

It is obvious that ( 1) ( 1)( 1) ( ) ( 1) ( 1)) ( )i ii i i i
j jx X X | ( x ,x y,x |         



 and all such 

elements can be eliminated from the consideration. Figure 1 illustrates forming of set (1)X  
on first iteration: all elements (0)Xix   situated in the crosshatched region are eliminated 

from consideration and the rest of elements will form set (1)X . 
 

 

 
Fig. 1. Geometrical interpretation of eliminating the elements based on the lower distance 
evaluation 
 
Let Y  be a goal set of elements X , situated inside of the search radius, which is empty on 
the initial stage. Then on i  iteration we get ( 1)Y Y ix 



, if ( 1)( )iy,x    . The procedure 
is carried out recursively till step l , when 
 

{ 1 }k l m,l m , ,l       ( 1) ( )(X ) 1 (X )k kcard card   , ( ) ( 1)X Xk k , 

i.e. exactly one element is eliminated from consideration during m  iterations. In this case 
( )( )l
jx , y , ( ) ( )Xl l

jx  , ( )1 ( )lj ,card X  are calculated and evaluated directly completing 

the Y  forming. Total number of matching operations will be equal to  
 

( )N( ) (X )ll card   .                                                (18) 

In practice storing full distance matrix (X)d  is expensive due to the quadratic dependency 
of the required memory on database dimensionality. To solve this problem which is 
extremely acute on big data sets, a ‘sparse’ view (X)d  is used or special data structures are 
formed which in some way approximate the distance matrix considering correlation of its 
elements. Obviously a natural requirement for such methods would be a compromise 
between cost of resources storage and distance matching operations number at the search 
stage which should tend to N( )  in (18). At the same time it should be noted that value 
N( )  is random in sense that it depends on the objects space configuration, mutual location 

and order of choosing objects (1) (2) ( )lx ,x , ,x , as well as location of query object y . For 

example, N( )  value can be decreased if object (2)x  is chosen at first iteration, and (1)x  is 
chosen at the second one. Thus indexing methods which operate on not complete 
information comparing with method on complete distance matrix theoretically can perform 
less matching operation then the last one. 
Let us introduce a set of fixed image database elements 1 2*X { , , ..., }* * *kx x x .  From (5) the 
lower distance bound follows 
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 . It is the simplest indexing method based on 

a ‘sparse’ distance matrix where Xd( )  after corresponding re-ordering of indexes takes the 
form  
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It should be noted that this approach can be interpreted as mapping (X ) ( )k, ,     and 
fulfilling the search in k -arity space. 
Lower distance bounds (8), (12), (14) can be obtained without information about exact 

( )*y,x  or ( )*, ix x  values. For example, m  columns of some rows of the sparse distance 
matrix can be defined by interval (7). If 0max min    , lower bound (8) will tend to the 
lower bound (5). Thus, the greater is m  value, the greater is the volume of released 
memory, which can be used for the additional pivot objects choice what should potentially 
increase indexing algorithms efficiency, for example will increase the *Xρ ( , )iy x  value for 
the sparse distance matrix. Further let for each non-pivot object ix  be defined the closest in 
terms of chosen metric pivot object *x , what allows to form a membership matrix. Then on 
the search stage for obtaining the lower distance bound ( )iy,x  one can use (14) and there 
is no necessity for storing exact values )( *ix ,x . It can be noted that produced membership 
matrix is few times more compact (depending on programming realization) as for the 
resources used for its storing comparing with the distance matrix. All that also allows to 
allocate greater number of pivot objects. 
The described approaches allow to construct different variants of data structures, including 
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row j  of the given matrix is calculated. This way we shall define distances to all other 
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X  under ( ) M*jx , y    . On figure 3-a is shown that when the first equation is fulfilled 

X  contains the hypersphere formed around the query object. Figure  3-b illustrates 
fulfilment of the second equation.  
Thus when one of two mentioned equations is fulfilled a half of the elements in set X  can 
be eliminated from the consideration. If not, i.e. when M ( ) M*jx , y      , 

hypersphere with centre in *jx  and radius M  intersects hypersphere of the query object, 

analysis of each of the X  and X  sets is required (figure  3-c). 
One possible way to solve the problem is to introduce into consideration an additional 
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In this case on the search stage (depending on the data configuration and query object 
location) consideration of the following classes will be required (see figure  4 where all 
elements situated in the crosshatched region are eliminated from the consideration): 

– X  under ( ) M*jy,x      (figure 4-a); 

– X  and M,X   under M ( ) M*jy,x         (figure 4-b); 

– M ,X   under M ( ) M*jy,x         (figure 4-c); 

– M ,X   and X  under M ( ) M*jy,x        (figure 4-d); 

– X  under ( ) M*jy,x     (figure 4-e). 
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Fig. 4. Possible variants of considering sets X , M ,X  , X  under different location of the
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Fig. 3. Three possible variants of considering sets X , X  under different location of the
query object 

 

Obtained partition has both advantages and disadvantages. Obviously regardless of the 
location of y  one of sets X , X  will be eliminated from the consideration. From the other 
hand cardinalities of X  and X  can differ and thus the search tree will not be balanced. 
Partition of set X  should be «granulated» recursively under (X)card b , where b  is 
maximally allowed cardinality of «leaf» set, 3b  . 
Let us consider method of indexing by partitions. We shall fix a set of pivot objects 

1 2
* * **X { , , ..., }kx x x . If elements *sx , 1s ,k  form regions X*s  based on the following 

 
X X 1* * *s i i s i tx : t ,k ,t s ( x ,x) ( x ,x ){ }        ,                      (21) 

then {X }*s  is a partition of X . Notice that in case when metrical space is a 2
 , partition 

elements are cells of the Voronoi diagram. Voronoi diagram for the finite points set S  on 
plane is a partition of this plane in such way that each region of this partition forms a set of 
points which are more close to one of the elements of set S , than to any other element of the 
set. 
Introduced in this way partition allows to obtain several lower bounds of distance ( )iy,x . 

We shall denote them as ( )p
min , where p  is a number of evaluation. 

Condition (13) is fulfilled in consequence of (21), as )( ) ( **i s i tx ,x x ,x    X*i sx  , t s . 
Then from (14) for k  pivot points we get evaluation of lower bound of distance ( )iy,x  
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    be a radius of partition X*s  cover. Then according to (8) we get 

second lower distance evaluation: 
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where 1s,t ,k . 
Then ( )min s,t  and ( )max s,t  under s t  are corresponding evaluations of min  and 

max  distances ( )*, xs ix  X*i tx   in (8). It should be noted that under s t  ( ) 0min s,s   
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Evaluation (1) ( )min s  allows to eliminate from the consideration all elements of class X*s , 

while evaluation (3) ( )min s,t  allows to obtain lower distance bound for class (and all its 

objects) X*t  with no necessity for calculating the distance ( )*ty,x . 

Finally, the maximal lower bound of distance i( y,x ) , X*i sx   is defined as 
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One way to use the obtained distance lower bounds on the search stage is to calculate k  
distances to pivot objects and eliminate those classes X*s , for which ( )min s    is fulfilled. 
This task can be solved more optimally by defining the distance from y  to not all of 
elements *sx . Let E  contain a set of pivot objects producing the partitions which cannot be 

eliminated. On the initial stage 1E { }k*s sx  . Then we chose random E*sx  , for which 

( )*sy,x  is not calculated, compute this distance and fix lower bound (3) ( )min s,t  on (2.27) for 

all E*tx  , performing E E { }*tx


 in case of (3) ( )min s,t   . The procedure is repeated till 
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( ) ( )( )min maxs,t , s,t   can be large, the refinement of the lower bound of the regions still 
contained in E  can be done via (22). 
The algorithms described above do not exhaust all the potentialities of the distance matrix 
analysis. The matrix factorization provides a certain perspective for pivot points choice and 
the search itself. This factorization in fact correspons to object clustering in the given 
metrical space. Let us consider such a method.  

  
4. Block-diagonal forms of distance matrix 

We shall denote ,ρ ρ( , )i j jx xi  as elements of distance matrix (X)d  and consider a 

random subset of the database objects for which ,ρ δi j  . These objects can be used as the 

result of (δ)- search, although for that the formalization of search of all such groupings 
under given criteria is needed. Here a number of matching operations between query and 
database objects will be taken as a main criteria. In other words the task lies in preliminary 

 

clustering of the database with the search strategy of finding the closest cluster and if 
necessary continue the search inside of the chosen cluster. The goal of the clustering here is 
minimization of the matching operations number (under given precision of search).  
Definition 4. We shall name a quadratic symmetric matrix of l -th order as k
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which is the result of rearranging of rows and columns with numbers 1 2{ , ,..., }li i i  such that 

1 2 ,, { , ,..., }l i' i''i' i'' i i i      . 

We shall call a k
l -block of matrix (X)d  maximal if  
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It should be emphasised that some elements can belong to two or more k
l -blocks of matrix 

(X)d  simultaneously. Obviously there are two possible variants in this case: they are 
included into all possible blocks, or they are included into blocks where sums of elements 
are minimal, what meets the maximal clusters compactness criterion. Generally in the first 
case we deal with a cover (weak clustering) of database elements set, in the second case – 
with partition. In result the means of k

l -blocks forming influences the search algorithms 

implementation, especially if more detailed result is required, for instance for ( )-k  or 
( , )-k search. 
We shall call a  -representation a block-diagonal shape of matrix (X)d  
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where 1
1 1 11, 1,i m

i j jj jk k l l n
      . 

It is clear that the best  -representation (in sense of matching operations number) at 
(δ)- search, is the one with minimal number of blocks. In other words forming of matrix  -
representation under given δ  should provide 

(X)k
l d

mmin
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In the situation mentioned above the criterion can be considered  
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ρ
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i ji j i i i
d

min 
 

                                           (30) 

which does not change the value of goal function (29), but allows to obtain more adequate 
clustering of the database. 
We shall consider the procedure of forming the maximal i

j -block of distance matrix (X)d  

on set 1 2{ , ,..., } {1, 2,..., }rp p p n . We shall find a new row α*  such that  
 

1 2
α, α, 1 2

α { , ,..., }
α {ρ } : ρ δ, { , ,..., }{ }

r

* q q r
p p p

arg card q p p pmax


   .         (31) 

Let us discuss the choice of one of them (under equality α*  for some rows). We denote 
found in (31) indices 1 2{ , ,..., }rq p p p  as 1 β{α ,...,α ,..., α }* . There also can be few of such 

sets: let us chose any of them. Two cases are possible: 
 

1 β α , αα ,α {α ,...,α,..., α } ρ δ* ' ''' ''    ,                                 (32) 

1 β α , αα , α {α ,...,α ,..., α } such that ρ δ* ' ''' ''   .                                (33) 

Implication (32) means that a choice of α*  guarantees forming of maximal 1β
i
 -block of 

distance matrix (X)d  on set 1 2{ , ,..., }rp p p . So, having redefined the search field  
 

1 2 1 2 21 β{ , ,..., } { , ,..., } {α , α ,..., α }r rp p p p p p \ ,                 (34) 

if 1 2{ , ,..., }rp p p   , we can move to the construction of maximal i
j -block, starting with 

(31). This case is illustrated in figure 5.  
Situation described in (33) is more complicated, but it can be brought to (32) by sequential 
elimination of far situated elements. Here 2 situations are possible as well: equality of the 
eliminated and remained elements and their discrepancy. 
In case of the elements count discrepancy, till fulfilment of (32) every element α' , 

( 0 ,γ 1, 2,..., Γ, {α }= Γ:'   1 β α, αα , α {α ,...,α } ρ δ' ''' ''   , are sequentially eliminated 

11 β 1 β{α , ..., α } {α , ..., α } {α }' \ ) such that 
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α {ρ }: ρ δ, {α ,,..., α }{ }q s q s

s
' arg card qmax


   .              (35) 

 

 
 
If cardinality of reduced indexing set exceeds the number of close elements of the next 
biggest on (31) value distance matrix row it means that the next block is obtained. 
Otherwise, having temporarily eliminated α'  from 1 2{ , ,..., }rp p p , we repeat the 

considered steps till the next i
j -block is  obtained, after that all eliminated rows are 

brought back for further analysis. Figure 6-а illustrates geometrical interpretation of this 
case, figure 6-b illustrates the result of i

j -blocks forming. 

If at any step of the procedure there is an equal number of the eliminated and remained elements 
(figure 7) element α* , as was mentioned above, can be included into all blocks (on the given step 
we get a few maximal blocks and reduction (34) is fulfilled multiple times) or using (30), we 
chose a maximal compact block, and after that start the formation of the next block. 
Now we can discuss the choice of α*  when having multiple rows in (31). First of all we 
shall emphasise that for (32) we have exactly β  rows and choice of α*  does is of no 

importance, as all elements will be simultaneously put into one i
j -block (see figure  5), or 

there are few blocks of the same cardinality, and all of them are obtained sequentially. If the 
(33) takes place, then 

 

                                 a)                                             b) 
Fig. 6. Geometrical interpretation of -blocks forming for (33) 

 
Fig. 5. Geometrical interpretation of i

j -block under (32) 
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j -block, starting with 

(31). This case is illustrated in figure 5.  
Situation described in (33) is more complicated, but it can be brought to (32) by sequential 
elimination of far situated elements. Here 2 situations are possible as well: equality of the 
eliminated and remained elements and their discrepancy. 
In case of the elements count discrepancy, till fulfilment of (32) every element α' , 
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If cardinality of reduced indexing set exceeds the number of close elements of the next 
biggest on (31) value distance matrix row it means that the next block is obtained. 
Otherwise, having temporarily eliminated α'  from 1 2{ , ,..., }rp p p , we repeat the 

considered steps till the next i
j -block is  obtained, after that all eliminated rows are 

brought back for further analysis. Figure 6-а illustrates geometrical interpretation of this 
case, figure 6-b illustrates the result of i

j -blocks forming. 

If at any step of the procedure there is an equal number of the eliminated and remained elements 
(figure 7) element α* , as was mentioned above, can be included into all blocks (on the given step 
we get a few maximal blocks and reduction (34) is fulfilled multiple times) or using (30), we 
chose a maximal compact block, and after that start the formation of the next block. 
Now we can discuss the choice of α*  when having multiple rows in (31). First of all we 
shall emphasise that for (32) we have exactly β  rows and choice of α*  does is of no 

importance, as all elements will be simultaneously put into one i
j -block (see figure  5), or 

there are few blocks of the same cardinality, and all of them are obtained sequentially. If the 
(33) takes place, then 
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the choice of α*  is also random, as accurate within the numeration all maximal blocks will 
be sequentially reduction formed till cases (32).  
Thus, we have considered forming of some i

j -block on index set 

1 2{ , ,..., } {1, 2,..., }rp p p n . After search and renumbering on set {1, 2,..., }n  of first 
maximal block in - representation of distance matrix we get 
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Further elimination of indices set 1{1, 2,..., }k , we get distance matrix of dimension 

1 1( ) ( )n k n k   . Repeating the procedure for every new distance matrix we at first get the 
required representation, at second due to maximality of blocks on each steps fulfil (29). 
Some notes should be made. First of all, it is not necessary to eliminate elements α' , as the 

next element α*  can be temporary omitted. Maximal i
j -block will still be found, but 

possibly it will take more iterations to execute. It can be emphasised that efficiency of 
computational models of forming  -representations will improve a lot if rows of matrix 
(X)d  is ordered descending accordingly to (31) criterion. Firstly reduction (34) will be 

simplified due to sequential elimination of the distance matrix rows. Secondly, in many 
cases we will not need renumbering of i

j -block elements under including it into the  -

representation.  
 

 

Fig. 7. Forming of i
j -blocks when the number of eliminated and remained elements are

equal 

 

5. Computational models optimization. 

In practice depending on data configurations used in the metric space fulfilment of (29) may 
not provide sufficient search efficiency. It will happen if for example value δ  was not 
chosen rationally, or dimensionalities of blocks in  -representations are still too large to be 
used as a result of the (δ)- search. Then, one way is to keep searching inside of the best 
block (best in terms of closeness to the query), another way is to expand (extend) the 
preliminary processing. Particularly within distance matrix preprocessing  -
representations can be formed in each of the found i

j -blocks. Though the task becomes 

more complicated as it is not known which of the  -representations will be used on the 
second search stage. In other words the guaranteed search operations number is determined 
by number of i

j -blocks, obtained on the first stage, maximal number of nested i'
j' -blocks 

in each of i
j -blocks and maximal number of their elements. At that as  -representation 

with closeness parameter δ  is already found, we can confine ourselves to splitting on 
nested i

j -blocks of possibly same dimension, maximising intra-cluster distances. 

We shall order obtained i
j -blocks ascending their dimensions. Let us have 0s  elements 

not included into any of the blocks, 1s  blocks of dimension 1l , 2s  – of dimension 2l ,…, ts  

2s  – of dimension tl , i.e. 0 1 21= tl l l l n    . Then, assuming that we need to split blocks 
starting with dimension il , and denoting the maximal dimension of the resulting blocks as 

1M [ , ]i il l    (figure 8), we get two possible search realization strategies. The first one 
is searching the best block of nested  -representation, then the nested block of  -
representation and exhaustive search in the closest i

j -blocks. The second one consists in 

choosing the block among union of all blocks of two-level - representation of the distance 
matrix. The first strategy is a special case of the stratificated analysis and is out of our 
research field. Let us stop on the second one: maximal matching operation number is equal 
to the sum of blocks number and their maximal dimensionality, i.e.  
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where    is minimal integer number exceeding the given one. 

 

 

Fig. 8. Splitting of i
j -blocks 
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If f * *  , than according to condition ( ) (M)x f   optimal value on 1[ , ]i il l  is found. If 
no C 0f * *     is an error of optimal value definition. If the error is small (for 
example, 1f * *   ), the optimization process is finished. In other case the field of search 
should be narrowed for what we shall find solutions x  and x''  of the equation  
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And repeating the suggested procedure necessary number times we shall be solving the task 
of finding optimal maximal possible dimension of nested i

j -blocks on shortened intervals, 

namely  
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Under high enough dimensionality of task the number of analysed partial intervals can 
become very big. The proposed procedure of nested i

j -blocks maximal dimensionality 

search can be applied for reducing the number of analysed intervals on the admitted region, 
i.e. interval [1, ]tl . Considering that 1M [ , ]i il l   (2.36) is fulfilled, then 1M [ , ]tl l   we 
get  
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Therefore the continuous function ( )x , which does not exceed discrete function (M)f  on 
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We shall note that the limitation evaluation at that has form  

1(M) (M) Ct
jjf s   . 

Acting the same way as described above we find on interval [1, ]il    values *  and f* . 

Then we define [ , ]l ' l '' , and intersection 1[ , ] [ , ] ( 1, )( )i il ' l '' l l i t      defines 
reduced set of partial intervals 1[ , ], { } {1, 2, ..., }i' i'l l i' t  . 
Found in result partition parameter M  only defines optimal maximal dimension of nested 
blocks or, what is equivalent, their quantity. As it is possible that cases M il  ( 1, )i t  and 

M 0imod l   (see figure 8) may arise, elements should be redistributed among sub-blocks 
aiming to minimise sum of inter-block distances and maximize intra-blocks distances, what 
should provide search reliability increase.  
So, to provide the guaranteed maximum of matching operations number it is necessary to 
independently split each of the i

j -blocks if its dimension exceeds found M  value. We 

shall fix some i
j -block, which needs to be split, and corresponding cardinality denote as 

N . The number of nested blocks under that is equal to L , L N M  . It can be noted that 

we should obtain not less than *L  blocks of dimension M  
 

M
M M

M

N M, N 0,
*L = N M M+ N, M N N M ,

0, M N N M

mod
mod mod

mod .
 

        
     

 

We can point out conditions for defining potential dimensions and orders of nested blocks  

M N Mrmod p  , 
L

1
Nr

r
p


  

where rp  are dimensions of nested blocks. 
In other words we get the Diophantine equation  
 

1 2 SM + (M 1) + (M S 1) N        ,                          (38) 
where {0}s   ,  

 

1,Ss  ,  M M
M

M N+1, N 0,S= 1, N=0.
mod mod

mod
   

Solutions of the linear equation (38) on subset of positive integers induce all possible 
redistributions of elements into subclusters, invariant regarding main criterion – minimum 

of comparative recognition operations. Let Q
1 2 S =1{ , , , }qq q

q    be solutions of equation 

(38), then under S 1 , obviously the single case is considered, yet if at least two elements 
are not equal to 0 , then taking into account that we are operating with blocks where 
distanced do not exceed threshold δ , under forming the nested blocks one should chose the 

 

best variant in the sense of maximization of intra-blocks distances among V  possible 
situations  
 

Q Q
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6. Experimental comparative analysis of search models  

A number of tests have been performed on set of points in 2
  space with 2L  metric. We 

used two configurations of data distribution: uniform and with formed clusters. We 
implemented the following index structures to preprocess the initial data set: 
 
Table 1. Indexing methods used for the experiments. 

i) Full 
matrix 

Random choice of key objects.  
Maximal number of iterations under which not a single element is 
eliminated from the consideration 3m  . 

ii) «Sparse» 
matrix 

64 pivot points chosen randomly. 

iii) Binary 
tree 

Random choice of pivot points on the tree construction stage. 
Maximal allowed cardinality of «leaf» set 3b  . 

iv) Partitions 64 randomly chosen pivot points.  
On the search stage one eliminate regions using criteria (27)  iterative 
procedure which exploits (28).  

 
The purpose was to calculate the matches number during the search on uniform and clusters 
distribution of objects and its dependency on the query object position and data set 
configuration. 
Data for uniform distribution consisted of 1024 points, for the clusters one there were 16 
clusters, with cluster cardinality mean equal to 64   and variance equal to 10   of 
(1024 elements in total). Both sets of points coordinated were within the range [0;256] (data 
square here and after). The example of these configuration is presented on Figure 9. 
Variance of single cluster points location was set to 6 for both coordinates. It was allowed 
that clusters could overlap. We used k n  parameters for indexation ii), and created one-
level partition with k n  number of pivots in indexation iv). 

First experiment examined dependency of the index structure on the position of the 
query object. We generated uniform and cluster data structures, created all index structures 
and randomly chose query object from the data square 500 times, tracking the number of 
matches of each data structures for all queries. We then calculated the mean and variance of 
matches count for each index structure (Table 1).  
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level partition with k n  number of pivots in indexation iv). 

First experiment examined dependency of the index structure on the position of the 
query object. We generated uniform and cluster data structures, created all index structures 
and randomly chose query object from the data square 500 times, tracking the number of 
matches of each data structures for all queries. We then calculated the mean and variance of 
matches count for each index structure (Table 1).  
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6. Experimental comparative analysis of search models  

A number of tests have been performed on set of points in 2
  space with 2L  metric. We 

used two configurations of data distribution: uniform and with formed clusters. We 
implemented the following index structures to preprocess the initial data set: 
 
Table 1. Indexing methods used for the experiments. 

i) Full 
matrix 

Random choice of key objects.  
Maximal number of iterations under which not a single element is 
eliminated from the consideration 3m  . 

ii) «Sparse» 
matrix 

64 pivot points chosen randomly. 

iii) Binary 
tree 

Random choice of pivot points on the tree construction stage. 
Maximal allowed cardinality of «leaf» set 3b  . 

iv) Partitions 64 randomly chosen pivot points.  
On the search stage one eliminate regions using criteria (27)  iterative 
procedure which exploits (28).  

 
The purpose was to calculate the matches number during the search on uniform and clusters 
distribution of objects and its dependency on the query object position and data set 
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Data for uniform distribution consisted of 1024 points, for the clusters one there were 16 
clusters, with cluster cardinality mean equal to 64   and variance equal to 10   of 
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Fig. 9. Example of points configuration for cluster (left side) and uniform (right side) data 
configuration.  
 
As it was expected indexation which exploits a full distance matrix i) outperforms the other 
ones while indexation on sparse matrix ii) keeps the second place. Indexations iii) and iv) 
have approximately equal efficiency.  
We can claim that when objects of database tend to form clusters the number of matches 
does not vary dramatically for all indexing methods, they only differ notably on variance 
and therefore in some cases performance of methods iii) and iv) can take much more time 
than it was expected. On the other hand, when distribution of objects is uniform then 
indexation i) perform 4 times better results than iii) and iv) while indexation ii) performs 2 
times better results. 
In the second experiment we tried to track dependency of index structures efficiency on 
different data configurations.  
We created 50 random configurations of uniform and cluster data distributions and ran 
routines of the first experiment changing query object position 20 times. We found out that 
statistics of the indexations efficiency was almost the same compared to first experiment 
results, only variance grew a bit.  
On figures 10 and 11 an average number of distance computations on 50 iterations for 
indexation algorithms i) – iv) is given for uniform and cluster data configuration.  
 

Data 
configuration 

Full matrix Sparse matrix Partition search Binary search 
                

uniform 23.56 4.82 50.98 4.58 107.78 36.18 90.08 23.7 
clusters 30.63 29.73 55.19 26.27 71.2 71.39 74.362 48.49 

Table 2. Dependency of the matches number on different data configurations 
 

 

 
Fig. 10. Results of matches count dependency on change of cluster data configuration 

 

 
Fig. 11. Results of matches count dependency on change of uniform data configuration 
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6. More experiments, conclusions and future work 

It was shown that index methods efficiency depends on the data configuration. If objects 
location is uniform, methods on full and sparse matrix outperform binary tree and partition 
methods. Though if objects form clusters the difference of the methods efficiency becomes 
less. Asit was assumed full matrix method outperforms all the others on every search stage 
regardless the data configurations.  
Yet considering square dependency of (X)card  storing resources this method becomes 
inefficient for database of large dimensionality. Sparse matrix method in general requires 
less matching operations number than binary trees and partition methods. Efficiency of the 
last ones is almost the same, still the partition method has larger variance of matching 
operations number. First of all it in connected to the fact that partition method results are 
more depending on the pivot points location. If points are located close to each other 
partition method search performance becomes less efficient.  
We can conclude that only index structures i) and ii) can guarantee rather constant low 
bound of matches count on uniformly distributed data set solely. 
We have proposed a novel indexing structure using sparse distance matrices for the image 
search with queries ‘ad exemplum’ which considering embedded partitions of the images. 
The experimental exploration of the method has proved it to be fast and efficient. The future 
work will be directed for investigation of the pivots choice method and possibility to use 
clustering methods for distance matrices analysis which would provide effective using of 
the partition metric for content image retrieval. 
Offered here method for block-diagonal distance matrix synthesis allows to get a special 
case of sparse matrix. Optimal detalization of resulting blocks cardinality increase speed of 
search and reduce recourses needed for indexing structures storing. Let us see some results 
of this approach research.  
We used data from Berkley University collection which contains 1000 images and their 
ground-truth representations (figures 12 and 13). 
Method of forming block-diagonal matrix is based on matching results of image 
segmentations and so there are few parameters which influence the result: segmentation 
algorithm, method of segmentations matching and  value. 
For segmenting database images we use a wide known color-textured algorithm JSEG, what 
is shown on figure 14. Having the corresponding ground-truth representations we have 
opportunity to define level of dependency of the distance matrix block-diagonal structure 
distances from the segmentation algorithm. Further we shall denote partition extracted from 
the ground-truth representation as gt-partition, and the one obtained from the JSEG 
segmentation results as jseg-partition. 
To compare segmentation results we shall use the partition metric (Mashtalir et al., 2006). 
Measure μ(A)  will be defined as regions area and we shall carry out normalization in limits 
[0 1];  as 
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Fig. 12. Example of image set from database. 72 items from Berkley collection 
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Fig. 12. Example of image set from database. 72 items from Berkley collection 
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Fig.13. Example of ground-truth representations for 72 images from figure 12 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.14. Example of JSEG segmentation results for 72 images from figure 12 
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Fig.14. Example of JSEG segmentation results for 72 images from figure 12 
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Fig.14. Example of JSEG segmentation results for 72 images from figure 12 
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Fig.13. Example of ground-truth representations for 72 images from figure 12 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.14. Example of JSEG segmentation results for 72 images from figure 12 
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On figure 15 you can see dependency of number of  -blocks of block-diagonal distance 
matrix representation on value  , changing from 0,1  to 0,5  with step 0,05 for gt-partitions 
and jseg-partitions. With increasing of   number of blocks does not increase. It confirms the 
stated here optimality of  -blocks forming strategy.  
 

 
 
Fig.15. dependency of number of  -blocks of block-diagonal distance matrix representation 

from value   
 
It also should be noted that character of  -blocks changing for gt-partitions and jseg-
partitions is quite similar, what proves the comparative independency of block-diagonal 
distance matrix representation forming method from algorithms of segmentation. 
So the metric indexing provides synthesis of effective two-stages search procedures. At first 
all images not satisfying query image are eliminated, at second search is fulfilled on a 
limited set. Image segmentation inducing quotient sets can be a tool for obtaining sufficient 
enough feature descriptions of images in metric space, which provides indexed search of 
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1. Introduction

Inspired by the success of inverted-file indexing in text search engines, content based image
retrieval (CBIR) researchers have begin to consider using inverted indexing for image content
search Squire et al. (1999) Jing et al. (2004). For inverted indexing to be effective in image con-
tent search, two issues need to be addressed. First, the image content features need to follow
a power-law distribution the same way as textual document terms do. Second, a mecha-
nism is needed to textualize the low-level image content features. We addressed these two
constraints. First of all, we tested the sparseness of image content features and our results
confirmed the sparseness assumption. This makes the inverted file indexing on image content
well grounded. However, to translate to image content feature into texts, a vector quantization
(VQ) scheme is needed. K-means (or Generalized Lloyd Algorithm) clustering is usually used
for vector quantization. But for sparse data, K-means algorithm may generate cluster centers
overcrowded in high density area. To solve this problem, we developed a cluster-merge al-
gorithm to guarantee the quality of cluster centers. Based on these preliminary efforts, we
are able to textualize the image content features. More specifically, we developed the textual-
ization procedures for image content features, which include both codebook generation and
codewords extraction process. To better describe image textures and image shapes, we de-
fined three types of tiles: inner tiles, bordering tiles, and crossing tiles. Furthermore, to reduce
the dependence on accurate image segmentation for shape-based retrieval, we propose to use
more basic elements, boundary angles, to represent the shape feature. With these efforts and
methods, we are able to enjoy high level visual codewords representation of low-level image
features, thus making efficient and scalable image content search realizable.
This chapter is organized as follows: in section 2, we discuss related work. In section 3 and
section 4, we discuss the sparseness of image content features and the cluster-merge algorithm
respectively. We focus on image content codewords representation in section 5. After that, we
present our experimental results in section 6, and finally we draw conclusions and give future
works in section 7.

2. Related Works

QBIC Flickner et al. (1995), Blobworld Carson et al. (1999), WALRUS Natsev et al. (2004),
and WBIIS Wang et al. (1997), which uses the QBIC system, all use R*-trees Beckmann et al.
(1990) for indexing. The R*-tree is a variant of the R-tree by Guttman Guttman (1984). These
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tree-based method claim to have good performance for nearest neighbor search. However,
curse of dimensionality spells potential trouble for these tree-based methods. In Weber et al.
(1998), Weber et al showed that the performance of these tree-based methods degrade signifi-
cantly as the number of dimensions increases and is even outperformed by a sequential scan
whenever the dimensionality is above 10. Weber et al then proposed a scheme named vector
approximation file (or ‘VA-file’) and demonstrated that VA-file can offer better performance for
high dimensional similarity search. An OVA-file (Ordered VA-file) structure, which places ap-
proximations that are close to each other in close positions for later fast access, was later used
in Lu et al. (2006) for video retrieval. The VA-file structure adopts a signature-file like filter-
ing method, thus trying to build a mechanism for fast scanning for nearest neighbors search.
However, in Witten et al. (1999) Zobel et al. (1998), Zobel et al showed that signature files
are distinctly inferior to inverted files as data structure methods for indexing. At the same
time, the success of inverted files in texts search engine and scalability concerns have drawn
attention to the potential of using inverted files for multimedia indexing. Viper Squire et al.
(1999) had attempted to use inverted files for indexing image databases and their experiment
results showed their inverted indexing scheme had better performance than the vector space
system used before by the same authors. In Jing et al. (2004), Jing et al tried to use a modified
inverted file for image indexing and showed through experiments that inverted file indexing
is much more efficient than sequential search without much loss of accuracy. In Rahman et al.
(2006), Rahman et al also used inverted files for image indexing and observed comparable
accuracy results for inverted file indexing and sequential search method. In order to build
an inverted index, image content features need to be transformed into textual words. Vector
Quantization (VQ) is usually used to achieve such goal. A Uniform Quantizer has been used
in a image indexing and search system Zhang et al. (2006). However, since there are several
advantages of using Nonuniform Quantization such as an improved Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) (see Gersho & Gray (1992)) over Uniform Quantization, Nonuniform quantization are
more widely used. Among the Nonuniform Quantization methods, the Generalized Lloyd
Algorithm (GLA), also known as k-means or LBG algorithm, is widely used for generating
image codebooks for indexing or retrieval. See Ma & Manjunath (1998) Sivic & Zisserman
(2003) Jegou et al. (2007) Mojsilovic et al. (2000) and Malik et al. (1999).
As image segmentation technology develops from theoretical Ncut Shi & Malik (2000) to prac-
tical efficient Kruskal style realization Felzenszwalb & Huttenlocher (2004), people can expect
the successful landing of shape-based image retrieval in real life in the near future. Shape
based image retrieval are divided into two categories: boundary-based and region-based Safar
et al. (2000). Among several different approaches, the grid-based method Lu & Sajjanhar
(1999), which belongs to region-based methods, was later used by Prasad et al. (2004). There
are several factors that make shape-based image retrieval very challenging and that have lim-
ited development of shape-based image retrieval. First, shape-based retrieval relies too much
on an accurate image segmentation, which is not a solved problem yet. Second, it is very
hard to build a shape-based retrieval system which is invariant to transformation, rotation,
and scaling. A few systems like Lu & Sajjanhar (1999) have considered these factors, however
they paid high computation costs to solve these problems. Third, humans don’t have a uni-
form definition of the shapes of different objects other than some very common and simple
shapes such as triangle, rectangle, and circle, etc. Several working system of query by shape
include CIRES Iqbal & Aggarwal (2002), which used perceptual grouping and several image
structural boundary types like “L” junctions, “U” junctions, “polygons”, etc to differentiate

manmade objects from outdoor images. No image segmentation was used in their methods.
Another work is query by sketch such as Retrievr Jacobs et al. (1995).

3. Sparseness of Image Features

One assumption and reason behind the success of the inverted file structure for indexing text
and documents is the sparseness of terms in documents. The total number of terms in a
large document collection is very high with dimensionality O(104) Squire et al. (1999) West-
erveld (2000), while the number of terms that occur in a single document is comparatively
low O(102). In other words, human have accumulated a big enough vocabulary to cover each
field of our everyday life, yet for a specific topic or article, a small portion suffices. However
for the case of images, since “a picture is worth a thousand words” and since pictures tend
to be self-explanatory, it can be hard to develop a complete thesaurus for images. The result
is that a sparse dictionary comparable to documents does not exist. However, an analysis of
images based on its color, texture, and shape, shows that although a term-document like high
sparseness is not achieved, a slightly lower sparseness could be reached with an appropriate
content to codeword mapping. For instance, a picture may contain only a few dominant col-
ors when using a color histogram containing hundreds of bins. The sparseness also depends
on the visual word representation.
Figure 1 gives the log-log distribution of the resulting colorwords (mapped from original
colors) using different methods to represent 10,000 actual images randomly selected from
flickr.com. For equal color quantization, we use 4 × 4 × 4 quantization on the RGB color
channels to get 64 bins. For the clustering-merge based method, we use 1000 images as the
training set to obtain the global color or texture codebook, then use the global codebook to
represent these 10,000 images.
We can see that these representations roughly follow a power law distribution. In Jurie &
Triggs (2005), Frederic et al showed that texture features followed a power law distribution.
Their results match our experimental results, and lay the foundation for our inverted indexing
scheme. In the following, we will discuss our clustering-merge method to compute the global
codebook.

4. GLA and Cluster-Merge Algorithm

There are two reasons for us to use GLA (Generalized Lloyd Algorithm) vector quantization
instead of uniform quantization. The first reason is that the latter is not feasible for high-
dimensional features, whereas GLA can be used in such cases. The second reason is that the
latter does not take the actual feature distribution into account and can lose some accuracy in
representing the images, while GLA does better.
One issue with most K-mean-based clustering algorithm such as GLA for codebook genera-
tion is that for power law distributed data, more cluster centers are generated around high
density areas Jurie & Triggs (2005). Our experiments also confirmed such phenomenon, see
figure 3. This can cause the codewords to be overpopulated in the high density area while the
sparse area not properly represented. To solve this problem, we propose to merge these very
close cluster centers after obtaining the K-means clustering result. We first use K-means to
generate more centers than what we expect, then we merge these centers into the number of
centers we desire. Through merging close centers, we can avoid cluster centers to crowd into
high density areas. At the same time, we fully take advantage of the efficiency of K-means.
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they paid high computation costs to solve these problems. Third, humans don’t have a uni-
form definition of the shapes of different objects other than some very common and simple
shapes such as triangle, rectangle, and circle, etc. Several working system of query by shape
include CIRES Iqbal & Aggarwal (2002), which used perceptual grouping and several image
structural boundary types like “L” junctions, “U” junctions, “polygons”, etc to differentiate
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Another work is query by sketch such as Retrievr Jacobs et al. (1995).

3. Sparseness of Image Features

One assumption and reason behind the success of the inverted file structure for indexing text
and documents is the sparseness of terms in documents. The total number of terms in a
large document collection is very high with dimensionality O(104) Squire et al. (1999) West-
erveld (2000), while the number of terms that occur in a single document is comparatively
low O(102). In other words, human have accumulated a big enough vocabulary to cover each
field of our everyday life, yet for a specific topic or article, a small portion suffices. However
for the case of images, since “a picture is worth a thousand words” and since pictures tend
to be self-explanatory, it can be hard to develop a complete thesaurus for images. The result
is that a sparse dictionary comparable to documents does not exist. However, an analysis of
images based on its color, texture, and shape, shows that although a term-document like high
sparseness is not achieved, a slightly lower sparseness could be reached with an appropriate
content to codeword mapping. For instance, a picture may contain only a few dominant col-
ors when using a color histogram containing hundreds of bins. The sparseness also depends
on the visual word representation.
Figure 1 gives the log-log distribution of the resulting colorwords (mapped from original
colors) using different methods to represent 10,000 actual images randomly selected from
flickr.com. For equal color quantization, we use 4 × 4 × 4 quantization on the RGB color
channels to get 64 bins. For the clustering-merge based method, we use 1000 images as the
training set to obtain the global color or texture codebook, then use the global codebook to
represent these 10,000 images.
We can see that these representations roughly follow a power law distribution. In Jurie &
Triggs (2005), Frederic et al showed that texture features followed a power law distribution.
Their results match our experimental results, and lay the foundation for our inverted indexing
scheme. In the following, we will discuss our clustering-merge method to compute the global
codebook.

4. GLA and Cluster-Merge Algorithm

There are two reasons for us to use GLA (Generalized Lloyd Algorithm) vector quantization
instead of uniform quantization. The first reason is that the latter is not feasible for high-
dimensional features, whereas GLA can be used in such cases. The second reason is that the
latter does not take the actual feature distribution into account and can lose some accuracy in
representing the images, while GLA does better.
One issue with most K-mean-based clustering algorithm such as GLA for codebook genera-
tion is that for power law distributed data, more cluster centers are generated around high
density areas Jurie & Triggs (2005). Our experiments also confirmed such phenomenon, see
figure 3. This can cause the codewords to be overpopulated in the high density area while the
sparse area not properly represented. To solve this problem, we propose to merge these very
close cluster centers after obtaining the K-means clustering result. We first use K-means to
generate more centers than what we expect, then we merge these centers into the number of
centers we desire. Through merging close centers, we can avoid cluster centers to crowd into
high density areas. At the same time, we fully take advantage of the efficiency of K-means.
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tree-based method claim to have good performance for nearest neighbor search. However,
curse of dimensionality spells potential trouble for these tree-based methods. In Weber et al.
(1998), Weber et al showed that the performance of these tree-based methods degrade signifi-
cantly as the number of dimensions increases and is even outperformed by a sequential scan
whenever the dimensionality is above 10. Weber et al then proposed a scheme named vector
approximation file (or ‘VA-file’) and demonstrated that VA-file can offer better performance for
high dimensional similarity search. An OVA-file (Ordered VA-file) structure, which places ap-
proximations that are close to each other in close positions for later fast access, was later used
in Lu et al. (2006) for video retrieval. The VA-file structure adopts a signature-file like filter-
ing method, thus trying to build a mechanism for fast scanning for nearest neighbors search.
However, in Witten et al. (1999) Zobel et al. (1998), Zobel et al showed that signature files
are distinctly inferior to inverted files as data structure methods for indexing. At the same
time, the success of inverted files in texts search engine and scalability concerns have drawn
attention to the potential of using inverted files for multimedia indexing. Viper Squire et al.
(1999) had attempted to use inverted files for indexing image databases and their experiment
results showed their inverted indexing scheme had better performance than the vector space
system used before by the same authors. In Jing et al. (2004), Jing et al tried to use a modified
inverted file for image indexing and showed through experiments that inverted file indexing
is much more efficient than sequential search without much loss of accuracy. In Rahman et al.
(2006), Rahman et al also used inverted files for image indexing and observed comparable
accuracy results for inverted file indexing and sequential search method. In order to build
an inverted index, image content features need to be transformed into textual words. Vector
Quantization (VQ) is usually used to achieve such goal. A Uniform Quantizer has been used
in a image indexing and search system Zhang et al. (2006). However, since there are several
advantages of using Nonuniform Quantization such as an improved Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) (see Gersho & Gray (1992)) over Uniform Quantization, Nonuniform quantization are
more widely used. Among the Nonuniform Quantization methods, the Generalized Lloyd
Algorithm (GLA), also known as k-means or LBG algorithm, is widely used for generating
image codebooks for indexing or retrieval. See Ma & Manjunath (1998) Sivic & Zisserman
(2003) Jegou et al. (2007) Mojsilovic et al. (2000) and Malik et al. (1999).
As image segmentation technology develops from theoretical Ncut Shi & Malik (2000) to prac-
tical efficient Kruskal style realization Felzenszwalb & Huttenlocher (2004), people can expect
the successful landing of shape-based image retrieval in real life in the near future. Shape
based image retrieval are divided into two categories: boundary-based and region-based Safar
et al. (2000). Among several different approaches, the grid-based method Lu & Sajjanhar
(1999), which belongs to region-based methods, was later used by Prasad et al. (2004). There
are several factors that make shape-based image retrieval very challenging and that have lim-
ited development of shape-based image retrieval. First, shape-based retrieval relies too much
on an accurate image segmentation, which is not a solved problem yet. Second, it is very
hard to build a shape-based retrieval system which is invariant to transformation, rotation,
and scaling. A few systems like Lu & Sajjanhar (1999) have considered these factors, however
they paid high computation costs to solve these problems. Third, humans don’t have a uni-
form definition of the shapes of different objects other than some very common and simple
shapes such as triangle, rectangle, and circle, etc. Several working system of query by shape
include CIRES Iqbal & Aggarwal (2002), which used perceptual grouping and several image
structural boundary types like “L” junctions, “U” junctions, “polygons”, etc to differentiate
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erveld (2000), while the number of terms that occur in a single document is comparatively
low O(102). In other words, human have accumulated a big enough vocabulary to cover each
field of our everyday life, yet for a specific topic or article, a small portion suffices. However
for the case of images, since “a picture is worth a thousand words” and since pictures tend
to be self-explanatory, it can be hard to develop a complete thesaurus for images. The result
is that a sparse dictionary comparable to documents does not exist. However, an analysis of
images based on its color, texture, and shape, shows that although a term-document like high
sparseness is not achieved, a slightly lower sparseness could be reached with an appropriate
content to codeword mapping. For instance, a picture may contain only a few dominant col-
ors when using a color histogram containing hundreds of bins. The sparseness also depends
on the visual word representation.
Figure 1 gives the log-log distribution of the resulting colorwords (mapped from original
colors) using different methods to represent 10,000 actual images randomly selected from
flickr.com. For equal color quantization, we use 4 × 4 × 4 quantization on the RGB color
channels to get 64 bins. For the clustering-merge based method, we use 1000 images as the
training set to obtain the global color or texture codebook, then use the global codebook to
represent these 10,000 images.
We can see that these representations roughly follow a power law distribution. In Jurie &
Triggs (2005), Frederic et al showed that texture features followed a power law distribution.
Their results match our experimental results, and lay the foundation for our inverted indexing
scheme. In the following, we will discuss our clustering-merge method to compute the global
codebook.

4. GLA and Cluster-Merge Algorithm

There are two reasons for us to use GLA (Generalized Lloyd Algorithm) vector quantization
instead of uniform quantization. The first reason is that the latter is not feasible for high-
dimensional features, whereas GLA can be used in such cases. The second reason is that the
latter does not take the actual feature distribution into account and can lose some accuracy in
representing the images, while GLA does better.
One issue with most K-mean-based clustering algorithm such as GLA for codebook genera-
tion is that for power law distributed data, more cluster centers are generated around high
density areas Jurie & Triggs (2005). Our experiments also confirmed such phenomenon, see
figure 3. This can cause the codewords to be overpopulated in the high density area while the
sparse area not properly represented. To solve this problem, we propose to merge these very
close cluster centers after obtaining the K-means clustering result. We first use K-means to
generate more centers than what we expect, then we merge these centers into the number of
centers we desire. Through merging close centers, we can avoid cluster centers to crowd into
high density areas. At the same time, we fully take advantage of the efficiency of K-means.
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One assumption and reason behind the success of the inverted file structure for indexing text
and documents is the sparseness of terms in documents. The total number of terms in a
large document collection is very high with dimensionality O(104) Squire et al. (1999) West-
erveld (2000), while the number of terms that occur in a single document is comparatively
low O(102). In other words, human have accumulated a big enough vocabulary to cover each
field of our everyday life, yet for a specific topic or article, a small portion suffices. However
for the case of images, since “a picture is worth a thousand words” and since pictures tend
to be self-explanatory, it can be hard to develop a complete thesaurus for images. The result
is that a sparse dictionary comparable to documents does not exist. However, an analysis of
images based on its color, texture, and shape, shows that although a term-document like high
sparseness is not achieved, a slightly lower sparseness could be reached with an appropriate
content to codeword mapping. For instance, a picture may contain only a few dominant col-
ors when using a color histogram containing hundreds of bins. The sparseness also depends
on the visual word representation.
Figure 1 gives the log-log distribution of the resulting colorwords (mapped from original
colors) using different methods to represent 10,000 actual images randomly selected from
flickr.com. For equal color quantization, we use 4 × 4 × 4 quantization on the RGB color
channels to get 64 bins. For the clustering-merge based method, we use 1000 images as the
training set to obtain the global color or texture codebook, then use the global codebook to
represent these 10,000 images.
We can see that these representations roughly follow a power law distribution. In Jurie &
Triggs (2005), Frederic et al showed that texture features followed a power law distribution.
Their results match our experimental results, and lay the foundation for our inverted indexing
scheme. In the following, we will discuss our clustering-merge method to compute the global
codebook.

4. GLA and Cluster-Merge Algorithm

There are two reasons for us to use GLA (Generalized Lloyd Algorithm) vector quantization
instead of uniform quantization. The first reason is that the latter is not feasible for high-
dimensional features, whereas GLA can be used in such cases. The second reason is that the
latter does not take the actual feature distribution into account and can lose some accuracy in
representing the images, while GLA does better.
One issue with most K-mean-based clustering algorithm such as GLA for codebook genera-
tion is that for power law distributed data, more cluster centers are generated around high
density areas Jurie & Triggs (2005). Our experiments also confirmed such phenomenon, see
figure 3. This can cause the codewords to be overpopulated in the high density area while the
sparse area not properly represented. To solve this problem, we propose to merge these very
close cluster centers after obtaining the K-means clustering result. We first use K-means to
generate more centers than what we expect, then we merge these centers into the number of
centers we desire. Through merging close centers, we can avoid cluster centers to crowd into
high density areas. At the same time, we fully take advantage of the efficiency of K-means.
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(b) Clustering-Merge Based Method (128 Colors
merged into 64 centers)
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(c) Clustering-Merge Based Method (256 Colors
merged into 128 centers)
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Fig. 1. Log-log plots of different quantization methods.

Thus, our clustering merge algorithm will be much more efficient than purely hierarchical
clustering algorithm.
The pseudocode for merging clusters is shown in pseudocode 2. In pseudocode 2, we check
two constraints, the number of clusters and the distance between two closest clusters. Once we
obtain the desired number of clusters or if the distance between two closest clusters becomes
greater than a preset threshold value, we terminate the merging and return the results.
Figure 3 gives a two-dimension visualization of how our cluster-merge algorithm works. For
Figure 3, we use 2,541 manually synthesized 2D data points for K-means clustering test. We
manipulate these data points to make it roughly follow certain degree of sparseness. The two
big clusters on the left are used to simulate the high-density area, while the three small clusters
in the right are used to simulate the sparse area. For visualization purpose, we scale the red
circle proportionally smaller to cover only a portion of the clusters while the center of the red
circles show the real cluster centers. The left figure shows the k-means clustering result by
setting k equals to 10, we can see more cluster centers are crowded into the high density area.
After our cluster-merge algorithm, the resulting 6 clusters are satisfactory to our demand.

Fig. 2. Pseudocode for merging clusters.
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(b) cluster-merge result

Fig. 3. Merge close clusters (setting radius < 0.1732).

5. Codebook Design and Feature Extraction

In this section, we are going to use the clustering-merge algorithm discussed in seciton 4 in
image codebook design. As image color codebook design is very straightforward, we are not
going to include it in this chapter due to page limit. We only discuss image texture and shape
codebooks.

5.1 Inner, Bordering and Crossing Tiles
Before we discuss texture words and shape words, we will define several relevant tile types
that will support extracting such features. Figure 4 shows how we divide an actual image from
into small (64 × 64) tiles for further feature extraction. Notice that if we divide the original
image into small grids (as in the top right image), some small tiles (tile 4, 5, and 6, etc) will
have uniform texture patterns since they are totally inside one object or inside the background.
We will name these tiles inner tiles as they lay totally inside an object or the background.
On the other side, tiles such as tile 1, 2, and 3 don’t have uniform texture patterns as they
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(c) Clustering-Merge Based Method (256 Colors
merged into 128 centers)
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Thus, our clustering merge algorithm will be much more efficient than purely hierarchical
clustering algorithm.
The pseudocode for merging clusters is shown in pseudocode 2. In pseudocode 2, we check
two constraints, the number of clusters and the distance between two closest clusters. Once we
obtain the desired number of clusters or if the distance between two closest clusters becomes
greater than a preset threshold value, we terminate the merging and return the results.
Figure 3 gives a two-dimension visualization of how our cluster-merge algorithm works. For
Figure 3, we use 2,541 manually synthesized 2D data points for K-means clustering test. We
manipulate these data points to make it roughly follow certain degree of sparseness. The two
big clusters on the left are used to simulate the high-density area, while the three small clusters
in the right are used to simulate the sparse area. For visualization purpose, we scale the red
circle proportionally smaller to cover only a portion of the clusters while the center of the red
circles show the real cluster centers. The left figure shows the k-means clustering result by
setting k equals to 10, we can see more cluster centers are crowded into the high density area.
After our cluster-merge algorithm, the resulting 6 clusters are satisfactory to our demand.
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5. Codebook Design and Feature Extraction

In this section, we are going to use the clustering-merge algorithm discussed in seciton 4 in
image codebook design. As image color codebook design is very straightforward, we are not
going to include it in this chapter due to page limit. We only discuss image texture and shape
codebooks.

5.1 Inner, Bordering and Crossing Tiles
Before we discuss texture words and shape words, we will define several relevant tile types
that will support extracting such features. Figure 4 shows how we divide an actual image from
into small (64 × 64) tiles for further feature extraction. Notice that if we divide the original
image into small grids (as in the top right image), some small tiles (tile 4, 5, and 6, etc) will
have uniform texture patterns since they are totally inside one object or inside the background.
We will name these tiles inner tiles as they lay totally inside an object or the background.
On the other side, tiles such as tile 1, 2, and 3 don’t have uniform texture patterns as they
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Thus, our clustering merge algorithm will be much more efficient than purely hierarchical
clustering algorithm.
The pseudocode for merging clusters is shown in pseudocode 2. In pseudocode 2, we check
two constraints, the number of clusters and the distance between two closest clusters. Once we
obtain the desired number of clusters or if the distance between two closest clusters becomes
greater than a preset threshold value, we terminate the merging and return the results.
Figure 3 gives a two-dimension visualization of how our cluster-merge algorithm works. For
Figure 3, we use 2,541 manually synthesized 2D data points for K-means clustering test. We
manipulate these data points to make it roughly follow certain degree of sparseness. The two
big clusters on the left are used to simulate the high-density area, while the three small clusters
in the right are used to simulate the sparse area. For visualization purpose, we scale the red
circle proportionally smaller to cover only a portion of the clusters while the center of the red
circles show the real cluster centers. The left figure shows the k-means clustering result by
setting k equals to 10, we can see more cluster centers are crowded into the high density area.
After our cluster-merge algorithm, the resulting 6 clusters are satisfactory to our demand.
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5. Codebook Design and Feature Extraction

In this section, we are going to use the clustering-merge algorithm discussed in seciton 4 in
image codebook design. As image color codebook design is very straightforward, we are not
going to include it in this chapter due to page limit. We only discuss image texture and shape
codebooks.

5.1 Inner, Bordering and Crossing Tiles
Before we discuss texture words and shape words, we will define several relevant tile types
that will support extracting such features. Figure 4 shows how we divide an actual image from
into small (64 × 64) tiles for further feature extraction. Notice that if we divide the original
image into small grids (as in the top right image), some small tiles (tile 4, 5, and 6, etc) will
have uniform texture patterns since they are totally inside one object or inside the background.
We will name these tiles inner tiles as they lay totally inside an object or the background.
On the other side, tiles such as tile 1, 2, and 3 don’t have uniform texture patterns as they
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Thus, our clustering merge algorithm will be much more efficient than purely hierarchical
clustering algorithm.
The pseudocode for merging clusters is shown in pseudocode 2. In pseudocode 2, we check
two constraints, the number of clusters and the distance between two closest clusters. Once we
obtain the desired number of clusters or if the distance between two closest clusters becomes
greater than a preset threshold value, we terminate the merging and return the results.
Figure 3 gives a two-dimension visualization of how our cluster-merge algorithm works. For
Figure 3, we use 2,541 manually synthesized 2D data points for K-means clustering test. We
manipulate these data points to make it roughly follow certain degree of sparseness. The two
big clusters on the left are used to simulate the high-density area, while the three small clusters
in the right are used to simulate the sparse area. For visualization purpose, we scale the red
circle proportionally smaller to cover only a portion of the clusters while the center of the red
circles show the real cluster centers. The left figure shows the k-means clustering result by
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After our cluster-merge algorithm, the resulting 6 clusters are satisfactory to our demand.

Fig. 2. Pseudocode for merging clusters.
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Fig. 3. Merge close clusters (setting radius < 0.1732).

5. Codebook Design and Feature Extraction

In this section, we are going to use the clustering-merge algorithm discussed in seciton 4 in
image codebook design. As image color codebook design is very straightforward, we are not
going to include it in this chapter due to page limit. We only discuss image texture and shape
codebooks.

5.1 Inner, Bordering and Crossing Tiles
Before we discuss texture words and shape words, we will define several relevant tile types
that will support extracting such features. Figure 4 shows how we divide an actual image from
into small (64 × 64) tiles for further feature extraction. Notice that if we divide the original
image into small grids (as in the top right image), some small tiles (tile 4, 5, and 6, etc) will
have uniform texture patterns since they are totally inside one object or inside the background.
We will name these tiles inner tiles as they lay totally inside an object or the background.
On the other side, tiles such as tile 1, 2, and 3 don’t have uniform texture patterns as they
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(a) Original image (b) Inner Tiles and Bordering Tiles

(c) Original Image (d) Crossing Tiles

Fig. 4. Inner tiles (4, 5, 6), Bordering tiles (1, 2, 3), and Crossing tile (right bottom image).

contain multiple conceptual areas (the dog fur and the road). We name these tiles bordering
tiles as they tend to border a big block and some other small blocks. Inner tiles are very helpful
in identifying the texture pattern of an object, while bordering tiles are useful for identifying
shapes or contours of objects. Inner tiles and bordering tiles are not sufficient to characterize
image tiles. For instance, when we segment and divide the brick wall image (in Figure 4), we
cannot get even one tile (right figure) which purely belongs to one big block or borders one
big block. To deal with such case, we define another type of tile: crossing tile. By definition, it
contains many small blocks without any pixel belonging to any big block. Such segmentation
results often mean that the image is a texture image. Crossing tiles will be very meaningful in
identifying texture patterns. For the above three types of tiles, we will select inner tiles and
crossing tiles for image texture extraction and select only bordering tiles for shape analysis.
In order to take advantage of tiling, we need to be able to decide whether an image tile is an
inner tile, bordering tile, or crossing tile. To differentiate between these three kinds of tiles,
we train a simple decision tree classifier (C4.5) to learn how to automatically classify a tile
into the correct type. We use three features: number of components (len), number of pixels
of the maximum component (max), and standard deviation (std) of the number of pixels of
each component in the segmented tile, and three class labels: inner tile (0), bordering tile (1),
and crossing tile (2). We first use 1000 tiles as a training set. For these 1000 color segmented
tiles, we manually label each segmented tile as inner tile, bordering tile, or crossing tile. After
training and 10-fold cross-validation, we get the following classification model (with 93.8596

Fig. 5. Decision Tree Model for Classifying Tiles.

% Correctly Classified Instances). For image segmentation, we use the graph based method
proposed by Felzenszwalb & Huttenlocher (2004).

5.2 Image Texture Codebook
We use Gabor texture feature extraction to generate the image texture codebook. However,
because we first need to get the global image texture dictionary from a set of training texture
images, instead of clustering the filtered image output pixel-wise for only one image as in Malik
et al. (1999), we will perform clustering tile-wise on an entire set of training images. This way,
each texture image can be subdivided into small tiles which corresponds to certain texture
words. We analyze texture tile-wise instead of textel-wise because this corresponds to our
visual understanding of images: textures can make sense to us only when they are displayed
in a region and thus form a pattern.
Furthermore, we do not use all the segmented components for texture analysis. Instead we
use only the inner tiles and crossing tiles. This is because first of all, image segmentation
is not very accurate especially in the bordering part separating two components or blocks.
Another reason is that sampling inner tiles instead of all the segmented blocks can help reduce
the computational cost and raises the possibility of saving even more computations by only
computing the texture features of those tiles that are not similar to any other analyzed tiles.
For instance, before we compute one tile’s texture feature, we can check whether most of its
pixel values are similar to the previous neighboring tile in the same block by taking the pixel
value difference. If we find that the tiles are very similar, then we can simply classify this tile
into the same pattern as the previous tile and avoid computing its texture features.
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visual understanding of images: textures can make sense to us only when they are displayed
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is not very accurate especially in the bordering part separating two components or blocks.
Another reason is that sampling inner tiles instead of all the segmented blocks can help reduce
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Fig. 6. Process of Generating Image Texture Codebook.

To compute the texture codebook, we divide each image into 32× 32 pixel blocks or tiles, select
texture tiles ( inner tiles and crossing tiles ) according to image segmentation results, then
apply Gabor filters to each texture tile, and finally record the corresponding texture features.
The process for generating the image texture codebook is summarized in Figure 6. We use
1000 texture pictures for training (each picture roughly contains 160 (32 × 32 pixel) tiles with
more than half of the tiles are selected as texture tiles). This process yield 128 texture words
(compared to Ma & Manjunath (1998) which yields 950 codewords).

Fig. 7. Example Texture Codebook.

The clustering method used is GLA followed by the cluster-merge algorithm, as discussed
above. Figure 7 shows an example texture book generated using the above procedure.

5.3 Extracting and Indexing Texture Features
When we try to extract image texture words, we apply Gabor filters to small 32 × 32 image
texture tiles. After extracting the image texture feature vector, we use Nearest Neighbor (ac-
celerated by a Kd-tree structure) to determine the corresponding texture codeword from the
texture codebook.

Fig. 8. Extracting Texturewords from An Image.

Figure 8 gives an example of extracting texture words from an actual image. The leftmost
column contains the representative tiles selected from the codebook in Figure 7, while the
remaining tiles are the corresponding image tiles extracted from the actual image. In the
process of extracting texturewords from an actual image, we adopt a similar procedure, where
we segment the image and select texture tiles (inner tiles and crossing tiles) according to the
segmentation results using the decision tree model show in model 5. We use nearest neighbor
search method to find the representative texture word in the texture codebook to represent
each texture tile.

5.4 Image Boundary Angle Codebook
In this section, we propose a novel method of image retrieval that is very similar to shape-
based image retrieval. We name this new type of retrieval boundary angle-based image retrieval
or BABIR. In section 2, we have reviewed several shape-base image retrieval systems, and
their limitations. Considering all of the drawbacks, we propose to use an important part of
the shape boundaries, boundary angles, to represent a shape. For instance, we can use two 90
degree angles or even four straight lines to represent a rectangle. These boundary angles seem
to agree with human’s atomic understanding of shapes, and constitute the basic elements in
drawing a picture. This simplification has important consequences. First, while it can be hard
for an image segmentation system to identify the accurate shape, most image segmentation
systems would easily identify the boundary lines or angles. Second, boundary-angle-based
retrieval relies on basic elements like straight lines or turning angles or arcs which are actu-
ally scale and rotation invariant. As discussed in section 5.3, we will use bordering tiles, for
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boundary-angle-based retrieval. Figure 9 gives another example showing these tiles, where
we can see that it is very hard for an image segmentation scheme to render the whole bird
shape as one component. However, we are able to segment image for the boundary-angle
contours to extract boundary-angle words.

(a) Original image (b) Segmented Tiles

Fig. 9. sample boundary angles tiles (1, 2, 3 ).

For shape feature, we will adopt the region-based shape representation proposed in Lu &
Sajjanhar (1999) and Prasad et al. (2004) with slight modification. The region based method

Fig. 10. Region based shape representation.

can be illustrated in Figure 10, where a grid with fixed-size square cells was used to cover
the shape region. “1” and “0” are assigned to the small cells in which the shape covers above
or below 25% of the cell respectively. This allows representing the shape using the binary
sequence: 00000000 11000000 11110000 01111000 00011110 00011110 00111000 00100000. To
adapt the grid-based method to our application, we further grid each image tile into 8× 8 = 64
small pixel cells. Instead of using “0” and “1” to represent each cell, we use integer value
ranging from “0” to “16” to represent each cell, where the value of the cell is a count of image

pixels belonging to the dominant component of the image tile. This sequence of 64 counts
will represent the shape of each boundary angle tile, and is called the shape vector of the image
tile. Then we perform clustering and cluster-merging in the same way as we did for image

Fig. 11. Process of Generating the Boundary-Angle Codebook.

textures. Here, as well, we use a training set (e.g., 1000 shape images) and use tile selection,
GLA method and the cluster-merging algorithm to generate a shape codebook. This process
is summarized in Figure 11, while Figure 12 shows an example of a boundary angle codebook
generated using our method.
Once we have obtained the boundary angle codebook, during the image crawling phase,
we adopt a procedure that is similar to extracting texture codewords (Kd-tree-based Near-
est Neighbor mapping) to extract image-boundary-angle code words. Figure 13 shows an
example of extracting boundary angle words from an image.

6. Experimental Results

6.1 Effectiveness of Texture Word Representation
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our tile-based image representation, we will compare the
retrieval precision of using image texture tiles with that of using the whole image texture
vectors. Our assumption is that although we use a much faster boolean query consisting of
several representative image texture words, we can get a comparable retrieval precision to
that of using the whole image texture vectors for similarity search, which the general CBIR
systems would use. To evaluate the precision, we adopt a similar strategy as was used in
SIMPLIcity Wang et al. (2001). We use a subset of COREL database with 10 categories shown
in table 1, where each category contains 100 semantically coherent images. Altogether, there
are 1000 images in total for testing. In the codebook generation stage, we collect 100 images

Africa Beach Buildings Buses Dinosaurs
Horses Flowers Elephants Food Mountains

Table 1. COREL Categories of Images Tested

by randomly selecting 10 images from each category. We use these 100 images to generate
a global image texture codebook. After we build the image search by implementing Nutch1

1 http://lucene.apache.org/nutch/
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is summarized in Figure 11, while Figure 12 shows an example of a boundary angle codebook
generated using our method.
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vectors. Our assumption is that although we use a much faster boolean query consisting of
several representative image texture words, we can get a comparable retrieval precision to
that of using the whole image texture vectors for similarity search, which the general CBIR
systems would use. To evaluate the precision, we adopt a similar strategy as was used in
SIMPLIcity Wang et al. (2001). We use a subset of COREL database with 10 categories shown
in table 1, where each category contains 100 semantically coherent images. Altogether, there
are 1000 images in total for testing. In the codebook generation stage, we collect 100 images
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by randomly selecting 10 images from each category. We use these 100 images to generate
a global image texture codebook. After we build the image search by implementing Nutch1
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boundary-angle-based retrieval. Figure 9 gives another example showing these tiles, where
we can see that it is very hard for an image segmentation scheme to render the whole bird
shape as one component. However, we are able to segment image for the boundary-angle
contours to extract boundary-angle words.

(a) Original image (b) Segmented Tiles

Fig. 9. sample boundary angles tiles (1, 2, 3 ).

For shape feature, we will adopt the region-based shape representation proposed in Lu &
Sajjanhar (1999) and Prasad et al. (2004) with slight modification. The region based method
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Fig. 12. Example Boundary Angle Codebook.

on image texture feature, we conduct our testing by randomly selecting three images from
each category as query images (30 queries for each case). To form the actual queries, for the
texture words representation case, we select top-N (N ranges from 1 to 10) texture words for
the query image to form the boolean query and we use Nutch’s default TF × IDF ranking.
For the texture vector query case, we take the whole 48 dimension texture vector for the query
image to form the query and use Euclidean distance measure for ranking. We show 10 results
in each page and examine the number of category matches in the first page. In case the total
number of results is less than 10, we show all the results in the first page. We then calculate
the precision as the number of category matches in the first page divided by the number of
results in the same page. We then average the precision of the 30 result-sets and compare the
two types of methods. The results is shown in Figure 14.
As shown in Figure 14, the precision for Texture words boolean query case increases as the
number of query terms increases. As the number of query terms approaches 5 or 6, the average
precision of boolean query comes close to the vector similarity query case. On the other hand,
the number of returned results drops dramatically as the number of query terms increases as
shown in Figure 15. For instance, the average number of returned results drops from 13.5 to
6.6 as the number of terms in the query increases from 5 to 6. Although the average precision
is high as we include much more terms (say 9 or 10), the very few number of results returned
should prevent us from using too many terms. Combining Figure 14 and Figure 15, we can
see that selecting around 5 query terms would give us a balanced results of desirable precision
and total number of results.
On the other end, the retrieval efficiency benefit of using boolean query over vector similarity
query is obvious, as shown in Figure 16 and the experiments are with the Linux server (with

Fig. 13. Extract Boundary-Angle Words.

Intel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 2.80GHz, 2cpu, and 2G memory). We also can see that as the number
of terms contained in the boolean query increases, the retrieval speed does not fluctuate much.
This is guaranteed by the inverted indexing structure.

6.2 Effectiveness of on Boundary-angle Based Retrieval
Since we have argued for using boundary-angle instead of whole shape for image retrieval,
we need to empirically justify this choice. For this experiment, we use the Columbia image
testing set, which contains 7200 images of 100 objects traditionally used to evaluate shape-
based retrieval, and measure the precision of retrieval. We adopt a similar procedure to get
the global boundary-angle codebooks. We first randomly select 7 images for each object and
get 700 images in total for training the boundary-angle codebook. Then we use Nutch to
build the inverted index and conduct the testing by two types of search. For each object, we
randomly choose 2 images to form the query images and altogether we get 200 query images.
To form the boundary-angle boolean query, we use top-N (N ranges from 1 to 5) boundary-
angle words and to form the shape vector query, we use the 64D shape grid vector. Again,
we consider the returned results that correspond to the same object as accurate matches. We
compare the precision of using the two methods. We can see from Figure 17 and Figure 18 that
when we choose a boolean query that contains 3 or 4 terms, we can get very close precision
as the vector nearest-neighbor query case without losing too much recall. Note the average
number of returned results is 29.2 for 3-term boolean query and 6.6 for 4-term boolean query.
Also, we can see the obvious efficiency benefit of using boolean queries from Figure 19.
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7. Conclusions and Future Works

We have shown through our experiments that image content features follow the power-law
spare distribution. Then we take advantage of such sparseness for inverted file indexing. Our
clustering-merge algorithm gave us better cluster center representations over GLA clustering,
which generated cluster centers over-crowdedness in high density area for sparse data. Our
experimental results shows our tile-based image textualization process for image texture and
shape features are effective. Such techniques can be used for scalable and efficient content-
based image retrieval and search systems.
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Fig. 14. Texture Query Precision Comparison.
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Fig. 15. Number of Results Returned (Texture).

7. Conclusions and Future Works

We have shown through our experiments that image content features follow the power-law
spare distribution. Then we take advantage of such sparseness for inverted file indexing. Our
clustering-merge algorithm gave us better cluster center representations over GLA clustering,
which generated cluster centers over-crowdedness in high density area for sparse data. Our
experimental results shows our tile-based image textualization process for image texture and
shape features are effective. Such techniques can be used for scalable and efficient content-
based image retrieval and search systems.
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Fig. 16. Texture Retrieval Efficiency Comparison.
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Fig. 18. Number of Results Returned (Shape).
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Fig. 19. Shape Retrieval Efficiency Comparison.
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1. Introduction

Ongoing expansion of digital images requires new methods for sorting, browsing, and search-
ing through huge image databases. Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) systems, which are
database search engines for images, typically takes a user selected image or series of images
and tries to retrieve similar images from a large image database. Although image retrieval has
been an active research area for many years (Smeulders et al., 2000) this difficult problem is
still far from being solved. One of the reasons is that common image features do not provide
required discriminability and invariance. Optimal robust features should be geometry and
illumination invariant and still remain highly discriminative, which are often contradictory
requirements.
Simpler CBIR methods are based only on colour features and achieve illumination invariance
by normalising colour bands or using the colour ratio histogram (Gevers & Smeulders, 2001).
However, colour based methods rarely perform sufficiently well in natural visual scenes be-
cause they cannot detect similar objects in different locations, backgrounds or illuminations.
Textures are important clues to specify objects present in a visual scene. Unfortunately, the
visual appearance of natural prevailing textures is highly illumination and view direction de-
pendent. As a consequence, most recent natural texture based classification or segmentation
methods require multiple training images captured under a full variety of possible illumina-
tion and viewing conditions for each class (Suen & Healey, 2000; Varma & Zisserman, 2005).
Such learning is obviously clumsy and very often even impossible if required measurements
are not available. Drbohlav & Chantler (2005) allow a single training image per class, but they
require surfaces of uniform albedo, smooth and shallow relief, the illumination sufficiently
far from the texture macro-normal and most seriously the knowledge of illumination direc-
tion for all involved (trained as well as tested) textures. It was demonstrated by Chen et al.
(2000); Jacobs et al. (1998) that for grey image of an object with Lambertian reflectance there
are no discriminative functions that are invariant to change of illumination direction. How-
ever, multispectral images can also rely on relations of spectral planes and therefore overcome
this theoretical property.
Colour constancy algorithms, represented by Finlayson (1995), attempt to recover the image
illuminated by some standard illumination, which is an unnecessarily complex task and it
induces additional assumptions on a recognised scene. The normalisation of an image before
the recognition proposed in Finlyason & Xu (2002) is able to cancel changes of illumination
colour, lighting changes caused by the object geometry and even a power (gamma) function,
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and tries to retrieve similar images from a large image database. Although image retrieval has
been an active research area for many years (Smeulders et al., 2000) this difficult problem is
still far from being solved. One of the reasons is that common image features do not provide
required discriminability and invariance. Optimal robust features should be geometry and
illumination invariant and still remain highly discriminative, which are often contradictory
requirements.
Simpler CBIR methods are based only on colour features and achieve illumination invariance
by normalising colour bands or using the colour ratio histogram (Gevers & Smeulders, 2001).
However, colour based methods rarely perform sufficiently well in natural visual scenes be-
cause they cannot detect similar objects in different locations, backgrounds or illuminations.
Textures are important clues to specify objects present in a visual scene. Unfortunately, the
visual appearance of natural prevailing textures is highly illumination and view direction de-
pendent. As a consequence, most recent natural texture based classification or segmentation
methods require multiple training images captured under a full variety of possible illumina-
tion and viewing conditions for each class (Suen & Healey, 2000; Varma & Zisserman, 2005).
Such learning is obviously clumsy and very often even impossible if required measurements
are not available. Drbohlav & Chantler (2005) allow a single training image per class, but they
require surfaces of uniform albedo, smooth and shallow relief, the illumination sufficiently
far from the texture macro-normal and most seriously the knowledge of illumination direc-
tion for all involved (trained as well as tested) textures. It was demonstrated by Chen et al.
(2000); Jacobs et al. (1998) that for grey image of an object with Lambertian reflectance there
are no discriminative functions that are invariant to change of illumination direction. How-
ever, multispectral images can also rely on relations of spectral planes and therefore overcome
this theoretical property.
Colour constancy algorithms, represented by Finlayson (1995), attempt to recover the image
illuminated by some standard illumination, which is an unnecessarily complex task and it
induces additional assumptions on a recognised scene. The normalisation of an image before
the recognition proposed in Finlyason & Xu (2002) is able to cancel changes of illumination
colour, lighting changes caused by the object geometry and even a power (gamma) function,
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which is usually applied to image data during the coding process. However, since the method
normalises lighting changes caused by the geometry it completely wipes out the structure of
rough textures and therefore it destroys the possibility to recognise such textures. Simulta-
neously, the invariants to geometry introduced lighting changes tend to be unstable because
of nonlinear transformations usually involved. An interesting approach of quasi-invariants
(Weijer et al., 2005) relieves the condition of full invariance and therefore it is less sensitive
to noise. Parameters of Weibull-distribution of image edges (Geusebroek & Smeulders, 2005)
are proposed as insensitive to illumination brightness. Healey & Wang (1995), Yang & Al-
Rawi (2005) employ properties of correlation functions between different spectral channels to
achieve invariance to illumination spectrum changes. Hoang & Geausebroek (2005), Geuse-
broek et al. (2003) introduced a method based on the logarithm of Gabor filter responses to-
gether with a new Gaussian colour model. However, the Gaussian colour model of RGB
texture is implemented as a simple matrix multiplication and invariance to any linear trans-
formation of texture values is inherent part of the illumination invariant features proposed in
the rest of this article.
Local Binary Patterns (Ojala, Pietikäinen & Mäenpää, 2002) (LBP) are popular illumination
invariant features, which we use for comparison. The texton representation (Varma & Zis-
serman, 2005) based on MR8 filter responses have been extended to incorporate colour infor-
mation and to be illumination invariant (Burghouts & Geusebroek, 2009). Another approach
(Targhi et al., 2008) generates unseen training images using the photometric stereo approach.
Although, it improves classification accuracy, this algorithm has strong requirements of three
mutually registered images with different illumination direction for each material.
We present textural features, which are invariant to illumination brightness and spectrum
changes and which do not require any knowledge of illumination spectrum. The features
are robust to illumination direction changes and do not require knowledge of illumination
direction or mutual texture registration. They can be applied for textured object retrieval if
only a single illumination training image is available for each class.
These properties are verified on Outex database (Ojala, Mäenpää, Pietikäinen, Viertola, Kyl-
lönen & Huovinen, 2002), where texture images are illuminated under three different spectra,
and University of Bonn BTF texture measurements (Meseth et al., 2003), where illumination
sources are spanned over 75% of possible illumination direction above material samples. Pre-
liminary experiments were published in Vacha & Haindl (2008), Vacha & Haindl (2007).
The chapter is organised as follows: The illumination model assumptions are reviewed in
Section 2. Texture model description and derivation of illumination invariant features follow
in Section 3. Experimental results are presented in Section 5 and Section 6 concludes this
chapter.

2. Illumination Model

Illumination conditions can change due to various reasons. In our approach we allow changes
of brightness and spectrum of illumination sources. We assume that positions of viewpoint
and illumination sources remain unchanged and that the illumination sources are far enough
to produce uniform illumination. Furthermore, we assume planar textured Lambertian sur-
faces with varying albedo and surface texture normal.
The previous assumptions are quite strong and they are required to theoretically derive the
illumination invariance of features. However, our experiments with natural surfaces show
that the derived features are very robust even in the setup, which is in contradiction with
previous assumptions (test with eighty different illumination positions).

Let us denote a multiindex r = (r1, r2) where r1 is the row and r2 the column index,
respectively. Value acquired by the j−th sensor at the location r can be expressed as

Yr,j =
∫

ω
E(λ) S(r, λ) Rj(λ) dλ ,

where E(λ) is the spectral power distribution of a single illumination, S(r, λ) is a Lambertian
reflectance coefficient at the position r, Rj(λ) is the j−th sensor response function, and the
integral is taken over the visible spectrum ω. The Lambertian reflectance term S(r, λ) depends
on surface normal, illumination direction, and surface albedo.
Following the work of Finlayson (1995), we approximate the surface reflectance S(r, λ) by a
linear combination of a fixed basis S(r, λ) = ∑

C
c=1 dc sc(λ) , where functions sc are optimal

basis functions that represent the data. The method for finding suitable basis was introduced
by Marimont & Wandell (1992), they also conclude that, given the human receptive cones,
a 3-dimensional basis set is sufficient to model colour observations. However, finding such
basis set is not necessary our method, because the key assumption is its existence.
Provided that j = 1, . . . , C sensor measurements are available and the illumination and view
point positions are the same, the images acquired with different illumination spectra can be
transformed to each other by the linear transformation:

Ỹr = B Yr ∀r , (1)

where Ỹ, Y are texture images with different illuminations, and B is a C × C transformation
matrix. The formula (1) is valid even for several illumination sources with variable spectra
provided that the spectra of all sources are the same and the positions of the illumination
sources remain fixed.
More importantly, it can be proved that formula (1) is valid not only for Lambertian surfaces,
but also for surface model with specular reflectance component (e.g. dichromatic reflection
model (Shafer, 1985), which comprise also the well-known Phong reflection model).
If we assume further diagonal transformation (1), then the invariance to illumination colour
change can be achieved by the spectral planes normalisation:

Y′
r,j =

Yr,j

∑s Ys,j
∀j = 1, . . . , C . (2)

Since neither of our methods requires this type of normalisation, it is applied to Gabor fea-
tures, which are further used for comparison purposes, only.
No method that guarantee an illumination invariance to surface geometry effects have been
used. The primary reason is that the invariance to this geometry effects is not desirable be-
cause a surface structure is the inherent part of a surface texture appearance. Moreover, many
images are extremely dark and the normalisation of RGB triplets z

r+g+b , z ∈ {r, g, b} produces
not only a huge amount of noise, but it is also undefined for black pixels (r + g + b = 0). On
the other hand, invariants based on pixel hues are ambiguous on the black-white axis and
again they are not suitable for rough textures with uniform colours.

3. Texture Representation

Let us assume each texture to be composed of C spectral planes measured by the corre-
sponding sensors. Texture analysis starts with the factorisation of a texture into K lev-
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which is usually applied to image data during the coding process. However, since the method
normalises lighting changes caused by the geometry it completely wipes out the structure of
rough textures and therefore it destroys the possibility to recognise such textures. Simulta-
neously, the invariants to geometry introduced lighting changes tend to be unstable because
of nonlinear transformations usually involved. An interesting approach of quasi-invariants
(Weijer et al., 2005) relieves the condition of full invariance and therefore it is less sensitive
to noise. Parameters of Weibull-distribution of image edges (Geusebroek & Smeulders, 2005)
are proposed as insensitive to illumination brightness. Healey & Wang (1995), Yang & Al-
Rawi (2005) employ properties of correlation functions between different spectral channels to
achieve invariance to illumination spectrum changes. Hoang & Geausebroek (2005), Geuse-
broek et al. (2003) introduced a method based on the logarithm of Gabor filter responses to-
gether with a new Gaussian colour model. However, the Gaussian colour model of RGB
texture is implemented as a simple matrix multiplication and invariance to any linear trans-
formation of texture values is inherent part of the illumination invariant features proposed in
the rest of this article.
Local Binary Patterns (Ojala, Pietikäinen & Mäenpää, 2002) (LBP) are popular illumination
invariant features, which we use for comparison. The texton representation (Varma & Zis-
serman, 2005) based on MR8 filter responses have been extended to incorporate colour infor-
mation and to be illumination invariant (Burghouts & Geusebroek, 2009). Another approach
(Targhi et al., 2008) generates unseen training images using the photometric stereo approach.
Although, it improves classification accuracy, this algorithm has strong requirements of three
mutually registered images with different illumination direction for each material.
We present textural features, which are invariant to illumination brightness and spectrum
changes and which do not require any knowledge of illumination spectrum. The features
are robust to illumination direction changes and do not require knowledge of illumination
direction or mutual texture registration. They can be applied for textured object retrieval if
only a single illumination training image is available for each class.
These properties are verified on Outex database (Ojala, Mäenpää, Pietikäinen, Viertola, Kyl-
lönen & Huovinen, 2002), where texture images are illuminated under three different spectra,
and University of Bonn BTF texture measurements (Meseth et al., 2003), where illumination
sources are spanned over 75% of possible illumination direction above material samples. Pre-
liminary experiments were published in Vacha & Haindl (2008), Vacha & Haindl (2007).
The chapter is organised as follows: The illumination model assumptions are reviewed in
Section 2. Texture model description and derivation of illumination invariant features follow
in Section 3. Experimental results are presented in Section 5 and Section 6 concludes this
chapter.

2. Illumination Model

Illumination conditions can change due to various reasons. In our approach we allow changes
of brightness and spectrum of illumination sources. We assume that positions of viewpoint
and illumination sources remain unchanged and that the illumination sources are far enough
to produce uniform illumination. Furthermore, we assume planar textured Lambertian sur-
faces with varying albedo and surface texture normal.
The previous assumptions are quite strong and they are required to theoretically derive the
illumination invariance of features. However, our experiments with natural surfaces show
that the derived features are very robust even in the setup, which is in contradiction with
previous assumptions (test with eighty different illumination positions).

Let us denote a multiindex r = (r1, r2) where r1 is the row and r2 the column index,
respectively. Value acquired by the j−th sensor at the location r can be expressed as

Yr,j =
∫

ω
E(λ) S(r, λ) Rj(λ) dλ ,

where E(λ) is the spectral power distribution of a single illumination, S(r, λ) is a Lambertian
reflectance coefficient at the position r, Rj(λ) is the j−th sensor response function, and the
integral is taken over the visible spectrum ω. The Lambertian reflectance term S(r, λ) depends
on surface normal, illumination direction, and surface albedo.
Following the work of Finlayson (1995), we approximate the surface reflectance S(r, λ) by a
linear combination of a fixed basis S(r, λ) = ∑

C
c=1 dc sc(λ) , where functions sc are optimal

basis functions that represent the data. The method for finding suitable basis was introduced
by Marimont & Wandell (1992), they also conclude that, given the human receptive cones,
a 3-dimensional basis set is sufficient to model colour observations. However, finding such
basis set is not necessary our method, because the key assumption is its existence.
Provided that j = 1, . . . , C sensor measurements are available and the illumination and view
point positions are the same, the images acquired with different illumination spectra can be
transformed to each other by the linear transformation:

Ỹr = B Yr ∀r , (1)

where Ỹ, Y are texture images with different illuminations, and B is a C × C transformation
matrix. The formula (1) is valid even for several illumination sources with variable spectra
provided that the spectra of all sources are the same and the positions of the illumination
sources remain fixed.
More importantly, it can be proved that formula (1) is valid not only for Lambertian surfaces,
but also for surface model with specular reflectance component (e.g. dichromatic reflection
model (Shafer, 1985), which comprise also the well-known Phong reflection model).
If we assume further diagonal transformation (1), then the invariance to illumination colour
change can be achieved by the spectral planes normalisation:

Y′
r,j =

Yr,j

∑s Ys,j
∀j = 1, . . . , C . (2)

Since neither of our methods requires this type of normalisation, it is applied to Gabor fea-
tures, which are further used for comparison purposes, only.
No method that guarantee an illumination invariance to surface geometry effects have been
used. The primary reason is that the invariance to this geometry effects is not desirable be-
cause a surface structure is the inherent part of a surface texture appearance. Moreover, many
images are extremely dark and the normalisation of RGB triplets z

r+g+b , z ∈ {r, g, b} produces
not only a huge amount of noise, but it is also undefined for black pixels (r + g + b = 0). On
the other hand, invariants based on pixel hues are ambiguous on the black-white axis and
again they are not suitable for rough textures with uniform colours.

3. Texture Representation

Let us assume each texture to be composed of C spectral planes measured by the corre-
sponding sensors. Texture analysis starts with the factorisation of a texture into K lev-
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which is usually applied to image data during the coding process. However, since the method
normalises lighting changes caused by the geometry it completely wipes out the structure of
rough textures and therefore it destroys the possibility to recognise such textures. Simulta-
neously, the invariants to geometry introduced lighting changes tend to be unstable because
of nonlinear transformations usually involved. An interesting approach of quasi-invariants
(Weijer et al., 2005) relieves the condition of full invariance and therefore it is less sensitive
to noise. Parameters of Weibull-distribution of image edges (Geusebroek & Smeulders, 2005)
are proposed as insensitive to illumination brightness. Healey & Wang (1995), Yang & Al-
Rawi (2005) employ properties of correlation functions between different spectral channels to
achieve invariance to illumination spectrum changes. Hoang & Geausebroek (2005), Geuse-
broek et al. (2003) introduced a method based on the logarithm of Gabor filter responses to-
gether with a new Gaussian colour model. However, the Gaussian colour model of RGB
texture is implemented as a simple matrix multiplication and invariance to any linear trans-
formation of texture values is inherent part of the illumination invariant features proposed in
the rest of this article.
Local Binary Patterns (Ojala, Pietikäinen & Mäenpää, 2002) (LBP) are popular illumination
invariant features, which we use for comparison. The texton representation (Varma & Zis-
serman, 2005) based on MR8 filter responses have been extended to incorporate colour infor-
mation and to be illumination invariant (Burghouts & Geusebroek, 2009). Another approach
(Targhi et al., 2008) generates unseen training images using the photometric stereo approach.
Although, it improves classification accuracy, this algorithm has strong requirements of three
mutually registered images with different illumination direction for each material.
We present textural features, which are invariant to illumination brightness and spectrum
changes and which do not require any knowledge of illumination spectrum. The features
are robust to illumination direction changes and do not require knowledge of illumination
direction or mutual texture registration. They can be applied for textured object retrieval if
only a single illumination training image is available for each class.
These properties are verified on Outex database (Ojala, Mäenpää, Pietikäinen, Viertola, Kyl-
lönen & Huovinen, 2002), where texture images are illuminated under three different spectra,
and University of Bonn BTF texture measurements (Meseth et al., 2003), where illumination
sources are spanned over 75% of possible illumination direction above material samples. Pre-
liminary experiments were published in Vacha & Haindl (2008), Vacha & Haindl (2007).
The chapter is organised as follows: The illumination model assumptions are reviewed in
Section 2. Texture model description and derivation of illumination invariant features follow
in Section 3. Experimental results are presented in Section 5 and Section 6 concludes this
chapter.

2. Illumination Model

Illumination conditions can change due to various reasons. In our approach we allow changes
of brightness and spectrum of illumination sources. We assume that positions of viewpoint
and illumination sources remain unchanged and that the illumination sources are far enough
to produce uniform illumination. Furthermore, we assume planar textured Lambertian sur-
faces with varying albedo and surface texture normal.
The previous assumptions are quite strong and they are required to theoretically derive the
illumination invariance of features. However, our experiments with natural surfaces show
that the derived features are very robust even in the setup, which is in contradiction with
previous assumptions (test with eighty different illumination positions).

Let us denote a multiindex r = (r1, r2) where r1 is the row and r2 the column index,
respectively. Value acquired by the j−th sensor at the location r can be expressed as

Yr,j =
∫

ω
E(λ) S(r, λ) Rj(λ) dλ ,

where E(λ) is the spectral power distribution of a single illumination, S(r, λ) is a Lambertian
reflectance coefficient at the position r, Rj(λ) is the j−th sensor response function, and the
integral is taken over the visible spectrum ω. The Lambertian reflectance term S(r, λ) depends
on surface normal, illumination direction, and surface albedo.
Following the work of Finlayson (1995), we approximate the surface reflectance S(r, λ) by a
linear combination of a fixed basis S(r, λ) = ∑

C
c=1 dc sc(λ) , where functions sc are optimal

basis functions that represent the data. The method for finding suitable basis was introduced
by Marimont & Wandell (1992), they also conclude that, given the human receptive cones,
a 3-dimensional basis set is sufficient to model colour observations. However, finding such
basis set is not necessary our method, because the key assumption is its existence.
Provided that j = 1, . . . , C sensor measurements are available and the illumination and view
point positions are the same, the images acquired with different illumination spectra can be
transformed to each other by the linear transformation:

Ỹr = B Yr ∀r , (1)

where Ỹ, Y are texture images with different illuminations, and B is a C × C transformation
matrix. The formula (1) is valid even for several illumination sources with variable spectra
provided that the spectra of all sources are the same and the positions of the illumination
sources remain fixed.
More importantly, it can be proved that formula (1) is valid not only for Lambertian surfaces,
but also for surface model with specular reflectance component (e.g. dichromatic reflection
model (Shafer, 1985), which comprise also the well-known Phong reflection model).
If we assume further diagonal transformation (1), then the invariance to illumination colour
change can be achieved by the spectral planes normalisation:

Y′
r,j =

Yr,j

∑s Ys,j
∀j = 1, . . . , C . (2)

Since neither of our methods requires this type of normalisation, it is applied to Gabor fea-
tures, which are further used for comparison purposes, only.
No method that guarantee an illumination invariance to surface geometry effects have been
used. The primary reason is that the invariance to this geometry effects is not desirable be-
cause a surface structure is the inherent part of a surface texture appearance. Moreover, many
images are extremely dark and the normalisation of RGB triplets z

r+g+b , z ∈ {r, g, b} produces
not only a huge amount of noise, but it is also undefined for black pixels (r + g + b = 0). On
the other hand, invariants based on pixel hues are ambiguous on the black-white axis and
again they are not suitable for rough textures with uniform colours.

3. Texture Representation

Let us assume each texture to be composed of C spectral planes measured by the corre-
sponding sensors. Texture analysis starts with the factorisation of a texture into K lev-
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which is usually applied to image data during the coding process. However, since the method
normalises lighting changes caused by the geometry it completely wipes out the structure of
rough textures and therefore it destroys the possibility to recognise such textures. Simulta-
neously, the invariants to geometry introduced lighting changes tend to be unstable because
of nonlinear transformations usually involved. An interesting approach of quasi-invariants
(Weijer et al., 2005) relieves the condition of full invariance and therefore it is less sensitive
to noise. Parameters of Weibull-distribution of image edges (Geusebroek & Smeulders, 2005)
are proposed as insensitive to illumination brightness. Healey & Wang (1995), Yang & Al-
Rawi (2005) employ properties of correlation functions between different spectral channels to
achieve invariance to illumination spectrum changes. Hoang & Geausebroek (2005), Geuse-
broek et al. (2003) introduced a method based on the logarithm of Gabor filter responses to-
gether with a new Gaussian colour model. However, the Gaussian colour model of RGB
texture is implemented as a simple matrix multiplication and invariance to any linear trans-
formation of texture values is inherent part of the illumination invariant features proposed in
the rest of this article.
Local Binary Patterns (Ojala, Pietikäinen & Mäenpää, 2002) (LBP) are popular illumination
invariant features, which we use for comparison. The texton representation (Varma & Zis-
serman, 2005) based on MR8 filter responses have been extended to incorporate colour infor-
mation and to be illumination invariant (Burghouts & Geusebroek, 2009). Another approach
(Targhi et al., 2008) generates unseen training images using the photometric stereo approach.
Although, it improves classification accuracy, this algorithm has strong requirements of three
mutually registered images with different illumination direction for each material.
We present textural features, which are invariant to illumination brightness and spectrum
changes and which do not require any knowledge of illumination spectrum. The features
are robust to illumination direction changes and do not require knowledge of illumination
direction or mutual texture registration. They can be applied for textured object retrieval if
only a single illumination training image is available for each class.
These properties are verified on Outex database (Ojala, Mäenpää, Pietikäinen, Viertola, Kyl-
lönen & Huovinen, 2002), where texture images are illuminated under three different spectra,
and University of Bonn BTF texture measurements (Meseth et al., 2003), where illumination
sources are spanned over 75% of possible illumination direction above material samples. Pre-
liminary experiments were published in Vacha & Haindl (2008), Vacha & Haindl (2007).
The chapter is organised as follows: The illumination model assumptions are reviewed in
Section 2. Texture model description and derivation of illumination invariant features follow
in Section 3. Experimental results are presented in Section 5 and Section 6 concludes this
chapter.

2. Illumination Model

Illumination conditions can change due to various reasons. In our approach we allow changes
of brightness and spectrum of illumination sources. We assume that positions of viewpoint
and illumination sources remain unchanged and that the illumination sources are far enough
to produce uniform illumination. Furthermore, we assume planar textured Lambertian sur-
faces with varying albedo and surface texture normal.
The previous assumptions are quite strong and they are required to theoretically derive the
illumination invariance of features. However, our experiments with natural surfaces show
that the derived features are very robust even in the setup, which is in contradiction with
previous assumptions (test with eighty different illumination positions).

Let us denote a multiindex r = (r1, r2) where r1 is the row and r2 the column index,
respectively. Value acquired by the j−th sensor at the location r can be expressed as

Yr,j =
∫

ω
E(λ) S(r, λ) Rj(λ) dλ ,

where E(λ) is the spectral power distribution of a single illumination, S(r, λ) is a Lambertian
reflectance coefficient at the position r, Rj(λ) is the j−th sensor response function, and the
integral is taken over the visible spectrum ω. The Lambertian reflectance term S(r, λ) depends
on surface normal, illumination direction, and surface albedo.
Following the work of Finlayson (1995), we approximate the surface reflectance S(r, λ) by a
linear combination of a fixed basis S(r, λ) = ∑

C
c=1 dc sc(λ) , where functions sc are optimal

basis functions that represent the data. The method for finding suitable basis was introduced
by Marimont & Wandell (1992), they also conclude that, given the human receptive cones,
a 3-dimensional basis set is sufficient to model colour observations. However, finding such
basis set is not necessary our method, because the key assumption is its existence.
Provided that j = 1, . . . , C sensor measurements are available and the illumination and view
point positions are the same, the images acquired with different illumination spectra can be
transformed to each other by the linear transformation:

Ỹr = B Yr ∀r , (1)

where Ỹ, Y are texture images with different illuminations, and B is a C × C transformation
matrix. The formula (1) is valid even for several illumination sources with variable spectra
provided that the spectra of all sources are the same and the positions of the illumination
sources remain fixed.
More importantly, it can be proved that formula (1) is valid not only for Lambertian surfaces,
but also for surface model with specular reflectance component (e.g. dichromatic reflection
model (Shafer, 1985), which comprise also the well-known Phong reflection model).
If we assume further diagonal transformation (1), then the invariance to illumination colour
change can be achieved by the spectral planes normalisation:

Y′
r,j =

Yr,j

∑s Ys,j
∀j = 1, . . . , C . (2)

Since neither of our methods requires this type of normalisation, it is applied to Gabor fea-
tures, which are further used for comparison purposes, only.
No method that guarantee an illumination invariance to surface geometry effects have been
used. The primary reason is that the invariance to this geometry effects is not desirable be-
cause a surface structure is the inherent part of a surface texture appearance. Moreover, many
images are extremely dark and the normalisation of RGB triplets z

r+g+b , z ∈ {r, g, b} produces
not only a huge amount of noise, but it is also undefined for black pixels (r + g + b = 0). On
the other hand, invariants based on pixel hues are ambiguous on the black-white axis and
again they are not suitable for rough textures with uniform colours.

3. Texture Representation

Let us assume each texture to be composed of C spectral planes measured by the corre-
sponding sensors. Texture analysis starts with the factorisation of a texture into K lev-
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els of the Gaussian pyramid. All C spectral planes are factorised using the same pyra-
mid thus the corresponding multispectral pixels for every pyramid level have C compo-
nents Yr = [Yr,1, . . . , Yr,C]

T . Each pyramid level is either modelled by 3-dimensional Markov
random field (MRF) model or mutually decorrelated by the Karhunen-Loeve transformation
(Principal Component Analysis) and subsequently modelled using a set of C 2-dimensional
MRF models. The MRF model parameters are estimated and finally illumination invariants
are computed from these parameters.

3.1 CAR Model
The CAR representation assumes that the multispectral texture pixel Yr at the k−th Gaussian
pyramid level can be locally modelled by an adaptive simultaneous Causal Autoregressive
Random (CAR) field model. We denote the Cη × 1 data vector

Zr = [YT
r−s : ∀s ∈ Ir]

T (3)

where r = (r1, r2), s, t are multiindices, Zr consists of neighbour pixel values for given r. The
multiindex changes according to the chosen direction of movement on the image plane e.g.
t − 1 = (t1, t2 − 1), t − 2 = (t1, t2 − 2), . . .. Some selected contextual causal or unilateral
neighbour index shift set is denoted Ir and η = cardinality(Ir) . The matrix form of an
adaptive CAR model is:

Yr = γZr + εr , (4)
where γ = [A1, . . . , Aη ] is the C × C η unknown parameter matrix with matrices As. In the
case of C 2D CAR models stacked into the model equation (4) the parameter matrices As are
diagonal otherwise they are full matrices for general 3D CAR models. The white noise vector
εr has zero mean and constant but unknown covariance matrix Σ. Moreover, we assume the
probability density of εr to have the normal distribution independent of previous data and
being the same for every position r. Additionally for 2D CAR model, we assume uncorrelated
noise vector components, i.e.,

E{εr,iεr,j} = 0 ∀r, i, j, i �= j .

The task consists in finding the parameter conditional density p(γ |Y(t−1)) given the known
process history Y(t−1) = {Yt−1, Yt−2, . . . , Y1, Zt, Zt−1, . . . , Z1} and taking its conditional mean
as the textural feature representation. Assuming normality of the white noise component εt,
conditional independence between pixels and the normal-Wishart parameter prior, we have
shown (Haindl & Šimberová, 1992) that the conditional mean value is:

E[γ |Y(t−1)] = γ̂t−1 . (5)

The following notation is used in (5):

γ̂T
t−1 = V−1

zz(t−1)Vzy(t−1) ,

Vt−1 = Ṽt−1 + V0 ,

Ṽt−1 =

(
∑

t−1
u=1 YuYu

T
∑

t−1
u=1 YuZu

T

∑
t−1
u=1 ZuYu

T
∑

t−1
u=1 ZuZu

T

)

=

(
Ṽyy(t−1) ṼT

zy(t−1)
Ṽzy(t−1) Ṽzz(t−1)

)
,

λt−1 = Vyy(t−1) − VT
zy(t−1)V

−1
zz(t−1) (6)

and V0 is a positive definite matrix. It is easy to check (see Haindl & Šimberová (1992)) also
the validity of the following recursive parameter estimator:

γ̂T
t = γ̂T

t−1 +
V−1

zz(t−1)Zt(Yt − γ̂t−1Zt)
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and λt can be evaluated recursively too. For numerical realisation of the model statistics
(5)-(7) see discussion in Haindl & Šimberová (1992).
Textural features for each Gaussian pyramid level k is represented by the parametric matrix
γ̂(k), k = 1, . . . , K. These parametric estimates are combined into the resulting parametric
matrix:

Θ = [γ̂(k) ∀k] . (8)

This matrix contains estimations of the multiresolution CAR model (a set of either 2D or 3D
CAR models) parameters. Illumination invariants are subsequently derived from these pa-
rameters.

3.2 GMRF Factor Model
The alternative representation assumes that spectral planes of the k−th pyramid level are
locally modelled using a 2D Gaussian Markov Random Field model (GMRF). This model is
obtained if the local conditional density of the MRF model is Gaussian:
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where Yr,j are mean centred values and j is the spectral plane index j = 1 . . . C. The data vector
is redefined as Zr,j = [Yr+s,j ∀s ∈ Ir]T and the parameter vector is γj = [as,j ∀s ∈ Ir]. The
contextual neighbourhood Ir is non-causal and symmetrical. The GMRF model for centred
values Yr,j can be expressed also in the matrix form (4), but the driving noise εr and its
correlation structure is now more complex:

E{εr,iεr−s,j} =
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where σj, as,j ∀s ∈ Ir are unknown parameters. The parameter estimation of the GMRF model
is complicated because either Bayesian or Maximum likelihood estimate requires an itera-
tive minimisation of a nonlinear function. Therefore we use the pseudo-likelihood estimator
which is computationally simple although not efficient. The pseudo-likelihood estimate for
as,j parameters has the form
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as,j parameters has the form
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being the same for every position r. Additionally for 2D CAR model, we assume uncorrelated
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as the textural feature representation. Assuming normality of the white noise component εt,
conditional independence between pixels and the normal-Wishart parameter prior, we have
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and V0 is a positive definite matrix. It is easy to check (see Haindl & Šimberová (1992)) also
the validity of the following recursive parameter estimator:
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and λt can be evaluated recursively too. For numerical realisation of the model statistics
(5)-(7) see discussion in Haindl & Šimberová (1992).
Textural features for each Gaussian pyramid level k is represented by the parametric matrix
γ̂(k), k = 1, . . . , K. These parametric estimates are combined into the resulting parametric
matrix:

Θ = [γ̂(k) ∀k] . (8)

This matrix contains estimations of the multiresolution CAR model (a set of either 2D or 3D
CAR models) parameters. Illumination invariants are subsequently derived from these pa-
rameters.

3.2 GMRF Factor Model
The alternative representation assumes that spectral planes of the k−th pyramid level are
locally modelled using a 2D Gaussian Markov Random Field model (GMRF). This model is
obtained if the local conditional density of the MRF model is Gaussian:
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where Yr,j are mean centred values and j is the spectral plane index j = 1 . . . C. The data vector
is redefined as Zr,j = [Yr+s,j ∀s ∈ Ir]T and the parameter vector is γj = [as,j ∀s ∈ Ir]. The
contextual neighbourhood Ir is non-causal and symmetrical. The GMRF model for centred
values Yr,j can be expressed also in the matrix form (4), but the driving noise εr and its
correlation structure is now more complex:

E{εr,iεr−s,j} =
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j if (s) = (0, 0) and i = j,
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j as,j if (s) ∈ Ir and i = j,

0 otherwise,
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where σj, as,j ∀s ∈ Ir are unknown parameters. The parameter estimation of the GMRF model
is complicated because either Bayesian or Maximum likelihood estimate requires an itera-
tive minimisation of a nonlinear function. Therefore we use the pseudo-likelihood estimator
which is computationally simple although not efficient. The pseudo-likelihood estimate for
as,j parameters has the form
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where γ = [A1, . . . , Aη ] is the C × C η unknown parameter matrix with matrices As. In the
case of C 2D CAR models stacked into the model equation (4) the parameter matrices As are
diagonal otherwise they are full matrices for general 3D CAR models. The white noise vector
εr has zero mean and constant but unknown covariance matrix Σ. Moreover, we assume the
probability density of εr to have the normal distribution independent of previous data and
being the same for every position r. Additionally for 2D CAR model, we assume uncorrelated
noise vector components, i.e.,
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The task consists in finding the parameter conditional density p(γ |Y(t−1)) given the known
process history Y(t−1) = {Yt−1, Yt−2, . . . , Y1, Zt, Zt−1, . . . , Z1} and taking its conditional mean
as the textural feature representation. Assuming normality of the white noise component εt,
conditional independence between pixels and the normal-Wishart parameter prior, we have
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and λt can be evaluated recursively too. For numerical realisation of the model statistics
(5)-(7) see discussion in Haindl & Šimberová (1992).
Textural features for each Gaussian pyramid level k is represented by the parametric matrix
γ̂(k), k = 1, . . . , K. These parametric estimates are combined into the resulting parametric
matrix:

Θ = [γ̂(k) ∀k] . (8)

This matrix contains estimations of the multiresolution CAR model (a set of either 2D or 3D
CAR models) parameters. Illumination invariants are subsequently derived from these pa-
rameters.

3.2 GMRF Factor Model
The alternative representation assumes that spectral planes of the k−th pyramid level are
locally modelled using a 2D Gaussian Markov Random Field model (GMRF). This model is
obtained if the local conditional density of the MRF model is Gaussian:
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where Yr,j are mean centred values and j is the spectral plane index j = 1 . . . C. The data vector
is redefined as Zr,j = [Yr+s,j ∀s ∈ Ir]T and the parameter vector is γj = [as,j ∀s ∈ Ir]. The
contextual neighbourhood Ir is non-causal and symmetrical. The GMRF model for centred
values Yr,j can be expressed also in the matrix form (4), but the driving noise εr and its
correlation structure is now more complex:

E{εr,iεr−s,j} =
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where σj, as,j ∀s ∈ Ir are unknown parameters. The parameter estimation of the GMRF model
is complicated because either Bayesian or Maximum likelihood estimate requires an itera-
tive minimisation of a nonlinear function. Therefore we use the pseudo-likelihood estimator
which is computationally simple although not efficient. The pseudo-likelihood estimate for
as,j parameters has the form
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where j = 1 . . . C, I is an image lattice. Single spectral plane parameters are set up using the
direct sum

γ̂(k) = diag(γ̂1, . . . , γ̂C) = ⊕C
j=1 γ̂j (13)

and the resulting parametric matrix is again (8).

3.3 MRF Illumination Invariant Features
Illumination invariant feature vectors can be derived from the estimated MRF statistics such
as (8), which is composed of the model parameter matrices Am. On the condition that two
images Y, Ỹ under different illumination are related by Ỹr = B Yr (see (1)), the model data
vectors are also related by the linear transformation Z̃r = ∆ Zr, where ∆ is the Cη ×Cη block
diagonal matrix with blocks B on the diagonal. By substituting Ỹr, Z̃r into the parameter
estimate of the CAR model (4), (6), (7) we can derive that

Ãm = B AmB−1, λ̃r = B λrBT . (14)

The matrices Ãm, Z̃r, λ̃r are related to the model of the same texture, but with different illu-
mination. The similar substitution into the GMRF parameter estimate (4), (11), (12) produces
equations

Ãm = B AmB−1, ˆ̃Σ = B Σ̂BT , (15)

where Σ̂ = diag(σ̂1, . . . , σ̂C). It is easy to prove that the following features are illumination
invariant for both models:

1. trace: tr Am, m = 1, . . . , η K

2. eigenvalues: νm,j of Am, m = 1, . . . , η K, j = 1, . . . , C

for each CAR model (for 2D CAR models the invariants α1, α2, α3 are computed for each spec-
tral plane separately):

3. α1: 1 + ZT
r V−1

zz Zr ,

4. α2:
√

∑r (Yr − γ̂Zr)
T λ−1 (Yr − γ̂Zr) ,

5. α3:
√

∑r (Yr − µ)T λ−1 (Yr − µ) ,
µ is the mean value of vector Yr,

and for each GMRF model with centred Yr,j:

6. α4:

√
∑r σ̂−2

j

(
Yr,j − γ̂jZr,j

)2
,

7. α5:

√
∑r σ̂−2

j

(
Yr,j

)2
.

The feature vector is formed from these illumination invariants. For CAR models we use
traces, eigenvalues, α1, α2, and α3 features because they can be easily evaluated during the pa-
rameters estimation process. For GMRF models we use trace, eigenvalues, α4, and α5 features,
respectively.

3.4 Feature Comparison Distances
The distance between illumination invariant feature vectors of two textures T, S is computed
using the Minkowski norms L1, L0.2, or alternatively with fuzzy contrast FC3 proposed by
Santini & Jain (1999). The Minkowski norm and its σ normalised variant Lpσ, which is used
for comparison of alternative texture features, is defined as follows

Lp(T, S) =

(
M

∑
i=0

∣∣∣ f (T)i − f (S)i

∣∣∣
p
) 1

p

, (16)

Lpσ(T, S) =
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∣∣∣∣∣∣
f (T)i − f (S)i

σ( fi)

∣∣∣∣∣∣

p


1
p

, (17)

(18)

where M is the feature vector size and µ( fi) and σ( fi) are average and standard deviation of
the feature fi computed over all image database, respectively.
Fuzzy contrast FCαβ models features as predicates in fuzzy logic using sigmoid truth function
τ. Subsequently, the feature vector dissimilarity is defined as

FCαβ (T, S) = M−
{

m

∑
i=1

min
{

τ( f (T)i ), τ( f (S)i )
}

(19)

−α
p

∑
i=1

max
{

τ( f (T)i )− τ( f (S)i ), 0
}

−β
p

∑
i=1

max
{

τ( f (S)i )− τ( f (T)i ), 0
}}

,

τ( fi) =

(
1 + exp

(
− fi − µ( fi)

σ( fi)

))−1
,

It is worth to note that FCαβ is not a metric, because it does not hold FCαβ(T, S) = 0 and it is
not necessary symmetrical. However, we use only its symmetrical form FC3, where α = β = 3.

4. Alternative Features

Our proposed illumination invariant features are compared with the most frequently used
features in image retrieval applications such as the Gabor features, steerable pyramid features
and Local Binary Patterns (LBP).

4.1 Gabor Features
The Gabor filters (Bovik, 1991; Randen & Husøy, 1999) can be considered as orientation and
scale tunable edge and line detectors. The statistics of Gabor filter responses in a given re-
gion are used to characterise the underlying texture information. A two dimensional Gabor
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The feature vector is formed from these illumination invariants. For CAR models we use
traces, eigenvalues, α1, α2, and α3 features because they can be easily evaluated during the pa-
rameters estimation process. For GMRF models we use trace, eigenvalues, α4, and α5 features,
respectively.

3.4 Feature Comparison Distances
The distance between illumination invariant feature vectors of two textures T, S is computed
using the Minkowski norms L1, L0.2, or alternatively with fuzzy contrast FC3 proposed by
Santini & Jain (1999). The Minkowski norm and its σ normalised variant Lpσ, which is used
for comparison of alternative texture features, is defined as follows
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where M is the feature vector size and µ( fi) and σ( fi) are average and standard deviation of
the feature fi computed over all image database, respectively.
Fuzzy contrast FCαβ models features as predicates in fuzzy logic using sigmoid truth function
τ. Subsequently, the feature vector dissimilarity is defined as
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It is worth to note that FCαβ is not a metric, because it does not hold FCαβ(T, S) = 0 and it is
not necessary symmetrical. However, we use only its symmetrical form FC3, where α = β = 3.

4. Alternative Features

Our proposed illumination invariant features are compared with the most frequently used
features in image retrieval applications such as the Gabor features, steerable pyramid features
and Local Binary Patterns (LBP).

4.1 Gabor Features
The Gabor filters (Bovik, 1991; Randen & Husøy, 1999) can be considered as orientation and
scale tunable edge and line detectors. The statistics of Gabor filter responses in a given re-
gion are used to characterise the underlying texture information. A two dimensional Gabor
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where M is the feature vector size and µ( fi) and σ( fi) are average and standard deviation of
the feature fi computed over all image database, respectively.
Fuzzy contrast FCαβ models features as predicates in fuzzy logic using sigmoid truth function
τ. Subsequently, the feature vector dissimilarity is defined as
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It is worth to note that FCαβ is not a metric, because it does not hold FCαβ(T, S) = 0 and it is
not necessary symmetrical. However, we use only its symmetrical form FC3, where α = β = 3.

4. Alternative Features

Our proposed illumination invariant features are compared with the most frequently used
features in image retrieval applications such as the Gabor features, steerable pyramid features
and Local Binary Patterns (LBP).

4.1 Gabor Features
The Gabor filters (Bovik, 1991; Randen & Husøy, 1999) can be considered as orientation and
scale tunable edge and line detectors. The statistics of Gabor filter responses in a given re-
gion are used to characterise the underlying texture information. A two dimensional Gabor
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The feature vector is formed from these illumination invariants. For CAR models we use
traces, eigenvalues, α1, α2, and α3 features because they can be easily evaluated during the pa-
rameters estimation process. For GMRF models we use trace, eigenvalues, α4, and α5 features,
respectively.

3.4 Feature Comparison Distances
The distance between illumination invariant feature vectors of two textures T, S is computed
using the Minkowski norms L1, L0.2, or alternatively with fuzzy contrast FC3 proposed by
Santini & Jain (1999). The Minkowski norm and its σ normalised variant Lpσ, which is used
for comparison of alternative texture features, is defined as follows
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where M is the feature vector size and µ( fi) and σ( fi) are average and standard deviation of
the feature fi computed over all image database, respectively.
Fuzzy contrast FCαβ models features as predicates in fuzzy logic using sigmoid truth function
τ. Subsequently, the feature vector dissimilarity is defined as
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It is worth to note that FCαβ is not a metric, because it does not hold FCαβ(T, S) = 0 and it is
not necessary symmetrical. However, we use only its symmetrical form FC3, where α = β = 3.

4. Alternative Features

Our proposed illumination invariant features are compared with the most frequently used
features in image retrieval applications such as the Gabor features, steerable pyramid features
and Local Binary Patterns (LBP).

4.1 Gabor Features
The Gabor filters (Bovik, 1991; Randen & Husøy, 1999) can be considered as orientation and
scale tunable edge and line detectors. The statistics of Gabor filter responses in a given re-
gion are used to characterise the underlying texture information. A two dimensional Gabor
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function g(r) : R2 → C and its Fourier transform can be specified as

g(r) =
1

2πσr1 σr2
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)
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G(r) = exp
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(r1 − V)2
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+
r2

2
σ2

r2

]}
,

where σr1 , σr2 , V are filter parameters. The convolution of the Gabor filter and a texture image
extracts edges of given frequency and orientation range. The whole filter set was obtained by
four dilatations and six rotations of the function g(r), the filter set is designed so that Fourier
transformations of filters cover most of image spectrum, see Manjunath & Ma (1996) for de-
tails. The Gabor features (Manjunath & Ma, 1996) are defined as the mean µl and the standard
deviation σl of the magnitude of filter responses computed separately for each spectral plane
and concatenated into the feature vector. The suggested distance between feature vectors of
textures T, S is L1σ(T, S) normalised Minkowski norm (18).
The Opponent Gabor features (Jain & Healey, 1998) are the extension to colour textures, which
analyses also relations between spectral channels. The monochrome part of these features is:

ηi,m,n =
√

∑
r

W2
i,m,n(r) ,

where Wi,m,n is the response to Gabor filter of orientation m and scale n, i is i−th spectral
band of the colour texture T, while the opponent part of features is:

ψi,j,m,m′ ,n =

√√√√
∑
r

(
Wi,m,n(r)

ηi,m,n
−

Wj,m′ ,n(r)
ηj,m′ ,n

)2

,

for all i, j with i �= j and |m − m′ | ≤ 1. The previous formula could be also expressed as
correlation between spectral planes responses. The distance between textures T, S using the
Opponent Gabor features is measured with L2σ(T, S) normalised Minkowski norm (18), as
suggested by Jain & Healey (1998).
In order to achieve illumination invariance, it is possible to normalise spectral channels us-
ing (2) normalisation prior to computation of features. We have tested Gabor features and
Opponent Gabor features, the both options with and without the normalisation.

4.2 Steerable Pyramid Features
The steerable pyramid (Portilla & Simoncelli, 2000) is an over complete wavelet decomposi-
tion similar to the Gabor decomposition. The pyramid is built up of responses to steerable
filters, where level of pyramid extracts certain frequency range. All pyramid levels (except
the highest and the lowest one) are further decomposed to different orientations. The trans-
formation is implemented using the set of oriented complex analytic filters Bl that are polar
separable in the Fourier domain (see details in Simoncelli & Portilla (1998), Portilla & Simon-
celli (2000)):

Bl(R, θ) = H(R)Gl(θ), l ∈ [0, L − 1],

H(R) =
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π
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(
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θ − πl
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∣∣∣θ − πl
L

∣∣∣ < π
2 ,

0, otherwise,

where αl = 2l−1 (L−1)!√
L[2(L−1)!]

, R, θ are polar frequency coordinates, L = 4 is the number of

orientation bands, and K = 4 is the number of pyramid levels. The used steerable pyramid
features was skewness, kurtosis, mean, variance, minimum and maximum values of image
function, and scale-based auto-correlations and subband cross-correlations of filter responses,
respectively, which were proposed for texture synthesis in Portilla & Simoncelli (2000). The
feature vectors are compared using the L1σ norm (18). Again, we have tested steerable pyra-
mid features with and without the channel normalisation.

4.3 Local Binary Patterns
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) (Ojala, Pietikäinen & Mäenpää, 2002) are histograms of texture
micro patterns. For each pixel, a circular neighbourhood around the pixel is sampled, then
sampled points values are thresholded by the central pixel value and the pattern number is
formed as follows:

LBPP,R =
P−1

∑
q=0

sign
(
Yq − Yc

)
2q, sign (x) =

{
1, x ≥ 0
0, x < 0,

(20)

where P is the number of samples and R is the radius of the circle, sign is the signum
function, Yq is a grey value of the sampled pixel, and Yc is a grey value of the central pixel.
Subsequently, the histogram of patterns is computed. Because of thresholding, the features
are invariant to any monotonic grey scale change. The multiresolution analysis is done by
growing the circular neighbourhood size. However, complex patterns do not have enough
occurrences in a texture, therefore uniform LBP features denoted as LBPu2 distinguish only
among patterns that include only 2 or less transitions between 0 and 1 at neighbouring bits
(20), all other patterns are considered to be the same. Moreover, the features can be also made
rotation invariant (Ojala, Pietikäinen & Mäenpää, 2002). All LBP histograms were normalised
to have a unit L1 norm. The similarity between texture feature vectors T, S is defined as

LG(T, S) =
M

∑
i=1

f (T)i log
f (T)i

f (S)i

. (21)

We have tested features: LBP8,1+8,3 and LBPu2
16,2 which demonstrated the best performance

in the test with illumination changes (Maenpaa et al., 2002; Pietikainen et al., 2002) (test set
Outex 14). We have also comprised rotation invariant feature LBPriu2

16,2 . The features were
computed either on grey-scale images or on each spectral plane separately and concatenated
to form the feature vector. A normalisation to change of illumination brightness or spectrum
change is not necessary.
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for all i, j with i �= j and |m − m′ | ≤ 1. The previous formula could be also expressed as
correlation between spectral planes responses. The distance between textures T, S using the
Opponent Gabor features is measured with L2σ(T, S) normalised Minkowski norm (18), as
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In order to achieve illumination invariance, it is possible to normalise spectral channels us-
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tion similar to the Gabor decomposition. The pyramid is built up of responses to steerable
filters, where level of pyramid extracts certain frequency range. All pyramid levels (except
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function, and scale-based auto-correlations and subband cross-correlations of filter responses,
respectively, which were proposed for texture synthesis in Portilla & Simoncelli (2000). The
feature vectors are compared using the L1σ norm (18). Again, we have tested steerable pyra-
mid features with and without the channel normalisation.

4.3 Local Binary Patterns
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where P is the number of samples and R is the radius of the circle, sign is the signum
function, Yq is a grey value of the sampled pixel, and Yc is a grey value of the central pixel.
Subsequently, the histogram of patterns is computed. Because of thresholding, the features
are invariant to any monotonic grey scale change. The multiresolution analysis is done by
growing the circular neighbourhood size. However, complex patterns do not have enough
occurrences in a texture, therefore uniform LBP features denoted as LBPu2 distinguish only
among patterns that include only 2 or less transitions between 0 and 1 at neighbouring bits
(20), all other patterns are considered to be the same. Moreover, the features can be also made
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16,2 . The features were
computed either on grey-scale images or on each spectral plane separately and concatenated
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where σr1 , σr2 , V are filter parameters. The convolution of the Gabor filter and a texture image
extracts edges of given frequency and orientation range. The whole filter set was obtained by
four dilatations and six rotations of the function g(r), the filter set is designed so that Fourier
transformations of filters cover most of image spectrum, see Manjunath & Ma (1996) for de-
tails. The Gabor features (Manjunath & Ma, 1996) are defined as the mean µl and the standard
deviation σl of the magnitude of filter responses computed separately for each spectral plane
and concatenated into the feature vector. The suggested distance between feature vectors of
textures T, S is L1σ(T, S) normalised Minkowski norm (18).
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for all i, j with i �= j and |m − m′ | ≤ 1. The previous formula could be also expressed as
correlation between spectral planes responses. The distance between textures T, S using the
Opponent Gabor features is measured with L2σ(T, S) normalised Minkowski norm (18), as
suggested by Jain & Healey (1998).
In order to achieve illumination invariance, it is possible to normalise spectral channels us-
ing (2) normalisation prior to computation of features. We have tested Gabor features and
Opponent Gabor features, the both options with and without the normalisation.

4.2 Steerable Pyramid Features
The steerable pyramid (Portilla & Simoncelli, 2000) is an over complete wavelet decomposi-
tion similar to the Gabor decomposition. The pyramid is built up of responses to steerable
filters, where level of pyramid extracts certain frequency range. All pyramid levels (except
the highest and the lowest one) are further decomposed to different orientations. The trans-
formation is implemented using the set of oriented complex analytic filters Bl that are polar
separable in the Fourier domain (see details in Simoncelli & Portilla (1998), Portilla & Simon-
celli (2000)):

Bl(R, θ) = H(R)Gl(θ), l ∈ [0, L − 1],
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, R, θ are polar frequency coordinates, L = 4 is the number of

orientation bands, and K = 4 is the number of pyramid levels. The used steerable pyramid
features was skewness, kurtosis, mean, variance, minimum and maximum values of image
function, and scale-based auto-correlations and subband cross-correlations of filter responses,
respectively, which were proposed for texture synthesis in Portilla & Simoncelli (2000). The
feature vectors are compared using the L1σ norm (18). Again, we have tested steerable pyra-
mid features with and without the channel normalisation.

4.3 Local Binary Patterns
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) (Ojala, Pietikäinen & Mäenpää, 2002) are histograms of texture
micro patterns. For each pixel, a circular neighbourhood around the pixel is sampled, then
sampled points values are thresholded by the central pixel value and the pattern number is
formed as follows:

LBPP,R =
P−1

∑
q=0

sign
(
Yq − Yc

)
2q, sign (x) =

{
1, x ≥ 0
0, x < 0,

(20)

where P is the number of samples and R is the radius of the circle, sign is the signum
function, Yq is a grey value of the sampled pixel, and Yc is a grey value of the central pixel.
Subsequently, the histogram of patterns is computed. Because of thresholding, the features
are invariant to any monotonic grey scale change. The multiresolution analysis is done by
growing the circular neighbourhood size. However, complex patterns do not have enough
occurrences in a texture, therefore uniform LBP features denoted as LBPu2 distinguish only
among patterns that include only 2 or less transitions between 0 and 1 at neighbouring bits
(20), all other patterns are considered to be the same. Moreover, the features can be also made
rotation invariant (Ojala, Pietikäinen & Mäenpää, 2002). All LBP histograms were normalised
to have a unit L1 norm. The similarity between texture feature vectors T, S is defined as

LG(T, S) =
M

∑
i=1

f (T)i log
f (T)i

f (S)i

. (21)

We have tested features: LBP8,1+8,3 and LBPu2
16,2 which demonstrated the best performance

in the test with illumination changes (Maenpaa et al., 2002; Pietikainen et al., 2002) (test set
Outex 14). We have also comprised rotation invariant feature LBPriu2

16,2 . The features were
computed either on grey-scale images or on each spectral plane separately and concatenated
to form the feature vector. A normalisation to change of illumination brightness or spectrum
change is not necessary.
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features was skewness, kurtosis, mean, variance, minimum and maximum values of image
function, and scale-based auto-correlations and subband cross-correlations of filter responses,
respectively, which were proposed for texture synthesis in Portilla & Simoncelli (2000). The
feature vectors are compared using the L1σ norm (18). Again, we have tested steerable pyra-
mid features with and without the channel normalisation.
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Local Binary Patterns (LBP) (Ojala, Pietikäinen & Mäenpää, 2002) are histograms of texture
micro patterns. For each pixel, a circular neighbourhood around the pixel is sampled, then
sampled points values are thresholded by the central pixel value and the pattern number is
formed as follows:
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where P is the number of samples and R is the radius of the circle, sign is the signum
function, Yq is a grey value of the sampled pixel, and Yc is a grey value of the central pixel.
Subsequently, the histogram of patterns is computed. Because of thresholding, the features
are invariant to any monotonic grey scale change. The multiresolution analysis is done by
growing the circular neighbourhood size. However, complex patterns do not have enough
occurrences in a texture, therefore uniform LBP features denoted as LBPu2 distinguish only
among patterns that include only 2 or less transitions between 0 and 1 at neighbouring bits
(20), all other patterns are considered to be the same. Moreover, the features can be also made
rotation invariant (Ojala, Pietikäinen & Mäenpää, 2002). All LBP histograms were normalised
to have a unit L1 norm. The similarity between texture feature vectors T, S is defined as
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We have tested features: LBP8,1+8,3 and LBPu2
16,2 which demonstrated the best performance

in the test with illumination changes (Maenpaa et al., 2002; Pietikainen et al., 2002) (test set
Outex 14). We have also comprised rotation invariant feature LBPriu2

16,2 . The features were
computed either on grey-scale images or on each spectral plane separately and concatenated
to form the feature vector. A normalisation to change of illumination brightness or spectrum
change is not necessary.
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experiment
method 1 2 3
Gabor features 144 144 144
Gabor features, grey img. 48 48 48
Opponent Gabor features 252 252 252
Steerable pyramid 2904 2904 2904
Gabor features, norm. 144 144 144
Gabor features, grey img., norm. 48 48 48
Opponent Gabor features, norm. 252 252 252
LBP8,1+8,3 1536 1536 1536
LBPu2

16,2 729 729 729
LBPriu2

16,2 54 54 54
LBP8,1+8,3, grey img. 512 512 512
LBPu2

16,2, grey img. 243 243 243
LBPriu2

16,2 , grey img. 18 18 18
2D CAR-KL 260 132 325
2D CAR 260 132 325
GMRF-KL 248 120 310
3D CAR 236 108 295

Table 1. The size of feature vectors.

5. Experiments

We demonstrate the performance of the proposed illumination invariant MRF features on
two image databases, each with different variations in illumination conditions. The first, BTF
database is acquired with a fixed illumination spectrum and with 91 different illumination di-
rections, which drastically violates our restrictive assumption of fixed illumination position.
On the other hand, the Outex texture database is acquired with three illuminations with dif-
ferent spectra and only with slight differences in illumination positions, which complies with
our assumptions.
We tested three proposed MRF models: 2D CAR (2-dimensional), 3D CAR (3-dimensional)
and GMRF. The models were computed over K levels of the Gaussian pyramids, which were
built either directly on C spectral planes or on spectral planes decorrelated by the Karhunen-
Loeve transformation (indicated with ’-KL’ suffix).
The proposed features were compared with the following alternatives: Gabor features, Oppo-
nent Gabor features, Steerable pyramid features, all with and without spectral channels nor-
malisations (2), and also the LBP features (see details in Section 4). The grey value based fea-
tures as Gabor features and LBP were computed not only on grey images, but also separately
on each spectral plane of colour images and concatenated subsequently. Tab. 1 compares the
sizes of feature vectors used in our experiments.

5.1 Experiment 1
We have designed the first experiment to test the feature robustness against illumination di-
rection changes, which is in contradiction with our theoretical assumptions. The experiment
is performed on three different sets of BTF texture images. These BTF data are from the Uni-
versity of Bonn database (Meseth et al., 2003) and consists of fifteen BTF colour measurements

Fig. 1. BTF material measurements, row-wise from left to right: ceiling, corduroy, fabric1,
fabric2; walk way, foil, floor tile, pink tile; impalla, proposte, pulli, wallpaper; wool, and two
lacquered wood textures.

Fig. 2. Illumination variance of BTF materials, the top row is wood with different azimuth of
illumination, bottom is ceiling with changing declination of illumination.
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and GMRF. The models were computed over K levels of the Gaussian pyramids, which were
built either directly on C spectral planes or on spectral planes decorrelated by the Karhunen-
Loeve transformation (indicated with ’-KL’ suffix).
The proposed features were compared with the following alternatives: Gabor features, Oppo-
nent Gabor features, Steerable pyramid features, all with and without spectral channels nor-
malisations (2), and also the LBP features (see details in Section 4). The grey value based fea-
tures as Gabor features and LBP were computed not only on grey images, but also separately
on each spectral plane of colour images and concatenated subsequently. Tab. 1 compares the
sizes of feature vectors used in our experiments.

5.1 Experiment 1
We have designed the first experiment to test the feature robustness against illumination di-
rection changes, which is in contradiction with our theoretical assumptions. The experiment
is performed on three different sets of BTF texture images. These BTF data are from the Uni-
versity of Bonn database (Meseth et al., 2003) and consists of fifteen BTF colour measurements

Fig. 1. BTF material measurements, row-wise from left to right: ceiling, corduroy, fabric1,
fabric2; walk way, foil, floor tile, pink tile; impalla, proposte, pulli, wallpaper; wool, and two
lacquered wood textures.

Fig. 2. Illumination variance of BTF materials, the top row is wood with different azimuth of
illumination, bottom is ceiling with changing declination of illumination.
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5. Experiments

We demonstrate the performance of the proposed illumination invariant MRF features on
two image databases, each with different variations in illumination conditions. The first, BTF
database is acquired with a fixed illumination spectrum and with 91 different illumination di-
rections, which drastically violates our restrictive assumption of fixed illumination position.
On the other hand, the Outex texture database is acquired with three illuminations with dif-
ferent spectra and only with slight differences in illumination positions, which complies with
our assumptions.
We tested three proposed MRF models: 2D CAR (2-dimensional), 3D CAR (3-dimensional)
and GMRF. The models were computed over K levels of the Gaussian pyramids, which were
built either directly on C spectral planes or on spectral planes decorrelated by the Karhunen-
Loeve transformation (indicated with ’-KL’ suffix).
The proposed features were compared with the following alternatives: Gabor features, Oppo-
nent Gabor features, Steerable pyramid features, all with and without spectral channels nor-
malisations (2), and also the LBP features (see details in Section 4). The grey value based fea-
tures as Gabor features and LBP were computed not only on grey images, but also separately
on each spectral plane of colour images and concatenated subsequently. Tab. 1 compares the
sizes of feature vectors used in our experiments.

5.1 Experiment 1
We have designed the first experiment to test the feature robustness against illumination di-
rection changes, which is in contradiction with our theoretical assumptions. The experiment
is performed on three different sets of BTF texture images. These BTF data are from the Uni-
versity of Bonn database (Meseth et al., 2003) and consists of fifteen BTF colour measurements

Fig. 1. BTF material measurements, row-wise from left to right: ceiling, corduroy, fabric1,
fabric2; walk way, foil, floor tile, pink tile; impalla, proposte, pulli, wallpaper; wool, and two
lacquered wood textures.

Fig. 2. Illumination variance of BTF materials, the top row is wood with different azimuth of
illumination, bottom is ceiling with changing declination of illumination.
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We demonstrate the performance of the proposed illumination invariant MRF features on
two image databases, each with different variations in illumination conditions. The first, BTF
database is acquired with a fixed illumination spectrum and with 91 different illumination di-
rections, which drastically violates our restrictive assumption of fixed illumination position.
On the other hand, the Outex texture database is acquired with three illuminations with dif-
ferent spectra and only with slight differences in illumination positions, which complies with
our assumptions.
We tested three proposed MRF models: 2D CAR (2-dimensional), 3D CAR (3-dimensional)
and GMRF. The models were computed over K levels of the Gaussian pyramids, which were
built either directly on C spectral planes or on spectral planes decorrelated by the Karhunen-
Loeve transformation (indicated with ’-KL’ suffix).
The proposed features were compared with the following alternatives: Gabor features, Oppo-
nent Gabor features, Steerable pyramid features, all with and without spectral channels nor-
malisations (2), and also the LBP features (see details in Section 4). The grey value based fea-
tures as Gabor features and LBP were computed not only on grey images, but also separately
on each spectral plane of colour images and concatenated subsequently. Tab. 1 compares the
sizes of feature vectors used in our experiments.

5.1 Experiment 1
We have designed the first experiment to test the feature robustness against illumination di-
rection changes, which is in contradiction with our theoretical assumptions. The experiment
is performed on three different sets of BTF texture images. These BTF data are from the Uni-
versity of Bonn database (Meseth et al., 2003) and consists of fifteen BTF colour measurements

Fig. 1. BTF material measurements, row-wise from left to right: ceiling, corduroy, fabric1,
fabric2; walk way, foil, floor tile, pink tile; impalla, proposte, pulli, wallpaper; wool, and two
lacquered wood textures.

Fig. 2. Illumination variance of BTF materials, the top row is wood with different azimuth of
illumination, bottom is ceiling with changing declination of illumination.
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Fig. 3. Correct classification [%], in the left picture for random training samples, in the right
picture for training image fixed to top illumination.

(Fig. 1), ten of these measurements are now publicly available1. Each BTF material is mea-
sured in 81 illumination angles as a RGB image (C = 3). Fig. 2 shows examples of material
appearance under varying illumination direction. We have three image test sets, which differs
in viewpoint direction. The declination angles of viewing direction from surface normal are
0◦, 30◦, and 60◦, in plane rotation is not included. Each test set consists in 1215 images, all
cropped to the same size 256 × 256.
In this experiment, single training image per each material was randomly chosen and the re-
maining images were classified using the nearest neighbour approach. The MRF models were
computed with the sixth order hierarchical neighbourhood and four levels of the Gaussian
pyramid, the size of feature vectors is listed in Tab. 1. The results of correct classification are
in Tab. 2, all averaged over 105 random choices of training images. Bold typeset rows from
Tab. 2 are shown in Fig. 3. We can see that the far best performance (90.3%) was achieved
with 2D CAR-KL model and L1 distance. The best alternative features were Opponent Gabor
features with average performance 77.4%, the best of LBP features achieved 65.6%. Standard
deviation is bellow 4% for Gabor features and LBP features, and below 3% for CAR and GMRF
models. Although the LBP features are invariant to brightness changes, these results demon-
strate their inefficiency to handle illumination direction variations. Rotation invariant LBP
features are more capable, however rotating illumination cannot be modeled as a simple im-
age rotation. For the MRF features, the worst classification result were for ceiling and fabric2
materials. Ceiling material was misclassified as floor tile (for illumination near surface), and
fabric2 was sometimes misclassified as fabric1, because they have very similar structures.
We have also explored, how the performance of features depends on light source declina-
tion from surface normal. The test set with viewpoint fixed at 0◦ declination was used and
single training sample per each material was selected. All selected training samples were il-
luminated under 0◦ declination angle, other 1200 images were classified. Tab. 3 depicts how
correct classification decreases as the illumination position of test sample move away from
training sample position. Again, bold typeset rows from Tab. 3 are shown in Fig. 3. The best
result were achieved by 3D CAR model and FC3 dissimilarity with average accuracy 89.8%,
similar results 88.7% were achieved by 2D CAR model with FC3.

1 http://btf.cs.uni-bonn.de/

viewpoint declination angle
method 0◦ 30◦ 60◦ avg.
Gabor features 71.7 64.6 60.1 65.5
Gabor features, grey img. 69.8 62.9 55.6 62.8
Opponent Gabor features 82.5 77.7 71.7 77.3
Steerable pyramid 72.3 65.5 60.4 63.1
Gabor features, norm. 60.1 58.1 57.9 58.7
Gabor features, grey img., norm. 50.8 50.1 51.3 50.7
Opponent Gabor features, norm. 80.5 77.6 74.2 77.4
LBP8,1+8,3 65.7 64.2 67.0 65.6
LBPu2

16,2 62.5 61.6 64.6 62.9
LBPriu2

16,2 68.4 60.7 57.4 62.2
LBP8,1+8,3, grey img. 61.2 61.1 65.4 62.6
LBPu2

16,2, grey img. 55.7 56.3 60.7 57.6
LBPriu2

16,2 , grey img. 58.6 52.1 52.5 54.4
2D CAR-KL, L1 92.4 91.1 87.5 90.3
3D CAR, L1 87.4 84.3 78.9 83.5
GMRF-KL, L1 89.6 86.3 81.0 85.6
2D CAR, FC3 88.7 87.3 82.9 86.3
GMRF-KL, FC3 86.5 82.6 78.7 82.6
GMRF-KL, L0.2 87.1 83.7 79.6 83.5
2D CAR-KL, FC3 92.3 89.6 85.7 89.2
2D CAR-KL, L0.2 91.8 89.5 85.8 89.0
3D CAR, FC3 89.8 86.1 80.2 85.4
3D CAR, L0.2 89.2 85.7 81.0 85.3

Table 2. Correct classification [%], using single training image per texture. The results are
averages over 105 random choices of training images, the last column consists in averages of
previous columns.

5.2 Experiment 2
In the second experiment, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed illumination in-
variant MRF features on the Outex database (Ojala, Mäenpää, Pietikäinen, Viertola, Kyllönen
& Huovinen, 2002), which consists of natural material images acquired, under three different
illuminations. The illumination sources were 2856K incandescent CIE A light source, 2300K
horizon sunlight, and 4000K fluorescent TL84, the illumination positions are very close. All
the images were acquired with a fixed camera position.
The experiment was performed on the Outex classification test set number 14 (Ojala, Mäen-
pää, Pietikäinen, Viertola, Kyllönen & Huovinen, 2002). In this test set, 68 materials selected
from the Outex database were treated in the following manner. Twenty subsamples with size
128 × 128 were extracted from each material image. The train set consists of 10 samples per
material, all illuminated with the 2586K incandescent CIE A light source. The test set con-
sists of 10 remaining subsamples for each material, all of them illuminated with other two
illuminants. Consequently, the train set consists of 680 images, while the test set is composed
of 1360 images. The classification was performed using 3 nearest neighbours as in Maenpaa
et al. (2002), Pietikainen et al. (2002).
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Fig. 3. Correct classification [%], in the left picture for random training samples, in the right
picture for training image fixed to top illumination.

(Fig. 1), ten of these measurements are now publicly available1. Each BTF material is mea-
sured in 81 illumination angles as a RGB image (C = 3). Fig. 2 shows examples of material
appearance under varying illumination direction. We have three image test sets, which differs
in viewpoint direction. The declination angles of viewing direction from surface normal are
0◦, 30◦, and 60◦, in plane rotation is not included. Each test set consists in 1215 images, all
cropped to the same size 256 × 256.
In this experiment, single training image per each material was randomly chosen and the re-
maining images were classified using the nearest neighbour approach. The MRF models were
computed with the sixth order hierarchical neighbourhood and four levels of the Gaussian
pyramid, the size of feature vectors is listed in Tab. 1. The results of correct classification are
in Tab. 2, all averaged over 105 random choices of training images. Bold typeset rows from
Tab. 2 are shown in Fig. 3. We can see that the far best performance (90.3%) was achieved
with 2D CAR-KL model and L1 distance. The best alternative features were Opponent Gabor
features with average performance 77.4%, the best of LBP features achieved 65.6%. Standard
deviation is bellow 4% for Gabor features and LBP features, and below 3% for CAR and GMRF
models. Although the LBP features are invariant to brightness changes, these results demon-
strate their inefficiency to handle illumination direction variations. Rotation invariant LBP
features are more capable, however rotating illumination cannot be modeled as a simple im-
age rotation. For the MRF features, the worst classification result were for ceiling and fabric2
materials. Ceiling material was misclassified as floor tile (for illumination near surface), and
fabric2 was sometimes misclassified as fabric1, because they have very similar structures.
We have also explored, how the performance of features depends on light source declina-
tion from surface normal. The test set with viewpoint fixed at 0◦ declination was used and
single training sample per each material was selected. All selected training samples were il-
luminated under 0◦ declination angle, other 1200 images were classified. Tab. 3 depicts how
correct classification decreases as the illumination position of test sample move away from
training sample position. Again, bold typeset rows from Tab. 3 are shown in Fig. 3. The best
result were achieved by 3D CAR model and FC3 dissimilarity with average accuracy 89.8%,
similar results 88.7% were achieved by 2D CAR model with FC3.

1 http://btf.cs.uni-bonn.de/

viewpoint declination angle
method 0◦ 30◦ 60◦ avg.
Gabor features 71.7 64.6 60.1 65.5
Gabor features, grey img. 69.8 62.9 55.6 62.8
Opponent Gabor features 82.5 77.7 71.7 77.3
Steerable pyramid 72.3 65.5 60.4 63.1
Gabor features, norm. 60.1 58.1 57.9 58.7
Gabor features, grey img., norm. 50.8 50.1 51.3 50.7
Opponent Gabor features, norm. 80.5 77.6 74.2 77.4
LBP8,1+8,3 65.7 64.2 67.0 65.6
LBPu2

16,2 62.5 61.6 64.6 62.9
LBPriu2

16,2 68.4 60.7 57.4 62.2
LBP8,1+8,3, grey img. 61.2 61.1 65.4 62.6
LBPu2

16,2, grey img. 55.7 56.3 60.7 57.6
LBPriu2

16,2 , grey img. 58.6 52.1 52.5 54.4
2D CAR-KL, L1 92.4 91.1 87.5 90.3
3D CAR, L1 87.4 84.3 78.9 83.5
GMRF-KL, L1 89.6 86.3 81.0 85.6
2D CAR, FC3 88.7 87.3 82.9 86.3
GMRF-KL, FC3 86.5 82.6 78.7 82.6
GMRF-KL, L0.2 87.1 83.7 79.6 83.5
2D CAR-KL, FC3 92.3 89.6 85.7 89.2
2D CAR-KL, L0.2 91.8 89.5 85.8 89.0
3D CAR, FC3 89.8 86.1 80.2 85.4
3D CAR, L0.2 89.2 85.7 81.0 85.3

Table 2. Correct classification [%], using single training image per texture. The results are
averages over 105 random choices of training images, the last column consists in averages of
previous columns.

5.2 Experiment 2
In the second experiment, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed illumination in-
variant MRF features on the Outex database (Ojala, Mäenpää, Pietikäinen, Viertola, Kyllönen
& Huovinen, 2002), which consists of natural material images acquired, under three different
illuminations. The illumination sources were 2856K incandescent CIE A light source, 2300K
horizon sunlight, and 4000K fluorescent TL84, the illumination positions are very close. All
the images were acquired with a fixed camera position.
The experiment was performed on the Outex classification test set number 14 (Ojala, Mäen-
pää, Pietikäinen, Viertola, Kyllönen & Huovinen, 2002). In this test set, 68 materials selected
from the Outex database were treated in the following manner. Twenty subsamples with size
128 × 128 were extracted from each material image. The train set consists of 10 samples per
material, all illuminated with the 2586K incandescent CIE A light source. The test set con-
sists of 10 remaining subsamples for each material, all of them illuminated with other two
illuminants. Consequently, the train set consists of 680 images, while the test set is composed
of 1360 images. The classification was performed using 3 nearest neighbours as in Maenpaa
et al. (2002), Pietikainen et al. (2002).
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Fig. 3. Correct classification [%], in the left picture for random training samples, in the right
picture for training image fixed to top illumination.

(Fig. 1), ten of these measurements are now publicly available1. Each BTF material is mea-
sured in 81 illumination angles as a RGB image (C = 3). Fig. 2 shows examples of material
appearance under varying illumination direction. We have three image test sets, which differs
in viewpoint direction. The declination angles of viewing direction from surface normal are
0◦, 30◦, and 60◦, in plane rotation is not included. Each test set consists in 1215 images, all
cropped to the same size 256 × 256.
In this experiment, single training image per each material was randomly chosen and the re-
maining images were classified using the nearest neighbour approach. The MRF models were
computed with the sixth order hierarchical neighbourhood and four levels of the Gaussian
pyramid, the size of feature vectors is listed in Tab. 1. The results of correct classification are
in Tab. 2, all averaged over 105 random choices of training images. Bold typeset rows from
Tab. 2 are shown in Fig. 3. We can see that the far best performance (90.3%) was achieved
with 2D CAR-KL model and L1 distance. The best alternative features were Opponent Gabor
features with average performance 77.4%, the best of LBP features achieved 65.6%. Standard
deviation is bellow 4% for Gabor features and LBP features, and below 3% for CAR and GMRF
models. Although the LBP features are invariant to brightness changes, these results demon-
strate their inefficiency to handle illumination direction variations. Rotation invariant LBP
features are more capable, however rotating illumination cannot be modeled as a simple im-
age rotation. For the MRF features, the worst classification result were for ceiling and fabric2
materials. Ceiling material was misclassified as floor tile (for illumination near surface), and
fabric2 was sometimes misclassified as fabric1, because they have very similar structures.
We have also explored, how the performance of features depends on light source declina-
tion from surface normal. The test set with viewpoint fixed at 0◦ declination was used and
single training sample per each material was selected. All selected training samples were il-
luminated under 0◦ declination angle, other 1200 images were classified. Tab. 3 depicts how
correct classification decreases as the illumination position of test sample move away from
training sample position. Again, bold typeset rows from Tab. 3 are shown in Fig. 3. The best
result were achieved by 3D CAR model and FC3 dissimilarity with average accuracy 89.8%,
similar results 88.7% were achieved by 2D CAR model with FC3.

1 http://btf.cs.uni-bonn.de/

viewpoint declination angle
method 0◦ 30◦ 60◦ avg.
Gabor features 71.7 64.6 60.1 65.5
Gabor features, grey img. 69.8 62.9 55.6 62.8
Opponent Gabor features 82.5 77.7 71.7 77.3
Steerable pyramid 72.3 65.5 60.4 63.1
Gabor features, norm. 60.1 58.1 57.9 58.7
Gabor features, grey img., norm. 50.8 50.1 51.3 50.7
Opponent Gabor features, norm. 80.5 77.6 74.2 77.4
LBP8,1+8,3 65.7 64.2 67.0 65.6
LBPu2

16,2 62.5 61.6 64.6 62.9
LBPriu2

16,2 68.4 60.7 57.4 62.2
LBP8,1+8,3, grey img. 61.2 61.1 65.4 62.6
LBPu2

16,2, grey img. 55.7 56.3 60.7 57.6
LBPriu2

16,2 , grey img. 58.6 52.1 52.5 54.4
2D CAR-KL, L1 92.4 91.1 87.5 90.3
3D CAR, L1 87.4 84.3 78.9 83.5
GMRF-KL, L1 89.6 86.3 81.0 85.6
2D CAR, FC3 88.7 87.3 82.9 86.3
GMRF-KL, FC3 86.5 82.6 78.7 82.6
GMRF-KL, L0.2 87.1 83.7 79.6 83.5
2D CAR-KL, FC3 92.3 89.6 85.7 89.2
2D CAR-KL, L0.2 91.8 89.5 85.8 89.0
3D CAR, FC3 89.8 86.1 80.2 85.4
3D CAR, L0.2 89.2 85.7 81.0 85.3

Table 2. Correct classification [%], using single training image per texture. The results are
averages over 105 random choices of training images, the last column consists in averages of
previous columns.

5.2 Experiment 2
In the second experiment, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed illumination in-
variant MRF features on the Outex database (Ojala, Mäenpää, Pietikäinen, Viertola, Kyllönen
& Huovinen, 2002), which consists of natural material images acquired, under three different
illuminations. The illumination sources were 2856K incandescent CIE A light source, 2300K
horizon sunlight, and 4000K fluorescent TL84, the illumination positions are very close. All
the images were acquired with a fixed camera position.
The experiment was performed on the Outex classification test set number 14 (Ojala, Mäen-
pää, Pietikäinen, Viertola, Kyllönen & Huovinen, 2002). In this test set, 68 materials selected
from the Outex database were treated in the following manner. Twenty subsamples with size
128 × 128 were extracted from each material image. The train set consists of 10 samples per
material, all illuminated with the 2586K incandescent CIE A light source. The test set con-
sists of 10 remaining subsamples for each material, all of them illuminated with other two
illuminants. Consequently, the train set consists of 680 images, while the test set is composed
of 1360 images. The classification was performed using 3 nearest neighbours as in Maenpaa
et al. (2002), Pietikainen et al. (2002).
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Fig. 3. Correct classification [%], in the left picture for random training samples, in the right
picture for training image fixed to top illumination.

(Fig. 1), ten of these measurements are now publicly available1. Each BTF material is mea-
sured in 81 illumination angles as a RGB image (C = 3). Fig. 2 shows examples of material
appearance under varying illumination direction. We have three image test sets, which differs
in viewpoint direction. The declination angles of viewing direction from surface normal are
0◦, 30◦, and 60◦, in plane rotation is not included. Each test set consists in 1215 images, all
cropped to the same size 256 × 256.
In this experiment, single training image per each material was randomly chosen and the re-
maining images were classified using the nearest neighbour approach. The MRF models were
computed with the sixth order hierarchical neighbourhood and four levels of the Gaussian
pyramid, the size of feature vectors is listed in Tab. 1. The results of correct classification are
in Tab. 2, all averaged over 105 random choices of training images. Bold typeset rows from
Tab. 2 are shown in Fig. 3. We can see that the far best performance (90.3%) was achieved
with 2D CAR-KL model and L1 distance. The best alternative features were Opponent Gabor
features with average performance 77.4%, the best of LBP features achieved 65.6%. Standard
deviation is bellow 4% for Gabor features and LBP features, and below 3% for CAR and GMRF
models. Although the LBP features are invariant to brightness changes, these results demon-
strate their inefficiency to handle illumination direction variations. Rotation invariant LBP
features are more capable, however rotating illumination cannot be modeled as a simple im-
age rotation. For the MRF features, the worst classification result were for ceiling and fabric2
materials. Ceiling material was misclassified as floor tile (for illumination near surface), and
fabric2 was sometimes misclassified as fabric1, because they have very similar structures.
We have also explored, how the performance of features depends on light source declina-
tion from surface normal. The test set with viewpoint fixed at 0◦ declination was used and
single training sample per each material was selected. All selected training samples were il-
luminated under 0◦ declination angle, other 1200 images were classified. Tab. 3 depicts how
correct classification decreases as the illumination position of test sample move away from
training sample position. Again, bold typeset rows from Tab. 3 are shown in Fig. 3. The best
result were achieved by 3D CAR model and FC3 dissimilarity with average accuracy 89.8%,
similar results 88.7% were achieved by 2D CAR model with FC3.

1 http://btf.cs.uni-bonn.de/

viewpoint declination angle
method 0◦ 30◦ 60◦ avg.
Gabor features 71.7 64.6 60.1 65.5
Gabor features, grey img. 69.8 62.9 55.6 62.8
Opponent Gabor features 82.5 77.7 71.7 77.3
Steerable pyramid 72.3 65.5 60.4 63.1
Gabor features, norm. 60.1 58.1 57.9 58.7
Gabor features, grey img., norm. 50.8 50.1 51.3 50.7
Opponent Gabor features, norm. 80.5 77.6 74.2 77.4
LBP8,1+8,3 65.7 64.2 67.0 65.6
LBPu2

16,2 62.5 61.6 64.6 62.9
LBPriu2

16,2 68.4 60.7 57.4 62.2
LBP8,1+8,3, grey img. 61.2 61.1 65.4 62.6
LBPu2

16,2, grey img. 55.7 56.3 60.7 57.6
LBPriu2

16,2 , grey img. 58.6 52.1 52.5 54.4
2D CAR-KL, L1 92.4 91.1 87.5 90.3
3D CAR, L1 87.4 84.3 78.9 83.5
GMRF-KL, L1 89.6 86.3 81.0 85.6
2D CAR, FC3 88.7 87.3 82.9 86.3
GMRF-KL, FC3 86.5 82.6 78.7 82.6
GMRF-KL, L0.2 87.1 83.7 79.6 83.5
2D CAR-KL, FC3 92.3 89.6 85.7 89.2
2D CAR-KL, L0.2 91.8 89.5 85.8 89.0
3D CAR, FC3 89.8 86.1 80.2 85.4
3D CAR, L0.2 89.2 85.7 81.0 85.3

Table 2. Correct classification [%], using single training image per texture. The results are
averages over 105 random choices of training images, the last column consists in averages of
previous columns.

5.2 Experiment 2
In the second experiment, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed illumination in-
variant MRF features on the Outex database (Ojala, Mäenpää, Pietikäinen, Viertola, Kyllönen
& Huovinen, 2002), which consists of natural material images acquired, under three different
illuminations. The illumination sources were 2856K incandescent CIE A light source, 2300K
horizon sunlight, and 4000K fluorescent TL84, the illumination positions are very close. All
the images were acquired with a fixed camera position.
The experiment was performed on the Outex classification test set number 14 (Ojala, Mäen-
pää, Pietikäinen, Viertola, Kyllönen & Huovinen, 2002). In this test set, 68 materials selected
from the Outex database were treated in the following manner. Twenty subsamples with size
128 × 128 were extracted from each material image. The train set consists of 10 samples per
material, all illuminated with the 2586K incandescent CIE A light source. The test set con-
sists of 10 remaining subsamples for each material, all of them illuminated with other two
illuminants. Consequently, the train set consists of 680 images, while the test set is composed
of 1360 images. The classification was performed using 3 nearest neighbours as in Maenpaa
et al. (2002), Pietikainen et al. (2002).
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light source declination
method 0:30◦ 45:65◦ 75◦ avg.
Gabor features 96.3 71.4 28.9 64.2
Gabor features, grey img. 95.2 64.7 34.7 62.6
Opponent Gabor features 95.6 83.9 50.0 76.4
Steerable pyramid 90.7 69.5 36.1 64.3
Gabor features, norm. 81.9 49.1 19.4 47.6
Gabor features, grey img., norm. 81.9 38.8 13.9 41.0
Opponent Gabor features, norm. 95.6 85.3 73.6 84.1
LBP8,1+8,3 89.3 63.0 38.6 61.6
LBPu2

16,2 84.4 51.4 35.6 54.1
LBPriu2

16,2 84.4 44.6 31.9 49.8
LBP8,1+8,3, grey img. 86.3 57.4 38.3 58.2
LBPu2

16,2, grey img. 79.3 50.7 34.7 52.3
LBPriu2

16,2 . grey img. 74.1 36.8 16.7 39.2
2D CAR-KL, L1 96.3 87.5 78.3 86.7
3D CAR, L1 97.8 89.6 75.6 87.2
GMRF-KL 95.9 82.6 65.3 80.4
2D CAR, FC3 96.7 91.6 78.1 88.7
GMRF-KL, FC3 93.3 86.5 72.2 83.7
GMRF-KL, L0.2 94.4 82.3 68.3 80.8
2D CAR-KL, FC3 97.8 90.5 79.4 88.8
2D CAR-KL, L0.2 96.7 85.4 78.3 85.8
3D CAR, FC3 99.3 93.6 76.7 89.8
3D CAR, L0.2 97.8 91.2 72.8 87.2

Table 3. Correct classification [%] with traning image fixed to top illumination. The perfor-
mance is grouped for different intervals of illumination declination angles of test images, the
last column is average for all test images. Viewpoint declination angle was 0◦ all images.

The highest reported classification accuracy on the test set (Maenpaa et al., 2002) was 69%
for LBPu2

16,2 features, which outperformed Gabor features with 66% of accuracy (unfortunately
our implementation of Gabor features reached only 54.5% in Tab. 4), both features were com-
puted on grey-scale images. Moreover, Pietikainen et al. (2002) reported 68.4% accuracy for
LBP8,1+8,3 also on grey-scale images, and 53.3% of accuracy achieved by Opponent Gabor
features on colour images preceded by comprehensive colour normalisation.
In addition to the previously described experiment, we have also degraded test set images
with an additive Gaussian noise. The experiment was performed directly on noisy images,
without any noise removal method. The application of such method might increase classifica-
tion accuracy, but only on condition that it would not introduce any artificial micro structures
into the images.
Because of small image size, the neighbourhood of MRF models have to be restricted to the
third order hierarchical neighbourhood. As a consequence the feature vector of 2D CAR, is
about four times smaller than the vector of LBP8,1+8,3 features. The best result on the original
test set was achieved with LBP8,1+8,3 on grey images with 71.6% followed by the best of
MRF features with 67.5% classification accuracy. However, the results change dramatically

added noise σ

method 0 2 4 8
Gabor features 37.5 37.0 36.2 35.6
Gabor features, grey img. 44.3 43.3 43.2 41.3
Opponent Gabor features 50.7 49.3 45.3 37.3
Steerable pyramid 37.5 35.9 34.9 32.6
Gabor features, norm. 57.0 59.9 60.3 57.1
Gabor features, grey img., norm. 54.5 61.3 63.3 62.9
Opponent Gabor features, norm. 56.7 55.8 54.3 47.9
LBP8,1+8,3 66.8 56.6 48.8 36.7
LBPu2

16,2 62.0 52.9 41.2 28.7
LBPriu2

16,2 44.6 30.8 22.6 15.3
LBP8,1+8,3, grey img. 71.6 62.2 54.6 38.6
LBPu2

16,2, grey img. 67.6 60.4 49.8 33.0
LBPriu2

16,2 , grey img. 56.9 45.2 34.2 19.7
2D CAR-KL, L1 67.6 60.8 55.7 52.3
GMRF-KL, L1 61.5 57.0 51.1 46.1
3D CAR, L1 63.6 61.3 60.6 54.9
2D CAR, FC3 67.5 62.2 61.0 56.6
2D CAR-KL, FC3 67.5 63.3 55.8 51.0
2D CAR-KL, L0.2 66.3 60.5 55.2 51.0
3D CAR, FC3 65.3 60.4 58.0 51.3
3D CAR, L0.2 63.5 59.7 55.4 47.4

Table 4. Results [%] of the Outex classification test set number 14. The classification was
performed using three nearest neighbours.

with added noise, the LBP8,1+8,3 features drop down to 38.6% showing their vulnerability to
noise degradation. The MRF based features are not so noise sensitive, because Gaussian noise
is inherent part of the model and the Gaussian pyramid suppresses noise at its higher levels.
The MRF features without KL transform performed better on noisy images than features with
KL transform, which was deflected by uncorrelated noise. In this experiment, Gabor features
performed better than Opponent Gabor Features, especially on noisy images.

5.3 Experiment 3
The last test is an illumination invariant image retrieval from the Outex texture database. In
this task, a CBIR system tries to retrieve images similar with a given query image, it differs
from the previous experiment in two major points. At first, all 318 materials were used and at
second, the task of image retrieval do not allow more training samples per material (previous
experiment used 20 training samples per each of 68 materials).
The test set consists of 3 different illuminations for each material, without any rotation and
with 100 dpi resolution, which is 954 images in total. All images were cropped to size 512× 512
pixels. We have tested image retrieval using every image from the test set. The relevant images
were defined as images of the same material with the other two illuminations. Therefore there
were 2 relevant images present in the test set for each query image, a total amount of 3 images
were retrieved. Furthermore, images were again corrupted with an additive Gaussian noise
to test the noise robustness of the features. The retrieval performance was measured using the
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light source declination
method 0:30◦ 45:65◦ 75◦ avg.
Gabor features 96.3 71.4 28.9 64.2
Gabor features, grey img. 95.2 64.7 34.7 62.6
Opponent Gabor features 95.6 83.9 50.0 76.4
Steerable pyramid 90.7 69.5 36.1 64.3
Gabor features, norm. 81.9 49.1 19.4 47.6
Gabor features, grey img., norm. 81.9 38.8 13.9 41.0
Opponent Gabor features, norm. 95.6 85.3 73.6 84.1
LBP8,1+8,3 89.3 63.0 38.6 61.6
LBPu2

16,2 84.4 51.4 35.6 54.1
LBPriu2

16,2 84.4 44.6 31.9 49.8
LBP8,1+8,3, grey img. 86.3 57.4 38.3 58.2
LBPu2

16,2, grey img. 79.3 50.7 34.7 52.3
LBPriu2

16,2 . grey img. 74.1 36.8 16.7 39.2
2D CAR-KL, L1 96.3 87.5 78.3 86.7
3D CAR, L1 97.8 89.6 75.6 87.2
GMRF-KL 95.9 82.6 65.3 80.4
2D CAR, FC3 96.7 91.6 78.1 88.7
GMRF-KL, FC3 93.3 86.5 72.2 83.7
GMRF-KL, L0.2 94.4 82.3 68.3 80.8
2D CAR-KL, FC3 97.8 90.5 79.4 88.8
2D CAR-KL, L0.2 96.7 85.4 78.3 85.8
3D CAR, FC3 99.3 93.6 76.7 89.8
3D CAR, L0.2 97.8 91.2 72.8 87.2

Table 3. Correct classification [%] with traning image fixed to top illumination. The perfor-
mance is grouped for different intervals of illumination declination angles of test images, the
last column is average for all test images. Viewpoint declination angle was 0◦ all images.

The highest reported classification accuracy on the test set (Maenpaa et al., 2002) was 69%
for LBPu2

16,2 features, which outperformed Gabor features with 66% of accuracy (unfortunately
our implementation of Gabor features reached only 54.5% in Tab. 4), both features were com-
puted on grey-scale images. Moreover, Pietikainen et al. (2002) reported 68.4% accuracy for
LBP8,1+8,3 also on grey-scale images, and 53.3% of accuracy achieved by Opponent Gabor
features on colour images preceded by comprehensive colour normalisation.
In addition to the previously described experiment, we have also degraded test set images
with an additive Gaussian noise. The experiment was performed directly on noisy images,
without any noise removal method. The application of such method might increase classifica-
tion accuracy, but only on condition that it would not introduce any artificial micro structures
into the images.
Because of small image size, the neighbourhood of MRF models have to be restricted to the
third order hierarchical neighbourhood. As a consequence the feature vector of 2D CAR, is
about four times smaller than the vector of LBP8,1+8,3 features. The best result on the original
test set was achieved with LBP8,1+8,3 on grey images with 71.6% followed by the best of
MRF features with 67.5% classification accuracy. However, the results change dramatically

added noise σ

method 0 2 4 8
Gabor features 37.5 37.0 36.2 35.6
Gabor features, grey img. 44.3 43.3 43.2 41.3
Opponent Gabor features 50.7 49.3 45.3 37.3
Steerable pyramid 37.5 35.9 34.9 32.6
Gabor features, norm. 57.0 59.9 60.3 57.1
Gabor features, grey img., norm. 54.5 61.3 63.3 62.9
Opponent Gabor features, norm. 56.7 55.8 54.3 47.9
LBP8,1+8,3 66.8 56.6 48.8 36.7
LBPu2

16,2 62.0 52.9 41.2 28.7
LBPriu2

16,2 44.6 30.8 22.6 15.3
LBP8,1+8,3, grey img. 71.6 62.2 54.6 38.6
LBPu2

16,2, grey img. 67.6 60.4 49.8 33.0
LBPriu2

16,2 , grey img. 56.9 45.2 34.2 19.7
2D CAR-KL, L1 67.6 60.8 55.7 52.3
GMRF-KL, L1 61.5 57.0 51.1 46.1
3D CAR, L1 63.6 61.3 60.6 54.9
2D CAR, FC3 67.5 62.2 61.0 56.6
2D CAR-KL, FC3 67.5 63.3 55.8 51.0
2D CAR-KL, L0.2 66.3 60.5 55.2 51.0
3D CAR, FC3 65.3 60.4 58.0 51.3
3D CAR, L0.2 63.5 59.7 55.4 47.4

Table 4. Results [%] of the Outex classification test set number 14. The classification was
performed using three nearest neighbours.

with added noise, the LBP8,1+8,3 features drop down to 38.6% showing their vulnerability to
noise degradation. The MRF based features are not so noise sensitive, because Gaussian noise
is inherent part of the model and the Gaussian pyramid suppresses noise at its higher levels.
The MRF features without KL transform performed better on noisy images than features with
KL transform, which was deflected by uncorrelated noise. In this experiment, Gabor features
performed better than Opponent Gabor Features, especially on noisy images.

5.3 Experiment 3
The last test is an illumination invariant image retrieval from the Outex texture database. In
this task, a CBIR system tries to retrieve images similar with a given query image, it differs
from the previous experiment in two major points. At first, all 318 materials were used and at
second, the task of image retrieval do not allow more training samples per material (previous
experiment used 20 training samples per each of 68 materials).
The test set consists of 3 different illuminations for each material, without any rotation and
with 100 dpi resolution, which is 954 images in total. All images were cropped to size 512× 512
pixels. We have tested image retrieval using every image from the test set. The relevant images
were defined as images of the same material with the other two illuminations. Therefore there
were 2 relevant images present in the test set for each query image, a total amount of 3 images
were retrieved. Furthermore, images were again corrupted with an additive Gaussian noise
to test the noise robustness of the features. The retrieval performance was measured using the
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light source declination
method 0:30◦ 45:65◦ 75◦ avg.
Gabor features 96.3 71.4 28.9 64.2
Gabor features, grey img. 95.2 64.7 34.7 62.6
Opponent Gabor features 95.6 83.9 50.0 76.4
Steerable pyramid 90.7 69.5 36.1 64.3
Gabor features, norm. 81.9 49.1 19.4 47.6
Gabor features, grey img., norm. 81.9 38.8 13.9 41.0
Opponent Gabor features, norm. 95.6 85.3 73.6 84.1
LBP8,1+8,3 89.3 63.0 38.6 61.6
LBPu2

16,2 84.4 51.4 35.6 54.1
LBPriu2

16,2 84.4 44.6 31.9 49.8
LBP8,1+8,3, grey img. 86.3 57.4 38.3 58.2
LBPu2

16,2, grey img. 79.3 50.7 34.7 52.3
LBPriu2

16,2 . grey img. 74.1 36.8 16.7 39.2
2D CAR-KL, L1 96.3 87.5 78.3 86.7
3D CAR, L1 97.8 89.6 75.6 87.2
GMRF-KL 95.9 82.6 65.3 80.4
2D CAR, FC3 96.7 91.6 78.1 88.7
GMRF-KL, FC3 93.3 86.5 72.2 83.7
GMRF-KL, L0.2 94.4 82.3 68.3 80.8
2D CAR-KL, FC3 97.8 90.5 79.4 88.8
2D CAR-KL, L0.2 96.7 85.4 78.3 85.8
3D CAR, FC3 99.3 93.6 76.7 89.8
3D CAR, L0.2 97.8 91.2 72.8 87.2

Table 3. Correct classification [%] with traning image fixed to top illumination. The perfor-
mance is grouped for different intervals of illumination declination angles of test images, the
last column is average for all test images. Viewpoint declination angle was 0◦ all images.

The highest reported classification accuracy on the test set (Maenpaa et al., 2002) was 69%
for LBPu2

16,2 features, which outperformed Gabor features with 66% of accuracy (unfortunately
our implementation of Gabor features reached only 54.5% in Tab. 4), both features were com-
puted on grey-scale images. Moreover, Pietikainen et al. (2002) reported 68.4% accuracy for
LBP8,1+8,3 also on grey-scale images, and 53.3% of accuracy achieved by Opponent Gabor
features on colour images preceded by comprehensive colour normalisation.
In addition to the previously described experiment, we have also degraded test set images
with an additive Gaussian noise. The experiment was performed directly on noisy images,
without any noise removal method. The application of such method might increase classifica-
tion accuracy, but only on condition that it would not introduce any artificial micro structures
into the images.
Because of small image size, the neighbourhood of MRF models have to be restricted to the
third order hierarchical neighbourhood. As a consequence the feature vector of 2D CAR, is
about four times smaller than the vector of LBP8,1+8,3 features. The best result on the original
test set was achieved with LBP8,1+8,3 on grey images with 71.6% followed by the best of
MRF features with 67.5% classification accuracy. However, the results change dramatically

added noise σ

method 0 2 4 8
Gabor features 37.5 37.0 36.2 35.6
Gabor features, grey img. 44.3 43.3 43.2 41.3
Opponent Gabor features 50.7 49.3 45.3 37.3
Steerable pyramid 37.5 35.9 34.9 32.6
Gabor features, norm. 57.0 59.9 60.3 57.1
Gabor features, grey img., norm. 54.5 61.3 63.3 62.9
Opponent Gabor features, norm. 56.7 55.8 54.3 47.9
LBP8,1+8,3 66.8 56.6 48.8 36.7
LBPu2

16,2 62.0 52.9 41.2 28.7
LBPriu2

16,2 44.6 30.8 22.6 15.3
LBP8,1+8,3, grey img. 71.6 62.2 54.6 38.6
LBPu2

16,2, grey img. 67.6 60.4 49.8 33.0
LBPriu2

16,2 , grey img. 56.9 45.2 34.2 19.7
2D CAR-KL, L1 67.6 60.8 55.7 52.3
GMRF-KL, L1 61.5 57.0 51.1 46.1
3D CAR, L1 63.6 61.3 60.6 54.9
2D CAR, FC3 67.5 62.2 61.0 56.6
2D CAR-KL, FC3 67.5 63.3 55.8 51.0
2D CAR-KL, L0.2 66.3 60.5 55.2 51.0
3D CAR, FC3 65.3 60.4 58.0 51.3
3D CAR, L0.2 63.5 59.7 55.4 47.4

Table 4. Results [%] of the Outex classification test set number 14. The classification was
performed using three nearest neighbours.

with added noise, the LBP8,1+8,3 features drop down to 38.6% showing their vulnerability to
noise degradation. The MRF based features are not so noise sensitive, because Gaussian noise
is inherent part of the model and the Gaussian pyramid suppresses noise at its higher levels.
The MRF features without KL transform performed better on noisy images than features with
KL transform, which was deflected by uncorrelated noise. In this experiment, Gabor features
performed better than Opponent Gabor Features, especially on noisy images.

5.3 Experiment 3
The last test is an illumination invariant image retrieval from the Outex texture database. In
this task, a CBIR system tries to retrieve images similar with a given query image, it differs
from the previous experiment in two major points. At first, all 318 materials were used and at
second, the task of image retrieval do not allow more training samples per material (previous
experiment used 20 training samples per each of 68 materials).
The test set consists of 3 different illuminations for each material, without any rotation and
with 100 dpi resolution, which is 954 images in total. All images were cropped to size 512× 512
pixels. We have tested image retrieval using every image from the test set. The relevant images
were defined as images of the same material with the other two illuminations. Therefore there
were 2 relevant images present in the test set for each query image, a total amount of 3 images
were retrieved. Furthermore, images were again corrupted with an additive Gaussian noise
to test the noise robustness of the features. The retrieval performance was measured using the
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added noise σ

method 0 8
Gabor features 14.0 13.4
Gabor features, grey img. 42.8 42.4
Opponent Gabor features 38.8 30.5
Steerable pyramid 19.4 18.9
Gabor features, norm. 40.4 27.5
Gabor features, grey img, norm. 53.4 56.1
Opponent Gabor features, norm. 46.9 37.8
LBP8,1+8,3 51.5 20.0
LBPu2

16,2 47.3 11.7
LBPriu2

16,2 24.3 3.1
LBP8,1+8,3, grey img. 83.1 50.3
LBPu2

16,2, grey img. 80.6 40.8
LBPriu2

16,2 , grey img. 61.5 21.3
2D CAR-KL L1 83.4 60.8
GMRF-KL, L1 73.4 50.4
3D CAR, L1 79.6 61.5
2D CAR, FC3 94.0 83.0
GMRF-KL, FC3 81.3 55.9
GMRF-KL, L0.2 80.7 60.2
2D CAR-KL, FC3 90.2 68.0
2D CAR-KL, L0.2 87.8 69.4
3D CAR, FC3 82.7 63.0
3D CAR, L0.2 79.1 58.8

Table 5. Illumination invariant retrieval from the Outex texture database. The performance is
measured as recall rate [%] of 3 retrieved images.

recall rate

rr =
retrieved and relevant

all retrieved
,

the results are summarised in Tab. 5.
In this test, the proposed illumination invariant MRF features achieved retrieval recall rate
94%, which clearly present their insensitivity to illumination spectrum variations. The MRF
models were computed with the sixth order hierarchical neighbourhood and five levels of the
Gaussian pyramid, since the images are large enough. This experiment also confirms that
MRF features without Karhunen-Loeve transform are more robust to noise degradation. The
LBP features also show their illumination invariance property with 83% recall rate. However,
their performance drops with added Gaussian noise increase. This results also demonstrate
that the spectral channel normalisation is essential for Gabor and steerable pyramid features,
nevertheless, any variant of Gabor or steerable pyramid features did not performed satisfac-
tory in this test.
Some examples of retrieved textures are presented in Fig. 4. The first two retrieved images
are both correct, however, more interesting are images retrieved at the further positions. We
can observe that the proposed features managed to recognise visual similarity of various can-
vas materials, and at the bottom, it is obvious that MRF features with pyramids prefer over-

Fig. 4. Illumination invariant image retrieval from Outex database for materials canvas034
(top), seed013 (bottom). Screenshots are from our online demonstration at http://cbir.
utia.cas.cz or http://ro.utia.cz/dem.html.
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all structure contrary to micro patterns (such as lines) preferred by the LBP features. These
screenshots were taken from our online demonstration,2 where it is possible to try perfor-
mance of the proposed features on images from Outex database.

6. Conclusions

We have proposed new illumination invariant features, which are suitable for content based
image retrieval systems and other analysis of natural scene images. These features are de-
rived from the underlying Markov random field texture representation and they are invariant
to brightness and illumination spectrum variations. We have experimentally verified that in-
troduced MRF features are considerably robust to illumination direction changes and they are
simultaneously robust to image degradation by an additive Gaussian noise. Moreover, the
MRF features are also fast to compute and the feature vector has low dimension. The dis-
advantage is that reliable estimation of MRF parameters requires sufficient size of training
data.
The proposed methods were compared with Gabor features, Opponent Gabor features, steer-
able pyramid and LBP features, respectively. Although the LBP features confirmed their illu-
mination spectrum invariance, they had significant difficulties with natural materials illumi-
nated with different directions and images degraded by an additive noise. The best results
were achieved with invariants based on the 2-dimensional CAR model with Fuzzy contrast
dissimilarity.
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rived from the underlying Markov random field texture representation and they are invariant
to brightness and illumination spectrum variations. We have experimentally verified that in-
troduced MRF features are considerably robust to illumination direction changes and they are
simultaneously robust to image degradation by an additive Gaussian noise. Moreover, the
MRF features are also fast to compute and the feature vector has low dimension. The dis-
advantage is that reliable estimation of MRF parameters requires sufficient size of training
data.
The proposed methods were compared with Gabor features, Opponent Gabor features, steer-
able pyramid and LBP features, respectively. Although the LBP features confirmed their illu-
mination spectrum invariance, they had significant difficulties with natural materials illumi-
nated with different directions and images degraded by an additive noise. The best results
were achieved with invariants based on the 2-dimensional CAR model with Fuzzy contrast
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1. Introduction

Traditionally, the most commonly used lighting technology in computer vision applications
has been the halogen one. In some cases, fluorescent lamps are used due to intrinsic restric-
tions of the site where the application is running (e.g.: car parks).
A few years ago, new improvements in LED technology started to appear, giving birth to a to-
tally new range of products for domestic and industrial use. These new high efficiency diodes
offer many advantages over older technologies, such as longer life span, less heat radiated
and less power consumption.
On the other hand, with the introduction of low cost colour cameras for computer vision ap-
plications, the effect of the technology of the lamps used is even more noticeable. In previous
papers we have studied how variations in the intensity of the illumination affect the quality
of the descriptors measured from texture samples. For that work we used a halogen projector
and a mainstream digital video camera.
This time we are going to use an industrial IEEE colour camera from Pixelink and a custom-
built RGB LED projector. We seek to validate the results we have from former studies on a
new image set using the LED lamp and a halogen one.

2. Introduction to texture classification

Texture classification is a key field in many computer vision applications, ranging from quality
control to remote sensing. Briefly described, there are a finite number of texture classes we
have to learn to recognize. In the first stage of the development of such kind of systems, we
extract useful information (features) from a set of digital images, known as the training set,
containing the textures we are studying. Once this task has been done, we proceed to classify
any unknown texture into one of the known classes. This process can be summarised in the
following steps:

1. Image (texture) acquisition and preprocessing

2. Feature extraction

3. Feature selection

4. Classification
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of the descriptors measured from texture samples. For that work we used a halogen projector
and a mainstream digital video camera.
This time we are going to use an industrial IEEE colour camera from Pixelink and a custom-
built RGB LED projector. We seek to validate the results we have from former studies on a
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Texture classification is a key field in many computer vision applications, ranging from quality
control to remote sensing. Briefly described, there are a finite number of texture classes we
have to learn to recognize. In the first stage of the development of such kind of systems, we
extract useful information (features) from a set of digital images, known as the training set,
containing the textures we are studying. Once this task has been done, we proceed to classify
any unknown texture into one of the known classes. This process can be summarised in the
following steps:

1. Image (texture) acquisition and preprocessing

2. Feature extraction

3. Feature selection

4. Classification
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Since earlier approaches to the problem greyscale images have been widely used, primar-
ily due to acquisition hardware limitations and/or limited processing power. In the recent
past, much effort has been made to develop new feature extraction algorithms (also known
as texture analysis algorithms) to take advantage of the extra information contained in colour
images. On the other hand, many classical greyscale algorithms have been extended to pro-
cess colour textures (de Wouver, 1998; Jain & Healy, 1998; Palm, Keysers, Lehmann & Spitzer,
2000).
Texture analysis algorithms can be divided into statistical and spectral ones. The former meth-
ods extract a set of statistical properties from the spatial distribution of intensities of a texture.
Common examples of this approach are the histogram method and the family of algorithms
based on cooccurrence matrices (Conners & McMillin, 1983; Haralick et al., 1973). The latter
techniques, on the other hand, compute a number of features obtained from the analysis of
the local spectrum of the texture. In the following sections we will give an overview of two
spectral methods (Gabor filters and Wavelets) and a statistical one (Cooccurrence matrices).

3. Gabor filters

Gabor filters have been extensively used for texture classification and segmentation of
greyscale and colour textures (Bovik & Clark, 1990; Dunn et al., 1994; Jain & Healy, 1998;
Kruizinga et al., 1999; Palm, Keysers, Lehmann & Spitzer, 2000). These filters are optimally lo-
calized in both space and spatial frequency and allow us to get a set of filtered images which
correspond to a specific scale and orientation component of the original texture. There are
two major approaches to texture analysis using Gabor filters. First, one can look for specific
narrowband filters to describe a given texture class, while the other option is to apply a bank
of Gabor filters over the image and process its outputs to obtain the features that describe the
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and minimize the overlap between the filters.
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3.2 Gabor features
To obtain texture features we must filter the texture images using the generated filters. This
is achieved by convolution on the frequency domain (4), due to the size of the filters used.
For each filtered image, we extract a single feature µmn which represents its energy, as shown
below.

Gmn(x, y) = I(x, y) ∗ fmn (4)

µmn(x, y) =
√

∑
x,y

(Gmn(x, y))2 (5)

This approach is only valid when greyscale images are used. If we want to filter a colour
image, we have to preprocess it before this method can be applied. The more obvious solution
to this problem is to transform the image by a weighted average of the three colour bands.

I(x, y) = aR(x, y) + bG(x, y) + cB(x, y) (6)

The coefficients a, b, c from equation (6), can be selected to properly model the human eye’s
perception model of colour, since the number of cones sensitive to red, green and blue light
is not equal (Hecht, 1987). For this reason, an adequate choice of these weights can be a =
0.65, b = 0.33, c = 0.02, but this is only needed for human visualization and does not necessary
provide a good representation for texture feature extraction. In this paper, we will use the
simplest choice of coefficients given by a = b = c = 1

3 .
Using this transformation, different colours can give the same greyscale intensity, so colour
information is lost. To overcome this obstacle, (4) can be applied on each of the RGB colour
bands of the image to obtain unichrome features (Jain & Healy, 1998). With this approach, we
obtain a set of energies from each spectral band, so the information extracted from textures,
grows by a factor of three. Another disadvantage of this technique is that colour information
is not correlated because it is simply concatenated. A good idea to solve this independency
was proposed by Palm et al. in (Palm, Keysers, Lehmann & Spitzer, 2000). They converted
the RGB image to HSV, discarding the intensity value, and taking the Hue and Saturation to
form a complex number, which can be used to compute the convolution between the image
and the gabor filter by means of a complex FFT.
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3.2 Gabor features
To obtain texture features we must filter the texture images using the generated filters. This
is achieved by convolution on the frequency domain (4), due to the size of the filters used.
For each filtered image, we extract a single feature µmn which represents its energy, as shown
below.
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is not equal (Hecht, 1987). For this reason, an adequate choice of these weights can be a =
0.65, b = 0.33, c = 0.02, but this is only needed for human visualization and does not necessary
provide a good representation for texture feature extraction. In this paper, we will use the
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Using this transformation, different colours can give the same greyscale intensity, so colour
information is lost. To overcome this obstacle, (4) can be applied on each of the RGB colour
bands of the image to obtain unichrome features (Jain & Healy, 1998). With this approach, we
obtain a set of energies from each spectral band, so the information extracted from textures,
grows by a factor of three. Another disadvantage of this technique is that colour information
is not correlated because it is simply concatenated. A good idea to solve this independency
was proposed by Palm et al. in (Palm, Keysers, Lehmann & Spitzer, 2000). They converted
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3.2 Gabor features
To obtain texture features we must filter the texture images using the generated filters. This
is achieved by convolution on the frequency domain (4), due to the size of the filters used.
For each filtered image, we extract a single feature µmn which represents its energy, as shown
below.

Gmn(x, y) = I(x, y) ∗ fmn (4)
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This approach is only valid when greyscale images are used. If we want to filter a colour
image, we have to preprocess it before this method can be applied. The more obvious solution
to this problem is to transform the image by a weighted average of the three colour bands.

I(x, y) = aR(x, y) + bG(x, y) + cB(x, y) (6)

The coefficients a, b, c from equation (6), can be selected to properly model the human eye’s
perception model of colour, since the number of cones sensitive to red, green and blue light
is not equal (Hecht, 1987). For this reason, an adequate choice of these weights can be a =
0.65, b = 0.33, c = 0.02, but this is only needed for human visualization and does not necessary
provide a good representation for texture feature extraction. In this paper, we will use the
simplest choice of coefficients given by a = b = c = 1

3 .
Using this transformation, different colours can give the same greyscale intensity, so colour
information is lost. To overcome this obstacle, (4) can be applied on each of the RGB colour
bands of the image to obtain unichrome features (Jain & Healy, 1998). With this approach, we
obtain a set of energies from each spectral band, so the information extracted from textures,
grows by a factor of three. Another disadvantage of this technique is that colour information
is not correlated because it is simply concatenated. A good idea to solve this independency
was proposed by Palm et al. in (Palm, Keysers, Lehmann & Spitzer, 2000). They converted
the RGB image to HSV, discarding the intensity value, and taking the Hue and Saturation to
form a complex number, which can be used to compute the convolution between the image
and the gabor filter by means of a complex FFT.
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3.2 Gabor features
To obtain texture features we must filter the texture images using the generated filters. This
is achieved by convolution on the frequency domain (4), due to the size of the filters used.
For each filtered image, we extract a single feature µmn which represents its energy, as shown
below.

Gmn(x, y) = I(x, y) ∗ fmn (4)

µmn(x, y) =
√

∑
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(Gmn(x, y))2 (5)

This approach is only valid when greyscale images are used. If we want to filter a colour
image, we have to preprocess it before this method can be applied. The more obvious solution
to this problem is to transform the image by a weighted average of the three colour bands.

I(x, y) = aR(x, y) + bG(x, y) + cB(x, y) (6)

The coefficients a, b, c from equation (6), can be selected to properly model the human eye’s
perception model of colour, since the number of cones sensitive to red, green and blue light
is not equal (Hecht, 1987). For this reason, an adequate choice of these weights can be a =
0.65, b = 0.33, c = 0.02, but this is only needed for human visualization and does not necessary
provide a good representation for texture feature extraction. In this paper, we will use the
simplest choice of coefficients given by a = b = c = 1

3 .
Using this transformation, different colours can give the same greyscale intensity, so colour
information is lost. To overcome this obstacle, (4) can be applied on each of the RGB colour
bands of the image to obtain unichrome features (Jain & Healy, 1998). With this approach, we
obtain a set of energies from each spectral band, so the information extracted from textures,
grows by a factor of three. Another disadvantage of this technique is that colour information
is not correlated because it is simply concatenated. A good idea to solve this independency
was proposed by Palm et al. in (Palm, Keysers, Lehmann & Spitzer, 2000). They converted
the RGB image to HSV, discarding the intensity value, and taking the Hue and Saturation to
form a complex number, which can be used to compute the convolution between the image
and the gabor filter by means of a complex FFT.
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4. Wavelets

4.1 Introduction
The name "Wavelets" was first introduced by Morlet, a French geophysicists, in the early 80’s.
The kind of data he was studying could not be properly analysed by Fourier analysis, due to
the fast change of their frequency contents. For this reason, he looked for a family of functions
suitable for the analysis of that kind of signals and he found the wavelets.
A wavelet family is a set of functions derived from a single function with special features,
named the mother wavelet, by means of two parameters a and b:

ψa,b(t) =
1√
a

ψ

(
t − b

a

)
(7)

The parameter a represents the dilation (which is inversely proportional to frequency) and b
the displacement (time localization).
Wavelets are rather complex and we would require a complete book (Mallat, 1999) to deal with
them. In the following lines we will show only the basics of this kind of analysis, focused on
texture feature extraction.

4.2 2D Discrete Wavelet Transform and multiscale analysis
Wavelets allow us to study a signal at different levels of detail. In the case of 2D sig-
nals, this can be interpreted as analysing the images at different resolutions or scales. For
instance, if we take a image of 512 × 512 pixels, we can study its frequency content at
256 × 256, 128 × 128, 64 × 64 and so on. In the special case of images containing textures,
this is of vital importance since a texture varies significantly depending on the distance from
which we are looking at it.
If we take a such as a = 2m, the transform is known as dyadic DWT and relies on a specific
form of Wavelet derived from a smoothing or scaling function represented by θ(t). From both
the scaling function and the Wavelet, we can derive two FIR filters that can be used to compute
the DWT. These filters are commonly named h and g and are, respectively, a low-pass and a
high-pass filter. The 2D transform can be represented as shown in Fig. 3, where ∗ denotes the
convolution operator and the subscript for each filter represents if it is applied over the rows
or the columns of the image. Finally ↓ 2 denotes downsampling of the rows or columns by a
factor of two.
Looking at Fig. 3, we can see that the DWT in 2D produces four images as output. In each
filtering step, a low resolution image Lj+1 and three detail images are produced. The detail
images D1..3

j contain the details (high frequency components) extracted from Dj that are not
present in Dj + 1. This scheme can be applied recursively until a given depth is reached.

4.3 Wavelet features
Detail images obtained by applying 2D DWT can be used as a source for extracting texture
features. Since those images contain essentially edge information at a specific direction (hor-
izontal, vertical and diagonal), their energy is a very good texture feature. It is defined as
follows:

Eij(x, y) =

√
∑
x,y

(
Dij(x, y)

)2
(8)

Fig. 3. 2D DWT using FIR filters

Fig. 4. Neighbourhood of a given pixel.

where i = 1 . . . 3 and j = 0 . . . depth − 1.

As in the case of Gabor filters, we need some mechanism to be able to process colour images,
such as greyscale conversion (6) and independent colour band feature extraction. In this par-
ticular case we can use a correlation measure (de Wouver, 1998). This feature is named the
wavelet covariance signature and is defined as follows:

CBk Bl
ij (x, y) = ∑

x,y
DBl

ij DBk
ij (9)

where Bk and Bl represent a colour band, and k, l = 1, 2, 3, k ≤ l.

5. Grey level cooccurrence matrices

5.1 Introduction
Grey level cooccurrence matrices (GLCM) were introduced for the first time by Haralick (Har-
alick et al., 1973) in the early 70’s. A GLCM is a matrix where each cell i, j contains the number
of times a point having intensity i occurs in a position j located at an angle θ and a distance
d. If we want to make this approach non sensible to orientation variations, we can use the
neighbourhood located at a distance d from the pixel with intensity i. Only the first quad-
rant of that neighbourhood need to be explored, which is equivalent to taking θ = 0, 45, 90
simultaneously for the same matrix (Fig. 4).
A final topic concerns the size of the GLCM. If we directly use the 256 grey levels available in a
image, the resulting matrix will be huge, so a mechanism to reduce its dimensions is needed.
There are some options to do this. In this paper, we have used two different preprocessing
tasks:
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j contain the details (high frequency components) extracted from Dj that are not
present in Dj + 1. This scheme can be applied recursively until a given depth is reached.

4.3 Wavelet features
Detail images obtained by applying 2D DWT can be used as a source for extracting texture
features. Since those images contain essentially edge information at a specific direction (hor-
izontal, vertical and diagonal), their energy is a very good texture feature. It is defined as
follows:
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where i = 1 . . . 3 and j = 0 . . . depth − 1.

As in the case of Gabor filters, we need some mechanism to be able to process colour images,
such as greyscale conversion (6) and independent colour band feature extraction. In this par-
ticular case we can use a correlation measure (de Wouver, 1998). This feature is named the
wavelet covariance signature and is defined as follows:
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where Bk and Bl represent a colour band, and k, l = 1, 2, 3, k ≤ l.

5. Grey level cooccurrence matrices

5.1 Introduction
Grey level cooccurrence matrices (GLCM) were introduced for the first time by Haralick (Har-
alick et al., 1973) in the early 70’s. A GLCM is a matrix where each cell i, j contains the number
of times a point having intensity i occurs in a position j located at an angle θ and a distance
d. If we want to make this approach non sensible to orientation variations, we can use the
neighbourhood located at a distance d from the pixel with intensity i. Only the first quad-
rant of that neighbourhood need to be explored, which is equivalent to taking θ = 0, 45, 90
simultaneously for the same matrix (Fig. 4).
A final topic concerns the size of the GLCM. If we directly use the 256 grey levels available in a
image, the resulting matrix will be huge, so a mechanism to reduce its dimensions is needed.
There are some options to do this. In this paper, we have used two different preprocessing
tasks:
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j contain the details (high frequency components) extracted from Dj that are not
present in Dj + 1. This scheme can be applied recursively until a given depth is reached.

4.3 Wavelet features
Detail images obtained by applying 2D DWT can be used as a source for extracting texture
features. Since those images contain essentially edge information at a specific direction (hor-
izontal, vertical and diagonal), their energy is a very good texture feature. It is defined as
follows:
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As in the case of Gabor filters, we need some mechanism to be able to process colour images,
such as greyscale conversion (6) and independent colour band feature extraction. In this par-
ticular case we can use a correlation measure (de Wouver, 1998). This feature is named the
wavelet covariance signature and is defined as follows:
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where Bk and Bl represent a colour band, and k, l = 1, 2, 3, k ≤ l.

5. Grey level cooccurrence matrices

5.1 Introduction
Grey level cooccurrence matrices (GLCM) were introduced for the first time by Haralick (Har-
alick et al., 1973) in the early 70’s. A GLCM is a matrix where each cell i, j contains the number
of times a point having intensity i occurs in a position j located at an angle θ and a distance
d. If we want to make this approach non sensible to orientation variations, we can use the
neighbourhood located at a distance d from the pixel with intensity i. Only the first quad-
rant of that neighbourhood need to be explored, which is equivalent to taking θ = 0, 45, 90
simultaneously for the same matrix (Fig. 4).
A final topic concerns the size of the GLCM. If we directly use the 256 grey levels available in a
image, the resulting matrix will be huge, so a mechanism to reduce its dimensions is needed.
There are some options to do this. In this paper, we have used two different preprocessing
tasks:
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a. Original colour image b. Hotelling transform
Fig. 5. Fabric 0 and Hotelling transform of Fabric0

1. Use of Sobel filters to detect the edges of the image. The resulting image will have
five different values: horizontal edge, vertical edge, diagonal edge, secondary diago-
nal edge, and no edge. The resulting matrix belongs to a class of matrices known as
Cooccurrence Generalized Matrices (CGM).

2. Reduce the grey levels to 16 using some quantization algorithm such as IGS. In this case,
the resulting matrices are named Spatial Grey Level-Dependent Matrices (SGLDM).

5.2 Feature extraction
From a cooccurrence matrix, a number of second order statistics can be computed. The most
popular ones are those known as Haralick features (Haralick et al., 1973), followed by the set of
measures introduced by Conners et al. (Conners & McMillin, 1983).
Obviously, a GLCM cannot be computed directly from a colour image, but from a greyscale
one, so a modification is needed to be able to process that kind of images. There are three
ways of doing this:

1. Convert the colour image to monochrome (6). This is straightforward, but it discards
the chromatic information from the images.

2. Process each RGB band separately. With this approach, a GLCM is computed from
each colour band and the resulting feature vector fv is the concatenation of three fea-
ture vectors fR, fG, fB, obtained from each matrix separately. The main disadvantage is
that the computational cost increases considerably and the obtanied information is not
correlated.

3. Use cross-cooccurrence matrices (Palm, Metzler, Lehmann & Spitzer, 2000). This tech-
nique follows to extend the cooccurrence idea explained before to colour images. The
process consists of using a given a pixel from a colour band B1 with intensity i we will
look for the intensity of a pixel located in another colour band B2 at a distance d and
orientation θ. As before, we can use three angles at the same time to compute a single
matrix. Obviously, if B1 = B2 then we are computing a conventional GCLM. The main
advantage of this class of matrices is that features extracted from them contain colour
information, because colour planes are processed in pairs, but the feature vector length
is increased by a factor of six.

6. Principal Components Analysis

6.1 Introduction
Principal components analysis (PCA) is a way of identifying patterns in data, and expressing
the data in such a way as to highlight their similarities and differences. The main advantage
of PCA when applied to colour images is that it can be used to compress them, i.e, find an
optimal ad hoc greyscale transform for each image. In this case, PCA is also known as the
Hotelling or Karhunen and Loève transform. A good tutorial for this technique can be found
in (Smith, 2002).

6.2 colour image compression and feature extraction
When PCA is applied to colour image compression, we can start with a RGB representation of
the image. The covariance matriz size will be 3× 3 and consequently, the number of associated
eigenvectors will be 3. If we take the eigenvector with the highest eigenvalue, we will have
found the principal component of the distribution. If we represent this eigenvector as −→pc =
(a, b, c), we can use its components as the coefficients for equation (6), so an optimal greyscale
transform is applied. In Fig. 5 an example of this approach is given. It does not need to be
mentioned that since we have compressed colour information into a single monochromatic
image, all the feature extraction algorithms showed before (and others) can be directly used
to measure texture features.

7. Band ratioing

In the previous sections, we have given a brief introduction to three of the most commonly
used feature extraction algorithms, and we have seen the way many authors are extending
them to process colour textures. In this section, we will show a novel approach to doing this,
obtaining in many cases the highest classifier performance, while keeping a low number of
features.

7.1 Introduction
Band ratioing is a enhancement technique mainly used in the field of remote sensing. It is
usually applied to processing LANDSAT TM images1 to enhance details such as vegetation,
grass, soil, etc. It is defined as follows:

I(x, y) =
B1(x, y)
B2(x, y)

(10)

where B1(x, y) and B2(x, y) are two different spectral bands of the colour image. Its compu-
tation is extremely easy, but the bands involved must be processed to avoid the case when
B2(x, y) = 0. To accomplish this, we only have to increase every pixel from both bands by 1.
Theoretically, ratios will be in the interval (0,256], but in practice most values will be rather
small. For this reason, it is advisable to use logarithm compression to enhance small ratios
over larger ones, so (10) can be rewritten as follows.

I′(x, y) = log
(

B1(x, y)
B2(x, y)

)
(11)

It can be easily seen that this technique tends to enhance what is different in two spectral
bands, and as will be seen in the following section, its output is suitable for feature extraction.

1 http://rst.gsfc.nasa.gov/Sect1/Sect1_15.html
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a. Original colour image b. Hotelling transform
Fig. 5. Fabric 0 and Hotelling transform of Fabric0

1. Use of Sobel filters to detect the edges of the image. The resulting image will have
five different values: horizontal edge, vertical edge, diagonal edge, secondary diago-
nal edge, and no edge. The resulting matrix belongs to a class of matrices known as
Cooccurrence Generalized Matrices (CGM).

2. Reduce the grey levels to 16 using some quantization algorithm such as IGS. In this case,
the resulting matrices are named Spatial Grey Level-Dependent Matrices (SGLDM).

5.2 Feature extraction
From a cooccurrence matrix, a number of second order statistics can be computed. The most
popular ones are those known as Haralick features (Haralick et al., 1973), followed by the set of
measures introduced by Conners et al. (Conners & McMillin, 1983).
Obviously, a GLCM cannot be computed directly from a colour image, but from a greyscale
one, so a modification is needed to be able to process that kind of images. There are three
ways of doing this:

1. Convert the colour image to monochrome (6). This is straightforward, but it discards
the chromatic information from the images.

2. Process each RGB band separately. With this approach, a GLCM is computed from
each colour band and the resulting feature vector fv is the concatenation of three fea-
ture vectors fR, fG, fB, obtained from each matrix separately. The main disadvantage is
that the computational cost increases considerably and the obtanied information is not
correlated.

3. Use cross-cooccurrence matrices (Palm, Metzler, Lehmann & Spitzer, 2000). This tech-
nique follows to extend the cooccurrence idea explained before to colour images. The
process consists of using a given a pixel from a colour band B1 with intensity i we will
look for the intensity of a pixel located in another colour band B2 at a distance d and
orientation θ. As before, we can use three angles at the same time to compute a single
matrix. Obviously, if B1 = B2 then we are computing a conventional GCLM. The main
advantage of this class of matrices is that features extracted from them contain colour
information, because colour planes are processed in pairs, but the feature vector length
is increased by a factor of six.

6. Principal Components Analysis

6.1 Introduction
Principal components analysis (PCA) is a way of identifying patterns in data, and expressing
the data in such a way as to highlight their similarities and differences. The main advantage
of PCA when applied to colour images is that it can be used to compress them, i.e, find an
optimal ad hoc greyscale transform for each image. In this case, PCA is also known as the
Hotelling or Karhunen and Loève transform. A good tutorial for this technique can be found
in (Smith, 2002).

6.2 colour image compression and feature extraction
When PCA is applied to colour image compression, we can start with a RGB representation of
the image. The covariance matriz size will be 3× 3 and consequently, the number of associated
eigenvectors will be 3. If we take the eigenvector with the highest eigenvalue, we will have
found the principal component of the distribution. If we represent this eigenvector as −→pc =
(a, b, c), we can use its components as the coefficients for equation (6), so an optimal greyscale
transform is applied. In Fig. 5 an example of this approach is given. It does not need to be
mentioned that since we have compressed colour information into a single monochromatic
image, all the feature extraction algorithms showed before (and others) can be directly used
to measure texture features.

7. Band ratioing

In the previous sections, we have given a brief introduction to three of the most commonly
used feature extraction algorithms, and we have seen the way many authors are extending
them to process colour textures. In this section, we will show a novel approach to doing this,
obtaining in many cases the highest classifier performance, while keeping a low number of
features.

7.1 Introduction
Band ratioing is a enhancement technique mainly used in the field of remote sensing. It is
usually applied to processing LANDSAT TM images1 to enhance details such as vegetation,
grass, soil, etc. It is defined as follows:

I(x, y) =
B1(x, y)
B2(x, y)

(10)

where B1(x, y) and B2(x, y) are two different spectral bands of the colour image. Its compu-
tation is extremely easy, but the bands involved must be processed to avoid the case when
B2(x, y) = 0. To accomplish this, we only have to increase every pixel from both bands by 1.
Theoretically, ratios will be in the interval (0,256], but in practice most values will be rather
small. For this reason, it is advisable to use logarithm compression to enhance small ratios
over larger ones, so (10) can be rewritten as follows.

I′(x, y) = log
(

B1(x, y)
B2(x, y)

)
(11)

It can be easily seen that this technique tends to enhance what is different in two spectral
bands, and as will be seen in the following section, its output is suitable for feature extraction.

1 http://rst.gsfc.nasa.gov/Sect1/Sect1_15.html
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a. Original colour image b. Hotelling transform
Fig. 5. Fabric 0 and Hotelling transform of Fabric0

1. Use of Sobel filters to detect the edges of the image. The resulting image will have
five different values: horizontal edge, vertical edge, diagonal edge, secondary diago-
nal edge, and no edge. The resulting matrix belongs to a class of matrices known as
Cooccurrence Generalized Matrices (CGM).

2. Reduce the grey levels to 16 using some quantization algorithm such as IGS. In this case,
the resulting matrices are named Spatial Grey Level-Dependent Matrices (SGLDM).

5.2 Feature extraction
From a cooccurrence matrix, a number of second order statistics can be computed. The most
popular ones are those known as Haralick features (Haralick et al., 1973), followed by the set of
measures introduced by Conners et al. (Conners & McMillin, 1983).
Obviously, a GLCM cannot be computed directly from a colour image, but from a greyscale
one, so a modification is needed to be able to process that kind of images. There are three
ways of doing this:

1. Convert the colour image to monochrome (6). This is straightforward, but it discards
the chromatic information from the images.

2. Process each RGB band separately. With this approach, a GLCM is computed from
each colour band and the resulting feature vector fv is the concatenation of three fea-
ture vectors fR, fG, fB, obtained from each matrix separately. The main disadvantage is
that the computational cost increases considerably and the obtanied information is not
correlated.

3. Use cross-cooccurrence matrices (Palm, Metzler, Lehmann & Spitzer, 2000). This tech-
nique follows to extend the cooccurrence idea explained before to colour images. The
process consists of using a given a pixel from a colour band B1 with intensity i we will
look for the intensity of a pixel located in another colour band B2 at a distance d and
orientation θ. As before, we can use three angles at the same time to compute a single
matrix. Obviously, if B1 = B2 then we are computing a conventional GCLM. The main
advantage of this class of matrices is that features extracted from them contain colour
information, because colour planes are processed in pairs, but the feature vector length
is increased by a factor of six.

6. Principal Components Analysis

6.1 Introduction
Principal components analysis (PCA) is a way of identifying patterns in data, and expressing
the data in such a way as to highlight their similarities and differences. The main advantage
of PCA when applied to colour images is that it can be used to compress them, i.e, find an
optimal ad hoc greyscale transform for each image. In this case, PCA is also known as the
Hotelling or Karhunen and Loève transform. A good tutorial for this technique can be found
in (Smith, 2002).

6.2 colour image compression and feature extraction
When PCA is applied to colour image compression, we can start with a RGB representation of
the image. The covariance matriz size will be 3× 3 and consequently, the number of associated
eigenvectors will be 3. If we take the eigenvector with the highest eigenvalue, we will have
found the principal component of the distribution. If we represent this eigenvector as −→pc =
(a, b, c), we can use its components as the coefficients for equation (6), so an optimal greyscale
transform is applied. In Fig. 5 an example of this approach is given. It does not need to be
mentioned that since we have compressed colour information into a single monochromatic
image, all the feature extraction algorithms showed before (and others) can be directly used
to measure texture features.

7. Band ratioing

In the previous sections, we have given a brief introduction to three of the most commonly
used feature extraction algorithms, and we have seen the way many authors are extending
them to process colour textures. In this section, we will show a novel approach to doing this,
obtaining in many cases the highest classifier performance, while keeping a low number of
features.

7.1 Introduction
Band ratioing is a enhancement technique mainly used in the field of remote sensing. It is
usually applied to processing LANDSAT TM images1 to enhance details such as vegetation,
grass, soil, etc. It is defined as follows:

I(x, y) =
B1(x, y)
B2(x, y)

(10)

where B1(x, y) and B2(x, y) are two different spectral bands of the colour image. Its compu-
tation is extremely easy, but the bands involved must be processed to avoid the case when
B2(x, y) = 0. To accomplish this, we only have to increase every pixel from both bands by 1.
Theoretically, ratios will be in the interval (0,256], but in practice most values will be rather
small. For this reason, it is advisable to use logarithm compression to enhance small ratios
over larger ones, so (10) can be rewritten as follows.

I′(x, y) = log
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)
(11)

It can be easily seen that this technique tends to enhance what is different in two spectral
bands, and as will be seen in the following section, its output is suitable for feature extraction.

1 http://rst.gsfc.nasa.gov/Sect1/Sect1_15.html
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a. Original colour image b. Hotelling transform
Fig. 5. Fabric 0 and Hotelling transform of Fabric0

1. Use of Sobel filters to detect the edges of the image. The resulting image will have
five different values: horizontal edge, vertical edge, diagonal edge, secondary diago-
nal edge, and no edge. The resulting matrix belongs to a class of matrices known as
Cooccurrence Generalized Matrices (CGM).

2. Reduce the grey levels to 16 using some quantization algorithm such as IGS. In this case,
the resulting matrices are named Spatial Grey Level-Dependent Matrices (SGLDM).

5.2 Feature extraction
From a cooccurrence matrix, a number of second order statistics can be computed. The most
popular ones are those known as Haralick features (Haralick et al., 1973), followed by the set of
measures introduced by Conners et al. (Conners & McMillin, 1983).
Obviously, a GLCM cannot be computed directly from a colour image, but from a greyscale
one, so a modification is needed to be able to process that kind of images. There are three
ways of doing this:

1. Convert the colour image to monochrome (6). This is straightforward, but it discards
the chromatic information from the images.

2. Process each RGB band separately. With this approach, a GLCM is computed from
each colour band and the resulting feature vector fv is the concatenation of three fea-
ture vectors fR, fG, fB, obtained from each matrix separately. The main disadvantage is
that the computational cost increases considerably and the obtanied information is not
correlated.

3. Use cross-cooccurrence matrices (Palm, Metzler, Lehmann & Spitzer, 2000). This tech-
nique follows to extend the cooccurrence idea explained before to colour images. The
process consists of using a given a pixel from a colour band B1 with intensity i we will
look for the intensity of a pixel located in another colour band B2 at a distance d and
orientation θ. As before, we can use three angles at the same time to compute a single
matrix. Obviously, if B1 = B2 then we are computing a conventional GCLM. The main
advantage of this class of matrices is that features extracted from them contain colour
information, because colour planes are processed in pairs, but the feature vector length
is increased by a factor of six.

6. Principal Components Analysis

6.1 Introduction
Principal components analysis (PCA) is a way of identifying patterns in data, and expressing
the data in such a way as to highlight their similarities and differences. The main advantage
of PCA when applied to colour images is that it can be used to compress them, i.e, find an
optimal ad hoc greyscale transform for each image. In this case, PCA is also known as the
Hotelling or Karhunen and Loève transform. A good tutorial for this technique can be found
in (Smith, 2002).

6.2 colour image compression and feature extraction
When PCA is applied to colour image compression, we can start with a RGB representation of
the image. The covariance matriz size will be 3× 3 and consequently, the number of associated
eigenvectors will be 3. If we take the eigenvector with the highest eigenvalue, we will have
found the principal component of the distribution. If we represent this eigenvector as −→pc =
(a, b, c), we can use its components as the coefficients for equation (6), so an optimal greyscale
transform is applied. In Fig. 5 an example of this approach is given. It does not need to be
mentioned that since we have compressed colour information into a single monochromatic
image, all the feature extraction algorithms showed before (and others) can be directly used
to measure texture features.

7. Band ratioing

In the previous sections, we have given a brief introduction to three of the most commonly
used feature extraction algorithms, and we have seen the way many authors are extending
them to process colour textures. In this section, we will show a novel approach to doing this,
obtaining in many cases the highest classifier performance, while keeping a low number of
features.

7.1 Introduction
Band ratioing is a enhancement technique mainly used in the field of remote sensing. It is
usually applied to processing LANDSAT TM images1 to enhance details such as vegetation,
grass, soil, etc. It is defined as follows:

I(x, y) =
B1(x, y)
B2(x, y)

(10)

where B1(x, y) and B2(x, y) are two different spectral bands of the colour image. Its compu-
tation is extremely easy, but the bands involved must be processed to avoid the case when
B2(x, y) = 0. To accomplish this, we only have to increase every pixel from both bands by 1.
Theoretically, ratios will be in the interval (0,256], but in practice most values will be rather
small. For this reason, it is advisable to use logarithm compression to enhance small ratios
over larger ones, so (10) can be rewritten as follows.

I′(x, y) = log
(

B1(x, y)
B2(x, y)

)
(11)

It can be easily seen that this technique tends to enhance what is different in two spectral
bands, and as will be seen in the following section, its output is suitable for feature extraction.

1 http://rst.gsfc.nasa.gov/Sect1/Sect1_15.html
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a. Ratio R/B b. Filtered ratio R/B
Fig. 6. Ratio R/B and filtered ratio of Fabric0

7.2 Feature extraction from rationed colour textures
In the previous section, we saw that Band Ratioing enhances what is different in two colour
bands. If a pixel contains a greyscale value (R = G = B), its ratio will be 1, but if at least
two colour components are not equal, the band ratio will encode the colour information in a
single value. This is very interesting for feature extraction from colour textures, since we can
directly use any greyscale feature extraction method available. In the following lines, we will
show the way to enhance the Gabor filtering method using band ratioing.
To apply Gabor filtering on a rationed image, we can combine (11) and (4) to get the following
expression:

G′
mn(x, y) = log

(
B1(x, y)
B2(x, y)

)
∗ fmn (12)

Note that (12) directly convolves the band ratios with the Gabor filter, so it is not necessary to
scale the ratios to fit in a byte value.
In Fig. 6 we can see a band ratio of a colour texture taken from the VisTex database2 and the
result of filtering the ratio using a Gabor filter with parameters m = 1, n = 45◦.
A very interesting topic is the implementation of the previous scheme. When we compute a
band ratio, the operands are both eight-bit numbers, i.e, ranging from 0 . . . 255, but the result
will be a real number. There are two different ways to deal with this value:

1. Adjust the result to fit in a byte value (some information is lost).

2. Use the real ratio directly as input to the FFT.

It is easy to see that the second approach is much better since no information is lost. In our
experiments, we have observed a 10% of performance increase compared to the case when
byte values are used. Nevertheless, this option is only applicable to feature extraction algo-
rithms that make use of the FFT, since we can not use real numbers to compute cooccurrence
matrices, for example.

8. The Vistex problem

For testing the performance of the band ratioing technique combined with the three feature
extraction algorithms presented before, we have used the texture set defined in (de Wouver,
1998) which is composed of 30 colour textures taken from the Vistex database (Fig. 7). As

2 http://www-white.media.mit.edu/vismod/imagery/VisionTexture/vistex.html

Fig. 7. 30 colour textures: Bark0, Bark4, Bark6, Bark8, Bark9, Brick1, Brick4, Brick5,
Fabric0, Fabric4, Fabric7, Fabric9, Fabric11, Fabric13, Fabric16,Fabric17, Fabric18, Food0,
Food2, Food5, Food8, Grass1, Sand0, Stone4, Tile1, Tile3, Tile7, Water6, Wood1, Wood2
(left/right,top/bottom)

in (Palm, Keysers, Lehmann & Spitzer, 2000) we divide each 512x512 image into 64 disjunct
images of 64x64 pixels each, which give us a total of 1920 texture samples. For each texture
class, we randomly select 80% of the samples for training, and the rest for testing purposes
(hold-out method).
We have performed a number of experiments, applying different preprocessing techniques to
be able to process colour images. The tables showed in the next section gather the classifier
performance in all cases.

8.1 Results
For evaluating the performance of the feature sets obtained in each case, we have used a Knn
classifier, taking K = 5. To measure the distance between two feature vectors in Rn, the 1-norm
is used.

8.1.1 Gabor results
Gabor features were extracted by filtering the textures at 3 scales and 4 different orientations.
This give us a total of 12 gabor energies for each texture sample. As can be seen in Table
1, the best performance is achieved by the concatenation of two band ratios. These results
are not only interesing for this topic, but for the reduced number of features used. If we
look at the RGB row, we see that by using raw colour information, 36 features are extracted
and the performance is worse. It is also remarkable the fact that using band ratios we can
even improve the performance of the Complex Gabor Features introduced in (Palm, Keysers,
Lehmann & Spitzer, 2000).
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7.2 Feature extraction from rationed colour textures
In the previous section, we saw that Band Ratioing enhances what is different in two colour
bands. If a pixel contains a greyscale value (R = G = B), its ratio will be 1, but if at least
two colour components are not equal, the band ratio will encode the colour information in a
single value. This is very interesting for feature extraction from colour textures, since we can
directly use any greyscale feature extraction method available. In the following lines, we will
show the way to enhance the Gabor filtering method using band ratioing.
To apply Gabor filtering on a rationed image, we can combine (11) and (4) to get the following
expression:

G′
mn(x, y) = log

(
B1(x, y)
B2(x, y)

)
∗ fmn (12)

Note that (12) directly convolves the band ratios with the Gabor filter, so it is not necessary to
scale the ratios to fit in a byte value.
In Fig. 6 we can see a band ratio of a colour texture taken from the VisTex database2 and the
result of filtering the ratio using a Gabor filter with parameters m = 1, n = 45◦.
A very interesting topic is the implementation of the previous scheme. When we compute a
band ratio, the operands are both eight-bit numbers, i.e, ranging from 0 . . . 255, but the result
will be a real number. There are two different ways to deal with this value:

1. Adjust the result to fit in a byte value (some information is lost).

2. Use the real ratio directly as input to the FFT.

It is easy to see that the second approach is much better since no information is lost. In our
experiments, we have observed a 10% of performance increase compared to the case when
byte values are used. Nevertheless, this option is only applicable to feature extraction algo-
rithms that make use of the FFT, since we can not use real numbers to compute cooccurrence
matrices, for example.

8. The Vistex problem

For testing the performance of the band ratioing technique combined with the three feature
extraction algorithms presented before, we have used the texture set defined in (de Wouver,
1998) which is composed of 30 colour textures taken from the Vistex database (Fig. 7). As

2 http://www-white.media.mit.edu/vismod/imagery/VisionTexture/vistex.html

Fig. 7. 30 colour textures: Bark0, Bark4, Bark6, Bark8, Bark9, Brick1, Brick4, Brick5,
Fabric0, Fabric4, Fabric7, Fabric9, Fabric11, Fabric13, Fabric16,Fabric17, Fabric18, Food0,
Food2, Food5, Food8, Grass1, Sand0, Stone4, Tile1, Tile3, Tile7, Water6, Wood1, Wood2
(left/right,top/bottom)

in (Palm, Keysers, Lehmann & Spitzer, 2000) we divide each 512x512 image into 64 disjunct
images of 64x64 pixels each, which give us a total of 1920 texture samples. For each texture
class, we randomly select 80% of the samples for training, and the rest for testing purposes
(hold-out method).
We have performed a number of experiments, applying different preprocessing techniques to
be able to process colour images. The tables showed in the next section gather the classifier
performance in all cases.

8.1 Results
For evaluating the performance of the feature sets obtained in each case, we have used a Knn
classifier, taking K = 5. To measure the distance between two feature vectors in Rn, the 1-norm
is used.

8.1.1 Gabor results
Gabor features were extracted by filtering the textures at 3 scales and 4 different orientations.
This give us a total of 12 gabor energies for each texture sample. As can be seen in Table
1, the best performance is achieved by the concatenation of two band ratios. These results
are not only interesing for this topic, but for the reduced number of features used. If we
look at the RGB row, we see that by using raw colour information, 36 features are extracted
and the performance is worse. It is also remarkable the fact that using band ratios we can
even improve the performance of the Complex Gabor Features introduced in (Palm, Keysers,
Lehmann & Spitzer, 2000).
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7.2 Feature extraction from rationed colour textures
In the previous section, we saw that Band Ratioing enhances what is different in two colour
bands. If a pixel contains a greyscale value (R = G = B), its ratio will be 1, but if at least
two colour components are not equal, the band ratio will encode the colour information in a
single value. This is very interesting for feature extraction from colour textures, since we can
directly use any greyscale feature extraction method available. In the following lines, we will
show the way to enhance the Gabor filtering method using band ratioing.
To apply Gabor filtering on a rationed image, we can combine (11) and (4) to get the following
expression:

G′
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)
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Note that (12) directly convolves the band ratios with the Gabor filter, so it is not necessary to
scale the ratios to fit in a byte value.
In Fig. 6 we can see a band ratio of a colour texture taken from the VisTex database2 and the
result of filtering the ratio using a Gabor filter with parameters m = 1, n = 45◦.
A very interesting topic is the implementation of the previous scheme. When we compute a
band ratio, the operands are both eight-bit numbers, i.e, ranging from 0 . . . 255, but the result
will be a real number. There are two different ways to deal with this value:

1. Adjust the result to fit in a byte value (some information is lost).

2. Use the real ratio directly as input to the FFT.

It is easy to see that the second approach is much better since no information is lost. In our
experiments, we have observed a 10% of performance increase compared to the case when
byte values are used. Nevertheless, this option is only applicable to feature extraction algo-
rithms that make use of the FFT, since we can not use real numbers to compute cooccurrence
matrices, for example.

8. The Vistex problem

For testing the performance of the band ratioing technique combined with the three feature
extraction algorithms presented before, we have used the texture set defined in (de Wouver,
1998) which is composed of 30 colour textures taken from the Vistex database (Fig. 7). As
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Food2, Food5, Food8, Grass1, Sand0, Stone4, Tile1, Tile3, Tile7, Water6, Wood1, Wood2
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in (Palm, Keysers, Lehmann & Spitzer, 2000) we divide each 512x512 image into 64 disjunct
images of 64x64 pixels each, which give us a total of 1920 texture samples. For each texture
class, we randomly select 80% of the samples for training, and the rest for testing purposes
(hold-out method).
We have performed a number of experiments, applying different preprocessing techniques to
be able to process colour images. The tables showed in the next section gather the classifier
performance in all cases.

8.1 Results
For evaluating the performance of the feature sets obtained in each case, we have used a Knn
classifier, taking K = 5. To measure the distance between two feature vectors in Rn, the 1-norm
is used.

8.1.1 Gabor results
Gabor features were extracted by filtering the textures at 3 scales and 4 different orientations.
This give us a total of 12 gabor energies for each texture sample. As can be seen in Table
1, the best performance is achieved by the concatenation of two band ratios. These results
are not only interesing for this topic, but for the reduced number of features used. If we
look at the RGB row, we see that by using raw colour information, 36 features are extracted
and the performance is worse. It is also remarkable the fact that using band ratios we can
even improve the performance of the Complex Gabor Features introduced in (Palm, Keysers,
Lehmann & Spitzer, 2000).
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7.2 Feature extraction from rationed colour textures
In the previous section, we saw that Band Ratioing enhances what is different in two colour
bands. If a pixel contains a greyscale value (R = G = B), its ratio will be 1, but if at least
two colour components are not equal, the band ratio will encode the colour information in a
single value. This is very interesting for feature extraction from colour textures, since we can
directly use any greyscale feature extraction method available. In the following lines, we will
show the way to enhance the Gabor filtering method using band ratioing.
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Note that (12) directly convolves the band ratios with the Gabor filter, so it is not necessary to
scale the ratios to fit in a byte value.
In Fig. 6 we can see a band ratio of a colour texture taken from the VisTex database2 and the
result of filtering the ratio using a Gabor filter with parameters m = 1, n = 45◦.
A very interesting topic is the implementation of the previous scheme. When we compute a
band ratio, the operands are both eight-bit numbers, i.e, ranging from 0 . . . 255, but the result
will be a real number. There are two different ways to deal with this value:

1. Adjust the result to fit in a byte value (some information is lost).

2. Use the real ratio directly as input to the FFT.

It is easy to see that the second approach is much better since no information is lost. In our
experiments, we have observed a 10% of performance increase compared to the case when
byte values are used. Nevertheless, this option is only applicable to feature extraction algo-
rithms that make use of the FFT, since we can not use real numbers to compute cooccurrence
matrices, for example.

8. The Vistex problem

For testing the performance of the band ratioing technique combined with the three feature
extraction algorithms presented before, we have used the texture set defined in (de Wouver,
1998) which is composed of 30 colour textures taken from the Vistex database (Fig. 7). As
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Food2, Food5, Food8, Grass1, Sand0, Stone4, Tile1, Tile3, Tile7, Water6, Wood1, Wood2
(left/right,top/bottom)

in (Palm, Keysers, Lehmann & Spitzer, 2000) we divide each 512x512 image into 64 disjunct
images of 64x64 pixels each, which give us a total of 1920 texture samples. For each texture
class, we randomly select 80% of the samples for training, and the rest for testing purposes
(hold-out method).
We have performed a number of experiments, applying different preprocessing techniques to
be able to process colour images. The tables showed in the next section gather the classifier
performance in all cases.

8.1 Results
For evaluating the performance of the feature sets obtained in each case, we have used a Knn
classifier, taking K = 5. To measure the distance between two feature vectors in Rn, the 1-norm
is used.

8.1.1 Gabor results
Gabor features were extracted by filtering the textures at 3 scales and 4 different orientations.
This give us a total of 12 gabor energies for each texture sample. As can be seen in Table
1, the best performance is achieved by the concatenation of two band ratios. These results
are not only interesing for this topic, but for the reduced number of features used. If we
look at the RGB row, we see that by using raw colour information, 36 features are extracted
and the performance is worse. It is also remarkable the fact that using band ratios we can
even improve the performance of the Complex Gabor Features introduced in (Palm, Keysers,
Lehmann & Spitzer, 2000).
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Preprocessing algorithm Feature # Hits

greyscale 12 87.86%
Red band 12 89.52%
Green band 12 90.24%
Blue band 12 87.38%
R+G+B 12 × 3 93.57%
Ratio R/G 12 86.67%
Ratio R/B 12 90.24%
Ratio G/B 12 85.48%
Ratios R/G & R/B 12 × 2 95.24%
Ratios R/G, R/B & G/B 12 × 3 95.24%
Complex colour features 31 92%
PCA 12 90.71%

Table 1. Classification rates for Gabor data.

Preprocessing algorithm Feature # Hits

greyscale 12 86.19%
Red band 12 90.48%
Green band 12 85.24%
Blue band 12 86.19%
R+G+B 12 × 3 91.19%
Ratio R/G 12 83.33%
Ratio R/B 12 87.62%
Ratio G/B 12 80.95%
Ratios R/G & R/B 12 × 2 93.57%
Ratios R/G, R/B & G/B 12 × 3 93.81%
Covariance signatures 72 95.24%
PCA 12 87.14%

Table 2. Classification rates for Wavelet data.

8.1.2 Wavelet results
For Wavelet features we have set the analysis depth at 4, which produces a total number
of 12 features for each texture sample. The wavelet functions used for this analysis were
the biorthogonal Wavelets Bior6.8 available in MatLAB. In this case the performance of the
concatenation of two band ratios is not the best at all, but the classification success is only
1.67% less than the case when covariance signatures are used, computing three times less
features.

8.1.3 Cooccurrence matrices results
GLCM features were obtained by computing two coocurrence matrices at distances 2 and 4.
For each matrix, we have calculated Haralick features, f1 . . . f12, that give us a total number
of 24 texture measures for each sample. The overall performance in this case is worse than for
the case where spectral methods are used, but we still see a performance increase when band

Preprocessing algorithm Feature # Hits CGM Hits SGLDM

greyscale 24 78.81% 82.14%
Red band 24 78.57% 83.10%
Green band 24 79.29% 84.05%
Blue band 24 79.05% 85.24%
R+G+B 24 × 3 84.76% 93.1%
Ratio R/G 24 72.38% 74.76%
Ratio R/B 24 70.24% 76.43%
Ratio G/B 24 64.29% 70%
Ratios R/G & R/B 24 × 2 85.24% 91.67%
Ratios R/G, R/B & G/B 24 × 3 85.71% 91.67%
Cross-coocurrence 24 × 3 81.19% 90.24%
PCA 24 74.29% 77.14%

Table 3. Classification rates for CGM and SGLDM data.

ratios are involved. It is remarkable to notice how the concatenation of two band ratios still
provides the best results while keeping the number of used features low.

8.2 Conclusions of the Vistex problem
In the previous sections, by means of the band ratioing technique we have combined RGB
colour bands to produce monochromatic images suitable to use as input to any feature extrac-
tion algorithm currently available. From an implementation point of view, feature extraction
algorithms that can use real images are preferred since no information is lost from band ratios.
The most important conclusion is the fact that this technique allows us to compress textural
colour information which leads to higher classification performance while keeping the num-
ber of features low. It is interesting to see how the use of three band ratios does not lead to
better performance (or very little) than the case where only two ratios are involved. This is
obvious since the third one is a linear combination of the two other, so the extra features do
not contain additional information.
A final consideration concerns the use of the Hotelling transform. This process improves the
performance of the simpler greyscale transform in the case where spectral methods (Gabor
and Wavelets) are used, which leads us to think that the colour compression performed is
better, as expected. For coocurrence matrices this is not true, since the grey levels reduction
performed for the computation of those matrices seems to be affected by the use of this trans-
form.

9. LED lighting

LED lighting is an emerging technology these days. It has evolved from the typical signaling
diodes present on many different electronic devices to the more sophisticated lamps which
are aimed at replacing conventional ones. It has applications for many different aspects of our
lives, such as cars, traffic lights, show lighting and lamps at home.
Computer vision is not an exception here, the application of high power LEDs to almost any
application is straightforward as it only requires replacing an "old" lamp with another one
with a sufficient number of high power LEDs.
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ratios are involved. It is remarkable to notice how the concatenation of two band ratios still
provides the best results while keeping the number of used features low.

8.2 Conclusions of the Vistex problem
In the previous sections, by means of the band ratioing technique we have combined RGB
colour bands to produce monochromatic images suitable to use as input to any feature extrac-
tion algorithm currently available. From an implementation point of view, feature extraction
algorithms that can use real images are preferred since no information is lost from band ratios.
The most important conclusion is the fact that this technique allows us to compress textural
colour information which leads to higher classification performance while keeping the num-
ber of features low. It is interesting to see how the use of three band ratios does not lead to
better performance (or very little) than the case where only two ratios are involved. This is
obvious since the third one is a linear combination of the two other, so the extra features do
not contain additional information.
A final consideration concerns the use of the Hotelling transform. This process improves the
performance of the simpler greyscale transform in the case where spectral methods (Gabor
and Wavelets) are used, which leads us to think that the colour compression performed is
better, as expected. For coocurrence matrices this is not true, since the grey levels reduction
performed for the computation of those matrices seems to be affected by the use of this trans-
form.

9. LED lighting

LED lighting is an emerging technology these days. It has evolved from the typical signaling
diodes present on many different electronic devices to the more sophisticated lamps which
are aimed at replacing conventional ones. It has applications for many different aspects of our
lives, such as cars, traffic lights, show lighting and lamps at home.
Computer vision is not an exception here, the application of high power LEDs to almost any
application is straightforward as it only requires replacing an "old" lamp with another one
with a sufficient number of high power LEDs.
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8.1.2 Wavelet results
For Wavelet features we have set the analysis depth at 4, which produces a total number
of 12 features for each texture sample. The wavelet functions used for this analysis were
the biorthogonal Wavelets Bior6.8 available in MatLAB. In this case the performance of the
concatenation of two band ratios is not the best at all, but the classification success is only
1.67% less than the case when covariance signatures are used, computing three times less
features.

8.1.3 Cooccurrence matrices results
GLCM features were obtained by computing two coocurrence matrices at distances 2 and 4.
For each matrix, we have calculated Haralick features, f1 . . . f12, that give us a total number
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ratios are involved. It is remarkable to notice how the concatenation of two band ratios still
provides the best results while keeping the number of used features low.

8.2 Conclusions of the Vistex problem
In the previous sections, by means of the band ratioing technique we have combined RGB
colour bands to produce monochromatic images suitable to use as input to any feature extrac-
tion algorithm currently available. From an implementation point of view, feature extraction
algorithms that can use real images are preferred since no information is lost from band ratios.
The most important conclusion is the fact that this technique allows us to compress textural
colour information which leads to higher classification performance while keeping the num-
ber of features low. It is interesting to see how the use of three band ratios does not lead to
better performance (or very little) than the case where only two ratios are involved. This is
obvious since the third one is a linear combination of the two other, so the extra features do
not contain additional information.
A final consideration concerns the use of the Hotelling transform. This process improves the
performance of the simpler greyscale transform in the case where spectral methods (Gabor
and Wavelets) are used, which leads us to think that the colour compression performed is
better, as expected. For coocurrence matrices this is not true, since the grey levels reduction
performed for the computation of those matrices seems to be affected by the use of this trans-
form.

9. LED lighting

LED lighting is an emerging technology these days. It has evolved from the typical signaling
diodes present on many different electronic devices to the more sophisticated lamps which
are aimed at replacing conventional ones. It has applications for many different aspects of our
lives, such as cars, traffic lights, show lighting and lamps at home.
Computer vision is not an exception here, the application of high power LEDs to almost any
application is straightforward as it only requires replacing an "old" lamp with another one
with a sufficient number of high power LEDs.
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LED lighting is an emerging technology these days. It has evolved from the typical signaling
diodes present on many different electronic devices to the more sophisticated lamps which
are aimed at replacing conventional ones. It has applications for many different aspects of our
lives, such as cars, traffic lights, show lighting and lamps at home.
Computer vision is not an exception here, the application of high power LEDs to almost any
application is straightforward as it only requires replacing an "old" lamp with another one
with a sufficient number of high power LEDs.
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Fig. 8. LED module

During recent years we have been working with colour textures and we have developed a
technique for compensating the performance loss when the illumination on the scene varies
significantly. In this paper we want to reproduce those experiments with our custom-built
LED projector and compare the results with the ones obtained when a conventional lamp is
used.

9.1 Modern LED technology
As we have already mentioned, LED technology has been vastly improved during this decade.
Nowadays it is very easy to find a product that fits our needs from many of the different
manufacturers that have LEDs in their catalogues. However, in order to build our custom
projector we have to perform minor research to find out which is the best one for our purposes.
The first question to answer is if we need a colour or a monochrome LED. If we just need
to replace a conventional lamp with a LED-based one, probably the monochrome choice is
the best bet as we will have less issues to solve (driver choice, power supply, etc.). On the
other hand, if we are looking for a more refined product and we want to try different spectral
choices for the light source, we might be interested in getting RGB LEDs instead.
For our work we have decided to go for a power LED from OSRAM (LRTB-G6T6), shown in
Fig. 8. This product includes the 3 RGB LEDs required in a single package and it has been
optimised for additive mixture of colour stimuli by independent driving of the individual
LEDs.
In order to control both the LED-based and the halogen light source, we are going to need a
dimming technology. We have to keep in mind that we have a twin goal: on the one hand
we want to compare the two technologies from a performance point of view but, on the other
hand, we are looking forward to evaluating our formerly introduced algorithms [1][2][3] with
the new LED projector. In the following chapter we will give a brief description of the most
popular control technologies we have available in the market.

9.2 Dimming technologies
If we intend to simulate different lighting scenarios, one of the best approaches is choosing
a light control system. There are a number of different choices on the market. Some of them
are closed developments which means they are made ad hoc by a manufacturer and they are
usually operated by an infrared remote or some kind of potentiometer / push button interface.
On the other hand, we have a number of standard technologies which might serve to our
purposes while allowing us the access to a full range of devices from different manufacturers.

9.2.1 1-10 V Interface
The 1-10 V interface is the oldest of the three approaches shown here. It is a fully analogue
system and it allows us to control the attached ballast or transformer by means of two wires.

Fig. 9. KNX devices

On the other side of the connection we usually find a potentiometer as the only device required
to operate the dimmed light. Its main advantage is that it is very cheap as opposed to other
technologies but it is not very accurate and it is very slow in operation.

9.2.2 DALI
DALI stands for Digital Addressable Lighting Interface. As its name indicates, it is digital
technology as opposed to the 1-10 V interface. As in the previous case, only two wires are
required but the main difference is that up to 64 ballasts can be attached to a single controller.
It is very common to find this technology in offices and buildings as it provides a high degree
of control while keeping the cost reasonably low.

9.2.3 DMX512
DMX (Digital MultipleX) is also a digital protocol like DALI, but it focuses on the speed of the
dimming which allows us to create special effects and smooth colour changes. The cost of the
lamps and the required controller is usually higher than its DALI counterpart.

9.2.4 KNX
KNX or Konnex is not dimming technology. Instead, we are talking about a standard bus
commonly used in Europe for connecting different systems in a house (heating, blinds, lights,
etc.). Why we have decided to mention it here is because many different KNX (formerly
known as EIB) manufacturers offer interfaces and controllers of the three systems described
before in their catalogues. In addition, it is very simple to control a KNX-based installation
from a PC, using one of the different interfaces available (RS-232, USB and Ethernet).
As we will describe later, we have decided to use this technology in combination with a DALI
controller to perform all the tests required to compute the comparison charts.

10. Illumination-independent texture analysis

If we suppose that a spectral band b1 from an image fb1(x, y) has been formed according to
Lambert’s reflectivity model (Lambert., 1760) then we can say that:

fb1
(x, y) = Ib1

∗ Rb1
∗ cos Θ . (13)
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a. Bright texture b. Dark texture
Fig. 10. Bright and dark textures

where Ib1 represents the intensity of the light source on the surface of the texture for the spec-
tral band b1 and Rb1 the reflectivity coefficient of that surface.
For another band b2, the previous equation would be rewritten as:

fb2 (x, y) = Ib2 ∗ Rb2 ∗ cos Θ . (14)

The band ratio of bands b1 and b2 is defined as:

BR1 =
fb1

fb2

=
Ib1

Ib2

Rb1

Rb2

cos Θ

cos Θ
= k

Rb1

Rb2

. (15)

If the lighting components Ib1 and Ib2 are modified we will get new ones, I′b1 and I′b2. Then,
the equation (15) would be rewritten as follows:

BR2 =
f ′b1

f ′b2

=
I′b1

I′b2

Rb1

Rb2

cos Θ

cos Θ
= k′

Rb1

Rb2

. (16)

If we want to calculate the difference between the rationed images BR1 and BR2, we only have
to subtract equation (15) from equation (16):

BR1 − BR2 = k
Rb1

Rb2

− k′
Rb1

Rb2

= (k − k′)
Rb1

Rb2

. (17)

If the variations from the light source are proportional to both bands we can state that k = k′,
then equation (17) could be rewritten as:

BR1 − BR2 = k
Rb1

Rb2

− k
Rb1

Rb2

= (k − k)
Rb1

Rb2

= 0 . (18)

From the previous result we can state that if a surface can be expressed or modelled according
to Lambert’s reflectivity model and if the lighting variations are proportional between bands,
then the rationed images do not change.
Obviously, the assumptions made before are not always true in real-world applications, but
our experiments have shown us that this approach performs very well if we compare it with
regular texture analysis.

Fig. 11. Real-world textures (darkest ones) taken under different lighting conditions with a
halogen projector

Fig. 12. Real-world textures (darkest ones) taken under different lighting conditions with a
LED projector
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Fig. 13. Pixelink camera

10.1 Experiments
To analyse the performance of our technique we have taken shots from 5 real world textures
(Fig. 11 and 12), food and fabrics. We have used an industrial colour camera from Pixelink,
model PL-B742F (Fig. 13). We have changed the lighting conditions of the whole scene by
means of a KNX DALI controller and a universal dimmer. We have used a standard 150 watt
halogen projector and a custom-built LED projector (Fig. 14). The images have a resolution
of 1280x1024 pixels each, and they are organised in 5 different sets representing 5 different
illumination conditions, numbered from 0 (brightest) to 4 (darkest). We have performed two
major tests:

1. For this experiment, we have built a training set from the textures from lighting level 0
and we have used the remaining images for testing (levels 1..4)

2. In this case, the training set is composed of the textures from lighting level 4 and the
remaining images are used for testing (levels 0..3)

These tests allow us to evaluate the performance of the system using images from the left
end and the right end for training, i.e, the brightest and the darkest ones. We have computed
Gabor features from the training and testing sets. For this purpose the images were divided
into 320 disjunct images of 64x64 pixels.
We have performed a number of experiments, applying different preprocessing techniques to
be able to process colour images. The charts showed in the next section gather the classifier
performance in all cases.

Fig. 14. Halogen and LED projectors

Preprocessing algorithm 0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4

Greyscale 88.25% 87.13% 82.69% 38.93%
R+G+B 95.81% 95.69% 90.31% 33.81%
Ratios R/G & R/B 96.87% 96.69% 95.19% 68.31%

Table 4. Halogen projector results (I)

10.2 Results
For evaluating the performance of the feature sets obtained in each case, we have used a Knn
classifier, taking K = 5. To measure the distance between two feature vectors in �n, the 1-
norm is used.
We have performed a number of experiments, applying different preprocessing techniques in
order to process colour images. These algorithms can be summarised as follows:

1. Greyscale conversion.- We convert the colour image to greyscale and we compute the
features.

2. RGB concatenation.- We extract the texture features from each colour band and we build
a single feature vector.

3. Band ratioing.- This technique, previously introduced in (Muñiz & Corrales, 2003), con-
sists in getting a monochrome image, which is the result of dividing two spectral bands
of the image, such as R/G. The rationed image can be used as an input to virtually any
feature extraction algorithm, as in the previous cases.

Gabor features were extracted by filtering the textures at 3 scales and 4 different orientations.
This gives us a total of 12 gabor energies for each texture sample.
In tables 4 and 5 we have summarised the results of the halogen tests. It is very noticeable
how band ratios perform very well when compared to the greyscale and RGB features. The
numbers shown tell us that these features are very stable in terms of performance when the
illumination changes. It is also interesting the overall bad performance of the system when
we use the dark images as the training set. Even in this case, the behaviour of the R/G and
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Preprocessing algorithm 4-3 4-2 4-1 4-0

Greyscale 39.56% 37.00% 34.06% 34.19%
R+G+B 42.88% 39.18% 35.94% 33.25%
Ratios R/G & R/B 63.81% 64.50% 64.63% 65.38%

Table 5. Halogen projector results (II)

Preprocessing algorithm 0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4

Greyscale 86.31% 84.25% 76.63% 73.19%
R+G+B 95.69% 93.81% 90.43% 85.06%
Ratios R/G & R/B 86.19% 84.43% 83.19% 80.13%

Table 6. LED projector results (I)

The results of the LED projector create a totally new scenario. In this case the performance of
the classifier is always reasonably high. The most interesting fact is that the behaviour of the
LED lamp seems to be more stable when the intensity of the light varies. This phenomena can
be explained as a more consistent colour spectrum when we change the intensity of the LEDs.
The light produced by a halogen lamp, on the other hand, tends to be more yellowish, which
is something that obviously has an effect on the images we get from the camera.

10.3 Conclusions of the lighting problem
In this section we have shown the result of applying modern LED technology to texture anal-
ysis and classification. We have built a custom projector using high power LEDs from Osram
and we have used a standard enclosure to fit the PCB. The results obtained with the Gabor
features show that the images captured when the LED projector was used are more resistant
to changes in the intensity of the light and, in addition, the visual quality of the images seems
to be better than the halogen ones.

11. Conclusions

In this chapter we have started to explore the possibilities of modern LED lighting for com-
puter vision. The results obtained are very promising but further research has to be conducted.
The first drawback was the LED module used and the number of them mounted on the PCB.
For future work we are going to look for a more powerful module and we should consider fit-
ting an increased number of them on the projector. Nevertheless, the low power consumption
and the uniformity of the colour spectrum when the lamp ages show us where we should be
directing our attention.

Preprocessing algorithm 4-3 4-2 4-1 4-0

Greyscale 84.25% 81.50% 74.75% 79.25%
R+G+B 97.81% 94.63% 91.06% 86.88%
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Table 7. LED projector results (II)
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1. Introduction 

Those last years, one can observe that the number of digital libraries has clearly increased 
but not as fast as the number of tools to promote the cultural heritage stored in those 
libraries. Among the great diversity of cultural inheritage we can notice that handwritten 
documents constitute an important part of ancient collections to valorise. In those document 
images, we are not interested in handwriting recognition and semantic content, but we focus 
on image content retrieval through visual low level characteristics of shapes (from 
graphemes to entire handwriting samples). 
In this work, we are interested in digitized Middle-Age (composed by copyists’ texts from 
the 9th to the 15th century), Humanistic manuscripts (essentially composed by authors’ drafts 
from the 18th and 19th century) and overall lines based images, see Fig. 1.  

 
Fig. 1. Complex handwriting documents images from different periods (from 13th to 18th 
century) 

 
The community of handwriting document analysis has been working for several years on 
the devlopment of computer-based systems for retrieval and identify handwritings from 
various historical periods. This begs the question whether such work can be applied to 
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medieval writing as well. In this work, on strong constraint is to find a robust 
characterisation tool for writer dependent or style dependent primitives  
Due to the fact that the curvature and the orientation are judged to be two fundamental 
dimensions of handwritings, we have searched a way to compute them on the shapes for 
different corpus. To compute those dimensions, we have developed a methodology that is 
sensitive to variations at the edges of shapes and that reveals the variability of shapes and 
their anisotropy at different scales. The proposed methodology has been tuned so as to be 
robust to disturbed environments (presence of disturbed backgrounds, of partial shapes…) 
without requiring prohibitive costs of process nor great storage volume for each analyzed 
page image. Our choice relates to a redundant multi-scale transform: the Curvelets 
transform that is more robust than wavelets for the representation of shapes anisotropy, of 
lines segments and curves in the images. Standard wavelet-based tools suffer of their 
incapacity to locate thin structure of lines and thin variations all along curves. Those points 
will be discussed in following sections. 
In the literature, we have observed that mainly handwritings characterization methods may 
be divided into four classes: 
_ The first class gathers methods that search for structural information. As examples, we can 
quote the average height, the width and the overall slant of the writing. Despite these 
methods are really simple, their efficiency in the writer identification task is not proved as 
far. Their main drawback is in the initial segmentation task which is rarely robust.  
_ The second class is made of statistical methods. The idea behind is to accumulate 
information in order to be less sensitive to intrinsic variations of writings. This time the 
drawback is the difficulty to evaluate quantitatively the amount of information that are 
needed in those kinds of process.  
_ The third class is made of frequency analysis that is based on a change in the 
representation of the signal. This time the drawback is the lack of directionality that is 
caused by most of multiscale frquences based representation.  
_ The fourth class tries to get the best of several methods by mixing classes. Currently, we 
may find in the fourth class some serial arrangements of two existing methods from the first 
three classes.  
We think that, thanks to recent works on signal processing, it is possible to mix the three 
first classes of methods in a single and efficient characterization approach. This mixing 
process is proposed and discussed in parts 0 and 0. In those sections, we will show how the 
curvature and the orientation of shapes are essential features that are dependent on image 
frequences, geometry and ditribution. The choice of these features comes from several 
pluridisciplinary discussions with palaeographers that we are working with. In the last part 
of the paper (in part 0), we will see two examples of applications based on these features: a 
content base image retrieval application and the analysis of the evolution process of Middle-
Ages handwritings. 

 
2. In the frequency domain 

Most of the time, the structure of an image is very complex, you can find textured parts with 
changes more or less salient in brightness, or you can also encounter more or less 
overlapping objects. In all those situations it is not easy to define relevant universal features 
to describe objects in an image. In that context, objects are mostly defined according to 

 

various criteria such as contour, shape, texture, presence of edges more or less smooth … It 
is clear that a unique representation fails to take into account all these characteristics and 
other models should be developed to optimise the image processing that need to be done. 
Among these transformations we can include coding, analysis, representation or 
segmentation of information. These new models of representation must take into account 
the most appropriate information of the image without looking for secondary ones. 
If these new models can take into account the most appropriate information, it is still often 
convenient to be able to reverse the process. Therefore, we intend to define an invertible 
transform to work on information not limited to greyscales. The linear transforms of Fourier 
and Gabor were until recently the only alternatives to the representation and modelling of 
greyscale images. The number of representations has today significantly increased with, for 
example, the Laplacian pyramid transform and the wavelet transforms, whether classical or 
geometrical. These new representations have led to considerable progress in applications 
such as compression, denoising and now characterization of the contents. 
In this section, we show the way we followed to justify the choice of characterization 
approach based on geometrical wavelet transforms and especially on the Curvelets 
transform. 

 
2.1 At the beginning, the Fourier transform 
The initial work of Joseph Fourier focused on modelling the evolution of temperature 
through trigonometric series We call today those transforms: Fourier series. More precisely 
Fourier showed that for any periodic signal f of period T, we have: 

  ( 1 ) 
Coefficients ak and bk are given by: 

  ( 2 ) 

Formula (1) may be rewritten with the module rk ( 22
kkk bar  ) and phase k (
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bksin ) : 

  ( 3 ) 
The formulas (1) and (3) can be adapted to the case of non-periodic and integrable signals. 
This is called the Fourier transform.  
The Fourier transform F is an operation that transforms an integrable function into another 
function, describing the frequency spectrum of f. If a function f is integrable, its Fourier 
transform is the function F (f) and is given by the formula . 
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  ( 4 ) 
The departure set is the one of integrable functions f of one real variable t. The arrival set is 
the one of functions F (f) of one real variable s. Specifically when this transform is used in 
signal processing, we say that t is the time variable, f is in the time domain, that s is the 
frequency and F is in the frequency domain. 
The Fourier transform is particularly well suited for stationary signals, so named because 
their properties are statistically invariant over time. If so, locating frequencies is 
meaningless.  
The so-called natural images, especially document images, containing homogeneous zones 
with sharp transitions, generally located on the contours. This property makes them non-
stationary signals, since the singularities appear in a non-homogenous way. The absence of 
localization of these singularities can be very penalizing. A solution may be found in the 
Gabor transform. The main well-known drawback of this approach is in the choice of the 
size of the sliding-window. Drawback solved with the wavelet theory. 

 
2.2 The wavelet transform 
In 1983, Morlet working on the analysis of seismic signals noted the inadequacy of the 
sliding-window Fourier transform due to the rigidity imposed by the fixed size of the 
window. He then decided to use a window of expanded or contracted size as needed. The 
idea of wavelets was born.  
The wavelet transform uses basis functions to analyse and reconstruct a given signal. To 
understand this process, we shall now give a brief background on the properties of vector 
spaces for such reconstruction. 

 
2.2.1 Vector and basis functions 
A basis of a vector space V is a set of linearly independent vectors such that any vector v of 
V can be expressed as a single linear combination of these vectors in the database. There 
may be more of one basis for a given vector space each but each of them has the same 
number of vectors: this number is called the dimension of the vector space. For example, any 
vector of R2 can be expressed as a linear combination of vectors (1,0) and (0,1). 
Thus any vector is a linear combination of the basis of their vector space. This concept, 
expressed in terms of vectors, spread easily to functions by replacing the vectors of the basis 
with basis functions. Complex exponential functions are the basic functions for the Fourier 
transform.  
If f (t) and g (t) are two functions of L2 (all square integrable functions on a given interval), 
their scalar product can be calculated. This operation is used to calculate the wavelet 
transform as we recall in the following mathematical formalization: 
Let f(t) a real function of real variable.  is a function of zero average, centred around 0 and 
negligible outside a compact interval, called mother wavelet. The wavelet transform of f is: 

  ( 5 ) 

 

From the function , we can build a family of wavelets functions given by translations (coefficient b) 
and dilatations (coefficient a) of : 

  ( 6 ) 
where a is the frequency and b the time. 
This definition shows that wavelet analysis is the similarity measure between the basis 
functions (wavelets) and the signal itself. Similarity is here understood as similar frequency 
content. The coefficients calculated in the transform indicate the degree of similarity 
between the signal and the wavelet at the current scale. 
Unlike the Fourier transform, the mother function is not defined in the theory so that it is 
possible to choose the most appropriate one to the problem. However, apart from the 
orthogonality of the basis vectors to obtain a good reconstruction, the wavelet basis must 
meet two important properties to deserve the name : the admissibility and the regularity 
condition. We will not study those here but we will focus on what we are interested in : 
anisotropic structures. 

 
2.2.2 To anisotropic structures 
Within the great diversity of approaches to complement the properties of “classical” 
wavelets are a class of methods seeking to better characterize the anisotropic structures. 
These are the geometrical wavelets which can be adaptive or not. 
Geometrical adaptive wavelets tries to adapt the best wavelet basis to the geometry of a 
given image. It becomes clear that whatever the approach chosen, a preliminary estimation 
of the geometry is required before decomposition. This estimation may however be done in 
several ways: edge detection, triangulation, regularity estimation … We may cite, as 
examples of this class of methods, the Bandelets (Le Pennec & Mallat, 2003), the oriented 
wavelets (Chappelier & Guillemot, 2005) or the Directionlets (Velisavljevic, 2005) It appears 
that with such an approach, there is near no wavelets coefficients redundancy which can be 
an advantage for applications like compression of images. 
Apart from characterizing the contours or local singularities, typically anisotropic 
properties, the non-adaptive geometrical wavelets share the distinction of having a fixed 
basis and independent of the image they represent. This allows, among other things, of not 
requiring additional cost for specifying, during the synthesis, the configuration used in the 
analysis. However this leads to many unwanted redundancy for applications such as 
compression. We may cite, also as examples of this class of methods, the Ridgelets (Candès 
& Donoho, 1999a), the Curvelets (Candès & Donoho, 1999b) and the Contourlets (Do & 
Vetterli, 2005) 

 
2.2.3 The Curvelets 
Due to fact that we are working with anisotropic structures, writings, we have chosen to use 
geometrical wavelets. The choice of a non-adaptive method is due to that we do not search 
to make compression of our signal but more to analyse the latter. Indeed, analysis may be 
better with a little redundancy in wavelets coefficients than if there was not. Finally the 
choice of Curvelets is due to that it has an optimal coding of information. The question now 
is how it is done. In the discrete domain and particularly in the case of images, we may 
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This definition shows that wavelet analysis is the similarity measure between the basis 
functions (wavelets) and the signal itself. Similarity is here understood as similar frequency 
content. The coefficients calculated in the transform indicate the degree of similarity 
between the signal and the wavelet at the current scale. 
Unlike the Fourier transform, the mother function is not defined in the theory so that it is 
possible to choose the most appropriate one to the problem. However, apart from the 
orthogonality of the basis vectors to obtain a good reconstruction, the wavelet basis must 
meet two important properties to deserve the name : the admissibility and the regularity 
condition. We will not study those here but we will focus on what we are interested in : 
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Within the great diversity of approaches to complement the properties of “classical” 
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Geometrical adaptive wavelets tries to adapt the best wavelet basis to the geometry of a 
given image. It becomes clear that whatever the approach chosen, a preliminary estimation 
of the geometry is required before decomposition. This estimation may however be done in 
several ways: edge detection, triangulation, regularity estimation … We may cite, as 
examples of this class of methods, the Bandelets (Le Pennec & Mallat, 2003), the oriented 
wavelets (Chappelier & Guillemot, 2005) or the Directionlets (Velisavljevic, 2005) It appears 
that with such an approach, there is near no wavelets coefficients redundancy which can be 
an advantage for applications like compression of images. 
Apart from characterizing the contours or local singularities, typically anisotropic 
properties, the non-adaptive geometrical wavelets share the distinction of having a fixed 
basis and independent of the image they represent. This allows, among other things, of not 
requiring additional cost for specifying, during the synthesis, the configuration used in the 
analysis. However this leads to many unwanted redundancy for applications such as 
compression. We may cite, also as examples of this class of methods, the Ridgelets (Candès 
& Donoho, 1999a), the Curvelets (Candès & Donoho, 1999b) and the Contourlets (Do & 
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2.2.3 The Curvelets 
Due to fact that we are working with anisotropic structures, writings, we have chosen to use 
geometrical wavelets. The choice of a non-adaptive method is due to that we do not search 
to make compression of our signal but more to analyse the latter. Indeed, analysis may be 
better with a little redundancy in wavelets coefficients than if there was not. Finally the 
choice of Curvelets is due to that it has an optimal coding of information. The question now 
is how it is done. In the discrete domain and particularly in the case of images, we may 
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consider that locally, there are straight contours. This is what leads to the creation of the 
Curvelets transform. This transform is achieved in two main stages. First we partition the 
image into squares of varying sizes with recovery to avoid sides effects. These squares are 
obtained through a finite support Fourier window. The next step is to apply a discrete 
Ridgelets transform within these squares with dilation of the wave function of a/a2. 
Contours not captured by the separable wavelet analysis can be found in the sub-band 
detail. A sufficiently fine partition of the sub-bands can then obtain blocks where these 
contours are straight lines and are therefore suitable for Ridgelets analysis. The Curvelets 
transform is invertible but redundant because the analysis in discrete sub-Ridgelets core is 
made using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the polar plane, requiring more points than 
those available in the rectangular grid. Using the FFT directly from the Fourier Slice 
Theorem. Indeed, it indicates that the Radon transform can be obtained by applying an 
inverse 1-D Fourier transform along radial lines passing through the origin in the Fourier 
domain of the 2-D image. All these steps are illustrated in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Curvelets transform flow graph on an image 

 
3. Features extraction 

3.1 DCTG2 
The version of the Curvelets transform introduced in section 0 uses the Radon transform. 
This transform is difficult to discretize. Candès and Donoho have proposed a second 
generation of transform that are now developed in the discrete domain. The development 
has been done in the software Curvelab (http://curvelet.org) The technical details related to 
this implementation are provided in (Candès et al, 2005) We have chosen to use in our work 
this implementation for the extraction of orientations and the evaluation of the curvatures 
on each point of the transformed image. 

 
3.2 Orientations extraction 
Curvelets coefficients are indexed in position, scale and direction. The coefficients enabled 
us to deduce easily the dominant orientations of strokes by retaining only the highest 
coefficient corresponding to processed pixel at the finest scale. We only retain the finest 

 

scale for the analysis of orientation and curvature. However, the methodology presented 
can be applied regardless of the scale. 
In theory, for a given scale E, the number n of sub-bands created by the directional Curvelet 
transform is calculated using the formula : 

 
where a is the number of angles used for the first cutting angular frequency plane which is 
in our case the scale 2. 
In practice we set the number of scales and a to 8 and therefore we obtain at the finest scale 
64 angles: so the accuracy of the directional decomposition is around 5°. Searching for a 
greater accuracy requires an additional cost in terms of storage that is not necessary for our 
work. In addition, this implies sensitivity to slight variations in the writing which is not 
desired for the great variability induced by production of handwriting. 
Thus, if Op is the set of coefficients of the n orientations that are analysed at the finest scale 
corresponding to pixel p, then the dominant orientation is o with o = index (MaxOp)  
where Index (j) is a function returning index i <= n corresponding to Curvelet coefficient j. 
We show on Fig. 3. the results of this analysis on an extract from the Washington’s 
manuscripts library. Analysis of the circle on Fig. 4. is given as a colour reference and a 
zoom on a part of the orientation analysis is given on Fig. 5. 

  
Fig. 3. Orientation analysis based on the Curvelets transform 
 

 
Fig. 4. Orientation analysis of a circle 
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Fig. 5. Zoom on a part of the orientation analysis 

 
3.3 Curvatures evaluation 
We just show how we extract the dominant orientations. The latter, although adequate for 
right segments, had to be enriched for all other cases, especially for handwriting that we 
study but also in almost cases of images in general. This enrichment has come to the 
attention of the other dominant orientations for the same pixel. Indeed, it is rare for a pixel 
of a curve (or contour) to have a single dominant orientation and it is very common that 
other orientations are also carriers of information. Therefore, for each pixel, we keep a list of 
different dominant orientations associated with it. This list of dominant orientations has 
been inspired from Antoine and Jacques’s works in (Antoine & Jacques ,2003) 
In their work, authors use conical wavelets (Antoine et al, 2008). The support of these 
wavelets is strictly in a convex cone in the frequency domain which makes them very 
efficient in detecting objects whose orientation is marked as straight lines. From these 
wavelets, authors have shown that it is possible to estimate the curvature at a point in a line 
by estimating the number of orientations for which the wavelet coefficients corresponding 
to this point are significant. The main problem in our work by using this approach comes 
from the limitation to straight lines. Considering that conical wavelets approximate heavily 
Curvelet except that the parabolic scaling that is specific to Curvelets transforms allows a 
better selectivity of anisotropic objects. In that context, we decided to apply the same 
methodology but this time with the Curvelets transform. In that way we have used the list 
of dominant orientations that we have mentioned earlier to evaluate the curvature at the 
frontiers of lines and shapes. The evaluation of the curvature on each point is then simply 
computed by measuring the length of this list. The more long it is, the more the curvature at 
the point of interest is high and vice versa. Formally, we can define our evaluation of the 
curvature as follows: 
Let’s consider P as a pixel of an image I. Lp represent all significant orientations associated with it, 
then the level of curvature in P, Np is defined by:  

Np = Card (Lp) 
A result of this evaluation is given on Fig. 6. for the same document as for the Fig. 3. Colours 
used for this representation are ordered on Fig. 7. and a zoom on a part of the evaluation is 
given on Fig. 8. 

  
Fig. 6. Curvature evaluation based on the Curvelets transform 

 
Fig. 7. Standard curvature scale 

Fig. 8. Zoom on a part of the curvature evaluation 

 
3.4 Handwriting signature design 
The analysis of orientations and curvatures at the frontiers of shapes that we have presented 
in sections 0 and 0 provides a characterization of writing in the manuscript. However, as the 
amount of information contained in a manuscript may considerably vary, we have built a 
compact representation of this information which allows to describe a unique writing 
contained in the document. This representation is what we call the signature of writing and 
is the score matrix M of couples (curvature, orientation) extracted from the analysis of 
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3.3 Curvatures evaluation 
We just show how we extract the dominant orientations. The latter, although adequate for 
right segments, had to be enriched for all other cases, especially for handwriting that we 
study but also in almost cases of images in general. This enrichment has come to the 
attention of the other dominant orientations for the same pixel. Indeed, it is rare for a pixel 
of a curve (or contour) to have a single dominant orientation and it is very common that 
other orientations are also carriers of information. Therefore, for each pixel, we keep a list of 
different dominant orientations associated with it. This list of dominant orientations has 
been inspired from Antoine and Jacques’s works in (Antoine & Jacques ,2003) 
In their work, authors use conical wavelets (Antoine et al, 2008). The support of these 
wavelets is strictly in a convex cone in the frequency domain which makes them very 
efficient in detecting objects whose orientation is marked as straight lines. From these 
wavelets, authors have shown that it is possible to estimate the curvature at a point in a line 
by estimating the number of orientations for which the wavelet coefficients corresponding 
to this point are significant. The main problem in our work by using this approach comes 
from the limitation to straight lines. Considering that conical wavelets approximate heavily 
Curvelet except that the parabolic scaling that is specific to Curvelets transforms allows a 
better selectivity of anisotropic objects. In that context, we decided to apply the same 
methodology but this time with the Curvelets transform. In that way we have used the list 
of dominant orientations that we have mentioned earlier to evaluate the curvature at the 
frontiers of lines and shapes. The evaluation of the curvature on each point is then simply 
computed by measuring the length of this list. The more long it is, the more the curvature at 
the point of interest is high and vice versa. Formally, we can define our evaluation of the 
curvature as follows: 
Let’s consider P as a pixel of an image I. Lp represent all significant orientations associated with it, 
then the level of curvature in P, Np is defined by:  

Np = Card (Lp) 
A result of this evaluation is given on Fig. 6. for the same document as for the Fig. 3. Colours 
used for this representation are ordered on Fig. 7. and a zoom on a part of the evaluation is 
given on Fig. 8. 
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maximum value of the signature and the values of the latter. The values of the signature are 
then all between 0 and 1. 
At the same time we have removed from our signature odd columns of the matrix. Indeed, 
the analysis takes into account the 360 degrees and therefore evaluates each direction twice 
(45 ° and 225 ° for example). This produces a curvature systematically even hence our choice 
(see Fig. 10). We have also removed half of the lines, but in order to illustrate and justify the 
symmetry, we will still represent them in the following. 

  
Fig. 10. Even curvatures suppression in signature 
 
We quickly found that the standardization is not suitable for the comparisons intended for 
this signature. Indeed, with such an approach, significant values of the signature are, in the 
same language, almost invariant. For the Latin languages, for example, there are almost 
systematically the vertical and / or horizontal orientation considered as dominant and thus 
around a curvature evaluation rather low. This comes, of course, essentially from the 
verticality of our scripts and the horizontal alignment of our texts. To solve this problem, we 
have raised low values of our signature while reducing the role of orientations common to 
all writers. To do so, we applied a Lorentzian filter (see Fig. 11 { 2 }) before reversing the 
order of values in the signature (see Fig. 11 { 3 }): 

 
where L is the Lorentzian filter defined as : 

 
where x0 is the index of the peak and  its width at half height. 
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curvatures suppression 

 
{ 2 } Signature after applying 

Lorentzian filter 
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order of values 
Fig. 11. Different steps of our signature changes 

 
4. Applications 

Now that features can be extracted and that if necessary those can be grouped together in a 
compact signature, we will now show how we used them to retrieve information from 

 

manuscripts. In section 0 we will present how we have built a CBIR (Content Based Image 
Retrieval) system based on our compact signature of handwritings and in section 0 we will 
present a word spotting system based, for the moment, exclusively on the orientations 
extraction. 

 
4.1 Content based image retrieval 
As every CBIR system, our one is composed of two main parts: a features extraction phase 
that allows a change in representation space and a comparison phase between those features 
which provides a list of similar images. This scheme of operation is identical to the one of a 
k nearest neighbours approach and is presented in Fig. 12. 

 
Fig. 12. Schema of a content based image retrieval system 
 
The features extraction and the signature design steps have been presented in part 0 and we 
will now have a look on the similarity evaluation between signatures. 
We have developed two main measures; a generic one and another one dedicated to 
medieval Latin manuscripts. The two measures have been integrated in our system and we 
have tested those on two different databases.  
The evaluation process was the same for both: 

_ The precision P is evaluated over all queries: swersNumberOfAn
AnswersodNumberOfGoP  

_ The recall R is evaluated over all queries: erspectedAnswNumberOfEx
odAnswersNumberOfGoR  

_ The F-measure is computed from P and R: RP
PRF  2  

To highlight those values we have decided to compare our system to another one from the 
state of the art. Many of those use features based on texture, colour, … and in our case 
comparison would not be very easy. So we decided to test one based on wavelets 
coefficients: ImgSeek (Jacobs et al, 1995) 

 
4.1.1 Results of the generic measure 
The generic measure is a linear correlation coefficient and we have tested it on a humanistic 
handwritings database. We present here the results obtained on the basis of manuscripts 
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IAM. The value of this database is that information about writers are known and the types 
of scripts are closed to what we call humanistic writings. We also tested our approach on 
images of ancient manuscripts with similar types to those in the IAM database and results 
were similar. However we do not present these results for rights issues on these documents. 
As we have mentioned, all images of the IAM database are given with accurate information 
about writers, the task of labelling was greatly facilitated. We provide results in Table 1 and 
the corresponding curves in Fig. 13. 
 

System Precision Recall F-measure 
Our system 0,87 0,68 0,81 
ImgSeek 0,82 0,63 0,73 

Table 1. Comparison between characteristic values of our system and ImgSeek on 
Humanistic database 

 
Fig. 13. Precision/Recall curves of CBIR on Humanistic database. Our system in red and 
ImgSeek in yellow 
 
It appears that, despite our similarity measure do not take into account information on 
handwritings properties, results stay better with our system. We have also tested our 
approach on a natural images database and results are almost the same except that gap 
between the two systems is greater.  

 
4.1.2 Specialized similarity index 
We have the chance to work with palaeographers and this led us to study our linear 
correlation on their images. Results were clear not what they expected. By the way, we have 
tried to understand where could be the problem of our approach and it appears clearly that 
the linear correlation take to much into account some part that should not. Two Latin 
handwritings have clearly some common properties that should be considered in the same 

 

way that their differences. This assessment, or nearly the same, has been done by Tversky 
(Tversky, 1977) when he built is ratio model in the cognitive psychology field. The problem 
for us of this model is that it is based on binary features which is clearly not our case. We 
have then decided to adapt it to our specific signature. To do so, we decided to separate 
information of our signatures on the basis of their common and what we call the residual or 
distinctive parts. We shall now see how we make this separation.  
For separation of values into two groups, we defined the combination of two measures that 
are:  
_ A linear correlation based on common parts of the two signatures, which we denote 
Cordirecte. 
_ A linear correlation based on opposition parts between the two signatures, which we 
denote Corresidus. 
To define common parts between the two signatures we set a threshold S between the 
strong and low values. This threshold is the mean of the first signature that is in our case the 
query signature. If for a couple of values in the signature, values of both signatures are 
higher (respectively lower) to S then they would be taken into account in the calculation of a 
direct correlation denoted Corforte (Corfaible respectively) (see Fig. 14) 

 
[ a ] First signature 

 
[ b ] Second 

signature 

 
[ c ] Common parts : 

Red: Corforte 

Yellow: Corfaible 

 
[ d ] Residual parts 

Red: Corresidus+ 
Yellow: Corresidus- 

Fig. 14. Parts kept for the direct correlation and the residual correlation 
Corforte and Corfaible are grouped together in a single measure defined as follows: 

  ( 7 ) 
 depends on number of values kept in each part. 
In exactly the same way Corresidus+ and Corresidus- are grouped together in another single 
measure defined as follows: 

  ( 8 ) 
 also depends on number of values kept in each part. 
Our index is then defined as : 

  ( 9 ) 
This time, the value of  is left to the user. He may then choose between taking more into 
account the common parts of signatures or what makes the difference between them. On our 
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have then decided to adapt it to our specific signature. To do so, we decided to separate 
information of our signatures on the basis of their common and what we call the residual or 
distinctive parts. We shall now see how we make this separation.  
For separation of values into two groups, we defined the combination of two measures that 
are:  
_ A linear correlation based on common parts of the two signatures, which we denote 
Cordirecte. 
_ A linear correlation based on opposition parts between the two signatures, which we 
denote Corresidus. 
To define common parts between the two signatures we set a threshold S between the 
strong and low values. This threshold is the mean of the first signature that is in our case the 
query signature. If for a couple of values in the signature, values of both signatures are 
higher (respectively lower) to S then they would be taken into account in the calculation of a 
direct correlation denoted Corforte (Corfaible respectively) (see Fig. 14) 
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Fig. 14. Parts kept for the direct correlation and the residual correlation 
Corforte and Corfaible are grouped together in a single measure defined as follows: 
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 depends on number of values kept in each part. 
In exactly the same way Corresidus+ and Corresidus- are grouped together in another single 
measure defined as follows: 
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 also depends on number of values kept in each part. 
Our index is then defined as : 
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This time, the value of  is left to the user. He may then choose between taking more into 
account the common parts of signatures or what makes the difference between them. On our 
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IAM. The value of this database is that information about writers are known and the types 
of scripts are closed to what we call humanistic writings. We also tested our approach on 
images of ancient manuscripts with similar types to those in the IAM database and results 
were similar. However we do not present these results for rights issues on these documents. 
As we have mentioned, all images of the IAM database are given with accurate information 
about writers, the task of labelling was greatly facilitated. We provide results in Table 1 and 
the corresponding curves in Fig. 13. 
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ImgSeek 0,82 0,63 0,73 

Table 1. Comparison between characteristic values of our system and ImgSeek on 
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Fig. 13. Precision/Recall curves of CBIR on Humanistic database. Our system in red and 
ImgSeek in yellow 
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medieval manuscripts database, curves of Precision/Recall according to the value of  are 
given in Fig. 15. 

 
Fig. 15. Our system behaviour according to values of  
 
What we can see on this curves is that, for this specific database, it is clearly more interesting 
to consider differences between writings more than common parts. Indeed, despite the end 
of curves is almost the same, for low values of recall (first answers) the precision stay higher 
with low values of  

 
4.2 Word spotting 
The word spotting is based on a similarity or a distance between two images, the reference 
image defined by the user and the target images representing the rest of the page or all the 
pages from a multi-page document. Firsts results in handwriting documents have been 
given by Manmatha et al. in (Manmatha & Croft, 1997). Their idea was to match words from 
a request and words in documents by the use of simple features such as aspect ratio’s of 
word’s bounding box. Other approaches use direct correlation methods applied on the grey 
levels for image similarity comparison. Those classical approaches are very sensitive to 
geometrical transformations and are time consuming. Moreover, correlation cannot be easily 
adapted to the spatial variations of the handwriting. Main solutions consist in representing 
the informative parts of the images with feature vectors that can be compared with other 
feature vectors from other images. The choice of the most discriminant features to 
characterize regions of interest is central. Different approaches for local image structure 
description have been proposed in the literature. We propose here a short overview of those 
methodologies. An approach proposed by Kolcz et al. in (Kolcz et al, 2000) was to search 
along lines of text a way to match their request in every position along this line. Several 
features have been used and are matched with a dynamic time warping (DTW) distance. 
This is a expensive way to search a match but some heuristics are used to limit the search 
along the lines. Moreover, results are really much better than those proposed in (Manmatha 
& Croft, 1997). A mix of this kind of ideas can be found in (Rath & Manmatha, 2003). The 

 

idea is to segment each documents into words with a technique given in (Manmatha & 
Srimal, 1999), and then to resize and realign each word so that it can be easily compared 
with other images. Distance between images is then computed with the DTW distance on a 
set of features described in this paper. The critical part of this approach is in the 
segmentation into words which can not be done on every documents and especially on 
medieval documents. 
Recently, Leydier et al. in (Leydier et al., 2007) have proposed a (word, line, layout) 
segmentation-free method which rests on the assumption that words can be matched on a 
small number of guidelines. Very good results are shown but no idea is given on what 
happened if text is not as vertical and straight as those in manuscripts studied. However, 
they have proved that the strokes’ orientation provide a strong piece of information in 
handwritten manuscripts. The hitch comes from matching distances tested which are based 
on the assumption that guidelines are vertical which is not necessary the case in other 
manuscripts. Other keyword spotting approaches very close to our proposition have been 
proposed those last years. Fink and Plotz in (Fink & Plotz, 2005) have tested appearance-
based features for writer independent handwritten text recognition and compared it with 
heuristic features. Terasawa et al. in (Terasawa et al., 2006) have developed principal 
component analysis-based descriptors and gradient distribution features for word spotting 
in historical handwritten documents. The only limitation of the approach is its application to 
only well segmented threshold documents and very regular handwritten texts. 
Our approach tries to keep the best of the different approaches presented, by searching 
guidelines but not necessary vertical ones. Our idea is to search for the predominant 
orientations of the query in documents (see Fig. 16).  

 
[ a ] Document image 

 
[ b ] Orientations extraction 

 
[ c ] Query’s main orientation 

 
[ d ] Query image 

 
[ e ] Orientations extraction 

 
[ f ] Dominant orientation 

Fig. 16. Extraction of the dominant orientation of a query 
 
Once orientations are extracted from the request by the use of the Curvelet transform, we 
search for the same organization of those orientations in a window similar to the one of the 
request sliding over the documents. The organization is obtained from a quad tree applied 
on the window in which each leaf contains the area covered by exactly the same number of 
pixels detected with predominant orientation of the query image (see Fig. 17). 
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Once orientations are extracted from the request by the use of the Curvelet transform, we 
search for the same organization of those orientations in a window similar to the one of the 
request sliding over the documents. The organization is obtained from a quad tree applied 
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Once orientations are extracted from the request by the use of the Curvelet transform, we 
search for the same organization of those orientations in a window similar to the one of the 
request sliding over the documents. The organization is obtained from a quad tree applied 
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Fig. 17. Dominant orientation pixels organization evaluation with a quad tree 
 
As it is also an information retrieval system, we have computed the same value that what 
we have done in section 0. This time we have compared our system to the one of Leydier et 
al (Leydier et al., 2007) This time, it is our system which use less information than the one 
we compare to. Indeed, the system of Leydier et al uses information on what it searches for. 
For example, guidelines used to search for a word are vertical which is due to fact that this 
system was initially developed for Latin writings. Nevertheless, it is the closer to our system 
and that is why we decided to compare our system to this one. 
The first database we tested is the Washington’s manuscripts database. Characteristic values 
of this comparison are given in Table 2 and corresponding curves are given in Fig. 18. 

System Precision Recall F-Measure 
Our system 0,8 0,42 0,55 
Leydier et al. 1,0 0,53 0,69 

Table 2. Comparison between characteristic values of our system and Leydier et al. on 
Washington's manuscript database 

 

 
Fig. 18. Precision/Recall curves of word-spotting on Washington's manuscript database. 
Our system in red and Leydier et al. in yellow 
 
Leydier et al. system is better than our one because of the use of information on shape 
searched. If we work on a database of comics images, which are also strokes images, the 
result are almoste inverted due to the generic aspect of our approach. Characteristic values 
are given in Table 3 and corresponding curves in Fig. 19. 

System Precision Recall F-Measure 
Our system 1,0 0,4 0,57 
Leydier et al. 0,9 0,36 0,51 

Table 3. Comparison between characteristic values of our system and Leydier et al. on 
comics images database 

 
Fig. 19. Precision/Recall curves of word-spotting on comics images database. Our system in 
red and Leydier et al. in yellow 
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Fig. 17. Dominant orientation pixels organization evaluation with a quad tree 
 
As it is also an information retrieval system, we have computed the same value that what 
we have done in section 0. This time we have compared our system to the one of Leydier et 
al (Leydier et al., 2007) This time, it is our system which use less information than the one 
we compare to. Indeed, the system of Leydier et al uses information on what it searches for. 
For example, guidelines used to search for a word are vertical which is due to fact that this 
system was initially developed for Latin writings. Nevertheless, it is the closer to our system 
and that is why we decided to compare our system to this one. 
The first database we tested is the Washington’s manuscripts database. Characteristic values 
of this comparison are given in Table 2 and corresponding curves are given in Fig. 18. 
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Our system in red and Leydier et al. in yellow 
 
Leydier et al. system is better than our one because of the use of information on shape 
searched. If we work on a database of comics images, which are also strokes images, the 
result are almoste inverted due to the generic aspect of our approach. Characteristic values 
are given in Table 3 and corresponding curves in Fig. 19. 
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5. Conclusion 

We have shown how one can extract features, curvatures and orientations in frontiers of 
shapes, from a geometrical wavelets transform. We have also shown how we can use these 
features to develop two applications of information retrieval. The content based information 
retrieval system is based on a global information about the handwriting in the document 
and the word spotting system is based on local information about a keyword. We have 
compared those systems to the state of the art and we are currently working on how to 
improve results. 
For the word spotting system, we consider that we can use the curvature information to 
locate interesting points in the documents. Currently, we slide our window over all the 
document pixel by pixel. This is very expensive and as we can see on Fig. 20 if we reduce 
search to, for example, high curvatures zones the treatment cost should be greatly reduced. 

 
[a] A document image 

 
[b] Curvature evaluation 

 
[c] Curvature thresholded 

Fig. 20. Example of reduction of search field thanks to curvature 
 
We are also working on an improvement of our CBIR system. This improvement comes 
from a density study of writings in a new representation space. This study is closed to the 
Parzen window method. Once it is done, we may use this study as a preliminary index to 
the search in the database. We are currently working on this approach on our medieval 
manuscripts images database. Results still need to be evaluated by experts before we can 
apply it in our CBIR system. 
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1.	Introduction 
 

Face recognition has received significant attention in the past decades due to its potential 
applications in biometrics, information security, law enforcement, etc. Numerous methods 
have been suggested to address this problem [1]. Among appearance-based holistic 
approaches, principal component analysis (PCA) turns out to be very effective. As a classical 
unsupervised learning and data analysis technique, PCA was first used to represent images 
of human faces by Sirovich and Kirby in 1987 [2, 3]. Subsequently, Turk and Pentland [4, 5] 
applied PCA to face recognition and presented the well-known Eigenfaces method in 1991. 
Since then, PCA has been widely investigated and has become one of the most successful 
approaches to face recognition [6-15].  
PCA-based image representation and analysis technique is based on image vectors. That is, 
before applying PCA, the given 2D image matrices must be mapped into 1D image vectors 
by stacking their columns (or rows). The resulting image vectors generally lead to a high-
dimensional image vector space. In such a space, calculating the eigenvectors of the 
covariance matrix is a critical problem deserving consideration. When the number of 
training samples is smaller than the dimension of images, the singular value decomposition 
(SVD) technique is useful for reducing the computational complexity [1-4]. However, when 
the training sample size becomes large, the SVD technique is helpless. To deal with this 
problem, an incremental principal component analysis (IPCA) technique has been proposed 
recently [16]. But, the efficiency of this algorithm still depends on the distribution of data.  
Over the last few years, two PCA-related methods, independent component analysis (ICA) 
[17] and kernel principal component analysis (KPCA) [18, 19] have been of wide concern. 
Bartlett [20], Yuen [21], Liu [22], and Draper [23] proposed using ICA for face representation 
and found that it was better than PCA when cosine was used as the similarity measure 
(however, the performance difference between ICA and PCA was not significant if the 
Euclidean distance is used [23]). Yang [24] and Liu [25] used KPCA for face feature 
extraction and recognition and showed that KPCA outperforms the classical PCA. Like 
PCA, ICA and KPCA both follow the matrix-to-vector mapping strategy when they are used 
for image analysis and, their algorithms are more complex than PCA. So, ICA and KPCA are 
considered to be computationally more expensive than PCA. The experimental results in 
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[24] showed the ratio of the computation time required by ICA, KPCA and PCA is, on 
average, 8.7: 3.2: 1.0.  
Recently, a straightforward image projection technique, coined two-dimensional principal 
component analysis (2DPCA) [26, 27], was developed for image representation. Differing 
from standard PCA, 2DPCA is based on 2D matrices rather than 1D vectors. That is, 2DPCA 
does not need to transform an image matrix into a vector in advance. Instead, it can 
construct an image covariance matrix directly using the original image matrices. In contrast 
with the covariance matrix of PCA, the size of the image covariance matrix of 2DPCA is 
much smaller. Thereby, 2DPCA has two remarkable advantages over PCA. Firstly, it is 
much easier to evaluate the covariance matrix accurately with a given number of training 
images. Secondly, it is computationally more efficient to determine the eigenvectors.  
The disadvantage of 2DPCA, however, is also obvious [27]. 2DPCA-based image 
representation was not as economical as PCA in terms of storage requirements, since 
2DPCA needs more coefficients than PCA for image representation. Although a feasible 
alternative to deal with this is to use PCA after 2DPCA for further dimensional reduction, it 
is still unclear how the dimension of 2DPCA could be reduced directly. In this paper, we 
will address this issue.  
In image compression area, the classical 2D-KLT technique was ever adopted to implement 
KLT (KL transform) for computational efficiency, based on an assumed image model [28-
30]. Assuming that the image random field has a separable covariance function (or 
autocorrelation function) and, the horizontal and vertical statistics satisfy the first-order 
Markov model, PCA can be equivalently implemented by a separable transform, i.e. 2D-
KLT. Recently, Olmos et al. [31] borrowed the idea of classical 2D-KLT and suggested a 
method called ST-KLT to carry out spatial-temporal analysis on multi-channel signal. 
However, in Olmos’s method, the horizontal and vertical covariance matrices are not 
generated by the assumed first-order Markov covariance functions but evaluated by the 
training samples. This implies that the separability assumption was actually abandoned in 
ST-KLT. The abandonment of this assumption will give rise to a series of problems; for 
example, no theory can guarantee that ST-KLT is a good approximation to KLT.  
   Motivated by the classical 2D-KLT, we develop a new feature extraction method coined Bi-
2DPCA to overcome the weakness of 2DPCA. The initial idea of Bi-2DPCA is to perform 
2DPCA twice sequentially: the first one is in horizontal direction and the second is in 
vertical direction. After the second compression, the resulting features are significantly 
reduced but still as powerful as the original ones (i.e. 2DPCA features). Differing from the 
classical 2D-KLT, Bi-2DPCA does not depend on an assumed image model. Instead, it can 
work as independently as PCA. More importantly, Bi-2DPCA lays a solid theoretical 
foundation for a separable transform without any assumed image model. It provides a 
sequentially optimal image representation mechanism in the sense of minimal mean-square 
error. In comparison, ST-KLT lacks theoretical justifications and is shown to be sub-optimal 
with respect to representation error. So, Bi-2DPCA is a better approximation to KLT than 
ST-KLT in theory. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines some relevant 
techniques, such as PCA (KLT), classical 2D-KLT, and ST-KLT. 2DPCA technique is outlined 
and its properties are presented in Section 3. Bi-2DPCA is proposed in Section 4 and Bi-
2DPCA based representation error is analyzed. In Section 5, the proposed Bi-2DPCA is 
systematically compared to other PCA (KLT) techniques. In Section 6, Bi-2DPCA is applied 

 

to face coding and recognition cases. The method is evaluated and compared to other 
methods using the AT&T and FERET face databases. Finally, conclusions are offered in 
Section 7.  
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[24] showed the ratio of the computation time required by ICA, KPCA and PCA is, on 
average, 8.7: 3.2: 1.0.  
Recently, a straightforward image projection technique, coined two-dimensional principal 
component analysis (2DPCA) [26, 27], was developed for image representation. Differing 
from standard PCA, 2DPCA is based on 2D matrices rather than 1D vectors. That is, 2DPCA 
does not need to transform an image matrix into a vector in advance. Instead, it can 
construct an image covariance matrix directly using the original image matrices. In contrast 
with the covariance matrix of PCA, the size of the image covariance matrix of 2DPCA is 
much smaller. Thereby, 2DPCA has two remarkable advantages over PCA. Firstly, it is 
much easier to evaluate the covariance matrix accurately with a given number of training 
images. Secondly, it is computationally more efficient to determine the eigenvectors.  
The disadvantage of 2DPCA, however, is also obvious [27]. 2DPCA-based image 
representation was not as economical as PCA in terms of storage requirements, since 
2DPCA needs more coefficients than PCA for image representation. Although a feasible 
alternative to deal with this is to use PCA after 2DPCA for further dimensional reduction, it 
is still unclear how the dimension of 2DPCA could be reduced directly. In this paper, we 
will address this issue.  
In image compression area, the classical 2D-KLT technique was ever adopted to implement 
KLT (KL transform) for computational efficiency, based on an assumed image model [28-
30]. Assuming that the image random field has a separable covariance function (or 
autocorrelation function) and, the horizontal and vertical statistics satisfy the first-order 
Markov model, PCA can be equivalently implemented by a separable transform, i.e. 2D-
KLT. Recently, Olmos et al. [31] borrowed the idea of classical 2D-KLT and suggested a 
method called ST-KLT to carry out spatial-temporal analysis on multi-channel signal. 
However, in Olmos’s method, the horizontal and vertical covariance matrices are not 
generated by the assumed first-order Markov covariance functions but evaluated by the 
training samples. This implies that the separability assumption was actually abandoned in 
ST-KLT. The abandonment of this assumption will give rise to a series of problems; for 
example, no theory can guarantee that ST-KLT is a good approximation to KLT.  
   Motivated by the classical 2D-KLT, we develop a new feature extraction method coined Bi-
2DPCA to overcome the weakness of 2DPCA. The initial idea of Bi-2DPCA is to perform 
2DPCA twice sequentially: the first one is in horizontal direction and the second is in 
vertical direction. After the second compression, the resulting features are significantly 
reduced but still as powerful as the original ones (i.e. 2DPCA features). Differing from the 
classical 2D-KLT, Bi-2DPCA does not depend on an assumed image model. Instead, it can 
work as independently as PCA. More importantly, Bi-2DPCA lays a solid theoretical 
foundation for a separable transform without any assumed image model. It provides a 
sequentially optimal image representation mechanism in the sense of minimal mean-square 
error. In comparison, ST-KLT lacks theoretical justifications and is shown to be sub-optimal 
with respect to representation error. So, Bi-2DPCA is a better approximation to KLT than 
ST-KLT in theory. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines some relevant 
techniques, such as PCA (KLT), classical 2D-KLT, and ST-KLT. 2DPCA technique is outlined 
and its properties are presented in Section 3. Bi-2DPCA is proposed in Section 4 and Bi-
2DPCA based representation error is analyzed. In Section 5, the proposed Bi-2DPCA is 
systematically compared to other PCA (KLT) techniques. In Section 6, Bi-2DPCA is applied 

 

to face coding and recognition cases. The method is evaluated and compared to other 
methods using the AT&T and FERET face databases. Finally, conclusions are offered in 
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[24] showed the ratio of the computation time required by ICA, KPCA and PCA is, on 
average, 8.7: 3.2: 1.0.  
Recently, a straightforward image projection technique, coined two-dimensional principal 
component analysis (2DPCA) [26, 27], was developed for image representation. Differing 
from standard PCA, 2DPCA is based on 2D matrices rather than 1D vectors. That is, 2DPCA 
does not need to transform an image matrix into a vector in advance. Instead, it can 
construct an image covariance matrix directly using the original image matrices. In contrast 
with the covariance matrix of PCA, the size of the image covariance matrix of 2DPCA is 
much smaller. Thereby, 2DPCA has two remarkable advantages over PCA. Firstly, it is 
much easier to evaluate the covariance matrix accurately with a given number of training 
images. Secondly, it is computationally more efficient to determine the eigenvectors.  
The disadvantage of 2DPCA, however, is also obvious [27]. 2DPCA-based image 
representation was not as economical as PCA in terms of storage requirements, since 
2DPCA needs more coefficients than PCA for image representation. Although a feasible 
alternative to deal with this is to use PCA after 2DPCA for further dimensional reduction, it 
is still unclear how the dimension of 2DPCA could be reduced directly. In this paper, we 
will address this issue.  
In image compression area, the classical 2D-KLT technique was ever adopted to implement 
KLT (KL transform) for computational efficiency, based on an assumed image model [28-
30]. Assuming that the image random field has a separable covariance function (or 
autocorrelation function) and, the horizontal and vertical statistics satisfy the first-order 
Markov model, PCA can be equivalently implemented by a separable transform, i.e. 2D-
KLT. Recently, Olmos et al. [31] borrowed the idea of classical 2D-KLT and suggested a 
method called ST-KLT to carry out spatial-temporal analysis on multi-channel signal. 
However, in Olmos’s method, the horizontal and vertical covariance matrices are not 
generated by the assumed first-order Markov covariance functions but evaluated by the 
training samples. This implies that the separability assumption was actually abandoned in 
ST-KLT. The abandonment of this assumption will give rise to a series of problems; for 
example, no theory can guarantee that ST-KLT is a good approximation to KLT.  
   Motivated by the classical 2D-KLT, we develop a new feature extraction method coined Bi-
2DPCA to overcome the weakness of 2DPCA. The initial idea of Bi-2DPCA is to perform 
2DPCA twice sequentially: the first one is in horizontal direction and the second is in 
vertical direction. After the second compression, the resulting features are significantly 
reduced but still as powerful as the original ones (i.e. 2DPCA features). Differing from the 
classical 2D-KLT, Bi-2DPCA does not depend on an assumed image model. Instead, it can 
work as independently as PCA. More importantly, Bi-2DPCA lays a solid theoretical 
foundation for a separable transform without any assumed image model. It provides a 
sequentially optimal image representation mechanism in the sense of minimal mean-square 
error. In comparison, ST-KLT lacks theoretical justifications and is shown to be sub-optimal 
with respect to representation error. So, Bi-2DPCA is a better approximation to KLT than 
ST-KLT in theory. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines some relevant 
techniques, such as PCA (KLT), classical 2D-KLT, and ST-KLT. 2DPCA technique is outlined 
and its properties are presented in Section 3. Bi-2DPCA is proposed in Section 4 and Bi-
2DPCA based representation error is analyzed. In Section 5, the proposed Bi-2DPCA is 
systematically compared to other PCA (KLT) techniques. In Section 6, Bi-2DPCA is applied 

 

to face coding and recognition cases. The method is evaluated and compared to other 
methods using the AT&T and FERET face databases. Finally, conclusions are offered in 
Section 7.  
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The KL transform (KLT) was originally introduced as a series expansion for continuous 
random process by Karhunen [32] and Loeve [33]. Hotelling [34] first studied a method of 
principal components to deal with random sequences, which is actually the discrete 
formulation of the KL series expansion. Thereby, the KL transform is also called principal 
component analysis (PCA). 
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where x  denotes the mean vector of all training samples. 
The orthonormal eigenvectors dwww ,,, 21   of tS  corresponding to d largest 
eigenvlaues are chosen as projection axes. If we calculate these eigenvectors directly, the 

computational complexity is ( 3N ). In real-world applications like face recognition where 
the training sample size is smaller than the dimension of image vector, there is a more 
computationally-efficient way to solve this eigen-problem by virtues of SVD technique [35]. 
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After the projection of sample x onto these eigenvectors, we get the PCA-transformed 
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PCA has a number of desirable properties. For example, the PCA transform coefficients are 
uncorrelated and, PCA-based image representation has minimal mean-square 
approximation error (that is, PCA packs most of the energy into a small number of principal 
components so that the error due to truncation is smaller than with other transforms). These 
properties make it optimal in many signal-processing applications. 
It should be mentioned that PCA is a 1D vector based technique. That is, before we apply 
PCA to face image feature extraction, an initial step is to transform 2D image matrices into 
1D image vectors. Generally, an image ),,,( 21 n A  is converted into a column 
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[24] showed the ratio of the computation time required by ICA, KPCA and PCA is, on 
average, 8.7: 3.2: 1.0.  
Recently, a straightforward image projection technique, coined two-dimensional principal 
component analysis (2DPCA) [26, 27], was developed for image representation. Differing 
from standard PCA, 2DPCA is based on 2D matrices rather than 1D vectors. That is, 2DPCA 
does not need to transform an image matrix into a vector in advance. Instead, it can 
construct an image covariance matrix directly using the original image matrices. In contrast 
with the covariance matrix of PCA, the size of the image covariance matrix of 2DPCA is 
much smaller. Thereby, 2DPCA has two remarkable advantages over PCA. Firstly, it is 
much easier to evaluate the covariance matrix accurately with a given number of training 
images. Secondly, it is computationally more efficient to determine the eigenvectors.  
The disadvantage of 2DPCA, however, is also obvious [27]. 2DPCA-based image 
representation was not as economical as PCA in terms of storage requirements, since 
2DPCA needs more coefficients than PCA for image representation. Although a feasible 
alternative to deal with this is to use PCA after 2DPCA for further dimensional reduction, it 
is still unclear how the dimension of 2DPCA could be reduced directly. In this paper, we 
will address this issue.  
In image compression area, the classical 2D-KLT technique was ever adopted to implement 
KLT (KL transform) for computational efficiency, based on an assumed image model [28-
30]. Assuming that the image random field has a separable covariance function (or 
autocorrelation function) and, the horizontal and vertical statistics satisfy the first-order 
Markov model, PCA can be equivalently implemented by a separable transform, i.e. 2D-
KLT. Recently, Olmos et al. [31] borrowed the idea of classical 2D-KLT and suggested a 
method called ST-KLT to carry out spatial-temporal analysis on multi-channel signal. 
However, in Olmos’s method, the horizontal and vertical covariance matrices are not 
generated by the assumed first-order Markov covariance functions but evaluated by the 
training samples. This implies that the separability assumption was actually abandoned in 
ST-KLT. The abandonment of this assumption will give rise to a series of problems; for 
example, no theory can guarantee that ST-KLT is a good approximation to KLT.  
   Motivated by the classical 2D-KLT, we develop a new feature extraction method coined Bi-
2DPCA to overcome the weakness of 2DPCA. The initial idea of Bi-2DPCA is to perform 
2DPCA twice sequentially: the first one is in horizontal direction and the second is in 
vertical direction. After the second compression, the resulting features are significantly 
reduced but still as powerful as the original ones (i.e. 2DPCA features). Differing from the 
classical 2D-KLT, Bi-2DPCA does not depend on an assumed image model. Instead, it can 
work as independently as PCA. More importantly, Bi-2DPCA lays a solid theoretical 
foundation for a separable transform without any assumed image model. It provides a 
sequentially optimal image representation mechanism in the sense of minimal mean-square 
error. In comparison, ST-KLT lacks theoretical justifications and is shown to be sub-optimal 
with respect to representation error. So, Bi-2DPCA is a better approximation to KLT than 
ST-KLT in theory. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines some relevant 
techniques, such as PCA (KLT), classical 2D-KLT, and ST-KLT. 2DPCA technique is outlined 
and its properties are presented in Section 3. Bi-2DPCA is proposed in Section 4 and Bi-
2DPCA based representation error is analyzed. In Section 5, the proposed Bi-2DPCA is 
systematically compared to other PCA (KLT) techniques. In Section 6, Bi-2DPCA is applied 

 

to face coding and recognition cases. The method is evaluated and compared to other 
methods using the AT&T and FERET face databases. Finally, conclusions are offered in 
Section 7.  
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random process by Karhunen [32] and Loeve [33]. Hotelling [34] first studied a method of 
principal components to deal with random sequences, which is actually the discrete 
formulation of the KL series expansion. Thereby, the KL transform is also called principal 
component analysis (PCA). 
   Given a set of M training samples (image vectors) 1 2, , , Mx x x  in N, the covariance 
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where x  denotes the mean vector of all training samples. 
The orthonormal eigenvectors dwww ,,, 21   of tS  corresponding to d largest 
eigenvlaues are chosen as projection axes. If we calculate these eigenvectors directly, the 

computational complexity is ( 3N ). In real-world applications like face recognition where 
the training sample size is smaller than the dimension of image vector, there is a more 
computationally-efficient way to solve this eigen-problem by virtues of SVD technique [35]. 

Specifically, let  1 , , M  Q x x x x  and form an MM Gram matrix QQK T . 

We only need to solve K ’s eigenvectors, so the computational complexity is reduced to 
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After the projection of sample x onto these eigenvectors, we get the PCA-transformed 
feature vector  
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PCA has a number of desirable properties. For example, the PCA transform coefficients are 
uncorrelated and, PCA-based image representation has minimal mean-square 
approximation error (that is, PCA packs most of the energy into a small number of principal 
components so that the error due to truncation is smaller than with other transforms). These 
properties make it optimal in many signal-processing applications. 
It should be mentioned that PCA is a 1D vector based technique. That is, before we apply 
PCA to face image feature extraction, an initial step is to transform 2D image matrices into 
1D image vectors. Generally, an image ),,,( 21 n A  is converted into a column 
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2.2 Classical 2D-KLT (Separable KLT) 
Different from face recognition, in image compression area, an ensemble of images rather 
than a category of images need to be processed using the same transform matrix. That is to 
say, KLT-based image compression must be functionally independent of the data [30]. Since 
it is not realistic to use the training samples to obtain a covariance matrix, an assumed image 
model is needed. An ensemble of images ),( jiA  can be characterized by a two-
dimensional random field (the mean is assumed to be zero without loss of generality), in 
which the total covariance function (or auto-correlation function) is assumed to be separable 
[29, 30], i.e.,  

                  )]',()',(E[ jjii AA  = )',()',()',';,( 21 jjriirjijir  .                         (3) 
This means that the covariance function of the random field can be expressed by the product 
of covariance functions of two one-dimensional sequences. Generally, the two one-
dimensional sequences are assumed to be first-order stationary Markov sequences, that is, 
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where 1ρ  and 2ρ  are horizontal (column) and vertical (row) correlations and 1|| 1 ρ , 

1|| 2 ρ . 
Thus, the horizontal and vertical covariance matrices are 
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Due to the separability assumption of the total covariance function, the total covariance 
matrix can be expressed by the Kronecker (outer) product of hR  and vR , i.e., 

                                                        = vh RR                                                                     (6) 
The Kronecker product has the following property: 
Lemma 1 [30] Suppose that A is nn  matrix and B is mm  matrix. If BAC  , 

kkk γ  C , iii xAx λ , and jjj μ yBy  , then, jik yx   and jik μγ λ , 

where ni 1 , mj 1 , mnk 1 . 

Suppose the eigenvector matrix of is denoted by Ψ , and the eigenvector matrices of hR  

and vR are denoted by hΦ  and vΦ . From Lemma 1, we have Ψ = hΦ  vΦ . 

The KL transform of )(vec Ax   is  
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which is equivalent to the separable transform 

                                                   h
T
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The advantages of modeling the total covariance function by separable covariance functions 
of first-order stationary Markov sequences are twofold. First, this model makes it possible to 
implement KLT-based image compression for an ensemble of images because the model 
itself is independent of the data. Second, the process of image compression becomes 
computationally more efficient by virtue of a separable transform. The size of the eigen-

 

problem is significantly reduced after the decomposition of total covariance function and the 
transformation calculations are largely decreased [30] as well.  
It should be emphasized that the assumptions of separable covariance function and the first-
order stationary Markov models are crucial since they lay the foundations for the classical 
2D-KLT. Without the assumptions, it makes no sense to discuss the classical 2D-KLT. 
In addition to 2D-KLT, there are other traditional separable transforms such as two-
dimensional discrete cosine transform (2D-DCT), Walsh-Hadamard transform, Slant 
transform and two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform (2D-DFT). Among these 
transforms, 2D-DCT has the optimal energy packing property for high correlated data. This 
is because DCT is very close to the KLT of a first-order stationary Markov sequence when 
the correlation parameter ρ  is close to 1. This property of DCT combining with the fact that 
it is a fast transform make it a useful substitute for the KLT of high correlated first-order 
Markov sequences. 

 
2.3 ST-KLT 
Following the idea of the classical 2D-KLT, Olmos et al. [31] recently suggested a method 
called ST-KLT to carry out spatio-temporal analysis on multi-channel signals. Different from 
the classical 2D-KLT, in Olmos’s method, the horizontal and vertical covariance matrices are 
not generated by covariance functions like Eq. (5) but evaluated by the training samples, i.e., 
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where M is the number of training image samples, jA  is an nm   matrix denoting the j-

th training samples, and A  is the mean image of all training samples. Thus, the image 
model (the assumption of images satisfying first-order Markov model with separable 
covariance function) is actually abandoned by ST-KLT. Without this model, the following 
relation  

 tS = vh RR                                                                    (11) 
does not hold in general. In such a case, the authors [31] thought that the separable 
transform in Eq. (8) could be understood as an approximation to KLT with lower energy 
packing performance. But, this claim gives rise to a series of problems: 
(i) Why can one say the separable transform in Eq. (8) is an approximation to KLT without 
the image model? What is the degree of the approximation? 
(ii) The separable transform in Eq. (8) can be decomposed into two transforms: hAΦB   

and BΦC T
v . What are their intuitive meanings without the separability assumption?  

(iii) Does there exist a separable transform that is a better approximation to KLT without 
considering the separability assumption? 
These problems are critical in theory but were not addressed in Olmos’s paper [31]. In 
addition, if one uses training samples to evaluate the horizontal and vertical covariance 
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The advantages of modeling the total covariance function by separable covariance functions 
of first-order stationary Markov sequences are twofold. First, this model makes it possible to 
implement KLT-based image compression for an ensemble of images because the model 
itself is independent of the data. Second, the process of image compression becomes 
computationally more efficient by virtue of a separable transform. The size of the eigen-

 

problem is significantly reduced after the decomposition of total covariance function and the 
transformation calculations are largely decreased [30] as well.  
It should be emphasized that the assumptions of separable covariance function and the first-
order stationary Markov models are crucial since they lay the foundations for the classical 
2D-KLT. Without the assumptions, it makes no sense to discuss the classical 2D-KLT. 
In addition to 2D-KLT, there are other traditional separable transforms such as two-
dimensional discrete cosine transform (2D-DCT), Walsh-Hadamard transform, Slant 
transform and two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform (2D-DFT). Among these 
transforms, 2D-DCT has the optimal energy packing property for high correlated data. This 
is because DCT is very close to the KLT of a first-order stationary Markov sequence when 
the correlation parameter ρ  is close to 1. This property of DCT combining with the fact that 
it is a fast transform make it a useful substitute for the KLT of high correlated first-order 
Markov sequences. 

 
2.3 ST-KLT 
Following the idea of the classical 2D-KLT, Olmos et al. [31] recently suggested a method 
called ST-KLT to carry out spatio-temporal analysis on multi-channel signals. Different from 
the classical 2D-KLT, in Olmos’s method, the horizontal and vertical covariance matrices are 
not generated by covariance functions like Eq. (5) but evaluated by the training samples, i.e., 
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where M is the number of training image samples, jA  is an nm   matrix denoting the j-

th training samples, and A  is the mean image of all training samples. Thus, the image 
model (the assumption of images satisfying first-order Markov model with separable 
covariance function) is actually abandoned by ST-KLT. Without this model, the following 
relation  

 tS = vh RR                                                                    (11) 
does not hold in general. In such a case, the authors [31] thought that the separable 
transform in Eq. (8) could be understood as an approximation to KLT with lower energy 
packing performance. But, this claim gives rise to a series of problems: 
(i) Why can one say the separable transform in Eq. (8) is an approximation to KLT without 
the image model? What is the degree of the approximation? 
(ii) The separable transform in Eq. (8) can be decomposed into two transforms: hAΦB   

and BΦC T
v . What are their intuitive meanings without the separability assumption?  

(iii) Does there exist a separable transform that is a better approximation to KLT without 
considering the separability assumption? 
These problems are critical in theory but were not addressed in Olmos’s paper [31]. In 
addition, if one uses training samples to evaluate the horizontal and vertical covariance 
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2.2 Classical 2D-KLT (Separable KLT) 
Different from face recognition, in image compression area, an ensemble of images rather 
than a category of images need to be processed using the same transform matrix. That is to 
say, KLT-based image compression must be functionally independent of the data [30]. Since 
it is not realistic to use the training samples to obtain a covariance matrix, an assumed image 
model is needed. An ensemble of images ),( jiA  can be characterized by a two-
dimensional random field (the mean is assumed to be zero without loss of generality), in 
which the total covariance function (or auto-correlation function) is assumed to be separable 
[29, 30], i.e.,  
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where M is the number of training image samples, jA  is an nm   matrix denoting the j-

th training samples, and A  is the mean image of all training samples. Thus, the image 
model (the assumption of images satisfying first-order Markov model with separable 
covariance function) is actually abandoned by ST-KLT. Without this model, the following 
relation  
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does not hold in general. In such a case, the authors [31] thought that the separable 
transform in Eq. (8) could be understood as an approximation to KLT with lower energy 
packing performance. But, this claim gives rise to a series of problems: 
(i) Why can one say the separable transform in Eq. (8) is an approximation to KLT without 
the image model? What is the degree of the approximation? 
(ii) The separable transform in Eq. (8) can be decomposed into two transforms: hAΦB   

and BΦC T
v . What are their intuitive meanings without the separability assumption?  

(iii) Does there exist a separable transform that is a better approximation to KLT without 
considering the separability assumption? 
These problems are critical in theory but were not addressed in Olmos’s paper [31]. In 
addition, if one uses training samples to evaluate the horizontal and vertical covariance 
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where M is the number of training image samples, jA  is an nm   matrix denoting the j-

th training samples, and A  is the mean image of all training samples. Thus, the image 
model (the assumption of images satisfying first-order Markov model with separable 
covariance function) is actually abandoned by ST-KLT. Without this model, the following 
relation  
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does not hold in general. In such a case, the authors [31] thought that the separable 
transform in Eq. (8) could be understood as an approximation to KLT with lower energy 
packing performance. But, this claim gives rise to a series of problems: 
(i) Why can one say the separable transform in Eq. (8) is an approximation to KLT without 
the image model? What is the degree of the approximation? 
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v . What are their intuitive meanings without the separability assumption?  

(iii) Does there exist a separable transform that is a better approximation to KLT without 
considering the separability assumption? 
These problems are critical in theory but were not addressed in Olmos’s paper [31]. In 
addition, if one uses training samples to evaluate the horizontal and vertical covariance 
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matrices, the intuitive meanings of hR  and vR  are not as clear as that in the classical 2D-
KLT, since the assumption of the first-order stationary Markov statistics is abandoned. 
From the image representation (or coding) point of view, the methods outlined above can be 
divided into two categories: image-data dependent methods and image-data independent 
methods. The image-data dependent methods need training image samples to learn the 
transform matrix, while image-data independent methods need a model to generate the 
transform matrix, without the training or learning process. The image-data independent 
methods include Classical 2D-KLT, 2D-DCT, and other separable transform based image 
coding methods like Walsh-Hadamard transform, Slant transform and so on. The image-
data dependent methods include PCA, ST-KLT and 2DPCA [27]. In the following sections, we 
will outline 2DPCA and further derive a new image-data dependent coding method. 

 
3. 2DPCA and Its Properties 
 

3.1 Outline  
The idea of 2DPCA was motivated by Liu’s image side-projection technique [36]. Given 
image Α , an nm   random matrix, the aim of 2DPCA is to find a set orthogonal 
projection axes qXX ,,1   so that the projected vectors =k kY AX  ( qk ,,2,1  ) 

achieve a maximal total scatter [27]. The image covariance (scatter) matrix of 2DPCA is 
introduced as follows:  

   tG  = )]E()E[(E T AAAA  .                                                      (12) 

It is easy to show tG  is an nn   non-negative definite matrix. The matrix can be 
evaluated by 
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where M is the number of training image samples, jA  is an nm   matrix denoting the j-

th training samples, and A  is the mean image of all training samples. 
The optimal projection axes qXX ,,1   are chosen as the orthonormal eigenvectors of tG  

corresponding to q largest eigenvalues [27]. After the projection of image samples onto these 
axes, i.e.,  
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where ||||   is the notation of norm, which determines what measure is used.  
It can be seen that 2DPCA is a 2D matrix based image analysis technique. That is, we do not 
need to transform an image matrix into a vector in advance. Instead, we can construct an 
image covariance matrix directly using the original image matrices, and then use its 
eigenvectors as projection axes to perform principal component analysis.   

 
3.2 Correlation Property 
First of all, let us give an intuitive explanation of the image covariance matrix tG . To this 
end, a generalized covariance definition should be given.  
For 1-dimensional random variables   and  , we know that their covariance is defined by 

)})({(E EηηEξξ  . Now, let us generalize this concept to the n-dimensional case. 

Suppose   and   are n-dimensional random column vectors, their covariance is defined 
by [37] 
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This means that the covariance of two n-dimensional random vectors defined in Eq. (17) is 
essentially the sum of the covariances of the corresponding components.  
Accordingly, we can define the correlation coefficient between   and   as follows: 
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Now, let us analyze the image covariance matrix tG . Suppose image A is formed by a set 
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where ||||   is the notation of norm, which determines what measure is used.  
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need to transform an image matrix into a vector in advance. Instead, we can construct an 
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This means that the covariance of two n-dimensional random vectors defined in Eq. (17) is 
essentially the sum of the covariances of the corresponding components.  
Accordingly, we can define the correlation coefficient between   and   as follows: 
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Now, let us analyze the image covariance matrix tG . Suppose image A is formed by a set 

of column vectors (random vectors), i.e. ),,,( 21 n A , then  
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matrices, the intuitive meanings of hR  and vR  are not as clear as that in the classical 2D-
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This derivation shows that the element on the i-th line and the j-th column of tG  are 
essentially the covariance of column i and column j of image A. Now, the physical meaning 
of tG  is clear. It characterizes the correlation between column vectors (rather than the 

elements) of image matrices. From this viewpoint, tG  can be called image column (or 
horizontal) covariance matrix. 
Let us consider the correlation between the principal component vectors after 2DPCA 
transform. From Eq. (14), we have kk XAAY )E(  , ( qi ,,2,1  ). The covariance 

between two principal component vectors iY  and jY  is 
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It follows from Eq. (12) that  
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So, the correlation coefficient between two projected feature vectors iY  and jY  is 
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Since the projection vectors of 2DPCA are selected as qXX ,,1  , a set of orthonormal 

eigenvectors of tG , it is easy to draw the following conclusion: 

Proposition 1 The principal component vectors of 2DPCA, ii XAAY )E(   

( qi ,,2,1  ), satisfy ),( jiCov YY = 0, qjiji ,,1,,  , which means 
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Proposition 1 indicates that the projected feature vectors resulting from 2DPCA are 
mutually uncorrelated. In other words, 2DPCA transform can eliminate the correlation 
between column vectors (rather than the elements) of image matrices. 

 
3.3 Minimal mean square error representation property 
Assume that A  is an nm   random image matrix. Without loss of generality, the 
expectation of image samples generated from A  is supposed to be zero, i.e. 0E A , in 
the following discussion since it is easy to centralize image A  by EA A  if 0E A . 

Suppose that in n
 , we are given an arbitrary set of vector system 1 2, , , nu u u  which 

satisfy 
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Projecting A  onto these orthonormal basis vectors 1 2, , , nu u u , we have  
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Then, the image can be completely expanded by  
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If we use the first d components to representA , the reconstructed approximation is  
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And, the reconstruction mean-square error (MSE) can be characterized by    

       22 ||ˆ||E Fε AA                                                                   (26) 

where ||||   denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix.  

Theorem 1 [38] Suppose 1 2, , , nu u u  are the eigenvectors of tG  corresponding to 

eigenvalues nλλλ  21 . If we use the first q eigenvectors as projection axes and the 

resulting component vectors q ,,, 21   to represent A , the reconstruction mean-

square error can be minimized in the sense of the matrix Frobenius norm, and 
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It should be noted that the minimal MSE property of 2DPCA (the result of Theorem 1) is 
with respect to the expansion form in Eq. (24) (or the transform form in Eq. (23)), which is 
different from that of PCA. Regarding this, we will give more detailed explanation in 
Section 5.1.  
Theorem 1 provides a theoretical justification for choosing of the principal eigenvectors of 

tG  to expand the images. This eigenvectors construct an optimal coordinate system for 
image expansion in n-dimensional space. Under this coordinate system, the expansion 
coefficients (a set of projected vectors) form the optimal representation of images in the 
sense of minimal mean-square error. 
We can also comprehend the physical meanings of 2DPCA based image transform from the 
image energy point of view. For a given image A, after a complete 2DPCA transform (all 
eigenvectors of tG  are used), we obtain its image B, which is the same size as A. By this 
transform, the average image energy is reassigned on image columns. The energy allocated 

to the first p columns is 
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, while that allocated to the remaining columns is 
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Since the eigenvalues nλλλ ,,, 21   are sorted in decreasing order, most of the image 
energy is packed into a small number of column vectors of B. In a word, 2DPCA realizes the 
optimal image energy compression in horizontal direction. 

 
4. Bi-2DPCA 
 

4.1 Idea  
2DPCA can eliminate the correlations between image columns and compress the image 
energy optimally in horizontal direction. But, it disregards the correlations between image 
rows and the data compression in vertical direction. So, its compression rate is far lower 
than PCA and more coefficients are needed for the representation of images. This must lead 
to a slow classification speed and large storage requirements for large-scaled databases [27, 
38].  
In this section, we will suggest a way to overcome the weakness of 2DPCA. Our idea is very 
simple, just to perform 2DPCA compression twice: the first one is in horizontal direction 
and the second is in vertical direction (Note that any operation in vertical direction can be 
equivalently implemented by an operation in horizontal direction by virtue of the transpose operation 
of matrix). Specifically, given image A, we obtain the feature matrix B after the first 2DPCA 

compression. Then, we transpose B and input TB  into 2DPCA, and determine the 

transform matrix V. Projecting TB  onto V, we obtain VBC TT  . The resulting feature 

matrix is BVC T . This process is illustrated in Figure 1. 
    In the whole process, the first 2DPCA transform AUB   performs the compression of 
2D-data in horizontal direction, making the image energy pack into a small number of 

columns. While the second 2DPCA transform BVC T  performs the compression of 2D-
data in vertical direction, eliminating the correlations between columns of image B and 
making its energy further compact into a small number of rows. Ultimately, the energy of 
the whole image is packed into the up-left corner of the image matrix. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Illustration of Bi-2DPCA 
     
 
 

 

4.2 Algorithm  
Now, let us present the detailed implementation of Bi-2DPCA. Based on the given training 
sample image A, we can construct the image covariance matrix tG  using Eq. (12). Suppose 

quuu ,,, 21   are the orthonormal eigenvectors of tG  corresponding to q largest 

eigenvalues qλ,,λ,λ 21  . Let ),,,( 21 quuuU  . Then, we get the 2DPCA feature 

matrix of A, i.e., 
                                            UAAB )E(                                                                      (27) 

Constructing the image covariance matrix tH  based on TB , we have 

                  tH = ])E)(E[(E TBBBB                                                         (28) 

From Eq. (27), we know BE  = 0. Thus tH = ][E TBB . This matrix can be evaluated by 
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, where UAAB )(  jj ,                                        (29) 

Suppose pvvv ,,, 21   are the orthonormal eigenvectors of tH  corresponding to p largest 

eigenvalues pμμμ ,,, 21  . Let ),,,( 21 pvvvV  . We get the 2DPCA feature matrix 

of TB by 

                     VBBC )E( TTT  = VBT                                                          (30) 
Thus                                               

BVC T = UAAV )E( T                                                          (31) 
The resulting feature matrix C is a qp  matrix, which is much smaller than the 2DPCA 
feature matrix B and the original image A since p and q are always selected much smaller 
than m and n. We can use C to represent A for recognition purpose.  
   In summary of the discussion so far, the Bi-2DPCA algorithm is given below: 
 
Bi-2DPCA Algorithm 
Step 1. Construct the image column covariance matrix tG  using Eq. (13). Calculate tG ’s 

orthonormal eigenvectors quuu ,,, 21   corresponding to q largest eigenvalues. 

Step 2. Construct the image row covariance matrix tH  using Eq. (29). Calculate tH ’s 

orthonormal eigenvectors pvvv ,,, 21   corresponding to p largest eigenvalues. 

Step 3. Let ),,,( 21 quuuU   and ),,,( 21 pvvvV  . Use the transform C 

= UAAV )( T  to get the feature matrix of the given image sample A. 
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Since the eigenvalues nλλλ ,,, 21   are sorted in decreasing order, most of the image 
energy is packed into a small number of column vectors of B. In a word, 2DPCA realizes the 
optimal image energy compression in horizontal direction. 
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4.3 Bi-2DPCA based image reconstruction 
Bi-2DPCA allows the reconstruction of the original image pattern. Since tG ’s eigenvectors 

quuu ,,, 21   and tH ’s eigenvectors pvvv ,,, 21   are both orthonormal, from Eq. (31), 

it is easy to obtain the reconstructed image of A : 
TVCUAA  E~

,                                                                   (32) 
where ),,,( 21 quuuU  , ),,,( 21 pvvvV  . 

Denoting qpijc  )(C , Eq. (32) can be rewritten by   
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Let us denote T
jiij uv  ( pi ,,1 ; qj ,,1 ). Obviously, ij  is rank-1 matrix, 

which is of the same size as original image A and called the basis image. Any image A  can 
be approximately reconstructed by adding up the weighted basis images and the mean 
image.  

 
4.4 Reconstruction error evaluation  
Without loss of generality, the expectation of image samples generated from A  is also 
supposed to be zero, i.e. 0E A , in the following discussion. 
If we use the feature matrix C to representA , the reconstruction error of image A  can be 
expressed by  

AAΔ ~
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And, the total reconstruction mean-square error (MSE) can be characterized by    
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Theorem 2 Suppose 1 2, , , nu u u  are the eigenvectors of tG  corresponding to 

nλλλ  21  and mvvv ,,, 21   are the eigenvectors of tH  corresponding to 

mμμμ  21 . Let ),,( 1 quuU   and ),,( 1 pvvV  . If we use the feature 

matrix C = UAAV )E( T  to represent A , the total mean square error is 
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The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Appendix A. 
Theorem 2 tells us the total MSE of Bi-2DPCA based image representation is the sum of 
MSEs corresponding to the two involved 2DPCA. It is easy to understand this result from 
the image energy loss point of view. After the first 2DPCA compression on A, we obtain B 

 

and know that the corresponding image energy loss is 
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5. Relationship to other PCA (KLT) Techniques 
  

5.1 Relationship to PCA and 2DPCA 
Let us begin our discussion from the viewpoint of mean-square error. Unquestionably, PCA 
(KLT) is optimal for 1D data representation (compression) in the sense of minimal mean-

square error. For 1D data x (vector), if the transform form xΨy T  is chosen, PCA-based 
transform is optimal. For 2D data A (matrix), we can transform the data into 1D vectors by 
stacking the columns ofA  and then use PCA to obtain a holistically optimal representation. 
For 2D data A, however, we can also choose another transform form AUB  . With 
respect to this transform form, 2DPCA turns out to be optimal; it realizes an optimal 
compression in horizontal direction. Bi-2DPCA provides a sequentially optimal 

compression mechanism with respect to the transform form C = AUVT . That is to say, if 
we choose such a transform form to compress the image data from horizontal to vertical, Bi-
2DPCA is optimal in the sense of minimal mean-square error.  
PCA, 2DPCA and Bi-2DPCA are all image-data dependent coding method. In contrast to PCA, 
a remarkable advantage of Bi-2DPCA is its low computation requirement. The 
computational advantage of Bi-2DPCA mainly embodies in the following three aspects:   
First, Bi-2DPCA needs less computation than PCA in the construction of covariance matrices. 
Suppose the image size is nm   and the training sample size is M. Denote N = nm   and 

},min{ NMl  . To form the covariance matrix (or the corresponding Gram matrix), PCA 

needs lNM   multiplications, while Bi-2DPCA needs 2nmM   multiplications to 

construct tG  and 2mqM   multiplications to construct tH . So, the total computation 

of Bi-2DPCA is )( 22 mqnmM  , which is less than )( nmNM   since q is 

much smaller than n. Generally, lnm  )(  in face recognition problems, so Bi-2DPCA 
needs less computation for constructing covariance matrices. 
Second, Bi-2DPCA has a lower computational complexity than PCA on solving the eigen-
problem. From the discussion in Section 2.1, we know that the computational complexity of 

PCA is ( 3l ). Since Bi-2DPCA only needs to calculate the eigenvectors of tG  and tH , its 

computational complexity is ( 33 nm  ). Since l  is much larger than m or n in real-world 
applications, PCA is computationally more intensive than Bi-2DPCA.  
Third, the transformation calculation of Bi-2DPCA in Eq. (31) is also smaller than that of 
PCA in Eq. (2). The transformation calculation of PCA is dnm  , while the calculation of 
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4.3 Bi-2DPCA based image reconstruction 
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5. Relationship to other PCA (KLT) Techniques 
  

5.1 Relationship to PCA and 2DPCA 
Let us begin our discussion from the viewpoint of mean-square error. Unquestionably, PCA 
(KLT) is optimal for 1D data representation (compression) in the sense of minimal mean-

square error. For 1D data x (vector), if the transform form xΨy T  is chosen, PCA-based 
transform is optimal. For 2D data A (matrix), we can transform the data into 1D vectors by 
stacking the columns ofA  and then use PCA to obtain a holistically optimal representation. 
For 2D data A, however, we can also choose another transform form AUB  . With 
respect to this transform form, 2DPCA turns out to be optimal; it realizes an optimal 
compression in horizontal direction. Bi-2DPCA provides a sequentially optimal 

compression mechanism with respect to the transform form C = AUVT . That is to say, if 
we choose such a transform form to compress the image data from horizontal to vertical, Bi-
2DPCA is optimal in the sense of minimal mean-square error.  
PCA, 2DPCA and Bi-2DPCA are all image-data dependent coding method. In contrast to PCA, 
a remarkable advantage of Bi-2DPCA is its low computation requirement. The 
computational advantage of Bi-2DPCA mainly embodies in the following three aspects:   
First, Bi-2DPCA needs less computation than PCA in the construction of covariance matrices. 
Suppose the image size is nm   and the training sample size is M. Denote N = nm   and 

},min{ NMl  . To form the covariance matrix (or the corresponding Gram matrix), PCA 

needs lNM   multiplications, while Bi-2DPCA needs 2nmM   multiplications to 

construct tG  and 2mqM   multiplications to construct tH . So, the total computation 

of Bi-2DPCA is )( 22 mqnmM  , which is less than )( nmNM   since q is 

much smaller than n. Generally, lnm  )(  in face recognition problems, so Bi-2DPCA 
needs less computation for constructing covariance matrices. 
Second, Bi-2DPCA has a lower computational complexity than PCA on solving the eigen-
problem. From the discussion in Section 2.1, we know that the computational complexity of 

PCA is ( 3l ). Since Bi-2DPCA only needs to calculate the eigenvectors of tG  and tH , its 

computational complexity is ( 33 nm  ). Since l  is much larger than m or n in real-world 
applications, PCA is computationally more intensive than Bi-2DPCA.  
Third, the transformation calculation of Bi-2DPCA in Eq. (31) is also smaller than that of 
PCA in Eq. (2). The transformation calculation of PCA is dnm  , while the calculation of 
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Bi-2DPCA are qnm  + pqm  , which is smaller than )( qpnm  . Since 

pqd   (if the same amounts of features are required by both methods), PCA generally 
needs more calculation than Bi-2DPCA in image transformation. 
The foregoing discussions show PCA is computationally more intensive than Bi-2DPCA. 
Besides, another advantage of Bi-2DPCA is that it needs less memory requirement than PCA 
in face recognition systems. This is because PCA needs to save a much larger transform 
matrix for feature extaction. The transform matrix of PCA is sized of dN  = dnm  , 
which amounts to the size of d orginal images. While, the two transform matrices of Bi-
2DPCA are only sized of qnpm  , which is generally less than one orginal image in 
size.  
A comparison between PCA and Bi-2DPCA is summarized in Table 1. Here, it should be 
stressed that the computational advantages of Bi-2DPCA over PCA is independent of the 
algorithms that are adopted to calculate the eigenvectors. If an algorithm can speed up the 
eigenvector computation of PCA, it is certain to speed up the eigenvector computation of Bi-
2DPCA in the same way. 
 

Method                               Computation Requirements Memory 
Requirements Construction of 

covariance 
matrix 

Solving  
eigen-problem 

Image 
Transformation 

PCA More More More More 
Bi-2DPCA Less Less Less Less 

Table 1. A comparison between PCA and Bi-2DPCA in computation and memory 
requirements 
 
Compared to 2DPCA, the compression rate of Bi-2DPCA is significantly improved. That is, 
Bi-2DPCA needs much less coefficients than 2DPCA for image representation. The 
advantages of Bi-2DPCA over 2DPCA are twofold. First, the storage requirements can be 
significantly reduced. Second, the classification speed will be increased since less 
computation is needed in distance (similarity) calculation.  

 
5.2 Relationship to classical 2D-KLT 
Bi-2DPCA is an image-data dependent coding method while 2D-KLT is image-data independent. 
The underlying difference between these two methods is that the classical 2D-KLT is based 
on an assumed image model while Bi-2DPCA not. The implementation of the classical 2D-
KLT depends on the assumption that an ensemble of images satisfies the first-order Markov 
model with separable autocorrelation function. Without this assumption, the method cannot 
exist independently because its covariance matrices are constructed by the separable 
autocorrelation function rather than training samples. In contrast, Bi-2DPCA can work 
independently without any assumed image model. Like PCA, it relies on training samples to 
evaluate its covariance matrices. 
Actually, the classical 2D-KLT and Bi-2DPCA have different utilities. The classical 2D-KLT 
is suitable for an ensemble of images and generally applied to image compression. Bi-
2DPCA is suitable for a category of images that have some similar characteristics. Bi-2DPCA 

 

can be used for image representation and recognition, such as face recognition, palm 
identification, etc. 

 
5.3 Relationship to ST-KLT 
As discussed in Section 2.3, without the image model, the total covariance matrix is 
generally not equal to the outer product of the horizontal and vertical covariance matrices. 
Thus, the separable transform in Eq. (8) is not equivalent to KL transform. The minimal MSE 
property of ST-KLT cannot be guaranteed and the degree of approximation cannot be 
evaluated in theory. These problems are critical and not addressed by the authors in their 
paper [31].  
2DPCA provides us theoretical insights to see through the series of problems left by ST-KLT. 
First of all, by the correlation analysis in Section 3.2, the intuitive meanings of the horizontal 
and vertical covariance matrices become clear. The horizontal covariance matrix shows the 
correlation between column vectors of image samples, while the vertical covariance matrix 
shows the correlation between image row vectors. Secondly, the transform (compression) in 
horizontal or vertical direction has a clear explanation. 2DPCA-based transform is the 
optimal transform in horizontal direction in the sense of minimal mean square error. The 
image energy is compacted into a small number of columns after 2DPCA transform. 
Similarly, if we use the transpose of image matrices as the input data, 2DPCA can realize the 
optimal compression in vertical direction.  
Thirdly, Bi-2DPCA is a sequentially optimal technique but ST-KLT is not. It is easy to see 

this by analyzing their transform processes. The transform BUVC T  can be 
decomposed into two transforms: the column (horizontal) transform AUB   and the row 

(vertical) transform BVC T . The first transform is same for the two methods but the 
second one is different. For the second transform, the transform matrix V of Bi-2DPCA is 

formed by the eigenvectors of the matrix tH = ])E)(E[(E TBBBB  , while the 

transform matrix of ST-KLT is formed by the eigenvectors of the matrix vR = 

])E)(E[(E TAAAA  . These two matrices are obviously different. Since the second 
transform is independent of the first one, we only need to find an optimal transform to 
recompress the current image B (rather than the original image A) after the first 2DPCA 
transform. From Theorem 1, it follows that the eigenvector system of tH  should be optimal 

for compressing B. Other vector systems, for example, the eigenvector system of vR , must 
be sub-optimal and lead to a larger mean-square error. So, as a separable transform, Bi-
2DPCA is better than ST-KLT in terms of energy packing performance.  
In summary, Bi-2DPCA and ST-KLT are both image-data dependent coding method. Bi-
2DPCA lays a solid theoretical foundation for a separable transform without any assumed 
image model. It also provides a sequentially optimal mechanism to implement this 
transform. In comparison, ST-KLT is sub-optimal in theory. 
Besides the theoretical advantages, Bi-2DPCA is also computationally more efficient than 
ST-KLT. The reason is that the construction of tH  needs less computation than the 
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pqd   (if the same amounts of features are required by both methods), PCA generally 
needs more calculation than Bi-2DPCA in image transformation. 
The foregoing discussions show PCA is computationally more intensive than Bi-2DPCA. 
Besides, another advantage of Bi-2DPCA is that it needs less memory requirement than PCA 
in face recognition systems. This is because PCA needs to save a much larger transform 
matrix for feature extaction. The transform matrix of PCA is sized of dN  = dnm  , 
which amounts to the size of d orginal images. While, the two transform matrices of Bi-
2DPCA are only sized of qnpm  , which is generally less than one orginal image in 
size.  
A comparison between PCA and Bi-2DPCA is summarized in Table 1. Here, it should be 
stressed that the computational advantages of Bi-2DPCA over PCA is independent of the 
algorithms that are adopted to calculate the eigenvectors. If an algorithm can speed up the 
eigenvector computation of PCA, it is certain to speed up the eigenvector computation of Bi-
2DPCA in the same way. 
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Bi-2DPCA needs much less coefficients than 2DPCA for image representation. The 
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significantly reduced. Second, the classification speed will be increased since less 
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5.2 Relationship to classical 2D-KLT 
Bi-2DPCA is an image-data dependent coding method while 2D-KLT is image-data independent. 
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KLT depends on the assumption that an ensemble of images satisfies the first-order Markov 
model with separable autocorrelation function. Without this assumption, the method cannot 
exist independently because its covariance matrices are constructed by the separable 
autocorrelation function rather than training samples. In contrast, Bi-2DPCA can work 
independently without any assumed image model. Like PCA, it relies on training samples to 
evaluate its covariance matrices. 
Actually, the classical 2D-KLT and Bi-2DPCA have different utilities. The classical 2D-KLT 
is suitable for an ensemble of images and generally applied to image compression. Bi-
2DPCA is suitable for a category of images that have some similar characteristics. Bi-2DPCA 

 

can be used for image representation and recognition, such as face recognition, palm 
identification, etc. 

 
5.3 Relationship to ST-KLT 
As discussed in Section 2.3, without the image model, the total covariance matrix is 
generally not equal to the outer product of the horizontal and vertical covariance matrices. 
Thus, the separable transform in Eq. (8) is not equivalent to KL transform. The minimal MSE 
property of ST-KLT cannot be guaranteed and the degree of approximation cannot be 
evaluated in theory. These problems are critical and not addressed by the authors in their 
paper [31].  
2DPCA provides us theoretical insights to see through the series of problems left by ST-KLT. 
First of all, by the correlation analysis in Section 3.2, the intuitive meanings of the horizontal 
and vertical covariance matrices become clear. The horizontal covariance matrix shows the 
correlation between column vectors of image samples, while the vertical covariance matrix 
shows the correlation between image row vectors. Secondly, the transform (compression) in 
horizontal or vertical direction has a clear explanation. 2DPCA-based transform is the 
optimal transform in horizontal direction in the sense of minimal mean square error. The 
image energy is compacted into a small number of columns after 2DPCA transform. 
Similarly, if we use the transpose of image matrices as the input data, 2DPCA can realize the 
optimal compression in vertical direction.  
Thirdly, Bi-2DPCA is a sequentially optimal technique but ST-KLT is not. It is easy to see 

this by analyzing their transform processes. The transform BUVC T  can be 
decomposed into two transforms: the column (horizontal) transform AUB   and the row 

(vertical) transform BVC T . The first transform is same for the two methods but the 
second one is different. For the second transform, the transform matrix V of Bi-2DPCA is 

formed by the eigenvectors of the matrix tH = ])E)(E[(E TBBBB  , while the 

transform matrix of ST-KLT is formed by the eigenvectors of the matrix vR = 

])E)(E[(E TAAAA  . These two matrices are obviously different. Since the second 
transform is independent of the first one, we only need to find an optimal transform to 
recompress the current image B (rather than the original image A) after the first 2DPCA 
transform. From Theorem 1, it follows that the eigenvector system of tH  should be optimal 

for compressing B. Other vector systems, for example, the eigenvector system of vR , must 
be sub-optimal and lead to a larger mean-square error. So, as a separable transform, Bi-
2DPCA is better than ST-KLT in terms of energy packing performance.  
In summary, Bi-2DPCA and ST-KLT are both image-data dependent coding method. Bi-
2DPCA lays a solid theoretical foundation for a separable transform without any assumed 
image model. It also provides a sequentially optimal mechanism to implement this 
transform. In comparison, ST-KLT is sub-optimal in theory. 
Besides the theoretical advantages, Bi-2DPCA is also computationally more efficient than 
ST-KLT. The reason is that the construction of tH  needs less computation than the 
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Thus, the separable transform in Eq. (8) is not equivalent to KL transform. The minimal MSE 
property of ST-KLT cannot be guaranteed and the degree of approximation cannot be 
evaluated in theory. These problems are critical and not addressed by the authors in their 
paper [31].  
2DPCA provides us theoretical insights to see through the series of problems left by ST-KLT. 
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shows the correlation between image row vectors. Secondly, the transform (compression) in 
horizontal or vertical direction has a clear explanation. 2DPCA-based transform is the 
optimal transform in horizontal direction in the sense of minimal mean square error. The 
image energy is compacted into a small number of columns after 2DPCA transform. 
Similarly, if we use the transpose of image matrices as the input data, 2DPCA can realize the 
optimal compression in vertical direction.  
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for compressing B. Other vector systems, for example, the eigenvector system of vR , must 
be sub-optimal and lead to a larger mean-square error. So, as a separable transform, Bi-
2DPCA is better than ST-KLT in terms of energy packing performance.  
In summary, Bi-2DPCA and ST-KLT are both image-data dependent coding method. Bi-
2DPCA lays a solid theoretical foundation for a separable transform without any assumed 
image model. It also provides a sequentially optimal mechanism to implement this 
transform. In comparison, ST-KLT is sub-optimal in theory. 
Besides the theoretical advantages, Bi-2DPCA is also computationally more efficient than 
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be sub-optimal and lead to a larger mean-square error. So, as a separable transform, Bi-
2DPCA is better than ST-KLT in terms of energy packing performance.  
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2DPCA lays a solid theoretical foundation for a separable transform without any assumed 
image model. It also provides a sequentially optimal mechanism to implement this 
transform. In comparison, ST-KLT is sub-optimal in theory. 
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construction of vR , since the image B (i.e., the feature matrix after 2DPCA compression on 
A) is much smaller than the original image A.   

 
6. Experiments and Analysis 
 

6.1 Experiments using the AT&T Database 
 
The AT&T database contains images from 40 individuals, each providing 10 different 
images. For some subjects, the images were taken at different times. The facial expressions 
(open or closed eyes, smiling or non-smiling) and facial details (glasses or no glasses) also 
vary. The images were taken with a tolerance for some tilting and rotation of the face of up 
to 20 degrees. Moreover, there is also some variation in the scale of up to about 10%. All 
images are grayscale and normalized to a resolution of 11292   pixels.  

 
6.1.1 Image Reconstruction Analysis 
In this section, we will examine the mechanism of Bi-2DPCA based image reconstruction. 
The first five images of each individual are drawn from AT&T database to form a training 
sample set. Thus, the training sample size is 200. Based on these training samples, let us 
form the image horizontal covariance matrix tG and calculate its eigenvectors 

quuu ,,, 21   corresponding to q largest eigenvalues. Then, we construct the image 

vertical covariance matrix tH  and get its eigenvectors pvvv ,,, 21   corresponding to p 

largest eigenvalues. Letting T
jiij uv  ( 9,,1i ; 10,,1j ), we obtain 90 basis 

images, which are shown in Figure 2(a). As a comparison, 90 principal basis images of 2D-
DCT are shown in Figure 2(b).  
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Fig. 2. Examples of basis images of Bi-2DPCA and 2D-DCT. (a) Basis images of Bi-2DPCA; (b) 
basis images of 2D-DCT, from up to down, 9,,1i ; from left to right, 10,,1j .  
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In this section, we will examine the mechanism of Bi-2DPCA based image reconstruction. 
The first five images of each individual are drawn from AT&T database to form a training 
sample set. Thus, the training sample size is 200. Based on these training samples, let us 
form the image horizontal covariance matrix tG and calculate its eigenvectors 

quuu ,,, 21   corresponding to q largest eigenvalues. Then, we construct the image 

vertical covariance matrix tH  and get its eigenvectors pvvv ,,, 21   corresponding to p 

largest eigenvalues. Letting T
jiij uv  ( 9,,1i ; 10,,1j ), we obtain 90 basis 

images, which are shown in Figure 2(a). As a comparison, 90 principal basis images of 2D-
DCT are shown in Figure 2(b).  
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Fig. 2. Examples of basis images of Bi-2DPCA and 2D-DCT. (a) Basis images of Bi-2DPCA; (b) 
basis images of 2D-DCT, from up to down, 9,,1i ; from left to right, 10,,1j .  
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From Figure 2, we can see that the basis images of Bi-2DPCA and 2D-DCT have some 
common properties. The lower-index (i, j are smaller) basis images ij  contain lower-

frequency information and, the higher-index (i, j are larger) basis images ij  contain 

higher-frequency information. If we fix the column index j, the information in horizontal 
direction becomes more and more conspicuous with the increase of the row index i. 
Similarly, if we fix the row index i, the information in vertical direction becomes more and 
more conspicuous with the increase of the column index j. Besides, we can also see some 
remarkable differences between them. The basis images of Bi-2DPCA appear to be more 
face-image-data dependent, while those of 2D-DCT not. This is because that the basis 
images of Bi-2DPCA are obtained by training based on the given face images, while those of 
2D-DCT are generated by a statistical model. It can be seen from Figure 2 that the first basis 
image 11  of Bi-2DPCA is a prototype of a face, which shows some inherent information of 
face images. In contrast, the basis images of 2D-DCT do not embody any face-related 
information. 
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Fig. 3. An original image and its reconstructed images based on Bi-2DPCA and 2D-DCT. (a) 
An original image and the mean image; (b) the reconstructed images based on Bi-2DPCA; (c) 
the reconstructed images based on 2D-DCT, when 40,,4,2, qp (from left to right, up 
to down). 
 
Based on the basis images, Bi-2DPCA can realize the reconstruction of a given image using 
Eq. (33). The reconstructed image can be expressed as a superposition of a small fraction of 

 

basis images weighted by the corresponding transform coefficients. Figure 3(b) shows a 
series of Bi-2DPCA based reconstructed images of the original image in Figure 3(a) when p 
and q (p = q) vary from 2 to 40 with an interval of 2. In contrast, Figure 3(c) shows a series of 
2D-DCT based reconstructed images as p and q (p = q) vary in the same way. It is obvious 
that the reconstructed images become clearer when more basis images are involved in the 
superposition. This is because the higher-index (higher-frequency) basis images ij  contain 

more detailed image information. It also can be seen that for each p and q, Bi-2DPCA based 
reconstructed image is always better than 2D-DCT based reconstructed images. This is 
because Bi-2DPCA transform keeps more image energy and less reconstruction loss than 
2D-DCT. We will discuss this in detail in the following subsection.  

 
6.1.2 Image Energy and Representation Error Analysis 
Let us work out the horizontal covariance matrix tG ’s all eigenvectors 9221 ,,, uuu   and 
use them to form a complete 2DPCA transform. After this transform, the original image in 
Figure 4 (a) is transformed into the image in Figure 4(b). Figure 4(b) shows that the image 
energy is compacted into a small number of columns. If we select the first q = 10 columns of 
the transformed image and compress them further using a second complete 2DPCA (the 
transform is determined by all eigenvectors of tH ), we obtain an image in Figure 4 (c). 
Obviously, the energy of the first 10 columns is re-compacted into the up-left corner of the 
image. This indicates Bi-2DPCA based transform does have good energy packing property. 
Figure 4 (d) and (e) shows that ST-KLT and 2D-DCT based transforms are also effective for 
energy packing. 
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Fig. 4. Illustration of energy packing property of 2DPCA, Bi-2DPCA, ST-KLT and 2D-DCT. 
(a) An original image, (b) 2DPCA transformed image, (c) Bi-2DPCA transformed image 
(q=10), (d) ST-KLT transformed image, (e) 2D-DCT transformed image 
 
To gain more insights into the energy packing performance of Bi-2DPCA, ST-KLT and 2D-
DCT, let us analyze their mean square errors (MSEs) in image reconstruction. If we use a 

qp  feature matrix C to represent an image, the MSE of Bi-2DPCA based image 

reconstruction can be evaluated using the tail eigenvalues of tG  and tH  according to 
Theorem 2. Since there is no similar property with ST-KLT and 2D-DCT, we have to employ 
the definition of mean square errors, Equation (35), to calculate the MSEs of ST-KLT and 2D-
DCT. The MSEs of Bi-2DPCA, ST-KLT and 2D-DCT when p and q (p = q) vary from 1 to 10 
are shown in Table 2. Table 2 indicates the MSE of Bi-2DPCA based image representation is 
smaller than that of ST-KLT based. This is consistent with our theoretical analysis in Section 
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To gain more insights into the energy packing performance of Bi-2DPCA, ST-KLT and 2D-
DCT, let us analyze their mean square errors (MSEs) in image reconstruction. If we use a 

qp  feature matrix C to represent an image, the MSE of Bi-2DPCA based image 

reconstruction can be evaluated using the tail eigenvalues of tG  and tH  according to 
Theorem 2. Since there is no similar property with ST-KLT and 2D-DCT, we have to employ 
the definition of mean square errors, Equation (35), to calculate the MSEs of ST-KLT and 2D-
DCT. The MSEs of Bi-2DPCA, ST-KLT and 2D-DCT when p and q (p = q) vary from 1 to 10 
are shown in Table 2. Table 2 indicates the MSE of Bi-2DPCA based image representation is 
smaller than that of ST-KLT based. This is consistent with our theoretical analysis in Section 
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Similarly, if we fix the row index i, the information in vertical direction becomes more and 
more conspicuous with the increase of the column index j. Besides, we can also see some 
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face-image-data dependent, while those of 2D-DCT not. This is because that the basis 
images of Bi-2DPCA are obtained by training based on the given face images, while those of 
2D-DCT are generated by a statistical model. It can be seen from Figure 2 that the first basis 
image 11  of Bi-2DPCA is a prototype of a face, which shows some inherent information of 
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reconstructed image is always better than 2D-DCT based reconstructed images. This is 
because Bi-2DPCA transform keeps more image energy and less reconstruction loss than 
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To gain more insights into the energy packing performance of Bi-2DPCA, ST-KLT and 2D-
DCT, let us analyze their mean square errors (MSEs) in image reconstruction. If we use a 

qp  feature matrix C to represent an image, the MSE of Bi-2DPCA based image 

reconstruction can be evaluated using the tail eigenvalues of tG  and tH  according to 
Theorem 2. Since there is no similar property with ST-KLT and 2D-DCT, we have to employ 
the definition of mean square errors, Equation (35), to calculate the MSEs of ST-KLT and 2D-
DCT. The MSEs of Bi-2DPCA, ST-KLT and 2D-DCT when p and q (p = q) vary from 1 to 10 
are shown in Table 2. Table 2 indicates the MSE of Bi-2DPCA based image representation is 
smaller than that of ST-KLT based. This is consistent with our theoretical analysis in Section 
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5.3. Also, the MSEs of the two image-data dependent coding methods, Bi-2DPCA and ST-
KLT, are much less than that of the image-data independent method 2D-DCT.  
Does the MSE have an impact on the recognition performance? To answer this question, let q 
and p (p = q) vary from 1 to 10.  In each case, we test Bi-2DPCA, ST-KLT and 2D-DCT and 
list their recognition rates in Table 3. Table 3 shows, on the whole, the performance 
difference between Bi-2DPCA and ST-KLT is not as significant as the performance 
difference between Bi-2DPCA and 2D-DCT. From Table 2, we know that the MSE difference 
between Bi-2DPCA and ST-KLT is not as significant as the MSE difference between Bi-
2DPCA and 2D-DCT. So, we can conclude that the significant MSE difference between two 
methods does affect their recognition rates and, the image-data dependent methods are more 
suitable for representing faces for recognition purpose. The insignificant MSE difference, 
however, almost has no effect on the recognition results. The recognition performances of 
Bi-2DPCA and ST-KLT are very close when q and p are over 3. In practice, since we always 
choose a larger q and p for achieving the best recognition rate, the MSE difference between 
ST-KLT and Bi-2DPCA has no substantial effect on their performance. 

 
p, q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Bi-
2DPCA 

207.13 170.42 136.21 118.05 103.93  90.77 79.19 70.48 63.26 57.78 

ST-KLT 211.69   171.03   136.89   121.86   104.84     91.06    79.39    70.56   63.35   57.96 

2D-DCT 216.17   181.20   159.91   145.15   126.42   107.60   90.75     80.86   73.42   66.69 

Table 2. Mean Square errors of Bi-2DPCA, ST-KLT and 2D-DCT based image representation 
 

p, q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Bi-2DPCA 13.5 66.5 90.5 93.5 95.5 95.0 95.5 95.5 95.5 96.0 

ST-KLT 12.0 64.0 90.0 93.0 95.5 95.0 95.5 95.5 95.5 96.0 

2D-DCT 13.5 57.0 87.0 89.5 94.0 93.5 93.5 94.5 94.5 93.5 

Table 3. Recognition rates (%) of Bi-2DPCA, ST-KLT and 2D-DCT with the variation of p 
and q 

 
6.2 Experiments using the FERET Database 
The FERET database is a result of the FERET program, which was sponsored by the 
Department of Defense through the DARPA Program [39, 40]. It has become a standard 
database to test and evaluate state-of-the-art face recognition algorithms.    
In the FERET 1996 standard subset, the basic gallery contains 1,196 face images. There are 
four sets of probe images compared to this gallery: the fafb probe set contains 1,195 images 
of subjects taken at the same time as the gallery images but with different facial expression; 
the fafc probe set contains 194 images of subjects under significantly different lighting 
conditions; the Duplicate I probe set contains 722 images of subjects taken between one 
minute and 1,031 days after the gallery image was taken; the Duplicate II probe set is a subset 
of the duplicate I set, containing 234 images taken at least 18 months after the gallery images. 
In our experiments, the face portion of each original image is automatically cropped based 
on the location of eyes and resized to an image of 8080 pixels. The resulting image is then 

 

pre-processed by a histogram equalization algorithm. Some example images after pre-
processing are shown in Figure 5. 

     
Fig. 5. Some example images of cropped images that were pro-processed by histogram 
equalization.  

 
6.2.1 Performance Comparison Analysis 
For consistency with other studies [23, 39], in our test, 500 images are selected from the 
gallery to form the training sample set. In order to reduce the effect that might be induced 
by the choice of the training sample set, we run the system ten times. In each time, the 
training sample set (containing 500 images) is randomly selected from the gallery so that the 
training sample sets are different for ten tests. PCA, 2DPCA and Bi-2DPCA are, respectively, 
employed for image representation. For PCA, 200 principal components are extracted to 
represent a face (this is consistent with the PCA-based baseline system in [39]). For 2DPCA, 
10 principal component vectors (containing 800 features) are extracted for image 
representation. While for Bi-2DPCA, a 1515 feature matrix is first obtained after image 
transform and then is converted into a 225-dimensional feature vector by stacking the 
columns in turn. Note that in our test, only the first 200 features are used by Bi-2DPCA for 
representation and classification purpose in accordance with the dimension of PCA. Finally, 
a nearest-neighbor classifier with three common distance metrics is employed for 
classification. These distance metrics includes: L2 (Euclidean) distance, L1 (city-block) 
distance, and cosine distance [23, 25]. For each method and each probe set, the average 
recognition rate and standard deviation (std) across ten tests with three distance metrics are 
listed in Tables 4-6. Taking the four probe sets as a whole testing set, the total recognition 
rate of each method is also calculated and listed in these tables.  
 

Method fafb 
(1195) 

fafc  
(194) 

Duplicate I  
(722) 

Duplicate II  
(234) 

Total  
(2345) 

PCA 77.18 ± 0.38 14.84 ± 1.30 32.06 ± 0.43 10.15 ± 0.61 51.442 
2DPCA  79.93 ± 0.29 19.35 ± 0.49 34.90 ± 0.18 11.51 ± 0.21 54.227 

Bi-2DPCA 79.15 ± 0.08 16.45 ± 0.16 33.24 ± 0.12 11.42 ± 0.17 53.069 
Table 4. Recognition rate (%) of PCA, 2DPCA and Bi-2DPCA with L2 distance metric 
 

Method fafb 
(1195) 

fafc  
(194) 

Duplicate I  
(722) 

Duplicate II  
(234) 

Total  
(2345) 

PCA 76.49 ± 0.52 38.42 ± 1.54 33.89 ± 0.79 13.03 ± 1.55 53.892 
2DPCA 81.04 ± 0.22 13.30 ± 0.46 35.90 ± 0.37 12.92 ± 0.27 54.740 

Bi-2DPCA 79.65 ± 0.40 27.89 ± 1.70 35.41 ± 0.35 12.80 ± 0.53 55.076 
Table 5. Recognition rate (%) of PCA, 2DPCA and Bi-2DPCA with L1 distance metric 
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5.3. Also, the MSEs of the two image-data dependent coding methods, Bi-2DPCA and ST-
KLT, are much less than that of the image-data independent method 2D-DCT.  
Does the MSE have an impact on the recognition performance? To answer this question, let q 
and p (p = q) vary from 1 to 10.  In each case, we test Bi-2DPCA, ST-KLT and 2D-DCT and 
list their recognition rates in Table 3. Table 3 shows, on the whole, the performance 
difference between Bi-2DPCA and ST-KLT is not as significant as the performance 
difference between Bi-2DPCA and 2D-DCT. From Table 2, we know that the MSE difference 
between Bi-2DPCA and ST-KLT is not as significant as the MSE difference between Bi-
2DPCA and 2D-DCT. So, we can conclude that the significant MSE difference between two 
methods does affect their recognition rates and, the image-data dependent methods are more 
suitable for representing faces for recognition purpose. The insignificant MSE difference, 
however, almost has no effect on the recognition results. The recognition performances of 
Bi-2DPCA and ST-KLT are very close when q and p are over 3. In practice, since we always 
choose a larger q and p for achieving the best recognition rate, the MSE difference between 
ST-KLT and Bi-2DPCA has no substantial effect on their performance. 
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the fafc probe set contains 194 images of subjects under significantly different lighting 
conditions; the Duplicate I probe set contains 722 images of subjects taken between one 
minute and 1,031 days after the gallery image was taken; the Duplicate II probe set is a subset 
of the duplicate I set, containing 234 images taken at least 18 months after the gallery images. 
In our experiments, the face portion of each original image is automatically cropped based 
on the location of eyes and resized to an image of 8080 pixels. The resulting image is then 

 

pre-processed by a histogram equalization algorithm. Some example images after pre-
processing are shown in Figure 5. 
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6.2.1 Performance Comparison Analysis 
For consistency with other studies [23, 39], in our test, 500 images are selected from the 
gallery to form the training sample set. In order to reduce the effect that might be induced 
by the choice of the training sample set, we run the system ten times. In each time, the 
training sample set (containing 500 images) is randomly selected from the gallery so that the 
training sample sets are different for ten tests. PCA, 2DPCA and Bi-2DPCA are, respectively, 
employed for image representation. For PCA, 200 principal components are extracted to 
represent a face (this is consistent with the PCA-based baseline system in [39]). For 2DPCA, 
10 principal component vectors (containing 800 features) are extracted for image 
representation. While for Bi-2DPCA, a 1515 feature matrix is first obtained after image 
transform and then is converted into a 225-dimensional feature vector by stacking the 
columns in turn. Note that in our test, only the first 200 features are used by Bi-2DPCA for 
representation and classification purpose in accordance with the dimension of PCA. Finally, 
a nearest-neighbor classifier with three common distance metrics is employed for 
classification. These distance metrics includes: L2 (Euclidean) distance, L1 (city-block) 
distance, and cosine distance [23, 25]. For each method and each probe set, the average 
recognition rate and standard deviation (std) across ten tests with three distance metrics are 
listed in Tables 4-6. Taking the four probe sets as a whole testing set, the total recognition 
rate of each method is also calculated and listed in these tables.  
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5.3. Also, the MSEs of the two image-data dependent coding methods, Bi-2DPCA and ST-
KLT, are much less than that of the image-data independent method 2D-DCT.  
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Bi-2DPCA and ST-KLT are very close when q and p are over 3. In practice, since we always 
choose a larger q and p for achieving the best recognition rate, the MSE difference between 
ST-KLT and Bi-2DPCA has no substantial effect on their performance. 
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distance, and cosine distance [23, 25]. For each method and each probe set, the average 
recognition rate and standard deviation (std) across ten tests with three distance metrics are 
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rate of each method is also calculated and listed in these tables.  
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Method fafb 
(1195) 

fafc  
(194) 

Duplicate I  
(722) 

Duplicate II  
(234) 

Total  
(2345) 

PCA 76.67 ± 0.42 11.06 ± 0.45 33.80 ± 0.44 12.81 ± 0.48 51.671 
2DPCA 72.57 ± 0.37 16.03 ± 4.48 32.09 ± 0.66 10.13 ± 1.03 49.198 

Bi-2DPCA 79.10 ± 0.06 16.50 ± 0.00 33.24 ± 0.08 11.50 ± 0.00 53.056 
Table 6. Recognition rate (%) of PCA, 2DPCA and Bi-2DPCA with cosine distance metric 
 
From Tables 4-6, we can draw the following conclusions. 1) While the L2 distance metric is 
used, Bi-2DPCA is better than PCA for all probe sets with respect to the recognition 
accuracy and standard deviation. While the L1 and cosine distance metrics are employed, 
the recognition results are in relation to probe sets. For some probe sets, Bi-2DPCA performs 
better and for others, PCA perform better. However, as far as the total recognition rate is 
concerned, Bi-2DPCA is consistently superior to PCA, no matter what metric is used. 2) 
2DPCA outperforms Bi-2DPCA when the L2 metric is used, but its total recognition rate is 
worse than Bi-2DPCA with other two metrics. 3) Every method achieves its best 
performance when the L1 distance metric is used. With this metric, Bi-2DPCA outperforms 
PCA and 2DPCA with respect to the total recognition rate. 
In fact, the advantage of Bi-2DPCA over PCA is not only on its recognition accuracy, but 
also on its computational efficiency. In the next subsection, we will demonstrate that Bi-
2DPCA is faster than PCA for face recognition system. 

 
6.2.2 Computational Efficiency Analysis 
In our experiments, we use Matlab for coding and the Matlab function “eigs” to calculate the 
eigenvectors in the implementation of PCA, 2DPCA and Bi-2DPCA. For each method, the 
average CPU time for training and testing (with L2 metric) across 10 random tests are listed 
in Table 8. It is apparent that Bi-2DPCA is much faster than PCA either for training or for 
testing. Although 2DPCA needs less time than Bi-2DPCA for training, it requires more time 
for the whole process: training and testing. To gain more insights into this, we will provide a 
detailed analysis on computation and memory requirements of PCA, 2DPCA and Bi-2DPCA 
based face recognition systems. 
 

Method Time for Training Time for Testing (2345 
samples) 

Total 

PCA 291.70 940.39 1232.09 
2DPCA 97.38 912.60 1009.98 

Bi-2DPCA 140.86 659.07 799.93 
Table 8. The CPU time (s) for training and testing on FERET 1996 subset (CPU: Pentium IV 
2.4GHz, RAM: 512Mb) 
 

Method Constructing  
covariance 
matrices (C1) 

Solving  
eigen-
problems 
(C2 ) 

Transformation of 
an image 
(C3 ) 

Calculating 
distance 
 
(C4) 

PCA 5002802    5003  802200 C4 =1196200 

 

=1.6109 = 1.25108 =1.28106 =2.392105 
2DPCA 500803 

=2.56108 
803  
= 5.12105 

80210 
=6.4104 

1196800 
=9.568105 

Bi-2DPCA 500 (803+80215) 
=3.04108 

8032  
= 1.024106 

80215+801514 
=1.128105 

1196200 
=2.392105 

Table 9. Calculation items of PCA, 2DPCA and Bi-2DPCA in training and testing process 
 

Method Training 
C1+C2+1196C3 

Testing  
(C3 + C4) 2345 

Total 
 

PCA 3.2559109 3.5625109 6.8184109 
2DPCA 3.3306108 2.3938109 2.7269109 
Bi-2DPCA 4.3993108 8.2544108 1.2654109 

Table 10. Comparisons of computation requirements of PCA, 2DPCA and Bi-2DPCA  
 

Method Projector Size Gallery Size Total 
PCA 802200 = 1,280,000 1196200  = 239,200 1,519,200 
2DPCA 8010 = 800 11968010 = 956,800 957,600 
Bi-2DPCA 8015+8014 = 2,320 1196200 = 239,200 241,520 

Table 11. Comparisons of memory requirements of PCA, 2DPCA and Bi-2DPCA  
 
The computation requirements can be measured by the amount of multiplications involved 
in the training and testing processes. The training process includes the following 
calculations: (C1) constructing covariance matrices, (C2) learning the projector (transform 
matrix) by solving eigen-problems and, (C3) transformation of an image in gallery. And, the 
testing process includes: (C3) transformation of an image in probe sets and, (C4) calculating 
the distances between a probe and gallery for classification. The computations involved in 
these items are listed in Table 9. Table 10 exhibits the computation requirements in the 
training, testing and the whole process. 
From Tables 9 and 10, we can see that Bi-2DPCA needs much less computations than PCA 
in the first three items and the same computations for item C4. So, Bi-2DPCA is 
computationally more efficient than PCA either for training or for testing. 2DPCA consumes 
less computations than Bi-2DPCA in the first three items (so that it is faster than Bi-2DPCA 
for training), because it deals with one covariance matrix while Bi-2DPCA deals with two. 
However, 2DPCA spends much more computations on item C4 since it requires four times 
of features than Bi-2DPCA (or PCA) for image representation. This leads to a larger amount 
of computations in its testing process. In a word, Bi-2DPCA has the least computation 
requirements among three methods for the whole process: training and testing. 
The memory requirements of a face recognition system depend on the size of projector and 
the total size of data in gallery. Table 11 shows these items corresponding to each method. 
Bi-2DPCA has the least total memory requirements among three methods. PCA has the 
largest total memory requirements because its projector is very large, which amounts to a 
total size of 200 original face images. In contrast, the projector of Bi-2DPCA or 2DPCA is 
much smaller; its size is less than the size of one original image. Since 2DPCA has a much 
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The computation requirements can be measured by the amount of multiplications involved 
in the training and testing processes. The training process includes the following 
calculations: (C1) constructing covariance matrices, (C2) learning the projector (transform 
matrix) by solving eigen-problems and, (C3) transformation of an image in gallery. And, the 
testing process includes: (C3) transformation of an image in probe sets and, (C4) calculating 
the distances between a probe and gallery for classification. The computations involved in 
these items are listed in Table 9. Table 10 exhibits the computation requirements in the 
training, testing and the whole process. 
From Tables 9 and 10, we can see that Bi-2DPCA needs much less computations than PCA 
in the first three items and the same computations for item C4. So, Bi-2DPCA is 
computationally more efficient than PCA either for training or for testing. 2DPCA consumes 
less computations than Bi-2DPCA in the first three items (so that it is faster than Bi-2DPCA 
for training), because it deals with one covariance matrix while Bi-2DPCA deals with two. 
However, 2DPCA spends much more computations on item C4 since it requires four times 
of features than Bi-2DPCA (or PCA) for image representation. This leads to a larger amount 
of computations in its testing process. In a word, Bi-2DPCA has the least computation 
requirements among three methods for the whole process: training and testing. 
The memory requirements of a face recognition system depend on the size of projector and 
the total size of data in gallery. Table 11 shows these items corresponding to each method. 
Bi-2DPCA has the least total memory requirements among three methods. PCA has the 
largest total memory requirements because its projector is very large, which amounts to a 
total size of 200 original face images. In contrast, the projector of Bi-2DPCA or 2DPCA is 
much smaller; its size is less than the size of one original image. Since 2DPCA has a much 
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Method fafb 
(1195) 

fafc  
(194) 

Duplicate I  
(722) 

Duplicate II  
(234) 

Total  
(2345) 

PCA 76.67 ± 0.42 11.06 ± 0.45 33.80 ± 0.44 12.81 ± 0.48 51.671 
2DPCA 72.57 ± 0.37 16.03 ± 4.48 32.09 ± 0.66 10.13 ± 1.03 49.198 

Bi-2DPCA 79.10 ± 0.06 16.50 ± 0.00 33.24 ± 0.08 11.50 ± 0.00 53.056 
Table 6. Recognition rate (%) of PCA, 2DPCA and Bi-2DPCA with cosine distance metric 
 
From Tables 4-6, we can draw the following conclusions. 1) While the L2 distance metric is 
used, Bi-2DPCA is better than PCA for all probe sets with respect to the recognition 
accuracy and standard deviation. While the L1 and cosine distance metrics are employed, 
the recognition results are in relation to probe sets. For some probe sets, Bi-2DPCA performs 
better and for others, PCA perform better. However, as far as the total recognition rate is 
concerned, Bi-2DPCA is consistently superior to PCA, no matter what metric is used. 2) 
2DPCA outperforms Bi-2DPCA when the L2 metric is used, but its total recognition rate is 
worse than Bi-2DPCA with other two metrics. 3) Every method achieves its best 
performance when the L1 distance metric is used. With this metric, Bi-2DPCA outperforms 
PCA and 2DPCA with respect to the total recognition rate. 
In fact, the advantage of Bi-2DPCA over PCA is not only on its recognition accuracy, but 
also on its computational efficiency. In the next subsection, we will demonstrate that Bi-
2DPCA is faster than PCA for face recognition system. 

 
6.2.2 Computational Efficiency Analysis 
In our experiments, we use Matlab for coding and the Matlab function “eigs” to calculate the 
eigenvectors in the implementation of PCA, 2DPCA and Bi-2DPCA. For each method, the 
average CPU time for training and testing (with L2 metric) across 10 random tests are listed 
in Table 8. It is apparent that Bi-2DPCA is much faster than PCA either for training or for 
testing. Although 2DPCA needs less time than Bi-2DPCA for training, it requires more time 
for the whole process: training and testing. To gain more insights into this, we will provide a 
detailed analysis on computation and memory requirements of PCA, 2DPCA and Bi-2DPCA 
based face recognition systems. 
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From Tables 9 and 10, we can see that Bi-2DPCA needs much less computations than PCA 
in the first three items and the same computations for item C4. So, Bi-2DPCA is 
computationally more efficient than PCA either for training or for testing. 2DPCA consumes 
less computations than Bi-2DPCA in the first three items (so that it is faster than Bi-2DPCA 
for training), because it deals with one covariance matrix while Bi-2DPCA deals with two. 
However, 2DPCA spends much more computations on item C4 since it requires four times 
of features than Bi-2DPCA (or PCA) for image representation. This leads to a larger amount 
of computations in its testing process. In a word, Bi-2DPCA has the least computation 
requirements among three methods for the whole process: training and testing. 
The memory requirements of a face recognition system depend on the size of projector and 
the total size of data in gallery. Table 11 shows these items corresponding to each method. 
Bi-2DPCA has the least total memory requirements among three methods. PCA has the 
largest total memory requirements because its projector is very large, which amounts to a 
total size of 200 original face images. In contrast, the projector of Bi-2DPCA or 2DPCA is 
much smaller; its size is less than the size of one original image. Since 2DPCA has a much 
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for training), because it deals with one covariance matrix while Bi-2DPCA deals with two. 
However, 2DPCA spends much more computations on item C4 since it requires four times 
of features than Bi-2DPCA (or PCA) for image representation. This leads to a larger amount 
of computations in its testing process. In a word, Bi-2DPCA has the least computation 
requirements among three methods for the whole process: training and testing. 
The memory requirements of a face recognition system depend on the size of projector and 
the total size of data in gallery. Table 11 shows these items corresponding to each method. 
Bi-2DPCA has the least total memory requirements among three methods. PCA has the 
largest total memory requirements because its projector is very large, which amounts to a 
total size of 200 original face images. In contrast, the projector of Bi-2DPCA or 2DPCA is 
much smaller; its size is less than the size of one original image. Since 2DPCA has a much 
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lower compression rate than Bi-2DPCA, it requires more memory to save the feature vectors 
in gallery.   
The above comparison demonstrates that Bi-2DPCA based image recognition system has 
advantages over PCA or 2DPCA based system on computation and memory requirements. 
This characteristic makes Bi-2DPCA to be a fast tool for face coding and recognition. 

 
7. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, two-dimensional principal component analysis (2DPCA) is first re-examined 
and its two properties are revealed. 2DPCA can eliminate the correlation between column 
vectors of image and compact the image energy onto a small number of column vectors 
(these vectors are used for image representation). In other words, 2DPCA realizes an 
optimal compression in horizontal direction. These properties are desirable and provide 
some theoretical supports for 2DPCA-based image representation. However, 2DPCA does 
not consider the correlation in vertical direction. This leads to a relative lower compression 
rate compared to PCA.  
Bi-2DPCA technique is developed to overcome the weakness of 2DPCA. Basically, Bi-
2DPCA is to perform 2DPCA twice sequentially, i.e., a first compression in horizontal 
direction followed by a second one in vertical direction. In this way, the correlations in both 
directions are eliminated and, the image energy is compacted into the up-left corner of 
image. The elements in this corner are chosen as features. So, Bi-2DPCA needs fewer 
coefficients than 2DPCA for image representation. This results in lower storage 
requirements and a remarkable speedup in classification. Actually, Bi-2DPCA based 
representation is not only economical in storage but also effective for discrimination. Our 
experiments on FERET database show Bi-2DPCA is comparable with 2DPCA. 
In addition, the theoretical justification for Bi-2DPCA based image representation is 
provided. This representation mechanism is sequentially optimal in the sense of minimal 
mean-square error. In comparison, ST-KLT lacks this justification and is shown to be sub-
optimal in theory. That is, the mean-square error (MSE) of ST-KLT is always larger than that 
of Bi-2DPCA. Besides, we also show that the MSEs of the image-data dependent coding 
methods such as Bi-2DPCA and ST-KLT are much less than the image-data independent 
method like 2D-DCT. Our experiments indicate that the significant MSE difference between 
two methods does affect their recognition performances and, the image-data dependent 
methods are more suitable for representing faces for recognition purpose. The insignificant 
MSE difference, however, almost has no effect on the recognition results.  
In contrast to PCA, the most prominent advantage of Bi-2DPCA is its low computational 
complexity. Actually, Bi-2DPCA has lower computation requirement than PCA on almost 
all aspects involved, including the construction of covariance matrices, calculating the 
eigenvectors of these covariance matrices, and image transformation. This characteristic 
makes Bi-2DPCA faster than PCA in both training and testing processes. It should be 
mentioned that the speed advantage of Bi-2DPCA would become more remarkable with the 
increase of database scale and training sample size. Besides, our experiments on the FERET 
database also demonstrate that Bi-2DPCA is comparable with PCA in recognition 
performance. 
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Appendix A: The proof Theorem 2 
 

To prove Theorem 2, a useful Lemma is first given: 

Lemma A1 [41] If m nA  , then 2|| || = tr( ) tr( )T T
F A A A AA . 

Proof of Theorem 2: 

Let us denote ),,,( 21 quuuU   and ),,,( 21 pvvvV  . Then, q
T IUU   and 

p
T IVV  . 

The Bi-2DPCA based compression process contains two sequential operations, i.e. column-
based (horizontal) compression AUB   and row-based (vertical) compression 

BVC T .  
Correspondingly, the column- and row-based reconstructions can be respectively 
represented by 

TBUA ˆ ,                                                                       (A.1)  

VCB ˆ .                                                                        (A.2)  
From Theorem 1, we know their reconstruction MSEs are  
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lower compression rate than Bi-2DPCA, it requires more memory to save the feature vectors 
in gallery.   
The above comparison demonstrates that Bi-2DPCA based image recognition system has 
advantages over PCA or 2DPCA based system on computation and memory requirements. 
This characteristic makes Bi-2DPCA to be a fast tool for face coding and recognition. 
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two methods does affect their recognition performances and, the image-data dependent 
methods are more suitable for representing faces for recognition purpose. The insignificant 
MSE difference, however, almost has no effect on the recognition results.  
In contrast to PCA, the most prominent advantage of Bi-2DPCA is its low computational 
complexity. Actually, Bi-2DPCA has lower computation requirement than PCA on almost 
all aspects involved, including the construction of covariance matrices, calculating the 
eigenvectors of these covariance matrices, and image transformation. This characteristic 
makes Bi-2DPCA faster than PCA in both training and testing processes. It should be 
mentioned that the speed advantage of Bi-2DPCA would become more remarkable with the 
increase of database scale and training sample size. Besides, our experiments on the FERET 
database also demonstrate that Bi-2DPCA is comparable with PCA in recognition 
performance. 
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MSE difference, however, almost has no effect on the recognition results.  
In contrast to PCA, the most prominent advantage of Bi-2DPCA is its low computational 
complexity. Actually, Bi-2DPCA has lower computation requirement than PCA on almost 
all aspects involved, including the construction of covariance matrices, calculating the 
eigenvectors of these covariance matrices, and image transformation. This characteristic 
makes Bi-2DPCA faster than PCA in both training and testing processes. It should be 
mentioned that the speed advantage of Bi-2DPCA would become more remarkable with the 
increase of database scale and training sample size. Besides, our experiments on the FERET 
database also demonstrate that Bi-2DPCA is comparable with PCA in recognition 
performance. 
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From Theorem 1, we know their reconstruction MSEs are  
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lower compression rate than Bi-2DPCA, it requires more memory to save the feature vectors 
in gallery.   
The above comparison demonstrates that Bi-2DPCA based image recognition system has 
advantages over PCA or 2DPCA based system on computation and memory requirements. 
This characteristic makes Bi-2DPCA to be a fast tool for face coding and recognition. 

 
7. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, two-dimensional principal component analysis (2DPCA) is first re-examined 
and its two properties are revealed. 2DPCA can eliminate the correlation between column 
vectors of image and compact the image energy onto a small number of column vectors 
(these vectors are used for image representation). In other words, 2DPCA realizes an 
optimal compression in horizontal direction. These properties are desirable and provide 
some theoretical supports for 2DPCA-based image representation. However, 2DPCA does 
not consider the correlation in vertical direction. This leads to a relative lower compression 
rate compared to PCA.  
Bi-2DPCA technique is developed to overcome the weakness of 2DPCA. Basically, Bi-
2DPCA is to perform 2DPCA twice sequentially, i.e., a first compression in horizontal 
direction followed by a second one in vertical direction. In this way, the correlations in both 
directions are eliminated and, the image energy is compacted into the up-left corner of 
image. The elements in this corner are chosen as features. So, Bi-2DPCA needs fewer 
coefficients than 2DPCA for image representation. This results in lower storage 
requirements and a remarkable speedup in classification. Actually, Bi-2DPCA based 
representation is not only economical in storage but also effective for discrimination. Our 
experiments on FERET database show Bi-2DPCA is comparable with 2DPCA. 
In addition, the theoretical justification for Bi-2DPCA based image representation is 
provided. This representation mechanism is sequentially optimal in the sense of minimal 
mean-square error. In comparison, ST-KLT lacks this justification and is shown to be sub-
optimal in theory. That is, the mean-square error (MSE) of ST-KLT is always larger than that 
of Bi-2DPCA. Besides, we also show that the MSEs of the image-data dependent coding 
methods such as Bi-2DPCA and ST-KLT are much less than the image-data independent 
method like 2D-DCT. Our experiments indicate that the significant MSE difference between 
two methods does affect their recognition performances and, the image-data dependent 
methods are more suitable for representing faces for recognition purpose. The insignificant 
MSE difference, however, almost has no effect on the recognition results.  
In contrast to PCA, the most prominent advantage of Bi-2DPCA is its low computational 
complexity. Actually, Bi-2DPCA has lower computation requirement than PCA on almost 
all aspects involved, including the construction of covariance matrices, calculating the 
eigenvectors of these covariance matrices, and image transformation. This characteristic 
makes Bi-2DPCA faster than PCA in both training and testing processes. It should be 
mentioned that the speed advantage of Bi-2DPCA would become more remarkable with the 
increase of database scale and training sample size. Besides, our experiments on the FERET 
database also demonstrate that Bi-2DPCA is comparable with PCA in recognition 
performance. 
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Correspondingly, the column- and row-based reconstructions can be respectively 
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1. Introduction 

Biometric technology using a single human body characteristic such as face, gait or voice has 
gained immerse attention with successful applications in video surveillance. Furthermore, 
facial recognition has been recognized as the least intrusive technology that can be 
implemented in many places without hazardous problems. Though existing biometric 
systems have been reported to be effective under certain conditions, there is a great need to 
improve their recognition performance. Possible alternatives to current approaches include 
the use of different biometric information or the combination of different biometric sources. 
Relevant literature indicates the possibility of using facial behavior as another behavior 
biometric cue. As this biometric cue reflects the internal dynamic changing factors of an 
individual, it also plays an important role just as the face biometric does in video 
surveillance. Moreover, existing research in appearance-based facial recognition always 
addresses the common problem of within-class variations under illumination and poses 
and/or facial expressions which degrades the recognition performance. Most of the 
algorithms (Belhumeur et al., 1997) (Chen et al., 2000) (Lu et al., 2003c) (Lu et al., 2003b) (Lu 
et al., 2003a) (Juwei et al., 2003) (Lu et al., 2005) (Kong et al., 2005) in facial recognition are 
developed to cope with the singularity problem in the presence of these variations. Some 
papers (Martinez, 2000) (Liu et al., 2002) (Liu et al., 2003) (Bronstein et al., 2003) (Bronstein et 
al., 2007) even consider facial expressions as noise that will degrade the system 
performance, and they attempt to build robust systems that are invariant to these variations. 
However, no research has been conducted to see if these intra-personal variations, especially 
under facial expression changes or dynamic changes of intra-personal information could 
help the extra-personal separation. Can within-class variation help between-class 
separation? Or can intra-personal facial expression variations assist extra-personal 
separation? We assume that “intra-personal facial expression variations could assist extra-
personal separation.”  
In the following section, we give an overview of multimodal biometrics and soft biometrics. 
We discuss how multiple biometrics and soft biometric can improve classification 
performance. We then discuss related work that uses other biometrics in combination with 
facial biometric at a distance and our proposed fusion framework. Finally, we give the 
experimental results and conclusion.    
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experimental results and conclusion.    
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2. Overview of Multimodal Biometrics 

Biometric systems have their success in single modalities; however, there are still 
opportunities to improve their limitations. Jain et al. (Jain et al., 2004b) stated that these 
limitations include the noise in the sensed data, intra-personal variations, distinctiveness of 
inter-personal variations, non-universality, and spoof attacks. Furthermore, Faundez-Zanuy 
(Faundez-Zanuy, 2005) stated the main drawbacks in a different uni-modal biometric 
system. For example, in fingerprint biometrics, some people might not have their fingerprint 
characteristics because they were old, their fingerprints might be too oily, dry, wet or warm; 
or their fingerprints might be damaged temporally or permanently. These situations make it 
difficult or impossible for scanners to acquire their fingerprints. Facial biometrics’ 
weaknesses are due to variations in makeup, pose or illumination variations. Therefore, it is 
necessary to explore other sources for performance improvement so as to achieve robustness 
under various circumstances. 
An interesting question is “Can multiple biometrics improve performance?” Hong et al. 
(Hong et al., 1999) examined the possible performance improvement of a biometric system if 
this system integrates multiple biometrics. They proved that by integrating with other 
multiple biometric sources, the performance was indeed improved. Multiple biometrics also 
makes spoofing more difficult because of the difficulty of simultaneously spoofing multiple 
biometric characteristics (Jain et al., 2006).  
These possible schemes of combining various biometric cues in multimodal biometrics 
include the fusion of 2D and 3D face images (Chang et al., 2005); the fusion of 2D image, lip 
motion, and voice (Fröba et al., 2000); and the fusion of 2D image, 3D facial shape and 
infrared facial heat pattern image (Chang et al., 2004), speech and face (Brunelli and 
Falavigna, 1995), faces and fingerprints (Lin and Anil, 1998), face and gait (Shakhnarovich et 
al., 2001). It is clear that a biometric system combining several features can achieve better 
recognition accuracy than a single-feature system.   
Hu et al. (Hu et al., 2004) explained the three reasons for using multimodal biometrics. 
Firstly, it can be used in some highly secured places such as military bases or government 
units for visual surveillance purposes. A security system based on this can store human 
biometric cues such as facial appearance, gait or height in the database for access control 
purposes. Secondly, a police station can setup a visual surveillance system that stores 
criminals’ biometric features in railway stations or casinos and monitor the criminal activity 
at a distance. Moreover, combining the various biometric cues such as facial appearance and 
gait can provide a more reliable alarm to the police if the facial appearance quality is low. 
Thirdly, it can provide reliable object recognition of either human or inanimate objects. 

 
3. Soft Biometrics 

Any physiological and behavioral human biometric cues can be used for personal 
identification, and these characteristics are also called ‘hard biometrics’. Other human 
secondary information, such as gender, ethnicity, age, height, and weight and eye color are 
called ‘soft biometrics’. These have  the potential of complimenting the personal 
identification information provided by any hard biometrics (primary sources) and 
improving recognition performance (Jain et al., 2004a); however, the ancillary information 
may not be distinctive and permanent enough to differentiate any two individuals. “Can 
soft biometric traits assist user recognition?” Jain and Dass (Jain et al., 2004a) studied their 

 

usability with an example of using a fingerprint biometric system for this purpose. They 
provided additional personal information (gender, ethnicity, and height) to the fingerprint 
biometric systems and showed that it increased recognition rates about 6%.   
Fig. 1 shows some examples of soft biometrics and Fig. 2 shows the general framework for 
integrating soft biometrics with hard biometrics. 
Soft biometrics cannot be solely used for reliable personal identification because they are not 
distinctive and permanent. They can complement the primary biometric system. They also 
can be extended to multiple biometric systems. For example, Jain et al. (Jain et al., 2004a) 
proposed a hybrid biometric system that uses face and fingerprint as the primary biometrics 
and integrated with secondary biometrics (e.g. gender, ethnicity, and height). They found 
that the complementary secondary biometrics can help improve recognition performance 
significantly. 
 

  
Fig. 1. Some soft biometric examples (Jain et al., 2004a) 

 
Fig. 2. General framework for soft biometric integration with hard biometrics (Jain et al., 

2004a). 
In the following section, we will discuss each level of fusion techniques in more detail. 
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Fig. 1. Some soft biometric examples (Jain et al., 2004a) 

 
Fig. 2. General framework for soft biometric integration with hard biometrics (Jain et al., 

2004a). 
In the following section, we will discuss each level of fusion techniques in more detail. 
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4. Level of Biometric Fusion 

 
Fig. 3.The three different fusion levels in a bimodal biometric system (Ross and Jain, 2003). 
 
The three levels of fusion techniques are described as follows: 

 
5. Fusion at the feature extraction level 

Individual biometric cues extracted from their own feature extraction module are 
concatenated into a larger feature vector in the fusion module. A further treatment of using 
feature selection or extraction methods on this new combined vector is necessary so as to 
avoid the curse-of-dimensionality problem.  
Fusion at the feature level is more effective than fusion in other levels because more salient 
features are obtained. However, it has its drawbacks which include a highly correlated 
relationship between features which need to be removed, the high dimensional problem of 
the combined vectors, and privacy issues which hinder the availability of collecting 
multimodal biometric data(Jain et al., 2006). 

 
6. Fusion at the matching score level 

Individual matchers provide their similarity scores to indicate the proximity of the input 
with the template in the trained database. The scores are normalized using transformation 
techniques to transform the scores of the individual modalities into a common domain and 
an appropriate fusion strategy to combine the transformed scores (Jain et al., 2006).” This 
level is also called confidence or rank level. These techniques include Min-max, Z-score, or 
Tanh. 
 
 
 

 

7. Fusion at the decision level 

Individual matchers provide their own decisions based on their own feature vectors in the 
feature extraction module. The final decision is then made based on each individual decision 
by using techniques such as majority voting, behavior knowledge space, weighted voting 
based on the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence, and AND and OR rules. This level is also 
called the abstract level. 

 
7.1 Related Work 
Uni-modal facial biometric is an un-intrusive collection of human facial characteristic that is 
also an important component of multiple biometric systems. This biometric can integrate 
with other (many) biometrics to provide a more robust identification system. A special issue 
in 2007 presents recent advances in biometric systems (Boyer et al., 2007) that addresses the 
advances in uni-modal and multimodal biometrics. It concludes that most human biometric 
cues such as face, fingerprint, voice, signature, and iris are large active areas while other 
biometric cues such as gait, ear, brain signal recordings and infrared imaging of hand vein 
patterns are the newer and smaller areas in uni-modal biometrics. In multiple biometrics, 
face and gait fusion and 2D+3D face fusion are the two active research areas. 
We present literature that uses other biometrics in combination with facial biometrics at a 
distance. Chang et al. (Chang et al., 2003) combined the face and ear for multiple biometrics. 
They used the PCA method applied to these two biometrics (called Eigen-Faces and Eigen-
Ears). Their results showed the potential performance increase in combination with face and 
ear that out-perform either face or ear. However, their limitation is that ear images were 
only in profile view. Chang et al. (Chang et al., 2005) fused 2D and 3D facial images for 
multimodal biometrics. They used the PCA method for salient feature extraction of 
individual modalities and score normalization method for normalizing multiple matcher 
scores. Their results showed that the fused 2D and 3D facial images performed better than 
using either 2D or 3D facial images alone. Shakhnarovich et al. (Shakhnarovich et al., 2001) 
integrated face and gait from multiple views for multimodal biometrics. They used a view-
normalization approach to multiple views. Then, each biometric trait's matching score was 
combined. Their results showed the integrated face and gait biometrics had improved the 
recognition performance over either one alone. Zhou and Bhanu (Zhou and Bhanu, 2007) 
presents the latest trend in face and gait fusion. They tackled the challenging problem of 
using shape and intensity information of side view of the face combined with side gait 
information. Their approach was rather different to the traditional approaches of using a 
frontal view for face and a side view for gait. They used Enhanced Side Face Image (ESFI) 
approach and Gait Energy Image (GEI) approaches for integrating face and gait for non-
cooperating human recognition at a distance. Liu and Sarkar (Liu and Sarkar, 2007) explored 
the possibility of using both face and gait in an outdoor environment at a distance. Toh (Toh 
et al., 2008) et al. proposed a weighted power series model to minimize an approximated 
error rate formulation for visual and infra-red fusion for facial verification. Infrared facial 
imaging is an additional option for multiple biometrics combining with face biometric. 
However, as this biometric cue requires a costly sensor, it is not applicable to a low-cost 
camera technology in vision-based surveillance at a distance. All the research concluded that 
"the performance of recognition is improved when combining multiple biometrics. Multiple 
biometric combination outperformed either single biometric." 
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In the following section, we will propose a fusion framework that integrates facial 
appearance and facial expression features. 

 
8. Proposed Framework 

We introduce a face coding and recognition method, the Fisher’s Linear Discrimnant 
Classifier (FLDC), which employs the FLD Model (FLDM) (Duda et al., 2000a) for integrated 
facial appearance and facial expression features. The facial appearance provides textural 
information of a face, while the facial expression changes are geometrically encoded by 
distance-based facial fiducial points that capture the changes of a face when it displays facial 
expressions or emotions. To reduce the dimensionality of the original facial appearance and 
facial expression spaces, PCA, constrained by the FLDM for enhanced discriminant 
capability, derives low dimensional features, which are then combined using a 
normalization procedure in order to form integrated features accounting for both facial 
appearance and facial expression information. Finally, the integrated features are processed 
by the FLDM for face recognition. 
Fig. 4 shows the proposed framework for PCA-level feature fusion. The gray level intensity 
of facial appearance images and fiducial point distance-based measurement of facial 
expression images are extracted firstly by PCA. Note that we only show the neutral 
expression of facial appearance and facial expression images in Fig. 4.  

 
Fig. 4. The framework for PCA-level feature fusion. 
 
For other expression images, they go through the same procedures as shown in Fig. 4. 
After PCA extraction, the extracted two different biometrics are then combined together to 
form larger fused vectors. These fused vectors are then applied to LDA to get reduced 
dimensionality and the increased discriminant data distribution. Finally, the feature 
obtained by LDA is compared with the matching template before making the decision. 
In the following sections, we discuss the feature extraction techniques used in the proposed 
framework.  

 
8.1 Principal Component Analysis 
Let a facial appearance or expression image iX  be a vector of dimension d . Denote the 

training set of n  facial appearance or expression images by 1, 2, ..., )( n
d nX X X X    , 

 

and we assume that each image belongs to one of c  classes. Define the covariance matrix 
X  as follows : 
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eigenvectors corresponding to the r largest eigen-values. Thus, for a set of original facial 
appearance or expression images d nX   , their corresponding eigen-based feature 

xr nY   can be obtained by projecting X onto the eigen-based feature space   as 
follows: 
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Hence, this reduced lower dimensional vector Y captures the most expressive features of 
the original data X . 

 
8.2 Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis 
Let a facial appearance or expression image iX  be a vector of dimension d . Denote the 

training set of n  facial appearance or expression images by 1, 2, ..., )( n d nX X X X   , 
and we assume that each image belongs to one of c classes. Define the between-class scatter 
and the within-class scatter matrices as follows {Bishop, 1995 #91}: 
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the mean image of the i th class, in  is the number of samples in the i th class and c is the 
number of classes. Therefore, if WS is nonsingular, the optimal projection optW is chosen as 
the matrix with orthonormal columns which maximizes the ratio of the determinant of the 
between-class scatter matrix of the projected input samples to the determinant of the within-
class scatter matrix of the projected input samples. The optimal projection optW  is defined 
as follows (Kirby and Sirovich, 1990) (Duda et al., 2000b): 
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In the following sections, we discuss the feature extraction techniques used in the proposed 
framework.  
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the mean image of the i th class, in  is the number of samples in the i th class and c is the 
number of classes. Therefore, if WS is nonsingular, the optimal projection optW is chosen as 
the matrix with orthonormal columns which maximizes the ratio of the determinant of the 
between-class scatter matrix of the projected input samples to the determinant of the within-
class scatter matrix of the projected input samples. The optimal projection optW  is defined 
as follows (Kirby and Sirovich, 1990) (Duda et al., 2000b): 
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This new fused feature matrix U then replaces X in Section 0 to yield the most expressive 
and discriminant lower dimensional subspace Q as in (7). 

 
8.4 Facial Recognition 
The FLDC method employs the FLDM on the integrated facial appearance and expression 
features. When an unknown face image is presented to the FLDC classifier, the original 
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explained in Section 0. Then, the integrated feature testU  of the unknown facial image is 
derived using (8).  Let optW be the final optimal discriminant basis matrix of the FLDA as 
defined by (7). The new feature space P of the unknown face image is derived as follows: 
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The unknown facial image is finally classified to class c  to whom the unknown facial 

feature P is the nearest neighbor. 
 

                                                                 
1 This method assumes the facial appearance and expression features have equal important 

discriminant information. According to the discussion in Chapter 5 that any human body 
part can be used as a biometric trait as long as it satisfies the requirement that any 
individual exhibits distinctive characteristics. Hence, we assume that facial expression 
features have equal important discriminant information as successful facial appearance-
based face recognitions do. 
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9. Experimental Results 

We evaluate the performance of the fusion framework for bi-modal biometrics using facial 
appearance and facial expression features. The classification performance of the framework 
is then compared with the uni-modalities; namely, EigenFaces, FisherFace, and the distance-
based facial expression features using PCA and LDA methods; we called them 
EigenExpression and FisherExpression, respectively. 

 
9.1 Experimental Design 
The original images in the JAFFE database are raw facial images that include not only the 
facial information (neutral, angry, disgust, fear, happy, sad, and surprise), but also 
irrelevant information for facial recognition system. This relevant information includes hair, 
neck, shoulder, clothes, and background, as shown in Fig. 6. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Facial Expression Images from JAFFE database [74]. 
 
We use the JAFFE database for both appearance-based facial features and distance-based 
facial expression features. For the facial appearance features, we follow the recommended 
preprocessing steps (Phillips et al., 2000) so as to avoid incorrect evaluations. These steps are 
1) images are registered so that the centers of the eyes are placed on specific pixels; 2) 
images are cropped and resized (to size 16 x 13) so as to remove the relevant non-face 
portions and to reduce the high dimensionality; 3) histogram equalization is performed in 
the resized and cropped facial pixels; 4) the final preprocessed facial data is further 
normalized to have zero mean and unit variance. Fig. 6 depict examples after the 
preprocessing stage. Finally, each image is represented as a column vector of 208d  . 
 

 

 
Fig. 6. Examples after preprocessing.  
 
We design four different experiments for testing our hypothesis as follows: 
I. Neutral images in the training set and facial expression images in the testing set. 

Training set: Only neutral images (30 images) 
Testing set: All facial expression images (183 images) 

II. Facial expression images in the training set and neutral images in testing set.  
Training set: All expression images (183 images) 

Testing set: Only neutral images (30 images) 
III. Using 10-fold and leave-one out cross validation for single modality. Neutral and 

facial expressions both are in the training and testing set.  
IV. Using 10-fold and leave-one out cross validations for bi-modalities. Neutral and facial 

expressions both are in the training and testing set. 
 
Particularly, in experiment III and IV, following standard performance evaluation practices 
(Duda et al., 2000a), the facial expression database H , contains N images, is randomly 
partitioned into two subsets by using a K -fold cross-validation method: The training set 
Z and the testing set T . That is, the original database H  is divided into K partitions2. In 
every run3, the ith partition is used for training set Z  and the remaining partitions are 
combined together to form the testing set T  (e.g. T H Z   ). Any FR method evaluated 
here is first trained with Z , and the nearest neighbor classifier is then applied to T , so as 
to produce the recognition rate, which is defined as 1 CER (classification error rate). 
Finally, all the recognition rates reported below are averaged over K runs to enhance the 
statistical accuracy of the assessment. Note that the nearest neighbor classifier is used for the 
four experiments. 
 
 
 

                                                                 
2 10K  (10-fold cross-validation); K N (leave-one-out cross-validation). 
3 There are 10 runs in total because of 10 folds. 
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III. Using 10-fold and leave-one out cross validation for single modality. Neutral and 

facial expressions both are in the training and testing set.  
IV. Using 10-fold and leave-one out cross validations for bi-modalities. Neutral and facial 

expressions both are in the training and testing set. 
 
Particularly, in experiment III and IV, following standard performance evaluation practices 
(Duda et al., 2000a), the facial expression database H , contains N images, is randomly 
partitioned into two subsets by using a K -fold cross-validation method: The training set 
Z and the testing set T . That is, the original database H  is divided into K partitions2. In 
every run3, the ith partition is used for training set Z  and the remaining partitions are 
combined together to form the testing set T  (e.g. T H Z   ). Any FR method evaluated 
here is first trained with Z , and the nearest neighbor classifier is then applied to T , so as 
to produce the recognition rate, which is defined as 1 CER (classification error rate). 
Finally, all the recognition rates reported below are averaged over K runs to enhance the 
statistical accuracy of the assessment. Note that the nearest neighbor classifier is used for the 
four experiments. 
 
 
 

                                                                 
2 10K  (10-fold cross-validation); K N (leave-one-out cross-validation). 
3 There are 10 runs in total because of 10 folds. 
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9.2 The Facial Image Analysis 
 

9.2.1 EigenFaces Versus FisherFaces 
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 shows the first 28 basis vectors of EigenFaces and FisherFaces of the facial 
appearance images, respectively. Each eigen-feature based faces are extracted in order to 
find the optimal either informative or discriminant projection axes, in which data for images 
lie in linear subspace. One can see from these two figures that while EigenFaces aim to 
extract the richest information, FisherFaces aim to extract the most discriminant 
classification. Note that the last five basis vectors of FisherFaces in Fig. 8 look similar and 
look quite different among others. One possible cause could be the training eigen-values 
that encode noise. 
 

 
Fig. 7. First 28 basis vectors of EigenFaces of the facial appearance images. 
 

 
Fig. 8. First 28 basis vectors of FisherFaces of the facial appearance images. 

 
9.2.2 Linear Subspace Analysis for Facial Appearance and Facial Expression Features 
The input facial appearance and facial expression features were normalized to have zero 
mean and unit variance before applying them to the linear subspace analysis methods. Class 
labels in the following figures stand for individuals. The normalized input data were then 
used for extracting the first 30 and 17 dimensions of facial appearance and expression 
features. Note that by convention we only display the first two components of the 
transformed matrix of 10 individuals.  

 

Fig. 9 demonstrates that the resultant data distribution of Eigenfaces was overlapped, yet 
still shows some insight on providing distinctively expressive information in the presence of 
facial expressions. The resultant analysis is also reflected by Eigenfaces as shown in Fig. 7. 
Clearly, the finding indicates that even though the resultant data distribution of the 
Eigenfaces in the presence of facial expression is somewhat overlapped, Fig. 7 and Fig. 9 still 
tend to reveal that the Eigenface method while providing the expressive information does 
preserve some discriminant information of individuals.   
Fig. 10 demonstrates that the resultant data distribution of Fisherfaces was more overlapped 
than that of Eigenfaces (Fig. 9). The finding indicates that this method actually smears the 
classes together so that they are no longer linearly separable in the projected space. Also, 
this resulting projection space is not simplified for classification. 
  

 
Fig. 9. Samples projected by Eigenfaces method. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Samples projected by Fisherfaces method. 

 

Fig. 11 demonstrates the resultant data distribution of EigenExpression was worse than that 
of Eigenfaces (Fig. 9), but slightly worse than that of Fisherfaces (Fig. 10). The finding 
indicates that this method smears the classes together so that they are not linearly separable 
in the projected space. Note that our previous research (Tsai et al., 2005) (Tsai and Jan, 2005) 
also indicates that for an increase in the number of individuals the data distribution 
becomes more complex and intermixed. 
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Fig. 11. Sample projected by EigenExpression method. 
 
Fig. 12 demonstrates the resultant data distribution of FisherExpression method was less 
overlapped than those of Fisherfaces (Fig. 10) and EigenExpression methods (Fig. 11), but 
seems to be comparable to that of Eigenfaces (Fig. 9). This method promises to retain more 
discriminant information than that of Fisherfaces (Fig. 10). As a note of caution, it must be 
remembered that the resultant analyses from the above methods may be very application-
specific. 
The fused facial appearance and facial expression features of ten individuals were reduced 
to thirty features after using our method. The first two features are shown in Fig. 13. It 
shows that the fused features are well clustered after our method; it was far better than 
Eigenfaces, Fisherfaces, EigenExpression, and FisherExpression methods for classification. It 
indicates that the combined biometrics mutually contributed to the between-class 
separation. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Sample projected by FisherExpression method. 
 

 

 
Fig. 13. Samples projected by our method of fused facial appearance and facial expression 
features. 

 
9.3 Recognition Performance Comparison 
 

9.3.1 Single Biometric Sources of Evidence: Face Versus Expressions 
In this section, the assumption for the following experiments is that there is no significant 
difference in performance between using facial appearance or facial expressions as a 
biometric, given 1) use of the same PCA- and LDA-based algorithms for these two 
biometrics, and 2) use the different combinations for training and testing sets for experiment 
I and II. The recognition rates of these two experiments are computed based on the first 17 
principle features. In experiment I, the baseline is the expression variation in the testing set. 
The experiment focuses on the recognition performance under only neutral images in the 
training set and facial expression images in the testing set. That is, all the neutral images 
were used for the training set and all the expression images were used for testing set. 
Fig. 14 displays the recognition performance for experiment I. This performance is 
computed after 17 iterations. In terms of the facial appearance features, there was significant 
difference between EigenFace and FisherFace. The figure showed that the performance of 
EigenFace method was more stably increased than that of the FisherFace method after 17 
iterations. In terms of the facial expression features, there was no significant difference 
between EigenExpression and FiserExpression methods. The recognition performances of 
these two methods were similar. Clearly, the findings indicate that if there exists facial 
expression changes, these changes degrade the recognition performances; as one would 
expect the more the facial expression changes vary from the neutral images, the worse the 
resulting recognition performances. 
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Fig. 14. Experiment I: Performance comparison - Face vs. Expressions (17 Iterations). 
 
In experiment II, the baseline is for the only neutral faces in the testing set. The experiment 
focuses on the recognition performance under the condition that all the facial expression 
images are seen in the training stage and only neutral facial images in the testing set.  
The purpose here is to determine if by knowing all the individuals’ facial expression 
changes, could their neutral facial images be recognized during the testing stage. 
Fig. 15 displays the recognition performance for experiment II. This performance is 
computed after 17 iterations. In terms of the facial appearance features, the EigenFace 
method had better performance than that of the FisherFace, and the EigenFace method still 
showed stability in performance increase compared to that of the FisherFace method.  In 
terms of the facial expression features, the EigenExpression method had better performance 
than that of the FisherExpression method, and the EigenExpression method showed stability 
in performance increase compared with that of the FisherExpression  

 

 
Fig. 15. Experiment II: Performance comparison - Face vs. Expressions (17 Iterations). 
 
method. Clearly, the recognition performances of the four methods indicate the possibility 
that by learning individuals’ facial expression changes, one can test and recognize their 
individual neutral faces in the testing stage. Note that the LDA-based methods here show 
their limitation in performance stability due to the limited training data. 

 

In experiment III, the baseline is all the facial expressions plus neutral faces have equal 
chances to be seen or used either in the training or testing set. The 10-fold cross-validation is 
used here for performance evaluation. In addition, we also use the leave-one-out cross-
validation method so as to make use of the limited size of the database as the result of 
providing more consolidated performance evaluation for validating our hypothesis. 
This performance is computed after 17 iterations. In Fig. 16(a), in terms of the facial 
appearance features, the EigenFace method had better performance than that of the 
FisherFace, and the FisherFace method in this figure showed its dramatic instability in 
recognition performance. In terms of the facial expression features, the performances of 
EigenExpression and FisherExpression methods were quite similar; however, the 
performance of the FisherExpression started to decrease after the 12 features. This figure 
showed the limitation of the LDA-based performance instability. Clearly, the recognition 
performances of the four methods showed that both facial appearance and expression 
features can be used for biometric recognition. Note that :  
(1)  Fig. 15 and Fig. 16(a) look similar, and they indicate the importance of the facial 
expression changes seen in the training stage.  
(2) Fig. 16(b) shows similar performances to that of Fig. 16(a), except the performance of 
FisherFaces was increased stably. The limitation of the LDA-based method has been 
mitigated when the size of the training database is increased to the total number of images – 
1 of the JAFFE database. This indicates the size of the JAFFE database is adequate and 
sufficient for validating our hypothesis in this thesis.  
(3) Overall, the results of these three experiments do not provide any significant evidence 
for rejecting the null hypothesis that facial appearance and facial of the facial appearance-
based methods, one can see that these three experiments do show the importance of both 
facial appearance and facial expressions. 
 

 
(a) 10-fold Cross Validation 
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FisherFaces was increased stably. The limitation of the LDA-based method has been 
mitigated when the size of the training database is increased to the total number of images – 
1 of the JAFFE database. This indicates the size of the JAFFE database is adequate and 
sufficient for validating our hypothesis in this thesis.  
(3) Overall, the results of these three experiments do not provide any significant evidence 
for rejecting the null hypothesis that facial appearance and facial of the facial appearance-
based methods, one can see that these three experiments do show the importance of both 
facial appearance and facial expressions. 
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Fig. 14. Experiment I: Performance comparison - Face vs. Expressions (17 Iterations). 
 
In experiment II, the baseline is for the only neutral faces in the testing set. The experiment 
focuses on the recognition performance under the condition that all the facial expression 
images are seen in the training stage and only neutral facial images in the testing set.  
The purpose here is to determine if by knowing all the individuals’ facial expression 
changes, could their neutral facial images be recognized during the testing stage. 
Fig. 15 displays the recognition performance for experiment II. This performance is 
computed after 17 iterations. In terms of the facial appearance features, the EigenFace 
method had better performance than that of the FisherFace, and the EigenFace method still 
showed stability in performance increase compared to that of the FisherFace method.  In 
terms of the facial expression features, the EigenExpression method had better performance 
than that of the FisherExpression method, and the EigenExpression method showed stability 
in performance increase compared with that of the FisherExpression  
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(b) Leave-one-out Cross Validation 

Fig. 16. Experiment III: Performance comparison - Face vs. Expressions (17 Iterations). 
  

Especially, in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16, they indicate the importance of individuals’ facial 
expressions seen in the training set.  Of course, there are several reasons that would affect 
the recognition performance results shown here; for example, inappropriate algorithms or 
dissimilar quality control conditions. In the following section, we are going to investigate 
the potential multimodal biometric system using facial appearance and facial expression 
features. 

 
9.3.2 Multiple Biometric Sources of Evidence: Face Plus Expressions 
A combination scheme shown in Fig. 4 is used to investigate the value of a multimodal 
biometric system using the facial appearance and facial expression features.  In experiment 
IV, the baseline is the multiple biometric sources using facial appearance and facial 
expression features. The 10-fold cross validation is used here for performance validation. In 
addition, we also use the leave-one-out cross-validation method so as to make best use of 
the limited size of the database.  
Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 display the recognition performances between the single and multiple 
modalities, respectively. Fig. 17(a) shows the comparison between face-based (single 
modality) and proposed (multiple modality) methods after 17 iterations for experiment IV. 
Our method using facial appearance and facial expression features had better recognition 
performance than that of either EigenFace or FisherFace method. Although the 
performances of the EigenFace and our methods were competitive, it was apparent that our 
method out-performed the EigenFace and FisherFace method when the dimensionality was 
very low (here 9). 
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(b) Leave-one-out Cross Validation 

Fig. 17.  Experiment IV: The comparison between face-based and proposed methods (17 
Iterations). 
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(b) Leave-one out Cross Validation 

Fig. 18. Experiment IV:  The comparison between expression-based and proposed methods 
(17 Iterations). 
 
Fig. 18(a) shows the comparison between expression-based (single modality) and proposed 
(multiple modality) methods after 17 iterations for the experiment IV. Our method using 
facial appearance and facial expression features had better recognition performance than 
that of either EigenExpression or FisherExpression method. Our method again 
outperformed the single modality methods when the dimensionality was very low (here 9). 
These two figures clearly indicate the possibility to combine the facial appearance and facial 
expression features for multiple biometric sources. Fig. 17(b) and Fig. 18(b) showed similar 
performance to those in Fig. 17(a) and Fig. 18(a), except the performance of FisherFaces was 
increased stably. The limitation of the LDA-based method has been mitigated when the size 
of the training database is increased to the total number of images – 1 of the JAFFE database. 
This indicates the size of the JAFFE database is adequate and sufficient for validating our 
hypothesis in this thesis. 

 
9.3.3 Confidence Analysis of Prediction Performance 
According to [75] , the CI metric is used for measuring how confident the estimated 
experimental results from experiment IV (using 10-fold and leave-one-out cross-validations) 
are close to the true prediction performance. In this section, we will conduct the Confidence 
Interval measurement of the Prediction Performance so as to consolidate and to draw our 
validating conclusion to prove our assumption that intra-personal variation of facial 
behavior can assist the separation of extra-personal separation.  
The CI metric is applied to analyze the confidence degree of the two performance 
evaluations on evaluating our hypothesis; namely, the 10-fold cross-validation and leave-
one-out cross-validation methods. We will only focus on analyzing the experimental results 
of comparative methods when the number of features is nine ( 9d  )4.  

                                                                 
4 In the literature, it is recommended the optimal number of principle components is the 

number of classes minus one. 

 

Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 show the confidence interval analyses for the experimental results 
obtained from the 10-fold cross-validation and leave-one-out cross-validation.  
In Fig. 19, there are wide ranges of confidence intervals for different comparative methods 
on different confidence values. For example, if we increase our confidence values from 20% 
to 99.8% for EigenFaces, we can see that its confidence boundaries are becoming wider and 
wider. Also, we can see that other methods have similar outcomes. The CI intervals tells us 
that the estimated experimental results obtained from 10-fold cross-validation have wide 
variations from the actual true experimental results. However, even though 10-fold cross-
validations gave us conservative experimental results, we can still see that our method has a 
narrower range than any of the other methods (Please SEE Table 1). Clearly, it indicates to 
us that we can trust the estimated experimental results in Experiment IV. It also shows us 
that our method has the advantage over other comparative methods. Our result in this 
figure is an indication of the potential of using facial behavior combined with the facial 
appearance for personal identification. For further substantiation, we also use the CI metric 
for analyzing the leave-one-out cross-validation.  
In Fig. 20, there are small ranges of confidence intervals for different comparative methods 
on different confidence values.  We can see that after using the leave-one-out cross-
validation, the ranges of confidence intervals are narrower than those in Fig. 19. Even 
though the confidence values are increased from 20% to 99.8%, the ranges of CI for different 
comparative methods are still small. This figure tells us that by using the leave-one-out 
cross-validation, our limited database has been maximized. In particular, we can see from 
the figure that our method has the smallest ranges of CI for different confidence values 
among other comparative methods (Please see Table 1. Estimated success rates of 
comparative methods and their corresponding confidence interval boundaries 
( 99.8%c  ) using 10-fold cross-validation.  
 
).  
 
To sum up, the CI analyses for both 10-fold cross-validation and leave-one-out cross-
validation conclude that our method validate our hypothesis that the intra-personal 
variations of facial behavior may assist the extra-personal separations. 
 

 
Fig. 19. Confidence Interval for the experiment IV results using 10-fold cross-validation 
( 10N  ; 9d  ). 
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Fig. 18. Experiment IV:  The comparison between expression-based and proposed methods 
(17 Iterations). 
 
Fig. 18(a) shows the comparison between expression-based (single modality) and proposed 
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increased stably. The limitation of the LDA-based method has been mitigated when the size 
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This indicates the size of the JAFFE database is adequate and sufficient for validating our 
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Fig. 18. Experiment IV:  The comparison between expression-based and proposed methods 
(17 Iterations). 
 
Fig. 18(a) shows the comparison between expression-based (single modality) and proposed 
(multiple modality) methods after 17 iterations for the experiment IV. Our method using 
facial appearance and facial expression features had better recognition performance than 
that of either EigenExpression or FisherExpression method. Our method again 
outperformed the single modality methods when the dimensionality was very low (here 9). 
These two figures clearly indicate the possibility to combine the facial appearance and facial 
expression features for multiple biometric sources. Fig. 17(b) and Fig. 18(b) showed similar 
performance to those in Fig. 17(a) and Fig. 18(a), except the performance of FisherFaces was 
increased stably. The limitation of the LDA-based method has been mitigated when the size 
of the training database is increased to the total number of images – 1 of the JAFFE database. 
This indicates the size of the JAFFE database is adequate and sufficient for validating our 
hypothesis in this thesis. 
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Fig. 18. Experiment IV:  The comparison between expression-based and proposed methods 
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9.4 Discussion 
Yan (Yang, 2002) states that the PCA method aims to extract the most expressive bases in 
which the most optimal eigen-vectors are extracted in order to reduce the reconstruction 
error to the minimum. However, some unwanted variations due to illumination, poses, 
and/or facial expressions may be caught in the sense of this correlation-dependency method 
during the extraction stage. That is, these variations may increase the reconstruction error. 
Therefore, this method may be optimal for obtaining a good PCA projection in a correlation 
sense, whereas, it may be less optimal in the sense of the classification viewpoint.  

 

Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that our experimental results shown in Fig. 17 seem to 
contradict the good empirical results in (Belhumeur et al., 1997). They state that “although 
PCA achieves larger total scatter, FLD achieves greater between-class scatter, and, 
consequently, classification is simplified (p.714)”. In fact, the Eigenfaces method under 
various facial expression changes in our experiments shows its high recognition rates. It is 
likely that the variation of facial expressions caught in this extraction stage also provides 
distinctive characteristics about individuals, and PCA achieves larger total scatter; hence, 
yields more spaces and less overlap in data distribution. Other possible reason that causes 
this discrepancy from theirs is possibly because they use leave-one-out strategy to evaluate 
their system based on the small database 5 , and it contains different variations in 
illumination, occlusion, and facial expressions6. These variations may lead to degeneration 
to the classification performance when applying this second-order correlated statistical 
method.    
It has been suggested in (Adini et al., 1997) that the intra-personal variations due to 
illumination and viewing direction are almost always larger that the extra-personal 
differences. Other papers (Belhumeur et al., 1997) also address the variation due to facial 
expressions observes a similar effect in face identity. Therefore, it is debatable that the 
variation due to the internal facial changing factors could be considered as noise that affect 
the facial recognition or be considered as another biometric cue that could be used solely or 
assist in facial recognition. Note that we consider the variations due to such things as 
illumination, poses, or occlusions as external factors of a face and the variations due to facial 
expressions as internal factors of a face. 
It is surprising to see from Fig. 13, that after the fusion of the facial appearance and 
expression features, the data distribution has become more compact and non-overlapped 
among individuals, in comparison with other methods as shown in Fig. 9 through Fig. 12. It 
seems to indicate that the internal changing factors may lead us to another interesting 
research area.  
Moreover, the findings from Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 also demonstrate that each dimension from 
the single biometric may contribute some mutually discriminate information in fusion, even 
though the data distributions of these single methods are overlapped. 
To sum up, our framework has improved recognition performance of each of facial 
appearance-based and facial expression-based modality. The findings also indicate the 
potential of using facial expression behavior for either single or multiple biometrics 
recognition. In particular, our method achieves almost 100% recognition rate using only 9 
features.  

 
10. Conclusion and Future Work 

This chapter assessed the possibility of using facial behaviour as another individual trait for 
personal identification and identification improvement. Facial expression variations were 
previously thought of as noise that would degrade the classification performance, so 

                                                                 
5 They use sixteen subjects, and each has 10 images. 
6  The facial expressions include happy, sad, winking, sleepy, and surprised. Here, those 

variations are considered noise that degrades classification performance. 
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researchers tried to build a robust facial recognition system insensitive to facial expression 
changes. We took the opposite view and assumed that the dynamic information of intra-
personal facial behaviour was useful not only as another behavioural biometric but could 
also assist the extra-personal separation for improvement of recognition performance. This 
innovative approach is motivated by psychophysiology regarding the way humans 
recognize one another from either their facial appearance or facial behaviour or both. Our 
findings support this hypothesis. Experiment results demonstrated that our approach 
outperformed other conventional methods, with highest f-value and p-values.  To sum up, 
the research presented in this chapter opens up a new research direction that can apply to 
either single biometrics or multiple biometrics. More work needs to be done in this new 
research direction, such as implementing a larger ground truth database with spatio-
temporal information of dynamic facial motion of expression for 3D modeling. 
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researchers tried to build a robust facial recognition system insensitive to facial expression 
changes. We took the opposite view and assumed that the dynamic information of intra-
personal facial behaviour was useful not only as another behavioural biometric but could 
also assist the extra-personal separation for improvement of recognition performance. This 
innovative approach is motivated by psychophysiology regarding the way humans 
recognize one another from either their facial appearance or facial behaviour or both. Our 
findings support this hypothesis. Experiment results demonstrated that our approach 
outperformed other conventional methods, with highest f-value and p-values.  To sum up, 
the research presented in this chapter opens up a new research direction that can apply to 
either single biometrics or multiple biometrics. More work needs to be done in this new 
research direction, such as implementing a larger ground truth database with spatio-
temporal information of dynamic facial motion of expression for 3D modeling. 
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1.	Introduction 
 

Head pose estimation from a monocular camera or a simple image is a challenging topic. It 
is the process of inferring the orientation of a human head from digital imagery. Several 
processing steps are performed in order to transform a pixel-based representation of the 
head into a high-level concept of direction. The head pose is important in a lot of domains 
like human-computer interfaces, video conferencing or driver monitoring. 
Head pose estimation is often linked with visual gaze estimation (Lablack et al., 2009) which is 
the ability to characterize the direction and focus of attention of a person looking to a poster 
(Smith et al., 2008) or to another person during meeting scenarios (Voit & Stiefelhagen, 2008) 
for example. The head pose provides a coarse indication of the gaze that can be estimated in 
situations when the eyes of a person are not visible (like low-resolution imagery, or in the 
presence of eye-occluding objects like sunglasses). When the eyes are visible, head pose 
becomes a requirement to accurately predict gaze direction (Valenti et al., 2009). 
The aim of our work is to analyze the behaviour of the people passing in front of a target 
scene (Lablack & Djeraba, 2008) in order to extract the person's location of interest. The 
success of this kind of system highly depends upon a correct estimation of the head pose. In 
this paper, we present a template based approach which considers the head pose estimation 
as an image classification problem. Thus, the Pointing database (Gourier et al., 2004) has 
been used to build and test our head pose model. The feature vectors of different persons 
taken at the same pose will serve to learn a head pose classifier. The texture model is learned 
from feature vectors composed of the properties extracted from the real, imaginary and 
magnitude response of Gabor wavelets (due to the evolution of the head pose in orientation) 
and singular Value decomposition (SVD). The head pose estimation is then applied on the 
testing dataset. Finally, the classification accuracy is compared to the state of the art results 
that used the Pointing database. 
The paper is organized as follows. First, we highlight in Section 2 relevant works in head 
pose estimation. We then describe the method used for the head pose estimation and the 
database associated in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 provide two representations of feature 
vectors extracted from SVD and the 3 different responses of Gabor wavelets. We apply on 
them two supervised learning SVM and KNN and the Frobenius distance. We discuss the 
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results of the head pose estimation on Section 6. Finally, we conclude and discuss the 
potential future work in Section 7. 

 
2.	Related Work 
 

Head pose estimation from monocular camera or a simple image has received a lot of 
attention over the years.  Various techniques have been proposed, and they can be 
categorized in two different classes:  
1. Feature-based approaches: A set of specific facial features such as the eyes, nose, and 

mouth are used to estimate the head pose. They can use: 
 a geometric method that determines the head pose from the relative position of the 

eyes, mouth and nose (Pan et al., 2005). 
 a flexible model that fits a non-rigid model to the facial structure of each individual 

in the image plane. The estimation is the performed from feature-level comparisons 
or from the instantiation of the model parameters. As an example of flexible 
models, the Active Shape Model (ASM) (Cootes et al., 1995) which can be 
augmented with the texture information in order to get an Active Appearance 
Model (AAM) (Xiao et al., 2004). 

2. Appearance based approaches: Instead of concentrating on the specific facial features, 
the appearance of the entire head image is modelled and learned from the training data. 
They can use: 
 a template based method which compares a new image of a head to a set of 

exemplars (each labelled with a discrete pose) in order to find the most similar view 
such as using multi-dimensional Gaussian distributions (Wu & Toyama, 2000). 

 a detector array method which trains a series of head detectors. Each one is 
adjusted to a specific pose and assigned to a discrete pose according to the detector 
that has the greatest support such as using SVM (Huang et al., 1998). 

 a nonlinear regression method that uses nonlinear regression tools to develop a 
functional mapping from the image or feature data to a head pose measurement 
such as using neural networks (Rae & Ritter, 1998). 

 a manifold embedding method which seeks the low-dimensional manifolds that 
model the continuous variation in head pose. New images can be embedded into 
these manifolds and then used for embedded template matching or regression such 
as using Pose-eigenspaces (Srinivasan & Boyer, 2002). 

The above two classes may be combined (Vatahska et al., 2007) in order to overcome the 
limitations inherent in any single approach. The temporal information could be also 
introduced to improve the head pose estimation by using the results of head tracking. It is 
done by recovering the global head pose changes from the observed movement between 
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3.2 Head Pose Database 
We use the Pointing database (Gourier et al., 2004) to build the head pose model and to test 
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We divide them into two sets: 

 The training dataset: It consists of 20 images for each pose representing 11 persons 
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persons were taken twice and the second images of the two persons left in the 
training dataset). 
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We select five poses: down-left, down-right, front, up-left and up-right which corresponds, 
respectively, to a pair of pan and tilt angles of {(60, -90), (-60, +90), (0, 0), (+60, -90), (+60, 
+90)}. 
 

 
Fig. 2. The head images of the Person01 in Pointing’ 04 dataset. 
 
We make a pre-processing on these images. We start with locating a tight bounding box 
around the head. Then, we normalize the images in 64x64 size. Finally, we apply a 
histogram equalization which ensures that two faces taken under different lighting 
conditions are transformed into two grayscale images with similar brightness levels. We will 
extract different feature vectors on this transformed database. 
We will extract feature vectors on the pre-processed dataset. This is based on the pose 
similarity assumption that different people at the same pose look more similar than the 
same person at different poses. Specifically two methods were chosen:  

 Singular Value Decomposition: SVD is applied to the whole pose image to obtain 
SVD vector; 

 Gabor wavelets: Gabor wavelet coefficients are sampled from the pose image in 
different scales and orientations; 

The result is the extraction of a feature vector  of n elements for each head image i (with n 
chosen according to the specific technique used for the extraction): 
 

 
 
4.	Feature Vector Extraction using SVD 
 

The singular value decomposition (Vaccaro, 1991) of an MxN matrix A is its representation 
of a product of a diagonal matrix and two orthonormal matrices: 

 
Where W is a diagonal matrix of singular values that can be coded as a 1D vector. All the 
singular values are non-negative and sorted in descending order. Applying this 
decomposition to a normalized head image i, it gives us a 1D vector: 

 

 

 
 
Every singular value ill be associated with two vectors   and  with : 
 

 

 
 
Then we calculate the norm of : 
 

 
 
Finally, we create two kind of feature vectors of an image i: 

 The first one is composed of elements obtained by dividing each element of the 
vector W  by its norm : 

 

 
 

 The second one is composed of the P first singular value  divided by the norm 
 with their corresponding  and  

 

 
 
In order to select the appropriate value of P, we perform a reconstruction of the input image 
using the P top components (Figure 3). 
 

 
Fig. 3. Image Reconstruction according to the value of P. 
 
The experiments were done using the two feature vectors according to the value of P and 
using 3 comparison methods. We have used a support vector machine (SVM) (Cristianini & 
Taylor, 2000) with a radial basis function kernel, a K nearest neighbor algorithm (KNN) with 
K=10 and the Frobenius distance. We report in Figures 4 and 5 the results of the 
classification rate of the testing dataset using the whole training dataset for learning the 
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classifiers using SVM, KNN and Frobenius distance by varying the value of P on the two 
feature vectors. 

 
Fig. 4. Classification rate results using the 1st feature vector of SVD. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Classification rate results using the 2nd feature vector of SVD. 

 
5.	Feature Vector Extraction using Gabor wavelets 
 

We apply Gabor filters to discriminate different poses due to the evolution of the pose 
estimation in orientation. There is an evaluation of the pose similarity ratio at a fixed pose 

 

with varying Gabor filter orientation in (Sherrah et al., 2001).  A Gabor wavelet  is 
defined as (Zhou & Wei, 2006): 
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where z=(x, y) is the point with the horizontal coordinate x and the vertical coordinate y. The 
parameters o and s define the orientation and scale of the Gabor kernel,  denotes the 
norm operator, and  is related to the standard derivation of the Gaussian window in the 
kernel and determines the ratio of the Gaussian window width to the wavelength. The wave 
vector  is defined as follows: 
 

 
 
where   and .  is the maximum frequency,  is the spatial frequency 
between kernels in the frequency domain, and S is the number of the orientations chosen. 
 
For the creation of a feature vector, we use generally eight orientations {0, 

} at five different scales {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} of Gabor wavelets with , 
, and . 

 
The Gabor wavelet representation of an image is the convolution of the image with a family 
of Gabor kernels as defined in Equation (1) (see Figure 6). 
 

 
Fig. 6. A real response of Gabor wavelets using the 8 orientations. 
 
The convolution of an image I and a Gabor kernel  is defined as follows: 
 

 
 
The response  to each Gabor kernel is a complex function with a real part 

  and an imaginary part  defined as: 
 

 
 
The magnitude response  is expressed as: 
 

 
For each image, the outputs are O*S images which record the real, the imaginary or the 
magnitude of the responses to the Gabor filters. As a feature vector using a specific 
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classifiers using SVM, KNN and Frobenius distance by varying the value of P on the two 
feature vectors. 

 
Fig. 4. Classification rate results using the 1st feature vector of SVD. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Classification rate results using the 2nd feature vector of SVD. 
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response, we calculate for each image at a specific scale s and orientation o the mean and the 
deviation of its pixels intensities. 
 
We finally concatenate the mean and deviation of each image at the O orientations and S 
scales in a vector. We obtain a feature vector composed of 2*O*S elements for each head 
image i: 
  

 
 
We obtain 3 variations of the feature vectors using Gabor wavelets depending on the 
responses to the Gabor filters chosen (real, imaginary or magnitude). 
 
In order to test the influence of the scale on the Gabor feature vectors, we conduct the 
experiments using 3 variations of the feature vectors using Gabor wavelets (real, imaginary 
and magnitude). We report respectively in Figures 7, 8 and 9 the classification rate of the 
testing dataset using the whole training dataset for learning the classifiers using KNN, SVM 
and Frobenius distance by varying the number of the selected scale s for the construction of 
the feature vector  from 1 to 5 and using the 8 following orientations: {0, 

}. 

 
Fig. 7. Classification rate results according to the number of selected scales using KNN. 
 

 

 
Fig. 8. Classification rate results according to the number of selected scales using SVM. 
 

 
Fig. 9. Classification rate results according to the number of selected scales using Frobenius 
distance. 
 
Since it appears from the last experiment that is more suitable to select five scales for the 
extraction of the feature vectors, we select five scales for the construction of the feature 
vector. We conduct another experiment by varying the selected number of orientations from 
1 to 8. We report respectively in Figures 10 and 11 the classification rate of the testing 
dataset using the whole training dataset for learning the classifiers using KNN, SVM. We 
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avoid reporting the results using the Frobenius distance since the classification results were 
weak. 

 
Fig. 10. Classification rate results according to the 8 selected orientations using KNN. 

 
Fig. 11. Classification rate results according to 8 selected orientations using SVM. 

 
6.	Discussions 
 

We have used a support vector machine (SVM) with a radial basis function kernel, a K 
nearest neighbor algorithm (KNN) with K=10 and the Frobenius distance for the 
experiments. In (Lablack & al., 2008), they note that the head pose recognition accuracies 
increase with the number of the training samples which is consistent with the typical 

 

supervised learning. Thus, we use the whole learning dataset for learning the classifiers in 
all experiments. 
From the figures 4 and 5, it’s clear that the information contained in the diagonal matrix of 
singular values is not sufficent alone. The addition of the information conatined on U and V 
improves the results. Since the values are ordered, the information contained in the first 
components is enough to perform the head pose estimation.  
From the figures present in the section 5, we notice in general from the three different Gabor 
wavelet features that the imaginary component features are better than the magnitude and 
real features. This is probably due to the fact that the majority of the information is typically 
contained in the phase component. 
We notice from the section 5 and 6 that the Gabor wavelet features perform better than the 
SVD features. A part of the reason is that the Gabor wavelet features are capable of handling 
different orientations and scales while the SVD features are not. Even if the 2nd feature 
vector of SVD get the best result of the experiments using KNN. 

 
7.	Conclusions 
 

In this paper, we have presented a comparison of 3 learning methods (SVM , KNN, and 
Frobenius distance) applied to feature vectors extracted from head images. These vectors 
were extracted from the real, imaginary, and magnitude responses of Gabor wavelets, and 
from SVD of the image in order to make a head pose estimation. We choose different values 
for the parameters used for the creation of these feature vectors in order to select the most 
suitable. Our future work will focus on the combination of different feature vectors using 
the whole Pointing’04 database. 
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1. Introduction 

The following FPGA-based (Field Programmable Gate Array) experiences stem from a broader 
line of research investigating methodologies for scaling cognitive/intelligent architectures 
into limited-resource implementations. Some of these architectures were designed for 
solving problems involving abstract concepts and uncertain environments, without 
regarding resource requirements: their original implementations are cluster-based, PC-
based or other.  
Commercial, embedded applications have afforded being independent from them for years. 
However, today there exists a drive towards new functionalities which put conventional 
technologies to their limit. From the point of view of the user, these functionalities stand, for 
instance, for HMI capable of interacting with the user in natural language, perception 
systems capable of detecting objects in the environment and reacting to their presence and 
automatic control systems capable of replacing human operation in complex scenarios. 
A representative field of application of these functionalities is the automotive industry. 
Active research is being carried out to develop highly dependable, low-cost real-time 
systems that may predict forthcoming accidents, may assess risk situations when driving or 
that may take control of the vehicle when collision is detected as inevitable (for example 
some PSSIS: Primary and Secondary Interaction Systems). 
From the point of view of the engineer, many of these functionalities involve complex tasks 
as object recognition, decision making and action planning, supported by enriched models 
of the environment and the system itself, capable of representing concepts, abstract 
properties and uncertainty. All of these tasks are carried out as part of the operation of 
existing cognitive architecture-based systems. 

 
2. What are cognitive or intelligent architectures? 

Although there exists certain debate regarding the meaning of cognitive architectures, we 
can accept two main senses of the term: 

 Architectures which base their operation in exploiting knowledge. 
 Architectures that are designed to operate depending on their recognition of the 

environment. 
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1. Introduction 

The following FPGA-based (Field Programmable Gate Array) experiences stem from a broader 
line of research investigating methodologies for scaling cognitive/intelligent architectures 
into limited-resource implementations. Some of these architectures were designed for 
solving problems involving abstract concepts and uncertain environments, without 
regarding resource requirements: their original implementations are cluster-based, PC-
based or other.  
Commercial, embedded applications have afforded being independent from them for years. 
However, today there exists a drive towards new functionalities which put conventional 
technologies to their limit. From the point of view of the user, these functionalities stand, for 
instance, for HMI capable of interacting with the user in natural language, perception 
systems capable of detecting objects in the environment and reacting to their presence and 
automatic control systems capable of replacing human operation in complex scenarios. 
A representative field of application of these functionalities is the automotive industry. 
Active research is being carried out to develop highly dependable, low-cost real-time 
systems that may predict forthcoming accidents, may assess risk situations when driving or 
that may take control of the vehicle when collision is detected as inevitable (for example 
some PSSIS: Primary and Secondary Interaction Systems). 
From the point of view of the engineer, many of these functionalities involve complex tasks 
as object recognition, decision making and action planning, supported by enriched models 
of the environment and the system itself, capable of representing concepts, abstract 
properties and uncertainty. All of these tasks are carried out as part of the operation of 
existing cognitive architecture-based systems. 

 
2. What are cognitive or intelligent architectures? 

Although there exists certain debate regarding the meaning of cognitive architectures, we 
can accept two main senses of the term: 

 Architectures which base their operation in exploiting knowledge. 
 Architectures that are designed to operate depending on their recognition of the 

environment. 
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What is done with that recognition that the system gathers from its environment? The 
representation of information fluxes and processes from sensors to actuators is the definition 
of a cognitive architecture. Given the broadness of these definitions, we may revise 
techniques and grossly categorize cognitive architectures as follows: 

 Control architectures: An elementary type of architecture is the classical feedback 
control loop, from the basic PID implementation, including the wide varieties of 
topologies derived from it. The basic idea is that the controller tries to maintain the 
difference between a required variable value and the actual measured one null. 

 Reactive and behaviour-based architectures: Control architectures are adequate to 
operate executing simple, well defined tasks in environments with limited 
uncertainty and limited sources of perturbance, as the controlled environments in 
industrial settings. However, other systems such as those designed to move 
autonomously in an unknown, dynamic environment require more complex 
control schemes. Reactive architectures are designed to make systems act in 
response to their environment in such a way that the action of the system appears 
as a direct reaction to a certain combination of input values. Entire sequences of 
tasks may be executed as a reaction to a certain input pattern. When the inputs 
change, ongoing tasks may be interrupted and replaced by new ones, according to 
a task allocation hierarchy which is also pre-designed in the system architecture as 
a function of the system inputs. This combination of task sequences and allocation 
hierarchies allow reactive architectures to operate within a range of conditions 
suitable for some basic functionalities (explorer robots, automatic hoovers). A 
system out of this range, due to inadequate design or to unexpected environmental 
events would lead to undetermined or undesired actions. 

 Goal-driven architectures: This type of architectures are designed to operate in 
highly uncertain environments, typically where some kind of analysis is required 
to assess the conditions of operation, prior to the system executing any action. 
Uncertainty emerges from a mismatch between the system and its scenario of 
operation: the system not being configured for a particular environment, so that it 
ignores what may happen next and therefore the consequences of a potential 
action. Goal–driven architectures are designed to achieve their objectives in these 
circumstances by first analyzing the situation, then building a model, and finally 
designing and executing the appropriate actions. The major difference from the 
other types of architecture is that environment models and possible actions, which 
are static in control and in reactive architectures, are built in run time and changed 
by the system itself. In general, goal driven architectures operate following a 
common, basic sequence of processes executed in cycles: a) Build an objective, b) 
Analyze the environment, c) Design a task to achieve the objective within the given 
environment. If this cannot be done, build a sequence of lower level targets aimed 
at progressing toward the higher level objective. 
These processes may imply highly developed perceptive, deliberative and 
actuation functions. In parallel to them, these architectures may implement 
learning algorithms that help optimize the system for future or eventual conditions 
of operation. As a result, these architectures may achieve high levels of autonomy. 
However, some limitations have been met when implementing them in actual 
systems, relative to resource consumption. Some deliberative, learning and 

perceptive processes would require extremely large memory and computational 
resources for real time operation, especially in fast-evolving environments, or when 
dealing with highly abstract tasks. 

There exist hybrid approaches which combine and integrate devices and elements of the 
three categories above. In particular, PID controllers are used by the majority of 
implementations dealing with mechanical systems, although they may be reconfigured in 
real time by complex goal-driven architectures. 
The ultimate goal of the research line which will be illustrated by the FPGA experiences 
described in subsequent sections is to build systematic methodologies in order to engineer 
all aspects of scaling high level goal architectures to low cost, real time devices.  

 
3. Scaling high level architectures to low-cost FPGAs 

We may realize that the process of designing a low cost, embedded cognitive architecture 
implies a wide range of problems motivated by two major properties of the triad system-
environment-desired functionality: 

 Complexity of the desired functionality, the given system and especially the 
environment in which it will be operating. 

 Uncertainty, derived from the vast range of possible scenarios of operation that 
may emerge. 

 
3.1 Managing complexity 
There exist two main techniques for reducing model complexity:  

 Excluding or ignoring variables: Not measuring or evaluating them. 
 Coarsening measurement: Reducing resolution enough to be representative but 

avoiding unnecessary detail. 
These two techniques must be applied repeatedly until a reasonable degree of 
representativeness is reached.  
In practice, eliminating uncertainty completely from an environmental model is either 
impossible or would make the system useless. We have to bear in mind that many of the 
functionalities that we shall be trying to implement have to do with making the system 
predict events or analyze scenarios, in which it is difficult to know precisely what is going to 
happen or how intense it will be. In other words: uncertainty will be intrinsic to our own 
application, so our model should be able to represent it in some way. In conclusion, when a 
certain optimal is achieved in complexity, uncertainty may and must not be completely 
eliminated from the model of the environment. The problem now is managing uncertainty. 

 
3.2 Managing uncertainty 
As it has been pointed out, uncertainty may appear in two ways: not knowing what is going 
to happen or not knowing how intense it will be. More formally, we can say that there are 
two types of uncertainty: 

 Qualitative uncertainty: Ignoring the nature of the actual event that may occur or 
that is already taking place. This type of uncertainty is the specialty of goal driven 
architectures. 
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 Quantitative/intensive uncertainty: Given a certain event, ignoring its intensity. A 
typical example of this is ignoring the actual value that will be measured the next 
instant. 

There exist well known, established techniques which allow dealing with both types of 
uncertainty. Knowing which variable to measure and how to act upon it, it is only a matter 
of estimating how intense the action must be. This problem can be successfully managed by 
classical control. Enhancements of the classical PID loop such as some non-linear controllers 
or model reference adaptive control (MRAC) even achieve a limited range of reaction to 
qualitative uncertainty.  
In general, managing qualitative uncertainty is a much deeper and broader problem. 
Classical artificial intelligence techniques as neural networks, fuzzy logic and expert systems 
offer basic tools. Expert systems and fuzzy logic in combination may analyze uncertain 
scenarios provided that their dynamics fall within the range covered by the rule databases, 
variables and member functions are well designed. Neural networks may analyze sensor 
readings in raw and extract patterns within the limitations of their own type (ie. perceptron, 
cognitron), number of neurons, etc. 
However, some new functionalities require wider ranges of qualitative uncertainty 
management than those provided by these techniques. Complex environmental analysis, 
complex action selection processes and advanced learning mechanisms, exceeding typical 
neural network ones, are some examples. This is the use of cognitive architectures. 
The role of a cognitive architecture is to define a sequence of operation and to assign roles to 
the resources of the system, these resources and processes being implemented by expert 
systems, neural networks, PIDs or whatever other technique, hardware or software. Scaling 
cognitive architectures equals to selecting which parts of their original specification are 
really needed and how could they be simplified, which stages of the operating cycles are 
indispensable and how to integrate both while preserving functionality. 

 
3.3 Perception, deliberation, action 
The operation of any system, can, in general, be explained in terms of perceptive, 
deliberative and actuating processes. Sometimes the processes are not designed thinking of 
any of those three roles, though inevitably they end up performing one when functioning. 
Complex realizations of any of them may rely on the use of extensive memory resources, 
which may also be classified in roles: long-term memory and short-term memory. While the 
first contains information that may stay in the system during long periods of activity, short 
term memory contains transiting variable values or sensory measurements as such. It can be 
observed that, as a general rule, goal-driven architectures tend to exploit long term memory 
(which stores knowledge) as intensely as short term memory, while reactive architectures, 
with simpler design, may even have none. 
For scaling cognitive architectures (Albus, 1995), it is useful to have a clear idea of the 
character of the system to be designed: whether it will be mainly perceptive, deliberative or 
actuating. This will allow a gross idea of the necessary resources. In general, systems 
centered in action processes will demand little or none deliberative processing (action 
selection, planning, decision making), while problem solving systems will demand little 
action processes.  
Of course, it is not only the type of processing we are interested, but mainly the type and 
quantity of resources each type of process has associated. Sometimes, the designer is able to 

choose the nature of the system, or it is given by the application itself. For example, in the 
case of ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance System), the target is to warn or inform the 
driver about a variety of risks, options for driving, etc. This case is expected to require little 
or none actuating functions except, perhaps, some kind of HMI. On the contrary, perceptive 
functions are expected to become quite developed, if analyzing risk for example. On the 
other hand, an autonomous driving vehicle may rely on extensive perceptive and 
deliberation processes for analyzing the environment, possible action and tradeoffs. 

 
4. The process of scaling an architecture 

Scaling a cognitive architecture adds up to finding a match between functionality, 
architecture and implementation. The process is simple: given a certain functionality, a 
certain architecture must be designed, by iteration, coupling capacities and resources with 
the implementation design. During the process, the engineer must continuously work for 
optimization of resource use. There is no general formula as to how to optimize. The two 
ways of dealing with complexity which were mentioned above apply, however: first, to 
eliminate any parts, elements or functions of the architecture that are not strictly needed to 
achieve the desired functionality. Second, to eliminate any excess of resolution in 
measurements, calculations and precision. 
Exaggerated examples of these rules help to understand their meaning. If you have the 
necessary information to make your application work by only adding and subtracting, do 
not build a cognitive architecture to do the same job. It will consume more resources and 
take more time, and may even do it wrong sometimes. If your artificial vision system must 
detect spots between 1 and 2 cm2 at 1 m distance, do not spend money in 1920x1200 
resolution cameras and image processing algorithms. A low resolution camera will do the 
filtering for free, quicker and cheaper. If your system will always operate with objects A, B 
and C, you may spare designing learning algorithms that will enable it recognizing any new 
object around. 
Naturally, there might not always exist a solution to a scaling problem, due either to an 
exceedingly complex functionality or to insufficient resources. Logically, the more strict the 
functionality specifications or the higher the system flexibility they demand, the more 
difficult it will be to simplify any architecture into low cost hardware. Any scaling process 
should begin with dividing functionality specifications, to ensure that parts may be 
achieved progressively in spite of possible overall failure. 
When a solution is possible, however, a good approach is to start assuming the best of cases, 
when resources are unlimited, designing the basic architecture for it, and proceed 
simplifying the design in each iteration. The process ends when a certain match is achieved 
between the three. That is, when the desired functionality has yielded a simplified 
architecture that can be implemented in the available resources. Over-optimizing the 
architecture is, nevertheless, good for two reasons. First, it may allow implementing the 
system in lower cost hardware, or may leave free resources in your board for other 
purposes. Second, it reduces the probability of errors. In general, the bigger the system –and 
therefore, its architecture- the higher its probability of failure; so keep it as small as possible. 
While resource optimization derives from minimizing architectural complexity, there are 
overall factors to be taken into account during the design stage. A basic collection of criteria 
could be: 
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 Quantitative/intensive uncertainty: Given a certain event, ignoring its intensity. A 
typical example of this is ignoring the actual value that will be measured the next 
instant. 

There exist well known, established techniques which allow dealing with both types of 
uncertainty. Knowing which variable to measure and how to act upon it, it is only a matter 
of estimating how intense the action must be. This problem can be successfully managed by 
classical control. Enhancements of the classical PID loop such as some non-linear controllers 
or model reference adaptive control (MRAC) even achieve a limited range of reaction to 
qualitative uncertainty.  
In general, managing qualitative uncertainty is a much deeper and broader problem. 
Classical artificial intelligence techniques as neural networks, fuzzy logic and expert systems 
offer basic tools. Expert systems and fuzzy logic in combination may analyze uncertain 
scenarios provided that their dynamics fall within the range covered by the rule databases, 
variables and member functions are well designed. Neural networks may analyze sensor 
readings in raw and extract patterns within the limitations of their own type (ie. perceptron, 
cognitron), number of neurons, etc. 
However, some new functionalities require wider ranges of qualitative uncertainty 
management than those provided by these techniques. Complex environmental analysis, 
complex action selection processes and advanced learning mechanisms, exceeding typical 
neural network ones, are some examples. This is the use of cognitive architectures. 
The role of a cognitive architecture is to define a sequence of operation and to assign roles to 
the resources of the system, these resources and processes being implemented by expert 
systems, neural networks, PIDs or whatever other technique, hardware or software. Scaling 
cognitive architectures equals to selecting which parts of their original specification are 
really needed and how could they be simplified, which stages of the operating cycles are 
indispensable and how to integrate both while preserving functionality. 

 
3.3 Perception, deliberation, action 
The operation of any system, can, in general, be explained in terms of perceptive, 
deliberative and actuating processes. Sometimes the processes are not designed thinking of 
any of those three roles, though inevitably they end up performing one when functioning. 
Complex realizations of any of them may rely on the use of extensive memory resources, 
which may also be classified in roles: long-term memory and short-term memory. While the 
first contains information that may stay in the system during long periods of activity, short 
term memory contains transiting variable values or sensory measurements as such. It can be 
observed that, as a general rule, goal-driven architectures tend to exploit long term memory 
(which stores knowledge) as intensely as short term memory, while reactive architectures, 
with simpler design, may even have none. 
For scaling cognitive architectures (Albus, 1995), it is useful to have a clear idea of the 
character of the system to be designed: whether it will be mainly perceptive, deliberative or 
actuating. This will allow a gross idea of the necessary resources. In general, systems 
centered in action processes will demand little or none deliberative processing (action 
selection, planning, decision making), while problem solving systems will demand little 
action processes.  
Of course, it is not only the type of processing we are interested, but mainly the type and 
quantity of resources each type of process has associated. Sometimes, the designer is able to 

choose the nature of the system, or it is given by the application itself. For example, in the 
case of ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance System), the target is to warn or inform the 
driver about a variety of risks, options for driving, etc. This case is expected to require little 
or none actuating functions except, perhaps, some kind of HMI. On the contrary, perceptive 
functions are expected to become quite developed, if analyzing risk for example. On the 
other hand, an autonomous driving vehicle may rely on extensive perceptive and 
deliberation processes for analyzing the environment, possible action and tradeoffs. 

 
4. The process of scaling an architecture 

Scaling a cognitive architecture adds up to finding a match between functionality, 
architecture and implementation. The process is simple: given a certain functionality, a 
certain architecture must be designed, by iteration, coupling capacities and resources with 
the implementation design. During the process, the engineer must continuously work for 
optimization of resource use. There is no general formula as to how to optimize. The two 
ways of dealing with complexity which were mentioned above apply, however: first, to 
eliminate any parts, elements or functions of the architecture that are not strictly needed to 
achieve the desired functionality. Second, to eliminate any excess of resolution in 
measurements, calculations and precision. 
Exaggerated examples of these rules help to understand their meaning. If you have the 
necessary information to make your application work by only adding and subtracting, do 
not build a cognitive architecture to do the same job. It will consume more resources and 
take more time, and may even do it wrong sometimes. If your artificial vision system must 
detect spots between 1 and 2 cm2 at 1 m distance, do not spend money in 1920x1200 
resolution cameras and image processing algorithms. A low resolution camera will do the 
filtering for free, quicker and cheaper. If your system will always operate with objects A, B 
and C, you may spare designing learning algorithms that will enable it recognizing any new 
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Naturally, there might not always exist a solution to a scaling problem, due either to an 
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should begin with dividing functionality specifications, to ensure that parts may be 
achieved progressively in spite of possible overall failure. 
When a solution is possible, however, a good approach is to start assuming the best of cases, 
when resources are unlimited, designing the basic architecture for it, and proceed 
simplifying the design in each iteration. The process ends when a certain match is achieved 
between the three. That is, when the desired functionality has yielded a simplified 
architecture that can be implemented in the available resources. Over-optimizing the 
architecture is, nevertheless, good for two reasons. First, it may allow implementing the 
system in lower cost hardware, or may leave free resources in your board for other 
purposes. Second, it reduces the probability of errors. In general, the bigger the system –and 
therefore, its architecture- the higher its probability of failure; so keep it as small as possible. 
While resource optimization derives from minimizing architectural complexity, there are 
overall factors to be taken into account during the design stage. A basic collection of criteria 
could be: 
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Naturally, there might not always exist a solution to a scaling problem, due either to an 
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functionality specifications or the higher the system flexibility they demand, the more 
difficult it will be to simplify any architecture into low cost hardware. Any scaling process 
should begin with dividing functionality specifications, to ensure that parts may be 
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system in lower cost hardware, or may leave free resources in your board for other 
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therefore, its architecture- the higher its probability of failure; so keep it as small as possible. 
While resource optimization derives from minimizing architectural complexity, there are 
overall factors to be taken into account during the design stage. A basic collection of criteria 
could be: 
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 The automatic process admits drastic optimization in time and resources. When 
possible, make things automatic. 

 The higher the uncertainty in the environment, the more flexible the system, the 
less automatic it can be, the more resources necessary. The better the modeling of 
the environment, the lesser the uncertainty. 

 There is a tradeoff between memory and computational power: in general 
designing memory-based processes may simplify run time computation and vice 
versa. If you have enough memory and information to store, use it. It makes things 
more automatic.  

 In general, there is also a tradeoff between deliberation and perception: the more 
developed the perceptive processes, the simpler the deliberative processes may be 
and vice versa. But here there is no general rule, for perceptive processes may be as 
complex and demanding as purely deliberative ones. 

 
Fig. 0. General process of scaling cognitive architectures 

 
5. A low-cost Real-Time FPGA solution for driver drowsiness detection 

In this work some of the most recent advances in digital image processing techniques have 
been used to make vehicle drivers face analysis by detecting symptoms of tiredness and 
distraction in order to prevent sudden risk situations. 
The results of the experiments show (Moreno et al., 2003) that a large number of car or 
trucks accidents can be avoided by detecting real-time physical and psychological states of 
the drivers in normal driving conditions. There are three main objectives in this design: To 

detect the driver eyelid movements, to detect the number of frames the driver has his eyes 
closed and to detect when the driver turns right or left (or bows) his head for a long time. 
Thus, several well known algorithms have been used and optimized for this field of 
application, such as spatial and temporal filtering, motion detection, optical flow analysis, 
etc. 
Digital signal and image processing techniques have been used together. Furthermore, a 
low-cost Real-Time solution based upon both FPGA (ALTERA FLEX 10K30 and ALTERA 
Cyclone Device EP1C3) have been achieved. 
Figure 1 shows the flexibility of the system, because it can be used for driver drowsiness 
detection or road lane markers, both in real-time. 

Fig. 1. FPGA architecture 
 
Median filtering is used to minimize the effect of the Gaussian noise. It is very well suited 
for this type of application; however, the trade-off between the number of gates (FPGA logic 
elements, LE) used and the benefit obtained is very poor. For this reason, and in order to get 
a very low-cost solution, removal from the final design must be considered; at the same time 
a high quality digital video signal coming from a CCD camera must be employed containing 
an infrared system suitable for low-light conditions (0 lux) must be employed. Some 
experiments were carried out with very low-cost CMOS cameras; but, unfortunately they do 
not work properly in low-light situations. 
Next, the 2D Sobel filtering uses two matrices applied sequentially over 9x9 pels (picture 
element) blocks: 
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etc. 
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low-cost Real-Time solution based upon both FPGA (ALTERA FLEX 10K30 and ALTERA 
Cyclone Device EP1C3) have been achieved. 
Figure 1 shows the flexibility of the system, because it can be used for driver drowsiness 
detection or road lane markers, both in real-time. 
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Finally, Ysob is compared to a configurable threshold value (UMB_SBL): 
 

If  Ysob > UMB_SBL then 
Ypel = White_value (235d); 

 else 
       Ypel = Black_value(16d); 
 end if; 

This pseudo-code is not exactly a Sobel algorithm because we assign the White_value or 
Black_value instead the |Ysob| (Sobel parameter/luminance_pel). This allows us to 
simplify the calculations just suitable for the case of the driver drowsiness detection or road 
lane markers detection, without introducing a noticeable error. It also allows us to save a 
large amount of FPGA logic elements (making the fitter process much easier) and as a result 
of that we get a significant speed up (in terms of logic depth reduction). 
Once the image has been filtered (median and 2D Sobel filtering), Maximum filtering is used 
usually to enlarge the edges of the objects detected by the Sobel filtering. However, this is 
not really necessary, because the algorithm for driver drowsiness detection and the 
algorithm for road lane markers detection are both based upon differential optical flow 
analysis, instead of traditional motion estimation algorithms. 
The algorithm designed is able to detect: driver eyelid movements, number of frames the 
driver has his eyes closed and when the driver turns right or left (or bows) his head for a 
long time (this is a configurable parameter). In our system, a long time means 12 frames 
because at 25 frames/sec (PAL video rate) the elapsed time is 480msec. So, if the car speed 
were 120km/h, the distance covered would be 16 meters. 
The implemented algorithm consists in comparing the number of white pels in the current 
frame with two parameters (maximum and minimum white pels values) previously 
calculated. When the current number of white pels is greater than the maximum value or 
smaller than the minimum one, the algorithm automatically calculates those new 
parameters over the next 12 frames, and the process would start again. This is very useful in 
order to adapt system sensitivity to light conditions. 
According to ITU-R 601 Recommendation for PAL systems, each frame is formed by 
720x576pels, which produces a very large amount of luminance information to be processed 
(414,720 pels/frame). The key factor of our system is to process only the area where the 
driver eyes would be located. We have tested algorithms for eyes detection but  the trade-off 
between cost and performance is very poor. We propose to adjust the camera to the 
drivers’head in a comfortable driving position previously and to set the image area to be 
processed (configurable parameter) at the beginning (Figure 2 shows the result when 
processing the whole frame, no real-time and Figure 3 shows the result when processing 
only a specific frame area, in real-time). 
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The reduction of the number of pels to be processed is very significant: 20,400pels for 100 
lines x 204 pels area (see Figure 3). Nevertheless, Median and Sobel filtering work over 
9x9pels blocks in order to yield a processed pel; so only by means of a pipeline architecture 
would real-time processing be achieved. 
In the case of road lane markers detection algorithm only the 24 lines of the bottom of each 
frame are processed, because only those lines are really relevant to detect  if a car is leaving 
its tracks due to a  driver distraction. On the other hand, in our system only one video 
camera is employed, so, no 3D image analysis algorithm can be used at all. We have used a 
very simple approach that consists on fitting the camera zoom to the car width. In this way, 
while driving along, the lane markers “disappear” just through the right side and/or the left 
side of the image. In case of the car is out of the track, the lane markers would “disappear” 
through the bottom side of the image and the system would warn the driver (see Figure 4). 
Some experiments have been carried out on real roads and we have obtained very 
satisfactory results. 
The algorithm consists in obtaining the difference between the present frame and the frame 
immediately before. The difference is calculated over all the pels belonging to the last 24 
bottom lines of each frame. If the result is zero and the pel processed is a White_pel, this 
means that a lane marker probably starts in this frame. The process continues over the next 
frames. The algorithm is able to detect if the object detected is really a lane marker or just a 
shadow or other disturbance on the road. 
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Fig. 5. Road line tracks detection 

 
6. A new Real-Time Hardware Architecture for Road Line Tracking Using a 
Particle Filter 

In this work a new real-time hardware architecture based on real time image processing and 
the use of a Particle Filter, as the fundamental element for tracking lines of a road, is 
presented. To this end a hardware system has been designed based on the use of low-cost 
high-reliability FPGA integrated circuits (ALTERA-Cyclone and ALTERA-Cyclone II). For 
this purpose, a multilevel pipeline architecture (at pixel block - 3x3- and pixel level), which 
aims to guarantee the processing of the 8-bit digitized images obtained from a single video 
camera (SONY in PAL format, ITU-R 601, ITU-R 656), has been developed. The entire 
processing and prediction system has been developed in VHDL-93, simulated and 
synthesized with ModelSim and Quartus-II respectively (Alarcon et al., 2006). 
Although many systems have been proposed for detecting involuntary lane departure of 
motor vehicles, based on vision systems (or based on other technologies), they have not had 
the expected success. System reliability is limited by weather conditions and visibility, as 
well as those imposed by the state of the highway. In general, it can be said that these 
systems basically perform three functions: 1) image feature extraction, 2) matching and 3) 
taking decisions. Moreover, all of them should be considered deterministic functions, except 
in some approaches, real time in most cases and, to a lesser extent, implemented in 
application specific hardware.  
A new model to represent lane lines and the relative position of the vehicle with respect to 
the lane boundaries is proposed. The position of the lane lines is tracked on the successive 
images obtained from the camera (25 fps, PAL frame rate), by projecting the model. Model 
parameters are updated by superimposing the image, with the projection of the model on 
the following image. In the model, a search area of the lane boundaries is defined on the 
image, which allows processing time to be reduced, and the problems caused by false lane 
detections resulting from the inherent noise in the images to be reduced or eliminated. The 
parameters of the model are processed and updated by means of the Particle Filter. 
A robust, artificial vision based system for detecting involuntary lane departure which 
depends only on the processing speed and the frame rate of the camera has been developed. 
This system allows road line position to be predicted with a bounded error. 
The Particle Filter, in Artificial Vision applications, is used for tracking objects in an image 
sequence. The Particle Filter models the probability function a posteriori of a stochastic 

process, by means of an N particle distribution and their associated probabilities in State 
Space. This type of filter needs a dispersed search to properly track the features sought in 
the image sequence. It is a model used to calculate the state of a time-variant system or, in 
other words, a sequential estimation algorithm.  
In this study, artificial vision techniques have been applied with no restriction on the 
incoming images. Hence no type of marker is used on the highway. So the system, after the 
acquisition of the monochrome images of a camera, is able to process the information and to 
track the lane lines in a reliable and robust manner. 
The VHDL implementation of the proposed system, shown in Figure 6, required an image 
preprocessing stage. Median filtering, a non linear filter, is used to minimize the effect of 
Gaussian noise, and Sobel filter is used to detect edges in the image. 
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Fig. 6. System architecture 
 
For the system to work optimally, several morphological operations must be carried out on 
binary images to obtain the necessary information in filter processing. The reason for this is 
based on the computational load reduction necessary for the hardware implementation, 
since not all the information in the image is pertinent for the reference application. As it has 
been mentioned, only the bottom part of the image is relevant, as shown in Figure 7; and, 
inside that part, the image has been segmented into three regions, left, center and right, of 
37x102 (rows x columns) pixels, corresponding to the Regions of Interest (RoI), where the 
corresponding lanes are located. 

 
Fig. 7. Image Segmentation 
 
From an algorithmic point of view, the Particle Filter (Arulampalam et al., 2002) is detailed 
in Figure 8. The Line Model Detection (L_M_D) carries out line detection in the image by 
means of a morphological line model. Next, particle weights computation is done in the 
Survival Model (S_M), checking if the error made in the prediction of the Center of Mass 
done in the previous image, is delimited as explained in Hardware Architecture section. At 
the same time, in Particle Displacement (P_D), the displacement speed of the particles is 
computed. By means of the Movement Model (explained in Hardware Architecture section) 
in Prediction Update (P_U), the position of the new particles is predicted and updated. 
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well as those imposed by the state of the highway. In general, it can be said that these 
systems basically perform three functions: 1) image feature extraction, 2) matching and 3) 
taking decisions. Moreover, all of them should be considered deterministic functions, except 
in some approaches, real time in most cases and, to a lesser extent, implemented in 
application specific hardware.  
A new model to represent lane lines and the relative position of the vehicle with respect to 
the lane boundaries is proposed. The position of the lane lines is tracked on the successive 
images obtained from the camera (25 fps, PAL frame rate), by projecting the model. Model 
parameters are updated by superimposing the image, with the projection of the model on 
the following image. In the model, a search area of the lane boundaries is defined on the 
image, which allows processing time to be reduced, and the problems caused by false lane 
detections resulting from the inherent noise in the images to be reduced or eliminated. The 
parameters of the model are processed and updated by means of the Particle Filter. 
A robust, artificial vision based system for detecting involuntary lane departure which 
depends only on the processing speed and the frame rate of the camera has been developed. 
This system allows road line position to be predicted with a bounded error. 
The Particle Filter, in Artificial Vision applications, is used for tracking objects in an image 
sequence. The Particle Filter models the probability function a posteriori of a stochastic 

process, by means of an N particle distribution and their associated probabilities in State 
Space. This type of filter needs a dispersed search to properly track the features sought in 
the image sequence. It is a model used to calculate the state of a time-variant system or, in 
other words, a sequential estimation algorithm.  
In this study, artificial vision techniques have been applied with no restriction on the 
incoming images. Hence no type of marker is used on the highway. So the system, after the 
acquisition of the monochrome images of a camera, is able to process the information and to 
track the lane lines in a reliable and robust manner. 
The VHDL implementation of the proposed system, shown in Figure 6, required an image 
preprocessing stage. Median filtering, a non linear filter, is used to minimize the effect of 
Gaussian noise, and Sobel filter is used to detect edges in the image. 
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For the system to work optimally, several morphological operations must be carried out on 
binary images to obtain the necessary information in filter processing. The reason for this is 
based on the computational load reduction necessary for the hardware implementation, 
since not all the information in the image is pertinent for the reference application. As it has 
been mentioned, only the bottom part of the image is relevant, as shown in Figure 7; and, 
inside that part, the image has been segmented into three regions, left, center and right, of 
37x102 (rows x columns) pixels, corresponding to the Regions of Interest (RoI), where the 
corresponding lanes are located. 

 
Fig. 7. Image Segmentation 
 
From an algorithmic point of view, the Particle Filter (Arulampalam et al., 2002) is detailed 
in Figure 8. The Line Model Detection (L_M_D) carries out line detection in the image by 
means of a morphological line model. Next, particle weights computation is done in the 
Survival Model (S_M), checking if the error made in the prediction of the Center of Mass 
done in the previous image, is delimited as explained in Hardware Architecture section. At 
the same time, in Particle Displacement (P_D), the displacement speed of the particles is 
computed. By means of the Movement Model (explained in Hardware Architecture section) 
in Prediction Update (P_U), the position of the new particles is predicted and updated. 
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From an algorithmic point of view, the Particle Filter (Arulampalam et al., 2002) is detailed 
in Figure 8. The Line Model Detection (L_M_D) carries out line detection in the image by 
means of a morphological line model. Next, particle weights computation is done in the 
Survival Model (S_M), checking if the error made in the prediction of the Center of Mass 
done in the previous image, is delimited as explained in Hardware Architecture section. At 
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computed. By means of the Movement Model (explained in Hardware Architecture section) 
in Prediction Update (P_U), the position of the new particles is predicted and updated. 
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Fig. 8. Diagram of the Particle Filter designed 
 
Some of the results obtained with the proposed architecture are shown in Figure 9. It can be 
observed that the 12 initially generated particles (Figure 9.a) predict the position of the lane 
line in accordance with the established deviation parameters (deviation = 0.1) (see Figure 
9.b), and how they converge in the last 2 images (Figure 9.c and 9.d) toward the real position 
of the Center of Mass of the line. 
One of the essential objectives of the hardware implementation of the algorithms was to 
achieve a high processing speed to get a real-time low-cost system. The hardware system 
implemented in the FPGA, Figure 6, corresponds to a linear multilevel pipeline architecture. 
These hardware modules implement the first pipeline level of the architecture adapting 
perfectly to the requirements of the image prefiltering algorithms:  
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Fig. 9. Prediction of the lane line using 12 particles 
 
a) Median Filter, to suppress the Gaussian noise and b) Sobel Filter, to extract the 
boundaries. Furthermore, all the submodules that constitute the complete system are also 
based on a pipeline architecture and are capable of delivering a valid result in each clock 
cycle during their stable operating cycle. The hardware design methodology employed in 
the second module, Preprocessing, is directed to minimizing both the use of large memory 
banks for storage of complete frames and the complexity of the control system. Figure 10 
shows a more detailed design of the 3 submodules that make up this Preprocessing Block. 
The use of FIFO buffers allows a relaxation in memory restrictions, by not having to store a 
whole image. In short, it is only necessary to store two lines of an image in the 
corresponding FIFO. The Filter Control, implemented in a distributed manner, together with 
the adaptation of the information obtained from the camera via the Camera Interface and 
Frame Conformer blocks, Figure 6, guarantees a minimum use of hardware resources, at the 
same time as total independence of the camera and of the Particle Filter model used 
respectively. This is possible by adding a header (sync embedded bits) to each of the pixels 

coming from the camera, which indicates the type of pixel being handled at all times: SoFrm 
(Start of Frame), SoLn (Start of Line), PoLn (Pixel of Line), EoFrm (End of Frame) and NoPix 
(No Pixel). At the same time some discrete synchronization signals are created in the system. 
This results in a Datapath width of 11 bits. 
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Fig. 10. Preprocessing Module 
 
The data frame so formed has allowed each of the filters to be structured in two major 
submodules: the filter Kernel and the filter Control, respectively, both in the Median and in 
the Sobel filter. The Kernel responds to a linear pipeline structure at pixel level and 3x3 pixel 
block whilst the Distributed Control in each of the blocks guarantees a maximum 
throughput for a minimum consumption of logic. 
As for the most important module in the system, the Particle Filter, Figure 11 shows the 
hardware implementation of the architecture which, written in VHDL, operates over the 
RoI, Figures 6 and 7. 
In each image the presence of lane lines is established and their Center of Mass is calculated, 
thereafter predicting their position by application of the Movement Model which can be 
seen before. Until all terms present in this equation are available, three consecutive images 
(frame0, frame1 and frame2) are needed for prediction and full tracking. 
To functionally explain the hardware implementation of the algorithm, it must be assumed 
that the Centers of Mass of the lane lines for the initial and successive frames have been 
found, and that the predictions are correct. In such a case, the algorithm is processed as 
indicated previously. The procedure, in other case, will be explained later. 
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where    110 ,...,,  nxxxX  is the set of all the particles, MC the centers of mass detected, 
RNDinit the initialization random function, and RNDσ the random function that represents 
the variance term of the Particle Filter. Each increment of t is assumed to be in whole 
multiples of TFrame (TF, 40 ms, PAL rate). The design of the architecture has been carried 
out so that each particle is evaluated and appropriately updated, independently of the rest. 
This allows each of them to be found in one of the three states described before, and which 
are explained below. 
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The data frame so formed has allowed each of the filters to be structured in two major 
submodules: the filter Kernel and the filter Control, respectively, both in the Median and in 
the Sobel filter. The Kernel responds to a linear pipeline structure at pixel level and 3x3 pixel 
block whilst the Distributed Control in each of the blocks guarantees a maximum 
throughput for a minimum consumption of logic. 
As for the most important module in the system, the Particle Filter, Figure 11 shows the 
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In each image the presence of lane lines is established and their Center of Mass is calculated, 
thereafter predicting their position by application of the Movement Model which can be 
seen before. Until all terms present in this equation are available, three consecutive images 
(frame0, frame1 and frame2) are needed for prediction and full tracking. 
To functionally explain the hardware implementation of the algorithm, it must be assumed 
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found, and that the predictions are correct. In such a case, the algorithm is processed as 
indicated previously. The procedure, in other case, will be explained later. 
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where    110 ,...,,  nxxxX  is the set of all the particles, MC the centers of mass detected, 
RNDinit the initialization random function, and RNDσ the random function that represents 
the variance term of the Particle Filter. Each increment of t is assumed to be in whole 
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The data frame so formed has allowed each of the filters to be structured in two major 
submodules: the filter Kernel and the filter Control, respectively, both in the Median and in 
the Sobel filter. The Kernel responds to a linear pipeline structure at pixel level and 3x3 pixel 
block whilst the Distributed Control in each of the blocks guarantees a maximum 
throughput for a minimum consumption of logic. 
As for the most important module in the system, the Particle Filter, Figure 11 shows the 
hardware implementation of the architecture which, written in VHDL, operates over the 
RoI, Figures 6 and 7. 
In each image the presence of lane lines is established and their Center of Mass is calculated, 
thereafter predicting their position by application of the Movement Model which can be 
seen before. Until all terms present in this equation are available, three consecutive images 
(frame0, frame1 and frame2) are needed for prediction and full tracking. 
To functionally explain the hardware implementation of the algorithm, it must be assumed 
that the Centers of Mass of the lane lines for the initial and successive frames have been 
found, and that the predictions are correct. In such a case, the algorithm is processed as 
indicated previously. The procedure, in other case, will be explained later. 
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where    110 ,...,,  nxxxX  is the set of all the particles, MC the centers of mass detected, 
RNDinit the initialization random function, and RNDσ the random function that represents 
the variance term of the Particle Filter. Each increment of t is assumed to be in whole 
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Fig. 11. Functional Description of the Particle Filter Hardware Implementation 
 
The equation shown below, which represents the so called Movement Model, governs the 
overall behavior of the filter: 

  RNDXXXX tttt   11  
1) init_state → t = 0. frame0 is analyzed, so there is no initial information at all. After 

finding the Centers of Mass of the line, the particles are distributed around the 
same with a dispersion given by RNDinit, the latter constituting the prediction of 
the position of the Center of Mass in the following image made from that detected 
in the current image. 

2) transitory_state → t = 1. The prediction consists on applying the variance term to 
the prediction made in the previous image. 

3) steady_state → t ≥ 2. All data is now available to apply the equation of the filter 
completely, that is, the previous prediction Xt, the particle displacement term (Xt – 
Xt-1), which represents the speed at which the lines are moving in the real scenario, 
and the variance RNDσ. 

This routine is followed for the case in which the error committed in the prediction,  
measured with respect to the Center of Mass of the current image, is delimited within a 
margin of error defined by the maximum value of RNDinit. At this point, steady_state, two 
situations can arise: 

1. A new line is detected. Depending on the error made, two further situations can 
arise.  

 The error is bounded. This is the general case, steady_state, which 
operation process has been explained above, (1).  

 The error is not bounded. The calculation sequence begins again for the 
three following frames, considering this as init_state, t = 0.  

2. It is in the case where no line is detected that the prediction makes most sense, 
being the prediction validated when a new line is found in the following frames. 
Thus, when the line appears again, its position will have been predicted, and it will 
be possible to evaluate the correctness thereof, proceeding again as in point 1. 

The Particle Filter subsystem implemented uses 4 particles for each video line analyzed, 
resulting a total of 12 particles, operating only on the horizontal axis of the image. The 

dynamic margin (range) of the pseudo random numbers generated, RNDinit (4-bit LFSR) 
and RNDσ (3-bit LFSR), as well as the number of particles and the number of bits used for 
their encoding, are closely related to the number of video lines used for detecting the lane 
lines, the width of the RoI and the number of frames necessary to establish a good 
prediction in real time (PAL frame rate = 25 fps). The impact in dimensioning the DataPath 
of the pipeline architecture and its control, have constituted one of the main challenges in 
implementing the total system. The number of bits used to encode the particles is 10, 
representing integers with sign, whereby this coding could be employed for RoIs of up to 
512 pixels in width. 
Synthesis results for different low-cost FPGAs were obtained, trying to compare the 
different architectures. This Module is composed of two FIFO memories that store 2 video 
lines for the implementation of the Median and Sobel Filters respectively. The Distributed 
Control of this Module has the responsibility of ensuring that the information at pixel level 
reaches the Particle Filter Module, Figure 11, in optimum conditions. A Cyclone 
EP1C20F400C7 FPGA has been taken as the reference low-cost development system.  
The FIFO memories were implemented making use of internal RAM resources available in 
the FPGA (294912 bits distributed in 64 blocks of 4608 bits, known as M4Ks). The results 
obtained with Quartus II “MegaWizard Plug-in Manager”, an assistant that helps in the 
instantiation of architecture-specific resources, have been compared with the direct 
instantiation of the scfifo lybrary component. This has been the design decision made since 
errors were detected in the assistant that made the creation of the desired FIFO memory 
impossible. 
The Median and Sobel Filters FIFOs -11 bits per word- (Figure 10) differ in two positions. It 
must be pointed out that, as far as synthesis is concerned, this has a relative importance. 
After several synthesis tests, it was observed that the design of the LPM component of 
Altera scfifo (single-clock fifo) and the mapping process of the memory in HW, always 
produce a FIFO with a power of two number of positions. Thus, a FIFO of 126 positions 
would occupy the same resources (memory and LEs) as one of 128. On the other hand, one 
of 129 positions will occupy the same as one of 256. The difference probably rest in the 
generation of the FIFO control signals. Besides, it also must be pointed out that the proposed 
architecture for both the Sobel and the Median filter, as regards the number of FPGA 
resources employed, is completely independent of the size of the image to be processed. The 
key point in the architecture that makes such synthesis results possible is the series 
communication protocol implemented at pixel level. This protocol makes that the 
Submodules that implement the filters do not need to know the RoI size. This information is 
managed by the Frame Conformer block, being the insignificant increase in the size of the 
Preprocessing Module due to this submodule, as well as to the FIFOs.The synthesis of the 
Particle Filter, as well as its fitting in different types of FPGA with a different architecture, 
number of logic elements (LE), availability of internal RAM memory, etc., have allowed a 
comparison to be carried out among all of them and some final conclusions to be reached. 
This Filter is the module in the architecture of the system developed that consumes most 
logic element (LE) resources. 
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Fig. 11. Functional Description of the Particle Filter Hardware Implementation 
 
The equation shown below, which represents the so called Movement Model, governs the 
overall behavior of the filter: 

  RNDXXXX tttt   11  
1) init_state → t = 0. frame0 is analyzed, so there is no initial information at all. After 

finding the Centers of Mass of the line, the particles are distributed around the 
same with a dispersion given by RNDinit, the latter constituting the prediction of 
the position of the Center of Mass in the following image made from that detected 
in the current image. 

2) transitory_state → t = 1. The prediction consists on applying the variance term to 
the prediction made in the previous image. 

3) steady_state → t ≥ 2. All data is now available to apply the equation of the filter 
completely, that is, the previous prediction Xt, the particle displacement term (Xt – 
Xt-1), which represents the speed at which the lines are moving in the real scenario, 
and the variance RNDσ. 

This routine is followed for the case in which the error committed in the prediction,  
measured with respect to the Center of Mass of the current image, is delimited within a 
margin of error defined by the maximum value of RNDinit. At this point, steady_state, two 
situations can arise: 

1. A new line is detected. Depending on the error made, two further situations can 
arise.  

 The error is bounded. This is the general case, steady_state, which 
operation process has been explained above, (1).  

 The error is not bounded. The calculation sequence begins again for the 
three following frames, considering this as init_state, t = 0.  

2. It is in the case where no line is detected that the prediction makes most sense, 
being the prediction validated when a new line is found in the following frames. 
Thus, when the line appears again, its position will have been predicted, and it will 
be possible to evaluate the correctness thereof, proceeding again as in point 1. 

The Particle Filter subsystem implemented uses 4 particles for each video line analyzed, 
resulting a total of 12 particles, operating only on the horizontal axis of the image. The 

dynamic margin (range) of the pseudo random numbers generated, RNDinit (4-bit LFSR) 
and RNDσ (3-bit LFSR), as well as the number of particles and the number of bits used for 
their encoding, are closely related to the number of video lines used for detecting the lane 
lines, the width of the RoI and the number of frames necessary to establish a good 
prediction in real time (PAL frame rate = 25 fps). The impact in dimensioning the DataPath 
of the pipeline architecture and its control, have constituted one of the main challenges in 
implementing the total system. The number of bits used to encode the particles is 10, 
representing integers with sign, whereby this coding could be employed for RoIs of up to 
512 pixels in width. 
Synthesis results for different low-cost FPGAs were obtained, trying to compare the 
different architectures. This Module is composed of two FIFO memories that store 2 video 
lines for the implementation of the Median and Sobel Filters respectively. The Distributed 
Control of this Module has the responsibility of ensuring that the information at pixel level 
reaches the Particle Filter Module, Figure 11, in optimum conditions. A Cyclone 
EP1C20F400C7 FPGA has been taken as the reference low-cost development system.  
The FIFO memories were implemented making use of internal RAM resources available in 
the FPGA (294912 bits distributed in 64 blocks of 4608 bits, known as M4Ks). The results 
obtained with Quartus II “MegaWizard Plug-in Manager”, an assistant that helps in the 
instantiation of architecture-specific resources, have been compared with the direct 
instantiation of the scfifo lybrary component. This has been the design decision made since 
errors were detected in the assistant that made the creation of the desired FIFO memory 
impossible. 
The Median and Sobel Filters FIFOs -11 bits per word- (Figure 10) differ in two positions. It 
must be pointed out that, as far as synthesis is concerned, this has a relative importance. 
After several synthesis tests, it was observed that the design of the LPM component of 
Altera scfifo (single-clock fifo) and the mapping process of the memory in HW, always 
produce a FIFO with a power of two number of positions. Thus, a FIFO of 126 positions 
would occupy the same resources (memory and LEs) as one of 128. On the other hand, one 
of 129 positions will occupy the same as one of 256. The difference probably rest in the 
generation of the FIFO control signals. Besides, it also must be pointed out that the proposed 
architecture for both the Sobel and the Median filter, as regards the number of FPGA 
resources employed, is completely independent of the size of the image to be processed. The 
key point in the architecture that makes such synthesis results possible is the series 
communication protocol implemented at pixel level. This protocol makes that the 
Submodules that implement the filters do not need to know the RoI size. This information is 
managed by the Frame Conformer block, being the insignificant increase in the size of the 
Preprocessing Module due to this submodule, as well as to the FIFOs.The synthesis of the 
Particle Filter, as well as its fitting in different types of FPGA with a different architecture, 
number of logic elements (LE), availability of internal RAM memory, etc., have allowed a 
comparison to be carried out among all of them and some final conclusions to be reached. 
This Filter is the module in the architecture of the system developed that consumes most 
logic element (LE) resources. 
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Fig. 11. Functional Description of the Particle Filter Hardware Implementation 
 
The equation shown below, which represents the so called Movement Model, governs the 
overall behavior of the filter: 

  RNDXXXX tttt   11  
1) init_state → t = 0. frame0 is analyzed, so there is no initial information at all. After 

finding the Centers of Mass of the line, the particles are distributed around the 
same with a dispersion given by RNDinit, the latter constituting the prediction of 
the position of the Center of Mass in the following image made from that detected 
in the current image. 

2) transitory_state → t = 1. The prediction consists on applying the variance term to 
the prediction made in the previous image. 

3) steady_state → t ≥ 2. All data is now available to apply the equation of the filter 
completely, that is, the previous prediction Xt, the particle displacement term (Xt – 
Xt-1), which represents the speed at which the lines are moving in the real scenario, 
and the variance RNDσ. 

This routine is followed for the case in which the error committed in the prediction,  
measured with respect to the Center of Mass of the current image, is delimited within a 
margin of error defined by the maximum value of RNDinit. At this point, steady_state, two 
situations can arise: 

1. A new line is detected. Depending on the error made, two further situations can 
arise.  

 The error is bounded. This is the general case, steady_state, which 
operation process has been explained above, (1).  

 The error is not bounded. The calculation sequence begins again for the 
three following frames, considering this as init_state, t = 0.  

2. It is in the case where no line is detected that the prediction makes most sense, 
being the prediction validated when a new line is found in the following frames. 
Thus, when the line appears again, its position will have been predicted, and it will 
be possible to evaluate the correctness thereof, proceeding again as in point 1. 

The Particle Filter subsystem implemented uses 4 particles for each video line analyzed, 
resulting a total of 12 particles, operating only on the horizontal axis of the image. The 

dynamic margin (range) of the pseudo random numbers generated, RNDinit (4-bit LFSR) 
and RNDσ (3-bit LFSR), as well as the number of particles and the number of bits used for 
their encoding, are closely related to the number of video lines used for detecting the lane 
lines, the width of the RoI and the number of frames necessary to establish a good 
prediction in real time (PAL frame rate = 25 fps). The impact in dimensioning the DataPath 
of the pipeline architecture and its control, have constituted one of the main challenges in 
implementing the total system. The number of bits used to encode the particles is 10, 
representing integers with sign, whereby this coding could be employed for RoIs of up to 
512 pixels in width. 
Synthesis results for different low-cost FPGAs were obtained, trying to compare the 
different architectures. This Module is composed of two FIFO memories that store 2 video 
lines for the implementation of the Median and Sobel Filters respectively. The Distributed 
Control of this Module has the responsibility of ensuring that the information at pixel level 
reaches the Particle Filter Module, Figure 11, in optimum conditions. A Cyclone 
EP1C20F400C7 FPGA has been taken as the reference low-cost development system.  
The FIFO memories were implemented making use of internal RAM resources available in 
the FPGA (294912 bits distributed in 64 blocks of 4608 bits, known as M4Ks). The results 
obtained with Quartus II “MegaWizard Plug-in Manager”, an assistant that helps in the 
instantiation of architecture-specific resources, have been compared with the direct 
instantiation of the scfifo lybrary component. This has been the design decision made since 
errors were detected in the assistant that made the creation of the desired FIFO memory 
impossible. 
The Median and Sobel Filters FIFOs -11 bits per word- (Figure 10) differ in two positions. It 
must be pointed out that, as far as synthesis is concerned, this has a relative importance. 
After several synthesis tests, it was observed that the design of the LPM component of 
Altera scfifo (single-clock fifo) and the mapping process of the memory in HW, always 
produce a FIFO with a power of two number of positions. Thus, a FIFO of 126 positions 
would occupy the same resources (memory and LEs) as one of 128. On the other hand, one 
of 129 positions will occupy the same as one of 256. The difference probably rest in the 
generation of the FIFO control signals. Besides, it also must be pointed out that the proposed 
architecture for both the Sobel and the Median filter, as regards the number of FPGA 
resources employed, is completely independent of the size of the image to be processed. The 
key point in the architecture that makes such synthesis results possible is the series 
communication protocol implemented at pixel level. This protocol makes that the 
Submodules that implement the filters do not need to know the RoI size. This information is 
managed by the Frame Conformer block, being the insignificant increase in the size of the 
Preprocessing Module due to this submodule, as well as to the FIFOs.The synthesis of the 
Particle Filter, as well as its fitting in different types of FPGA with a different architecture, 
number of logic elements (LE), availability of internal RAM memory, etc., have allowed a 
comparison to be carried out among all of them and some final conclusions to be reached. 
This Filter is the module in the architecture of the system developed that consumes most 
logic element (LE) resources. 
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Fig. 11. Functional Description of the Particle Filter Hardware Implementation 
 
The equation shown below, which represents the so called Movement Model, governs the 
overall behavior of the filter: 

  RNDXXXX tttt   11  
1) init_state → t = 0. frame0 is analyzed, so there is no initial information at all. After 

finding the Centers of Mass of the line, the particles are distributed around the 
same with a dispersion given by RNDinit, the latter constituting the prediction of 
the position of the Center of Mass in the following image made from that detected 
in the current image. 

2) transitory_state → t = 1. The prediction consists on applying the variance term to 
the prediction made in the previous image. 

3) steady_state → t ≥ 2. All data is now available to apply the equation of the filter 
completely, that is, the previous prediction Xt, the particle displacement term (Xt – 
Xt-1), which represents the speed at which the lines are moving in the real scenario, 
and the variance RNDσ. 

This routine is followed for the case in which the error committed in the prediction,  
measured with respect to the Center of Mass of the current image, is delimited within a 
margin of error defined by the maximum value of RNDinit. At this point, steady_state, two 
situations can arise: 

1. A new line is detected. Depending on the error made, two further situations can 
arise.  

 The error is bounded. This is the general case, steady_state, which 
operation process has been explained above, (1).  

 The error is not bounded. The calculation sequence begins again for the 
three following frames, considering this as init_state, t = 0.  

2. It is in the case where no line is detected that the prediction makes most sense, 
being the prediction validated when a new line is found in the following frames. 
Thus, when the line appears again, its position will have been predicted, and it will 
be possible to evaluate the correctness thereof, proceeding again as in point 1. 

The Particle Filter subsystem implemented uses 4 particles for each video line analyzed, 
resulting a total of 12 particles, operating only on the horizontal axis of the image. The 

dynamic margin (range) of the pseudo random numbers generated, RNDinit (4-bit LFSR) 
and RNDσ (3-bit LFSR), as well as the number of particles and the number of bits used for 
their encoding, are closely related to the number of video lines used for detecting the lane 
lines, the width of the RoI and the number of frames necessary to establish a good 
prediction in real time (PAL frame rate = 25 fps). The impact in dimensioning the DataPath 
of the pipeline architecture and its control, have constituted one of the main challenges in 
implementing the total system. The number of bits used to encode the particles is 10, 
representing integers with sign, whereby this coding could be employed for RoIs of up to 
512 pixels in width. 
Synthesis results for different low-cost FPGAs were obtained, trying to compare the 
different architectures. This Module is composed of two FIFO memories that store 2 video 
lines for the implementation of the Median and Sobel Filters respectively. The Distributed 
Control of this Module has the responsibility of ensuring that the information at pixel level 
reaches the Particle Filter Module, Figure 11, in optimum conditions. A Cyclone 
EP1C20F400C7 FPGA has been taken as the reference low-cost development system.  
The FIFO memories were implemented making use of internal RAM resources available in 
the FPGA (294912 bits distributed in 64 blocks of 4608 bits, known as M4Ks). The results 
obtained with Quartus II “MegaWizard Plug-in Manager”, an assistant that helps in the 
instantiation of architecture-specific resources, have been compared with the direct 
instantiation of the scfifo lybrary component. This has been the design decision made since 
errors were detected in the assistant that made the creation of the desired FIFO memory 
impossible. 
The Median and Sobel Filters FIFOs -11 bits per word- (Figure 10) differ in two positions. It 
must be pointed out that, as far as synthesis is concerned, this has a relative importance. 
After several synthesis tests, it was observed that the design of the LPM component of 
Altera scfifo (single-clock fifo) and the mapping process of the memory in HW, always 
produce a FIFO with a power of two number of positions. Thus, a FIFO of 126 positions 
would occupy the same resources (memory and LEs) as one of 128. On the other hand, one 
of 129 positions will occupy the same as one of 256. The difference probably rest in the 
generation of the FIFO control signals. Besides, it also must be pointed out that the proposed 
architecture for both the Sobel and the Median filter, as regards the number of FPGA 
resources employed, is completely independent of the size of the image to be processed. The 
key point in the architecture that makes such synthesis results possible is the series 
communication protocol implemented at pixel level. This protocol makes that the 
Submodules that implement the filters do not need to know the RoI size. This information is 
managed by the Frame Conformer block, being the insignificant increase in the size of the 
Preprocessing Module due to this submodule, as well as to the FIFOs.The synthesis of the 
Particle Filter, as well as its fitting in different types of FPGA with a different architecture, 
number of logic elements (LE), availability of internal RAM memory, etc., have allowed a 
comparison to be carried out among all of them and some final conclusions to be reached. 
This Filter is the module in the architecture of the system developed that consumes most 
logic element (LE) resources. 
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Fig. 12. System Pipeline Processing 

 
7. FPGA Implementation of an Image Recognition System based on Tiny 
Neural Networks and on-line Reconfiguration 

Neural networks are widely used in pattern recognition, security applications and robot 
control. We propose a hardware architecture system; using Tiny Neural Networks (TNN) 
specialized in image recognition. The generic TNN architecture allows expandability by 
means of mapping several Basic units (layers) and dynamic reconfiguration; depending on 
the application specific demands. One of the most important features of Tiny Neural 
Networks (TNN) is their learning ability. Weight modification and architecture 
reconfiguration can be carried out in run time. Our system performs shape identification by 
the interpretation of their singularities. This is achieved by interconnecting several 
specialized TNN (López et al., 2007). 
There are several levels of parallelism in the neural network recognition system that we are 
proposing: Parallelism among networks, among the layers of a network, among neurons 
and among connections. All of them are shown on the General Architecture of the system 
(Figure 13).  
We can classify the ANN hardware implementation in two main categories: that based on 
microprocessors by using Digital Signal Processors (DSP) or general purpose processors, 
and that using an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) or Field Programmable 
Gate Array (FPGA). 
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Fig. 13.  System Architecture 
 

The first one based on microprocessors, is more flexible and relatively easy to implement. 
However, when the network becomes larger (for example, in a fully connected network), it 
is not the best option: general purpose computers are required, and the usage and 
application depend on power and area characteristics available. 
The number of “synapses” and multipliers included in a fully interconnected network is 
proportional to the squared total number of neurons. The speed slows down due to the 
increase in the number of multipliers, and the chip size or chip area increases significantly, 
which becomes one of the critical points in ANN design. In order to solve this problem, the 
use of hardware multipliers seems to be an option to resolve the chip size problem; as well 
as the design of neural networks without multipliers or reusable ones. Our work explores 
multiplier re-usability based on an internal bus structure. Taking into account the 
parallelism of the neural network model, it is possible to map the architecture on array 
processors, obtaining a linear growth in the number of multipliers. Figure 14 shows a 
network interconnected by mean of an array processor model. 
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Fig. 14.  Network Example 
 
The main objective of this research is the design of a reconfigurable, efficient, low cost 
architecture for shape recognition. Robust methods for the analysis of images, and the 
implementation of a system based on specialized TNN have been developed for shape 
recognition by means of the analysis of some characteristics of the image (singularities). 
Traffic signal recognition and/or pedestrian recognition are two of the most relevant 
applications. These networks work cooperatively to obtain the classification of the image. 
The main restriction comes with the complexity of the information contained in the image 
data, because they are sensible to changes of the environment. It is then necessary to have a 
recognition system that allows dynamic reconfiguration. It is necessary to develop an 
architecture that allows optimum usage of hardware resources, due to the limitations in 
power and available area. The suggested system is formed by small Perceptron multilevel 
networks, and it was implemented in an Altera Cyclone II FPGA. 
The requirements of recurrent learning processes can be satisfied by the reconfiguration and 
flexibility of FPGAs. Weight modification and architecture reconfiguration can be carried 
out during run time. 
When talking about ANN implementation, the following considerations should be taken 
into account: frequency, precision, configuration issues, and ANN parallelism. In order to 
improve general design characteristics, there are two units: Basic units and Control units. 
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7. FPGA Implementation of an Image Recognition System based on Tiny 
Neural Networks and on-line Reconfiguration 

Neural networks are widely used in pattern recognition, security applications and robot 
control. We propose a hardware architecture system; using Tiny Neural Networks (TNN) 
specialized in image recognition. The generic TNN architecture allows expandability by 
means of mapping several Basic units (layers) and dynamic reconfiguration; depending on 
the application specific demands. One of the most important features of Tiny Neural 
Networks (TNN) is their learning ability. Weight modification and architecture 
reconfiguration can be carried out in run time. Our system performs shape identification by 
the interpretation of their singularities. This is achieved by interconnecting several 
specialized TNN (López et al., 2007). 
There are several levels of parallelism in the neural network recognition system that we are 
proposing: Parallelism among networks, among the layers of a network, among neurons 
and among connections. All of them are shown on the General Architecture of the system 
(Figure 13).  
We can classify the ANN hardware implementation in two main categories: that based on 
microprocessors by using Digital Signal Processors (DSP) or general purpose processors, 
and that using an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) or Field Programmable 
Gate Array (FPGA). 
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The first one based on microprocessors, is more flexible and relatively easy to implement. 
However, when the network becomes larger (for example, in a fully connected network), it 
is not the best option: general purpose computers are required, and the usage and 
application depend on power and area characteristics available. 
The number of “synapses” and multipliers included in a fully interconnected network is 
proportional to the squared total number of neurons. The speed slows down due to the 
increase in the number of multipliers, and the chip size or chip area increases significantly, 
which becomes one of the critical points in ANN design. In order to solve this problem, the 
use of hardware multipliers seems to be an option to resolve the chip size problem; as well 
as the design of neural networks without multipliers or reusable ones. Our work explores 
multiplier re-usability based on an internal bus structure. Taking into account the 
parallelism of the neural network model, it is possible to map the architecture on array 
processors, obtaining a linear growth in the number of multipliers. Figure 14 shows a 
network interconnected by mean of an array processor model. 
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Fig. 14.  Network Example 
 
The main objective of this research is the design of a reconfigurable, efficient, low cost 
architecture for shape recognition. Robust methods for the analysis of images, and the 
implementation of a system based on specialized TNN have been developed for shape 
recognition by means of the analysis of some characteristics of the image (singularities). 
Traffic signal recognition and/or pedestrian recognition are two of the most relevant 
applications. These networks work cooperatively to obtain the classification of the image. 
The main restriction comes with the complexity of the information contained in the image 
data, because they are sensible to changes of the environment. It is then necessary to have a 
recognition system that allows dynamic reconfiguration. It is necessary to develop an 
architecture that allows optimum usage of hardware resources, due to the limitations in 
power and available area. The suggested system is formed by small Perceptron multilevel 
networks, and it was implemented in an Altera Cyclone II FPGA. 
The requirements of recurrent learning processes can be satisfied by the reconfiguration and 
flexibility of FPGAs. Weight modification and architecture reconfiguration can be carried 
out during run time. 
When talking about ANN implementation, the following considerations should be taken 
into account: frequency, precision, configuration issues, and ANN parallelism. In order to 
improve general design characteristics, there are two units: Basic units and Control units. 
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7. FPGA Implementation of an Image Recognition System based on Tiny 
Neural Networks and on-line Reconfiguration 

Neural networks are widely used in pattern recognition, security applications and robot 
control. We propose a hardware architecture system; using Tiny Neural Networks (TNN) 
specialized in image recognition. The generic TNN architecture allows expandability by 
means of mapping several Basic units (layers) and dynamic reconfiguration; depending on 
the application specific demands. One of the most important features of Tiny Neural 
Networks (TNN) is their learning ability. Weight modification and architecture 
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The first one based on microprocessors, is more flexible and relatively easy to implement. 
However, when the network becomes larger (for example, in a fully connected network), it 
is not the best option: general purpose computers are required, and the usage and 
application depend on power and area characteristics available. 
The number of “synapses” and multipliers included in a fully interconnected network is 
proportional to the squared total number of neurons. The speed slows down due to the 
increase in the number of multipliers, and the chip size or chip area increases significantly, 
which becomes one of the critical points in ANN design. In order to solve this problem, the 
use of hardware multipliers seems to be an option to resolve the chip size problem; as well 
as the design of neural networks without multipliers or reusable ones. Our work explores 
multiplier re-usability based on an internal bus structure. Taking into account the 
parallelism of the neural network model, it is possible to map the architecture on array 
processors, obtaining a linear growth in the number of multipliers. Figure 14 shows a 
network interconnected by mean of an array processor model. 
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The main objective of this research is the design of a reconfigurable, efficient, low cost 
architecture for shape recognition. Robust methods for the analysis of images, and the 
implementation of a system based on specialized TNN have been developed for shape 
recognition by means of the analysis of some characteristics of the image (singularities). 
Traffic signal recognition and/or pedestrian recognition are two of the most relevant 
applications. These networks work cooperatively to obtain the classification of the image. 
The main restriction comes with the complexity of the information contained in the image 
data, because they are sensible to changes of the environment. It is then necessary to have a 
recognition system that allows dynamic reconfiguration. It is necessary to develop an 
architecture that allows optimum usage of hardware resources, due to the limitations in 
power and available area. The suggested system is formed by small Perceptron multilevel 
networks, and it was implemented in an Altera Cyclone II FPGA. 
The requirements of recurrent learning processes can be satisfied by the reconfiguration and 
flexibility of FPGAs. Weight modification and architecture reconfiguration can be carried 
out during run time. 
When talking about ANN implementation, the following considerations should be taken 
into account: frequency, precision, configuration issues, and ANN parallelism. In order to 
improve general design characteristics, there are two units: Basic units and Control units. 
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7. FPGA Implementation of an Image Recognition System based on Tiny 
Neural Networks and on-line Reconfiguration 

Neural networks are widely used in pattern recognition, security applications and robot 
control. We propose a hardware architecture system; using Tiny Neural Networks (TNN) 
specialized in image recognition. The generic TNN architecture allows expandability by 
means of mapping several Basic units (layers) and dynamic reconfiguration; depending on 
the application specific demands. One of the most important features of Tiny Neural 
Networks (TNN) is their learning ability. Weight modification and architecture 
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The first one based on microprocessors, is more flexible and relatively easy to implement. 
However, when the network becomes larger (for example, in a fully connected network), it 
is not the best option: general purpose computers are required, and the usage and 
application depend on power and area characteristics available. 
The number of “synapses” and multipliers included in a fully interconnected network is 
proportional to the squared total number of neurons. The speed slows down due to the 
increase in the number of multipliers, and the chip size or chip area increases significantly, 
which becomes one of the critical points in ANN design. In order to solve this problem, the 
use of hardware multipliers seems to be an option to resolve the chip size problem; as well 
as the design of neural networks without multipliers or reusable ones. Our work explores 
multiplier re-usability based on an internal bus structure. Taking into account the 
parallelism of the neural network model, it is possible to map the architecture on array 
processors, obtaining a linear growth in the number of multipliers. Figure 14 shows a 
network interconnected by mean of an array processor model. 
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The main objective of this research is the design of a reconfigurable, efficient, low cost 
architecture for shape recognition. Robust methods for the analysis of images, and the 
implementation of a system based on specialized TNN have been developed for shape 
recognition by means of the analysis of some characteristics of the image (singularities). 
Traffic signal recognition and/or pedestrian recognition are two of the most relevant 
applications. These networks work cooperatively to obtain the classification of the image. 
The main restriction comes with the complexity of the information contained in the image 
data, because they are sensible to changes of the environment. It is then necessary to have a 
recognition system that allows dynamic reconfiguration. It is necessary to develop an 
architecture that allows optimum usage of hardware resources, due to the limitations in 
power and available area. The suggested system is formed by small Perceptron multilevel 
networks, and it was implemented in an Altera Cyclone II FPGA. 
The requirements of recurrent learning processes can be satisfied by the reconfiguration and 
flexibility of FPGAs. Weight modification and architecture reconfiguration can be carried 
out during run time. 
When talking about ANN implementation, the following considerations should be taken 
into account: frequency, precision, configuration issues, and ANN parallelism. In order to 
improve general design characteristics, there are two units: Basic units and Control units. 
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Basic units (specialized neural networks) are in charge of signal processing and weight and 
bias data storage, including the multiplication of the weights by the inputs, the 
accumulation and the nonlinear function activation. Control units work on the basic of 
signal transmission including parallel processing and the algorithm work. By considering 
those units, the proposed design (as shown in Figure 15) has an efficient architecture based 
on specialized neural networks by recognition, to be implemented in FPGAs. 
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For achieving the learning operation the algorithm is divided in three phases, known as: 
feed-forward, back-propagation and up-date. In the feed-forward phase the input signals 
propagate through the network layer by layer, eventually producing some response at the 
output of the network. This response is compared with the desired (target) response, 
generating error signals that are propagated in backward direction through the network. In 
this backward phase of operation, the free parameters of the network are adjusted so as to 
minimize the sum of square error. Finally, weights and biases are updated using the data 
obtained in the previous phase. The process is repeated as many times as necessary in order 
to have a trained network. The three phases of algorithm are shown in Figure 16. 
Since the proposed architecture is auto-reconfigurable during the execution time, separated 
modules where developed. So that the system carries out an on-line reconfiguration, the 
same learning rules should be applied concurrently over a new pattern. When the network 
is reconfigured, the Control unit executes the learning process concurrently, using the 
training patterns stored along with the new pattern to be recognized. 
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Fig. 16.  Sequential Algorithm for Learning Operation 
 
When the learning processes finishes, collected data are transmitted to the weights and bias 
network memories, by means of the control unit and pass through the backpropagation 
level, which checks the reconfiguration and learning of it.  
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Fig. 17.  Algorithms Segmentation for Learning Operation 
 
Figure 17 shows the implementation of the different levels of the learning algorithm. The 
feed-forward and update modules corresponding to the Basic unit were implemented 
directly in the same FPGA (Altera Cyclone II), and they are executed concurrently in a 
foreground Process.  
At that moment, the uncertainty module determines if there is a new pattern and sends a 
request to the control unit to reconfigure the network. The backpropagation module 
corresponding to on line learning was implemented in the PowerPC processor XILINX 
(Virtex II), background process. By means of a state machine, three modes of operation of 
the system were defined. In the Initialization mode, the system loads the initial values of the 
weights and biases, and begins the Classification mode. In this mode, the network works in 
feed-forward, and when it detects that a new pattern has arrived it changes to the 
Reconfiguration mode. When this mode finished, the update is carried out in other to begin 
again with the classification mode. The different modes of operation and the states machine 
will be explained later. 
Considering the problems of size and scalability, we propose a design based on the 
mathematical model of the neural networks, similar to the model shown in figure 18(a).  
As explained above, the synapse number is limited (network size) by the size of the internal 
memory of FPGA. In addition, the network architecture (number of neurons and number of 
layers) is also limited by the hardware resources. In order to avoid these difficulties, a Basic 
Processing Unit is suggested as the central component of the network. This unit is called the 
Knowledge Unit (KWU) and can be modified to configure a neuron or a number of them in 
order to create one of the layers of the network, obtaining different topologies according to 
the programming of the internal registers of the system. 
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obtained in the previous phase. The process is repeated as many times as necessary in order 
to have a trained network. The three phases of algorithm are shown in Figure 16. 
Since the proposed architecture is auto-reconfigurable during the execution time, separated 
modules where developed. So that the system carries out an on-line reconfiguration, the 
same learning rules should be applied concurrently over a new pattern. When the network 
is reconfigured, the Control unit executes the learning process concurrently, using the 
training patterns stored along with the new pattern to be recognized. 
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When the learning processes finishes, collected data are transmitted to the weights and bias 
network memories, by means of the control unit and pass through the backpropagation 
level, which checks the reconfiguration and learning of it.  
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Fig. 17.  Algorithms Segmentation for Learning Operation 
 
Figure 17 shows the implementation of the different levels of the learning algorithm. The 
feed-forward and update modules corresponding to the Basic unit were implemented 
directly in the same FPGA (Altera Cyclone II), and they are executed concurrently in a 
foreground Process.  
At that moment, the uncertainty module determines if there is a new pattern and sends a 
request to the control unit to reconfigure the network. The backpropagation module 
corresponding to on line learning was implemented in the PowerPC processor XILINX 
(Virtex II), background process. By means of a state machine, three modes of operation of 
the system were defined. In the Initialization mode, the system loads the initial values of the 
weights and biases, and begins the Classification mode. In this mode, the network works in 
feed-forward, and when it detects that a new pattern has arrived it changes to the 
Reconfiguration mode. When this mode finished, the update is carried out in other to begin 
again with the classification mode. The different modes of operation and the states machine 
will be explained later. 
Considering the problems of size and scalability, we propose a design based on the 
mathematical model of the neural networks, similar to the model shown in figure 18(a).  
As explained above, the synapse number is limited (network size) by the size of the internal 
memory of FPGA. In addition, the network architecture (number of neurons and number of 
layers) is also limited by the hardware resources. In order to avoid these difficulties, a Basic 
Processing Unit is suggested as the central component of the network. This unit is called the 
Knowledge Unit (KWU) and can be modified to configure a neuron or a number of them in 
order to create one of the layers of the network, obtaining different topologies according to 
the programming of the internal registers of the system. 
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Basic units (specialized neural networks) are in charge of signal processing and weight and 
bias data storage, including the multiplication of the weights by the inputs, the 
accumulation and the nonlinear function activation. Control units work on the basic of 
signal transmission including parallel processing and the algorithm work. By considering 
those units, the proposed design (as shown in Figure 15) has an efficient architecture based 
on specialized neural networks by recognition, to be implemented in FPGAs. 
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Since the proposed architecture is auto-reconfigurable during the execution time, separated 
modules where developed. So that the system carries out an on-line reconfiguration, the 
same learning rules should be applied concurrently over a new pattern. When the network 
is reconfigured, the Control unit executes the learning process concurrently, using the 
training patterns stored along with the new pattern to be recognized. 
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When the learning processes finishes, collected data are transmitted to the weights and bias 
network memories, by means of the control unit and pass through the backpropagation 
level, which checks the reconfiguration and learning of it.  
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Figure 17 shows the implementation of the different levels of the learning algorithm. The 
feed-forward and update modules corresponding to the Basic unit were implemented 
directly in the same FPGA (Altera Cyclone II), and they are executed concurrently in a 
foreground Process.  
At that moment, the uncertainty module determines if there is a new pattern and sends a 
request to the control unit to reconfigure the network. The backpropagation module 
corresponding to on line learning was implemented in the PowerPC processor XILINX 
(Virtex II), background process. By means of a state machine, three modes of operation of 
the system were defined. In the Initialization mode, the system loads the initial values of the 
weights and biases, and begins the Classification mode. In this mode, the network works in 
feed-forward, and when it detects that a new pattern has arrived it changes to the 
Reconfiguration mode. When this mode finished, the update is carried out in other to begin 
again with the classification mode. The different modes of operation and the states machine 
will be explained later. 
Considering the problems of size and scalability, we propose a design based on the 
mathematical model of the neural networks, similar to the model shown in figure 18(a).  
As explained above, the synapse number is limited (network size) by the size of the internal 
memory of FPGA. In addition, the network architecture (number of neurons and number of 
layers) is also limited by the hardware resources. In order to avoid these difficulties, a Basic 
Processing Unit is suggested as the central component of the network. This unit is called the 
Knowledge Unit (KWU) and can be modified to configure a neuron or a number of them in 
order to create one of the layers of the network, obtaining different topologies according to 
the programming of the internal registers of the system. 
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Fig. 18. Specialized Tiny Neural Networks Model 
 
Figure 18b shows the model of a Basic Learning Unit. The hardware architecture is obtained 
by mapping the high level algorithmic model of the Perceptron neural network into the 
equivalent module hardware. A data input vector (coming from the acquisition and pre-
processing levels) and the external buses system (address, data and control) is used to 
interconnect the knowledge units with the general control of the system. 
According to our research it is necessary to know the degree of parallelism (taking into 
account the hardware resources) of the algorithm, in order to trade off the development and 
hardware resources consumption when implemented. With the suggested model, the Basic 
Learning Unit architecture has an almost complete parallel functionality, providing the best 
development with the minimum resources. 
All hardware neurons (Basic Units), are formed by a MAC Unit (multiplier and 
accumulator), a Serial Unit (multiplexer), and the Non-lineal Functions calculator, all of 
them interconnected by a parallel system bus as shown on figure 18b. 
MAC Units are connected through the internal data bus to their weight memories and to the 
series of input data (input vector). Let us suppose that we have an input layer of N neurons. 
By means of this architecture it is possible to carry out N operations in parallel with serial 
input data because of the simultaneous access of the memories, through the internal 
structure of bus. Therefore, the weight and bias memories have been implemented in the 
RAM modules embedded in the FPGA. These modules allow being accessed independently, 
so faster memory accesses are achieved thanks to this distributed memory scheme.  
The design of the Basic Unit should include a level in which output data are obtained 
(output vector) in order to balance cost and development. This internal output contains the 
results of the first layer neurons and it is used as an input vector on the network’s hidden or 
the output layers.  

All of the MAC units makes parallel calculations ending up into an architecture with a high 
hardware resources consumption, so resources are optimized by an adder and a block 
which activates the non-lineal function used into the Basic Unit design; this way, the 
Learning Unit architecture has an input vector and an output vector for the information 
transfer (feed-forward), through the different network layers, being able to implement 
several neural networks, Perceptron Multilayer (PM).  
As a special case, when talking about a Perceptron Multilayer network and due to the little 
number of neurons on the exit layer, it is not necessary to use a Serial Unit because cost and 
development trade off does not have a negative impact on the architecture. There is an 
adder and an activation function by output neuron; the bias memory has been implemented 
with registers in the same adder, reducing the RAM cost and achieving resource 
optimization. We can see the architecture of an exit layer unit on figure 19. 
Having the Learning Unit, it is easy to have a neural network interconnecting two or more 
Basic Units; depending on the number of layers those neurons have (Modular and Scalable 
features of the Architecture). The interconnection is performed by an internal bus that 
transfers the data vectors of the previous stage. The data flow is controlled by a control unit 
through a protocol which indicates to the next layer on the network, the beginning and end 
of the information vector. 
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Fig. 19. Basic Unit Output Layer 
 
With the Basic and Control units designed, a new layer of the neural network, which we will 
call the Learning Generic Unit can be designed. This is the basic module in the network and 
gives the modular characteristic to the system, which enables the Perceptron networks with 
several neurons and layers to be implemented. 
These units are also the basic modules on the huge architectures on FPGAs platforms, 
having a growing system on internal networks and the whole one. A growing and modular 
system is achieved when the modular control unit is designed. 
The modular design of the Control unit of the network layers avoids the need for global 
control and a completely modular and scalable system is obtained. The main activities 
carried out by the Control Unit are signal transmission and learning algorithm execution. 
The state machine of the Control Unit has been designed to improve the system 
performance. This state machine has been carefully created and has three different ways of 
implementing the algorithm (figure 20) as explained previously. 
The characteristics of the design allow that several networks execute the classification 
process in parallel, and meanwhile concurrently the training process could be executed in 
another one TNN. 
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Fig. 18. Specialized Tiny Neural Networks Model 
 
Figure 18b shows the model of a Basic Learning Unit. The hardware architecture is obtained 
by mapping the high level algorithmic model of the Perceptron neural network into the 
equivalent module hardware. A data input vector (coming from the acquisition and pre-
processing levels) and the external buses system (address, data and control) is used to 
interconnect the knowledge units with the general control of the system. 
According to our research it is necessary to know the degree of parallelism (taking into 
account the hardware resources) of the algorithm, in order to trade off the development and 
hardware resources consumption when implemented. With the suggested model, the Basic 
Learning Unit architecture has an almost complete parallel functionality, providing the best 
development with the minimum resources. 
All hardware neurons (Basic Units), are formed by a MAC Unit (multiplier and 
accumulator), a Serial Unit (multiplexer), and the Non-lineal Functions calculator, all of 
them interconnected by a parallel system bus as shown on figure 18b. 
MAC Units are connected through the internal data bus to their weight memories and to the 
series of input data (input vector). Let us suppose that we have an input layer of N neurons. 
By means of this architecture it is possible to carry out N operations in parallel with serial 
input data because of the simultaneous access of the memories, through the internal 
structure of bus. Therefore, the weight and bias memories have been implemented in the 
RAM modules embedded in the FPGA. These modules allow being accessed independently, 
so faster memory accesses are achieved thanks to this distributed memory scheme.  
The design of the Basic Unit should include a level in which output data are obtained 
(output vector) in order to balance cost and development. This internal output contains the 
results of the first layer neurons and it is used as an input vector on the network’s hidden or 
the output layers.  

All of the MAC units makes parallel calculations ending up into an architecture with a high 
hardware resources consumption, so resources are optimized by an adder and a block 
which activates the non-lineal function used into the Basic Unit design; this way, the 
Learning Unit architecture has an input vector and an output vector for the information 
transfer (feed-forward), through the different network layers, being able to implement 
several neural networks, Perceptron Multilayer (PM).  
As a special case, when talking about a Perceptron Multilayer network and due to the little 
number of neurons on the exit layer, it is not necessary to use a Serial Unit because cost and 
development trade off does not have a negative impact on the architecture. There is an 
adder and an activation function by output neuron; the bias memory has been implemented 
with registers in the same adder, reducing the RAM cost and achieving resource 
optimization. We can see the architecture of an exit layer unit on figure 19. 
Having the Learning Unit, it is easy to have a neural network interconnecting two or more 
Basic Units; depending on the number of layers those neurons have (Modular and Scalable 
features of the Architecture). The interconnection is performed by an internal bus that 
transfers the data vectors of the previous stage. The data flow is controlled by a control unit 
through a protocol which indicates to the next layer on the network, the beginning and end 
of the information vector. 
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Fig. 19. Basic Unit Output Layer 
 
With the Basic and Control units designed, a new layer of the neural network, which we will 
call the Learning Generic Unit can be designed. This is the basic module in the network and 
gives the modular characteristic to the system, which enables the Perceptron networks with 
several neurons and layers to be implemented. 
These units are also the basic modules on the huge architectures on FPGAs platforms, 
having a growing system on internal networks and the whole one. A growing and modular 
system is achieved when the modular control unit is designed. 
The modular design of the Control unit of the network layers avoids the need for global 
control and a completely modular and scalable system is obtained. The main activities 
carried out by the Control Unit are signal transmission and learning algorithm execution. 
The state machine of the Control Unit has been designed to improve the system 
performance. This state machine has been carefully created and has three different ways of 
implementing the algorithm (figure 20) as explained previously. 
The characteristics of the design allow that several networks execute the classification 
process in parallel, and meanwhile concurrently the training process could be executed in 
another one TNN. 
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Fig. 18. Specialized Tiny Neural Networks Model 
 
Figure 18b shows the model of a Basic Learning Unit. The hardware architecture is obtained 
by mapping the high level algorithmic model of the Perceptron neural network into the 
equivalent module hardware. A data input vector (coming from the acquisition and pre-
processing levels) and the external buses system (address, data and control) is used to 
interconnect the knowledge units with the general control of the system. 
According to our research it is necessary to know the degree of parallelism (taking into 
account the hardware resources) of the algorithm, in order to trade off the development and 
hardware resources consumption when implemented. With the suggested model, the Basic 
Learning Unit architecture has an almost complete parallel functionality, providing the best 
development with the minimum resources. 
All hardware neurons (Basic Units), are formed by a MAC Unit (multiplier and 
accumulator), a Serial Unit (multiplexer), and the Non-lineal Functions calculator, all of 
them interconnected by a parallel system bus as shown on figure 18b. 
MAC Units are connected through the internal data bus to their weight memories and to the 
series of input data (input vector). Let us suppose that we have an input layer of N neurons. 
By means of this architecture it is possible to carry out N operations in parallel with serial 
input data because of the simultaneous access of the memories, through the internal 
structure of bus. Therefore, the weight and bias memories have been implemented in the 
RAM modules embedded in the FPGA. These modules allow being accessed independently, 
so faster memory accesses are achieved thanks to this distributed memory scheme.  
The design of the Basic Unit should include a level in which output data are obtained 
(output vector) in order to balance cost and development. This internal output contains the 
results of the first layer neurons and it is used as an input vector on the network’s hidden or 
the output layers.  

All of the MAC units makes parallel calculations ending up into an architecture with a high 
hardware resources consumption, so resources are optimized by an adder and a block 
which activates the non-lineal function used into the Basic Unit design; this way, the 
Learning Unit architecture has an input vector and an output vector for the information 
transfer (feed-forward), through the different network layers, being able to implement 
several neural networks, Perceptron Multilayer (PM).  
As a special case, when talking about a Perceptron Multilayer network and due to the little 
number of neurons on the exit layer, it is not necessary to use a Serial Unit because cost and 
development trade off does not have a negative impact on the architecture. There is an 
adder and an activation function by output neuron; the bias memory has been implemented 
with registers in the same adder, reducing the RAM cost and achieving resource 
optimization. We can see the architecture of an exit layer unit on figure 19. 
Having the Learning Unit, it is easy to have a neural network interconnecting two or more 
Basic Units; depending on the number of layers those neurons have (Modular and Scalable 
features of the Architecture). The interconnection is performed by an internal bus that 
transfers the data vectors of the previous stage. The data flow is controlled by a control unit 
through a protocol which indicates to the next layer on the network, the beginning and end 
of the information vector. 
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Fig. 19. Basic Unit Output Layer 
 
With the Basic and Control units designed, a new layer of the neural network, which we will 
call the Learning Generic Unit can be designed. This is the basic module in the network and 
gives the modular characteristic to the system, which enables the Perceptron networks with 
several neurons and layers to be implemented. 
These units are also the basic modules on the huge architectures on FPGAs platforms, 
having a growing system on internal networks and the whole one. A growing and modular 
system is achieved when the modular control unit is designed. 
The modular design of the Control unit of the network layers avoids the need for global 
control and a completely modular and scalable system is obtained. The main activities 
carried out by the Control Unit are signal transmission and learning algorithm execution. 
The state machine of the Control Unit has been designed to improve the system 
performance. This state machine has been carefully created and has three different ways of 
implementing the algorithm (figure 20) as explained previously. 
The characteristics of the design allow that several networks execute the classification 
process in parallel, and meanwhile concurrently the training process could be executed in 
another one TNN. 
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Fig. 18. Specialized Tiny Neural Networks Model 
 
Figure 18b shows the model of a Basic Learning Unit. The hardware architecture is obtained 
by mapping the high level algorithmic model of the Perceptron neural network into the 
equivalent module hardware. A data input vector (coming from the acquisition and pre-
processing levels) and the external buses system (address, data and control) is used to 
interconnect the knowledge units with the general control of the system. 
According to our research it is necessary to know the degree of parallelism (taking into 
account the hardware resources) of the algorithm, in order to trade off the development and 
hardware resources consumption when implemented. With the suggested model, the Basic 
Learning Unit architecture has an almost complete parallel functionality, providing the best 
development with the minimum resources. 
All hardware neurons (Basic Units), are formed by a MAC Unit (multiplier and 
accumulator), a Serial Unit (multiplexer), and the Non-lineal Functions calculator, all of 
them interconnected by a parallel system bus as shown on figure 18b. 
MAC Units are connected through the internal data bus to their weight memories and to the 
series of input data (input vector). Let us suppose that we have an input layer of N neurons. 
By means of this architecture it is possible to carry out N operations in parallel with serial 
input data because of the simultaneous access of the memories, through the internal 
structure of bus. Therefore, the weight and bias memories have been implemented in the 
RAM modules embedded in the FPGA. These modules allow being accessed independently, 
so faster memory accesses are achieved thanks to this distributed memory scheme.  
The design of the Basic Unit should include a level in which output data are obtained 
(output vector) in order to balance cost and development. This internal output contains the 
results of the first layer neurons and it is used as an input vector on the network’s hidden or 
the output layers.  

All of the MAC units makes parallel calculations ending up into an architecture with a high 
hardware resources consumption, so resources are optimized by an adder and a block 
which activates the non-lineal function used into the Basic Unit design; this way, the 
Learning Unit architecture has an input vector and an output vector for the information 
transfer (feed-forward), through the different network layers, being able to implement 
several neural networks, Perceptron Multilayer (PM).  
As a special case, when talking about a Perceptron Multilayer network and due to the little 
number of neurons on the exit layer, it is not necessary to use a Serial Unit because cost and 
development trade off does not have a negative impact on the architecture. There is an 
adder and an activation function by output neuron; the bias memory has been implemented 
with registers in the same adder, reducing the RAM cost and achieving resource 
optimization. We can see the architecture of an exit layer unit on figure 19. 
Having the Learning Unit, it is easy to have a neural network interconnecting two or more 
Basic Units; depending on the number of layers those neurons have (Modular and Scalable 
features of the Architecture). The interconnection is performed by an internal bus that 
transfers the data vectors of the previous stage. The data flow is controlled by a control unit 
through a protocol which indicates to the next layer on the network, the beginning and end 
of the information vector. 
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Fig. 19. Basic Unit Output Layer 
 
With the Basic and Control units designed, a new layer of the neural network, which we will 
call the Learning Generic Unit can be designed. This is the basic module in the network and 
gives the modular characteristic to the system, which enables the Perceptron networks with 
several neurons and layers to be implemented. 
These units are also the basic modules on the huge architectures on FPGAs platforms, 
having a growing system on internal networks and the whole one. A growing and modular 
system is achieved when the modular control unit is designed. 
The modular design of the Control unit of the network layers avoids the need for global 
control and a completely modular and scalable system is obtained. The main activities 
carried out by the Control Unit are signal transmission and learning algorithm execution. 
The state machine of the Control Unit has been designed to improve the system 
performance. This state machine has been carefully created and has three different ways of 
implementing the algorithm (figure 20) as explained previously. 
The characteristics of the design allow that several networks execute the classification 
process in parallel, and meanwhile concurrently the training process could be executed in 
another one TNN. 
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In order to maintain the processing speed of a TNN in hardware and its versatility in 
simulations, the reconfiguration of the neural network on its different hardware levels has 
to be possible (Reconfiguration features). Different researches have revealed that general 
purpose processors can be used in order to reprogram the neural network. We could also 
use FPGAs to modify the bus structure and the Basic Unit possessing by means of the 
change in the configuration registers. 
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Fig. 20. System Operation 
 
The characteristics of the design allow that several networks execute the classification 
process in parallel, and meanwhile concurrently the training process could be executed in 
another one TNN. 
In order to maintain the processing speed of a TNN in hardware and its versatility in 
simulations, the reconfiguration of the neural network on its different hardware levels has 
to be possible (Reconfiguration features). Different researches have revealed that general 
purpose processors can be used in order to reprogram the neural network. 
The way in which general purpose processors are used is better although it is not 
completely successful with regard a the processing speed and required areas; in any case, 
the reconfigurable hardware networks are limited when programming but they have more 
processing speed, they use a smaller area and they can be included in an integrated circuit 
(system on-chip). Due to the characteristics of the suggested system, it can be considerate to 
be a heterogeneous architecture, combining the activities from the general purpose 
processors (programming availability) and those of the FPGAs (parallel processing and 
execution speed).  
The specialized network design has an Uncertainty stage (module). The basic function of the 
module is to determine if the output data sequence corresponds to the training pattern or if 
it is similar to it, generating a valid signal for the recognition. On the other hand, if the 
Uncertainty module detects similar points on a probability range between 50% and 75%, a 
signal for reconfiguration is produced. Uncertainty stages are visible on Figure 21. 
When the reconfiguration takes place, the global control system executes several processes 
concurrently: input vector acquisition, data attachment to training memory, new training 
vectors (target) and on-line training execution (including the new learning pattern). When 
training is finished, the hardware stages have been reconfigured: training memories (content 
and dimensions), and weight and bias memories have been updated, with new values 
obtained at the end of the process. 
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Fig. 21. Uncertainty Module 
 
The system designed is highly parallel and able to execute several tasks at the same time. 
The networks in our system are also cooperative in order to solve complex issues through 
small networks. As an example of the system application, the networks can be trained to 
identify special points on an image. These points are characteristic elements of shape 
(singularities) such as right-angled corners, round segments and acute-angled corners. 
These singularities are used for the recognition of rectangular, circular and triangular 
shapes. Autonomous robots or intelligent systems for cars use this kind of system.  
The decision to have the communication of the global control system through a bus 
structure was taken after consideration of the efficiency level that we wanted to achieve. In 
this way the memory blocks share the same space on the system and can be accessed with a 
logic address, having as a result a distributed system of the memories on the networks with 
a centralized control. The addressing mode was considered to be the optimum model 
because it does not require a redundant memory for the networks, and only during the 
reconfiguration process can exists a redundancy in the network memories that have to be 
reconfigured, achieving a more rapid convergence of the algorithm. See figure 22, for the 
networks interconnection to the global control. 
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Fig. 22. System Memory Map 
 
The reconfiguration takes place at the moment at which a new image must be recognized. 
Therefore, the architecture has to be modified, and the new training patterns and the targets 
added to the memory. When the training process ends, the memories are updated and the 
network has the recognition connections. 
According to the research, there are different forms of reconfiguration on a neural network. 
During the execution time, the number of neurons on the input layer can be modified or we 
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In order to maintain the processing speed of a TNN in hardware and its versatility in 
simulations, the reconfiguration of the neural network on its different hardware levels has 
to be possible (Reconfiguration features). Different researches have revealed that general 
purpose processors can be used in order to reprogram the neural network. We could also 
use FPGAs to modify the bus structure and the Basic Unit possessing by means of the 
change in the configuration registers. 
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Fig. 20. System Operation 
 
The characteristics of the design allow that several networks execute the classification 
process in parallel, and meanwhile concurrently the training process could be executed in 
another one TNN. 
In order to maintain the processing speed of a TNN in hardware and its versatility in 
simulations, the reconfiguration of the neural network on its different hardware levels has 
to be possible (Reconfiguration features). Different researches have revealed that general 
purpose processors can be used in order to reprogram the neural network. 
The way in which general purpose processors are used is better although it is not 
completely successful with regard a the processing speed and required areas; in any case, 
the reconfigurable hardware networks are limited when programming but they have more 
processing speed, they use a smaller area and they can be included in an integrated circuit 
(system on-chip). Due to the characteristics of the suggested system, it can be considerate to 
be a heterogeneous architecture, combining the activities from the general purpose 
processors (programming availability) and those of the FPGAs (parallel processing and 
execution speed).  
The specialized network design has an Uncertainty stage (module). The basic function of the 
module is to determine if the output data sequence corresponds to the training pattern or if 
it is similar to it, generating a valid signal for the recognition. On the other hand, if the 
Uncertainty module detects similar points on a probability range between 50% and 75%, a 
signal for reconfiguration is produced. Uncertainty stages are visible on Figure 21. 
When the reconfiguration takes place, the global control system executes several processes 
concurrently: input vector acquisition, data attachment to training memory, new training 
vectors (target) and on-line training execution (including the new learning pattern). When 
training is finished, the hardware stages have been reconfigured: training memories (content 
and dimensions), and weight and bias memories have been updated, with new values 
obtained at the end of the process. 
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Fig. 21. Uncertainty Module 
 
The system designed is highly parallel and able to execute several tasks at the same time. 
The networks in our system are also cooperative in order to solve complex issues through 
small networks. As an example of the system application, the networks can be trained to 
identify special points on an image. These points are characteristic elements of shape 
(singularities) such as right-angled corners, round segments and acute-angled corners. 
These singularities are used for the recognition of rectangular, circular and triangular 
shapes. Autonomous robots or intelligent systems for cars use this kind of system.  
The decision to have the communication of the global control system through a bus 
structure was taken after consideration of the efficiency level that we wanted to achieve. In 
this way the memory blocks share the same space on the system and can be accessed with a 
logic address, having as a result a distributed system of the memories on the networks with 
a centralized control. The addressing mode was considered to be the optimum model 
because it does not require a redundant memory for the networks, and only during the 
reconfiguration process can exists a redundancy in the network memories that have to be 
reconfigured, achieving a more rapid convergence of the algorithm. See figure 22, for the 
networks interconnection to the global control. 
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Fig. 22. System Memory Map 
 
The reconfiguration takes place at the moment at which a new image must be recognized. 
Therefore, the architecture has to be modified, and the new training patterns and the targets 
added to the memory. When the training process ends, the memories are updated and the 
network has the recognition connections. 
According to the research, there are different forms of reconfiguration on a neural network. 
During the execution time, the number of neurons on the input layer can be modified or we 
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In order to maintain the processing speed of a TNN in hardware and its versatility in 
simulations, the reconfiguration of the neural network on its different hardware levels has 
to be possible (Reconfiguration features). Different researches have revealed that general 
purpose processors can be used in order to reprogram the neural network. We could also 
use FPGAs to modify the bus structure and the Basic Unit possessing by means of the 
change in the configuration registers. 
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Fig. 20. System Operation 
 
The characteristics of the design allow that several networks execute the classification 
process in parallel, and meanwhile concurrently the training process could be executed in 
another one TNN. 
In order to maintain the processing speed of a TNN in hardware and its versatility in 
simulations, the reconfiguration of the neural network on its different hardware levels has 
to be possible (Reconfiguration features). Different researches have revealed that general 
purpose processors can be used in order to reprogram the neural network. 
The way in which general purpose processors are used is better although it is not 
completely successful with regard a the processing speed and required areas; in any case, 
the reconfigurable hardware networks are limited when programming but they have more 
processing speed, they use a smaller area and they can be included in an integrated circuit 
(system on-chip). Due to the characteristics of the suggested system, it can be considerate to 
be a heterogeneous architecture, combining the activities from the general purpose 
processors (programming availability) and those of the FPGAs (parallel processing and 
execution speed).  
The specialized network design has an Uncertainty stage (module). The basic function of the 
module is to determine if the output data sequence corresponds to the training pattern or if 
it is similar to it, generating a valid signal for the recognition. On the other hand, if the 
Uncertainty module detects similar points on a probability range between 50% and 75%, a 
signal for reconfiguration is produced. Uncertainty stages are visible on Figure 21. 
When the reconfiguration takes place, the global control system executes several processes 
concurrently: input vector acquisition, data attachment to training memory, new training 
vectors (target) and on-line training execution (including the new learning pattern). When 
training is finished, the hardware stages have been reconfigured: training memories (content 
and dimensions), and weight and bias memories have been updated, with new values 
obtained at the end of the process. 
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Fig. 21. Uncertainty Module 
 
The system designed is highly parallel and able to execute several tasks at the same time. 
The networks in our system are also cooperative in order to solve complex issues through 
small networks. As an example of the system application, the networks can be trained to 
identify special points on an image. These points are characteristic elements of shape 
(singularities) such as right-angled corners, round segments and acute-angled corners. 
These singularities are used for the recognition of rectangular, circular and triangular 
shapes. Autonomous robots or intelligent systems for cars use this kind of system.  
The decision to have the communication of the global control system through a bus 
structure was taken after consideration of the efficiency level that we wanted to achieve. In 
this way the memory blocks share the same space on the system and can be accessed with a 
logic address, having as a result a distributed system of the memories on the networks with 
a centralized control. The addressing mode was considered to be the optimum model 
because it does not require a redundant memory for the networks, and only during the 
reconfiguration process can exists a redundancy in the network memories that have to be 
reconfigured, achieving a more rapid convergence of the algorithm. See figure 22, for the 
networks interconnection to the global control. 
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The reconfiguration takes place at the moment at which a new image must be recognized. 
Therefore, the architecture has to be modified, and the new training patterns and the targets 
added to the memory. When the training process ends, the memories are updated and the 
network has the recognition connections. 
According to the research, there are different forms of reconfiguration on a neural network. 
During the execution time, the number of neurons on the input layer can be modified or we 
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In order to maintain the processing speed of a TNN in hardware and its versatility in 
simulations, the reconfiguration of the neural network on its different hardware levels has 
to be possible (Reconfiguration features). Different researches have revealed that general 
purpose processors can be used in order to reprogram the neural network. We could also 
use FPGAs to modify the bus structure and the Basic Unit possessing by means of the 
change in the configuration registers. 
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Fig. 20. System Operation 
 
The characteristics of the design allow that several networks execute the classification 
process in parallel, and meanwhile concurrently the training process could be executed in 
another one TNN. 
In order to maintain the processing speed of a TNN in hardware and its versatility in 
simulations, the reconfiguration of the neural network on its different hardware levels has 
to be possible (Reconfiguration features). Different researches have revealed that general 
purpose processors can be used in order to reprogram the neural network. 
The way in which general purpose processors are used is better although it is not 
completely successful with regard a the processing speed and required areas; in any case, 
the reconfigurable hardware networks are limited when programming but they have more 
processing speed, they use a smaller area and they can be included in an integrated circuit 
(system on-chip). Due to the characteristics of the suggested system, it can be considerate to 
be a heterogeneous architecture, combining the activities from the general purpose 
processors (programming availability) and those of the FPGAs (parallel processing and 
execution speed).  
The specialized network design has an Uncertainty stage (module). The basic function of the 
module is to determine if the output data sequence corresponds to the training pattern or if 
it is similar to it, generating a valid signal for the recognition. On the other hand, if the 
Uncertainty module detects similar points on a probability range between 50% and 75%, a 
signal for reconfiguration is produced. Uncertainty stages are visible on Figure 21. 
When the reconfiguration takes place, the global control system executes several processes 
concurrently: input vector acquisition, data attachment to training memory, new training 
vectors (target) and on-line training execution (including the new learning pattern). When 
training is finished, the hardware stages have been reconfigured: training memories (content 
and dimensions), and weight and bias memories have been updated, with new values 
obtained at the end of the process. 
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The system designed is highly parallel and able to execute several tasks at the same time. 
The networks in our system are also cooperative in order to solve complex issues through 
small networks. As an example of the system application, the networks can be trained to 
identify special points on an image. These points are characteristic elements of shape 
(singularities) such as right-angled corners, round segments and acute-angled corners. 
These singularities are used for the recognition of rectangular, circular and triangular 
shapes. Autonomous robots or intelligent systems for cars use this kind of system.  
The decision to have the communication of the global control system through a bus 
structure was taken after consideration of the efficiency level that we wanted to achieve. In 
this way the memory blocks share the same space on the system and can be accessed with a 
logic address, having as a result a distributed system of the memories on the networks with 
a centralized control. The addressing mode was considered to be the optimum model 
because it does not require a redundant memory for the networks, and only during the 
reconfiguration process can exists a redundancy in the network memories that have to be 
reconfigured, achieving a more rapid convergence of the algorithm. See figure 22, for the 
networks interconnection to the global control. 
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The reconfiguration takes place at the moment at which a new image must be recognized. 
Therefore, the architecture has to be modified, and the new training patterns and the targets 
added to the memory. When the training process ends, the memories are updated and the 
network has the recognition connections. 
According to the research, there are different forms of reconfiguration on a neural network. 
During the execution time, the number of neurons on the input layer can be modified or we 
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can give enough knowledge to the network by changing the training memory content. The 
either of both methods leads us to the image recognition. 
Depending on available hardware resources and the applications of the system, a dynamic 
reconfiguration is possible when the image is part of the same group. Specialized 
cooperative networks, where installed for reconfiguration to be held in the control section, 
acquire more knowledge as new images are recognized. 
The weight and bias data stored in the memory modules were obtained by the previous off-
line learning, using a backpropagation algorithm. Simulation software was developed using 
Matlab and Simulink, Neural Network Toolbox. In order to obtain the data of the memories 
of weights, 450 patterns of training with different characteristics have been used, taking into 
account the fact that all correspond to an image of the same class (rectangular, circular and 
triangular shapes) 
The training method works in batch mode, which means that once all the entries were 
presented, the learning stage updates the weights and bias according to the decreasing 
moment of the gradient and an adaptive learning scale. 
A region of 6x5 (columns*rows) pixels has been used to detect the singularities. The 
classification mode has been implemented as a series of regions processing. First, the ROI 
extractor detects the RoI (Region of Interest), figure 23, sized 60x45 pixels, and stores it in 
the internal embedded RAM memory. Then, successive vector of characteristic are extracted 
from the RoI, and sent to the TNN to be processed. So, dividing the RoI in 6x5 sized-regions, 
results in 10x9 data input vector in one RoI. This is the actual amount of data being 
processed in each image field, resulting in 90 vectors of 30 pixels each one. This has been 
accomplished by sweeping the RoI, and by sending each vector of characteristics to the 
TNN, and by storing the result associated to each region. In this way, probability maps of 
possible detected singularities are obtained so that the uncertainty stage can decide whether 
a signal has been detected or not. 
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Fig. 23. Traffic Sign Recognition 
 
In addition, further simulations in MATLAB, have established that a Q8.16 format is 
accurate enough to quantify weights and biases. This reduction in the bit width leads to a 
reduction in the resources consumed by the network. But more importantly, a great increase 
in the maximum operating frequency is also achieved. This is a key factor if we want to 
enhance the system. 
As a design premise we have always had in mind a design for reuse methodology. 
Therefore, a big effort has been made to specify as many generic hardware modules as 
possible. For this reason, the architecture and VHDL description of the TNN has been 
improved so that later versions, apart from the basic functionality mentioned above, make 
possible their building N-layer, m-output perceptrons in the easiest and most-automated 

way possible. These features have been incorporated so that we shall be able, in the future, 
to test the system architecture on larger FPGAs. 
Preliminary synthesis (no synthesis effort or optimizations directed to the synthesizer) 
results for Altera CYCLONE EP1C20F400C6 and CYCLONE-II EP2C35F672C6 devices have 
been obtained with the Altera Quartus II (v. 6.0) software package. The proposed 
architecture (Q8.16) fits in one CYCLONE device, but remaining resources, mainly memory, 
are a bit scarce. Therefore, the system has also been implemented in the CYCLONE-II 
device. Functional and post-fitting simulations with  Mentor Graphics ModelSim simulation 
environment show how the real-time restrictions imposed on the system and the functional 
specifications are met. 

 
8. Dynamic reconfigurability for scalability in multimedia environments 

Multimedia products and services (Alsolaim et al., 2000) must face nowadays to different 
situations in terms of variable parameters like the available bandwidth, Quality of service 
(QoS), display size, or battery life, among others. In order to deal with these new scenarios, 
the standardization committee known as Joint Video Team (JVT), initiated in 2003 the 
development of a new video coding standard named Scalable Video Coding (SVC), 
conceived as a scalable solution for different users that may have different needs. The SVC 
standard represents an extension of the successful H.264/AVC (Advanced Video Coding) 
standard, as it maintains the video coding techniques introduced in the H.264/AVC 
encoding loop but incorporating a set of novel tools in order to provide video encoders and 
decoders with three levels of scalability: temporal scalability, spatial scalability, and video 
quality scalability. The use of dynamic reconfiguration technology is the main key factor to 
deal with these exigent characteristics, even more stringent for real-time applications. In 
particular, the use of an ad-hoc scalable network of reconfigurable nodes able to cope with 
the requirements imposed by the SVC standard will be proposed. The reconfigurability 
concept is envisioned within the scope of this research project in a threefold manner: 
a) The nodes are composed by a set of reconfigurable Processing Elements (PEs) in charge of 
performing the computations demanded by the SVC standard. b) PEs communicate among 
them throughout a reconfigurable Network-on-Chip (NoC); and c) These nodes are 
communicated by a reconfigurable off-chip wireless network. 
Reconfigurable architectures offer a good balance between implementation efficiency and 
flexibility because they combine post-fabrication programmability with the spatial (parallel) 
computation style of ASIC platforms and the flexibility of the GPPs (General Purpose 
Processors). 
Embedded and networked systems must perform progressively more complex functions, 
which require a high level of embedded intelligence. This rise in intelligence force an 
increase in the level of information processing that the embedded systems carry out, giving 
as result a significant increase in the complexity of the hardware and software. Due to this, 
the conception and design of embedded systems for digital signal (video) processing 
applications in real-time have to face two major points, in many cases opposed one to each 
other. On one side, a higher level of intelligence is demanded day by day to the systems, 
and, on the other side, these systems have requirements of real-time operation and 
reliability, which are difficult to meet in complex systems. The way to be explored in 
whatever research activity is a) to exploit high-level cognitive architectures in embedded 
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can give enough knowledge to the network by changing the training memory content. The 
either of both methods leads us to the image recognition. 
Depending on available hardware resources and the applications of the system, a dynamic 
reconfiguration is possible when the image is part of the same group. Specialized 
cooperative networks, where installed for reconfiguration to be held in the control section, 
acquire more knowledge as new images are recognized. 
The weight and bias data stored in the memory modules were obtained by the previous off-
line learning, using a backpropagation algorithm. Simulation software was developed using 
Matlab and Simulink, Neural Network Toolbox. In order to obtain the data of the memories 
of weights, 450 patterns of training with different characteristics have been used, taking into 
account the fact that all correspond to an image of the same class (rectangular, circular and 
triangular shapes) 
The training method works in batch mode, which means that once all the entries were 
presented, the learning stage updates the weights and bias according to the decreasing 
moment of the gradient and an adaptive learning scale. 
A region of 6x5 (columns*rows) pixels has been used to detect the singularities. The 
classification mode has been implemented as a series of regions processing. First, the ROI 
extractor detects the RoI (Region of Interest), figure 23, sized 60x45 pixels, and stores it in 
the internal embedded RAM memory. Then, successive vector of characteristic are extracted 
from the RoI, and sent to the TNN to be processed. So, dividing the RoI in 6x5 sized-regions, 
results in 10x9 data input vector in one RoI. This is the actual amount of data being 
processed in each image field, resulting in 90 vectors of 30 pixels each one. This has been 
accomplished by sweeping the RoI, and by sending each vector of characteristics to the 
TNN, and by storing the result associated to each region. In this way, probability maps of 
possible detected singularities are obtained so that the uncertainty stage can decide whether 
a signal has been detected or not. 
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In addition, further simulations in MATLAB, have established that a Q8.16 format is 
accurate enough to quantify weights and biases. This reduction in the bit width leads to a 
reduction in the resources consumed by the network. But more importantly, a great increase 
in the maximum operating frequency is also achieved. This is a key factor if we want to 
enhance the system. 
As a design premise we have always had in mind a design for reuse methodology. 
Therefore, a big effort has been made to specify as many generic hardware modules as 
possible. For this reason, the architecture and VHDL description of the TNN has been 
improved so that later versions, apart from the basic functionality mentioned above, make 
possible their building N-layer, m-output perceptrons in the easiest and most-automated 

way possible. These features have been incorporated so that we shall be able, in the future, 
to test the system architecture on larger FPGAs. 
Preliminary synthesis (no synthesis effort or optimizations directed to the synthesizer) 
results for Altera CYCLONE EP1C20F400C6 and CYCLONE-II EP2C35F672C6 devices have 
been obtained with the Altera Quartus II (v. 6.0) software package. The proposed 
architecture (Q8.16) fits in one CYCLONE device, but remaining resources, mainly memory, 
are a bit scarce. Therefore, the system has also been implemented in the CYCLONE-II 
device. Functional and post-fitting simulations with  Mentor Graphics ModelSim simulation 
environment show how the real-time restrictions imposed on the system and the functional 
specifications are met. 

 
8. Dynamic reconfigurability for scalability in multimedia environments 

Multimedia products and services (Alsolaim et al., 2000) must face nowadays to different 
situations in terms of variable parameters like the available bandwidth, Quality of service 
(QoS), display size, or battery life, among others. In order to deal with these new scenarios, 
the standardization committee known as Joint Video Team (JVT), initiated in 2003 the 
development of a new video coding standard named Scalable Video Coding (SVC), 
conceived as a scalable solution for different users that may have different needs. The SVC 
standard represents an extension of the successful H.264/AVC (Advanced Video Coding) 
standard, as it maintains the video coding techniques introduced in the H.264/AVC 
encoding loop but incorporating a set of novel tools in order to provide video encoders and 
decoders with three levels of scalability: temporal scalability, spatial scalability, and video 
quality scalability. The use of dynamic reconfiguration technology is the main key factor to 
deal with these exigent characteristics, even more stringent for real-time applications. In 
particular, the use of an ad-hoc scalable network of reconfigurable nodes able to cope with 
the requirements imposed by the SVC standard will be proposed. The reconfigurability 
concept is envisioned within the scope of this research project in a threefold manner: 
a) The nodes are composed by a set of reconfigurable Processing Elements (PEs) in charge of 
performing the computations demanded by the SVC standard. b) PEs communicate among 
them throughout a reconfigurable Network-on-Chip (NoC); and c) These nodes are 
communicated by a reconfigurable off-chip wireless network. 
Reconfigurable architectures offer a good balance between implementation efficiency and 
flexibility because they combine post-fabrication programmability with the spatial (parallel) 
computation style of ASIC platforms and the flexibility of the GPPs (General Purpose 
Processors). 
Embedded and networked systems must perform progressively more complex functions, 
which require a high level of embedded intelligence. This rise in intelligence force an 
increase in the level of information processing that the embedded systems carry out, giving 
as result a significant increase in the complexity of the hardware and software. Due to this, 
the conception and design of embedded systems for digital signal (video) processing 
applications in real-time have to face two major points, in many cases opposed one to each 
other. On one side, a higher level of intelligence is demanded day by day to the systems, 
and, on the other side, these systems have requirements of real-time operation and 
reliability, which are difficult to meet in complex systems. The way to be explored in 
whatever research activity is a) to exploit high-level cognitive architectures in embedded 
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can give enough knowledge to the network by changing the training memory content. The 
either of both methods leads us to the image recognition. 
Depending on available hardware resources and the applications of the system, a dynamic 
reconfiguration is possible when the image is part of the same group. Specialized 
cooperative networks, where installed for reconfiguration to be held in the control section, 
acquire more knowledge as new images are recognized. 
The weight and bias data stored in the memory modules were obtained by the previous off-
line learning, using a backpropagation algorithm. Simulation software was developed using 
Matlab and Simulink, Neural Network Toolbox. In order to obtain the data of the memories 
of weights, 450 patterns of training with different characteristics have been used, taking into 
account the fact that all correspond to an image of the same class (rectangular, circular and 
triangular shapes) 
The training method works in batch mode, which means that once all the entries were 
presented, the learning stage updates the weights and bias according to the decreasing 
moment of the gradient and an adaptive learning scale. 
A region of 6x5 (columns*rows) pixels has been used to detect the singularities. The 
classification mode has been implemented as a series of regions processing. First, the ROI 
extractor detects the RoI (Region of Interest), figure 23, sized 60x45 pixels, and stores it in 
the internal embedded RAM memory. Then, successive vector of characteristic are extracted 
from the RoI, and sent to the TNN to be processed. So, dividing the RoI in 6x5 sized-regions, 
results in 10x9 data input vector in one RoI. This is the actual amount of data being 
processed in each image field, resulting in 90 vectors of 30 pixels each one. This has been 
accomplished by sweeping the RoI, and by sending each vector of characteristics to the 
TNN, and by storing the result associated to each region. In this way, probability maps of 
possible detected singularities are obtained so that the uncertainty stage can decide whether 
a signal has been detected or not. 
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Fig. 23. Traffic Sign Recognition 
 
In addition, further simulations in MATLAB, have established that a Q8.16 format is 
accurate enough to quantify weights and biases. This reduction in the bit width leads to a 
reduction in the resources consumed by the network. But more importantly, a great increase 
in the maximum operating frequency is also achieved. This is a key factor if we want to 
enhance the system. 
As a design premise we have always had in mind a design for reuse methodology. 
Therefore, a big effort has been made to specify as many generic hardware modules as 
possible. For this reason, the architecture and VHDL description of the TNN has been 
improved so that later versions, apart from the basic functionality mentioned above, make 
possible their building N-layer, m-output perceptrons in the easiest and most-automated 

way possible. These features have been incorporated so that we shall be able, in the future, 
to test the system architecture on larger FPGAs. 
Preliminary synthesis (no synthesis effort or optimizations directed to the synthesizer) 
results for Altera CYCLONE EP1C20F400C6 and CYCLONE-II EP2C35F672C6 devices have 
been obtained with the Altera Quartus II (v. 6.0) software package. The proposed 
architecture (Q8.16) fits in one CYCLONE device, but remaining resources, mainly memory, 
are a bit scarce. Therefore, the system has also been implemented in the CYCLONE-II 
device. Functional and post-fitting simulations with  Mentor Graphics ModelSim simulation 
environment show how the real-time restrictions imposed on the system and the functional 
specifications are met. 

 
8. Dynamic reconfigurability for scalability in multimedia environments 

Multimedia products and services (Alsolaim et al., 2000) must face nowadays to different 
situations in terms of variable parameters like the available bandwidth, Quality of service 
(QoS), display size, or battery life, among others. In order to deal with these new scenarios, 
the standardization committee known as Joint Video Team (JVT), initiated in 2003 the 
development of a new video coding standard named Scalable Video Coding (SVC), 
conceived as a scalable solution for different users that may have different needs. The SVC 
standard represents an extension of the successful H.264/AVC (Advanced Video Coding) 
standard, as it maintains the video coding techniques introduced in the H.264/AVC 
encoding loop but incorporating a set of novel tools in order to provide video encoders and 
decoders with three levels of scalability: temporal scalability, spatial scalability, and video 
quality scalability. The use of dynamic reconfiguration technology is the main key factor to 
deal with these exigent characteristics, even more stringent for real-time applications. In 
particular, the use of an ad-hoc scalable network of reconfigurable nodes able to cope with 
the requirements imposed by the SVC standard will be proposed. The reconfigurability 
concept is envisioned within the scope of this research project in a threefold manner: 
a) The nodes are composed by a set of reconfigurable Processing Elements (PEs) in charge of 
performing the computations demanded by the SVC standard. b) PEs communicate among 
them throughout a reconfigurable Network-on-Chip (NoC); and c) These nodes are 
communicated by a reconfigurable off-chip wireless network. 
Reconfigurable architectures offer a good balance between implementation efficiency and 
flexibility because they combine post-fabrication programmability with the spatial (parallel) 
computation style of ASIC platforms and the flexibility of the GPPs (General Purpose 
Processors). 
Embedded and networked systems must perform progressively more complex functions, 
which require a high level of embedded intelligence. This rise in intelligence force an 
increase in the level of information processing that the embedded systems carry out, giving 
as result a significant increase in the complexity of the hardware and software. Due to this, 
the conception and design of embedded systems for digital signal (video) processing 
applications in real-time have to face two major points, in many cases opposed one to each 
other. On one side, a higher level of intelligence is demanded day by day to the systems, 
and, on the other side, these systems have requirements of real-time operation and 
reliability, which are difficult to meet in complex systems. The way to be explored in 
whatever research activity is a) to exploit high-level cognitive architectures in embedded 
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can give enough knowledge to the network by changing the training memory content. The 
either of both methods leads us to the image recognition. 
Depending on available hardware resources and the applications of the system, a dynamic 
reconfiguration is possible when the image is part of the same group. Specialized 
cooperative networks, where installed for reconfiguration to be held in the control section, 
acquire more knowledge as new images are recognized. 
The weight and bias data stored in the memory modules were obtained by the previous off-
line learning, using a backpropagation algorithm. Simulation software was developed using 
Matlab and Simulink, Neural Network Toolbox. In order to obtain the data of the memories 
of weights, 450 patterns of training with different characteristics have been used, taking into 
account the fact that all correspond to an image of the same class (rectangular, circular and 
triangular shapes) 
The training method works in batch mode, which means that once all the entries were 
presented, the learning stage updates the weights and bias according to the decreasing 
moment of the gradient and an adaptive learning scale. 
A region of 6x5 (columns*rows) pixels has been used to detect the singularities. The 
classification mode has been implemented as a series of regions processing. First, the ROI 
extractor detects the RoI (Region of Interest), figure 23, sized 60x45 pixels, and stores it in 
the internal embedded RAM memory. Then, successive vector of characteristic are extracted 
from the RoI, and sent to the TNN to be processed. So, dividing the RoI in 6x5 sized-regions, 
results in 10x9 data input vector in one RoI. This is the actual amount of data being 
processed in each image field, resulting in 90 vectors of 30 pixels each one. This has been 
accomplished by sweeping the RoI, and by sending each vector of characteristics to the 
TNN, and by storing the result associated to each region. In this way, probability maps of 
possible detected singularities are obtained so that the uncertainty stage can decide whether 
a signal has been detected or not. 
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Fig. 23. Traffic Sign Recognition 
 
In addition, further simulations in MATLAB, have established that a Q8.16 format is 
accurate enough to quantify weights and biases. This reduction in the bit width leads to a 
reduction in the resources consumed by the network. But more importantly, a great increase 
in the maximum operating frequency is also achieved. This is a key factor if we want to 
enhance the system. 
As a design premise we have always had in mind a design for reuse methodology. 
Therefore, a big effort has been made to specify as many generic hardware modules as 
possible. For this reason, the architecture and VHDL description of the TNN has been 
improved so that later versions, apart from the basic functionality mentioned above, make 
possible their building N-layer, m-output perceptrons in the easiest and most-automated 

way possible. These features have been incorporated so that we shall be able, in the future, 
to test the system architecture on larger FPGAs. 
Preliminary synthesis (no synthesis effort or optimizations directed to the synthesizer) 
results for Altera CYCLONE EP1C20F400C6 and CYCLONE-II EP2C35F672C6 devices have 
been obtained with the Altera Quartus II (v. 6.0) software package. The proposed 
architecture (Q8.16) fits in one CYCLONE device, but remaining resources, mainly memory, 
are a bit scarce. Therefore, the system has also been implemented in the CYCLONE-II 
device. Functional and post-fitting simulations with  Mentor Graphics ModelSim simulation 
environment show how the real-time restrictions imposed on the system and the functional 
specifications are met. 

 
8. Dynamic reconfigurability for scalability in multimedia environments 

Multimedia products and services (Alsolaim et al., 2000) must face nowadays to different 
situations in terms of variable parameters like the available bandwidth, Quality of service 
(QoS), display size, or battery life, among others. In order to deal with these new scenarios, 
the standardization committee known as Joint Video Team (JVT), initiated in 2003 the 
development of a new video coding standard named Scalable Video Coding (SVC), 
conceived as a scalable solution for different users that may have different needs. The SVC 
standard represents an extension of the successful H.264/AVC (Advanced Video Coding) 
standard, as it maintains the video coding techniques introduced in the H.264/AVC 
encoding loop but incorporating a set of novel tools in order to provide video encoders and 
decoders with three levels of scalability: temporal scalability, spatial scalability, and video 
quality scalability. The use of dynamic reconfiguration technology is the main key factor to 
deal with these exigent characteristics, even more stringent for real-time applications. In 
particular, the use of an ad-hoc scalable network of reconfigurable nodes able to cope with 
the requirements imposed by the SVC standard will be proposed. The reconfigurability 
concept is envisioned within the scope of this research project in a threefold manner: 
a) The nodes are composed by a set of reconfigurable Processing Elements (PEs) in charge of 
performing the computations demanded by the SVC standard. b) PEs communicate among 
them throughout a reconfigurable Network-on-Chip (NoC); and c) These nodes are 
communicated by a reconfigurable off-chip wireless network. 
Reconfigurable architectures offer a good balance between implementation efficiency and 
flexibility because they combine post-fabrication programmability with the spatial (parallel) 
computation style of ASIC platforms and the flexibility of the GPPs (General Purpose 
Processors). 
Embedded and networked systems must perform progressively more complex functions, 
which require a high level of embedded intelligence. This rise in intelligence force an 
increase in the level of information processing that the embedded systems carry out, giving 
as result a significant increase in the complexity of the hardware and software. Due to this, 
the conception and design of embedded systems for digital signal (video) processing 
applications in real-time have to face two major points, in many cases opposed one to each 
other. On one side, a higher level of intelligence is demanded day by day to the systems, 
and, on the other side, these systems have requirements of real-time operation and 
reliability, which are difficult to meet in complex systems. The way to be explored in 
whatever research activity is a) to exploit high-level cognitive architectures in embedded 
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systems, b) to develop systems by model-based processes and c) to develop scalable 
architectural models that allow maintaining properties of intelligence and reliability across a 
wide spectrum of implementation platforms. This drives our work necessarily to evolvable 
hardware. We are carrying on some preliminary studies for using discrete wavelets 
implemented in hardware in order to achieve embedded intelligence on chip for dynamic 
reconfigurability for scalability in multimedia environments. 
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1. Introduction 

The size of a lesion is one of the most important features for medical decision-making. The 
lesion size is usually measured by a clinician, and existing practice relies on size 
representation using the single longest dimension. There are, however, established 
variations among clinicians in manual measurement of lesion size, and a recent study 
implies volume measurement to be more clinically informative than the linear 
representation (Pickhardt et al., 2005). Volume metrics captures the real growth, and 
changes in size are amplified compared to those in one dimension. As a further hurdle, 
modern medical imaging systems produce images on which a polyp appears in a series of 
2D slices -- measuring a lesion volume by drawing contours on many medical images is 
labor-intensive, poorly reproducible, and subjective. An automated volume measurement 
scheme has the potential to improve efficiency, consistency, and objectivity, avoiding 
problems of fatigue, variations in hand-eye coordination and subjective decision-making.  
Colon cancer is the second leading cause of cancer deaths in the United States (Jemal et al., 
2008). In the screening for this disease, lesion size plays an especially important role in 
determining malignant potential and the need for intervention. In particular, tracking a 
change in polyp size is an important marker for the clinician. Computed tomography 
colonography (CTC) is a diagnostic examination that radiologists use for detecting colonic 
polyps (precursor of colon cancer) (Macari & Bini, 2005).  Significantly, the measured size of 
a polyp at CTC directs clinical treatment, by determining whether results of screening 
require intervention (Pickhardt et al, 2003). For instance, the current clinical standard is to 
weigh polyps ≥ 10 mm more highly. However, current measurement of the single longest 
dimension of a polyp is subjective and has variations among radiologists. As evidence of the 
variability of manual linear measurement of polyps at CTC, studies reported interobserver 
and intraobserver variations between 16 to 40% (Yeshwant et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2006; 
Jeong et al., 2008). As stated earlier, volume measurement could be more clinically 
informative than longest linear dimension, and this holds true in CTC. However, manual 
measurement of polyps at CTC suffers from the same inherent problems as lesions in 
general (labor intensity, poor reproducibility, and subjectivity), and similarly would benefit 
from automation. As a medical sign frequently occurring in the population, a consistent and 
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systems, b) to develop systems by model-based processes and c) to develop scalable 
architectural models that allow maintaining properties of intelligence and reliability across a 
wide spectrum of implementation platforms. This drives our work necessarily to evolvable 
hardware. We are carrying on some preliminary studies for using discrete wavelets 
implemented in hardware in order to achieve embedded intelligence on chip for dynamic 
reconfigurability for scalability in multimedia environments. 
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1. Introduction 
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problems of fatigue, variations in hand-eye coordination and subjective decision-making.  
Colon cancer is the second leading cause of cancer deaths in the United States (Jemal et al., 
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determining malignant potential and the need for intervention. In particular, tracking a 
change in polyp size is an important marker for the clinician. Computed tomography 
colonography (CTC) is a diagnostic examination that radiologists use for detecting colonic 
polyps (precursor of colon cancer) (Macari & Bini, 2005).  Significantly, the measured size of 
a polyp at CTC directs clinical treatment, by determining whether results of screening 
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variability of manual linear measurement of polyps at CTC, studies reported interobserver 
and intraobserver variations between 16 to 40% (Yeshwant et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2006; 
Jeong et al., 2008). As stated earlier, volume measurement could be more clinically 
informative than longest linear dimension, and this holds true in CTC. However, manual 
measurement of polyps at CTC suffers from the same inherent problems as lesions in 
general (labor intensity, poor reproducibility, and subjectivity), and similarly would benefit 
from automation. As a medical sign frequently occurring in the population, a consistent and 
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efficient volume metric for polyps at CTC to inform clinical decisions is especially 
important.  
Our purpose in this study was to develop a computerized scheme for segmenting 3D polyps 
in CTC and evaluate its accuracy and efficiency relative to “gold-standard” volumes 
determined by manual segmentation.  

 
2. CT Colonography Database 
Our CTC database (Table 1) was obtained from a multi-center clinical trial (DC Rockey, et 
al., The Lancet 2005). Our database consisted of 34 polyp views (17 polyps) in CTC scans 
from 15 patients. Each patient was scanned in both supine and prone positions with 
collimations of 1.0-2.5 mm. The image matrix size is 512 x 512 pixels with pixel sizes of 0.5 – 
0.7 mm/pixel. Polyp locations were confirmed with reference to optical colonoscopy 
reports. Polyps were selected by a radiologist with the inclusion criteria of no fuzzy border 
and being visible in both supine and supine. The mean polyp size at optical colonoscopy 
was 10 mm, with 10 polyps in a 6-9 mm range, and 7 polyps in a 10-18 mm range. 
 
Table 1. CT Colonography Database (DC Rockey, et al., The Lancet 2005) 
 

Institutions 6 hospitals in the U.S. 

Patients 15 

Polyps 17 ( 34 views ) 

CT system Multi-detector-row CT system 

Slice thickness 1.0 – 2.5 mm 

Image matrix size 512 x 512 pixels ( 0.5 – 0.7 mm/pixel ) 

Polyp location confirmation With reference to optical colonoscopy reports 

Inclusion criteria No fuzzy border, visible on supine & prone 

Polyp size Mean 10 mm, 6 – 9 mm (n = 10), 10 – 18 mm (n = 7) 

 
3. Establishment of the “Gold Standard” 

Here is our protocol for establishing the “gold standard”. A radiologist manually outlined 
the polyp in each 2D axial slice. High quality magnification enabled drawing precise 
contours. Volumes were calculated by summation of the enclosed areas. Three 
measurements were made, each at least one week apart, to reduce a memory effect bias. The 
average of the three trials was used as the “gold standard”. Furthermore, the prone and 
supine volumes were averaged for the purposes of results analysis. An example of a 
manually outlined polyp is shown in Fig. 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Example of manually outlined polyp. 

 
4. Automated Segmentation 

A high-level flow chart of our automated polyp segmentation scheme is shown in Fig. 2. The 
scheme takes as input the CTC image data. The steps are: segmentation of the colon; 
extraction of a highly polyp-like seed region based on the Hessian matrix; segmentation of 
polyps by use of a 3D volume-growing technique; and sub-voxel refinement to reduce a bias 
of segmentation. 
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Fig. 2. Flow chart of our automated segmentation scheme. 
 
A more detailed map of our segmentation scheme, showing sub-step intermediates, is given 
in Fig. 3. The reader is encouraged to refer to both the high-level flow chart and the detailed 
map while following the description of the scheme. 
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Fig. 3. Pictorial diagram of our segmentation algorithm. 
 
The original 3D CT data are anisotropic such that an image voxel (i.e., a 3D pixel) is longer 
in the z direction than it is in the x and y directions. We account for this by generating 
isotropic 3D data (Fig. 3a). The isotropic volumes are generated by resampling the original 
3D CT data through linear interpolation. 
To confine our initial stages of polyp segmentation to the appropriate anatomical region, i.e., 
the colon, we next segment the colon wall with uniform thickness by using anatomical 
knowledge-based segmentation (Masutani et al., 2001; Yoshida et al., 2001) (Fig. 3c). 
The next step of the scheme leverages the characteristic rounded shape of a bulbous polyp 
(Fig. 4 through Fig. 6). To reduce the effect of image noise, we apply a Gaussian smoothing 
filter (Fig. 3b). Our detection scheme relies on shape features; as an intermediate step, we 
apply a Hessian matrix operator which quantifies the local curvature in the 3D image (Dorai 
& Jain, 1997). The principal curvatures at a point describe the maximum and minimum rates 
that the local surface deviates from a plane. Two feature images can be derived from the 
principal curvatures, that together provide a measurement of the local shape and the 
“degree of the shape” at a point. These are known as shape index (Fig. 3f) and curvedness 
(Fig. 3e) (Yoshida et al., 2001). Shape index and curvedness are defined as 
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where 1 , 2  represent the maximum and minimum curvatures, respectively. In this step, 
two feature images are created, whose quantities represent shape index and curvedness. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Case 1 – polyp displayed in 2D axial and 3D endoluminal views. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Case 2 – polyp displayed in 2D axial and 3D endoluminal views. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Case 3 – polyp displayed in 2D axial and 3D endoluminal views. 

 
The two Hessian matrix-based feature images are used together to extract a cap-shape 
structure that is typical of a bulbous polyp. To achieve this, first we run two range threshold 
operations on each feature images. The first range threshold is narrower than the second. 
The narrow range threshold operation results in a set or sets of very highly polyp-like 
voxels. The two narrow range threshold images are combined by a Boolean logical 
multiplication; the two wide range threshold images are similarly combined (Fig. 3g). We 
then perform a connectivity analysis based on a connected-component labeling algorithm, 
e.g., (Suzuki, Horiba et al., 2003; He, Chao, Suzuki et al., 2008) to allow the narrow range 
threshold region to grow to include any connected wider range threshold voxels. The result 
is a set of highly polyp-like regions localized on the cap-shape parts of polyps (Fig. 3h). A 
seed point may be manually provided by the user to select a single region of interest. 
Another way to envision the feature thresholding process is to think of the more relaxed 
range threshold operation as running first, and then eliminating regions which do not 
contain any voxels with values in the stricter range. 
The polyp segmentation is still incomplete at this stage because the current region only 
includes the cap-shape region voxels that have the shape index and curvedness values 
within the designated range, such as the peripheral region of the polyp. For the next stage, 
we developed a segmentation technique based on region growing (Shapiro and Stockman 
2001) to segment the remaining, non-cap-shape region. This stage of our segmentation 
algorithm is called 3D volume growing based on rate of lumen-prohibited expansion. First 
we employ an air threshold of the original CT image to distinguish the lumen from non-
lumen (Fig. 3d). Second we load our seed region of highly polyp-like voxels obtained from 
the previous process (Fig. 3h). Third, we iteratively expand within the non-lumen for a 
predetermined 'k' number of iterations, while tracking the volume (Fig. 3j). Finally we find 
the region in which the volume expansion rate was the minimum (Fig. 3k). Expressed in set 
notation, the minimum volume expansion point occurs at the xth iterative expansion when 
{Wx} < {Wi} for i = 1, 2, ... k, where W is the set of expanded pixels. 
The volume expansion rate minimum is chosen because this is the state where the polyp has 
been more completely segmented and it occurs before over-segmentation dominates. Up to 
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The polyp segmentation is still incomplete at this stage because the current region only 
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the volume expansion rate minimum, the surface expansion iterations are including nearby 
non-cap-shape voxels of the polyp. After the volume expansion rate minimum is reached, 
an ever-increasing volume expansion rate is observed while non-polyp voxels are added to 
the growing region. Therefore, the volume expansion rate minimum conveniently marks the 
transition in mode from inclusion of mainly polyp voxels to mainly non-polyp voxels. This 
point is best suited for capturing a region to proceed to the next stage of segmentation. 
After collecting the gold standard and automated volumes, we determine that the 
automated volumes are on average smaller than the gold volumes. To reduce this bias of 
segmentation, we uniformly apply a 3D sub-voxel refinement technique (Fig. 3l and Fig. 7). 
The binary image shown represents a computer-segmented polyp. The grid lines indicate 
the original voxel size. First we resample the image to a higher resolution; a resampling 
factor of X, therefore, means that one original voxel is converted to X3 voxels in the 
resampled image. Next we dilate the image by a specified radius, using a spherical kernel. 
The radius chosen was determined by the magnitude of the segmentation bias. The resulting 
region represents our computer-segmented polyp. Finally we calculate the volume, 
accounting for the resampling. 
 

Input Output  
Fig. 7. Illustration of the sub-voxel refinement. 
 

5. Quantitative Analysis 
Our measurement scheme yielded a mean polyp volume of 0.36 cc with a range of 0.15 to 
1.24 cc, whereas the mean “gold standard” manual volume was 0.38 cc with a range of 0.14 - 
1.08 cc (Table 2). The mean differences between automated and manual volumes for polyps 
ranging from 6-9 mm and those 10 mm or larger (by optical colonoscopy) were 23.4% and 
17.5% with standard deviations (SD) of 19.2% and 17.6%, respectively (Table 3). These 
differences were comparable to the intra-observer variation of 14.0% with SD of 13.1%. The 
two volumetrics reached excellent agreement (intra-class correlation coefficient was 0.79) 
with no statistically significant difference (P = 0.61). 
 
Table 2. Mean and range of volumes by automated and “gold-standard” manual 
segmentation 
 

 Mean Range 

Manually traced volumes 0.38 cc  0.14 – 1.08 cc  

Automated volumes  0.36 cc  0.15 – 1.24 cc  

 
Table 3. Volume comparison between manual and automated segmentation; comparable to 
intra-observer variation of manual segmentation 
 

 Mean ± SD  

Absolute percent difference between automated and manual 
volumes for polyps 6-9 mm  

23.4% ± 19.2%  

Absolute percent difference between automated and manual 
volumes for polyps ≥ 10 mm  

17.5% ± 17.6%  

Intra-observer variation for manual volumes  14.0% ± 13.1%  
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6. Case Examples 
Computer vs. manual contour comparison for Case 1 is shown in Fig. 8 for both supine and 
prone views. In this case, the automated volume is very close to the gold standard volume. 
 

Prone

Automated

Manual

Supine

Automated

Manual

 
Fig. 8. Case 1: Comparison between automated and manual segmentation (prone “gold 
standard” manual volume = 0.21 cc; prone automated volume = 0.19 cc; supine “gold 
standard” manual volume = 0.15 cc; supine automated volume = 0.17 cc). 
 
Computer vs. manual contour comparisons for two additional cases are shown in Fig. 9 and 
Fig. 10. The automated segmentation tended to include more of the low-intensity border at 
the colon-air interface, whereas it included less of the polyp’s base than did the manual 
segmentation. The automated segmentation is fairly accurate for Cases 1 through 3. 
 

Automated

Manual
 

Fig. 9. Case 2 Prone: Comparison between automated and manual segmentation (“gold 
standard” manual volume = 0.34 cc; automated volume = 0.27 cc). 
 

AutomatedManual

 
Fig. 10. Case 3 Supine: Comparison between automated and manual segmentation (“gold 
standard” manual volume = 0.17 cc; automated volume = 0.15 cc). 
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Fig. 10. Case 3 Supine: Comparison between automated and manual segmentation (“gold 
standard” manual volume = 0.17 cc; automated volume = 0.15 cc). 
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Fig. 10. Case 3 Supine: Comparison between automated and manual segmentation (“gold 
standard” manual volume = 0.17 cc; automated volume = 0.15 cc). 
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Fig. 11. Case 4 Prone: Example of under-segmentation by the automated segmentation, 
showing two slices (“gold standard” manual volume = 0.36 cc; automated volume = 0.19 cc). 
 
 

Our algorithm may leave out parts of a polyp with indefinite borders or subtle morphology. 
An example of under-segmentation is represented by two slices of Case 4 in Fig. 11. In this 
polyp view, the computer under-segmented by missing part of the base and subtle 
peripheral regions. 
We compared computer volumes against gold standard volumes and prone volumes 
against supine volumes and found generally good correlation. In the comparison of 
automated (computer) volume vs. “gold standard” manual volume, two outliers exist as a 
result of morphological features of the polyps: over-segmentation and under-segmentation. 
In the under-segmentation case, the bulb of a large, pedunculated polyp rested on the colon 
wall. In the over-segmentation case was an oblong, sessile polyp on a haustral fold. 
In the comparison of prone vs. supine volumes of computer-segmented polyps, although 
the correlation is generally good, the two most significant outliers are caused by a change of 
polyp shape between the two patient positions. These polyps appear more bulbous in one 
view, and thus the segmentation is more accurate, but they appear subtler in the other view, 
which results in under-segmentation. 

 
7. Conclusion 
To put it in perspective, the advantages over manual volumetry are that an automated 
process is efficient, objective, and consistent, with one mouse click versus five minutes of 
manual drawing. 
A limitation of automated volumetry is that the process occasionally results in mis-
segmentation. This requires manual modification to fix, but it may retain some efficiency 
benefit within a semi-automated approach. 
Polyp volumes obtained by our automated scheme agreed excellently with “gold standard” 
manual volumes. Our fully automated scheme efficiently can provide accurate polyp 
volumes for radiologists; thus, it would help radiologists improve the accuracy and 
efficiency of polyp volume measurements in CTC. Our scheme is potentially applicable to 
accurately segmenting 3D bulbous objects in 3D volumes. 
Combining automated volume measurement with computer-aided detection of polyps 
(Suzuki, Yoshida et al., 2006; Suzuki, Yoshida et al., 2008) would provide radiologists even 
more efficient and accurate way of detection of polyps in CTC. 
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more efficient and accurate way of detection of polyps in CTC. 
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Fig. 11. Case 4 Prone: Example of under-segmentation by the automated segmentation, 
showing two slices (“gold standard” manual volume = 0.36 cc; automated volume = 0.19 cc). 
 
 

Our algorithm may leave out parts of a polyp with indefinite borders or subtle morphology. 
An example of under-segmentation is represented by two slices of Case 4 in Fig. 11. In this 
polyp view, the computer under-segmented by missing part of the base and subtle 
peripheral regions. 
We compared computer volumes against gold standard volumes and prone volumes 
against supine volumes and found generally good correlation. In the comparison of 
automated (computer) volume vs. “gold standard” manual volume, two outliers exist as a 
result of morphological features of the polyps: over-segmentation and under-segmentation. 
In the under-segmentation case, the bulb of a large, pedunculated polyp rested on the colon 
wall. In the over-segmentation case was an oblong, sessile polyp on a haustral fold. 
In the comparison of prone vs. supine volumes of computer-segmented polyps, although 
the correlation is generally good, the two most significant outliers are caused by a change of 
polyp shape between the two patient positions. These polyps appear more bulbous in one 
view, and thus the segmentation is more accurate, but they appear subtler in the other view, 
which results in under-segmentation. 

 
7. Conclusion 
To put it in perspective, the advantages over manual volumetry are that an automated 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 Statement of the Problem 
Endo-neuro-sonography (ENS) has gained special attention in recent years. Its major 
advantages over traditional brain surgery are that it is a minimally invasive surgical 
technique and the endoscopic camera and ultrasound images provide useful information. 
Ultrasound images are inexpensive compared to tomographic and resonance magnetic 
images (which are very hard to obtain in an intraoperative setting) and allow surgeons to 
see beyond the tissues within the brain. Another way would be to extract three-dimensional 
(3D) information from the combined endoscopic and ultrasound images to help surgeons 
better locate brain structures (such as tumors). Some work has been done in this direction, 
mainly in the replacement of classic ultrasound (2D imaging methodology) by 3D 
ultrasound equipment (Unsgaard et al., 2006). We have focused our attention on using 
classic ultrasound techniques and endoscopic images to extract 3D information. We propose 
tracking the ultrasound probe in the endoscopic images and then computing the ultrasound 
probe’s pose in 3D space without an external method (optical or magnetic). We tested two 
alternative methods to track the ultrasound probe in endoscopic camera images as well as 
two methods to segment brain structures in ultrasound images, and then we compared the 
latter two types. We used conformal geometric algebra for the necessary geometric 
calculations and to put the results in 3D space. 

 
1.2 Outline of Our Method 
The equipment setup is as follows: The ultrasound probe is introduced through a channel in 
the endoscope and is seen by the endoscopic camera. With visual tracking equipment 
(Polaris), we can calculate the 3D position of the endoscope tip; we want to know the 
ultrasound (US) probe’s pose in order to have the exact location of the US sensor. This is 
important because the US probe is flexible and rotate on its own axis. It can also move back 
and forth, and since the channel is wider, there is also random movement around the 
channel (Fig. 1). The US probe is connected to a drive unit for a micro-tip transducer; the 
transducer is rotated to generate a 360  beam at 10 MHz. By tracking the US probe in the 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 Statement of the Problem 
Endo-neuro-sonography (ENS) has gained special attention in recent years. Its major 
advantages over traditional brain surgery are that it is a minimally invasive surgical 
technique and the endoscopic camera and ultrasound images provide useful information. 
Ultrasound images are inexpensive compared to tomographic and resonance magnetic 
images (which are very hard to obtain in an intraoperative setting) and allow surgeons to 
see beyond the tissues within the brain. Another way would be to extract three-dimensional 
(3D) information from the combined endoscopic and ultrasound images to help surgeons 
better locate brain structures (such as tumors). Some work has been done in this direction, 
mainly in the replacement of classic ultrasound (2D imaging methodology) by 3D 
ultrasound equipment (Unsgaard et al., 2006). We have focused our attention on using 
classic ultrasound techniques and endoscopic images to extract 3D information. We propose 
tracking the ultrasound probe in the endoscopic images and then computing the ultrasound 
probe’s pose in 3D space without an external method (optical or magnetic). We tested two 
alternative methods to track the ultrasound probe in endoscopic camera images as well as 
two methods to segment brain structures in ultrasound images, and then we compared the 
latter two types. We used conformal geometric algebra for the necessary geometric 
calculations and to put the results in 3D space. 

 
1.2 Outline of Our Method 
The equipment setup is as follows: The ultrasound probe is introduced through a channel in 
the endoscope and is seen by the endoscopic camera. With visual tracking equipment 
(Polaris), we can calculate the 3D position of the endoscope tip; we want to know the 
ultrasound (US) probe’s pose in order to have the exact location of the US sensor. This is 
important because the US probe is flexible and rotate on its own axis. It can also move back 
and forth, and since the channel is wider, there is also random movement around the 
channel (Fig. 1). The US probe is connected to a drive unit for a micro-tip transducer; the 
transducer is rotated to generate a 360  beam at 10 MHz. By tracking the US probe in the 
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endoscopic image in successive video frames, we can use multiple-view 3D estimation 
techniques to find the pose of the US probe’s axis. With this pose and the exact location of 
the endoscope’s tip, we can estimate the 3D coordinates of the US probe’s tip. This is 
fundamental since the US image is orthogonal to the US probe’s axis (see Fig. 2). We know 
that in one small interval of time x, the ultrasound probe is fixed, and the endoscopic camera 
undergoes a movement that is equivalent to an inverse motion, that is, the endoscopic 
camera is fixed, and the ultrasound probe undergoes a movement. In Figs. 1 and 2, we 
showed the 3D virtual representation of the phantom brain used for the experiments. This 
model was constructed with magnetic resonance images of the phantom. 

 
1.3 Structure of the Chapter 
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the techniques used to track the 
ultrasound probe in the endoscopic images. Two alternative methods are presented: 
saturation thresholding and particle filtering. Section 3 is devoted to ultrasound image 
processing. We present a method based on morphological operators to segment brain 
structures and compare its performance versus level-set methods. Section 4 describes how to 
calculate the 3D pose of the probe using conformal geometric algebra (CGA) and multiple-
view methods. We present our conclusions in Section 5. 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. ENS equipment setup. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Scene for the virtual representation. The plane   that is to be calculated contains the 
US image to be segmented and is orthogonal to the unit vector  . 

 
2. Endoscopic Image Processing 

2.1 Tracking the Ultrasound Probe 
The goal here is tracking the US probe that is seen in the endoscopic camera images. To 
achieve this, we use two alternative techniques: saturation thresholding and particle filters. 
The goal is to track the axis line of the US probe throughout the images. Knowing this line is 
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important because it allows us to compute its 3D coordinates using the camera’s projection 
matrix. Such a projection is done as follows: Every line is backprojected to form a plane in 
the space, which contains the line and the camera’s center. Using two consecutive images, 
the intersection of its respective planes will yield the line in 3D (Hartley & Zisserman, 2004). 
To obtain a more accurate result, we take only the unitary vector of this line (because the 
calculation of the translation in the projection matrix is up to a scalar factor). We translate 
the first point (the tip of the endoscope) obtained by the Polaris lecture by a distance d2 (see 
Fig. 2) along the direction of the unitary vector in the direction of the previously obtained 
line, and this translated point will be the position of the US sensor in 3D, making it possible 
to obtain the plane   to make the virtual representation. The d2 distance is taken from two 
retroprojected points of the US probe in the 3D space, these points are begin and end of the 
tracked US probe in each pair of images. Polaris gives us the linear transformation between 
its frame and the attached tracker to the endoscopic camera and, to calculate the linear 
transformation between the tracker and the image frame, we use the hand–eye calibration 
method (Bayro-Corrochano & Daniilidis, 1996). Now we give a brief overview of the 
saturation thresholding and particle filter methods that were independently used to track 
the axis of the US probe.  

 
2.2 Saturation Thresholding 
The saturation thresholding method can help segment objects like ultrasound probes. 
Images are converted from RGB (Red, Green, Blue) format to HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value). 

 BGRV ,,max ;    VBGRVS /,,min*255   if 0V ; otherwise, 0S . Figure 3(a) 
and (b) show the saturation histogram and saturation image, respectively. Selecting all 
values inside [58, 255] yields the binary image in Fig. 3(c). We use the chain code to calculate 
the smallest and largest areas that should be eliminated, as shown in Fig. 3(d). The 
ultrasound probe can be described by two line segments indicating its contour. The main 
axis is calculated as the average segment. We cast rays from the region support endpoints 
and select the two rays that best encompass the segmented region [see Fig. 4(a)]. A good 
candidate is the ray containing more background pixels than segmented pixels. The results 
are shown in Fig. 4(b), which displays the main axis of the ultrasound probe.  
 

 

 
Fig. 3. Saturation histogram. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Estimated line using saturation thresholding. 

 
2.3 Tracking with Particle Filters 
Another approach to perform visual tracking is to use a Bayesian tracker, thus treating 
motion tracking as a Bayesian state-estimation problem. In order to use a Bayesian 
framework, one must model the object being tracked as a state vector. Also needed is a 
method to evaluate how well the predicted states of the state vector fit the observation. The 
most widely used Bayesian tracker is the Kalman filter. However, Kalman filters require a 
Gaussian observation probability and a Gaussian posterior probability density. Our 
observations show that the random movement of the ultrasound probe can hardly be 
described as Gaussian. This situation made us look for a more general tracker: the particle 
filter. 

 
2.3.1 The Particle Filter 
Particle filters emerged from the pioneer work of Isard and Blake (1998). These filters were 
introduced to track objects in visual clutter and can handle multimodal observation 
probabilities.  
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Let’s assume that tx represents the state (state vector) of the object at time t  and that 

 tt xxX ,,1   represents its history over time. The vector  tt zzZ ,,1   encloses all 

the observations iz up to time t . In our framework, tz  represents an endoscopic image at 

time t . The particle filter approximates the posterior  tt Zxp  of the probability 

distribution. The key idea in particle filtering is to approximate the probability distribution 
(and consequently the posterior) by a weighted finite set of samples, the particles. Let 
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t    be a weighted set of N  different samples. Every sample  is  

represents a possible object state, and a weight  i  is associated with it. This weight 
represents the likelihood for the associated particle to be the true location of the target 
object. The weights are normalized so that   
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By applying Bayes’ law, the posterior  tt Zxp  can be recursively expressed as 
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With the state vector at time 1t , the posterior  11  tt Zxp  can be obtained by 

marginalizing over 1tx , making it possible to obtain the distribution  1tt Zxp : 
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where the chain rule was applied  [  1tt xxp  is the dynamic model]. To perform the 

filtering operation, a new set of particles is created by selecting with replacement N  
particles from the N  particles created at time 1t . The probability of selecting a particle 
 is  is proportional to its normalized weight  i . Then the new particles are updated using 

the system’s evolution model. The new weights for the updated particles are calculated, 
measuring how well the object position represented by each particle fits with the 
observation tz  at time t . After the weights are normalized, the mean state is estimated at 
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Subsequent locations of the probe can be represented as a rotation and translation with 
respect to the initial line estimate. A state vector can be represented as         ii
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with its components describing this translation and rotation. This model evolves in each 
stage according to  
 

 

ttt NSS  1 , (3) 

 
where Nt is white Gaussian noise. 
To obtain the weight of each particle, the image of the area selected in the first picture is 
obtained and rotated and translated according to the particle’s (state vector) components. 
The transformed image is then compared to the observed image by means of the 
Bhattacharyya distance between their color histograms, as described by Nummiaro et al. 
(2003). 

 
2.4 Tracking Results 
The saturation thresholding (ST) method was applied as explained, and the particle filter 
was applied using up to 300N particles, but little difference is observed in the results 
when 100N . Several images and sequences have been tested. Figure 5 shows the results 
for the particle filter method. Both tracking methods described performed well in practice. 
However, we prefer the ST method (Section 2.2) because it is faster and also because the 
particle filter method is nondeterministic. We obtained an accuracy of %94  with the ST 
method. 
 

  
Fig. 5. The results for the particle filter method. 

 
3. Ultrasound Image Processing 

The goal in this stage is to segment interesting structures in the brain images, such as 
tumors. We used two methods in order to process the ultrasound images; the first 
is based on morphological operators (Castleman, 1996), and the second is the level-set 
method. 
 
3.1 Segmentation of the Tumor Using Morphological Operators 
We are using morphological operators in order to fill small holes that appear due to the 
subsampling provided by the Aloka ultrasound system. The closing morphological operator 
of  image I with subimage M (structuring element) is defined as   MMIMI  , 
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where   and    represent the dilatation and erosion morphological operators, 
respectively. 
We process the ultrasound images in the following way: 
Copy the original image (do not modify it); select a region of interest (ROI); otherwise, the 
ROI will be the complete image. The ROI will be the same for all images. 
If the ROI contains either a section of or the entire central part of the image, we exclude that 
part of the ROI because it only contains noise. 
Normalize the ROI to minimize the contrast/brightness influence. 
Apply a threshold to the gray levels of the ROI, to select only the highest levels. 
Apply a closing morphological operator to fill the holes of the ROI. 
Use the chain code to calculate the smallest areas of the ROI, and eliminate them. 
Apply a logical AND operation between the ROI and the original image. The result is the 
segmented tumor, which is to be represented in 3D. 
 
To normalize image 0I  and to obtain  yxI , , we used the following equations: 
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where 0I  is the mean of the image intensity and the number 255 represents the maximum 
gray level in the image. Figure 6 shows an example of the segmented tumor in ultrasound 
images.  
 

 
Fig. 6. Isolating the tumor. (a) Original US image to be segmented. (b) The central part of the 
image is excluded and the image is normalized. (c) ROI. (d) Result of segmentation. 

 
3.2 Segmentation of the Tumor Using the Level-Set Method 
The level-set method uses an initial seed on the image. This seed evolves with time until a 
zero velocity is reached or the curve has collapsed (or the maximum number of iterations is 
reached). To evolve the curve, the method uses two lists, called Lin and Lout (Shi, 2005).  
Figure 7 shows the results obtained using the level-set method. Figure 7(a) is an original 
ultrasound image. Figure 7(c) shows the selected and normalized ROI. Figure 7(d) shows 
the initial seed applied to Fig. 7(c). Figure 7(e) shows the collapsed curve. Figure 7(f) is the 
binary mask obtained from Fig. 7(e). This mask is applied to the original image, and we thus 

 

obtained the result of the segmentation [Fig. 7(b)]. The figures were obtained from Aloka 
ultrasound equipment using a phantom brain. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Segmentation using the level-set method.  

 
3.3 Comparison of the Methods 
We obtained a processing time of 0.005305 seconds for the morphological operators method 
versus 0.009 seconds for the level-set method, that is, 188 fps vs. 111 fps. We recommend 
both methods for inline implementation, because they are fast and reliable. 
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where 0I  is the mean of the image intensity and the number 255 represents the maximum 
gray level in the image. Figure 6 shows an example of the segmented tumor in ultrasound 
images.  
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where 0I  is the mean of the image intensity and the number 255 represents the maximum 
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is out of * ; if 0 sp , then p  is on the sphere * . A plane in dual form is defined as a 

sphere, but the last point is at infinity: ecba * ; the normal n  to this plane is its 
dual   if the coefficient 

e  of   is positive, else n , so we can get the signed distance 

from p to * as np  .  Figure 8 shows these concepts. A line in dual form is represented as 

the wedge of two points and the infinity point: ebaL * . A line can also be calculated as 
the intersection of two planes: 21  L . This equation is used to calculate the 3D line that 
represents the ultrasound probe’s axis. As mentioned, we are taking only the unit vector of 
this line. To achieve a translation by a distance 2d  from a point 

1p  in the direction of a line, 

we obtain 
2p : 






 LdT 22
1exp ,  

~

12 TpTp  .  

 

 

Fig. 8. Conformal entities used in the geometric tests. (a) The plane and (b) sphere. 

 
4.2 Putting the Results in 3D Space 
Figure 9(a) shows a slice of a tumor in 3D space; we can see the frame of the Polaris system 
and the calculated axis of the ultrasound probe. Figure 9(b) shows a convex hull applied to a 
set of slices of tumors, that is, the minimal convex set containing all the slices. This convex 
hull was built by using conformal geometric algebra to the geometric tests, as explained in 
Section 4.1.  Figure 10 shows the tumor in a phantom brain model. 
 

 

 
Fig. 9. (a) Virtual representation of the segmented US image. (b) Applying a convex hull to 
the results. 
 

 
Fig. 10. The tumor in a phantom brain model. 

 
5. Conclusions 

In this chapter, we addressed the problem of obtaining 3D information from joint 
ultrasound and endoscopic images obtained with ENS equipment. In order to register both 
sources, we developed two alternative methods to locate the US probe’s tip in endoscopic 
images: using saturation thresholding and a particle filter. Some preliminary results were 
shown. As for the ultrasound image, we presented two methods to segment interesting 
brain structures: morphological operators and level sets. In order to find the better method 
to track the ultrasound probe in the endoscopic camera images and to segment the tumor in 
the ultrasound images, we compared the results obtained with both methods. The results 
were shown in 3D space; the 3D information was calculated from the results obtained by the 
tracking process in endoscopic images. 
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The performance of the proposed approach was demonstrated using several images that 
were subject to occlusions and changes in illumination and contrast. The results indicated 
that the proposed approach is robust. 
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1. Introduction  

As computer-based applications receive increasing attention in the real world and in our 
daily life, the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) technology has also advanced rapidly 
over the recent decades. One essential enabler of natural interaction between human and 
computers is the computers’ ability to understand the emotional states expressed by the 
human subjects (so that personalized responses can be delivered accordingly).  This is not 
surprising as it is well known that emotion plays an important role in human-human 
communications. Emotions are mental and physiological states associated with feelings, 
thoughts, and behaviors of human subjects. The emotional state expressed by a human 
subject reflects not only the mood but also the personality of the human subject. 
Automatic recognition of emotional states from cues expressed by human subjects, such as 
face expression or tone of voice, has found increasing applications in security, learning, 
medicine, entertainment, etc. For example, detecting abnormal emotions, such as stress or 
nervousness, helps to detect lie or identify suspicious human subjects. Emotion recognition 
in automatic tutoring systems, such as web-based e-learning, can adjust the tutoring content 
and delivery speed according to users’ responses. Automatically recognizing emotions from 
patients could also be helpful in clinical studies as well as in psychosis monitoring and 
diagnosis assistance. Emotion classification has been applied in the customer service sector 
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too, where machines at call centers adjust their responses automatically according to the 
emotions expressed by the customers (e.g. anger, frustration, satisfaction, etc.). In the 
entertainment sector, interactive games have been developed that can interact adaptively 
with human players too. All these examples clearly illustrate that the demand for natural 
human-like machines is the major motivation or driving factor for the increasing research 
effort invested in automatic identification of the emotional states of human subjects.  
Speech conversation is an important way for natural and effective communications between 
humans and computers. Over the past decades, advancement in robust speech recognition 
and synthesis techniques has contributed significantly in making such communications 
natural and effective. Human speech conveys not only the linguistic content but also the 
emotion of the speaker. Although the emotion does not alter the linguistic content, it carries 
important information on the speaker’s desire and intent (Cowie et al., 2001; Ververidis & 
Kotropoulos, 2006). As such, it is important that computers understand the emotional states 
conveyed in human speech for effective human-computer interaction applications.  
Modeling and analysis of emotions from human speech span across several fields, including 
psychology, linguistics, and engineering. As there is a lack of precise definition and models 
for emotions, automatic recognition of emotions has been a challenging task to researchers. 
Indeed, research on speech based emotion recognition has been undertaken by many for 
around two decades (Amir, 2001; Clavel et al., 2004; Cowie & Douglas-Cowie, 1996; Cowie 
et al., 2001; Dellaert et al., 1996; Lee & Narayanan, 2005; Morrison et al., 2007; Nguyen & 
Bass, 2005; Nicholson et al., 1999; Petrushin, 1999; Petrushin, 2000; Scherer, 2000; Ser et al., 
2008; Ververidis &  Kotropoulos, 2006; Yu et al., 2001; Zhou et al., 2006). In engineering, 
speech emotion recognition has been formulated as a pattern recognition problem that 
involves feature extraction and emotion classification. This is the model adopted in this 
chapter. In particular, this chapter discusses the designs and performances of several 
popular classification techniques namely, the Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN), the 
Universal Background Model - Gaussian Mixture Model (UBM-GMM), the Support Vector 
Machines (SVMs), and the Hidden Markov model (HMM), for emotion classifications. For 
completeness, a hybrid technique that combines the strengths of multiple classifiers (Ser et 
al., 2008) will also be discussed. Experimental results using the LDC database (University of 
Pennsylvania) will be presented and discussed in the chapter too, to provide a feel of the 
recognition accuracies for the various emotion recognition techniques described above. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. Some related works are briefly 
presented in Section 2. The acoustic feature extraction process is discussed in Section 3. In 
Section 4, several popular classifiers, including a hybrid method, for emotion recognition are 
discussed. Experimental results and performance comparison are shown in Section 5 and 
the concluding remarks are given in Section 6. 

 
2. Related Works  

Speech emotion recognition can be formulated as a pattern recognition problem. Such 
pattern recognition machines consist of two major modules, i.e. feature extraction (including 
speech signal pre-processing) and emotion classification. Fig. 1 shows a typical structure of 
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detailed information can be found in (Ververidis & Kotropoulos, 2006). However, even 
though many researches have been carried out to find acoustic features suitable for emotion 
recognition, there is still no conclusive evidence to show which set of features can provide 
the best recognition accuracy (Zhou, 2006).  
After the acoustic features are extracted and processed, they are sent to emotion 
classification module. Many popular classifiers are employed in the literature. Dellaert et al. 
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too, where machines at call centers adjust their responses automatically according to the 
emotions expressed by the customers (e.g. anger, frustration, satisfaction, etc.). In the 
entertainment sector, interactive games have been developed that can interact adaptively 
with human players too. All these examples clearly illustrate that the demand for natural 
human-like machines is the major motivation or driving factor for the increasing research 
effort invested in automatic identification of the emotional states of human subjects.  
Speech conversation is an important way for natural and effective communications between 
humans and computers. Over the past decades, advancement in robust speech recognition 
and synthesis techniques has contributed significantly in making such communications 
natural and effective. Human speech conveys not only the linguistic content but also the 
emotion of the speaker. Although the emotion does not alter the linguistic content, it carries 
important information on the speaker’s desire and intent (Cowie et al., 2001; Ververidis & 
Kotropoulos, 2006). As such, it is important that computers understand the emotional states 
conveyed in human speech for effective human-computer interaction applications.  
Modeling and analysis of emotions from human speech span across several fields, including 
psychology, linguistics, and engineering. As there is a lack of precise definition and models 
for emotions, automatic recognition of emotions has been a challenging task to researchers. 
Indeed, research on speech based emotion recognition has been undertaken by many for 
around two decades (Amir, 2001; Clavel et al., 2004; Cowie & Douglas-Cowie, 1996; Cowie 
et al., 2001; Dellaert et al., 1996; Lee & Narayanan, 2005; Morrison et al., 2007; Nguyen & 
Bass, 2005; Nicholson et al., 1999; Petrushin, 1999; Petrushin, 2000; Scherer, 2000; Ser et al., 
2008; Ververidis &  Kotropoulos, 2006; Yu et al., 2001; Zhou et al., 2006). In engineering, 
speech emotion recognition has been formulated as a pattern recognition problem that 
involves feature extraction and emotion classification. This is the model adopted in this 
chapter. In particular, this chapter discusses the designs and performances of several 
popular classification techniques namely, the Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN), the 
Universal Background Model - Gaussian Mixture Model (UBM-GMM), the Support Vector 
Machines (SVMs), and the Hidden Markov model (HMM), for emotion classifications. For 
completeness, a hybrid technique that combines the strengths of multiple classifiers (Ser et 
al., 2008) will also be discussed. Experimental results using the LDC database (University of 
Pennsylvania) will be presented and discussed in the chapter too, to provide a feel of the 
recognition accuracies for the various emotion recognition techniques described above. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. Some related works are briefly 
presented in Section 2. The acoustic feature extraction process is discussed in Section 3. In 
Section 4, several popular classifiers, including a hybrid method, for emotion recognition are 
discussed. Experimental results and performance comparison are shown in Section 5 and 
the concluding remarks are given in Section 6. 
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too, where machines at call centers adjust their responses automatically according to the 
emotions expressed by the customers (e.g. anger, frustration, satisfaction, etc.). In the 
entertainment sector, interactive games have been developed that can interact adaptively 
with human players too. All these examples clearly illustrate that the demand for natural 
human-like machines is the major motivation or driving factor for the increasing research 
effort invested in automatic identification of the emotional states of human subjects.  
Speech conversation is an important way for natural and effective communications between 
humans and computers. Over the past decades, advancement in robust speech recognition 
and synthesis techniques has contributed significantly in making such communications 
natural and effective. Human speech conveys not only the linguistic content but also the 
emotion of the speaker. Although the emotion does not alter the linguistic content, it carries 
important information on the speaker’s desire and intent (Cowie et al., 2001; Ververidis & 
Kotropoulos, 2006). As such, it is important that computers understand the emotional states 
conveyed in human speech for effective human-computer interaction applications.  
Modeling and analysis of emotions from human speech span across several fields, including 
psychology, linguistics, and engineering. As there is a lack of precise definition and models 
for emotions, automatic recognition of emotions has been a challenging task to researchers. 
Indeed, research on speech based emotion recognition has been undertaken by many for 
around two decades (Amir, 2001; Clavel et al., 2004; Cowie & Douglas-Cowie, 1996; Cowie 
et al., 2001; Dellaert et al., 1996; Lee & Narayanan, 2005; Morrison et al., 2007; Nguyen & 
Bass, 2005; Nicholson et al., 1999; Petrushin, 1999; Petrushin, 2000; Scherer, 2000; Ser et al., 
2008; Ververidis &  Kotropoulos, 2006; Yu et al., 2001; Zhou et al., 2006). In engineering, 
speech emotion recognition has been formulated as a pattern recognition problem that 
involves feature extraction and emotion classification. This is the model adopted in this 
chapter. In particular, this chapter discusses the designs and performances of several 
popular classification techniques namely, the Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN), the 
Universal Background Model - Gaussian Mixture Model (UBM-GMM), the Support Vector 
Machines (SVMs), and the Hidden Markov model (HMM), for emotion classifications. For 
completeness, a hybrid technique that combines the strengths of multiple classifiers (Ser et 
al., 2008) will also be discussed. Experimental results using the LDC database (University of 
Pennsylvania) will be presented and discussed in the chapter too, to provide a feel of the 
recognition accuracies for the various emotion recognition techniques described above. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. Some related works are briefly 
presented in Section 2. The acoustic feature extraction process is discussed in Section 3. In 
Section 4, several popular classifiers, including a hybrid method, for emotion recognition are 
discussed. Experimental results and performance comparison are shown in Section 5 and 
the concluding remarks are given in Section 6. 
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and synthesis techniques has contributed significantly in making such communications 
natural and effective. Human speech conveys not only the linguistic content but also the 
emotion of the speaker. Although the emotion does not alter the linguistic content, it carries 
important information on the speaker’s desire and intent (Cowie et al., 2001; Ververidis & 
Kotropoulos, 2006). As such, it is important that computers understand the emotional states 
conveyed in human speech for effective human-computer interaction applications.  
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for emotions, automatic recognition of emotions has been a challenging task to researchers. 
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speech emotion recognition has been formulated as a pattern recognition problem that 
involves feature extraction and emotion classification. This is the model adopted in this 
chapter. In particular, this chapter discusses the designs and performances of several 
popular classification techniques namely, the Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN), the 
Universal Background Model - Gaussian Mixture Model (UBM-GMM), the Support Vector 
Machines (SVMs), and the Hidden Markov model (HMM), for emotion classifications. For 
completeness, a hybrid technique that combines the strengths of multiple classifiers (Ser et 
al., 2008) will also be discussed. Experimental results using the LDC database (University of 
Pennsylvania) will be presented and discussed in the chapter too, to provide a feel of the 
recognition accuracies for the various emotion recognition techniques described above. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. Some related works are briefly 
presented in Section 2. The acoustic feature extraction process is discussed in Section 3. In 
Section 4, several popular classifiers, including a hybrid method, for emotion recognition are 
discussed. Experimental results and performance comparison are shown in Section 5 and 
the concluding remarks are given in Section 6. 
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achieved was 79.5%. Neural network (NN) was employed to recognize eight emotions, i.e. 
happiness, teasing, fear, sadness, disgust, anger, surprise and neutral and an accuracy of 
50% was achieved (Nicholson et al. 1999). The linear discrimination, k-NN classifiers, and 
SVM were used to distinguish negative and non-negative emotions and a maximum 
accuracy of 75% was achieved (Lee & Narayanan, 2005). Petrushin (1999) developed a real-
time emotion recognizer using Neural Networks for call center applications, and achieved 
77% classification accuracy in recognizing agitation and calm emotions using eight features 
chosen by a feature selection algorithm. Yu, et.al. (2001) used SVMs to detect anger, happy, 
sadness, and neutral with an average accuracy of 73%. Scherer (2000) explored the existence 
of a universal psychobiological mechanism of emotions in speech by studying the 
recognition of fear, joy, sadness, anger and disgust in nine languages, obtaining 66% of 
overall accuracy. Two hybrid classification schemes, stacked generalization and the un-
weighted vote, were proposed and accuracies of 72.18% and 70.54% were achieved 
respectively, when they were used to recognize anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness and 
surprise (Morrison, 2007). Hybrid classification methods that combined the Support Vector 
Machines and the Decision Tree were proposed (Nguyen & Bass, 2005). The best accuracies 
for classifying neutral, anger, lombard and loud was 72.4%.  

 
3. Acoustic Feature Extraction for Emotion Recognition  

In this section, the features used in our work and the process involved are briefly described. 
In the experiments given below, three short time cepstral features are extracted, which are 
Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) Cepstral Coefficients, Mel-Frequency Cepstral 
Coefficients (MFCC), and Linear Prediction-based Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC).  Before 
extracting the raw features, the speech data are first high-pass filtered by a FIR filter given 
by 
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Signal frames of length 25 msec are then extracted from the filtered speech signal at an 
interval of 10 msec. A Hamming window is applied to each signal frame to reduce signal 
discontinuity.  The list below shows the feature set used in this chapter. 
 
1) PLP - 54 features  
18 PLP cepstral coefficients 
18 Delta PLP cepstral coefficients 
18 Delta Delta PLP cepstral coefficients.  
 
2) MFCC - 39 features  
12 MFCC features  
12 delta MFCC features 
12 Delta Delta MFCC features 
1 (log) frame energy 
1 Delta (log) frame energy 
1 Delta Delta (log) frame energy 
 

3) LPCC – 39 features 
13 LPCC features 
13 delta LPCC features 
13 Delta Delta LPCC features 
 
Fusing the PLP, MFCC and LPCC features, a vector with dimension of  MR  is achieved, 
where M = 132 is the total number of the features extracted for each frame.   

 
4. Classifiers for Emotion Recognition  

The features extracted from the speech samples as described in the previous section, are sent 
to the emotion classification module. The module output is the estimated emotion category 
of an utterance. Before a classifier can be used to automatically label the emotion categories, 
a training process has to be carried out. The speech samples in the whole database are 
divided into two parts. One is used to train the classifiers, and the other is for the test use. In 
the below sub-sections, we will introduce several popular classification methods used in 
emotion classification.  

 
4.1 Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) 
The Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) (Specht, 1988) has been employed as an excellent 
pattern classifier in many applications due to its excellent characteristics such as simple 
training, quick convergence and easy implementation. The PNN solves classification 
problems using Bayesian classifiers. A basic structure of a PNN is shown in Fig. 2. It consists 
of 4 network layers, i.e. input layer, pattern layer, summation layer and output layer.  
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Fig. 2. Structure of a Probabilistic Neural Network  
 

As shown in Fig. 2, the input of the PNN, 
T

1 2[ , ,..., ]Mx x xx  is the M-dimension feature 
vector. The distribution function that estimates the likelihood of an input feature vector 
belonging to a learned category is developed in the pattern layer via supervised training 
using a given training set. This layer works in the same way as a Bayes classifier, where the 
class dependent Probability Density Functions (PDF) are approximated using a Parzen 
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achieved was 79.5%. Neural network (NN) was employed to recognize eight emotions, i.e. 
happiness, teasing, fear, sadness, disgust, anger, surprise and neutral and an accuracy of 
50% was achieved (Nicholson et al. 1999). The linear discrimination, k-NN classifiers, and 
SVM were used to distinguish negative and non-negative emotions and a maximum 
accuracy of 75% was achieved (Lee & Narayanan, 2005). Petrushin (1999) developed a real-
time emotion recognizer using Neural Networks for call center applications, and achieved 
77% classification accuracy in recognizing agitation and calm emotions using eight features 
chosen by a feature selection algorithm. Yu, et.al. (2001) used SVMs to detect anger, happy, 
sadness, and neutral with an average accuracy of 73%. Scherer (2000) explored the existence 
of a universal psychobiological mechanism of emotions in speech by studying the 
recognition of fear, joy, sadness, anger and disgust in nine languages, obtaining 66% of 
overall accuracy. Two hybrid classification schemes, stacked generalization and the un-
weighted vote, were proposed and accuracies of 72.18% and 70.54% were achieved 
respectively, when they were used to recognize anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness and 
surprise (Morrison, 2007). Hybrid classification methods that combined the Support Vector 
Machines and the Decision Tree were proposed (Nguyen & Bass, 2005). The best accuracies 
for classifying neutral, anger, lombard and loud was 72.4%.  

 
3. Acoustic Feature Extraction for Emotion Recognition  

In this section, the features used in our work and the process involved are briefly described. 
In the experiments given below, three short time cepstral features are extracted, which are 
Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) Cepstral Coefficients, Mel-Frequency Cepstral 
Coefficients (MFCC), and Linear Prediction-based Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC).  Before 
extracting the raw features, the speech data are first high-pass filtered by a FIR filter given 
by 
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estimator. Each unit in the pattern layer represents an exemplar in the training set. The 
activated function in this layer can be a Gaussian function given by 
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             (2) 

 
where σ, which is also called smoothing factor, is the variance of the Gaussians, N is the 
number of the exemplars in the training set (equal to the number of the units in this layer), 
and zj is the weighted input of the jth unit expressed as 
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Via training process, the outputs from the units that belong to one emotion category are 
combined in the summation layer. Each unit in the summation layer is associated to one 
emotion category. The output layer works in a competitive way, where only one category is 
generated for any given input vector. The output  1 2, ,..., T

Ly y yy  is an L-dimension 

vector, where L is the number of emotion categories. The output of the unit related to the 
predicted category has the value of “1” and the others have “0”.  

 
4.2 Universal Background Model - Gaussian Mixture Model (UBM-GMM) 
The Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) assumes that the observed variables are generated via 
a probability density distribution that is the weighed linear combination of a set of Gaussian 
PDF. It is considered as a single-state HMM with a Gaussian mixture observation density 
and has been shown to be the most successful probability density function in text-
independent speaker recognition, where no prior knowledge is available on what the 
speaker will say (Reynolds, 2000).   
In the GMM, the distribution of a random variable MRx  is a mixture of G Gaussians given 
as 
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x x x  are the exemplars in the training set belonging to the category, ci. The 

EM algorithm iteratively updates , ,g g gw   for g = 1,…,G, in order to monotonically 

increase the likelihood in (7).  
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Then in the Maximization Step, , ,g g gw   for g = 1,…,G, are updated as 
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By iteratively performing the above steps, the EM algorithm is able to find an optimum set 
of parameters for the GMM.      
In order to handle mismatches more effectively, the Universal Background Model (UBM) is 
incorporated into the GMM, and the resultant model is denoted as UBM-GMM (Reynolds, 
2000). In the UBM-GMM, not only the hypothesis that an utterance belongs to an emotion 
category, but also the hypothesis that it does not belong to this category, are tested. Each of 
the categories is trained with two models. The emotion model,
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where  is a predetermined threshold. In UBM-GMM, the log-likelihood ratio, 
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S , is often  

used, given as  
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Fig. 3. Output Probability Density of UBM-GMM 

 
4.3 Hidden Markov Model (HMM)  
The HMM has a good representation of the temporal behavior of signals being modeled. As 
such, it is commonly used in temporal based pattern recognition applications (e.g. speech 
recognition, handwriting recognition, gesture recognition, etc.). In HMM, the system to be 
modeled is assumed to be a Markov process with a finite set of concatenated states. The 
states cannot be observed directly, while the observation that is generated in the states 
according to the associated probability distribution is visible, from which the model is 
named as Hidden Markov Model.  
Assume that there are N states, S={S1, S2, …, SN}, and M distinct observation symbols per 
state, V={v1, v2, …, vM}, in the model. Each of these states is associated with a probability 
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By iteratively performing the above steps, the EM algorithm is able to find an optimum set 
of parameters for the GMM.      
In order to handle mismatches more effectively, the Universal Background Model (UBM) is 
incorporated into the GMM, and the resultant model is denoted as UBM-GMM (Reynolds, 
2000). In the UBM-GMM, not only the hypothesis that an utterance belongs to an emotion 
category, but also the hypothesis that it does not belong to this category, are tested. Each of 
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An HMM can then be represented as  , ,B   . Given a suitable set of the values of N, 

M and the initial state distribution, the model can be trained to solve the three fundamental 
problems (Rabiner, 1989).  The process involved is summarized below. 
 
1) Given an observation sequence with the following T observations 
 

1 2... ,  ,  1,2,..., ,T tO OO O O V t T        (17) 
 
and the model  , ,B   , evaluate  Op , i.e. the probability of the observation 

sequence. As the calculation of enumerating every possible state sequence of length T for 
calculating  Op  involves on the order of TNT 2  calculations, the problem can be solved 

efficiently using the forward algorithm that requires on only the order of TN 2 calculations. 
Consider forward variable )(it  that is defined as the probability of the partial observation 

sequence (until time t), ,...21 tOOO and the state iS  at time t, given the model   , expressed 
as 
 

).|,...()( 21  ittt SqOOOPi                          (18) 
 

This can be solved inductively, as follows: 
 
Initialization 
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Induction 
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2) Given the observation sequence 1 2... TO OO O  and the model  , determine the optimum 
sequence of the model states. There is no exact and unique solution for this problem. 
Optimality criteria are applied to find optimal state sequence. The Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi, 
1967; Forney, 1973) that finds the single best state sequence based on dynamic programming 
methods is commonly used to solve this problem.  

3) Estimate the model parameters  , ,B    that best match the observed signal, i.e. 

maximizing the probability of the observation sequence given the model,  Op . As there is 

no analytical approach to solve the problem,   is usually chosen such that  Op  is locally 

maximized using an iterative procedure such as the Baum-Welch method. 
 
In the above, we have briefly introduced the algorithm for solving the first problem as 
speech emotion recognition belongs to this problem and can be solved efficiently using 
HMMs. The observation sequence is the feature vector of an utterance. Through training 
process, one HMM is established for each emotion category. If an individual training is 
carried out for each speaker, S HMMs are trained for each emotion, where S is the number 
of speakers. With the trained HMMs, estimating the emotion category of an utterance is 
equivalent to calculating the probability of  Op  for the given observation sequence. It can 

be solved using the forward algorithm described above. The HMM with the highest 
probability determines the emotion category of the utterance.  

 
4.4 Support Vector Machines (SVMs) 
SVMs that developed by Vladimir Vapnik (1995) and his colleagues at AT&T Bell Labs in 
the mid 90’s, have become of increasing interest in classification (Steinwart and Christmann, 
2008). It has shown to have better generalization performance than traditional techniques in 
solving classification problems. In contrast to traditional techniques for pattern recognition 
that are based on the minimization of empirical risk learned from training dataset, it aims to 
minimize the structural risk to achieve optimum performance.  
It is based on the concept of decision planes that separates the objects belonging to different 
categories. In the SVMs, the input data are separated as two sets using a separating 
hyperplane that maximizes the margin between the two data sets. Assuming the training 
data samples are in the form of 
 

   , ,  1,..., ,  , 1,1M
i i i ic i N c   x x R     (22) 

 
where  1 2, ,...,i Mx x xx  is the M-dimension feature vector of the ith samples, N is the 

number of samples and ic  is the category to which ix  belongs. Suppose there is a 

hyperplane that the separates feature vectors ( )i x  with positive category from the 

negative one, here ( )  is a nonlinear mapping of the input space into higher dimensional 

feature space. The set of points ( ) x  that lie on the hyperplane is expressed as 
 

   ( ) 0,b  w x                             (23) 
 
where w and b are the two parameters. For the training data that are linearly seperable, two 
hyperplanes are selected to yield maximum margin. Suppose ,  1,...,i i Nx  satisfies  
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It can be re-written as  
 

        ( ) 1 0,  1,2,..., .i ic b i N      x w             (25) 

 
Searching a pair of hyperplanes that gives the maximum margin can be achieved by solving 
the following optimization problem  
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where w  represents the Euclidean norm of w . This can be formulated as a quadratic 

programming optimization problem and be solved by standard quadratic programming 
techniques. 
 
Using the Lagrangian methodology, the dual problem of (26) is given as 
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where i is the Lagrangian variable.  
 
The simplest case is that ( ) x is a linear function. If the data cannot be separated in a linear 
way, non-linear mappings are performed from the original space to a feature space via 
kernels. This aims to construct a linear classifier in the transformed space, which is the so-
called “kernel trick”. It can be seen from (27) that the training points are appeared as their 
inner products in the dual formulation. According to Mercer’s theorem, any symmetric 
positive semi-definite function  ,i jk x x  implicitly defines a mapping into a feature space 
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such that the function is an inner product in the feature space given as 
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By replacing the inner product in (27) with a kernel and solving for  , a maximal margin 
separating hyperplane can be obtained in the feature space defined by a kernel.   Choosing 
suitable non-linear kernels, therefore, classifiers that are non-linear in the original space can 
become linear in the feature space. Some common kernel functions are shown in below: 
Polynomial (homogeneous) kernel:    , ' ' ,dk  x x x x  

Polynomial (inhomogeneous) kernel:    , ' ' 1 ,dk   x x x x  

Radial basis  kernel:    2, ' exp ' ,  for 0,k     x x x x  

Gaussian radial basis kernel:  
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A single SVM itself is a classification method for 2-category data. In speech emotion 
recognition, there are usually multiple emotion categories. Two approaches are commonly 
used to solve the problem, namely one-versus-all and one-versus-one (Fradkin and 
Muchnik, 2006). In the first approach, one SVM is built for each emotion.  In the second 
approach, one SVM is built to distinguish between every pair of categories. The final 
classification decision is made according to the results from all the SVMs with the majority 
rule. In the one-versus-all way, the emotion category of an utterance is determined by the 
classifier with the highest output based on the winner-takes-all strategy. In the one-versus-
one way, every classifier assigns  the utterance to one of the two  emotion categories, then 
the vote for the assigned category is increased by one vote, and the emotion class is the one 
with most votes based on a max-wins voting strategy.  

 
4.5. A Hybrid Classification Method 
In the previous studies, most emotion recognition schemes use a single classifier, and very 
few have considered hybrid classification methods (Morrison, 2007). Intuitively, if the 
individual schemes can be suitably combined, an improvement in accuracy can be expected. 
This section describes a recently reported hybrid scheme that combines the strengths of 
multiple classifiers (Ser et al., 2008).  
The structure of the hybrid scheme is shown in Fig. 4, which consists of two basic classifiers, 
i.e. the PNN classifier and the UBM-GMM classifier. The outcomes of these two classifiers 
are fused together to generate the final result by the Fusion Look-Up Table (LUT)  approach.  
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the vote for the assigned category is increased by one vote, and the emotion class is the one 
with most votes based on a max-wins voting strategy.  
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In the previous studies, most emotion recognition schemes use a single classifier, and very 
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individual schemes can be suitably combined, an improvement in accuracy can be expected. 
This section describes a recently reported hybrid scheme that combines the strengths of 
multiple classifiers (Ser et al., 2008).  
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By replacing the inner product in (27) with a kernel and solving for  , a maximal margin 
separating hyperplane can be obtained in the feature space defined by a kernel.   Choosing 
suitable non-linear kernels, therefore, classifiers that are non-linear in the original space can 
become linear in the feature space. Some common kernel functions are shown in below: 
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A single SVM itself is a classification method for 2-category data. In speech emotion 
recognition, there are usually multiple emotion categories. Two approaches are commonly 
used to solve the problem, namely one-versus-all and one-versus-one (Fradkin and 
Muchnik, 2006). In the first approach, one SVM is built for each emotion.  In the second 
approach, one SVM is built to distinguish between every pair of categories. The final 
classification decision is made according to the results from all the SVMs with the majority 
rule. In the one-versus-all way, the emotion category of an utterance is determined by the 
classifier with the highest output based on the winner-takes-all strategy. In the one-versus-
one way, every classifier assigns  the utterance to one of the two  emotion categories, then 
the vote for the assigned category is increased by one vote, and the emotion class is the one 
with most votes based on a max-wins voting strategy.  

 
4.5. A Hybrid Classification Method 
In the previous studies, most emotion recognition schemes use a single classifier, and very 
few have considered hybrid classification methods (Morrison, 2007). Intuitively, if the 
individual schemes can be suitably combined, an improvement in accuracy can be expected. 
This section describes a recently reported hybrid scheme that combines the strengths of 
multiple classifiers (Ser et al., 2008).  
The structure of the hybrid scheme is shown in Fig. 4, which consists of two basic classifiers, 
i.e. the PNN classifier and the UBM-GMM classifier. The outcomes of these two classifiers 
are fused together to generate the final result by the Fusion Look-Up Table (LUT)  approach.  
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By replacing the inner product in (27) with a kernel and solving for  , a maximal margin 
separating hyperplane can be obtained in the feature space defined by a kernel.   Choosing 
suitable non-linear kernels, therefore, classifiers that are non-linear in the original space can 
become linear in the feature space. Some common kernel functions are shown in below: 
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A single SVM itself is a classification method for 2-category data. In speech emotion 
recognition, there are usually multiple emotion categories. Two approaches are commonly 
used to solve the problem, namely one-versus-all and one-versus-one (Fradkin and 
Muchnik, 2006). In the first approach, one SVM is built for each emotion.  In the second 
approach, one SVM is built to distinguish between every pair of categories. The final 
classification decision is made according to the results from all the SVMs with the majority 
rule. In the one-versus-all way, the emotion category of an utterance is determined by the 
classifier with the highest output based on the winner-takes-all strategy. In the one-versus-
one way, every classifier assigns  the utterance to one of the two  emotion categories, then 
the vote for the assigned category is increased by one vote, and the emotion class is the one 
with most votes based on a max-wins voting strategy.  

 
4.5. A Hybrid Classification Method 
In the previous studies, most emotion recognition schemes use a single classifier, and very 
few have considered hybrid classification methods (Morrison, 2007). Intuitively, if the 
individual schemes can be suitably combined, an improvement in accuracy can be expected. 
This section describes a recently reported hybrid scheme that combines the strengths of 
multiple classifiers (Ser et al., 2008).  
The structure of the hybrid scheme is shown in Fig. 4, which consists of two basic classifiers, 
i.e. the PNN classifier and the UBM-GMM classifier. The outcomes of these two classifiers 
are fused together to generate the final result by the Fusion Look-Up Table (LUT)  approach.  
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Fig. 4. Structure of Proposed Hybrid Scheme (LUT: Look Up Table) 
 
In the training stage, the PNN and the UBM-GMM classifiers are firstly trained individually. 
Then the confusion matrices for the two base classifiers and a LUT that is denoted as F, is 
formed using a different part of training data from that used to train the base classifiers. Let 
L be the total number of emotional states to be classified. The L-by-L confusion matrix for 
each of the base classifier takes the following form: 
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In the matrix, pi,j is the probability that the estimated class is cj given that actual class is ci. 
For an effective classifier, the values of the diagonal entries are expected to be much higher 
than those of the non-diagonal entries. 
 
The Fusion LUT, F, a matrix with dimension of 3 4L  , records all possible emotional states 
estimated by the two classifiers, the actual emotional states, and the conditional probability 
of the actual emotion being one of the emotional states. This is elaborated below.  
Let cPNN and cGMM be the emotional states estimated by PNN and UBM-GMM respectively, 
and cr be the actual emotional state. A typical row of F takes the form, 
 
                   [cPNN    cGMM     cr    p(cr) ] 
 
where p(cr) is the conditional probability of the emotional state cr given by 
 

         .| ,r r PNN GMMp c prob c c c c                    (31) 

 
It can be approximated as 
 

  / ,
PNN GMM rc c cr N Np c                                             (32) 

 
where 

r PNN GMMc c cN  
 represents the number of utterances whose emotions being cr given that 

the estimated emotion from the PNN and GMM classifiers being cPNN and cGMM, 
respectively, and 

rc
N  denotes the number of utterances expressed in the emotion cr. Note 

that 
r PNN GMMc c cN  

 and 
rc

N  count only the utterances used to calculate the LUT. In the ideal 

situation when the recognition accuracy of every single classifier is 100%, p(cr) becomes 

        1,     for .0,     otherwise 
PNN GMM r

r
c c cp c                                        (33) 

 
In the testing stage, the emotion of a speech sample is determined by either the Fusion LUT 
or the confusion matrices.  
 
The training-testing process can be summarized into the following 6 steps.  
Step 1 Train each of the two classifiers, PNN and UBM-GMM, independently using the 
training data. 
Step 2 Use the trained classifiers to recognize the emotions of the utterances extracted from 
another speech data training set.  
Step 3 Calculate the confusion matrices for both the base classifiers. 
Step 4 Calculate the fusion LUT, F, according to the process described before. 
Step 5 Apply the two base classifiers to the test data separately, and obtain the estimated 
emotional states, cPNN and cGMM, respectively. 
Step 6 Compare the values of p(cr) in the fusion LUT where the first 2 indices are cPNN and 
cGMM. Determine the fusion output as cfus = cr where the value p(cr) is the highest. In the case 
when p(cr) = 0 (which can happen when the training sample size is too small), compare the 
values of pi,i in the two confusion matrices, where i corresponds to cPNN and cGMM, for the 
respective confusion matrices. The final decision of the emotional state, cfus is then taken to 
be the cr corresponding to the highest pi,i. 

 
5. Experiments  

5.1 Database 
The speech emotion database used in this study is extracted from the Linguistic Data 
Consortium (LDC) Emotional Prosody Speech corpus (catalog number LDC2002S28), which 
was recorded by the Department of Neurology, University of Pennsylvania Medical School. 
It comprises expressions spoken by 3 male and 4 female actors. The speech contents are 
neutral phrases like dates and numbers, e.g. “September fourth” or “eight hundred one”, 
which are expressed in 14 emotional states (including anxiety, boredom, cold anger, hot 
anger, contempt, despair, disgust, elation, happiness, interest, panic, pride, sadness, and 
shame) as well as neutral state. The number of utterances is approximately 2300.  

 
5.2 Experiment Description 
The PNN, UBM-GMM, HMM, SVM and the hybrid classification method are employed to 
automatically recognize emotional states from speech samples. In our experiment, we 
consider the different characteristics of speech among the speakers. The speech data are 
trained in speaker dependent training mode, in which an individual training process is 
carried out for each speaker. In the experiment, the database is divided into two parts, i.e. 
training dataset and testing dataset. For the PNN, GMM, HMM and SVM classifiers used 
individually, three quarters of the data are employed to train the classifiers; for the hybrid 
classification method, half of the data are employed to train the  base classifiers, a quarter of 
the data are used to calculate the Fusion LUT and the confusion matrices. The rest quarter of 
data are used for testing purpose in our methods.   
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each of the base classifier takes the following form: 
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In the matrix, pi,j is the probability that the estimated class is cj given that actual class is ci. 
For an effective classifier, the values of the diagonal entries are expected to be much higher 
than those of the non-diagonal entries. 
 
The Fusion LUT, F, a matrix with dimension of 3 4L  , records all possible emotional states 
estimated by the two classifiers, the actual emotional states, and the conditional probability 
of the actual emotion being one of the emotional states. This is elaborated below.  
Let cPNN and cGMM be the emotional states estimated by PNN and UBM-GMM respectively, 
and cr be the actual emotional state. A typical row of F takes the form, 
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that 
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 and 
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situation when the recognition accuracy of every single classifier is 100%, p(cr) becomes 
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In the testing stage, the emotion of a speech sample is determined by either the Fusion LUT 
or the confusion matrices.  
 
The training-testing process can be summarized into the following 6 steps.  
Step 1 Train each of the two classifiers, PNN and UBM-GMM, independently using the 
training data. 
Step 2 Use the trained classifiers to recognize the emotions of the utterances extracted from 
another speech data training set.  
Step 3 Calculate the confusion matrices for both the base classifiers. 
Step 4 Calculate the fusion LUT, F, according to the process described before. 
Step 5 Apply the two base classifiers to the test data separately, and obtain the estimated 
emotional states, cPNN and cGMM, respectively. 
Step 6 Compare the values of p(cr) in the fusion LUT where the first 2 indices are cPNN and 
cGMM. Determine the fusion output as cfus = cr where the value p(cr) is the highest. In the case 
when p(cr) = 0 (which can happen when the training sample size is too small), compare the 
values of pi,i in the two confusion matrices, where i corresponds to cPNN and cGMM, for the 
respective confusion matrices. The final decision of the emotional state, cfus is then taken to 
be the cr corresponding to the highest pi,i. 

 
5. Experiments  

5.1 Database 
The speech emotion database used in this study is extracted from the Linguistic Data 
Consortium (LDC) Emotional Prosody Speech corpus (catalog number LDC2002S28), which 
was recorded by the Department of Neurology, University of Pennsylvania Medical School. 
It comprises expressions spoken by 3 male and 4 female actors. The speech contents are 
neutral phrases like dates and numbers, e.g. “September fourth” or “eight hundred one”, 
which are expressed in 14 emotional states (including anxiety, boredom, cold anger, hot 
anger, contempt, despair, disgust, elation, happiness, interest, panic, pride, sadness, and 
shame) as well as neutral state. The number of utterances is approximately 2300.  

 
5.2 Experiment Description 
The PNN, UBM-GMM, HMM, SVM and the hybrid classification method are employed to 
automatically recognize emotional states from speech samples. In our experiment, we 
consider the different characteristics of speech among the speakers. The speech data are 
trained in speaker dependent training mode, in which an individual training process is 
carried out for each speaker. In the experiment, the database is divided into two parts, i.e. 
training dataset and testing dataset. For the PNN, GMM, HMM and SVM classifiers used 
individually, three quarters of the data are employed to train the classifiers; for the hybrid 
classification method, half of the data are employed to train the  base classifiers, a quarter of 
the data are used to calculate the Fusion LUT and the confusion matrices. The rest quarter of 
data are used for testing purpose in our methods.   
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5.3 Results and Discussion 
Numerical results obtained by the PNN, UBM-GMM, HMM, SVM, and the hybrid scheme 
are shown in Tables 1. The average accuracies achieved by PNN, UBM-GMM, HMM, SVM 
and the hybrid scheme are 68.60%, 72.73%, 69.60%, 62.67%, and 75.13%, respectively.  
 

  PNN UBM-
GMM 

HMM SVM Hybrid 

Anxiety  79 77 82 76 80 
Boredom  71 79 76 81 76 
Cold Anger  64 69 58 59 71 
Contempt  73 80 79 58 82 
Despair  65 79 76 71 79 
Disgust  78 89 81 65 84 
Elation  59 81 68 73 72 
Hot Anger  75 85 85 74 77 
Happiness  61 76 49 60 68 
Interest  64 70 63 51 73 
Neutral  80 54 82 61 81 
Panic  62 75 70 52 75 
Pride  72 53 53 54 72 
Sadness  74 63 51 46 74 
Shame  52 61 71 59 63 
Average   68.60 72.73 69.60 62.67 75.13 

Table 1. Recognition accuracies (%) of the PNN, UBM-GMM, HMM, SVM, and the hybrid 
scheme 
 
The accuracies for individual emotion recognition achieved by the PNN, UBM-GMM, HMM 
and SVM are plotted in Fig. 5. It is shown from the experiment results that among the 4 
classifiers, the UBM-GMM has achieved highest average accuracy. The recognition 
performance of the HMM in this experiment is similar to that of the UBM-GMM. For each of 
these emotion categories, the highest recognition accuracy is achieved by different 
classification method, e.g. for anxiety, the highest accuracy of 82% is achieved by the HMM; 
for despair, the accuracy of 79% obtained by the UBM-GMM is the highest; for Neutral, the 
highest accuracy of 82% is achieved by the HMM; and for Pride, the PNN gives the highest 
accuracy of 72%. It indicates that one cannon simply make a conclusion that one classifier is 
better than another classifier.  
It can be seen from Table 1, the hybrid scheme is able to improve the recognition accuracy 
compared to the classification methods used individually. The average accuracy is 75.13%, 
which is 6.53% and 2.40% higher than the PNN and UBM-GMM individually used, 
respectively. In the literature, usually only 2-6 different emotional states are classified. 
Considering the difficulties encountered due to the facts that the number of emotional states 
is as large as 15, the results are rather satisfying.  
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6. Conclusions 

Over the recent decades, automatic recognition of emotional states has attracted increasing 
interest among the researchers. This chapter addresses the problem of emotion recognition 
from human speech cues. The processes involved and some popular methods for feature 
extraction and emotion classification have been discussed in the chapter. In particular, 
acoustic features such as the short time cepstral features, i.e. Perceptual Linear Prediction 
(PLP) Cepstral Coefficients, the Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), and the 
Linear Prediction-based Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC), have been discussed in the chapter. 
Several popular classification methods, including the Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN), 
the Universal Background Model -Gaussian Mixture Model (UBM-GMM), the Hidden 
Markov model (HMM), the Support Vector Machines (SVMs), and a recently proposed 
hybrid method have been discussed too. Experimental results, in terms of recognition 
accuracies, obtained by using the LDC database (University of Pennsylvania) have been 
included and discussed in the chapter too.  
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1. Introduction  

Epilepsy is a neurological disorder and can be defined as a symptom where a sudden and 
transient disturbance occurs in the normal electrical activity of the brain (İnan & Kuntalp, 
2007). Multiple factors can trigger epilepsy, such as brain injury, disease, light stimulation, 
and genetics. People may be born with the disorder; however, the exact underlying epilepsy 
mechanism is still uncertain.  
Epilepsy affects four to five percent of the world’s population at some point in their lives 
and 1% of the world’s population suffer from chronic epilepsy (Betts, 1998). According to 
the Epilepsy Foundation of America, more than two million people in the United States 
have a seizure disorder. In Taiwan, about 200 thousand people suffer from this disorder 
(Wang, 1998). Alarmingly, the death rate is unacceptably high, as epilepsy increases a 
person’s risk of premature death by about two to three times that of the non-epileptic 
population. The epilepsy-related death rate among patients is about 40%. Causes of death 
include the underlying disease in symptomatic epilepsy, sudden unexpected death in 
epilepsy (SUDEP), accidents during an epileptic attack, status epilepticus, suicide, and 
treatment-related death (Nouri & Balish, 2006). Hence, the unpredictability of seizures still 
overshadows the lives of most epilepsy patients.  
Treatment options for epilepsy may include surgery, a special diet, or a surgically implanted 
device which delivers electrical stimulation to the brain. According to the Epilepsy 
Foundation of America, seizures can be successfully controlled by appropriate medication 
such as anti-epileptic drugs or anti-convulsants in about 50% to 80% of cases. However, for 
patients who do not respond well to medication, surgery is the next best option.  
Due to the risks associated with the unpredictability of epilepsy, epileptic seizure detection 
is critically important to physicians. Nowadays, video- Electroencephalogram (EEG)-
monitoring is the gold standard for the diagnosis of epilepsy.  EEG is the recording of 
electrical activity produced by the firing of neurons within the brain, and has long been 
used as a clinical test in the diagnosis and monitoring of epilepsy. Prior to surgery, 
intracranial electroencephalogram (IEEG) needs to be monitored in order to confirm the 
seizure zone. Unfortunately, analyzing these EEG recordings is a time-consuming task for 
neurology physicians, and patterns indicating epilepsy can sometimes be confused with 
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those of other disorders producing similar seizure-like activity (Kalayc & O¨ zdamar, 1995). 
Hence, there is a strong need to develop an artificial intelligent (AI) system for epileptic 
seizure detection.  
Osorio et al. (Osorio, Frei, & Wilkinson, 1998) developed an algorithm for real-time 
detection of epileptic seizures based on the fast wavelet transform with the Daub 4 family of 
wavelets and a median filter to detect seizures. In their algorithm, power spectral density 
(PSD) in a time sequence played an important role in distinguishing seizures. Their real-
time method achieved high sensitivity and specificity when tested on 125 seizures in short 
time segments from 16 subjects. Tezel (Tezel & o¨zbay, 2009) presented three neural network 
models with different adaptive activation functions (NNAAF) within hidden neurons to 
detect epileptic seizures. Activation functions included the sigmoid function, sum of 
sigmoid function and sinusoidal function, and Morlet Wavelet function. Previous research 
(Wongsawat, 2008) also demonstrated the use of phase congruency to robustly detect 
epileptic seizure, calculated using Log-Gabor wavelets. The number of spikes detected from 
the phase congruency of two classes of EEG data (epilepsy and seizure-free) were used as 
distinctive features. In addition, Worrell et al. (Worrell et al., 2004) suggested that high 
frequency epileptiform oscillation signatures appear highly localized in the seizure onset 
zone. The authors noted that the brief spikes of low amplitude and high frequency energy 
were clinically useful for localizing the seizure onset zone. Kaiser’s (Kaiser, 1990, 1993) 
proposed the Teager energy operator (TEO) to estimate the energy of an oscillating signal. 
Choi et al. (Choi, Jung, & Kim, 2006) modified Kaiser’s TEO method with an improved 
multi-resolution Teager energy operator (MTEO) detector that employs smoothing windows 
normalized by noise power derived from mathematical analyses. Their experimental results 
prove that this detector achieves higher detection ratios at a fixed false alarm ratio than both 
the TEO detector and the discrete wavelet transform detector. 
In response to the need for detecting seizure onset more efficiently, the development of 
spike or seizure detection algorithms has grown rapidly. Abnormal spikes under certain 
conditions in EEG recordings are indicators used for the diagnosis of epilepsy (Kiloh, 
McComas, Osselton, & Upton, 1981; Niedermeyer & Silva, 1993), so abnormal spike 
detection plays a crucial role in epileptic seizure detection. İnan et al. (İnan & Kuntalp, 2007) 
applied the fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering algorithm on certain epileptic spike features, 
such as time durations. The FCM based two-stage system provides a 93.3% sensitivity and 
74.1% specificity to detect spikes (a total of 166 individual waves with 15 epileptic spike and 
151 non-epileptic spike activities). However, the selectivity of spikes was only 26.4%, which 
means that just over 1/4 of all waves labelled as epileptic spikes were truly epileptic spikes. 
Xu et al. (Xu, Wang, Zhang, Zhang, & Zhu, 2007) tried to solve the same problem by using 
an improved morphological filter and comparing it to the traditional morphological filter 
and wavelet analysis using the Mexican hat function. Their method results in a 7.52% 
overall false detection rate based on 957 spikes. 

 
2. Fusion System Structure of Epileptic Seizure Detection 

In this chapter, the goal is to use fusion technology (Hall & McMullen, 2004) to develop an 
intelligence computing approach to detect seizure onset from intracranial EEG (IEEG), 
which is different from pure spike detection (İnan & Kuntalp, 2007; Xu et al., 2007). The 
fusion technology indicates levels of the Joint Directors Of Laboratories (JDL) data fusion 
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those of other disorders producing similar seizure-like activity (Kalayc & O¨ zdamar, 1995). 
Hence, there is a strong need to develop an artificial intelligent (AI) system for epileptic 
seizure detection.  
Osorio et al. (Osorio, Frei, & Wilkinson, 1998) developed an algorithm for real-time 
detection of epileptic seizures based on the fast wavelet transform with the Daub 4 family of 
wavelets and a median filter to detect seizures. In their algorithm, power spectral density 
(PSD) in a time sequence played an important role in distinguishing seizures. Their real-
time method achieved high sensitivity and specificity when tested on 125 seizures in short 
time segments from 16 subjects. Tezel (Tezel & o¨zbay, 2009) presented three neural network 
models with different adaptive activation functions (NNAAF) within hidden neurons to 
detect epileptic seizures. Activation functions included the sigmoid function, sum of 
sigmoid function and sinusoidal function, and Morlet Wavelet function. Previous research 
(Wongsawat, 2008) also demonstrated the use of phase congruency to robustly detect 
epileptic seizure, calculated using Log-Gabor wavelets. The number of spikes detected from 
the phase congruency of two classes of EEG data (epilepsy and seizure-free) were used as 
distinctive features. In addition, Worrell et al. (Worrell et al., 2004) suggested that high 
frequency epileptiform oscillation signatures appear highly localized in the seizure onset 
zone. The authors noted that the brief spikes of low amplitude and high frequency energy 
were clinically useful for localizing the seizure onset zone. Kaiser’s (Kaiser, 1990, 1993) 
proposed the Teager energy operator (TEO) to estimate the energy of an oscillating signal. 
Choi et al. (Choi, Jung, & Kim, 2006) modified Kaiser’s TEO method with an improved 
multi-resolution Teager energy operator (MTEO) detector that employs smoothing windows 
normalized by noise power derived from mathematical analyses. Their experimental results 
prove that this detector achieves higher detection ratios at a fixed false alarm ratio than both 
the TEO detector and the discrete wavelet transform detector. 
In response to the need for detecting seizure onset more efficiently, the development of 
spike or seizure detection algorithms has grown rapidly. Abnormal spikes under certain 
conditions in EEG recordings are indicators used for the diagnosis of epilepsy (Kiloh, 
McComas, Osselton, & Upton, 1981; Niedermeyer & Silva, 1993), so abnormal spike 
detection plays a crucial role in epileptic seizure detection. İnan et al. (İnan & Kuntalp, 2007) 
applied the fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering algorithm on certain epileptic spike features, 
such as time durations. The FCM based two-stage system provides a 93.3% sensitivity and 
74.1% specificity to detect spikes (a total of 166 individual waves with 15 epileptic spike and 
151 non-epileptic spike activities). However, the selectivity of spikes was only 26.4%, which 
means that just over 1/4 of all waves labelled as epileptic spikes were truly epileptic spikes. 
Xu et al. (Xu, Wang, Zhang, Zhang, & Zhu, 2007) tried to solve the same problem by using 
an improved morphological filter and comparing it to the traditional morphological filter 
and wavelet analysis using the Mexican hat function. Their method results in a 7.52% 
overall false detection rate based on 957 spikes. 
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those of other disorders producing similar seizure-like activity (Kalayc & O¨ zdamar, 1995). 
Hence, there is a strong need to develop an artificial intelligent (AI) system for epileptic 
seizure detection.  
Osorio et al. (Osorio, Frei, & Wilkinson, 1998) developed an algorithm for real-time 
detection of epileptic seizures based on the fast wavelet transform with the Daub 4 family of 
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Hence, there is a strong need to develop an artificial intelligent (AI) system for epileptic 
seizure detection.  
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such as time durations. The FCM based two-stage system provides a 93.3% sensitivity and 
74.1% specificity to detect spikes (a total of 166 individual waves with 15 epileptic spike and 
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data were recorded during invasive pre-surgical epilepsy monitoring at the Epilepsy Center 
of the University Hospital of Freiburg, Germany. The EEG database contains invasive EEG 
recordings of 21 patients suffering from medically intractable focal epilepsy. Of the 21 
patients, 11 have their epileptic focus locations in neocortical brain structures, 8 in the 
hippocampus, and 2 in both. Detailed information on the 21 subjects is listed in Table 1. The 
database has a sampling rate of 256 Hz with 16-bit resolution without notch or band pass 
filters applied at the beginning. Matlab 7.x (Mathworks Inc.)  and Visual Studio 2008 C# 
(Microsoft Inc.) were used for implementation. 

Patient Sex Age Seizure 
Types 

Regions Seizures 
Analyzed 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

F 
M 
M 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
M 
M 
F 
F 
F 
F 
M 
F 
M 
F 
F 
M 
M 

15 
38 
14 
26 
16 
31 
42 
32 
44 
47 
10 
42 
22 
41 
31 
50 
28 
25 
28 
33 
13 

SP 
SP,CP,GTC 
SP,CP 
SP,CP,GTC 
SP,CP,GTC 
CP,GTC 
SP,CP,GTC 
SP,CP 
CP,GTC 
SP,CP,GTC 
SP,CP,GTC 
SP,CP,GTC 
SP,CP,GTC 
CP,GTC 
SP,CP,GTC 
SP,CP,GTC 
SP,CP,GTC 
SP,CP 
SP,CP,GTC 
SP,CP,GTC 
SP,CP 

Frontal 
Temporal 
Frontal 
Temporal 
Frontal 
Temporo/ Occipital 
Temporal 
Frontal 
Temporo/Occipital 
Temporal 
Parietal 
Temporal 
Temporo/Occipital 
Fronto/Temporal 
Temporal 
Temporal 
Temporal 
Frontal 
Frontal 
Tempro/Parietal 
Temptral 

4 
3 
5 
5 
5 
3 
3 
2 
5 
5 
4 
4 
2 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 
5 

SP=simple partial CP=complex partial GTC=generalized tonic-clonic 
Table 1. Summary of 21 subjects on FSPEEG database 

 
3.2 Level 0: Filtering and Spike Template Selection for Training Process 
Unlike other databases, the database: was recorded directly from focal areas, benefiting 
from the advantage of a high signal-to-noise ratio. Nonetheless, there was still a need to 
remove power-line interference, signal-line stretch, and baseline wonder artifacts for signal 
quality assurance. Hence, three digital filters were applied, including a 50/60Hz notch filter, 
a 0.1-70Hz band pass filter, and a median filter. 
In general, there are about 10 types of epileptiform discharges. Fig. 2 lists the most common 
types of spikes (spike, sharp wave, spike-and-wave complexes, and polyspike complex). 
Fifty of the most common spike templates and fifty background normal IEEG templates 
were manually selected for training purposes.  
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Fig. 2. Four most common types of spikes (spike, sharp wave, spike-and-wave complexes, 
and polyspike complex)   
 
Our neurology expert carefully marked typical epilepsy spikes and non-spikes for algorithm 
development. In Fig. 3, three types of feature waves were extracted from templates, 
including up waves and down waves from epileptic spikes and background normal IEEG 
waves were extracted, as well as up waves and down waves from epileptic spikes and 
background normal IEEG waves. 
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Fig. 3. Training templates typical spikes (left) and non-spikes (right)  
 
For the following sections, three intelligent computing techniques (BP, FCM and AK) are 
introduced. 

 
3.3 Level 1: Spike Pattern Recognition 
As mentioned, epileptic spike detection methods can be categorized as: (1) morphology-
based and (2) feature-based. The concept of the morphology-based method is to compare the 
entire spike waveform to a spike template. Any spike waveforms close to the template are 
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data were recorded during invasive pre-surgical epilepsy monitoring at the Epilepsy Center 
of the University Hospital of Freiburg, Germany. The EEG database contains invasive EEG 
recordings of 21 patients suffering from medically intractable focal epilepsy. Of the 21 
patients, 11 have their epileptic focus locations in neocortical brain structures, 8 in the 
hippocampus, and 2 in both. Detailed information on the 21 subjects is listed in Table 1. The 
database has a sampling rate of 256 Hz with 16-bit resolution without notch or band pass 
filters applied at the beginning. Matlab 7.x (Mathworks Inc.)  and Visual Studio 2008 C# 
(Microsoft Inc.) were used for implementation. 
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data were recorded during invasive pre-surgical epilepsy monitoring at the Epilepsy Center 
of the University Hospital of Freiburg, Germany. The EEG database contains invasive EEG 
recordings of 21 patients suffering from medically intractable focal epilepsy. Of the 21 
patients, 11 have their epileptic focus locations in neocortical brain structures, 8 in the 
hippocampus, and 2 in both. Detailed information on the 21 subjects is listed in Table 1. The 
database has a sampling rate of 256 Hz with 16-bit resolution without notch or band pass 
filters applied at the beginning. Matlab 7.x (Mathworks Inc.)  and Visual Studio 2008 C# 
(Microsoft Inc.) were used for implementation. 
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Our neurology expert carefully marked typical epilepsy spikes and non-spikes for algorithm 
development. In Fig. 3, three types of feature waves were extracted from templates, 
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waves were extracted, as well as up waves and down waves from epileptic spikes and 
background normal IEEG waves. 
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For the following sections, three intelligent computing techniques (BP, FCM and AK) are 
introduced. 

 
3.3 Level 1: Spike Pattern Recognition 
As mentioned, epileptic spike detection methods can be categorized as: (1) morphology-
based and (2) feature-based. The concept of the morphology-based method is to compare the 
entire spike waveform to a spike template. Any spike waveforms close to the template are 
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classified as epileptic spikes. The other distanced waveforms are distinguished as normal 
IEEG. In comparison, the concept of the feature-based method is to extract possible spike 
features from IEEG waveforms for classification.  The following computational intelligence 
methods are able to be applied on both categories.   

 
3.3.1 Back propagation neural network 
Back propagation neural network (BPNN) (Haykin, 2008) is a supervised neural network. 
BPNN is a well-known artificial neural network. BPNN includes three layers: the input layer, 
hidden layer, and output layer as show in fig. 4. 
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output neuron represents normal EEG rhythms. The output of the h-th neuron in the hidden 
layer is given by 
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where  is the weight between the i-th neuron in the input layer and the h-th neuron in 
the hidden layer,  is the i-dimensional input data,  is the bias of the h-th neuron in the 
hidden layer. Our BPNN structure for epileptic spike detection is N-15-2, meaning that the 
template length is N with 15 neurons in the hidden layer and 2 neurons in the output layer. 
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Fuzzy C-means is an algorithm that follows the same steps as the k-means (Haykin, 2008) 
algorithm. However, instead of binary indicators, FCM applies degrees of memberships as 
indicators. This method finds the minimum distance D between input vector x and specific 
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where m* is set as 2. 
4. The distance of fuzzy C-means is calculated by  
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Then run steps 1 through 4 until all codebooks are convergent. 

 
3.3.3 Ant K-means clustering (AK) 
Ant colony optimization (ACO) is a recently proposed metaheuristic approach for solving 
hard combinatorial optimization problems (Dorigo & Stiitzle, 2000). In particular, the ant k-
means (AK) clustering method is one branch of the biomimetic approach proposed by R.J. 
Kuo (Kuo, Wang, Hu, & Chou, 2005). Instead of using general clustering methods, 
biomimetic computing is a biology-inspired technology which is flourishingly used in 
system modeling, social science, and artificial intelligence (AI). This method simulates the 
interaction of an ant society to solve clustering problems without using any machine 
training processes. This self-organized structure is based on a certain probability, so-called 
pheromone, and results in a robust clustering method. It is proved that this method can be 
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applied to many different kinds of clustering problems, or combined with data mining 
techniques to achieve more promising results in other industries (Kuo et al., 2005). 
Ants exhibit many characteristics that solve different problems. As mentioned, ACO is an 
approach for solving optimization problems, and the ant k-means deals with clustering 
problems. The main idea behind the ants algorithm depends on a chemical material called 
“pheromone.” A higher pheromone concentration guides ants toward their clustering 
targets. On the other hand, pheromone naturally evaporates over time, so that longer travel 
paths can cause low pheromone concentration. Hence, the optimal path is guaranteed. This 
kind of self-organized social behavior is applied to solve clustering problems by 
constructing the best pathway for clustering. The AK algorithm assigns each data point to a 
specific cluster (class) and each ant gives its own clustering solution. Ants aggregate to 
centers of classes by a probability P. 

  (10) 

 
where τ is the pheromone, η is the inverse of the distance between the two points, α is the 
relative importance of the trail , β is the relative importance of the visibility , 
c is the cluster, and nc is the number of clusters. After m ants have done their clustering, the 
best solution is chosen and assigned a new pheromone.  
 
  (11) 
 
where ρ is the pheromone decay parameter , Q is a constant, TWCV is the total 
within cluster variance. By continuing this process, the clusters are distinguished. The new 
centers are calculated by Eq. 13. 
                       
  (12) 
where Oi is the i-th data, and Tk is the ant set T within class k. 
 
The steps of the algorithm are described below:: 
1. Initialize pheromone (equal to 1), the number of clusters (k) and number of ants (m). 
2. Initialize m ants to k different random cluster centers. 
3. For each ant, let each input vector x belong to one cluster with the probability given in 

Eq. 10. 
4. Calculate new cluster centers. 
5. If the TWCV is changed, go to next step. Otherwise, go to Step 3. 
6. Update the pheromone level in all data according to the new solution. 
7. Update cluster centers according to the new solution. 
8. If the distances of cluster centers to zero or less than ε, merge the centers. 
9. If the termination criterion is satisfied, go to the next step. Otherwise, go to Step 3. 
10. Output the clustering results. 
Various clustering techniques with no training process required have been widely applied in 
many fields, including gene selection and expression (Liu, Wan, & Wang, 2006; Tseng & Kao, 
2005), artificial intelligence, and epileptic spike detection. Thus, it is necessary to understand 
the advantages and limitations among various clustering techniques (k-means, FCM, and 

 

AK). Hence, the UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository database was tested to compare 
three clustering algorithms (kmeans, FCM, and AK). Table 2 lists the investigated databases 
and their descriptions and Table 3 compares the accuracy among various clustering 
algorithms. Promisingly, the results show that the AK method provided the best overall 
results in those datasets.  
 

Machine learning datasets Number of 
instances 

Number of 
attributes 

Number 
of classes 

Iris 150 4 3 
Lung Cancer 32 56 3 
Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic) 569 32 2 
Wine 178 13 3 
Pen-Based Recognition of Handwritten Digits 10992 16 10 

Table 2. Machine learning database description 
 

Name of dataset AK Kmeans FCM 
Iris 90.66% 70.88% 84.64% 
Lung Cancer 62.34% 50% 48.15% 
Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic) 90.54% 85.41% 88.05% 
Wine 70.22% 65.36% 69.67% 
Pen-Based Recognition of Handwritten Digits 71.48% 45.24% 28.69% 

Table 3. Accuracy comparison on various clustering algorithms 
 
The Iris dataset, which contains 3 classes, can be used to illustrate an example. One class is 
linearly separable, while the others are non-linearly separable. In this dataset, the AK 
method demonstrated the best performance compared to the k-means and FCM algorithms. 
Both the AK and FCM algorithms process non-linear datasets with a high degree of accuracy. 
Fig. 5 plots the Iris dataset with  two attributes (1&2) for visialization. The k-means 
algorithm works well when handling linearly separable distributions, but the AK and FCM 
algorithms have an advantage by being able to separate non-linearly separable data. Due to 
the pheromone factor, performance of AK improved dramatically. 
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many fields, including gene selection and expression (Liu, Wan, & Wang, 2006; Tseng & Kao, 
2005), artificial intelligence, and epileptic spike detection. Thus, it is necessary to understand 
the advantages and limitations among various clustering techniques (k-means, FCM, and 

 

AK). Hence, the UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository database was tested to compare 
three clustering algorithms (kmeans, FCM, and AK). Table 2 lists the investigated databases 
and their descriptions and Table 3 compares the accuracy among various clustering 
algorithms. Promisingly, the results show that the AK method provided the best overall 
results in those datasets.  
 

Machine learning datasets Number of 
instances 

Number of 
attributes 

Number 
of classes 

Iris 150 4 3 
Lung Cancer 32 56 3 
Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic) 569 32 2 
Wine 178 13 3 
Pen-Based Recognition of Handwritten Digits 10992 16 10 

Table 2. Machine learning database description 
 

Name of dataset AK Kmeans FCM 
Iris 90.66% 70.88% 84.64% 
Lung Cancer 62.34% 50% 48.15% 
Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic) 90.54% 85.41% 88.05% 
Wine 70.22% 65.36% 69.67% 
Pen-Based Recognition of Handwritten Digits 71.48% 45.24% 28.69% 

Table 3. Accuracy comparison on various clustering algorithms 
 
The Iris dataset, which contains 3 classes, can be used to illustrate an example. One class is 
linearly separable, while the others are non-linearly separable. In this dataset, the AK 
method demonstrated the best performance compared to the k-means and FCM algorithms. 
Both the AK and FCM algorithms process non-linear datasets with a high degree of accuracy. 
Fig. 5 plots the Iris dataset with  two attributes (1&2) for visialization. The k-means 
algorithm works well when handling linearly separable distributions, but the AK and FCM 
algorithms have an advantage by being able to separate non-linearly separable data. Due to 
the pheromone factor, performance of AK improved dramatically. 
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applied to many different kinds of clustering problems, or combined with data mining 
techniques to achieve more promising results in other industries (Kuo et al., 2005). 
Ants exhibit many characteristics that solve different problems. As mentioned, ACO is an 
approach for solving optimization problems, and the ant k-means deals with clustering 
problems. The main idea behind the ants algorithm depends on a chemical material called 
“pheromone.” A higher pheromone concentration guides ants toward their clustering 
targets. On the other hand, pheromone naturally evaporates over time, so that longer travel 
paths can cause low pheromone concentration. Hence, the optimal path is guaranteed. This 
kind of self-organized social behavior is applied to solve clustering problems by 
constructing the best pathway for clustering. The AK algorithm assigns each data point to a 
specific cluster (class) and each ant gives its own clustering solution. Ants aggregate to 
centers of classes by a probability P. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the cluttering results among AK, K-means, and FCM methods 

 
3.4 Level 1 & 2 Teager Energy Operator (TEO) And Smooth Window 
Multi-resolution teager energy operator (MTEO)(Choi et al., 2006) as shown in Eq.13 is one 
kind of filter to enhance action potential.  
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properties of action potential waves are similar to spikes. It can also change the value of k to 
reduce noise. In addition, smoothing window is used to the enhance signal x* after MTEO as 
follows,  
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where sw denotes length of window (here sw=50). The method is used for distinguishing 
seizure onset by setting the threshold to 1900 μ . 

 
3.5 Level 3:  Reasoning for Data Fusion 
The reasoning behind data fusion is based on the following five principles: 1) sudden 
desynchronization of background EEG pattern, 2) changing of frequency into a distinct 
rhythm, 3) showing the spiky phase of the oncoming rhythmical waves, 4) increasing in 
voltage of the new rhythm, and 5) propagation of the new EEG activity into adjacent regions 
or channels were encoded into the program for seizure onset detection and description of 
the seizure zone. 

  
4. Level 4. Performance Measurement and Results 

Using the training dataset, an accuracy rate of 86.37% and 97.33% for seizure onset detection 
and seizure zone illustration was obtained with the BPNN-based and AK-based systems, 
respectively. It must be noted however, that BPNN was under supervised learning and AK 
was a non-supervised learning process, so the training dataset for the AK-based system is 
for comparison purposes only. Adding more training samples for BPNN is expected to 
increase the system performance. 
In the testing data, all seizure durations within the FSPEEG database were given. There 
were a total of 21 IEEG recordings from different subjects, each with different types of 
epilepsy and varying seizure onset times. For the preformance evaluation purpose, our 
extracted the 2 minutes before and after seizure occurrence (4 minutes total). The data was 
then divided into 10-second segments for evaluating performance of seizure detection.  
After arranging the data, there was a total of 348 minutes of EEG for processing, including 
107 minutes of seizure onset. The ratio of seizure onset time to non-seizure onset time is 
about 1/3. Table 4 shows the morphology-based system performance as an example by 
evaluating each individual’s data.Accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity are general indexes 
for  performance measurement.   
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where, TP-true positive is the number of epileptic seizure (ES) waves correctly detected by 
the system, TN-true negative is the number of non-ES waves correctly detected by the 
system, FP-false positive is the number of waves incorrectly labeled as ES activity by the 
system, and FN-false negative is the number of waves incorrectly labeled as non-ES activity 
by the system. 
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Patient # Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy 
BPNN AK BPNN AK BPNN AK 

1 50% 66.67% 80% 68.89% 78.13% 68.75% 
2 70.97% 54.84% 95.12% 92.68% 84.72% 76.39% 
3 65.21% 62.79% 100% 97.26% 86.67% 84.48% 
4 53.13% 69.77% 85.71% 87.01% 85.71% 80.83% 
5 0% 15.79% 99.01% 95.05% 83.33% 82.5% 
6 57.89% 35% 100% 100% 88.89% 91.94% 
7 48% 33.33% 95.74% 80.43% 79.17% 59.76% 
8 25% 50% 70.83% 70.83% 47.92% 60.42% 
9 66.67% 16.67% 92.31% 91.03% 83.33% 65% 
10 0% 34.09% 100% 90.79% 63.33% 70% 
11 85% 80% 58.93% 69.64% 69.79% 73.96% 
12 52.38% 45% 78.67% 88.16% 72.92% 79.17% 
13 25% 50% 100% 92.86% 68.75% 75% 
14 46.51% 30.23% 98.11% 90.57% 75% 63.54% 
15 61.11% 19.44% 100% 81.67% 85.42% 58.33% 
16 7.96% 28.85% 100% 97.06% 60% 67.5% 
17 85.71% 33.33% 53.85% 96.15% 65% 47.17% 
18 80% 80% 60.87% 80% 61.67% 80% 
19 20% 40% 91.21% 89.01% 87.5% 86.46% 
20 83.33% 40% 97.62% 95% 93.33% 76.67% 
21 0% 13.95% 100% 93.51% 65% 65% 
Overall 47.3% 40.1% 87.7% 88.2% 74.6% 73.2% 

Table 4. System performance of ten-second window periods for two morphology-based 
methods. 
 
Based on our results, the morphology- AK based method performs the promising results. In 
Fig. 6, upper and lower figures show the spike and normal templates in sequence (250, 500, 
and 1000 epochs if thirty ants were chosen), respectively. Each process loop includes 
random data selecting, centers computing, and pheromone updating. 
 

 
Fig. 6. In AK process, from left to right, it shows the results when 250, 500, and 1000 epochs 
applied. 
 
Hence, the method is also applied on FSPEEG database and the method detects epileptic 
spikes accurately in Fig 7. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Applied morphology-AK based method on FSPEEG database for six-channel IEEG: 
The red waveforms indicate spikes which are detected accurately. 
 
The BPNN based system has an overall accuracy of 74.6%, with a specificity and sensitivity 
of 87.7% and 47.3%, respectively. The AK based system has an overall accuracy of 73.2%, 
with a specificity and sensitivity of 88.2% and 40.1%, respectively. The reason behind low 
sensitivity could be due to the lack of EEG channels. The FSPEEG database provided 6 
channels (instead of the full 20 channels) - 3 infocus and 3 outfocus channels. Because 
epileptic discharges spread, it is hard to make a decision based on just a few channels. 
However, the 74.9% accuracy and 87.7% specificity means that our method can be used as a 
non-seizure eliminator. If the system preformance only considers whether the seizure is 
detected during the ictal stage, the BPNN-based and AK-based systems provide a detection 
rate of 90.5% (19 out of 21) and 100% (21 out of 21), respectively. Fig.8. shows that the fusion 
system for epileptic seizure detection is implemented by Visual Studio 2008 C#. 
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channels (instead of the full 20 channels) - 3 infocus and 3 outfocus channels. Because 
epileptic discharges spread, it is hard to make a decision based on just a few channels. 
However, the 74.9% accuracy and 87.7% specificity means that our method can be used as a 
non-seizure eliminator. If the system preformance only considers whether the seizure is 
detected during the ictal stage, the BPNN-based and AK-based systems provide a detection 
rate of 90.5% (19 out of 21) and 100% (21 out of 21), respectively. Fig.8. shows that the fusion 
system for epileptic seizure detection is implemented by Visual Studio 2008 C#. 
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Fig. 8.  System interface: Once seizure is detected, the circle on the right top turns into red 
with sound alert. Spikes also are marked as red. 

 
5. Conclusion and Discussion 

It has to be noted that the BPNN-based system has 0% sensitivity and almost 100% 
specificity for patients #5, 10, and 21. This means that the system missed the seizure 
completely and marked it as a non-seizure. However, in the AK-based system, no 0% 
sensitivity cases appeared. This means that although the system may not detect seizure 
onset during its entire time period, the epileptic seizure can be detected at some point 
during the seizure occurrence. Overall, the two systems have different characteristics in 
seizure detection. Overall, the ant k-means (AK) provide an effective, accurate, and adaptive 
method for spike detection. In addition, no training or pre-knowledge is required on AK 
algorithm. However, unlike traditional k-means, ant k-means reaches higher accuracy 
because ant k-means has the pheromone probability to jump out of the local minima. The 
result shows that AK worked successfully well in our epilepsy patient data. 
In the BPNN training phase, the selected spikes should be increased to improve system 
performance. However, the TEO plus smooth window can detect energy change well, and 
therefore, the non-seizure part is easy to identify. Background EEG must be used for 
calibration to avoid outliers with small background EEG. Small EEG amplitudes cause high 
FP because of the subtle energy change. This caused our system to label all small amplitude 
EEG data as non-seizure events. Moreover, the baseline wander would cause high TN due 
to the sensitivity of TEO. However, the system marked input data with heavy baseline 
wander as seizures. 

 
6. Future research 

Although the epileptic seizure detection system still has room for improvement, the 
preliminary results are encouraging. Future research may focus on predicting anatomic 
seizure in the context of an epilepsy surgical plan. Seizure prediction (Aschenbrenner-
Schiebe et al., 2003; Winterhalder et al., 2003) is essential because of the various aspects 
associated with the disorder, including diagnosis, treatment options, physical risks, social 

 

implications, loss of self-efficacy, depression and anxiety. Risks of delaying a correct 
diagnosis through this method occur among patients who meet a physician infrequently in 
the interictal state. In addition, seizure prediction provides a new way for drug treatment to 
maximize intended drug effects, minimizes possible side-effects, and can serve as a guide 
toward developing an effective acute intervention in the early phase (Schelter, Timmer, & 
Schulze-Bonhage, 2008); Early diagnosis is beneficial, because long-term antieplieptic 
treatment increases a person's risk of premature death, can have hormonal effects on fertile 
females, trigger liver failure, and cause mood disorders. Unfortunately, seizure prediction 
with a time horizon of minutes to hours remains a challenge and a clinically applicable 
solution is still not available. The tools developed for seizure identification should serve in 
future neurological expert system development, brain computer interface (BCI), or 
investigation of mental tasks by a patient. 
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Schulze-Bonhage, 2008); Early diagnosis is beneficial, because long-term antieplieptic 
treatment increases a person's risk of premature death, can have hormonal effects on fertile 
females, trigger liver failure, and cause mood disorders. Unfortunately, seizure prediction 
with a time horizon of minutes to hours remains a challenge and a clinically applicable 
solution is still not available. The tools developed for seizure identification should serve in 
future neurological expert system development, brain computer interface (BCI), or 
investigation of mental tasks by a patient. 
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1. Introduction 

A pattern recognition system should be composed of a sensor that gathers the observations 
to classify such a digital camera, a feature extraction system that transforms the information 
captured in numerical or symbolic, and a system of classification or description of the 
information measure. 
A pattern recognition system must have a sensor in charged of getting the data  to classify 
for example a digital camera, a characteristic collector system  that changes the captured 
information to numeric or symbolic values, and a classification system of the measured 
information.  
In this chapter we focus on the statistical classification. Its main classifier is based on 
probability theory. It is historically the first approach and that there was probably the most 
developed, but it does not mean that its development and research has been finished yet. 
We begin with the moments used in statistics and which are basic, which can be used to find 
patterns within a data base by applying the statistical patterns in the recognition of 
particular facial expressions in digital video processing. Despite the good results that give 
us the recognition of patterns using the moment , these are not enough in many cases, so we 
need to use other mathematical operations such as correlation and covariance as well as 
other concepts derived from these equations. 
Most of the processes studied have historically been analyzed in an instant of time, but I 
really did not occur in a second. Any experiment is deterministic; all have a degree of 
uncertainty. Researchers have developed a theory of probabilities, although again apply 
with respect to a viewpoint determistico. On why we must return to stochastic processes 
and add a clear perspective toward randomized experiments. Although there are many 
phenomena which can be applied the probability, we will focus on the affective computing, 
for the recognition of facial expressions, because it is a process that must be treated with this 
efoque. To accomplish this, first locate the face and then the characteristic points of the face; 
Once done, apply the statistical analysis with the expectation and variance in a process that 
varies in time, and therefore change these values. These functions can be characterized with 
Gaussian or Rayleigh. Although results are promising. It is evident that with increasing the 
number of stored data, requires more resources or more efficient implementation of 
algorithms for analysis and interpretation of data.  
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2. Procedures for classification of patterns 

The statistical approach extracts quantitative properties. The syntactic approach is based on  
relations associated with the geometric shape of objects. objects and the appearance-based 
approach considers ways to view them(Gonzalez, 2002).There are many applications of 
statistical pattern recognition such as finite state machine translation (Vincent alabu, 2007).  
Statistical pattern recognition is characterized by the use of vectors for the representation of 
patterns (x1 ... xn) € Rn, while the arrangement or, more generally, graphs are attacked in 
structural recognition. The recognition process is based on assuming that the patterns of the 
same class are located in a compact region Rn. The representation of objects given in terms 
of the vector has several properties such as the similarity of objects or Euclidean dintancia 
(Kaspar Reisen). 

 
3. Statistical classification 

Many new applications for developing models from data have been inspired by the 
capabilities of biological systems, particularly in the human biological system. Indeed, 
biological systems learn to accommodate the statistical nature of the environment. Both 
humans and animals have excess capacity on the recognition of faces, voices or smells but 
learn through interaction with the environment. The pattern recognition systems are based 
on the principles of engineering and statistics rather than on biology, however, there is an 
attempt to imitate the human brain or animal (Gonzalez 2002). 

 
4. Moments 

4.1 Probability density function  
Much of the Japanese success is due to the use of statistical methods, which implies a large 
collection of information or scientific data. However, there is a big difference between 
collecting scientific information and inferential statistics. The use of techniques that allow us 
to move beyond data support; rather we infer conclusions. The information is collected as 
samples or groups of observations. Samples are collected from populations, which are 
groupings of all individuals or individual elements of a particular type. Obtaining these 
data is an experiment; therefore it must be repeatable and conclusions as well, however just 
a small change to the data change; but, in the statistical analysis, despite this small change 
the conclusion remains.  

 
4.2 Random Variables  
Suppose that each point in space we assign a sample number. Then we have a defined role 
in the sample, called stochastic variable or stochastic function. It is usually denoted by a 
capital letter, like X or Y. A random variable that takes a finite number of values is called 
discrete random variable, while one that takes an infinite number of values not accounting is 
called a random variable not discrete (Murray, 2001). 
X is a discrete random variable, and suppose that the possible values that it can have are 
given by x1, x2, x3, ...., with certain order. Assume further that these values are taken with 
probabilities given by: 
 

 

P(X= xk) = f(xk)         k= 1,2,….. (1) 
 Then the probability distribution is given by: 
 

P(X=x) = f(x) (2) 
 
For x = xk, is reduced to the equation (1), while for other values of x, f (x) = 0. 
In general, f (x) is a probability function if 

f(x)≥0 (3) 
 

����� � �
�

 

(4) 

 
4.3Dimensional distribution 
Consider two discrete random variables, we define the joint probability function of X and Y 
given by: 

P(X=x, Y=y) = f(x,y) (5) 
Where: 

f(x,y) ≥ 0 (6) 

������ �� � �
��

(7) 

That is to say, the sum of all values is equal to one X yY. 
Equation 7 gives us the most complete information about a two-dimensional random 
variable. 
Suppose that X can assume any of the m values x1, x2, x3, ... ... xm and Y can take any of the 
values y1, y2, y3 ... .., yn. Then the probability of event X = Y = xj and yk is given by 
 

P(X=xj, Y=yk) = f(xj, yk) (8) 
  

If we want the distribution of probability for each cardinal separately, it is clear that the 
probability of yk must add all possible values in xj 
 

P(yk) = ∑ ������ ����  (9) 
 
Similarly: 
 

����� � ������ ���
�

 (10) 

In many situations the two random variables X and Y, taken together, are a very natural 
result of a single experiment (L Paul). 
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����� � �
�

 

(4) 

 
4.3Dimensional distribution 
Consider two discrete random variables, we define the joint probability function of X and Y 
given by: 

P(X=x, Y=y) = f(x,y) (5) 
Where: 

f(x,y) ≥ 0 (6) 

������ �� � �
��

(7) 

That is to say, the sum of all values is equal to one X yY. 
Equation 7 gives us the most complete information about a two-dimensional random 
variable. 
Suppose that X can assume any of the m values x1, x2, x3, ... ... xm and Y can take any of the 
values y1, y2, y3 ... .., yn. Then the probability of event X = Y = xj and yk is given by 
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If we want the distribution of probability for each cardinal separately, it is clear that the 
probability of yk must add all possible values in xj 
 

P(yk) = ∑ ������ ����  (9) 
 
Similarly: 
 

����� � ������ ���
�

 (10) 

In many situations the two random variables X and Y, taken together, are a very natural 
result of a single experiment (L Paul). 
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5. Mathematical expectation 

Moments are called the "expectation of some important types of functions. The 
Mathematical expectation is defined as (Elmer, 2005): 
 

� � � � ��� ����� (11) 

 
Considering the multitude of central moments, That is to say, moments with respect to base, 
we have that: 
 

� ��� � � ����� � � ��� ����� (12) 

 
The second central moment is then defined as: 
 

� �� � �� ����� � � �������� (13) 

 
An analysis of the second central moment, this results in increased when the distance of 
possible values increases and the mathematical expectation increases. Then we can conclude 
that him second central moment evaluates the dispersion of the possible values with respect 
to the mathematical expectation, it is called the variance σ2. The standard deviation is 
defined as � � ����.  The deterministic variables do not have standard deviation; that is to 
say: 
 
σ2  of constant =0 
 
In the case of a bidimensional random variable is twice the initial and central moments with 
respect to the unidimensional random variable, and it is possible to introduce mutual initial 
and central moments: 
 

� ���� � � ��������� ������ 

� �� ��� � � � ��� � �� ����� ������ 

 

(14) 
 
 

(15) 

 
6. Relations in the random variables 

x, y are independent 
Means that the result of the experiment a random variable does not influence the experiment 
of another random variable. 
If  

P(AB) = P(A) P(B|A) (16) 
but are independent, then:  

P(AB) = P(A) P(B) (17) 
 

 

Functional dependence 
The result of an experiment of a random variable affecting the likelihood of the values of 
another variable.  
 
Statistical dependency 
This result should be a measurement mathematics which can be evaluated and that is within 
the mutual moments. 

 
7. Moment of Covariance 

We propose � ��� ��  � with n = m = 1  
Case 1 x and y are independent  
In the continuous case we have: 
 

� ���� �� ��������� ������ (18) 

We must: 
P(AB)= P(A)P(BІA) as similarly f(x,y) = f(x)f(yІx) 
 
But x and y are independent so that: f(x,y)=f(x)f(y)  
Substituting in the formula () 
 

� ���� � � ��� ������ ��� ������ � � (19) 

 
Because the expectation of the first moment is zero by definition. 
Case 2 dependence. 
We propose y = kx + a   
Where "k" and "a" are constants  
Let us now consider a discrete case. 
 

� ���� � � ����������������������|���
��

 (20) 

 
Of equation (20) we will analyze: 
 

��������|��� (21) 

Because it is a line we must: 
 

���� ���� � �� � � �
� � � � (22) 

 
Therefore the equation (21) is equal to ��� 
Substituting into (20) we have 

� ���� � � �� ������������
 (23) 
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On the other hand we have: 
 

 (25) 
 

 
 

(26) 

Substituting in (24) 
 

 (27) 

 
Therefore we have: 
 

 (28) 

 
8. Random process 

When we have many achievements and chose a time t1, in this section we have many points 
which are traces of each realization. that is to say, in this section we have a variate, this 
variate depends on the phase. See Figure 1. To have multiple signals and therefore data, 
while it is very difficult to describe analytically through each realization and their 
probabilities. Meaning that, we must determine a number for each function of time; this 
number is known as functional. However, there are few processes which are known for their 
function 
We will try to describe our random process with a lot of f (p)-dimensional. 

 
9. The function mathematical expectation and the covariance function 

There is a section of time and a one-dimensional random variable xi, so you can get a lot of 
initial and central moments of any order, thus producing the mathematical expectation for 
each section. Join these points and we obtain a deterministic function(Romero, 2005). It is 
possible to calculate for each section, many high-order moment and again unite the charts. 
For example, you can calculate its variance for each section. This function is called the 
function of the variance of our random process. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1. Functions of a complex process aletorio 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 Segmentation of random process 
 
The processes may have the same function of mathematical expectation and of variance; 
however these processes may be different, reason why the functions moment of first order 
are not sufficient. Because they do not find the difference within the structure of two-time 
random processes different. it is by this, that considers the bidimensional variates; for 
example at the time t1tenemos the random variable X1 (t1) and at the time t2 we have the 
random variable X2 (t2). These two random variables forming a two dimensional random 
variable. Each two-dimensional random variable can be described with two-dimensional 
function f (X1 (t1), X2 (t2)). Can be calculated many mutual initial and central moments of 
any order. We chose the momnet , which we know as the moment 
covariate. This moment is a number deterministic and evaluates the statistical dependence 
between two linear sections in the random process. This moment is called a covariance 
function. 

 (29) 
 
Where this result is the maximum of the covariance function, where there is total 
dependence. When we increase the distance between two sections, the covariance function 
tends to zero. So if a process is smooth covariance function tends to zero slowly, if the 

t 

x(t) 

X(t)         f(x1,t1)  f(x2,t2)              f(xn,tn) 

t 
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process is very chaotic then the covariance function tends to zero too fast, that is to say, that 
the covariance function reflects the difference between the structures of the time in the 
random processes. 

 
10. Stationary Random Process 

The random process is called stationary when its mathematical hope does not depend on the 
time, its variance does not depend on the time and its function of covariance does not 
depend on its section fixes (time) and only depends on the distance between two sections 
(τ). 
Here it is important to note that the covariance function is equal to the variance when the 
distance τ is equal zero, this means that the function of covariance includes information 
about the variance. 
When two random processes X (t) y Y(t) are different, but have statistical dependence, then 
we characterize the role of mutual covariance with the expression: 

 (30) 

 
If the function compares with itself with retardation we have: 
 

 (31) 
Which is called autocovarianza function. 
There are other moments in the initial and central base dimensional but it's very 
complicated to calculate; however when the process is Gaussian, is sufficient to characterize 
Kx (t2-t1). So if you find that the process is Gaussian then simply calculate the value of a 
parameter for Kx for learning. 

 
11. Method Viola & Jones. 

In this application, first use a technique for locating the face, with the purpose of applying 
statistical methods. There are many different techniques for the detection and location of the 
face in an image, each one whit special characteristics. Most of the techniques have problems 
such the detection of a high number of false positives with no uniform background or a time 
high in the analysis of the image, because by nature of the project is essential image 
processing time Real is considered a technical proposal by Paul Viola and Michael J. Jones, 
with which the faces are detected at a speed of 24 frames per second tested in a conventional 
machine with an Intel Core Duo 1.8 Ghz.  
This method is basically the location of the face using a group of rectangular features which 
are seeking a set of features a combination of clear parts and dark rectangles distributed 
within the face (Viola & Jones, 2001 ). 
The main reason for using these features rectangular is that a system based on 
characteristics operates faster than a system based on pixels 
We use three kinds of characteristics: the two rectangles, three rectangles and four 
rectangles. These features rectangular (CRs) are 10 different types shown in Figure 3 

 

.  
Fig. 3. Set of ten rectangular features used in the process of locating faces 
 
The ways to use these CRs, is placing them in a certain position within the image and 
calculate the difference between the amounts of pixels within the clear part the dark side of 
the CR, gaining an integer value that it must overcome a certain threshold to be considered 
as being on the facial feature that should locate. This phase of training is to find the CRs that 
in a certain scale and position within a window of size 142 * 116 pixels, as well as its 
threshold, can pinpoint a feature of a human face, and this CR receives name classifier. 
In Figure 4 you can appreciate a package of 16 classifiers where all classifiers figure locate a 
feature of the face. 

 
Fig. 4.- 16 rectangular features. 
Once you have all these classifiers with their thresholds are placed cascading to expedite the 
processing power and do it in real time. Each waterfall has a number n binder and has a 
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the CR, gaining an integer value that it must overcome a certain threshold to be considered 
as being on the facial feature that should locate. This phase of training is to find the CRs that 
in a certain scale and position within a window of size 142 * 116 pixels, as well as its 
threshold, can pinpoint a feature of a human face, and this CR receives name classifier. 
In Figure 4 you can appreciate a package of 16 classifiers where all classifiers figure locate a 
feature of the face. 

 
Fig. 4.- 16 rectangular features. 
Once you have all these classifiers with their thresholds are placed cascading to expedite the 
processing power and do it in real time. Each waterfall has a number n binder and has a 
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total of m levels of the waterfall. The more levels of the waterfall will take more processing 
time. 
To calculate the CRs very quickly at various scales using a representation of the image called 
comprehensive picture. The comprehensive picture can be calculated with a couple of 
operations per pixel. Once calculated, any of the CRs can be calculated at any scale and 
location in a time constant. The image in a comprehensive position (x, y) contains the sum of 
the pixels above and left of (x, y), including it.  
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Where ii (x, y) is the holistic picture yi (x, y) is the original image (Figure 4). Using the next 
couple of recurrences: 

s (x, y) = s (x, y-1) + i (x, y) 
ii (x, y) = ii (x-1, y) + s (x, y)  

(33) 

Where s (x, y) is the cumulative sum of the values of the pixels of the row, s (x -1) = 0, and ii 
(-1, y) = 0) the integral image can be calculated in one pass on the original image [7]. 

 
Fig. 5 .- The value of a comprehensive picture at one point (x, y) is the sum of all pixels up 
and left 
 
In Figure 6 the red rectangle shows the position in which the system has made the location 
of the face with a size of 142 * 116 pixels. 

 

 
Fig. 6.- Detector of the face 

 
12. The operator Nitzberg 

Nitzberg proposes an operator making it possible to estimate the magnitude of the gradient 
and its orientation, as well as evidence of the presence of points corner. It uses the 
information in the gradient at a particular neighbourhood and combines it with a gradient 
operator to reduce noise. The first thing that is done is to calculate the partial derivatives in 
x and y throughout the image (Nitzberg & Shiota, 1993): 
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Here is defined as follows 2X2 matrix: 
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where is a vector column and  is a function of decreasing weight with maximum 
value is 0.  
The matrix Q(x) have an auto-value associated with the λ1(x), associated to the auto-vector 
e1(x) and a ato-value minorλ2(x). magnitude of the self-vector is give for Ie(x) = λ1(x) and 
them orientation for the orientation of a auto-vector associated θI(x) = e1 (x) direction of self-
associated vector calculation fot of points corner is used the value of the second self-worth 
or self-worth less than Ic(x)= λ2(x). 
The role of weighting ρ(x) allows us to soften to a greater or lesser ρThe role of weighting 
extent. In the experiments, and for simplicity, we selected the following function : 
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This descriptor contour allowed analyse frames taken by a video capture system, which 
provides the result is a frame that represents the pixels characteristic of it. [10]. 
It is an estimate of the location of the eyes, nose and the mouth which applies the operator 
Nitzberg this helps only get the information most important Figure 7. 

 
Fig. 7.  Implementation of the operator Nitzberg 

 
13. Applications. 

To apply the reasoning, we obtained graphs of a system for detecting bodily emotions , and 
other of recognition of facial expressions, and a simulation system that uses emotional states 
“Cathexis” (Velazquez, 1996). 
The graphs are shown in Figures 8, 9; Show the behavior of the recognition of bodily 
expression. The mathematical expectation shows curves similar to Gauss and Rayleigh. 
 

 

 
Fig. 8 Expectation of recognition of bodily expressions 
 

 
Fig. 9 Variance for the recognition of bodily expressions 
 
In Figure 10 and 11 shows the result of recognition of facial expressions and again shows 
that the expectation tends to be Rayleigh or Gaussian 
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Fig. 10. Expectation for the recognition of facial expressions 
 
For the simulation is used ecuasión of cathexis (Velazquez, 1996). The result is the same 
Gaussian behavior. 
 

 
Fig. 11. Mathematical Expectation for the simulation of cathexis. 
 
Influence emotional behavior among themselves, thus changing the graphic Gaussian 
perfect, and for this very reason also has a tendency to Rayleigh curves. Gaussian function is 
defined by the equation (Osborn 2007) (Van 2008): 
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Where a, b and c are real constants (a> 0). The graph of the function is symmetrical bell-
shaped. The parameter “a” is the height of the campaign centered on the point b, 
determining the width C of the same. For this particular case f (x) is the expectation for 
figures 1, 3 and 4. If the case of Figure 4 f (x) is the variance.  
 
The function is defined by the Rayleigh equation (Vanek & Albright, 2008) (Kalimuthu, 
2006): 
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Where α is the height of the graphs of Rayleigh and therefore the parameter of interest. 
Therefore if the system takes the parameter α or the maximum height, we can store this 
information and if the value is repeated with a certain tolerance of it as part of learning 
within a knowledge base. In probability theory and statistics, the Rayleigh distribution is a 
continuous distribution function. When a file is usually two-dimensional vector has two 
components, orthogonal and independent and follow a normal distribution. That is where 
Rxx tends to zero. 
Therefore, the value of Kxx does not help to determine whether a Gaussian or Rayleigh. 
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1. Introduction

The detection and diagnosis of faults in complex machinery is advantageous for economical
and security reasons (Tavner et al., 2008). Recent progress in computational intelligence, sen-
sor technology and computing performance permit the use of advanced systems to achieve
this objective. Two principal approaches to the problem exist: model-based techniques and
model-free techniques. The model-based line of research (Isermann, 2006; Simani et al., 2003)
needs analytical model of the studied process, usually involving time dependent differential
equations. One advantage is that the faults are an intrinsic part of the model. Deviations from
the expected values are recorded in a residual vector which represents the state of health of
the process. Frequently, the post-processing of the residual vector is approached by compu-
tational intelligence based techniques like statistical classifiers, artificial neural networks, and
fuzzy logic. The use of these techniques however should not cause the impression that the
classification of the process state is based solely on knowledge extracted from example data.
An important drawback of model-based approaches is the necessity to establish an analytical
model of the process which is a nontrivial problem. An experimental process setup in a con-
trolled laboratory environment can be described by a mathematical model. Often the process
is embedded in a control loop which naturally demands that inputs, controlled variables, and
sensor outputs are modeled. In real-world processes the availability of an analytical model
is often unrealistic or inaccurate due to the complexity of the process, so that false diagnosis
can be caused by inappropriately designed models. Hence, the model-free techniques are an
alternative method in case where an analytical model is not available.
In this chapter we describe model-free fault diagnosis in industrial process by pattern recog-
nition techniques. We use the supervised learning paradigm (Bishop, 2007; Duda et al., 2001;
Theodoridis & Koutroumbas, 2006) as the primal mechanism to automatically obtain a clas-
sifier of the process states. We will present a pattern recognition methodology developed for
automatic processing of information and diagnostic decision making on industrial process.
The fundamental drawback of the model-free approach is the necessity to provide a statisti-
cally significant number of labeled example data for each of the considered process classes. If
only a small number of patterns are available in the training phase, the statistical classifiers
might be misled and very sensitive to noise. Nevertheless, the extraction of knowledge about
the process states principally from a set of example patterns has some attractive properties
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and permits the application of well studied pattern recognition paradigms to this important
problem of fault detection and diagnosis. Sometimes in the model-free approach a partial
model of the faults is used (for instance in bearing fault diagnosis, where the expected fre-
quency features are calculated from the specification of the bearing and the shaft frequency
(Li et al., 2000)). This fact however should not mislead the reader that a model-based ap-
proach to fault diagnosis is used in that case. The central mechanism to describe a process
situation is a d-dimensional feature vector x = (x1 · · · xj · · · xd)

T together with a class label
ωi. This feature vector is the result of an information processing pipeline depicted in Fig. 1. A
similar information processing philosophy was proposed by Sun et al. (2004), however with-
out any feature selection which we consider fundamental for an optimized performance of
the fault diagnosis system. Some raw measurements delivered from sensors attached to the
process can be immediately used as features xj without any pre-processing. For instance a
thermometer or manometer attached to some chemical reactor tank will provide the continu-
ously valued temperature or pressure which can be passed to the next information processing
stage without further treatment. The health of an electrically powered machine can often be
characterized by its current consumption. In vibration analysis (Scheffer & Girdhar, 2004), the
accelerometer is the main sensor and delivers displacement values X(t) in the time domain
which can mathematically be derived to velocity Ẋ(t) and acceleration Ẍ(t) values. Usually
the raw time domain signal is submitted to statistical processing (Samanta & Al-Balushi, 2003),
Fourier transform (Li et al., 2000), wavelet coefficient extraction (Paya et al., 1997), envelope
analysis (McFadden & Smith, 1984), or any other method that provides stationary values.
This process is known as feature extraction on the measurement level. For instance, an ac-
celerometer velocity signal Ẋ(t) of a motor transformed to the frequency domain by a Fourier
transform produces frequency values F(u) which can be considered extracted features at each
of the frequencies u. This leads us to an essential problem of feature extraction, namely the
production of large amounts of features. We need subsequent steps after the feature extrac-
tion on the measurement level to reduce the dimension of the finally used feature vector x to a
reasonable size. This can be achieved again by feature extraction, this time on the information
processing level, and finally by feature selection, to retain only a relatively small amount of
features which additionally are the most discriminative ones. For instance, all frequencies u
of a Fourier spectrum could be submitted to Principal Component Analysis (a linear feature
extractor based on statistics) to reduce the dimensionality of the data (Jolliffe, 2002). Finally,
the retained principal components could be fed to a feature selection algorithm in order to
produce, for instance, a unique feature vector x to describe the whole process situation.
The basic strategy of obtaining a highly discriminative, low dimensional process state descrip-
tor in the form of a single feature vector can be resumed in the following main steps:

1. Get as many raw measurements from as many sensors of a process as possible;

2. Submit the raw measurements to as many feature extraction techniques as possible,
plausibly applicable to the specific problem;

3. Reduce the high dimensional data to only a few final features which simultaneously are
the most discriminative descriptors of the process;

4. Induce a classifier for fault diagnosis.

The first item is usually restricted by the available sensors which can be used for data ac-
quisition. For instance a motor pump produces electrical, acoustic, and vibrational patterns
(Al Kazzaz & Singh, 2003) which all could be used if appropriate sensors are available. The
second methodology opens up a huge variety of signal processing techniques which are only

x   =   (            )
T__

Sensor nSensor 1

Data Acquisition

y   =   (            )               (            )               (            )
TT T__

Raw Time Signal Raw Time Signal

Pre-Processing Pre-Processing

Feature Extraction Feature Extraction

Feature Selection

Fault Diagnosis

Final Feature Vector

Fig. 1. Information processing pipeline to obtain a feature vector x which is of relatively low
dimension and contains the most discriminative information about the state of a process.

restricted by the nature of the signal, the available software, and computing resources. From
a vibration signal one might calculate wavelet coefficients (Paya et al., 1997), Fourier coeffi-
cients (Li et al., 2000), statistical measurements (Samanta & Al-Balushi, 2003), and frequencies
obtained from envelope analysis (McFadden & Smith, 1984).
A review of some well-known processing techniques, such as statistical features in the time
and frequency domain, to extract detailed information for induction machine diagnosis will
be presented. Fourier methods to transform the time-domain signal to the frequency domain,
where further analysis is carried out, is also discussed in this chapter. Using these techniques
the state of machine can be constantly monitored and detailed analysis may be made con-
cerning the health of the machine. The use of as many feature extraction methods as possible
raises the chances that the most discriminative information is somehow captured by some of
these features. If a prior restriction to only a limited set of features is defined, one might loose
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tion on the measurement level to reduce the dimension of the finally used feature vector x to a
reasonable size. This can be achieved again by feature extraction, this time on the information
processing level, and finally by feature selection, to retain only a relatively small amount of
features which additionally are the most discriminative ones. For instance, all frequencies u
of a Fourier spectrum could be submitted to Principal Component Analysis (a linear feature
extractor based on statistics) to reduce the dimensionality of the data (Jolliffe, 2002). Finally,
the retained principal components could be fed to a feature selection algorithm in order to
produce, for instance, a unique feature vector x to describe the whole process situation.
The basic strategy of obtaining a highly discriminative, low dimensional process state descrip-
tor in the form of a single feature vector can be resumed in the following main steps:

1. Get as many raw measurements from as many sensors of a process as possible;

2. Submit the raw measurements to as many feature extraction techniques as possible,
plausibly applicable to the specific problem;

3. Reduce the high dimensional data to only a few final features which simultaneously are
the most discriminative descriptors of the process;

4. Induce a classifier for fault diagnosis.

The first item is usually restricted by the available sensors which can be used for data ac-
quisition. For instance a motor pump produces electrical, acoustic, and vibrational patterns
(Al Kazzaz & Singh, 2003) which all could be used if appropriate sensors are available. The
second methodology opens up a huge variety of signal processing techniques which are only
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restricted by the nature of the signal, the available software, and computing resources. From
a vibration signal one might calculate wavelet coefficients (Paya et al., 1997), Fourier coeffi-
cients (Li et al., 2000), statistical measurements (Samanta & Al-Balushi, 2003), and frequencies
obtained from envelope analysis (McFadden & Smith, 1984).
A review of some well-known processing techniques, such as statistical features in the time
and frequency domain, to extract detailed information for induction machine diagnosis will
be presented. Fourier methods to transform the time-domain signal to the frequency domain,
where further analysis is carried out, is also discussed in this chapter. Using these techniques
the state of machine can be constantly monitored and detailed analysis may be made con-
cerning the health of the machine. The use of as many feature extraction methods as possible
raises the chances that the most discriminative information is somehow captured by some of
these features. If a prior restriction to only a limited set of features is defined, one might loose
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and permits the application of well studied pattern recognition paradigms to this important
problem of fault detection and diagnosis. Sometimes in the model-free approach a partial
model of the faults is used (for instance in bearing fault diagnosis, where the expected fre-
quency features are calculated from the specification of the bearing and the shaft frequency
(Li et al., 2000)). This fact however should not mislead the reader that a model-based ap-
proach to fault diagnosis is used in that case. The central mechanism to describe a process
situation is a d-dimensional feature vector x = (x1 · · · xj · · · xd)

T together with a class label
ωi. This feature vector is the result of an information processing pipeline depicted in Fig. 1. A
similar information processing philosophy was proposed by Sun et al. (2004), however with-
out any feature selection which we consider fundamental for an optimized performance of
the fault diagnosis system. Some raw measurements delivered from sensors attached to the
process can be immediately used as features xj without any pre-processing. For instance a
thermometer or manometer attached to some chemical reactor tank will provide the continu-
ously valued temperature or pressure which can be passed to the next information processing
stage without further treatment. The health of an electrically powered machine can often be
characterized by its current consumption. In vibration analysis (Scheffer & Girdhar, 2004), the
accelerometer is the main sensor and delivers displacement values X(t) in the time domain
which can mathematically be derived to velocity Ẋ(t) and acceleration Ẍ(t) values. Usually
the raw time domain signal is submitted to statistical processing (Samanta & Al-Balushi, 2003),
Fourier transform (Li et al., 2000), wavelet coefficient extraction (Paya et al., 1997), envelope
analysis (McFadden & Smith, 1984), or any other method that provides stationary values.
This process is known as feature extraction on the measurement level. For instance, an ac-
celerometer velocity signal Ẋ(t) of a motor transformed to the frequency domain by a Fourier
transform produces frequency values F(u) which can be considered extracted features at each
of the frequencies u. This leads us to an essential problem of feature extraction, namely the
production of large amounts of features. We need subsequent steps after the feature extrac-
tion on the measurement level to reduce the dimension of the finally used feature vector x to a
reasonable size. This can be achieved again by feature extraction, this time on the information
processing level, and finally by feature selection, to retain only a relatively small amount of
features which additionally are the most discriminative ones. For instance, all frequencies u
of a Fourier spectrum could be submitted to Principal Component Analysis (a linear feature
extractor based on statistics) to reduce the dimensionality of the data (Jolliffe, 2002). Finally,
the retained principal components could be fed to a feature selection algorithm in order to
produce, for instance, a unique feature vector x to describe the whole process situation.
The basic strategy of obtaining a highly discriminative, low dimensional process state descrip-
tor in the form of a single feature vector can be resumed in the following main steps:

1. Get as many raw measurements from as many sensors of a process as possible;

2. Submit the raw measurements to as many feature extraction techniques as possible,
plausibly applicable to the specific problem;

3. Reduce the high dimensional data to only a few final features which simultaneously are
the most discriminative descriptors of the process;

4. Induce a classifier for fault diagnosis.

The first item is usually restricted by the available sensors which can be used for data ac-
quisition. For instance a motor pump produces electrical, acoustic, and vibrational patterns
(Al Kazzaz & Singh, 2003) which all could be used if appropriate sensors are available. The
second methodology opens up a huge variety of signal processing techniques which are only
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restricted by the nature of the signal, the available software, and computing resources. From
a vibration signal one might calculate wavelet coefficients (Paya et al., 1997), Fourier coeffi-
cients (Li et al., 2000), statistical measurements (Samanta & Al-Balushi, 2003), and frequencies
obtained from envelope analysis (McFadden & Smith, 1984).
A review of some well-known processing techniques, such as statistical features in the time
and frequency domain, to extract detailed information for induction machine diagnosis will
be presented. Fourier methods to transform the time-domain signal to the frequency domain,
where further analysis is carried out, is also discussed in this chapter. Using these techniques
the state of machine can be constantly monitored and detailed analysis may be made con-
cerning the health of the machine. The use of as many feature extraction methods as possible
raises the chances that the most discriminative information is somehow captured by some of
these features. If a prior restriction to only a limited set of features is defined, one might loose
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and permits the application of well studied pattern recognition paradigms to this important
problem of fault detection and diagnosis. Sometimes in the model-free approach a partial
model of the faults is used (for instance in bearing fault diagnosis, where the expected fre-
quency features are calculated from the specification of the bearing and the shaft frequency
(Li et al., 2000)). This fact however should not mislead the reader that a model-based ap-
proach to fault diagnosis is used in that case. The central mechanism to describe a process
situation is a d-dimensional feature vector x = (x1 · · · xj · · · xd)

T together with a class label
ωi. This feature vector is the result of an information processing pipeline depicted in Fig. 1. A
similar information processing philosophy was proposed by Sun et al. (2004), however with-
out any feature selection which we consider fundamental for an optimized performance of
the fault diagnosis system. Some raw measurements delivered from sensors attached to the
process can be immediately used as features xj without any pre-processing. For instance a
thermometer or manometer attached to some chemical reactor tank will provide the continu-
ously valued temperature or pressure which can be passed to the next information processing
stage without further treatment. The health of an electrically powered machine can often be
characterized by its current consumption. In vibration analysis (Scheffer & Girdhar, 2004), the
accelerometer is the main sensor and delivers displacement values X(t) in the time domain
which can mathematically be derived to velocity Ẋ(t) and acceleration Ẍ(t) values. Usually
the raw time domain signal is submitted to statistical processing (Samanta & Al-Balushi, 2003),
Fourier transform (Li et al., 2000), wavelet coefficient extraction (Paya et al., 1997), envelope
analysis (McFadden & Smith, 1984), or any other method that provides stationary values.
This process is known as feature extraction on the measurement level. For instance, an ac-
celerometer velocity signal Ẋ(t) of a motor transformed to the frequency domain by a Fourier
transform produces frequency values F(u) which can be considered extracted features at each
of the frequencies u. This leads us to an essential problem of feature extraction, namely the
production of large amounts of features. We need subsequent steps after the feature extrac-
tion on the measurement level to reduce the dimension of the finally used feature vector x to a
reasonable size. This can be achieved again by feature extraction, this time on the information
processing level, and finally by feature selection, to retain only a relatively small amount of
features which additionally are the most discriminative ones. For instance, all frequencies u
of a Fourier spectrum could be submitted to Principal Component Analysis (a linear feature
extractor based on statistics) to reduce the dimensionality of the data (Jolliffe, 2002). Finally,
the retained principal components could be fed to a feature selection algorithm in order to
produce, for instance, a unique feature vector x to describe the whole process situation.
The basic strategy of obtaining a highly discriminative, low dimensional process state descrip-
tor in the form of a single feature vector can be resumed in the following main steps:

1. Get as many raw measurements from as many sensors of a process as possible;

2. Submit the raw measurements to as many feature extraction techniques as possible,
plausibly applicable to the specific problem;

3. Reduce the high dimensional data to only a few final features which simultaneously are
the most discriminative descriptors of the process;

4. Induce a classifier for fault diagnosis.

The first item is usually restricted by the available sensors which can be used for data ac-
quisition. For instance a motor pump produces electrical, acoustic, and vibrational patterns
(Al Kazzaz & Singh, 2003) which all could be used if appropriate sensors are available. The
second methodology opens up a huge variety of signal processing techniques which are only
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restricted by the nature of the signal, the available software, and computing resources. From
a vibration signal one might calculate wavelet coefficients (Paya et al., 1997), Fourier coeffi-
cients (Li et al., 2000), statistical measurements (Samanta & Al-Balushi, 2003), and frequencies
obtained from envelope analysis (McFadden & Smith, 1984).
A review of some well-known processing techniques, such as statistical features in the time
and frequency domain, to extract detailed information for induction machine diagnosis will
be presented. Fourier methods to transform the time-domain signal to the frequency domain,
where further analysis is carried out, is also discussed in this chapter. Using these techniques
the state of machine can be constantly monitored and detailed analysis may be made con-
cerning the health of the machine. The use of as many feature extraction methods as possible
raises the chances that the most discriminative information is somehow captured by some of
these features. If a prior restriction to only a limited set of features is defined, one might loose
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valuable aspects hidden in the signal. Finally, we use feature selection techniques to empha-
size the importance of each feature for the classification task and this information could be
used for instance to retain the most discriminative information in a low dimensional vector.
The final stage of the construction of the monitor of the process condition is the training of a
classifier, using labeled examples. Different strategies for the construction of the final classifier
based on the result of the feature selection stage can be followed. The simplest one is to use
the selected feature set as a filter for training and classification. More sophisticated techniques
determine the final classification as the result of a multi-level decision process based on an
ensemble of distinct classifiers (Duda et al., 2001). The goal is to elevate the performance of
the final classifier relative to the individual classifier performances. The individual classifiers
might differ for instance in the feature set that is used.
The chapter is organized in the following manner: Section 2 gives an overview of existing
techniques to calculate features from raw signals. Then the calculus of new features from ex-
isting ones by information processing methods is approached in section 3. Special attention
is given to the information filtering done by feature selection in section 4. When the feature
model has been defined, we are interested in the expected quality of our fault classifier. This
question is analyzed in section 5. As a practical benchmark of some of the presented tech-
niques, section 6 illustrates their application to an interesting real-world, complex diagnosis
task in the context of oil rig motor pump fault diagnosis. We investigate the described fault
diagnosis methodology using pattern recognition techniques using real examples of rolling el-
ement bearing fault and misalignment fault of rotating machines. Final conclusions are drawn
in section 7.

2. Measurement level feature extraction

Any conclusion about the condition of a process is based on the patterns which are obtained
from sensorial devices attached to the dynamic system that in general constantly changes
its state. Which sensors will be used should be considered as an integral part of the design
of the whole diagnostic system. An ideal situation is a continuous on-line monitoring with
many distinct sensors which deliver the data about the electrical, acoustic, and vibration ac-
tivities. Usually this ideal situation is not encountered due to technical or budget restrictions
or since the specificity of the application requires particular sensors. After preprocessing, the
sensor patterns are available as digital information that can be processed by a specialized
hardware or general purpose computer. A principal distinction is made with respect to the
domain of the signal. The original continuous signal s(t) in the time domain is discretized
into n samples s1, . . . , sn that were acquired during a finite sampling interval. The number of
samples depends on the duration of the acquisition and the sampling frequency. The Fourier
transform provides the signal in the frequency domain. A mixed time-frequency domain is
encountered when time dependent signals are processed by short-term Fourier transforms or
wavelet transforms. In the following we compile some representative feature extraction meth-
ods that are widely used in the literature related to pattern-recognition based fault diagnosis.

2.1 Statistical features in the time domain
When we consider the original discretized time domain signal, some basic discriminative in-
formation can be extracted in the form of statistical parameters from the n samples s1, . . . , sn
(Stefanoiu & Ionescu, 2006).

2.1.1 Root Mean Square (RMS)
One of the most important basic features that can be extracted directly from the time-domain
signal is the RMS which describes the energy of the signal. It is defined as the square root
of the average squared value of the signal and can also be called the normalized energy of the
signal:

RMS =
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n−1
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si
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Especially in vibration analysis the RMS is used to perform fault detection, i.e. triggering an
alarm, whenever the RMS surpasses a level that depends on the size of the machine, the nature
of the signal (for instance velocity or acceleration), the position of the accelerometer, and so on.
After the detection of the existence of a failure, fault diagnosis is performed relying on more
sophisticated features. For instance the ISO 2372 (VDI 2056) norms define three different ve-
locity RMS alarm levels for four different machine classes divided by power and foundations
of the rotating machines.

2.1.2 Peak-to-Valley (PV) alias Peak-to-Peak (PP)
Another important measurement of a signal, considering a semantically coherent sampling
interval, for instance a fixed-length interval or one period of a rotation, is the peak-to-valley
value which reflects the amplitude spread of a signal:
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2.1.3 Peak
If we consider only the maximum amplitude relative to zero sre f = 0 or a general reference
level sre f , we get the peak value:
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Often the peak is used in conjunction with other statistical parameters, for instance the peak-
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2005).

2.1.4 Crest factor
When we relate the peak value to the RMS of the signal, we obtain the crest factor:

CF = peak
/

RMS, (4)

which expresses the spikiness of the signal. The crest factor is also known as peak-to-average
ratio or peak-to-average power ratio and is used to characterize signals containing repetitive
impulses in addition to a lower level continuous signal. The modulus of the signal should be
used in the calculus.
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valuable aspects hidden in the signal. Finally, we use feature selection techniques to empha-
size the importance of each feature for the classification task and this information could be
used for instance to retain the most discriminative information in a low dimensional vector.
The final stage of the construction of the monitor of the process condition is the training of a
classifier, using labeled examples. Different strategies for the construction of the final classifier
based on the result of the feature selection stage can be followed. The simplest one is to use
the selected feature set as a filter for training and classification. More sophisticated techniques
determine the final classification as the result of a multi-level decision process based on an
ensemble of distinct classifiers (Duda et al., 2001). The goal is to elevate the performance of
the final classifier relative to the individual classifier performances. The individual classifiers
might differ for instance in the feature set that is used.
The chapter is organized in the following manner: Section 2 gives an overview of existing
techniques to calculate features from raw signals. Then the calculus of new features from ex-
isting ones by information processing methods is approached in section 3. Special attention
is given to the information filtering done by feature selection in section 4. When the feature
model has been defined, we are interested in the expected quality of our fault classifier. This
question is analyzed in section 5. As a practical benchmark of some of the presented tech-
niques, section 6 illustrates their application to an interesting real-world, complex diagnosis
task in the context of oil rig motor pump fault diagnosis. We investigate the described fault
diagnosis methodology using pattern recognition techniques using real examples of rolling el-
ement bearing fault and misalignment fault of rotating machines. Final conclusions are drawn
in section 7.

2. Measurement level feature extraction

Any conclusion about the condition of a process is based on the patterns which are obtained
from sensorial devices attached to the dynamic system that in general constantly changes
its state. Which sensors will be used should be considered as an integral part of the design
of the whole diagnostic system. An ideal situation is a continuous on-line monitoring with
many distinct sensors which deliver the data about the electrical, acoustic, and vibration ac-
tivities. Usually this ideal situation is not encountered due to technical or budget restrictions
or since the specificity of the application requires particular sensors. After preprocessing, the
sensor patterns are available as digital information that can be processed by a specialized
hardware or general purpose computer. A principal distinction is made with respect to the
domain of the signal. The original continuous signal s(t) in the time domain is discretized
into n samples s1, . . . , sn that were acquired during a finite sampling interval. The number of
samples depends on the duration of the acquisition and the sampling frequency. The Fourier
transform provides the signal in the frequency domain. A mixed time-frequency domain is
encountered when time dependent signals are processed by short-term Fourier transforms or
wavelet transforms. In the following we compile some representative feature extraction meth-
ods that are widely used in the literature related to pattern-recognition based fault diagnosis.

2.1 Statistical features in the time domain
When we consider the original discretized time domain signal, some basic discriminative in-
formation can be extracted in the form of statistical parameters from the n samples s1, . . . , sn
(Stefanoiu & Ionescu, 2006).

2.1.1 Root Mean Square (RMS)
One of the most important basic features that can be extracted directly from the time-domain
signal is the RMS which describes the energy of the signal. It is defined as the square root
of the average squared value of the signal and can also be called the normalized energy of the
signal:
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Especially in vibration analysis the RMS is used to perform fault detection, i.e. triggering an
alarm, whenever the RMS surpasses a level that depends on the size of the machine, the nature
of the signal (for instance velocity or acceleration), the position of the accelerometer, and so on.
After the detection of the existence of a failure, fault diagnosis is performed relying on more
sophisticated features. For instance the ISO 2372 (VDI 2056) norms define three different ve-
locity RMS alarm levels for four different machine classes divided by power and foundations
of the rotating machines.

2.1.2 Peak-to-Valley (PV) alias Peak-to-Peak (PP)
Another important measurement of a signal, considering a semantically coherent sampling
interval, for instance a fixed-length interval or one period of a rotation, is the peak-to-valley
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which expresses the spikiness of the signal. The crest factor is also known as peak-to-average
ratio or peak-to-average power ratio and is used to characterize signals containing repetitive
impulses in addition to a lower level continuous signal. The modulus of the signal should be
used in the calculus.
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valuable aspects hidden in the signal. Finally, we use feature selection techniques to empha-
size the importance of each feature for the classification task and this information could be
used for instance to retain the most discriminative information in a low dimensional vector.
The final stage of the construction of the monitor of the process condition is the training of a
classifier, using labeled examples. Different strategies for the construction of the final classifier
based on the result of the feature selection stage can be followed. The simplest one is to use
the selected feature set as a filter for training and classification. More sophisticated techniques
determine the final classification as the result of a multi-level decision process based on an
ensemble of distinct classifiers (Duda et al., 2001). The goal is to elevate the performance of
the final classifier relative to the individual classifier performances. The individual classifiers
might differ for instance in the feature set that is used.
The chapter is organized in the following manner: Section 2 gives an overview of existing
techniques to calculate features from raw signals. Then the calculus of new features from ex-
isting ones by information processing methods is approached in section 3. Special attention
is given to the information filtering done by feature selection in section 4. When the feature
model has been defined, we are interested in the expected quality of our fault classifier. This
question is analyzed in section 5. As a practical benchmark of some of the presented tech-
niques, section 6 illustrates their application to an interesting real-world, complex diagnosis
task in the context of oil rig motor pump fault diagnosis. We investigate the described fault
diagnosis methodology using pattern recognition techniques using real examples of rolling el-
ement bearing fault and misalignment fault of rotating machines. Final conclusions are drawn
in section 7.

2. Measurement level feature extraction

Any conclusion about the condition of a process is based on the patterns which are obtained
from sensorial devices attached to the dynamic system that in general constantly changes
its state. Which sensors will be used should be considered as an integral part of the design
of the whole diagnostic system. An ideal situation is a continuous on-line monitoring with
many distinct sensors which deliver the data about the electrical, acoustic, and vibration ac-
tivities. Usually this ideal situation is not encountered due to technical or budget restrictions
or since the specificity of the application requires particular sensors. After preprocessing, the
sensor patterns are available as digital information that can be processed by a specialized
hardware or general purpose computer. A principal distinction is made with respect to the
domain of the signal. The original continuous signal s(t) in the time domain is discretized
into n samples s1, . . . , sn that were acquired during a finite sampling interval. The number of
samples depends on the duration of the acquisition and the sampling frequency. The Fourier
transform provides the signal in the frequency domain. A mixed time-frequency domain is
encountered when time dependent signals are processed by short-term Fourier transforms or
wavelet transforms. In the following we compile some representative feature extraction meth-
ods that are widely used in the literature related to pattern-recognition based fault diagnosis.

2.1 Statistical features in the time domain
When we consider the original discretized time domain signal, some basic discriminative in-
formation can be extracted in the form of statistical parameters from the n samples s1, . . . , sn
(Stefanoiu & Ionescu, 2006).

2.1.1 Root Mean Square (RMS)
One of the most important basic features that can be extracted directly from the time-domain
signal is the RMS which describes the energy of the signal. It is defined as the square root
of the average squared value of the signal and can also be called the normalized energy of the
signal:
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Especially in vibration analysis the RMS is used to perform fault detection, i.e. triggering an
alarm, whenever the RMS surpasses a level that depends on the size of the machine, the nature
of the signal (for instance velocity or acceleration), the position of the accelerometer, and so on.
After the detection of the existence of a failure, fault diagnosis is performed relying on more
sophisticated features. For instance the ISO 2372 (VDI 2056) norms define three different ve-
locity RMS alarm levels for four different machine classes divided by power and foundations
of the rotating machines.

2.1.2 Peak-to-Valley (PV) alias Peak-to-Peak (PP)
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valuable aspects hidden in the signal. Finally, we use feature selection techniques to empha-
size the importance of each feature for the classification task and this information could be
used for instance to retain the most discriminative information in a low dimensional vector.
The final stage of the construction of the monitor of the process condition is the training of a
classifier, using labeled examples. Different strategies for the construction of the final classifier
based on the result of the feature selection stage can be followed. The simplest one is to use
the selected feature set as a filter for training and classification. More sophisticated techniques
determine the final classification as the result of a multi-level decision process based on an
ensemble of distinct classifiers (Duda et al., 2001). The goal is to elevate the performance of
the final classifier relative to the individual classifier performances. The individual classifiers
might differ for instance in the feature set that is used.
The chapter is organized in the following manner: Section 2 gives an overview of existing
techniques to calculate features from raw signals. Then the calculus of new features from ex-
isting ones by information processing methods is approached in section 3. Special attention
is given to the information filtering done by feature selection in section 4. When the feature
model has been defined, we are interested in the expected quality of our fault classifier. This
question is analyzed in section 5. As a practical benchmark of some of the presented tech-
niques, section 6 illustrates their application to an interesting real-world, complex diagnosis
task in the context of oil rig motor pump fault diagnosis. We investigate the described fault
diagnosis methodology using pattern recognition techniques using real examples of rolling el-
ement bearing fault and misalignment fault of rotating machines. Final conclusions are drawn
in section 7.

2. Measurement level feature extraction

Any conclusion about the condition of a process is based on the patterns which are obtained
from sensorial devices attached to the dynamic system that in general constantly changes
its state. Which sensors will be used should be considered as an integral part of the design
of the whole diagnostic system. An ideal situation is a continuous on-line monitoring with
many distinct sensors which deliver the data about the electrical, acoustic, and vibration ac-
tivities. Usually this ideal situation is not encountered due to technical or budget restrictions
or since the specificity of the application requires particular sensors. After preprocessing, the
sensor patterns are available as digital information that can be processed by a specialized
hardware or general purpose computer. A principal distinction is made with respect to the
domain of the signal. The original continuous signal s(t) in the time domain is discretized
into n samples s1, . . . , sn that were acquired during a finite sampling interval. The number of
samples depends on the duration of the acquisition and the sampling frequency. The Fourier
transform provides the signal in the frequency domain. A mixed time-frequency domain is
encountered when time dependent signals are processed by short-term Fourier transforms or
wavelet transforms. In the following we compile some representative feature extraction meth-
ods that are widely used in the literature related to pattern-recognition based fault diagnosis.

2.1 Statistical features in the time domain
When we consider the original discretized time domain signal, some basic discriminative in-
formation can be extracted in the form of statistical parameters from the n samples s1, . . . , sn
(Stefanoiu & Ionescu, 2006).

2.1.1 Root Mean Square (RMS)
One of the most important basic features that can be extracted directly from the time-domain
signal is the RMS which describes the energy of the signal. It is defined as the square root
of the average squared value of the signal and can also be called the normalized energy of the
signal:
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Especially in vibration analysis the RMS is used to perform fault detection, i.e. triggering an
alarm, whenever the RMS surpasses a level that depends on the size of the machine, the nature
of the signal (for instance velocity or acceleration), the position of the accelerometer, and so on.
After the detection of the existence of a failure, fault diagnosis is performed relying on more
sophisticated features. For instance the ISO 2372 (VDI 2056) norms define three different ve-
locity RMS alarm levels for four different machine classes divided by power and foundations
of the rotating machines.

2.1.2 Peak-to-Valley (PV) alias Peak-to-Peak (PP)
Another important measurement of a signal, considering a semantically coherent sampling
interval, for instance a fixed-length interval or one period of a rotation, is the peak-to-valley
value which reflects the amplitude spread of a signal:
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2.1.3 Peak
If we consider only the maximum amplitude relative to zero sre f = 0 or a general reference
level sre f , we get the peak value:
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Often the peak is used in conjunction with other statistical parameters, for instance the peak-
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rates (Ericsson et al.,

2005).

2.1.4 Crest factor
When we relate the peak value to the RMS of the signal, we obtain the crest factor:

CF = peak
/

RMS, (4)

which expresses the spikiness of the signal. The crest factor is also known as peak-to-average
ratio or peak-to-average power ratio and is used to characterize signals containing repetitive
impulses in addition to a lower level continuous signal. The modulus of the signal should be
used in the calculus.
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2.1.5 Kurtosis
The analytic definition of the kurtosis is κ = −3 + µ4/σ4 with µ4 = E{(s − E{s})4} being the
fourth moment around the mean and σ4 being the square of the variance. Considering the n
samples s1, . . . , sn, we determine the sample kurtosis as:
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∑
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(si − s̄)4

[
1
n
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∑
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(si − s̄)2

]2 , (5)

where s̄ denotes the estimated expected value of the signal (average). The kurtosis expresses
an aspect of spikiness of the signal, although in a higher order than the crest factor, and de-
scribes how peaked or float the distribution is. If a signal contains sharp peaks with a higher
value, then its distribution function will be sharper.

2.1.6 Further statistical parameters
Besides the RMS, variance, and kurtosis, Samanta & Al-Balushi (2003) further present the
skewness (normalized third central moment) γ3 = µ3/σ3 and the normalized sixth central
moment γ6 = µ6/σ6 as statistical features in bearing fault detection. In the context of gear-
box fault detection, Večeř et al. (2005) describe further statistical features frequently used as
condition indicators: the energy operator
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n2
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∑
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(s2

i+1 − s2
i )− s̄
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[
n−1

∑
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energy ratio, that is, ratio of the standard deviations of the difference signal and the raw signal

ER = σ(d)
/

σ(s), (7)

where difference signal d is defined as the remainder of the vibration signal after the regu-
lar meshing components are removed; sideband level factor (sum of the first order sideband
about the fundamental gear mesh frequency divided by the standard deviation of the time
signal average), sideband index (average amplitude of the sidebands of the fundamental gear
mesh frequency); zero-order figure of merit

FM0 = PV
/ M

∑
i=0

Ai, (8)

where Ai is the amplitude of the i-th gear mesh frequency harmonics; kurtosis of the differ-
ential signal (FM4 parameter); kurtosis of the residual signal (a synchronous averaged signal
without the gear mesh frequency, its harmonics, drive shaft frequency, and its second harmon-
ics) or envelope normalized by an average variance (NA4 parameter and NB4 parameter). The
reader interested in more details is referred to (Lei & Zuo, 2009; Večeř et al., 2005).

2.2 Statistical features in the frequency domain
Especially when leading with signals from processes that produce periodic signals, like rotat-
ing machinery, the Fourier transform (Bracewell, 1986) of a one-dimensional signal is an in-
formation conserving fundamental analytic functional F{s(t)} = F(u) that decomposes the
signal into additive sine and cosine terms in the complex domain, i.e. F(u) = �(u) + j�(u).
The phase angle information φ(u) = arctan (�(u)/�(u)) is a valuable source of information
when for instance the relative movement of different parts of a rotating machine at a given fre-
quency u should be analyzed (Scheffer & Girdhar, 2004). The vast majority of analytic work is
however done with the magnitude |F(u)| =

√
�2(u) +�2(u) of the Fourier transform, also

known as the Fourier spectrum or generally the frequency spectrum or simply the spectrum of
s(t). The Fourier spectrum will be symmetric and hence only one half has to be kept. Usually
the discrete signal buffer of n′ samples is interpolated to a length n which is a power of two
in order to be able to apply the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm of complexity O(n log n).
The spectrum constitutes a new discrete signal of n/2 samples f1, . . . , fn/2 which serves as
the basis to extract more features. For the sake of simplicity we once again presume that we
have n samples, instead of n/2. The Root Mean Square (RMS) can also be calculated in the
frequency domain. Often we are interested on RMS of particular bands interest, for instance
the bands around the harmonics in rotating machinery, i.e. the multiples of the fundamental
shaft rotation frequency. In order to calculate the features of specific bands, the interval of
the particular spectra has to be considered, either as absolute intervals or as percentages (for
instance 2% of the frequency value to lower and higher frequencies).
It should be clear that in terms of statistical pattern recognition, the features xj can assume
any of the numerical descriptors that can be obtained from the frequency domain, such as:
single frequencies, RMS of bands or the whole signal, and all conceivable functional mappings
of the signal. We do not question the information content of the obtained features at this
moment. Surely, some features will contain much more valuable discriminative power than
others. Some features may even contaminate the descriptive behavior of the feature vector
that describes that condition of the process. The information filtering will later be done by the
feature selection step.
Especially for the analysis of acoustic signal which might for instance represent the noise
emissions caused by a fault, the Cepstrum is the inverse Fourier transform of the logarithm of
the magnitude of the Fourier transform of signal s, i.e. F−1{log (|F{s(t)}|)}, (Theodoridis
& Koutroumbas, 2006).

2.3 Time-frequency domain features
There are analytic techniques that try to capture frequency content at different time instances,
as it were a hybrid representation of the signal regarding the changing intensities over time
and simultaneously looking at repetitive patterns during limited time intervals because the
signal is non-stationary. In fault diagnosis there certainly exist fault signatures that respond
adequately to these techniques, for instance the brush seizing faults in a DC servo motor
described by Sejdić & Jiang (2008).

2.3.1 Short-time Fourier transform (STFT)
When we multiply a signal with a finite window function and take the Fourier transform of
the product, we calculate the STFT. For instance, Al Kazzaz & Singh (2003) used the STFT
to obtain the spectra of overlapping signal segments of a vibration signal and then averaged
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where s̄ denotes the estimated expected value of the signal (average). The kurtosis expresses
an aspect of spikiness of the signal, although in a higher order than the crest factor, and de-
scribes how peaked or float the distribution is. If a signal contains sharp peaks with a higher
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energy ratio, that is, ratio of the standard deviations of the difference signal and the raw signal
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where difference signal d is defined as the remainder of the vibration signal after the regu-
lar meshing components are removed; sideband level factor (sum of the first order sideband
about the fundamental gear mesh frequency divided by the standard deviation of the time
signal average), sideband index (average amplitude of the sidebands of the fundamental gear
mesh frequency); zero-order figure of merit
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where Ai is the amplitude of the i-th gear mesh frequency harmonics; kurtosis of the differ-
ential signal (FM4 parameter); kurtosis of the residual signal (a synchronous averaged signal
without the gear mesh frequency, its harmonics, drive shaft frequency, and its second harmon-
ics) or envelope normalized by an average variance (NA4 parameter and NB4 parameter). The
reader interested in more details is referred to (Lei & Zuo, 2009; Večeř et al., 2005).

2.2 Statistical features in the frequency domain
Especially when leading with signals from processes that produce periodic signals, like rotat-
ing machinery, the Fourier transform (Bracewell, 1986) of a one-dimensional signal is an in-
formation conserving fundamental analytic functional F{s(t)} = F(u) that decomposes the
signal into additive sine and cosine terms in the complex domain, i.e. F(u) = �(u) + j�(u).
The phase angle information φ(u) = arctan (�(u)/�(u)) is a valuable source of information
when for instance the relative movement of different parts of a rotating machine at a given fre-
quency u should be analyzed (Scheffer & Girdhar, 2004). The vast majority of analytic work is
however done with the magnitude |F(u)| =
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�2(u) +�2(u) of the Fourier transform, also

known as the Fourier spectrum or generally the frequency spectrum or simply the spectrum of
s(t). The Fourier spectrum will be symmetric and hence only one half has to be kept. Usually
the discrete signal buffer of n′ samples is interpolated to a length n which is a power of two
in order to be able to apply the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm of complexity O(n log n).
The spectrum constitutes a new discrete signal of n/2 samples f1, . . . , fn/2 which serves as
the basis to extract more features. For the sake of simplicity we once again presume that we
have n samples, instead of n/2. The Root Mean Square (RMS) can also be calculated in the
frequency domain. Often we are interested on RMS of particular bands interest, for instance
the bands around the harmonics in rotating machinery, i.e. the multiples of the fundamental
shaft rotation frequency. In order to calculate the features of specific bands, the interval of
the particular spectra has to be considered, either as absolute intervals or as percentages (for
instance 2% of the frequency value to lower and higher frequencies).
It should be clear that in terms of statistical pattern recognition, the features xj can assume
any of the numerical descriptors that can be obtained from the frequency domain, such as:
single frequencies, RMS of bands or the whole signal, and all conceivable functional mappings
of the signal. We do not question the information content of the obtained features at this
moment. Surely, some features will contain much more valuable discriminative power than
others. Some features may even contaminate the descriptive behavior of the feature vector
that describes that condition of the process. The information filtering will later be done by the
feature selection step.
Especially for the analysis of acoustic signal which might for instance represent the noise
emissions caused by a fault, the Cepstrum is the inverse Fourier transform of the logarithm of
the magnitude of the Fourier transform of signal s, i.e. F−1{log (|F{s(t)}|)}, (Theodoridis
& Koutroumbas, 2006).

2.3 Time-frequency domain features
There are analytic techniques that try to capture frequency content at different time instances,
as it were a hybrid representation of the signal regarding the changing intensities over time
and simultaneously looking at repetitive patterns during limited time intervals because the
signal is non-stationary. In fault diagnosis there certainly exist fault signatures that respond
adequately to these techniques, for instance the brush seizing faults in a DC servo motor
described by Sejdić & Jiang (2008).

2.3.1 Short-time Fourier transform (STFT)
When we multiply a signal with a finite window function and take the Fourier transform of
the product, we calculate the STFT. For instance, Al Kazzaz & Singh (2003) used the STFT
to obtain the spectra of overlapping signal segments of a vibration signal and then averaged
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The analytic definition of the kurtosis is κ = −3 + µ4/σ4 with µ4 = E{(s − E{s})4} being the
fourth moment around the mean and σ4 being the square of the variance. Considering the n
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where s̄ denotes the estimated expected value of the signal (average). The kurtosis expresses
an aspect of spikiness of the signal, although in a higher order than the crest factor, and de-
scribes how peaked or float the distribution is. If a signal contains sharp peaks with a higher
value, then its distribution function will be sharper.

2.1.6 Further statistical parameters
Besides the RMS, variance, and kurtosis, Samanta & Al-Balushi (2003) further present the
skewness (normalized third central moment) γ3 = µ3/σ3 and the normalized sixth central
moment γ6 = µ6/σ6 as statistical features in bearing fault detection. In the context of gear-
box fault detection, Večeř et al. (2005) describe further statistical features frequently used as
condition indicators: the energy operator
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energy ratio, that is, ratio of the standard deviations of the difference signal and the raw signal
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where difference signal d is defined as the remainder of the vibration signal after the regu-
lar meshing components are removed; sideband level factor (sum of the first order sideband
about the fundamental gear mesh frequency divided by the standard deviation of the time
signal average), sideband index (average amplitude of the sidebands of the fundamental gear
mesh frequency); zero-order figure of merit
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where Ai is the amplitude of the i-th gear mesh frequency harmonics; kurtosis of the differ-
ential signal (FM4 parameter); kurtosis of the residual signal (a synchronous averaged signal
without the gear mesh frequency, its harmonics, drive shaft frequency, and its second harmon-
ics) or envelope normalized by an average variance (NA4 parameter and NB4 parameter). The
reader interested in more details is referred to (Lei & Zuo, 2009; Večeř et al., 2005).

2.2 Statistical features in the frequency domain
Especially when leading with signals from processes that produce periodic signals, like rotat-
ing machinery, the Fourier transform (Bracewell, 1986) of a one-dimensional signal is an in-
formation conserving fundamental analytic functional F{s(t)} = F(u) that decomposes the
signal into additive sine and cosine terms in the complex domain, i.e. F(u) = �(u) + j�(u).
The phase angle information φ(u) = arctan (�(u)/�(u)) is a valuable source of information
when for instance the relative movement of different parts of a rotating machine at a given fre-
quency u should be analyzed (Scheffer & Girdhar, 2004). The vast majority of analytic work is
however done with the magnitude |F(u)| =
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�2(u) +�2(u) of the Fourier transform, also

known as the Fourier spectrum or generally the frequency spectrum or simply the spectrum of
s(t). The Fourier spectrum will be symmetric and hence only one half has to be kept. Usually
the discrete signal buffer of n′ samples is interpolated to a length n which is a power of two
in order to be able to apply the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm of complexity O(n log n).
The spectrum constitutes a new discrete signal of n/2 samples f1, . . . , fn/2 which serves as
the basis to extract more features. For the sake of simplicity we once again presume that we
have n samples, instead of n/2. The Root Mean Square (RMS) can also be calculated in the
frequency domain. Often we are interested on RMS of particular bands interest, for instance
the bands around the harmonics in rotating machinery, i.e. the multiples of the fundamental
shaft rotation frequency. In order to calculate the features of specific bands, the interval of
the particular spectra has to be considered, either as absolute intervals or as percentages (for
instance 2% of the frequency value to lower and higher frequencies).
It should be clear that in terms of statistical pattern recognition, the features xj can assume
any of the numerical descriptors that can be obtained from the frequency domain, such as:
single frequencies, RMS of bands or the whole signal, and all conceivable functional mappings
of the signal. We do not question the information content of the obtained features at this
moment. Surely, some features will contain much more valuable discriminative power than
others. Some features may even contaminate the descriptive behavior of the feature vector
that describes that condition of the process. The information filtering will later be done by the
feature selection step.
Especially for the analysis of acoustic signal which might for instance represent the noise
emissions caused by a fault, the Cepstrum is the inverse Fourier transform of the logarithm of
the magnitude of the Fourier transform of signal s, i.e. F−1{log (|F{s(t)}|)}, (Theodoridis
& Koutroumbas, 2006).

2.3 Time-frequency domain features
There are analytic techniques that try to capture frequency content at different time instances,
as it were a hybrid representation of the signal regarding the changing intensities over time
and simultaneously looking at repetitive patterns during limited time intervals because the
signal is non-stationary. In fault diagnosis there certainly exist fault signatures that respond
adequately to these techniques, for instance the brush seizing faults in a DC servo motor
described by Sejdić & Jiang (2008).

2.3.1 Short-time Fourier transform (STFT)
When we multiply a signal with a finite window function and take the Fourier transform of
the product, we calculate the STFT. For instance, Al Kazzaz & Singh (2003) used the STFT
to obtain the spectra of overlapping signal segments of a vibration signal and then averaged
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where s̄ denotes the estimated expected value of the signal (average). The kurtosis expresses
an aspect of spikiness of the signal, although in a higher order than the crest factor, and de-
scribes how peaked or float the distribution is. If a signal contains sharp peaks with a higher
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however done with the magnitude |F(u)| =
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known as the Fourier spectrum or generally the frequency spectrum or simply the spectrum of
s(t). The Fourier spectrum will be symmetric and hence only one half has to be kept. Usually
the discrete signal buffer of n′ samples is interpolated to a length n which is a power of two
in order to be able to apply the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm of complexity O(n log n).
The spectrum constitutes a new discrete signal of n/2 samples f1, . . . , fn/2 which serves as
the basis to extract more features. For the sake of simplicity we once again presume that we
have n samples, instead of n/2. The Root Mean Square (RMS) can also be calculated in the
frequency domain. Often we are interested on RMS of particular bands interest, for instance
the bands around the harmonics in rotating machinery, i.e. the multiples of the fundamental
shaft rotation frequency. In order to calculate the features of specific bands, the interval of
the particular spectra has to be considered, either as absolute intervals or as percentages (for
instance 2% of the frequency value to lower and higher frequencies).
It should be clear that in terms of statistical pattern recognition, the features xj can assume
any of the numerical descriptors that can be obtained from the frequency domain, such as:
single frequencies, RMS of bands or the whole signal, and all conceivable functional mappings
of the signal. We do not question the information content of the obtained features at this
moment. Surely, some features will contain much more valuable discriminative power than
others. Some features may even contaminate the descriptive behavior of the feature vector
that describes that condition of the process. The information filtering will later be done by the
feature selection step.
Especially for the analysis of acoustic signal which might for instance represent the noise
emissions caused by a fault, the Cepstrum is the inverse Fourier transform of the logarithm of
the magnitude of the Fourier transform of signal s, i.e. F−1{log (|F{s(t)}|)}, (Theodoridis
& Koutroumbas, 2006).

2.3 Time-frequency domain features
There are analytic techniques that try to capture frequency content at different time instances,
as it were a hybrid representation of the signal regarding the changing intensities over time
and simultaneously looking at repetitive patterns during limited time intervals because the
signal is non-stationary. In fault diagnosis there certainly exist fault signatures that respond
adequately to these techniques, for instance the brush seizing faults in a DC servo motor
described by Sejdić & Jiang (2008).

2.3.1 Short-time Fourier transform (STFT)
When we multiply a signal with a finite window function and take the Fourier transform of
the product, we calculate the STFT. For instance, Al Kazzaz & Singh (2003) used the STFT
to obtain the spectra of overlapping signal segments of a vibration signal and then averaged
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the set of spectra in order to reduce random vibration and the noise in the signal. When the
window function is a Gaussian, we obtain the Gabor transform (Gabor, 1946).

2.3.2 Wavelet transform
The wavelet transform (Chui, 1992) has the advantage of a flexible resolution in the time and
frequency domains when compared to the short-time Fourier transform which has a fixed
window size. Like in the case of the Fourier transform, we can distinguish among continuous
wavelet transform, wavelet series expansion, and the discrete wavelet transform. The latter
is used in software implementation in digital signal processing to obtain the wavelet coeffi-
cients which describe the signal in terms of multiples of wavelet basis function. An important
distinction is between orthogonal and non-orthogonal basis functions. The dyadic wavelet
family furthermore facilitates the efficient implementation of the discrete wavelet transforms,
since the translations and scales are powers of two. In the majority of research work, the
orthogonal dyadic wavelet basis is used (Loparo & Lou, 2004; Paya et al., 1997; Singh & Al
Kazzaz, 2004; 2008). A good introduction to the theory of wavelets with an application of
gearbox fault detection can be found in (Wang & McFadden, 1996). In that application non-
orthogonal wavelet basis functions are used to capture the transients of a fault signal, justi-
fied by two drawbacks of the orthogonal bases, namely not having enough scales to describe
the scaled versions of the transients and the different calculated coefficients describing the
same transients at different time instants. We restrict the definition to the discrete orthogonal
dyadic wavelet transform (Castleman, 1995). Given a basis function, or mother wavelet ψ(s)
of the signal function s, the set of functions which are scaled and translated versions of the

mother wavelet ψl,k(s) = 2l/2ψl,k

(
2l s − k

)
that form an orthonormal basis of L2(R), with

−∞ < l, k < ∞ , l, k ∈ N, are the dyadic orthogonal wavelet functions. The coefficients of the
discrete dyadic wavelet transform can be obtained as:

cl,k(s) =
n−1

∑
i=0

s(i∆t)ψl,k(i∆t), (9)

where the signal s is sampled at n discrete instances at intervals ∆t and l = 0, 1, . . . , log2 n − 1,
k = 0, 1, . . . , 2l − 1. In the context of signal analysis this transform can also be viewed as a
multiresolution recursive filter bank for different scaled and translated versions of the same
signal signature. Dyadic wavelets that furthermore have a compact support are for instance
the Haar or Daubechies wavelets (Castleman, 1995).

2.3.3 Other time-frequency analysis techniques
Recently, Yan et al. (2009) have presented the Frequency Slice Wavelet Transform (FSWT). It
constitutes a parameterized generalization, and can be specialized into the Fourier transform,
the Gabor transform, the Morlet wavelet transform (Goupillaud et al., 1984), and the Wigner-
Ville distribution (Wigner, 1932).

2.4 Final Considerations of feature extraction on the measurement level
It should be clear that from a raw signal a variety of features can be extracted, starting from
simple statistical parameters, like the RMS, until sophisticated mathematical transforms. The
envisaged application is of course the main motivation to use a certain feature extractor or an-
other. On the other hand, we could adopt a strategy to obtain a great variety of new, possibly
useful information from the original signal, sending it to a battery of feature extractors. Why

should it not be reasonable to use some statistical features from the time domain together
with a few wavelet coefficients, possibly from different wavelet types, then further joining
some RMS value from several different bands of a frequency spectrum ? One could argue that
this produces a huge amount of features, possibly worthless for diagnostic purposes, intro-
ducing features that contaminate the valuable parameters of our system. The answer to this
objection is the use of subsequent information filtering steps in the processing pipeline. Later
we will describe the use of feature selection to retain only the most useful features that finally
characterize the process states. For now we can think of merging all available features pro-
duced by the procedures described above in to a new feature vector x := (x1 · · · xj · · · xd)

T

that will be processed by the next information processing methods.

3. High level feature extraction

In the previous section we gave a slight overview for methods which can calculate features
from a raw signal acquired from a technical process with the intention to use it for fault di-
agnosis. There exist a series of methods which take existing feature vectors and transform
them into other feature vectors eventually reducing the dimension of the original descriptor
and/or improving its discriminative behavior with respect to the fault classes. One principal
distinction can be made between linear and non-linear methods.

3.1 Linear methods
When the components yl , l = 1, . . . d′ of the new feature vector y are all linear combinations
yl = ∑

d
j=1 mljxj = mT

l x of the components xj of the original feature vector x, then we obtain
a linear feature extractor. The mlj are the real valued elements of a matrix M that implements
the extraction easily as y = MTx. Linear methods have the advantage that they are mathe-
matically tractable by well studied applied linear Algebra. Linear feature extraction is an un-
supervised technique, working without the knowledge to which class a pattern belongs. This
can easily destroy discriminative information. For instance in Principal Component Analy-
sis it can happen that the variance in a newly extracted component is higher than in another,
ranking it before the lower variance component, although the class separability in the second
less important component might be better.

3.1.1 Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 2002) is the most well studied technique to
map the existing feature vectors x to linearly uncorrelated and lower dimensional feature
vectors y, eventually sacrificing new components with a small variance. The first two or
three principal components additionally can be visualized, exposing the mutual relation-
ship of the patterns. From the total of n d-dimensional pattern samples x(1), . . . , x(n) that
describe process situations we estimate the mean µ̂ = 1

n ∑
n
k=1 x(k) and covariance matrix

Σ̂ = 1
n−1 ∑

n
k=1(x

(k) − µ̂)(x(k) − µ̂)T. The symmetric d × d matrix Σ̂ is then submitted to an
eigenanalysis which delivers d eigenvalues λj and the corresponding eigenvectors φj which
are ordered following a descending order of the corresponding eigenvalues to form the fea-
ture extractor Φ = (φ1, . . . ,φd). If we extract y = ΦTx we obtain a linearly uncorrelated
feature vector y of the same dimension d. If we delete the columns d′ + 1, . . . , d from Φ with
1 ≤ d′ < d, we obtain the d × d′ matrix Φ′ that extracts the d′ principal components as
y′ = Φ′Tx. The approximation error E committed by discarding the d − d′ low variance com-
ponents is E(d′) = ∑

d
j=d′ λj. Synonymous for PCA are Karhunen-Loève Transform (KLT),
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the set of spectra in order to reduce random vibration and the noise in the signal. When the
window function is a Gaussian, we obtain the Gabor transform (Gabor, 1946).

2.3.2 Wavelet transform
The wavelet transform (Chui, 1992) has the advantage of a flexible resolution in the time and
frequency domains when compared to the short-time Fourier transform which has a fixed
window size. Like in the case of the Fourier transform, we can distinguish among continuous
wavelet transform, wavelet series expansion, and the discrete wavelet transform. The latter
is used in software implementation in digital signal processing to obtain the wavelet coeffi-
cients which describe the signal in terms of multiples of wavelet basis function. An important
distinction is between orthogonal and non-orthogonal basis functions. The dyadic wavelet
family furthermore facilitates the efficient implementation of the discrete wavelet transforms,
since the translations and scales are powers of two. In the majority of research work, the
orthogonal dyadic wavelet basis is used (Loparo & Lou, 2004; Paya et al., 1997; Singh & Al
Kazzaz, 2004; 2008). A good introduction to the theory of wavelets with an application of
gearbox fault detection can be found in (Wang & McFadden, 1996). In that application non-
orthogonal wavelet basis functions are used to capture the transients of a fault signal, justi-
fied by two drawbacks of the orthogonal bases, namely not having enough scales to describe
the scaled versions of the transients and the different calculated coefficients describing the
same transients at different time instants. We restrict the definition to the discrete orthogonal
dyadic wavelet transform (Castleman, 1995). Given a basis function, or mother wavelet ψ(s)
of the signal function s, the set of functions which are scaled and translated versions of the

mother wavelet ψl,k(s) = 2l/2ψl,k

(
2l s − k

)
that form an orthonormal basis of L2(R), with

−∞ < l, k < ∞ , l, k ∈ N, are the dyadic orthogonal wavelet functions. The coefficients of the
discrete dyadic wavelet transform can be obtained as:

cl,k(s) =
n−1

∑
i=0

s(i∆t)ψl,k(i∆t), (9)

where the signal s is sampled at n discrete instances at intervals ∆t and l = 0, 1, . . . , log2 n − 1,
k = 0, 1, . . . , 2l − 1. In the context of signal analysis this transform can also be viewed as a
multiresolution recursive filter bank for different scaled and translated versions of the same
signal signature. Dyadic wavelets that furthermore have a compact support are for instance
the Haar or Daubechies wavelets (Castleman, 1995).

2.3.3 Other time-frequency analysis techniques
Recently, Yan et al. (2009) have presented the Frequency Slice Wavelet Transform (FSWT). It
constitutes a parameterized generalization, and can be specialized into the Fourier transform,
the Gabor transform, the Morlet wavelet transform (Goupillaud et al., 1984), and the Wigner-
Ville distribution (Wigner, 1932).

2.4 Final Considerations of feature extraction on the measurement level
It should be clear that from a raw signal a variety of features can be extracted, starting from
simple statistical parameters, like the RMS, until sophisticated mathematical transforms. The
envisaged application is of course the main motivation to use a certain feature extractor or an-
other. On the other hand, we could adopt a strategy to obtain a great variety of new, possibly
useful information from the original signal, sending it to a battery of feature extractors. Why

should it not be reasonable to use some statistical features from the time domain together
with a few wavelet coefficients, possibly from different wavelet types, then further joining
some RMS value from several different bands of a frequency spectrum ? One could argue that
this produces a huge amount of features, possibly worthless for diagnostic purposes, intro-
ducing features that contaminate the valuable parameters of our system. The answer to this
objection is the use of subsequent information filtering steps in the processing pipeline. Later
we will describe the use of feature selection to retain only the most useful features that finally
characterize the process states. For now we can think of merging all available features pro-
duced by the procedures described above in to a new feature vector x := (x1 · · · xj · · · xd)

T

that will be processed by the next information processing methods.

3. High level feature extraction

In the previous section we gave a slight overview for methods which can calculate features
from a raw signal acquired from a technical process with the intention to use it for fault di-
agnosis. There exist a series of methods which take existing feature vectors and transform
them into other feature vectors eventually reducing the dimension of the original descriptor
and/or improving its discriminative behavior with respect to the fault classes. One principal
distinction can be made between linear and non-linear methods.

3.1 Linear methods
When the components yl , l = 1, . . . d′ of the new feature vector y are all linear combinations
yl = ∑

d
j=1 mljxj = mT

l x of the components xj of the original feature vector x, then we obtain
a linear feature extractor. The mlj are the real valued elements of a matrix M that implements
the extraction easily as y = MTx. Linear methods have the advantage that they are mathe-
matically tractable by well studied applied linear Algebra. Linear feature extraction is an un-
supervised technique, working without the knowledge to which class a pattern belongs. This
can easily destroy discriminative information. For instance in Principal Component Analy-
sis it can happen that the variance in a newly extracted component is higher than in another,
ranking it before the lower variance component, although the class separability in the second
less important component might be better.

3.1.1 Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 2002) is the most well studied technique to
map the existing feature vectors x to linearly uncorrelated and lower dimensional feature
vectors y, eventually sacrificing new components with a small variance. The first two or
three principal components additionally can be visualized, exposing the mutual relation-
ship of the patterns. From the total of n d-dimensional pattern samples x(1), . . . , x(n) that
describe process situations we estimate the mean µ̂ = 1

n ∑
n
k=1 x(k) and covariance matrix

Σ̂ = 1
n−1 ∑

n
k=1(x

(k) − µ̂)(x(k) − µ̂)T. The symmetric d × d matrix Σ̂ is then submitted to an
eigenanalysis which delivers d eigenvalues λj and the corresponding eigenvectors φj which
are ordered following a descending order of the corresponding eigenvalues to form the fea-
ture extractor Φ = (φ1, . . . ,φd). If we extract y = ΦTx we obtain a linearly uncorrelated
feature vector y of the same dimension d. If we delete the columns d′ + 1, . . . , d from Φ with
1 ≤ d′ < d, we obtain the d × d′ matrix Φ′ that extracts the d′ principal components as
y′ = Φ′Tx. The approximation error E committed by discarding the d − d′ low variance com-
ponents is E(d′) = ∑

d
j=d′ λj. Synonymous for PCA are Karhunen-Loève Transform (KLT),
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the set of spectra in order to reduce random vibration and the noise in the signal. When the
window function is a Gaussian, we obtain the Gabor transform (Gabor, 1946).

2.3.2 Wavelet transform
The wavelet transform (Chui, 1992) has the advantage of a flexible resolution in the time and
frequency domains when compared to the short-time Fourier transform which has a fixed
window size. Like in the case of the Fourier transform, we can distinguish among continuous
wavelet transform, wavelet series expansion, and the discrete wavelet transform. The latter
is used in software implementation in digital signal processing to obtain the wavelet coeffi-
cients which describe the signal in terms of multiples of wavelet basis function. An important
distinction is between orthogonal and non-orthogonal basis functions. The dyadic wavelet
family furthermore facilitates the efficient implementation of the discrete wavelet transforms,
since the translations and scales are powers of two. In the majority of research work, the
orthogonal dyadic wavelet basis is used (Loparo & Lou, 2004; Paya et al., 1997; Singh & Al
Kazzaz, 2004; 2008). A good introduction to the theory of wavelets with an application of
gearbox fault detection can be found in (Wang & McFadden, 1996). In that application non-
orthogonal wavelet basis functions are used to capture the transients of a fault signal, justi-
fied by two drawbacks of the orthogonal bases, namely not having enough scales to describe
the scaled versions of the transients and the different calculated coefficients describing the
same transients at different time instants. We restrict the definition to the discrete orthogonal
dyadic wavelet transform (Castleman, 1995). Given a basis function, or mother wavelet ψ(s)
of the signal function s, the set of functions which are scaled and translated versions of the

mother wavelet ψl,k(s) = 2l/2ψl,k

(
2l s − k

)
that form an orthonormal basis of L2(R), with

−∞ < l, k < ∞ , l, k ∈ N, are the dyadic orthogonal wavelet functions. The coefficients of the
discrete dyadic wavelet transform can be obtained as:

cl,k(s) =
n−1

∑
i=0

s(i∆t)ψl,k(i∆t), (9)

where the signal s is sampled at n discrete instances at intervals ∆t and l = 0, 1, . . . , log2 n − 1,
k = 0, 1, . . . , 2l − 1. In the context of signal analysis this transform can also be viewed as a
multiresolution recursive filter bank for different scaled and translated versions of the same
signal signature. Dyadic wavelets that furthermore have a compact support are for instance
the Haar or Daubechies wavelets (Castleman, 1995).

2.3.3 Other time-frequency analysis techniques
Recently, Yan et al. (2009) have presented the Frequency Slice Wavelet Transform (FSWT). It
constitutes a parameterized generalization, and can be specialized into the Fourier transform,
the Gabor transform, the Morlet wavelet transform (Goupillaud et al., 1984), and the Wigner-
Ville distribution (Wigner, 1932).

2.4 Final Considerations of feature extraction on the measurement level
It should be clear that from a raw signal a variety of features can be extracted, starting from
simple statistical parameters, like the RMS, until sophisticated mathematical transforms. The
envisaged application is of course the main motivation to use a certain feature extractor or an-
other. On the other hand, we could adopt a strategy to obtain a great variety of new, possibly
useful information from the original signal, sending it to a battery of feature extractors. Why

should it not be reasonable to use some statistical features from the time domain together
with a few wavelet coefficients, possibly from different wavelet types, then further joining
some RMS value from several different bands of a frequency spectrum ? One could argue that
this produces a huge amount of features, possibly worthless for diagnostic purposes, intro-
ducing features that contaminate the valuable parameters of our system. The answer to this
objection is the use of subsequent information filtering steps in the processing pipeline. Later
we will describe the use of feature selection to retain only the most useful features that finally
characterize the process states. For now we can think of merging all available features pro-
duced by the procedures described above in to a new feature vector x := (x1 · · · xj · · · xd)

T

that will be processed by the next information processing methods.

3. High level feature extraction

In the previous section we gave a slight overview for methods which can calculate features
from a raw signal acquired from a technical process with the intention to use it for fault di-
agnosis. There exist a series of methods which take existing feature vectors and transform
them into other feature vectors eventually reducing the dimension of the original descriptor
and/or improving its discriminative behavior with respect to the fault classes. One principal
distinction can be made between linear and non-linear methods.

3.1 Linear methods
When the components yl , l = 1, . . . d′ of the new feature vector y are all linear combinations
yl = ∑

d
j=1 mljxj = mT

l x of the components xj of the original feature vector x, then we obtain
a linear feature extractor. The mlj are the real valued elements of a matrix M that implements
the extraction easily as y = MTx. Linear methods have the advantage that they are mathe-
matically tractable by well studied applied linear Algebra. Linear feature extraction is an un-
supervised technique, working without the knowledge to which class a pattern belongs. This
can easily destroy discriminative information. For instance in Principal Component Analy-
sis it can happen that the variance in a newly extracted component is higher than in another,
ranking it before the lower variance component, although the class separability in the second
less important component might be better.

3.1.1 Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 2002) is the most well studied technique to
map the existing feature vectors x to linearly uncorrelated and lower dimensional feature
vectors y, eventually sacrificing new components with a small variance. The first two or
three principal components additionally can be visualized, exposing the mutual relation-
ship of the patterns. From the total of n d-dimensional pattern samples x(1), . . . , x(n) that
describe process situations we estimate the mean µ̂ = 1

n ∑
n
k=1 x(k) and covariance matrix

Σ̂ = 1
n−1 ∑

n
k=1(x

(k) − µ̂)(x(k) − µ̂)T. The symmetric d × d matrix Σ̂ is then submitted to an
eigenanalysis which delivers d eigenvalues λj and the corresponding eigenvectors φj which
are ordered following a descending order of the corresponding eigenvalues to form the fea-
ture extractor Φ = (φ1, . . . ,φd). If we extract y = ΦTx we obtain a linearly uncorrelated
feature vector y of the same dimension d. If we delete the columns d′ + 1, . . . , d from Φ with
1 ≤ d′ < d, we obtain the d × d′ matrix Φ′ that extracts the d′ principal components as
y′ = Φ′Tx. The approximation error E committed by discarding the d − d′ low variance com-
ponents is E(d′) = ∑

d
j=d′ λj. Synonymous for PCA are Karhunen-Loève Transform (KLT),
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the set of spectra in order to reduce random vibration and the noise in the signal. When the
window function is a Gaussian, we obtain the Gabor transform (Gabor, 1946).

2.3.2 Wavelet transform
The wavelet transform (Chui, 1992) has the advantage of a flexible resolution in the time and
frequency domains when compared to the short-time Fourier transform which has a fixed
window size. Like in the case of the Fourier transform, we can distinguish among continuous
wavelet transform, wavelet series expansion, and the discrete wavelet transform. The latter
is used in software implementation in digital signal processing to obtain the wavelet coeffi-
cients which describe the signal in terms of multiples of wavelet basis function. An important
distinction is between orthogonal and non-orthogonal basis functions. The dyadic wavelet
family furthermore facilitates the efficient implementation of the discrete wavelet transforms,
since the translations and scales are powers of two. In the majority of research work, the
orthogonal dyadic wavelet basis is used (Loparo & Lou, 2004; Paya et al., 1997; Singh & Al
Kazzaz, 2004; 2008). A good introduction to the theory of wavelets with an application of
gearbox fault detection can be found in (Wang & McFadden, 1996). In that application non-
orthogonal wavelet basis functions are used to capture the transients of a fault signal, justi-
fied by two drawbacks of the orthogonal bases, namely not having enough scales to describe
the scaled versions of the transients and the different calculated coefficients describing the
same transients at different time instants. We restrict the definition to the discrete orthogonal
dyadic wavelet transform (Castleman, 1995). Given a basis function, or mother wavelet ψ(s)
of the signal function s, the set of functions which are scaled and translated versions of the

mother wavelet ψl,k(s) = 2l/2ψl,k

(
2l s − k

)
that form an orthonormal basis of L2(R), with

−∞ < l, k < ∞ , l, k ∈ N, are the dyadic orthogonal wavelet functions. The coefficients of the
discrete dyadic wavelet transform can be obtained as:

cl,k(s) =
n−1

∑
i=0

s(i∆t)ψl,k(i∆t), (9)

where the signal s is sampled at n discrete instances at intervals ∆t and l = 0, 1, . . . , log2 n − 1,
k = 0, 1, . . . , 2l − 1. In the context of signal analysis this transform can also be viewed as a
multiresolution recursive filter bank for different scaled and translated versions of the same
signal signature. Dyadic wavelets that furthermore have a compact support are for instance
the Haar or Daubechies wavelets (Castleman, 1995).

2.3.3 Other time-frequency analysis techniques
Recently, Yan et al. (2009) have presented the Frequency Slice Wavelet Transform (FSWT). It
constitutes a parameterized generalization, and can be specialized into the Fourier transform,
the Gabor transform, the Morlet wavelet transform (Goupillaud et al., 1984), and the Wigner-
Ville distribution (Wigner, 1932).

2.4 Final Considerations of feature extraction on the measurement level
It should be clear that from a raw signal a variety of features can be extracted, starting from
simple statistical parameters, like the RMS, until sophisticated mathematical transforms. The
envisaged application is of course the main motivation to use a certain feature extractor or an-
other. On the other hand, we could adopt a strategy to obtain a great variety of new, possibly
useful information from the original signal, sending it to a battery of feature extractors. Why

should it not be reasonable to use some statistical features from the time domain together
with a few wavelet coefficients, possibly from different wavelet types, then further joining
some RMS value from several different bands of a frequency spectrum ? One could argue that
this produces a huge amount of features, possibly worthless for diagnostic purposes, intro-
ducing features that contaminate the valuable parameters of our system. The answer to this
objection is the use of subsequent information filtering steps in the processing pipeline. Later
we will describe the use of feature selection to retain only the most useful features that finally
characterize the process states. For now we can think of merging all available features pro-
duced by the procedures described above in to a new feature vector x := (x1 · · · xj · · · xd)

T

that will be processed by the next information processing methods.

3. High level feature extraction

In the previous section we gave a slight overview for methods which can calculate features
from a raw signal acquired from a technical process with the intention to use it for fault di-
agnosis. There exist a series of methods which take existing feature vectors and transform
them into other feature vectors eventually reducing the dimension of the original descriptor
and/or improving its discriminative behavior with respect to the fault classes. One principal
distinction can be made between linear and non-linear methods.

3.1 Linear methods
When the components yl , l = 1, . . . d′ of the new feature vector y are all linear combinations
yl = ∑

d
j=1 mljxj = mT

l x of the components xj of the original feature vector x, then we obtain
a linear feature extractor. The mlj are the real valued elements of a matrix M that implements
the extraction easily as y = MTx. Linear methods have the advantage that they are mathe-
matically tractable by well studied applied linear Algebra. Linear feature extraction is an un-
supervised technique, working without the knowledge to which class a pattern belongs. This
can easily destroy discriminative information. For instance in Principal Component Analy-
sis it can happen that the variance in a newly extracted component is higher than in another,
ranking it before the lower variance component, although the class separability in the second
less important component might be better.

3.1.1 Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 2002) is the most well studied technique to
map the existing feature vectors x to linearly uncorrelated and lower dimensional feature
vectors y, eventually sacrificing new components with a small variance. The first two or
three principal components additionally can be visualized, exposing the mutual relation-
ship of the patterns. From the total of n d-dimensional pattern samples x(1), . . . , x(n) that
describe process situations we estimate the mean µ̂ = 1

n ∑
n
k=1 x(k) and covariance matrix

Σ̂ = 1
n−1 ∑

n
k=1(x

(k) − µ̂)(x(k) − µ̂)T. The symmetric d × d matrix Σ̂ is then submitted to an
eigenanalysis which delivers d eigenvalues λj and the corresponding eigenvectors φj which
are ordered following a descending order of the corresponding eigenvalues to form the fea-
ture extractor Φ = (φ1, . . . ,φd). If we extract y = ΦTx we obtain a linearly uncorrelated
feature vector y of the same dimension d. If we delete the columns d′ + 1, . . . , d from Φ with
1 ≤ d′ < d, we obtain the d × d′ matrix Φ′ that extracts the d′ principal components as
y′ = Φ′Tx. The approximation error E committed by discarding the d − d′ low variance com-
ponents is E(d′) = ∑

d
j=d′ λj. Synonymous for PCA are Karhunen-Loève Transform (KLT),
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Hotelling transform, or Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD). When the data has been
centered to its global mean and all components are preserved, PCA is also equivalent to Sin-
gular Value Decomposition (SVD).

3.1.2 Independent Component Analysis
Another linear feature extractor is Independent Component Analysis (ICA) (Hyärinen et al.,
2001) which has the task to separate independent signals from mixed signals. This could
be interesting to recognize the contributions of different faults in a signal, or find the latent
independent variables that mix together to the observable variables (features) in a process.
Again, from the original feature vector x a new feature vector s is extracted by a linear trans-
form (matrix multiplication) as s = Wx, where the extractor W is a d′ × d matrix, called the
demixing matrix. The d′ independent components sj are maximized with respect to their non-
Gaussianity, an information based criterion for independence, often measured by kurtosis or
negentropy. A few representative applications of ICA in the context of fault diagnosis are for
instance (Jiang & Wang, 2004; Lee et al., 2006; Pöyhönen et al., 2003).

3.2 Non-linear methods
Any non-linear mapping y = Φ(x), where the original d-dimensional feature vector x is trans-
formed to the H-dimensional extracted feature vector y can be considered a non-linear gener-
ator of new features that might be more discriminative than the original information. As an
example take the classical XOR problem, linearly not separable, where the mapping

Φ(

(
x1
x2

)
) =




φ1(

(
x1
x2

)
)

φ2(

(
x1
x2
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)
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x1
x2

x1x2


 (10)

from the original bi-dimensional space enables linear separability in the mapped tri-
dimensional space. When a classifier g(x) = wTΦ(x) is a linear combination of the basis
functions φh we deal with a Generalized Linear Discriminant Function (GLDF) (Duda et al.,
2001). A great variety of feature extraction techniques falls in this category, for instance poly-
nomial combinations of the original features, radial basis functions, Multilayer Perceptrons
(when omitting the activation function in the output layer), or any other calculus of new fea-
tures not definable as a matrix multiplication of a linear extraction matrix with the original
feature vector (Theodoridis & Koutroumbas, 2006). When we need only a similarity measure
between two mapped feature vectors Φ(x) and Φ(x’) without having to define the mapping
explicitly, but only its dot product, we define a kernel k(x, x′). Examples are the polynomial
mapping k(x, x′) = (x · x′ + 1)r calculating all monomials up to degree r and the Gaussian
radial basis function k(x, x′) = exp(−γ||x − x′ ||2) with shape parameter γ. These kernels are
especially needed in Support Vector Classification and Regression (Theodoridis & Koutroum-
bas, 2006).
If we solve a regression problem by replicating the input vector x as the target vector in a
Perceptron with one hidden layer, and if the number of neurons H in the hidden layer is
smaller than the dimension d of x, we have an auto-associative feedforward neural network,
applied for example by (Skitt et al., 1993) in the context of machine condition monitoring. The

extracted feature vector is composed by the components yh = z(wT
h x), h = 1, . . . , H, where

z(.) is the activation function, usually the logistic function:

z(a) =
1

1 + e−a (11)

or the hyperbolic tangent:

z(a) = tanh a =
ea − e−a

ea + e−a . (12)

Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Map (SOM) (Kohonen, 1998) organizes neurons in a 1-D, 2-D, 3-D,
or higher-dimensional topological map. After the map is trained there is a single responding
neuron (the winner) inside the maps lattice. The discrete position could be taken as an ex-
tracted feature vector. High-dimensional patterns can be mapped to a lower dimensional map
by the Sammon plot (Sammon Jr., 1969) which tries to preserve the mutual distances among all
patterns in the original and mapped pattern space. Although the mapping is principally con-
ceived for visualization in two or three dimensions, theoretically any dimension lower than
the original d can be chosen for feature extraction. The auto-associative feedforward neural
network, Kohonen map, and Sammon map have been applied to non-linear feature extraction
by (De Backer et al., 1998), besides a collection of methods called multidimensional scaling.

4. Feature selection

In the previous two sections we gave a slight overview of methods which can calculate fea-
tures from a raw signal acquired from a technical process with the intention to use it for fault
diagnosis. There exist a series of methods which take existing feature vectors and transform
them into other feature vectors eventually reducing the dimension of the original descriptor
and/or improving its discriminative behavior with respect to the fault classes. This was called
high level feature extraction. On the other hand, we can filter out some of the existing features
and retaining others, such forming again a new feature vector, without modifying the original
individual features. This is feature selection. This stage is of great importance because the fea-
ture extraction by several distinct extraction methods probably generates a large quantity of
features that can have a marginal importance for classification or even jeopardize the classifier
performance if they are used. Hence, the objective of this stage is to express the importance of
the features in the classification task. The quality criterion can be individual, but the multidi-
mensional nature of the process descriptors demands the analysis of feature sets, because of
the interdependency relations within a feature set.
An early excellent compilation of feature selection techniques is given by Devijver & Kittler
(1982). Guyon & Elisseeff (2003) give an introductory treatment about this subject in the field
of Machine Learning. A paper collection about computational methods of feature selection is
Liu & Motoda (2007). A feature selection algorithm is basically composed of two ingredients,
namely a search strategy algorithm and a selection criterion. The search strategy is about
which of the feature subsets are analyzed and the selection criterion associates a numerical
value to each of these subsets, thus permitting the search for the subset that maximizes the
criterion.
Kudo & Sklansky (2000) do an extensive experimental comparison on standard machine learn-
ing databases with basically all existing algorithms at the time of the publication. The simplest
evaluation of a quality criterion of features is by individually calculate the criterion and then
rank the whole set of available features. This strategy of course ignore completely the multidi-
mensional nature of the descriptors of the process. Nevertheless, when the original feature set
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Hotelling transform, or Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD). When the data has been
centered to its global mean and all components are preserved, PCA is also equivalent to Sin-
gular Value Decomposition (SVD).

3.1.2 Independent Component Analysis
Another linear feature extractor is Independent Component Analysis (ICA) (Hyärinen et al.,
2001) which has the task to separate independent signals from mixed signals. This could
be interesting to recognize the contributions of different faults in a signal, or find the latent
independent variables that mix together to the observable variables (features) in a process.
Again, from the original feature vector x a new feature vector s is extracted by a linear trans-
form (matrix multiplication) as s = Wx, where the extractor W is a d′ × d matrix, called the
demixing matrix. The d′ independent components sj are maximized with respect to their non-
Gaussianity, an information based criterion for independence, often measured by kurtosis or
negentropy. A few representative applications of ICA in the context of fault diagnosis are for
instance (Jiang & Wang, 2004; Lee et al., 2006; Pöyhönen et al., 2003).

3.2 Non-linear methods
Any non-linear mapping y = Φ(x), where the original d-dimensional feature vector x is trans-
formed to the H-dimensional extracted feature vector y can be considered a non-linear gener-
ator of new features that might be more discriminative than the original information. As an
example take the classical XOR problem, linearly not separable, where the mapping
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from the original bi-dimensional space enables linear separability in the mapped tri-
dimensional space. When a classifier g(x) = wTΦ(x) is a linear combination of the basis
functions φh we deal with a Generalized Linear Discriminant Function (GLDF) (Duda et al.,
2001). A great variety of feature extraction techniques falls in this category, for instance poly-
nomial combinations of the original features, radial basis functions, Multilayer Perceptrons
(when omitting the activation function in the output layer), or any other calculus of new fea-
tures not definable as a matrix multiplication of a linear extraction matrix with the original
feature vector (Theodoridis & Koutroumbas, 2006). When we need only a similarity measure
between two mapped feature vectors Φ(x) and Φ(x’) without having to define the mapping
explicitly, but only its dot product, we define a kernel k(x, x′). Examples are the polynomial
mapping k(x, x′) = (x · x′ + 1)r calculating all monomials up to degree r and the Gaussian
radial basis function k(x, x′) = exp(−γ||x − x′ ||2) with shape parameter γ. These kernels are
especially needed in Support Vector Classification and Regression (Theodoridis & Koutroum-
bas, 2006).
If we solve a regression problem by replicating the input vector x as the target vector in a
Perceptron with one hidden layer, and if the number of neurons H in the hidden layer is
smaller than the dimension d of x, we have an auto-associative feedforward neural network,
applied for example by (Skitt et al., 1993) in the context of machine condition monitoring. The

extracted feature vector is composed by the components yh = z(wT
h x), h = 1, . . . , H, where

z(.) is the activation function, usually the logistic function:

z(a) =
1

1 + e−a (11)

or the hyperbolic tangent:

z(a) = tanh a =
ea − e−a

ea + e−a . (12)

Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Map (SOM) (Kohonen, 1998) organizes neurons in a 1-D, 2-D, 3-D,
or higher-dimensional topological map. After the map is trained there is a single responding
neuron (the winner) inside the maps lattice. The discrete position could be taken as an ex-
tracted feature vector. High-dimensional patterns can be mapped to a lower dimensional map
by the Sammon plot (Sammon Jr., 1969) which tries to preserve the mutual distances among all
patterns in the original and mapped pattern space. Although the mapping is principally con-
ceived for visualization in two or three dimensions, theoretically any dimension lower than
the original d can be chosen for feature extraction. The auto-associative feedforward neural
network, Kohonen map, and Sammon map have been applied to non-linear feature extraction
by (De Backer et al., 1998), besides a collection of methods called multidimensional scaling.

4. Feature selection

In the previous two sections we gave a slight overview of methods which can calculate fea-
tures from a raw signal acquired from a technical process with the intention to use it for fault
diagnosis. There exist a series of methods which take existing feature vectors and transform
them into other feature vectors eventually reducing the dimension of the original descriptor
and/or improving its discriminative behavior with respect to the fault classes. This was called
high level feature extraction. On the other hand, we can filter out some of the existing features
and retaining others, such forming again a new feature vector, without modifying the original
individual features. This is feature selection. This stage is of great importance because the fea-
ture extraction by several distinct extraction methods probably generates a large quantity of
features that can have a marginal importance for classification or even jeopardize the classifier
performance if they are used. Hence, the objective of this stage is to express the importance of
the features in the classification task. The quality criterion can be individual, but the multidi-
mensional nature of the process descriptors demands the analysis of feature sets, because of
the interdependency relations within a feature set.
An early excellent compilation of feature selection techniques is given by Devijver & Kittler
(1982). Guyon & Elisseeff (2003) give an introductory treatment about this subject in the field
of Machine Learning. A paper collection about computational methods of feature selection is
Liu & Motoda (2007). A feature selection algorithm is basically composed of two ingredients,
namely a search strategy algorithm and a selection criterion. The search strategy is about
which of the feature subsets are analyzed and the selection criterion associates a numerical
value to each of these subsets, thus permitting the search for the subset that maximizes the
criterion.
Kudo & Sklansky (2000) do an extensive experimental comparison on standard machine learn-
ing databases with basically all existing algorithms at the time of the publication. The simplest
evaluation of a quality criterion of features is by individually calculate the criterion and then
rank the whole set of available features. This strategy of course ignore completely the multidi-
mensional nature of the descriptors of the process. Nevertheless, when the original feature set
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Hotelling transform, or Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD). When the data has been
centered to its global mean and all components are preserved, PCA is also equivalent to Sin-
gular Value Decomposition (SVD).

3.1.2 Independent Component Analysis
Another linear feature extractor is Independent Component Analysis (ICA) (Hyärinen et al.,
2001) which has the task to separate independent signals from mixed signals. This could
be interesting to recognize the contributions of different faults in a signal, or find the latent
independent variables that mix together to the observable variables (features) in a process.
Again, from the original feature vector x a new feature vector s is extracted by a linear trans-
form (matrix multiplication) as s = Wx, where the extractor W is a d′ × d matrix, called the
demixing matrix. The d′ independent components sj are maximized with respect to their non-
Gaussianity, an information based criterion for independence, often measured by kurtosis or
negentropy. A few representative applications of ICA in the context of fault diagnosis are for
instance (Jiang & Wang, 2004; Lee et al., 2006; Pöyhönen et al., 2003).

3.2 Non-linear methods
Any non-linear mapping y = Φ(x), where the original d-dimensional feature vector x is trans-
formed to the H-dimensional extracted feature vector y can be considered a non-linear gener-
ator of new features that might be more discriminative than the original information. As an
example take the classical XOR problem, linearly not separable, where the mapping
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from the original bi-dimensional space enables linear separability in the mapped tri-
dimensional space. When a classifier g(x) = wTΦ(x) is a linear combination of the basis
functions φh we deal with a Generalized Linear Discriminant Function (GLDF) (Duda et al.,
2001). A great variety of feature extraction techniques falls in this category, for instance poly-
nomial combinations of the original features, radial basis functions, Multilayer Perceptrons
(when omitting the activation function in the output layer), or any other calculus of new fea-
tures not definable as a matrix multiplication of a linear extraction matrix with the original
feature vector (Theodoridis & Koutroumbas, 2006). When we need only a similarity measure
between two mapped feature vectors Φ(x) and Φ(x’) without having to define the mapping
explicitly, but only its dot product, we define a kernel k(x, x′). Examples are the polynomial
mapping k(x, x′) = (x · x′ + 1)r calculating all monomials up to degree r and the Gaussian
radial basis function k(x, x′) = exp(−γ||x − x′ ||2) with shape parameter γ. These kernels are
especially needed in Support Vector Classification and Regression (Theodoridis & Koutroum-
bas, 2006).
If we solve a regression problem by replicating the input vector x as the target vector in a
Perceptron with one hidden layer, and if the number of neurons H in the hidden layer is
smaller than the dimension d of x, we have an auto-associative feedforward neural network,
applied for example by (Skitt et al., 1993) in the context of machine condition monitoring. The
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Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Map (SOM) (Kohonen, 1998) organizes neurons in a 1-D, 2-D, 3-D,
or higher-dimensional topological map. After the map is trained there is a single responding
neuron (the winner) inside the maps lattice. The discrete position could be taken as an ex-
tracted feature vector. High-dimensional patterns can be mapped to a lower dimensional map
by the Sammon plot (Sammon Jr., 1969) which tries to preserve the mutual distances among all
patterns in the original and mapped pattern space. Although the mapping is principally con-
ceived for visualization in two or three dimensions, theoretically any dimension lower than
the original d can be chosen for feature extraction. The auto-associative feedforward neural
network, Kohonen map, and Sammon map have been applied to non-linear feature extraction
by (De Backer et al., 1998), besides a collection of methods called multidimensional scaling.

4. Feature selection

In the previous two sections we gave a slight overview of methods which can calculate fea-
tures from a raw signal acquired from a technical process with the intention to use it for fault
diagnosis. There exist a series of methods which take existing feature vectors and transform
them into other feature vectors eventually reducing the dimension of the original descriptor
and/or improving its discriminative behavior with respect to the fault classes. This was called
high level feature extraction. On the other hand, we can filter out some of the existing features
and retaining others, such forming again a new feature vector, without modifying the original
individual features. This is feature selection. This stage is of great importance because the fea-
ture extraction by several distinct extraction methods probably generates a large quantity of
features that can have a marginal importance for classification or even jeopardize the classifier
performance if they are used. Hence, the objective of this stage is to express the importance of
the features in the classification task. The quality criterion can be individual, but the multidi-
mensional nature of the process descriptors demands the analysis of feature sets, because of
the interdependency relations within a feature set.
An early excellent compilation of feature selection techniques is given by Devijver & Kittler
(1982). Guyon & Elisseeff (2003) give an introductory treatment about this subject in the field
of Machine Learning. A paper collection about computational methods of feature selection is
Liu & Motoda (2007). A feature selection algorithm is basically composed of two ingredients,
namely a search strategy algorithm and a selection criterion. The search strategy is about
which of the feature subsets are analyzed and the selection criterion associates a numerical
value to each of these subsets, thus permitting the search for the subset that maximizes the
criterion.
Kudo & Sklansky (2000) do an extensive experimental comparison on standard machine learn-
ing databases with basically all existing algorithms at the time of the publication. The simplest
evaluation of a quality criterion of features is by individually calculate the criterion and then
rank the whole set of available features. This strategy of course ignore completely the multidi-
mensional nature of the descriptors of the process. Nevertheless, when the original feature set
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Hotelling transform, or Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD). When the data has been
centered to its global mean and all components are preserved, PCA is also equivalent to Sin-
gular Value Decomposition (SVD).

3.1.2 Independent Component Analysis
Another linear feature extractor is Independent Component Analysis (ICA) (Hyärinen et al.,
2001) which has the task to separate independent signals from mixed signals. This could
be interesting to recognize the contributions of different faults in a signal, or find the latent
independent variables that mix together to the observable variables (features) in a process.
Again, from the original feature vector x a new feature vector s is extracted by a linear trans-
form (matrix multiplication) as s = Wx, where the extractor W is a d′ × d matrix, called the
demixing matrix. The d′ independent components sj are maximized with respect to their non-
Gaussianity, an information based criterion for independence, often measured by kurtosis or
negentropy. A few representative applications of ICA in the context of fault diagnosis are for
instance (Jiang & Wang, 2004; Lee et al., 2006; Pöyhönen et al., 2003).

3.2 Non-linear methods
Any non-linear mapping y = Φ(x), where the original d-dimensional feature vector x is trans-
formed to the H-dimensional extracted feature vector y can be considered a non-linear gener-
ator of new features that might be more discriminative than the original information. As an
example take the classical XOR problem, linearly not separable, where the mapping
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from the original bi-dimensional space enables linear separability in the mapped tri-
dimensional space. When a classifier g(x) = wTΦ(x) is a linear combination of the basis
functions φh we deal with a Generalized Linear Discriminant Function (GLDF) (Duda et al.,
2001). A great variety of feature extraction techniques falls in this category, for instance poly-
nomial combinations of the original features, radial basis functions, Multilayer Perceptrons
(when omitting the activation function in the output layer), or any other calculus of new fea-
tures not definable as a matrix multiplication of a linear extraction matrix with the original
feature vector (Theodoridis & Koutroumbas, 2006). When we need only a similarity measure
between two mapped feature vectors Φ(x) and Φ(x’) without having to define the mapping
explicitly, but only its dot product, we define a kernel k(x, x′). Examples are the polynomial
mapping k(x, x′) = (x · x′ + 1)r calculating all monomials up to degree r and the Gaussian
radial basis function k(x, x′) = exp(−γ||x − x′ ||2) with shape parameter γ. These kernels are
especially needed in Support Vector Classification and Regression (Theodoridis & Koutroum-
bas, 2006).
If we solve a regression problem by replicating the input vector x as the target vector in a
Perceptron with one hidden layer, and if the number of neurons H in the hidden layer is
smaller than the dimension d of x, we have an auto-associative feedforward neural network,
applied for example by (Skitt et al., 1993) in the context of machine condition monitoring. The
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Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Map (SOM) (Kohonen, 1998) organizes neurons in a 1-D, 2-D, 3-D,
or higher-dimensional topological map. After the map is trained there is a single responding
neuron (the winner) inside the maps lattice. The discrete position could be taken as an ex-
tracted feature vector. High-dimensional patterns can be mapped to a lower dimensional map
by the Sammon plot (Sammon Jr., 1969) which tries to preserve the mutual distances among all
patterns in the original and mapped pattern space. Although the mapping is principally con-
ceived for visualization in two or three dimensions, theoretically any dimension lower than
the original d can be chosen for feature extraction. The auto-associative feedforward neural
network, Kohonen map, and Sammon map have been applied to non-linear feature extraction
by (De Backer et al., 1998), besides a collection of methods called multidimensional scaling.

4. Feature selection

In the previous two sections we gave a slight overview of methods which can calculate fea-
tures from a raw signal acquired from a technical process with the intention to use it for fault
diagnosis. There exist a series of methods which take existing feature vectors and transform
them into other feature vectors eventually reducing the dimension of the original descriptor
and/or improving its discriminative behavior with respect to the fault classes. This was called
high level feature extraction. On the other hand, we can filter out some of the existing features
and retaining others, such forming again a new feature vector, without modifying the original
individual features. This is feature selection. This stage is of great importance because the fea-
ture extraction by several distinct extraction methods probably generates a large quantity of
features that can have a marginal importance for classification or even jeopardize the classifier
performance if they are used. Hence, the objective of this stage is to express the importance of
the features in the classification task. The quality criterion can be individual, but the multidi-
mensional nature of the process descriptors demands the analysis of feature sets, because of
the interdependency relations within a feature set.
An early excellent compilation of feature selection techniques is given by Devijver & Kittler
(1982). Guyon & Elisseeff (2003) give an introductory treatment about this subject in the field
of Machine Learning. A paper collection about computational methods of feature selection is
Liu & Motoda (2007). A feature selection algorithm is basically composed of two ingredients,
namely a search strategy algorithm and a selection criterion. The search strategy is about
which of the feature subsets are analyzed and the selection criterion associates a numerical
value to each of these subsets, thus permitting the search for the subset that maximizes the
criterion.
Kudo & Sklansky (2000) do an extensive experimental comparison on standard machine learn-
ing databases with basically all existing algorithms at the time of the publication. The simplest
evaluation of a quality criterion of features is by individually calculate the criterion and then
rank the whole set of available features. This strategy of course ignore completely the multidi-
mensional nature of the descriptors of the process. Nevertheless, when the original feature set
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is very large, it is a useful preprocessing step. If, for instance, the classification performance
of a single feature is not better than random classification, this suggests that it contains no in-
formation at all and can be discarded prior to a more sophisticated search. We call this search
strategy Best Features (BF).
Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) and Sequential Backward Selection (SBS) are greedy algo-
rithms that add or delete a feature at a time without permission to later on eliminate or join
it again relative to the currently selected feature set. Their generalized version that permit
an exhaustive search within a small candidate set added or deleted at a time are Generalized
Sequential Forward Selection (GSFS) and Generalized Sequential Backward Selection (GSBS).
The Plus-L-Take Away-R (PLTR) strategy permits backtracking for a fixed number of steps,
thus allowing to eliminate previously selected features or joining previously deleted features.
When allowing backtracking as long as it improves the quality criterion of the currently se-
lected feature set, we have the floating versions of PLTR, called Sequential Forward Floating
Selection (SFFS) and Sequential Backward Floating Selection (SBFS) (Pudil et al., 1994).
When the criterion always increases monotonically when joining an additional feature, we
are able to apply the Branch-and-Bound (BB) strategies. The most prominent algorithm is the
original of Narendra & Fukunaga (1977) which was refined later to the improved BB (Yu &
Yuan, 1993) and relaxed BB methods (Kudo & Sklansky, 2000). The biggest drawback of BB
methods is that the most natural selection criterion is the error rate and this is not monotoni-
cally increasing or its complement decreasing. Besides, even with the exhaustive implicit visit
of all leaves of the search tree, the algorithm is computationally still expensive. Another line
of research for search strategies are Genetic Algorithms (GA) (Estevez et al., 2009; Oh et al.,
2004; Pernkopf & O’Leary, 2001). The basic idea is to combine different feature subsets by a
crossover procedure guided by a fitness criterion. The advantage of GAs for feature selection
is the generation of quite heterogeneous feature sets that are not sequentially produced.
Each feature selection subset search strategy must define a criterion J which defines the qual-
ity of the set. When a classification or regression task will be performed based on the features,
and the very performance of the system is used as the quality criterion, the whole feature selec-
tion is called a wrapper. The most common wrapper methods use the estimated classification
accuracy of the subsequent classifier as the quality criterion. This implies that a classifica-
tion architecture and an error estimation algorithm must be defined. For instance a 10-fold
cross validation together with a Support Vector Machine could be used. A regression wrap-
per would probably take the expected approximation error as J. A filter selection algorithm
defines the selected subset before a regression of classification is done by the set. Selection
criteria related to filters can principally be grouped into interclass distances, probabilistic dis-
tances and information-based criteria (Devijver & Kittler, 1982). A more detailed description
for search strategies and selection criteria is given in the following sections.

4.1 Search algorithms in feature selection
If we want to select d features Xd = {xki

|i = 1, . . . , d; ki ∈ {1, . . . , D}}, from an available pool
of D features Y = {xj|j = 1, . . . , D}, an exhaustive search would take (D

d ) iterations which
is computationally unfeasible for even moderate number of features. So we have to rely on
suboptimal search strategies. Let us suppose that we a have a selection criterion J that is able
to evaluate the quality of a candidate set Ξk, composed of k features. We are interested in that
candidate set of cardinality k that maximizes the criterion, hence we are looking for the set Xk
with

J(Xk) = max
{Ξk}

J(Ξk). (13)

For k = d we obtain a satisfactory feature set that maximizes the selection criterion for d
features.
Best Features (BF) is simply evaluating J({xj}) for each feature j = 1, . . . , D, ordering the
features in descending order relative to J and setting the selected set Xd to the first d features
of the ordered set. This mechanism ignores the multidimensionality of the problem, but on
the other hand in an O(D) complexity selects a feature set. As it was already mentioned the
application of BF is recommended as a preprocessing step if an extremely large number D of
features is available.
Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) (Devijver & Kittler, 1982) starts with an empty set. Con-
sider that k features have already been selected by SFS which are included in the feature set
Xk. If Y is the total set of all D features Y \ Xk is the set of D − k candidates ξ j. Test each
candidate together with the already selected features and rank them following the criterion
J, so that J(Xk ∪ {ξ1}) ≥ J(Xk ∪ {ξ2}) ≥ . . . ≥ J(Xk ∪ {ξD−k}). Then the updated selected
feature set is given as Xk+1 = Xk ∪ {ξ1}. The algorithm is initialized by X0 = ∅ and stops
at Xd. Although SFS is an algorithm that considers mutual dependencies among the involved
features, it has the main drawback of not allowing the posterior elimination of a feature ξ j,
once it has been selected.
Sequential Backward Selection (SBS) (Devijver & Kittler, 1982) which starts with all features
Y as being selected and then discards one feature at a time, until D − d features have been
deleted, i.e. d features have been retained as the selected ones. Consider that k features
have already been discarded from X̄0 = Y to form feature set X̄k. In order to obtain the
feature set with one more feature discarded, rank the features ξ j contained in set X̄k, so that
J(X̄k \ {ξ1}) ≥ J(X̄k \ {ξ2}) ≥ . . . ≥ J(X̄k \ {ξD−k}). Then the updated selected feature
set is given as X̄k+1 = X̄k \ {ξ1}, i.e. the worst feature ξ1 is discarded. The SBS strategy is
computationally more demanding than the SFS algorithm, since the criterion J has to be eval-
uated with generally more features. As in the case of SFS, the SBS does not allow the posterior
reintegration of a feature ξ j, once it has been discarded.
The Plus L-Take Away R selection algorithm (Devijver & Kittler, 1982; Pudil et al., 1994) tries
to overcome the drawbacks of the SFS and SBS methods by allowing to discard a feature that
has already been selected and reintegrate a feature into the selected pool after it has been
discarded thus avoiding the nested nature of the sets chosen by SFS and SBS. If the parameter
L is greater than R then the we start with the SFS algorithm to join L features to the selected
pool. Then R features are discarded by the SBS procedure to get a set XL−R. We repeat the
joining L features by SFS and discarding R features by SBS until d features have been reached
in Xd. The parameters L and R must appropriately be chosen to match d and not overreach
the minimum 0 and maximum D. If L < R then we start with the whole feature set Y and
the SBS algorithm to first discard R features. Then L features are joined again by SFS. The
SBS-SFS pair is repeated until reaching d features. PLTR in contrast to the greedy forward and
backward algorithms SFS and SBS allows a backtracking step, although with a fixed size that
can discard already selected or include already discarded features.
If we allow the backtracking for an arbitrary number of times as long as the quality criterion
J is improving, we arrive at the floating techniques (Pudil et al., 1994). As a representative for
a complete sequential search strategy algorithm, we present the Sequential Forward Floating
Search (SFFS) in algorithm 1. The second condition in line 9 is a very simple mechanism to
avoid looping. It remembers the last included feature by SFS and does not allow the immedi-
ate exclusion by SBS. More sophisticated looping prevention techniques could be conceived.
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and the very performance of the system is used as the quality criterion, the whole feature selec-
tion is called a wrapper. The most common wrapper methods use the estimated classification
accuracy of the subsequent classifier as the quality criterion. This implies that a classifica-
tion architecture and an error estimation algorithm must be defined. For instance a 10-fold
cross validation together with a Support Vector Machine could be used. A regression wrap-
per would probably take the expected approximation error as J. A filter selection algorithm
defines the selected subset before a regression of classification is done by the set. Selection
criteria related to filters can principally be grouped into interclass distances, probabilistic dis-
tances and information-based criteria (Devijver & Kittler, 1982). A more detailed description
for search strategies and selection criteria is given in the following sections.
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is computationally unfeasible for even moderate number of features. So we have to rely on
suboptimal search strategies. Let us suppose that we a have a selection criterion J that is able
to evaluate the quality of a candidate set Ξk, composed of k features. We are interested in that
candidate set of cardinality k that maximizes the criterion, hence we are looking for the set Xk
with
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For k = d we obtain a satisfactory feature set that maximizes the selection criterion for d
features.
Best Features (BF) is simply evaluating J({xj}) for each feature j = 1, . . . , D, ordering the
features in descending order relative to J and setting the selected set Xd to the first d features
of the ordered set. This mechanism ignores the multidimensionality of the problem, but on
the other hand in an O(D) complexity selects a feature set. As it was already mentioned the
application of BF is recommended as a preprocessing step if an extremely large number D of
features is available.
Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) (Devijver & Kittler, 1982) starts with an empty set. Con-
sider that k features have already been selected by SFS which are included in the feature set
Xk. If Y is the total set of all D features Y \ Xk is the set of D − k candidates ξ j. Test each
candidate together with the already selected features and rank them following the criterion
J, so that J(Xk ∪ {ξ1}) ≥ J(Xk ∪ {ξ2}) ≥ . . . ≥ J(Xk ∪ {ξD−k}). Then the updated selected
feature set is given as Xk+1 = Xk ∪ {ξ1}. The algorithm is initialized by X0 = ∅ and stops
at Xd. Although SFS is an algorithm that considers mutual dependencies among the involved
features, it has the main drawback of not allowing the posterior elimination of a feature ξ j,
once it has been selected.
Sequential Backward Selection (SBS) (Devijver & Kittler, 1982) which starts with all features
Y as being selected and then discards one feature at a time, until D − d features have been
deleted, i.e. d features have been retained as the selected ones. Consider that k features
have already been discarded from X̄0 = Y to form feature set X̄k. In order to obtain the
feature set with one more feature discarded, rank the features ξ j contained in set X̄k, so that
J(X̄k \ {ξ1}) ≥ J(X̄k \ {ξ2}) ≥ . . . ≥ J(X̄k \ {ξD−k}). Then the updated selected feature
set is given as X̄k+1 = X̄k \ {ξ1}, i.e. the worst feature ξ1 is discarded. The SBS strategy is
computationally more demanding than the SFS algorithm, since the criterion J has to be eval-
uated with generally more features. As in the case of SFS, the SBS does not allow the posterior
reintegration of a feature ξ j, once it has been discarded.
The Plus L-Take Away R selection algorithm (Devijver & Kittler, 1982; Pudil et al., 1994) tries
to overcome the drawbacks of the SFS and SBS methods by allowing to discard a feature that
has already been selected and reintegrate a feature into the selected pool after it has been
discarded thus avoiding the nested nature of the sets chosen by SFS and SBS. If the parameter
L is greater than R then the we start with the SFS algorithm to join L features to the selected
pool. Then R features are discarded by the SBS procedure to get a set XL−R. We repeat the
joining L features by SFS and discarding R features by SBS until d features have been reached
in Xd. The parameters L and R must appropriately be chosen to match d and not overreach
the minimum 0 and maximum D. If L < R then we start with the whole feature set Y and
the SBS algorithm to first discard R features. Then L features are joined again by SFS. The
SBS-SFS pair is repeated until reaching d features. PLTR in contrast to the greedy forward and
backward algorithms SFS and SBS allows a backtracking step, although with a fixed size that
can discard already selected or include already discarded features.
If we allow the backtracking for an arbitrary number of times as long as the quality criterion
J is improving, we arrive at the floating techniques (Pudil et al., 1994). As a representative for
a complete sequential search strategy algorithm, we present the Sequential Forward Floating
Search (SFFS) in algorithm 1. The second condition in line 9 is a very simple mechanism to
avoid looping. It remembers the last included feature by SFS and does not allow the immedi-
ate exclusion by SBS. More sophisticated looping prevention techniques could be conceived.
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is very large, it is a useful preprocessing step. If, for instance, the classification performance
of a single feature is not better than random classification, this suggests that it contains no in-
formation at all and can be discarded prior to a more sophisticated search. We call this search
strategy Best Features (BF).
Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) and Sequential Backward Selection (SBS) are greedy algo-
rithms that add or delete a feature at a time without permission to later on eliminate or join
it again relative to the currently selected feature set. Their generalized version that permit
an exhaustive search within a small candidate set added or deleted at a time are Generalized
Sequential Forward Selection (GSFS) and Generalized Sequential Backward Selection (GSBS).
The Plus-L-Take Away-R (PLTR) strategy permits backtracking for a fixed number of steps,
thus allowing to eliminate previously selected features or joining previously deleted features.
When allowing backtracking as long as it improves the quality criterion of the currently se-
lected feature set, we have the floating versions of PLTR, called Sequential Forward Floating
Selection (SFFS) and Sequential Backward Floating Selection (SBFS) (Pudil et al., 1994).
When the criterion always increases monotonically when joining an additional feature, we
are able to apply the Branch-and-Bound (BB) strategies. The most prominent algorithm is the
original of Narendra & Fukunaga (1977) which was refined later to the improved BB (Yu &
Yuan, 1993) and relaxed BB methods (Kudo & Sklansky, 2000). The biggest drawback of BB
methods is that the most natural selection criterion is the error rate and this is not monotoni-
cally increasing or its complement decreasing. Besides, even with the exhaustive implicit visit
of all leaves of the search tree, the algorithm is computationally still expensive. Another line
of research for search strategies are Genetic Algorithms (GA) (Estevez et al., 2009; Oh et al.,
2004; Pernkopf & O’Leary, 2001). The basic idea is to combine different feature subsets by a
crossover procedure guided by a fitness criterion. The advantage of GAs for feature selection
is the generation of quite heterogeneous feature sets that are not sequentially produced.
Each feature selection subset search strategy must define a criterion J which defines the qual-
ity of the set. When a classification or regression task will be performed based on the features,
and the very performance of the system is used as the quality criterion, the whole feature selec-
tion is called a wrapper. The most common wrapper methods use the estimated classification
accuracy of the subsequent classifier as the quality criterion. This implies that a classifica-
tion architecture and an error estimation algorithm must be defined. For instance a 10-fold
cross validation together with a Support Vector Machine could be used. A regression wrap-
per would probably take the expected approximation error as J. A filter selection algorithm
defines the selected subset before a regression of classification is done by the set. Selection
criteria related to filters can principally be grouped into interclass distances, probabilistic dis-
tances and information-based criteria (Devijver & Kittler, 1982). A more detailed description
for search strategies and selection criteria is given in the following sections.

4.1 Search algorithms in feature selection
If we want to select d features Xd = {xki

|i = 1, . . . , d; ki ∈ {1, . . . , D}}, from an available pool
of D features Y = {xj|j = 1, . . . , D}, an exhaustive search would take (D

d ) iterations which
is computationally unfeasible for even moderate number of features. So we have to rely on
suboptimal search strategies. Let us suppose that we a have a selection criterion J that is able
to evaluate the quality of a candidate set Ξk, composed of k features. We are interested in that
candidate set of cardinality k that maximizes the criterion, hence we are looking for the set Xk
with

J(Xk) = max
{Ξk}

J(Ξk). (13)

For k = d we obtain a satisfactory feature set that maximizes the selection criterion for d
features.
Best Features (BF) is simply evaluating J({xj}) for each feature j = 1, . . . , D, ordering the
features in descending order relative to J and setting the selected set Xd to the first d features
of the ordered set. This mechanism ignores the multidimensionality of the problem, but on
the other hand in an O(D) complexity selects a feature set. As it was already mentioned the
application of BF is recommended as a preprocessing step if an extremely large number D of
features is available.
Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) (Devijver & Kittler, 1982) starts with an empty set. Con-
sider that k features have already been selected by SFS which are included in the feature set
Xk. If Y is the total set of all D features Y \ Xk is the set of D − k candidates ξ j. Test each
candidate together with the already selected features and rank them following the criterion
J, so that J(Xk ∪ {ξ1}) ≥ J(Xk ∪ {ξ2}) ≥ . . . ≥ J(Xk ∪ {ξD−k}). Then the updated selected
feature set is given as Xk+1 = Xk ∪ {ξ1}. The algorithm is initialized by X0 = ∅ and stops
at Xd. Although SFS is an algorithm that considers mutual dependencies among the involved
features, it has the main drawback of not allowing the posterior elimination of a feature ξ j,
once it has been selected.
Sequential Backward Selection (SBS) (Devijver & Kittler, 1982) which starts with all features
Y as being selected and then discards one feature at a time, until D − d features have been
deleted, i.e. d features have been retained as the selected ones. Consider that k features
have already been discarded from X̄0 = Y to form feature set X̄k. In order to obtain the
feature set with one more feature discarded, rank the features ξ j contained in set X̄k, so that
J(X̄k \ {ξ1}) ≥ J(X̄k \ {ξ2}) ≥ . . . ≥ J(X̄k \ {ξD−k}). Then the updated selected feature
set is given as X̄k+1 = X̄k \ {ξ1}, i.e. the worst feature ξ1 is discarded. The SBS strategy is
computationally more demanding than the SFS algorithm, since the criterion J has to be eval-
uated with generally more features. As in the case of SFS, the SBS does not allow the posterior
reintegration of a feature ξ j, once it has been discarded.
The Plus L-Take Away R selection algorithm (Devijver & Kittler, 1982; Pudil et al., 1994) tries
to overcome the drawbacks of the SFS and SBS methods by allowing to discard a feature that
has already been selected and reintegrate a feature into the selected pool after it has been
discarded thus avoiding the nested nature of the sets chosen by SFS and SBS. If the parameter
L is greater than R then the we start with the SFS algorithm to join L features to the selected
pool. Then R features are discarded by the SBS procedure to get a set XL−R. We repeat the
joining L features by SFS and discarding R features by SBS until d features have been reached
in Xd. The parameters L and R must appropriately be chosen to match d and not overreach
the minimum 0 and maximum D. If L < R then we start with the whole feature set Y and
the SBS algorithm to first discard R features. Then L features are joined again by SFS. The
SBS-SFS pair is repeated until reaching d features. PLTR in contrast to the greedy forward and
backward algorithms SFS and SBS allows a backtracking step, although with a fixed size that
can discard already selected or include already discarded features.
If we allow the backtracking for an arbitrary number of times as long as the quality criterion
J is improving, we arrive at the floating techniques (Pudil et al., 1994). As a representative for
a complete sequential search strategy algorithm, we present the Sequential Forward Floating
Search (SFFS) in algorithm 1. The second condition in line 9 is a very simple mechanism to
avoid looping. It remembers the last included feature by SFS and does not allow the immedi-
ate exclusion by SBS. More sophisticated looping prevention techniques could be conceived.
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is computationally unfeasible for even moderate number of features. So we have to rely on
suboptimal search strategies. Let us suppose that we a have a selection criterion J that is able
to evaluate the quality of a candidate set Ξk, composed of k features. We are interested in that
candidate set of cardinality k that maximizes the criterion, hence we are looking for the set Xk
with
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For k = d we obtain a satisfactory feature set that maximizes the selection criterion for d
features.
Best Features (BF) is simply evaluating J({xj}) for each feature j = 1, . . . , D, ordering the
features in descending order relative to J and setting the selected set Xd to the first d features
of the ordered set. This mechanism ignores the multidimensionality of the problem, but on
the other hand in an O(D) complexity selects a feature set. As it was already mentioned the
application of BF is recommended as a preprocessing step if an extremely large number D of
features is available.
Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) (Devijver & Kittler, 1982) starts with an empty set. Con-
sider that k features have already been selected by SFS which are included in the feature set
Xk. If Y is the total set of all D features Y \ Xk is the set of D − k candidates ξ j. Test each
candidate together with the already selected features and rank them following the criterion
J, so that J(Xk ∪ {ξ1}) ≥ J(Xk ∪ {ξ2}) ≥ . . . ≥ J(Xk ∪ {ξD−k}). Then the updated selected
feature set is given as Xk+1 = Xk ∪ {ξ1}. The algorithm is initialized by X0 = ∅ and stops
at Xd. Although SFS is an algorithm that considers mutual dependencies among the involved
features, it has the main drawback of not allowing the posterior elimination of a feature ξ j,
once it has been selected.
Sequential Backward Selection (SBS) (Devijver & Kittler, 1982) which starts with all features
Y as being selected and then discards one feature at a time, until D − d features have been
deleted, i.e. d features have been retained as the selected ones. Consider that k features
have already been discarded from X̄0 = Y to form feature set X̄k. In order to obtain the
feature set with one more feature discarded, rank the features ξ j contained in set X̄k, so that
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uated with generally more features. As in the case of SFS, the SBS does not allow the posterior
reintegration of a feature ξ j, once it has been discarded.
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to overcome the drawbacks of the SFS and SBS methods by allowing to discard a feature that
has already been selected and reintegrate a feature into the selected pool after it has been
discarded thus avoiding the nested nature of the sets chosen by SFS and SBS. If the parameter
L is greater than R then the we start with the SFS algorithm to join L features to the selected
pool. Then R features are discarded by the SBS procedure to get a set XL−R. We repeat the
joining L features by SFS and discarding R features by SBS until d features have been reached
in Xd. The parameters L and R must appropriately be chosen to match d and not overreach
the minimum 0 and maximum D. If L < R then we start with the whole feature set Y and
the SBS algorithm to first discard R features. Then L features are joined again by SFS. The
SBS-SFS pair is repeated until reaching d features. PLTR in contrast to the greedy forward and
backward algorithms SFS and SBS allows a backtracking step, although with a fixed size that
can discard already selected or include already discarded features.
If we allow the backtracking for an arbitrary number of times as long as the quality criterion
J is improving, we arrive at the floating techniques (Pudil et al., 1994). As a representative for
a complete sequential search strategy algorithm, we present the Sequential Forward Floating
Search (SFFS) in algorithm 1. The second condition in line 9 is a very simple mechanism to
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Algorithm 1 is easily simplified to the SFS algorithm by omitting the inner loop between line
6 and line 14.

Algorithm 1 SFFS

Input: A set Y of D available features Y = {xj|j = 1, . . . , D}, the number of desired features
d.

Output: The feature set X with cardinality |X| = d that maximizes the selection criterion.

1: Select one feature xSFS from Y by Sequential Forward Selection (SFS)
2: X ← {xSFS}; Y ← Y \ {xSFS};
3: repeat
4: {Select one feature xSFS from Y by SFS}
5: X ← X ∪ {xSFS}; Y ← Y \ {xSFS};
6: repeat
7: conditional_Exclusion ← false;
8: Determine best candidate for exclusion xSBS from X using SBS
9: if J(X \ {xSBS}) > J(X) AND xSBS not included in the last SFS step then

10: conditional_Exclusion ← true;
11: {Excluding the feature improves criterion J}
12: X ← X \ {xSBS}; Y ← Y ∪ {xSBS};
13: end if
14: until ( NOT conditional_Exclusion OR |X| = 1 )
15: until |X| = d

All search algorithms previously presented in this section are based on the idea of building a
unique feature set that presents an optimal classification performance, and in each iteration
the set is improved by the insertion or removal of some features. The output of such method
leads naturally to the idea of a order of importance (ranking) among the selected features.
However, one may be interested in obtaining several potentially good feature sets, in order
to assign the final classification label after the inspection of the performance of each of those
sets, rather than relying on a unique set. Genetic Algorithms (GA) (Opitz, 1999) can naturally be
used to meet this requirement. They are is inspired by Darwin’s biological natural selection,
in which different individuals combine and compete among themselves in order to transmit
their winner genes to future generations. In GA-based feature selection, each individual is a
feature set, and their individual quality (fitness) can be measured, for example, as the error
rate of a classifier built on the corresponding features. If |Y| is the cardinality of the global
pool of features to be selected, a natural way of representing an individual is as a binary
string composed of |Y| bits, so that the value 1 in the i-th bit indicates the presence of the i-th
feature in the feature set represented by that individual, and the value 0 indicates its absence.
The algorithm starts with the creation of the initial individuals (by a random or heuristic-based
method), and in each generation, the best individuals are more likely to be selected to transmit
their bits (genes) to future generations. This transmission involves the combination of the bits
of each "parent" in order to create a "child", which will have, for instance, the first half of its bits
coming from the first parent, and the second half coming from the second parent. To increase
the diversity of individuals, the mutation operator can be used, so that each bit has a small
probability of being flipped. Finally, after the passage of several generations, the population
will be composed of distinct individuals with a high fitness value, or equivalently several

feature sets that possibly present good classification results and diversity among themselves
with respect to the chosen features.

4.2 Selection criteria in feature selection
The previously defined selection algorithms all need to define a multivariate selection crite-
rion J which judges the quality of the candidate feature set. One of the obvious choices in a
classification context is to choose those features that minimize the error of the classifier, thus
creating the basic wrapper feature selector. Since we do not have any parametric description
of the class specific stochastic processes, we have to estimate the error rate. To do that we need
first to define the classifier architecture and then the error estimation method. As a simple rule
of thumb one can use the 1-Nearest Neighbor classifier together with the Leave-One-Out error
estimation procedure (Devijver & Kittler, 1982; Duda et al., 2001; Theodoridis & Koutroum-
bas, 2006). The use of a multilayer perceptron as the classifier together with a cross-validation
error estimation method is computationally unfeasible, since during selection, for discarding
of a single feature or joining another, we would have to completely train the network and
estimate its classification accuracy.
Filter criteria J(X) of a feature set X allow to obtain the selected feature set before a regression
or classification is done. One can expect that there is a strong correlation between a high
value of a filter criterion and a good regressor or classifier. For instance when we have two
classes and the distances among the samples of the same class (intraclass distance) is low and
the distances between each sample of one class and the samples of the other class are high
(interclass distance), we can expect a low error rate of a classifier.
For the definition of an interclass feature selection criterion, one has to define first a metric
δ(x(k)i , x(l)j ) between a sample x(k) which belongs to class ωi and sample x(l) which belongs to

class ωj. Usually the Euclidean distance ||x(k)i − x(l)j || is used. Other choices are Minkowski
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Consider two probability density functions pa(x; θa) and pb(x; θb) of a d-dimensional contin-
uous random variable x, defined by their functional forms pa, pb and parameter vectors θa, θb
respectively. A probabilistic distance measure J between the two probability density functions
is a functional that measures the difference ∆ integrated over the domain Rd of x:

J(pa, pb, θa, θb) =
∫

x
∆[(pa, pb, θa, θb)]dx. (14)

The metric ∆ should be positive, zero if the values of the two functions coincide, and corre-
lated to the their absolute difference (Devijver & Kittler, 1982). In the context of classifica-
tion the a priori probabilities Pa = Pr[x ∈ ωa], Pb = Pr[x ∈ ωb] for the two classes ωa, ωb
can additionally be incorporated into the probabilistic distance, hence in this case we have
J = J(Pa, Pb, pa, pb, θa, θb). In general J is defined for probability density functions (pdf) that
could come from distinct functional families, for instance a univariate Normal distribution
pa(x; µ, σ2) and a Gamma distribution pb(x; k, θ). In practice however only pdfs with the
same functional form pa = pb are compared. Hence the pdf p under consideration becomes
implicit and the functional forms are dropped from the argument list, so we have a function
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Algorithm 1 is easily simplified to the SFS algorithm by omitting the inner loop between line
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Output: The feature set X with cardinality |X| = d that maximizes the selection criterion.

1: Select one feature xSFS from Y by Sequential Forward Selection (SFS)
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3: repeat
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unique feature set that presents an optimal classification performance, and in each iteration
the set is improved by the insertion or removal of some features. The output of such method
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However, one may be interested in obtaining several potentially good feature sets, in order
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feature set, and their individual quality (fitness) can be measured, for example, as the error
rate of a classifier built on the corresponding features. If |Y| is the cardinality of the global
pool of features to be selected, a natural way of representing an individual is as a binary
string composed of |Y| bits, so that the value 1 in the i-th bit indicates the presence of the i-th
feature in the feature set represented by that individual, and the value 0 indicates its absence.
The algorithm starts with the creation of the initial individuals (by a random or heuristic-based
method), and in each generation, the best individuals are more likely to be selected to transmit
their bits (genes) to future generations. This transmission involves the combination of the bits
of each "parent" in order to create a "child", which will have, for instance, the first half of its bits
coming from the first parent, and the second half coming from the second parent. To increase
the diversity of individuals, the mutation operator can be used, so that each bit has a small
probability of being flipped. Finally, after the passage of several generations, the population
will be composed of distinct individuals with a high fitness value, or equivalently several
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bas, 2006). The use of a multilayer perceptron as the classifier together with a cross-validation
error estimation method is computationally unfeasible, since during selection, for discarding
of a single feature or joining another, we would have to completely train the network and
estimate its classification accuracy.
Filter criteria J(X) of a feature set X allow to obtain the selected feature set before a regression
or classification is done. One can expect that there is a strong correlation between a high
value of a filter criterion and a good regressor or classifier. For instance when we have two
classes and the distances among the samples of the same class (intraclass distance) is low and
the distances between each sample of one class and the samples of the other class are high
(interclass distance), we can expect a low error rate of a classifier.
For the definition of an interclass feature selection criterion, one has to define first a metric
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Consider two probability density functions pa(x; θa) and pb(x; θb) of a d-dimensional contin-
uous random variable x, defined by their functional forms pa, pb and parameter vectors θa, θb
respectively. A probabilistic distance measure J between the two probability density functions
is a functional that measures the difference ∆ integrated over the domain Rd of x:

J(pa, pb, θa, θb) =
∫

x
∆[(pa, pb, θa, θb)]dx. (14)

The metric ∆ should be positive, zero if the values of the two functions coincide, and corre-
lated to the their absolute difference (Devijver & Kittler, 1982). In the context of classifica-
tion the a priori probabilities Pa = Pr[x ∈ ωa], Pb = Pr[x ∈ ωb] for the two classes ωa, ωb
can additionally be incorporated into the probabilistic distance, hence in this case we have
J = J(Pa, Pb, pa, pb, θa, θb). In general J is defined for probability density functions (pdf) that
could come from distinct functional families, for instance a univariate Normal distribution
pa(x; µ, σ2) and a Gamma distribution pb(x; k, θ). In practice however only pdfs with the
same functional form pa = pb are compared. Hence the pdf p under consideration becomes
implicit and the functional forms are dropped from the argument list, so we have a function
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Algorithm 1 is easily simplified to the SFS algorithm by omitting the inner loop between line
6 and line 14.

Algorithm 1 SFFS

Input: A set Y of D available features Y = {xj|j = 1, . . . , D}, the number of desired features
d.

Output: The feature set X with cardinality |X| = d that maximizes the selection criterion.

1: Select one feature xSFS from Y by Sequential Forward Selection (SFS)
2: X ← {xSFS}; Y ← Y \ {xSFS};
3: repeat
4: {Select one feature xSFS from Y by SFS}
5: X ← X ∪ {xSFS}; Y ← Y \ {xSFS};
6: repeat
7: conditional_Exclusion ← false;
8: Determine best candidate for exclusion xSBS from X using SBS
9: if J(X \ {xSBS}) > J(X) AND xSBS not included in the last SFS step then

10: conditional_Exclusion ← true;
11: {Excluding the feature improves criterion J}
12: X ← X \ {xSBS}; Y ← Y ∪ {xSBS};
13: end if
14: until ( NOT conditional_Exclusion OR |X| = 1 )
15: until |X| = d

All search algorithms previously presented in this section are based on the idea of building a
unique feature set that presents an optimal classification performance, and in each iteration
the set is improved by the insertion or removal of some features. The output of such method
leads naturally to the idea of a order of importance (ranking) among the selected features.
However, one may be interested in obtaining several potentially good feature sets, in order
to assign the final classification label after the inspection of the performance of each of those
sets, rather than relying on a unique set. Genetic Algorithms (GA) (Opitz, 1999) can naturally be
used to meet this requirement. They are is inspired by Darwin’s biological natural selection,
in which different individuals combine and compete among themselves in order to transmit
their winner genes to future generations. In GA-based feature selection, each individual is a
feature set, and their individual quality (fitness) can be measured, for example, as the error
rate of a classifier built on the corresponding features. If |Y| is the cardinality of the global
pool of features to be selected, a natural way of representing an individual is as a binary
string composed of |Y| bits, so that the value 1 in the i-th bit indicates the presence of the i-th
feature in the feature set represented by that individual, and the value 0 indicates its absence.
The algorithm starts with the creation of the initial individuals (by a random or heuristic-based
method), and in each generation, the best individuals are more likely to be selected to transmit
their bits (genes) to future generations. This transmission involves the combination of the bits
of each "parent" in order to create a "child", which will have, for instance, the first half of its bits
coming from the first parent, and the second half coming from the second parent. To increase
the diversity of individuals, the mutation operator can be used, so that each bit has a small
probability of being flipped. Finally, after the passage of several generations, the population
will be composed of distinct individuals with a high fitness value, or equivalently several

feature sets that possibly present good classification results and diversity among themselves
with respect to the chosen features.

4.2 Selection criteria in feature selection
The previously defined selection algorithms all need to define a multivariate selection crite-
rion J which judges the quality of the candidate feature set. One of the obvious choices in a
classification context is to choose those features that minimize the error of the classifier, thus
creating the basic wrapper feature selector. Since we do not have any parametric description
of the class specific stochastic processes, we have to estimate the error rate. To do that we need
first to define the classifier architecture and then the error estimation method. As a simple rule
of thumb one can use the 1-Nearest Neighbor classifier together with the Leave-One-Out error
estimation procedure (Devijver & Kittler, 1982; Duda et al., 2001; Theodoridis & Koutroum-
bas, 2006). The use of a multilayer perceptron as the classifier together with a cross-validation
error estimation method is computationally unfeasible, since during selection, for discarding
of a single feature or joining another, we would have to completely train the network and
estimate its classification accuracy.
Filter criteria J(X) of a feature set X allow to obtain the selected feature set before a regression
or classification is done. One can expect that there is a strong correlation between a high
value of a filter criterion and a good regressor or classifier. For instance when we have two
classes and the distances among the samples of the same class (intraclass distance) is low and
the distances between each sample of one class and the samples of the other class are high
(interclass distance), we can expect a low error rate of a classifier.
For the definition of an interclass feature selection criterion, one has to define first a metric
δ(x(k)i , x(l)j ) between a sample x(k) which belongs to class ωi and sample x(l) which belongs to

class ωj. Usually the Euclidean distance ||x(k)i − x(l)j || is used. Other choices are Minkowski
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Consider two probability density functions pa(x; θa) and pb(x; θb) of a d-dimensional contin-
uous random variable x, defined by their functional forms pa, pb and parameter vectors θa, θb
respectively. A probabilistic distance measure J between the two probability density functions
is a functional that measures the difference ∆ integrated over the domain Rd of x:

J(pa, pb, θa, θb) =
∫

x
∆[(pa, pb, θa, θb)]dx. (14)

The metric ∆ should be positive, zero if the values of the two functions coincide, and corre-
lated to the their absolute difference (Devijver & Kittler, 1982). In the context of classifica-
tion the a priori probabilities Pa = Pr[x ∈ ωa], Pb = Pr[x ∈ ωb] for the two classes ωa, ωb
can additionally be incorporated into the probabilistic distance, hence in this case we have
J = J(Pa, Pb, pa, pb, θa, θb). In general J is defined for probability density functions (pdf) that
could come from distinct functional families, for instance a univariate Normal distribution
pa(x; µ, σ2) and a Gamma distribution pb(x; k, θ). In practice however only pdfs with the
same functional form pa = pb are compared. Hence the pdf p under consideration becomes
implicit and the functional forms are dropped from the argument list, so we have a function
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rate of a classifier built on the corresponding features. If |Y| is the cardinality of the global
pool of features to be selected, a natural way of representing an individual is as a binary
string composed of |Y| bits, so that the value 1 in the i-th bit indicates the presence of the i-th
feature in the feature set represented by that individual, and the value 0 indicates its absence.
The algorithm starts with the creation of the initial individuals (by a random or heuristic-based
method), and in each generation, the best individuals are more likely to be selected to transmit
their bits (genes) to future generations. This transmission involves the combination of the bits
of each "parent" in order to create a "child", which will have, for instance, the first half of its bits
coming from the first parent, and the second half coming from the second parent. To increase
the diversity of individuals, the mutation operator can be used, so that each bit has a small
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bas, 2006). The use of a multilayer perceptron as the classifier together with a cross-validation
error estimation method is computationally unfeasible, since during selection, for discarding
of a single feature or joining another, we would have to completely train the network and
estimate its classification accuracy.
Filter criteria J(X) of a feature set X allow to obtain the selected feature set before a regression
or classification is done. One can expect that there is a strong correlation between a high
value of a filter criterion and a good regressor or classifier. For instance when we have two
classes and the distances among the samples of the same class (intraclass distance) is low and
the distances between each sample of one class and the samples of the other class are high
(interclass distance), we can expect a low error rate of a classifier.
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Consider two probability density functions pa(x; θa) and pb(x; θb) of a d-dimensional contin-
uous random variable x, defined by their functional forms pa, pb and parameter vectors θa, θb
respectively. A probabilistic distance measure J between the two probability density functions
is a functional that measures the difference ∆ integrated over the domain Rd of x:
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The metric ∆ should be positive, zero if the values of the two functions coincide, and corre-
lated to the their absolute difference (Devijver & Kittler, 1982). In the context of classifica-
tion the a priori probabilities Pa = Pr[x ∈ ωa], Pb = Pr[x ∈ ωb] for the two classes ωa, ωb
can additionally be incorporated into the probabilistic distance, hence in this case we have
J = J(Pa, Pb, pa, pb, θa, θb). In general J is defined for probability density functions (pdf) that
could come from distinct functional families, for instance a univariate Normal distribution
pa(x; µ, σ2) and a Gamma distribution pb(x; k, θ). In practice however only pdfs with the
same functional form pa = pb are compared. Hence the pdf p under consideration becomes
implicit and the functional forms are dropped from the argument list, so we have a function
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of the parameters J(θa, θb). For instance the distance between two Gaussians in the univariate
case with their means and variances given is J([ µa σ2

a ], [ µb σ2
b ]). The probabilistic dis-

tance between two multivariate Gaussian is the best studied distance. Assuming that the data
obey this distribution one can obtain closed form distance measure based only on the means
µi and covariance matrices Σi of the classes ωi. For an overview of probabilistic distances see
for instance Rauber et al. (2008).
Information based criteria for feature selection, especially mutual information was applied
by Estevez et al. (2009). The idea is to measure the increment of information that a feature
produces and rank the feature candidate sets following this information gain.

5. Performance estimation

A very important step in the design of a fault diagnosis system that is based on supervised
learning of an automatic classifier is to estimate the quality of the resulting diagnosis system.
Once again, like in the case of feature selection we can devise performance criteria and cross
validation algorithms that give us an idea what we can expect from the fault classifier.

5.1 Data partition for performance estimation
If we had knowledge about the class-conditional probability distributions, an analytic calculus
of the error rate would be possible. Since in practice only data is available, we divide the
complete data set of n samples into at least a training set and a test set. Another division
divides the data into three sets, where the additional validation set is normally used to either
tune system parameters and/or serve as a test set. When the final classifier is defined the
totally isolated test set that neither has be used to obtain good features, nor tune classifier
parameters is used to estimate the performance.
The Hold-out method arbitrarily divides the n samples into n − t training samples and t test
samples, trains the classifier and submits the training samples to it. Eventually the splitting
is repeated and the mean of the runs is taken as the final score of the performance criterion.
K-fold cross validation also known as rotation divides the n samples arbitrarily into k sets of
cardinality k

n . Then k times each of the sets with n
k samples is retained as the test set, and the

remaining (k − 1) n
k samples are used for training the classifier. Then the performance mea-

sure is obtained by submitting the training samples to the trained classifier. The accumulated
individual criteria obtained by the k runs is the final estimated performance criterion. If we set
k = n we have the leave-one-out estimation. A further estimation method is the over-optimistic
resubstitution where the same set of n samples is used for training and test. The early textbook
of Devijver & Kittler (1982) gives a more profound analysis of the data set division methods.

5.2 Classifier performance criteria
The estimated accuracy of a classifier by using the above mentioned data partition techniques
is the classical and most obvious quality label of a classifier. A 100% accuracy is the ideal
goal but in practice can only be envisioned due to the innumerous sources of uncertainty of
a real world application. Especially in fault diagnosis a high classification accuracy might be
misleading. Imagine a two-class condition monitoring system where the fault has an a priori
occurrence of 1%. If we can detect normal situations in 98% of the time, our system is not a
very good predictor.
An alternative way to compare the performance of a classifier is the Receiver Operating Char-
acteristic (ROC) graph (Fawcett, 2006). This is a technique for visualizing, organizing and
selecting a two-class classifier based on its performance in a two-dimensional space where

the true positive rate (tpr) (also called hit rate or recall) is plotted on the Y axis and the false
positive rate (fpr) is plotted on the X axis. The inference method of the classifier must pro-
vide a numerical continuous score, ideally the a posteriori probability of the positive class
P(ωPOS|x). Each point in the ROC graph represents one specific classifier. One classifier is
supposed to be better than the other if its position is to the northwest of the first. Any classi-
fier on the diagonal is said to follow a random guessing strategy whilst a classifier below the
diagonal performs worse than random guessing and may be said to have useful information,
but applying it in an incorrect way. The ROC analysis is very important to compare classifiers
considering unbalanced classes problem, such as a machine fault diagnosis since the number
of negative class examples is almost always greater than the positive ones. Metrics such as
accuracy are sensitive to changes in class distribution. In the context of fault diagnosis often
two-class problems are tackled, allowing the direct counting of the false positives and false
negatives. For several different fault classes a specialist for each class can be created, merg-
ing all other classes into the negative class. The performance criterion derived from the ROC
graph employed in our research is the area under the ROC curve (AUC). For details on how
to efficiently calculate the AUC parameter, see (Fawcett, 2006).
A final comment could be made about the classifier used to make the final decision about the
diagnosed fault. An aspect in fault detection and diagnosis which in our opinion is often ex-
aggerated in its importance is the classifier architecture. Frequently in conference proceedings
and journal papers the part that realizes the classification stage of the diagnosis system is em-
phasized too much, for instance artificial neural networks (Duda et al., 2001). A sophisticated
classifier cannot compensate for a poorly modeled feature description of the process. In our
understanding it is worth to invest more in the signal processing and feature extraction and
selection part of the system. This in general permits the use of a simpler classifier, for instance
from the family of Nearest-Prototype (Devijver & Kittler, 1982), or Quadratic Gaussian (Duda
et al., 2001). We often use the K-Nearest Neighbor classifier due to its non-parametric nature
and ability to give good qualitative performance estimates, justified by the Cover and Hart
Inequality in Nearest Neighbor Discrimination (Duda et al., 2001). The Support Vector Ma-
chine (Theodoridis & Koutroumbas, 2006) is an interesting alternative and also often used in
our work.

6. Real-world application

Several publications have also discussed the detection of faults in industrial processes but
only using well behaved data from a controlled laboratory environment. When an experimen-
tal benchmark is used, the fault classes are perfectly known permitting a doubtless labeling
of the data sample for supervised learning. Machine simulations can assist in several aspects
of system operation and control, being useful to do preliminary investigations about the ca-
pability of the method, though it cannot completely simulate all real-world situations. There
are a number of factors that contribute to the complexity of the failure signature that cannot
be simulated. Most industrial machinery contains components which will produce additional
noise and vibration whereas a simulated environment is almost free from external vibrations.
To investigate the performance of the previously presented fault diagnosis method using pat-
tern recognition techniques, real acquisitions were obtained from various oil extraction plat-
forms. We will apply some of the previously presented methods to diagnosis two of the most
common defects in rotating machines of oil extraction rigs: bearing fault and misalignment
fault. A statistically significant amount of real examples were available. Measurements were
regularly taken during five years from 25 different oil platforms operating along the Brazilian
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of Devijver & Kittler (1982) gives a more profound analysis of the data set division methods.

5.2 Classifier performance criteria
The estimated accuracy of a classifier by using the above mentioned data partition techniques
is the classical and most obvious quality label of a classifier. A 100% accuracy is the ideal
goal but in practice can only be envisioned due to the innumerous sources of uncertainty of
a real world application. Especially in fault diagnosis a high classification accuracy might be
misleading. Imagine a two-class condition monitoring system where the fault has an a priori
occurrence of 1%. If we can detect normal situations in 98% of the time, our system is not a
very good predictor.
An alternative way to compare the performance of a classifier is the Receiver Operating Char-
acteristic (ROC) graph (Fawcett, 2006). This is a technique for visualizing, organizing and
selecting a two-class classifier based on its performance in a two-dimensional space where

the true positive rate (tpr) (also called hit rate or recall) is plotted on the Y axis and the false
positive rate (fpr) is plotted on the X axis. The inference method of the classifier must pro-
vide a numerical continuous score, ideally the a posteriori probability of the positive class
P(ωPOS|x). Each point in the ROC graph represents one specific classifier. One classifier is
supposed to be better than the other if its position is to the northwest of the first. Any classi-
fier on the diagonal is said to follow a random guessing strategy whilst a classifier below the
diagonal performs worse than random guessing and may be said to have useful information,
but applying it in an incorrect way. The ROC analysis is very important to compare classifiers
considering unbalanced classes problem, such as a machine fault diagnosis since the number
of negative class examples is almost always greater than the positive ones. Metrics such as
accuracy are sensitive to changes in class distribution. In the context of fault diagnosis often
two-class problems are tackled, allowing the direct counting of the false positives and false
negatives. For several different fault classes a specialist for each class can be created, merg-
ing all other classes into the negative class. The performance criterion derived from the ROC
graph employed in our research is the area under the ROC curve (AUC). For details on how
to efficiently calculate the AUC parameter, see (Fawcett, 2006).
A final comment could be made about the classifier used to make the final decision about the
diagnosed fault. An aspect in fault detection and diagnosis which in our opinion is often ex-
aggerated in its importance is the classifier architecture. Frequently in conference proceedings
and journal papers the part that realizes the classification stage of the diagnosis system is em-
phasized too much, for instance artificial neural networks (Duda et al., 2001). A sophisticated
classifier cannot compensate for a poorly modeled feature description of the process. In our
understanding it is worth to invest more in the signal processing and feature extraction and
selection part of the system. This in general permits the use of a simpler classifier, for instance
from the family of Nearest-Prototype (Devijver & Kittler, 1982), or Quadratic Gaussian (Duda
et al., 2001). We often use the K-Nearest Neighbor classifier due to its non-parametric nature
and ability to give good qualitative performance estimates, justified by the Cover and Hart
Inequality in Nearest Neighbor Discrimination (Duda et al., 2001). The Support Vector Ma-
chine (Theodoridis & Koutroumbas, 2006) is an interesting alternative and also often used in
our work.

6. Real-world application

Several publications have also discussed the detection of faults in industrial processes but
only using well behaved data from a controlled laboratory environment. When an experimen-
tal benchmark is used, the fault classes are perfectly known permitting a doubtless labeling
of the data sample for supervised learning. Machine simulations can assist in several aspects
of system operation and control, being useful to do preliminary investigations about the ca-
pability of the method, though it cannot completely simulate all real-world situations. There
are a number of factors that contribute to the complexity of the failure signature that cannot
be simulated. Most industrial machinery contains components which will produce additional
noise and vibration whereas a simulated environment is almost free from external vibrations.
To investigate the performance of the previously presented fault diagnosis method using pat-
tern recognition techniques, real acquisitions were obtained from various oil extraction plat-
forms. We will apply some of the previously presented methods to diagnosis two of the most
common defects in rotating machines of oil extraction rigs: bearing fault and misalignment
fault. A statistically significant amount of real examples were available. Measurements were
regularly taken during five years from 25 different oil platforms operating along the Brazilian
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5.2 Classifier performance criteria
The estimated accuracy of a classifier by using the above mentioned data partition techniques
is the classical and most obvious quality label of a classifier. A 100% accuracy is the ideal
goal but in practice can only be envisioned due to the innumerous sources of uncertainty of
a real world application. Especially in fault diagnosis a high classification accuracy might be
misleading. Imagine a two-class condition monitoring system where the fault has an a priori
occurrence of 1%. If we can detect normal situations in 98% of the time, our system is not a
very good predictor.
An alternative way to compare the performance of a classifier is the Receiver Operating Char-
acteristic (ROC) graph (Fawcett, 2006). This is a technique for visualizing, organizing and
selecting a two-class classifier based on its performance in a two-dimensional space where
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P(ωPOS|x). Each point in the ROC graph represents one specific classifier. One classifier is
supposed to be better than the other if its position is to the northwest of the first. Any classi-
fier on the diagonal is said to follow a random guessing strategy whilst a classifier below the
diagonal performs worse than random guessing and may be said to have useful information,
but applying it in an incorrect way. The ROC analysis is very important to compare classifiers
considering unbalanced classes problem, such as a machine fault diagnosis since the number
of negative class examples is almost always greater than the positive ones. Metrics such as
accuracy are sensitive to changes in class distribution. In the context of fault diagnosis often
two-class problems are tackled, allowing the direct counting of the false positives and false
negatives. For several different fault classes a specialist for each class can be created, merg-
ing all other classes into the negative class. The performance criterion derived from the ROC
graph employed in our research is the area under the ROC curve (AUC). For details on how
to efficiently calculate the AUC parameter, see (Fawcett, 2006).
A final comment could be made about the classifier used to make the final decision about the
diagnosed fault. An aspect in fault detection and diagnosis which in our opinion is often ex-
aggerated in its importance is the classifier architecture. Frequently in conference proceedings
and journal papers the part that realizes the classification stage of the diagnosis system is em-
phasized too much, for instance artificial neural networks (Duda et al., 2001). A sophisticated
classifier cannot compensate for a poorly modeled feature description of the process. In our
understanding it is worth to invest more in the signal processing and feature extraction and
selection part of the system. This in general permits the use of a simpler classifier, for instance
from the family of Nearest-Prototype (Devijver & Kittler, 1982), or Quadratic Gaussian (Duda
et al., 2001). We often use the K-Nearest Neighbor classifier due to its non-parametric nature
and ability to give good qualitative performance estimates, justified by the Cover and Hart
Inequality in Nearest Neighbor Discrimination (Duda et al., 2001). The Support Vector Ma-
chine (Theodoridis & Koutroumbas, 2006) is an interesting alternative and also often used in
our work.

6. Real-world application

Several publications have also discussed the detection of faults in industrial processes but
only using well behaved data from a controlled laboratory environment. When an experimen-
tal benchmark is used, the fault classes are perfectly known permitting a doubtless labeling
of the data sample for supervised learning. Machine simulations can assist in several aspects
of system operation and control, being useful to do preliminary investigations about the ca-
pability of the method, though it cannot completely simulate all real-world situations. There
are a number of factors that contribute to the complexity of the failure signature that cannot
be simulated. Most industrial machinery contains components which will produce additional
noise and vibration whereas a simulated environment is almost free from external vibrations.
To investigate the performance of the previously presented fault diagnosis method using pat-
tern recognition techniques, real acquisitions were obtained from various oil extraction plat-
forms. We will apply some of the previously presented methods to diagnosis two of the most
common defects in rotating machines of oil extraction rigs: bearing fault and misalignment
fault. A statistically significant amount of real examples were available. Measurements were
regularly taken during five years from 25 different oil platforms operating along the Brazilian
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Fig. 2. Motor pump with extended coupling between motor and pump. The accelerom-
eters are placed along the main directions to capture specific vibrations of the main axes.
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coast. A total amount of 3700 acquisitions was collected. Of this total, only 1000 examples
had some type of defect attributed by a human operator relying on his experience. The re-
mainder of the examples represented normal operational conditions. Each acquisition labeled
as a fault presents some kind of defect that can be divided into electrical, hydrodynamic, and
mechanical failures, and may present several types of defects simultaneously. Normal exam-
ples, that is, examples without any defect were not used in this experiments. An example is
called “normal” when the level of overall RMS is less than a pre-set threshold. In this way
we could distinguish a faulty example from an example in good condition without training a
sophisticated classifier, doing only a simple pre-processing.
The considered motor pumps are composed of one-stage horizontal centrifugal pumps cou-
pled to an AC electric motor. Accelerometers strategically placed at points next to bearings
and motors allow the displacement, velocity or acceleration of the machine over time to be
measured, thus generating a discrete signal of the vibration level. Fig. 2 shows a typical po-
sitioning configuration of accelerometers on the equipment. In general, the orientations of
the sensors follow the three main axes of the machine, that is, vertical, horizontal, and axial.
Vibration signals are collected by means of a closed, proprietary vibration analyzer equipped
with a sensor in the time domain and vibrational signal techniques were applied within the
system.

6.1 Bearing fault diagnosis
We are interested in investigating a well-known method for monitoring the bearing condition
applied to real world data obtained from rotating machines of oil extraction rigs using auto-
matic pattern recognition techniques. A basic model of a bearing usually has rolling elements,
inner and outer raceways, and a cage. The bearings, when defective, present characteris-
tic frequencies depending on the localization of the defect (Mobley, 1999). Defects in rolling
bearings can be foreseen by the analysis of vibrations, detecting spectral components with the
frequencies (and their harmonics) typical for the fault. There are five characteristic frequencies
at which faults can occur. They are the shaft rotational frequency FS, fundamental cage fre-
quency FC, ball pass inner raceway frequency FBPI, ball pass outer raceway frequency FBPO,
and the ball spin frequency FB. The characteristic fault frequencies equations, for a bearing
with stationary outer race, can be found in Mobley (1999). Whenever a collision between a

Class A priori class
distribution

Negative (without bearing fault) 69.43%
Positive (with any bearing fault) 30.57%

Table 1. Class distribution of the examples

defect and some bearing element happens, a short duration pulse is produced. This pulse
excites the natural frequency of the bearing, resulting in an increase of the vibrational energy.
The defect diagnosis based on the characteristic fault frequencies follows a set of consecutive
stages usually denominated as envelope detection (or amplitude demodulation) (Harris &
Piersol, 2002; McFadden & Smith, 1984). The envelope is an important and indicated signal
processing technique that helps in the identification of the bearing defects, extracting charac-
teristic frequencies from the vibration signal of the defective bearing, because the mechanic
defects in components of the bearing manifest themselves in periodic beatings, overlapping
the low frequency vibrations of the entire equipment, for instance caused by unbalance of the
rotor of the pump. The objective is to isolate these frequencies and their harmonics, previ-
ously demodulated by the Hilbert transform (Čížek, 1970). With this analysis it is possible to
identify not only the occurrence of faults in bearings, but also identify possible sources, like
faults in the inner and outer race, or in the rolling elements.
The first step in amplitude demodulation is signal filtering with a band-pass filter to eliminate
the frequencies associated with low frequencies defects (for instance unbalance and misalign-
ment) and eliminating noise. The frequency band of interest is extracted from the original
signal using a FIR filter (Harris & Piersol, 2002; Oppenheim et al., 1998) in the time domain.
The envelope can be calculated by the Hilbert transform (Čížek, 1970). Given a signal h(t) in
the time domain, the Hilbert transform is the convolution of h(t) with the signal 1

πt , that is,

h̃(t) := H {h(t)} := h(t) ∗ 1
πt

=
1
π

∫ ∞

−∞
h(t)

dτ

t − τ
. (15)

The envelope of the signal in the discrete form is then given by

E [k] =
√

h2[k] + h̃2[k]. (16)

Since each considered example always presents at least one kind of defect (not only bearing
defect), the approach to deal with this multilabel classification problem was to generate a bi-
nary rolling bearing classifier in the following way: all examples without any bearing fault
constitute the negative class while the examples containing at least one kind of bearing defect
belong to the positive class. The training base was created considering that each acquisition
is formed by all signals collected by each sensor placed on each bearing housing of the motor
pump. Table 1 shows the proportion of positive and negative examples where the positive
class means the class of examples containing any rolling element bearing defect and the neg-
ative class is the class of examples that have no bearing fault.
There are two important steps in the fault detection process. The first is to perform signal
processing to generate the feature vector used in the subsequent classification step and the
second step consist of inducing a classifier. In this experiment we extract features from some
important bands of the envelope spectrum. We consider narrow bands around the first, the
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coast. A total amount of 3700 acquisitions was collected. Of this total, only 1000 examples
had some type of defect attributed by a human operator relying on his experience. The re-
mainder of the examples represented normal operational conditions. Each acquisition labeled
as a fault presents some kind of defect that can be divided into electrical, hydrodynamic, and
mechanical failures, and may present several types of defects simultaneously. Normal exam-
ples, that is, examples without any defect were not used in this experiments. An example is
called “normal” when the level of overall RMS is less than a pre-set threshold. In this way
we could distinguish a faulty example from an example in good condition without training a
sophisticated classifier, doing only a simple pre-processing.
The considered motor pumps are composed of one-stage horizontal centrifugal pumps cou-
pled to an AC electric motor. Accelerometers strategically placed at points next to bearings
and motors allow the displacement, velocity or acceleration of the machine over time to be
measured, thus generating a discrete signal of the vibration level. Fig. 2 shows a typical po-
sitioning configuration of accelerometers on the equipment. In general, the orientations of
the sensors follow the three main axes of the machine, that is, vertical, horizontal, and axial.
Vibration signals are collected by means of a closed, proprietary vibration analyzer equipped
with a sensor in the time domain and vibrational signal techniques were applied within the
system.

6.1 Bearing fault diagnosis
We are interested in investigating a well-known method for monitoring the bearing condition
applied to real world data obtained from rotating machines of oil extraction rigs using auto-
matic pattern recognition techniques. A basic model of a bearing usually has rolling elements,
inner and outer raceways, and a cage. The bearings, when defective, present characteris-
tic frequencies depending on the localization of the defect (Mobley, 1999). Defects in rolling
bearings can be foreseen by the analysis of vibrations, detecting spectral components with the
frequencies (and their harmonics) typical for the fault. There are five characteristic frequencies
at which faults can occur. They are the shaft rotational frequency FS, fundamental cage fre-
quency FC, ball pass inner raceway frequency FBPI, ball pass outer raceway frequency FBPO,
and the ball spin frequency FB. The characteristic fault frequencies equations, for a bearing
with stationary outer race, can be found in Mobley (1999). Whenever a collision between a
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defect and some bearing element happens, a short duration pulse is produced. This pulse
excites the natural frequency of the bearing, resulting in an increase of the vibrational energy.
The defect diagnosis based on the characteristic fault frequencies follows a set of consecutive
stages usually denominated as envelope detection (or amplitude demodulation) (Harris &
Piersol, 2002; McFadden & Smith, 1984). The envelope is an important and indicated signal
processing technique that helps in the identification of the bearing defects, extracting charac-
teristic frequencies from the vibration signal of the defective bearing, because the mechanic
defects in components of the bearing manifest themselves in periodic beatings, overlapping
the low frequency vibrations of the entire equipment, for instance caused by unbalance of the
rotor of the pump. The objective is to isolate these frequencies and their harmonics, previ-
ously demodulated by the Hilbert transform (Čížek, 1970). With this analysis it is possible to
identify not only the occurrence of faults in bearings, but also identify possible sources, like
faults in the inner and outer race, or in the rolling elements.
The first step in amplitude demodulation is signal filtering with a band-pass filter to eliminate
the frequencies associated with low frequencies defects (for instance unbalance and misalign-
ment) and eliminating noise. The frequency band of interest is extracted from the original
signal using a FIR filter (Harris & Piersol, 2002; Oppenheim et al., 1998) in the time domain.
The envelope can be calculated by the Hilbert transform (Čížek, 1970). Given a signal h(t) in
the time domain, the Hilbert transform is the convolution of h(t) with the signal 1

πt , that is,
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The envelope of the signal in the discrete form is then given by

E [k] =
√

h2[k] + h̃2[k]. (16)

Since each considered example always presents at least one kind of defect (not only bearing
defect), the approach to deal with this multilabel classification problem was to generate a bi-
nary rolling bearing classifier in the following way: all examples without any bearing fault
constitute the negative class while the examples containing at least one kind of bearing defect
belong to the positive class. The training base was created considering that each acquisition
is formed by all signals collected by each sensor placed on each bearing housing of the motor
pump. Table 1 shows the proportion of positive and negative examples where the positive
class means the class of examples containing any rolling element bearing defect and the neg-
ative class is the class of examples that have no bearing fault.
There are two important steps in the fault detection process. The first is to perform signal
processing to generate the feature vector used in the subsequent classification step and the
second step consist of inducing a classifier. In this experiment we extract features from some
important bands of the envelope spectrum. We consider narrow bands around the first, the
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coast. A total amount of 3700 acquisitions was collected. Of this total, only 1000 examples
had some type of defect attributed by a human operator relying on his experience. The re-
mainder of the examples represented normal operational conditions. Each acquisition labeled
as a fault presents some kind of defect that can be divided into electrical, hydrodynamic, and
mechanical failures, and may present several types of defects simultaneously. Normal exam-
ples, that is, examples without any defect were not used in this experiments. An example is
called “normal” when the level of overall RMS is less than a pre-set threshold. In this way
we could distinguish a faulty example from an example in good condition without training a
sophisticated classifier, doing only a simple pre-processing.
The considered motor pumps are composed of one-stage horizontal centrifugal pumps cou-
pled to an AC electric motor. Accelerometers strategically placed at points next to bearings
and motors allow the displacement, velocity or acceleration of the machine over time to be
measured, thus generating a discrete signal of the vibration level. Fig. 2 shows a typical po-
sitioning configuration of accelerometers on the equipment. In general, the orientations of
the sensors follow the three main axes of the machine, that is, vertical, horizontal, and axial.
Vibration signals are collected by means of a closed, proprietary vibration analyzer equipped
with a sensor in the time domain and vibrational signal techniques were applied within the
system.

6.1 Bearing fault diagnosis
We are interested in investigating a well-known method for monitoring the bearing condition
applied to real world data obtained from rotating machines of oil extraction rigs using auto-
matic pattern recognition techniques. A basic model of a bearing usually has rolling elements,
inner and outer raceways, and a cage. The bearings, when defective, present characteris-
tic frequencies depending on the localization of the defect (Mobley, 1999). Defects in rolling
bearings can be foreseen by the analysis of vibrations, detecting spectral components with the
frequencies (and their harmonics) typical for the fault. There are five characteristic frequencies
at which faults can occur. They are the shaft rotational frequency FS, fundamental cage fre-
quency FC, ball pass inner raceway frequency FBPI, ball pass outer raceway frequency FBPO,
and the ball spin frequency FB. The characteristic fault frequencies equations, for a bearing
with stationary outer race, can be found in Mobley (1999). Whenever a collision between a
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defect and some bearing element happens, a short duration pulse is produced. This pulse
excites the natural frequency of the bearing, resulting in an increase of the vibrational energy.
The defect diagnosis based on the characteristic fault frequencies follows a set of consecutive
stages usually denominated as envelope detection (or amplitude demodulation) (Harris &
Piersol, 2002; McFadden & Smith, 1984). The envelope is an important and indicated signal
processing technique that helps in the identification of the bearing defects, extracting charac-
teristic frequencies from the vibration signal of the defective bearing, because the mechanic
defects in components of the bearing manifest themselves in periodic beatings, overlapping
the low frequency vibrations of the entire equipment, for instance caused by unbalance of the
rotor of the pump. The objective is to isolate these frequencies and their harmonics, previ-
ously demodulated by the Hilbert transform (Čížek, 1970). With this analysis it is possible to
identify not only the occurrence of faults in bearings, but also identify possible sources, like
faults in the inner and outer race, or in the rolling elements.
The first step in amplitude demodulation is signal filtering with a band-pass filter to eliminate
the frequencies associated with low frequencies defects (for instance unbalance and misalign-
ment) and eliminating noise. The frequency band of interest is extracted from the original
signal using a FIR filter (Harris & Piersol, 2002; Oppenheim et al., 1998) in the time domain.
The envelope can be calculated by the Hilbert transform (Čížek, 1970). Given a signal h(t) in
the time domain, the Hilbert transform is the convolution of h(t) with the signal 1

πt , that is,

h̃(t) := H {h(t)} := h(t) ∗ 1
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The envelope of the signal in the discrete form is then given by

E [k] =
√

h2[k] + h̃2[k]. (16)

Since each considered example always presents at least one kind of defect (not only bearing
defect), the approach to deal with this multilabel classification problem was to generate a bi-
nary rolling bearing classifier in the following way: all examples without any bearing fault
constitute the negative class while the examples containing at least one kind of bearing defect
belong to the positive class. The training base was created considering that each acquisition
is formed by all signals collected by each sensor placed on each bearing housing of the motor
pump. Table 1 shows the proportion of positive and negative examples where the positive
class means the class of examples containing any rolling element bearing defect and the neg-
ative class is the class of examples that have no bearing fault.
There are two important steps in the fault detection process. The first is to perform signal
processing to generate the feature vector used in the subsequent classification step and the
second step consist of inducing a classifier. In this experiment we extract features from some
important bands of the envelope spectrum. We consider narrow bands around the first, the
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coast. A total amount of 3700 acquisitions was collected. Of this total, only 1000 examples
had some type of defect attributed by a human operator relying on his experience. The re-
mainder of the examples represented normal operational conditions. Each acquisition labeled
as a fault presents some kind of defect that can be divided into electrical, hydrodynamic, and
mechanical failures, and may present several types of defects simultaneously. Normal exam-
ples, that is, examples without any defect were not used in this experiments. An example is
called “normal” when the level of overall RMS is less than a pre-set threshold. In this way
we could distinguish a faulty example from an example in good condition without training a
sophisticated classifier, doing only a simple pre-processing.
The considered motor pumps are composed of one-stage horizontal centrifugal pumps cou-
pled to an AC electric motor. Accelerometers strategically placed at points next to bearings
and motors allow the displacement, velocity or acceleration of the machine over time to be
measured, thus generating a discrete signal of the vibration level. Fig. 2 shows a typical po-
sitioning configuration of accelerometers on the equipment. In general, the orientations of
the sensors follow the three main axes of the machine, that is, vertical, horizontal, and axial.
Vibration signals are collected by means of a closed, proprietary vibration analyzer equipped
with a sensor in the time domain and vibrational signal techniques were applied within the
system.

6.1 Bearing fault diagnosis
We are interested in investigating a well-known method for monitoring the bearing condition
applied to real world data obtained from rotating machines of oil extraction rigs using auto-
matic pattern recognition techniques. A basic model of a bearing usually has rolling elements,
inner and outer raceways, and a cage. The bearings, when defective, present characteris-
tic frequencies depending on the localization of the defect (Mobley, 1999). Defects in rolling
bearings can be foreseen by the analysis of vibrations, detecting spectral components with the
frequencies (and their harmonics) typical for the fault. There are five characteristic frequencies
at which faults can occur. They are the shaft rotational frequency FS, fundamental cage fre-
quency FC, ball pass inner raceway frequency FBPI, ball pass outer raceway frequency FBPO,
and the ball spin frequency FB. The characteristic fault frequencies equations, for a bearing
with stationary outer race, can be found in Mobley (1999). Whenever a collision between a
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defect and some bearing element happens, a short duration pulse is produced. This pulse
excites the natural frequency of the bearing, resulting in an increase of the vibrational energy.
The defect diagnosis based on the characteristic fault frequencies follows a set of consecutive
stages usually denominated as envelope detection (or amplitude demodulation) (Harris &
Piersol, 2002; McFadden & Smith, 1984). The envelope is an important and indicated signal
processing technique that helps in the identification of the bearing defects, extracting charac-
teristic frequencies from the vibration signal of the defective bearing, because the mechanic
defects in components of the bearing manifest themselves in periodic beatings, overlapping
the low frequency vibrations of the entire equipment, for instance caused by unbalance of the
rotor of the pump. The objective is to isolate these frequencies and their harmonics, previ-
ously demodulated by the Hilbert transform (Čížek, 1970). With this analysis it is possible to
identify not only the occurrence of faults in bearings, but also identify possible sources, like
faults in the inner and outer race, or in the rolling elements.
The first step in amplitude demodulation is signal filtering with a band-pass filter to eliminate
the frequencies associated with low frequencies defects (for instance unbalance and misalign-
ment) and eliminating noise. The frequency band of interest is extracted from the original
signal using a FIR filter (Harris & Piersol, 2002; Oppenheim et al., 1998) in the time domain.
The envelope can be calculated by the Hilbert transform (Čížek, 1970). Given a signal h(t) in
the time domain, the Hilbert transform is the convolution of h(t) with the signal 1

πt , that is,

h̃(t) := H {h(t)} := h(t) ∗ 1
πt

=
1
π

∫ ∞

−∞
h(t)

dτ

t − τ
. (15)

The envelope of the signal in the discrete form is then given by

E [k] =
√

h2[k] + h̃2[k]. (16)

Since each considered example always presents at least one kind of defect (not only bearing
defect), the approach to deal with this multilabel classification problem was to generate a bi-
nary rolling bearing classifier in the following way: all examples without any bearing fault
constitute the negative class while the examples containing at least one kind of bearing defect
belong to the positive class. The training base was created considering that each acquisition
is formed by all signals collected by each sensor placed on each bearing housing of the motor
pump. Table 1 shows the proportion of positive and negative examples where the positive
class means the class of examples containing any rolling element bearing defect and the neg-
ative class is the class of examples that have no bearing fault.
There are two important steps in the fault detection process. The first is to perform signal
processing to generate the feature vector used in the subsequent classification step and the
second step consist of inducing a classifier. In this experiment we extract features from some
important bands of the envelope spectrum. We consider narrow bands around the first, the
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second, the third, the fourth, and the fifth harmonic of each characteristic frequency. Another
useful information used was the RMS calculated from the spectrum of acceleration and from
the envelope spectrum of each measurement point. In this experiment we use the Support
Vector Machine (SVM) (Bishop, 2007; Theodoridis & Koutroumbas, 2006) classifier trained
with its best number of selected features so its performance is maximized. We used the radial
basis as the kernel function with the spread parameter gamma equal to 8, and set the cost
parameter C of the C-SVM to 0.5.
A detailed description about the real bearing fault examples and the mentioned classification
approach can be found in (Mendel et al., 2009). Fig. 3 shows a ROC graph generated for the
SVM induced classifier. Cross-Validation (10-fold) was used to estimate the classifier perfor-
mance using the area under the ROC curve (AUC) as the performance criterion. With these
experiments we are able to conclude that envelope analysis together with pattern recogni-
tion techniques really provide a powerful method to determine the condition that a bearing is
defective or not.

6.2 Misalignment fault diagnosis
Misalignment is a mechanical problem with a high probability of occurrence. This kind of
fault refers to problems related to the coupling between the shaft of the motor and the shaft of
the pump, and occurs when they are parallelly oriented but do not coincide (parallel misalign-
ment), or when they are not parallel but do coincide (angular misalignment). Both situations
usually occur simultaneously, with a characteristic signature of a high vibration at the first,
the second and the third harmonic of the main shaft rotation frequency, in both radial and
axial directions. Fig. 4 shows the frequency spectrum of the velocity signal obtained from
an accelerometer positioned near of the main shaft of a defective motor pump, in the case of
misalignment and no other fault simultaneously.
An experiment of misalignment diagnosis that is done inside a well controlled laboratory en-
vironment enables the emergence of the characteristic signature of the fault, and the induced
classifiers can achieve a very high accuracy in the misalignment detection. In a real world
situation, however, the complexity increases considerably. Many other types of mechanical
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Fig. 4. Manifestation of the misalignment fault in the first three harmonics of the vibration
signal spectrum

defects generate vibrations in the same frequencies as misalignment, for instance unbalance
and mechanical looseness, and in that cases the total RMS energy in such frequencies tends to
accumulate in a manner that is difficult to predict. The possibility of correct diagnosis then de-
pends on the analysis of the situation in other frequency bands in which the signature of other
defects should be sought, as well as the absence of misalignment influence. Based on that, it
is clear that the determination by a human expert which are the relevant frequency bands to
be analyzed by the classifier is a non-trivial task. Therefore, an interesting approach to this
problem is the methodology outlined in section 1, namely the extraction of a large amount of
features (which are mostly the RMS energy of some important bands of the frequency spec-
trum), followed by the feature selection stage in order to seek for feature sets that maximize
the misalignment diagnosis performance.
Our experiments with the above presented motor pump faults database showed that the use
of a single specific feature set to describe the whole process for the misalignment detection
gives marginal results. A better approach has proved to be the training of several different
misalignment classifiers, each one using a different feature set, and obtain the final classifica-
tion of an unknown example combining the class result given by each one of these classifiers.
This approach permits to alleviate the occasional presence of noisy information in a specific
feature set, as other sets are also used for classification. The simplest approach to determine
which are the different feature sets, each one generating a distinct classifier, is to perform the
feature selection process by using an incremental selection algorithm, which gives as output
the order in which each feature was selected (the feature rank). So, different feature sets can
be obtained distinct from each other by the amount of features they have (for instance, a set
composed of the first 15 selected features). Though sets with a greater number of features
completely contain the sets with fewer features in a sequential search algorithm like SFFS, the
classifiers still present different results, and this difference is emphasized by the usage of a
cross-validation method in order to automatically tune the numerical parameters for each of
the final selected feature sets. This approach was described in (Wandekokem et al., 2009) and
the final classifier results will be shown here.
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second, the third, the fourth, and the fifth harmonic of each characteristic frequency. Another
useful information used was the RMS calculated from the spectrum of acceleration and from
the envelope spectrum of each measurement point. In this experiment we use the Support
Vector Machine (SVM) (Bishop, 2007; Theodoridis & Koutroumbas, 2006) classifier trained
with its best number of selected features so its performance is maximized. We used the radial
basis as the kernel function with the spread parameter gamma equal to 8, and set the cost
parameter C of the C-SVM to 0.5.
A detailed description about the real bearing fault examples and the mentioned classification
approach can be found in (Mendel et al., 2009). Fig. 3 shows a ROC graph generated for the
SVM induced classifier. Cross-Validation (10-fold) was used to estimate the classifier perfor-
mance using the area under the ROC curve (AUC) as the performance criterion. With these
experiments we are able to conclude that envelope analysis together with pattern recogni-
tion techniques really provide a powerful method to determine the condition that a bearing is
defective or not.

6.2 Misalignment fault diagnosis
Misalignment is a mechanical problem with a high probability of occurrence. This kind of
fault refers to problems related to the coupling between the shaft of the motor and the shaft of
the pump, and occurs when they are parallelly oriented but do not coincide (parallel misalign-
ment), or when they are not parallel but do coincide (angular misalignment). Both situations
usually occur simultaneously, with a characteristic signature of a high vibration at the first,
the second and the third harmonic of the main shaft rotation frequency, in both radial and
axial directions. Fig. 4 shows the frequency spectrum of the velocity signal obtained from
an accelerometer positioned near of the main shaft of a defective motor pump, in the case of
misalignment and no other fault simultaneously.
An experiment of misalignment diagnosis that is done inside a well controlled laboratory en-
vironment enables the emergence of the characteristic signature of the fault, and the induced
classifiers can achieve a very high accuracy in the misalignment detection. In a real world
situation, however, the complexity increases considerably. Many other types of mechanical
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defects generate vibrations in the same frequencies as misalignment, for instance unbalance
and mechanical looseness, and in that cases the total RMS energy in such frequencies tends to
accumulate in a manner that is difficult to predict. The possibility of correct diagnosis then de-
pends on the analysis of the situation in other frequency bands in which the signature of other
defects should be sought, as well as the absence of misalignment influence. Based on that, it
is clear that the determination by a human expert which are the relevant frequency bands to
be analyzed by the classifier is a non-trivial task. Therefore, an interesting approach to this
problem is the methodology outlined in section 1, namely the extraction of a large amount of
features (which are mostly the RMS energy of some important bands of the frequency spec-
trum), followed by the feature selection stage in order to seek for feature sets that maximize
the misalignment diagnosis performance.
Our experiments with the above presented motor pump faults database showed that the use
of a single specific feature set to describe the whole process for the misalignment detection
gives marginal results. A better approach has proved to be the training of several different
misalignment classifiers, each one using a different feature set, and obtain the final classifica-
tion of an unknown example combining the class result given by each one of these classifiers.
This approach permits to alleviate the occasional presence of noisy information in a specific
feature set, as other sets are also used for classification. The simplest approach to determine
which are the different feature sets, each one generating a distinct classifier, is to perform the
feature selection process by using an incremental selection algorithm, which gives as output
the order in which each feature was selected (the feature rank). So, different feature sets can
be obtained distinct from each other by the amount of features they have (for instance, a set
composed of the first 15 selected features). Though sets with a greater number of features
completely contain the sets with fewer features in a sequential search algorithm like SFFS, the
classifiers still present different results, and this difference is emphasized by the usage of a
cross-validation method in order to automatically tune the numerical parameters for each of
the final selected feature sets. This approach was described in (Wandekokem et al., 2009) and
the final classifier results will be shown here.
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second, the third, the fourth, and the fifth harmonic of each characteristic frequency. Another
useful information used was the RMS calculated from the spectrum of acceleration and from
the envelope spectrum of each measurement point. In this experiment we use the Support
Vector Machine (SVM) (Bishop, 2007; Theodoridis & Koutroumbas, 2006) classifier trained
with its best number of selected features so its performance is maximized. We used the radial
basis as the kernel function with the spread parameter gamma equal to 8, and set the cost
parameter C of the C-SVM to 0.5.
A detailed description about the real bearing fault examples and the mentioned classification
approach can be found in (Mendel et al., 2009). Fig. 3 shows a ROC graph generated for the
SVM induced classifier. Cross-Validation (10-fold) was used to estimate the classifier perfor-
mance using the area under the ROC curve (AUC) as the performance criterion. With these
experiments we are able to conclude that envelope analysis together with pattern recogni-
tion techniques really provide a powerful method to determine the condition that a bearing is
defective or not.

6.2 Misalignment fault diagnosis
Misalignment is a mechanical problem with a high probability of occurrence. This kind of
fault refers to problems related to the coupling between the shaft of the motor and the shaft of
the pump, and occurs when they are parallelly oriented but do not coincide (parallel misalign-
ment), or when they are not parallel but do coincide (angular misalignment). Both situations
usually occur simultaneously, with a characteristic signature of a high vibration at the first,
the second and the third harmonic of the main shaft rotation frequency, in both radial and
axial directions. Fig. 4 shows the frequency spectrum of the velocity signal obtained from
an accelerometer positioned near of the main shaft of a defective motor pump, in the case of
misalignment and no other fault simultaneously.
An experiment of misalignment diagnosis that is done inside a well controlled laboratory en-
vironment enables the emergence of the characteristic signature of the fault, and the induced
classifiers can achieve a very high accuracy in the misalignment detection. In a real world
situation, however, the complexity increases considerably. Many other types of mechanical
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defects generate vibrations in the same frequencies as misalignment, for instance unbalance
and mechanical looseness, and in that cases the total RMS energy in such frequencies tends to
accumulate in a manner that is difficult to predict. The possibility of correct diagnosis then de-
pends on the analysis of the situation in other frequency bands in which the signature of other
defects should be sought, as well as the absence of misalignment influence. Based on that, it
is clear that the determination by a human expert which are the relevant frequency bands to
be analyzed by the classifier is a non-trivial task. Therefore, an interesting approach to this
problem is the methodology outlined in section 1, namely the extraction of a large amount of
features (which are mostly the RMS energy of some important bands of the frequency spec-
trum), followed by the feature selection stage in order to seek for feature sets that maximize
the misalignment diagnosis performance.
Our experiments with the above presented motor pump faults database showed that the use
of a single specific feature set to describe the whole process for the misalignment detection
gives marginal results. A better approach has proved to be the training of several different
misalignment classifiers, each one using a different feature set, and obtain the final classifica-
tion of an unknown example combining the class result given by each one of these classifiers.
This approach permits to alleviate the occasional presence of noisy information in a specific
feature set, as other sets are also used for classification. The simplest approach to determine
which are the different feature sets, each one generating a distinct classifier, is to perform the
feature selection process by using an incremental selection algorithm, which gives as output
the order in which each feature was selected (the feature rank). So, different feature sets can
be obtained distinct from each other by the amount of features they have (for instance, a set
composed of the first 15 selected features). Though sets with a greater number of features
completely contain the sets with fewer features in a sequential search algorithm like SFFS, the
classifiers still present different results, and this difference is emphasized by the usage of a
cross-validation method in order to automatically tune the numerical parameters for each of
the final selected feature sets. This approach was described in (Wandekokem et al., 2009) and
the final classifier results will be shown here.
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second, the third, the fourth, and the fifth harmonic of each characteristic frequency. Another
useful information used was the RMS calculated from the spectrum of acceleration and from
the envelope spectrum of each measurement point. In this experiment we use the Support
Vector Machine (SVM) (Bishop, 2007; Theodoridis & Koutroumbas, 2006) classifier trained
with its best number of selected features so its performance is maximized. We used the radial
basis as the kernel function with the spread parameter gamma equal to 8, and set the cost
parameter C of the C-SVM to 0.5.
A detailed description about the real bearing fault examples and the mentioned classification
approach can be found in (Mendel et al., 2009). Fig. 3 shows a ROC graph generated for the
SVM induced classifier. Cross-Validation (10-fold) was used to estimate the classifier perfor-
mance using the area under the ROC curve (AUC) as the performance criterion. With these
experiments we are able to conclude that envelope analysis together with pattern recogni-
tion techniques really provide a powerful method to determine the condition that a bearing is
defective or not.

6.2 Misalignment fault diagnosis
Misalignment is a mechanical problem with a high probability of occurrence. This kind of
fault refers to problems related to the coupling between the shaft of the motor and the shaft of
the pump, and occurs when they are parallelly oriented but do not coincide (parallel misalign-
ment), or when they are not parallel but do coincide (angular misalignment). Both situations
usually occur simultaneously, with a characteristic signature of a high vibration at the first,
the second and the third harmonic of the main shaft rotation frequency, in both radial and
axial directions. Fig. 4 shows the frequency spectrum of the velocity signal obtained from
an accelerometer positioned near of the main shaft of a defective motor pump, in the case of
misalignment and no other fault simultaneously.
An experiment of misalignment diagnosis that is done inside a well controlled laboratory en-
vironment enables the emergence of the characteristic signature of the fault, and the induced
classifiers can achieve a very high accuracy in the misalignment detection. In a real world
situation, however, the complexity increases considerably. Many other types of mechanical
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defects generate vibrations in the same frequencies as misalignment, for instance unbalance
and mechanical looseness, and in that cases the total RMS energy in such frequencies tends to
accumulate in a manner that is difficult to predict. The possibility of correct diagnosis then de-
pends on the analysis of the situation in other frequency bands in which the signature of other
defects should be sought, as well as the absence of misalignment influence. Based on that, it
is clear that the determination by a human expert which are the relevant frequency bands to
be analyzed by the classifier is a non-trivial task. Therefore, an interesting approach to this
problem is the methodology outlined in section 1, namely the extraction of a large amount of
features (which are mostly the RMS energy of some important bands of the frequency spec-
trum), followed by the feature selection stage in order to seek for feature sets that maximize
the misalignment diagnosis performance.
Our experiments with the above presented motor pump faults database showed that the use
of a single specific feature set to describe the whole process for the misalignment detection
gives marginal results. A better approach has proved to be the training of several different
misalignment classifiers, each one using a different feature set, and obtain the final classifica-
tion of an unknown example combining the class result given by each one of these classifiers.
This approach permits to alleviate the occasional presence of noisy information in a specific
feature set, as other sets are also used for classification. The simplest approach to determine
which are the different feature sets, each one generating a distinct classifier, is to perform the
feature selection process by using an incremental selection algorithm, which gives as output
the order in which each feature was selected (the feature rank). So, different feature sets can
be obtained distinct from each other by the amount of features they have (for instance, a set
composed of the first 15 selected features). Though sets with a greater number of features
completely contain the sets with fewer features in a sequential search algorithm like SFFS, the
classifiers still present different results, and this difference is emphasized by the usage of a
cross-validation method in order to automatically tune the numerical parameters for each of
the final selected feature sets. This approach was described in (Wandekokem et al., 2009) and
the final classifier results will be shown here.
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Experiment Number of positive Accuracy of the
(defective) examples Final Classifier

First pair of training and test data 200 (61.9% of total) 71.45%
Second pair of training and test data 201 (64.0% of total) 74.22%
Third pair of training and test data 152 (47% of total) 74.76%

Table 2. Class distributions and the final classifiers accuracies for the test databases of the
misalignment experiments.

To perform the experiments, we divided the complete database into a pair of training data
and test data, each one with data obtained from oil rigs that are not used in the complemen-
tary base, and keeping the approximated proportion of 2/3 of the examples in the training
database and the remaining 1/3 in the test database. We repeat that division process three
times, evaluating three different experiments. While it is necessary to use data obtained from
some oil rigs in more than one training database, the test databases for these experiments are
disjoint. The first step in our evaluation is to select features with the SFS algorithm for each
training database, using as the selection criterion the estimated accuracy of a SVM classifier
by a 10-fold cross-validation, with the fixed parameters cost C = 0.5 and γ = 8.0. Selecting as
the feature sets to be used in the final classifier ensemble are the 20 feature sets that maximize
the criterion of the feature selection, and automatically tuning the values of their C and γ pa-
rameters by a cross-validation method. The final score value assigned to a test example can be
calculated as the arithmetic mean of the scores assigned to by each of these 20 SVM classifiers.
The scores are continuous values ranging from 0 to 1, and can be seen as the probability esti-
mates of the example belonging to the positive class (defective pattern). Hence, as we used 0.5
as the score threshold value, an example with a final score below 0.5 was classified as the neg-
ative (non-defective) class. Table 2 presents, for each one of the three pairs of training and test
databases, the class distributions and accuracies achieved by the final classifier architecture.
A more robust approach should explicitly seek different classifiers, which will produce a high
quality classifier ensemble, a desired situation in which the performance of the ensemble sur-
passes the performance of each one of its individual classifiers. The use of genetic algorithms
can meet this requirement, as individuals that represent very distinct feature sets can be in-
dividually searched and developed. However, this approach still poses challenges, such as
the determination of which classifiers (individuals) among the available ones will be used to
compose the final classifiers ensemble and is left for future research.

7. Conclusion

We first gave an overview of feature models that can be used for fault diagnosis, obtained
from sensors attached to an industrial process. We distinguished between feature extraction
on the measurement level that provide the principal descriptors of the process condition like
spectra or statistical parameters, and feature extraction on the information level, like Princi-
pal Component Analysis. In order to filter out the enormous amount of features, possibly
generated by the extractor techniques, we employ feature selection to obtain the final set of
characteristic descriptors for the process situation. Besides, we discussed performance criteria
of a diagnosis system relevant to a specific application in fault diagnosis, like the area under
the ROC curve. As an example application we pointed out a automatic fault diagnosis system

for motorpump defects in a real-world environment of oil rigs. Given the variety of processes
in which faults may occur, it is impossible to cover all relevant techniques that are useful for
their detection. Our intention was to transmit our experience derived from a concrete problem
in this very interesting and challenging field of research. We will try to further study sophisti-
cated methods and apply them to automatic fault detection and diagnosis in order to improve
the quality even more.
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Experiment Number of positive Accuracy of the
(defective) examples Final Classifier

First pair of training and test data 200 (61.9% of total) 71.45%
Second pair of training and test data 201 (64.0% of total) 74.22%
Third pair of training and test data 152 (47% of total) 74.76%

Table 2. Class distributions and the final classifiers accuracies for the test databases of the
misalignment experiments.

To perform the experiments, we divided the complete database into a pair of training data
and test data, each one with data obtained from oil rigs that are not used in the complemen-
tary base, and keeping the approximated proportion of 2/3 of the examples in the training
database and the remaining 1/3 in the test database. We repeat that division process three
times, evaluating three different experiments. While it is necessary to use data obtained from
some oil rigs in more than one training database, the test databases for these experiments are
disjoint. The first step in our evaluation is to select features with the SFS algorithm for each
training database, using as the selection criterion the estimated accuracy of a SVM classifier
by a 10-fold cross-validation, with the fixed parameters cost C = 0.5 and γ = 8.0. Selecting as
the feature sets to be used in the final classifier ensemble are the 20 feature sets that maximize
the criterion of the feature selection, and automatically tuning the values of their C and γ pa-
rameters by a cross-validation method. The final score value assigned to a test example can be
calculated as the arithmetic mean of the scores assigned to by each of these 20 SVM classifiers.
The scores are continuous values ranging from 0 to 1, and can be seen as the probability esti-
mates of the example belonging to the positive class (defective pattern). Hence, as we used 0.5
as the score threshold value, an example with a final score below 0.5 was classified as the neg-
ative (non-defective) class. Table 2 presents, for each one of the three pairs of training and test
databases, the class distributions and accuracies achieved by the final classifier architecture.
A more robust approach should explicitly seek different classifiers, which will produce a high
quality classifier ensemble, a desired situation in which the performance of the ensemble sur-
passes the performance of each one of its individual classifiers. The use of genetic algorithms
can meet this requirement, as individuals that represent very distinct feature sets can be in-
dividually searched and developed. However, this approach still poses challenges, such as
the determination of which classifiers (individuals) among the available ones will be used to
compose the final classifiers ensemble and is left for future research.

7. Conclusion

We first gave an overview of feature models that can be used for fault diagnosis, obtained
from sensors attached to an industrial process. We distinguished between feature extraction
on the measurement level that provide the principal descriptors of the process condition like
spectra or statistical parameters, and feature extraction on the information level, like Princi-
pal Component Analysis. In order to filter out the enormous amount of features, possibly
generated by the extractor techniques, we employ feature selection to obtain the final set of
characteristic descriptors for the process situation. Besides, we discussed performance criteria
of a diagnosis system relevant to a specific application in fault diagnosis, like the area under
the ROC curve. As an example application we pointed out a automatic fault diagnosis system

for motorpump defects in a real-world environment of oil rigs. Given the variety of processes
in which faults may occur, it is impossible to cover all relevant techniques that are useful for
their detection. Our intention was to transmit our experience derived from a concrete problem
in this very interesting and challenging field of research. We will try to further study sophisti-
cated methods and apply them to automatic fault detection and diagnosis in order to improve
the quality even more.
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1. Introduction 

Image composition is very important to creative designs such as cinema films, magazine 
covers, promotion videos, and so on. This technique can combine images of actors or 
actresses in a studio and those of scenery taken in other places (Porter & Duff, 1984). Robust 
methods are needed especially for live programs on TV (Gibbs et al., 1998, Wojdala, 1998). 
To perform image composition, objects of interest must be segmented from images, and 
there are a lot of studies about image segmentation (Fu1 & Mui, 1981, Skarbek & Koschan, 
1994), e.g. pixel-based, area-based, edge-based, and physics-based ones. For example, 
Snakes (Kass et al., 1988) was proposed as an effective technique based on edge detection. 
However, there have not been developed practical methods which are accurate and 
automatic, while methods with high accuracy are proposed that are realized by human 
assistance (Mitsunaga et al., 1995, Li et al., 2004). Qian and Sezan proposed an algorithm 
that classifies the pixels in an input image into foreground and background based on the 
color difference between the input image and a pre-recorded background image (Qian & 
Sezan, 1999). The classification result is obtained by computing a probability function and 
the result is refined using anisotropic diffusion. However, the algorithm does not work well 
when foreground objects share regions of similar color and intensity with background. It 
has also restriction of requiring a stationary camera. 
As to camera motion, Shimoda et al. proposed a method in which the background image 
alters accordingly as the foreground image is altered by panning, tilting, zooming and 
focusing operations of the camera (Shimoda et al., 1989). This method is a fundamental 
technique of virtual studios (Gibbs et al., 1998, Wojdala, 1998). 
As a method that takes the advantage of three-dimensional information, Kanade et al. 
proposed a stereo machine for video-rate dense depth mapping that has a five-eye camera 
head handling the distance range of 2 to 15m using 8mm lenses (Kanade et al., 1996). 
Kawakita et al. proposed the axi-vision camera that has up-ramped and down-ramped 
intensity-modulated lights with an ultrafast shutter attached to a CCD probe camera 
(Kawakita et al., 2000). These systems can obtain the ranges from the camera to the objects in 
the scene and extract the objects from the images by using the range information. Yasuda et 
al. proposed the thermo-key extraction technique that measure thermal information for keys 
based on that the high temperature region is the human region (Yasuda et al., 2004). 
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However, since these systems consist of special devices, it is difficult for ordinary users to 
realize image segmentation by employing this information. 
Chromakey, which is also referred to as color keying or color-separation overlay, is a well-
known image segmentation technique that removes a color from an image to reveal another 
image behind. Objects segmented from a uniform single color (usually blue or green) 
background are superimposed electronically to another background. This technique has 
been used for long years in the TV and the film industries.  
In image composition, the color ),( vuI  of a composite image at a pixel ),( vu  is defined as: 
 

),()),(1(),(),(),( vuBvuvuFvuvuI    (1) 
where ),( vuF  and ),( vuB  are the foreground and the background color, respectively, and 

),( vu  is the so-called alpha key value at a pixel ),( vu  (Porter & Duff, 1984). 
The color at a pixel ),( vu  is the same as that of the foreground when ),( vu  equals to 1, and 
is the same as that of the background when ),( vu  equals to 0. In chromakey, it is very 
important to determine the alpha value exactly. Methods for exact estimation of the alpha 
value have been proposed in applications of hair extraction, transparent glass segmentation, 
and so on (Mishima, 1992, Zongker et al., 1999, Ruzon & Tomasi, 2000, Hillman et al., 2001, 
Chuang et al., 2001, Sun et al., 2004). 
However, conventional chromakey techniques using a monochromatic background have a 
problem that foreground objects are regarded as the background if their colors are similar to 
the background color, and the foreground regions of the same color are missing (Fig. 1(a)). 
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              (a) Unicolor background.                                                 (b) Stripe background. 
 

Color2
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 (c) Checker pattern background.  

Fig. 1. Region extraction with chromakey. 
 
To solve this problem, Smith and Blinn proposed a blue screen matting method that allows 
foreground objects to be shot against two backing colors (Smith & Blinn, 1996). This method 
can extract the foreground region whose colors are the same as the background color. This 
alternating background technique cannot be used for live actors or moving objects because 
of the requirement for motionlessness within a background alternation period. 

 

In order to solve the above problem, we proposed a method for segmenting objects from a 
background precisely even if objects have a color similar to the background (Yamashita et al., 
2004). In this method, a two-tone stripe background is used (Fig. 1(b)). As to foreground 
extraction, the boundary between the foreground and the background is detected to recheck 
the foreground region whose color is same as the background. To detect the region whose 
color is same as the background, the method employs the condition that the striped region 
endpoints touch the foreground contour. If the foreground object has the same color as the 
background and has parallel contours with the background stripes, endpoints of the striped 
region do not touch the foreground contour. Therefore, it is difficult to extract such 
foreground objects (Fig. 1(b)). To solve this problem, we also proposed a chromakey method 
for extracting foreground objects with arbitrary shape in any color by using a two-tone 
checker pattern background (Fig. 1(c)) (Agata et al., 2007). 
Basically, these two methods (Yamashita et al., 2004, Agata et al., 2007) only decide the alpha 
values as 0 or 1 discretely, and exact alpha value estimation is not considered. In other 
words, these methods mainly treat segmentation problems, not composition problems. 
In this paper, we propose a new chromakey method that can treat foreground objects with 
arbitrary shape in any color by using a two-tone checker pattern background (Fig. 1(c)). The 
proposed method estimates exact alpha value and realizes natural compositions of difficult 
regions such as hair (Yamashita et al., 2008). 
The procedure consists of four steps; background color extraction (Fig. 2(a)), background 
grid line extraction (Fig. 2(b), (c)), foreground extraction (Fig. 2(d), (e)), and image 
composition (Fig. 2(f)). 

 
2. Background Color Extraction 

Candidate regions for the background are extracted by using a color space approach. Let R1 
and R2 be the regions whose colors are C1 and C2, respectively, where C1 and C2 are the 
colors of the two-tone background in an image captured with a camera (Fig. 2(a)). Then 
region Ri (i = 1, 2) is represented as 
 

}),(|),{( ii CvuIvuR   (2) 
where ),( vuI  is the color of an image at a pixel ),( vu . 
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Fig. 2. Procedure.   (a) Original image.   (b) Region segmentation 1.   (c) Foreground 
extraction 1.   (d) Region segmentation 2.   (e) Foreground extraction 2.   (f) Image 
composition. 
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colors of the two-tone background in an image captured with a camera (Fig. 2(a)). Then 
region Ri (i = 1, 2) is represented as 
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Fig. 2. Procedure.   (a) Original image.   (b) Region segmentation 1.   (c) Foreground 
extraction 1.   (d) Region segmentation 2.   (e) Foreground extraction 2.   (f) Image 
composition. 
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However, since these systems consist of special devices, it is difficult for ordinary users to 
realize image segmentation by employing this information. 
Chromakey, which is also referred to as color keying or color-separation overlay, is a well-
known image segmentation technique that removes a color from an image to reveal another 
image behind. Objects segmented from a uniform single color (usually blue or green) 
background are superimposed electronically to another background. This technique has 
been used for long years in the TV and the film industries.  
In image composition, the color ),( vuI  of a composite image at a pixel ),( vu  is defined as: 
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where ),( vuF  and ),( vuB  are the foreground and the background color, respectively, and 

),( vu  is the so-called alpha key value at a pixel ),( vu  (Porter & Duff, 1984). 
The color at a pixel ),( vu  is the same as that of the foreground when ),( vu  equals to 1, and 
is the same as that of the background when ),( vu  equals to 0. In chromakey, it is very 
important to determine the alpha value exactly. Methods for exact estimation of the alpha 
value have been proposed in applications of hair extraction, transparent glass segmentation, 
and so on (Mishima, 1992, Zongker et al., 1999, Ruzon & Tomasi, 2000, Hillman et al., 2001, 
Chuang et al., 2001, Sun et al., 2004). 
However, conventional chromakey techniques using a monochromatic background have a 
problem that foreground objects are regarded as the background if their colors are similar to 
the background color, and the foreground regions of the same color are missing (Fig. 1(a)). 
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Fig. 1. Region extraction with chromakey. 
 
To solve this problem, Smith and Blinn proposed a blue screen matting method that allows 
foreground objects to be shot against two backing colors (Smith & Blinn, 1996). This method 
can extract the foreground region whose colors are the same as the background color. This 
alternating background technique cannot be used for live actors or moving objects because 
of the requirement for motionlessness within a background alternation period. 

 

In order to solve the above problem, we proposed a method for segmenting objects from a 
background precisely even if objects have a color similar to the background (Yamashita et al., 
2004). In this method, a two-tone stripe background is used (Fig. 1(b)). As to foreground 
extraction, the boundary between the foreground and the background is detected to recheck 
the foreground region whose color is same as the background. To detect the region whose 
color is same as the background, the method employs the condition that the striped region 
endpoints touch the foreground contour. If the foreground object has the same color as the 
background and has parallel contours with the background stripes, endpoints of the striped 
region do not touch the foreground contour. Therefore, it is difficult to extract such 
foreground objects (Fig. 1(b)). To solve this problem, we also proposed a chromakey method 
for extracting foreground objects with arbitrary shape in any color by using a two-tone 
checker pattern background (Fig. 1(c)) (Agata et al., 2007). 
Basically, these two methods (Yamashita et al., 2004, Agata et al., 2007) only decide the alpha 
values as 0 or 1 discretely, and exact alpha value estimation is not considered. In other 
words, these methods mainly treat segmentation problems, not composition problems. 
In this paper, we propose a new chromakey method that can treat foreground objects with 
arbitrary shape in any color by using a two-tone checker pattern background (Fig. 1(c)). The 
proposed method estimates exact alpha value and realizes natural compositions of difficult 
regions such as hair (Yamashita et al., 2008). 
The procedure consists of four steps; background color extraction (Fig. 2(a)), background 
grid line extraction (Fig. 2(b), (c)), foreground extraction (Fig. 2(d), (e)), and image 
composition (Fig. 2(f)). 

 
2. Background Color Extraction 

Candidate regions for the background are extracted by using a color space approach. Let R1 
and R2 be the regions whose colors are C1 and C2, respectively, where C1 and C2 are the 
colors of the two-tone background in an image captured with a camera (Fig. 2(a)). Then 
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Fig. 2. Procedure.   (a) Original image.   (b) Region segmentation 1.   (c) Foreground 
extraction 1.   (d) Region segmentation 2.   (e) Foreground extraction 2.   (f) Image 
composition. 
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However, since these systems consist of special devices, it is difficult for ordinary users to 
realize image segmentation by employing this information. 
Chromakey, which is also referred to as color keying or color-separation overlay, is a well-
known image segmentation technique that removes a color from an image to reveal another 
image behind. Objects segmented from a uniform single color (usually blue or green) 
background are superimposed electronically to another background. This technique has 
been used for long years in the TV and the film industries.  
In image composition, the color ),( vuI  of a composite image at a pixel ),( vu  is defined as: 
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Chuang et al., 2001, Sun et al., 2004). 
However, conventional chromakey techniques using a monochromatic background have a 
problem that foreground objects are regarded as the background if their colors are similar to 
the background color, and the foreground regions of the same color are missing (Fig. 1(a)). 
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To solve this problem, Smith and Blinn proposed a blue screen matting method that allows 
foreground objects to be shot against two backing colors (Smith & Blinn, 1996). This method 
can extract the foreground region whose colors are the same as the background color. This 
alternating background technique cannot be used for live actors or moving objects because 
of the requirement for motionlessness within a background alternation period. 
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extraction, the boundary between the foreground and the background is detected to recheck 
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color is same as the background, the method employs the condition that the striped region 
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background and has parallel contours with the background stripes, endpoints of the striped 
region do not touch the foreground contour. Therefore, it is difficult to extract such 
foreground objects (Fig. 1(b)). To solve this problem, we also proposed a chromakey method 
for extracting foreground objects with arbitrary shape in any color by using a two-tone 
checker pattern background (Fig. 1(c)) (Agata et al., 2007). 
Basically, these two methods (Yamashita et al., 2004, Agata et al., 2007) only decide the alpha 
values as 0 or 1 discretely, and exact alpha value estimation is not considered. In other 
words, these methods mainly treat segmentation problems, not composition problems. 
In this paper, we propose a new chromakey method that can treat foreground objects with 
arbitrary shape in any color by using a two-tone checker pattern background (Fig. 1(c)). The 
proposed method estimates exact alpha value and realizes natural compositions of difficult 
regions such as hair (Yamashita et al., 2008). 
The procedure consists of four steps; background color extraction (Fig. 2(a)), background 
grid line extraction (Fig. 2(b), (c)), foreground extraction (Fig. 2(d), (e)), and image 
composition (Fig. 2(f)). 

 
2. Background Color Extraction 

Candidate regions for the background are extracted by using a color space approach. Let R1 
and R2 be the regions whose colors are C1 and C2, respectively, where C1 and C2 are the 
colors of the two-tone background in an image captured with a camera (Fig. 2(a)). Then 
region Ri (i = 1, 2) is represented as 
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Fig. 2. Procedure.   (a) Original image.   (b) Region segmentation 1.   (c) Foreground 
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In addition to regions R1 and R2, intermediate grid-line regions between R1 and R2 are also 
candidates for the background. Let such regions be denoted as R3 and R4, where the former 
corresponds to horizontal grid lines and the other to vertical ones, respectively (Fig. 2(b)). 
The color of R3 and R4 may be a composite of C1 and C2, which is different from C1 and C2. 
Here, let C3 be the color belonging to regions R3, R4 or foreground region, and we have the 
following description: 
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Figure 3 illustrates a relation among background regions R1, R2, R3, R4, and pixel colors C1, 
C2, C3. It is necessary to estimate C1 and C2 in individual images automatically to improve 
the robustness against the change of lighting conditions. We realize this automatic color 
estimation by investigating the color distributions of the leftmost and rightmost image areas 
where the foreground objects do not exist as shown in Fig. 4(a). The colors in these reference 
areas are divided into C1, C2, and C3 in the HLS color space by using K-mean clustering. 
Figure 4(b) shows the distribution of C1, C2, and C3 in the HLS color space, where the H 
value is given by the angular parameter. The HLS color space is utilized because color 
segmentation in the HLS color space is more robust than in the RGB color space against the 
change of lighting conditions. 
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Fig. 3. Background regions and their colors. 
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Fig. 5. Checker pattern in the foreground object. 
 
Let Hi (i = 1, 2) be the mean value of the H values of Ci (i = 1, 2) in the reference areas, and let 
hj (j = 1, 2, …, N) be the H value of each point in the image, where N is the total number of 
pixels of the image. Pixels are regarded as background candidate pixels if they satisfy the 
following condition, where T is a threshold: 
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3. Background Grid Line Extraction 

Background grid lines are extracted by using adjacency conditions between two background 
colors. Background grid line regions R3 and R4 contact with both R1 and R2. The colors of the 
upper and lower regions of R3 differ from each other, and also the colors of the left and right 
regions of R4 differ from each other. Therefore, R3 and R4 are expressed as follows: 
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where l is the total number of the pixels whose color is C3 in the vertical or horizontal 
direction.  
However, if R3 and R4 are included in foreground objects, e.g. when a person wears in part a 
piece of cloth having the same checker pattern as the background as shown in Fig. 5, these 
regions can not be distinguished whether foreground or background. Therefore, we apply a 
rule that background grid lines should be elongated from those given in the reference area 
where foreground objects do not exist. If grid lines in foreground objects are dislocated from 
background grid lines as shown in Fig. 6, they are regarded as foreground regions. 
Elongation of the background grid lines is realized by the following method. 
In the case of horizontal background grid lines, continuous lines exist at the top of the image 
as shown in Fig. 7 (a). At any part of the left and right reference area of the image, 
foreground objects do not exist. Therefore, it is possible to match any horizontal lines 
between the left end of the image and the right one by making correspondence from top to 
bottom one by one. We approximate the horizontal background grid lines behind the 
foreground object by applying a least mean square method to visible grid-line pairs. 
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In addition to regions R1 and R2, intermediate grid-line regions between R1 and R2 are also 
candidates for the background. Let such regions be denoted as R3 and R4, where the former 
corresponds to horizontal grid lines and the other to vertical ones, respectively (Fig. 2(b)). 
The color of R3 and R4 may be a composite of C1 and C2, which is different from C1 and C2. 
Here, let C3 be the color belonging to regions R3, R4 or foreground region, and we have the 
following description: 
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Figure 3 illustrates a relation among background regions R1, R2, R3, R4, and pixel colors C1, 
C2, C3. It is necessary to estimate C1 and C2 in individual images automatically to improve 
the robustness against the change of lighting conditions. We realize this automatic color 
estimation by investigating the color distributions of the leftmost and rightmost image areas 
where the foreground objects do not exist as shown in Fig. 4(a). The colors in these reference 
areas are divided into C1, C2, and C3 in the HLS color space by using K-mean clustering. 
Figure 4(b) shows the distribution of C1, C2, and C3 in the HLS color space, where the H 
value is given by the angular parameter. The HLS color space is utilized because color 
segmentation in the HLS color space is more robust than in the RGB color space against the 
change of lighting conditions. 
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Fig. 3. Background regions and their colors. 
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Fig. 5. Checker pattern in the foreground object. 
 
Let Hi (i = 1, 2) be the mean value of the H values of Ci (i = 1, 2) in the reference areas, and let 
hj (j = 1, 2, …, N) be the H value of each point in the image, where N is the total number of 
pixels of the image. Pixels are regarded as background candidate pixels if they satisfy the 
following condition, where T is a threshold: 
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3. Background Grid Line Extraction 

Background grid lines are extracted by using adjacency conditions between two background 
colors. Background grid line regions R3 and R4 contact with both R1 and R2. The colors of the 
upper and lower regions of R3 differ from each other, and also the colors of the left and right 
regions of R4 differ from each other. Therefore, R3 and R4 are expressed as follows: 
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where l is the total number of the pixels whose color is C3 in the vertical or horizontal 
direction.  
However, if R3 and R4 are included in foreground objects, e.g. when a person wears in part a 
piece of cloth having the same checker pattern as the background as shown in Fig. 5, these 
regions can not be distinguished whether foreground or background. Therefore, we apply a 
rule that background grid lines should be elongated from those given in the reference area 
where foreground objects do not exist. If grid lines in foreground objects are dislocated from 
background grid lines as shown in Fig. 6, they are regarded as foreground regions. 
Elongation of the background grid lines is realized by the following method. 
In the case of horizontal background grid lines, continuous lines exist at the top of the image 
as shown in Fig. 7 (a). At any part of the left and right reference area of the image, 
foreground objects do not exist. Therefore, it is possible to match any horizontal lines 
between the left end of the image and the right one by making correspondence from top to 
bottom one by one. We approximate the horizontal background grid lines behind the 
foreground object by applying a least mean square method to visible grid-line pairs. 
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In addition to regions R1 and R2, intermediate grid-line regions between R1 and R2 are also 
candidates for the background. Let such regions be denoted as R3 and R4, where the former 
corresponds to horizontal grid lines and the other to vertical ones, respectively (Fig. 2(b)). 
The color of R3 and R4 may be a composite of C1 and C2, which is different from C1 and C2. 
Here, let C3 be the color belonging to regions R3, R4 or foreground region, and we have the 
following description: 
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Figure 3 illustrates a relation among background regions R1, R2, R3, R4, and pixel colors C1, 
C2, C3. It is necessary to estimate C1 and C2 in individual images automatically to improve 
the robustness against the change of lighting conditions. We realize this automatic color 
estimation by investigating the color distributions of the leftmost and rightmost image areas 
where the foreground objects do not exist as shown in Fig. 4(a). The colors in these reference 
areas are divided into C1, C2, and C3 in the HLS color space by using K-mean clustering. 
Figure 4(b) shows the distribution of C1, C2, and C3 in the HLS color space, where the H 
value is given by the angular parameter. The HLS color space is utilized because color 
segmentation in the HLS color space is more robust than in the RGB color space against the 
change of lighting conditions. 
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Fig. 5. Checker pattern in the foreground object. 
 
Let Hi (i = 1, 2) be the mean value of the H values of Ci (i = 1, 2) in the reference areas, and let 
hj (j = 1, 2, …, N) be the H value of each point in the image, where N is the total number of 
pixels of the image. Pixels are regarded as background candidate pixels if they satisfy the 
following condition, where T is a threshold: 
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3. Background Grid Line Extraction 

Background grid lines are extracted by using adjacency conditions between two background 
colors. Background grid line regions R3 and R4 contact with both R1 and R2. The colors of the 
upper and lower regions of R3 differ from each other, and also the colors of the left and right 
regions of R4 differ from each other. Therefore, R3 and R4 are expressed as follows: 
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where l is the total number of the pixels whose color is C3 in the vertical or horizontal 
direction.  
However, if R3 and R4 are included in foreground objects, e.g. when a person wears in part a 
piece of cloth having the same checker pattern as the background as shown in Fig. 5, these 
regions can not be distinguished whether foreground or background. Therefore, we apply a 
rule that background grid lines should be elongated from those given in the reference area 
where foreground objects do not exist. If grid lines in foreground objects are dislocated from 
background grid lines as shown in Fig. 6, they are regarded as foreground regions. 
Elongation of the background grid lines is realized by the following method. 
In the case of horizontal background grid lines, continuous lines exist at the top of the image 
as shown in Fig. 7 (a). At any part of the left and right reference area of the image, 
foreground objects do not exist. Therefore, it is possible to match any horizontal lines 
between the left end of the image and the right one by making correspondence from top to 
bottom one by one. We approximate the horizontal background grid lines behind the 
foreground object by applying a least mean square method to visible grid-line pairs. 
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In addition to regions R1 and R2, intermediate grid-line regions between R1 and R2 are also 
candidates for the background. Let such regions be denoted as R3 and R4, where the former 
corresponds to horizontal grid lines and the other to vertical ones, respectively (Fig. 2(b)). 
The color of R3 and R4 may be a composite of C1 and C2, which is different from C1 and C2. 
Here, let C3 be the color belonging to regions R3, R4 or foreground region, and we have the 
following description: 
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Figure 3 illustrates a relation among background regions R1, R2, R3, R4, and pixel colors C1, 
C2, C3. It is necessary to estimate C1 and C2 in individual images automatically to improve 
the robustness against the change of lighting conditions. We realize this automatic color 
estimation by investigating the color distributions of the leftmost and rightmost image areas 
where the foreground objects do not exist as shown in Fig. 4(a). The colors in these reference 
areas are divided into C1, C2, and C3 in the HLS color space by using K-mean clustering. 
Figure 4(b) shows the distribution of C1, C2, and C3 in the HLS color space, where the H 
value is given by the angular parameter. The HLS color space is utilized because color 
segmentation in the HLS color space is more robust than in the RGB color space against the 
change of lighting conditions. 
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Fig. 5. Checker pattern in the foreground object. 
 
Let Hi (i = 1, 2) be the mean value of the H values of Ci (i = 1, 2) in the reference areas, and let 
hj (j = 1, 2, …, N) be the H value of each point in the image, where N is the total number of 
pixels of the image. Pixels are regarded as background candidate pixels if they satisfy the 
following condition, where T is a threshold: 
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3. Background Grid Line Extraction 

Background grid lines are extracted by using adjacency conditions between two background 
colors. Background grid line regions R3 and R4 contact with both R1 and R2. The colors of the 
upper and lower regions of R3 differ from each other, and also the colors of the left and right 
regions of R4 differ from each other. Therefore, R3 and R4 are expressed as follows: 
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where l is the total number of the pixels whose color is C3 in the vertical or horizontal 
direction.  
However, if R3 and R4 are included in foreground objects, e.g. when a person wears in part a 
piece of cloth having the same checker pattern as the background as shown in Fig. 5, these 
regions can not be distinguished whether foreground or background. Therefore, we apply a 
rule that background grid lines should be elongated from those given in the reference area 
where foreground objects do not exist. If grid lines in foreground objects are dislocated from 
background grid lines as shown in Fig. 6, they are regarded as foreground regions. 
Elongation of the background grid lines is realized by the following method. 
In the case of horizontal background grid lines, continuous lines exist at the top of the image 
as shown in Fig. 7 (a). At any part of the left and right reference area of the image, 
foreground objects do not exist. Therefore, it is possible to match any horizontal lines 
between the left end of the image and the right one by making correspondence from top to 
bottom one by one. We approximate the horizontal background grid lines behind the 
foreground object by applying a least mean square method to visible grid-line pairs. 
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Fig. 7. Background grid line estimation. 
 
In the case of vertical background grid lines, continuous lines exist at the left and the right 
end of the image as shown in Fig. 7(b). However, if a foreground object is a standing person, 
it is not always possible to match the vertical lines between the top end of the image and the 
bottom one. In this case, we estimate the vertical background grid line behind the 
foreground object by applying a least mean square method only to the line at the top end of 
the image. 
When applying a least mean square method to estimate either horizontal or vertical grid 
lines mentioned above, we should take into account the influence of camera distortion as a 
practical problem. Then we should fit higher-order polynomial curves instead of straight 
lines to the background grid lines. Here, we may have another approach; i.e. if we use a 
perfect checker pattern background consisting of squares or rectangles each of which has 
exactly the same shape, and a distortion-free camera whose image plane is set perfectly 
parallel to the checker pattern background, the background grid-line extraction procedure 
will become a very easy one. Comparing to this situation, our procedure seems to be 
elaborate, but it has such advantages as a camera with an ordinary lens can be used, the 
camera is allowed to have some tilt, and a checker pattern background which is somewhat 
distorted is available. 
In this stage, all regions whose colors are same as the background are extracted as the 
background candidates, which may include mis-extracted regions as illustrated in Fig. 2(c). 
Those are regions which belong to the foreground object but have the same color as the 
background. As shown in Fig. 2(d), we define foreground regions whose colors are different 
from the background as R5, and we define mis-extracted regions isolated from the 

 

background and neighboring to the background as R6 and R7, respectively. These errors are 
corrected in the next step. 

 
4. Foreground Grid Line Extraction 

Background candidate regions corresponding to R6 and R7 should be reclassified as the 
foreground, although their colors are same as the background. This reclassification can be 
realized by adopting the following rules concerning to adjacency with background grid lines. 
 
1. If there is a background region candidate that does not connect with the background 

grid line regions R3 nor R4, it is reclassified as the foreground region R6 (Fig. 8, top). 
2. If there is a background region candidate which has an endpoint of a background grid 

line in its inside, it is divided into two regions; one is a foreground region and the other 
is a background (Fig. 8, right). The dividing boundary of the two regions is given by a 
series of the interpolation lines each of which is a connection of neighboring 
background grid-line endpoints (Fig. 9(a), (b)). The region containing the background 
grid line is regarded as the background, and the other is regarded as the foreground 
region R7. 

Figure 9 illustrates the above 2nd rule. Background grid-line endpoints shown in Fig. 9(a) 
produce the dividing boundary as a series of interpolation lines as shown in Fig. 9(b). 
By completing the above procedures, the image is divided into seven regions R1 - R7. 
Regions R5, R6 and R7 are the foreground regions (Fig. 2(d), (e)). The contours of the 
foreground objects may not be exact ones, because the interpolation lines do not give fine 
structure of the contours owing to the simplicity of straight line connection. Therefore, we 
need to execute post processing for contour refinement which is realized by Snakes (Kass et 
al., 1988) (Fig. 10). 
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Fig. 8. Foreground region whose color is same as the background. Top: Inside the foreground 
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Fig. 7. Background grid line estimation. 
 
In the case of vertical background grid lines, continuous lines exist at the left and the right 
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bottom one. In this case, we estimate the vertical background grid line behind the 
foreground object by applying a least mean square method only to the line at the top end of 
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When applying a least mean square method to estimate either horizontal or vertical grid 
lines mentioned above, we should take into account the influence of camera distortion as a 
practical problem. Then we should fit higher-order polynomial curves instead of straight 
lines to the background grid lines. Here, we may have another approach; i.e. if we use a 
perfect checker pattern background consisting of squares or rectangles each of which has 
exactly the same shape, and a distortion-free camera whose image plane is set perfectly 
parallel to the checker pattern background, the background grid-line extraction procedure 
will become a very easy one. Comparing to this situation, our procedure seems to be 
elaborate, but it has such advantages as a camera with an ordinary lens can be used, the 
camera is allowed to have some tilt, and a checker pattern background which is somewhat 
distorted is available. 
In this stage, all regions whose colors are same as the background are extracted as the 
background candidates, which may include mis-extracted regions as illustrated in Fig. 2(c). 
Those are regions which belong to the foreground object but have the same color as the 
background. As shown in Fig. 2(d), we define foreground regions whose colors are different 
from the background as R5, and we define mis-extracted regions isolated from the 
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series of the interpolation lines each of which is a connection of neighboring 
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grid line is regarded as the background, and the other is regarded as the foreground 
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Figure 9 illustrates the above 2nd rule. Background grid-line endpoints shown in Fig. 9(a) 
produce the dividing boundary as a series of interpolation lines as shown in Fig. 9(b). 
By completing the above procedures, the image is divided into seven regions R1 - R7. 
Regions R5, R6 and R7 are the foreground regions (Fig. 2(d), (e)). The contours of the 
foreground objects may not be exact ones, because the interpolation lines do not give fine 
structure of the contours owing to the simplicity of straight line connection. Therefore, we 
need to execute post processing for contour refinement which is realized by Snakes (Kass et 
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Fig. 8. Foreground region whose color is same as the background. Top: Inside the foreground 
(R1 is reclassified to R6). Right: Neighboring to the background (R1 is reclassified to R7). 
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Fig. 7. Background grid line estimation. 
 
In the case of vertical background grid lines, continuous lines exist at the left and the right 
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lines mentioned above, we should take into account the influence of camera distortion as a 
practical problem. Then we should fit higher-order polynomial curves instead of straight 
lines to the background grid lines. Here, we may have another approach; i.e. if we use a 
perfect checker pattern background consisting of squares or rectangles each of which has 
exactly the same shape, and a distortion-free camera whose image plane is set perfectly 
parallel to the checker pattern background, the background grid-line extraction procedure 
will become a very easy one. Comparing to this situation, our procedure seems to be 
elaborate, but it has such advantages as a camera with an ordinary lens can be used, the 
camera is allowed to have some tilt, and a checker pattern background which is somewhat 
distorted is available. 
In this stage, all regions whose colors are same as the background are extracted as the 
background candidates, which may include mis-extracted regions as illustrated in Fig. 2(c). 
Those are regions which belong to the foreground object but have the same color as the 
background. As shown in Fig. 2(d), we define foreground regions whose colors are different 
from the background as R5, and we define mis-extracted regions isolated from the 
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produce the dividing boundary as a series of interpolation lines as shown in Fig. 9(b). 
By completing the above procedures, the image is divided into seven regions R1 - R7. 
Regions R5, R6 and R7 are the foreground regions (Fig. 2(d), (e)). The contours of the 
foreground objects may not be exact ones, because the interpolation lines do not give fine 
structure of the contours owing to the simplicity of straight line connection. Therefore, we 
need to execute post processing for contour refinement which is realized by Snakes (Kass et 
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Fig. 8. Foreground region whose color is same as the background. Top: Inside the foreground 
(R1 is reclassified to R6). Right: Neighboring to the background (R1 is reclassified to R7). 
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Fig. 7. Background grid line estimation. 
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exactly the same shape, and a distortion-free camera whose image plane is set perfectly 
parallel to the checker pattern background, the background grid-line extraction procedure 
will become a very easy one. Comparing to this situation, our procedure seems to be 
elaborate, but it has such advantages as a camera with an ordinary lens can be used, the 
camera is allowed to have some tilt, and a checker pattern background which is somewhat 
distorted is available. 
In this stage, all regions whose colors are same as the background are extracted as the 
background candidates, which may include mis-extracted regions as illustrated in Fig. 2(c). 
Those are regions which belong to the foreground object but have the same color as the 
background. As shown in Fig. 2(d), we define foreground regions whose colors are different 
from the background as R5, and we define mis-extracted regions isolated from the 
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Regions R5, R6 and R7 are the foreground regions (Fig. 2(d), (e)). The contours of the 
foreground objects may not be exact ones, because the interpolation lines do not give fine 
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Fig. 8. Foreground region whose color is same as the background. Top: Inside the foreground 
(R1 is reclassified to R6). Right: Neighboring to the background (R1 is reclassified to R7). 
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Fig. 9. Determination of region R7. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Region extraction using Snakes. 
 
Let ),( vui s  (i = 1, 2, …, n) be closed curves on the image plane ),( vu , and we define 
Snakes energy as:   
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where )( isplineE s  is the energy to make the contour model smooth, )( iimageE s  is the energy to 
attract the contour model to the edge, and )( iareaE s  is the energy for the contour model to 
expand to fit to the reentrant shape (Araki et al., 1995). 
These energies are defined as: 
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where wsp1, wsp2, wimage, and warea are weighting factors, respectively. )( iI s  is a function of 
image intensity on is . 
Therefore, |)(| iI s  is the absolute value of image intensity gradient. In the proposed 
method, |)(| iI s  is given by the following equations depending on what region the pixel 
belongs to. 
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Equation (11) shows that the contour model should not be attracted to the edges belonging 
to the background grid lines. The horizontal and the vertical background grid lines are 
regarded as edges that have large intensity gradients along the vertical and the horizontal 
directions, respectively. Therefore, we make directionally selective calculation of intensity 
gradients for pixels belonging to region R3 or R4 in Equation (11). 

 
5. Image Composition 

The extracted foreground image and another background image are combined by using 
Equation (1) (Fig. 2(f)). 
The alpha values for the background pixels are decided as 0 (black regions in Fig. 11(b)), and 
those for the foreground pixels are decided as 1 (white regions in Fig. 11(b)) by using Snakes. 
It is important to decide binary alpha values for region extraction, however, alpha values of 
boundary regions between foregrounds and backgrounds are neither 0 nor 1. Therefore, we 
estimate alpha values by using Bayesian approach to digital matting (Chuang et al., 2001). 
 

               
       (a) Original image.                                  (b) 0 or 1.                               (c) Segmentation. 
 

        
                         (d) Alpha matte.                                   (e) Composite image. 
Fig. 11. Image composition. 
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Fig. 9. Determination of region R7. 
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Conservative foregrounds (white regions in Fig. 11(c)), conservative backgrounds (black 
regions in Fig. 11(c)), and unknown regions (grey regions in Fig. 11(c)) are segmented from 
the region extraction result by using foreground extraction results by Snakes. 
Alpha value, in other words, opacity for each pixel of the foreground element, is estimated 
by using a modified Bayesian matting method that can extract same color regions with 
backgrounds (Fig. 11(d)), and a natural composite image is generated by using the opacity 
(Fig. 11(e)). Note that Snakes is essential to our method for deciding initial foreground 
regions and dividing image into three regions. Our method cannot work well without 
Snakes, because initial foreground contours is important for estimating opacity for same 
color regions with backgrounds. 

 
6. Experiment 

Experiments were performed in an indoor environment. In the experiments, we selected 
blue and green as the colors of the checker pattern background, because they are 
complementary colors of human skin color and generally used in chromakey with a unicolor 
background.  
The pitch of the checker pattern was 30mm x 30mm to interpolate the boundary of R6 region 
precisely. Note that we have also compared the patterns of the background, e.g. triangle, 
quadrate, hexagon, and so on (Matsunaga et al., 2000). Checker pattern (quadrate) was 
selected from the simulation results of the optimization by considering the accuracy of 
foreground extraction (the numbers of the endpoints of region R7 can be increased) and the 
computation time. 
The sizes of still images were 1600 x 1200 pixels, and those of the moving image sequence 
were 1440 x 1080 pixels, respectively. 
The threshold value T for a color extraction in Equation (4) was 20. The length l of regions R3 
and R4 was 4. The weighting factors wsp1, wsp2, wimage, warea for Snakes were 30, 3, 2, 1, 
respectively. In approximation of the background grid lines by a least mean square method, 
we used quartic equations to fit. All parameters were determined experimentally by manual 
search for optimal ones to give good results. These parameters were unchanged throughout 
the experiments. 
The method has been verified in an indoor environment with a lot of people whose clothes 
were diverse in color. 
Figure 12 shows an experimental result, where Fig. 12(a) shows a foreground image, Fig. 
12(b) shows a background extraction result, Fig. 12(c) shows a foreground extraction result 
before contour refinement, Fig. 12(d) shows a foreground extraction result after contour 
refinement (Snakes), Fig. 12(e) shows opacity for alpha matte, and Fig. 12(f) shows a result 
of the image composition, respectively.  
Figure 13(a) shows a composite result without alpha estimation and Fig. 13(b) (enlarged 
result of Fig. 12(f)) shows a result with an alpha estimation. From these results, it is verified 
that natural compositions of difficult regions such as hair can be realized. 
Figure 14 shows the results of region extraction using a unicolor, a stripe and a checker 
pattern background, respectively. Figures 14(a), (b) and (c) are original images to segment, 

 

where sheets of the same paper used as the background are put on the foreground person in 
order to confirm the validity of the proposed method.  Figure 14(d) shows that the 
foreground regions whose colors are the same as the background color can not be extracted. 
Figure 14(e) shows that if the foreground regions have the same colors as the background 
and have parallel contours with the background stripes, they can not be extracted. Figure 
14(f) shows that the foreground regions whose colors are the same as the background color 
are extracted without fail. 
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Fig. 12. Experimental result 1. 
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                          (a) Without alpha estimation.          (b) With alpha estimation. 
Fig. 13. Experimental result 2 (enlarged image of Fig. 12). 
 

             
       (a) Original image 1.               (b) Original image 2.                     (c) Original image 3. 
 

             
        (d) Result image 1.                   (f) Result image 2.                         (g) Result image 3. 
Fig. 14. Experimental result 3. 
 
Figure 15 shows other experimental result. In Fig. 15(a), sheets of the same paper used as the 
background are put on the foreground person. In Fig. 15(b), same color checker pattern are 
put inside the foreground person. In Fig. 15(c), the foreground person holds his pelvis with 
his left hand, and there is a hole inside the foreground person. From these results, it is 
verified that foreground objects can be extracted without fail regardless of colors and shapes 
of foreground objects whose colors are same as the background colors. 

 

           
(a) Same colors as background. 

 

           
(b) Same color checker pattern as background. 

 

           

(c) Hole (Person who holds his pelvis with his left hand). 
Fig. 15. Experimental result 4. 
 
Figure 16 shows results for a moving image sequence, where (a), (b) show foreground 
images, and (c) shows results of image composition, respectively. 
From these experimental results, the effectiveness of the proposed method is verified. 
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          (a) Original image 1.   (b) Original image 2.                (c) Composite image. 
Fig. 16. Experimental result 5. 

 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a new chromakey method using chromakey with a two-tone 
checker pattern background. The method solves the problem in conventional chromakey 
techniques that foreground objects become transparent if their colors are the same as the 
background color. The method utilizes the adjacency condition between two-tone regions of 
the background and the geometrical information of the background grid lines.  
Experimental results show that the foreground objects can be segmented exactly from the 
background regardless of the colors of the foreground objects. 
Although our proposed method can work successfully, parameters for image processing 
should be determined automatically based on appropriate criteria to improve our method. 
When applying the method to a video sequence, we should take the advantage of interframe 
correlation. The parameters and the background grid-line geometry obtained in the first 
frame can be utilized in processing of succeeding frames so that the total processing time 
will be much shorter. 
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